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DRIVE'S
1st WEEK
Ending Dec. 2Sfh
Pos.

This

Week

I 'SIOUX FALLS

2 ST. LOUIS

3 ALBANY
4 OKLAHOMA CITY

5 . Dallas

6 Memphis

7 Portland

8 Kansas City

9 Pittsburgh

10 Salt Lalce City

I I Denver

12 Cincinnati

13 Detroit

14 Minneapolis

15 Seattle

1 6 Charlottp

17 San Francisco

18 Atlanta

19 Milwaukee

20 New Orleans

21 Chicago

22 Washington

23 Cleveland

24. Omaha
25 Buffalo

26 Boston

27 Philadelphia

28 Los Angeles

29 New Haven

30 Des Moines

31 Indianapolis

32 New York

CANADA
1. -CALGARY
2 ^TORONTO
3. *St. John

4. . *Winnipeg

5. "Montreal

Siau.x Falls Sltaivs The W^ay!
WITH the old RKO fighting spirit running at fever pitch in the branches, the NED DEPINET

DRIVE forces adjusting their sights to all kinds of weather, from 84 degrees on the Coast

to a duplicate of '88 in New York, racked up an auspicious first week. Not all the billings receive

Drive credit, otherwise that pre-Christmas stanza would hove stood out as one of the most formi-

dable first weeks of any NED DEPINET DRIVE. Sherm Fitch, asking no government grants nor

quota reductions for his Sioux tribe, was right back on the soles worpcrth where he left off last year.

The old South Dakota nimrod had all his clanging armour in perfect shape and with his cohorts

bagged everything for first place. Old Man Quota was chased into the Bad Lands. Branch Man-
ager Tom Williamson imbued with the Missouri tradition of having everything of a Missouri

tinge converge on the capital placed his St. Louis cords in the capital closs, second place for

Tom, and here may be the 1948 challenger. The veteran Max Westebbe of Albany knows some-

thing obout capitals as well, and Max, usually o slow starter, racked up third place. Still on-

other RKO radio veteran of the soles wars, Rolph V/illiams of Oklohcmo City, wos up with the

"bowl" squods for fourth place. For Conoda, Reg Doddridge of Calgary broke the winning spell

of Leo Devoney outfits to the east and it was the Stompeders in the soddle ot the heod of the

procession for the first week. Jock Bernstein's Tcrcnto clan hclds second honors. Five Conadion
"Border Without Bayonets" exchonges gave Old Man Quota the works and the entire Devoney
district hit for over one himdred percent, one of the finest starts any district has made in Drive
history. Besides Oklahoma City, Ben Commack hod Sol Sachs' Dollos outfit in fifth place and
R. V. Reogin's Memphis moppers-up in sixth. From the northwest, Dick Longe ot Portland gave
the for west on up-front place. It's only the beginning, folks, and we are not going to point out

those cellar champions for this session. Soon after the down of the new year, they'll all be
squared away and we'll comment on their form, staying powers and ability to come frcm behind.

6 Vancouver

DISTRICTS

1 . . "Canadian

2 Southwestern

3 Prairie

4. Rocky Mt.

5 Southeastern

6 Midwestern

7 Eastern Central

8 Western

9 Eastern

10 Northeastern

1 I Metropolitan

DIVISIONS

1 Western

2 North-South

3. . Eastern

NOTE: Bold Face type indicates

over quota.

* Over quota lor current week.

RKO Leads in **Bests**
CROSSFIRE and THE FUGI-

TIVE in the New York Film Critics

selections which were based on

seven films only, all being nomi-

nated for consideration. CROSS-
FIRE remained In the running as

the best picture to the fourth

ballot. Edward Dmytryk for

CROSSFIRE and John Ford for

THE FUGITIVE were runners-up

for the best director award. Rob-
ert Ryan of CROSSFIRE was in-

cluded In the nominations for the

best-actor division. Loretta

Young of THE FARMER'S
DAUGHTER was included in the

voting for the best actress.

NEW YORK TIMES, Bosley

Crowther—Of seven American
pictures in his best ten (three

were foreign), RKO led the in-

dustry with three, listed In order

of appearance only: CROSS-

FIRE, THE BISHOP'S WIFE, and
THE FUGITIVE. Honorable men-
tion, THE FARMER'S DAUGH-
TER and SO WELL REMEM-
BERED.

HERALD TRIBUNE, Otis L.

Guernsey, Jr—says, "Our vote

for the top three this year would

be 'Children of Paradise,' 'Panic'

and then CROSSFIRE."

JOURNAL-AMERICAN, Rose

Pelswick—Best ten Including for-

eign films gives RKO two selec-

tions, Samuel Goldwyn's THE
SECRET LIFE OF WALTER
MITTY and THE BISHOP'S
WIFE. Honorable mention,
CROSSFIRE and THE FARM-
ER'S DAUGHTER.

The SECRET LIFE OF WAL-

(Continued on Page Four)
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A Hit Wave

RKO Style

A half dozen big RKO Radio

shows and the NED DEPINET

DRIVE rode in on the wings of

the new year to put a jingle in

the exhibitor's socks and to give

RKOers a fresh and encouraging

new start for a new era in the

Company's history. In the wake

of this wave will come still an-

other and greater one to make

1948 our greatest year.

RKO Radio's Sunday and holi-

day boxoffice punch for the wan-

ing days of 1947 included TY-

COON, which did excellent

holiday business despite adverse

weather conditions, with hold-

overs at the RKO Palace, New

York, and RKO Palace, Chicago;

a moveover at Cincinnati, Albee

to Schubert; second weeks at the

Allen, Cleveland, the Orpheum,

Kansas City, Albee, Providence,

Keith, Washington, Hlllstreet and

Pantages, Los Angeles, Broad-

way-Capitol, Detroit, and War-

ner's, Pittsburgh. There will be

several added engagements over

New Year's.

OUT OF THE PAST scored

holdovers at the Grand, Chicago,

and a moveover week at Syra-

cuse, Keith to Empire, Palace to

Temple at Rochester, Keith to

State at Dayton and excellent

business at Newark, Cedar Rap-

Ids, Davenport, Denver, Des

Moines, Minneapolis, Omaha,

Sioux City and Waterloo. In

non-RKO situations, OUT OF
THE PAST moved from the Met-

ropolitan, Boston, to the Para-

mount and Fenway. Excellent at

Portland, Me., Buffalo, San Ber-

nardino, Memphis. At Long

Beach a four theatre day-dater,

State, Cabart, Town and Santa

Fe.

THE FUGITIVE had a tremen-

dous initial week at the Victoria,

New York. Here is an RKO at-

traction which Is figuring In all

the "best" selections. Early open-

ings being set for Cleveland and

Chicago.

THE BISHOP'S WIFE goes

THREE GROUP CONTEST
U r, k llndini: Dec. 25. 19^7

Pos. Pos.

Thi$ This

Week Week

1 . DALLAS St. Louis

2. DETROIT
1 . KANSAS CITY

3. San Francisco
2. PITTSBURGH

4. . . Atlanta
Cincinnati3.

5. Chicago
Minneapolis

6. Washington
4.

7. ., . Boston
5. Charlotte

8. Philadelphia
6. Cleveland

9. Los Angeles 7. Buffalo

10. . . New York 8. Indianapolis

Pos.

This

Week

Sioux Falls

Albany
, Oklahoma City

1. . . MEMPHIS
2. , PORTLAND
3. Salt Lake City

4. ,. Denver
5. Seattle

6. Milwaukee
7. New Orleans

8. . Omaha
9. New Haven
0. . Des Moines

' Elimiiuited us potential (-roup Prize n iiiner ilue to lead position in IStitional Prize listing.

into fourth big week at the Astor,

New York, playing to capacity

in opener at the Carthay-Circle,

Los Angeles, and now In second

big week at the Astor, Boston.

MOURNING BECOMES
ELECTRA — Goes into seventh

v/eek at the Golden, New York.

Opened Christmas night at the

Four Star, Los Angeles, with

house sold out.

THE SECRET LIFE OF WAL-
TER MITTY—Completed eight-

week run at the Adams, Detroit,

and outgrossed any RKO Radio

picture to play the city except

BELLS. Big In RKO Metropolitan

run of 34 theatres over Christ-

mas. At Trenton played the Lin-

coln and Palace and moved to

Trent. Powerful in runs across the

nation with many new engage-
ments over New Year's.

BAMBI—Great holiday attrac-

tion at the Republic, New York,

packing them In in the Disney

manner despite the big snow
storm.

MAGIC TOWN — Second
v/eeks Albee, Brooklyn, Keith-

Memorial, Boston, and Milwau-

kee. Day-dater 'at New Orleans,

Orpheum and Liberty. Excellent

currently at Montreal.

FUN AND FANCY FREE—
Rolled over the nation with all

prints In use in several hundred
situations. Held over Detroit,

Toronto, Hamilton, Oakland,

Montreal. Two theatres at Sac-

ramento.

CROSSFIRE—Up front in all

the polls and bests listings. Held
over in New Bedford, Dallas and
Salt Lake City and going strong-

er than ever in new openings.

liatiy af Champians
tieUl €Bt 3Minne€Bpaiis

MINNEAPOLIS. Dec. 18—Bringing balmy weather

with them, Capt. Walter Branson and Lt. Harry Gittleson,

accompanied by District Manager Herb Greenblatt,

arrived in Minneapolis and got the 1948 NED DEPINET

DRIVE off to a roaring start.

This was the meeting in which the Drive committee

met the top money winners of last year's Drive, namely,

Sioux Falls, first place winner last year, Minneapolis, sec-

ond place winner, and Winnipeg, first prize winner in

Canada.

The meeting was opened by a short talk by Captain

Branson, after a welcoming speech by Herb Greenblatt,

at the exchange for all branch employees. Afterwards,

the meeting was moved to Hotel Nicollet where the real

business at hand was gone over.

Quietly, almost as though he was speaking to each

salesman individually. Captain Branson laid his cards on

the table, told of the problems that would arise during the

Drive, and then told the assembled sales staffs of the

three branches exactly how those problems can be solved.

Calling attention to the standings attained in last

year's Drive by his audience, he pointed out that for the

same three branches to repeat was not impossible and

ended by stating that he expected them to again be at

the top of the standings this year.

Full cooperation was pledged by the entire assembly

and Messrs. Dressell, Fitch and Nackimson left the meet-

ing vowed to repeat last year's wins.

—GENE GAUDETTE
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"Sus/e" Campaign
IF YOU KNEW SUSIE is

going to come to the screen

as one of our most publicized

and advertised attractions.

Eddie Cantor and Joan Davis

are continuously in the lime-

light with their radio programs

and special appearances as

much as any two stars of that

medium and IF YOU KNEW
SUSIE has been given scores

of plugs via the ether.

S. Barret McCormick has

announced a heavy advertis-

ing schedule for SUSIE, in ad-

dition to Life and Look plus

leading fan magazines, this

comedy with music will also

be advertised through Janu-

ary and February in news-

paper and comic sections. The

complete schedule, plus the

Pic-Tour ads which initiated

the campaign, adds up to an

imposing total of over fifteen

million copies.

"Song" Cover
There s a grana cover break

for the stars of NIGHT SONG,
Merle Oberon and Dana An-

drews, on the popular movie

magazine ' Screenland." Cover is

featured with the novelization of

the entertaining film and runs

over five pages.

This excellent publicity break

appears In the February issue

v/hich hits the nation's news-

stands in mid-January, just prior

to the national release of the

production.

Get hold of a copy of the

magazine when It reaches your

favorite newsstand, for It de-

serves the attention of exhibitors.

Lange's 6-llnits

Branch Manager Dick Lange

of Portland succeeded in adding

six Walt Disney first-run cartoons

to THE SECRET LIFE OF WAL-
TER MITTY program at the Or-

pheum for a GALA PRE-HOLI-
DAY DOUBLE -LAFF SHOW,
BOTH TECHNICOLOR HITS.

The Walt Disney 6-unIt Cartoon

Festival Holiday Fun Parade was

given practically half of the bill-

ing in the series of large ads. The

Disney cartoons featured Donald

Duck, Pluto, Goofy and Mickey
Mouse.

Dick has certainly scored with

a fine Idea for holiday playing

time and It's worth a try in any

territory the next time children

are out of school for a week or

more.

NED DEPINET DRIVE TEAM WELCOMED IN HOLLYWOOD. President N. Peter Rcrthvon

greets Captain Walter Branson and Lieut. Harry Gittleson at a studio luncheon in their honor.

Seated, clockwise, are Mr. Rathvon, Dore Schary, studio production chief; Herb Maclntyre,
western district manager; Perry Lieber, studio publicity head; S. Barret McCormick, national

advertising head; Lieut. Gittleson and Captain Branson.
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THE "BESTS^^
{Continued from Page One)

TER MITTY is included in the

Box-Office Champions of the

Motion Picture Herald's selec-

tions for November.

RKO Radio led the list of "Ten

Best" chosen by Boxoffice Maga-

zine during 1947, with a total of

four productions including Sam-

uel Goldwyn's BEST YEARS, giv-

en a special citation as the

Greatest Boxoffice Picture of the

Year. Others were SONG OF
THE SOUTH, THE FARMER'S
DAUGHTER, THE BACHELOR
AND THE BOBBY-SOXER and

THE SECRET LIFE OF WALTER
MITTY.

Middletons Here
balesman Bob Middleton of St. John

has combined a series of joyful events

including a honeymoon in New York,

his vacation, Christmas and New Year

holidays. On Saturday Bob was married

to Joan Allen of Montreal and they

came on to New York and visited the

Home Office Monday. Miss Allen was

formerly a secretary for Darling

Brothers, an engineering firm where

Bob worked previous to signing with

RKO last April at Montreal. During

the war he served with the Canadian
naval forces. Later he was transferred

to St. John. We started talking a little

golf to Bob but found he had been a

ranking tennis player in Canada so we
switched to hockey, hte has friends

on the Toronto Leafs and saw them
play the Rangers here. Bob says the

hottest thing on the screen in his

territory is the MY PAL series. Con-
gratulations to the honeymooners.

Farewell Sylvia!
Sylvia Maisler of Arthur Brilant's de-

partment is leaving RKO Friday after

many years with the Company. Sylvia

was S. Barret McCormlck's secretary

sway back in the days when Barret was
just beginning to build up the depart-
ment. For the last three years she has

been in Brilant's feature department as

a general publicity writer and specialist

in woman's fashion and editor of a

special woman's page which is widely
circulated throughout the country.

Sylvia will retire to her new home in

Scarsdale to keep house. She was mar-
ried some two years ago. We are sorry

indeed to see Sylvia leave the big
faraily and wish her every success in

her new home.

Wild Here
Salesman Ray Wild of Cleve-

land spent Christmas with his

parents in New Jersey.

Thelma Improved
Office Manager Thelma

Washburn of Des Moines has

been able to leave the hospital

and Is reported well on the road
to recovery.

The Big Snow
New York's big snow cut down

box-office receipts all Friday

and up until Saturday night. Of-

fice Manager Bill Hartman of

the New York exchange says

many cans of films were stalled In

trucks but by bringing In help on

Sunday any great damage was

avoided.

Many Home Office folk were

stranded Friday night, including

Jerry Dvorak who lives some 70

miles out in Patchogue. Jerry did

not get a train until Saturday and

then had to walk from the station

to his home, a goodly distance.

Terry Turner was snowed In on

his Flushing estate with four feet

of the white stuff.

Esther Ostrow, Lou Gaudreau's

secretary, was crushed in a crowd

while getting off a train at Rock-

ville Center and suffered In-

juries.

Mrs. Robert Boehnel, wife of

cur Bob of the publicity depart-

ment, suffered a severe back in-

jury in a fall at their Westchester

home.

Sid Kramer from out Long Is-

land way had a five-mile walk

Tuesday.

Squire Fred Schaefer of Nor-

walk was absent Friday due to a

cold, the first time we ever re-

member of the Squire having

been III. The storm didn't keep

him away. He was right back

pitching Monday morning.

Gals got out their overshoes

and vets donned their army
boots.

Oldtimers said the blizzard of

'88 was the fabled snow to re-

member. Eye-witnesses Zack Tay-

lor and Dick Gavin have vivid

memories of the '88 blizzard.

Dick says the folks could not see

the top of the flagpole In his

yard out Jersey way. Zack, then

a youngster of ten who was with

the Rough Riders a decade later

at San Juan Hill, said the com-
muters of those days had to

reach their stations via tunnels

under the snow.

Yes, December 26th of 1947,

will long be remembered. It was
Old Man Winter's biggest day.

Canada Holly

Branch Manager Jimmie Davie

of Vancouver brightened up
things pre-Chrlstmas on the

tenth floor via a bundle of mistle-

toe forwarded to ye ed. Thanks,

Indeed, JImmIe, for this real

stuff.

RKOers Honored
President N. Peter Rathvon

has accepted the chairmanship

for Southern California of

American Brotherhood Week, to

be held from Feb. 22nd to 29th.

Branch Manager Barney Pitkin

of New Haven has been re-elect-

ed chief barker of Variety Club
of Connecticut Tent No. 31.

Branch Manager Russell Brent-

llnger of Indianapolis has been
named chief barker of the Vari-

ety Club of Indianapolis.

January lOth

ALICE DUFLOCQ
MOLLIE RAM
BLANCHE YOMSTOCK

January llth

JACK W. McCARTER
B D. LION
ETHEL COOK
LEONA LIPPA
JUNE M. PAPERO

January \2tb

MARY ZEMLER
ANNA KELLY
WILLIAM VENERABLE
A. F. BRAEUNIG
ERMA F. K. DeLAND
ELIZABETH NEEL
SHIRLEY A. PYLES
GAY NELL D. DAVIS

January lith

MARJORIE RAE HOWE

Home Office

Home Office

Winnipeg

Home Office

Home Office

San Francisco

Boston
Buffalo

Detroit

Philadelphia

Indianapolis

Qeveland
Omaha

New Orleans
Indianapolis

Atlanta

Detroit

January I4th

STANLEY C. JACQUES Cincinnati

BERNARDINE KENNY Home Office

JOHN DAVID KING Calgary

JAMES McDonald New York
JUANITA FIELDS Los Angeles

January 15//)

H. P. SMITH
JOHN SABAT
CHARLES ZAGRANS
ELLA V. OHALLORAN
LOIS C. KELLEY
KERMIT AXELROD
JACQUES CHABRIER
CAROLYN J. F. WOLFE
MARY POWERS
LORRAINE J. WARGIN
NORMA HARKER
GEORGIA MINOCK

January 16th

CEOLIA R. KIESELBACH
F. W. FINNEGAN
F. SHAW
JEAN INGALLS
CHARLES GOODMAN

Boston
Qeveland

Philadelphia

Home Office

Salt Lake City

Home Office

Home Office

Home Office

Memphis
Denver

Washington
Denver

Pittsburgh
Minneapolis

Portland
Sioux Falls

Buffalo

"News" Splurge
The RKO Studio Club News

made Its biggest splurge since

pre-war days for Its Christmas

number. Sixty pages were given

over to the various Studio activi-

ties In a number packed with

highlights and sidelights about

executives, employees and off-

spring. Jack Glazer is Editor of

the monthly publication. We'd
like to get on your mailing list.

Jack, as no doubt many other

RKOers would.

"Swish!" Right

Through the Loop
Writing in his column "Life

With Salt on the Side" in the

New York Journal American,
Columnist E. V. Durling says

basketball is the country's

most popular sport, "but do
you realize," he asks, "the ex-

tent of the game's popularity?

It is estimated the country's

basketball fans number eighty

million! In the United States

there are seventeen thousand

high schools that have basket-

ball teams as compared with

seventy - five hundred with

football teams and six thou-

sand with baseball teams."

Swish! This one is right

through the old sales hoop as

a counter for BASKETBALL
HIGHLIGHTS.

CONDOLENCE
We learn from one of the

trade papers that Branch Man-
ager Russell Brentlinger of Indi-

anapolis planed to Stockholm,

Calif., last Friday to attend the

funeral of his mother, Mrs. Truda

Brentlinger. All RKOers will be
saddened by this news and heart-

felt condolence Is extended to

Mr. Brentlinger.

Storm Victim
Members of the Home Office and

Pathe were saddened to hear of the

tragic demise of Frederic MaDan last

Friday (26). MaDan who maintained his

residence at Irvington-on-Hudson in

Upstate New York was snowed in at

the railroad depot and sat waiting in

his car for a taxi. To keep warm he

kept the motor running and was over-

come by monoxide gas. MaDan did

free lance art work for RKO and Pathe

for twenty years. Through FLASH his

innumerable friends and members of

the RKO family offer their heartfelt

condolences to his widow and two
sons who survive him.

Stork in Storm
Our Tommy Agneta went to

the rescue of the stork In the

storm and called the police at

3 a.m. Sunday for help in getting

Mrs. Agneta to a hospital. Await-

ing the arrival of the police am-
bulance. Tommy covered a lot of

ground looking for a taxi and
succeeded just as the ambulance
was driving up. A son arrived

later Sunday morning at the

Manhattan General Hospital,

making two boys In the Agneta
family. Tommy is one of our

vets who brought back a British

bride. Very good Papa Agneta
and the best of luck to the

Agneta clan.
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VIRGINIA MAYO paid a guest visit to the Annual Cleveland
Plain Dealer Charity Football game during her visit in Cleve-
land. She is pictured here with Gertrude Niesen and escort,

and the queen and king oi drum majors oi the Cleveland high
schools as the group took a bow before a crowd oi 55,000 in

the Cleveland Stadium.
—BOB HALEY

Armendariz On

A "P. A." Tour

OKLAHOMA CITY — Pedro

Armendariz, popular Latin-Amer-

ican motion picture star and one

of the stars of Argosy Film's THE
FUGITIVE, arrives in Brownsville,

Texas, from Mexico City on a

Pan American Clipper at 10:00

a.m. on Friday morning, January

the second and starts a ten day
personal appearance tour of some
of the leading cities in the South-

west.

This tour was arranged by Ned
E. Depinet and R. J. O'Donnell,

general manager of the Inter-

state Circuit, about a month ago
and since that time Frank Starz

and Ray Beall, advertising direc-

tors of Interstate, have been busy

getting special material out to

the respective towns in order to

assure advance publicity breaks

and a successful tour. Frank and

Ray have made up special ad
mats, scene mats, press stories

and special personal appearance
trailers, which will be clipped on

to THE FUGITIVE trailer and run

a week in advance of the open-

ings.

Pedro will appear on the stages

of the Capitol in Brownsville,

Arcadia in Harlingen, Palace in

McAllen, State in Austin, Aztec
in San Antonio, Plaza in El Paso

and Kimo in Albuquerque. In

each of these situations plans

"Fugitive" Wins

Catliolic Support

And here is still another en-

dorsement for THE FUGITIVE,

this one from Mrs. C. M. Mihan,

chairman of the Legion of De-

cency Committee of the National

Council of Catholic Women of

the Archdiocese of San Fran-

cisco:

"It was indeed a privilege at

your kind invitation to attend the

preview of John Ford's excellent

feature picture, 'The Fugitive.'

"I feel the responsibility of

commending the Argosy Pictures

Corporation on the realistic and
honest presentation of one of the

great conflicts of all times, re-

ligion in conflict with atheistic

revolution.

"The great talent of the ac-

tors who portray the characters

of the story and the beautiful

photography gives the story sus-

pense and makes it worthy enter-

tainment.

"The classification A-i (mor-

ally unobjectionable for general

patronage) placed upon the film

by the Legion of Decency, in it-

self, calls for the support of all

our members and their families.
"

have been made for radio and

newspaper interviews and visits

to the Mexican Consul.

—ED TERHUNE

"Electra" Opens

LOS ANGELES—The Theatre

Guild presentation of Eugene

O'Neill's drama MOURNING
BECOMES ELECTRA at the

4 Star theatre in Los Angeles on

Christmas Night was in reality

an A>cademy Award event. At-

tended by important members of

civic and professional groups

and accepted in no uncertain

terms by the leading critics of

Los Angeles and Hollywood,

MOURNING BECOMES ELEC-

TRA is on the way to a long and

successful run in the film capital.

Long before the doors opened
interested and excited fans lined

each side of the lobby. Giving

up the comforts of their homes
on Christmas night, the theatre-

goers of this community mani-

fested their tremendous interest

in Dudley Nichols' adaptation of

this unusual play to attend and

justly give the final scene of the

picture a mighty ovation.

The advance sale of tickets

over the next few weeks is an-

other indication of the wide-

spread interest in ELECTRA and
according to Virginia Wright,

drama editor of the News,
"ELECTRA is the finest thing

ever done on the screen and of

Definite Academy caliber.
"

The Studio art department
created the unusual lobby, carry-

ing out the mood of the picture

and the fine co-operation of

Perry Lieber, Studio publicity

head, and members of his de-

partment made possible this most
successful opening.

—DAVE CANTOR

Ford Receives

Redbool( Award

John Ford, producer and di-

rector of Argosy's RKO THE
FUGITIVE, has been named to

receive the ninth annual Redbook

Motion Picture Award for 1947,

for the exceptional work he has

done in the production and di-

rection of films.

January's issue of Redbook
Magazine, announcing the

Award, devotes a two-page

spread to Ford with scenes of

pictures made by him from THE
INFORMER to THE FUGITIVE.

Presentation of the award will

be made on the January fifth

broadcast of the Screen Guild

Players program. Scenes from

"Fugitive" Ads

in Catlioiic Mags.
Years and years ago when

RKO Radio first released John

Ford's THE INFORMER we were

all caught napping, the Studio,

perhaps Ford too, and all through

distribution. It took the public to

discover THE INFORMER and

the public probably will never

forget it. The INFORMER has

more firsts to its credit than any

other feature ever made.

In the few short weeks that

Ford's THE FUGITIVE has played

in three situations the critics and

the public have linked it up with

THE INFORMER. One is sensi-

tive to the other. And this time

RKO is prepared all along the

line. The INFORMER never knew

the association of national ad-

vertising. But ads on THE FUGI-

TIVE already have appeared in

Life, Look, Saturday Evening

Post, Collier's, Liberty, Ameri-

can, Parents , True Confession

and the supplement This Week,

in addition to the usual fan mag-
azine groups.

And S. Barret McCormick has

supplemented our regular adver-

tising schedule on THE FUGI-
TIVE with full page ads in lead-

ing Catholic and Protestant mag-
azines, newspapers and regional

publications.

The INFORMER and FUGI-
TIVE. They have that alliteration.

And the critics and the public

are linking them together. Be on

guard to take every advantage
of it. Here's a once in a life-

time!

THE FUGITIVE will be drama-
tized. This presentation over the

CBS network, from 10:30 to

1 1 :00 p m., EST, will star Greg-
ory Peck due to the fact that

Henry Fonda its co-star will not

be available.

This award adds another dis-

tinction to Ford's brilliant film

career. He has three times won
Academy Awards, besides the

New York film critics annual di-

rector's award. In reviewing his

recent career, Redbook recounts

that Ford "recently gave a $250,-

000 endowment to a home for

former members of the Field

Photo Unit of the OSS as a me-
morial to the men killed while

serving with him in the Pacific."
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Eight Film Move In on Holiday,

One an Import From India

-^Fafftive* Heads Li^

By BOSLEY CROWTHEB
Out of the flood of pictures

which opened on Broadway yester-

day emerges in monolithic beauty
'

John Ford's "The Fugitive." Fo;

here, in this :^trange and haunting,

picture, now showing on the Vic-

'

toria's screen, is imaged a terrify-

ing struggle between strength and,

weakness in a man's soul, a thun-|

dering modem parable on the in-

destructibility of faith, a tense and

significant conflict between free-^

dom and brute authority.

It is difficult to fashion in a few i

lines an indication of the nature

of this film because of its violent

eccentricities and its crashing
|

overtones. But it is enough to say.
\

at the moment, that Mr. Ford has;
accomplished in it a true compan-l
ion piece to "The Informer," which

|

he directed some years back.
;

In fact, there are strong re-

semblances between the two finely

imaged films, since "The Fugitive"

;

is also a picture about a frenzied
spiritual flight. It Is. in brief, the,

story of a young priest's bewil-|
dered attempts to carry on his hum-:
ble ministrations in a land where
the church has been banned and
still avoid apprehension by the bru-
tal totalitarian police.

Like "The Informer," however,
it is much more than a melodra-
matic "chase." although the vigor-

j

ous accumulation of terror of ai

physical hue-and-cry has not been'
missed. Taking place, supposedly. I

in a fictitious Latin-American land,
which has been appropriately pic-:

ured by filming in Mexico, Mr. •

Ford has made "The Fugitive," aj

symphony of light and shade, of
deafening din and silence, of sweep-
ing movement and repose. And by
this magnificent ordering of a
strange, dizzying atmosphere, he
has brewed a storm of implications
of man's perils and fears in a
world gone mad.
The script, prepared by Dudley

Nichols from a novel by Graham
Greene, is a workmanlike blueprint
for action, failing only to define
the deeper indecision of the hero
as it was apparently conceived by
Mr. Greene. And the performances
are all of them excellent, from the
anguished straining of Henry
Fonda as the priest to Ward
Bond's stony arrogances as an|
American ganster "on the lam."|
Dolores Del Rio is a warm glow of

]

devotion as an Indian Magdellene
and Pedro Armendariz bums v\it^

scorching passion as a chief c'

militai-y police. The musical score
by Richard Hageman is a tintin-i

nabulation of eloquent sounds.
j

Let us thank Mr. Ford for giving i

us. at this late date, one of the,

best films of the year. I
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The New Movies

Violence and Piety

JOHN FORD and Dudley Nichols

have collaborated on a strange-

]v engrossing film in "The Fugi-

tive
" The Christmas Day offering

at the Victoria is a somber and

unrelenting account of religious

persecution, with a hounded priest

as the central character In many

respects it is reminiscent of ine

Informer." The man hunt itself

has been made the focus of the

work and it builds with tremen-

dous melodramatic PO^^^r up to

the final sequences. The Fora

direction is savage and sensitive^

The photography is exquisite. II

the production is baffling as well

as fascinating it^s because the

theme loses direction in trymg to

combine violence and piety.

• • *

Nichols has adapted the scenario

from Graham Greene's novel,

• The Labyrinthine Ways," taking

considerable liberties with the

original. He has realized the an

tagonism of a Mexican ^ar lord

for Catholicism in Passages of te -

rible bruUlity, while 0PP0s-=

these with splendid scenes descno^

ing the abiding faith of Indian

peasants. The figure of the P ^egl

himself remains only Pajt^am

drau-n. While he is escaping from

cavahY and the wily deceits oi a

nolicfstool pigeon, the script nas

breadth force and an economy

nf dSue in the final resolution

Ss own personal spiritual prob-

Sn? the motion picture veers off

center.

•The Fugitive" was filmed in

MeSco, which gives the action a

rare authenticity. Ford has taken

V fuiT advantage, of the realistic

^

\ backgrounds. The scene m which

\ the mounted pohcemen charge

\ through a village looking for the'

\ LTpriest in.the P-v|"^that ' in

/ S ough a wheat field. There is so

rnuch pictorial magnificence in the

\ ?iSe that the want of a tighter

1 dramatic unity becomes more

acute.

The acting follows the story',

,in?U the" direction with mos
,

nf their virtues and some of tneu

Sii^s^Henry Fonda is splendid ^n

the title role. He succeeds^ m .

con
;

vincing one that he is both an out

law and a man of God, althou=n

he is not able to fully resolve the

Sner conflict involved Do ores De

Rio has the difficult role of a peas

ant woman who helps him flee, but

1
she handles it ^'ith restra nt and

' remarkable sympathy. As the po

lice lieutenant who pursues the

T^Hest Pedi-o Armendanz is excel-

Sand'j. Carroll Naish. Leo Car

rillo. Ward Bond and the otheis

hew steadily to their parts The

Fugitive" has great cmematic dis-

tinction^

There's Life- and The Fugitive'

Eleven Christmas Picture Openings.

By EILEEX CEEELMAN.

THE FUGITTVE.'

Christmas week brings in just

one deeply religious picture, the

Victoria's "The Fugitive." In spite

of its title, this is far from cops-

and-robbers melodrama. "The
Fugitive" is a poerfi told with
cameras. It moves slowly, in un- 'i

reality, like a dream. Each scene
,

has a rare visual beauty, a stud-

ied and striking blend of light
'

and shade.
John Ford, who made good mov-

ies long before pictures learned ;

!to talk, has directed "The Fugi- ;

tive" like a silent film. There is

little talk. Unfortunately, there is ;

also little action. The characters i

move like figures in a trance.

They are symbols rather than >

people. Their story tells of the
^

strength of religion, of an undy- '^^

ing church, of a valiant priest-
\^

hood. The theme is strong, the

photography superb.
The dream-like quality must be

deliberate. Ford has directed too
f many pictures to do anything un-
i wittingly. He has choseji to tell

\ his story in poetic rather than

j
dramatic terms. The tale is a

) simple one, deliberately simple,
/ like its characters. A priest is

1 being hounded in old Mexico, in

J

the days of revolution when the
I Roman Catholic Church was per-
] secuted. Declaring the priesthood
/ large and himself always too

I small for it, the priest is fright-
V ened and bewildered. He finds i

frash courage when the demand.^

J

grow great. At the end, when
execution awaits him, he finds

1 his fear fading away. And in the

last quiet scene a new priest
quietly arrives to take his place. ^

Henry Fonda plays the fugi
,

tive priest, Dolores Del Rio a
;

I devout Indian, Pedro Armendarizi i

> the police lieutenant who ha a /

' turned against his faith and still )

must cross himself when he hear? )

the priest's execution. They all \
blend into this handsomely photo- \

graphed, strangely unexciting pic-

ture. The beauty of Mexican land- *

scapes and Mexican faces have (

been caught by the camera. )

[
jPhotograhped

[

i^" 2of?hfS Victoria.
/

'0 come oufcTHn^^'^*'°P'^t'^es /
Pressively DhnfS ^-
mounted; It ifa Sf^P^'^ and ;

camera effect, f/'l' °^ beautiful ^
The

vs and landscapes"
.Picture was mmeiMexico by j-i^JT-^ '"fed fa

7heLabyri„rw„ewSs'Mr''a sombre narrative of «i-
persecution in the M..?"^""'some years back t! ,

«f
a Priest. bmSk y/''^^'^""^
Po'ice, returm f!, !.

.'"^ *he

squad. ^ *he firing

i

PJ-S"^/"^,^ portrays the
iCarroi Ssh SL^^ J

/ land Leo Calrili^^? Armstrong
i°f Mexican'^ a large cas?

J
gueroa gets-anrf j" <^abriel Fi-

-KOSE PELSmCK.

I
We .

IE-£nx^.^^
Victor. X...-

/ John ForTthaf^L''^*'^ •'^^^"'^'"^

/ the finest 'll!^.??^^^^^
picture at the

drama and^a^--— ^ .

emotion a

picture
made. This new
Victoria is

standout in direc-

cance, Ford

Academy Award winner.: "t,Informer" and -'Thl
'

Wrath." Grapes of

From a standpoint of signifi-

1

commended for hTj^effn% '^^^^^^l
this is the fuL --^'nce

complete a HiVtlt u-^" °^

other ism.
'^"^^^^o^^hip as any;

The story

in show
as

the rnT. .
"-"'"y F°"da plays

j

Scejfenf f^'^'"'
Armendariz areexcellent in supporting ..roles.-
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Travelers
Robert Ryan has returned to

Hollywood after a two-week visit

in the east-

Danny Kaye flies from New

York on January 25th for London

where he will begin, on February

2nd, a four-week engagement at

the Palladium. While in England,

Kaye will also make several per-

sonal appearances in Manches-

ter and Birmingham in behalf of

British charities.

Richard Landau, contract writ-

er, is back in Hollywood after

extensive research work in Wash-

ington and New York in connec-

tion with potential picture FILE

342.

Pat O'Brien will come to New

York early in January to make

transcriptions for his forthcom-

ing radio show, "Tales of Broad-

way."

Henry Fonda arrived in New

York from Hollywood last Satur-

day for his return to the stage

after a 10-year absence. He will

star in the stage dramatization of

Thomas Heggen's best-selling

novel "Mr. Roberts," to be pro-

duced by Leiand Hayward.

Jesse L. Lasky, who with Wal-

ter MacEwen, has just completed

the production of Russell Jan-

ney's THE MIRACLE OF THE
BELLS, due in New York this

weekend has postponed his trip.

Redgrave "Best
"

Michael Redgrave's acting in

MOURNING BECOMES ELEC-

TRA, now in the seventh week of

its New York run at the Golden

Theatre has brought him the dis-

tinction of "the actor giving the

best performance of the year,"

by The National Board of Re-

view of Motion Pictures.

In this screen version of the

Eugene 0"Neill play, directed

by Dudley Nichols, and produced

by him in association with the

Theatre Guild, Redgrave has the

role of Orin Mannon.

Redgrave has been acting

since 1937. The author of two
plays, he freelanced for a time

as a journalist, and for three

years served as a public school-

master before turning actor.

"WINDOW" TROUPE WEST—(1)—Bobby Driscoll. youthful featured player,

and his parents smile their farewells from a Pullman doorway as they depart

for California upon completion of the New York shooting. (2)—Featured play-

ers including Bobby Driscoll, Barbara Hale, Paul Stewart, Arthur Kennedy
and Ruth Roman, line up for a final group photo with administrative and
production heads on the picture before boarding their special Pullman Cali-

fornia bound. (3)—Mrs. Frederic Ullman, jr. and son Tony accompanied pro-

ducer Ullman on the trip West. (4)—Dore Schary on a trip to New York visited

Ullman on the set. (5)—Bobby Driscoll makes friends with a foreign breed of

chickens at the opening of the Poultry Show in New York. (6)—Paul Hollister

discusses publicity plans with Producer Ullman. (7)—Bobby waves a last

goodbye. (8)—Bobby yells "Fowl" when presented with two eggs by an entry
in the New York Poultry Show. (9)—A group of the Roman Singers from Vati-

can Churches in Italy, touring this country, meet Bobby. (10)— Bobby offi-

cially opens the Toy Show at the Museum of Science and Industry in Radio
City.

Pluto's Blue Note

Pluto tries out his singing voice

here, but the results are disas-

trous. When he sings with the

birds, they fly away. When he

sings with a bee, she's disgusted.

The same happens with the

cricket and he fares no better

with the radio. Finally, with his

tail as a needle, he hits on the

idea of using a record player

and he makes everyone happy
by taking it back to his dog
house.

—M. P. HERALD

Very good. Pluto discovers the

way to a female canine's heart

Is through a golden voice. He
finds out he can deceive every-

one by using his tail as a needle

on a recording machine hidden

In his dog house. The reaction of

the neighborhood dogs is hilari-

ous. They swoon and screech as

Pluto seemingly sings sweet and
low In Sinatra style.

—BOXOFFICE
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RKO-PATHE
By BILL McCLURE

'47 Retrospect:

In its first year of operation

the new RKO Pathe studio at

Park Avenue and 106th Street

has fast become the center of

.East Coast motion picture pro-

duction.

In line with Mayor William

O'Dwyer's campaign to bring

more of the film industry back to

New York City, its birthplace,

the RKO Pathe studio has al-

ready contributed important

parts of two high-budgeted pic-

tures and completed most of a

third. A score of shorts have also

been done, completely and in

part, at the studio.

Early in 1947, David O. Selz-

nick became the first hHollywood

producer to take advantage of

the New East Coast studio facili-

ties. Hie filmed most of "Portrait

of Jennie" in Manhattan, using

RKO Pathe for interiors and as

general headquarters while on

location in Central Park and

other nearby spots.

The highly publicized English

translation technique for Maurice

Chevalier's MAN ABOUT
TOWN was developed at RKO
Pathe by Robert Pirosh. The

unique prologue for this picture

was shot on the main stage, as

was the hit recording of "Place

Pigalle."

Climaxing event for the stu-

dio's first year was the production

of most of THE WINDOW, by

Frederic Ullman, Jr. All but a

few process shots were taken on

the studio's main stage and in

surrounding "Spanish hiarlem."

And while Hollywood features

were moving in and out of Ameri-

ca's only skyscraper studio, a

constant stream of commercial

films, THIS IS AMERICA docu-

mentaries, Sportscopes, foreign

versions of RKO features, re-

cordings by Capitol Records,

State Department fact films, and

productions by outside units kept

the plant at peak production.

The lead-off film last Decem-

PUBLICITY TO

PHOTOGRAPHY

Bill McClure, RKO Pathe pub-

licity manager, moves over to

Warner-Pathe News as a camera-

man beginning next week, Al-

fred Butterfield, editor of the

reel, announced Wednesday.

McClure's first assignment will

be a roving beat in Europe where

he will be Pathe's staff corre-

spondent. He plans to leave for

France on January 17th aboard

Ihe SS Queen Mary and will

join European Manager Bill Mur-

ray In the Paris office.

During the past six years with

RKO Pathe, Inc., Bill has served

in the Washington and Holly-

wood offices, traveled to the

Arctic as a war correspondent,

served 32 months as an Army
cameraman in Europe and the

Philippines, worked on a number
of THIS IS AMERICA assign-

ments, and for the past year has

been publicity manager for the

company.

Incidentally, the stork won a

close race with "Operation

Newsreel." Bill's wife, Jane, gave
birth to a seven pound daughter

Tuesday morning in time for Bill

to see the child before leaving

for overseas.

Ed Rice is taking over the pub-

licity operation at Pathe effec-

tive Monday.

ber, 1946, was "Mr. Bell," a

three-reel biography of Alexan-

der Graham Bell. Since then RKO
Pathe has produced on its stages,

"Where Profit Lies," for Path-

finder Magazine; "Long Range

Loran, " for the United States

Navy; "Help Yourself," for Cities

Service; "A Master is Back," for

U.S. Rubber; "Candy and Nu-

trition," for the Council on

Candy; "I Am an Alcoholic," in

the THIS IS AMERICA series;

training films for the United

States Army; and a score of

screen tests for the talent depart-

ment of RKO Radio pictures.

And stage space has been rented

to various outside Independent

producers.

One of the most unusual films

to be shot in the studio was the

Short
Subjects

25 Leading Salesmen,

1947-48

Week End. Dec. 11. 1947

Pos Salesmei Branch

1. Goldfarb Denver

2. Gwin Denver

3. Powell Los Angeles

4. Labow Winnipeg

5. Hoese Salt Lake City

6. Rea Winnipeg

7. Silverman New York

8.
r II* 1

rolliard Washington

9. Warren Salt Lake City

10. Ringler Kansas City

1 1. Boyce Salt Lake City

12. Ppn^p r
1 d 1 1

13. Canelli New Haven

14. Griffin Salt Lake City

15. Engelman Portland

16. Lefko Philadelphia

17. Kutinsky New York

18. Kahn Washington

19. Thorn Portland

20. Clarke Chicago

21. Silverman Pittsburgh

22. Frankel Pittsburgh

23. Watters Sioux Falls

24. Kimmel Chicago
25. De Frenne Des Moines

recently completed "Killer Oil-

ier," done in a week by the All

American Newsreel Company.

Working with two and sometimes

three camera crews, the produc-

ers turned out the nine reel musi-

cal at a pace unseen since Pearl

White days at the old Pathe plant

uptown.

One of the most elaborate

commercials to be filmed by RKO
Pathe was the 16mm color short

for Proctor Electrical company.

This was the first 16mm color

short done with the studio's new

color equipment. The film also

was an event In that it marked

the re-appearance of Jinx Falken-

burg on the screen.

The entire studio setup has

been described by industry ob-

servers as the most modern In

existence. Once a producer

leaves the lobby of this multi-

story film plant, he doesn't need

to leave until his picture is shot,

edited, scored, mixed, printed,

and under his arm ready for the

theatre screen.

Barret Back
S. Barret McCormIck has re-

turned from warm Denver where
he spent Christmas on the way
from the coast to cold New York,

a reverse of the usual procedure.

Next week we'll give you a round-

up of the big advertising sched-

ule worked out during Barret's

trip.

Mind Over Mouse

Entertaining. Featured are

scenes of expert bowling shots

that should turn the local bowling

enthusiasts green with envy.

Shown are Michael Litrenta and

Elizabeth Barger, duck pin cham-

pions. Ralph Kenney, national

candle pin champion, illustrates

the fact that even an expert finds

the going tough in this variation

cf the game. Candle pins resem-

ble their name and are difficult

to knock down. Joe Norris is fea-

tured In closing scenes of regula-

tion alley bowling.

—BOXOFFICE

"Quail Pointers

Should Please

Two hunters and two of the

finest bird dogs in the country

are out for a day's sport on the

Sandy Hollow Game Preserve in

Connecticut. Using both regular

and slow motion cameras the

footage reveals the grace and

alertness with which each dog
flushes his prey. A lesson In per-

fect gun handling to please

sports and hunting fans.

—FILM DAILY

' Border Without

Bayonets"

Should Be Seen

Contrasting the five thousand

miles of peaceful border between

U. S. and Canada to Europe's

continually disrupted fortifica-

tions, This Is America travels the

frontier and brings to the screen

Its story. Joint American and
Canadian supervision is well illus-

trated and should be an inspira-

tion for other countries to pattern

upon. A definite contribution to

inter-natlon co-operation, this

film should be seen and enjoyed

by every peace-loving citizen-

—FILM DAILY



PICTORIAL BALLYHOO AT "BISHOP'S WIFE" PREMIERE.
Across the top of the layout on pages 10 and 11 are an array

of crowd pictures which need no captions to attest the drawing
value of THE BISHOP'S WIFE. Note in the center the camera-
men who took these pictures . . . (2)—Mr. and Mrs. Warren F.

Pershing . . . (3)—Mrs. George Schlee (Valentina, the Couturier)

. . . (4)—Mrs. Donald Stralem . . . (5)—Claude Jarman, Jr., star

of cur ROUGHSHOD, and his dad with Publicity Manager
Rutgers Neilson . . . (6)—Ned E. Depinet with Mrs. Depinet,
Mrs. Robert Mochrie and Mr. Mochrie . . . (7)—Samuel Goldwyn
and Mrs. Tex McCrary (Jinx Falkenburg) . . . (8)—Mrs. Samuel
Goldwyn . . . (9)—Elsa Maxwell . . . (10)—Howard Martin and
Virginia Leigh, New York's most popular debutante . . . (11)

—

Mrs. Evander B. Schley, co-chairman of the Benefit Committee

for the Lighthouse and Howard S. Cullman . . . (12)—Mrs. Con-

stance Woodworth . . . (13)—Mr. and Mrs. Frank Russek . . .

(14)—Abel Green, editor of Variety, with Mrs. Green . . . (15)

—

Bob Topping and Lana Turner . . . (16)—Duke and Duchess of

Windsor . . . (17)—Mrs. Howard S. Cullman, co-chairman of

the Benefit Committee for the Lighthouse, and Monty Woolley
. . . (18)—James A.. Mulvey, president of the Samuel Goldwyn
Productions, Inc. . . . (19)—Mr. and Mrs. Jo Davidson . . . (20)

—John Jacob Astor and Mrs. L. O. Reese . . . (21)—Hoh Hayward
and Mrs. John Jacob Astor . . . (22)—Maggi McNellis and her

husband, Clyde Newhouse . . . (23)—Monty Woolley and Jo

Davidson . . . (24)—George Shaw, member of the RKO Board,

with Mrs. Shaw . . . (25)—Mr. and Mrs. Depinet in the audience
. . . (28)—Part of huge crowd which eagerly awaited arrival of
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celebrities . . . (27)—Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mochrie . . . (28)

—

Arthur Sachson, general sales manager of Samuel Goldwyn
Productions, Inc. with his wife and daughter Janet . . . (29)

—

Al Crown, Goldwyn's foreign manager . . . (30)—Jack Dean with

his famous actress wife Fannie Ward . . . (31)—Close-up of Miss

Ward . . . (32)—Larry Grieb, manager of the theatre, checks on
receipts with his assistant Sam Warshauer . . . (33)—Mrs. Henry
Parish, 2nd, and Marshall Field . . . (34)—Phillips B. Thompson
and Mrs. Goodhue Livingston . . . (35)—Claude Jarman, Jr. and
Sidney Berry, executive producer of International Broadcast

Division of the State Department . . . (36)—Bob Topping with

Lana Turner . . . (37)—Maggie McNellis and Monty Woolley
. . . (38)—Bill Leonard of WCBS's "This is New York" program
and three of the Goldwyn Girls, Karen X. Goylord, Diana

Mvmiby and Ruth Valmey . . . (39)—Sidney Berry interviews

Samuel Goldwyn, in the background is Bill Leonard . . . (40)

—

Maggi McNellis wearing Sally Victor's BISHOP'S WIFE hat . . .

(41 and 51)—Details of the corner displays under marguee . . .

(42)—Giant sign above the entrance doors in the lobby . . . (43)

— Lynn Famol, eastern director of advertising and publicity

for Samuel Goldwyn chats with Paul Hollister . . . (44)

—

Leonardo Bercovici, co-author of the screenplay of THE BIS-

HOP'S WIFE and Sidney Berry . . . (45>—Mrs. Joseph L. Hoguet
. . . (46)—Samuel Goldwyn is interviewed by Bill Leonard . . .

(47)—Lana Turner is interviewed by Bill Leonard . . . (48)—Sid-

ney Berry of the State Department interviews Monty Woolley . . ,

(49)—Mr. Berry interviews Jo Davidson, noted sculptor . . . (50)

—

Reproduction of the vivid sign appearing on both sides of the

lobby.



This campelling capy in I^iie J^iagazine far December t3th

RKOs PIC-TOUR
OFTHE
WEEK

JOHN WAYNE charges in War Party, wliich also stars HENRY FONDA,
SHIRLEY TEMPLE, PEDRO ARMENDARIZ. Cast of thousands in-

cludes Ward Bond, George O'Brien, Victor McLaglen, Anna Lee, Irene

Rich, Dick Foran. An Argosy production, directed by JOHN FORD.

SLANDEROUS accusations by ROSALIND RUSSELL against bis mother,

bring mad gleam to eyes of emotionally unstable MICHAEL REDGRAVE
in RKO's Mourning Becomes Electra. Star cast includes RAYMOND
MASSEY, KATINA PAXINOU, LEO GENN, KIRK DOUGLAS.

IN LOVE wth music and MERLE OBERON, DANA ANDREWS mo-

mentarily forsakes the one to embrace the other. Scene from RKO's Night

Song, poignant drama set against background of symphony and swing.

Star cast includes ETHEL BARRYMORE, HOAGY CARMICHAEL.

"ME, TOO," says FRANK SINATRA as VALLI bestows birthday kit

Cameraman Charles Burke, between scenes of RKO's The Miracle of

the Bells. Film version of Russell Jaimey's best-seller also stars

FRED MacMURRAY. Produced by Jesse L. Lasky, Walter MacEwen.

THESE BIG RKO PICTURES WILL

SOON BE- SHOWN AT YOUR THEATRE
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I'm a firm believer in the old adage

that if you want something badly

enough, and are willing to work hard

enough for it, then your dreams will

come true, and it certainly worked in

the case of RKO Cleveland. Many of

us felt that Christmas without a Christ-

mas party—well, it [ust wouldn't be

Christmas, so the ways and means com-

mittee put their heads together and

tefore long had figured out how we

were going to do it.

We certainly owe a vote of thanks

to those people who worked so hard to

make our party possible, and especially

to Art Goldsmith who really did a big

share of the work. Art got the tree,

the food and also the liquor all at

very short notice, and really did a

swell job.

As for the party itself, well, it was

one big success from beginning to

end, and I'd like to toss a few bouquets

If I may to some of the people who

entertained us. (Those who did it de-

liberately, that is!) First, a bouquet to

Mona and Janet of our inspection de-

partment for their lovely rendition of

"Golden Earrings"—girls, we really

enjoyed it. Not forgetting Art Gold-

smith and Otto Braeunig—their "Mr.

Gallagher and Mr. Sheen" duet was

a masterpiece! Dan Cowhig (who inci-

dentally hails from the Emerald Isle,

sure an' begorrah!) gave us "My Wild

Irish Rose"—I'm not ashamed to ad-

mit, there was a tear in the eye of

your writer as she listened. We also

heard a selection of Christmas carols

from our "choir" consisting of Blanche,

Doris, Jean, Gordon Campbell and

John Sabat (oh, yes, we heard you,

John!) Mr. Braeunig and myself caused
a few laughs with our performance of

"Roamin' In the Gloamin" (strictly

from Scotland!) But don't you think

It must have been boresome for our

audience after our twentieth version,

AFB?

Then we ate and danced and ate and
drank and ate and ate! Yes, even the

most cynical among us had to admit
that the RKO XMAS PARTY OF 1947

was an unqualified success!

Before I end, I'd like to give the

usual RKO welcome to the following

people who have joined us during the

past year — Pauline Halepis, Helen
Wesner, Billie Creed, Florence Ross

and Jean Sedor, not forgetting our

branch manager, Harry Walders. And
now, to all members of RKO both in

Cleveland and throughout the U.S.A.

—A VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR!!!

—MYRTLE (SCOHY) ROSE

Goldstein South
Jack Goldstein enjoyed a white

Christmas at Miami, on the

white sands that is. Jack is on his

annual vacation in the South-

land.

ABOARD THE QUEEN MARY. (1)—George Raft looks out a t the New York skyline prior to sailing for Paris and thence

to Morocco to make outdoor scenes for OUTPOST IN MOROCCO which has a Foreign Legion background . . . (2)

—

Raft and his associate Mack Gray . . . (3)—Producer William Pereira who left for Britain where he will study locations

for the filming of THE CAPTAIN WAS A LADY.

FUN AND FANCY FREE—Philadelphia Campaign—Campaign highlighted by 5 floats in the

giant Gimbel Dept. Store Thanksgiving Day Parade which was witnessed by over 1,000,000

people. Gimbel's in their advance newspaper, radio and television advertising gave FUN
billing, plugging the Aldine Theatre playdate. Columbia and Capitol Records donated 150

albums given away in schools and neighborhood theatres through the courtesy ol Mickey
Mouse and the Aldine Theatre. All disc jockeys were covered and broadcast the playdate

when playing music from the picture. The Camden Courier ran a coloring contest. The Balti-

more Food Stores supplied the 34 prizes and had 300,000 copies printed and distributed to

every home within a 25 mile radius oi Camden. FUN opening day gross was over $600,00

more than the opening day of SONG which opened Christmas Day.

—DOUG BECK
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Resolves by

Terry Turner

Jackie, I says anybody who is so

lazy they won't even make resolutions

for the New Year just don't want to

keep up with the spirit of things. Of

course, keeping them resolutions is

anybody's personal business, to do or

don't, as they personally prefers. I

always says, how is you gonna break

rules unless you make them first and

the same goes for resolutions. Its just

like that snow storm we had over

the Xmas holidays. You know Jackie,

I am a commuter from out Flushing

way, and we did get more than our

share of frozen water, and I don't

mean super suds. Well, like I says,

did I fume when the snow got so high

we couldn't see out of our "hicendo."

No, I makes the best of things so in-

stead of going to the ice box for my
cubes I just reach out of the window,

grab me a hand full of snow, and,

ureka, I got me a scotch mist. I admit

it was kind of tough on my Susie

cleaning them walks but I helped out

by supervising plenty from the second

story window, until I couldn't reach

down for no more snow for my scotch

mist, and had to go downstairs again

for service.

But, coming to my resolutions, I

have a few from me and my boys,

which I will leave you have, thinking

they might be of help to some others

hereabouts, who are too lazy to think

up a set for themselves.

For myself I ain't gonna consume
anymore Grandad than I possibly can

this coming year and if they ain't got

any White Rock, I ain't gonna fume,

but take soda.

I'm also hoping that I ain't gonna
lay no eggs during 1948. but thats one

resolution what is hard to keep, even

if you mean it, as you have so many
folks. East and West, helping you to

break it.

Blowsie chimes in with a resolution

that he is gonna look at some other

bookings in January except those that

are in Florida. And he also hopes for

some other thoughts besides boats in

the spring and summer.

Grandma Hickey wired in from the

27th floor that he is gonna lay aside

one day when he will positively not

go to the bank for to make a deposit,

and will positively hold the money in

his hand all night if necessary. This

in itself is a feat Jackie, for Grand-

ma only dreams of giving away money.

Mutter and Mumble Cantor prom-

ises to let Fred Calvin make any date

that makes a field man ride by Santa

Anita, Las Vegas or Reno. His land-

lord thought up the idea, saying as

how it would keep down them month-
ly arguments they have. Besides Jean
and young Terry Reiners Cantor is

feeling the pinch of Mutter and Mum-
ble's hunches which they entitles

"Personal Pinches."

Sir George Degnon, up Canada way,

has promised to listen at least once,

if only for a second, in any given

conversation, during the coming year,

and to admit to Mickey's charge that

he once was employed to comb the

dandruff out of Buffalo Bill's long

locks of hair. When the Duke of

Devaney suggested Sir George diet to

take down his girth during 1948, lit-

tle did he know that Sir George is one

of the old money belt school.

Don Whitherbottom Algernon

Prince, the refugee from the Lime-

house, resolutes that he will cheer and

give a Hip Hip Hooray for His Ma-

jesty, but damned if he'll live with

him. He is taking to his new title

of "Knight of the Pen" most willingly

and with a dash of pleasure, eh what?

Hank "Please Do Not Disturb"

Howard plans to continue to haunt

all Broadway lobbies, especially if an

RKO picture is playing there, stick-

ing out his tongue at only the man-

agers playing some "foreign" product.

Ralph "Mouse" Banghart and his

Gracie, better known as "Princess

Laughing Water," and their Jackie

and Jimniie, promise to live in Boston

and yearn for Chicago. Jackie and

Jimmie kind of relented last summer

however by turn coating and rooting

for the Braves and Red Sox. They be-

gan by hissing them, especially when

the Cubs and White Sox showed up.

However that was cured when they

found they was the onliest ones in

the whole park hissing, and the Chi-

cago teams thinks it is meant for

them and promised to brain them.

Gratitude, Hmmmmmm.

Doug "Abe Lincoln" Beck promises

to mention some other subject besides

RKO at least onct during the new
year which his Judy brought about

with the aid of a baseball bat and a

threat to leave him.

On the other hand "Horse Doctor"

Bill Prager promises to try to get in

one word during the year while his

Kay is straightening out the world

and its terrible difficulties.

"Uncle Charlie"' Kinney will con-

tinue to eat Southern fried chicken in

Atlanta, although he does prefer

Broadway cooking, jaunts to Florida

helping him to forget Crackerland but

nol Broadway.

"Catfish" Fred Ford is home again

in Memphis and like Sir George Deg-

non promises to let someone else talk

and even listen to them during 1948,

which my cubby friends, is some con-

cession.

Ed Terhune writes that this here

kidding about his ears is Okay but if

in 1948, like happened onct in 1947,

some goon takes that kidding so seri-

ously as they did to dig him on the

leg with an elephant hook and yell

"Giddap" he's gonna pull out his .45

and leave him have it.

Jumping north to St. Louis we hear

from "Dr. Itch" better known to the

civilized trade as Lou DuFour, that

he has his eye peeled for the next

^V'orld's Fair, in which he likes to

participate, and that he would like a

leave of absence then to participate,

which looks about 10 full moon years

from now. Okay Dr. Itch, I'm in on

the Sally Rand show with you, even

if we have to wheel Sal in. I'll carry

'"^Muffic Tnwn** Is

t'htpuw in itponinff

iVt'M* itt»itt Theatre

OKLAHOMA CITY — The
Center Theatre in Oklahoma
City, a brand new deluxe 1600

seat dov/ntown house, the nev/-

est addition to the fannily of

Louis Dent circuit houses, opened
December 25th, Christmas day,

with the RKO hit MAGIC
TOWN.,

hloward Federer vice-president

and city manager of the Dent
theatres in Oklahoma City,

spearheaded his advertising cam-
paign, which consisted of ten

days advance newspaper ads and

radio spots, a broadcast from the

lobby of the Center carried by

the four leading stations in Okla-

homa City, cards on all lamp
posts and trash cans throughout

the downtown section bearing the

copy: "Oklahoma City is a

MAGIC TOWN," and 30,000

souvenir programs on the open-

ing of the new Center, with a

proclamation by Mayor Allen

Street, declaring Oklahoma City

a MAGIC TOWN during the

week's engagement of MAGIC
TOWN at the Center. The proc-

lamation enabled Mr. Federer to

approach the Retail Merchants

Association and arrange for the

TOWN copy in their newspaper

leading stores to carry MAGIC

the fans.

"Horse Collar" Wally Heim in Chi-

cago is reading the book "You Can't

Take It With You" but don't believe

it. You can at that, as far as Omaha.

And so it goes, "St. Vitus"' Gaudette

promises not to lie about the fish he

catches in those lakes up Minneapolis

Way. "Santa Claus" Ed Holland

promises not to give away one inch

of those chocolate cakes his wife bakes

every week end. "Bluebeard"' Harry

Bert promises not to lose more than

one bag in 1948 and that it will posi-

tively be mine as usual. "Buster" Mac-
Kenzie of Cincinnati promises to en-

thuse and enthuse on paper in 1948

while '"Preacher"' Bob Haley promises

to smile only when facing Chicago

from either Cleveland or Detroit.

"The Dentist's Friend" Leo Young,
with the handsomest pair of choppers

this side of Suez, promises to take up
his spare time smiling, or be a living

sign board in front of any dentist's

office. And brothers they really

gleam. No word from Alan Wieder
out Pittsburgh way. Last heard of him
says Maury Lefko, Alan was out shin-

ing bells for the opening of "Miracle

of the Bells" come next Easter. Any-
ways Jackie, that's what I heard from

the Dragoons, all of which wish you
and your readers the finest New Year
possible and come to think of it, may
I add, ME TOO.

—T. T.

PROCLAMATION

"MAGIC TOWN"
In observance of the Holiday

Season, the rapid progress of the

Southwest's leading City, and in

honor of the opening of the new

Center Theatre, one of the finest

theatres in the Southwest, I,

Allen Street, Mayor of Oklahoma

City, do proclaim the City of

Oklahoma City a

"MAGIC TOWN"
during the period from Decem-

ber 25, 1947 to December 31,

1947.

Given under my hand, and the

seal of the City of Oklahoma

City, this 1 5th day of December,

1947.

—ALLEN STREET

Mayor

ads in advance of the opening.

Following MAGIC TOWN in

the new Center, with a New
Year's Eve opening, is Samuel

Goldwyn's THE SECRET LIFE OF
WALTER MITTY and in January

and February the following RKO
hits are booked: TYCOON Janu-

ary 22nd, OUT OF THE PAST

January 29th, and NIGHT
SONG February 5th.

We of RKO, in Oklahoma City,

are proud to have this deluxe

new theatre as the outlet for our

product and are convinced we

will be among the winners in this

year's NED DEPINET DRIVE.

—ED TERHUNE

Bowl Ballyhoo

It is estimated that the foot-

ball bowls will have an attend-

ance of well over 500,000 with

a gate considerably over $2,000,

000. These include sixteen re-

maining postseason games. The

travel entailed, number of par-

ticipants and spectators and the

accompanying ballyhoo includ-

ing radio and newspaper public-

ity represent a new high for any

American sporting event or series

of sporting events. RKO is sit-

ting pretty, on the 50-yard-line

as it were, with the only screen

football review, our FOOTBALL
HIGHLIGHTS. This vast bally-

hoo should give the two-reeler

new momentum and dates

through January and February.
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Ye corre3oc-::e" is now a paid up

member In rre oirthday club and the

cake was well enjoyed by everyone

Erna Gerholz will follow suit next

week and we are all looking forward

to that famous recipe she had been

raving over. We'll let you know if it

is as good as she says.

The gang is preparing a Christmas

party of their own this week end and

we are all out to make merry.

Harry hlensler of our shipping de-

partment is back with us again after

entertaining a cold germ. We haven't

heard if the germ was starved to

death or drowned.

Our first Drive meeting was held

recently with Walter E. Branson at

the helm and Harry Gittleson, second

mate. This launches a keen race be-

tween all offices and Milwaukee will

be in there pitching at all times to

keep the "Forever Amber " town on the

map.

We all join in to thank the Home
Office for the Christmas Bonus re-

ceived and we can assure you it will

go toward making the holidays that

much happier.

Screening this week will be BAMBI
and NIGHT SONG.

—J. E. WHITE

Ninth Floor
Staffers who attended the Christ-

mas office party and grab bag In 911

have voted unanimously to extend

their thanks and appreciation to Rose

Wilson and her assistant Seymour
Becker. A vote of thanks also goes to

Louise Russell for providing the enter-

tainment via the radio, where all joined

In caroling and happy chanting. The

walls along 91 I were also covered with

the many greeting cards and this

is an opportunity to thank everyone

who sent them.

It is during the holidays that many
folk spend the Yuleflde at home, and

that was true of Evelyn Reside in Mr.

Fretz' department, who journeyed to

Hanover, N. H., and Eddie Savage
who left for a visit to his family's home
in Pennsylvania. There Is no doubt
that they enjoyed a real old fashioned

Christmas with white snow too.

Thespian Bill Adier enacted a lead-

ing role in the Brooklyn College ver-

sion of the "Man Who Came To Din-

ner" which was presented over the

holidays.

That snowstorm caused more than

a transportation tie-up. It left many
an aching back in Its wake. Your re-

porter is certain that all RKO joins In

wishing Frank Heffernan a speedy re-

covery from the fall sustained during

the storm.

And now may your reporter wish you
all a very happy and joyful Nev/ Year.

May 1948 grant to every one the

blessings of good health, good fellow-

ship, and good luck.

—HARRY KARP

THE GOLDEN GATE IN '48! A group shot of the San Francisco branch
Christmas party, showing President George Archibald, president of the San
Francisco Exchange Social Club, presenting Branch Manager Joe Smith with

a token symbolic of the sentiments of the employees of the branch.

A true test of the ultimate in

teamwork which resulted in one

of the fastest, most complete sell-

ing jobs ever witnessed on a pic-

ture, was carried out over the

v/eekend following the now his-

toric Louis-Walcott fight.

Beginning with the arrival of

the fight pictures at the airport

and the opening shot at the

Golden Gate Theatre, the entire

sales staff blitzed into action.

The phones In the office were

buzzing from the early morning

hours to midnight on both Satur-

day and Sunday, the net result

being one of the greatest selling

campaigns ever put on in San

Francisco. Worthy of taking a

bow are Branch Manager Joe

Smith, Salesmen O. H. Watson,

George Seach, John Cummins,

George Archibald, Office Man-

ager hHal Gruber, and Bookers

John MacLucas, Ed Jones and

Con Cohalan.

Many new faces have been

added to the San Francisco ros-

ter since our column last ap-

peared in FLAShH. These include

Jo (Queen) Lear, Nadine (Box

Office) Price, Harriet (Fandango)

Friedman, Lanelle (from the

South, Suh) Sexton, Kay (call me
"Shorty") Cotner, Lois (Sham-

rock) Kern, Pat (Curvaceous)

Korens, Shirley (Rarebit) Welch

and Carolyn (Candy) Kane.

In the front office v/e have

genial Joe Smith, new branch

manager, and Salesman George
Archibald, with Ed Jones and
Con Cohalan new to the book-

ing.

Lots of new blood—and with

this new life we feel certain that

it will be THE GOLDEN GATE
IN '48!

Nadine (Can t Keep Her
Down) Price returned to her desk

in the boxoffice statement de-

partment after many weeks of

tenancy at St. Mary's Hospital.

A typical display of the re-

sourcefulness that may be ex-

pected from this branch was the

Christmas party sponsored by
the Social Club organized in the

office.

The necessary number of com-
mittees formed and put into high

gear and with smooth function-

ing resulted in the acquiring of a

case of champagne, case of

liquor, case of wine, a tremen-

dous turkey, a huge ham, potato

salad, two other salads, nuts,

dates, potato chips, cottage

cheese and the rest of the em-

bellishments necessary to a lib-

eral spread.

On the entertainment side, we
promoted a playback machine,

forty records, a public address

system, had the floor waxed and

had a real jam session in the of-

fice. A talent show was put on

over the public address system,

and surprisingly enough, three of

the gals displayed definite vocal

falent. —JOE LONGO

Parade Breaks
Parade Magazine for Decem-

ber 21st gives two RKO shov/s

top breaks. The cover is a pose
by Luana Patten, star of Walt
Disney's FUN AND FANCY
FREE. An inside page gives bio-

graphical data on Luana.

A full page is given over in the

publication to a review, illus-

trated, of MOURNING BE-

COMES ELECTRA, hailed as "a

compelling film."

Sfeiner Write-up

Biii Sreiner, oirecfcr of pho-

tography on THE WINDOW, is

discussed in an article in Janu-

ary's Holiday. A veteran of 25
years' experience, he has trained

his camera on stars like Claudette

Colbert, the late Carole Lom-
bard, Miriam Hopkins and Gary
Cooper.

C/i/p an' Dale

Very Funny

Two chipmunks. Chip an' Dale,

are very much annoyed when

Donald Duck decides to take a

log which is their home for kin-

dling wood. They do everything

to discourage D. D., and finally

walk off with the log. Very funny

and should prove a good seller.

—FILM DAILY
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THE RKO EMPLOYEES' CLUB of the Boston exchange held its annual Christmas party at the exchange, which was gaily

decorated by the hard working committee which consisted of Harry Goldstein, Mary Quinlan, Helen Fink, Ellen Logue and

Arthur Flint. Attesting to the fact that the committee did a fine job is the holiday glow on the faces of the entire staff. The

chap putting the finishing touches to the Christmas tree is Alan Carney, seen in many RKO pictures, who dropped in from

the Latin Quarter to renew old friendships.

Fourteenfh Floor
Gertrude (Sternbach) Green is back

with us after her recent wedding, look-

ing grander than ever, and is counting

the days which are few in number until

she will leave permanently to take up

household duties, etc., etc.

From the looks of things around here,

Santa Claus had a little "time" on his

hands. Ann Altman was the recipient

of a very beautiful wrist watch from her

folks, and Nancy Friberg is now wear-

ing a very lovely wrist watch from her

gentleman friend. Thanks, Santa.

Guess we should be thankful that our

neighbors are such nice people. In fact,

we are. But there is no sense finding

out who everybody is and whether they

have marks of distinction because be-

fore long we hope to join the rest of

our department upstairs on the 27th

floor. In the meantime, regards to you

and you and you up there.

And here is the usual warm-hearted

wish to all members of the RKO Family

and their dear ones for a Bright, Pros-

perous, Happy, Splendid New Year!!!

—DOROTHY HAMBURGER

Things that are no longer FOREIGN
to the fourteenth floor — Daniel J.

Loventhal, with his staff of "Seabees,"

have moved from the twenty-seventh

floor to the fourteenth floor and are

now the neighbors of the many people

we read about in FLASH. "Seabees"

refers to the competitive bidding de-

partment, but in common RKO parlance

known as the "CB's." Welcoming us to

our new quarters was William Zimmer-

man, who was very happy to have this

portion of his department near him.

SWEETS FROM THE SWEET—Our
foreign publicity department had a

sweet time of it when they inter-

viewed lovely Loretta Young upon

her return from attending the Royal

Command Performance of Goldwyn's

THE BISHOP'S WIFE in London. Gon-

zalo de Palacio, leading Latin-Ameri-

can correspondent, looks on as Ker-

mit Axelrod, "Foreign Legion" editor,

reaches for that sweet box.

Robert Mochrie also paid us a visit,

as did many of our other neighbors.

We want to take this opportunity to

thank those who have made our de-

parture from the twenty-seventh floor

not too hard to bear. Milton Piatt and

the checking department gave us a

v/onderful farewell Christmas party. We
also want to thank those who have made

our arrival to the fourteenth floor most

pleasant and welcome. It will be SO
WELL REMEMBERED! The Season's

Greetings from the "CB's" to all of our

friends.

—FRANCES HOROWITZ

We were all very shocked and sad

at the death of Mrs. Dorothy Thacker,

one of our inspection girls who had

been with RKO
for nineteen
years. She passed

away early Mon.
day morning,

(December 15),

at the age of

thirty-nine, leav-

ing a husband
and two grand
children. We will

all miss her deep-
ly, and remem-
ber her for the

very sweet person

she was.

We welcomed Wilbur Hetherington
back from his vacation. He said he
took it easy all week, slept late every
morning, and spent a few days In the

country, but then, Wilbur said he

spent the whole week-end practicing

getting up early for the week to come.

If you suddenly glance up from your
work to find out what that squeaking
sound is. It's only Paul Fagaley pass-

ing through the office with "probably"
a new pair of shoes on.

Well, last night, the Independent
Exhibitors of Cincinnati gave their

annual cocktail party, which was held

at the Variety Club, and which I

might add, turned out to be a huge
success. I'm quite sure everyone from
our RKO office really enjoyed himself

and will be sure to attend again next

year. The most familiar scenes which
I recall, are Sue Scott, Marie Klag,

Vic Coffel and quite a few others,

enjoying every minute, dancing the

"Virginia Reel" 'to the music of the

accordion player. And there, surround-

"Elettra" Honors
RKO Radio's screen produc-

tion of Eugene O'Neill's
MOURNING BECOMES
ELECTRA is selected for

"top honors "

in the January

issue of Liberty Magazine. Pro-

duced by Dudley Nichols and
presented by RKO in conjunction

with the Theatre Guild, this great

literary masterpiece stars Rosa-

lind Russell, Michael Redgrave,
Katina Paxinou, Raymond Mas-
sey and Kirk Douglas.

ed by girls, sat our own Johnny Cos-
tello with Ethel Toeike, Velma Sebree,
Betty Bonham, May Robinson, Georgia
Hensley, and Nellie Sebree. But he
v/asn't alone with them for long, be-

cause Gene Tunick soon joined them
and sat with his arm around Velma and
Ethel. Too bad Jack Ruth had to leave

so soon, but I'm sure he had a wonder-
ful time during the period he did

spend with us. Aileen Stelnhauer made
a very nice appearance in her beauti-

ful new green dress, while she spent
most of her time with her old friend

and ours, Helen Honnert. Little Joan
Evans quite enjoyed herself, dancing
with all the people and keeping sober
on bourbon and coke, while Helen Cole
kept the piano warm, perched up on it

like a pigeon. I'm sure our Ruthle

Becker had a great time also, keeping

company with her friends from Metro.
We all think Lila Fox made a very
cute appearance, also, in her "New
Look" dress which almost reached her

ankles. We were all very glad that our
field man Hugh Mackenzie was also

able to attend for a little while, but
we all missed a few who didn't attend,

like Katherine Meyers, who has been
ill for the past two weeks, and Lee
Heidingsfeld, Walter Watson, Bob
Coleman, Lil Seltzer, Thelma Osborne,
Bud Weigel, and Paul Fagaley, Mar-
garet Walker, and a few others.

—JEANIE THARP
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BOX-OFFICE SCORE
TITLE CAST

Prepanng :

BALTIMORE ESCAPADE
Melvyn Douglas, Barbara Bel Geddes
An earnest young lady crusades for

tcomen's rights.

THE LONG DENIAL
Melvyn Douglas
One tcoman protects another's reputation

PRODUCEH DIRECTOB

Berger Cromwell

Mankiewicz Ray

Filming :

MR. JOSEPH YOUNG OF AFRICA Axko, Inc. Schoedsack

Ben ohnson, Terry Moore,
Robert Armstrong

.4 thriller by the makers of "King
Kong."

lOAN Wonger Fleming

Ingrid Bergman, Jose Ferrer,

Richard Ney
The dramatic triumph of Joan of Arc.

Editing

:

THE VELVET TOUCH Russell/ Nichols Gage

Rosalind Russell, Leo Genn, Claire

Trevor, Sydney Greenstreet

An actress plays her biggest role.

BERLIN EXPRESS Gronet Toumeur

Merle Oberon, Robert Ryan, Paul

Lukas, Charles Korvin
.Vvslerv drama of Germany's
reconstruction.

THE WINDOW Ullman Tetzlalf

Barbara Hale, Arthur Kermedy,

Paul Stewart
A small boy icitnesses a murder,

MYSTERY IN MEXICO RogeU Wise

William Lundigan, Jacqueline White
Romantic musical drama below the

border.

GUNS OF WRATH Schlom Selander

Tim Holt, Nan Leslie, Richard Martin,

Myma Dell
Tiro punchers clear up a murder charge.

THE ARIZONA RANGER Schlom McCoiey

Tim Holt, Nan Leslie, Jack Holt,

Richard Martin
A rancher and his son clean up.

GOOD SAM McCorey Rawlins

Gary Cooper, Arm Sheridan,

Ray Collins

A businessman lends too many helping

hands.

TALL, DARK STRANGER Berger Foster

Loretta Young, William Holden,

Robert Mitchum
A dramatic romance of the ISorthiresl

Territory.

A SONG IS BORN Goldwyn Hawks
Danny Kaye, Virginia Mayo,
Steve Cochran

Musicians versus gangsters and cops.

WAR PARTY Cooper Ford Ford

Henry Fonda, Shirley Temple,
John Wayne, Victor McLaglen
An epic of Indian fighting in the
Southtcest.

THE MIRACLE OF THE BELLS
Fred MacMurray, Valli, Frank
Sinatra

A pressagent astonishes a nation.

I REMEMBER MAMA Parsons Stevens
Irene Dimne, Barbara Bel Geddes,

Lasky McEwen Pichel

"Miracle" Is A

1948 Present to

Make RKO Proud

By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 2:—Six weeks ago I told you that

THE MIRACLE OF THE BELLS was shaping up as a truly

great picture, even though still in rough-cut form.

In those six weeks the Lasky-MacEwen duo has done a

little miracling of its own in editing and scoring and re-

recording the finished version of the show. On two succes-

sive nights this week they sneaked it at the little Loyola

Theatre in the Westchester district and at the RKO-Hill-

street downtown, to get both a family and a metropolitan

audience reaction. That reaction, folks, was a dilly.

The Loyola crowd ate It up.
^^""^^"^^^

and as for the Hillstreet—well, I
and from then on his quiet, Im-

have covered many a preview pressively sincere portrayal had

there, but never before have I

+^iem pulling for him all the rest

heard the house applaud as en- of ^^y. That boy is a real

thusiastically as they did at the ^ctor, and dont forget it.

conclusion of this offering. And Irving Pichel has done a mas-

the hand they gave Valli in her terly job of directing the punch-

Joan of Arc sequence was some- packed drama, and he gets some

thing to remember too. swell characterizations out of the

This Valli is all shes been P'^yers too-particularly

cracked up to be, and she delivers "-ee Cobb as the big-shot Hoily-

a stunning performance. Fred producer and Harold Ver-

MacMurray is tops as the cyni- "^''ye^ the chiselling under-

cal pressagent—^the best role he's
+cker.

had in years. But as I p'-edicted So when you add to the cast's

earlier, the sensation of the pic- memorable interpretation of the

ture is Frank Sinatra's' work as Russell Janney story such items as

the thoughtful young priest. Bob de Grasse's outstanding

All of us were wondering what camera work, and the convincing

an audience would do when 5®^^ and Leigh Marline's fine

Sinatra first appears on the
'-musical score, you've got a truly

A . J iL exceptional piece of film enter-
screen. As we expected, there ,

• , a j ,l j.' • _l l ±tainment. And that s just what
were some laughs from the bob- JHE MIRACLE OF THE BELLS
by-soxer3 as they saw their former is; a New Yeor's present that
crooning favorite in clerical garb. Messrs. Lasky and MacEwen and
But it took less than thirty sec- Pichel, and all RKO Radio, can
onds for the crowd to accept him, be proud of.

Oscar Homolka, Philip Dom
A yortcegian family groics up in San
Francisco.

ROUGHSHOD
Robert Sterling, Claude Jarman, Jr.,

Gloria Grahame
Romance and adventure in the
High Sierras

IF YOU KNEW SUSIE
Eddie Cantor, Joan Davis,
Allyn Joslyn
Musical farce about a jillionaire for a
day.

Berger Robson

Cantor Douglas
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DRIVE'S
2 ltd WEEK,
Ending Jan. 2nd
Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. PORTLAND** 7

2. SIOUX FALLS** I

3. LOS ANGELES** 28

4. SEATTLE** 15

5. Albany 3

6. Detroit** 13

7. Pittsburgh** 9

8. Kansas City 8

9. Indianapolis** 31

I'O. St. Louis 2

! I. Salt Lake City 10

12. Dallas 5

13. Oklahoma City 4

1 4. Denver I I

15. Minneapdis 14

16. Atlanta 18

17. Washington 22

18. Omaha 24

19. Milwaukee 19

20. Buffalo 25

21. Philadelphia 27

22. Boston 26

23. Memphis 6

24. Cleveland 23

25. New Orleans 20

26. Chicago 21

27. Charlotte 16

28. New Haven 29

29. Cincinnati 12

30. San Francisco 17

3 I . Des Moines 30

32. New York 32

CANADA
1. TORONTO** 2

2. CALGARY** I

3. Vancouver** 6

4. Winnipeg** 4

5. Montreal** 5

FAR fVEST PLACES THREE!
Years ago with his grid team trailing Georgia Tech badly at the halt, the famous

coach Knute Rockne of Notre Dame entirely ignored his squad in the dressing room.

Nobody saw Knute at all until it was time to leave the dressing room for the field to

start the second half. And then from a rear office Knute walked briskly through the

room and as he opened the door leading to the playing field turned and said to the

bewildered squad, "Come on girls." Yea, Notre Dame won. That Old Silver Fox of

the Western district, Coach hlerb Maclntyre, has suddenly given his far-western squads

new inspiration and determination. Going nowhere in particular the first week, they

have come up in the second stanza with as many laurels as the winning "bowl" teams.

{Contiivied on Page Three)

jV^w M^aah far 3^Miss Hotter Husiwu^ss
With the holidays and the big snows a thing of the past we're back in the show

business with a vengeance. RKO Radio is a!l over the marquee map as we edge deeper

into 1948. We've got more box-office "bests" riding right now than any two or three

companies combined and we've got the NED DEPINET DRIVE, which is bigger than any

super-special. Here's a quick box-office review as given to us by Mike Poller. Look these

over and poke out your chest. Maybe you'll see as we do, a new trend, that new look for

Miss Better Business.

"Tycoon"

Branch Manager Max Rosenblatt of Des Moines says:

"Des Moines opening tremendous. Comments excellent.

Have a feeling TYCOON will be a terrific success and

am going to play it for all it is worth." Southwestern Dis-

trict Manager Ben Cammack: "Had marvelous opening on

TYCOON, first in the territory, at Majestic, Houston,

January 1st. Almost a new all-time high, exceeded only by

BELLS and JONES, latter having benefit of a p. a. and

BELLS opening Dec. 31, 1946, New Year's eve." Branch

Manager Roger Lamantia of New Orleans says "Outstand-

ing at both Liberty and Orpheum New Year's in face of

Sugar Bowl classic." Branch Manager A. A. Renfro, Omaha,

"Remarkable first three days at Brandeis. Well received."

Big third week RKO Palace, New York, third weeks Cleve-

land, Hillstreet and Pantages, Los Angeles, Washington,

Providence, and second stanzas Minneapolis, St. Paul, Buf-

falo, Detroit, Pittsburgh, Birmingham, Houston, Baltimore,

Fall River, Boston, Chicago, {Continued on Page Twenty)

6. St. John 3

DISTRICTS

1. Canadian** I

2. Western** 8

3. Rocky Mt 4

4. Southwestern 2

5. Prairie 3

6. Eastern Central 7

7. Eastern 9

8. Southeastern 5

9. Northeastern 10

10. Midwestern 6

I I . Metropolitan I 1

DIVISIONS

Western I

2. Eastern 3

3. North-South 2

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota.

*' Over quota lor current week.
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The '^Bests''
Thomas Brady in last Sunday's

New York Times sums up the con-

tenders for Oscar awards with

RKO having four in the competi-

tion. At least three of the major

companies are out of the run-

ning entirely. In the running for

RKO are MOURNING BE-

COMES ELECTRA, CROSSFIRE,
THE BISHOP'S WIFE and THE
FUGITIVE.

John Ford, producer-director

of THE FUGITIVE, has been se-

lected to receive Redbook's Mo-
tion Picture Award for 1947. The

announcement is made in the

January issue, now on the stands.

This ninth annual Redbook Award
is presented each year to "the

individual or organization which,

in the editor's opinion, contrib-

uted most to the art of the mo-
tion picture." This initial Argosy

Films production has been doubly

honored since it was also the De-

cember selection by Thornton

Delehanty, motion picture editor

of Redbook, with an estimated

total of 3,400,000 readers.

Showmen's Trade Review se-

lects 25 leading features and in

the first ten RKO has the leader,

Samuel Goldwyn's BEST YEARS
OF OUR LIVES. SONG OF THE
SOUTH, sixth, and THE FARM-
ER'S DAUGHTER, ninth, or three

out of ten. In the shorts category,

live action. THIS IS AMERICA
places second, Pete Smith's

Specialties the leader. Among
the five leading actors are Gary
Cooper and Cary Grant and
among the leading actresses are

Ingrid Bergman and Claudette

Colbert.

Variety's ten box-office cham-
pions for December include THE
SECRET LIFE OF WALTER
MITTY, OUT OF THE PAST and
FUN AND FANCY FREE.

The Motion Picture Herald's

list of ten best-drawing stars in-

cludes Ingrid Bergman at third

place, Gary Cooper at fourth

and Claudette Colbert at ninth.

Here is the comment on Ingrid

Bergman: "The earning power of

Ingrid Bergman remains undimin-

ished, although she went from
second in 1946 to third in 1947,

by virtue of the fact that she did

not have a single new picture

to help her along. Four of her

last year's (1946) pictures were
still in widespread exhibition this

year, but her retention of dollar

distinction without benefit of new
pictures is a striking demonstra-
tion of strength."

CROSSFIRE finished first in

Bill Leonard's poll of his "This Is

New York" program listeners

over WCBS, for their "Ten Best

Movies of 1947." The poll, con-

ducted by mail, ran from Decem-
ber I to December 20. More than

7,000 ballots were received at

Station WCBS with CROSSFIRE
on 45 percent of the ballots re-

ceived. Dore Schary's THE
FARMER'S DAUGHTER was also

included in the "Ten Best" list

in competition not only with

Hollywood product but foreign

films as well.

CROSSFIRE and THE FUGI-
TIVE in the New York Film CriMcs

selections which were based on

seven films only, all being nomi-

nated for consideration. CROSS-
FIRE remained in the running as

the best picture to the fourth

ballot. Edward Dmytryk for

CROSSFIRE and John Ford for

THE FUGITIVE were runners-up

for the best director award. Rob-

ert Ryan of CROSSFIRE was in-

cluded in the nominations for the

best-actor division. Loretta

Young of THE FARMER'S
DAUGHTER was included in the

voting for the best actress.

NEW YORK TIMES. Bosley

Crowther—Of seven American
pictures in his best ten (three

were foreign), RKO led the in-

dustry with three, listed in order

of appearance only: CROSS-
FIRE. THE BISHOP'S WIFE, and

THE FUGITIVE. Honorable men-
tion, THE FARMER'S DAUGH-
TER and SO WELL REMEM-
BERED.

HERALD TRIBUNE, Otis L.

Guernsey, Jr. — says, "Our vote

for the top three this year would

be 'Children of Paradise,' 'Panic'

and then CROSSFIRE."

JOURNAL-AMERICAN, Rose
Pelswick—Best ten including for-

eign films gives RKO two selec-

tions, Samuel Goldwyn's THE
SECRET LIFE OF WALTER
MITTY and THE BISHOP'S
WIFE. Honorable mention,

CROSSFIRE and THE FARM-
ER'S DAUGHTER.

*

The SECRET LIFE OF WAL-
TER MITTY is included in the

Box-Office Champions of the

Motion Picture Herald's selec-

tions for November.

RKO Radio led the list of "Ten
Best" chosen by Boxoffice Maga-

Jack Goldstein, whose special

afsignments connected with

executives and stars, has earned

him wide recognition in the

trade, is leaving RKO Radio

v/here he was Eastern studio rep-

resentative. After two years with

RKO, he is exiting the organiza-

tion with the best wishes and

commendation of N. Peter Rath-

von and Ned Depinet since the

department will be abandoned

and such specialized duties as

are necessary will be divided up

among the various branches of

the studio's New York office.

Goldstein is a veteran in the

industry as an advertising, pub-

licity and exploitation executive

but was channelled into his pres-

ent RKO spot by the late Charles

Koerner, who brought him to

RKO from his former position as

advertising and publicity director

of the David O. Selznick Enter-

prises.

All RKOers unite in extending

best wishes to Jack in whatever

his new undertaking may be.

Terry on Trip
Terry Turner will leave New

York Sunday for a month's stay

in the field in the interest of

forthcoming campalans.

zine during 1947. with a total of

four productions including Sam-
uel Goldwyn's BEST YEARS, giv-

en a special citation as the

Greatest Boxoffice Picture of the

Year. Others v/ere SONG OF
THE SOUTH, THE FARMER'S
DAUGHTER. THE BACHELOR
AND THE BOBBY-SOXER and

THE SECRET LIFE OF WALTER
MITTY.

Bradford F. Swan, critic of the

Providence Journal-Bulletin, in

his year-end review of pictures

and performances of 1947,

named RKO's Robert Ryan the

Best Actor of the Year for his role

in CROSSFIRE. In his list of out-

standing films for the year. Swan
cited eight RKO releases, name-
ly: IT'S A WONDERFUL LIFE,

THE BEST YEARS OF OUR
LIVES, THE FARMER'S
DAUGHTER, CROSSFIRE, THE
LOCKET, THE LONG NIGHT,
THE BACHELOR AND THE
BOBBY-SOXER and THE SECRET
LIFE OF WALTER MITTY.

Stierwin Awarded

DMAA's Citation

Art Director Stanley Sherwin

has been highly honored for the

outstanding art composition in

our direct-mail campaigns. The

Direct Mail Advertising Associa-

tion's board of judges has with

a handsome award brochure

given Stanley DMAA's "1947

BEST OF INDUSTRY DIRECT

MAIL AWARD IN RECOGNI-
TION OF ITS EXCELLENCE
AND THE RESULTS ACHIEVED.

THE OUTSTANDING CAM-
PAIGNS WILL BE PART OF THE
EXHIBITTO TOUR THE UNITED

STATES AND CANADA AND
TO ENCOURAGE THE IN-

CREASED USE OF WELL-
PLANNED, EFFECTIVE DIRECT

MAIL.'

All RKOers are familiar with

our novel and attention-attract-

ing mail units, supervised by Leon

J. Bamberger. These have won

many awards from the direct

Mail Advertising Association and

have given the SHOWMAN-
SHIP COMPANY a leadership in

this field. Stan has handled the

cirt work on these campaigns over

a period of several years.

Hold 'em Irv!
Irving Shiffrin veteran of our pufe-

lici+y department, really gets around.

Irv Is a man-about-town for sure, and
the other night at Madison Square
Garden a Life Magazine color photog-
rapher who needed some help in some
basketball action shots near the Texas

basket called Irv out of the gallery

i'j assist. Irv was doing well until two
or three big Texans came down the

floor in high gear and piled into the

RKOer. There was a whistle on the play,

but it didn t help our hero off the

floor.
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THE FAR WEST

PLACES THREE!

{Coiifiii'i^'l ffdiii pdi/r One)

First, Branch Manager Dick

Lange's Portland Webfooters

surprised the Sherm Fitch Sioux

tribe and threw the champions

for a loss, the Webfooters tak-

ing over first place. Then Harry

Cohen's "Angels" put Los An-

geles back on the bowl nnap with

a surging offensive that carried

thenn from 28th to third place.

Ed Lamb's Huskies then tossed

their Sunday punch for a 15-4

gain. When the smoke of battle

had cleared. Coach Maclntyre's

entire district had soared over

their weekly quota mark. There

has been nothing like it since the

days of '49 or the gold rush in

the Klondike.

In the week of upsets, Jack

Bernstein's Toronto Terriers got

their teeth into first place, with

Reg Doddridge's Stampeders

still riding in the money. Five

Canadian exchanges were "over"

for the week and over for the

duration, and Old Man Quota

is reported to be fleeing across

the Canadian border.

Max Westebbe kept his Al-

bany detachment right up in the

running. Hat Taylor, the most

decorated of all Canadian Drive

participants, of Detroit was in

the fray as of old. Branch Man-
ager Russ Brentlinger of India-

napolis broke out of the lower

strata at full speed and climbed

from 31st place to 9th.

It was a big week, one that

broke over into the new year with

plenty of fireworks. We've had

the big snow of the century and
now we are going to have the top

Drive of them ah. THIS IS THE
YEAR.

' £/ec#ra" Dates
Bob Mickey left Thursday eve-

ning for Toronto to make final

preparations for the -engagement
of MOURNING BECOMES
ELECTRA at the Royal Alexan-

dra, starting February 9th. From
Toronto Bob will go to Milwaukee
to line up the campaign for the

Pabst Theatre engagement, start-

ing January 30th. These are road-

show, limited engagements, To-

ronto two weeks and Milwaukee
ten days.

THREE GROUP CONTEST
Week EiKlhifi Joiiiiory 2. 194H

Pos. Pos. Pos. Pos. Pos. Pos.

This Last This Last This Last

Wes I< Branch Week We Branch Week Wee k Branch Week

Los Angeles 9 1 . PITTSBURGH 2 Portland 2

1. DETROIT 2 2. KANSAS CITY . 1

Sioux Falls ...

Seattle 5
2. DALLAS 1

3. Indianapolis 8 1. ALBANY
3. Atlanta 4 2. SALT LAKE CITY 3

4. Washington 6
4. St. Louis 3. Oklahoma City

Denver
Omaha5. Philadelphia ,. 8

5. Minneapolis 4
4.

5.

4

8

6. Boston 7
6. Buffalo 7 6. Milwaukee 6

7. Chicago 5
7. Cleveland 6

7.

8.

Memphis
New Orleans

1

7

8. San Francisco 3 8. Charlotte . 5
9. New Haven 9

9. New York . 10 9. Cincinnati 3 10. Des Moines
. 10

Eliminated as potential Group Prize winner ihie to lead position in National Prize listing.

Coming 'Round the Mountain

In tlie Drive's Second Weel<

Pat O'Brien has been assigned

to star in the role of a grand-

fatherly ex-circus performer in

THE BOY WITH GREEN HAIR.
With this realistic fantasy to

be produced in Technicolor by

Stephen Ames under the execu-

tive supervision of Dore Schary,

O'Brien undertakes the most in-

teresting assignment of his ca-

reer and one that will mark a

complete change of pace from
an acting standpoint.

Direction will be by Joseph
Losey, the brilliant young stage

and radio director who attracted

particular attention with his di-

rection of the recent Broadway
play "Galileo," starring Charles

Laughton.

Screen play of THE BOY
WITH GREEN HAIR has been
completed by Ben Barzman and
Alfred Lewis Levitt. Filming gets

under way in mid-February and
testing is now in progress for the

seven-year-old boy to portray
the title role.

RKO Radio executives are on

the lookout for a Merle Oberon
vehicle, and hope to have a script

in shape by spring. This screen

personality stars in NIGHT
SONG and BERLIN EXPRESS.
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SEVEN NEW SHOWS IN PREPARATION
Thirteen Other Films in Cutting

Rooms as the New Year Finds

The Studio Plenty Busy

By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 9—The New Year bounced over

the horizon to find the Studio plenty busy, both with the

preparation oi seven new shows going before the cameras

in the next few weeks, and with editing, scoring and re-

recording chores on thirteen other films now in the cu+iing

rooms.

First of the new ones to get

under way will be the tentatively-

titled MORTGAGE ON LIFE,

which Producer-Scenarist Her-

man J. Manltlewicz is readying

from the Viclci Baum story and
which starts two weeks from Mon-
day with Nicholas Ray directing.

Melvyn Douglas Is set for one of

the three principal roles in this

dramatic tale of a woman who, to

protect her best friend's reputa-

tion, deliberately accuses herself

of attempted murder, and two
tcp Hollywood actresses will soon
be announced for the other leads.

Closely following will come
THE BALTIMORE ESCAPADE,
Richard Berger s third produc-
tion for us. John Cromwell di-

rects the gay comedy of an earn-

est young girl who sets out at the
turn of the century to crusade
for women's rights, and Barbara
Bel Geddes heads the stellar cast.

Lionel Houser is giving the final

touches to his screenplay.

BED OF ROSES. William
Pereira s forthcoming produc-
tion, is also scheduled for an
early start. Shepard Traube will

direct the sparkling Charles
Schnee-Edith Sommer story of
a determined damsel whose ef-

forts to get her own way create
havoc in her social set.

An Impressive list of stars Is

being lined up for HONORED
GLORY, one of the most striking

pictures In RKO annals. Dealing
with the theme of the ' Unknown
Soldier, the film . already has
Cory Grant, Frank Sinatra, Rob-
ert Ryan and Tim Holt among Its

principals, and the talents of
many of the Industry's foremost
directors and writers are being
coordinated behind the unique
offering.

Theron Warth Is rushing pro-

duction on two pictures, BLOOD

ON THE MOON and MR.
WHISKERS, which likewise will

face the cameras shortly. The
former is a thrill-packed story of

a cattle-range feud with a btg-

ieague cast tentatively headed
by Robert Ryan and Charles

BIckford, and the latter a timely

drama of a boy from the wrong
side of the tracks who learns,

the hard way, what American-
ism really means. TTiIs will very

possibly be a Victor Mature vehi-

cle If present plans go through.

And, lastly, Herman Schlom Is

readying the still untitled fourth

picture In our Tim Holt Historical

Western series, due to start

around the end of February.

Down In the cutting rooms
scores of film and music editors

are polishing I REMEMBER
MAMA, GOOD SAM, THE
MIRACLE OF THE BELLS, STA-
TION WEST, BERLIN EXPRESS
THE VELVET TOUCH, TALL.
DARK STRANGER, ROUGH-
SHOD, IF YOU KNEW SUSIE,

MYSTERY IN MEXICO, THE
WINDOW, THE ARIZONA
RANGER, ana GUNS OF
WRATH—a baker's dozen of

sure-fire shows, most of which

will soon be In the exchanges
where you can view them for

yourself.

And as you can see, things look

pretty bright for 1948, and you
can rest assured that Your Com-
pany Is keeping right on wrfh its

policy of bringing you the Big

Ones.

Leon to Illinois

Lean J. Bamoerger -xJn aaaress

the forthcoming annual conven-

tion of the United Theatre Own-
ers of Illinois to be held In Spn'ng-

fleld, Illinois, January 8-9 Inclu-

sive.
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Winnipeg's Top

Kent Smith, fsanired player

in MAGIC TOWN, will guest-

star on

—

GUILD

Flashbacks

Program: THEATRE
ON THE AIR.

Time: Saturday, Jan.

tc 10:30 P.M. EST.

10, 7:45

Network: ABC.

The show: HOLIDAY.
The credit: MAGIC TOWN.
Please tune in!

Hoagy Carmichael will render

on his own program the song
"WHO KILLED 'ER" featured in

NIGHT SONG.

Time: Saturday, Jan. 10, 7:45

to 8 P.M. EST.

Network: CBS.

The Credit: NIGHT SONG.

(No. 2)

Here are two episodes as they

were made back in the days when
they cheered the hero and = =

the viHain. The first one has -z zz

with King Klenry the Thirc c*

France, who would like to cap'are

a vacant castle. However, hiis sis-

ter Prunella also would like tc ce*

hold of the place, so she ge-; -e-

boy friend, the Duke, to an- c . ;
-

the King's men and take "e
castle in her name, in t-e 5- r --e

King uses a trick to fir r ; .
-

fas behind his sister's z t- :

~ - 5

second episode tels c* e t - t e

spy from the North - -

:

about the Confede'^ T

warship, the Irandad. "-r e ; =

many hairbreadth escace; ce-; -e

the niel and powder for the vessei

can be stowed away.

—MOTION PICTURE HERALD
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Best Years

OfOurLives
Sales Against

Possibilities

3Zsf Week End. Dec. 2.5, 1947

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. SALT LAKE CITY 2

2. NEW YORK I

3. DENVER 3

4. MILWAUKEE 4

5. SIOUX FALLS . 5

6. KANSAS CITY 6

7. Des Moines 7

8. Minneapolis 8

9. New Haven 10

10. Albany 12

11. St. Louis ... 9

I 2. Chicago I I

13. Omaha 13

14. Portland 14

15. Boston 15

I 6. Los Angeles 1

6

17. Pittsburgh 17

18. Buffalo 18

1 9. San Francisco 19

20. Seattle 20
21. Oklahoma City 21

22. Indianapolis 22

23. Cleveland 23

24. Dallas 24

25. Memphis 25

26. Washington 26

27. Charlotte 27

28. Philadelphia 28

29. Detroit 29
30. Cincinnati 30

31. Atlanta 31

32. New Orleans 32

DISTRICTS

1. Metropolitan I

2. Rocky Mt 2

3. Midwestern 3

4. Prairie 4

5. Northeastern 5

6. Western 6

7. Eastern 7

8. Southwestern 8

9. Canadian 10

10. Eastern Central 9

I I . Southeastern I I

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG I

2. VANCOUVER 2

3. St. John 3

4. Montreal 4

5. Toronto 5

6. Calgary 6

DIVISIONS

1. Western I

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold lace type indicates

over quota.

For the engagement of TYCOON at the Golden Gate, San

Francisco, Field Man Joe Longo tied In with the San Francisco News
for a NEW LOOK MISS TYCOON CONTEST. No less than 29 prizes

were arranged for including cash, tickets and specially-styled sweaters.

The awards centered around contestants who cut out a three-

quarter length photo reproduction of Laralne and gave it the

"new look." The thing for the junior contestants to do was to decide

as to which school of thought Laraine adheres, then cut out the photo,

paste on paper or cardboard and complete the picture with a sketch,

showing length of skirt, and do an original, thoughtful and artistic job.

Judging was according to attractiveness of the entry and reasoning

used as to which type of skirt Laralne Is 'wearing.

The San Francisco News announced the contest via a streamer

headline and a quarter of a page of space.

Goodman Vacation
Ruth Goodman, secretary to

Mr. Deplnet, left Thursday for

Dallas on her annual vacation.

Miss Goodman, an ardent foot-

ball fan and Texas rooter, usually

arrives in the southland for one
of the big bowl games, but this

year had to be content to tune in.

DISNEY
CARTOONS
CONTEST

Actual Billings

Against Quota

Isl Week End. Dec. 25, 1947

Pos.

This

Week Branch

1 ALBANY
2 PORTLAND
3. ,

DENVER
4. LOS ANGELES
5. SAN FRANCISCO
6. , MINNEAPOLIS
7. . SIOUX FALLS
8. MILWAUKEE
9. Seattle

10. Oklahoma City

11. Salt Lake City

12. . Omaha
13. Chicago
14. Des Moines

15. New York

16 Pittsburgh

17 Detroit

18. , Cincinnati

19. Charlotte

20. Kansas City

21. . Buffalo

22. Cleveland

23. Indianapolis

24. Washington
25 Atlanta

26 Dallas

27 New Orleans

28. St. Louis

29 Memphis
30 New hHaven

31. , Boston

32. Philadelphia

CANADA
1. MONTREAL
2. TORONTO
3 Vancouver
4 Winnipeg
5 St. John
6 Calgary

DIVISIONS
1 Western
2 North-South

3 Eastern

NOTE: Bold lace type indicates

over quota.

Fun and
Fancy Free

Sales Against

Possibilities

Isl Week End. Dec. 25. 1947

Pos.

This

Week Brc-nch

1. . . OKLAHOMA CITY
2. SALT LAKE CITY
3. DENVER
4 CLEVELAND
5 OMAHA
6 SEATTLE
7 SIOUX FALLS
8. Washington
9. Boston

10. Des Moines
M. Charlotte

12. Philadelphia

I 3. New Haven
14. Dallas

15. Milwaukee
16. Minneapolis

17. San Francisco

18. Buffalo

19. Memphis
20 Pittsburgh

21 New York

22 Cincinnati

23 Los Angeles
24 Portland

25. Kansas City

26 Atlanta

27 ; Detroit

28 St. Louis

29. Chicago
30. Albany
31 New Orleans

32 Indianapolis

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG
2. VANCOUVER
3. , Montreal
4 St. John
5. Calgary
6. Toronto

DIVISIONS
1 . Western
2 Eastern

3 North-South

NOTE: Bold lace type indicates

over quota.

SHORT
SUBJECT
CONTEST

Actual Billings

Against Quota

1st Week End. Dec. 25, 1947

Pos.

This

Week Branch

I PITTSBURGH
2 SAN FRANCISCO
3 NEW HAVEN
4 SEATTLE

5 NEW YORK
6 CHICAGO
7 DETROIT

8 DENVER
8 SIOUX FALLS

10 SALT LAKE CITY

M Des Moines

1 2. . Milwaukee

13. New Orleans

14. Los Angeles
15 Cleveland
16. St. Louis

17 Cincinnati

I 8 Minneapolis

19 Portland

20 Boston

21 Buffalo

22 Dallas

23 Albany
24. Kansas City

25 Atlanta

26. Oklahoma City

27 Washington
28 Memphis
29 Charlotte

30 Indianapolis

3 I Omaha
32 Philadelphia

CANADA
1. VANCOUVER
2. TORONTO
3. . St. John
4 Calgary
5. Montreal

6 Winnipeg

DIVISIONS

1 . Western
2 Eastern

3 North-South

NOTE: Bold lace type indicates

over quota.
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SECRET
LIFE OF
W. MITTY

Sales Against

Possibilities

1st Week End. Dec. 25, 1947

Pos.

This

Week Branch

1

.

OKLAHOMA CITY

2. SALT LAKE CITY

3. PHILADELPHIA

4. OMAHA
5. DALLAS
6. ALBANY
7. New Haven

8. Buffalo

9. Sioux Falls

10. Pittsburgh

i 1

.

Des Moines

12. New York

13. St. Louis

1 A Indianapolis

15. Seattle

16. . . Boston

1 7. Washington

1 8. Memphis

19. Minneapolis

20. Portland

Denver

22. Chicago

23. . Cincinnati

24. Atlanta

25. Kansas City

26. Detroit

27. Cleveland

28. San Francisco

29. Milwaukee

30. Charlotte

31. New Orleans

32. Los Angeles

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG
2. VANCOUVER
3. St. John

4. Montreal

5. Calgary

6.
, Toronto

DIVISIONS

1. Eastern

2. North-South

3. Western

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota.

MAGIC
TOWN
Sales Against

Possibilities

1st Week End. Dec. 25. 1947

ros.

This

V/eet Branch

1 . OKLAHOMA CITY
2. SALT LAKE CITY
3. LOS ANGELES
4. OMAHA
5. . SEATTLE
6. SIOUX FALLS
7. Charlotte

8. Philadelphia

9. Des Moines

10. Denver

1 1

.

Pittsburgh

1 2. Washington
13. . Minneapolis

!4. M 1 1 waukee
15. Dallas

16. . . New Haven
1 7. San Francisco

18. Kansas City

19. Memphis
20. .. St. Louis

21. . Atlanta

22. Portland

23. Boston

24. Cincinnati

25. New York

26. . Buffalo

Z 1

.

Chicago
Zo.

- _ -JL^ieveiand
90 Al Dany

30. iiitjiaiiapvjiia

3 1

.

Detroit

32. New Orleans

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG
2. ST. JOHN
3. Montreal

4. Vancouver
5. . Toronto

6. Calgary

DIVISIONS
1

.

Western
2. North-South

3. . Eastern

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota.

Here is Screenlcmd's

you about last week.

NIGHT SONG cover which we told

Cover is featured with a novelization.

Herb McEntee has widened his

lead in the bowling league with

an average of 179. Then In the

first ten come Lifters, 175; Dah-

ler, 174; Hoffman, 171; Farmer,

171; Grosso, 170; Gavin, 170;

Stlckerllng, 169; Espen, 169;

Mulhall, 168. There's a mystery

in the failure of some of our for-

mer bowling stars, war vets, to

hit a good average. Emil Espen

and Jimmy Mulhall, who once av-

eraged ISO, look like a couple of

weak sisters. Ye ed with a gim-

mick leg Is thinking about chal-

lenging these birds. Bill Dahler

is the most Improved bowler on

the squad and this Is his best

year.

The RKO basketball five, cham-
pions of Radio City last year

have a chance to get into the

play-offs. They have won three

and lost four, but are on the up-

sweep.

Lou Miller has been driven In-

doors for his golf, for the first

t:me for any considerable period
in many years. Lou Is hoping for

rain.

THIS IS
AMERICA
CONTEST

Wefk End. Dec. 25. 1947

Salesmen s Standings

SI 00.00 Class

Goldfarb Denver

$75.00 Class

Gwin Denver

Silverman New York

S50.00 Class

Canelli New Haven

Lefko Philadelphia

Kahn Washington

Hoese Salt Lake City

Powell Los Angeles

Engelman Portland

Thorn Portland

Penser New York

Kutinslty New York
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from

RKO-PATHE
By ED RICE

The New Year opens with

heavy work on both ThHIS IS

AMERICA and commercials.

Shooting is now under way on

"Men of the World," a commer-

cial department two-reeler for

the United States Navy. Director

Eddie Montagne, cameraman Bill

Deeke, and contact Art Steckler

are doing scenes in the Brooklyn

Navy Yard and New York City.

Shipboard shots are being

taken aboard the battleship New
Jersey. New York City locations

include places as much a part

of a sailor's life as his uniform

—

the Brooklyn Bridge, Chinatown,

Rockefeller Plaza. Interiors are to

be shot in the RKO Pathe studio

on Park Avenue and 106th street.

Three regular Navy enlisted

personnel were pulled out of boot

camp to play the leading roles.

Although none of them had ever

acted before, all are turning out

expert jobs under Montagne's

documentary direction. To give

naturalness to the film, many New
York scenes are being shot with

the camera hidden in a station

wagon. This avoids drawing huge

crowds, and lets the sailors act

without self-consciousness.

Some earlier scenes were taken

in Panama last fall.

Forthcoming TIA's will include

OPERATION WHITE TOWER,
the story of the Washburn Expe-

dition climb up Mount McKinley

last year. Cameramen Bill Deeke

and George Wellstead spent

three months on ice, in sub-zero

weather, with the expedition. The

script is now being written by

Phil Reisman, Jr. The final cut is

finished.

Following OPERATION
WHITE TOWER, will be a TIA

on the comic strip industry,

labeled FUNNY BUSINESS, with

the script by Jerry Brondfield.

Brondfield's narration on "Photo

Frenzy" (amateur photography)

is being polished before being

turned over to Dwight Weist for

RK'0T^£AT/?£SJNC. 0/^€OF7y£F/lM
/liDusmysMostPopumR.£K£Cum£S'

1 TRJ\VEL5 DID I Ten.

5ToRV<^B00r
^He Guy ANP 9

OOOR-fS OPf/ff^
TOALL'

(^£STIR£L£SS
(iNDDYNAMIC-
GETS TOPBUSmSS
ouroF£miSHo\fj'

(jJosA GREATS£NS£OF
HUMOR. AND KNOWS LOTS
OF GOOO S7t>^/£S-
HSF>f^ys ^9 GOOD Gfffte

^ .
—~=

recording.

Dick Hanser has two TIA's in

The works: his CRIME LABORA-

TORY script is awaiting police

department approval, and he is

completing a story on the New

York Times.

Another commercial script is

being done by Ardis Smith for

Gorham Silver.

The THIS IS AMERICA series

has come in for more honors, this

time in a national poll by the

Showmen's Trade Review. The

series was second in popularity

throughout the country, trailing

Pete Smith's Specialties. The

March of Time was third. (In a

previous poll by Boxoffice maga-

zine, THIS IS AMERICA was

rated the nation's number one

series.)

WeAlERTERS
RKO RADIO'S EXCHANCE OF-IDEAS!

7 T
Branch Manager Harry Cohen of St John says:

We notice with a great deal of pride that in the latest issue

of Motion Picture Daily, RKO has had more playing time in

the Radio City Music Hall than any other distributor, since

the opening of the theatre. Too, the fact that THE BACHELOR
AND THE BOBBY-SOXER had the longest run in the Music
Hall of any feature attraction of 1947. This information will

naturally be invaluable in pointing out to the exhibition field

illat we are not taking a back seat to any distributor.

THIS IS AMERICA was also

honored by the American Mili-

tary government In Germany. A
report filtering through govern-

ment channels says that two of

the three films to be released In

the U.S. Zone in October were

PANAMA and CALIFORNIA
BOOM TOWN. They were

dubbed in German, for release in

Bavaria and Austria.



(1-2-3)—Crowds attending premiere of MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA at 4 star theatre, Los Angeles.

Christmas night . . . (4)—Dudley Nichols, producer and director of MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA . . .

(5)—Nancy Coleman, one of feature players, with husband, Whitney Bourne . . . (6)—Leif Erickson and

wife . . . (7)—Henry Hull, one of stars . . . (8)—Marvin Miller, famous radio announcer, and friends . . .

(9)—Judy Garland and director husband, Vincent Minnelli.

I

HOME OFFICE DRIVE COMMITTEE MEETS—Here are most of the members of the Drive committee which

met in Robert Mochrie's office early in the week. Left to right they are: Frank Drumm, Charles Boasberg,

A. A. Schubart, Harry Michalson, Walter Branson. Robert Mochrie. Nat Levy. Bill McShea. Harry Git-

tleson, Mike Poller and Carl Peppercorn. Lou Gaudreau, coordinator of Drive advertising, was absent.
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"OUT OF THE PAST" RUN AT THE RKO PALACE
OUT OF THE PAST huna up
a four-week run at the RKO
Palace on Broadway to excel-

lent business. Opening on

Christmas night there was no

attempt to stage a premiere.

However, just prior to the

opening star Robert Mitchum
visited the popular playhouse

to meet Manager Ray Connor.

In the layout (1)—Successive

shcts of the wondersign. (2, 3,

4 and 6)—Visualize the effec-

tive lobby signs. (5)—Shows
the Fifth Avenue window of

Murray Korman, famous pho-

tographer of celebrities who
had photographed Jane Greer

first in her modeling days.

(7)—The Robert Mitchum fan

club with Ray Connor on ex-

treme light. (8)—Star Robert

Mitchum. (9)—Helen Dzher-

molinska (third from left), exec-

utive editor of Dance Maga-
zine, plays hostess to several

of her dance associates in

honoring Paul Valentine, fea-

tured in the film, who was for-

merly of the dance profession.

Renfro Ready
Brench Manager A. A. Renfro

of Omaha opened the Drive with

a clean slate. During November

and up to December 20th,

Omaha staged a clean-slate

drive, the object of which was to

bring accounts right up to date

and get every possible playdate

for the NED DEPINET DRIVE.

The contest was won by Salesman

Dave Arthur, who cleaned up

40 of his situations, followed by

Nate Galbreath and Johnny

Matls.

Agnes Refurns
Agnes R. Lynott, secretary to

Walter Branson, has returned to

her desk after an illness of several

weeks. And here is a note she

gave us for FLASH:

"My most sincere thanks to you

all for your many kindnesses to

me during my illness. I never

knew I had so many splendid

friends. I am deeply gratified to

all. Best wishes for the healthiest,

happiest and most prosperous

new year you have ever known.



LORETTA YOUNG MEETS THE PRESS—Loretta Young did much to foster

goodwill with the press during her New York visit and won acclaim for her

fine acting in Samuel Goldwyn's THE BISHOP'S WIFE, now in its seventh

week at the Astor on Broadway. She has received much praise from the

critics and their polls. The highlights of Miss Young's career was her attend-

ing the Command Performance of THE BISHOP'S WIFE, in London which

has been pictured in FLASH. In the top row of the layout. Miss Young is

shewn as she returned to the United States aboard the S.S. Queen Mary.

(1)—Tom Lewis, her husband, and Miss Young with Inez Robb, famous Inter-

national News correspondent who covered the Royal Wedding. (2)—Mr. and

Mrs. Tom Lewis pose for the newsreels. (3)—Miss Young chats with the news

cameramen. (4)—Shipnews reporters interview the co-star of THE BISHOP'S

WIFE. The social highlights of Miss Young's visit to New York was a

cocktail reception tendered her by Helen Ferguson, her Hollywood repre-

sentative. Miss Young is shown with: (5)—Princess Kropotkin, of Today's

Woman. (G)—Beatrice Lubitz, editor of Movieland Magazine. (7)—The famous

angel doll. (8)—Helen Ferguson. (9)—Lester Grady, editor of Silver Screen.

(10)—George Dixon, famous Washington correspondent (11)—Henrietta Kish.

of Look Magazine and Frances Kish, editor of Movies Magazine. (12)—Betty

Ettsr, editor cf Movie Life Magazine, and Pat Murphy, editor of Movie Star

Parade. (13)—Muriel Babcock. editorial director of Ideal Publications and

David Brown, movie editor of Liberty Magazine. (14)—Rutgers Neilson, pub-

licity manager. (15)—Dorothy Wheelock, drama editor of Harper's Bazaar.

(16)—Paul Hollister, publicity director. (17)—Llewellyn Miller, well-known

writer. (18)—Maxwell Hamilton, editor of Motion Picture Magazine. (19)—Gladys

HaU, famous writer. (20)—David Brown of Liberty Magazine and Fred Sommis,

executive editor of Photoplay. (21)—Geraldine Rhoads, editor of Today's

Wcman. (22)—Louis Berg, amusement editor of This Week Magazine.

—RUTGERS NEILSON
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Chevalier Charms

Celebs At Biltmore

From the

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

Film and society celebs at the

Biltmore clapped hands for

Chevalier — the same jaunty,

lippy Chevalier who charmed

hlollywood and the rest of the

country before the war and v/ho

row comes back after a mucli

too long absence of a dozen

years. Watching Chevalier sing,

mug and even dance with a verve

and nerve decidedly unusual for

his span of years, one is reminded

of Sophie Tucker's old song line,

"It makes no difference how old

you are, it's just how young you

feel." Following this philosophy,

the marvelous Maurice is just a

kid, to use his own words and

accent, in his current film, "Man

About Town," "it's a meerahcul."

Chevalier's one-man show, with

its great variety of numbers, was

reviewed in this paper a couple

of weeks ago from San Francisco.

It needs no comment other than

to say that Chevalier remains

about the only man- in show busi-

ness today who can put on a two-

hour show all by himself, unless

Jolson wants to prove that lie can

still do it. In the meantime.

Chevalier is the great artist and

entertainer whom the years can-

not dim. For those who appre-

ciate him, he is a must-see.

Reading From

Left fo Right

Holiday Drive

Branch Manager Stan Jacques

o^^ Cincinnati says the sales force

worked on the Drive during the

holidays. "With the Drive just

starting v/e could spare no time

off," says Stan.

Fight Records

Branch Manager FHarry Cohen
of Los Angeles says several thea-

tres in Los Angeles who cater to

the colored trade set new house

records with the Louis-Walcott

fight picture. Among these were

the Avalon and Florence Mills.

Fight Assist

The Orpheum, Phoenix, had
one of its best pre-Christmas

v/eeks on record with ThHE

WOMAN ON THE BEACH pro-

grammed along with the Louis-

Walcott fight picture.

Sports-minded Harry Miclialson

through his eternal forsight has made

IIKO Radio the Sportsmanship Com-

pany of the Screen. Look at the con-

tinued-discussion of the Louis-'^'alcott

(iglit, and another coming up Itefore

the first picture is cold . . . Ben Hogan

right up front again, with a record-low

;core at Los Angeles . . . The nation's

top year in basketball and, swish.

RKO has the basketball review of

1948 . . . The Michigan-Notre Dame
vdio's-who argument to keep tin-

rOOTBALL HKiHLIGHTS hot. As

for us it looks like Michigan has far

more speed and versatility but if the

teams played we would bet on Notre

Dcme. Over a period of 30 years that

has proved the best policy ... It is

now evident that California cannot

produce enough grid stars to hold the

champions of other sectors. Most

native sons go to the California col-

leges, whereas in other states the

student body is drawn from many

sectors. California gets little support

fiom Washington or Oregon, and must

stand the gaff in each Rose Bowl

game. In the East vs. West it is large-

ly California, too. The West team

means, mostly, the West Coast. By

population we thought the center for

the country was in Indiana, which

might, logically, have thrown Lujack

to the West in the East-West game.

Here again California cannot stand

off the country. Texas is another story

:

Texas might have done it this year.

The Aniericiin Telephone (.ompany

says that in 1946 there were 42,000.-

000.000 phone conversations. If the

u asled energy of most of these could

1. c bottled up we'd have an instrument

a:i powerju' as the atom homh.

k -k -k

Tiie big snow brought Jack Lewis

(Mil with his leather vest. Al one time

it must have carried shell pockets,

but Jack has had these removed. Jack

will always be a pioneer at heart and

despite the fact that he is a sophisti-

cate, every now and then the spirit of

the outdoors moves him and he pops

up with a wool shirt or a leather vest

o; a rabbit's foot. We got Jack inter-

ested in bowling, golf and hunting.

When we go hunting with a guy we

always test him out with a gun, so

after telling Jack never to point a

gun toward anyone we dropped into

a gun store just before a hunting trip.

Jack had a new gun pointed all over

the joint. We reminded him. "But it

isn't loaded," said Jack. So on the

trip alongside the lake where we
bunted we spotted Jack on one side

<i[ a big rock and we took the other.

There's a nice annual casualty list

via the unloaded gun route.

fFe keep writing 1947. hut it seems

1948 is really here and we are well

into it. So a happy new year to all

RKOers and may there be no horn on

any play you make.

BOSTON—Following the pre-

view of THE BISHOP'S WIFE
at the Astor theatre, Samuel

Goldwyn was guest of honor

at a luncheon at the Ritz Carl-

tcn for members of the press,

radio and trade papers. Shown
ore the guests, with the head

table consisting of (left to

right) A. C. Kilpotrick, of B <S

Q Theatres; Mrs. Harold G.

Kern; Mr. Kern, publisher of

the Hearst newspapers in

Boston; Mr. and Mrs. Gold-

wyn; Mr. Don Jacocks of B & Q
Theatres; Mrs. Jacocks and
Mrs. Kilpatrick. (2)— Mayor
James M. Curley, in introduc-

ing Mr. Goldwyn, lauded the

producer for his contributions

toward world peace through

the medium of his great mo-
tion pictures and called him
a benefactor of mankind.
Shown with the Mayor are

Lawrence Dame of Harvard
University and the Boston

Traveler; Helen Eager, of the

Traveler, Mrs. Curley and
Peggy Doyle of the American.
(3)—Mr. Goldwyn snapped by
the photographer during a
humorous exchange of pleas-

antries between the producer
and Mayor Curley. On the left

are Mrs. and Mr. Harold G.
Kern while on the right are

Mrs. Goldwyn and Don Ja-

cocks. (4)—Charles Ashley,
chief of news service for radio

station WEEL, Floyd Bell,

Showmen's Trade Review, and
Mildred Bailey, woman's edi-

tor cf station WCOP. (5)—Eli-
ncr Hughes, Herald drama edi-

tor; Lawrence Dame of Har-
vard and the Traveler and
Helen Eager, drama editor of

the Traveler. (6)—Mayor Cur-

ley in a typical gesture replies

to a quip by Mr. Goldwyn. On
the Mayor's left are Peggy
Doyle, drama editor of the

American; Joe Dineen, Globe

Columnist, and Joe Harring-

ton, columnist on the Post. (7)

—

Left to right, Lee Sherman and
Steve Alison of radio station

WLAW; Fred B. Cole of station

WHDH and BUI Reilly of Bill-

board and the Globe. (8)—Mr.
Goldwyn being interviewed

by Peggy Doyle, drama editor

of the American. (9)—Priscilla

Fortesque, women's editor of

the CBS station WEEI, with
Mr. and Mrs. Goldwyn. (10)

—

Mrs. Harold Russell, wife of

the Academy Award winner
in BEST YEARS, and Mrs.
Ramsdell Harwood. (11)—Left
to right, Mrs. Francis Marsh
II, Mrs. Thomas Burchord and
Mrs. J. Langdon Ward are
among the early arrivals for

the preview. (12)—Mrs. Albert

C. Titcomb and Miss Rebekah
Hobbs, among those who
braved icy streets to attend
the Astor function, (13)—Mrs.
Walter C. Powers, wife of the
president of the Massachusetls
Bar Association, was among
those who enjoyed Mr. Gold-
wyn's great production. (14)

—

Mrs. Ferdinand Brigham
shown in lobby of the Astor
Theatre. (15)—Mrs. Dorothy
Austin was among the many
society leaders who cheered,
and later praised, THE BISH-
OP'S WIFE. (16)— Samuel
Goldwyn being interviewed
by a panel of Boston newsmen
consisting of (left to right) Miles
McSweeney of the Record;
Leland Bickford, chief of the
Yankee Network News Serv-
ice; Elliot Norton, of the Post;

Joe Dineen cf the Globe; and
Alan Frazer of the American.
Standing is Les Smith of the
Yankee Network, who was
moderator of the forum which
was broadcast over a 24-sta-

tion hook-up of New England
stations.

"Sioux" Record
Another RKO Radio exchange

Ic top its all-time billings record

for 1947 was Sioux Falls, the

Drive champions headed by

Sherm Fitch.

Pin Games

Montreal Record
Branch Manager Murray De^

vaney's Montrealers billed a total

o^ more lhan $18,000 in 1947

over the previous year.

Amusing. Edgar runs into the

police and assorted complica-

tions when he attempts to trap a

mouse in the kitchen. Constant

interruptions by brotherin-law do
little to sweeten his disposition.

He resorts to shotgun, hatchet,

mouse trap and cat. His troubles

mount when he accidentally

knocks the plaster from the kitch-

en wall. He convinces the police

the weapons were intended for

the mouse and that he has not

hidden his wife's body in the

kitchen wall. —BOXOFFICE



SAMUEL GOLDWYN AT BOSTON RECEPTION



/ N CO LO R BY TlCHHiCOLOR
TYCOON is RKO's big Technicolor picture of 1948. A saga in the world's biggest setting—the

untamed Andes. The titanic struggle of a man who moved mountains; blasted tunnels; tamed floods,

but met his greatest challenge when a woman of luxury invaded his brawling world . . . featuring

SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE, JUDITH ANDERSON, JAMES GLEASON, ANTHONY QUINN,

Produced by Stephen Ames; direction by Richard Wallace; screenplay by Borden Chase andJohn Twist.



An€Mth€»r tn Our Ou-n Original St>rit*S'^S^^ Lif^*. Jan. 1.1 ih

FRANK SINATRA at home. Frank, Jr. and sister Nancy get piano tips BLINDING LOVE that turns to revengeful hate possesses ROSALIND
from papa, under mama's watchful eye. Sinatra, FRED MacMURRAY RUSSELL, as she embraces faithless LEO GENN.in closeup from RKO's
and VALLI co-star in RKO's The Miracle of the Bells, fihn version of Mourning Becomes Electro. MICHAEL REDGRAVE, RAYMOND
Russell Janney's novel. Produced by Jesse L. Lasky, Walter MacEwen. MASSEY, KATINA PAXINOU, KIRK DOUGLAS are also starred.

ALARM registers on the faces of PAT O'BRIEN and MYRNA DELL
in this scene from RKO's Fighting Father Dunne. They have just heard

a wayward youth shriek defiance at oflBcer who has come to arrest him.

Hollywood grapevine reports call it O'Brien's greatest biographical role.

THESE BIG RKO PICTURES WILL \

SOON BE SHOWN AT YOUR THEATRE



So Well Commende

^^M^^^^jl?^!^^'*^^ ^'^^ REGINALD TATE • FREDERICK LEISTER
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Vast eVo-

Job
no

^''a tense and gripping

screen play . • •
Martha

Scott sensational . .
.
fine

and distinguished cast

cover themselves with

Of

3/j

.
'.^oo^

^ ^Ok

acting laurels

Lee Mortimer

NEW YORK

DAILY MIRROR

I]

nd J. ARTHUR R

ATRICIA ROC • TREVOR HOWARD • RICHARD CARLSON

{Ifroduced by ADRIAN SCOTT • Directed by EDWARD DMYTRYK • Screenplay by JOHN PAXTON
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We wish to announce thar our ov/n

Dotty Fisher has been with RKO Radio

exactly twenty-eight years the 6th of

this January. Congratulations, Dotty,

that's really go-

ing some! We
were all sorry +c

learn that Dotty

is now back in

the hospital, but

we are pulling

for you. Dotty,

and hoping this

will be your final

trip, so that you

can come back

and start doing

some of that bill-

ing. We sure

miss that smiling face and those wise

cracks.

"Happy New Year" was the phrase

heard all over the office all day Wed-
nesday. We celebrated the New Year

by having a small luncheon with the

present which Miss Weinig gave us. We
even had our pictures taken with Joan

Evan's flash bulb camera.

Ruthie Becker and Joan Evans made
a cute little picture in their angora

sweaters Wednesday. Ruthie in her

blue, and Joan in her pink.

SOMETHING NEW HAS BEEN
ADDED—which concerns Lee Heidings-

feld. He said he has completely

stopped smoking cigarettes, and now

smokes his great big brown and black

pipe. Looks very dignified, Lee, and

fits your size much better than a ciga-

rette. Speaking of smoking, the ques-

tion of the week is "Since when does

Katherine Meyers smoke?" Or "Were
those really two packs of cigarettes

for someone else?"

We heard that our old pal and

publicity man, Wally Heim, was in

Cincinnati for New Year's. We sure are

sorry we missed you, Wally, and hope
you don't forget to drop by to see us

some time soon.

Well, I'm sure it was a merry Christ-

mas for everyone! Now that it is all

over we can always look back on our

party which we held in the shipping and
inspection rooms and remember the

swell time we had. We all want to thank

all the girls in the back for the

most perfect job they did in prepar-

ing the food and decorations for

the table and big feast, and big

feast It was, too! Turkey with all the

trimmings, and little flower pots with

a handkerchief made Into a rose for

each and everyone of us, for souvenirs.

We didn't have mistletoe, so we used

a huge piece of celery for a substi-

tute. To top It all off, we had a tiny

radio to keep time to, and everyone

iolned In and danced. Bob Coleman
made very good use of his flower pot.

He now has It setting on his desk with

pencils sticking out from the top.

We are glad to welcome Katherine

Meyers back to work and the party

after being ill for two weeks.

Wilbur Hetherington, Walter Wat-
son, Gene Tunick, Paul Fagaley, Jack
Ruth, and Johnny Costello all kept the

party going by dancing with all the

girls, and really making it a crowded
dance floor, while Lee Heldlngsfeld and
Bob Coleman enjoyed themselves more
by just sitting around gabbing with

some of the girls.

—JEANIE THARP

ANOTHER PARTY FOR GERTRUDE—Our own popular Gertrude Sternbach

cf the cashier's office who was married recently is guest at another party

given by Mary Farrell and others of the ladies' bowling squad. From left to

right: Mary McBride, Daphney Perraull, Anne McBride, Rosemary Brennan,

Gertrude, Catherine Ross, Kale Bodner and Mary Farrell. The honeymooners
will make an auto trip to the Coast after which they will settle down in New
Jersey where her husband is a merchant. Gertrude has done a million favors

to RKOers going back into the Pathe days and we wish her all the happiness
which she deserves.

Tenth Floor
MAGIC TOWN?-Yes! This column

is for those living in the warm districts.

You lucky people!!! Of course, you read

that we had a slight snow-fall. It was

so slight that many RKOers were snow-

bound and were unable to get to work.

Irene Hobbs, of the library, is two

hours away from home, and she was

quite fortunate to stay with her sister

who Is living In N.Y. Connie Schaum-
berger Coulsting was out of luck, how-
ever. Her buses weren't able to run,

and if she'd have to walk to the sta-

toion, Connie would get there just in

time to turn home again. To top It off,

she and her hubby were freezing due
to the lack of fuel. That's all for now,

I have to go out and shovel the snov/.

Would you like some?

—GLADYS De RAAY

MARCH OF DIMES

FIGHT
INFANTILE
PARALYSIS

JANUARY 15-30

Ninth Floor
That record snowfall at year's end

may wet! be the fountain writers will

tap to draw stories and legends rival-

ing the claims made by the veterans

of '88 and staffers as well have been
left with Impressions that will never

be forgotten.

Of course everyone remembers that

post-Christmas Friday with the snow
coming down unceasingly. Having left

the office earlier. Nettle Miller had
plans to be at her home in Brooklyn

in about an hour or so. Our co-worker

spent five harrowing hours huddled In

a cold dreary subway car. A similar

story was reported by Ann Moore and
Margaret Laug who live up in West-
chester and Orange Counties.

John Blund who lives up af the end

of Van Cortlandt Park tried desperately

to call the Misses and after waiting

almost two hours finally got thru to

her to explain his delay.

Norma Gaivin resides at the end of

the Rockaways and never did get home
that night.

Poor Frank Heffernan trudging two
miles from the subway station to his

abode was left with a strained back
which necessitated him being in bed
for several days.

Molly Wechsler and John Henriques
v/ho come from the United Nations

area in Flushing report that transporta-

tion was bad but that their problem
v.as not too difficult. It took them
only three hours for a ride that nor-

mally should take thirty or forty min-

utes.

Jerseylte Charlie Havens claims to

have trudged the Lincoln Tunnel to

reach his snowbound family.

The only bright spot in the stormy
picture was that presented to Kate

Smith, who was fortunate enough to

take a special express subway train

that reached her home in two hours

flat.

—HARRY KARP

Farewell Party
A farewell luncheon party attended

by some hundred persons was given

to our recent bride Gertrude Stern-

bach, of the cashier's department, at

the Bristol Hotel Wednesday. Well

tell you about it next week.

Notice that "new look" about Johnny
Matis? Was that left on your upper

lip on purpose? Quite distinctive!

Virginia Murphy's husband enroute

to Omaha hit some icy roads and had

disastrous results for the car and Chuck.

His injuries were painful but not seri-

ous, for which we are all glad. His main

concern was for his Christmas gift to

Virginia which he had in the car. The

gift came thru In much better shape

than Chuck did.

We wish to thank Mr. Renfro, Mr.

Nielsen. Mr. Arthur, Mr. Galbreath,

and Mr. Matis for entertaining the

branch personnel at a Christmas party.

We all had a grand time fellows, and

thanks. Incidentally, we wonder who the

guilty party or parties are that walked

off with the table decorations? And,
how did you get by the club hostess??

Af this writing Inspectress Marie

Franksen Is still in the hospital. How-
ever she hopes to be home the first of

the year. In fact she surprised us by

phoning in from the hospital. Always

glad to hear good reports on your

recovery, Marie.

As soon as Christmas was over, the

Dave Arthurs and the Nate Galbreaths

took to the road. The Arthurs visited

friends and relatives In St. Louis and
Chicago. Davey is getting an early

training to follow his Dad's footsteps.

The Galbreaths visited their daughter

and family in Houston, Texas. We ex-

pect Nate to come back with a south-

ern drawl and a sun tan.

Goodbye, Sparky. Hope you like your

new job. It is going to take a lot of

extra effort to dash down the hall

now to return your books, but maybe
we can find a common meeting spot

between the two exchanges. Say, the

candy canteen?

— E. K. DeLAND
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Janttary 17 th

VIRGINIA SYKORA
MARIE GLANDER ENSIGN
HUGH HAMILTON
THELMA OSBORNE

7.'

M. J. KASSEL

LEON TANNENWALD
EVELYN C. HAMMITT
HARRY H. WALDERS
FRANCES GIARDELLI
JACK JAMESON
MAXINE GAULDING

Junilury 20l/>

EDWARD F. JONES
ELMER K. DALTON
FLORENCE GATTO
WALTER I . GORYL
LILLIAN BRINDZA
DORA DAY

l.wu^ry 21 'I

IRVING SHIFFRIN
DELLA WATTS
CATHERINE LYKOU

lanuary llud
SAM OPPENHEIM
MARGARET DEFFLER
lOSEPH lEVINE
ELIO LOFFREDO

January 2}rd
R. A. O'BRIEN
GLENN S. CALVERT
MIRIAM G. WEINBERGER
EDNA CLOONEN
FRED ANTENUCCI
ALICE WRAY
THELMA GORDON

Home Office

Milwaukee
Calgary

Cincinnati

Chicago

Home Office

Home Office

Cleveland
Home Office

Atlanta
Memphis

Los Angeles
Dallas

Home Office

Detroit

Chicago
Indianapolis

Home Office

Home Office

Denver

Home Office

Chicago
Home Office

Montreal

Chicago
Memphis

Pittsburgh
Des Moines
Home Office

Home Office

Calgary

Abcve: stockings well filled

under the Christmas tree. Left

to right, Charlotte Sutton,

Erbinia Escamilla and Betty

Bullock.
When the Denver Ten Club throws

a Christmas party, everyone Is happy,

or even ha-halarious, and one remem-
bers it all year long, as the accompany-
ing pictures show they are quite a

bunch, and quite capable of malcinq

the affair rememberable.

But waif, tha+'s not all. All of Film

Row v/as lit (like a Christmas tree)

Christmas Eve, and a coupi'a bookers,

Dan Wagner and yours truly, went the

rounds, starting at Theatre Supply and

ending up at the Manly Popcorn Com-
pany. (Got home just in time to play

Santa to the kids.)

Speaking of kids and Christmas, Sam
Appelman was presented by his wife

with a cute little bundle from Santa

—

a little girl, seven pounds. Could be

Sam Is very happy about the whole

thing.

And now with permission of the re-

ceiver (and I hope permission of the

senders), a letter, evidently prompted

by the last Denver article In FLASH,
is herewith made public:

Dear Betty Bullock:

Hello! Just finished reading your
column in the Christmas issue of the
FLASH and note that you want a type-
writer that can spell (hmmmm,—guess
we know what you mean).

This letter isn't to tell you that we
have such a machine (you can gather
that for yourself) but If you should
be lucky enough to receive one, please
tell Santa to drop down a couple in

the Buffalo territory. Tell him to drop
em down the chimney with the RKO
letters on it, and also that If he looks

around real well he may find a jigger
of Paul Jones. Mmmmmmm, makes our
mouths water fust visualizing the last

four words of the previous sentence.

Well, Betty, must close now. Hope
you have a nice Christmas and a

happy New Year.

Sincerely,

BILLIE POWELL and
ALICE RUCKER, Denver

Special note to Blllie and Alice of
Buffalo: Betty thanks you for the lovely

letter.

—AL CLARKE

AT THE STOCKHOLM RESTAURANT MARCELLA PEARL-
MAN, SMILING AT THE HEAD OF THE TABLE, WAS
HONORED AT A LUNCHEON. Marcella is a member of the

eastern sales department and the program was a luncheon
followed by a shower to celebrate her mariiage to David
Ulman, which took place December 28th. Marcella received a
dinner service from the contract and sales departments and
also other beautiful gifts from friends in the departments. The
bevy of well wishers surrounding Marcella are: top row, left

to right: Beverly Grundy, Frances Kelly, Emilia Caruso, Mrs.

J. Gross, Anne D'Amico, Blanche Witherstine and Josephine
Liccrta. Seated, left to right: Selma Block, Gertrude Bernstein,

Esther Binder, Marcella, Chris O'Brien, Evelyn Greene, Ruth
Bernstein and Bella Fox.

Switzerland Today

To prepare fhis subject a spe-

cial production crew was sent to

Switzerland to photograph the

country and delve into its history

and life. As a result, RKO Pathe

has an interesting and compre-
hensive film of that peace-loving

nation. As the two reel subject

shows, Switzerland is its head-

quarters of many world-wide or-

ganizations nestled in the rugged

beauty of the Alps. While giving

the audience a pictorial presenta-

tion of the country's mountain

peaks and picturesque yodelers,

Ihe subject has also explored

lhat country's history, geogra-
phy and culture.

—M. P. HERALD

Very good. Picturesque shots

of the beautiful Swiss mountain
ranges and valleys add to this in-

teresting film review of one of

the world's oldest democracies.

The culture and traditions of the

people are as important to them
as railroad engineering. Indus-

tries are shown. The country is

world famous for its watches.

The picture is educational as well

as entertaining, and should win

considerable support from school

and civic groups.

—BOXOFFICE
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NEW BOXOFFICE LOOK
{Continued from Page One)

Cincinnati, Columbus, Dayton, Den-

ver, Des Moines, Kansas City, Omaha,

Rochester, San Francisco, Syracuse.

At Trenton, day-dater Lincoln and

Palace, moved to Trent, Extra playing

time at Cedar Rapids, Davenport, Du-

buque, Lov/ell, Sioux City, Waterloo.

'The Fugitive"

Talk of New York at the Victoria. Va-

riety says, "Still soaring in initial hold-

over session. First session, taking in New
Year's Eve biz, came near new house

high with a giant intake. Turnaway

trade most of first week, being helped

by crix raves." Sensational in trial en-

gagements in several small Texas towns.

"Out of the Past"

Second weeks St. Louis, Springfield,

Oakland. After big week at Metro-

politan, Boston, moved to Paramount

and Fenway. Four ply run at Long

Beach, State, Cabart, Town and Santa

Fe, then moved to Rivoli. Excellent San

Bernardino, San Pedro.

"Walter Mitty"

Caught holiday dates for rousing re-

turns. Second weeks Milwaukee, Salt

Lake City, Toronto, Oklahoma City. At

Portland, Ore., with the Disney six-unit

cartoon festival moved to the Music

Box after two-theatre day-dater for

two weeks. Holdovers Lincoln, Beverly

Hills. Two theatres at Charlottsville, Va.

Excellent Fort Wayne, Uniontown,

Lynchburg, Lewiston, Me., Concord,

Pittsburgh, Gastonia, Las Vegas, New-

port News, St. Catharines, Maiden,

Quincy, Elgin, Aurora, Kankakee,

Greensburg, Pa., Evansville. Says

Branch Manager Jack Bernstein of

Toronto, "Sensational at the Imperial,

far ahead of anything we ever played.

Previous high for week SINBAD. At

Lincoln, St. Catharines, New Year's,

highest single day we ever had."

"The Bishop's Wife"

"A solid biz-getter at the Astor,"

says Variety. Now in fifth stanza at

Astor. Third week Astor, Boston, and

third week Carthay Circle, Los An-

geles. Opens for marathon run at the

Woods, Chicago, next week.

"Bambi"

Third good week at the Republic,

New York. Second week topped open-

er.

"Mourning Becomes Electro"

Eighth week at the Golden, New
York. "Still a nice money-maker," says

Variety. Third week at Four Star, Los

Angeles.

"Magic Town"

After I I days at the Uptown, Salt

Lake City, moved to the Rialto for two

weeks. Moveover Oklahoma City.

Great holiday show and played to good

business around the land.

"Fantasia"

House record topped at World

Theatre, Columbus. Held over at Art

Cinema, Pittsburgh; Rialto, Wyan-

dotte, Mich. Excellent State, Dover;

Victory, Greensboro; Pantheon, Tole-

do; Granada, Duluth.

"Crossfire"

Makes every "best" list and going

strong in every situation.

"Fun and Fancy Free"

In numbers exceeded all previous

Disney play-offs for the holiday period.

Each exchange used every available

print. On the Butterfield Circuit, out of

Detroit, ten first-run situations did 25

percent better than MAKE MINE
MUSIC. And on nine first-run situations

of the Publix Great States Circuit out

of Chicago made the same gain. Sec-

ond weeks Ottawa, Detroit, Hamilton,

Toronto. One of biggest weeks at Capi-

tol, Vancouver. Excellent Fox, Bakers-

field; Palace, Windsor; Capitol, Cal-

gary, topping SONG; Senate, Harris-

burg; Astor, Reading; Paramount, Lynn,

Mass., with moveover to Olympia; Pal-

ace, Columbus; Granada, Duluth; Cap-

itol, Pottsville; Ambridge, Ambridge,

Pa.; Kayton, Franklin; Sheas, Braddock;

United Artists, El Centro; Kickapoo,

Springfield, Mo.; Paramount, Joplin;

topped SONG and MUSIC at the Rial-

to, Louisville, with moveover to Brown;

Palace, Ft. Wayne; Auburn, Auburn,

New York, topped MUSIC, moved to

Jefferson; Knickerbocker, Nashville;

Paramount, Atlanta; Avon, Watertown;

Rialto, Amsterdam. Day-daters Warner

and Merritt, Bridgeport; Grandin and

Lee, Roanoke, moved to Jefferson.

Beat MUSIC in 19 out of 20 small town

situations.

Atmendariz Tops 'Em

Biggest net money maker of the movies Is

not a Bing Crosby or Clark Gable of the

American screen, but a Mexican star named

Petro Armendariz.

Armendariz is co-star with Henry Fonda

and Dolores Del Rio in THE FUGITIVE.

A favorite in Spanish language pictures,

Armendariz receives $30,000 for each of eight

or ten pictures annually. Out of this he pays

five per cent for Mexican taxes, and the same

amount to the union. To have as much left

in the United States, he would have to earn

about three million dollars annually.

m NATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR INFANTILE PARALYSIS

PR'NTEr) IN U. S. A.



DRIVE'S
3 rd WEEK,
EndingJ an. 8 th

Pos. Pos.

This laii

Week Branch Weet

1. PORTLAND* I

2. SIOUX FALLS 2

3. SALT LAKE CITY* II

4. ST. LOUIS* 10

5. Olclahoma City* . .13

6. Seattle 4

7. Albany .. 5

8. Los Angeles 3

9. ' Denver 14

10. Detroit . 6

I I . Kansas City 8

1 2. Milwaukee -

! 3. Minneapolis ' 5

14. Pittsburgh . 7

15. Indianapolis 9

16. Dallas 12

17. Atlanta 16

18. Omaha 18

19. New Orleans 25

20. Philadelphia .21

21. Washington 17

22. Buffalo 20

23. Boston 22

24. Memphis .23

25. Cleveland .24

26. Charlotte . .27

27. Cincinna+i . .29

28. Chicago . 26

29. Des Moines 3!

30. San Francisco 30

31. New Haven ...28

32. New York . ...32

CANADA
1. TORONTO I

2. CALGARY 2

3. Winnipeg 4

4. Montreal 5

5. Vancouver 3

Siili E.4tli4* 4 iiy^ Si. Ltpuis in iht* .\lMPtM€»tf!

The third round of the NED DEPINET DRIVE went to Old Man Quota, whose

heart is colder than the mid-winter doorknob of a city morgue. The breaks were all

in his favor. Christmas bills were coming in. Old-time eye-witnesses to the blizzard of

'88 were put to shame by a blanket of snow which blocked traffic and drove millions

indoors. Old Man Quota was right in his element and only four of the 38 exchanges

in the United States and Canada were able to crash into the over-quota circle for the

week. Only Dick Lange's Portland Webfooters bested the Old Boy cumulatively, or for

the three stanzas. Branch Manager Sherm Fitch's Sioux tribe dropped slightly under the

hundred marker. Al Kolitz' Rocky Mountain District shot an under-par score, the only

district in that category. (Coiitinued on Page Ti.ro)

Box-Office Optim ism
Is Miss Box-Office taking on that new look? There are indications

that she is, although ye ed's eyes are not what they used to be and

we wouldn't say for sure. There are statements in current activity

letters, from two branch chiefs, with optimistic slants. Branch Man-
ager Barney Pitkin of New Haven says, "I am happy to report that

the grosses over the week end indicate that business at the box-office

seems to be on the upswing." Branch Manager Jack Chinell of

{Continued on Page Seven)

6. St. John 6

DISTRICTS

1. Canadian i

2. Roc<y Mt.* 3

3. Prairie . 5

4. Western 2

5. Southwestern 4
6. Eastern Central 6

7. Eastern 7

8. Southeastern 8

9. Northeastern 9

10. Midwestern 10

I I . Metropolitan

DIVISIONS

1 . Western

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold ioce type indicates

over quota cumulaliTely.

* Over quota for current week.

Michalson Trip

narry M.chaisan .err Thursday via

train on a trip f-o the Coast where he

will consult with Producer George

B"!son on the cast for the ne«f MY
-AL unit and with other officials and

cur outside producer Walt Disney. He
will also meet with Western District

Manager Herb Maclntyre and Branch

Manager Harry Cohen. Harry will be
gone about ten days.

Drive Captains

To Tour Again
Drive CapTa'rs 6'a-;:" _evy

and Bcasberg are p'a--''z -leir

second Drive tours wirn rhe start-

ing date out of New York to be
around February 1st. By that time
the preliminary maneuvering of
the early stages of the Drive will

be a thing of the past and the

captains will be able to get a

good line on who is going to be
who in the win columns. Then
they'll examine closely those
circles under the eyes of mem-
bers of the field staff. All un-

dated and unsold features and
shorts on the cut-off sheets were
circled and these the captains will

scan carefully.
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Fill IN THE emus WtTH SAIMSANO PATES -

OOHTter TMBM HAUNT YOu/

SHORTS
Against Quota

2 nil If rfk- hiid. Jan. 1. 19 HI

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Wee5k Brd n ch

1
1 N L. V V [ 1 / \ V L I N 3

2. PITTSBURGH 1

3. SAN FRANCISCO 2

4. CHICAGO 6

5. NEW YORK 5

6. MILWAUKEE 12

7. CLEVELAND 15

8. LOS ANGELES 14

9. DENVER 8

10. DETROIT 7

1 1. Seattle 4

1 2. Sioux Falls 9

13. Salt Lake City 10

1 A. Boston

15. Portland . 19

16. Des Moines 1 1

17. Cincinnati 1 7

18. Buffalo 21

19. St. Louis 16

20. Minneapolis IB

21. New Orleans 13

22. Dallas 22

23. Washington 27

24. Philadelphia 32

25. Kansas City 24

26. Oklahoma City 26

27. Memphis 28

28. Atlanta 25

29. Charlotte 29

30. Albany 23

31. Omaha 31

32. Indianapolis 30

CANADA
1. VANCOUVER 1

2. TORONTO . .. . 2

3. St. John 3

4. Winnipeg 6

5. Calgary 4

6. Montreal S

DIVISIONS
1. Western . .

1

2. Eastern . . 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold lace type indicates

over quota.

TRAVELERS
Pat O Brien is in New York

rc. make recordings for his radio

^how, "Tales of Broadway."

While here, he is Mayor O'Dwy-

er's house guest. Pat represented

Hollywood at the Jimmy Walker

testimonial dinner at the Waldorf

Astoria on Wednesday, January

14th.

Producer William Pereira is

back from a one-month scouting

trip to England. He will spend

several days In New York before

returning to Hollywood to pre-

pare BED OF ROSES for spring

production. He went to England

to study backgrounds and decide:

on a director and part of the cast

of THE CAPTAIN WAS A
LADY.

Producer Harriet Parsons will

leave Hollywood for New York

as soon as I REMEMBER MAMA
Is out of the cutting rooms and

the music scored. It will mark her

first vacation In two years.

Leon J. Bamberger was In

Washington Tuesday on special

business in the interest of the

Freedom Train.

Valll, acclaimed Italian film

s1ar who is now in American pic-

tures, has come to New York

following the completion of her

co-starring role in THE MIRACLE
OF THE BELLS, drama produced

by Jerre L. Lasky and Walter

MacEwen for RKO Radio release.

Valll is currently on the Radio

City Music Hall screen in "The

Pc-radine Case. For the past

year, she has dominated the New
York Italian - language screens

with sldirlng lole-, in half ii do/c-ti

pictures.

Chinell Weeks
BUFFALO — The weeks of

March 28th to April I Ith are to

be known as Jack Chinell Weeks
with intentions to roll up greatest

ni'nnber bookings the Buffalo of-

fice ever had. The weeks of April

22nd to May 6th will be known

as Short Subject Weeks honoring

Bookers Sarah Weil and Bud Mc-
Donough. The greatest number of

bookings on any short subject will

be rolled up on FOOTBALL
HIGHLIGHTS of 1947. Every-

body from the film room to sales-

men are working full steam

ahead.

—LEO YOUNG

Hide the Clock
MEMPHIS—Manager Reagin

has held special meetings with

the salesmen and bookers stress-

ing the fact that dates win drives

and has assigned a stenographer

for each block to write letters and

send notices one week in advance
to each exhibitor who will be con-

tacted. Excellent results are al-

ready coming in. Booker Calvert

contacted one circuit with a net

result of 500 shorts playdates and
another circuit gave him 250 fea-

ture dates. This is just the third

hole in this NED DEPINET DRIVE

and we have even hid the clock

sc time will not stop the results.

—FRED FORD

Pittsburgh Drives

PITTSBURGH—Following the

original Drive story that 1948 is

tc be an unusual year, have never

before observed such activity

anywhere to justify original pre-

diction that Pittsburgh will make
excellent showing. From Branch

Manager Morris Lefko to the

sales force and bookers—all are

really driving in their eagerness to

deliver the Pittsburgh office at

the top. Special sales meetings

—

going over cards again and not

leaving the smallest account out

of possibilities—every detail be-

ing discussed and watched so

that this v/ill be Pittsburgh's year.

It's really electrifying the way the

entire office is behind this year's

Drive.

—ALAN WIEDER

Honor Creenblatt

MINNEAPOLIS—As an added
impetus to the Drive Branch Man-
ager Fay Dressell has suggested

that the period of March 12-27

be designated HERB GREEN-
BLATT WEEKS for the Midwest-

ern District. Fay has received

(('(iiifiiiiic'I OH I'(i<i( Three)
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Drive Sparks
(Co)ifinued trow Page Tico)

let+ers from Lou Elman and Sherm

iFitch pledging cooperation. All

the sales guns of this Division will

ibe loaded with extra heavy ann-

imunition for that period.

—GENE SAUDETTE

Coast Jockeying

LOS ANGELES — With Port-

land in first place and Los An-

geles and Seattle well up front,

the Western district has demon-

strated it has the stuff that wins

drives. We propose to stay on

top with a follow through on all

product including the Disney

Cartoons which on the first week

of the contest hit a record of

I 123 contracts, and there will be

a new contest January 25-31 and

one week in February, March and

April to follow. Spurred by old

rivalry Seattle is attempting to

nose out Portland for first place

and Los Angeles is in a good rail

position. Just because San Fran-

cisco is not at present in the front

ranks "Don't discount that Gold-

en Gate in '48." They'll be there.

—FRED CALVIN

Canada "Over"

TORONTO—While the num-
ber of sales against possibilities

are approximately the same as

Icst year the contract values have

been increased by a considerable

margin over 1947 the same being

due to a strict adherence to defi-

nite sales formula. Our pictures

are being generally held over in

most spots and with the advance
dates we now have on the books

we should stay well ahead during

the balance of the Drive. The
Canadian branches as a whole

are now over quota on billings

and the bookings are very heavy.

—GEORGE DEGNON

Western Canada
WINNIPEG — En route in

Western Canada stopped at

hhree exchanges and Drive en-

hhusiasm is rampant. Branch Man-
ager M. Nackimson of Winnipeg
>ays, "Will duplicate last year's

jffort of first place with our out-

itanding product." Branch Man-
ager Reg Doddridge of Calgary

iays, "Undoubtedly will have big-

jest year in our history and the

ve." Branch Manager Jimmie
Davie of Vancouver says, "Sales

3nd billings booming with special

;ampaigns arranged that assure

js of a rush finish and first place

n the Drive.
"

—LLOYD MUIR

THREE GROUP CONTEST
11 eik h.iiiliiiii Jiiniiiir\ H. l^flH

Pos.

This

Week Branch

. LOS ANGELES

Pos.

Last

Week

Pos.

This

Week Branch

S*. Louis

Pos.

Last

Week

:. DETROr

3. DaNa;

4. Atlanta

5. Philadelphia

0. Washington

BosTcr

3. Chicago

9. San Francisco

0. New York

KANSAS CIT>

MINNEAPOLIS

Pittsburgh

Indianapc

Buffalo

Clevelana

Charlotte

Clncinna"'

Pos.

This

Week Branch

Portland

Sioux Falls

Salt Lake City

1. OKLAHOMA CITY
2. SEATTLE
3. Albany
4. Denver

5. Milwaukee

6. Omaha
7. New Orleans

8. Memphis
9. Des Moines

10. New Have^

Pos.

Last

Week

Eliminated ns potPntinl (•roup Prize iriniier lUiv to lead position in National Prize Hating

Sittt Lft/it* Viiy. Si. Lauis in ihi* .\lmt€»tfl
{('iiittiiund TiODi PiifK Oi'i I

Koli+z' made the steep grade when Glff Davison's Salt Lakers hit their stride of

last year and vaulted along I 1-3. Joe Emerson of Denver gave the district a lift with a

14-9 spurt.

Tom Williamson's St. Louis Cards have been bobbing in and out of the top strata.

The Cards got away in second place, then dropped to tenth and in the third canto

came roaring back with an over-quota week and fourth place in the capital class. Ralph

Williams of Oklahoma City has moved in an out in a similar manner. Ralph got his team

away in fourth place, then collapsed to drop to the thirteenth post and has taken to the

up-grade for a 13-5 gain including an over-quota week.

Leo Devaney's Canadians failed to knock Old Man Quota for a row of outhouses for

the first time, but the district remained "over" for the duration, the sole district in that

classification.

With but three weeks gone by in the Drive there seems to be no definite trend that

would establish a favorite. Sherm Fitch has gotten off the mark a good deal as he did

last year and once away he never relinquished his lead. The win of last year and the early

momentum of 1948 may carry the old nimrod right into the happy hunting grounds

again. Some one remarked to us that Sioux Falls was a small branch. Yea, then their

possibilities are limited and we fail to see any advantage.

Things have been a little rough on the New York, New hiaven and Hartford line.

Phil Modes' New York Flagship has been the caboose from the opening week and Barney

Pitkin's Bulldogs are in a shaky box-car just in front of the tail-end unit of the slow freight.

For the divisions, Walter Branson's Westerners have a comfortable lead, with Nat

Levy's East in second place and Charlie Boasberg's North-South outfit trailing.

D. M. Honors Two
DES MOINES—The local of-

fice under the guidance of Max
Rosenblatt has designated the

week of February 8-14 as HENRY
PETERSON SHORT SUBJECTS
WEEK, an occasion honoring our

popular booker. All circuits and

many independents are co-oper-

ating splendidly. Have also des-

ignated March 14-20 as THEL-
MA WASHBURN WEEK and

again all have promised whole-

hearted cooperation In honoring

our office manager.

—EDWARD HOLLAND

Lamb Not Lost

SEATTLE—Ed Lamb of Seat-

tle expresses confidence that the

great Northwest exchange will

stay close to the top. He points

with pride to FOOTBALL HIGH-
LIGHTS sold with WALTER
MITTY to two Seattle houses.

Also 6 Donald Ducks to I I thea-

tres, a total of 66 Donalds for

anniversary with more coming up.

—RUSS MORGAN
tCot'tiiii'ed i>i> Page Fuiir)
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Schaefer's "Brew"
(Continued from Page Three)

BOSTON — District Manager
Gus Schaefer announces plans

for several added features to be

incorporated in the Drive cam-

paign in the Boston and New
hiaven branches. Barney Pitkin

and Gus have designated the

week of February 20-26 BILL

CANELLI WEEK in honor of New
Haven's star short subject sales-

man. This drive within a drive will

be sponsored by a group of Ca-
nelli's customers whose names
will be printed on the advertis-

ing and publicity to be sent out.

The CANELLI WEEK will mark

Bill's 26th year in the motion pic-

ture business.

Popular New Haven Office

Manager Hugh Maguire will be

honored on his 1 0th anniversary

with RKO when the week of

March 26-April I will be set aside

as HUGH MAGUIRE WEEK.

The climax of New Haven's

Drive campaign will come during

the two weeks between April

23 and May 6th when the period

will be designated SCHAEFER
AND PITKIN WEEKS.

Branch Manager Ross Cropper
and Sales Manager Larry Gardi-

ner are busily stacking up ammu-
nition for the Boston sales force

to use in a four week drive to

sell and date short subjects. This

Boston SHORT SUBJECT
MONTH will start late in March.

—RALPH BANGHART

Far Northwest
PORTLAND — The Portland

office is bristling with enthusi-

asm over being on top of the

ladder for the second and third

weeks of the Drive. A feeling of

confidence and success are ex-

pressed by the entire staff from

smiling Dick Lange to inspec-

tresses. Exhibitors are button-

holed on entering the office.

They must book at least two
shorts before the doors are un-

locked. Six Donald Ducks booked
for six theatres for Donald Duck
Anniversary Week, total 36.

—RUSS MORGAN

Indian Medicine
OKLAHOMA CITY — Okla-

homa City has billed over-quota

for two weeks In a row. An Indian

conclave was held with each em-
ployee becoming inoculated with

Indian war medicine giving them
enthusiasm and energy to match
our fine product delivery and a

guarantee of first prize.

—ED TERHUNE

Tauring fVith Terry Turner
ATLANTA, Jan 14th—Greetings Jackie

from the, hold it bub. I was going to say the

warm south, but I arrive this a.m. to twenty

above which is comparable to Alaska down

thisaway, son. To confirm the fact that it was

really cold I find Hubert Lyons frozen stiff

over in a corner of the station and had to

thaw him out to even get the usual "good

mawning, how you all?" Kinney flies in this

afternoon from Miami where he has been

w ith Lynn Farnol of the Goldwyn office beat-

ing the drums for THE BISHOP'S WIFE
opening today down thataway. Mushed my
way to the Georgian Terrace where our good

friend Ellis ushered me to a suite that re-

senil)led Grand Central. The poor chap still

has delusions of the SONG OF THE SOUTH
campaign down here when our guests

trouped in squads of four. He did seem kind

of letdown and mumbled what no field

force, no noise, no nothing, nothing, just you.

Dave Prince is with Charlie Boasberg over

Jacksonville way so it's me and Hubert in a

trek around the newspapers and radio sta-

tions with a generous drop oft at the Variety

Club.

I made my first stop at Philadelphia to

meet, sup with and chat at "Abe Lincoln"

Doug Beck and I tried to frame a date to

meet his Judy and that mongrel they got

which they have named Terry, but "Abe
Lincoln" must have sensed I had some dog

poison on my person because no Judy nor

no dog. Gee, they must love the brute, I

mean dog.

Chatted with Everet Callow, the dashing

marine of Warner's. Chit-chatted several

hours with the folks at WPEN, also a confab

with Emil Gavreau, the former managing
editor of the New York Graphic and New
York Mirror, now an author of some repute

and then exchanged an aches and pain rou-

tine with Charlie Zagrans. They are hot on
THE FUGITIVE and other coming features

here and it looks as though we will get fine

support from the Catholic church hereabouts,

also fine help from the CBS station on

NIGHT SONG.

The snow of which I have had plenty

enough of turned to rain by the time I caught

the choo choo to Washington to meet "Pro-

fessor" Bill Prager and waded through slush

and snow to the Statler. The following morn-

ing I confabbed with two radio stations, then

I picked up the "Slim" Joe Brecheen and I

do mean "slim" and the hairless "Pompa-

dour Joe" Hardie Meakin and journeyed to

the Variety Club where one meets exhibitors

of sorts and all sorts sundry film peddlars,

city commissioners and field men with a

sprinkling of newspapermen where I related

some ancient lurid tales and had to listen to

as many in reply.

Both Washington and Philadelphia are

pretty well steamed up over the Drive and

our coming pictures and of course, Jackie,

I really fracture them with my pitcher, hmm.

Friday, Memphis and "Catfish" Ford.

Saturday and Sunday, New Orleans and

Roger Lamantia and well, come to think of

it, that's none of your business, but I will be

making the town with Page Baker, then to

Houston to join "Big Eared" Eddie Terhune

on tour with Armandariz making personals

with THE FUGITIVE, and then Dallas to

meet with and chat with the "Silver King"
Robert J. O'Donnell. I wonder what that J

stands for—I must ask him.

I hope I have seen the last of snow out

here. Oh, by the way several social notes I

am thinking of changing the name of the

dragoons to pigeons. To date I have the fol-

lowing gents on the hook for the following

number of points via gin rummy: "Mouse"
Banghart of Boston, 2300 points; "Abe Lin-

coln" Beck, 2109 points; "Preacher" Prager,

1126 points, all of which is convincing evi-

dence that "Blowsie" Reiners who came to

my house with his own cards insisting on
shuffling each hand himself and doing all

the scoring knowing full well that he don't

count just right aint no gentleman. Besides
he laughed right in my kisser as he picked
up his own cards, my dough and swished
out of the house ala Jim Dalton.

—TERRY TURNER

salesman is making a special post-

card report on the sale of all

Drive sales contest features.

—ED TERHUNE

Badmen Return
DALLAS—The bad men have

returned to Texas as Dallas sales-

men pour in deals and dates. In

one day's booking session Dallas

picked up 1183 short subject

dates from Interstate. All top pic-

tures released to date are set to

playing during the Drive. Each
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SALESMEN'S
STANDINGS

25 LEADERS

"Short Subject" Sales

1947-48

Week Ending Dec. 25, 1947

Salesman Branch

GOLDFARB Denver

GWIN Denver

Powell Los Angeles

Labow Winnipeg

Hoese Salt Lake City

Rea Winnipeg

Folliard Washington

Ringler Kansas City

Warren Salt Lake City

Boyce Salt Lake City

Silverman Pittsburgh

Thorn Portland

Canelli New Haven

De Frenne Des Moines

Griffin Salt Lake City

Engelman Portland

Wilson Dallas

Lefko Philadelphia

Kahn Washington

Kimmel Chicago

Clarke Chicago

Watters Sioux Falls

Frankel Pittsburgh

Youngerman Philadelphia

Appelman Denver

Caps indicate 100%

Pes

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

I I.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.
I.

22.

23.

24.

25.

THIS IS
AMERICA
CONTEST

Week Ending Jan. 1, 1948

Salesmen's Standings

$100.00 Class

Goldfarb Lienver

$75.00 Class

Gwin Denver

Silverman New York

$50.00 Class

Canelli New Haven

Lefico Philadelphia

Kahn Washington

Hoese Salt Lake City

Powell Los Angeles

Thorn Portland

Penser New York

Kutinsky New York

GO SEE
PICTURE OF

THE MONTH

THE BISHOP S lUIFE

Gary Grant, Loretta Young and

David Niven in an expert rendering

of Robert Nathan's amusing novel.

"i-. MOTIOH PICTOflt EOITOI

"THE BISHOP'S WIFE" GO-SEE PICTURE— The New York subways are dis-

playing car cards on Samuel Goldwyn's THE BISHOP'S WIFE, as the Go-See

Picture of the Month. It is estimated that about six million car riders will see

this display about 15 times each.

Left to right—Lou Dulour, RKO field man; Tom Williamson, branch manager St. Louis; Ed G.

Zom, president of United Theatre Owners of Illinois; Leon, and Ray Nolan, RKO Radio

Prairie district manager.

Leon in Next-to-ciosing Spot
SPRINGFIELD, ILL.—More than 200 theatre owners, managers and operators of the United Thea-

tre Owners of Illinois attended their annual convention at the Hotel Abraham Lincoln in Springfield,

Illinois, January 8th and 9th.

Edward Zorn, president of UTOI, a great orator, conducted the two day session in a lightning

business-like manner, with an impressive schedule of events and speakers. Numbered among the

speakers who had a real message were Robt. W. Coyne, executive director, Herman Levy, counsel,

Fred Wehrenberg, St. Louis, Mo., Senator Charles F. Carpentier, Moline, III., C. C. Mundo, Little

Rock, Ark., and Leon J. Bamberger.

In introducing Mr. Bamberger, Mr. Zorn said "In the days of vaudeville we always placed our
best act next to closing, I now give you Mr. Leon J. Bamberger of RKO." The exhibitors were enter-

tained by Leon's witty remarks and impressed by his constructive speech. From their reactions and
applause Mr. Zorn had Leon in the right spot. He spoke both on direct mail advertising for theatres

and how RKO utilizes the services of Audience Research. —LOU DUFOUR
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THE ^*BESTS*^
Samuel Goldwyn's THE BEST

YEARS OF OUR LIVES emerges

as critical America's choice for

the No. One picture of 1947 in

the 26th annual "Ten Best Pic-

tures" poll conducted by The

Film Daily with 344 reviewers for

newspapers, magazines, wire

services and news syndicates and

102 film commentators for radio

participating. CROSSFI RE
placed in the seventh "Best Ten"

niche. With Rank placing three,

RKO Radio had two out of seven

American-made films and two

more RKO Radio features just

missed the honors. Film Daily

says:

" 'It's a Wonderful Life' finished

just two votes behind 'Old Man
Out' for tenth place and, in turn,

a single ballot separated the

James Stewart starring film, an-

other RKO Radio release, 'The

Farmer's Daughter.'
"

Thus of the first nine American
films, four, or almost half, were

RKO Radio features.

In a poll by the National Board

of Review of Motion Pictures of

school children from all parts of

the country as well as their par-

ents RKO Radio placed four of

the ten best films. The Annual

Poll, conducted among commu-
nity councils and clubs, placed

THE BEST YEARS OF OUR
LIVES second, BACHELOR AND
THE BOBBY - SOXER fourth,

CROSSFIRE fifth and THE
SECRET LIFE OF WALTER
MITTY tenth.

*

Time Magazine for December
29th gave RKO two of the five

American features among its best

ten for 1947. These are CROSS-
FIRE and MAN ABOUT TOWN.
Of MAN ABOUT TOWN

Time says:

"Rene Clair's gentle genius,

operating at the level of high

talent, in an exquisitely finished

comedy."

Time hails CROSSFIRE as "the

year's most vivid melodrama."

In This Week's radio broadcast

Periscope, Rosalind Russell is

hailed as the leading contender

for best actress Academy Award
honors.

BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES

headed Variety's list of top gross-

ers of 1947 with an estimated

$11,500,000. In Variety's top

grossers by companies RKO is

third, topped only by Metro and

Paramount.

Thomas Brady in last Sunday's

New York Times sums up the con-

tenders for Oscar awards with

RKO having four in the competi-

tion. At least three of the major

companies are out of the run-

ning entirely. In the running for

RKO are MOURNING BE-

COMES ELECTRA, CROSSFIRE,
THE BISHOP'S WIFE and THE
FUGITIVE.

John Ford, producer-director

of THE FUGITIVE, has been se-

lected to receive Redbook's Mo-
tion Picture Award for 1947. The

announcement is made in the

January issue, now on the stands.

This ninth annual Redbook Award
i? presented each year to "the

individual or organization v/hich,

in the editor's opinion, contrib-

uted most to the art of the mo-
tion picture." This initial Argosy

Films production has been doubly

honored since it was also the De-

cember selection by Thornton

Delehanty, motion picture editor

of Redbook, with an estimated

total of 3,400,000 readers.

Showmen's Trade Review se-

lects 25 leading features and in

the first ten RKO has the leader,

Samuel Goldwyn's BEST YEARS
OF OUR LIVES, SONG OF THE
SOUTH, sixth, and THE FARM-
ER'S DAUGHTER, ninth, or three

out of ten. In the shorts category,

live action, THIS IS AMERICA
places second, Pete Smith's

Specialties the leader. Among
the five leading actors are Gary
Cooper and Cary Grant and
among the leading actresses are

Ingrid Bergman and Claudette

Colbert.

Variety's ten box-office cham-
pions for December include THE
SECRET LIFE OF WALTER
MITTY, OUT OF THE PAST and
FUN AND FANCY FREE.

The Motion Picture Herald's

list of ten best-drawing stars in-

cludes Ingrid Bergman at third

place, Gary Cooper at fourth

and Claudette Colbert at ninth.

Here is the comment on Ingrid

Bergman: "The earning power of

Ingrid Bergman remains undimin-

ished, although she went from
second in 1946 to third in 1947,

by virtue of the fact that she did

not have a single new picture

to help her along. Four of her

last year's (1946) pictures were

still in widespread exhibition this

year, but her retention of dollar

distinction without benefit of new
pictures is a striking demonstra-

tion of strength."

*
CROSSFIRE finished first in

Bill Leonard's poll of his "This Is

New York" program listeners

over WCBS, for their "Ten Best

Movies of 1947." The poll, con-

ducted by mail, ran from Decem-
ber I to December 20. More than

7,000 ballots were received at

Station WCBS with CROSSFIRE
on 45 percent of the ballots re-

ceived. Dore Schary's THE
FARMER'S DAUGHTER was also

included in the "Ten Best" list

in competition not only with

Hollywood product but foreign

films as well.

CROSSFIRE and THE FUGI-
TIVE in the New York Film Critics

selections which were based on

seven films only, all being nomi-

nated for consideration, CROSS-
FIRE remained in the running as

the best picture to the fourth

ballot. Edward Dmytryk for

CROSSFIRE and John Ford for

THE FUGITIVE were runners-up

for the best director award. Rob-
ert Ryan of CROSSFIRE was in-

cluded in the nominations for the

best-actor division. Loretta

Young of THE FARMER'S
DAUGHTER was included in the

voting for the best actress.

NEW YORK TIMES, Bosley

Crowther—Of seven American
pictures in his best ten (three

were foreign), RKO led the in-

dustry with three, listed in order

of appearance only: CROSS-
FIRE, THE BISHOP'S WIFE, and
THE FUGITIVE. Honorable men-
tion, THE FARMER'S DAUGH-
TER and SO WELL REMEM-
BERED.

HERALD TRIBUNE, Otis L.

Guernsey, Jr. — says, "Our vote

for the top three this year would

be 'Children of Paradise,' 'Panic'

and then CROSSFIRE."
*

JOURNAL-AMERICAN, Rose
Pelswick—Best ten including for-

eign films gives RKO two selec-

tions, Samuel Goldwyn's THE
SECRET LIFE OF WALTER
MITTY and THE BISHOP'S
WIFE. Honorable mention,

CROSSFIRE and THE FARM-
ER'S DAUGHTER.

The SECRET LIFE OF WAL-
TER MITTY is included in the

Box-Office Champions of the

Motion Picture Herald's selec-

tions for November.

RKO Radio led the list of "Ten

St. John's Near

100> Fight Sale

Branch Manager Harry Co-
hen of the St. John exchange
is nearing the one hundred

percent sale mark on the

Louis-Walcott fight picture.

The branch is but three deals

short of its goal and Harry

says it will be achieved.

CLERGYMAN LAUDS

"BISHOP'S WIFE"

BOSTON—The Rev. Richard

S. Knight, assistant to the dean
of the Cathedral Church of St.

Paul, Boston, had this to say

about THE BISHOP'S WIFE at

a week day service:

"It's an example of the sort of

film that persons of good-will

continually look for, from the

great resources of Hollywood, a

film to which any one of us

might be glad to take our fami-

lies . . . Dudley, the angel, strikes

home to us the great truths of

every day living. And the audi-

ence sees the results of prayer,

not for selfish interests but in

the very best sense—prayers as

guidance."

Best" chosen by Boxoffice Maga-
zine during 1947, with a total of

four productions including Sam-
uel Goldwyn's BEST YEARS, giv-

en a special citation as the

Greatest Boxoffice Picture of the

Year. Others were SONG OF
THE SOUTH, THE FARMER'S
DAUGHTER, THE BACHELOR
AND THE BOBBY-SOXER and

THE SECRET LIFE OF WALTER
MITTY.

Bradford F. Swan, critic of the

Providence Journal-Bulletin, in

his year-end review of pictures

and performances of 1947,

named RKO's Robert Ryan the

Best Actor of the Year for his role

in CROSSFIRE. In his list of out-

standing films for the year, Swan
cited eight RKO releases, name-
ly: IT'S A WONDERFUL LIFE,

THE BEST YEARS OF OUR
LIVES, THE FARMER'S
DAUGHTER, CROSSFIRE. THE
LOCKET, THE LONG NIGHT,
THE BACHELOR AND THE
BOBBY-SOXER and THE SECRET I

LIFE OF WALTER MITTY.
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Box-Office Optimism Hollister West "Song" Premiere

(Coiitinncd from Pufjc On-)

Buffalo says, "Grosses are defi-

nitely on the upward trend after

the pre-Christnnas slunnp."

TYCOON, the current Drive

spearheader, continues its hold-

over pace with a fourth week at

the RKO Palace, New Yor!<, and

third weeks at the Hillst.-eet and

Pantages, Los Angeles, and third

at San Francisco, Birnningham

(where Southeastern District Man-

ager Dave Prince says topped

MITTY in first week by $1,000),

Minneapolis, Providence, Wash-

ington, Cleveland. Second weeks

Chicago, Boston, St. Paul, St.

Louis, Springfield, Mass., Lincoln,

Cincinnati, Columbus, Dayton,

Denver, Des Moines, Kansas City,

Omaha, Rochester (first week at

Palace up with toppers for many
years back), Syracuse, Pittsburgh,

Buffalo, Detroit, Baltimore. Big

day-dater at Orpheum and Lib-

erty, New Orleans. Day-dater at

Lincoln and Palace, Trenton,

moved to Trent. Moveover
Champaign. Held over Cedar
Rapids, Davenport, Dubuque,
Waterloo, Lowell, Sioux City,

Fair River, Great week at hlous-

ton.
*

OUT OF THE PAST—In sec-

ond engagement in the Philadel-

phia territory outstanding says

Branch Manager Charlie Za-

grans. This at the Senate, Harris-

burg. First engagement in ter-

ritory was at the Capitol, Tren-

ton, also excellent. Fine business

at Brockton, Jamestown, Tulsa,

Oakland, San Pedro, Paterson,

Huntington Park, Springfield,

Mass. (held over) and Portsmouth,

Va. Day-dater at Norfolk, New-
port and Colley.

Another newcomer SO WELL
REMEMBERED just getting under
way and Eastern District Manag-
er Bob Folliard says excellent at

Byrd, Richmond. Strong at Bur-

lington, Vt.

SECRET LIFE OF WALTER
MITTY—Third weeks Milwaukee,

Toronto, Salt Lake City, Okla-
homa City. "By far our best Kaye
grosser in Seattle," says Branch

Manager Eddie Lamb. Continues
second weeks in both Music Hall

nd Blue Mouse, which is unusual,

econd weeks Quebec City,

Bridgeport. Good Brockton,

DIean, Youngstown, Nashua,
Newport, R.I., Asheviile, Spar-

tanburg, Greensboro, Greeley,

Grand Junction, Pueblo, Meri-

den, Bethlehem. At the Imperial,

Toronto, first week at this ace

house was our very top grosser

oxept for BELLS. Same goes for

the Capitol, Windsor.

THE BISHOP'S WIFE — Sixth

v/eek at Astor, New York. Fourth

week Boston and Los Angeles

and gets under way at the

Woods, Chicago, with initial big

week.

MOURNING BECOMES
ELECTRA—Ninth week at the

Golden, New York, fourth week

at the Four Star, Los Angeles.

BAMBI—Fourth week at the

Republic, New York, 3rd on par

with opener.

CROSSFIRE—Branch Manag-
er Jack Bernstein of Toronto says

mid-week opening at the Re-

gent, Ottawa, was biggest on

record.

FANTASIA—Third week at

the Art Cinema, Pittsburgh. Out-

slanding opening at the Rialto,

Salt Lake City, says Branch Man-
ager Gift Davison. At World,

Columbus, excellent second after

shattering house record on first.

Held for third.

MAGIC TOWN — Reports

from around the country tell of

fine grosses. Excellent currently

at Montreal, Reading, Worces-
ter, Binqhamton, Ithaca, Bangor,

Portland, Ore., and at two thea-

ire day-dater at Miami.

FUN AND FANCY FREE—
Reports still coming in of SRO
holiday business with big returns

through first two weeks in Janu-

ary.

THE FUGITIE—Shows remark-

able sustaining power at the Vic-

toria, New York, with third stan-

za not far behind the first. Pow-
erful, indeed, throughout Texas

with personal appearances by
Armendariz. Southwestern Dis-

trict Manager Ben Cammack says

off to a flying start in Browns-

ville, Harlingen, McAllen, Austin

and San Antonio. In Brownsville

with p.a's. FUGITIVE on its

opening day Sunday grossed

more than the entire run of

FARMER'S DAUGHTER, same
theatre. Topped DAUGHTER at

Harlingen and at McAllen was

Paul Hollister is enroute to the

Hollywood studios by train, hav-

ing left Tuesday for two weeks

conferences with production

executives on forthcoming pic-

tures including I REMEMBER
MAMA, THE MIRACLE OF THE
BELLS, WAR PARTY and JOAN
OF ARC.

Rosalie to Wed
Rosalie Ross of Rutgers Neil-

son's publicity contact staff will

be married to Alfred Jacob on

anuary 24 and will leave in mid-

February for Johannesburg, South

Africa, where her intended hus-

band is in business and where she

will make her future home. Rosa-

lie has been on Neilson's staff for

many years during which she was

promoted from secretarial work

tc writing and contact. All RKO-
ers will join in extending con-

gratulations and in wishing the

couple happiness way, 'way out

there In the diamond country.

Hale Cast

Barbara Hale has been cast in

the top feminine role of THE
BOY WITH GREEN HAIR for

her second consecutive assign-

ment since the birth of her

daughter last July. Pat O'Brien

has the starring role.

The young RKO actreis re-

cently completed a stellar role in

THE WINDOW, In which she

shares honors with Arthur Ken-

nedy and Bobby DrIscoll.

THE BOY WITH GREEN
HAIR is described as a realistic

fantasy and will be produced in

lechnicolor by Stephen Ames.
Joseph Losey will direct and Ben

Berzman and Alfred Lewis Levitt

have completed the screenplay.

Dozens of youngsters have been
tested for the title role and a

choice will be made In time to

get actual filming under way in

mid-January.

$400 above DAUGHTER. Big in

Austin for first three days. At the

Aztec, San Antonio, a magnifi-

cent opening, exceeded by only

two of our pictures in two years,

JONES and BELLS. Second week
San Antonio. Held over Corpus
Christi.

NIGHT SONG is announced
by RKO Radio for its Broadway
premiere at the RKO Palace

Theatre following the run of TY-
COON.

For this drama, presenting An-
drews as a blind musician in a

cheap night club who eventually

storms musical New York with a

masterpiece, the- American com-
poser Leith Stevens was commis-
sioned to compose a concerto.
Key to the entire film is Stevens'

Concerto in C Minor. Properly
to fulfill Its potentialities, Car-
negie Hall was hired, and Artur
Rubinstein the virtuoso pianist

was engaged to perform the
piano part under the baton of
Eugene Ormandy, with the New
York Philharmonic Symphony for

orchestra.

Carmichael has one of his

strongest film roles. He sings his

new number, "Who Killed 'Er?",

a parody on the mystery craze.

Supporting the principals in

this John Cromwell production
are Jacqueline White, Donald
Curtis, Walter Reed and Jane
Jones.

Model Village

How does a juvenile delinquent
act towards help? He revolts at

first, according to CHILDREN'S
VILLAGE, latest in RKO Pathe's

This Is America series.

CHILDREN'S VILLAGE, a mo-
tion picture report on one of the
world's most famous schools for

delinquents, shows that despite

friendly surroundings the delin-

quent youth often retains for

months the feelings of rejection

and hostility that drove him Into

ti ouble.

Many boys run away from the

Village two or three times before
they realize that they are among
friends who will help them. They
then become willing citizens of

the village, entering into all its

activities.

24th "Tarzan"
Sol Lessor's forthcoming RKO

Radio-released TARZAN AND
THE MERMAIDS marks the

twenty-fourth of the perennial

adventure sagas of this screen

superman. Johnny Weissmuller

enacts the title role for the

twelfth time, while Brenda Joyce
appears for the fourth time as

Jane. Boy is played by Johnny
Sheffield for the ninth consecu-

tive year.

I

I
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LONDON'S 20TH ANNIVERSARY "MICKEY MOUSE" PARTY A SUCCESS. London — The
Mickey Mouse 20th Anniversary Party staged by Walt Disney, Inc. was voted a highlight of

the holiday season and resulted in some excellent newspaper breaks. Following a special

screening of FUN AND FANCY FREE, invited guests were taken to the Hungarian Restaiiront

where light refreshments were in order since a majority of those in attendance were children.

Press and radio representatives mingled with prominent personalities from both the theatre

and civic life. Several acts of entertainment were a highlight and souvenirs were distributed

helping to make the occasion both noteworthy and newsworthy.

^'^R/^w ^^^^

W^RKO-PATHE
""^^^ By ED RICE

Lafin-American Dept.
"The train starts with a jerk

—

here he is now," jokes the voice

in a FLICKER FLASHBACK. The
problem faced by RKO Pathe

translators Ken Smith and Chris

Santos is to make that line as

funny in Spanish or Brazilian as

It Is in Brooklynese. In most cases

like that, they make up a new
joke, equally untranslatable back
Into English.

Smith and Santos are respon-

sible for the Latin American ver-

sions of THIS IS AMERICA,
SPORTSCOPE, and FLICKER
FLASHBACK. They also speak
the narrations in their respective

languages,—Spanish and Bra-

zilian (Portuguese)— , and ad-
vise on diplomatic problems aris-

ing from each film.

Both the title of the fllm and
the approach of the script must

be considered carefully. A TIA,

WHITE HOUSE,—Casablanca in

Spanish—had to be translated as

"La Mansion Presidencial" be-

cause there already was a film

called "Casablanca." To avoid

hurting Latin American feelings,

FORGOTTEN ISLAND, the short

on Porto Rico, was relabeled

"Carribbean Jewel," and refer-

ences to the island's tragic side

were played down in favor of its

many excellent qualities.

"One of our toughest prob-

lems," says Smith, "is scientific

words. English has a lot of them,
in fairly common use, but equiva-

lents don't exist In Spanish or

Portuguese. So we either make
up words, or talk around them."
The same problem exists for

American colloquialisms. HIGH-
WAY MANIA became "Maniacs
of the Wheel," since no exact
translation was possible. In the

SPORTSCOPES many sport
terms—like birdie, bat, punt,

powerhouse, tackle, etc., are not
easily translatable.

Spanish differs throughout
Latin America. An Innocent word

used In Mexico might bring down
the Argentine equivalent of the

Hays office. And each country

believes its own accent Is the cor-

rect one. Since the accent in

Spanish varies from Guatemala
to Chile as much as English does
from Maine to Alabama, Smith

uses a "neutral" accent, which

corresponds to the universal

speech of radio announcers and
movie actors in this country. San-

tos is faced with a similar problem
in Brazil: the people in the lan-

guid North, near the tropics,

speak with a drawl, while the

South has a New England crlsp-

ness of Inflection.

Smith was born In Mexico City
of U.S. parents, Santos In Sao
Uiz, Brazil. Both began working
for radio stations as announcers
on programs sponsored by Amer-
ican concerns, and eventually

came to the United States to do
more radio work, as well as movie
trailers and narrations. Along
with their RKO Pathe duties, both
broadcast for CBS's Latin Ameri-
can spots, and write and narrate

the Latin American scripts of
Warner Pathe newsreel.
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"Bambi" Campaign

May Top Original

The overall campaign on the

reissue of Walt Disney's BAMBI
may very well top the original

advertising schedule and public-

ity and promotion as well.

Some time ago S. Barret Mc-
Cormlck announced a national

advertising campaign which in-

cludes a double page spread In

color in Life for January 12th,

and every Sunday newspaper
comic section across the country,

January 25, for most and Febru-

ary I for the balance.

One of the most far-reaching

national advertising tie-ins ever
made is in the work for BAMBI,
the details of which will be forth-

coming later.

The February number of Walt
Disney's "Comics" carries a back
cover on BAMBI in full color. This

publication has a circulation in

excess of two and one-half mil-

lion. In mid-February there will

be a special all-BAMBI issue with

BAMBI featured on the front

cover. The circulation of this

number will be one and one half

million copies.

BAMBI in its release engage-
ment at the Republic Theatre
will benefit from numerous im-
portant book and music tie-ups.

In addition to the "Bambi" and
"Thumper" books published by
Simon & Schuster, Grosset &
Dunlap, D. C. Heath and Whit-
man, there will be a new BAMBI
book issued by Dell Publishing in

February with an initial printing

order of 1,200,000 copies. KK
Publications will feature BAMBI
on the February cover of Walt
Disney Comics. Exhibitors play-

ing this popular Disney classic

will also have the advantage of

music tie-ups through the RCA
Victor album.

The general release date coin-

cides with Lincoln and Washing-
ton's birthdays, and Walt Dis-

ney pictures have always been
the foremost holiday attractions.

Sloane Back
Hal Sloane of Squire Fred

Schaefer's pressbook department
is back at his desk after a special

writing assignment on THE WIN-
DOW. Hal served as unit man
with Fred Ullman's production
staff. Hal believes RKO Radio
has a new type of thriller In this

feature which is going to be
highly successful at the box-

office.
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"FUGITIVE" TOPPLES RECORDS IN TEXAS
DALLAS, Jan. 9—Brownsville, Texas and the entire Rio Grande

Valley became movie star conscious Saturday night, January the third,

when Pedro Armendariz, famous Latin-American movie idol and one

of the featured stars in Argosy Film's current hit, ThHE FUGITIVE,

stepped off a Pan American plane from Mexico City and imme-

diately became an Associate Injustice of the Charro Days Brush

Court. Waiting to greet Pete was a committee from the Brush

Court including A. A. Hargrave, Jack Daugherty, Travis Jennings,

H. C. Appelton and J. C. McNeill, all influential Brownsville busi-

ness men. Pete was sworn in as an Associate Injustice on the spot.

Also there to greet Pete were Frank Starz, advertising director of

Interstate theatres, and Lew Bray, Valley district manager for Inter-

state.

The next day, Sunday, Pete made personal appearances on the

stage of the Capitol in Brownsville and Arcadia in Harlingen in

conjunction with the openings of ThHE FUGITIVE and the box-office

records began to topple. A new all-time opening record was estab-

lished in Brownsville and business was far above average in Harlin-

gen. There were so many people waiting in line in front of the

theatres in both towns that Pete had to do repeat shows on each

performance so as to enable everyone to see him.

Monday, the same old story, and a new record for THE FUGITIVE
at the Palace In McCallen. That evening Pete boarded a train for

Austin and Tuesday made four stage appearances at the State

Theatre and Bill Heliums, manager of the State, advised that business

neared an all time high.

Wednesday, in San Antonio, Pete was interviewed over stations

KABC, KCOR and KTSA, attended a press and radio breakfast at

the St. Anthony Hotel and was presented a key to the City by Mayor
Callaghan. Thursday, Pete made two matinees and two evening

personal appearances on the stage at the Aztec Theatre and busi-

ness was terrific. The theatre couldn' t hold the people and the

only reason a new record was not set was the length of the show.

After the San Antonio opening R. J. O Donnell, general manager
of Interstate theatres, immediately asked that Pete make appearances
in Ft. Worth and Houston.

Pete is starting the second lap of his personal appearance tour

today in El Paso and all day today there have been stand-out lines.

From El Paso we go to Albuquerque, Corpus Christi. Laredo, Dallas

Houston and Ft. Worth.

—ED TERHUNE

RADIO

Hoagy Carmichael, featured

in NIGHT SONG, has given this

oroduction the benefit of valu-

:ole radio plugs. So far, NIGHT
^ONG has been mentioned on
' s air shows of November 8, 15

snd 29; December 6 and Janu-

-y 3. He also worked in a plug

:n the January 6 broadcast of

VE, THE PEOPLE. On his Janu-
ary 10 show, he sang "Who Killed

Er," from the picture, with

-edit.

Robert Mitchum, appeared on

he "We, the People" radio show
ast Tuesday evening, with credit

o OUT OF THE PAST.

Michael Harvey will appear
cn

Program: ' HEART S DESIRE.'

Time: Frl., Jan. 16, M :30 to

12AM EST.

Network: Mutual.

The Credit: TYCOON.

Eddie Cantor, star of his own

—

Program: Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer.

Time: Thursday, Jan. 15 10:30-11

PM EST.

Network: NBC.
The Credit: IF YOU KNEW SUSIE.

Pat O'Brien will appear on

—

Program: DOROTHY KILGALLEN.
Time: Thurs., Jan. 15 10:45-11 AM

EST.

Network: ABC.
The Credit: FIGHTING FATHER

DUNNE.
*

Hoagy Carmichael will appear on

—

Program: Bergen—McCarthy Show.
Time: Sunday, Jan. 18 8-8:30 PM

EST.

Network: NBC.
The Credit; NIGHT SONG.

(1)—Raymond Willie, assistant to R. J. O'Donnell, general

manager of Interstate Theatres, presenting a pair of hand made
cowboy boots in behalf of Interstate. Left to Right: Cosimo

Luchese, Pedro Armendariz and Raymond Willie.

(2)—Group of San Antonio civic officials greet Pete in

Mayor's office. Left to Right: Rouen Riesta, Mexican Consul

General; Mayor Alfred Callaghan; Pete; Commissioner C. Ray
Davis; Commissioner W. G. Knight.

(3)—Pete being interviewed over the 50,000 watt ABC sta-

tion in Son Antonio, KABC. Left to Right: Monette Shaw, Pete,

Jim Wiggins.

(4)—Pete with group of leading members of Mexican Cham-
ber of Commerce of San Antonio. Left to Right: B. Cantu, Manuel
Leal, president of the Mexican Chamber of Commerce, Pete

and Roger Dias.

(5)—Pete being interviewed by Raul Cortez, manager of

station KCOR, Mexican station in San Antonio.

(6)—^Mayor Alfred Callaghan of San Antonio presenting

Pete with a key to the city.

(7)—Group from Brownsville swearing Pete in as an Asso-

ciate Injustice of the Charro Days Brush Court. Left to Right:

Jack Daugherty, A. A. Hargrove, Travis Jennings, J. C. McNeill.

H. C. Appelton.

(8)—Pete and H. C. Appelton.

(9)—Interstate officials greeting Pete upon his arrival in

Brownsville from Mexico City: Left to Right—Frank Storz, ad-

vertising director, Pete and Lew Bray, 'Valley district manager.

(10)—Crowd shot of Aztec, San Antonio.

(11)—Crowd shot lobby of Aztec, San Antonio.

(12)—Crowds waiting to see Pete at the Capitol in Browns-
ville.

(13)—Pete being interviewed by Jim Wiggins on the stage

of the Aztec Theatre.

(14)—Crowd shot at Arcadia, Harlingen.

(15)—Harlingen crowd shot.

(16—Pete with Mr. Tom Southerlcmd, executive secretary

of the Good Neighbors Commission for the State of Texas.

(17)—Group at press and radio luncheon in Stephen F.

Austin Hotel in Austin: Left to Right: Tom Southerland, Paul

Wakefield, Lou Novey, Interstate partner and city manager,
Frank Storz, advertising director of Interstate, Pete, Mrs. Paul

Wakefield, Bill Heliums, manager State Theatre, Jake Pickle,

Bill Deason, owner Columbia Station KTBC, Louis Cook, man-
ager station KNOW.

(18)—Left to Right: Pete, Bill Heliums and Tom Southerland.

(19)—Signing autographs at the stage door of the Capitol in

Brownsville.

(20)—Left to Right: Eulamae Moore, amusement editor and
critic of the Austin American-Statesman, Bill Heliums and Pete.

(21)—Pete with Tom Southerland.

(22)—Pete being greeted by Interstate officials in Austin.

Left to Right: Frank Starz, Lou Novey, Interstate partner and
city manager and Bill Heliums, manager of the State Theatre.
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Walt Disney

shop in Gim-

bel Brothers

store in Phil-

adelphia.

SECRET
UFE OF
W. MITTY

Sales Against

Possibilities

2nd Week End. Jan. 1, 1948
Pos. Pos.

This Last
Week Branch Week

1. OKLAHOMA CITY .... I

2. DALLAS 5

3. PHILADELPHIA 3

4. SALT LAKE CITY 2

5. OMAHA 4
6. NEW HAVEN 7

7. Sioux Falls 9
8. Albany 6

9. Boston 16

lO'. Buffalo 8

I I . Des Moines I I

12. Pittsburgh 10

13. Washington 17

14. New York 12

15. Indianapolis . 14

16. Seattle 15

17. St. Louis 13

18. Memphis 18

19. Minneapolis 19

20. Portland 20
21. Denver 2!

22. Cincinnati 23
23. Chicago 22
24. Atlanta 24
25. Kansas City 25
26. Detroit 26
27. Charlotte 30
28. San Francisco 28
29. Cleveland 27
30. Milwaukee 29
31. Los Angeles 32

32. New Orleans 3 I

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG

I

2. VANCOUVER 2

3. St. John 3

4. Montreal 4
5. Calgary 5

6. Toronto 6

DIVISIONS
1. Eastern I

2. North-South : 2

3. Western 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota.

Fun and
Fancy Free

Sales Against

Possibilities

2nd Week End. Jan. 1, 1948
Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. SEATTLE 6

2. OKLAHOMA CITY . .. 1

3. CLEVELAND 4
4. SALT LAKE CITY 2

5. DENVER 3

6. OMAHA 5

7. SIOUX FALLS 7

8. Dallas 14

9. Des Moines 10

10. Boston 9

I I . Washington 8

12. New Haven 13

13. Charlotte I I

14. Philadelphia 12

I 5. Minneapolis 1

6

16. Milwaukee 15

17. San Francisco 17

18. Memphis 19

19. Buffalo 18

20. Pittsburgh 20
21. New York 21

22. Cincinnati 22

23. Los Angeles 23

24. Portland 24
25. Kansas City 25

26. Detroit 27
27. St. Louis 28

28. Atlanta 26
29. Chicago 29

30. Albany 30

31. New Orleans 31

32. Indianapolis 32

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG I

2. ST. JOHN 4
3. Montreal 3

4. Vancouver 2

5. Calgary 5

6. Toronto 6

DIVISIONS
1 . Western I

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota.

MAGIC
TOWN
Sales Against

Possibilities

2nd Week End. Jan. 1, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. OKLAHOMA I

2. SALT LAKE CITY 2

3. LOS ANGELES 3

4. OMAHA 4

5. SEATTLE 5

6. SIOUX FALLS 6

7. Philadelphia 8

8. Charlotte 7

9. Pittsburgh II

10. Des Moines 9

I I . New Haven 1

6

12. Dallas 15

13. Washington 12

14. Milwaukee 14

15. Denver 10

I 6. Minneapolis I 3

17. Boston 23

28. Memphis 19

19. San Francisco 17

20. Kansas City 18

21. St. Louis 20

22. Atlanta 21

23. Portland 22

24. Cincinnati 24

25. New York 25

26. Buffalo 26

27. Chicago 27

28. Cleveland 28

29. Albany 29

30. Indianapolis 30

31. Detroit 31

32. New Orleans 32

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG I

2. ST. JOHN 2

3. Montreal 3

4. Vancouver 4

5. Toronto 5

6. Calgary 6

DIVISIONS
1 . Western I

2. North-South 2

3. Eastern 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota.

DISNEY
CARTOONS
CONTEST

Actual Billings

Against Quota
2nd Week End. Jan. 1, 1948
Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week
1. ALBANY I

2. DENVER 3

3. PORTLAND . 2

4. LOS ANGELES
, 4

5. SIOUX FALLS . 7

6. MINNEAPOLIS 6

7. SALT LAKE CITY I I

8. MILWAUKEE 8

9. Omaha 12

10. San Francisco 5

1 I . Seattle 9

12. Cleveland 22

13. Oklahoma City 10

14. Pittsburgh 16

I 5. Des Moines 1

4

I 6. Chicago I 3

I 7. Cincinnati I 8

18. New York 15

19. Washington 24
20. Kansas City 20

21. Atlanta 25

22. Charlotte 19

23. New Orleans 27

24. Indianapolis 23

25. Detroit 17

26. Dallas 26
27. St. Louis 28

28. Memphis 29

29. Philadelphia 32

30. Buffalo 21

31. New Haven 30

32. Boston 31

CANADA
1. TORONTO 2

2. MONTREAL I

3. Vancouver 3

4. Calgary 6

5. Winnipeg 4
6. St. John 5

DIVISIONS
1 . Western I

2. North-South 2

3. Eastern 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota.
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Kiddie Shows Increasing
The success of the children's matinees held during the holi-

day season by many theatres around the country definitely

served to re-establish this form of added revenue for the theatres.

In reporting on the experiences of such shows, dozens of

theatremen told us they were making them a regular weekly
event and would continue them for the balance of the season.

If the shows can make money for your theatre, maintain
them at a level of exceptionally good entertainment so that

you can earn the support and encouragement of your local

school authorities, churches and ether such groups who can
contribute immensely through recommending these shows for

children of the community.

The addition of some atmosphere in the form of a couple
of clowns and inexpensive souvenirs for each kiddie, will go a
long ways towards packing them into the theatre every week.

—CHICK LEWIS IN SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

Fourteenth Floor
This !s the last column I shall write

from the 14th floor, (we are moving

to the 27th floor) arid it is v/ith much
regret that I am
leaving all the

nice people cn

this floor. I shal

think of you

often.

Biggest surprise

of the week, and

indeed a pleas-

ant one, was to

see Agnes Lynot:

back after an

absence of sev-

eral weeks be-

cause of illness.

Agnes has been on a : . :

as a result, you should see how stream-

lined her figure is. Oh boy! Glad to

see you back, Agnes, and hope It v.iH

not be very long before you will be

feeling 100% all right again.

Eyeful of the week: Catherine Ross's

new mutation muskrat coat is gorge

ous. In the same office, Dorothy Rem
is wearing a newly acquired wrist watch

which is worth going out of your way

to see.

Sincere condolence is extended from

all of us to Ana Valladares whose father

passed away suddenly on Saturday.

Sure hope this will be the end of

trouble for many years, Ana. And with

the loss of Sylvia Ziegler's grandmother
we hope there will be loads of good
news in Sylvia's family to compensate
for this sadness.

Maude S'ankey's husband is home
from the hospital again after having

had his throat attended to. Hope he

won't be bothered any more with it

—

he's gone through so much already.

Some people are too anxious to "Love
thy neighbor" and so they are at-

tempting to love everybody s else s

neighbors, too. Na, na, you can't do
that.

Before closing, all you boys and
girls who have inquired about whether
the 27th floor will be represented in

FLASH by a reporter, may relax com-
pletely as FLASH'S affable Editor,

Jack Level, iust informed me that as

long as you can supply thr- no..-, ^ v'u
v/ill be represented.

—DOROTHY HAMBURGER

This news may come a little late—

but better late than never. Christmas

and New Year's has come and gene

and our office has once more settled

down to the task of "Winning the

Irive,' because if billings have any-

•ning to do with it, we should v/in

Irh a bang as the billings have been

acked high for weeks.

Now for our activities during the

festive season. The Monday before

Christmas, the film companies, local

theatres and theatre owners joined to-

gether in a banquet which was a huge
success and is to become a yearly

event. The "big do" was held at the

Admiral Beatty Hotel with over a

hundred in attendance and consisted

of cocktails, turkey dinner, floor show,

sing song and ended with a very lively

dance.

The day before Christmas our office

and United Artists, which are next

door, joined in an office party, the

girls brought the food and the men
furnished the liquid refreshments. Gifts

v.ere exchanged and everyone enjoyed
themselves by being very informal.

Our salesman, Bob Middleton, cele-

brated the season in good style by tak-

ing the fatal step of marriage. He and
his wife returned to Saint John a

couple of days after New Year's, having
spent their honeymoon in New York
where they visited RKO Radio City
and met some more of the RKO or-

ganization. Before leaving for Montreal
the office staff presented Bob with

two wool blankets, which Bob reports

Joan Is very pleased with.

While v/e are on the subject of

marriage the staff of the Saint John
office would like to extend heartiest

congratulations to Arthur Elliott cf

Montreal, a former salesman here, v/ho

IS now an old married man of over
two months.

Helen Tapley is quite disappointed
that she hasn't received any soap but
is still in hopes that someone will send
her some in the near future, so come
on gang, we're getting tired with \he

NO SOAP routine. Goodbye for now.

—M. HANLAN

JUDGES POUR OVER CONTEST ENTRIES—Seven hours were
spent judging the "Bongo" contest entries at the Daily Province
offices. From left to right: George Clarke, advertising head of

Famous Players. "Palette" art critic of Daily Province (J. De-
Lisle Parker), and Field Man Lloyd Muir for RKO Radio. Some
of the entries painted and moimted were worthy of professional

note.

\ANC()r\ER — (;ordon .Southam

of our Vancouver Daily Province was

approached with the idea of using his

newspaper as the medium of the first

" Ion;; range coloring contest ' held in

llii^ province. Working closely with

I In new spaper we decided to start

this coloring contest November 10th.

and carry it thru until opening at

\ ancouver's Capitol Theatre, and this

exchange's I)I.*^NEY APPRECL\TION
Vi EEK.

Hy using one mat of the four-color

mats sent by Arthur Brilant as the

basis for coloring, this was run off

in the large and popular "Royal

Wedding edition" of this newspaper,

with ad\ance build-ups of ads. stories,

-cenes. etc.. on Fl \ AND FANCY
FREE. The special prizes were ar-

ranged for by Dave Cantor, from the

Disney studio publicists, six original

Dll^NE^ scene drawings from the

l)icture. The newspaper had these

[lamed. anil along with two tickets to

the \ ancouver opening of FUN ,^ND
FANCY FREE were presented lo the

V inner-.

On announcing the winners to the

public the \'ancouver Daily Province

ran a full page in color, using all four-

color mat- this time, in their popular

( liristmas edition just before open-

ing.

AihaiK < tree i>iibli(il} raniiisletl of:

111

—

Daily Province devoted six

thousand two hundred lines (6,200)

lo contest hy jvay of scene mats, write-

ups, contest ads, columnist plugs.

I (ilor pages, etc. Over a thousand dol-

lars worth oj space figured at even
llic lowest possible rate.

•2)

—

Incorporated in 14 newscasts
during running oj contest ivith their

iiidio station news on CKW \.

''i)

—

Plugged on special Province—

Tillicum Show 12 times over period

ol six weeks lor kiddie audience. Also

(Klf'X.

(4)

—

Raviens anil i)lugs over the

following critic commentator shows:
Dorwin Baird CJOR, Clyde Gilmour
CBR ( western network) Susan
Fletcher CBC ( trans-Canada net-

work I

.

— ff indows as usual, one dis-

playing prizes of contest.

16)

—

Disc jockeys of four Van-

couver stations, CKMO, CJOR.
CKWX, and CKNW plugged

from picture with tag line plugs and
credits.

•7)

—

Capitol Theatre under Char-

lie Doctor, manager, had special dis-

plays for theatre two weeks in ad-

vance. One of them a huge animated
drum on revolving electric turntable,

lighted, with Disney characters,

roused a great deal of enthusiasm.
18)

—

Our regular cooperative cam-
paign of newspaper and best radio

times secured weeks in advance at

low rates.

<9I

—

Special commentary and plugs

were gained lor the short subject

BORDER WITHOUT B.4Y0NETS by

newspaper columnists which played

with FUN AND FANCY FREE.
Board of Education officials supported
this short, to teachers federation, also

speaker at Vancouver's Board of Trade
meeting called it to members atten-

tion.

FUN AND FANCY FREE opened
at the Capitol-Vancouver on Christ-

mas day at three o'clock in the after-

noon. Huge daily grosses are being

piled up. and at this writing should

break all existing records for holi-

days or any other time in this theatre.

—LLOYD MUIR
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H. 0. Is Wild

Over "War Party"

(EiTs note—Everyone at the screen-

iiif! of WAR PARTY was more

Gleamed up than at any screening in

trccent iceel-s. We sat next to John

I

Springer, of Arthur Brilants depart-

ir.fnt. and John was really boiling

iiicr with enthusiasm. He's a former

motion picture critic of Rochester and

Miami and so we ashed him for a

rciieic. which he gave us pronto—
I
and here it is.

)

Although it"s over two years

-iiice I wrote mv last movie re-

JOHN SPRINGER

I lew as a regular paid critic in

I Miami. I still occasionally get

liat old "'critic s itch" to commu-
licate my excitement after see-

ng something like that picture

md am glad to comply with your
•equest. Here are a few words
hen on WAR PARTY, a picture

vhich stands up to every "ter-

ific ' and "colossal" in a pub-

icist's lexicon.

I've been to a lot of RKO pro-

ection room screenings in the

ine of dut\ since starting mv
ob here. Seeing a picture there

s different from seeing it under
my other conditions. To begin
kith, you're viewing the film be-

ause you're going to have to

rork on it. You're becoming fa-

iiiliar with it so that ideas and
ngles will more readily occur to

ou. so that stills can be identi-

led at a glance—and you're in

he company of others who are

eeing the picture in the same
ay. It's not your business to

ke or dislike a picture you see

lere—it's your business to know
Hne picture as any other salesman
^Dnows his product. Even so. on
Bne way out of the screening
^3om, there are generally com-
Hnents—some pro, some con.

I've vet to see a picture—and
liat includes BEST YEARS—in

til at projection room which was

received with equal enthusiasm

b\ evervone. That is. 1 hadn t

seen that phenomenon until \es-

terday. "^'hen WAR PARTY was

over, the applause was spontane-

ous, immediately, prolonged. And
few pictures—no matter how
notable—are applauded by the

people who are seeing them as

part of their job.

But evervbodv was unanimous
and I think WAR PARTY will

not only garner some of the best

critical notices of any John Ford

picture, but will be a box-office

bonanza. Only Ford's "Stage-

coach" and, possibly, "Gunga
Din" and "Lives of a Bengal

Lancer" can come close to it as

an action spectacle. It has ro-

mance—held within bounds. It

has comedy of the hat Price

Glory?" type. It has a powerful

ps\ chological storv of an ego-

maniac—and a brilliantly ironic

twist at the finish. 1 don't think

I remember a picture more mag-
nificentlv photographed nor with

a more striking musical score.

And what a cast I Ford has realK

found himself one of those com-

panies a director dreams about.

John \^ a\ne has a role that is

I ight up his alley. He's at his best

in a straight rugged part such

as he pla\s here. I'd sav 1 was
prejudiced about Henr) Fonda

—

if all the other comment wasn't

exactly the same. Fonda, for m\
money, has always been the best

actor on the screen—not the

flashiest, but the most consis-

tentlv right for the widest varietx

of roles. He never gets "actor\.
"

he alwavs plavs with a compel-

ling honestv that gets right under

the skin of his characterizations

and makes you believe in them.

But he's never had an assignment

like this one—a cold, egocentric,

tradition - bound, glory - seeking

oHicer of the old school. It's a

part which practicallv anv other

actor would have hammed to the

limit. Fonda plays it quietlv. but

its deadlv coldness is all the

more effective for that. His

colonel will be familiar to any-

one who has ever known such an

officer — and don't think thev

don't still have them.

Shirley Temple is cute as a

kitten and her scenes give the

picture a pleasant romantic

touch.

More to m\ tastes are the

rough-house comedv scenes, rec-

ognizable to an\ one who has ever

been a rookie, in which Pedro
Armendariz. Dick Foran and
\ ictor McLaglen have themselves

a time. Come to think of it. I

guess those scenes are to ever\ -

one's tastes. At least, Lola \^ our-

sfll and Rosalie Ross were laugh-

ing just as hard as Terry Turner.

McLaglen. incidentallv. zooms
right back to the top with his

v.ork in this. And Ward Bond,

who is always a big asset to any

picture even in an unworthy role,

gets a very, very worthy role

here and registers a solid hit.

And vou can go on in the same
\ein about Geo-rge O'Brien. Irene

Rich I it's good to see them both

again 1. John Agar (Shirley's

iuisband making a very promis-

ing debut I . Anna Lee. Miguel

Inclan and everyone else in the

cast right down to my darling

Mary Gordon, the little Scottish

ladv who used to knock herself

out for the bovs every night at

the Holhwood Canteen. Mary
just has a bit. but in a Ford pic-

ture, even the bits stand out.

There's generally a scene or

two \ou alwa\s remember from
a \er\ good picture. I can think

of manv more than that from

AR PARTY, none of which I II

forget for a long, long time.

Bond's trving to control his emo-
tion and remain the tough top-

kick when his son comes home,
for example. The N.C.O. ball

with e\eryone having a W(jnder-

ful time, except for Fonda and
Bond who are forcing themsehes
to adhere to Armv tradition

against every impulse. The scene

in which McLaglen. Armendariz.

I'oran and Jack Pennick "de-

stroy" the illegal whiskex. Ar-

mendariz and McLaglen select-

ing "acting corporals" from the

ranks of rookies. Fonda's first

meeting with \^a\ne and other

officers. The movement of the

troops towards Indian territorv.

And the massacre itself, making
vour blood run cold. Those are

just a few of the moments I

won't forget in ^"AR PARTY.
For WAR PARTY is the John

Ford action picture we've been

waiting for ever since "Stage-

coach." "Stagecoach " had the

more unified, direct storv line

—

but WAR PARTY has sweep and
scope not even approached h\

the earlier picture.

It's quite a movie. I'm still

talking about it. So is evervone

else who was there. And I

wouldn't be surprised if thev re

not still talking a little more than

a year from now when it comes
time to hand out awards. So
thanks for giving me the oppor-

tunity to spout off about it. Jack.

In this case, it s been a labor of

love—and I actually can hardlv

wait to get to work on the stories

in pix and other feature story

assignments I'll have to write

when the newspaper publicity

campaign gets under wav.

Children's Village

On a bend in the Hudson River

above New York City lies Child-

ren's Village, where delinquent

youngsters are guided toward

good citizenship. In showing the

workings of this progressive in-

stitution, the subject also probes

the causes of delinquency and

comes up with some ideas for a

cure. As shown in the subject, the

Village is not run as a prison, but

under trained supervision, allow-

ing its young members to run it

along their own lines. An ex-

ploitation tip to exhibitors run-

ning the subject would be to con-

tact civic groups and clubs.

—MOTION PICTURE DAILY

Fifteenth Floor
Neither rain, nor sleet, nor snow

can check romance. The 15th floor

echoes with it these days for we have

three gals who have announced their

engagements and one of our male

members is ready to stroll down the

aisle.

Mary Madigan of the playdate de-

partment became engaged New Year s

eve. A nifty sparkler and the light in

Mary s eyes is evidence enough of her

happiness. Our best wishes to Mary

and Jack on their engagement.

In Fred Duerr's statistical department

two girls have announced their en-

gagements. Doris Cohen became en-

gaged New Year's eve to Arthur M.

Rosenzweig. June Vespoli became en-

gaged December 28th to John An-

drews. Best wishes to both gals and

incidentally if any apartments are

aval'able 'Jiey are definitely Interested!

Wedding bells will soon ring out for

a member of the accounting depart-

ment. Ben Polin recently engaged will

be married January 25th. Our con-

gratulations are extended to Ben and

his bride to be for the best in good

^crtune In their married life.

A welcome back to Marcella Ullman

c- the easrern sates department. Mar-

cella returns after her marriage fol-

lowed by a honeymoon in Atlantic City.

A belated welcome back goes to Mr.

and Mrs. Joseph Eyring. Joe is with

Freddie Duerr and Elaine is from the

accounting department. The happy
couple spent their honeymoon in

Washington.

The New Year has arrived with a

blast and left us snowbound. It has

given us time to think over the past

year. The snow will 'melt just as last

year's problems will disappear. For you
on the 15th floor, I hope, the New
Year will bring plenty of good tid-

ings with which I may fill this column.

—WALTER DORAY



"Rosalind Russell probably can clear a place on the mantelpiece for

the Oscar due her performance as the daughter, creeping, eloquent,

cringing, arrogant-a magnificent figure of ingrown, ruthless right-

eousness. . . Her brother is stirringly played by Michael Redgrave . .

.

Katina Paxinou's surging vigor expresses fully the outburst of a

mother finally unleashing long repressed emotion. One of the impor-

tant atmospheric touches of the play is supplied by Henry Hull with

a showy New England accent, quietly creating a credible version of

an old family retainer. The roll call of brilliant performances is too

long for detailed attention -Raymond Massey, Leo Genn, Kirk Douglas,

to mention just a few."
-NEW YORK WORLD-TELEGRAM



"With the transmission of Eugene O'Neill's powerful tragedy

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA to the screen it may at last be said

that the films are entering the Golden Age."
-NEW YORK PM

"Magnificent drama!" "Adult and literate!"

-NEW YORK DAILY MIRROR -NEW YORK JOURNAL-AMERICAN

"There are few pictures with like integrity, so few that concede nothing

to popularity and the child mind."
-NEW YORK POST

"A picture with guts, sweep and imagination!"

-NEW YORK HERALD TRIBUNE

HE THEATRE GUILD pnuMy fnstnt /or an txclusivt

nad shtw engagement THE RKO-RADIO PICTURE

ROSALIND RUSSELL

MICHAEL REDGRAVE

RAYMOND MASSEY-KATINA PAXINOU

LEO GENN • KIRK DOUGUS

in EUGENE O'NEILL'S

MOURNING
BECOMES
ELECTRA*'

with

NANCY COLEMAN • HENRY HULL

roJ^ced hnd Directed by DUDLEY NICHOLS

All Seots Reserved • MAIL ORDERS NOW!
Prices: Matinees, $1.20 • Evenings, Sun-

days and Holidoys $1.80 * Prices indude tax
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Bee/ To Editor

(Ed's note—// any reader is slightly

con/used, keep in mind that several

field men have named their offspring:

after the illustrious Terry Turner, with

Harry iVncle Remus) Reiners run-

ning n close second for such honors.)

Dear Editor:

We dunno who this shouUl be ad-

dressed to or even if you have a

bleeding hearts editor, but we, and I

mean us Terrys of Texas and Cali-

fornia has a beef. Every once in a

while that Terry Howard gets a blast

iii that sheet of yours and then that

olrl elderly gent we is named after

TERRY TERHUNE

( w e had no choice, and besides. Mom
hates Omaha) starts bellyaching about

his Terrys and we don't get no billing

at all. Now don't you think in all

fairness if we gotta carr)- that load

on our shoulders for the rest of our

years (and especially me Terry Cantor

with an added load of Reiners) we is

entitled to some billing. Gel a load
of me. that is Terry Terhune, what
poise, wiiat gams, what a smile (al-

TERRY REINERS CANTOR
though I will admit I'op had tin- re-

toucher work on my T formation

ears). Say I'm from Texas, whirh
should get me top billing from the

HEAD .MAN.

"And look at that kisser of mine."

Reading From

Left to Rigttt

Mary Farrell, nurse at our

Home Office hospital, has pulled

awey from all competitors in the

ladies' bowling league. Mary is

nearing a 140 average, then in

the first ten in order of average
are: Vanderlelth, 134; Ross, 131;

Bodner, 128; Scheedel, 126; Mc-
Bride, 124; Schenck, I 19; Karras,

I 19; Hoffman, I 18.

i^fnf/i Floor
Public enemy one—the common cold

—has been playinq havoc v/i'h the

lives of many a staffer. However, it is

good to see Seymour Becker fully re-

covered after his siege as well as Mar-
garet Laug. Still suffering from its

effects are Ann Moore, Louise Russell,

Norma Galvin, Morris Cohen and Ruth

Gaffney. Incidentally, the office was
mighty pleased to say hello to Ruth's

sister Mary the other morning. She

came in for a short visit.

Attending that wonderful testimonial

and luncheon for Gertrude Sternbach

the other day were Estelle Rabinowitz

and Ann Moore. Both are the warmest
of friends to the RKOIian.

It's coming closer to tax payment
time and about the most popular figure

on the floor is Delia Nash of Mr. Mor-

ton's department whose supply of the

"Ten Forties " seems to be about end-

less.

Sports loving Buddy Petrillo has

adopted a fine canine friend and can t

help but talk of the antics displayed

by the pup. Bud is on Mr. Sievers

staff.

Lou Pillosof has been mighty im-

pressed at the fine reception the John
Ford vehicle FUGITIVE has been re-

ceiving at the hands of the critics and
the public and Is now deeply engrossed
in reading a copy of the "Labyrinthine

Ways" from which it was adopted. Our
co-worker besides appreciating fine

literature is a fluent speaker of the

Spanish language and a fan of beauti-

ful Dolores Del Rio.

—HARRY KARP

Terry Reiners Cantor talking now.

"Did you ever see a better sunkist

California kisser? There's personality

in my kisser and I got my head turned

to stop my old man from blinking

at me. When I ast him why that Terry

Howard gets all the billing, he says

my time will come. When I ast him
how come, he said when I am a little

older he will take me on a tour of

iIk' nation's bistros and glue pots

wIktc my very first name will call

for a free drink every third pass. Well
at any rale give us some billing. We
is growing up brother."

-^TERR'* TERHl .NE &

lERRV REINERS CANTOR

It has no« becomi- uliniisl impera-

li\e that members of the field force

-ubscribe to Life magazine to l alrh

the many breaks for the Conipan\.

Picking up Life at a newsstand i~ ;i

hit and miss affair, and an RKO sales-

man can hardly afford to miss out on

a single number. For January 12th

there is the timely two-page full-color

smash ad on Walt Disney's B.AMBI:

there's a PIC-TOUR ad and the nam-

ing and review of Samuel Goldw^n's

THE BISHOP'S WIFE as the movie

of the week. Then there is an article

"The U. S. Goes Bowl Crazy." which

ties in with FOOTBALL HIGH-
LIGHTS. Yes and once in a while

pick up a New York .Sunday paper,

says the New York Times. RKO Radio

always is well represented.

Car>- Middlecoff • .Sportscope GOLF
DOCTOR) tied with Jimmy Demaret

for seventh place in the Ring Crosby

open golf tournament.

e took our 27-months-old granrl-

son to his first movie last Saturday.

B.\MBI at the Republic. Young Jim-

mie Larkin. known to his mother as

the Phoney, taking after her old man
we presume, was fairly glued to his

scat. Not once did he look around ( we
were up front ) to see what all the

commotion was among the young-

sters. Like a good runner or good

soldier he never looked back. At our

shack in the country we ha\e a stuffed

owl and a stuffed fox. The owl on

the screen stole the honors from
Bambi. Once Jimmie shouted "fox,'"

but we saw no fox. although a fox

might have made a good \illain to

show that there is a constant warfare

for survival among the small fry. \^'e

hope the Phoney sticks by \^ alt on

through his life, for in the Disney

entertainment there is Christtiias. the

Fourth of July. New Year's, the stars

o\er the plains, the rainbow and run-

ning brook, there's The Star Spangled
Banner. Home .Sweet Home, the

Declaration of Independence, the

(.ettysburg speech. Although the

Phoney is a left-hander and probabK
can't be president, we hope he never

grows up to whine and belly-ache no

matter what cog lie may be in the

great machine, ^'e hope he'll never

say he didn't have a chance to get an
education and that he'll make his own
way through college. We hope he'll not

depend upon his labor unien to get

all his raises, but will step out once
in a while and work for one. We hope
he'll nevi'r suck in nicotine or guzzle

cocktails. They'll net him notliing. If

he comes up a tinhorn gambler, we
hope La (Juardia's ghost conies back
lii < hase him out of town along with

the other punks of this type. We hope
he never glorifies the Broadway para-

sites and that he'll never fail to .serve

his country in time of emergency or

strike out on the side of law and order

against the petty crooks and criminals.

J<tniiaT\ 2*1r/'

KTHYL SIMPSON
L. H. MILLER
J. NX'EBB
HARRY PIMSTEIN
ALBERT BERNSTEIN
PAULINE PARKER
EDITH MONTEDONICO
SADIE CASTANZA
STANLEY LANGE

Jm,u,ry I'M!-

NAT LEVY
CAROLE BROSIUS
JOHN R. CUMMINS

]anttar\ 26//'

M. B. BLUTREICH New York-

GEORGE W. HERTZOG Kan..i. Citv

JfinttdTy 27//'

H. E. DOVER
LOUISE HARRIS
HOWARD RICHARDSON
R. RAGSDEL
VIRGINIA MURPHY
LEONA E. LYNCH

Lo^ Angclo
Home Office

Charlottt

Home Officf

New Y'orl:

Attains

Memplip
New York
Pitlshurt;i

Home Oflict

Buffalo

S.in Fr.inrisco

Charlotte
New York

Home Office

Detroit

Omafia
New H.lven

JtUiuaiy 28th

ELIZABETH J. DONNFLL^• Boston
ARTHUR JOSWIG Home Office

E. R. FINCH Denver
VALERIO A. YERVES New York
GIFF DAVISON Salt Lake Citv
NORMA D. A. BRESADOLA Milwaukee
CHARLES F. KIRNARD Home Office

MARCIA R. PARNELL Waslunnton

]anuur\ Itlh

P F. BYRNE St. Louis
THOMAS R. AGNETA Home Office

MARIA.NNH VIRZI Home Office

January iOth

MARION WILLETT Pittsburgh

SYLVIA DANIELS Memphis
CLARICE ELVIRA PHILLIPS Atlanta

We hope he gives left-wingers a «idc

1,'erth and that he'll never be sucke/l

out of position by the envious and dis-

l ontciited. .And get rid of that cowbox

gun and holster. Phoney, we'll gel you

a >awed-ofT niblick.

Oh. yea. the M\ PAL picture wa-
on the program and it brought forth

cheers from the crowdeil Rejiublit .

Our hero Jimmy was interested soleh

in Flame. He was peeved when Flame
was out of \ision.

Television is making women inori'

sports-minded than in the pa>t.

(ieorge llar\ey of the Paramouni

publicity department and formerly ot

Patlie used to tell ye ed that the late

I. J. Fox was his company tailor, in a

unit of the old 79th Division. George

slippetl him a thin dime or a quarter

many a time for special service, .\fter

\V ar One Mr. Fox launched his adver-

tising slogan for furs. "Just off Fifth

,\venue" and later moved to tlif

Avenue. He probably introduced the

hrst radio jingle. "I. J. Fox, Fifth

\\enue, I. J. Fox. Fifth Avenue." Il

paid him millions—to advertise.

Hey. Iree-loaders. look what Leo

Samuels of the \^'alt Disney organiza-

tion has discovered, Sid Kramer. Leo

ttdls us S'u\ picked up a check the

other day and later came back with

tickets to a (harden basketball game.
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John Ford plans to go to Ire-

land this summer to film THE

PUIET MAN. Maureen O Hara,

Victor McLaglen and John

iVayne are its principals. ThIE

DUIET MAN, devoid of any po-

Itical
implications, is a dramatic

Dmance based on Maurice

Valshs short story which ap-

eared 15 years ago in the Sat-

iday Evening Post.

RKO Radio has at least five

loteniial hit songs in pictures al-

eady filmed and scored but be-

ig held for various 1948 release

ates, according to its music de-

artment. High on its list of

reference are Leo McCarey's
wn composition "A Little Bet-

sr Than the Best," sung by Joan

orring in GOOD SAM; "Along
jme a Tall, Dark Stranger,"

ummer Song" and "Foolish

ride," sung by Loret+a Young
nd Robert Mitchum in TALL,
ARK STRANGER; and "Some
'ay Remind Me To Tell You,"

jng by Jane Greer in STATION
/EST.

Jane Greer, co-star with Dick

Dwell in STATION WEST, is the

jbject of a large illustrated en-

orsement ad for Woodbury i

Id cream appearing in the cur-

;nt (January 4) issue of The
merican Weekly with circula-

on of 9,357,277 copies through

irious Hearst newspapers. Cred-
is given to both star and pi-:-

ire.

Fred Zinnemann has been
gned by RKO Radio as a direc-

)r. His first assignment with this

udio will be announced shortly,

nnemann made his film debut
. an extra in "All Quiet on the

/estern Front," and after a

ort stint as script clerk became
director.

,

* *

Director Joseph Losey is

outing for locations on THE
3Y WITH GREEN HAIR, to

; made in Technicolor with Pat

Brlen starred. Cameras roll on

bruary 9.

Leon to Richmond
Leon J. Bamberger is scheo-

uled to address members of the

\'irginia Theatre Owners Asso-

ciation at their forthcoming meet-

ing in Richmond on January 29th.

Disney Winners
LOS ANGELES—Hats off to

ihe winners of our Disney con

test, JENSEN and POWELL,
coming through with 303 play-

dates out of a total of I 123, also

honorable mention to the CLOSE
follow-up team of Clarke and

Cobb with 301 dates (No recount

taken).

The contest went over wl th

such a bang we are now planning

another inter-office Disney con-

test for a four months period,

one week each month, starting

January 25. The teams are as fol-

lows: De Costa and Clarke; Cobb
and Jensen; Powell and Miller;

Factor and Davis; Levinson and

Levin; Ashkins and Largey. Prizes

to be worked out later.

—AUDREY DUCE

Even though our Christmas party is

now history, we simply must give you

some ot the highlights. Last minute

changes necessitated holding our party

in our downstairs playroom. Several

members of the statf volunteered for

decorations, etc., and did a beautiful

cb. Our buffet dinner consisted of

turkey, ham, salad, cheese and all the

trimmings. A gag present was under

the tree for each and everyone. Our
Santa Glaus was none other than H. C.

Cohen, our genial branch manager,

'.vho handled the chore in his usual

fine fashion. A wonderful time was had

by ail and we are truly sorry it Is over.

We are so sorry the holidays were

ruined for Lillian Fuiks who was ill for

several weeks with that horrible Virus-X

plus strep throat. We are glad she is

back with us again. This epidemic

seems to have claimed another mem-
ber, Ruth Rowe, and while many of us

have the sniffles, we are keeping our

fingers crossed and hoping for the best.

—AUDREY DUCE

"WAR PARTY" IN

SURPRISE "SNEAK"

AT SAN ANTONIO

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 16:—Some time ago I caught a

rough cuf of John Ford's and Merian C. Cooper's WAR
PARTY, and I told you then how impressed I was with their

picture.

Just before Christmas the two producers completed

the job of editing and scoring, and they decided to take

it far away from the film capital for its first public try-out,

to get a tough and completely un-Hollywood audience

reaction.

So the offering was presented

cold on a Friday night at the

oig Majestic Theatre in San An-

tonio, Texas. The crowd had no

idea what it was going to see, but

it nearly tore the roof off the

house in expressing its apprecia-

tion of this vivid tale of Indian

warfare in the old Southwest.

Instead of the usual type of

comment card, a special affair

II by 14 was made up v/ith 17

specific questions, and more than

800 of the patrons stopped in the

lobby to fill in the answers—an

amazing percentage. Moreover,

only six of the 800 cards were in

any way critical—another aston-

ishing result. In answer to the

query: How would you rate

WAR PARTY among the pictures

you have seen in the past 1

2

months?, ' 98% stated: Among
the very top films.

When you get replies like that,

vou've got a pretty unanimous

Branch Manager Ed Lamb of Seattle has instituted a Donald
Duck birthday party for January 24th. On this date Fox is

playing six old Disney cartoons in everyone of their situations.

There will be 66 Disney cartoons on the boards on that dale.

response, and it s no wonder that

the Ford-Cooper duo are highly

tickled over the prospects of

their show. For this is Outstand-

ing Entertainment of the finest

kind.

It has plenty of comedy (the

laughter drowned out the sound

track on several occasions); it has

human Interest to an exceptional

degree, with a warm young ro-

mance end a story of mother-love

counterpointing the basic theme
of conflict between the colonel

and his senior captain; and it

has terrific drama and suspense

In the stirring battle between
Fonda's cavalry squadron and
the Apache warriors in the smash

climax.

But that s not all, by any means.

The photography and the set-

tings will bring gasps of admira-

tion from every audience, and
the picture has a flock of master-

ful performances—John Wayne
and Henry Fonda as the ranking

officers, Shirley Temple and John
Agar In the romantic leads, Pedro

Armendariz, Ward Bond, Victor

McLaglen and Dick Foran as a

foursome of hard-boiled non-

coms, George O Brlen and Anna
Lee and Irene Rich and many
other favorites, all of whom turn

In grand portrayals.

This wealth of celluloid riches,

coupled with Ford 5 Immense gift

for directing screen drama, make
WAR PARTY something we can

all shout about. You can look to

see it play a merry tune at the

box-offices this coming Spring.
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DRIVE'S
) \4th WEEK,
|||

Ending Jan. ISth
Pos.

I I

This

Week

Pos.

Last

Branch Week

1. SIOUX FALLS* 2

2. SALT LAKE CITY* 3

3. PORTLAND I

I
I

4. OKLAHOMA CITY 5
' 5. St. Louis 4

b. Seattle 6

7. Denver 9

8. Albany 7

9. Kansas City I I

10. Milwaukee 12

I I . Los Angeles 8

12. Atlanta 17

13. Pittsburgh 14

1 4. Minneapolis 13

,15. Detroit 10

16. Omaha 18

'\ 7. Indianapolis 15

18. Charlotte 26
'19. Washington 21

.20. New Orleans 19

I. Dallas 16

|22. Philadelphia 20

22. Cleveland 25

^4. Memphis 24
15. Buffalo 22

26. Boston 23

E7. Cincinnati ,27

Des Moines 29

Chicago 28

!0. New York 32

1. San Francisco ...

2. New hlaven

CANADA
1. TORONTO-
2. CALGARY
3. Montreal .

4. Winnipeg
5. Vancouver

6. St. John

30

31

DISTRICTS
1. Canadian* I

2. Rocky Mt 2

3. Prairie 3

4. Southwestern ., 5

5. Southeastern 8

6. Western 4

NIGHT SONG" SHOWING POWER
NIGHT SONG, just getting into the RKO Radio box-office pro-

cession, had a tremendous opening in its western premiere at the

Golden Gate, San Francisco (see special story from Dave Cantor).

Jay Golden wired to William hloward of RKO Theatres, "Audience

reaction premiere tremendous plus all hlollywood adjectives. Audi-

ence applauded loud and long after first showing. Doors opened

at five and house filled at six and froze to eight o'clock. Line started

forming at three and extended two blocks both sides of theatre.

Branch Manager Joe Smith told me opening already greatly helped

the picture. He was pleased and happy. Ail on stage excellent.

Hearst people delighted with results and applauded regular prices

for this great event in sox column spread." In another pre-release

{Continued on Page Twenty)

RKO FAMILY FIRST AGAIN

!

It is a matter of pride for RKO to report that our own Rodney
Pantages is responsible for an event which is bound to go down

in theatrical history as marking a new era in mo-

tion picture entertainment. It was Mr. Pantages

who recently presented the first television show

in a motion picture theatre, as an advertised part

of his regularly scheduled program. This historic

experiment took place at the RKO Pantages
Theatre in Los Angeles, and the televised broad-
cast which was flashed across the screen was the

$50,000 Santa Catalina Handicap from Santa
Anita racetrack. Audiences at the RKO Pantages
watched Johnny Longden boot "On Trust" to

R. Pantages victory, and their enjoyment was evident.

The video broadcast, the idea of Mr. Pantages and television

engineer Jack Richardson, came through a standard television re-

ceiver with some 35,000 volts of energy through the audio tube to

increase the light. The set was {Contmued on Page 15)

' 2 7. Eastern .7

. 4 8. Eastern Central 6

3 9. Midwestern 10

. 5 10. Northeastern 9

6 1 1. Metropolitan , .1 1

DIVISIONS
1 . Western I

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota cumulatively.

* Over quota for current week.

"Song" Prem
SAN FRANCISCO—With all

the excitement, suspense and en-

thusiasm of a Hollywood pre-

miere, NIGHT SONG, RKO's
symphonic dramatic romance,
made its western bow at the RKO
Golden Gate Theatre Tuesday
evening, January 20th.

(Continued on Page Fifteen)

SIOUX
AGAIN
LEAD

Branch Manager Sherm Fitch,

the old nimrod of the Dakota
badlands, after putting out a

couple of feelers and thus relin-

quishing first place in the Drive

for two stanzas, is back on the

Happy Hunting Grounds of first

place. Yea, Sherm again is the

heep big drive leader and with-

out reservations. Dangerous Giff

Davidson, the old-time gridiron

star of the University of Idaho,

has his mormons right up at the

pay-off trough. Giff has come
along I0— I I — 3 — 2. Rookie

Branch Chief Dick Lange of Port-

land is out to make history in his

first year and the Webfooters
are wading in the pay stream at

third place. Veteran Ralph Wil-

liams of Oklahoma City is finding

the extra-award gushers again

and is fourth in the capital class.

Jack Bernstein of Toronto and
Reg Doddridge of Calgary con-

iinue to battle it out at the 1-2

places, the "money" notches in

the standing column for Canada.

(Continued on Page 2)

ARE YOU

IJ^CIES?

FILL TffEM

ANOSALESl
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Sioux, Salt Lake, Toronto Better Par!

"It's a fetchin again you," the old Scots used to say when they were discussing par on a golf course.

Old Man Quota is just as Tough as Old Man Par. The odds are always running against you. In

the fourth week of the Drive, the old gent again had things his own way. The Sioux tribe was back

"over" for the week and over for the duration; Gift Davison's Salt Lakers soared into the cumulative

select circle; Jack Bernstein's Toronto Terriers were over for the week and for the four stanzas.

"Mourning" Dates
MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA opens a three week s engage-

ment Sunday night, February 15th, at the Geary Theatre in San

Francisco, one of the outstanding legitimate theatres on the coast.

Its run there will be a two-a-day policy at advanced road show prices.

Dave Cantor, western field supervisor, is doubling in San Fran-

cisco between the premiere of NIGHT SONG and MOURNING
BECOMES ELECTRA. Thomas S. Earnfret, well known San Francisco

press agent, will handle the publicity for the Geary engagement.

Due to the large Catholic population the Montreal engagement
won't open at hlls Majesty's Theatre until Monday, April 12th, and
will continue two weeks. This will avoid playing during Lent.

The mid-west premiere takes place at Milwaukee next Friday night,

January 30th, at the Pabst Theatre. Allen Lester, well known Rlngllng

Barnum press agent, has handled that campaign In association with

Myra Peache, Pabst manager. A color page of Rosalind Russell and
many special stories were planted in advance In both the Journal and
Sentinel. A heavy advance sale was reported at the Pabst box-office.

The University of Wisconsin at Madison will be the first college

to play ELECTRA and the picture will open a six performance en-

gagement at the Wisconsin Union Theatre on Sunday, March 14th.

This theatre is owned and operated by the University but attracts

great crowds of Madison theatre-goers.

Many additional dates are in process of negotiation.

—BOB HICKEY

THREE GROUP CONTEST
U ,< L l.nilint: Janiniry l.y. I'Ull

Pos.

This

Week Branch

L LOS ANGELES

2. ATLANTA

3. Detroit

4. Washington

5. Dallas

6. Philadelphia

7. Boston

8. Chicago

9. New York

I 0. San Francisco

Kliniintitrd iis i>olriili<il (»/<)ii/< t'rizv niiitti-i iliir In Ivail i>i>silii>n in IMatiottal Prize lislitif:

Pos. Pos. Pos. Pes. Pos.

Last This Last This Last

Week Week Branch Week Week Branch Week

1 1. ST. LOUIS * Sioux Falls

KANSAS CITY
Salt Lake City

Portland
4 2. 1

1

2 3. Pittsburgh 3 Oklahoma City 1

6 1. SEATTLE 2

4. Minneapolis 2 2. DENVER 4
3

b. Indianapolis 4 3. Albany 3

5 4. Milwaukee 5

7
6. Charlotte 7

5. Omaha 6

7. Cleveland 6 6. New Orleans 7
8

10 8. Buffalo 5
7.

8.

Memphis
Des Moines

8

9

9 9. Cincinnati R 9. New Haven 10

Beware Ides of

March, Says S. F.

Field Man Joe Longo of San

Francisco says the NED DERI-

NET DRIVE attack will come
as a surprise as much of Branch

Manager Joe Smith's sales

strategy will reach its peak

in February and — and — the

big push is in—well, BEWARE
THE IDES OF MARCH.

DRIVE FOLLOW UP

CLEVELAND, OHIO

CLEVELAND—Undaunted by

the Illegal teamwork of OLD
MAN QUOTA and OLD MAN
WINTER giving the boys one be-

low the belt In the opening

rounds of the Drive, the Buckeye

Buckaroos are pulling down their

earlaps, pulling in their belts, and

are set to make a comeback on

the 'ensuing engagements with

the develish antagonists.

There s fire in the eyes of the

Buckaroos of the road, and fan-

ning the flame Is Office Manager
Otto Braeunlg, commemorating
his twenty fifth anniversary with

RKO, who is streamlining his

ciew for a vigorous push during

OTTO BRAEUNIG WEEK, March
28-AprIi 3.

The Braeunlg Busters are pull-

ing 'em off the sidewalk these

days, and woe to the exhibitor

v/ho doesn t come through with a

sizable list of dates, long and
short, to swell the coffers from
now until the anniversary cele-

bration.

Branch Manager Harry Wald-
e rs as referee of the slug-fest has

improvised a code of his own
that in substance states, there

v/Ill be no points credited for

other than toe-to-toe slugging,

and no quarter given less it be
on the dotted line.

—BOB HALEY

Albany Honors

Howard Goldstein

During the Drive

ALBANY—March 3rd to April

3rd will be known as HOWARD
GOLDSTEIN ANNIVERSARY, a

period set aside in the NED
DEPINET DRIVE in honor of the

popular local office manager.
This is Howard first year with

RKO.

April 7th to May 9th will be

CLEAN UP MONTH. During

this period the exchange staff

will clean up all odds and ends

In order to send Albany over the

lop to victory In the Drive.

—LEO YOUNG

{('iiiifiiiiiffi fniiii I'liijc Oiif)

Lou Well Again
Lou Miller was out a few days

v.'lth the Virus X. This is about the

first time in twenty years that

Lou has been stopped by Illness.

This trio alone bettered par for

the week. Yea, it's a fetchin

again you.

Leo Devaney's Canadian dis-

trict continues over cumulatively,

the only district in such a cate-

gory.

Down in the lower stratas, Bar-

ney Pitkin's New Haven Bulldogs

hit the bottom, edging out Joe

Smith's San Francisco Seals for

the uncoveted cellar position. Phil

Hodes' Flagship New York got

out of the stagnant waters of last

place for the first time since the

Drive opened. In Canada, Harry

Cohen's Maritimers of St. John

also were floundering around in

the backwaters of last place.

With the Over Quota hounds

blinded by snowstorms and zero

weather, it is difficult to follow

the sectional trend. Every sector

cf the country is pretty well rep-

resented in the first division and

the bottom half is not far away

in percentage sold against quota.

Right now the North-South

division under Charlie Boasberg

is trailing the west and east, but

the records show that no Boas-

berg outfit ever finished last in

any league.
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Travelers
William 5. ^e--, world-wide

;ales supervisor ot Walt Disney

Productions, is enroute to Cali-

fornia for conferences with the

Disney studio executives regard-

:na the 'eiease of MELODY
TIME.

*

DeWitt Bcdeen, screen writer

who came east in connection with

'he Broadway presentation at the

Hudson Theatre of his play Har-

vest of Years, has returned to

Hollywood. He Is author of I

REMEMBER MAMA.
* *

Lee Genn has arrived from

Hollywood where he has just fln-

.nec his rc e r rre male leac

opposite Rosalind Russell In in-

dependent Artists THE VELVET
TOUCH. Genn is one of the co-

stars of MOURNING BECOMES
ELECTRA.

Gory Cooper recently made a

p.a. at Roundup in his home state

cf Montana. Gary told of mat-

ing GOOD SAM, giving 3 big

hand to Leo McCarev.

David Niven arrived with his

bride on Thursday aboard the

Queen Elizabeth. Before sailing

trom England, he was married in

London to Hfordls Tersmeden, a

bwedish beauty, whom he met

Bellfort Here
Joe Belltorr, 3-..'i-ar: to rre

European general manager cf

RKO Radio, has arrived from

Paris for Home Office confer-

ences. Joe has almost grown uc

v/ith the company. Starting as

office boy In the legal depart-

ment many years ago when hard

iy more than a boy he took ad-

vantage of the many opportuni-

ties his job afforded. When tran:-

ferred to the foreign departmen-
he earned several promotion
arid was later sent abroad.

six weeks ago.

While In London, Niven at-

tended the Command Perform-

ance of "The BIshoD s Wife.

New Cycle

The Home Office is all

steamed up over the new cycle

of Studio super-hits. Last week
FLASH carried a special re-

view on FORT APACHE,
formerly titled "War Party."

Next week we'll carry an ad-

vance review on THE MIRA-
CLE OF THE BELLS by Vivian

Moses of the pressbook de-

partment, an industry veteran

and formerly advertising man-
ager of Fox. We're off on a

new era involving our great-

est series of releases for all

time.

Best Sellers RKO Style



iL nen a truly great

knows it • • • the critics, tiie

Here's what they're saying

"The year's only outstanding candidate for the

Academy Award." - N. Y. SUN

"A beautiful picture. . .a pure delight! An Acad-

emy Award contender." — HEDDA HOPPER

"Sam Goldwyn should harvest another crop of

Academy Awards with his newest picture, 'The

Bishop's Wife'." - LEONARD LYONS

"All sunshine and moonheams. Finds a home in

the celluloid heavens." - WALTER WINCHELL

"Pick of the pictures...Four Bells... if more such

inspiring, delightful movies as this were pro-

duced, the film industry would indeed be the

greatest medium for spreading peace and con-

tentment... Mustsee." -JIMMIE FIDLER

"High on the eligible list for 1948 Oscars."

-COLLIER'S

"I love every minute of 'The Bishop's Wife' and

I guarantee you will, too. I glowingly give it the

Cosmopolitan Citation."

-LOUELLA PARSONS

"Most appealing flicker I've seen recently: 'Thi

Bishop's Wife,' in which Cary Grant gives ai

Academy Award performance."

-ED SULLIVAN

"Foremost contender for the Academy Award.

-LOUIS SOBOl

"Cary Grant's best." - N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNI

"First-class comedy -was made for mass appe;

and hits it." -CECILIA AGER (PM

"One of the best movies of the year. A-1 entei

tainment for everyone in the family."

-N. Y. DAILY MIRRO



me comes along everybody

nubile an e Box Office

longratulations to Producer Sam Goldwyn for

inottier winner."

-SHEILAH GRAHAM

')ary Grant is guilty of some of the most bril-

'iant acting of tlie year in 'Tlie Bishop's Wife.'

j

hereby sentence him to an Academy Award,

ihe Bishop's Wife' is a wonderful picture."

-DOROTHY KILGALLEN

'')ne of the most thoroughly satisfying films to

;ome around in a long time. Heartwarming . .

.

extremely comic."

-N. Y. SUNDAY MIRROR
I

'line of the very best pictures of the year."

- BOSTON RECORD

-The Bishop's Wife' should rate the Academy

liward." - WORCESTER DAILY TELEGRAM
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RADIO

On his program last Sunday

night, Edgar Bergen got in a

good plug for I REMEMBER
MAMA. Incidentally Bergen's

SECRET
LIFE OF
W. MITTY

Sales Against

Possibilities

3rd Week End. Jan. 8, 1948
Pos. Pos.

This Lasf

Week Branch Week

1. OKLAHOMA CITY .... I

2. DALLAS 2

3. SALT LAKE CITY 4

4. PHILADELPHIA 3

5. ALBANY 8

6. NEW HAVEN 6

7. Sioux Falls 7

8. Omaha 5

9. Boston 9

10. Buffalo 10

I I . Des Moines I I

12. Washington 13

13. Pittsburgh 12

14. New York 14

15. Memphis 18

16. Denver 21

17. Seattle 16

18. Indianapolis 15

19. St. Louis 17

20. Cincinnati 22

2 1 . Minneapolis 1

9

22. Portland 20
23. Chicago 23

24. Kansas City 25

25. Detroit 26

26. Atlanta 24
27. Charlotte 27

28. Milwaukee 30

29. New Orleans 32

30. Los Angeles , ,31

31. Cleveland 29

32. San Francisco 28

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG I

2. VANCOUVER 2

3. St. John 3

4. Montreal 4
5. Calgary 5

6. Toronto ; 6

DIVISIONS
1. Eastern I

2. North-South 2

3. Western 3

NOTE: Bold factt type indicates

over quota.

Chase and Sanborn program has

moved up three points in the

Nielsen Radio index and thereby

advances from eighth to fourth

position in the standing.

On his Pabst Blue Ribbon pro-

gram last Thursday, Eddie Can-

tor, co-star and producer of IF

YOU KNEW SUSIE, sang several

songs from this attraction. Songs

Included the theme song, "What
Do I Want With Money,'

"We're Living the Life We

MAGIC
TOWN
Sales Against

Possibilities

3rd ff rrk End. Jan. R. 1948
Pes. Pes.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. OKLAHOMA I

2. SALT LAKE CITY 2

3. LOS ANGELES 3

4. SEATTLE 5

5. NEW HAVEN I I

6. MINNEAPOLIS 16

7. Sioux Falls 6

8. Des Moines 10

9. Philadelphia 7

10. Charlotte 8

I I . Omaha , 4

12. Pittsburgh 9

13. Dallas , 12

14. Denver 15

15. Washington 13

16. Milwaukee 14

17. Boston 17

18. Memphis 18

1 9. San Francisco 1

9

20. Kansas City 20

21. New York 25

22. St. Louis 21

23. Atlanta 22

24. Portland • 23

25. Cincinnati 24
26. Chicago 27

27. Buffalo 26
28. Cleveland 28

29. Albany 29
30. Detroit 31

3 I . Indianapolis 30

32. New Orleans 32

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG I

2. ST. JOHN 2

3. Montreal 3

4. Vancouver 4
5. Toronto 5

6. Calgary 6

DIVISIONS
1. Western

I

2. North-South , 2

3. Eastern 3

NOTE: Bold iace type indicates

over quota.

Love, ' My, How the Time Goes
By," and "My Brooklyn Love

Song."

Pat O'Brien will guest star on

—

Program: THEATRE GUILD ON THE
AIR.

Time: Sun. Jan. 25, 9:30 to 10:30

PM EST.

Network: ABC.
The Show: IS ZAT SO!
Credit: FIGHTING FATHER

DUNNE.
Pat O'Brien will guest star on

—

Program: THIS IS ADVENTURE.
Time: Mon. Jan. 26— 10 to 10:30 PM

EST.

Fun and
Fancy Free

Sales Against

Possibilities

ird Wpvk End. Jan. 8. 1948
Pos. Pos.

This Last

We 5k Branch Week

1 . SEATTLE . 1

2. OKLAHOMA CITY 2

3. SALT LAKE CITY 4

4. CLEVELAND 3

c;
•J . DENVER 5

6. DES MOINES 9

7. SIOI ly FAI 1 s 7
/

8. uaiias Q

o Nbw Haven

10. Wash ington ! 1

1 1. C J tri/^ n

^

12. Doston 1

13. Charlot+p 1 ?

14. Philadelphia 14

15. Minneapolis 15

1 6. Milwaukee 16

1 7. San Francisco 17

1 8. Memphis 18

19. New York 21

20. Buffalo 19

21. Pittsburgh 20
22. Cincinnati 22

23. Kansas City . .. 25

24. Los Angeles 23

25. Portland .. 24
26. Atlanta 28

27. St. Louis 27

28. Detroi* 26

29. Chicago 29

30. Albany 30

31. Indianapolis 32

32. New Orleans 31

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG . 1

2. VANCOUVER 4

3. St. John 2

4. Montreal 3

5. Calgary 5

6. Toronto 6

DIVISIONS
1. Western , 1

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold iace type indicates

over quota.

Network: ABC.
Credit: FIGHTING FATHER

DUNNE.
Pat O'Brien will guest star on

—

Program: BROADWAY AND VINE
WITH RADIE HARRIS.

Time: Fri. Jan. 23, 3:55—4 PM EST.

Network: CBS.
Credit: FIGHTING FATHER

DUNNE.

Hoagy Carmichael will appear on

—

Program: LOUELLA PARSONS.
Time: Sun. Jan. 25, 9:15 to 9:30 PM

EST

Network: ABC.
Credit: NIGHT SONG.

DISNEY
CARTOONS
CONTEST

Actual Billings

Against Quota

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. ALBANY I

2. LOS ANGELES 4

3. DENVER 2

4. SIOUX FALLS 5

5. PORTLAND 3

6. SALT LAKE CITY , 7

7. MINNEAPOLIS 6

8. OMAHA 9

9. Milwaukee 8

1 0. San Francisco 1

I I. Oklahoma City 13

12. Cleveland 12

13. Pittsburgh 14

14. Seattle I I

15. Des Moines 15

16. New York : 18

17. Atlanta 21

18. Buffalo 30

19. Cincinnati 17

20. Kansas City ' 20

21. New Orleans 23

22. Dallas 26

23. Charlotte 22

24. Washington 19

25. Detroit 25

26. Indianapolis 24

27. Chicago 1

6

28. Memphis 28

29. Philadelphia 29

30. St. Louis 27

31. Boston 32

32. New Haven 31

CANADA
1. TORONTO I

2. MONTREAL 2

3. Winnipeg 5

4. Vancouver 3

5. St. John 6

6. Calgary 4

DIVISIONS
1 . Western I

2. North-South 2

3. Eastern 3

NOTE: Bold lace type indicates

over quota.
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THIS IS
AMERICA
CONTEST

Week Ending Jan. 8. 1948

Salesmen's Standings

$100.00 Class

Goldfarb Denver

$75.00 Class

Gwin Denver

Silverman New York

Kutinsky New York

$50.00 Class

Canelli New Haven

Lefko Philadelphia

Kaim Washington

Hoese '

Salt Lake City

Powell Los Angeles

Thorn Portland

Penser New York

Rea Winnipeg

SALESMEN'S
STANDINGS

25 LEADERS

"Short Subject" Sale:*

1947-48

n eek Ending Jan. 8. 1948

Salesma'' Brar-ch

1, GOLDFARB Denver

2. GWIN Denver

3. LABOW Winnipeg

4. Hoese . Salt Lake City

5. Powell Los Angeles

6. Rea Winnipeg

7. Warren Salt Lake City

8. De Frenne Des Moines

9. Folliard Washington

0. Ringler Kansas City

1. Boyce Salt Lake City

2. Silverman Pittsburgh

3. Lefko Philadelphia

4. Thorn Portland

5. Canelli Nev* Haven

6. Knox Washington

7. Clarke Chicago

8. Wilson Dallas

9. WaHers Sioui Falls

0. Griffin Salt Lake City

1. Kahn Washington

2. Engelman Portland

3. Kimmel Chicago

4. Appelman Denver

5. Frankel Pittsburgh

Caps indicate 100%

Valli Arrives

TfWBtST

Robert Mitchum, whose popu-

larity at the beginning of 1943

tops that of any star developed

during the past year, has beer

cast in the top role of BLOOD
ON THE MOON, screen version

of Luke Short's widely discussed

Saturday Evening Post serial. Pro-

duction Chief Dore Schary, who
has been Instrunnental in the de-

velopment of Mitchum, will sub-

stantiate his faith in the talents

of two other personalities at his

studio, by handing the produc-

tron reins on this top-budget fea-

ture to Theron Warth and the

direction responsibilities to Rob-

ert Wise, both former film edi-

tors at RKO Radio. Sid Rogell

is the executive producer. Screen

play by Lillie Hayward is com-
pleted.

*

A Philadelphia publisher will

publish Claire Trevor's charcoal

drawings under the title, "Clair

Trevor's Hollywood Sketch Pad."

Included will be sketches of Rosa-

lind Russell, Leo Genn and Syd-

ney Greenstreet, which Claire

made on the set for THE VELVET
TOUCH.

Victor Mature has been signed

by RKO Radio to star in MR.
WHISKERS. He will have the

role of a foreign-born gambler
v/hose dramatic experiences in

the underworld teach him respect

for law, and an appreciation of

vi'hat it means to become an

American citizen. Sid Rogell will

produce MR. WHISKERS. Allen

Rivkin has been assigned to write

the screenplay. Filming starts in

early summer.

Valli. co-slarred with Fred MacMurray
and Frank Sinatra in lesse L. Lasky's

prcduction of Russell lanney's THE
MIRACLE OF THE BELLS, arrived in

New York the other day for several

weeks' slay. A very heavy campaign
schedule is plonned fcr her by the

Selznick office and we are lieing-in

wherever possible.

Texas Rooter!

Ycung Ben Cammack. Jr.. as repro-

duced from his Dad's Christmas card.

Lcoks like another Texas rooter, to the

manner bcrn, and surely a booster for

the entire southwest, his old man's

territory in the NED DEPINET DRIVE.

One of Ben's units, Oklahoma City,

is now among the big four of the

Drive.

"Time" Records

Roy Rogers and Dennis Day,

both starred in Walt Disney s

forthcoming MELODY TIME,
have made Victor recordings of

song hits from this release which

include Blue Shadows," Melody
Time, ' "Little Toot," Pecos Bill"

and Samba." Other artists who
have recorded these numbers in-

clude Sing Crosby, Ethel Smith.

Semmy Kaye, Freddy Martin, the

Great Gildersleeve, Vaughn
Monroe, Lawrence Welk, Buddy
Clark, Dinning Sisters, Dick Jjr-

gens and Shep Fields.

SHORTS
Actual Billings

Against Quota

3rd Week End. Jan. 8. 1948

Pes.

Last

Week

I

2

5

3

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

13.

14.

This

Week Branch

1. NEW HAVEN
2. PITTSBURGH
3. NEW YORK
4. SAN FRANCISCO

MILWAUKEE 6
CHICAGO 4
DENVER 9
PORTLAND 15

CLEVELAND 7

DETROIT !0

I I . Seattle I I

12. Sioux Falls 12

Los Angeles 8

Salt Lake City 13

15. Omaha . 31

16. Buffalo . 18

1 7. Cincinnati . .
i 7

18. St. Louis 19

19. Boston 14

20. Des Moines 16

2 I . Minneapolis 20
22. Memphis 27
23. New Orleans 21

24. Dallas 22

25. Philadelphia 24
26. Washington 23

27. Oklahoma City 26
28. Kansas City 25
29. Albany 30
30. Charlotte 29

Indianapolis 32

Atlanta 28

CANADA
VANCOUVER !

TORONTO 2

Winnipeg 4
St. John 3

Calgary 5

Montrea' 6

DIVISIONS
Western
Eastern 2

North-South . 3

31.

32.

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota.
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Touriny With Terry Turwter

DALLAS, Jan. 21 — Well

Jackie the trip goes merrily on

snow, ice and rain and the sweat-

ers that warded off pneumonia
in Flushing are standing me in

good stead even right here in

Dallas where the natives look on

snow with awe. From Atlanta I

ran into a six inch drift in Mem-
phis where "Catfish" Ford and
Reagin looked out the window
as if the world was coming to an

end. 1 met M. A. Lightman, our

big exhibitor down that way,

who was emerging from a bridge

tournament and ready to embark
on a South American cruise.

These poor exhibitors. Anyways
he was enthusiastic about our

forthcoming product and the

news that THE FUGITIVE was
doing a great business had
reached him. Chinned with Har-
ry Martin of the Commercial
Appeal, H. R. Krelstein, the dyn-

amic general manager of radio

station WMSP and here is a live

baby the motion picture folks

really niissed.

I figure I am going to get a

lireak in the weather in New Or-

leans but "Catfish" Ford and mv-
self arrived when it was about
twenty above and believe you me
at that temperature there are not

man\ folks on the streets of dear
old New Awleans. Lunch with

Roger Lamantia and Gar Moore,
a visit with Vic Meyers who is

nursing the results of an im-

pacted wisdom tooth and has he
got a big head, over the tooth.

They are expecting great things
from THE FUGITIVE in New
Orleans and between Moore and
Ford they have lined up the

Catholic Church solidly behind
the engagement. To dinner with
our old compatriot Page Baker
and his sweet mamma Elise and
Mr. and Mrs. Slim Higgenbot-
tom, an associate of the E. V.
Richards Theatres, the leading
exhibitor in Louisiana. A deli-

cious dinner and a few absinthe
frappes at Arnauds where the
Count regales with a few stories

of film men now head men in the
industry.

I pushed on to Houston, where
I was to meet Pedro Armendariz
one of the stars of THE FUGI-
TIVE who has been cutting the
trails across Texas in the inter-

est of the picture. Say Jackie, this

Pedro is one great guy, a hand-
some fellow, no accent and sure
a dish for the ladies. Together
with Al Lever, general manager
of the Interstate Theatres in

Houston anfl Ed Terhune and a

couple of newspaper folks we
went to a spot called Pier 21

where thev serve you sea food

until it comes out of your ears.

Well I must say that our Pedro
did right well by himself with

the seafood as well as the ladies.

He is well pleased with the way
Eddie Terhune and Frank Starz

of the Interstate Circuit have
been handling his tour and was
most pleased when I advised him
that I had come to Houston at the

instructions of Mr. Depinet to

thank him personally for his fine

co-operation. Somehow I have
the hunch that this fellow will be
as welcome in the north as in

Texas and I know that when the

folks nationally will have had a

glance at FORT APACHE, the

boy will be in as far as the U.S.

movie fans are concerned.

So I leave dear old Houston
which by the way is the largest

city in Texas but don't tell any-

one in Dallas I told you and
alight here. Believe it or not in

the snow. Now you know "Uncle
Tom" Sachs don't get around too

early as it is and he sounded like

Amos and Andy mushing into

the exchange on time—but on
fire. "What kind of weather is

this,"' stormed Uncle Tom, "Is

I in Texas or is I ain't in Texas."
as he reached for the phone then
turning to me "And if this snow
don't ease up this phone is go-

ing to get the most terrible work-
ing out it has ever had." Met
up with quite a gang at the Va-
riety Club last night where everv-
body meets including our old

side kick Harold Mirisch. Thom-
as of Pine and Thomas, Joe
Reddy of the Disney Studios who
just breezed in and a lot of other
"How you all" folks whose names
I cannot remember. Nice chat
with Ralph W. Nimmons of radio
station WFAA who is nursing a
broken leg of all things and right

now I'm getting ready to visit

with R. J. O'Donnell, head man
of the Interstate known here as
the "Silver King of Texas." but
to me just an old Brooklynite.
And then I blow Texas and

head into St. Louis and Chicago
dropping off at Des Moines.
Kansas Cit\ and Minneapolis for
a date next week. So you can see
I'm moving Jackie. Oh yes, a
couple of social notes. I hooked
brother Hubert Lyons for 24.50

points, took "Catfish" Ford for
about 2100, massacred "Flop
eared" Terhune and Al Lever in

a handed match for about 400
and then took "Uncle Tom"

from

RKO-PATHE
By ED RICE

OPERATION WHITE T0WE,7
. . . Objective: Mount McKinley,

highest, coldest peak on the

North American continent. Jay

Bonafleld's latest THIS IS AMER-
ICA Is a report on the three

month ascent of McKinley by the

Washb urn Expedition, of which

RKO Pathe cameraman Bill Deeke
and George NA^ellstead were

members.

Although the prosaic purpose

of the expedition was to make
the first great analytical study

of one of the world's last fron-

tiers, the actual trip was highly

exciting and dangerous, hlun-

dred-mile-an-hour snows de-

stroyed a cosmic ray station at

18,000 feet; and some members
of the expedition were lost for a

v/hile, among them Mrs. Barbara
Washburn, v/ife of the trek's

leader. Mrs. Washburn was the
first woman ever to climb Mount
McKinley.

Most of the trip was spent on

ice, in sub-zero weather. This was
in late spring, when many sec-

tions of America were suffering

from heat waves.

A strange angle on the expedi-

t'on Is that It lived on packaged
fiozen foods — analagous to

bringing ice-boxes to the Es-

qulmos.

*

One of the neatest THIS IS

AMERICA publicity schemes
comes out of Atlanta, Georgia,
Vyihere the manager of the Im-

perial Theatre and the local fire

department have been staging

clemonstrations of fire fighting

tricks in consction with SMOKE
EATERS. Twice daily a fireman

jumped from the theatre's pros-

cenium onto the stage, to show
the right and wrong v/ays of

landing In a fire net.

NOTES: The February issue of

'Holiday' features RKO Paths

sound chief Frank Woolley In an

orticle on sound in the movies by

Al Hine ... A discussion on the

current TIA, CHILDREN'S VIL-

LAGE, is slated for an American
Broadcasting Company program
in the near future . . . SWITZER-
LAND TODAY Is receiving wide-

spread publicity via screenings

for Swiss consulates and other

Swiss organizations in key ciiies

throughout the ralion.

Latest RKO PATHE commercial department production, "How
tc Iron," shows Jinx Falkenburg receiving a two-reel lesson in

ironing-board short-cuts. Husband Tex McCrary and Mary
Proctor, home-making consultant and ironing specialist, are

discussing the script with director Lloyd Durant. The lilm, lor the

Prcclcr Electrical Company, is the first commercial department
production to use the studio's new 16 mm color equipment.

America's housewives will be happy to learn from the short

that Miss Proctor has cut down ironing time by 75% with her

new methods ci sit-down ironing.

Sachs for about oOO. I will admit

in the game with Terhune I did

keep mumbling something about

Omaha. Both Lyons and Sachs

blamed it on the cold weather

and "Catfish" just don't know

any better. Once you hit the road

you find enthusiasm and a real

Drive spirit so with what pictures

we having coming up it should

wind up a whiz. So long for now
Jackie love and kisses from

—TERRY TURNER
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LOTTIE BERNSTEIN
FERNANDO GIMENEZ
LILLIAN PATAKY
ROBERT MORAN
ICATHERINE DEL TONDO

Home Office

Home Office

New York
Oklahoma Citv

Pittsburgh

February \st

RENITA STERN Home Office

DOROTHY M. KUHLWETTER H. Office

lOHN J. KENNEDY Home Office

lOAN MESTER Home Office

LOUIS PALERMO St. Louis

.MARIE GEORGEAU Salt Lake City

February 2nd

EVELYN GREENE Home Office

BEA FRIEDMAN MOSS Pittsbutgh

MARY SMITH Pittsburgh

PHYLLIS MARKS Calgary
MINNIE GARBER Washington
HELEN TOWNSEN Dallas

February ird

IRVING BERNSTEIN Home Office

DOMENICO GUARINO New York
LUCIENNE GALARNEAU Montreal
PAUL L. MOTE Atlanta

February 4th

B. L. HARDY Oklahoma Citv

p. L. REYNOLDS Indianapolis

-ABRAHAM FORMAN Home Office

[RENE T. GREER Dallas

EDMUND F. CLARKE Home Office

EMANUEL YOUNGERMAN Philadelphia

ILLIAN SELTZER Cincinnati

30R0THY CLEMENS Indianapolis

CATHERINE KOPAR Pittsburgh

-OUISE CAPUTO New York

February 5lh

ARL FRADY Charlotte

lOSALIE MARTINEZ Dallas

4. CARLSON Sioux Falls

lOYCE S. PLANAS New Orleans

February 6th

W. GROVER Washington

OPPORTUNITY

John J. Ingalls

Vlaster of human destinies

am I.

"ame, love, and fortune on my
footsteps wait,

laities and fields I walk; I

penetrate

Deserts and seas remote, and,
passing by

iovel, and mart, and palace,
soon or late

knock unbidden once at

every gate!

i sleeping, wake—if feasting.

rise before

turn away. It is the hour of

fate,

\nd they who follow me reach
every state

4crtals desire, and conquer
every foe

>ave death; but those who
doubt or hesitate,

iJondemned to failure, penury
and woe,

'eek me in vain and uselesly
implore,

answer not, and I return no
more.

In photo reproduction No. 1—Robert Mochrie, Harry Michalson, Bill Levy and Ned E. Depinet

as bronze statuette is presented . . . (2)—Leo Samuels, Bill Levy, Harry Michalson, Ned E.

Depinet, Sid Kramer and Charles Levy . . . (3)—Bronze statuette of Mickey Mouse designed
by Walt Disney personally.

Disney Appreciation Week
Climaxes 11th Yr. With RKO

By HARRY BLAIR

Walt Disney Productions this

month starts the 12th year of its

association with RKO Radio. The

I Ith year of RKO's distribution

v/as climaxed with the highly suc-

cessful DISNEY APPRECIATION
WEEKS which resulted in the

greatest number of billings on

Disney feature and short subjects

in the company's history. Tied in

v/ith the Mickey Mouse 20th An-
niversary celebration, every

member of the entire RKO Radio

sales organization participated.

Roy O. Disney, president of Walt
Disney Productions, in comment-
ing on the remarkable success of

the Walt Disney Appreciation

Drives, said: "It was fine to see

the reaction of the RKO organi-

zation to this idea. After I I years

of association with RKO, it Is

truly wonderful to have this feel-

ing and get this spontaneous re-

sponse on the Walt Disney Ap-
preciation Drive."

Walt Disney has personally de-

signed a bronze statuette of

Mickey Mouse standing eight-

Inches high, which has been
dubbed a "Mouscar" and which

i; being presented to each of the

RKO Rad io exchanges with in-

dividual inscriptions.

Ned E. Depinet in accepting

tfie first of the "Mouscar" awards

from William B. Levy, Disney's

v.'orld wide sales supervisor, said;

"It is highly gratifying to note

the harmonious relations which

have existed through the years

between the Disney organization

and ourselves. The original en-

thusiasm for Walt Disney's crea-

tive abilities and sense of show-

manship has been heightened by
this long association culminating

in the history making billings dur-

ing the recent Walt Disney Ap-
preciation Weeks. I voice the

feelings of the entire RKO or-

ganization when I say that we are

all looking forward to many more
years of working together."

Robert Mochrie stated: "Walt
Disney has become an institution

through the years and we are

happy to have had a part in

bringing to the public such fine

family entertainment of uniform

excellence. The high quality of

the Disney product has kept us

constantly alert to give these

pictures top notch selling effort

and the success of these efforts

is a matter of great satisfaction."

hHarry Michalson said: "In the

many years that we have been
distributing Walt Disney Techni-

color cartoons, we have seen the

distribution of these subjects

reach an all time high in the

United States and Canada. Each

of these pictures today plays

more than 16,000,000 bookings.

The emphasis on their box-office

value Is greater today than ever

before, reflecting the hold which
these world famous characters

have on the motion picture pub-
lic."

Also present on the occcaslon

v/ere Leo Samuels, assistant to

William B. Levy, Charlie Levy,

eastern publicity director, and
Sid Kramer, assistant to hiarry

Michalson.
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THE BESTS'^
Comment on the best selec-

tions and whether 1947 brought

the usual meritorious attractions

out of Hollywood takes consid-

erable space in the nation's news-

papers, all of which is good pub-

licity for several of our shows.

In The New York Sunday Times

for January 18th there were four

lengthy letters in all of which our

bests were mentioned. Ely

Culbertson said in part:

"When I saw 'The Fugitive' it

was clear to me that 1 had wit-

nessed a chef d' oeuvre. At last

I have lived a picture which is

not a picture of the week, the

month, the year, or even a

decade, but a picture worthy,

with a few others, to be carried

over into the next generation . . .

In essence the picture transcends

even the religious experience. It

reaches out to the very depth of

the humans where glows a tiny

cussed spark of freedom against

any oppression—from swaddling

clothes that are tight to Hitlers

and Stalins. The pure, deftly sym-

bolized art lies precisely in the

way it shows how this tiny flame

whipped by tyranny, grows into

a thunderous and all-devouring

fire of fredom."

Louise S. Darcy of Biddeford,

Me., discussed three pictures, two

of which are RKO Radio's,

CROSSFIRE and THE FUGITIVE.

Edward J. Heffron, director

of media relations, National Con-

ference of Christians and Jews,

writes on "Gentlemen's Agree-

ment" and THE FUGITIVE.

Maurice Miller of Brooklyn re-

futes a previous letter in which

"Hollywood was conceded an-

other bad year." He selected at

random several noteworthy Holly-

wood films and they included

from RKO Radio THE BISHOP'S
WIFE. CROSSFIRE, THE FUGI-
TIVE and THE FARMERS
DAUGHTER. Mr. Miller said with

such films produced that 1947

could hardly be called a bad

year for the industry that pro-

duced them.

Samuel Goldwyn's THE BEST

YEARS OF OUR LIVES emerges

as critical America's choice for

the No. One picture of 1947 in

the 26th annual "Ten Best Pic-

tures" poll conducted by The

Film Daily with 344 reviewers for

newspapers, magazines, wire

services and news syndicates and
102 film commentators for radio

participating. CROSSFIRE
placed in the seventh "Best Ten"

niche. With Rank placing three,

RICO Radio had two out of seven

American-made films and two
more RKO Radio features just

missed the honors. Film Daily

says:

" 'K's a Wonderful Life' finished

just two votes behind 'Odd Man
Out' for tenth place and, in turn,

a single ballot separated the

James Stewart starring film, an-

other RKO Radio release, 'The

Farmer's Daughter."
"

Thus of the first nine American
films, four, or almost half, were

RKO Radio features.

In a poll by the National Board

of Review of Motion Pictures of

school children from all parts of

the country as well as their par-

ents RKO Radio placed four of

the ten best films. The Annual

Poll, conducted among commu-
nity councils and clubs, placed

THE BEST YEARS OF OUR
LIVES second. BACHELOR AND
THE BOBBY - SOXER fourth,

CROSSfIRE fifth and THE
SECRET LIFE OF WALTER
MITTY tenth.

Time Magazine for December
29th gave RKO two of the five

American features among its best

ten for 1947. These are CROSS-
FIRE and MAN ABOUT TOWN.
Of MAN ABOUT TOWN

Time says:

"Rene Clair's gentle genius,

operating at the level of high

talent, in an exquisitely finished

comedy."

Time hails CROSSFIRE as "the

year's most vivid melodrama."

In This Week's radio broadcast

Periscope. Rosah'nd Russell is

hailed as the leading contender

for best actress Academy Award
honors.

BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES

headed Variety's list of top gross-

ers of 1947 with an estimated

$11,500,000. In Variety's top
grossers by companies RKO is

third, topped only by Metro and
Paramount.

Thomas Brady in last Sunday's

New York Times sums up the con-

tenders for Oscar awards with

RKO having four in the competi-
tion. At least three of the major
companies are out of the run-

ning entirely. In the running for

RKO are MOURNING BE-

COMES ELECTRA, CROSSFIRE.
THE BISHOP'S WIFE and THE
FUGITIVE.

John Ford, producer-director

of THE FUGITIVE, has been se-

lected to receive Redbook's Mo-
tion Picture Award for 1947. The

announcement is made in the

January issue, now on the stands.

This ninth annual Redbook Award
is presented each year to "the

individual or organization which,

in the editor's opinion, contrib-

uted most to the art of the mo-
tion picture." This initial Argosy
Films production has been doubly

honored since it was also the De-

cember selection by Thornton

Delehanty. motion picture editor

of Redbook, with an estimated

total of 3.400,000 readers.

Showmen's Trade Review se-

lects 25 leading features and in

the first ten RKO has the leader.

Samuel Goldwyn's BEST YEARS
OF OUR LIVES. GONG OF THE
SOUTH, sixth, and THE FARM-
ER'S DAUGHTER, ninth, or three

out of ten. In the shorts category,

live action, THIS IS AMERICA
places second, Pete Smith's

Specialties the leader. Among
the five leading actors are Gary
Cooper and Cary Grant and
among the leading actresses are

Ingrid Bergman and Claudette

Colbert.

Variety's ten box-office cham-
pions for December include THE
SECRET LIFE OF WALTER
MITTY, OUT OF THE PAST and
FUN AND FANCY FREE.

The Motion Picture Herald's

list of ten best-drawing stars in-

cludes Ingrid Bergman at third

place, Gary Cooper at fourth

and Claudette Colbert at ninth.

Here is the comment on Ingrid

Bergman: "The earning power of

Ingrid Bergman remains undimin-

ished, although she went from
second in 1946 to third in 1947,

by virtue of the fact that she did

not have a single new picture

to help her along. Four of her

last year's (1946) pictures were
still in widespread exhibition this

year, but her retention of dollar

distinction without benefit of new
pictures is a striking demonstra-
tion of strength."

CROSSFIRE finished first in

Bill Leonard's poll of his "This Is

New York" program listeners

over WCBS, for their "Ten Best

Movies of 1947." The poll, con-

ducted by mail, ran from Decem-
ber I to December 20. More than

7,000 ballots were received at

Station WCBS with CROSSFIRE

on 45 percent of the ballots re-

ceived. Dore Schary's THE
FARMER'S DAUGHTER was also

included in the "Ten Best" list

in competition not only with

Hollywood product but foreign

films as well.

CROSSFIRE and THE FUGI-
TIVE in the New York Film Critics

selections which were based on
seven films only, all being nomi-
nated for consideration. CROSS-
FIRE remained in the running as

the best picture to the fourth

ballot. Edward Dmytryk for

CROSSFIRE and John Ford for

THE FUGITIVE were runners-up

for the best director award. Rob-
ert Ryan of CROSSFIRE was in-

cluded in the nominations for the

best-actor division. Loretta

Young of THE FARMER'S
DAUGHTER was included in the

voting for the best actress.

NEW YORK TIMES, Bosley

Crowther—Of seven American
pictures in his best ten (three

were foreign), RKO led the in-

dustry with three, listed in order

of appearance only: CROSS-
FIRE, THE BISHOP'S WIFE, and
THE FUGITIVE. Honorable men-
tion, THE FARMER'S DAUGH-
TER and SO WELL REMEM-
BERED.

HERALD TRIBUNE, Otis L
Guernsey, Jr. — says. "Our vote
for the top three this year would
be 'Children of Paradise,' 'Panic'

and then CROSSFIRE."

JOURNAL-AMERICAN. Rose
Pelswick—Best ten including for-

eign films gives RKO two selec-

tions, Samuel Goldwyn's THE
SECRET LIFE OF WALTER
MITTY and THE BISHOP'S
WIFE. Honorable mention.

CROSSFIRE and THE FARM-
ER'S DAUGHTER.

The SECRET LIFE OF WAL-
TER MITTY is included in the

Box-Office Champions of the

Motion Picture Herald's selec-

tions for November.

RKO Radio led the list of "Ten

Best" chosen by Boxoffice Maga-
zine during 1947, with a total of

four productions including Sam-
uel Goldwyn's BEST YEARS, giv-

en a special citation as the

Greatest Boxoffice Picture of the

Year. Others were SONG OF
THE SOUTH, THE FARMER'S
DAUGHTER, THE BACHELOR
AND THE BOBBY-SOXER and
THE SECRET LIFE OF WALTER
MITTY.

(Continued on Page Eleven)



Quinwu A^ids in TYCOOM Cuwnpaign
I

TYCOON, our spectacular feature in color by Technicolor which is in its final week of a most

successful engagement at the RKO Palace, received excellent publicity cooperation from Anthony Quinn

)f the cast. Quinn was in New York for an engagement on Broadway. Among the radio appearances

vhich gave plugs on the air waves was a very successful one with Maggi MacNellis over WJZ shown

in picture one. Quinn also was on hand on opening day and later enter-

, THE ^'''tiESTS'"' tained some of his friends at the Palace. In photo reproduction No. 2, Quinn

(Continued from Page Ten) near lobby display. No. 3, Shots of the famous action sign at the Palace.

I Bradford F. Swan, critic of the

i'rovidence Journal-Bulletin, in

liis year-end review of pictures

|ind performances of 1947,

lianned RKO's Robert Ryan the

f$est Actor of the Year for his role

!n CROSSFIRE. In his list of out-

itanding films for the year. Swan

Lited eight RKO releases, name-

f/: it's a wonderful life,

She best years of our
'iVES, THE FARMER'S
lAUGHTER, CROSSFIRE, THE
OCKET, THE LONG NIGHT,

|HE BACHELOR AND THE
'OBBY-SOXER and THE SECRET

IFE OF WALTER MITTY.

Jack Reeves, our former publicity man,

has the leading role in "Uncle Harry"

which will be presented by the Omaha

Community Playhouse. This is the same

Playhouse in which Henry Fonda and

Dorothy McGuire first got their start.

Who knows? We may be able to say

"We knew him when— ."

Items picked up at random: Jerry

Hastings is our new assistant shipper

and we wish to officially welcome him

to our RKO family . . . Eddie Holland

of Des Moines was in Omaha last week

setting up advance publicity on forth-

coming pictures .... Maureen Arthur,

the teen age daughter of Dave Arthur,

is hobbling around on crutches as the

result of breaking her ankle in a sleigh-

ing accident during the holidays in

Chicago . . Dave, Norm and Mr.

Renfro are going to get mighty stiff

muscles if they have to keep getting

down on bended knee all the time

begging for fuel oil . . . Those on the

sick list last week were: Dave Arthur,

Nancy Franco, Virginia Murphy, Maude
Page, Colleen Chidester, and Olive

Graser. All back at work now . . .

After about ten weeks in the hospital,

Marie Franksen has been released. She

is still very weak, but is improving.

—E. K. DeLAND

Trade Showings

RKO Radio will hold its New

York trade showing of IF YOU
KNEW SUSIE at the Normandie

Theatre on Thursday, January 29,

at 10:30 a.m. This picture will be

shown in the other exchange cen-

ters at various times on the same

day. WESTERN HERITAGE will

also be shown on January 29 with

the New York screening sched-

uled for 2:30 p.m. in the ex-

change projection room, 630

Ninth Avenue.
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Too thrilling to be resisted . .

.

too lovely to be forgotten. The

enthralling story of a great

romance . . . ready to take its

place among the most treas-

ured entertainments in your

theatre's history!

DANA ANDREWS • MERLE OBERON

1
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RKO RADIO'S EXCHANGE OF^IDEAS!

K X O
RAtdO

It is still interesting to note that there is ready money on the

fight picture in the small communities, and the salesmen are bringing

in many deals on the best fight film in many years.

—JOSEPH C. EMERSON, Denver

H. H. McArthur has prepared and mailed a circular letter to

our more important accounts soliciting repeat bookings on the

LOUIS-WALCOTT fight picture.

—H. COHEN, Saint John

Reading From

Left to Rigtit

Bert Reisman, head of our Vene-

zuela ciiice, sent forth a full typed

sheet at Christmas descriptive of the

country. Bert started off:

"Caracas, Venezuela, the land of

perpetual spring, bananas and oil

wells."

In another paragraph:

"The food question is a problem,

everything needed is dependent on

imports, even eggs, butter and pota-

toes."

That's a comedown from your first

paragraph, Bert.

Congratulations to Bert on his card

idea. If people in far places would do
this instead of sending a decorative

card, the old world would be drawn
in a little.

Being an old Washington Stale hoy
we'll describe briefly those Chinook
winds that bring on spring floods.

They sweep in from the lapan current

cff the coast like the hot breath of a
giant. They ascend the Cascades, a
high mountain range dividing Wash-
ington from north to south, drive down
the slopes and on across the small

hills, the valleys and prairies to the

east, finally dying out in Idaho and
Montana. They eat away the snow
under its surface, leaving a deceptive

crust, for under it there is likely to be
only water.

And while we're on our native State

we want to tell of our town comedian
(Davenport) of the 90's. At the Forrest

Hotel the other night we saw Eddie
McGuire take over Harry Reiners for

ten straight in gin rummy, although
most of the ten consisted merely of

winning hands. In our town as a kid

we horned into the eld Vendome bar
cne cold midwinter night where our
wit, Dick Oswald, was playing seven-

up with old Major Worts. The pot-belly

stove was sizzling and there was the

usual crowd of hangers-on, including

several verboten kids. Dick was hotter

than the stove and he piled up a win-
ning streak of ten straight at three

bucks a game. All the winnings, silver,

(there were no greenbacks in the

ncrthwest in those days) was stacked
neatly in front of him and as he
raked in the three bucks for the tenth

victory he arose quietly, picked his

cverccal from a rack, dumped in his

winnings and with a yawn headed
for the saloon door. The kibitizers

gasped; old Major Worts fumed. Final-

ly as Dick neared the exit, the Major
shouted, "You're not quitting!" Dick
looked back with never a smile and
said, "It's too much of a see saw."
And he strode out into the night.

What a sense of humor.

fenf/i Floor
Rosemarle La Marca, who will wed

Arthur (Skippy) De Matties on Feb

ruary 20th, is pretty worried about her

v/earing ensemble. She's afraid, due to

all this heavy snow, that she'll have to

wear her red snow boots down the aisle.

That's not a bad idea, marrying in her

boots. Last weet. she was presented

v/ith a lovely gift and a corsage with

best wishes from her tenth floor friends,

and a luncheon was given her by her

very close friends. She has been a

page girl for over a year, and we sure

are going to miss her.

Florence Satto (advertising budget)

birthdayed on Tuesday (20th) and her

ccNeagues gave her a sweet-sixteen

surprise party during our lunch hour.

She says she is sixteen (plus)!!!

It was moving day for our Kay Schan-

cer on (formally Jack Goldstein's secre-

tcry) Friday: nov/ she's on the seventh

floor.

One of Rosalie Ross' friends drew a

"before" and "after" picture: first,

6S Rosalie is now and after as a ubangi.

She is leaving next week to go to

Johannesburg, South Africa (Suid Afri-

ka), with her husband.

Peter Pain visited Connie Schaumber-
ger Coulsting last week, and she was
home ill. It's nice seeing her back at

her desk.

ARTIST'S DELIGHT: Artist Herbert
Fiaines was elected SPG unit chairman

. . . Joe Levine is now the proud pop-
per of a 25 pound bouncing Spitz.

He's passing out cigars . Wes Haeck
had a terrific row with his talking dog.
He lost out because his pooch said,

standing on his hind legs, "Out!!!"

—GLADYS de RAAY

Quail Pointers

An Interesting demonstration

of how bird dogs work. The short

v/as made on the Sandy Hollow

Game Preserve at Gales Ferry,

Connecticut. It Introduces two
such dogs and their owner. Two
gunners and the dogs go in quest

of the brown quail. The dog's

handler uses the whistle to direct

the dogs' actions. In the end the

birds are flushed and each of the

gunners gets his quarry.

—M. P. HERALD

Switzerland Today

Dramatic

This Is America has penetrated

the government, boundaries, na-

tional character, culture, history

and citizens of Switzerland to

compile an accurate and fasci-

nating report of the country.

Highly agricultural and highly in-

dustrial, it is a nation of con-

trasts and paradoxes. Dramatic
and Informative, most audiences

should go overboard for it.

—FILM DAILY

"Crossfire" Is

Great in London

From the

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

LONDON, Jan. 15. — Three

new pictures came to the West
End this weekend and the best

of the three by common consent

v/as RKO's "Crossfire." Read
what some of the London cricks

had to say about the Dore Schary

epic. Richard WInnlngton, News
Chronicle: "Again we can salute,

es we saluted 'Boomerang' this

time last year, a courageous

American picture. Crossfire' is

another murder story that holds

its own with any on the basis of

suspense and speed ... It Is a

thriller that insists on being more
than just a fairy tale, and this

realistic slanting somehow adds

to the consciousness of the ac-

tors. " Fred Majdalany, Daily

Mail: "hHollywood starts the New
Year well with Crossfire,' a bril-

liantly explosive melodrama which

Is a model of how to preach a

sermon . . . the film's message

has not been spoilt by either

sentiment or excessive preach-

ing." Elspeth Grant, Daily

Graphic: "The film is exceeding-

ly well written by Mr. John Pax-

ton and superbly directed by Mr.

Edward Dmytryk."

Leonard Mosley, Daily Express:

'Crossfire' Is exciting. It has In

it all those raw bitter qualltle.-

that hlollywood can put Into Its

thrillers. Its characters are tough

end real. Its dialogue Is smokeo
v.'Ith hate and harshness and cyni-

cism. Yes, it Is quite a film. I shall

remember It for its unusual

theme.
'

WEDDING BELLE. Members of the New York exchange took over the Famou:
Kitchen Restaurant to fete one of their favorite femmes, Lillian Savitsky whc

was scheduled to enter the precinct of marriage. Lil was wined and dined am
a few days following her royal send-off she took to the middle aisle will

Sidney Schwartz of the Bronz. Surrounding Lil in the group picture are: Rear

left to right, Elizabeth Degnan, Angelina Mazzei. Renee Brecker, LILLIAN
Frances Atlas, Rose Ozares, Rose Bellino and Gloria Friedman. Front: Pa
Pataky, Annette Rappaport, Diana Shulman, Edith Feig, Sadie Castania

Dorothy Benincasa and Mary Feldman.
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TELEVISION
{Continited from Page One)

jhind a standard 8 x 10 film

reen, on which the image was

rown. A five-power lens magni-

ed the image to screen size,

hots of the race itself came over

ttremely clear and the horses'

umbers v/ere visible most of the

Tie. Only the shots of the

"owds came over indistinctly,

echnical improvemenrs, how-

ver, are expected to do away

ith these imperfections. Ac-

ording to Mr. Pantages It I;-

robable that in the future al'

lajor sports events such as Rose

owl games and the world series

be televised at this theatre,

k projection machine is also to

e set up in the lobby and v/ill

jn continuously when any per-

Drmance is being given.

With excellent audience reac-

on in the wake of this experi-

lent, Rodney Pantages Is to be

jOngratulated upon his initiative

|nd showmanship which may well

?ad to an entertainment revolu-

on. In any event it shows that

-e RKO family is up on its tees

nd ready for any changes which

'ay come v/ith the fu'^ure.

Panatages' Address
Ladies and Gentlemen ... In

jst a few moments we will pre-

snt for the first time in any Los

Angeles motion picture theatre

ne newest thing in the entertain-

ment world ... A television pro-

rem projected from a television

sceiver on to a giant television

creen . . . Before the television

rogram is presented, v/e v/ould

ke to tell you about some inter-

sting features of this presenta-

ion that we hope will add to your

mterest and entertainment . . .

•lot only is this the first and only

howing of a televised program

^ a motion picture theatre in

.OS Angeles, but It Is also proba-

)ly the first time in the history of

elevision that a telecast has been

'esented by a motion picture

'eatre as a part of Its regular

^ogram during a regularly

cheduled performance

"erefore—ladies and gentlemen

-you are undoubtedly the first

'otion picture audience to wit-

ness television in a motion picture

theatre presented as a feature

during the performance ... In

presenting television for the first

time—and in the Pantages Thea-

tre—we do so for two reasons

—

First, because we realize there

I; a great public Interest in this

phenomenal new invention—and

secondly because we feel it a

necessary part of alert and pro-

gressive showmanship to be al-

ways on the lookout for anything

new of topical or entertainment

value that will add to the interest

and pleasure of our patrons . . .

Television, as we know, is still in

Its Infancy as a new art and as

an electronic science—what you

v/III see in a few moments con-

stitutes a tremendous improve-

r-.ent In size and scope over the

miniature television picture pro-

duced by the average home tele-

vision receiver. Just what part

—

if any—television will play in the

future programs of motion pic-

ture theatres remains to be seen.

. . . This afternoon's telecast is

In the nature of an Interesting

theatrical experiment—and the

reaction of you—our audience

—

v/III be most sincerely appreciat-

ed. For this purpose comment

cards will be provided in the

foyer and if you will take the time

on leaving the theatre to jot

down your impression of what
you are about to see — your

opinions—suggestions— or criti-

cisms will be most sincerely ap-

preciated. The comment cards

are perfectly blank—without any

stock question to allow you to ex-

press your opinions freely without

any prompting from this manage-

ment . . . We would like to know

if you enjoyed the telecast—If

you would like to see them con-

tinued—and any other comments

you care to make ... If you feel

inclined to sign your name and

address to your comment card

—

but this is not necessary.

. Before going Into our pres-

entation we would like to ac-

knowledge our appreciation to

the members of the press who are

In the audience today to witness

the first motion picture theatre

telecast. Their friendly coopera-

tion and interest In this novel

theatrical event has been very

encouraging and is sincerely ap-

preciated. We also wish to give

full credit and express our heart-

felt thanks and appreciation to

Richards Radio and Television

Company of Los Angeles, Mr.

Jack Richards, the owner of this

company, and his able staff of

technicians who have made this

telecast possible. It is due entire-

ly to the outstanding technical

skill and progressive leadership of

Mr. Richards and his associates

that we have the Richards Giant

television Screen here for your

entertainment today. Ladies and

Gentlemen, it is about time for

our telecast and we turn the next

portion of our program over to

Mr. Richards and his staff—all

right — Jack Richards — please

switch the television set on and

give us the televised preliminaries

the Santa Anita Race.

Fight Picture

Sets a Record

In Small Town
Branch Manager Reg Dod-

dridge of Calgary is pining for

June and the next Louis-Walcott

fight picture. Reg has made a

great record in sales and he says.

It Is a pleasure to note from

exhibitors who drop into the of-

fice their comments on the pic-

ture itself end the business done.

They are all very much satisfied

end hoping that another fight

such as this takes place In June.

We are reproducing a letter

from one small town, Rycroft, Al-

berta, in the Peace River country,

S. Heppell the operator:

We take pleasure in advising

that we had a great turnout for

the fight picture, and made the

greatest profit we have ever

made on a single feature since

the writer took over the manage-

ment of the theatre. May I say

that if there is a return bout and

if It is worth anything at all that

we will be interested. We trust

that you will continue to look

after our interests in this regard

should the booking of such a fea-

ture be possible next June.
'

"Song" Premiere
{Continued from Page One)

The premiere sponsored by the

San Francisco Call Bulletin and

supported the past ten days by

reams of publicity matter and art

will further be honored by the

personal appearance of Frances

Langford, Jon Hall, Robert Ryan,

Gloria Grahame and Tony Ro-

mano. The stars will take part in

a huge stage show to be followed

by the picture NIGHT SONG.

The event, one of the most

colorful to be staged in this city

in some time, will have as hon-

ored guests the new San Francis-

co Mayor and Mrs. Robinson,

Randolph Hearst, assistant pub-

lisher of the Call Bulletin, Pierre

Monteux, conductor of the San

Francisco Symphony orchestra,

and many leaders of the local

social and opera world.

As ar additional part of the

campaign, Field Man Joe Longo

did a fine job of securing the co-

operation of the Opera and Con-

cert groups, using their endorse-

'-'ent and mailing list to reach the

thousands of members of these

organizations. Special screenings

v/ere held for the music depart-

ments of the city schools, and the

members of the schools have
been well Informed of the de-

ieils of the picture involving Mr.

Rubenstein and the N. Y. Sym-
phony orchestra. Decca record

distributors in this section are

using over 100 windows featuring

22 X 28 cards tying in the pic-

ture with the recordings of Hogy
Carmichael. The special record-

ing prepared for the campaign
on the Concerto Is being played

over station KGW.

San Francisco, the western out-

post of operatic music and fine

entertainment, is all set to wel-

come this RKO masterpiece, and
the RKO Golden Gate is ready

to ring up a new top in box office

receipts.

—DAVE CANTOR

TIA at Palace
SWITZERLAND .TODAY,- lar-

est in the popular ' This Is Amer-
ica' series,^will be an added at-

traction at the R1<0 Palace Thea-

tre starting January 22. This date

marks the start of tH'e fifth highly

successful week of TYCOON.



"MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA is a thrilling nim which sustains an

assault on the emotions as no other movie has ever done. It stands as an

artistic triumph and a landmark in the development of cinema artistry.'

-LIFE MAGAZINE

"MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA has gnashing vitality. Cinemadapta-

tion is, OS Playv/right O'Neill himself concedes, magnificent."

-TIME MAGAZINE

"You'll go for MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA

Daring...A movie for top honors."

-LIBERTY MAGAZINE

Twice Doily Thereafter: 2:15 and 8:30 p.m.

3 Performances Sundoys and New Year's

Day: 2:00 - 5:15 - 8:30 p.m.



•MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA. . . a film of such stature and power it

must be seen. The courage and intelligence behind the production are

indisputable. .. Dudley Nichols' direction and the acting are admirable."

-NEWSWEEK

"In MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA, one is in the presence of massive

tragedy, and most certainly, of real greatness of the creative mind."

-SATURDAY REVIEW OF LITERATURE

i

"MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA is pov/erful and a credit to the pro-

ducers' daring . . .A brave advance in adult subject matter on the screen.'

-LOOK MAGAZINE

THEATRE GUILD wiU proudly frcsent for an txclusivt

r^-ihcw engagement THE RKO-RADIO PICTURE

ROSALIND RUSSELL

MICHAEL REDGRAVE

I^YMOND MASSEY-KATINA PAXINOU

LEO GENN • KIRK DOUGLAS

hi EUGENE O'NEILL'S

'MOURNING
BECOMES ELECTRA"

with

NANCY COLEMAN • HENRY HULL

l\duced and Directed hy DUDLEY NICHOLS

All Seats Reserved • MAIL ORDERS NOW!
Prices: Matinees, $1.20 • Evenings, Sun-

days and Holidays $1.80 • Prices include tax
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Talk about surprised looks. Charlotte

Sutton, secretary to Branch Managei
Joe Emerson, came to work January

6, 1948, like she does every othei

morning and expecting a rather routine

day. Shhh, no one told her, but she

was to be in for a surprise party 1o

celebrate her twenty-first birthday.

Needless to say we all had a piece of

her cake and some of the ice cream.
Congratulations, Charlotte.

Manager Joe Emerson and Salesman
Marvin Goldfarb, together and chap-
eroned by their wives, took a trip to

Los Angeles and other points on the

west coast over the Christmas Holidays.

Ninth Floor
There is good cause for the tears of

joy welling in Ruth Gaffney's eyes and
everyone congratulates her on the

safe homecoming of her brother Jack
v/ho has completed a tour of duty in

General MacArthur's occupation forces

guarding the courtroom where the wai
crime trials have been in progress.

Jack had weathered several typhoons
during his stay in Nippon and though
he's come in on the winter's worst days
he nevertheless is happy to be among
his kin once more. Good luck to him
and to Ruthie too. '

Big Bill Adier reports that any day
now he will be transferred to the fif-

t&nth floor to fake up his new duties in

Irving Cane's contract department. Of
course he's thrilled at the promoticn
and promises to make good.

Comes Sunday afternoons at two
thirty and the Blunds never fail to be
near the radio loudspeaker listening to

RKO's newscasts broadcast over one
of America's great stations. And even
little Alfred who is four enjoyed the
weekend comic section in a local paper
which featured a previev/ of IF YOU
KNEW SUSIE,

Hello again to Lilian O'Neil who has
resumed her duties on the floor after

several weeks absence.

During the recent cold spell Eleanor
DeMarco reports that her home In

Whitestone, Queens, was as cold as
ihe icicles because of the breakdown
in the gas and fuel system. Nov/, hew-
ever, all seems to be well.

—HARRY KARP

The office manager, Harold (The

Great Gruber) boasting again of his

exceptional prowess in the qrand old

Scottish pastime cf gol^.

Two new faces added to the staff

this week—Jeanne Gatto and Kather-

ine Schaefer.

Ed Jones of the booking department
is steaming, tinkering, and stuttering

about the new improvements on his

car.

Henry (Push 'Em Up) Priyborowski

has the shipping room all streamlined

and working on all twenty-eight cylin-

ders in conjunction with the concen-

trated NED DEPINET DRIVE.
Jo Lear, booking stenographer, is

leaving the ranks of this exchange to

join her husband in his travels through-

out the v/est.

John (MacBeth) MacLucas, he with

the penetrating poker eyes, made an-

other bonanza at last week's poker

game.
Kay [Shorty) Cotner, the walking

Ecok-of-the-Month character, promises
to make a substantial contribution to

tills column at a later date.

Lois (Shamrock) Kern thinking more
seriously every day of making an hon-

est attempt in commercializing her

talented larynx.

Eric (the Hair) Larsen, assistant

head shipper, going to school nights

TO further his career with RKO Radio.

OIlie (the Jurist) Watson finally re-

lieved of his court duties and back In

the saddle riding hard In the Drive.

George (Cowboy) Archibald
checked in last week with an expansive
report of his activities in upper north-

ern California.

—JOE LONGO

We v/elcomed George Pacoby to our

office who intends spending a fev/

v^eeks with us. Also we were all real

happy to see another old friend. He
is Tommy Craig, a junior field man who
had spent p few weeks with us. He
dropped in on us last week to kiss the

girls goodbye, he said. It was swell

seeing you again. Tommy, and we all

hope you like your new job In Baltimore.

Come back to see us again!

We had another visitor this week.

He Is Burt Rose of "Boots and Saddles."

He brought all four of his dogs with

him, and passed around pictures of

them to the bookers.

Lee Heidingsfeld seems to be havinci

trouble with his pipe. Every time you

see him, he has it hanging out of his

mouth, but no smoke is visible. When
Thelma Osborne was asked why she was
laughing so hard the other day, she

replied, she was laughing at Lee of

course. First he cannot get it lit when
hp does want to smoke it, then he drops
it out of his mouth on the floor.

And now comes the main event of

the week. Our own Johnny Costello's

wife just gave birth to a baby boy,

which now makes it exactly three girls

and three boys in the family. We all

hope Johnny is satisfied now. He hopes
to name the little creature Mike, which

we all agree to.

—JEANIE THARP

The famed Rose Bowl game was the

climax and from what we in the office

can gather there were many and varied

anti-climaxes.

Those who have just started learning

ping pong are getting better than

their teachers. However, a tribute here:

Office Manager Quinton Horn is still

head and shoulders above yours truly.

The guy v/ants you to be up to the

table, away from it and a coupl'a

times, under it.

—AL CLARK

We are pleased to welcome Alice

R. Zwolska. Alice v/ill join the front

office and we hope she will like our

little family.

We were glad to welcome Wally

Helm back to Milwaukee. Wally is do-

ing a swell job on publicity and It Is

thru his efforts that our pictures make
the grade. We also welcome Bob
Hickey who visited us.

Bob McGeough, son ct Norma Al-

bert, is now in Italy with the navy and
we are looking forward to a lot o-

JANUARY 24, I94fa

17fh Floor
Ana Valladares wishes to thank all

of you -cr your expression of sympfi-t

in her recent loss, and the company '

sending very

beautiful flov/er
"

We all h o r

there will t,

plenty of go-' j

news from n- ,

on. Ana.

It certainly is

time that Susan

Seeley was for-

mally welcomed
to the foreign

department a s

secretary to B.

D. Lion. We are

glad to have you, Sue, aro h p.. .

v/lll continue to enjoy being with

Popular Tillle Margolies was recently

lanslerred to ano+her department and

v/p rrlss her very much.

That was a lovely luncheon the other

day at the Stockholm Restaurant for

Catherine Ross who left the company.

Hope you all had a chance to take a

peep at the beautiful luggage (a ward

robe case) and pin which were p-

sented to her by her many friends.

A mighty big welcome to Joe Bell-

fort who arrived this week from Paris

'or a short visit. It is indeed good to

see you again. J. B.

And just want you to know that even

though there Is not much news to report

this week (gosh how I thrive on that

stuff), it is just grand being able to

v/rite from a penthouse floor, way,

v/ay up there.

—DOROTHY HAMBURGER

Interesting news about his experiences

over there.

The steam roller gang is working

hard on plans to bring our NED DEPI-

NET DRIVE standings out of the lower

brackets and all we can say is, that

it is early In the game and anything

can happen to cop that old mazumah!
Watch Milwaukee!

Ann Buffington has been walking

around the office with a slight list in

her walk and we have just been In-

fcrmed that all week long she has

been going around with only one ear-

ring.

—J. E. WHITE

BRIDE'S FAREWELL—Our much loved Gertrude Sternbach who
has been handing out checks from the cashier's olfice for, lo,

these many, many years, has jcinsd the march of the brides.

Several score of her friends turned out for a farewell party and

now "our Gert" is California bound on her honeymoon. In

center, Henry Holms, cashier, with his staff, left, Dorothy Renz,

then Gertrude, Catherine Ross, Santina Sgambati, and Rose-

mary Brennan. Farewell and all the best from all of RKO!
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3 MORE SHOWS
WIN AUDIENCES
AS '48 STARTS

By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 23:~This has been a banner

\;ek for +he Studio, with three new offerings being trotted

cit for public inspection and all three winning solid audi-

oce reactions.

In rapid succession Richard Berger previewed ROUGH-
SHOD at the new Culver in Culver City, Eddie Cantor

seaked IF YOU KNEW SUSIE at the RKO-Hillstreet down-

tjwn. and Robert Sparks took STATION WEST out to

te Westwood Village. And the way the patrons of those

Luses endorsed what they saw and heard made us all

y \ ry happy here at the lot.

ROUGHSHOD scored a real
—

with the picture-wise Culver

|(jty spectators, and the stirring

.(-Pc'n-battle in the woods at the

max drew rousing applause,

oert Sterling and Gloria Gra-
mme came in for plenty of ap-

3val, and the audience raved

their co-star, Claude Jar-

in, Jr., with a hand for John
I land and the other supporting

! iyer;.

Mark Robson s direction and
different" plot nnake this

n a little gem of suspenseful

tion. And the striking High
rra settings and photography
d much to the mood of the

? w, which is definitely a crov/d-

'Susie" Clicks

Ban|0-Eyes hasn t lost any
his touch as a showman, and

_ I- IF YOU KNEW SUSIE clicked

V fariously with the Hillstreet

jjftrons. From Eddie's and Joan
Ijjjcening number in black-face

Ijjjrht through to the finale, this

sirkling farce kept walloping
!t; audience on the funny-bone.

I e seen a lot of comedy scenes,

tt the kidnapping sequence
t ned out to be one continuous
! wl, and It tops anything Cantor

^'h ever served up before.

' Catchy tunes, a honey of a

cnce routine by Dick Humphreys
cd Margaret Kerry, and the in-

s red clowning of Cantor, Miss

[ vis, Allyn Joslyn and a flock

c top troupers, along with Gor-
cn Douglas' direction, have re-

ted in a piece of tuneful en-

tertainment that will send an',

crowd away laughing.

Super-Vfestern
In STATION WEST Bob Spark

has baked a sweet exhibitors'

cake. This super-Western packs

cne of the most suspenseful

stories the screen has told in a

long time, and in the starring

roles Dick Powell and Jane Greer
really go to town with portrayal-;

their fans will rave about. Bob
and Director Sidney Lanfleld

deliberately made it tough for

their show by selecting the Vil-

lage to sneak It In, as the clientele

there Is almost entirely collegiate

—but if you'd heard the applause
you wouldn't have any doubt a-,

to how patrons anywhere will re-

ceive this hard-hitting drama of

army intelligence work in early

Wyoming.

Burl Ives stole a lot of scenes

35 a singing hotel-clerk, and
Agnes Moorehead, Gordon Oli-

ver, Big Boy Williams and many
another fine actor help to keep
the tension mounting in granci

fash Ion. And the big slug-fest be-

tween Powell and Williams is a

dilly that had the crowd chewing
its.fingernalls.

Any time you have three show
as good as these, you can rest as

sured that Your Company is hold-

ing its product right up to the

last notch of entertainmeni
velues. And it looks like a swell

year ahead, because there are
plenty more where this trio came
from.

Sinnrmun. Htiils KKiO's "FuffHirv"'

Famed the world over as a great showman, R. J. O Donnell of

the Texas interstate has taken time out to wire Cooper and Ford

of the box-office success of THE FUGITIVE. Here is Mr. O'Donneil's

wire:

DALLAS, TEXAS JAN. 13, 1948

MERIAN C. COOPER AND JOHN FORD,

ARGOSY PICTURES CORP.

AS YOU WERE ADVISED BY RAYMOND WILLIE THE OPENING
DAY OF THE FUGITIVE IN SAN ANTONIO AT THE AZTEC WAS
JUST SHORT OF A RECORD AND FOR YOUR INFORMATION
THE PICTURE HAS CONTINUED TO FAR ABOVE AVERAGE
BUSINESS THROUGH WEEK AND WE ARE HOLDING OVER
THE FUGITIVE AND LOOKING FORWARD TO OUTSTANDING
BUSINESS FOR ANOTHER SEVEN DAYS IN OUR TEXAS THEATRE
HAVE JUST RECEIVED THE OPENING DAYS RECEIPTS ON THE
FUGITIVE ON THE KIMO THEATRE ALBUQUERQUE AND WANT
TO ADVISE YOU THAT THIS PICTURE HAS BROKEN ALL BOX
OFFICE RECORDS. THANKS AGAIN TO YOU AND RKO FOR
YOUR MARVELOUS COOPERATION IN MAKING THE ABOVE
POSSIBLE.

R. J. O'DONNELL

Freedom Train

Stamp planned

In behalf of the American

Heritage Foundation, under

whose auspices The Freedom

Train has been touring the coun-

fry since Constitution Day, Sep-

tember 17, 1947, Leon J. Bam-

berger, has personally submitted

t,-j Jesse M. Donaldson, Post-

master General of the United

States, his suggestion for a

special Freedom Train commemo-
retivc stamp. If approved, the

stamp would probably have its

first day of issue on next Septem-
ber I 7, which concludes the year

of re-dedication" during which

the train has visited 306 cities,

it Is likely that It will be kept in

operation a second year. Several

suggested designs, prepared un-

der the direction of Stanley Sher-

v/In, RKO art director, were pre-

sented to General Donaldson.

Re-Elect Neilson
Rutgers Neilson has been re-

elected to the public relations

committee of the Dance Educa-

tors of America, nation-wide or-

ganization of leading dance in-

structors.

Welcome, Bob
Bob HIckey who has been in

the east for several months han-

dling the road-show runs of

MOURNING BECOMES ELEC-
TRA has been moved from an

upper floor to the tenth, right

next to the FLASH office. Wel-
come, Bob, and remember all

newcomers to the floor "spring.

Old Man Zero
Branch Manager Fay Dressell

of Minneapolis considers recent

weather brutal," at one time 56
below zero In parts of the state.

This made things sweet for Old
N'lan Quota.

mOS£ CIRCLES ARE
AS DANGEROUS AS BUIZSAWS-

FILL 'EM WITH SALES AND OATEs/
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NIGHT SONG
{Continued from Page One)

opening, that at the United Artists, Detroit,

tirst week highest gross of any of our features

to play that Theatre in past year. Holds. After

biq first week at the Ambassador, St. Louis,

moves to Missouri.

The FUGITIVE is coming right along now

and has joined our big-grossing class. Fifth

week at the Victoria, New York. Day-dater at

the Embassy and Variety, Miami Beach, thea-

tres which we have started booking in the

last few months, and FUGITIVE is our top

grosser. Second stanza at fhe Grand, Chicago,

and Allen, Cleveland. Southwestern District

Manager Ben Cammack says excellent at the

State, Austin, held over one day at the Plaza,

El Paso. In one day at Laredo outgrossed

FARMER'S DAUGHTER for three. Held over

San Antonio. Excellent Corpus Christi. Fine

opening Birmingham. Excellent Paterson. im-

portant dates coming up at Cincinnati, Des

Moines, Grand Rapids, Kansas City, Newark,

New Orleans, Omaha, Sioux Falls, Houston

and Ft. Worth.

OUT OF THE PAST—Second week Spring-

field, Mass., moveovers at Glendale and
Pasadena, day-dater at Norfolk, Newport and
Colley. Excellent Fall River, Lynn, Elizabeth,

Harrisburg, Portsmouth, Va., Beaver Falls,

Passaic, Jersey City.

THE BISHOP'S WIFE—Hits seventh week
at the Astor, New York. Fifth stanza, Astor,

Boston, and Carthay Circle, Los Angeles.

Third week at the Woods, Chicago. First week
at the Colony, Miami, up with BEST YEARS
which ran eleven weeks. Holds.

TYCOON—Hitting its stride now and
booked as the RKO Metropolitan Theatres'

attraction over Lincoln' s birthday, including

New York and Brooklyn circuits. Fourth week
Birmingham. Second weeks Atlanta, Lincoln.

At Long Beach played the State, Santa Fe
and Town, then moved to the Cabart and
Rivoll. At Norfolk, Newport and Cooley good.
Holdovers or moveovers at Fall River, Spring-

field, Mass., Ft. Worth, Savannah. Excellent

Harrisburg, Burlington, Jamestown, Ports-

mouth, Ft. Worth, San Bernardino.

THE SECRET LIFE OF WALTER MITTY—
Fourth week Milwaukee. Third weeks Oklahoma
City, Toronto, Salt Lake City. Second weeks
Knoxville, New Haven. At Tacoma I 1 days
at Roxy, then moved to the Blue Mouse. Held
over Quebec City, Provo, Boise, Superior, Eau
Claire, High Point. Excellent Ambridge, Wins-
ton-Salem, Sioux Falls, Olean, Watertown,
Meriden, Quincy, Gary, Alhambra, Easton,
Vandergrift, Charlotte. At San Francisco,
Fox to Warfield.

BAMBI— Fifth week at the Republic, New

York. Considerable number of engagements
set for Lincoln's and Washington's birthdays.

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA—Tenth
week at the Golden, New York. Fifth week at

the Four Star, Los Angeles.

FUN AND FANCY FREE—Two theatres at

Richmond. Excellent Wilkes Barre, Scranton,

Owensboro, Dodge City, Portsmouth, O., Lan-

caster, Johnstown, Oswego, Bellingham. Held
over Berkeley. Additional Butterfield situa-

tions where FUN outgrossed MAKE MINE
MUSIC, Owosso, Big Rapids, Cadillac, Ypsi-

lanti. Set new house record at the Riz, Denl-

son, out of Omaha, Thursday, Friday, Satur-

day.

MAGIC TOWN—Lincoln and Palace, Tren-

ton, excellent. Strong in day-dater at Scran-

ton, Senator and Alhambra. Excellent Indian-

apolis, Buffalo, Morgantown, Berkeley.

Dldnf Knovi Mifalt
Our correspondent Erma K. DeLand

of Omaha passes this one along:

'Shipping Walter Mitty Express

From Lincoln Sunday' was an innocent

enough looking wire, when we sent it

to our account, but the Express agent

receiving it had other ideas. He called

the undertaker. When he did call the

wire to the exhibitor, he added a com-
ment of his own which didn't help the

situation. He said he had lived around

there a long time, but he couldn't re-

member of any family of Mitty's living

there. The exhibitor told this in the office

and swore to its authenticity."

PUBLtCiTY WiJVJVER

8« Siv7^.
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DRIVERS
Sth WEEK,
Ending Jan. 22 nd

9

_ I

his

^eek Branch

1. SALT LAKE CITY*
2. SIOUX FALLS*
3. PORTLAND
4. OKLAHOMA CITY^

5. Seattle- , .

b. St. Louis

7. Denver*

8. Kansas City"

9. Minneapolis

0. Omaha
1. Pittsburgh

2. Albany
3. Atlanta

4. New Orleans

5. Washington

Los Angeles

7. Charlotte

8 Milwaukee

9. Cincinnati
^

Detroit

Des Moines''

2. Cleveland

Philadelphia

Pos.

Last

Week

2

I

3

4

6

5

7

9

14

...16

13

8

12

20

...19

i3.

10

27

15

28

23

22

14.
Chicago" 29

5. Memphis 24
,6. Dallas 21
'7. Indianapolis 17

3. Buffalo 25
9. Boston 26
0. New Haven"- 32

1 . New York 30
2. San Francisco .. . 31

CANADA
1. TORONTO I

2. CALGARY* 2
3. Winnipeg 4

|j4. Montreal .' 3

Vancouver 5

St. John 6

DISTRICTS
Canadian 1

Rocky Mt.* 2

Prairie 3

Southeastern 5
Southwestern 4
Mid-Western 9

PRESIDENT N. PETER RATHVON with Mrs. Rathvon arrived

in the East Monday from Hollywood for a stay of several weeks.
A large delegation of tradepaper editors and reporters inter-

viewed Mr. Rathvon Tuesday. Mr. Rathvon said general
overhead at Ihe Studio had been brought down a little through
care and diligence in handling every item with the largest sav-

ings in product preparation. Mr. Rathvon said our independent
system of production was working out well, as witness the

adoption of the format by other companies. There will be
slightly less production this year over 1947 when we turned out

more percentage pictures than ever before. Our production
is going satisfactorily in Mexico and we have no immediate

plans for picturemcddng abroad, our president said.

TYCOON is fast forging to the front among the big

grossers and is now up with the leaders for the entire

industry. At Birmingham the Technicolor thriller has gone
into a second week at the Capitol after three excellent

weeks at the Empire. At the
7. Eastern 7

8. Western 6
"9. Eastern Central 8

10. Northeastern 10

I I . Metropolitan I I

DIVISIONS
1 . Western I

2. North-South .' 3

3. Eastern 2

NOTE: Bold iace type indicates

over quota cumulatively.

Over quota ior current week.

Davison in

Drivers

Seat
The Ned Depinet Drive-rs

should, like the American
screen fans, begin to thaw

out a little, now that Feb-

ruary and ground-hog (How
will he get through the snow
to see daylight?) day are in

our midst. Once there is a

break in the weather and

Old Man Quota stands out

clearly as a fair target, we'll

begin to hit that million

marker. The fifth week, clos-

ing out the first quarter of

the Drive, was perhaps the

best since the tee-off stan-

za, and eleven exchanges

along with the Rocky Moun-
tain district were over quota

for the period. Walter Bran-

son's Western division

surged to the front in un-

mistakable unison, with Giff

Davison's Salt Lake City

outfit taking the national

leadership from Sherm
Fitch's Sioux tribe, and Cap-
tain Branson represented

with nine units in the first

ten places.
I ( ontlnin-il on l'af:c Tui)<

RKO Palace, New York

TYCOON gave way to

NIGHT SONG on Wednes-
day after a five-week engagement. Part of this time was
day-date with the Albee, Brooklyn, where the top attraction

has been held a second week, and the same goes for

Proctor's, Newark. Second weeks for these houses are
few and far between. Branch Manager Charles Zagrans
of Philadelphia says the opening at the Goldman, in

Philadelphia, was the best in six months. Holds second
week. Also second stanzas {Continued on Page Eight)

^UMuv hi Tuesday \ight Laak AtM*€tr€l awt Hah Hap^ Shatvl
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Mochrie Heads

Sales Managers

Robert Mochrie has been

elected chairman of the Sales

Managers Committee for one

year, succeeding Tom Connors,

at a meeting of the Distribution

Division of the Motion Picture

Association. The meeting was for

the purpose of discussing what

part the division will take in con-

nection with the Motion Picture

Foundation and the forthcoming

American Brotherhood Week of

which Mr. Mochrie is National

Distributors Chairman.

Hendee Lectures

HIarold Hendee will deliver

his lecture "Making the Movies

the Real McCoy" before the

United Parents Associations of

New York on Saturday, January

3 I St.

Incidentally, Mr. Hendee has

just returned from Cleveland

v/here he gave his annual lecture

before the Motion Picture Coun-
cil of Greater Cleveland. This

makes the fourth year he has

spoken for the Council in Cleve-

Jend.

THREE GROUP CONTEST

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Weeic Branch Week

1. ATLANTA 2

2. WASHINGTON 4

3. Los Angeles I

4. Detroit 3

5. Philadelphia 6

6. Chicago 8

7. Dallas 5

8. Boston 7

9. New York 9

1 0. San Francisco 1

Week Ending Jan. 22, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. ST. LOUIS I

2. KANSAS CITY 2

3. Minneapolis 4

4. Pittsburgh 3

5. Charlotte 6

6. Cincinnati 9

7. Cleveland 7

8. Indianapolis 5

9. Buffalo 8

Pos.

This

Week

Pos.

Last

WeekBranch

* Salt Lake City
* Sioux Falls

* Portland *

* Oklahoma City

1. SEATTLE I

2. DENVER 2

3. Omaha 5

4. Albany 3

5. New Orleans 6

b. Milwaukee 4
7. Des Moines 8

8. Memphis 7

9. New Haven 9

Eliminated as potential Group Prize winner due to lead position in National Prize listing.

Salt LtBhe in Drive Ijeadership
(Contimied from Page One)

The Rocky Mountain district under Al Koliti made a bid to pass the Devaney Canadians in district

standing, what with both Salt Lake City and Denver firing over-quota howitzers. For Canada only Reg

Doddridge's Calgary Stampeders were over and the district as a whole fell back slightly from the one

hundred marker.

Barney Pitkin's New Haven Bulldogs unaccustomed as they are to the cellar position staged a typical

Pitkin rally with an over counter that sent them out of the darkness. Sam Sorelick's Windy City Win-

ners of last year after skidding to 29th place rallied for an over week and an upsurge to 24th position.

Max Rosenblatt's Des Moines contingent, near cellar champions in previous weeks, delivered on over-

quota haymaker. Stan Jacques' Cincinnati Reds joined the darkhorse squadron via a big week.

Up front, Jimmy Lewis kept Kansas City right behind the pacesetters with an excellent week and

Ed Lamb's Seattle Huskies had their oars dipping into the over-quota waters.

Gift Davison's three successive overs were just sufficent to edge out the warlike Sioux tribe of Shern^

Fitch for the leadership. The Sioux have been no lower than second place for the entire duration of the

1948 Drive and most of 1947 as well.

The east and the west represented by New York and San Francisco battled it out for the dubiou:

honors of 32nd place, with Joe Smith's Seals at the foot of the ladder.

And so farewell to the fifth round. It was Captain Branson's by a big margin and may have beei

in particular the turning point for the Rocky Mountain district. They are hotter than a grocery store

stove at a crossroad.

nac Quata Ey€> Tost! Bookers

YOocJQuota
OPTOMCTWSr,

ST. LOUIS—The gang here is

injecting competitive spirit and

continued Interest in the NED
DEPINET DRIVE. March 7th

through 20th has been set aside

during the Drive to honor our

fine booking department. The

four bookers are divided into two

teams. Each of the winning teams

v,'ill receive a prize. This will be

determined by the number of

playdates secured during the

time set.

The period of April 2nd

through 8th has been set aside

as RAY V. NOLAN WEEK. The

salesman and bookers are deter-

mined to establish all-time rec-

ords in the number of shipments

Best Seller
THE MIRACLE OF THE BELLS

announced as the best fiction sell

for 1947. A rennarkable achievemer
this, since the Russell Janney novi

placed fourth in the best-seller lis

for 1946. Publishers' Weekly signalizs

the event in its January 24th issui

with an article on "The Best Sellers (

1947, according to sales In Bookstores

during this week. Tom Williarr

son Intends to do everything po'

sible to make this period of tim

the largest billing week the S

Louis branch ever had. Lettei

have been mailed to all exhlbitoi

advising them of the varioi

crlves within the Drive.

—LOU DUFOU

i
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Nolan Honored

3ranch chiefs of the Prairie

ftrict have united to honor

'rict Manager Ray Nolan via

a special peri-

od of the

Drive. The

week of April

2 - 8 is the

tribute week
and efforts
will be direct-

ed toward
making that
week the most

successful of
' riny years if not for all time.

- d in honoring Ray they honor

r of the real old-timers in

it of service, for Ray first

-:ed Pathe in 1920, after serv-

— ic with Uncle Sam in World War

f
Cie, and came to RKO from

Pthe in 1932. That makes 28

hool Promotion
Branch Manager Dick Lange of

fland arranged a screening of

E FUGITIVE for the heads of

Parochial Schools in the

*e of Oregon and Southern

ishington. A number of very

n dignitaries of the local Cath-

^ op Diocese and the Mexican
Cnsul and his staff also attend-

Lange reports that the pic-

5 was well received and every-

dy was very enthusiastic and
,.:)mised their full support and
c operation in using their good

I Voices towards publicizing ThIE

RGITIVE. Father Alcum IS gomg
^ write an editorial in "The Sen-

si," a weekly Catholic news-

pper which covers the entire

Nrthwest, urging all Catholics

f<see this fine picture. Dick has

a anged for another screening

f o this film for upwards of 300
r^is, who teach in the Parochial

ools in Oregon and Southern

ishington.

jertrude's Thanks
'Ars. Gertrude Green, our for-

n-r Gertrude Sternbach, writes

atfollows in appreciation of the

^cswell parties given her:

For the first time words fail

in trying to say thank you for

• swell send-off you gave me.
ant to thank each and every

of you for your generosity,

wonderful luncheon, parties,

, and by no means will I ever

get all my friends at RKO."

Supplementary

Adv. Campaigns
Supplementary advertising

campaigns with copy units based

on the reaction to regular screen-

ings in one instance and on late

newspaper and magazine reviews

in another have gone forward for

THE SECRET LIFE OF WALTER
MITTY and THE FUGITIVE.

Eight new mats are embraced

in the new MITTY advertising set-

up all centered around hilarious

phases of the Goldwyn attrac-

tion and the antics of Danny

Kaye. The mats are two, three

and four columns.

Supplementary advertising for

THE FUGITIVE has been de-

signed to highlight the enco-

miums of national magazine re-

viewers and critics of New York

newspapers. These have been a

factor in putting THE FUGITIVE

in the running for Academy
Award honors. It has appeared

in numerable best lists.

Branch Manager, S.L.C.

GIFF DAVISON

Has sH itched to first place in the

\ED DEPL\ET DRIVE

Travelers
Burl Ives, American ballad

singer prominently featured in

STATION WEST, has made New
York the springboard of his win-

ter tour. His minstrelsy was

heard in a concert at the YMHA
on 92nd Street on January 25.

The Ives itinerary will include De-

troit, Grand Rapids, Indianapolis,

Cleveland, Saginaw, Chicago,

Buffalo, Washington, Detroit,

Columbus, Minneapolis, Cincin-

nati, Louisville, Kansas City, Ok-

lahoma City, Los Angeles and

San Francisco.

Paul Hollister arrived in New
York on January 27 following

conferences with Studio execu-

tives on this year's product and
releases. He also discussed long

range publicity plans with Walter

Wanger on the forthcoming

JOAN OF ARC.

R. Gordon Bau, director of

makeup at our Studio, Is vaca-

tioning In New York.

Leon J. Bamberger left New
York on January 28 to attend the

annual convention of the Virginia

Motion Picture Association, and

will return over the weekend.

Merle Oberon, co-star of

NIGHT SONG, will arrive In New
York on January 29. She plans to

Soil for Europe In February.

Harry MIchalson is back at his

desk after a ten day trip to Holly-

wood for Studio conferences.

jDrive's Mtigh Spats 3 th JVeek

HOOES
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John Ford's THE FUGI-

1\/E which he produced

th Merian C. Cooper as

Argosy release through

or Company, seenns des-

ted to be Ford's nnost suc-

ssful picture to date. Be-

e release, nnany enthusi-

ctic reviews were published

i national magazines and

uon its Broadway debut,

te critics gave it tremen-

ous approval.

Since its opening on

'(nristmas Day, the picture

!• s done consistently good

hsiness. The pictures in the

L'per part of the layout at-

tjst to the crowds that are

cjming to see ThHE FUGI-

1/E. The pictures at the

tp showing the lines ex-

tnding from the theatre

ay around and down 46th

5 reef are typical of the

ccasions when large groups

d students have attended

i a body. Probably no pic-

:t-e of recent years has

cmmanded such Interest

)m the schools.

Honors of many kinds

hve been heaped upon

Jhn Ford and THE FUGI-

|T/E. Red Book's Motion

F;ture Award for 1947, a

ndsome silver cup, was

pssented to John Ford.

Tis presentation was broad-

qsted from coast-to-coast

the Screen Guild Pro-

m. In accepting Ford

id high tribute to his as-

;Iates in the making of

i picture. This trophy is

)wn In picture No. I. In

^ dition to carrying a

Uuble truck feature on

Ird and his works focus-

|r| on THE FUGITIVE In Its

j-iuary issue, Red Book is-

d a deluxe silver mounted

(der carrying a reproduc-

" n of the magazine fea-

PatO''Brien InAgain—OntA^ffnin
Pat O'Brien, our ever-popular star has been in and out of New York on

one of his frequent trips for radio appearances. While here Pat was heard

on the Theatre Guild on the Air, the Radie Harris Show and "This Is Adven-

ture" program. In the layout Pat is shown waving goodbye to the big town

and his arrival is shown in Picture 3 with "official greeters" Rutgers Neilson

and Jack Goldstein on the job. A highlight of Pat's visit was his dais appear-

ance at the James J. Walker Testimonial Dinner at the Waldorf-Astoria. Pat

is pictured at the function in picture 2 wth Joseph D. Noonan, Former Collec-

tor of Internal Revenue, and Toots Shor, famous restauranteur.

ture on Ford, sending this

to extensive mailing lists of

prominent people. Henry

Fonda, star In the picture,

is shown examining the Red

Book folder In Pictures 3

and 5. The Sign Scroll Is

shown in Picture 2. Picture

No. 4 shows Henry Fonda

accepting the scroll in be-

half of John Ford from Rev.

Father Ralph Gorman, edi-

tor of The Sign, and Jerry

Cotter, Motion Picture edi-

tor. Henry Fonda was most

cooperative In a publicity

way and pictures 6 and 8

show him in special public-

ity shots taken for the New-

ark newspapers for RKO
Theatres promotion there.

Fonda, who is about to

open on Broadway in a

stage play "Mr. Roberts,"

managed to get time off

from rehearsals to be guest

of honor at a luncheon ten-

dered by Argosy to the

New York Film Critics. This

event was held In the Yacht

Room of the Hotel Astor.

The event Is shown In pic-

ture 7; clockwise are Fonda;

Wanda Hale, N. Y. Daily

News; Leo MIshkIn, Morn-

ing Telegraph; Abe Weller,

N. Y. Times; Russell Rhodes,

Journal of Commerce; Kate

Cameron, N. Y. Daily News;

Harold Conrad, N. Y. Daily

Mirror; George Held, syn-

dicate contact; Leo Fried-

man, representative of Fon-

da's play; Robert Boehnel,

newspaper contact; Jesse

Zunser, Cue Magazine; Bill

Peterson, N. Y. Post; Arch-

er Winston, N. Y. Post; Bos-

ley Crowther, N. Y. Times;

Cecelia Ager, newspaper

PM; Alton Cook, World

Telegram; Rutgers Neilson;

Dorothy Master, Daily News;

and Paul Hollister.

The Sign's Award pre-

sented to Ford was given

extensive publicity In the

Catholic News and other

periodicals of the church

press. Several other awards

are under way from the

Catholic press but cannot

be announced until publica-

tion time.

—RUTGERS NEILSON

1
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RKOers at Front

in the Canadian

Picture Pioneers

Three RKOers figure promi-

nently in the affairs of the Motion

Picture Pioneers of Canada which

is sponsoring a huge ball and

frolic at the Vancouver hlotel on

February 3rd. It is the first bail

arranged by the Pioneers in west-

ern Canada and all proceeds go

TO setting up and adding to the

Motion Picture Benevolent Fun.

Bill Jones, fornnerly Vancouver

branch manager and now super-

visor, is the president of all movie

pioneers in the province and very

active in the promotion of good-

Fun and
Fancy Free

Sales Against

Possibilities

4tli Week End. Jan. lH, 1948
Pos. Pos.

This Last

Weelt Branch Week
1

. . 2

2. SEATTLE 1

i. bAL 1 LAKb Ul 1 T
-)

A PI PVPI AMP)
. 4

r-

5. NEW hIAVEN 9

6. DENVER r
5

7. DES MOINES L

8. Washington . 10

9. Sioux Falls . . 7

10. Dallas . . 8

1 1. Pittsburgh ,21

12. Boston .12

1 3. I 1

14. Charlotte . .13

15. Philadelphia , 14

16. San Francisco .17

17. Minneapolis 15

18. Memphis 18

19. Milwaukee .16

20. New York .19

21. Buffalo 20
22. New Orleans 32

23. Cincinnati , 22

24. Atlanta .... 26
25. Kansas City 23

26. Portland .25

27. Los Angeles . 24
28. Albany 30

29. St. Louis 27

30. Detroit .28

31. Chicago .29
32. Indianapolis 31

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG

. 1

2. VANCOUVER 2

3. Montreal . 4

4. St. John . 3

5. Calgary
. 5

6. Toronto . 6

DIVISIONS
1. North-South 3

2. Western 1

3. Eastern ?

NOTE: Bold iace type indicates

over quota.

will to the industry as a whole,

having been for over 25 years en-

gaged In this work. Reg Dod-

dridge, branch manager at Cal-

gary, Is doing similar work for the

provinces of Alberta and Saskatc-

hewan.

The Pioneers of Western Can-

ada have named Field Man Lloyd

Muir to head the publicity com-

mittee.

MAGIC
TOWN
Sales Against

Possibilities

4th Week End. Jan. lH. 1948
Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. OKLAHOMA CITY 1

2. SALT LAKE CITY 2

3. NEW HAVEN 5

4 3

D .
MIKINFAPDI K 6

/

0. CCA TTI CobA 1 1 Lb . 4

7. Des Moines Q

8. Sioux Falls 7

9. Philadelphia V

10. Charlotte .10

1 1. Washington 15

1 2. Omaha 1 1

1 i. rittsburgh 12

14. Denver .14

15. Dallas 13

16. Boston 1 7

17. Milwaukee .16

18. Memphis . 18

19. Atlanta .23

20. San Francisco 19

21. Kansas City .20

22. New York .21

23. St. Louis .. 22

24. New Orleans .32

25. Cincinnati . . 25

26. Portland ... 24

27. Cleveland . 28

28. Chicago 26

29. Buffalo 27

30. Albany 29

31. Detroit . 30

32. Indianapolis . 31

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG 1

2. VANCOUVER 4

3. St. John 2

4. Montreal 3

5. Toronto 5

6. Calgary 6

DIVISIONS
1. Western .. 1

2. North-South 2

3. Eastern 3

NOTE: Bold iace type indicates

over quota.

The city of Winnipeg can

boast of Bill Jones as the operator

of its first Penny Arcade back in

1901, but show business for Bill

really goes back to 1899. Then

he was with Nash and Burrows

Tent Shows covering state fairs

through the mid-western United

States. Later he entered distribu-

tion and after being with two of

the larger concerns he joined

RKO Radio.

SECRET
LIFE OF
W. MITTY

Sales Against

Possibilities

4th Week End. Jan. 15, 1948
Pos. Pes.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. OKLAHOMA CITY .... 1

2. DALLAS 2

3. SALT LAKE CITY . .. 3

4. NEW HAVEN . . 6

5. PHILADELPHIA 4

6. PITTSBURGH 1 J

7_ A n \/ 5

8. Siniix Fri *; 7

9. Buffalo 10

10. Boston 9

1 1. Washington . 12

12. Omaha 8

13. Des Moines 1 1

14. New York 14

15. Seattle 1

7

16. Memphis 15

17. Denver ..10

18. Minneapolis .. 21

19. Indianapolis . .18!

20. St. Louis 19

21. Chicago 23

22. Cincinnati 20

23. Portland 22

24. Kansas City 24

25. Atlanta 26

26. Detroit .. 25

27. Cleveland 31

28. Charlotte . .27

29. Los Angeles . 30

30. Milwaukee .. ..28

31. New Orleans . .29

32. San Francisco 32

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG ... 1

2. VANCOUVER . . 2

3. St. John . 3

4. Montreal . 4

5. Calgary ,. 5

6. Toronto :.. . 6

DIVISIONS
1. Eastern 1

2. North-South

3. Western
NOTE: Bold iace type indicates

over quota.

DISNEY
CARTOONS
CONTEST

Actual Billings

Against Quota

4th Week End. Jan. 13, 1948

Pos. Pes.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. ALBANY 1

2. LOS ANGELES 2

3. DENVER 3

4. PORTLAND . 5

5. SIOUX FALLS . 4

6. SALT LAKE CITY 6

7. MINNEAPOLIS 7

8. CLEVELAND 12

9. Omaha 8

10. Seattle .14

1 1 . San Francisco 10

12. Oklahoma City 1 1

13. Milwaukee 9

14. New York . 16

lb. Atlanta 1 7

16. Dss Moines 10

1 /. iNew wrieans 9 1Z 1

1 ft ("
1 n c 1 n n;^ + 1 19

19. Charlotte 23

20. Washington . 24

21. Buffalo .18

22. Indianapolis . 26

23. Dallas 22

24. Kansas City . 20

25. Pittsburgh 13

26. Detroit 25

27. Memphis .28

28. New Haven 32

29. Philadelphia . 29

30. Boston .31

3 1 . Chicago .27

32. St. Louis 30

CANADA
I. TORONTO . 1

2. VANCOUVER 4
3. Montreal 2

4. Winnipeg 3

5. St. John . 5

6. Calgary . . 6

DIVISIONS
1 . Western 1

2. North-South 2

3. Eastern 3

NOTE: Bold iace type indicates

over quota.
* Over quota for current week.
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r Gives

Us Comedy in

New Hit Cycle

Our new hit cycle is aug-

mented and accelerated no

little by the combined talents

of Eddie Cantor and Joan Da-

vis in IF YOU KNEW SUSIE,

screened the other day in the

Home Office projection room.

The effervescent comedy, with

music, dancing, dra - mah,

clowning and buffoonery had

the RKOers in stitches and

the laughter overflowed into

l-he elevator and through the

halls of the old RKO Building

as the onlookers scattered to

fheir respective desks. This is

one of the funniest features

we have seen in many, many
/ears. Joan Davis has prob-

ably never been excelled as a

clown of the screen, and for

that matter the radio, and

with Eddie makes a team that

will put SUSIE high amidst the

season's laugh harbingers. This

Mme they have some of the

Funniest lines and comedy sit-

jafions ever provided a duo
of Hollywood comedians. In

hhe Japse of time and back-

ground the plot covers a peri-

sd from the days of Paul Re-

/ere to modern Washington.
The gamut of entertainment

runs from slapstick (coming

jp on the elevator, S. Barret

VtcCormick said some scenes

larkened back to Mack Sen-

lett) to opera, from the ride

of Paul Revere to a ware-

touse kidnap chase as mad as

anything the Keystone cops
ever did. The sets run from
fhose involving the traditional

Folk whose ancestors came
3ver on the Mayflower to

vaudeville and the staid old

lalls of Washington. At one
Doint in Washington giant

:omptometers go into action

ike thrashing machines as in-

erest is compounded on a

$50,000 inheritance for Eddie
jand Joan dating back to the

'^evolutionary war. They be-
come the world's wealthiest

couple until the dream ends

l^nd the bubble breaks and
rhen it's back to Siwash, or its

New England counterpart. In

he box-office derby IF YOU
l(NEW SUSIE is going to win

n a Cantor. Here is a picture

/ith glitter and glamour, with

iction involving the elite and
he roughhouse. You can sell

jhis as one of Eddie's best.

SWITZERLAND TODAY. As ctrranged through Mrs. Oscar
Ziegler of the American Society for Friendship with Switzerland,

we had as our guests at a noon Palace screening Dr. Charles

Bruggmann, Minister of Switzerland to America; Dr. Ernest

Ansermet, distinguished Swiss Conductor now in this country

as Guest Conductor of the NBC Symphony orchestra. These men
were accompanied by their wives, with Mrs. Ziegler in charge
of the party. All expressed themselves as being delighted with

the film and promised to put their sentiments into writing. Group
photo, left to right. Dr. Ernest and Madame Ansermet; Mrs.

Oscar Ziegler, Ray Connor, manager of Palace Theatre; Dr.

Charles and Madame Bruggmcmn. Later a letter wets received

from Mrs. Ziegler stating that Dr. Charles Bruggmann and
others present thoroughly enjoyed the film. Mrs. Ziegler con-

gratulated RKO for "bringing to the American public the fine

opportunity of visiting beautiful Switzerland, the world's oldest

and one of the most progressive democracies, on a quick

tour of eighteen minutes so rich in experience and enjoyment!"

—HARRY BLAIR

THIS IS
AMERICA
CONTEST

Week Ending Jan. 15, 1948

Salesmen's Standings

$100.00 Class

Soldfarb
Gwin

Denver

Denver

$75.00 Class

Silverman

Kutinsky

New York

New York

$50.00 Class

Canelli

Lefko

Knox
Kahn
Hoese
Fowell

Thorn

Penser

Rea

New Haven
Philadelphia

Washington
Washington

Salt Lake City

Los Angeles

Portland

New York

Winnipeg

Joan's best. And don't forget

they both have their individual

radio programs and that their

dial followers as well as their

screen fans are legion.

Drive Captains

On Second Tour

Our three Drive captains (par-

don us, they are really colonels)

are going to push forth into the

zero climes and the gloom of

night on the second rounds of

their respective territories. Never

in all the history of NED DEPI-

NET DRIVES has the going been

so tough. Old Man Winter and

Old Man Quota are the roughest

combination since the James

boys.

Walter Branson will be accom-

panied by Sid Kramer on the

Western division trek and the

two will tee off next Sunday,

February 1st. Colonel Branson

has nine branches in the first ten.

On Tuesday, February 2nd,

Colonel Levy and Frank Drumm
take off for the open spaces,

launching their rallies first in New
England.

Colonel Charles Boasberg and
Carl Peppercorn will open their

tour at Montreal on February
1 0th.

Tribute fo Gib
Branch Manager Jimmy Lewis

of Kansas City is dedicating a

period of the Drive to the vet-

eran exchange booker, Gilbert

Jones. This period, from April

18-May 1st, has been set aside

as a concentration effort in ob-

taining short subject dates. Every

possible date will be crowded in

during the GIB JONES DEDICA-

TION WEEKS. Jones has been

with RKO since 1928.

SHORTS
Actual Billings

Against Quota

4th Week End. Jan. 15, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. NEW YORK 3

2. PITTSBURGH 2

4. DENVER- 7

3. NEW HAVEN I

5. SAN FRANCISCO 4

6. MILWAUKEE
. 5

7. CHICAGO 6

8. DETROIT .10

9. CLEVELAND 9

10. SALT LAKE CITY 14

I I. Omaha .15

12. Buffalo .16

13. Los Angeles .13

14. Portland ., 8

15. Seattle ...II

16. Sioux Falls 12

17. Boston 19

18. Des Moines 20
19. Cincinnati 17

20. St. Louis . . 18

2 1 . Minneapolis 2 I

22. Memphis .. 22

23. Philadelphia
. 25

24. Washington 26
25. Dallas .24

26. Oklahoma City . 27
27. Atlanta . . 32

28. New Orleans . 23

29. Kansas City . 28
30. Indianapolis 3 I

31. Charlotte 30
32. Albany .. 29

CANADA
1. VANCOUVER

. I

2. TORONTO . . 2

3. Winnipeg
. 3

4. St. John 4
5. Calgary . .. 5

6. Montreal 6

DIVISIONS
1 . Western

. |

2. Eastern .. . 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota.
* Over quota for current week.
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at Oklahoma City, Allentown, Jersey City, Nashville, Atlan-

ta. After three-ply run at Long Beach, State, Santa Fe and

Town, moved to Cabart and Rivoil. At St. Louis goes into

second week at the Missouri after moving over from the

Fox. hield at both the Newport and Colley, Norfolk.

Excellent Harrisburg, Reading, San Pedro, Charleroi,

Tampa, Jamestown, Norfolk. Fine engagement at Ft.

Worth, says Southwestern District Manager Ben Cammack.

ThHE FUGITIVE—Clicking steadily in sixth week at the

Victoria, New York. Branch Manager Sol Sachs of Dallas

says excellent opening at the Metropolitan, Houston. Fine

engagement af" Paterson.

NIGhIT SONG—Holds for second week at the Golden

Gate, San Francisco. Second weeks United Artists, Detroit,

and the Riverside, Milwaukee. At St. Louis moves from

Ambassador to Missouri.

OUT OF THE PAST—Branch Manager Hatton Taylor

of Detroit says tops for the street by a considerable margin

at the Palms-State in coldest weather in Detroit in a number

of years, five below zero. Holds. Second week at Atlantic

City. Excellent in three-ply run at San Diego, California,

State and Loma. Branch Manager Giff Davison of Salt Lake

City says excellent at Provo and Boise. Excellent Portland,

Ore., Jersey City, Elizabeth, Seattle, Newport, R. I., Lynn,

Berkeley Vallejo, Pomona, Riverside, Santa Barbara. Strong

at the Orpheum and Liberty, New Orleans, despite extreme

cold, says Branch Manager Roger Lamantia.

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA — Rounds out

eleven weeks at the Golden, New York. Now in sixth week at

the Four Star, Los Angeles.

SECRET LIFE OF WALTER MITTY—Third week San

Francisco. Second weeks Tucson, Spokane, Allentown.

Held over Knoxville, Raleigh, Racine. Excellent Lynn,

Fresno, Woonsocket, Cambridge, Maiden, Hollyoke, Madi-

son. Our top grosser for all time at the Capitol, Calgary,

and our top grosser for all time In three-week run at the

Imperial, Toronto. First week at the Uptown, Salt Lake City,

set a new record for RKO shows and for all product all

companies with one exception.

THE BISHOP'S WIFE—Eighth week Astor, New York.

Sixth weeks at Boston and Los Angeles. Fourth week

Woods, Chicago. Third week Miami.

BAMBI—Sixth week at the Republic, New York.

SO WELL REMEMBERED—Second week Toledo.

FUN AND FANCY FREE—Moveovers Ft. Collins and

North Platte. Excellent Savannah, Ogdensburg, Chillicothe,

Janesvllle, Hazelton, Reno, Topeka.

Stafgs t^ot'ff in II i #•#' to 3Movhrit'

Bill Levy of the Walt Disney Productions soon after arriving

at the Coast wired to Robert Mochrie as follows regarding

MELODY TIME:

SAW MELODY IN NEARLY FINISHED FORM AND YOU
CAN PASS THE WORD ALONG THAT WALT DISNEY HAS
PACKED INTO A MOTION PICTURE MORE LAUGHTER,
GOOD MUSIC AND GENUINE ENTERTAINMENT THAN
HE OR ANYONE ELSE HAS EVER DONE. IT IS A BIG

SHOW BY ANY STANDARDS AND I AM TIPPING YOU
OFF NOW THAT IN "MELODY TIME" YOU HAVE ONE
OF THE BIGGEST, SUREST BOX OFFICE WINNERS OF THE
YEAR. "MELODY TIME" WILL BE READY FOR PRERELEASE,

SEASIDE DATES AND GENERAL RELEASE FROM JULY
FIRST ON.

Mithalson Back
Harry Michalson on his return

from the Coasr said the release

schedule for the Kennedy and

Errol comedies and My Pal have

been set and will be announced

at an early date.

The RKO Rathe president was

keenly interested in the revolu-

tionary television program inaug-

urated by Rodney Pantages of

the Pantages Theatre, Los An-
geles. In the future projection

will be from the aisles rather

than from back stage and will

be on two ten-foot screens so

that the action can be witnessed

from all parts of the theatre. For

the present there the object will

be one ten or fifteen minute

video program a week.

Mr. Pantages put on his first

lobby show last week which was

witnessed by Mr. Michalson.

This ultlizes a standard RCA pro-

jector televisor with special lens,

with the projection on a six foot

square screen. Harry was amazed
at the clarity and definition of

pictures on that size background.

This program will run nightly and

will be more or less continuous.

Patrons gather around the

screen on their way to and from

their seats, after they have passed

the box-office on the way in of

course.

Mr. Pantages was highly elated

over the comment on and num-

ber of preview cards turned In

by patrons.

On th^ Ejevel
Frank Drumm has that new look

in sweaters brought about by

tucking the waist into his trousers.!

j

The cold spell brought out

Harold Hendee's racoon coat.

Both S. Barret McCormIck and

squire Fred Schaefer pound the

typewriter with forefinger only

but they go like h . . .

Fred Norman, who owns

gentleman's estate in Wheatle^

Hills, blew in Wednesday witf

high boots and a bobbed, fur

lined overcoat, fur collar too.

fill IN THB anaes with salbsano pates -

OONTLKT THSM HAUNT YOU/



The New Movie : TM: new YORK SUN'. HXPNESDAY. QECE-AIBEB lO; '

I
'"The Bishop's Wife" is a very'teresting small roles, skillfully

"i
funny picture. It could stand out-j played. Gladys Cooper plays the

<TL D' I. ' \I7"r » •
I. 1* U*. i^^ ^ ""^ ^"^^ strength of itsj ostentatiously rich Mrs. Hamilton

r 1 he Joisnop S Wire, a ^^nriStmaS Llellgnt,] humor alone. There is more tojwho .wants her own way about
/ T'* l.i.*AC V I

this new film than a sen^ odthat cathedral. Dudley fathoms
^ 1 riUmpnant in Any oeason or I ear. fu„, chief among its assets is ailthe truth about Hrs. Hamilton,

\
' '

j sense of hope. The angel, this! as he does about every one. His

) By EILEEN CREELMAN. ^merrj-, kindly Dudley, who wasn't? quiet presence and conversation

; T 1.
• 1.1. 1. /-u 1- i T> 1 so far from being a human being) bring the lonely, remorseful wom-

'
. Last night brought a Christmas present to Broadway—

. brought new courage an understanding of herself, and-

r a gift for any one who loves Christmas, who enjoys a finejand fresh unaerstanding to every* of others. This is a key role,

' 'niftiirA who ran rpioire in beautv "The Bishob^S Wife^"j°"^ "i^^ °" lalthough not lengthy. Gladys
picture, w no can lejoice m oeauiy. ine isisnop s wue, i ^^^^^ ^^.^ p.^^^^ isiCooper plays if keenly, aiivn to
st a benefit premiere for The Lighthouse, amvea at tne? completely unexpected, and com-- all its values, including the comic

Astor Theater. This, it might as well be said fTtmJy, en- pletely perfect ' David Niven,ias well as .the spiritual.

,
i

, • ,• J . • +1, , ^^1,, „^.'f„,,j;„„(ithat amiable flibbertygibbet, here] Elsa Lancaster is the maid,
|triusiastically and at once, is the years only ocffatandmg transformed into the wor' Sara Haden the secretary, both of

candidate for the' Academy award. Samuel Goldwyn,<|ried confused, young Bishop •
whose ^ lives are brightened by

vhn won thP award last vear with "The Best 'Years of' Brougham. This is a perform-l Dudley s presence. James Glea-
• who won the award last jear witn ine jsest ^ars oi

, dignified, a son is a hilarious taxi driver who
Our Lives," deserves it again ft^r his new productgm.

_ Irarej-ombination. Mven makes! leams to ice-skate with Dudley

I

"The Bishop's Wife" is a glow- '
' '

'

ing picture, a story warm and

true, although its plot is fantasy.

' It's a film t0 turn the crabby

'spectator into an open-hearted

human being. And yet the pic-

ture has no obvious message, no

theme except that of the Christ-

and human joy and or smiple^s Bishop so concentrated v^r.^^^ j^-^^ Brougham. Karolyr.

^I^J"^^^: , , ^
. [building that cathedral, so^oh.,^^^^ ^ pretty little girl*

This is the tale of a younffi hvious of everythmg else about^^^^^^g^ ^^^^ ^^'^^3^^^.^^ And the,
Bishop so immersed m the prae-'him, a very real and a very lik-f„,-„t„^^'e c:^^.r,« cnvopicture's most moving scene, sure

to be remembered affectionately,

presents the Mitchell Boy Qioir.

tical side of his religion that its i able man
true meaning was becoming lost! Even odder than this casting^

to him. He hoped this Henry-, is the appearance of Gary Grant,|^
^^^^ ^o talk too

Brougham, to bmld a cathedral, who s plajxd gangsters and ca^^ "Tne Bishop's Wife."
for tne greater glory of God. His; free

_
bachelors, ^as^^ the_ wahn-.Tj^g fji^ jg f-y^^ ^^.^^j^

sey, never cloying. Goldwyn, its
life had become so caught up in! hearted angeL • Dudley is an an-

mas spiA. It tells of angels and; this ideal that he was losing con-
i
gel who enjoys a joke. He iS'pj.o(jucer and Henry Koster the

of bishops. Its mood, even withUact with the realities of worship, also wse and compassionate.^
^j^ector. 'have used taste and dis-

the chuckles and the romance, is
with the warmth of human na-' Grant is excellent. So, which is

ture and its needs, with his wife' not unexpected, is Loretta Young
/essentially religious. The effect and his smaU daughter. His] as the Bishop's wife, trying hard

is that of a great sermon. I still' prayer for guidance was an- not to notice her husband's neg-

;swered. The answer was notllect nor to* criticize his new at-i

cretion in the filming of Robert
Nathan's story about a bishop,
his pretty wife and an angel
named Dudley. The story is deli-

cate. It could easily have beenfind it hard to describe its mes-j^«jr/°- -^ne answer was notllect nor to# criticize his new _ „„„
sage, except in terms of emoP^-hat Heniy had expected Anjtitude toward his job Monty L^^^i^^^ Instead, "The Bishop's
itional reaction. It does tell of the^ ^nge ' a dark and handsomeiVVooUey as an old professor, is ^ife" is both lovely and strong,
(worth of the individual, of the]an&el called Dudley, came tO;also at his best.

; [spiritual and funny, glowing with
lne*d for trust, of human dignitvi counsel him.

-r,-^^^. ""t?.^ J^'^ja spirit that should warm audi-
Bishops Wife" IS filled with in '

remembered.

I
Wop's me'
One of feBesf

Wovies of 1947|
By H.4BOLD CONEADSam Goldu^ Just got under

'orfxSi'j^P,,l^es Plenty
that GranMs ac^u^^?!!"^"^^

h''"

ling overtime on M^'^^L'^

\ /and it is Me of^ht^^v,"^
^^'^''"sy,

'

'The Bishop's Wife' Is

A Titillating Comedy/
By KATE CAMERON ]

On the surface, Samuel Gokhvyn's latest film produc- i

tion now at the Astor Theatre, is a charming, delightful

fantasv. full of brightness and cheer and that Christmas C

spirit of peace that inspires in us frail mortals a feeling ot \

good-will towards all our fellow men. /
tbo (;old-n->Ti hallmark.|*'^j^j^j^

j,.^^ hecorae a synltfif orgood /

excep-
should

for

5 setting of "The

H^istmasy as Santa

Bishop's

7 f^i^e^'^^'wrri « f '

cfai^'

•oraeVeV^ASlSyTlJse"?-"
..orn. side, but Gran t's ever pr^

I David Niven, who gives an ^ir

H ne
""oney to build

•?rH ,
^"'"^"ral. He works so'

h''5fs'wifr^*™^ ^« ^^'^'^
wife, sympathetically'

i Youne. They
J

Pye

Tne Bishop's Wife'

- Afrives for the Winter

8f ARCHEK WIXSTEX
Ic deft workmanship, quiet-

comedy, and a message of good-
will cowards men are still criteria

DC" success. "The Bishop's Wife."
iievy Astor Theatre tenant, should
Ix' here for an extended visit.

You are inevitably reminded of

"Miracle on 34th Street," since

both touch upon the miraculous
i^Tih a ma.ximum return in audi-

<l^.v!e enjoyment. But "The Bish-

op's Wife" does not content it-

self with repetition in any sense
of Che word. "E.xcelsior," it cries

with the boy in the poem, sub-

stituting nothing less than a fuU-
cime angel. Cary Grant, for Ed-
mund Gwenn's part-time Santa
Glaus.
The progress continues with

• he increased power of the invis-

ible forces at work. Several small
miracles, including the useful
aUlng ot a wine bottle whenever
its level is lowered, are performed
with celestial ease.

The pr3gress becomes sensa-
lioful. if anything so sly can be

?cfiwtib.^d thus, with the daring
' g>~?.-.epi: of an angel finding _a

Bearing

lard-woi ki.l1; bi'iijp, played '.\it::

)eauuful facial innue.idoes ar.

:
-.uspicions by David N'iven, \nev. >

ijome extraordinary events vviin

a peifect blend of scepticism, sus
I picion and mounting distaste.

! It is sai-i to assert that never
before has one of Robert Na-
jthan's imaginative fantasies been
; translated so successfully to the
! screen. For this, gratitude must
-spray out in many directions. The
iquizzical, knowing Grant's pe;

(foriiiance is good, but so certair-
ly within his familiar range that

, he deserves no special award for
•being able to turn it on again.
JLoretta Young fulfills her task

_
by being wan and unhappy, whic;
is as ordered by plot and circur
stances^ Honors go to David
N'iven for his crystal clear enac:
ment of his wars-within. To be
lieve or not to believe. And then,
to suspect or not to suspect. And
finally, to fight or not. These are
questions almost infinitely com-
-plicated by thajr being leveled in

the direction of a very sua\

>

! angel. Two others whose reac
jtions deserve special note are
!
those of Monty VVooUey, the
bearded historian who had never
written the book he always talked
about, and James Glea'son, the _
grateful taxi driver. kind 01 rnaKe-believe. The Koo
1 To get down to evaluation, and ert E. Sherwood-Leonardo Ber-
not to shop-wear a picture in covici screenplay extracts superb
which mosi everything co.mes at merriment from the novel, and
•you with a fiesh as morning Director Henrv Koster has know n
'innocence. "Th. Ri.h.,.-. vv;f.- ..o.i.o i.n.rh. ..hi„^

film craft.smanship, you may be {

sure that caie 'nas been lavished on I

the comedy's production details. It 7

has been well made, down to its \
simplest background item. It has \
been ablv directed by Henry Kos- V

ter and it has been cleverly acted ^

l)y a cast of fine actors, the prmci- ,

pals of which belong in the strato-
j

spheric income bi.3?acets. /•

G«>od Work by Cary. /

If you discount Mr. Nathan's ar-

gument, you will have a good tin e
|

watching Cary Grant play an angel i

who comes to the rescue of a dis-
^

tracted young bishop, having trou- /

:h\e with the wealthiest parishion

ers over the plans for a new cathe

dral he proposes to build.

Grant, the last person in HolU-

wood I'd suspect of being an angel,

gives an mgratiating performance.

Lretta Young is c^^ai-mmg as the

Bishop's wife, who would like 10

turn the husband's attention in her

dSion and away from .the idea,

of a cathedi-al. And David Niven

is fine as the worried derp-man

The other members of the cast<

are exceptionally good, partica-

1 larly Monty WooUey, as an ae-

1
ing professor of historj-,

taught a lesson by

1 James Gleason as a taxi

an ag-
who is

the angel,
driver.
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I Children's Village

Very good. An absorbing ana
iformative two - reeler built

iround the famous Children's

'illage where delinquent boys are

urned into good citizens. The
ilm Investigates typical cases

ind shows how boys react to a

ommunity which is run by its

oung members but supervised

>y adults. One boy, used as an

xample, Is a petty thief who re-

ents the kindly supervision and
uns away.

—BOXOFFICE

Clock Cleaners

Very good. A reissue of one ot

VValt Disney s outstanding car-

toons which stands the test of

time extremely well. The short has

a three-star value in that Mickey

Mouse, Donald Duck and Goofy
ell appear in It. High up in a sky-

scraper In a big city, the three

are hard at work cleaning the

face of a huge clock. Donald get:

all tangled up In the mainspring

and Goofy makes some disastrous

plunges through space.

—BOXOFFICE

''Crossfire''

Editorial

Like ole man river CROSSFIRE
'eeps rolling along. Up and dowr

snd across the nation wherever

+s playing time took It, whether

't be a great metropolis or a tiny

rural community it has been ac-

claimed a truly great picture.

And the plaudits have not poured

in from one section of the land,

one religious denomination, one
nationality or been confined to

the movie section of a news-

paper. Like its title this film en-

velopes all who see It in a enfll-

iadlng fire which hits home. Lat-

est recognition of this film's

greatness was passed along to

u- by Field Man Russ Morgan
who clipped it from the editorial

page of The Statesman of Salem,

Oregon. Editorial follows:

It is not often the motion pic-

ture industrx has received edi-

torial plaudits. It is not often a

film has merited serious recog-

nition.

But one such picture is the

PiK( )-Radio release. "Crossfire."

now playing in Salem. Probablv
it took some courage for HoUv-
vvood to make this film. "Cross-

fire can boast no blatant sex ap-

peal, no song hits, no slapstick,

no bright clever dialogue. May-
be it can boast no boxoffice.

either. It should, though. Be-

cause it has excellent casting, fine

photography and first class di-

rection. Its outstanding factor is

the natural dialogue—so bril-

liantly perceptive that it is easih

just the way people talk.'"

At its worst "Crossfire" is just

e\idence that Hollywood is

reaching the end of adolescence.

At its best "Crossfire" is mature
and ver\ real and more true than
we like to admit.

"Crossfire" is the first sincere

attempt on the screen to deal viv-

idly, in tenns everyone can un-

derstand, with a condition that

threatens in a real sense the so-

called American way of life: The
race problem" which certain

groups dedicated to undermining
democracy are exploiting. It is

that attitude which classifies and
judges persons onlv as members
of a group I racial or national or

religious i rather than as indi-

\ iduals.

"Crossfire" happens to deal

with a Jew who was killed by a

soldier mereh because he was a

.lew. But its scope is much wider

than the single incident it por-

RKO rode the airwaves this

week right Into the homes of mil-

ions of radio listeners whose
audience was greatly swelled by
the polar weather. Result was
plenty of solid and timely plugs

for our forthcoming product.

Star guesting stints by RKO per-

sonalities were performed by
Irene Dunne who appeared on
Screen Guild Players airer of

Monday, January 26, with a

credit for I REMEMBER MAMA.
Burl Ives did his chore on the

Jack Smith program of Tuesday,
January 27, with a plug for STA-
TION WEST. The Zane Grey
Show of Tuesday, January 27th,

cave a hypo to THE ARIZONA
RANGER and had Tim Holt as I*s

guest star.

Buddy Cole will appear on
Program: The Hoagy Carmichael

Show.

Time: Sat. Jan 31. 7:45 to 8 PM EST.

Network: CBS.
Credit: NIGHT SONS.

trays. In a loose way it points a

moral. Not with sloppy sentiment

or with purple emotion. There

are no pious sermons. There is

some significant repartee be-

tween a police captain and a hill-

billy private from Tennessee.

Things like that. They get the

idea across . . .

The idea that intolerance is a

pretty big thing. \ids, niggers,

spies, miks. japs, chinks, krauts,

frogs, wops . . . Those are dan-

gerous words. Their connota-

tions are of the same breed as

war itself: they are sired bv hate

and born of insecurity.

There is too much of that type

lit thinking in this country to-

dav. Motion pictures like "Cross-

fire" are valuable because the\

can explain meanings of things

to people who derive their whole

l)atterns for living from what-

ever thev see on the screen.
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At the Coast a summary has

been made of RKO Radio bests

in comparison of those of other

companies. RKO has the highest

overall average of any studio on

the number of film and acting

award nominations for the "10

best" polls taken by various pub-

lications and groups of critics.

Figures show that RKO has

averaged from two to six film

mentions per poll on 19 tabula-

tions, either for individual pro-

ductions or for acting awards.

Films most often named include

MOURNING BECOMES ELEC-

TRA, CROSSFIRE, FARMER'S
DAUGHTER, THE BACHELOR
AND THE BOBBY-SOXER, THE
FUGITIVE, THE BISHOP'S WIFE
and THE SECRET LIFE OF
WALTER MITTY.

There follows a tabulation by

FLASH which has been garnered

solely from publications which we
read regularly. This of course

should be pegged for the sales

kits. The Academy Awards in

which RKO Radio is likely to fig-

ure will round out a unique com-

pilation the equal of which no

other concern in this industry can

boast.

We've had the honor of being

the company of "Firsts," not it's

FIRST WITH THE BEST.

As a result of the church scenes

made in St. Joseph's parish in

Los Angeles. TYCOON has been

nominated for the Academy
Technicolor Award. The film was

the first Technicolor picture for

iensman Harry Wild.

Comment on the best selec-

tions and whether 1947 brought

the usual meritorious attractions

out of Hollywood takes consid-

erable space in the nation's news-

papers, all of which is good pub-

licity for several of our shows.

In The New York Sunday Times

for January 18th there were four

lengthy letters in all of which our

bests were mentioned. Ely

Culbertson said in part:

"When I saw 'The Fugitive' it

was clear to me that I had wit-

nessed a chef d' oeuvre. At last

I have lived a picture which is

not a picture of the week, the

month, the year, or even a

decade, but a picture worthy,

with a few others, to be carried

over into the next generation . . .

In essence the picture transcends

even the religious experience. It

reaches out to the very depth of

the humans where glows a tiny

cussed spark of freedom against

any oppression—from swaddling

clothes that are tight to Hitlers

9 9

and Stalins. The pure, deftly sym-

bolized art lies precisely in the

way it shows how this tiny flame

whipped by tyranny, grows into

a thunderous and all-devouring

fire of fredom."

Louise S. Darcy of Biddeford,

Me., discussed three pictures, two

of which are RKO Radio's,

CROSSFIRE and THE FUGITIVE.

Edward J. Heffron, director

of media relations. National Con-

ference of Christians and Jews,

writes on "Gentlemen's Agree-

ment" and THE FUGITIVE.

Maurice Miller of Brooklyn re-

futes a previous letter in which

"Hollywood was conceded an-

other bad year." He selected at

random several noteworthy Holly-

wood films and they included

from RKO Radio THE BISHOP'S
WIFE. CROSSFIRE, THE FUGI-
TIVE and THE FARMER'S
DAUGHTER. Mr. Miller said with

such films produced that 1947

could hardly be called a bad
year for the industry that pro-

duced them.

Samuel GoJdwyn's THE BEST

YEARS OF OUR LIVES emerges

as critical America's choice for

the No. One picture of 1947 in

the 26th annual "Ten Best Pic-

tures" poll conducted by The

Film Daily with 344 reviewers for

newspapers, magazines, wire

services and news syndicates and

102 fflm commentators for radio

par+idpating. CROSSFIRE
placed in the seventh "Best Ten"
niche. With Rank placing three,

RKO Radio had two out of seven

American-made films and two
more RKO Radio features just

missed the honors. Film Daily

says:

" 'l+'s a Wonderful Life' finished

just two votes behind 'Odd Man
Out' for tenth place and, in turn,

a single ballot separated the

James Stewart starring film, an-

other RKO Radio release, 'The

Farmer's Daughter.'
"

Thus of the first nine American
films, four, or almost half, were

RKO Radio features.

In a poll by the Natio/ial Board

of Review of Motion Pictures of

sdiool children from all parts of

the country as well as their par-

ents RKO Radio placed four of

the ten best films. The Annual
Poll, conducted among commu-
nity councils and clubs, placed

THE BEST YEARS OF OUR
LIVES second, BACHELOR AND

THE BOBBY - SOXER fourth,

CROSSFIRE fifth and THE
SECRET LIFE OF WALTER
MITTY tenth.

Time Magazine for December
29th gave RKO tv/o of the five

American features among its best

ten for 1947. These are CROSS-
FIRE and MAN ABOUT TOWN.

Of MAN ABOUT TOWN
Time says:

"Rene Clair's gentle genius,

operating at the level of high

talent, in an exquisitely finished

comedy."

Time hails CROSSFIRE as "the

year's most vivid melodrama."

In This Week's radio broadcast

Periscope, Rosalind Russell is

hailed as tfie leading contender

for best actress Academy Award
honors.

BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES

headed Variety's list of top gross-

ers of 1947 with an estimated

$11,500,000. In Variety's top

grossers by companies RKO is

third, topped only by Metro and

Priramount.

Thomas Brady in last Sunday's

New York Times sums up the con-

tenders for Oscar awards with

RKO having four in the competi-

tion. At least three of the major

companies are out of the run-

ning entirely. In the running for

RKO are MOURNING BE-

COMES ELECTRA, CROSSFIRE,
THE BISHOP'S WIFE and THE
FUGITIVE.

*

John Ford, producer-director

of THE FUGITIVE, has been se-

lected to receive Redbook's Mo-
tion Picture Award for 1947. The

announcement is made in the

January issue, now on the stands.

This ninth annual Redbook Award
is presented each year to "the

individual or organization which,

in the editor's opinion, contrib-

uted most to the art of the mo-
tion picture." This initial Argosy

Films production has been doubly

honored since it was also the De-

cember selection by Thornton

Delehanty, motion picture editor

of Redbook, v/ith an estimated

total of 3,400,000 readers.

Showmen's Trade Review se-

lects 25 leading features and in

the first ten RKO has the leader,

Samuel Goldwyn's BEST YEARS
OF OUR LIVES, SONG OF THE
SOUTH, sixth, and THE FARM-
ER'S DAUGHTER, ninth, or three

out of ten. In the shorts category,

live action, THIS IS AMERICA
places second, Pete Smith's

Specialties the leader. Among
the five leading actors are Gary

Cooper and Cary Grant and

among the leading actresses are

Ingrid Bergman and Claudette

Colbert.

Variety's ten box-office cham-

pions for December include THE
SECRET LIFE OF WALTER
MITTY, OUT OF THE PAST and

FUN AND FANCY FREE.

*

The Motion Picture Herald's

list of ten best-drawing stars in-

cludes Ingrid Bergman at third

place, Gary Cooper at fourth

and Claudette Colbert at ninth.

Here is the comment on Ingrid

Bergman: "The earning power of

Ingrid Bergman remains undimin-

ished, although she went fronn

second in 1946 to third in 1947,

by virtue of the fact that she did

not have a single new picture

to help her along. Four of her

last year's (1946) pictures were

still in widespread exhibition this

year, but her retention of dollar

distinction without benefit of new
pictures is a striking demonstra-

tion of strength."

CROSSFIRE finished first in

Bill Leonard's poll of his "This Is

New York" program listeners

over WCBS. for their "Ten Best

Movies of 1947." The poll, con-

ducted by mail, ran from Decem-
ber I to December 20. More than

7,000 ballots were received at

Station WCBS with CROSSFIRE
on 45 percent of the ballots re-

ceived. Dore Schary's THE
FARMER'S DAUGHTER was also

included in the "Ten Best" list

in competition not only with

Hollywood product but foreign

films as well.

CROSSFIRE and THE FUGI-

TIVE in the New York Film Critic-

selections which were based or

seven films only, all being nomi

nated for consideration. CROSS
FIRE remained in the running a

the best picture to the fourti

ballot. Edward Dmytryk fo

CROSSFIRE and John Ford fo

THE FUGITIVE were runners-uf

for the best director award. Rob

ert Ryan of CROSSFIRE was in

eluded in the nominations for thi

best-actor division. Lorett.

Young of THE FARMER":
DAUGHTER was included in th.

voting for the best actress.

NEW YORK TIMES, Bosle

Crowther—Of seven Americai

pictures in his best ten (thre

were foreign). RKO led the ir

dustry with three, listed in ordc

{Continued on Page Thirteen'
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(Continued from Page Twelve)

i appearance only: CROSS-
rlRE, THE BISHOP'S WIFE, and

'he FUGITIVE. Honorable men-

on, THE FARMER'S DAUGH-
ER and SO WELL REMEM-
Iered.

I

HERALD TRIBUNE, Otis L.

guernsey, Jr. — says, "Our vofe

jr the top three this year would

e 'Children of Paradise," 'Panic'

ind then CROSSFIRE."

*

JOURNAL-AMERICAN, Rose

eiswick—Best ten including for-

gn films gives RKO two selec-

ons, Samuel Goldwyn's THE
ECRET LIFE OF WALTER
1ITTY and THE BISHOP'S

/IFE. Honorable mention,

ROSSFIRE and THE FARM-
R'S DAUGHTER.

*

The SECRET LIFE OF WAL-
ER MITTY is included in the

ox-Office Champions of the

lotion Picture Herald's selec-

ons for November.

RKO Radio led the list of "Ten

est" chosen by Boxoffice Maga-

ne during 1947, with a total of

)ur productions including Sam-

^1 Goldwyn's BEST YEARS, giv-

h a special citation as the

Greatest Boxoffice Picture of the

[ear. Others were SONG OF
HE SOUTH, THE FARMER'S
UUGHTER, THE BACHELOR
ND THE BOBBY-SOXER and

HE SECRET LIFE OF WALTER
IITTY.

Bradford F. Swan, critic of the

•evidence Journal-Bulletm, in

s year-end review of pictures

id performances of 1947,

^med RKO's Robert Ryan the

ast Actor of the Year for his role

CROSSFIRE. In his list of out-

'anding films for the year. Swan

jted eight RKO releases, name-

f it's a wonderful life,

he best years of our
ives, the farmer's
aughter, crossfire, the
ocket, the long night.
'He bachelor and the
)BBY-SOXER and THE SECRET
FE of WALTER MITTY.

"Miracle" Lasky's Best, Says Reviewer

> Vivian Moses of our presshooh de-

paTlment. our special FLASH re-

viewer for THE MIRACLE OF THE
BELLS, was for eight \ears advertis-

ini; and publicity director of Fox. He
has also been story editor for Para-
mount and at the time teas located at

the Coast where Jesse L. Lasky was
head oi production. Vivian previous
to coming to this industry was a maga-
zine writer and just before world tear

one was representing an American
magazine in London.)

By MVI AN M. MOSES

As Fred MacMurray gazes

wonderingly at the star which
the girl had said she'd share with
him—her star—the light faded
from the screen ... I found my-
self on the little stretch of roof

that separates the projection-

room from the RKO offices; be-

sides me were officials, some
guests, fellow publicists: above
me reached the terraces and roofs

of Radio Cit\—the heart of New
York.

I was not there. I was back
in Coaltown. dust-laden, grim
Coaltown: the bells were still

ringing, while the people—those

ground-down, hard-bitten miner
families of Coaltown—awed, be-

mused, clutched at the hope
new-springing in their liearts as

they filed past the church where
Olfca Treshovnas body lay.

Such is the impress of THE
MIRACLE OF THE BELLS. It

gets you. It liyes with you. No.
I didn't feel as if I'd seen a

miracle—not the miracle in the

church, anyway, but a miracle

perhaps in the translation of hu-

man reactions, a miracle of un-

derstanding, of interpretation.

"This is the best that Jesse has
done." I kept thinking. (Once
you haye worked with Jesse

Lasky you ever-after think of

him as Jesse I . This is his best,

and he and all those associated

with him should feel good about

it. For THE MIRACLE OF THE
BELLS is outstanding. It is out-

standing as a cinematic work:

it is outstanding as a translation

to the screen of a best-selling

work of fiction: it is outstand-

ing as a film attraction. And that

last, gentlemen, is what we are

concerned with!

After all. it takes some doing

to introduce your heroine as a

coffined corpse in a baggage-car.

and draw vou tenderly to her.

till you feel for her. root for her.

lo\e her. as a warm, vibrant be-

ing, share her desperate need of

accomplishment, her dread lest

death cut her down before her

deed can be done! And it is con-

summate art. and almighty fine

directing, that takes you on a

ride in a hearse with a press-

agent and the dead woman, and

sells you to them, mind and

heart, before the heart-breaking

end is reached at Orloff's funeral

parlor!

These things happen, but the\

are just the beginning. Make no

hasty conclusion that this is an

arty picture. Far from it; it is

as realistic as familiar things are

realistic — the platform of a

dreary railroad station, a re-

hearsal in a burlesque hall, a

meal in a Chinese restaurant, be-

hind-the- scenes shots in a film

studio, street scenes, bars, hotel-

rooms, and the people we all

know, moving through them in

the activities of everyday life.

All this weaves into the stor\

of a dyed-in-the-wool press-agent

and a starry-eyed girl, and how.

between them—the man very

nmch ali\ e and the girl untimely

dead—they encompassed a mir-

acle, for as such it came to be

believed, the miraculous change

in fortunes brought to the hum-
ble and stricken people of the

begrimed vallev from which the

girl had come, the change in the

understandins; heart of the man.
and the change when faith surged

over those others whose decisions

had in them the omnipotence of

life and death.

Russell Janneys novel has

been brought to the screen with

a wealth of performance that as-

sures it high rank among the

really fine films of this or any

other season. Not least among
this performance must be in-

cluded those of the producers and

of director Irving Pichel. More
innnediately discernible to pic-

ture patrons will be the work of

the players. Fred MacMurray has

never attained the stature he

does in this portrayal of Dunni-

f:.an. the press-agent: his work is

easy, affable, understandable, and

thoroughly convincing. Lee

Cobb, in the role of Marcus Har-

ris, the motion picture producer,

is simply superb. Here is an in-

terpretation that you feel tempt-

ed to label perfect. Here is a

grand job of understanding the

delicate shades of characteriza-

tion, and of projecting that un-

derstanding on the screen. Mar-

cus Harris lives for you and with

vou. You know that man, you

comprehend his hard - headed

judgments, you share his reserve

of fine feeling, you applaud his

decisions—and yet, so has the

cause of the press-agent and the

girl won you, you breathlessly

wait for his capitulation at the

end! Valli, as the girl, is win-

ning, lovable, and gives valid

proof, especially in the "Joan of

Arc" scenes, of her prowess as

an actress. But Sinatra—it took

daring and courage to cast him
as Father Paul, the Polish Priest.

This was a stroke of inspiration,

as proved bv the result. Here is

an actor—no popular idol capi-

talized on the screen! The man
is simple, sincere, natural, ut-

terly convincing—and tremend-

ously likable. Sinatra is Father

Paul: you cannot think of any-

one who would play this charac-

ter more in the flesh.

The limited columns of FLASH
do not permit further excursion

into the merits of the cast or the

production of this exceptionally

fine picture. It is enough to know
that here is one we can sink our

teeth in—a picture to publicize,

to exploit, to sell. It is a picture

to be preud of. and one from
which credit in great measure
will redound to producer and

distributor.

ARE YOU

f/lLmM
AN sales!
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New PrDmotion

For "Night Song"

Music has taken hold In this

country as never before. It is al-

nnost impossible to turn the dial

of a radio and catch anything

other than music in some of its

multiple forms. The big shots of

Information Please and the little

kids of the quiz programs would

be caught open-mouthed and

flat-footed if they didn't know

their music, popular and classical.

A person caught up In any quiz

audience has got to be up on his

n^uslc If he gets past the $2 ques-

tion. Petrlllo Is one of the most-

printed and most-gagged names

In the nation. The life-story of the

band leaders is as well or better

known than those of our great

Amelcans. The winners of almost

every amateur program are those

who sing or play musical instru-

ments. Every third or fourth

store along the principal or sec-

ondary streets of a city, to exag-

qerate a little, deal in records.

American youths are now said to

be better educated musically

than European boys and girls.

To date in the few engage-

ments of NIGHIT SONG every

advantage has been taken of the

vast American musical audience.

Branch Manager hiatton Taylor

of Detroit said the local review-

ers spotted the work of hloagy

Carmlchael and excerpts were

played up in the United Artists

ads. NIGHT SONG was held

over a second week. You've read

in FLASH about the NIGHT
SONG campaign for the Golden
Gate and here in New York for

ihe opening on Wednesday Rut-

gers Neilson arranged for a di-

versifield assembly of classical

and popular musical personalities

who gathered to pay tribute to

the combined talents of Artur

Rubinstein, Eugene Ormandy,
Hoagy and Leith Stevens. Well-

known figures of radio and night

club entertainment rubbed el-

bows with shining lights from the

world of classical music on this

occasion. Those invited included:

Alec Templeton, Victor Borge,

Artie Shaw, Larry Adier, Jan
August, Phil Spitalny, Walter
Toscannini, Irving Berlin, Duke
Ellington, Maurice Rocco, Car-

men Cavallero, Fritz Kreisler,

Milton Cross, Frank Black, Paul

Whiteman, Madame Rachmanin-
off.

Olga Samaroff StokowskI, Rob-
ert Merrill, William Schuman,
Nadia Reisenberg, Tommy Dor-

sey, Macklin Marrow, Fred War-

Fehruury 7th

VELMA SMITH Dallas

CHARES B. KINNEV Field Man
JULIUS STEIN Homo Offifi-

FchrudJt 6th

MARY V. McBRIDE Honu- Otfc.'

RUBY POOVEY Charlotte

GRACE E. BARCLAY Portland

h\bru<:T\

H. PAULSON Wa>hinston

GEORGE DEGNON Field Man
ELSIE V. LEGA Hoine Office

LAURA M. LONDON Los Angele;.

THOMAS SALUATI Philadelphia

JACQUELINE RHYNE Charlotte

MARTIN TATTENBAUM l-fome Office

THERESA LA MOTTE AIhan\

lUbruary 1 I th

JOHN G. CHINELL Buftal..

WILLIAM J. POWELL New York

C. CAROTHBRS Chicago

ADELAIDE C. BIEGLER Home Office

WESLEY HAECK Home Office

ELLA MARTINSON Minneapolis

CARMEN SOTO Washington

Februjr^ \2lh

WILLIAM LYTLE New York

JAMBS P. REA Winnipeg'

Ffbrutiry 1

ANNA DUBROW Los Angeles

ARTHUR WILLI Home Office

DAVID D. KIMMEL Chicago

PAULINE EVANS Oklahoma City

GERALDINE LUEKING St. Louis

ing, Vladimir Horowitz, Sacha

Gorodnitzki, Sam Barber, Alfred

Mirovich, Leo Smit, Ernest Anser-

met, Ethel Smith and Meyer

Davis.

Since the NIGHT SONG
pressbook came off the presses

several weeks ago various sales

promotion activities centered

aiound the musical phases of the

attraction have been terminated.

Leon J. Bamberger has aug-

mented the NIGHT SONG
music-promotion page of the

pressbook with a supplementary

manual. This includes a letter

from Ned E. Depinet sent to the

officers of local units of a score

of musical organizations, a letter

from Robert Mochrle to exhibi-

tors, circuit officials and house

managers on our sales promotion
list, and a series of exploitation

ideas from Harry Mandel, direc-

tor of national publicity and ad-
vertising for the RKO theatres.

Th ese are red-hot ideas directed
at various segments of the music-

loving public. Little effort is re-

quired by the theatre manager to

put them into actual use.

From ESTIMATES ON CURRENT MOTION PICTURES

As judged in Hollywood by representatives of thirteen

leading women's organizations. _

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA

The screen reenactment of CNeill's play is being sponsored by

the Theatre Guild which originally produced it on Broadway in 1931-

32. A drama of sin and atonement, paraphrasing the theme of the

ancient Greek tragedies, it examines the intimate conflicts of a

patrician New England family of the 1860s. Producer: Dudley Nichols,

in association with the Theatre Guild, Inc. Director: Dudley Nichols

Musical Director: C. Bakaleinikoff. Photography: George Barnes

Cast: Rosalind Russell, Michael Redgrave, Raymond Massey, Katina

Paxinou, Leo Genn, Kirk Douglas, Nancy Coleman, Henry Hull, Sara

Allgood, Thurston Hall, Walter Baldwin.

Estimates Agree:

Impressively acted, near perfect in casting, artistically and beautifull)

produced, with skilled and unique direction, this monumental Greek

flavored tragedy comes to the screen as a tremendous accomplish

ment. There can be little doubt that a great drama has come alive

Though morbid, depressing and slow-paced, set amid elemental

passions gone beyond restraint, and more like theatre than movies

it produces mixed emotions of awe and repulsion.

TYCOON

Technicolor

C. E. Scoggins' novel is a story of tense conflict between two men

the domineering tycoon of a South American railroad empire and ar

American construction engineer he has hired to drive a tunnel throug^

the Andes. A romance between the tycoon's daughter and the mar

he is determined to break intensifies the complications. Producer

Stephen Ames. Direction: Richard Wallace. Music by Leigh Harline

musical director, C. Bakaleinikoff. Orchestral arrangements by Gil

Grau. Photography: Harry J. Wild, W. Howard Greene. Cast: Johf

Wayne, Laraine Day, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Judith Anderson, Jame

Gleason, Anthony Quinn, Grant Withers, Paul Fox, Fernando Al

varado.

Source: Screenplay by Borden Chase and John Twist, from the nove

by C. E. Scoggins.

Estimates Agree:

Suspenseful and full of action, this exciting melodrama of railroa

building in South America is photographed in Technicolor, exquisit

and cameo-like in the beautiful indoor scenes, outstandng in night an

flood scenes. A notable cast lend an atmosphere of reality undf

virile, competent direction. The obstacles encountered, heart-breakin

disappointments, awesome catastrophes and clever engineering fea

build to final success. The musical score offers brilliant contrasts, ad(

ing much to the emotional content of the whole.
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Mlnnt€» ... Frozen
By TERRY TURNER

FH SHING. N. Y. — Jackie,

lie thermometer did it. \es sir.

t drove me straight home to

lushing where the snow is still

iled higher than a press agent's

Ijectives. but its warm in our

Id lean to. and honey after this

i<t trip. 1 craves heat. As a mat-

I of fact Jackie, the trip started

curdle when 1 left Dallas.

I e\as. in a snowstorm and set-

led down for a little sunshine

u St. Louis. I "seed by the

>apers" that that old thermome-

'r was down to around eight

flow in Minneapolis and doing

Mexican stand off around Des

loines and Kansas City and all

f a sudden I find myself blue

lenciling Minneapolis because I

now I wouldn't be able to even

ecognize "Skinn\ " Dressell un-

ler them wraps he must have

ad on even had I run into him

nd I had no idea of following

St. Vitus'' Gaudette around so

head for St. Louis. Here I meet

Dr. Itch" Dufour mushing

round in six inches of snow and

e gives me that "the first snow

lis \ear"" routine, which I am
ind of sick of by now. So we
tushes .".round the village seeing

)lks at the Star Times and else-

here and to his domicile to see

nd chat with his Ada who is bat-

ing arthritis but still smiling,

hen on to Chicago to meet Roy
opper, columnist, and Lou Liv-

igston, promotion editor of the

hicago Herald American. Al-

adv these gents have heard

bout FORT APACHE and want
premiere in Chicago. "Blue-

?ard" Bert, in his usual unfail-

g custom misses me at the train

jt did manage to hold my bags
gether. Jackie did you ever

and on Michigan Boulevard
hen its 4 or 5 below. Well if

\ou haven't Jackie, don't, for

they'll mistake you for a statue

and cart you off. I was half way

to a warehouse before I thawed

out and began squawking to "set

me down. " So to the 606 Club

with Roy and Lou then to The

Singapore to sit one out with

Tommy MacDonald and Phil

Reagan, the Irish thrush ^^ho was

chowing and not thrushing at

the moment. I'm eatin'. Phil s

eatin". even Tommy is breakin'

his rules and eatin" in his own

joint because it is too cold to go

next door and get a good meal.

Ro\ is writin' his column and

Lou is selling FORT .\PACHE

I and I know he aint even seen

it t to the natives and everybody

is a scared to go home because

they might freeze en route. And

as they is run out of money.

Tommy is burning and as they

is almost run out of food Phil is

seething, and cause Roy can t

get a cab to get his column to the

paper he's on fire, and Lou is

giving me hell because I can't

tell him whether he can have the

premiere of FORT APACHE and

believe me Jackie its still below

zero. The next day I have me a

chat with 'ansome* 'Erbie" Green-

blatt and "Horse Collar" Heim.
who is having trouble up Mil-

waukee way but it looks Okav
and then I walks up abash A\ e-

nue toward the Blackstone and

that's where I run into that ther-

mometer. Yes sir, there it was
right on a building and reading

4 below. I just stopped for a

second Jackie and I can't feel

nothing in my right leg. The left

is going numb when I get hep

to myself and take it on the lam

to LaSalle street station and dive

headlong into bedroom L on the

Century. So that's how I got

home Jackie. This trip has cer-

tainly given me a lot of respect

for Admiral Bvrd. \^liat a man.

This scene from CHILDREN'S VILLAGE current THIS IS AMERICA, shows

the practical application of Village democracy. The Village is administered by

its teen-age inhabitants . . . here a runaway lad faces trial by a jury of his

peers, who may curtail his privileges, delay his graduation for violation of

seli-imposed rules. The boys of the Village, who are either delinquents or

face delinquency, run the Village much as any adult town is run. They get

paid for work in their own shops and industries, vole for their own officials,

and pay taxes on their Village projects.

TMOS£ CIRCLES ARE
%S DANGEROUS AS BUZZSAWS'

^

FILL 'EM WITH SALES AND DATES/

from

RKO-PATHE
By ED RICE

FUNNY BUSINESS, the story

of the comic industry and its

sidelines, is now being shot by

director - photographer Larry

O Reilly for a coming THIS IS

AMERICA.

One of the biggest head-

aches of the comic strip business

was revealed by accident," says

O'Reilly, when I asked Al Capp,

who does Little Abner, to do

some sketches of his characters

and to show how he invents new

ones. I found out that getting

new faces in a strip Is what drives

artists nuts. I had Capp go

through all his paces—he s a

good actor—thumbing through

magazines and newspapers, look-

ing out the window, listening to

the radio, making faces at him-

self In the mirror. Then we show

him giving up In disgust. He

phones out for some coffee and

sandwiches. We used Bill Sykes

as the waiter—and that's where

the gag comes in. Capp really

got a new character out of Sykes.

I*- was one of those once-In-a-

life time happenings, being In on

the birth of a new funny strip

fece."

The nation s greatest sports

boom since the Golden Age of

sports In the twenties gets be-

hind - the - scenes treatment In

SPORTS COVERAGE, latest

RKO Pathe SPORTSCOPE. The

short shows how sports news is

rushed to America via news-

paper, radio, television, photo-

graph, newsreel and magazine.

The short features Joe WII-

ilems, World-Telegram sports col-

umnist. The camera follows him

around on a typical day, showing

how he picks up Inside data on

sports events and performers.

The film also includes Red

Barber, Bill Corum of the Journal

American, Clem McCarthy, John

Carmlchael of the Chicago Daily

News, Wilfrid Smith of the Chi-

cago Tribune, Matty Zimmer-

man, Associated Press photog-

rapher, Willie Turnesa, Gus Les-

nevich and Mel Ott.

The April Issue of "Sport
"

magazine features a full page
report on the film.

SPORTS COVERAGE was pro-

duced by Jay Bonafleld, written

by Bud Benjamin, directed by

Joe Walsh, and narrated by An-

dre Baruch, Red Barber and Clem
McCarthy.

i
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Look Awards

HOLLYWOOD—The sixth an-

pLial presentation of the Look

Achievement Awards has been

set for Tuesday evening, Feb-

ruary 3, it was announced to-

day by J. C. hlerrick, vice-presi-

dent in charge of West Coast

operations for Look magazine.

RKO personalities will receive

top awards.

The awards, to outstanding

personalities in the film industry,

will again be presented on Bob

Hope's Pepsodent broadcast

over the NBC network to be held

this year at Hollywood's El Capi-

tan Theatre. Achievement sym-

bols will be presented to the best

actress, actor, director, cinema-

tographer, producer, most prom-

ising new star, and one to the

person whose services to the In-

dustry as a whole is outstanding.

Two special awards will also be

presented.

Staged in the most spectacular

Hollywood fashion, the event is

one of the highlights of the year

for stars and fans alike. Once

again this year the broadcast-

presentation of the Look Awards

v/Ill be a premiere type event with

many of the movie industry's

famous and near-famous in at-

tendance.

Plans are now being completed

for this largest and most colorful

achievement awards show in the

history of the presentation.

Naish Trip

J. Carrol Naish, prominently

featured in THE FUGITIVE, now

at the Victoria Theatre, hopes

to see his long-planned holiday

to Ireland consummated this

spring. Accompanied by his wife

and 16-year-old daughter, Naish

will visit his ancestral home in

Ballycullen at Askeaton in Coun-
ty Limerick.

Holt Starrer

Tim Holt's next RKO Radio
starring vehicle will be BROTH-
ERS IN THE SADDLE. Camera
work starts late in March upon
the star's return from a rodeo
tour.

Autlior Inspires

Theodor S. Geisel, who wrote the

script for the forthcoming documen-
tary DESIGN FOR DEATH, has the

distinction of having his first book for

children made into a cartoon, a sym-

phony and a textbook The book under

Geisel's pen name of "Dr. Seuss" is

"And To Think That I Saw It On Mul-

berry Street." George Pal made it into

a cartoon. Deems Taylor was Inspired

by it to write a symphony. New York

University adopted it as a textbook in

the graduate division of the English

Department. Geisel's second book,

'The 500 Hats of Bartholomew Cub-
bins," won an Oscar for George Pal

in the short subjects field. His third,

"Horton Hatches the Egg," is soon to

be recorded by Marvin Miller for an

album. "McElligot's Pool," his latest,

has just been selected by the Junior

Guild for distribution

New Title

RACHEL AND THE STRAN-
GER is the final title for our

picture previously known as

"Rachel" and later as "Tall,

Dark Stranger." Film co-stars

Loretta Young, William Holden

and Robert MItchum. It was di-

rected by Norman Foster and

produced by Richard Berger.

"Bambi" Manual

of Showmanship

Tops the Original

With both the current national

advertising and the publicity

campaigns on Walt Disney's

BAMBI likely to succeed in scope

the original campaigns, now

comes a complete new BAMBI
pressbook that tops the original.

Reduced to one color through

a photostatic reproduction and

plenty of retouching, the giant

full-color BAMBI double-page

fiuck which ran recently in Life

magazine has been utilized for

the pressbook cover.

There are new ads, mats and

accessories right across the

boards. One of the full-color ads

v/hich blanket American news-

papers has been reproduced in

black-and-white and there is list-

ed the 141 leading newspapers in

1 35 cities which will carry the

copy In comic sections, along

with the respective dates.

The literary and exploitation

phases of the picture are dealt

with on a more extensive scale

than in the original pressbook.

Here indeed is a vibrant, new
showmanship manual that will stir

exhibitors to action with its allure

of outdoor life and money-mak-
ing possibilities. Squire Fred

Schaefer's pressbookers deserve

a bow for this timely campaign
book.

Publicity Scoop
Publicity Manager Rutgers

Neilson, member of the board of

Saints and Sinners, has racked up
a scoop for MAN ABOUT
TOWN. Through Former Gov-
ernor Harold Hoffman of New
Jersey, president of S. and S., he

has arranged to honor Maurice
Chevalier as the "Fall Guy" for

the February 24th gathering of

distinguished citizens at the As-
tor. And Maurice says in a tele-

gram to Rutgers that he will be
happy to come to New York for

the event.

Preston Co-Stars
Robert Preston today has been

set to play one of the three top

male roles In BLOOD ON THE
MOON. The husky actor will co-

star with Robert Mitchum and
Barbara Bel Geddes in this screen

version of Luke Short's widely

read Saturday Evening Post

serial. Preston currently is seen

in "Wild Harvest" with Alan

Ladd and Dorothy Lamour. In

BLOOD ON THE MOON he will

play the role of Riling, a bluff

and hearty, but sinister heavy

and rival of Mitchum's in a

drama of life in the West of the

I860 era.

Clips Editor
Stung by a FLASH article to the

effect that Eddie McGulre had taken

him for ten straight at gin rummy,
Harry (Uncle Remus) Relners trapped
ye ed. Number one was a "spring" at

Billy the Oysterman's, topped off with

a double brandy. Then ye ed was in-

vited to the Forrest Hotel to witness

another Reiners - McGuire combat.
Harry using his favorite RKO jumbo
cards took revenge, sinking ye ed on

side bets and afterwards demanding
a FLASH retraction for the ten straight

story.

THE N«TION«L FOUNDATION FOR INFANTILE PARALYSIS

Showmanship Is

"Night Song" Aid

The job accomplished by the

theatre and field departments Is

Indeed worthy of praise and will

add immeasurably to the value of

the picture nationally and par-

ticularly in this territory." So says

Branch Manager Joe Smith of the

western bow of NIGHT SONG
at the Golden Gate Theatre In

San Francisco. Joe adds "The

theatre was packed and lines two

blocks long were waiting for ad-

mittance." Here Is part of a re-

view from the San Francisco

News, a competitive paper to the

Call-Bulletin, which co-sponsored

the preview:

"ROMANCE, MUSIC PLEASE

IN NIGHT SONG"
"NIGHT SONG is a 22-karat

picture, thanks to some fine

story-telling by Director John

Cronnwell, ably assisted by a cast

of Dana Andrews, Merle Oberon,

Hoagy Carmichael and Ethel

Barrymore.

"When you stop and think of

it, these four really cover all the

amusement demands from the

carriage trade to jive. With the

concerto added, as played by

Artur Rubinstein and the New
York Philharmonic under Eugene

Ormandy's baton, the picture is

sure to win."

REAL COMPETITION

Gary Cooper is glad he doesn't

have to buck the movies as a

newcomer today.

"The competition Is really

tough today," says Cooper, co-

star of Leo McCarey's Rainbow

Production, GOOD SAM. "Pro-

ducers no longer can afford to

take a chance on an actor just

because he has good looks and

a happy grin. Or on an actress ,

who has only a sweater and a .

come-hither glance.

Today's newcomers must have

talent and I find that most of

them, because of 'little' theatre,

stage and school experience,

know what is required of them

before they ever set foot in a

studio. Personally, I'm glad I

started in silent days when the

Nope,' 'Yep' and Mebbe" dia-

logue wasn't heard on the

screen." i
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Barbara Bel Geddes will co-

ar with Robert Mitchum in

LOOD ON THE MOON. This

islgnment will necessitate put-

ng off the start of BALTIMORE
SCAPADE in which she will also

ar until early May. Robert Pres-

DH has been tagged for one of

~\e top male roles, that of the

luff and hearty but sinister

heavy," rival of Mitchum. Di-

ctor Robert Wise will give the

amera starting signal on Feb-

.ary 10. Theron Warth is pro-

Ljcing this screen adaptation of

-ke Shorts Saturday Evening

^st story, with Sid Rogell as

ecutive producer.

Tim Holt took time out while

liming GUNS OF WRATH to

y to break an outlaw horse

amed "Joe Louis," which had
jjver been ridden. The Western
ar will use the outlaw horse in

s new rodeo.

I A weekend may be Silly Satur-

Sy for some fortunate folks, but

,s more trying than Blue Mon-
ey for Goofy in his new job as

liretaker of Dolores, the circus

ephant. Dolores is a once-a-

seker when it comes to taking

bath. And hosing her off is

mething to make strong men
jail and leads to situations

Drse than any soap opera plot.

16 BIG WASH, Walt Disney's

l^est short subject in color by
;chnicolor is a blow-by-blow ac-

lunt of Dolores Saturday Night
)lutions and the unhappy plight

her keeper.

Maureen O'Hara has been

tJncilled in for one of the stellar

ries In THE LONG DENIAL. She

II portray a beautiful Broadway
icalist who, after losing her

'ice, risks facing a charge of

urder rather than endanger the

me of a protege through whom
!5 continues a vicarious career.
'

is part will provide Miss
I Hara with several original

!ngs. She will have Melvyn
i^uglas as her co-star.

(1)—Gordon Youngman, vice-president and general counsel of RKO Radio . . . (2)—Francis Harmon, vice-president of

the Motion Picture Association . . . (3)—Pierre Ordonneau, Counselor to the United Nations French Delegation; Gordon

Youngman, Andre Cordier, assistant to the United Nations Secretary General . . . (4)—Rev. Daniel A. Poling, president

and editor of the Christian Science Herald; Francis Harmon (speaker). His Exc. Dr. C. L. Hsia, acting Chinese repre-

sentative of the Security Council (formerly director of the Chinese News Service), Hon. Benjamin Cohen, assistant Secre-

tary General of the United Nations.

Three Faltl Praise^Far RKO Htitlia,

Far Oare Sehtiry uMni "'d^ofssfire**

RKO Radio, Dore Schary and the widely praised CROSSFIRE received recognition at the annua!

American Nobel dinner at New York's Astor Hotel. The occasion was specially impressive, since its

emphasis was on the achievements of the United Nations and the principal speakers and guests were

high U.N. dignitaries. Unable to come East through pressure of studio production, Schary, who had

looked forward eagerly to the event, wired his address which Gordon Youngman read. And, stepping

into the breach, Francis S. Harmon, vice-president, Motion Picture Association of America, accepted

the invitation to represent the industry in Schary s place, and spoke eloquently of the far-flung

influence of films and their importance in the movement for world peace. Schary's address, too, stressed

the need for working for peace. Before Youngman and Harmon spoke, the achievements of Schary were

outlined by the master of ceremonies, and CROSSFIRE singled out as an example of significant drama.

—RUTGERS NEILSON

Hoagy Carmichael, the most

lackadaisical composer of the

modern era, declares he wrote

the number he plays and sings In

NIGHT SONG while reading a

newspaper and cutting his own
hair. For years, Hoagy declares,

he has cut his own hair as a

hobby. He says he also trims the

hair of his two young sons, who
have never been In a professional

shop. Hoagy's number, "Who
Killed 'Er?" satirizes murder mys-

teries.

*

Walt Disney, constantly evolv-

ing and perfecting new forms of

screen entertainment, takes an-

other bold step ahead in his latest

musical cartoon fantasy, MELO-
DY TIME, which is slated for re-

lease this summer. In this feature

he depicts seven separate tales

within one framework of legend

and music, to achieve the same
degree of suspense and comedy
and romance usually to be found

only in a single sequence of

events with one set of characters.

For the new picture he massed

such talent as Roy Rogers, Dennis

Day, Sons of the Pioneers, the

Andrews Sisters, Fred Waring
and his Pennsylvanlans, Ethel

Smith, Frances Langford, Freddy

Martin and Jack Fina, the Din-

ning Sisters, and Buddy Clark.

Because of the material and its

handling, these performers eag-
erly shared the exploits of Dis-

ney's cartoon heroes and were
content, even, to speak and sing

through the fabulous characters

and to narrate behind them in

MELODY TIME. The only per-

sonages v/ho actually appear in

live action are Roy Rogers, Sons
cf the Pioneers and Ethel Smith,

genius of the organ. Bobby Dris-

coll and Luana Patten are seen

as listeners and reactors to the

tale of "Pecos Bill" in Roy Rog-
ers' picturized recital.
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Wilbur Hetherington caused a bit

of laughter the other day when he

told us that he had been talking to a

Poll Parrot over the telephone. He

also sang to Wilbur, "Yes We Have

No Bananas." And Its owner insisted

that the Parrot sounded just lll<e Eddie

Cantor, but we are afraid Wilbur

definitely disagreed with her.

Poor Bob Coleman! Everyone In the

office has been asking him what hap-

pened to his hair, just because the

barber slipped a little and cut too

much of his blonde locks.

Aileen Steinhauer came to work with

a whole plate full of home made

cookies, Just for us. They were de-

licious, Aileen!

On Theima Osborne's bir+hday Lila

Fox promised to bake her a lemon

pie, but Lila came to work empty

handed. Each day Lila has a new ex-

cuse. Oh, well, maybe she will make it

for your next birthday, Theima!

Monday, January 19, was quite an

occasion back In the shipping and

inspection rooms. They celebrated three

birthdays all at one time. Johnny Cos-

tello's, May Robinson's and Paul Faga-

ley's. Happy birthday, you all.

—JEANIE THARP

We are pleased to welcome into

our RKO family Wallace F. Sickels

who will take over the assistant ship-

per's station with Curley Wellnltz.

Our guest this week was Herb Sreen-

blatt our chief. Herb is checking all

possibilities so we may gain lost

ground in the Drive and get up a

little steam in our steam roller crew.

We may be down, but we are never

out.

Screened BISHOP'S WIFE and all

voted It a hundred percenter!

Agnes Hekker formerly with us as

inspectress came over the other noon

and celebrated her birthday. Marie

Ensign also treated the gang and we
wish them both many more happy
birthdays in the future.

—J. E. WHITE

DeSoto Retires
After 33 years with RKO the

veteran Tom DeSoto, carpenter

of the maintenance department,

has resigned and will retire from
full - time employment. Some
iwenty-five of his friends gave
Tom a farewell luncheon and
Major Leslie Thompson, master

of ceremonies, presented a gold

v/atch to him. In a gagged card

signed by all those present, Pat

Lee penned a poem to the guest

of ho nor, as follows:

We offer you congratulations

Mingled with pangr of regret;

To us, it's a foregone conclu-

sion,

You've been the best friend we
ever met.

We'll miss you, that goes with-

out saying.

We'll cherish your memory the

while.

You leave us one thing to re-

member,

That friendly and wholehearted

smile.

THE Hotel Taft was the scene of much merri-

ment and camaraderie on January 23 when the

accounting department headed by Art White

practically turned out enmasse to honor Ben

Polin at a luncheon. Ben was presented with

many useful household gifts and two days later

a happy couple were away to a secret place

on their honeymoon.

FAREWELL ROSALIE. Rus-

sell Trado, Muriel Bell,

Kay Stokas, Hazel Kor-

man, Rutgers Neilson, Lola

Woursell, Lottie Bernstein,

Carol Weller and Florence

Earls bid adieu to Rosalie

Ross prior to sailing for

South Africa. Bottom: the

boss man Neilson wishes her

^ luck in her new job as a

wife.

Ninth Floor
A happy event of the week was the

surprise engagement of Prince Sey-

mour Becker to his Princess Ronnie

hyman. Our co-worker presented his

fiancee with a very fine gold wrist

v.'atch to seal the occasion and in turn

v/as the recipient of a magnificent

birthstone ring. Ronnie dropped over

to the office to be introduced and of

course everyone wished the young
couple the very best of luck.

Another surprise was the visit of

Ruth Gaffney's brother Jack to the

office so soon after his return from

occupation duty in Japan. And as Ruth

described him he turned out to be a

tall six-footer who can lasso and charm
the gals.

At long last Louise Russell is well

enough to resume her duties here on

the floor. Mrs. Russell has been a vic-

tim of the mysterious malady virus X
v/hich has been bewildering the medi-

cos. Seems as though she's had more
than her share of Illness and here's

hoping she 'II be well for a long time

to
,
come.

Usually it is the doting mother who
tells of the bright exploits of little

junior but down here it's the other

v/ay 'round. Leave it to proud pop
John Blund to tell of the cuteness dis-

played by his ten-month-old daughter
Lynn and Joe Toscano to tell of the

feats of his year-old son, Salvle. Both

fathers have pictures of their favorites

In their wallets.

—HARRY KARP

Doray Engaged
Walter Doray, FLASH col-

umnist for the fifteenth floor, of

the sales department and the

charming Alice Wray of the con-

tract department are the latest

among Home Office folk to be-

come engaged. Congratulations

are extended to them by their

many friends. Walt Is an overseas

veteran, many of whom seem to

be tripping over the matrimonial

clothesline these, days.
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PROUD OF "JOAN" SAYS SCHARY

Cantor's 39th Year in Show Business

EDDIE CANTOR

Janvary 6, 1948

r. Rutgers Neilson
KO Radio Pictures, Inc.
270 Sixth iivenue
ew Yorii 20, N. \,

|ear Rutgers:

Your telegram of cor>g ratulatlona
n my 39 years in show business gave me a
rm feeling all over. "miRTY-NINE YEARS I

hlnk of it and i'm still a kid. Well,
ot exactly a kid - I just happen to be

years youpger than Jolson and at least
years younger then Jessell

We are previewing IF YOU KNEW
USIE some time this week and I think we
ight have an hour and a half of good
atertainment for you. This is a little
lit more legitimate than I've ever been
nd think perhaps the public might
relcome the change.

In the meanwhile, to you and
;he gang, my most affectionate regards.

Sin

C:mh

KG Studio
lollywood 38, Calif.

lere we have it—39 years of accumulated publicity to sell

n IF YOU KNEW SUSIE. This of course along with Eddie,

limself, Joan Davis, a fine cast, and the whole gamut of screen

entertainment wrapped up in an hour and a half.

We Have One of Classic Motion

Pictures Which Come Infrequently

By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 30.:—This week, after viewing

a rough cut of the footage shot to date on JOAN OF
ARC. Dore Schary said: "I believe JOAN OF ARC is one

of those classic motion pictures that come along very in-

frequently in our industry. I am proud, as all of us at RKO
should be proud, that we will have the privilege of re-

leasing this very great film."

In all the history of the mo-

tion picture business there have

been only a few filnns so out-

standing that they were mile-

stones in themselves.

"The Birth of a Nation" was

such a film, and so were "The

Jazz Singer," and SNOW WHITE
AND THE SEVEN DWARFS,
and "Gone With the Wind."

And now there's a new mile-

stone—JOAN OF ARC, greater

than any of its predecessors.

JOAN isn't just a picture: it's

an emotional experience. The
other day I had the opportunity

of seeing a very rough cut of the

footage shot to date, and believe

me, folks, words simply can't ex-

press the magnitude and impact

cf Sierra's first offering.

While there are some sixteen

days of shooting yet to come as

soon as the huge sets for the se-

quence are ready, the film is well

along in its editing stages, for

Director Victor Fleming has a

habit of cutting as he goes, and

the immensely powerful story

stands out like a rough-hewn Gi-

braltar.

For five hundred years the

tale of The Maid has been one

of the great tales of history.

Authors and dramatists without

number have enshrined her hero-

ism and loyalty and faith in flam-

ing words. And now the millions

of theatre patrons will have that

tale brought to them in vivid,

unforgettable fashion by what is

unquestionably one of the very

biggest events the screen has

ever known.

The spiritual quality that In-

grid Bergman puts into her por-

trayal is a revelation. It's far and
away the finest thing she has ever

done, and I don't believe any

other actress past or present

could have given the role such

utter sincerity and conviction.

But she isn't the only one. The

other principals in the glittering

cast, Jose Ferrer as the weak and

hesitating Dauphin, Francis L.

Sullivan as the vindictive Bishop

of Beauvais, J. Carroll Naish,

Ward Bond, Gene Lockhart, John

Emery and the scores of others

all deliver extraordinary per-

formances.

The battle scenes are thrilling

in the extreme, with Joan In her

shining armor leading her troops

to victory. And the Technicolor

has been handled amazingly. The

opening scenes are in subdued

pastels, and gradually Increase

In contrast and brilliance to the

spectacular coronation sequence,

which Is a riot of hues. Then they

taper off again to the breathless

climax, thereby greatly enhancing

the dramatic values of the story.

It will of course be some

months before the Wanger-

Flemlng-Bergman film is com-

pleted and ready for preview,

but that preview is going to be

a tremendous event.
*

FILL IN THOSE CIKUSf,
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th WEEK,

'.nding Jan. 29 th

WOi. Pos.

this Last

Veek Branch Week

I 1 . SIOUX FALLS 2

'2. SALT LAKE CITY 1

3. OKLAHOMA CITY . .. 4
4. DENVER* . 7

5. Portland .. 3

\b. Seattle . . 5

7. St. Louis . . 6

8. Des Moines '

.21

9. Kansas City

Minneapolis*

. 8

0. .. 9

1. Omaha* .10

2. New Orleans 14

3. Cincinnati* . 19

4. Charlotte* .17

5. Atlanta .13

i6. Boston* 29

1 7. Albany 12

18. Los Angeles 16

19. Detroit ...20

20. Chicago .. 24
2\. Washington -.15

22. Philadelphia 23

23. Pittsburgh .1 1

24. Milwaukee .18

25. Dallas 26

26. Cleveland .22

17. Memphis 25
28. Buffalo 28
29. Indianapolis 27

30. New York 31

31. New Haven 30

32. San Francisco 32

CANADA
1. TORONTO
2. CALGARY
3. Winnipeg
4. St. John
5. Vancouver

6. Montreal

DISTRICTS
1. Rocky Mt.*

2. Canadian ..

3. Prairie 3

4. Southeastern 4
5. Midwestern 6

6. Southwestern 5

Drivers W in Over the Eletnents
That triple deterring combination of Father Tinne, Old Man Winter and Old

Man Quota did not stay the RKOers in their appointed rounds for the sixth week of

the NED DEPINET DRIVE. It was the second biggest stanza to date and that in the

faces of old Boreas' worst blasts, snow, sleet and sub-zero weather that even brought

snowbanks 'round the cabin doors of the southland and sent the mannnny songsters

to cover. Seven exchanges bettered their quota marks and the Rocky Mountain district

under A! Kolitz told the other ten chiefs to move over and make room for a new dis-

trict champion. (Continued o« Page Two)

''Fugitive'" Farging ta Bax^OHive Ft*aw%t
Backed all along the line by the special brand of RKO Radio showwmanship, ThIE

FUGITIVE is paralleling the critics' plaudits in its box-office draw. In the past week the

intake at several houses has exceeded that of top A pictures played in recent weeks,

those from RKO and other companies. The sixth stanza at the Victoria, New York, bet-

tered the fifth. Branch Manager Stan Jacques of Cincinnati hailed the campaign by

Field Man Hugh MacKenzie at the Grand where FUGITIVE goes a second week. First

week's gross was the highest since Thanksgiving and without holiday time bettered the

New Year's intake. Big at Proctor's, Newark; Orpheum (Continued on Page Tiuo)

RKO Steals the Look Show
in the largest and most colorful achievement awards in the

history of the event and with many of the movie industry's brightest

luminaries in attendance, the sixth annual presentation of the Look

Achievements took place at Hollywood's El Capitan Theatre last

Tuesday night, February 3.

America tuned into the event via the Bob Hope Pepsodent

airer, broadcast over the NBC network. In addition the Look issue

of February 17 which hit the stands this week gave a ten page

spread of the awards to the outstanding personalities in the film

industry and the year's best pictures.

(Continued on Page 3)

7. Eastern Central .. 9

8. Eastern 7

9.- Northeastern . .10

10. Western 8

I I . MetroDolitan II

DIVISIONS
1 . Western . I

2. Eastern 3

3. North-South . 2

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota cumulatively.

* Orer quota for current week.

"£/ec/fo" Date
MOURNING BECOMES

ELECTRA will have its Southern

premiere Tuesday February I 7th

at the Colony theatre in Palm

Beach. The engagement in this

exclusive Florida resort will be
two days, two performances

daily at advanced road show

prices.

Charles Kinney, Atlanta field

representative, is handling the

engagement.

City Editors Are

Scooped by Turner

When Terry Turner and his

field men invade the nation's

big dallies they don't slip up

the back stairs to the critic's

desk. Not them Dragoons. It's

the city editors they tackle and

then work down the line. So it

came about that when New
York was visited by some two

score desk chiefs, Mr. Turner

rubbed elbows with Old

Grandad and came up with an

idea. He invited the entire

delegation to be RKO Radio's

guests at Bill's Gay Nineties.

The idea as a whole is one of

those for which the Showman-

ship Company has become
noted, and Terry tells about

the party in a story with pic-

tures on pages 7-8-9.

i fu- i*€iiae«» \ovvliy Broadcast. Pufft^ O \eu: i6intn Cataiayuv^ t^ayt* H
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Fugitive" Tops

{Con%'nxi.ed from Page One)

Des Moines; Regent, Grand

Rapids; Orpheum, New Orleans;

Brandeis, Onnaha; Orpheum,

Sioux City, and Orpheum,

Waterloo.

NIGHT SONG—First week at

the RKO Palace, New York, al-

most equalled that of TYCOON
which opened Christmas day.

Hits a holdover pace for second

weeks at Chicago, Milwaukee,

Detroit, St. Louis, Baltimore,

Atlanta. New openings over the

February holidays.

TYCOON—Up high in Va-

riety's champions for January.

Third week at the Goldman,

Philadelphia, and Branch Man-

ager Charlie Zagrans says excel-

lent, and that goes for the Co-

lonial, Allentown, drawing them

in despite a blizzard, Harrisburg,

Reading and Trenton. "Has defi-

nitely demonstratred that it is

in," says Charlie. Branch Man-

ager Sol Sachs of Dallas says

fine opening at San Antonio,

' and will be outstanding for this

territory," Sol says. Second weeks

Milwaukee, Indianapolis, Phoenix,

San Antonio, Oklahoma City.

Three weeks at the Empire, Birm-

ingham, and is now in second

moveover week at the Capitol.

Excellent Charlotte, Asbury Park,

Morristown, Perth Amboy,
Greensboro, Portsmouth, Hunt-

ington Park, Beverly Hills, Hamil-

ton, O., Waco. At the Roger

Sherman, New Haven, topped
FARMER'S DAUGHTER,
BACHELOR and other big ones.

Opening on RKO Metropolitan

Circuit, New York and Brooklyn,

February Nth, catching holiday.

MOURNING BECOMES
ELECTRA—Marathoner at the

Golden, New York, included

1 Ith week. Seventh stanza at the

Four Star, Los Angeles.

THE BISHOP'S WIFE—Grows
each day in box-office stature.

Eighth week at the Astor, New
York, tops seventh. Seventh

weeks at Carthay Circle, Los An-
geles, Astor, Boston. Fifth week
at the Woods, Chicago. Fourth

at Colony, Miami. Fine engage-
ment at Sarasota, Fla.

OUT OF THE PAST—Second
week at the Stanton, Philadelphia.

Excellent at Allentown, Asbury
Park, Charlotte, Huntington,

THREE GROUP CONTEST
Woek Eiulina Jan. 29, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

L ATLANTA .
I

2. BOSTON 8

3. Los Angeles . - 3

4. Detroit ., 4

5. Chicago 6

6. Washington 2

7. Philadelphia . , 5

8. Dallas .. 7

9. New York . 9

1 0. San Francisco - .10

Pos.

This

Week Branch

I. ST. LOUIS

2. KANSAS CITY

3. Minneapolis ,

4. Cincinnati

5. Charlotte

6. Pittsburgh

7. Cleveland

8. Buffalo .

9. Indianapolis .

Pos.

Last

Week

Pos.

This

Week Branch

* Sioux Falls

* Salt Lake City .

* Oklahoma City

Denver
1. PORTLAND
2. SEATTLE
3. Des Moines

4. Omaha
5. New Orleans .

6. Albany
7. Milwaukee .

8. Memphis
9. New Haven . ..

Pos.

Last

Week

Eliminated as potential Group Prize ivinner ihtc to lead position in National Prize listing.

Rocky IVIounters in High Aititudes
(Continued from Paye Tivo)

Although Giff Davison, who switched to first place last week, fell back to the second trenches

due to a "Sioux" onslaught, the second unit of the Rocky Mountain district, Denver, moved up into

the capital circle to give the Rocky Mounters two places out of four. It was the highest niche for Joe

Emerson's unit since the launching of the Drive.

Ralph Williams' Oklahoma City Sooners was the only outfit to stand off the continued onslaughts

of the Western division under Colonel Walter Branson. The Sooners moved up from fourth to third

place and right down the standing until you come to the twelfth position it is all Branson and more

Branson. Portland, Seattle and St. Louis are sitting pretty just behind the spearheaders. Max Rosen-

blatt's Des Moiners with two successive "overs" are moving faster than a jack rabbit in a prairie fire.

Their speed has been 30-31-29-28-21 and 8. Three more Branson units, Kansas City, Minneapolis and

Omaha, appear in the next wave.

Roger Lamantia's Madri Gras outfit which was on the tailend of the parade during most of last

year's Drive is dancing in the street, so to speak. Twelfth place isn't a bad spot from which to spring.

Stan Jacques' Cincinnati Reds with two "over-a-hundred" markers in the last two cantos appear tc-

be off for the races. Rovy Branon's Charlotteers had a big week and Ross Cropper's Boston Bean-

eaters stuck their heads up out of the snowdrifts to report a 29-16 advance, aided by an "over" marker

Jack Bernstein's Toronto Terriers deserve a bow, for they stand out with heads above the crowc

as the only exchange in the contest to better quota cumulatively. Harry Cohen's St. John Maritimer

steamed out of the channel into the rough waters as Murray Devaney's Montrealers dropped anchoi

in last place.

Gamble Likes Our "Tycoon"

As the season for annual exhibitor body conventions progresse

Into 1 948, RKO personel continues to be well-represented at thi

various state gatherings. Latest of the sessions was the 36th annue

convention of the Theatre Owners of North and South Caroline

an affiliate of the T.O.A., in Charlotte, N.C., on February 1-3. O;

hand from RKO to attend the sessions and greet the several hundrec

exhibitors present were Charlotte Branch Manager Rovy F. Brannor

Salesmen Gene Dyer, Roger Mitchell and Bills Sims, and Fiel<

Man Bill Prager of Washington and Charlotte.

The Carolina exhibitor group, generally considered one of th

most important state organizations in America, was addressed b

Ted R. Gamble, president of the T.O.A., Herman M. Levy, generc

counsel, and Robert W. Coyne, executive director. In his talk aboL

the status of theatre business in general, Gamble specifically 000-

plimented RKO's TYCOON for its current fine performance at th

box-offices of the nation's film theatres

The three-day session was presided over by Ben L. Strozle

president of the Carolinas organization, whose theatres in Rock Hil

S. C, and Henderson, N.C., regularly play all RKO product.

West Va., Quincy, Santa Ana,

Hagerstown, Indianapolis, Tampa
and Plalnfield.

SECRET LIFE OF WALTER
MITTY—Fourth week San Fran-

cisco. Third weeks Oklahoma
City and Spokane. Second week

Jccksonville. Holdovers Rock-

ford, Savannah, Raleigh, Woon-
socket, Allentown, Columbia, S.

C. Excellent Charleston, Peoria,

Pawtucket, Tampa, Plalnfield,

Colorado Springs, Battle Creek,

Saginaw, Green Bay, Halifax,

Shreveport, Springfield, O.

BAMBI—Seventh week at the

Republic, New York.

FUN AND FANCY FREE—
Continued excellent reports from
scattered engagements around
the land.
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Branch Manager, Sioux Falls

SHERMAN FITCH

Has a^aiii sicilched to first place in the

NED DEPINET DRIVE

II

LOOK AWARDS
(CouX lined from Page One)

RKO was right In there with

F)salind Russell acclaimed as The

jfstanding Actress of 1947

her magnificent portrayal of

, inia Mannon in MOURNING
COMES ELECTRA, which pic-

,re was hailed as one of the

prkest dramas ever to come out

Hollywood.

Dore Schary walked off with

e Producer of the Year

-ievement for personally pro-

;ing two of the year's best

"ures THE BACHELOR AND
t BOBBY-SOXER and THE
-RMERS DAUGHTER and

ng the driving force behind

.rprise hit, CROSSFIRE.

n the best films of 1947 de-

-ment, RKO grabbed the

r. s share with six out of a pos-

^le fifteen. Selected were THE
\CHELOR AND THE BOBBY-
3XER, THE BISHOP'S WIFE,

POSSFIRE, THE FARMERS
^UGHTER, THE FUGITIVE,

:i MOURNING BECOMES
-ECTRA. Yea, they knew we
e there and perhaps this is a

Dinger of what's to come when

e real big show takes place

jring the Academy of Arts and
iences Awards next month.

Tim Holt and Jack Holt wl

.. Liest-star on

—

Program: ABBOTT-COSTELLO
|lD SHOW.
I Time: Feb. 7 I A.M. EST.

Network: ABC.
Credit: THE ARIZONA RAN-

KER.

Kaye Triumph

The New York Times for Wed-
nesday carried a special dispatch

from London in which it was said

Danny Kaye in the vaudeville

bill at the Palladium scored the

greatest success seen In the Brit-

ish music hall in many years.'

The Daily Telegram critic thought

Denny could "fill the Palladium

for a whole year." The Evening

Standard said Kaye's perform-

ance "left the audience more
breathless than the performer."

Tht* Big
Thaur

THE OFFICERS OF INDEPENDENT ARTISTS select

a symbol trade mark for their company. Left to

right: Frederick Brisson, Rosalind Russell and
Dudley Nichols. Jack Gate directs Miss Russell in

the company's first picture, THE VELVET TOUCH.
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Top Western
Branch Manager Sol Sachs

of Dallas hails the Tim Holt

sagebrusher WESTERN HER-
ITAGE as one of the top pic-

tures of its type, '-'in my opin-

ion it is as fine a western as

we have ever had, including

TRAIL STREET and BAD-
MAN'S TERRITORY," says

Sol."

Actual Billings

Against Quota

fith Week End. Jan. 22, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. ALBANY I

2. LOS ANGELES- 2

3. PORTLAND 4

4. SALT LAKE CITY* 6

5. DENVER 3

6. SIOUX FALLS 5

7. CLEVELAND 8

8. MINNEAPOLIS 7

9. Seattle 10

10. Omaha 9

M . San Francisco I I

12. Oklahoma City 12

13. Atlanta , 15

14. New York 14

15. New Orleans 17

16. Charlotte 19

1 7. Milwaukee 13

18. Cincinnati , 18

19. Washington 20

20. Dallas 23

2 I . Kansas City 24

22. Des Moines 16

23. Indianapolis 22

24. Pittsburgh 25

25. Buffalo 2!

26. Detroit 26

27. Memphis 27

28. Philadelphia 29

29. Boston 30

30. Nev/ Haven 28

31. Chicago 31

32. St. Louis 32

CANADA
1. TORONTO

, I

2. MONTREAL* 3

3. Vancouver 2

4. Winnipeg 4

5. St. John 5

6. Calgary 6

DIVISIONS
1 . Western I

2. North-South 2

3. Eastern 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates
over quota.

+ Ovor quola for current woelc.

FibruaTy 14/A

LOU ELMAN
E. M. RAPP

Milwaukee

St. Louis

Fun and
Fancy Free

Sales Against

Possibilities

^th Week End. Jan. 22, 1948
Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. SEATTLE 2

2. OKLAHOMA CITY . I

3. SALT LAKE CITY 3

4. CLEVELAND . 4

5. NEW HAVEN 5

6. DENVER 6

7. DALLAS 10

8. Washington 8

9. Des Moines 7

10. Sioux Falls . 9

I I. Pittsburgh
I I

12. Boston 12

13. Omaha 13

14. Charlotte 14

15. Philadelphia 15

16. San Francisco 16

17. Memphis 18

I 8. Minneapolis 17

19. Milwaukee 19

20. Buffalo 21

21. New York 20
22. Cincinnati 23
23. New Orleans 22
24. Kansas City 25
25. Los Angeles 27
26. Portland 26
27. Atlanta 24
28. St. Louis 29
29. Albany 28

30. Detroit 30
3 I . Chicago 3 |

32. Indianapolis 32

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG

I

2. MONTREAL 3

3. Vancouver ,, 2

4. St. John . 4
5. Calgary 5

6. Toronto 6

DIVISIONS
1 . Eastern

. 2

2. North-South
.

|

3. Western
, 3

NOTE: Bold lace type indicates
over quota.

LEOPOLD COUSINEAU
HENRY PRZVBOROWSKr
I UVINA HUSEBV
JOAN TIPTON

fcbruaTy l^lh

STANLEY SHERWIN
[ViELBA BONNER

I'chruaTy I6lh

IHYRA BROWN
C. F. McGERIGLE
BEN H. GRIMM
JOSEPH RIGOLI
HUGH LOWN
NORMAN RAJESKY
BARBARA BEHRENS

Fehruary \7th

Montreal

San Francisco

Minneapolis

Kansa-i City

Home Office

Salt Lake City

Boston

Boston

Home Office

Buffalo

New York

Toronto

Los Angeles

MAGIC
TOWN
Sales Against

Possibilities

5th Week End. Jan. 22, 1948
Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. OKLAHOMA CITY .. . I

2. SALT LAKE CITY 2

3. SEATTLE 6

4. NEW HAVEN 3

5. LOS ANGELES 4

6. MINNEAPOLIS 5

7. Sioux Falls 8

8. Charlotte 10

9. Philadelphia 9

10. Des Moines 7

I I
. Washington

I I

12. Dallas I5

13. Denver 14

14. Omaha 12

15. Pittsburgh 13

16. Boston 16

I 7. Milwaukee
. .17

I 8. San Francisco . . 20

19. Memphis I8

20. Atlanta 19

21. Kansas City 21

22. New York 22
23. St. Louis 23
24. New Orleans 24
25. Cincinnati 25
26. Portland 26
27. Cleveland 27
28. Chicago 28
29. Albany 30
30. Buffalo 29
31. Indianapolis 32
32. Detroit 3|

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG

I

2. VANCOUVER 2

3. St. John 3

4. Montreal 4
5. Toronto 5
6. Calgary 6

DIVISIONS
1. Western

|

2. North-South 2

3. Eastern 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates
over quota.

JAY SANFORD Home Office

ROSE WILSON Home Office

February 1 8th

F. MAXWELL Buffalo

WILLIAM F. DeFRENNE Des Momei
HARRY KARP Home Office

EDWARD ASHKINS Los Angeles

ETHLEEN WOODARD Charlotte

February \9th

L. L. GOLDSMITH Seattle

WILLIAM C. ADLER Phrladelphia

February lOlh

R. BROWNING Dallai

A. C. TURNER Washington
JUNE M. TOLLEY HILL Pittsburgh
VIRGINIA LEE KIDD Charlotte
ANTOINETTE METZGER Home Office

SECRET
LIFE OF
W. MITTY

Sales Against

Possibilities

Week End. Jan. 22, 1948
Pes. Pos.

Thi Last

We ek Branch Week
1

1 . OKLAHOMA CITY .. . 1

2. SALT LAKE CITY 3

3. NEW HAVEN . 4

4. DALLAS 2

5. PHILADELPHIA 5

6. PITTSBURGH 6

7. Buffalo 9

8. Sioux Falls 8

9. Washington
1 1

1 U. Albany 7

1 1 Boston 10
1 9
1 Z. Omaha 12

1

)
1 J

.

Des Moines 13

14. Denver 17

15. New York 14

16. Seattle 15

17. Memphis 16

18. Minneapolis 18

19. Indianapolis 19

20. St. Louis 20

21. Cincinnati .. . 22

22. Los Angeles 29

23. Kansas City .. .. 24
24. Chicago 21

25. Charlotte 28

26. Portland 23

27. Atlanta . 25

28. Cleveland 27

29. Detroit 26

30. Milwaukee 30

31. New Orleans 31

32. San Francisco . 32

CANADA
1. VANCOUVER 2

2. WINNIPEG
. 1

3. St. John 3

4. Montreal '. 4

5. Calgary 5

6. Toronto 6

DIVISIONS
1. Eastern 1

2. North-South 2

3. Western .... 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota.
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THIS IS
AMERICA
CONTEST

I

Week Ending Jan. 22, 1948

Salesmen's Standings

$100.00 Class

Soldfarb Denver

Swin Denver

$75.00 Class

Silverman New York

Kutinsky New York

$50.00 Class

Canelli New Haven

Knox Washington

Kahn Washington

Hoese . Salt Lake City

Powell Los Angeles

Engelman Portland

Thorn Portland

Penser New York

Rea Winnipeg

ALESMEN'S
STANDINGS

25 LEADERS
"Short Subject" Sales

1947-48

Week Ending Jan. 22, 1948

Pos. Salesman Branch
1. GWIN Denver

2. SOLDFARB Denver

3. LABOW
4. Hoese

5. Rea

6. Warren

7. RIngler

8. Boyce

9. De Frenne

10. Folliard

I I. Watters

Winnipeg

Salf Lalce City

Winnipeg

Salt Lake City

Kansas City

Salt Lake City

Des Moines

Washington

Sioux Falls

12. Powell Los Angeles

13. Canelli New Haven

14. Silverman Pittsburgh

15. Watson San Francisco

16. Engelman Portland

17. Thorn Portland

1 8. Clarke
. Chicago

19. Kahn Washington

20. Knox Washington

21. Appelman Denver

22. Griffin Salt Lake City

23. Wilson Dallas

24. Youngerman Philadelphia

25. Kimmel Chicago

Caps indicate 100%

Up the Ladder

Formerly the assistant book-

er in our Montreal branch, John

Bfstlen proved that he has am-

bition to be successful in this

business when he moved up a

notch to the position of first

booker. Nice going, John, now

you are that much nearer to the

next rung.

SHORTS
Actual Billings

Against Quota

5th Week End. Jan. 22, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. SAN FRANCISCO* 5

2. NEW YORK* 1

J

.

UtlN V tK 4
A piTTCRl IRC,!-!Ill 1 o D u i\ \y (1 2

5 Ml! WAI Ik'FF
1 VI ( l_ V V / \ U IN C o

0.
M C\A/ [_l A \/CMNbW HAVtN 3

7. BUFFALO 12

8. LOS ANGELES* 13

9. OMAHA
1 1

10. CLEVELAND 9

1 1. Sioux Falls 16

12. Detroit 8

1 3. Salt Lake City 10

14. Chicago 7

15. Portland 14

16. Des Moines 18

17. Cincinnati" 19

18. Boston 17

19. Seattle 15

20. Minneapolis .21

21. Philadelphia 23

22. Memphis 22

23. New Orleans . 28

24. Dallas 25

25. Washington ... 24

26. Oklahoma City 26

27. St. Louis ., 20
28. Kansas City 29

29. Charlotte 31

30. Atlanta 27

31. Indianapolis 30

32. Albany 32

CANADA
1. VANCOUVER ,. 1

2. TORONTO . . 2

3. Winnipeg , 3

4. St. John . 4

5. Montreal* 6

6. Calgary 5

DIVISIONS
1. Western . . 1

2. Eastern . 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota.
^ Over quota for current w sek.

THE RKO RADIO DELEGATION—Left to right. Salesman Elbert Grover of

Washington; Leon; Salesman Olmsted Knox cf Washington and Field Man
Bill Prager.

RKOers at Virginia Convention
RIChHMOND, Va.—Exhibitors from all parts of the state of

Virginia, together with representatives of the national distribution

field, gathered here week of Jan. 28-29 for the annual Convention

of State of Virginia Theatre Owners, and as usual RKO Radio was

well represented.

From the hlome Office came the veteran convention-goer Leon

Bamberger. At the convention's opening business session, his talk

on direct-by-mall promotion for exhibitors was received with keen

Interest, and he had numerous requests to furnish examples of the

material he discussed. As usual, the distribution of RKO playing

cards to the registering exhibitor delegates was appreciated by

everyone.

From the Washington exchange, RKO was represented by

Salesmen Olmsted Knox and Elbert Grover, and Field Man Bill

Prager. Branch Manager Joe Brecheen was unable to attend because

of a last-minute conference in Gloversvllle, N. Y., that required

his presence, and Sales Manager Al Folliard had to cancel his plans

to attend because of illness in his family.

hiighllght of the convention was the annual dinner-dance, attended

by all of the delegates present, together with all of the Virginia

state legislators and their ladies, who were guests of the exhibitor

group. More than 500 people attended this affair, and friendly

relations between the theatre industry and the legislative body were
firmly cemented here. Governor Tuck of Virginia, President W. F.

Crockett of the Virginia exhibitors, and Morton Thalhelmer of

Neighborhood Circuit, Richmond, were the dinner speakers.

—BILL PRAGER

WeAlERTEm
RKO RADIO'S EXCHANGE OF^IDEAS!

CHILDREN'S VILLAGE lends itself admirably to local promotion

as it closely parallels the operations of our Boy's Industrial School.

—JIM DAVIE, Vancouver

Our LOVIS W ALCOTT prints are boohed through uulil

the first week in March and tie have one playdate that rttns

into April, and we are still tvorJiing on accounts.

—REG DODDRIDGE. Calgary
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MOVIE MATINEE

NEW FEATURE

AT PALACE

RKO Radio Is First

To Introduce Quiz

ShowAbout Movies

Oisen Is M. C.

The Showmanship Company
has pioneered with a compara-

tively new stage feature the basic

principle of which is likely to

spread quickly in the exhibition

field. At the RKO Palace, New
York City, we launched a "Movie

Matinee" in conjunction with the

engagement of NIGHT SONG.
This is a radio broadcast direct

from the stage over WOR, a

50,000 Watt station and flagship

of the Mutual Network. The

stage radio program was inaugu-

rated last Monday.

"Movie Matinee" is a unique

radio quiz show all about the

movies from beginning to end.

Johnny Olsen, of "Rumpus

Room" and "Ladies Be Seated"

fame, two very popular network

programs, is mastec of ceremo-

nies. Contestants, who are chosen

from the Palace audience, may
win valuable prizes for answering

questions about the movies and

the personalities in them. Johnny

Olsen, although he has made his

name in radio, is a very adept

performer before the Palace

audience. The secret of his suc-

cess lies in his ability to get

ordinary people to be them-

selves, relaxed and not nervous,

before a microphone. Good
clean fun is the formula that

Olsen follows and this has

brought him a tremendous fol-

lowing in radio.

This added attraction to the

curent hit at the RKO Palace,

NIGHT SONG, emanates from

the stage every afternoon, Mon-
day through Friday, at 2:40 PM.
After a short warm-up period of

fun and the selection of contest-

ants, the program goes on the air

over WOR from 3:00 to 3:30

PM.

Valuable plugs for RKO con-

stantly go over the air waves:

spots for NIGHT SONG starring

Merle Oberon, Dana Andrews
and Ethel Barrymore with Hoagy
Carmichael, currently playing at

the Palace; anouncements of the

next RKO hit to come to Broad-

way, IF YOU KNEW SUSIE, star-

A goodly matinee crowd at the RKO Palace catching the show within a show. The stage

setting was elaborate and MC Olsen gave the crowd plenty of verbal iireworks. Olsen is

shown interviewing a lady in the audience in one of the insets.

ring Eddie Cantor and Joan
Davis; plugs for the RKO Palace

Theatre, an entertainment land-

mark on Broadway; questions and
answers about Danny Kaye in

THE SECRET LIFE OF WALTER
MITTY and Cary Grant, Myrna
Loy and Shirley Temple in THE
BACHELOR AND THE BOBBY-
SOXER.

The RKO Palace is on the air

plugging RKO pictures, RKO
personalities, RKO boxoffice.

Audiences love it because

"Movie Matinee" is all about the

movies. When one contestant

was asked why she liked the

movies this is what she answered:

"Movies subtract from my trou-

bles, add to my education, multi-

ply my entertainment and divide

my time!"

This tie-up with Mutual's WOR
was made by Hank Howard,
former Terry Turner Dragoon,

and for the last year handling

promotion of all New York City

first runs under the guidance of

S. Barret McCormick. After a

careful test run witnessed by a

good many executives of the

theatre and picture company,

the "Movie Matinee" was defi-

nitely set up for a long engage-

ment. Matinee business took an

immediate spurt, and it is possi-

ble that RKO Radio has struck

entertainment paydirt. It is a

new twist to the quiz type of

radio broadcast and Hank re-

ports that theatre and radio

audience response are excellent.
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RKO-PATHE
By ED RICE

IN PRODUCTION . . .

"Basketball Headliners of

948" is now being shot as

one of the RKO Pathe

sports specials.

EDITING . . . "Funny

Business" the story of the

comic industry is now in the

hands of Editor Dave Coop-

er. Larry O'Reilly was the

director - photographer;
script was by Jerry Brond-

field.

SCREENINGS ... A spe-

cial screening of SWITZER-

LAND TODAY for the Swiss

Legation in Washington was

so successful that RKO
Pathe's Washington man
Hardie Meakin was re-

quested to run off the pic-

ture twice.

BE CAREFUL!
PREVENT FIRES

Sff yOt/R FIGHTING
FIREMEN IN ACTION

RKO PATHE'S

THIS IS AMERICA
FEATURETTE

SMOKE
f9

EATERS
STARTING

WED. FEB.
AT YOUR

RKO NEIGHBORHOOD THEM
NEAR YOUR HOME

The RKO theatre pu bllcity department under hiarry Mandel has

tied in with the New York Fire Department on the TIA SMOKE
EATERS. A large display card, reproduced above, has been prepared
for use outside 400 fire houses in Greater New York. Frank J. Quayle,

Visitiitfj €. E\s RhO^s Gufsts
By TERRY TURNER

RKO rubbed and bent elbows with some 30 city editors of

the leading papers in the L nited States Monday night at Bill s Gay

Nineties, when the members of the field department, headed by

the best field man in the Company, Mr. Ned E. Depinet. aided by

Bob Mochrie. entertained these gentlemen of the press.

The affair was absolutely informal, with Mr. Depinet braving

these worlds greate.«t hecklers and giving a short talk on the

foreign situation as it pertains to the film industry, and inviting

the city editors to take more interest in the activities of the industry

in general, and at the same time citing it as being the greatest force

that democracy could have. Although Mr. Depinet did not realize

it. he was facing probablv the toughest audience in his career.

All of these editors are in New York attending a seminar of the

American Press Institute at Columbia Lniversity, and daily they

have world celebrities from all walks of life, such as college pro-

fessors, Walter Reuther of the Automobile Workers, John L. Lewis,

senators, etc., address them, but it is seldom that a speech is ever

finished, as they interrupt at will, and generally what was intended

to be a speech ends in a terrific debate. Bob Mochrie sensed this,

whispering to me that this was really a tough audience, and when

called upon gave one of Western L nion"s most delightful ten-w ord

speeches, and sat down.

Shepard \ incent Townsend. city editor of the Birmingham

News, and A. Alfred Marcello. night city editor of the Worcester

Telegram, thanked Mr. Depinet and RKO. on behalf of the

editors, for what they described as the most delightful party they

have had since their stay in New* \ork.

It was particularlv gratifying to me to have the great majority

of these editors, whom 1 have known over a period of vears. talk

in glowing terms of my field men. and they did it voluntarily, and

without any prodding from me.

Of course there were some embarrassing moments. For instance,

when Joe Murray, night city editor of the Dallas Morning News,

pointed to Blowsie and says \our brother wants you." Now if

he had said "Your father," I would have felt better about it. Then

there was another unhappy moment w hen \ incent F. N. Belleau,

city editor of the Lewiston Evening Journal, inquired "How long

have you been working for Mr. Reiners?" Gramma Hickey, who

w as standing close by. almost blew a fuse on that one I There
were some inquiries for Don \\ itherbottom Prince, who at one time

was the toast of the South"s most famous cocktail lounges. They
referred to him as "That man with the funnv accent."

Speeches over, Bill Hardy presented his Gav Nineties Review,
and to say that it was a "wow" is putting it mildly. Kay Larsen.

Ethel Gilbert, and the Gay Nineties Quartet had the boys jumping,
and so it went until the wee hours of the morning, when vours trulv

hit the sack in a hotel, forsaking Susie and his Flushing lean-to for

the nisiht. Aiul what a headache 1 have this Tuesdav mornina.

fire commissioner, in Special Order No. 15, dated New York,

January 27th, covered the promotion in the following directive:

"Posters advertising the motion picture 'Smoke Eaters' have been
forwarded to all Divisions except the Marine and 8th Divisions. This

picture will be shown in all RKO theatres in the Boroughs of Man-
hattan and the Bronx starting Wednesday, January 28, and in the

Boroughs of Brooklyn and Queens, starting Wednesday, February 4.

"Deputy Chiefs shall distribute the posters to the companies in

their Divisions with instructions to post them, upon receipt, on Bulletin

Board outside of quarters."
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Record-breaking "Night Song" Premier
(1)—The quintet of stars who contributed toward the record breaking western premier of NIGHT
SONG at the Golden Gate Theatre at San Francisco, photographed on their way to the theatre,

include: Tony Romano, Frances Longford, John Hall, Gloria Grohame and Robert Ryan.
(2)—An audience shot of the capacity crowds attending the western premier. More than two
thousand people were turned away. (3)—A candid shot of Frances Langford and Tony Romano

strutting their stuff on the stage of the Golden Gate.

—JOE LONGO
tinta** Ca i^ntltir Ban k

RKO Theatre's

Managers Prizes
Soi A. Schwartz at a meeting

attended by all RKO managers
In the New York Metropolitan

area, revealed that, commencing
March I st, a plan to recognize

and reward outstanding showman-
ship on the part of Individual

managers will be Instituted. The

plan as outlined by Mr. Schwartz

would award the RKO Theatres'

Showmanship Certificate plus a

check for $25 to the man origi-

nating and executing successfully

what will be called "The Stunt

of the Month."
The word "stunt" is used

broadly In this sense and does not

necessarily pertain solely to a

publicity or exploitation idea, but

can also be an idea that has to

do exclusively with theatre opera-

tion.

At the meeting, which was

held at the Home Office, Mr.

Schwartz further explained that

there would be two prizes each

month, one for out-of town man-

agers, and another for those In

the New York Metropolitan area.

'Fugitive" Contest
Terry Scrammed

Here's the newest wrinkle in the novelty world—the "I Remember Mama"
Calendar Bank, a clever and practical gadget which soon will be hitting
counters of department stores all over the country, coinciding with local
playdates of our picture, I REMEMBER MAMA.

Manufactured and distributed by Leo Chanin, of Leecraft, 405 Lexington
Avenue. New York, the bank changes the date with the insertion of a coin.
Made of while plastic, it is decorated with red and blue pictures of Norwegian
characters.

The bank will go on sale shortly before the picture premieres locally.
Newspaper ads calling attention to it, as well as special window and counter
displays, are certain to benefit both the fiUn and the bank as the picture is
prominently mentioned in all advertising and displays.

This tie-up is another in the series arranged by Arthur M. Brilant, head
cf RKO's feature service, under the direction of Paul Hollister, pubUcity director.

Lobby board at the Orpheum, New
Orleans, covering a FUGITIVE con-
test by Jack Lester of the New Orleans
Item and columnist of the "Lag-
niappe." The contest ran for ten days
over his radio program, WDSU, and
consisted of essays of from fifty to

cne hundred words on "What THE
FUGITIVE Means to Me."

Racing Day
Good. Sports fans and racing

enthusiasts will get a kick out-

of being taken behind the scenes
at Hialeah Park, Fla. After the
last daily race, the clubhouse
and grounds are scrubbed, the

Field Man Fred Ford of Memphi;
sends us this picture taken on the da;

cur Terry Turner arrived and de

parted, opening and closing on th'

same day. Besides bringing tb<

storm, Fred alleges that Terry brough
along gin rummy "leaders." That'

Terry on the left bundled up in hi

double-deck Flushing sweater, ea

muffs and racoon coat which he ha'

Mrs. Turner express to him at Ne\

Orleans.

horses are exercised and the pub

licity office arranges for new

and newsreel coverage of th,

next day's big event. The shorj

winds up with a few thrillinf

shots of a fast race.

—BOXOFFICI
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New High iar lOnunt Brochures
Harry J. Michalson. who has general supervision of RKO Radio

•tures 16mni feature fihn distribution for non-theatrical use in

dition to his dual duties as president of RK.0 Pathe and sales

I nager of RKO Radio short subjects, announces the publication

' the latest 16nim non-theatrical sound film catalog which sets a

I >\ high for brochures cataloging 16nim product. Attractively

t - ered in heavy stock with a rich, yet dignified, blending of green,

l ick and white in modern design and with sketches symbolic of the

£ ounts served by the 16mm division, the catalog embodies many

iitures new to the 16mm field.

I Comprising 52 pages, plus cover, the catalog is lavishly embel-

Jhed with reproductions of stills from the more than two hundred

ifiture film programs listed in the book. Highlighting the pub-

d ation is a four-page, four-color center section which features the

,]vO productions SPANISH MAIN and SIXBAD THE SAILOR
'tjether with five Walt Disney features and twenty-four \^ alt Disney

siigle reel cartoon featurettes. all with COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR.

The catalog was designed with a dual purpose. In the first place,

is meant to be a selling piece which would increase the desire of

mm accounts to book films. Secondly, the catalog was created

th the special purpose in mind of providing a guide book for the

n-professional user of films in the 16mm field to assist in the

cosing of suitable films for varied groups. For this reason the

talog contains a rating code with all films rated. Ratings were

ured from such nationally-known organizations as the Legion of

ency. National Board of Review of Motion Pictures and the

hools Motion Picture Committee of the National Board of Review,

rents Magazine and the Film Daily Yearbook. Specialized listings

films for hospital use and a selected group of films for educational

e are also noted.

Because it was designed as a tool for the non-professional, non-

eatrical user of films, the 16mm catalog will not be distributed

discriminatelv or broadcast to the 16mm field. It will be sent onlv

registered accounts which ha\ e received prior location approval for

e use of the RKO Radio 16nnn product.

\^ ith the publication of the new catalog, the 16mm division has

iccesfully negotiated the first line of battle and is preparing its

ault on the great potential of accounts which exist in the 16nnn

Id and which are not able to be tapped bv the established motion

cture theatre.

While the catalog was in preparation, the policv for 16nun dis-

ibution was being clarified and set. Members of the 16mm staff

—

alcohn Scott assistant for sales: Arthur M. Good, assistant for re-

arch, planning and development, and Harry Markman, office admin-

trator—were meeting constantly under the active supervision of Sid

ramer, Mr. Michalson's assistant, to check policv. revise plans and

evelop a systematic approach to an intelligent, efficient and economi-

ally successful distribution of the two;hundred fine RKO Radio
ature film programs utilized in 16mm distribution.

This two hundred feature film programs were carefully selected

among the hundreds of available feature films to meet the needs

t tlie 16mm field and were chosen with regard to quality of pro-

.uction. educational and entertainment value and suitabilit\ for

on-theatrical use. Each RKO Radio 16mm film program is complete.

)np or more short subjects accompanies each feature except where

he feature running time is well in excess of 100 minutes. All short

.ubjects attached to feature film programs were chosen to present

well-balanced program.

RKO Radio 16mm fihn distribution program was set up to supple-

Schools

i

JiDl
Religious institutions;;;

;
Camps;;

'RKO RADIO PICTURES inc

N N -TH EATR I CAL

16mm SOUND FILMS

ment the 35mm distribution b\ taking wholesome entertainment,

recreation and relaxation through the medium of the motion picture

to those hundreds of thousands of people who. for one reason or

another, are deprived of such entertainment, recreation or relaxation

through inability to attend the established motion picture theatre.

In addition, the 16mm film programs are made available to schools

where the films are able to be utilized for educational purposes in

connection with the curriculum, and where the films contain informa-

tion of educational value. In order to regulate and control the use

of product in the 16mm field and to provide fine motion pictures

distributed in a professional manner RKO Radio has designated

twenty-one of its branch offices throughout the L nited States as 16mm
film libraries. These branch offices not only act as film distributors

but also guide the inexperienced film user who may be a school

teacher, superintendent of nurses at the local hospital, or prison

educational and recreational director, in the choice of films. The
use of the twenty-one branch offices throughout the countrv provides

nation-wide coverage and brings professional theatrical film dis-

tribution experience to bear on 16mni problems resulting in efficient

inexpensive service to non-theatrical accounts.

To reach the fihn user a number of campaigns are being developed

to carry the message of the availabilitv of RKO Radio picture to the

great segment of population which does not. or can not. attend the

motion picture theatre. These campaigns will embrace such groups as

hospitals, prisons, cloistered religious groups, schools and private

schools where students are confined to the school campus.

Now that the new catalog is in the hands of registered 16nnn
accounts, the 16mm division has rolled up its sleeves to set to work
on its double project of adding many new accounts to its approved
location list and increasing the nmnber of bookings for accounts

already approved and registered.
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National Ads

For "Miracle"

In Varied Media

The extensive ad campaign on

behalf of Russell Janney's THE

MIRACLE OF THE BELLS geh

under way with a full page in the

current (January 3!) issue of

Collier's. This will be followed

by equal space in the Saturday

Evening Post, Life and Loolc

magazines in addition to leading

monthly publications and fan

groups. In planning the cam-

paign, S. Barret McCormick also

included top religious publica-

tions such as Our Sunday Visitor,

Extension, Young Catholic Mes-

senger, Messengers of the Sac-

red Heart, St. Anthony Messen-

ger and The Sign. These varied

groups, together with the Ameri-

can Weekly and other newspaper

supplements, cover a grand cir-

culation of 103-million which in-

cludes the popular Pic-Tour ads

appearing in Life, Look and Col-

lier's, which began July 28 and

extend to the March 6 issue of

the latter publication.

INC
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SUSIE" TIE-UP
A national tie-up involving advertising,

counter cards and posters has been made
for IF YOU KNEW SUSIE, with the pro-

motion centered around young Bobby
Driscoll and the Sandess Suits for Boys.

Herewith are reproduced one of the na-

tional Sandess ads and display material

photographed at the Boy Outfitters Con-
vention at the Hotel Astor in New York in January. Advertising is scheduled for the New York

Times Magazine, Esquire, Boy's Magazine and trade publications. The display material, counter

cords and posters will be utilized by some eight hundred stores in the United States. This

valuable merchandising assist for SUSIE was scored for RKO Radio by Arthur Brilant of Paul

Hollister's publicity department.

VERITABLE TRAVELING 24'S for the run of SECRET LIFE OF WALTER MITTY
at the Fox Theatre, San Francisco. Tie-in arranged by Field Man Joe Longo

of San Francisco.

RC COU BEST!

"THE StCRlT llfE OF ^

WALTER MITTY-

OANNYKAYE .

Jerry Wald
Like dozens of other band

shorts, this is merely a succession

cf popular numbers thrown or

the screen without continuity

Backed by a self-conscious fe

male vocalist, who gets no screet

credit, the band plays severe

of the new popular numbers it

Wald's red-hot style. Jive en

thusiasts will find this to thei

liking.

—BOXOFFICi

Flashbacks
Good. The audience will ge

plenty of laughs watching olc

time movies that their pareni

took very seriously. In "Mile-c

Minute," or "A Brave Girl Doe

Her Duty," the long-skirted her<

ine of 1911 is a freight agent wh

discovers two suspicious chara'

ters on the boxcars. She final

takes the throttle while the enc

neer takes on the crooks. In tt

1909 flicker, "Weighed in tl

Balance," the heroine is forc(

to marry the banker to save h

father's home.
—BOXOFFK

ll
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Brennan Signed

Walter Brennan, a three-

lime Academy Award winner,

has been signed to enact a

top role with Robert Mitchum,

Barbara Bel Geddes and Rob-

ert Preston in BLOOD ON
THE MOON.

In this screen adaptation ot

Luke Short's Saturday Even-

ing Post story he wiil portray

Anse, the hardbitten home-

steader. Producer Theron

Warth and Director Robert

Wise are now studying loca-

tions in Arizona, Colorado

and New Mexico.

ilayo Tour Is

Highlighted by

The "Exhibitor"
« Virginia Mayo's recent tour

across the country In behalf of

iamuel Goldwyn's SECRET LIFE

_ DF WALTER MIHY has been

.ummarized for The Exhibitor by

Harry Blair, our tradepaper con-

act of the publicity department,

rhe tour has been reviewed In

ext and pictures In the Exhibitor

or January 28th Including the

ull cover titled "Star on the

?oad" with Virginia gazing at In-

dependence Hall, Philadelphia.

Then following the editorial page
2re two more given over to our

itar and show. The article dls-

;usses "showmanship and econ-

omy" and says Virginia's tour was
ID "creampuff and cocktail jour-

ley. She actually pitched In oi

/arious promotion stunts and did

3 selling job which would dc
:redlt to any veteran field man
n the business.'

Miss Mayo's tour undoubtedly
wrought a goodly share of direcf

eturns at the box-office. But

Phere Is a second factor In this

type of showmanship. In fact In

"any extra effort made to back
" attraction through explolta-

on. Such effort often finds Its

//ay Into the pages of the trade
publications where the alert ex-

hibitor gets his guidance and
inspiration.

We k now that shorts subjects

.

I'i particular are often passed up
las exploitation possibilities be-
cause results cannot be counted
ight away at the box-office. But
radepaper editors gobble up
uch news and the exhibitor is Im-

^
ressed and the salesman aided

||in his sale of the series. Thus no
textra effort in showmanship is

'ever wasted, not even on the

p
|lowly one-reeler.

r i
Hp

M^itiiatl€*lphiu*s I^argvst Th€*air€* Display

PHILADELPHIA—The largest and most spectacular animated display ever known to be buill

for any Philadelphia theatre was erected for the showing of RKO's TYCOON at the Goldman
Theatre. The sign took two full weeks to build and nearly two days to erect on the theatre

marquee.

The entire display stands 23 feet above the thecrtre marquee and is a replica of a mountain
and tunnel. It is completely animated with moving figvires of a dynamiter and men being
blown from the tunnel which flashes up like an explosion. Dry ice was used inside the tunnel

to give the effect of smoke and dust created by the explosion. On both sides of the marquee
in front of the mountain are four foot letters spelling out TYCOON.

The display can be seen for several blocks and attracts the attention of hundreds of passers-
by. Colored spot lights with a total wattage of more than 25,000 illuminate the huge display
at night. —DOUG BECK
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"Mind Over Mouse"
For Kennedy Fans >

Edgar Kennedy gets himself !n

all kinds of jams while trying to

catch a mouse in his house. He

even blows up a side of the home.

This gives vent to many zany

antics while he tries to piece

things together. Fun for Kennedy

fans.

—FILM DAILY

27th Floor
Dan Cupid !s still hanging around

the foreign department, (may he stay

forever) and he certainly has been

meeting with the utmost of coopera-

tion. This time it is petite Joan Mester.

Joan had a birthday Sunday, Febru-

ary I, and her handsome friend. Jack,

helped her celebrate magnificently.

They went out Saturday evening and

Joan wore the three beautiful orchids

Jack sent. At midnight, after dining

and dancing, Jack surprised Joan with

a gold wrist watch that you just have

to see for yourself. Jack has excellent

taste in selecting things whether it be

a material item or a friend such as

Joan. Good luck, kids, and don't forget

we are eagerly awaiting the next

chapter of this romance.

Fred Gronich paid us a short sur-

prise visit recently, looking very buoy-

ant indeed. Another visitor was Al

Stern's son, Michael.

It's good to see Celeste Aronson

back again after a few days absence

because of a mild flirtation with "la

grippe."

Lil Fenton's daughter, Helen, is in

the hospital and we are all hoping for

her speedy recovery.

—DOROTHY HAMBURGER

Morris Anderson and Bill Foley of

our sales department are walking

around with their noses up in the air

these days. We have been told that

the reason for this aloofness is due to

their purchase of new 1948 Pontiacs.

Wonder if they will get big-hearted

and give us a ride???

Wonder what happened to Fred

Ford since he went south? He did

promise to write but I suppose he is

enjoying the warm climate down there

and forgets his old buddies up north

enjoying 14 below zero temperatures.

The inspection department tells us

that perhaps next week they will have

some great news for us. We'll wait!

—J. E. WHITE

Hy there, RKOers! Yep, it's reaHy

the Buffalo office reportin'. Betcha you

were beginning to think that we had

disappeared from the face of the map.

Nope tain t so, we've just been hiber-

nating, and who wouldn't be what with

Old Man Temperature hovering be-

low zero these past few weeks. This

morning it was 16 above and we were

beginning to think that spring had

arrived but a quick glance into the

v/eather column of our local paper

stating that tonight would be 5 to

10 below and lower in surrounding

areas gave that thought a quick exit.

A couple of more weeks like this and

we'll all be heading for Alaska to

warm up.

Been rummaging through my mind

and have come up with only a couple

of interesting things to report The

first is that Alice Rucker, our biller,

and general office clerk, has left the

RKO ranks to join the field of trans-

portation. Al's been gone only a week

but we miss her terribly and we want

to take this opportunity to wish her

loads and loads of success and hap-

piness in her new position.

Looking forward to seeing THE
FUGITIVE at the 20th Century Thea-

tre this week. From all reports, it's a

"must see" picture and with the won-

derful publicity campaign generaled

by our field representative, Leo Young,

if certainly is going to have a terrific

engagement at the Century.

—JUNE PAPERO

Ninth Floor
Joe Gallina who knows and enjoys

fine music when he hears it spent one

or the most enjoyable Sabbath after-

noons in a long while listening to the

new Leith Stevens Concerto as inter-

preted by Artur Rubinstein under the

direction of Eugene Ormandy and the

New York Philharmonic Symphony So-

ciety in the new RKO hit NIGHT
SONG now at the Palace. Our co-

worker has listened to the works of

many a modern composer and left

the theatre with the distinct impression

that this American composer has given

something to culture that is more than

great. Joe is planning to see the film

again and again.

The weekend brought the first birth-

cay of Joseph Toscano's young son

Salvie. And of course the office was

allowed to share in the festivities when

our co-worker showed us the photos

of the young 'un blowing at the can-

dles.

This is more than a hope that Sylvia

Schechter receives some very good

news from the medicos. Sylvia, one of

the most popular In the McEntee en-

tourage, is out ill.

Although It wasn't considered the
new look Buddy Petrillo nevertheless

was the envy of almost everyone when
he came into the office, ears toasted
v/arm by the muffs that surrounded
them.

Eleanor DeMarco has complained to

officials downtown via protest letters

as to the reason why the snow removal
has not progressed more quickly. Mrs.
DeMarco, a Whitestone resident, says
that the snow is still plied high from
the big blow at the end of the year
and will probably be there when July
Fourth rolls around.

—HARRY KARP

Fifteenth Floor
January appears to be the month

of engagements as is June the month

of brides. The accounting department

lists another of its members as affi-

anced. She is Virginia Sykora who

became engaged to Michael Carbone

of Rockvllle Center on her birthday

Jan. 17th.

Virginia was presented with a yellow

orchid corsage and honored by her

co-workers, Harriet Moskowitz, Mar-

cella Carney, Agnes Tracey, and Dor-

othy Mercer, with a luncheon at Toots

Shor's. Congratulations and good luck

are extended to the happy couple.

We also find a returning honeymoon-

er, Ben Polin, in the accounting de-

partment. Ben returned this week and

It's obvious marriage definitely agrees

with him.

Emilia Caruso of the North-South

sales department walked off with some

mighty attractive looking loot on her

birthday, February 3rd. Emilia was

presented by her girl friends from the

departments with several beautiful gifts

and a neat corsage of red roses.

Congratulations to Bill Adier for-

merly of Mr. Sievers' mail department

on his promotion to the contract de-

partment. Bill has been with RKO for

over seven months and now instead of

delivering mail to the 15th floor he's

a part of it! Best wishes and good

luck Bill.

For myself and for my fiancee, Alice,

I want to thank you all for your kind

reception of our engagement. If v/e

attain half the good wishes you have

heaped upon us, we will have made

our goal.

—WALTER DORAY

33-YEAR VETERAN RETIRES—RKOers turn oul to pay tribute to Tom De Soto who is retiring

alter 33 years in the maintenance department. At the head of the table rear are Tom, on the left.

Major Leslie Thompson, (center), the master of ceremonies, and Marty Monroe. In the foreground

at left is the youthful Al Tuchman who is 78.

1.
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'Good Sam" Sneak Preview Proves

RKO Radio Has One of Its Greatest

Box-Office Attractions for All Time

a Mil^statte Film
By JOHN SPRINGER

Officially, my work as a movie

ritic ceased when I joined the

ublicitv department at RKO
adio. A few weeks ago. I had

ccasion to resume the former

areer briefly in FLASH with a

view of FORT APACHE. 1 dis-

ssed that picture as 1 would

ave in th^ old movie and radio

ays—as a critic, not a publicist,

assure vou this is not to be a

leady thing but last week 1 saw
iiuther film in the RKO screen-

ng room which excited me far

bove and beyond the call of

uty.

As I told Jack Level, asking

le to report on such a picture is

ke offering catnip to rhubarb.

\ hen I see a great picture. I

till get the critic's urge to spread

lie word.

All of this is preliminar\ to

ying that THE PEARL is an-

ther of those pictures I'm writ-

g home about. I think it is a

real artistic triumph for the

reen and is apt to be even more
aluable as a prestige winner for

he entire industrv than was an-

.ther RKO picture. THE IN-

ORMER. "Artistic" and "pres-

ige" ma\ not be box-office words
>ut I don t see anv reason whv
hey shouldn't be. THE PEARL
las all those box-office staples

—

(tve. action, a chase to end all

bases, suspense that becomes al-

iiost agonizing at times. But. in

iddition. it has artistic qualit\

liat places it among the realh

ireat pictures of all time. I said

artistic"—not "arty."' There's
(uite a difference.

It's not going to hurt the box-
olTice a bit that John Steinbeck's

novel is already on every best-

seller list. It is notable that the

book seems almost like a scenario
for the movie. In other words,
the motion picture version of

THE PEARL brings Steinbeck's

prose to vivid, pulsating life.

W hen I was a kid. I saw a pic-

ure that I have never forgot-

f-n—a film of rare poetic beaut\
ailed "Tabu."" THE PEARL

has this same beauty. It has ele-

ments that are reminiscent of

other great pictures — from
"Mutiny on the Bounty"' to

"Treasure of Sierra Madre." Yet

it is unlike any of the others

—

a simple stor) told with docu-

mentary realism vet a spellbind-

ing adventure in moviegoing.

It is a story of natives—and
you never think of them as ac-

tors playing natives. Only Pedro

Armendariz is already known to

American movie audiences but

\ou soon forget his revolutionary

officer of THE FUGITIVE and

his roistering non-com of FORT
APACHE and accept him com-

pletely as just another pearl fish-

er. -\Jaria Elena Marques is ex-

quisite, flower-like in her loveli-

ness and completely lacking in

the chromium-plated Hollywood

glitter that would be distracting

to her characterization.

Thev rate a spot in the Movie

Hall ot lame for their perform-

ances. So do Emilio Fernandez

for his direction and. of course.

Steinbeck. Fernandez and Jack

Wagner for their screen play.

But the Number One Hero of the

proceedings to this observer is

Gabriel Figueroa. the director of

photography. There is a very

good chance that Figueroa will

get the Academy Award for his

photography of THE FUGI-
TIVE, but wait until you see

what his camera does with THE
PEARL.

There are magnificent studies

of the sea . . . unparalleled un-

derwater shots . . . superb por-

traits of the people of Mexico in

their huts, at their work, at their

festivities. If nothing else about

THE PEARL were notable—

levervthing else is I—it would

still be an unforgettable screen

event because of the beauty

caught b\ the camera of Fig-

ueroa.

I see that THE PEARL will

open at the Sutton Theatre,

where 'T Know Where I'm Go-

ing'" is finishing out six months.

By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 6:—That mas+er showman, Leo McCarey.
has done if again.

A sneak preview of a rough cut of GOOD SAM before a

capacity audience at the Alexander Theatre in Glendale proved

beyond doubt that this new Rainbow Production will be an even

greater box-office hit than "Going My Way" and THE BELLS OF
ST. MARY'S.

The amazing thing about this

preview was that, though the

rough cut ran three hours, there

wasn t a single walkout. There are

so many laughs In GOOD SAM
that McCarey could not decide

what to cut. So he decided to

let audience reaction to the

rough cut aid him in editing it to

the average length it will be for

release.

McCarey got plenty of re-

action but little help. The audi-

ence continuously roared with

laughter and turned In the great-

est number of comment cards

ever received at a preview, all

praising GOOD SAM to the

skies. But McCarey still has to

decide what to eliminate from

the picture for the audience

thought all of the laughs should

be retained.

They raved about the per-

formances of Gary Cooper
and Ann Sheridan, begged Mc-
Carey not to delete a single bit

of Ann's footage in editing.

Many said GOOD SAM was

much funnier than THE AWFUL
TRUTH, the laugh landmark

which won an Academy Award
for McCarey in 1937.

Others wrote "a marvelous,

true-to-life picture ' — 'one of

the finest pictures I've ever seen"
— It has everything' — "A sure-

fire hit"
—

"a great and humor-

ous picture
"

—
' Tm still choking

from laughter"—to quote but a

1 live near the Sutton and have

seen the lines in front even this

late in the run. And Fm willing

to wager that THE PEARL will

tie up 57th Street traffic for a

long, long time. ^ ears from now.

our grandchildren will be going

to see it at theatres specializing

in the revival of the great motion

pictures of all time.

fev/ of the 100% favorable com-

ments.

In addition to going overboard

on Gary Cooper and Ann Sheri-

dan's performances, the com-

ments raved over the work of lit-

tle Lora Lee Michel and Bobby

Dolan. the stars' screen children;

and Dick Ross and Joan Lorring.

You ve never seen any young-

sters more clever or cuter than

those two little kids. And Dick

Ross and Joan Lorring prove

definitely that they are Stars of

Tomorrow.

My sides still ache from laugh-

ing over the hilarious bus se-

quence which, for my money. Is

the highspot of all the side-split-

ting comedy in GOOD SAM.
This is the sequence in which

Cooper has an uproariously fun-

ny experience with a bus driver

while engaged In his incurable

habit of doing good deeds.

Gentlemen, you can tell the

world that here is one of the

greatest pictures RKO has ever

released. My hat Is off to Pro-

ducer-Director McCarey for giv-

ing us In GOOD SAM one of the

funniest and, at the same time,

one of the most heart-warming

and human pictures the screen

has ever known.

fill IN THOSE CIKlESf,

II
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DRIVE'S
6th WEEK,
Ending Feb, 5th

Po$. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. SIOUX FALLS I

2. SALT LAKE CITY 2

3. OKLAHOMA CITY . .. 3

4. DENVER 4

5. Portland 5

6. Seattle 6

7. St. Louis 7

8. Des Moines 8

9. Kansas City 9

!0. Atlanta* 15

1
. Minneapolis 1

2. Cincinnati 13

3. Charlotte 14

4. Omaha I I

5. New Orleans 12

0. Chicago 20

7. Detroit 19

. 20. Milwaukee 24
[•|l9. Albany 17

T 20. Boston 16

21. Philadelphia 22

'22. Dallas 25
1 23. Los Angeles 18

|24. Washington 21

125. Pittsburgh 23

I 26. Memphis 27
i i27. Buffalo 28

28. Cleveland 26
29. San Francisco* 32

If 130. Indianapolis 29

3 I . New Haven 3 I

I*

I 32. New York 30

* CANADA
' I. TORONTO I

[•
2. CALGARY 2

3. St. John* 4
' 4. Winnipeg : 3

5. Montreal 6

6. Vancouver 5

DISTRICTS
1. Rocky Mt I

2. Canadian . . 2

3. St. John* 4
4. Winnipeg 3

5. Midwestern 5

6. Southeastern 6

BOB MOCHRIE

Drive's Thr^^ €litna.\'

W^^^ks ta Manor ^Jta€*hrit*

Events are piling up which give assurance that the second half

of the NED DEPINET DRIVE will overcome the handicap of a winter

which opened with a blizzard like '88 and has since seen snow piled

on snow, sub-zero weather, icy and often impassable roads and in

some sections a shortage of fuel with some theatres virtually out

of business. On top of forecasts of our greatest hit cycle, now with

the hopes fulfilled through screenings and previews, comes word that

Drive Captains Branson, Levy and Boasberg have designated the

last three weeks as a period honoring Drive Generalissimo Bob

Mochrie. Wires to that effect have gone forward to the divisional

field forces and each sales trooper will pledge that extra effort that leadership like Bob Mochrie's

inspires. We'll carry these messages of acknowledgment and appreciation next week. Herewith is the

manner in which the Drive Captains have notified Mr. Mochrie of the climax weeks in tribute to him:

(Continued on Page 3)

j\e$v Highs far SeveralSranches
With nine Drive leaders gripping their respective places (we nnight say with icy

fingers), we'll take a look this week at the branch chiefs who have been moving forward

relentlessly. Hubert Lyons and his Atlanta Crackers have horned into tenth place for a

new "high." Stan Jacques and his Cincinnati Reds have taken a rough route fronn 29th

to 12th, a new high for Cincy. Rovy Branon's Charlotteers have also notched out a new

high, 27-26-18-17-14-13. Sam Gorelick's boys have crossed the dangerous ice of Lake

Michigan to 16th place, 29-24-20-16. {Continued on Page Two)

"Susie Sets Fast Box-office Pace
On top of the fine comment from the field on Eddie Cantor's IF YOU KNEW SUSIE

and the excellent tradepaper reviews come glowing box-office reports on the first two

showings. First weeks at the Allen, Cleveland, and the Bos-

ton, Boston, were the best in some time. So number one

of the new hit cycle is off to a flying start, and from here

on others will break fast.

7. Western 10

8. Eastern Central 7

9. Eastern .
8

10. Northeastern 9

I I . Metropolitan I I

DIVISIONS

1 . Western I

2. North-South 3

3. Eastern 2

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota cumulatively.

* Oyer quota lor cuirenl week.

Samuel Goldwyn's THE BISHOP'S WIFE, destined to

be one of the big grossers for all time, bows in over the

entire RKO out-of-town situations over the holidays in

February and in early March. This will be the de luxe Drive

spearhead, for its power has been proven with ten weeks

at the Astor, New York, eight {Continued on Page 14)
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KKO Th0>utrvs

in Advertising

A series of spot announce-

ments for the opening of TY-

COON at all RKO theatres in

New York, February Nth, were

inaugurated February 5th over

NBC Television Station WNBT.

The announcements, consisting

of film end special video effects,

were produced by NBC Tele-

vision and ran every night on

WNBT until the picture opened.

This marks the first time that

RKO theatres have used televi-

sion to advertise an attraction in

its New York theatres.

Sol in Hospital

We called South Western Dis-

trict Chief Ben Cammack Tues-

day evening regarding the con-

dition of Sol Sachs who was hos-

pitalized Saturday due to a heart

condition. Sol didn't feel so well

for two or three days previously,

but kept in there pitching and

was taken seriously ill after doc-

tor's warnings to take it easy.

Sol is now in St. Paul's Hospital.

We are all pulling hard for you

Mr. Stalwart Texan and we hope

they won't keep you immobilized

long.

Cruenberg Hurf

Metropolitan District Manager

Len Gruenberg broke an ankle

bone while skiing at Lake Placid

last week and was hospitalized

for several days, but was on duty

this week despite crutches. Len is

a good skiier and all- round ath-

lete.

''Fugitive" Good

at f/ie Warner
Branch Manager Morris

Lefko of Pittsburgh wired after

the opening of THE FUGI-
TIVE last week at the Warner
as follows:

" 'Fugitive' opened Warner
to excellent reviews morning

paper and outstanding open-

ing day's business. Expecting

fine engagement."

THREE GROUP CONTEST
Week Ending Feb. 5, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week
* Sioux Falls .

* Salt Lake City *

* Oklahoma City *

Denver *

1. PORTLAND I

2. SEATTLE 2

3. Des Moines 3

4. Omaha 4

5. New Orleans 5

b. Milwaukee . 7

7. Albany 6

8. Memphis - 8

9. New Haven 9

Eliminated as potential Gronp Prize n-inner due to lead position in ISalional Prise listing.

ros. Pos. Pos. Pes.

1 n IS Last This Last

Week Branch Week Week Branch Week

1. ATLANTA 1
1. ST. LOUIS , 1

2. CHICAGO 5 2. KANSAS CITY 2

3. Detroit 4 3. Minneapolis 3

4. Boston 2 4. Cincinnati 4

5. Philadelphia 7 5. Charlotte 5

6. Dallas 8
6. Pittsburgh 6

7. Los Angeles 3
7. Buffalo 8

8. Washington 6

9. San Francisco 10 8. Cleveland 7

10. New York 9 9. Indianapolis 9

NeMV Highs far Several SriBnches
(Continued from Page One)

Up Canada way the once lowly St. John Maritimers have moved from their anchorage at last

place and an "over" this week gives Harry Cohen's cohorts third place, with Jimmy Davie's Van-

couverltes lowest on the totem pole.

IT'S THE GOLDEN GATE IN '48. Well the gold rushers couldn't get the gate open for a long

while, but the Joe Smith Seals threw in one of the few overs for the seventh stanza and left it to

Phil Hodes' Flagship New York and Barney Pitkin's New Haven Bulldogs to battle for the caboose

position.

Among the outstanding advances for the week was that of Lou Elman's Milwaukee Brewers, 24-18.

Oft have the Brewers been in the money and it has been said to look out for Milwaukee when the

lager runs in the spring.

The battle up front among the first nine is of course tighter than a Scot's money belt at Coney.

Island. Gift Davison of Salt Lake City and Joe Emerson of Denver are hotter than a poker in the

pot-belly stove of a country grocery store. Dick Lange of Portland and Ed Lamb of Seattle are putting

on their own little feud in the far

northwest. Sherm Fitch of the «• ..Vi i-

best-selling "The Sioux" is saw-

ing wood and saying little. Ralph

Williams of Oklahoma City is

playing for keeps and his stack

of blue chips has never been

low. Tom Williamson has kept

the St. Louis Cards well to the

forefront. Max Rosenblatt's

Des Moiners and Jimmy Lewis'

KCers have been steady in

the first wave and Fay Dressell's

Minneapolis Millers are always

grinding away in the front ranks.

With the Drive captains in the

field, with a little sun coming

soon to make the roads passable,

and our new hit cycle opening,

the battle of billings will grow

hotter each week. There is no

vast difference in standing from

top to bottom and a couple of

overs will send even the tail-

enders toward the pay-off circle.

OLD MAN QUOTA
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KANSAS CITY

LTER BRANSON TO ROBERT MOCHRIE:

THE BOYS IN THE WESTERN DIVISION BY A STANDING

F)USING VOTE HAVE UNANIMOUSLY DESIGNATED THREE

SEEK PERIOD—APRIL 16 TO MAY 6—AS MOCHRIE WEEKS

F)R THE NED DEPINET DRIVE. EXTRA EFFORT WILL BE PUT

F)RTH TO MAKE THIS THE GREATEST PERIOD IN THE CUR-

FNT DRIVE FOR VOLUME AND TOTAL GROSS BILLINGS.

TIIS IS THEIR WAY OF SHOWING THEIR APPRECIATION FOR

^)UR LEADERSHIP AND COOPERATION DURING THIS VERY

I PORTANT AND TRYING PERIOD IN THE HISTORY OF RKO
FvDIO PICTURES. KINDEST PERSONAL REGARDS.

ALBANY
\\T LEVY TO ROBERT MOCHRIE:

THE BOYS OF THE EASTERN DIVISION SPONTANEOUSLY
EIDORSE THE PROPOSAL OF DESIGNATING THE FINAL THREE

WEEK PERIOD OF THE NED DEPINET DRIVE FROM APRIL I6TH

TO MAY 6TH AS BOB MOCHRIE WEEKS. THIS WILL GIVE ME
TWO FOLD INCENTIVE IN GIVING EXPRESSION TO OUR SALES

CHIEF IN THE BEST MANNER HE ENJOYS AS WELL AS FINISH-

ING UP A MOST IMPORTANT DRIVE PERIOD WITH THE THREE

BIGGEST WEEKS IN OUR HISTORY. YOU HAVE MY PLEDGE ON
BEHALF OF ALL THE PEOPLE IN THE EASTERN DIVISION THAT
EVERY FULL OUNCE OF EFFORT WILL BE PUT IN THE DIREC-

TION OF MAKING THIS PERIOD THE GREATEST IN DOLLARS
AS WELL AS IN NUMBER OF BOOKINGS. REGARDS.

MONTREAL

CHARLES BOASBERG TO ROBERT MOCHRIE:

THE MOCHRIE WEEKS ARE THE NORTH-SOUTH'S WAY
OF SHOWING OUR APPRECIATION FOR YOUR FINE LEADER-

SHIP AND HUMAN UNDERSTANDING. WE OF THIS DIVISION

PROMISE YOU THAT WE WILL LEAVE NOTHING UNDONE TO
DELIVER IN THOSE THREE WEEKS THE GREATEST NUMBER OF
CONTRACTS, SHIPMENTS AND DOLLARS EVER DELIVERED IN

ANY SIMILAR PERIOD IN OUR COMPANY'S HISTORY.

erb Maclntyre

Week Mc/i. 72-78

-
\ four of the Western district

:es have joined forces in a

, ..te period to their popular

^ ^^^^^ chief, John

^^^^^^^ Herbert Mac-

^^^^^^^^A better

^^ft 0t, ^ known as

'Sr ^ period is from

March 12 to

18 and em-

kl^Mfc^ braces as you

I^^^H^ will note St.

Patrick's Day,

H. Maclntyre "^^'^^ "^^ans

t h a t all the

available will fall during the

icintyre week. Herb has been

n the Company something

er 20 years and has been dls-

:* manager in several parts of

e country, Including the south

: northeast.

TIA Break
Neat half page pictorial splash

1 the current "This Is America

jA/ITZERLAND TODAY was

anted in the Boston Sunday

: /ertiser by Field Man Ralph

jnghart. Basis for the entire

age was the controversial Uni-

jrsal Military Training and the

guments put forth by state

bmmanders of various veterans

|(^. iganizations of Massachusetts.

!ctual clips from SWITZER-
|AND TODAY with full credit

lir the short were arranged in

C> layout depicting the Swiss sys-

^ ' m of military training.

The Over~Quota Ball, 7th Week
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The curvaceous bundle of femininity

definitely displaying that "new look"

in bathing togs is Miss Linda Christian

who portrays the chief mermaid in our

frothcoming TARZAN AND THE MER-

MAIDS. Breaks have been coming right

along on this lass in Time Magazine,

Louella Parsons, Jimmy Fidler and all

New York syndicate columnists. All

featured this type of mermaid art which

ties in great with TARZAN AND THE
MERMAIDS.

SIDNEY THOMAS WALKER
l-ehru^ry 22nd

I. E. HARRINGTON
AI.AN WIEDER
THOMAS S. WATSON
HAROLD HELLMAN
GEORGE NUZZOLILLO

February 23rrf

Dallas

Pittsburgh terr.

New Orleans
Detroit

New Haven

CARRIE V. MORRIS
ADELA BALAGUER
BILL PRAGER W:
HENRY J GROVER
EVELYN H. HUCZEK
MARGARET M. COLEMAN
CHRISTINA O'BRIEN
MAX FACTER
WENDELL BJORKMAN
BETTY STEADMAN S
W. J. AMERLING

February 24lh

F. McDONOUGH
FLORENCE L. SINDORF
HARRY BLAIR

February 2'rth

MILTON PLATT
LAWRENCE E. GROSS
LILLIAN LYNDON
A J. SILVER
BELLE KORNGREEN
THERESA J. MORE
ROSEMARY BONELLE

Home Office

Home Office

shington terr.

New Orleans
Charlotte

Home Office

Home Office

Los Angeles
Minneapolis

It Lake City

Philadelphia

Buffalo

Milwaukee
Home Office

Home Office

Home Office

Home Office

New Orleans
Home Office

Home Office

Kansas City

HARVEY WEISMAN
February 26lh

L. K. PHILLIPPI
LEAH RADSPINNER
MARIE BONNE

February
C. J. DRESSELL
A. A. SCHUBART
PETER J. FORTUNE
ANNE WEAVER
HELEN FULLER

27//I

Winnipeg

Kansas City

Sioux Falls

Salt Lake City

Minneapolis
Home Office

Indianapolis

Buffalo

Home Office

Reeder Returns
John F. Reeder, vice-president

of Walter Disney Productions,

hes returned to California fol-

lowing meetings in New York
with RKO Radio executives for

Distribution of MELODY TIME.

Joe Emerson Says

'Crossfire" a Must
Branch Manager Joe Enner-

son of Denver says that the

personnel of the branch has

always felt that CROSSFIRE
"should play in every situa-

tion, not only because of the

message it conveys, but be-

cause it is a top A picture

entitled to playing time in

every theatre." In Joe's blocit

deals have been closed for 89

of the 97 possibilities. Sales-

men Appelman and Goldfarb

have the same number of deals

on CROSSFIRE as BACHE-
LOR and Salesman Gwin has

but two less.

Top TIA Break

Throughout the day, every

day, everywhere, more and more

cameras are clicking as young

and old document the happen-

ings of the moment, record

scenes that must never be for-

gotten or capture bits of beauty

for their continued enjoyment.

a hobby, amateur photogra-

phy has some 20 odd millior

rabid adherents. And due to hi*

the nation's screens on March [

is the latest "This Is America'

PHOTO FRENZY. In the Marc!

issue of Popular Photography <

seven page story has been givei

to PHOTO FRENZY complet

with four pages of stills from thi

short. And legions of shutte

bugs subscribe to this magazine

Age or sex is no barrier wher

photography is concerned. Ever

city, town and crossroads hav

their camera fans. And PHOT(

FRENZY is tailor-made for th

vcist audience.

Joffe to Coast

Louis Joffe, RKO theatre

legal department, accompanie

by his wife (Peggy Foldes of tl

RKO theatres publicity depar

ment) left here Friday for L

Angeles. Before returning Ea:

they will visit La Quinta.

Centel Honored
Marcel Gentel, RKO Radii:

General manager In France, I"

been unanimously elected pre

dent of the Franco-Americ

Distributors' Association. The •

sedation is the largest and nr

important body of its kind

that country.
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iPttrv Svhtiry

LivH^r Sums

,Ed's note—.Vet/ E. Depinet has for-

' arded a letter from Dare Schary to

Members oi the sales department

[hich, Mr. Depinet says, "should

aake your showman's blood tingle.
'

[he letter sums up production in the

'hst lew months and looks into the

\\uture. and ice are sure that all

IKOers will be delighted with an

Opportunity to read the entire letter,

iere it is:)

!ar Ned:

I thought it \vas about lime I

ave vou another round-up on

rhat's going on here at the

tudio. A number of things are

nished, and while nothing has

leen shooting for the last few

eeks. we have been assembling,

utting. dubbing and preview-

ng a lot of pictures, and pre-

aring for production a program

at will begin shooting Febru-

ry 9th.

The first of those that goes into

ork will be THE BOY WITH
HE GREEN HAIR. We have

est Pat O Brien. Dean Stock-

ell, Robert Ryan and Barbara

ale in the picture, and I think

t will be one of the most talked

f films during the next twelve

nonths. It is a tender, beautiful

fantasy with an emotional wal-

op that should make audiences

Jemand to see it.

The next one to go is THE
.ONG DENIAL, starring Mel-

(•yn Douglas. Maureen O Hara.

jloria Grahame and Herbert

Vfarshall. I don t think it is go-

ing to be the best picture ever

made. It will neither be shock-

ing nor sensational nor terrific,

but I think it is going to be P o

hours of the best entertainment

we will have.

At about the same time we be-

gin shooting a script we ve load-

ed with a dynamite cast includ-

ing Robert Mitchum. Barbara
Bel Geddes, Robert Preston and
\\ aher Brennan. The title of this

is BLOOD ON THE MOON. If

we can't make a buck with this,

we better all quit.

The ones finished in various
stages and being prepared now
for the sales departments' hot lit-

tle hands include what I hon-
estly believe to be consistentlv

the best line-up of releases that

:this or any other company has
• ever had. I think next year we
II will be able to challenge and
|i compete with the biggest domes-
tic market we have ever had. To
prove there is some point in my
argument, let's review what we

have got moving up for us. JOAN
OF ARC. starring Ingrid Berg-

man: MIRACLE OF THE
PELLS, with Fred MacMurray.
\ alii. Frank Sinatra, which has

previewed to sensational reac-

tions: I REMEMBER .MAMA,
which, as I told you last time,

can be the biggest picture of the

year— this one stars Irene

Dunne. Barbara Bel Geddes and
Oscar Homolka: RACHEL AND
THE STRANGER, starring Lor-

ttta \oung. Robert Mitchum
and William Holden: BERLIN
EXPRESS, starring Merle Ober-
on. Robert Rvan. Paul Lukas and
Charles Korvin: YOUR RED
W AGON, which is to our 1948
piogram what CROSSFIRE was
to our 1947: STATION WEST,
starring Dick Powell and Jane
Greer: 'fort APACHE, starring

John Wayne. Shirlev Temple.
\ ictor McLaglen. Henrv Fonda,
and more Indians than you've

seen since "Covered Wason ":

THE WINDOW, the thriller 1

urote about before which I

think has more suspense than

SPIRAL STAIRCASE, and you
know what we did with that one:

RACE STREET, starring Raft.

Bendix and Marilvn Maxwell:
FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE,
starring Pat O'Brien in the best

role he has had up to the one he
is about shooting now called

BOY- WITH GREEN HAIR:
THE \ ELVET TOUCH, starring

Rosalind Russell. Leo Genn and
Sidney Greenstreet.

Well, that about completes the

list, with the exception of a jolh

little picture called IF YOU
KNEW SUSIE, starring a certain

fellow named Eddie Cantor, who
has done good business for us be-

fcre and should do even better

now with this tuneful movie.

Take a look around and see if

any company can top that list. I

think we are all in for a good
year in which we are going to

piove there is nothing wrong
with this business that good pic-

SitMr Visits Offivf Of Olfi€t

In case any of our FLASH readers do not know if fhere realiy

was an Olga Treskovna who is the heroine of Russell Janney's THE
MIRACLE OF THE BELLS so dramatically brought to the screen

by Jesse L. Lasky and Waiter MacEwen. Valli, the screen's newest

star, who plays Olga in the RKO release, was surprised to learn this

herself the other day when Rutgers Neilson arranged for her to

visit author Janney in the New York offices which for years were

occupied by him and his partner Olga Treskoff. Although Miss

Treskoff has been dead for many years, her name is still in the

New York phone book kept alive "

in memory by Janney and which

he made known to the world through his great story THE MIRACLE
OF THE BELLS.

In her chat with author, Vaili and her husband Oscar de Mejo
recalled that this was the first book she ever read In English. Janney
was happily amazed at Valli's likeness to Olga Treskoff who in the

picture is called Oga Treskovna. In the photograph taken in Olga
Treskoff s office are left to right: Oscar de Mejo, Valli's husband,

Valli, Russell Janney and Rutgers Neilson.

our Office Manager Johnny

De Costa. Do you think the rea-

son could be "all the better to

see you with my dears," or could

it be eye-strain caused by the

glare from the beautiful new dia-

mond Joyce Marcus is wearing.

Understand wedding bells will

ring in June (that is if all the

good advice from staff members
doesn't change her mind), any-

way lots of luck and best wishes

Joyce.

CHANGES: With the resig-

nation of Paul Davis, booker and
in accordance with company
policy of promotion within the

ranks wherever possible, Jerry

Levin, head shipper, was pro-

moted to student booker. Harry
Novak, assistant shipper, was
promoted to head shipper. A
third shipper was hired to replace

Al Raines, who due to illness re-

signed to return to his home In

the East. The third shipper hired

and whom we welcome is Port

Major. Incidentally, his father

cut quite a figure for himself as

en exhibitor and distributor. Port

Major, senior, at the time he
passed away about seven years
ago was booker and buyer for

the Warner Bros. Circuit in Los
Angeles.

—AUDREY DUCE

The first week of our inter-

office DISNEY CONTEST, which

v/as for the period January 25-

31, has just ended. Based on the

percentage of playdates re-

ceived as against possibilities in

each respective block, the win-

ning team was FACTER and

NOVAK, with 66.4 and the sec-

ond team was POWELL and

MILLER with 55.8. The next drive

week Is February 22-28. Come on

you other teams, let's get up

there.

Something new has been add-

ed, the new spectacles worn by

tures can't cure.

FL.4SH . . . we have closed

just now a deal which ends up
this list of films with a fancy

flourish and a loud blare of

trumpets—we are going to make
WEEP NO more'; and we have

arranged with Da\ id Selznick for

the use of Joseph Gotten and

\ alii. If all this doesn't make
you happy. Ned. I will trv and
arrange for the \ anks to win the

pennant this vear.

Best.

—D. S.
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One for Books

BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES

played to approximately double

the population of the town of

Florenceville, in the Saint John

Territory. "This engagement at

Green's Theatre is really one for

the books," says Branch Manager

htarry Cohen.

DISNEY
CARTOONS
CONTEST

Actual Billings

Against Quota
6lh Week End. Jan. 29, 1948
Pos. Pos.

This Last

Weeic Branch Week

1. LOS ANGELES 2

2. ALBANY I

3. PORTLAND 3

4. SALT LAKE CITY 4

5. DENVER 5

b. SEATTLE 9

7. MINNEAPOLIS . .. 8

8. CLEVELAND 7

9. Sioux Falls 6

10. Omaha* 10

I I. Atlanta 13

12. Oklahoma City 12

13. New York 14

14. Des Moines* 22

15. Milwaukee 17

1 6. San Francisco
I I

17. New Orleans 15

18. Charlotte 16

19. Washington 19

20. Dallas 20
21. Indianapolis 23

22. Ka nsas City 21

23. Cincinnati 18

24. Pittsburgh 24
25. Detroit 26
26. Buffalo 25
27. Memphis 27
28. Boston 29
29. Philadelphia 28
30. New Haven 30
3 I . Chicago 3 I

32. St. Louis 32

CANADA
1. TORONTO-

I

2. MONTREAL 2

3. Winnipeg 4
4. St. John 5

5. Vancouver 3

6. Calgary 6

DIVISIONS
1 . Western

|

2. North-South '

2

3. Eastern 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates
over quota.

+ Over quota ior current week.

Branch Manager, Sioux Falls

SHERMAN FITCH

Has a^ain switched to first place in the

NED DEPINET DRIVE

Fun and
Fancy Free

Sales Against

Possibilities

6th Week End. Jan. 29, 194H
Pos. Pos

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. SEATTLE I

2. OKLAHOMA CITY 2

3. SALT LAKE CITY . 3

4. CLEVELAND 4

5. DENVER ,
, 6

6. NEW HAVEN 5

7. DALLAS 7

8. Washington 8

9. Boston 12

10. Sioux Falls 10

I I . Des Moines 9

12. Pittsburgh
I I

13. New York 21

14. Philadelphia 15

15. Omaha 13

16. Charlotte 14

17. San Francisco 16

18. Minneapolis 18

19. Memphis 17

20. Buffalo 20
21. Milwaukee 19

22. Cincinnati 22

23. New Orleans 23

24. Kansas City 24
25. Los Angeles 25
26. Portland 26
27. Albany 29
28. Atlanta

, 27
29. St. Louis 28
30. Detroit 30
31. Chicago 31

32. Indianapolis 32

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG

I

2. VANCOUVER 3

3. Montreal 2

4. St. John 4
5. Calgary 5

6. Toronto 6

DIVISIONS
1 . Eastern

|

2. North-South 2

3. Western 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates
over quota.

MAGIC
TOWN
Sales Against

Possibilities

61h Week End. Jan. 29. 1948
Pos. Pos

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. NEW HAVEN
, 4

2. SALT LAKE CITY . 2

3. OKLAHOMA CITY I

4. SEATTLE 3

5. CHARLOTTE 8

6. DENVER 13

7. Philadelphia 9

8. Minneapolis . , 6

9. Los Angeles . ,5
10. Boston ... 16

I I . Sioux Falls . 7

12. Dallas 12

I 3. Washington I I

14. Des Moines 10

15. Pittsburgh .15

16. Omaha 14

17. Milwaukee 17

I 8. San Francisco 18

19. New York 22

20. Memphis 19

21. Ka nsas City 2 I

22. Atlanta 20
23. Chicago 28
24. St. Louis 23
25. New Orleans 24
26. Cincinnati 25
27. Cleveland 27
28. Portland 26
29. Buffalo 30
30. Albany 29
3 I . Indianapolis 3 |

32. Detroit 32

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG . I

2. VANCOUVER 2

3. St. John 3

4. Montreal 4
5. Toronto 5

6. Calgary 6

DIVISIONS
1 . Western

I

2. North-South 2

3. Eastern 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota.

"Fight" 100%
Branch Manager Harry Cohen

of Saint John reports that the

exchange closed five deals on the

LOUIS-WALCOTT fight picture

last week, which means a one

hundred percent marker on this

subject, a fine achievement in-

deed. The goal of $5,000 in

levenue has been by-passed.

SECRET
LIFE OF
W. MITTY

Sales Against

Possibilities

6th Week End. Jan. 29, 1948
Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. OKLAHOMA CITY .. . 1

2. PHILADELPHIA 5

3. SALT LAKE CITY . . 2

4. DALLAS 4

5. NEW HAVEN 3

6. SEATTLE 16

7. Buffalo 7

8. Boston 1 1

9. Pittsburgh 6

10. Sioux Falls 8

1 1. New York IS

12. Washington 9

13. Albany 10

14. Kansas City 23

15. Omaha 12

1 6. Minneapolis 18

1 7. Denver 14

18. Des Moines 13

19. Cleveland 28

20. Memphis 17

2 1 . Los Angeles 22

22. Indianapolis 19

23. Chicago 24

24. Cincinnati 21

25. Charlotte 25

26. St. Louis 20

27. Portland 26

28. Atlanta '.
. . 27

29. Detroit 29

30. New Orleans 31

3 1 . Milwaukee 30

32. San Francisco 32

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG 2

2. VANCOUVER 1

3. St. John 3

4. Montreal 4

5. Calgary 5

6. Toronto . .. 6

DIVISIONS
1 . Eastern 1

2. North-South 2

3. Western 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota.
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fugifive" Is

Exploifation "Pic"

The Film Bulletin for February

nd names THE FUGITIVE as t'ne

ploitation picture of the Issue,

wo pages are given over to

brious phases of the RKO cam-

sign, including, advertising,

jblicity and exploitation, along

th its own additional sugges-

ons for a box-office build-up.

SHORTS
Actual Billings

Against Quota

Sth Week En,L Jan. 29. 1948

iPos. Pos.

iThis Last

IWeek Branch Week

1. NEW YORK* 2

2. SAN FRANCISCO I

3. DENVER 3

4. PITTSBURGH 4

5. MILWAUKEE* 5

6. OMAHA* 9

7. PORTLAND* 15

8. SEATTLE'^ 19

9. BUFFALO 7

10. LOS ANGELES 8

I I . .New Haven 6

12. Cleveland 10

1 3. Sioux Falls II

14. Detroit 12

15. Salt Lalce City 13

16. Cincinnati 17

17. Boston 18

18. Des Moines 16

19. Chicago 14

20. Minneapolis 20
21. Memphis 22

22. Philadelphia 2!

23. New Orleans 23

24. St. Louis 27
25. Dallas 24
26. Washington 25

27. Oklahoma City 26
28. Atlanta 30

29. Kansas City 28
30. Charlotte 29
31. Albany 32

32. Indianapolis 31

CANADA
1. VANCOUVER I

2. TORONTO 2

3. Winnipeg .3
4. St. John 4
5. Calgary 6

6. Montreal 5

DIVISIONS
1. Western I

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

oyer quota.
* Over quota lor current week.

SPORTS COVERAGE . . . latest RKO PATHE Sportscope opens
at Radio City next week. This scene shows sports writer Joe

Williams of the World Telegram interviewing Willie Turnesa,
British amateur golf champion, and Gus Lesnevich, world
light heavyweight champion. The scmie photo was repro-

duced on the sports page of the World Telegram Monday
of last week.

from

RKO-PATHE
By ED RICE

The smart money is betting on

FnKO Pathe's entries for the

Academy Awards—the best sell-

ing This Is America" shorts

PASSPORT TO NOWHERE and

BORDER WITHOUT BAYONETS
are highly favored for top hon-

ors in this year s Oscar contests.

PASSPORT TO NOWHERE has

been entered in the special doc-

umentary class; BORDER WITH-
OUT BAYONETS, one of Jay

Bonafleld's first productions. Is

the choice for the two-reel group.

A Sportscope, A SUMMERS
TALE, is a one-reel entrant.

Writing in a recent Nev/

Movies, ' published by the Na-

tional Board of Review, Stephen

Belcher has a good word for

short subjects, which he says are

often "treated by audiences as

If they were the signal for inter-

mission hIgh-jInks such as open-

ing the bag of popcorn and ex-

plaining the feature to Junior.

Belcher calls attention to the

This Is America" series as worth

wetchiftg for. "This Is America

(and other factual shorts) has

given consideration to serious

content . . . something of posi-

tive value is Imparted which

audiences enjoy. Like the read-

ing publics interest in non-fic-

tion, postwar film audiences have

a heartier appetite for Informa-

tional material on their movie

programs, and these shorts di-

rectly cater to that new interest.

They have paid off too. Exhibi-

tors advertise these shorts on

their programs and newsreel

theatres give them stellar bill-

ing."

THIS IS
AMERICA
CONTEST

Week Ending Jan. 29. 1948

Salesmen's Standings

$100.00 Class

Soldfarb Denver

Gwin Denver

$75.00 Class

Hoese Salt Lake City

Silverman New York

Penser New York

Kutinsky New York

$50.00 Class

Canelli

Lefko

Knox

Kahn

Kimmel

Powell

Engelman

Thorn

Rea

New Haven

Philadelphia

Washington

Washington

Chicago

Los Angeles

Portland

Portland

Winnipeg

Terry to Coasf

Terry Turner is in San Fran-

cisco for the opening of Eddie

Cantor's IF YOU KNEW SUSIE

after which he will pay a visit to

the Studio.

Dorothy Better

Dorothy Post, Long Island

booker at the New York ex-

change, who underwent a major

operation recently, has been able

to leave the hospital and return

to her home in Brooklyn.

Academy Award

Special Set for

RKO Distribution

RKO Radio will present

Twenty Years of Academy
Awards, a two-reel featurette

produced by the Academy of

Motion Picture Arts and Sci-

ences. Covering the entire Award
picture from 1927 up to and

including the 1947 winners, the

picture will be released about

April I with all net proceeds go-

ing to the Academy.
Harry Michalson In making the

announcement said that the film

is being distributed as an Indus-

try good - will gesture. "We
hope," he said, "that it will

stimulate still greater Interest In

future awards contributing to an

even larger degree to the motion

picture boxofflce.

Special accessories are being

prepared to help exhibitors mer-

chandise "Twenty Years of Acad-
emy Awards" including a trailer,

cne sheet, 40 x 60 poster, press

book ad slugs and stills. In view

of its timely nature, this featur-

ette is expected to be extremely

popular with fans of all ages.

"M0t»siffn for Df*ath'* Brings 31ossag^ to

til Liriitff in Atomio ^tg^ Sags JPagMling

Dr. Linus Pauling of the California Institute of Technology

and member of the Emergency Committee of Atomic Scientists

of which Albert Einstein Is chairman has paid a tribute to

DESIGN FOR DEATH. Dr. Pauling says:

"DESIGN FOR DEATH brings a message for everyone

living in the atomic age. It tells the enthralling story of how
the little people of Japan were tricked by their leaders and
were prepared by propaganda for aggressive war. The message
that it brings is that World War 111—a devastating atomic

war—can be prevented only through continued vigilance of

the people throughout the world."
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LIEBER PICKS "MAMA" AS PIC OF YEAR

BOX-OFFICE SCORE
CASTinxE

Preparing :

THE BOY WITH GREEN HAIR
(In Technicolor)

Pat O'Brien, Barbara Hale, Dean
Stockwell

An unusual appeal for international

accord.

BLOOD ON THE MOON
Robert Mitchum, Barbara Bel Geddes,

Robert Preston
Stirring drama of the cattle country.

THE LONG DENIAL Mankiewicz
Melvyn Douglas, Maureen O'Hara
One woman protects another's reputation.

PRODUCEH DIRECTOR

Ames Losey

Warth Wise

Ray

Filming

:

JOAN OF ARC (In Technicolor) Wanger Fleming

Ingrid Bergman, Jose Ferrer, Richard

Ney
The triumph of history's greatest

Editing

:

ROUGHSHOD
Robert Sterling, Gloria Grahame,
Claude Jarman Jr.

RoiiKintic udienlure in the High Sierras.

RACHEL AND THE STRANGER
Loretta Young, William Holden,
Robert Mitchum

A love story of the Ohio Frontier.

MYSTERY IN MEXICO
William Lundigan, Jacqueline White

Romantic musical drama lielntv the
border.

I REMEMBER MAMA
Irene Dunne, Barbara Bel Geddes,
Oscar Homolka, Philip Dorn
A ISorwegian family grotcs up in San
Francisco,

BERLIN EXPRESS
Merle Oberon, Robert Ryan, Charles
Korvin, Paul Lukas

Mystery drama of Germany's
reconstruction.

GOOD SAM
Gary Cooper, Ann Sheridan,
Ray Collins
A businessman lends too many helping
hands.

THE VELVET TOUCH
Rosalind Russell, Leo Genn, Claire

Trevor, Sydney Greenstreet
An acliess plavs her biggest ride,

THE WINDOW
Barbara Hale, Arthur Kennedy,
Paul Stewart
A small hoy tvilnpsses a murder.

GUNS OF WRATH
Tim Holt, Nan Leslie, Richard Martin

Two punchers clear up a murder
charge.

MR. JOSEPH YOUNG OF AFRICA
Ben Johnson, Terry Moore,
Robert Armstrong
A thriller by the makers of "King
Kong."

Berger Robson

Berger

Rogell

Parsons

Foster

Wise

Stevens

Granet Tourneur

McCarey McCarey

Brisson

Ullman

Gage

Tetzlaff

Schlom Selander

Arko Schoedsack

Cfiarms All at Long Beach Preview;

Now Apparent That New Product

Is The Greatest in Our History

By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 13:—As we preview our pictures

for 1948, it becomes more and more apparent that the

new product we will be distributing this year is the greatest

in our history.

During recent weeks we have sneaked such films as THE

MIRACLE OF THE BELLS, FORT APACHE, BERLIN EX-

PRESS, GOOD SAM and STATION WEST; each one a

smash hit, each one a show we can all be proud of present-

ing, each one a top money-maker for Your Company.

And now comes The Picture of the Year, a terrific blend

of tears and laughter that will really crack records. You

know it by the title of I REMEMBER MAMA.
Executive Producer - Director

George Stevens and Producer

Harriet Parsons early this week

took their offering to the Towne

Theatre in Long Beach knowing

ttiey had a fine picture, but even

they were astonished by the tri-

umphal acclainn gathered by the

Irene Dunne vehicle.

Again and again bursts of

hearty applause punctuated the

showing, and many of the funni-

est lines were utterly lost in the

roars of the appreciative audi-

ence. And the thunder of sus-

tained hand-clapping at the fin-

ish was the sort of thing you hear

about but seldom encounter.

For make no mistake, folks

—

this picture has that rare quality

of being human and heart-warm-

irg which characterizes every

truly great film. You really live

with Mama and her brood, and

when the door closes on the re-

markable final scene, the audi-

ence feels a distinct personal loss

in knowing it can no longer take

part In the hiansons' affairs.

Miss Dunne does a superb job

as the thrifty Norwegian house-

wife whose day is never done

when It comes to keeping the

family running smoothly. Maybe

I'm prejudiced, but I think It's the

finest performance she's ever

given. And her three co-stars,

Earbara Bel Geddes, Oscar

Homolka and Philip Dorn, also

came in for extravagant praise

from the 1 300 Long Beach,

patrons, as did many of the sup-

porting players like Sir Cedric

Hardwicke, Edgar Bergen, Rud^

Vallee, Steve Brown, Ellen Corb^

and little June Hedin.

But this was a case where <

hand-picked cast delivered a ful

100 per cent and every role, evei

the smallest, stood out like

gem. As many of the commen

cards pointed out, the film is fa

ahead of the stage play in ever

way, which Is unique In Itself. Ani

It Is packed with directoric

touches and bits of action tha

make it one continuous deligh'

Everyone concerned, from M
Schary right on down, rate

plenty of bows on this sparklir

piece of smash entertainment. 1

calling It The Picture of the Yec

we're just jumping the gun c

what will be the verdict of mar

a critic. For I guarantee that

REMEMBER MAMA will chari]

them all.
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HOLLYWOOD POINTS WITH PRIDE: Bob Hope, right, presents

Look Magazine Awards to two RKO Radio notables: left to

right, Dore Schary, vice president in charge of production,

who won the Achievement Award as the top producer of the

^year for two of the year's best pictures, THE BACHELOR AND
THE BOBBY-SOXER, and THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER; and.

Rosalind Russell, who won Look's feminine acting achieve-

ment award for the finest performance by a screen actress in

1947 in MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA. Six of the 15 pic-

tures selected as the year's best by Look Magazine were

released by us: CROSSFIRE, MOURNING BECOMES ELEC-

TRA, THE BACHELOR AND THE BOBBY-SOXER, THE BISHOP'S

WIFE. THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER and THE FUGITIVE.

IF YOU KNEW SUSIE opening
'at the Palace In Cincinnati was
plugged by Eddie Cantor on his

February 12th broadcast. Follow-

ing this up Eddie will go all out

on this picture on the February
19th airing of his program.

Fifteen minutes of unusual

dramatization by one of Ameri-
!
ca's great novelists was broad-
cast when the LISTENING POST
presented John Steinbeck's THE
PEARL on February 9th over the
ABC network.

AGNES MOOREHEAD ap-
peared on the Screen Guild airer
of February 9 heard over the
ABC network. We received
credit for STATION WEST.

RKO 2 of 6

Documentary

Nominations

The nominations for special

documentary awards in the

Academy Awards presentation

give RKO Radio two of the six

selections. Of the three features

RKO Radio places DESIGN FOR
DEATH. Of the three short sub-

jects'we have the "This Is Ameri-

ca" PASSPORT TO NOWHERE.
The subjects nominated will be

screened for the Academy mem-
bership on February 22nd, in

order that final voting can take

place.

/ves Continues
Burl Ives, soon to be seen sing-

ing and acting in STATION
WEST, will this month continue

his tour. He will entertain at De-

troit, Columbus, Minneapolis,

Chicago, Cincinnati, Louisville,

Kansas City and Oklahoma City.

liiEATRE

3^^ ^\ V

SAMUEL GOLDWYN, RKO RADIO and the Astor Theatre
co-operated to give Boston its first spectacular Broadway-type
sign to advertise a single motion picture attraction. Located
near the Hub's busiest comer of Tremont and Boylston streets,

opposite the world famous Boston Conunon, the sign is 40 x 40
feet and completely dominates the amusement center of the

city. THE BISHOP'S WIFE is now in its eighth week, with the

sixth and seventh weeks' grosses topping the fifth.

Shiffrin Resigns
Irving Shiffrin, eastern public-

ity department general and fan

magazine contact representative,

is resigning his post under Rut-

gers Neilson, as of Saturday,

February 14th, to undertake a

new venture in the industry.

Irving joined the publicity de-

partment fifteen years ago. Dur-

ing this time he has served as

general contact with newspapers,

syndicates and the magazine

field, in the realignment of the

department several years ago,

Irving was assigned to adminis-

trative contact with the national

weekly, general, syndicated mag-
azines and motion picture fan

books. Good luck to this RKO
veteran.

Top "Apaclie"

Ad Campaign

Sparked by the current Pic-tour

ads appearing in Life, Look and
Cqllier's, our pre-selling cam-
paign on Argosy Films FORT
APACHE will get into full swing

during March and April. As
planned by S. Barret McCormick,
center spreads in four colors will

appear in Life, Look and the

Saturday Evening Post. Liberty

and Redbook are included in the

schedule as well as the newspa-

per comic section "Puck," ap-

pearing in all the leading cities

of the country.

Gloria Cast
Gloria Grahame, whose popu-

larity soared with her CROSS-
FIRE performance, has been

handed a top role with Maureen

O'Hara and Melvyn Douglas in

THE LONG DENIAL. She will

portray a radio songstress for

whose sake Miss O'Hara risks

feeing a murder charge. It is a

role that will permit her to sing

several original numbers.

I



..The Year's MOST

Honored Picture . .

.

... The Year's BEST

Boxoffice Attraction.

"The Best Years Of Our Lives"

Distributed by RKO RADIO PICTURES, Inc.



Again and again and again, your patrons will be touched

and reawakened by the haunting beauty

and loveliness of NIGHT SONG.

Again and again and again, they will laugh, they will cry,

they will be stirred by the romance and the

joy and the music in this magnificent film of

two people who loved, gambled and won.

Again and again and again, they will thrill to the en-

chanting magic of one of the screen's most

treasured entertainments!

R KO
presents

DANAIANDREWS MERLE OBERON

ETHEL BARRYMORE
A JOHN CROMWELL PRODUCTION

jYightSonc^
HOAGY CARMICHAEL
Produced by HARRIET PARSONS
Piano Concerto by LEITH STEVENS • Performed by

ARTUR RUBINSTEIN

rHE NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Conducted by EUGENE ORMANDY

Oirecled by JOHN CROMWELL

Screen play by Frank Fenton and Dick Irving Hyland
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The Caiarfui Cooper

WeAlERTERS
RKO RADIO'S EXCHANGE OF^IDEAS!

Am booking FIRST YANK INTO TOKYO for a further test run

after if did good in two situations.

—ED LAMB. Seattle

To capitalize on the Look Magazine Aivards a circular

letter was mailed to all unsold accounts, drawing attention

to the Dore Schary award pictures.

—J. F. DAVIE, Vancouver

(Ed's note—The following arti-

cle which appeared in the Air

Force Magazine was spotted by

the FLASH make-up man at Pros-

pect Press, Al Cozzo, who was a

corporal in the air force combat

school.

)

Merian C. Cooper just about

did the grand tour of the

air war fronts of World War

Two. He was in the Pentagon

and the Pacific, in Europe and

China.

He was at his desk in the

headquarters of the AAF on the

fateful Sunday it all began and

he was standing on the quarter-

deck of the USS Missouri in

Tokyo Bay the day it all ended.

Back when the Japanese were

knocking hell out of the Austral-

ian suburb of Port Moresby,

Colonel Merian Cooper—affec-

tionately known ais "The Pipe"

—was one of the good reasons

an outnumbered Fifth Air Force

was keeping its head above wa-

ter—or more literally, above

ground.

They used to say that "Coop"

operated on three priorities:

Winning the war, his pipe, his

telephone.

Each complemented the other

and his devotion to all was

legendary at Air Force head-

quarters in New Guinea. He
worked an 18 to 20 hour day

with a kind of fanatical zeal. His

slalf could follow him into any

given point in New Guinea sim-

ply by scouting his tobacco trail.

He in turn could follow them, at

any given time and usually at

God-forsaken hours, by his deft

maneuvering of the standard field

telephones which have driven
stronger men to insanity but on
which Cooper flourished.

Cooper was a motion picture

executive and treading lightly on
the half-century mark in the

spring of 1941 but he was among
the first in filmland to hasten

back to active duty.

During the first global un-
pleasantness he had been a mem-
ber of the 2()lh bomber grouj) in

France and earned credit for the
destruction of one German air-

craft. Later, he was CO of a spe-

cial observation group hand-
picked by Gen. Billy Mitchell to

provide extreme-close reconnais-
sance for GHQ of the AEF.

It was just after that assign-

ment that Lieutenant Cooper and
his observer crashed in flames in

German territory, victims of ene-

my fighters.

Two years after the Armistice

Coop was in Poland as a flyer

in the famous Kosciuscko squad-

ron. He emerged as one of the

living legends of the Russia-

Polish conflict despite another

annoying setback. He was shot

down by Russian flak and lan-

quished ten more months in

prison.

Finally released, he managed
to keep himself moderately busy
for the next few years. He pound-
ed out several books and in-

numerable articles, sailed around
the world, moved into the stock

market and helped finance Pan-
American Airways.

In 1925 he went to the Middle
East and made the inmiensely

successful documentary film

"Grass," and followed it up with

"Chang."

This led to Hollywood where,

as executive vice president in

charge of production for RKO
Radio pictures, he produced such
epics as "King Kong" (conceived

by Cooper and Edgar Wallace )

.

"Little Women," and "The In-

former."

When the faint drums of battle

sounded in 1941, Cooper and his

partner, the brilliant director,

John Ford, were the first to hear
and answer. At the beginning.
Coop was executive A-2 in head-
quarters of the AAF. But by early

1942 he was in China as chief

of staff to Maj. Gen. Claire Chen-
nault and was rationing his time
between staff duties, leadership
of the air re-supply over the

Himalayan hump and direction

of several remote air task forces.

But bacillary dysentery felled

him and he was returned to the
Zl for rest and recuperation in

the spring of 1943. Rest was nil

and the recuperation period

short. Gen. George C. Kenney,

then commander of the Fifth Air

Force, was in Washington on a

flying visit after the smashing

success of his flyers in the Bat-

tle of Bismarck Sea. He encoun-

tered Cooper in the Pentagon.

Two nights later. Coop accom-

panied Kenney back to New
Guinea—this time as chief of

staff for Maj. Gen. Ennis C.

Whitehead, then commanding
Kenneys advanced striking

forces.

Coop was with Whitehead for

nearly two years, all during the

occasionally stiff but always in-

spired climb up the Pacific lad-

der to the Philippines. In 1945

he was sent to Europe by Kenney
as a liaison with Gen. Carl Spaatz

to give the quick once-over to

European AF units earmarked
for re-deployment to the Pacific.

But he was back with Kenney
by the summer of 1945, this time

as deputy chief of staff of FEAF.

He wound up the second round
of unpleasantness flying to Japan
aboard the first group of air

transports to land at Yokohama.

He went back into civvies

—

and the motion picture busi-

ness—in December of 1945, re-

joining Partner John Ford. So
far they have completed two pic-

tures with Ford directing and
Cooper producing: "The Fugi-

tive," which was made in Mexico
and "Fort Apache."

Coop is married to Dorothy
Jordan, and is the father of three

children.

He remains one of the major
reasons American pipe tobacco
companies continue to declare

record dividends. He also is a

source of constant joy to Walter
Gifford and the telephone com-
pany. He's glad to be back on a

dial 'phone again, though.

"Electra" Will

Open in Hartford

MOURNING BECOMES
ELECTRA will have its New Eng-

land premiere Wednesday, Feb-

ruary 18th, at the Bushnell Audi-

torium, Hartford, Conn. This en-

gagement is on a road show basis

and will continue four days. The

Bushnell is one of the largest

auditoriums in New England seat-

ing approximately 3300 people.

A long list of prominent guests

will attend the premiere.

Look Boosts

RKO Radio in addition to hog-

ging the limelight in the Look

Achievement issue of February

17 also received added plugs

for two of our stars and product.

The Meet The People column's

query of "What Is Your Favorite

Movie? ' was asked of actors,

actresses, producers and direc-

tors, whose replies were printed

beneath their photos.

Cary Grant chose any MICKEY
MOUSE film, because said Cary,

"Walt Disney has the only form-

ula which pleases all and offends

none, hie brings pleasure to all

regardless of race, religion or

nationality."

As her favorite film Myrna

Loy selected THE BEST YEARS
OF OUR LIVES because "It con-

tained honesty, sincerity and in-

tegrity—three Ingredients which

seldom are combined all at once

in a Hollywood motion picture.'

Actor Dan Duryea also selected

BEST YEARS.
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'Electra" Is

Tops With the

il. Reviewers
{Ed's note—hereii ith are n ord-

by-iiord revieics of MOURXIXG
BECOMES ELECTRA as caught

zit the Pabst Theatre by the Mil-

ivaitk-ee critics.)

The screen adaptation of Eu-

jene O'Neill's "Mourning Be-

comes Electra," which the Thea-

ter Guild in association with

IRKO-Radio has released, had its

iMidwest premiere Friday night

to a Pabst Theatre audience.

Except for the time involved

Hthe screen version is little more
than two and one half hours)

r'Electra" follows closely the tra-

Iditions of the theatre.

Throughout the arrangement

lof scenes, its groupings of char-

lacters, its concentration of dia-

llogue passages, the poignant,

limpressive events are not inter-

Irupted by the flow of action to

1 which filmgoers have become
Iconditioned. The result is an ex-

I

pertly photographed stage play.

IN LINE FOR AWARD
There is an austerity about the

[entire production as it relates a

tragic trilogy, a story originating

I
from the Greek dramas which

O'Neill transferred to a New
England mansion at the close of

[the Civil War.
It is a play of murder and

madness, of vengeance, hates,

jealousies and suggestions of in-

cest which provide Rosalind Rus-

sell, in the role of Lavinia Man-
non, with an acting chore that

puts her in the running for

Academy Award consideration.

The story is based around her

tangled family relationship. As
the daughter of a Massachusetts
family whose heritage is hatred

and whose destiny is destruction,

each character is probed and
analyzed, and each member of

the Mannons in turn reveals his or

her thoughts.

CAN'T ESCAPE

For instance, there's Christine,

Levinia's mother. She's a vindic-

five person who has always hated
her husband and poisons him so

she can go away with her lover, a

sea captain.

There is Orin, her son, who is

convinced by Lavinia of her

mother's wickedness and sets

about killing her paramour. Orin,

his mind becoming unbalanced
by the feeling of guilt, and Lavi-

nia, driven to jealousy by her

mother's affairs with the sea cap-

tain, realize they cannot escape
retribution and meet their own
inescapable punishment.

Meanwhile, there are other

complexes, illicit loves, mind
snappings and cross currents of

emotional strain which sets the

picture up as a disjointed tour

de force of conflicting personal-

ities.

With acting talent less effi-

cient than presented here, "Elec-

tra" might be just another sad
attempt of converting a play of

considerable dramatic magnitude
to mass visual consumption.

MASSEY STARS

In addition to Miss Russell,

England's Michael Redgrave as

Orin, Raymond Massey as the

father. Academy Award winner
Katina Paxinou as the mother,

Leo Glenn as the sea captain,

Kirk Douglas as Lavinia's suitor,

Henry Hull as the gardener and
others portray their assignment
with obvious understanding.

Buck Herzog

—SENTINEL

The screen version of Eugene
O'Neill's doom ridden tragedy,

"Mourning Becomes Electra,"

is a triumph of flawless cast-

ing, superb direction and stag-

ing; in brief, a masterful trans-

position of theatre drama to

film. Strong fare for anyone,
it is not so much as "entertain-

ing" film as it is an "enlighten-

ing" film. It proves Hollywood's
ability to do anything Broadway
can do—and on a bigger scale.

Sponsored by the Theatre

Guild, "Mourning" is the ex-

pensive, daring effort of pro-

ducer - director Dudley Nichols.

When originally produced on

Broadway it spanned six hours.

Nichols boiled it down to almost

three for the screen but nothing

was lost in the process except

excess verbiage. The theme, the

plot structure and the characters

remain intact.

Whether or not O'Neill's trag-

edy is a great drama has been
debated by theatre critics. How
if measures as a movie is the

only point with which this review-

er is concerned. The tragedy it-

self discloses the incestuous con-

flicts of the Mannon family in

New England. Katina Paxinou

plays the unfaithful wife who
murders her husband, Raymond
Massey. The daughter, Rosalind

Russell, goads her brother, Mi-

chael Redgrave, into murdering

her mother's lover, Leo Genn.
Suicides and remorse follow and
the stench of hatred and death

"9

Dora Schary will personally

supervise THE BOY WITH
GREEN HAIR, which went be-

fore the cameras on Monday,

February 9. Principal roles in this

realistic fantasy " are played by

Fat O Brien. Robert Ryan, Dean

Stockwell and Barbara Hale. THE
BOY WITH GREEN HAIR will

have color by Technicolor. Direc-

tion is by Joseph Losey.

RACHEL AND THE STRANG-
ER is announced as the definite

title for the film drama co-star-

ring Loretta Young, William

Holden and Robert Mitchum,

which while in work was called

"Tall, Dark Stranger." It is based

on Howard Fast's story, "Rach-

el." Dore Schary was in charge

of production.

J. Carrol Naish paid a Mexi-

can beggar 18 cents for the

v/erdrobe he v/ears in THE FUGI-

TIVE. After having it thoroughly

cleaned, the total cost of the

costume was still under one dol-

lar. Nalsh in THE FUGITIVE por-

trays a police Informer hounding

becomes almost overpowering.

Stark and slow moving, the

drama is bereft of all compassion

or warmth. Its total effect is de-

pressing but that does not de-

tract from the film's technical

merit. Never have viewers seen a

more select assemblage of talent

nor more convincing acting on

the screen. It is almost impossible

tc say which performance is best

but the contribution of Michael

Redgrave as the undisciplined

son is a little triumph. The most
moving, perhaps, is the tortured

father role of Raymond Massey.

However, the final accolades

still go to producer Nichols. In

his hands O'Neill's stark "Mourn-
ing" becomes a great movie.

—JOURNAL

Henry Fonda.

Gloria Grahame, whose popu-

larity soared with her CROSS-
FIRE performance, has been

handed a top role with Maureen

O'Hara and Melvyn Douglas in

THE LONG DENIAL. She will

portray a radio songstress for

whose sake Miss O'Hara risks

facing a murder charge. It is a

role that will permit her to sing

several original numbers.

Before going to Hollywood,

Miss Grahame won her spurs on

Broadway. After serving as un-

derstudy to Miriam Hopkins in

"Skin of Our Teeth," she won a

leading role in "Stardust," fol-

lowed by important parts in "The

World's Full of Girls" and "The

Highland Fling."

*

George Cooper will play

Walter Brennan's son in BLOOD
ON THE MOON. The son of the

late famous film character actor

o^ the same name, he did no+

become a film actor until the

close of the war, In which he was

a flight engineer in naval avia-

tion.

Gabriel Figueroa, ace motion

picture cinematographer, won

two international film awards for

outstanding photography in suc-

cessive years.

His camera work on "Maria

Candelaria" brought him honors

in 1946 at the Film Festival held

in Cannes, France. With the com-

pletion in Mexico of screen

adaptation of John Steinbeck's

THE PEARL, it was rushed before

its release to compete in the

Venice International Film Festi-

val. In addition to the award as

"the most original film," it took

the award for "best photogra-

phy."
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RKOers Participate

In Brotherhood Wk.

Beyond the call to duty, all

RKOers have a further inter-

est this year In American
Brotherhood Week. Ned E.

Depinet is national associate

chairman of the amusement
division, Robert Mochrie is

chairman for the distribution

and home office division of

the entire motion picture in-

dustry, and S. Barret McCor-
mick is a vice-chairman of

advertising and publicity.

President N. Peter Rathvon is

a committee chairman for

hlollywood. Leon J. Bamber-
ger is assistant to Mr. Moch-
rie.

The campaign got under

way this week at the HHome
Office when Walter Branson

who is co-chairman for the

company, acting with Bill

hloward of the Theatre Com-
pany, forwarded a letter of ap-

peal to all employees to par-

ticipate in Brotherhood Week,
which as all know is sponsored

by the National Conference
of Christians and Jews.

The following floor captains

are serving:

E. J. McGUIRE, 6th floor.

ARTHUR WILLI, 7th floor.

DAVID HEEND, 7th floor.

HERB McENTEE, 9th

floor.

LOU GAUDREAU, 10th

floor.

A. A. SCHUBART, 14th

floor.

IRVING CANE, 15th floor.

BILL DAHLER, 15th floor.

ARTHUR WHITE. 15th

floor.

D. WILLIAMS, 16th floor.

R. K. HAWKINSON, 17th

floor.

MILTON PLATT, 27th

floor.

Fall in, RKOers! Let's back

our various committeemen
and the Brotherhood to our

full ability. RKO's Home Of-
fice collection is on Friday,

the 13th, the day following

Lincoln's birthday, and Lin-

coln stood for justice, equal-

ity and liberty, the very basis

of the brotherhood. The week
is that of February 22-29 and
Washington said, TO BIGO-
TRY—NO SANCTION.

"SUSIE" ROLLING

{Continued from Page One)

weekers at the Astor, Bos-

ton, and the Carthay Circle,

Los Anggeles, sixth week at

the Woods, Chicago, fifth

at the Colony, Miami, and

second in new engagement

at the Fulton, Pittsburgh.

THE FUGITIVE has round-

ed out two months at the

Victoria, New York, second

week at Pittsburgh, holdover

at Milwaukee, moveover at

Rochester, and excellent at

Buffalo, Louisville, Jersey

City, Passaic, Providence,

Davenport, Cedar Rapids

and Syracuse. Exceptionally

good at the Regent, Grand

Rapids, says Branch Manag-

er hiatton Taylor of Detroit.

MOURNING BECOMES
ELECTRA—Eighth week at

the Four Star, Los Angeles,

v/ith the decrease in receipts

each week very small. Ten

days at the Pabst, Milwau-

kee, excellent start at the

Royal Alexander, Toronto.

SECRET LIFE OF WAL-
TER MITTY — Third week

Spokane, hield over Chatta-

nooga, Tulsa, Columbia, S.

C, Allentown. Excellent
Shreveport, Green Bay, Mi-

ami, New Castle, Albany,

Halifax, Binghamton, Ham-
ilton, O., Springfield, O.,

Peoria, Easton, Ann Harbor,

Pontiac, Kalamazoo. Excel-

lent in triple header at Mi-

ami.

OUT OF THE PAST—
Third week Philadelphia. Ex-

cellent Lewiston, Me., Ashe-

ville, Plainfield, Torrington,

Lincoln, Stockton, Fair-

mount.

CROSSFIRE—Excellent in

Canada where just getting

under way. Booked four

days at the Capitol, London,

did smash business and held

over. Good Knoxville and

Chattanooga.

BAMBI — Rounding out

second month at the Repub-

lic, New York. Despite epi-

demic of colds at San Fran-

cisco and bad weather

scored big week at the Gol-

den Gate.

NIGHT SONG — Third

week at the RKO Palace,

New York. Completed excel-

lent second weeks at San

Francisco, Chicago. Atlan-

ta, St. Louis, Detroit, Balti-

more. Excellent at Kansas

City, Washington, Des
Moines, Waterloo, Newark.

TYCOON — Seventh

v/eek Birmingham. Second

v/eeks Hartford, Richmond,

Asbury Park, Salt Lake City.

Three theatres at San Diego

and two at Portland, Ore.

Held over Inglewood, Ocean
Park, Vallejo, Milwaukee,

San Antonio, Greensboro.

"Phenomenal," says Branch

Manager Morris Lefko of

Pittsburgh. "Giving fine ac-

count of itself in Fox situa-

tions," says Branch Manager
Harry Cohen of Los An-

geles. Excellent Huntington,

Akron, Stamford, Morgan-
town, Passaic, Beaver Falls,

Aurora, Kankakee, Altoona,

Kenosha, Indiana, Pa.

FANTASIA — Branch
Manager Hatton Taylor of

Detroit says in suburban

Ferndale, Radio City Thea-

tre, topped BELLS for three

days, held over. In recent

1948 engagements in Phil-

adelphia and Buffalo grosses

equal to or better than those

for 1947.

Ninth Floor
The smile on Sylvia Schechter's face

Is one of gratitude and thankfulness.

Sylvia has recently been undergoing

medical consultations with specialists,

and x-ray examinations have proven

that there is nothing to worry about.

Camera hobbyist Morris Cohen plans

to do some fancy shooting at the

photography exhibit in the Center's

Museum of Science and Industry over

the Lincoln day holiday.

—HARRY KARP

Cary Is 4th
Cary MIddlecoff star of the

Sportscope GOLF DOCTOR
keeps up his good play on the

v/inter circuit in the southland.

Cary finished fourth in the Texas

open at San Antonio, trailing

Sam Snead, Jimmy Demaret and

Dick Metz. That's fast company.

We have had a few changes in the

inspection room. Clara Supe has left

U3 and she v/as honored by a farewel;

party. The girls presented her with a

lovely pair of pearls. Our two new girls

are Norma Sellers and Mildred Vetter.

Welcome to RKO, girls, here's hoping

you like us!

Well, the shipping department is at

if again! "Never a dull moment," says

Velma Sebree, and we agree with her.

Jack Ruth (better known as Jackson)

thinks Cincinnati has some fine co-

medians.

The surprise of the week was Lila

Fox's new permanent wave. No longer

v/ill we have to endure those long

straight hairs, which we admit did

look pretty nice, but now we can look

at her curly locks.

Gene Tunick, our city salesman, has

but one word to say, day in and day

out, "MANANA." That is the answer

to everything.

Helen Cole has a very favorite ex-

pression which she makes sound just

like a phonograph record. That is "You

stinker, you.
"

There has been quite a bit of con-

fusion about pretzels. Aileen Stein-

hauer was last heard telling Marie Klag

to turn her bag of pretzels over on the

heater to get the other side of them

warm. Marie's reply was "Which one,

there's four bags here," Walter Watson

said, "No, there's only three." Then

Marie told the truth and said, "Well,

I'm here."

—Jeanie Tharp

The contest is still tense. We have

set aside the weeks beginning March

14th and March 2 1 st to honor District

Chief Herb Greenblatt and the plans

are well under way to make these two

v/eeks a record breaker for billings.

Watch Milwaukee!!!

We just chanced to look in the di-

rection of Arline Lobess and, behold,

she looked like a zebra. It seems Arline

v/orked the multigraphing machine and

did a great job both on the letters and

herself.

We are all looking forward to the

great news Vi Troyer promised to give

us. Hope it isn't about the income tax

coming up.

—J. E. WHITE



Kos PIC-TOUR
OFTHE
WEEK

"FORT APACHE"

BAFFLED by guilty air of wife, KATINA PAXINOU, home-coming hero

RAYMOND MASSEY remains silent as ROSALIND RUSSELL glares at

ler mother. Memorable scene from RKO's Mourning Becomes Electra.

Dther stars: MICH.AJEL REDGRAVE. LEO GEXN, KIRK DOUGLAS.

"RACE STREET"

ENCHANTRESS MARILYN MAXWELL draws hardboUed GEORGE RAFT
into cioseup for RKO's Race Street, based on magazine serial by Maurice

Davis. Story tells of a racing sheet handicapper, who gets fouled up

between rival bookies. Rounding out star trio is WILLIAM BENDIX.

BATTLE against Indians rages aroimd wounded leader,HENRY FONDA,
in this scene from Fort Apache, directed by JOHN FORD. Epic fihn also

stars JOHN mYNE, SHIRLEY TEMPLE, PEDRO ARMENDARIZ
and introduces JOHN AGAR. A FORD-COOPER Argosy Production.

DIRECTOR Ted Tetzlaff records cioseup of PAT O'BRIEN in title

role of RKO's Fighting Father Dunne, story of famous St. Louis priest.

The part marks O'Brien's fourth biographical role (Father Duffy, Knute
Rockne, Frank Cavanaugh), the kind that endeared him to millions.

R K O
THESE BIG RKO PICTURES WILL

SOON BE SHOWN AT YOUR THEATRE
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"THREE GOLD STARS IN
YESTERDAY'S SKY"

ARTHUR J. KING
Protestant

Kil/eJ April 7, 1945 in Germany

WM. R. SORENSEN
Catholic

Kil/ed Sept. 14, 1944 in France

JERRY NEUMANN
Jew

KiUed April 1945 in France

You hurry past the Honor Roll of War Dead day after day.

It has become just a background.

But one day you pause to note three Gold Stars that were a Protestant, a Catholic and a

Jew, and you reflect that they died together in a common cause.

Some say the war dead are already forgotten and that religious and racial animosities are

growing in our nation. They say that many have forgotten what the boys died for.

There is a courageous group in America called the National Conference of Christians and

Jews. Year by year they win a wider audience across the nation. They tell their story in

the cities and towns, in the schools, the churches and synagogues. They tell the people

that America which was born in a brotherhood of races can survive only in unity.

We have an opportunity to salute their unselfish patriotism during American Brotherhood

Week, February 22 to 29 and to inspire them to carry on the good work. Now their job

is to be extended overseas into other lands, on those soils where American Protestants,

American Catholics and American Jews fought and died together.

If you have not forgotten their sacrifice help the work of the National Conference.

GIVE FOR AMERICAN BROTHERHOOD
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Paul Hnllisit»r

Looks ut "Jnan^^

]d's note—Following Paul Hollislers

iiirn from the Stntlio ye ed ashed

71 10 lell us about some high spots

and he has indeed.}

There was one high spot—high as

kes . . . pardon me: high as Mt.

tKinley.

1 saw a very rougli-cut of JOAN
F ARC
To put it mildly, lliis picture seems

me to be what the action camera

and the Techni-

color process
were invented

for. If it took

fifty years to de-

velop the picture

art in order to

produce this pic-

lure, the half-

century was well

spent.

I'm not going

to fall into the

trap of superla-

i>es that we lightly use when any fine

cture gives us a l;ick in the pants.

)AN OF ARC isn't a 'most ' any-

iing picture. I'll lell you a few of the

ings it (5, though.

1. .All it has in its plot ingredients

'• lal an almost supernatural Cin-

rella story, about a country girl who

[Conthmed on Page Two)

Sauthffast^m District I^aaks J!futtfj4*raus

Former Drive Captain Dave Prince of the Southeastern District knows the strategy

of the campaigns from first-hand knowledge, for Dave once swung out to the 38 ex-

changes from coast to coast and border to border. And it was a big year. Now Dave
has his trio of Dixie teams burning up the course. Rovy Branon's Charlotteers holed out

the eighth green with an over quota marker and this progress—27-26-
1
8-

1
7- 1

4-
1 3-9.

Hubert Lyons and his Georgia Crackers are headed for the pay-off circle via a 15-10-8

route. And the rebel yell sounds at New Orleans, where Roger Lamantia is putting on

a Drive mardi gras, with the following fireworks, 15-13, and at the close of the fourth

week Roger's New Orleaners were away back at the twentieth station.

{Continued on Page 3)

"Bring 'Em Back"
LOS ANGELES—Jackie, as

old Gabriel Heatter would

chant. "There's good news to-

night." I found mine in a memo
from THE HEAD MAN stating

that we will bring back I and I

(lidnt sav reissue kiddies)

FRANK BUCKS 0R1GIN.\L
••BRING EM B.\CK ALIVE"
coiTie this June, when all schools

will be closed, and all theatres

open for business.

Now did you get that billing

Jackie?

Frank Buck's

Original
"Bring 'Em Back Alive"

I want you to get it, as I do

{Continued on Page Ten)

FLASH — "Susie" Wednesday at

Golden Gate, San Francisco, new all-

time gross attendance record— played

to 11,268, new high by 400, over period

of 30 years. Off for great run.

—DAVE CANTOR

Sol Sachs' condition greatly improved, says

wire from Ben Cammack dated Wednesday,

February 18.

DRIVE'S
8th WEEK
Ending Feb. 12fh

Po$. Pes.

This Last

Week Branch V\/eek

1. SIOUX FALLS I

2. SALT LAKE CITY 2

3. OKLAHOMA CITY .... 3

4. DENVER 4
5. Portland 5

6. Seattle 6

7. St. Louis 7

8. Atlanta 10

9. Charlotte* .
13

10. Kansas City 9

I I . Des Moines 8

I 2. Minneapolis I I

13. New Orleans 15

14. Omaha 14

15. Cincinnati 12

16. Chicago '6

17. Milwaukee '8

18. Detroit 17

19. Boston 20

20. Dallas 22

21. Pittsburgh 25

22. Indianapolis* 30

23. Washington 24

24. Albany 19

25. San Francisco* 29

26. Cleveland 28

27. Philadelphia 21

28. Los Angeles 23

29. Memphis 26

30. Buffalo 27

3 I . New Haven 31

32. New York 32

CANADA
1. TORONTO 1

2. CALGARY 2

3. St. John* 3

4. Winnipeg 4

5. Montreal 5

6. Vancouver 6

DISTRICTS
I. Rocky Mt I

2. Canadian 2

3. Southeastern 4

4. Prairie 3

5. Midwestern 5

6. Southwestern 6

7. Eastern Central 8

8. Western 7

9. Northeastern i

10. Eastern 9

I I . Metropolitan I I

DIVISIONS

1 . Western I

2. Eastern 3

3. North-South 2

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota cumulatively.

* Over quota for current week.

J. Highlights of tho Wt^f^h-Pfigt^ 7.RKOAtvawd En twites
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INGRID BERGMAN concentrates on a scene for JOAN OF ARC
just before the camera starts to roll—and it's a scene that needs

unusual concentration. She has 312 words of dialogue, without

a break.

Ah Paul Hallist^r Sms Jaan
(Continued from Page One)

led her nation's army to victory (1)1

a terrible battle against incredible

odds (c) a Coronation in a Cathedral

for whose liberation American armies

have twice given their blood (d) a

love story which has immortalized the

girl herself (e) a formal trial (f) an

execution by fire. You'll agree that any

one of these themes would supply the

story for a picture of maximum
power; this story contains them all

—

and it's necessarily told at a breathless

pace.

2. A quality of color new to the

screen. You got an intimation of this

quality in Henry V—but now color-

sense has really flowered and come

into its own. Contrary to the trite

tradition of plastering the screen with

incessant high-explosive (and there-

fore unreal) primary poster colors,

JOAN works from a palette of har-

nionizeil colors, with a subtlety and

"mood" that just can't be described

even by a fancy-pants art critic, which

I aint. When Victor Fleming wants to

turn on the power, the brilliance of

his screen is like nothing you ever saw

before. When he wants to keep the

mood low and tense, it makes you

shiver. The overall result is a brand-

new experience in the theatre.

.1. Tile First Lady of Pictures

—

Ingrid Bergman—plays Joan. All Vm
going to tell you about her perfoim-

ance is that she's wanted to play this

part all her life; that she plays it to

the teeth; that she not only looks

Joan—she is Joan up there. She
watched the screening with Victor

Fleming and Walter Wanger and Per-

ry and the rest of us, and later out

in the lot, while they were giving me
restoratives for collision-shock. Miss

Bergman turned to Fleming and said:

"Victor—I've gol to get into that bat-

tle sooner-" That—from the girl who
gels shot with an arrow and tossed

from the rampart into the moat—gives

you a rough idea of her martial spirit

in this performance. Her tenderness,

her force, her direct beauty you all

know, but you've never seen the com-

bination of her talents so powerfully

projected.

4. A realism which is brand new.

This isn't a Hollywood idea of Medie-

val France— it is France. This isn't

mock-up battle—this is to sudden

death. There isn't a phoney, there isn't

an anachronism, there isn't a short cut

—in the whole two hours. The cos-

tumes, the character-casting, the make-

up, the props, look as though they

came out of the ancient museums

—

which in fact they did. l( you think

commando combat in the Atomic Age
is rugged, get a load of the hand-to-

hand, Shanghai police, underground

tactics of this picture JOAN—more
downright lethal tricks than all the

thugs and captains of the earth ever

thought up. I suppose it's safe to say

that motion pictures weren't a mere

fifty years in the making— they've

v/aited five hundred years to transport

you that far away from our time, with

a complete conviction that you're in

there yourself slugging for your exist-

ence.

I can fill four pages more—but Jack
hasn't got the space. All I can add is

that the first glimpse of this triumph-

ant picture of Walter's and Ingrid's

and Victor's

—

and ours—left me in a

condition which invited all the Virus-X

bugs in California to come in and take

over—which they did. Mark you—this

rough cut was without music—it had
missing scenes—it safely overshot of

course—and yet it paralyzed us with

il.s glory. Glory is the only right word.

I'-'s not only a story of man's noblest

passion, it's a powerful peace story,

a conniving political story, a bitter

war story, a tense trial story, an in-

spiring spiritual story, against a back-

ground alternately rich and impov-

erished. Walter calls the picture more
than a picture

—
"it's an event" he says

—which is a whale of an understate-

ment. I can testify that it's an ex-

perience in entertainment you never

will repeat. It's everything, plus Ingrid

Bergman. What more does anylwdy
want? —PAUL HOLLLSTER

€lrftn€l ift*ivo FiMt€ti€* tor 3Mochri€»

Messages from the field pledging a wfiirlwind Drive finish for

the period honoring Bob Mochrie continue to come in. hfere are

the latest (more next week):

AL KOLITZ, Rocky Mt. District Mgr.—We all have a great

regard for Bob and it will be our pleasure to turn in the greatest

three weeks' billings in the history of our district.

HERB GREENBLATT, Midwestern District Mgr.—Only record

billings during the Bob Mochrie period can be accepted as the

tribute our great sales nnanager is entitled to. Let's give it the works.

The goal can be achieved not only because of our great adnniration

for Bob Mochrie but also in the fact that we have the pictures to

do ih with.

BARNEY PITKIN, New Haven—Every effort will be made to

obtain dates on some item in every theatre during this period fcr

a grand fellow such as Bob Mochrie is.

S. C. JACQUES, Cincinnati—Immediately on hearing of Ihe

MOCHRIE WEEKS we began contacting exhibitors in an effort to

have more theatres playing more of our product than ever before

in the history of the office. It is a real pleasure to go all out in our

effort for such a swell guy as Bob Mochrie.

J. B. BRECHEEN, Washington—We have laid plans to make

these three weeks the greatest in the history of our company iti

the Washington branch. I have drafted a letter which will go ouf

to all accounts, to which will be attached an availability of every-

thing that is to be played now, and I have called attention to the

pictures which will be trade shown soon, which in my opinion give u:

the strongest box-office attractions we have ever offered at ont

time in my memory of RKO.

H. M. LYONS, Atlanta—The Atlanta branch is behind the 801

MOCHRIE WEEKS one hundred percent.

M. E. LEFKO, Pittsburgh—We have proceeded to formulat

plans to make the MOCHRIE WEEKS the most successful in th

history of the office.

GIFF DAVISON, Salt Lake City—Early announcement c'

MOCHRIE WEEKS gives us ample time to secure additional an

outstanding bookings for this period. We shall put forth evei

effort to make these our best weeks of the Drive.

R. H. LANGE, Portland—We are sending out special letters c

the MOCHRIE WEEKS with availabilities and outlining the purpos'

of these testimonial weeks and demanding everyone's support

the shape of playdates.

LOU ELMAN, Milwaukee—The MOCHRIE WEEKS are an i

centive and I can assure you that we are out to make them tl

three biggest weeks in the history of this branch.

JOE EMERSON, Denver—We have as a minimum quota o

feature and two short subjects per week from every account In f

territory during the MOCHRIE WEEKS. Accomplishing this que

will enable us to rack up the greatest three week billings in t

history of the Denver branch.

C. J. DRESSELL, Minneapolis (To his salesmen and bookers)-

cannot think of a better gesture on our part to show that we app
ciate the leadership and cooperation that Mr. Mochrie gives •

during the year than to go out and do an "out of the ordinary jo

for the period of time involved. I want to go on record at once >

the effect that with our great forthcoming product your impo^tr^

circuits and key towns will be sold and booked to the hilt during U
time, and all I ask is that each individual salesman take care f

his particular zone the same way that he would if the period invoKi I

happened to be for himself personally, because actually, in

end, that is what it amounts to, but in so doing we of the West
division can show a regular guy that we mean business.

PHIL HODES, New York—We will go all out to make the the

MOCHRIE WEEKS the best in the history of the New York brari.
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'anadian Rallies,

Weather 25 Below
TORONTO, February I 3—The
cond Drive meeting of the cur-

nt NED DEPINET DRIVE got

ider way In both Montreal and
aronto this week, when Captain

harles Boasberg and Lieutenant

arl Peppercorn arrived in the

astern Canadian metropolis for

session with the managers,

ilesmen and bookers of the

lontreal and St. John ex-

langes.

Despite weather conditions

hich had the thermometer hov-

ing around the 25 below zero

lark, all of the boys present were

lanimous in their expression that

was one of the most construc-

ve meetings which they have

/er attended.

Captain Boasberg reviewed

le activities of the managers
id salesmen since the occasion

f the previous meeting, ap-

oximately three months earlier,

nd advised that he was very

uch pleased with the marked
nprovement In sales and liqul-

ation.

Before leaving for Toronto,

iessrs. Boasberg and Peppercorn
sited the Montreal exchange
n a tour of inspection, con-

ucted by Murray L. Devaney,
lontreal branch manager. In ad-
ition, Messrs. Boasberg and
eppercorn, in company with

eo M. Devaney, Canadian dis-

ict manager, had interviews

ith Arthur Hirsch, general man-
ger of Consolidated Theatres,

ffiliated with Famous Players,

nd with George Sanetakos,
resident of United Amusement
heatres of Canada, Ltd.

In Toronto, the New York
xecutives held meetings with

ie managers, salesmen and
ookers of the Toronto and

I
Winnipeg exchanges, checking
srvice cards for sales and liqui-

stion and outlining a number
our outstanding forthcoming

:-ures, In addition to importarit

:duct currently or shortly to
^ available.

^aptaln Boasberg and Cana-
ian District Manager Leo M.

. pevaney had lengthy conferences

. f'hile in Toronto with hiarvey

,
jHunt, in charge of buying and
^ookings for Odeon Theatres of
anada, Ltd., also with Messrs.

'. FItzgibbons and Ben Geld-
; er, executives of the Important

. temous Players Canadian Thea-
-es chain.

Captain Boasberg and Lieu-

! fenant Peppercorn left Friday
•ght for New York.

—GEORGE DEGNON

THREE GROUP CONTEST
Week Ending February 12th. 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

We jIt Branch Week
1 ATI AMTA 1

2. CHICAGO 2

3. Detroit 3

4. Boston . . 4

5. Dallas 6

6. Washington 8

7. San Franclscc . 9

8. Philadelphia 5

9. Los Angeles 7

10. New York
. 10

Pos.

This

Weel Branch

I. ST. LOUIS

Pos.

Last

Week

I

Pos.

Last

2. CHARLOTTE 5

3. Kansas City . 2

4. Minneapolis 3

5. Cincinnati 4

6. Pittsburgh 6

7. Indianapolis . 9

8. Cleveland 8

9. Buffalo 7

^Eliminated as potential Group Prize tcinner due to lead position in yational Prize listing.

Pos.

This

Week Branch V/ee'

* Sioux Falls

* Salt Lake City *

* Oklahoma City *

* Denver

1. PORTLAND .
I

2. SEATTLE 2

3. Des Moines 3

4. New Orleans 5

5. Omaha 4
6. Milwaukee 6

7. Albany 7

8. Memphis 8

9. New Haven 9

{Contiuved from Page One)

But Dave's irresistible force was meeting an immovable body. Sure enough away
up front the leading seven of last week were playing them down the middle and up to

the green. No one got through. Like the seventh stanza, the eighth was SIOUX FALLS,
SALT LAKE CITY, OKLAHOMA CITY, DENVER, PORTLAND, SEATTLE and ST.

LOUIS. And for Canada even the St. John Maritimers captained by hiarry Cohen got

nowhere in particular even with their double, that is successive "overs."

For the eighth week four branches were under par. Russ Brentlinger's Indianapolis

Hoosiers waived themselves out of the C3llar league and an "over" marker carried

them to twenty-second place. Joe Smith's San Francisco Golden Gaters, who took the

dust in last place at the close of the sixth week, placed another in the birdie circle.

Two "overs" in a row is something indeed to be proud of and in the last three or four

weeks no other exchange has hit this double, except the aforementioned St. John squad.

Lou Elman's Milwaukee Brewers conti.iue to roll out the barrel and roll along. The

Brewers in three weeks have stepped 24-18-17.

Sol Sachs' Dallas Rangers have rode herd 26-25-22-20.

Morris Lefko's Pittsburgh Smoke Eate s started to get the range, 25-21.

Yes it was rough going in the eighth Flood was added to storm and cold. In

many sections roads were all but blocked with snow and ice. "Walking and driving

were both hazardous," as Murray Devaney said. But brighter days are ahead. Soon

comes the first buttercup, the first robin, the first honker winging north. It will be

tougher going for Old Man Quota from here home.

We have just discovered that

Jim Davie, our branch manager,

completed his twentieth year

with this company on Friday,

February 13th, starting when it

was FBO, and the entire staff of

the Vancouver branch added up

to three.

Believing this is an event which

deserves some celebration, we

have decided to dedicate the

week of March 5-11 as JiMMIE
DAVIE WEEK, and exercise every

effort to make that week an out-

standing week in the history of

tills branch.

The British Columbia Branch

of the Canadian Picture Pioneers

held their annual entertainment

in the form of a Motion Picture

Ball at the Hotel Vancouver on

February 3rd. It was a huge suc-

cess, due largely to the presence

of Jack Paar, the radio comedian,

and the efforts of Mr. Jones and

Lloyd Muir, our field man, and

the splendid cooperation of the

entire industry in this territory.

We re plugging along in the

Drive, not getting very far as yet,

but we're concentrating hard,

and the results of this concen-

tration will show by May 6th,

when we II be if not at the top

very close to it.

—DELIA GARLAND

Goldstein Dates

Exhloltors in the Albany terri-

tory are cooperating to the hilt

on the HOWARD GOLDSTEIN
ANNIVERSARY MONTH. Typi-

cal of the letters in answer to a

mall campaign Is one written by

K'irs. G. Harry Brown of Brown s

Theatre, Old Forge. Mrs. Brown

seys In part, writing to Howard:

1 appreciate very much the

f ne cooperation you have al-

ways given me. Will hold open all

possible dates for features and

shorts for the Goldstein Month

as well as to the end of the

Drive.
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"NIGHT SONG" A HIT-THESE DAYS!
NIGHT SONG is sweet music at the RKO Palace on Broadway. And those classy displays in lights andi

posters "get" those passing crowds on the Show Street in the Big Town. There are no numbers in the|

layout. You can tune in your own captions. The Money Music is there!

The Drive EnemiesTimely "Bishop" Tie-up

CAPITALIZING on the skaling sequence in Samuel Goldwyn's
THE BISHOP'S WIFE, Al Margclian, publicity director of tae

Astor Theatre, Boston, arranged a window tie-up with one of

the largest sporting goods stores in the Hub. The window in

the W. H. Brine Company's main downtown store is seen by
thousands of shoppers in the heart of the retail district.

—RALPH BANGHART
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ANNOUNCING.. Highlifjhts af thv IIV>€>A*

^ORLD^lORLD eXREMIERE

JOHN
STEINBECK'S

Prize Winning Film

Me ^em/
oooooooooc

Tuesday, FeLruary 17

SUTTON EAST 57th
STREET

OVER reproducticn, somewhat reduced, of the colorful pro-

am handed to patrons at the Sutton. Eleven oil paintings of

Mexican scenes by the Mexican artist, R. Espino Borros, hove
aen flown from Mexico City for the engagement. They have
sen installed in the lounge of the Sutton. Some of the subjects

ere done at Cuernavaca and Texcoco, where some of the

outdoor scenes of the film were photographed.

Tiin^s Mitiiis "^Pcarl Oponitttg

The magazine section of The New York Times for Sunday,
: 'uary 15+h, gave over the large part of a two-page spread to

- Steinbeck's THE PEARL and Its world premiere at the Sutton,

"^ated by four striking stills, the article by Peggy LeBoutiller

: A's:

The name John Steinbeck is attached to some of the best and
ost successful films of recent years

—
"The Grapes of Wrath" and

Of M ice and Men, ' based on his most famous novels, and The
orgotten Village," a documentary, which the author himself made
Mexico in collaboration with the director, Herbert Kline. Still

lother picture bearing the Steinbeck imprint, "The Pearl," will open
\ the Sutton Theatre on Tuesday.

"The Pearl" tells the same story as that of Steinbeck's novelette
f the same name, a current best-selle.-. It is the ta'e of what happens
5 a Mexican fisherman, his wife and infant son when he finds a

earl of fabulous size and beauty, and how, at the end, the pearl

thrown back into the sea that produced it.

Except for Steinbeck's story, "The Pearl" is an all-Mexican film,

he director was Emiilo Fernandez; the stars are Pedro Armendariz,
16 James Mason of Mexico, and Maria Elena Marques, the Republic's
'o.

^
I film actress. RKO has chosen "The Pearl" to be the first

lexican film to receive first-run release in the United States.

This was "Good things come

i,-> bunches week." Monday it was

announced that Jesse L. Lasky's

much anticipated screen version

of THE MIRACLE OF THE
BELLS would have its world pre-

miere at New York's Rivoli The-

atre as the next attraction, which

probably means the first week

in March. Tuesday John Stein-

beck's THE PEARL got off to a

sensational long-run engagement

at the Sutton Theatre, with at-

tendance at capacity, and a new

opening day record. New York

newspaper reviews that herald

the coming of another RKO at-

traction in the Academy Award
class, and with Hollywood stars

and prominent Mexican function-

aries in attendance. Wednesday
Eddie Cantor's IF YOU KNEW
SUSIE bowed in for its western

premiere at the Golden Gate,

San Francisco, with Eddie and

his entire radio show on hand and

RKO showmanship functioning

in other ways. SUSIE comes into

the RKO Palace, New York, on

Saturday. BAMBI begins to

break, and in a big way. We're

bringing back Frank Buck's

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE. The

trade screening of the formid-

able I REMEMBER MAMA ap-

proaches. RKO tops all compan-

ies in Award nominations. Yes,

the whole new look pattern for

RKO at the box-office has taken

shape and we're stepping out

right now to head the parade.

And here is our usual general

box-office round-up, a quick

glance at some high spots of cur-

rent pictures:

BAMBI—Ninth week at the

Republic, New York. At Cincin-

nati moves from Grand to Lyric.

Branch Manager Joe Brecheen of

Washington says engagements

at Keith, Washington, and

Towne, Baltimore, were excellent

despite bad weather all week.

Fine week at the 20th Century,

Buffalo.

THE FUGITIVE—Winds up run

of eight weeks at the Victoria,

New York, top marathoner for

the house. Eleven days at Mil-

waukee. Second week Pittsburgh.

Only two of our pictures have

topped first week's gross. Held

over Buffalo. Excellent Jersey

City, Passaic, Portland, Ore.

MOURNING BECOMES
ELECTRA— Ninth week at the

Four Star, Los Angeles. Second

weeks at the Geary, San Fran-

cisco, and the Royal Alexander,

Toronto.

THE BISHOP'S WIFE— Elev-

enth week at the Astor, New
York. Ninth week at the Astor,

Boston. Seventh week at the

Woods, Chicago. Third week,

Pittsburgh, Fulton. Second weeks,

Philadelphia and Milwaukee.

Firsi- two days of fifth week at

Colony, Miami, same as fourth.

NIGHT SONG—Rounded out

three weeks and three days at

the RKO Palace, New York, mak-

ing way for IF YOU KNEW SU-

SIE, which opens on Saturday.

Second weeks Oklahoma City,

Birmingham, Philadelphia, Ro-

chester. Excellent Cedar Rapids,

Davenport, Marshalltown, Provi-

dence, Sioux City, Tampa, Fres-

no, Springfield, Mass., Norwich,

Portland, Me., and Richmond,

Byrd and State.

IF YOU KNEW SUSIE—Branch

Manager Jimmy Lewis of Kansas

City says good opening at Or-

pheum despite severe storm, with

advance review in the Star a

dandy. Second weeks Chicago,

Cincinnati, Cleveland. Excellent

a\ Kansas City, Lowell, Minne-

apolis, Springfield, Mass., top-

ping SHOW BUSINESS.

TYCOON — Eighth week Bir-

mingham. Third week Salt Lake

City. Second weeks Seattle, To-

ledo, Akron, Rockford, McKees-
port, Vallejo, Oakland, Glendale,

Milwaukee, Hartford. At Rich-

mond, Byrd and State, moved
to Capitol. At San Diego played three

theatres, then a moveover. Doubled at

Portland, Ore., Paramount and Orien-

tal, moved to Playhouse. At the Caro-
lina, Charlotte. $1000 more than

SOXER grosred in the same theatre

and within $500 of SONG which was

our highest grosser. TYCOON accom-
plished this in spite of some of the

worst weather of the winter. Branch

Manager Joe Brecheen of Washington

says TYCOON will be one of the

greatest grocsers we have ever dis-

tributed. Southwestern District Man-
ager Cammack says fine at the Ma-
iestic. San Antonio, moved to Texas.

Excellent Concord. Hornell. Niagara

Falls. Quincy. Waukegan. Pueblo. R.
Wayne. Pomono. Santa Barbara. Las

Vegas. Riverside. Bethlehem. Jeffer-

son City. Lancaster. Johnstown, Union-

town. Petersburg. New Bedford.

OUT OF THE PAST—Fourth week
Philadelphia. Second week Stockton,

Louisville. Excellent Woonsocket. Jack-

sonville, Greensboro. N. C, Lawrence,

Danbury. Hartford. Waterbury. Mil.

waukee. Ambridge. Clairmont, Savan-

nah.

SECRET LIFE OF WALTER MIHY—
Second weeks Pittsfield. Winnipeg,

Montreal. Highest opening day at

Montreal in our his^ory. Excellent

Akron, Scranton, Wilkes Barre. Mobile,

AsSland. Bay City, Norfolk. Saint Jo.

Hannibal.
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H. lEVINSON
C. SIMONSON

Los Angeles

Chicago

DISNEY
CARTOONS
CONTEST

Actual Billings

Against Quota

7th

Pos.

This

Wee

I.

2

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

I I

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30,

31.

32.

Week End. Feb. 5, 1948
Pos.

Last

k Branch Week

LOS ANGELES* 1

ALBANY 2

PORTLAND 3

SALT LAKE CITY'' 4

SEATTLE 6

DENVER 5

OMAHA- 10

MINNEAPOLIS 7

Oklahoma City* 12

Atlanta I '

Des Moines" 14

Cleveland 8

Sioux Falls 9

Washington 19

Indianapolis 21

San Francisco I 6

New Orleans 17

Charlotte 18

Milwaukee 15

New York 13

Dallas 20

Pittsburgh 24

Kansas City 22

Buffalo 26

Cincinnati 23

Detroit 25

Memphis 27

Boston ,
28

Philadelphia 29

New htaven 30

St. Louis* 32

Chicago 3

JOSEPHINE O'KEEFE

IRENE THORSRUD

March Is!

J. M. REID
ALYCE B. SANDERSON
GEORGE GIGUERE
CLAIRE H. PETERS

BOBBIE FARRINGTON

March 2nd

GOLDIE M. SCRUGGS
March ird

E. ANDERSON
HARRIET MOSKOWITZ
GRETCHEN BETTY PANTIER

WILLIAM SCHUETT

CANADA
1. TORONTO I

2. MONTREAL 2

3. Winnipeg 3

4. St. John 4

5. Vancouver 5

6. Calgary 6

DIVISIONS
1 . Western
2. North-South

3. Eastern 3

Boston

Seattle

Boston

Seattle

Home Office

San Francisco

Dallas

Memphis

New York

Home Office

Omaha
Omaha

NOTE: Bold lace type indicates

over quota.
* Ovor quota ior current weolc

Fun and
Fancy Free

Sales Against

Possibilities

7lh Week En,]. Feb. .5, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. SEATTLE I

2. CLEVELAND 4

3. OKLAHOMA CITY . .. 2

4. SALT LAKE CITY 3

5. DENVER 5

6. NEW HAVEN 6

7. DALLAS 7

8. Boston 9

9. Washington 8

10. Sioux Falls 10

1 . Des Moines I I

12. Pittsburgh 12

13. Los Angeles 25

14. Buffalo 20

15. Philadelphia 14

16. Milwaukee 21

17. Charlotte 16

18. San Francisco 17

19. New York 13

20. Omaha 15

21. Kansas City 24

22. Portland 26

23. Detroit 30

24. Memphis 19

25. Minneapolis 1 8

26. Cincinnati 22

27. New Orleans 23

28. Albany 27

29. Atlanta 28

30. St. Louis 29

3 I . Chicago .....3 I

32. Indianapolis 32

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG
2. MONTREAL 3

3. Vancouver 2

4. St. John 4

5. Calgary 5

6. Toronto 6

DIVISIONS
1 . Eastern

2. Western
3. North-South

GLADYS I. JOHNSON
THERESE MEYER
JOHN REICHARDT

March Alh

D. B. COWHIG
VIOLET TROYER
MARTHA PINKARD

March "ilh

JOHN R. HOWELL
March 6lh

MARY JANE KUHAR
BETTY PASCHAL
FRANK PETRAGLIA
lAMES WEBSTER
JOHN F. ROSS
ELEANOR BUTLER
MARY ODONNELL

Atlanta

New York

Home Office

Cleveland

Milwaukee

Memphis

Dallas

Pittsburgh

Dallas

Home Office

Washington
Albany
Albany

Philadelphia

NOTE: Bold lace type indicates

over quota.

MAGIC
TOWN
Sales Against

Possibilities

7lh Week End. Feb. 5, 1948

Pos.

Last

Week

1

4

Pos.

This

Week Branch

1. NEW HAVEN
2. SEATTLE

3. SALT LAKE CITY 2

4. OKLAHOMA CITY . 3

5. BOSTON 10

6. LOS ANGELES 9

7. Philadelphia 7

8. Minneapolis B

10. Charlotte 5

1 1. Dallas 12

12. Washington 13

1 3. Des Moines 14

14. Denver 6

15. Pittsburgh 15

16. Milwaukee 17

1 7. San Francisco I 8

18. Omaha 16

19. Memphis 20

20. Chicago 23

21. New York 19

22. Kansas City 2 1

25. Atlanta 22

24. New Orleans 25

25. St. Louis 24
26. Cleveland 27

27. Detroit 32

28. Cincinnati 26

29. Portland 28

30. Buffalo 29

31. Albany 30

32. Indianapolis 31

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG 1

2. VANCOUVER 2

3. St. John 3

4. Montreal 4

5. Toronto 5

6. Calgary 6

DIVISIONS
1 . Western 1

2. North-South 2

3. Eastern 3

NOTE: Bold iace type indicates

over quota.

FEBRUARY 21, 1948

Phofoplay Awards
RKO Radio took preference in

the most popular pictures of

1947 In the annual nationwide

poll conducted by Photoplay

magazine. Three out of ten was

RKO's total consisting of Samuel

Goldwyn's THE BEST YEARS OF
OUR LIVES; IT'S A WONDER-
FUL LIFE, and THE FARMER'S
DAUGHTER. Ingrid Bergman-

row appearing in JOAN O
ARC was chosen the most pop
uiar screen actress for the se

ond time. Robert Mitchum wa

selected as having made th

greatest popularity gains amon
actors.

W. MITTY
Sales Against

Possibilities

7th Week End. Feb. .5, 194

Pos. Pa
This La

Week Branch Wea

1. OKLAHOMA CITY .... I

2. DALLAS 4

3. PHILADELPHIA 2

4. SALT LAKE CITY 3

5. NEW HAVEN 5

6. BUFFALO 7

7. Boston 8

8. Seattle 6

9. Sioux Falls 10

10. Minneapolis 16

1 1. Pittsburgh 9

12. Washington 12

13. Albany 13

14. New York II

15. Cleveland 19

16. Detroit 29

I 7. Kansas City 14

18. Omaha 15

19. Des Moines 18

20. Chicago 23

21. Denver 17

22. Portland 27

23. Memphis 20

24. St. Louis 26

25. Los Angeles 21

26. Indianapolis 22

27. Charlotte 25

28. Cincinnati 24

29. Milwaukee 31

30. Atlanta 28

31. San Francisco 32

32. New Orleans 30

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG I

2. VANCOUVER 2

3. St. John 3

4. Montreal 4

5. Calgary 5

6. Toronto 6

DIVISIONS
1 . Eastern 1

2. Western 3

3. North-South 2

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota.
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THIS IS
AMERICA
CONTEST

Week Ending Feb. 5, 1948

Salesmen's Standings

$100.00 Class

7oldfarb Denver

7win Denver

$75.00 Class

..anelli

igelman

Silverman

Penser

Kutinsky

New Haven
Portland

New York

New York

New York

$50.00 Class

Wolfish

Lefko

Knox

Kahn

Kimmel

Hoese
Powell

Thorn . .

Elliott ..

Rea

Buffalo

Philadelphia

Washington
Washington

Chicago
Salt Lake City

Los Angeles

Portland

Montreal

Winnipeg

SALESMEN'S
STANDINGS

25 LEADERS
"Shorl Subject" Sales

1947-48

Week Ending Feb. 5, 1948

Pos. Salesman Branch

1. GWIN Denver

2. SOLDFARB Denver

3. REA Winnipeg

4. Hoese Salt Lake City

5. Labow Winnipeg

5. Ringler Kansas City

7. Engelman Por+land

8. De Frenne Des Moines

9. Clarke Chicago

0. Boyce Salt Lake City

1. Kno« Washington

2. Wa rren Salt Lake City

3. Powell Los Angeles

4. Watters Sioux Falls

5. Folliard Washington

i. Canelli -New Haven

7. Silverman Pittsburgh

8. Wilson Dallas

9. Thorn Portland

0. Wolfish Buffalo

1. Youngerman Philadelphia

2. Watson San Francisco

3. Kahn Washington

4. Appelman Denver

5. Lefko Philadelphia

Caps indicate 100%

RKO Top Nominees For ^^f"^^'

Academy Award Honors
The SHOWMANSHIP COM-

PANY is way out front in the

annual race to filmdom's highest

peak in the "Oscar Derby " as a

result of the nominations made
by over 12,000 members of the

film industry, the biggest vote
in the history of the Academy.

A Five Timer

Dore Schary s production of

CROSSFIRE Is a contender on

tive counts. With five nominees
ir, each of the awards RKO
placed at least one and In most
cases two contenders for each
cf the coveted six major Os-
cars ' and we are well represent-

ed In the lesser classifications.

Big Two
Those boxofflce giants CROSS-

FIRE and THE BISHOP S WIFE
walk away with high honors and
are now battling for the Best

Picture honor.

Redgrave Cited

Michael Redgrave s dramatic

delineation of Orin Mannon In

MOURNING BECOMES ELEC-
TRA Is nominated for Best Actor.

Best Actress

Rosalind Russell whose SISTER
KENNY was just nosed out In a

photo finish last year Is right

back in the race again with her

superb portrayal of Lavlnia Man-
non In MOURNING BECOMES
ELECTRA vying with Loretta

Young's magnificent perform-

ance In THE FARMERS
DAUGHTER for Best Actress.

Ryan & Bickford

Best supporting actor con-

tenders are Robert Ryan and

Charles Bickford for their respec-

tive roles In CROSSFIRE and
THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER.

Crahame Bid

For her "fine performance In

CROSSFIRE Gloria Grahame
v/as nominated for Best Actress.

Distinguished Duo

Edward Dmytryk and Henry

Koster are competing for Best

Director for their splendid direc-

torial chores on CROSSFIRE and

THE BISHOP'S WIFE.

Scripting

John Paxton was nominated for

the Best-written screenplay for

CROSSFIRE and Sidney Shelton

for the Best original screenplay

for THE BACHELOR AND THE
BOBBY-SOXER.

And Still More

Other nominations were for:

Sound Recording, THE BISHOP'S
WIFE, Fred Lau; Film Editing,

THE BISHOP'S WIFE, Monica
Colllngwood; Scoring Musical

Picture, SONG OF THE SOUTH,
Daniel Amfltheatrof and Paul

Smith; Best Scoring of Dramatic
or Comedy Picture, THE
BISHOPS WIFE, Hugo Frled-

hofer; Best Original Song- SONG
OF THE SOUTH, "ZIp-A-

Dee-Doo-Dah," Allie Wrubel
music, Ray Gilbert lyrics; Short

Subjects Achievement, Walt
Disney's CHIP AN' DALE and
PLUTOS BLUE NOTE; Docu-
mentary Shorts, PASSPORT TO
NOWHERE, Frederic Ullman,

Jr.; Documentary Features, DE-
SIGN FOR DEATH, Sid Rogell,

Theron Warth and Richard O.
Fleischer.

Schwartz West
Sol A. Schwartz accompanied

by Mrs. Schwartz, left New York

Thursday on the Century for the

West Coast. Mr. Schwartz will

visit RKO Theatre properties In

Chicago, San Francisco and Los

Angeles, and spend some time
at the RKO Radio and other

studios in Hollywood viewing new
products.

Isolated

!

Branch Manager Joe Emerson
cf Denver reports that Salesman
Goldfarb was isolated for two
days In a farmhouse about 30

m.Iles from Las Vegas, N.M. He
had been endeavoring to get to

the town of Roy. Drifts piled

high and made it Impossible for

h'm to move and for two days
he was the guest of a family which

generously took him in. Sales-

man Appelman In Wyoming en-

countered a biting 50-mIle-an-

hour wind with the temperature
below zero.

Miss Goodman Back
Ruth Goodman, secretary to

Ned E. Depinet, has returned

from a vacation spent at Dallas.

On three occasions during her

visit to her home town snow fell,

an unpleasant reminder of the

northland.

A special 80-page annual with

three color cover has been pre-

pared under the supervision of

B. W. Palmertz, RKO Radio gen-

eral manager in the Philippines.

Devoted to the company's cur-

rent and forthcoming produc-

tions, the magazine was sent to

a!l exhibitors as well as newspaper
editors and writers. A swell job,

Indeed.

SHORTS
Actual Billings

Against Quota

7th Week End. Feb. 5, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. NEW YORK . I

2. DENVER 3

3. SAN FRANCISCO 2

4. PITTSBURGH 4

5. OMAHA 6

6. PORTLAND . 7

7. MILWAUKEE 5

8. LOS ANGELES 10

9. SEATTLE 8

10. DETROIT 14

I 1. Salt Lake City 15

12. Cleveland 12

13. Buffalo 9

14. New Haven I I

15. Boston 17

16. Des Moines 18

17. Sioux Falls 13

18. St. Louis* 24
19. Cincinnati 16

20. Chicago 19

21. Minneapolis . 20
22. Memphis 21

23. Philadelphia 22

24. New Orleans 23

25. Washington 26
26. Oklahoma City 27
27. Dallas 25

28. Albany 31

29. Atlanta 28

30. Kansas City 29
31. Charlotte 30
32. Indianapolis . 32

CANADA
1. VANCOUVER

I

2. WINNIPEG 3

3. Toronto 2
4. St. John 4
5. Calgary

, . 5
6. Montreal 6

DIVISIONS
1 . Western

|

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

oyer quota.
-> Over quota for current week.
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OPERATION

WHITE
TOWER

RKO PATHE cameramen Bill Deeke (left, above) and George
Wellstead are shown at work on Mount McKinley's frozen

slopes, shooting a scene for OPERATION WHITE TOWER.
Deeke and Wellstead, members of the thirteen-man expedi-

tion sponsored by RKO Radio and the Boston Museum of

Science, spent three months on ice making a photographic
report of America's last frontier in Alaska. Right, blow-up from
Deeke's film shows two expedition members exploring an ice

crevice. Top, the goal of the expedition—the highest spot on
the American continent, McKinley's windswept South Peak,
20,270 feet above sea level.

from

RKO-PATHE
By ED RICE

THIS IS AMERICA PUBLIC-

ITY . . . The March issue of

"Popular Photography," the

country's leading photography

magazine, features a four page

story on PHOTO FRENZY, next

THIS IS AMERICA release. The

z'ory, by Ralph Samuels, eastern

editor of the magazine, gives the

why and how of the film, and

also goes into Larry O'Reilly's

history as a director-photogra-

pher. Technical details on the

shooting of the film are included

for the benefit of amateur movie

fans. Copies of the magazine

have already been sent out to

key booking personnel.

CHILDREN'S VILLAGE might

well replace PASSPORT TO NO-
WHERE as the best selling TIA.

First reactions show an unusual

number of responses to announce-

ments of the film's release. Char-

itable and social study organiza-

tions—long ignored by motion

pictures—are arranging play-

dates and screenings through the

country.

In Santa Barbara, California,

police joined firemen in promot-

ing SMOKE EATERS when the

short played there . . . Fire de-

partments in New York City and

Augusta, Georgia, have also lent

their official support to the short.

Also in the news . . . BORDER
WITHOUT BAYONETS was

screened by the State Depart-

ment and the International Joint

Commission (United States and

Canada) this week in Washing-

ton ... A story on SWITZER-
LAND TODAY will receive coast

to coast release next week by the

Hearst newspaper syndicate,

v/hile the Hearst Baltimore News
Post ran a full column yarn and
picture of Larry O'Reilly's visit

there to shoot scenes for FUNNY
BUSINESS. This paper has one
of the best color comics press

in the country.

Industry Blessed

For Vital Aid to

Brotherhood Week
By MIRIAM F. BRANDON

Pressbook Department

If man is superior to the ani-

mals primarily because of his

ability to laugh, he is a step lower

than the angels, primarily be-

cause of his inability to open his

heart as wide as he does his mind.

Scarcely an adult can be found

today who does not recognize

that intolerance must be out-

grown if we are to enjoy a happy
world, but that recognition is in-

tellectual—and friendship is a

quality of the heart.

Twenty years ago three men
gathered togetner to establish

the first formal organization ded-

icated to the principals of mu-

tuality. They were Charles Evan

Hughes, the late Newton D.

Baker and the late Dr. S. Parkes

Cadman. The organization: The

National Conference of Chris-

tions and Jews. Its purpose: a

practical effort to combat big-

otry, a substantial gesture to

rally public opinion around the

bright banner of Understanding.

Today the Conference, cele-

brated as American Brotherhood

Week, begins appropriately, with

Washington's Birthday.

Two years ago representatives

from fifteen nations met in Ox-

ford, England, to devise methods
of carrying the work of the

American organization into in-

ternational channels. A council

was set up in Paris, with working

units in Great Britain, France,

Holland, Italy, Switzerland, Hun-

gary, Romania, Denmark, Ger-

many and Argentina.

Having no financial endow-
ment, but aware that distrust and
fear can be stamped out only

by a constant educational pro-

cess, the Conference appeals for

voluntary contributions from
those who are desirous of furth-

ering the forces of amity and
goodwill between inter-religious

groups.

Outstanding among the civic,

religious, educational and amuse-
ment agencies working toward
tlie continued growth of this pro-

found hope is the Motion Picture

Industry. And It is compatible
with the Ideals of the men and
v/omen in our industry that this

Is so. By the very nature of our

v/ork, we have learned that inter-

Leon^ Chairman
Leon J. Bamberger has been

appointed chairman of the new

public relations committee of the

Motion Picture Associates, the

purpose of which is to better ac-

quaint the industry with the pur-

poses and current projects of the

organization. Serving on the com-

mittee with Leon will be William

Ornstein, MGM; Myron Siegel,

Century Circuit, and others.

group cooperation adds a

wealth of talent to a single pur-

pose. There are no divergent

types, no unacceptable minori-

ties in motion pictures. Everyone

with a talent, a flair, an idea to

contribute enriches the flavor of

the entire Industry—and the fin-

ished product Is an international

denominator, an emotional Es-

peranto, understood and ap-

plauded wherever hearts quicken ,

with suspense and tears flow in

sympathy.

We in the Industry sell emo-

tions. Our economic lives depend

upon the honesty and skill with

which these emotions are pre-

sented on the screen. It is ap-

propriate that we, whose under-

standing is necessarily wide and

whose vision is sharpened by the

demands of an ever discriminat-

ing audience, should recognize

our potentialities for good.

Bigotry Is primarily an emo-

tional habit reaction. Bigots are

made, not born, and years of in-

doctrination can turn a nation

from normalcy to bigoted fanati-

cism, as we had the misfortune to

learn first-hand. But so close is

man to the angels that a swift

quickening of his normal sym-

pathies, no matter how momen-
tary, changes his viewpoint. For

one magic moment his most

basic prejudices can be replaced

with good will—provided his

sympathies are aroused. To ex-

tend that single moment Into a

lifetime philosophy Is the purpose

of the National Conference of

Christians and Jews.

The industry which has pro-

duced such telling arguments for

amity as "Intolerance," "Imita-

tion of Life," "Grapes of Wrath,"

"Crossfire" and "Gentleman's

Agreement" is peculiarly
blessed; we have taken the intel-

lectual theory of cooperation and

turned it Into a vital, workable

fact. If, during the coming year

we can "sell" Tolerance, the way

we have sold Beauty, Romance.

Hope, Courage and Adventure

—

we can say, with other practical

idealists,
—

"We, too, are broth-

ers."
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'RACHEL AND THE STRANGER" TO BE

ANOTHER RKO ROUSING MONEY-MAKER

BOX-OFFICE SCORE
CAST

Ames

TITLE

Preparing :

HE BOY WITH GREEN HAIR
(In Technicolor)

Pat O'Brien, Bcffbaxa Hale. Dean
Stockwell
An unusual appeal for international

accord,

.LOOD ON THE MOON
Robert Mitchum, Barbara Bel Geddes,
Robert Preston

Stirring drama of the cattle country.

HE LONG DENIAL Mankiewicz
Melvyn Douglas, Maureen O'Hara
One tcoman protects another's reputation.

PBODUCn DIRECTOB

Worth

Filming

:

DAN OF ARC (In Technicolor) Wanger
Ingrid Bergman, Jose Ferrer, Richard
Ney

Losey

Wise

Ray

Fleming

The triumph of history's greatest

tcoman.

Editing :

lOUGHSHOD Berger

Robert Sterling, Gloria Grahame.
Claude Jarman Jr.

Romantic adventure in the High Sierras.

lACHEL AND THE STRANGER Berger

Loretta Young, William Holden.
Robert Mitchiun

.4 lore story of the Ohio Frontier.

MYSTERY IN MEXICO RogeU
William Lundigan, Jacqueline White

Romantic musical drama below the
border.

REMEMBER MAMA
Irene Durme, Barbara Bel Geddes.
Oscar Homolko. Philip Dom
iA Noneegian family grous up in San

Francisco.

lERLIN EXPRESS
Merle Oberon, Robert Ryan, Charles
Korvin, Paul Lukas

Mystery drama of Germany's
reconstruction.

300D SAM
Gary Cooper, Ann Sheridan,
Ray Collins

.4 businessman lends too many helping
hands.

rHE VELVET TOUCH Brisson
Rosalind Russell, Leo Genn, Claire
Trevor, Sydney Greenstreet

An actress plays her biggest role.

rHE WINDOW Ullman
Barbara Hale, Arthiu: Kennedy,
Paul Stewart
A small boy uitnesses a murder.

Robson

Foster

Wise

Parsons Stevens

Granet Toumeur

McCorey McCarey

Gage

Tetzlafi

By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 20:—This certainly looks like a

swee+ year for Your Company.

In recent weeks I've told you how enthusiastically the

paying customers have been receiving our forthcoming

product as previews have been held In this area.

This week we've added another rousing money-maker

to our own Hit Parade with RACHEL AND THE STRAN-

GER, which Jack Gross and Richard Berger sneaked at

the Loyola Theatre a few nights ago, and which scored

a bull's-eye with the Westchester district patrons.

As you know, Loretta Young

bounced back in a big way with

her roles in THE FARMERS
DAUGHTER and THE BISHOP'S

WIFE. And she follows her work

in those pictures with a smash

performance here that will send

her stock sky-high. The part of the

repressed bondswoman who

meekly conceals her fiery dispo-

sition beneath a placid mask is

a tough one, but Loretta hits it

for all it's worth, and the result

is a personal triumph.

William Holden does a grand

job as the taciturn frontiersman

who marries her in order to have

someone to look after his young

sen, and every time Robert

Mitchum appears as the ballad-

singing hunter with an eye for a

pretty face, you could feel the

audience sit up in pleased antici-

pation.

Add the surprising acting of

young Gary Gray as the son, and

you have a quartette of brilliant

portrayals that give life and real-

ity to the absorbing tale of the

Ohio frontier a century and a

half ago. The smooth screenplay

by Waldo Salt from Howard
Fasts story, Norman Foster's

swell direction and the gorgeous

photography and settings in

Oregon s Klamath Mountain

country, all help in making this a

really outstanding film.

It captures the authentic pio-

neer atmosphere as few pictures

have ever done, yet it is crammed
v/ith human touches and with a

bubbling humor that relieves the

drama in a most effective fash-

ion. The comment cards were

solid raves, particularly as re-

gards the high family entertain-

ment quality of the show, and

the great work of the cast.

Like our other Big Ones com-

ing up out here, RACHEL AND
THE STRANGER Is the sort of

film you can bank on to do a

whale of a business. It should be

one of the most charming box-

office pictures of the whole year.

GUNS OF WRATH
Tim Holt Nan Leslie, Richard Martin

Tico punchers clear up a murder

charge.

MR. JOSEPH YOUNG OF AFRICA
Ben Johnson. Terry Moore,

Robert Armstrong

A thriller by the makers of '''King

Kong,"

Schlom Selonder

Arko Schoedsack
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FRANK BUCK
{Continued from Page One)

every field man. because in those

7 words there is a potential mil-

lion smackeroos. Laugh at me if

you will, and I'll stretch it be-

yond a million, and then you

can laugh all the harder.

Years ago when I had the job

of advertising and publicity for

the RKO Theatres, now inhabited

b) Harry jMandel, I had the same
feeling and there is a little story

connected with it, I would like

to tell you. I don't think anyone

would mind my saying, includ-

ing THE HEAD MAN, that the

picture company was not doing

any too well in those days, and

I might add that the theatre com-
pany was stumping its toe at

every quarter. The late Harold B.

Franklin was head of the thea-

tres at that time and it was be-

fore we moved to our present lo-

cation from the Palace. If vaude-

ville wasnt d\ing it had a bad
case of Virus X. I was going to

say that business was a little un-

settled, but Joe Frisco put it

more aptly when he said, that

what RKO needed at that time

V as a master of ceremonies to

introduce the incoming vice

presidents to the outgoing. Well,

aiiywav. that describes conditions

uhVn HKfNG 'EM BACK ALIVE
p(i]i]ipd up on the board. We had
the Mayfair Theatre at that time

with a mar(|uee that ran 71 feet

on Seventh avenue around 48th

street' and a cou|)le of tremen-

dous sign spaces on both streets

for backgrounds. Well, sir, we
had a company make a design

for a lobl)y and marquee display

that was a piperoo, in fact, it was
so pippy they had a $200 tag on
it, just for making the design. It

called for pythons, tigers, bears,

elephants anVl all other grunting

and screeching monsters of the

jungle we could remember out of

the funnies. Then when it was

finished, this same company told

me that they were prepared and

equipped to make all those ani-

mals, backgrounds and scenery,

have them animated, grunting

and groaning for the small sum
of $10,000, which they said was

very very reasonable with the

emphasis on the second very.

Now Jackie, if you knew the

late Harold B. Franklin and the

late Martin Beck, who always

hovered around on the bench to

pinch hit when Harold whiffed.

) ou can imagine my reception to

our plans when I placed this

$200 design before them. At first

it was great, on second thought

it was magnificent, and then Har-

old said "How much?"'

When I said $10,000, as breezy

and lightly as if I had said a

dime, Beck coughed and sudden-

ly remembered that 10,000 guys

were waiting for him in his of-

fice and blew. Harold, never be-

fore at a loss for words, gasped

and for once was dumb and prob-

ably wished he was deaf. He
pointed to the previous week's

gross at the Mayfair which as

I recall was around $3,000 and

still at a loss for words sort of

waved me out so that he could

faint with some privacy.

Well Jackie, I have always be-

lieved in the saying "When in

doubt, consult your OLD GRAN-
DAD, 'cause he knows best," and

sure enough me and my design

found him in the nearest saloon.

Now this sounds crazy I know
Jackie, but after an hour or two

I could actually hear those ani-

mals agruntin' and agroanin' and

the more I lins;ered with dear

OLD GRANDAD the louder they

grunted and the louder they

groaned. And then I began to

think that surely there existed

one artistic soul in this world

who could see things and espe-

cially this sketch, my way.

The next morning I inquired

who was the head of our picture

company and someone told me
his name was Depinet. I called

and asked for an appointment and
the voice said, "Sure, come on

up. this is Depinet talking." En
route, I made up my mind that

I was going to open up and never

shut up, and brother once inside,

I did just that. I had them there

elephants croonin' and the tigers

singing "The Star Spangled Ban-

ner," and then came that terrible

question, "How much?"

I made him repeat the ques-

tion a couple of times, going into

my song and dance again for

LA GUARDIA FIELD, N. Y.—Johnny Weismuller who will

shortly be seen in RKO's TARZAN AND THE MERMAIDS left

aboard an American Overseas plane Saturday (Feb. 14) ^or

London. The honeymooning couple (the bride is the lormer

Aileen Gates) will stay five weeks in England where Johnny
will appear in a water show.

fear I had missed something, but

I finally had to blurt it out:

"$10,000," and then I froze. He
paused a minute then said, "Okay
I II take a chance," and then it

was my turn to faint. Well you
know the rest of the story of

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE,"
Jackie, except that Harold Frank-

lin and Martin Beck took many
bows as they gazed at this dis-

play week after week, but the

most interesting part of this storv

is that Mr. Depinet told me and
repeated it in public at my first

convention that when he Okaved
the $10,000, he didn't think the

company had much more than

that in the bank.

Let me close with this thought

Jackie:

FRANK BUCK'S ORIGINAL
BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE
is the greatest wild animal and
jungle picture ever made. It has
never been topped and never will

be topped by Frank or anyone
else. It is a natural in this busi-

ness that comes once in a life-

time. The title is dynamite and
the material ideal for advertising

and exploitation. And when Bar-

ret and Ben Grimm give me the

ads and paper I know they will

and my boys start beating the

brush for customers and we will

have a big grosser come this

June. Yours for better gruntin'

and groanin'.

—TERRY TURNER

Girl ScotMt Trailer
In connection with the celebra-

tion of Its 36th birthday, on

March 12, the Girl Scouts of the

U.S.A. are requesting theatre

circuit owners to cooperate In

recruiting 500,000 women volun-

teers to lead established Girl

Scout troops and organize new

troops. Leon J. Bamberger, mo-

tion picture advisor to the Girl

Scouts, stresses the fact that

there Is no appeal made for

funds. Through the co-operation

cf Spyros Skouras, president of

20th Century-Fox Film Corpora-

tion, a special trailer has been

prepared to aid the drive, with

Celeste hlolm, Natalie Wood
and Connie Marshall donating]

their services. Theatre managers!
v/III be approached by Girl ScoutI

executives and requested to showl

the trailer which runs just underj

two minutes and may be ex-

hibited at any time. The appeal!

for cooperation Is extended onl

behalf of the million and one-l

'quarter Girl Scouts already en-|

rolled in this country.

Ford Honors
John Ford, who directed Arj

gosy's THE FUGITIVE, now a-

the Victoria Theatre, is Commanj
der of the Motion Picture Chapl
ter of the Military Order of th(j

Purple Heart. He was woundec
a I- the Battle of Midway.
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n International "Mama" Bank at

Rally at Seattle Special Discount

SEATTLE — Walter Branson,

d Kramer, and Herb Maclntyre

eeted this international second

ive meeting on Sunday morn-

g, welcoming the boys ' from

ross the border and the Seat-

gang. Capt. Branson got go-

g immediately with a ' pep
'

Ik, and down to business angle

how "to fill those circles with

ATES."

Everyone had an optimistic air

enthusiasm, coupled with the

owledge that ' they ' were

ady to apply the well-knov/n

NE-TWO punch to put OLD
AN QUOTA where he belongs

way below!

From Western Canada came
mmy Davie and Lloyd Muir of

ancouver, with Reg Doddridge,

ack Labow, and Hugh Hamilton

the Calgary office. On Seat-

es home front, Ed Lamb, Lou

oldsmith, Bob Cleveland, Dick

aeger, Russ Morgan, and Chuck
osemeyer.

Yes sir, you betcha, the

ORTHWEST gives warning . . .

nd you can expect the FIRSTS

mong them at convention.

—RUSS MORGAN and

LLOYD MUIR

OyER FOR OBERON!

The I REMEMBER MAMA
calendar bank is available to

RKOers at a special discount.

The bank on which we made a

tie-in with the manufacturer re-

tails at $2.95 in stores. By writ-

ing and ordering on RKO station-

ery it may be obtained at $1.75,

and will be sent postpaid. Order
from Leecraft, 405 Lexington

Ave, New York 17, and be sure

to use RKO stationery. The bank

of course has distinctive promo-
ticnal value if placed where It

may be seen by fans and ex-

hibitors.

Rodeo Star
Prior to beginning work in

BROTHER IN THE SADDLE, Tim

holt will, on March 5, make his

bow as star of the Holt-Lamarr-

Jennings rodeo in Oklahoma
City.

When BROTHER IN THE
SADDLE Is finished. Holt and his

rodeo show will go to Nashville,

Tennessee, for )4 performances.

Noted Showman ''Mama^^ Booster
CABART THEATRES CORPORATION

4425 Atlantic Avenue

Long Beach 7, California

Long Beach 72721

February 2, 1948

Done Schary

RKO Radio Pictures, Inc.

480 North Gower
Hollywood, California

Dear Mr. Schary:

This is the first time I have ever written a letter regarding

any preview but the reaction has been so strongly favorably

on the picture "I REMEMBER MAMA" that I couldn't help

but pass on to you the wonderful compliments and the terrific

Interest shown in all of the characters who played in this pic-

ture. Our telephones were kept busy constantly all day Satur-

day asking for Information about various people who played

various parts.

They loved the picture and loved the manner in which it

was made and the way the story carries through to Its con-

clusion. Also, all of the little by-plays throughout the produc-

tion. This, In spite of the fact of its length.

I think the picture will be a terrific money maker as well

as bringing a great deal of credit to the Studio for making it.

Very sincerely yours,

(signed)

MILTON B. ARTHUR

t utting Ov^M*^Quat€M Figut'^s^ 3th W^ek
FIRST TFAM f^}^^^^^"^!^ 'Ar\X\0^

\ VAVOENvenR^ . OAVI<;ON?ALT LAKE. CITY

Merle Oberon, Tivacious star ol

NIGHT SONG, and who but recently

returned from occupied areas of Ger-
many where she co-starred with
Robert Ryan in BERLIN EXPRESS, is

again in Europe. Herewith is a photo
of Merle and her husband. Cinema-
grapher Lucien Ballard (who films

Merle's pictures), as they waved au
reroir to our Publicity Manager Rut-

gers Neilson as they boarded the
stately liner Queen Mary for an ex-

tended European vacation.

SMITH,

SAW FR/^NC(SCO

BRAWON .CHARLOTTE
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SUSIE" IS SLICK

ENTERTAINMENT,

SAY THE TRADES

'7us/ vihai the doctor ordered"

This Cantor-Davis Romp Should Gayly Make the Big Money

Grade; Should Attract Big General Audience to the B. O.

Setting the production sights to encompass the entire general

audience field Producer Eddie Cantor loaded this one with every-

thing the eventual target demands from both himself and Joan

Davis in the line of laugh getting material, a light farce story treat-

ment, songs and the familiar like set against backgrounds of show

folk who retire to New England, fail to acclimatize at first, but

make the well known comeback for the final denouement.

Zestful is the word for the display given by Cantor and Miss

Davis. It is the sort of romp rightfully fitting to their talents which

weekly storm the ether waves albeit invisibly. Tie the two factors of

sight and sound into a visual entertainment and the prospective

outlook in terms of remunerative entertainment should give the

exhibitor and ticket-buyer alike just what the doctor ordered when

he prescribed for the ailing box office.

As "Sam Parker" Cantor and his wife, played by Miss Davis,

take up living at the family home in a Massachusetts town so their

children can be brought up in proper surroundings. Cantor impresses

the townfolk in a Paul Revere celebration but slips when he divulges

a plan to convert his home into a nitery.

On opening night nobody shows up. Outlook has red ink written

all over it so Cantor decides to sell. At an ensuing auction a letter

from George Washington is found. It is a "Parker" family heirloom

acknowledging service to the country to the tune of $50,000 in

Revolutionary times. Cantor and Miss Davis go to Washington

with the letter. They get the run-around but eventually, after a

series of diverting sequences, the piece concludes on a merry musical

note. But not before the letter is authenticated. Cantor refuses

to accept the accumulation of money which is tremendous. He
burns the letter, returns home and his patriotism triumphant, his

neighbors greet him warmly. He opens the nitery, it is a success.

Sprightly music, including the title number which is something

of a Cantor signature, gayly season the proceedings. First rate

support is given by Allyn Joslyn, Charles Dingle, Phil Brown, Sheldon
Leonard, Joe Sawyer, Fritz Feld, Sig Ruman and Bobby Driscoll.

Gordon M. Douglas directed.

—FILM DAILY

"A steady barrage of hilarity"

The title of the song so closely identified with Eddie Canfor
has inspired a picture containing the type of comedy favored by
most members of most families. The material provided in the Warren
Wilson-Oscar Brodney screenplay was combed and recombed under
the astute direction of Gordon M. Douglas for every possible laugh.

The film deals in broad understandable humor most of the time
in a manner so successful that there can be no question of the
production's performance at the box-office.

Cantor displays no diminution in energy and enthusiasm in his

latest screen venture. Teamed with him is Joan Davis, who matches
him in zing and exhuberance. Belween them they make the picture

a fast-paced, volatile and highly amusing example of how to

entertain the public.

Cantor and Miss Davis deliver a steady barrage of hilarity as

retired vaudevillians who have a tough time trying to get accepted

in a small town where early American ancestry is of first considera-

tion. The story treats of their efforts to prove themselves of old

and famous American stock. The complications that ensue will have

audiences laughing their heads off. It all starts when Cantor and

Miss Davis find a document citing an ancestor for heroism and

directing that he be rewarded with a gift of $50,000. The realiza-

tion that compound interest over so many years would bring the

sum to some $7,000,000,000 stirs a sensation. The two become heroes

when, aware of what payment of such a sum would do to the national

government, they waive their claim to the money.

A number of extremely popular tunes, among them the title

number, add zest to the proceedings.

The stars are well supported by Allyn Joslyn, Charles Dingle,

Bobby Driscoll, Sheldon Leonard, Joe Sawyer, and others. Cantor
produced the film, with a sharp eye to showmanship values. Jack

J. Gross was executive producer. The direction of Douglas never

allows the interest and fun to sag and is responsible for a good
deal of the film's entertainment.

—MOTION PICTURE DAILY

''Rounded package of slick entertainment"

"If You Knew Susie," reported by Eddie Cantor to be his swan

song in pictures, is chock full of the good old kind of comedy which

audiences go for in droves. Corn pops furiously at times while Eddie

and Joan Davis go to Washington to find some sort of record of

Eddie's great-great-grandfather as a heroic figure of the Revolution,

but it's tastily edible and there's plenty of butter added to make
slick entertainment.

Title is drawn from the B. G. DeSylva and Joseph Meyer nostalgic

song of same tag, with Miss Davis, as Eddie's spouse, playing Susie.

Musical background adds to entertainment value of film, which

Cantor also produced. Picture is a well-rounded package turned out

for general audiences, and socks over its intent in showmanship

fashion.

"Susie" gets under way with a novel song number on stage, with

Eddie and Joan on a treadmill, that's one of highlights of picture.

Number, "My, How Time Goes By," by Jimmy McHugh and Harold

Adamson, is presented as a unique opening and one of the cleverest

musical stunts of the season.

The number is to mark final appearance on stage of Eddie and

Joan, who are retiring with their children to the small New England

village where Eddie's family has lived for generations. Reception there

doesn't get off to any good start when they transform family dwelling

into an inn, and lack of business forces them into bankruptcy. Most

of action then unfolds in Washington, after old parchment is dis-

covered in house which discloses that Eddie's ancestor was a hero

after all. In Washington, search through archives reveals that govern-

ment had promised to pay this ancestor sum of 10,000 pounds, which,

with interest, now makes government owe Eddie, as only living

descendant, nifty sum of over seven billion dollars.

This premise is played up for laughs, not subtlety, and direction

by Gordon M. Douglas is aimed always toward this mark. Eddie and

Joan both turn in top jobs, and are strongly backed by a smart sup-

porting cast headed by Allyn Joslyn, Bobby Driscoll and Margaret
Kerry, former as Washington newspaperman who helps them so he

can get headlines for his paper; latter two as couple's children.

Another highlight of film is "My Brooklyn Love Song" number,

offered by Margaret and Dick Humphreys, both vocal and dancing,

and still another is flashback to hilarious song number done by Eddie,

Joan, Constance Moore and George Murphy in Eddie's former "Show
Business." Sheldon Leonard and Joe Sawyer are standouts as pair of

hoodlums who kidnap Eddie and Joan, with latter's full cooperation.

Cantor had Warren Wilson as his associate producer, and Jac!(

Gross was executive producer of his laugh-contrived comedy. Wi'son
and Oscar Brodney wrote original screenplay, and Frank Redman
handled photographic stint with his usual flair. Art direction by Albsrf
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. D'Agostino and Ralph Berger is typical of high quality of technical

eparhnents.

—VARIETY (Daily)

Ofie laugh sequence after the other"

"If You Knew Susie" is a bright and ingratiating comedy with

nusic which will have about as much trouble paying off at the box-

iffice as do Eddie Cantor and Joan Davis in calling on their pack

jf veterans' tricks to build one laugh sequence after the other. Story

ine shows an amusing idea, but it is somewhat overwritten in the

.creanplay. Film still could use editing to trim down the running

ime and to insure the tempo of the Cantor-Davis style of playing,

hese, however, are minor criticisms of a thoroughly well-done

:rcduc"!ion whose intimafe and nostalgic qualities highlight the

Iddie Cantor presentation, done under the executive supervision of

Jack J. Gross. Gordon M. Douglas accomplishes his direction with

3 ligh[, tcngue-in-the-cheek touch and his work is especially comedy-

.vise in the last half wherein the show builds to an extremely funny

:onclusion.

Yarn casts Cantor and Davis as a pair of vaudevi.lians who retire

!o the Connecticut homestead of Cantor's family. The chicken shack

ihey open is viewed with disfavor by the local bluebloods, who also

express c'oubts of the family's claims to a Revolutionary War hero

anceshor. Papers that prove the point are found, as well as evidence

that the government owes the hero's heirs $50,003 at compound

interest. Overnight, they become famous as the government ponders

the astronomical pay-off figures. A phoney kidnapping and the

subsequent discrediting of the claim account for some travails, but

by the finish the family has achieved the friendship of the neighbors

and the respect of the nation.

Seasoned troupers that they are, Cantor and Davis perform
with a verve that puts every point across with showmanly flourish.

Their musical interpolations, against modest, realistic backgrounds,

have punch and charm. Allyn Joslyn seems over-zealous as a Wash-
ington newshawk—a part which need not have been played so

physically. Charles Dingle registers as a pompous publisher and
Bobby Driscoll is a delightful "footlights" youngster as Cantor's son.

Margaret Kerry and Dick Humphreys form an attractive juvenile

song and dance team and handle an adolescent romance with taste.

Others who click are Phil Brown, Sheldon Leonard, Joe Sawyer and
Douglas Fowley.

Warren Wilson, as associate producer; Frank Redman, at the

camera and Edgar "Cookie" Fairchild, in charge of musical opera-
tions, head the list of excellent technical credits. Albert S. D'Agostino
and Ralph Berger rate commendation for their art direction and
C. Bakaleinikoff's musical supervision is accomplished with the

maestro's customary finesse.

—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

^Designed for all members of the family"

"If You Knew Susie" is one of those bright pieces of motion
picture entertainment v/hich comes along all too infrequently. Pro-

viding nothing but amusement and laughs, and produced by and
starring Eddie Cantor, it is a picture designed for all members of

the family from the youngsters to their parents and grandparents
who remember the star in his early successes on Broadway a

generation ago.

To further decorate the marquee there are the names of Joan
Davis who, as Cantor's screen wife, looks and acts considerably
better than in any previous appearance; Allyn Joslyn, a glib reporter

seeking an easy dollar; Sheldon Leonard as a suave but tough gang-
ster, and Bobby Driscoll and Margaret Kerry as the youngsters

—

all of whom add to the quality of the picture with their ski'lful

performances.

Then there are the songs, including the title number which
Cantor has helped make popular down the years; a burlesque of

The Quartette from Rigoletto, and several elaborate musical num-

bers complete with a bevy of beautiful chorus girls—all the elements

necessary for an enterprising exhibitor seeking to atiract audiences.

The original screenplay by Warren Wilson and Oscar Brodney

is a well knit if at times slightly incredible story of two vaudevillians

and their small family who retire to their home town only to find

they are socially unacceptable because their ancestry cannot be

traced to the Revolutionary War. In their old home they uncover

a letter from George Washington bequeathing heirs of the family's

ancestors $50,000 for war services at compound interest. They

become the richest family in the country. Kidnappers seize the

opportunity. Adventures, reminiscent of the slapstick era, follow.

Finally the family surrenders all rights to the money to prevent

the Government financial embarrassment, thus becoming the social

and business leaders of their community.

With this as the story, director Gordon M. Douglas has main-

tained a favorable balance between the adventures and the musical

numbers while highlighting the picture's rapid-fire comedy situations

and dialogue.

Jack J. Gross was executive producer, and additional dialogue

was prepared by Bud Pearson and Lester A. White.

—MOTION PICTURE HERALD

''Laughs in abundance"

Audiences looking for laughs to deliver them, for an hour and

a half, from the world's worries will find them in abundance in a

hunk of celluloid which unashamedly dedicates itself to wringing

the utmost in comedy from the antics of two experts in the field,

Eddie Cantor and Joan Davis. They sing, dance and clown their way

through a yarn which, at every turn, sacrifices credibility for a

chuckle or a guffaw, and the sum total spells entertainment of the

kind that should result in popular and profitable bookings. Five

musical numbers, none of them lushly mounted but all deftly per-

formed, are woven logically into the plot. Cantor and Miss Davis,

retired vaudevillians, become world famous when it is discovered the

government owes them billions, due on a debt pledged to one of

Cantor's ancestors in the Revolutionary War. Gordon Douglas

directed.

—BOXOFFICE

^Headlined for top money brackets"

AUDIENCE SLANT: (Family) Sprightly comedy, with howls inter-

spersed with constant chuckles. Fine family entertainment.

BOX-OFFICE SLANT: Apparently headed for the top money
brackets on the strength of the Cantor and Davis names, good songs

and strong exploitation possibilities.

Comment: The comedy and singing of Eddie Cantor, plus the

comedy and acrobatic antics of Joan Davis, make "If You Knew
Susie" a fast-moving, highly amusing picture. Aided by Allyn Joslyn's

top efforts, the work of Bobby Driscoll (borrowed from Walt Disney),

Sheldon Leonard and Joe Sawyer, and the dancing of Margaret

Kerry and Dick Humphreys, who also contribute a song and the ro-

mantic interest (such as it is), the plot goes from one funny episode to

another. The sequence in the National Archives Building in Wash-
ington, when it is discovered in mounting additions of figures that the

government owes billions of dollars to Eddie and Joan, is likely to

bring the house down with laughter. Cantor sings his famous If You
Knew Susie with his well-known bounce, and he collaborates with

Joan Davis on What Do I Want With Money, We're Living the Life

We Love and My How Time Goes By, in an ingratiating manner.

There isn't much sense to the story but it's lots of fun and family

audiences are sure to get a great kick out of it. The Eddie Cantor

and Joan Davis names, plus the film's strong exploitation possibilities,

should send this toward the top money brackets. But it is Miss Davis

who steals the comedy honors. Cantor also deserves credit for his

production values, and Gordon Douglas' direction extracts plenty of

laughs from the proceedings.

—SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEV/
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PICTURE shows part of the 200 students of the Elementary grades of St. Bonifac? who attended

the noon-day performance of THE FUGITIVE at the 20th Century Theatre, Buffalo, using special

discount tickets distributed by Buffalo Parochicol Schools and Churchs. Shown in the picture

with part of the group is Sister Afra of St. Boniface. —LEO YOUNG

Just read the standings in FLASH

and see that Milwaukee is going south

for the winter. We won't stay there for

any length of time because we like this

Milwaukee weather up north and our

sales department is preparing our

homecoming which will be prior to

May 6th.

Arline Lobess is making a very cute

baby sweater. What's that? How should

I know!!! She doesn't converse on the

subject at all—but, then it is her proj-

ect. Why should we be concerned

—

who she is nnaking it for!!!!

The news Violet Troyer was to have

had for us this week has been deferred

until later in the year. Wonder what

It can be ???

We have our district chief, Herb

Sreenblatt, with us this week and we

are working hard to make the weeks

of March 14 to 27 a real tribute to a

wonderful fellow. We won't let you

down. Chief!!!

Congratulations to Norma Albert

v/ho has elected sergeant at arms at

cur last union meeting. Better be care-

ful now, youse guys, or you'll git run

out!

Ann Bufflngton came in the other

day with her armful of travel folders

and it won't be long before the travel

bug will bite and we chase the moths

from our luggage. Don't forget to

write, Ann!!!

—J. E. WHITE

It's been nigh on quite a spell now
since we have had our names in print

so for a little while, Portland will

spring out with a little chatter.

First, a belated welcome to our cute,

dark haired biller, Lois Blair. We are

famous for late welcomes around here,

ro don't feel slighted, Lois, we're really

happy you're an RKOIian.

We also have with us, Leah Boleyn,

temporary Inspectress, who Is one swell

gal. Even though you'll only be with us

for a short time, hope you'll enjoy

v/orking at our exchange.

And now to welcome an old timer

in the film business, Emil Erickson,

who is now one of our shippers. Emil

has told us that he worked in the film

business when you wrapped the film in

paper and delived It by streetcar. He
really knows the film industry.

Our little bobbysoxer Donna Caba,
was floating high in the sky not so

long ago when her one and only called.

That boy must really have something
and If he has any sense, he'll keep it,

"Donna," that is. We were also very

sad a few weeks ago to hear that our

lltle bobbysoxer had grown up for a

week-end. She was invited to the Ore-
gon University prom and that called

for evening dress and long stockings.

Too bad we couldn't see her, bet she

looked mighty sweet.

The office crew couldn't scrape up
enough money for Billie Gabriel's skis

and she had to do the next best thing
and come down off that mountain.
Now that she is back to civilization,

corn pads will only be a minor neces-
sity and there will be no need for

an electric pad.

Betty Nichols, booker's stenograph-
er, has really gone in for the new look
and "super" is the word for it. The
rest of us are trying to catch up but
we still look a wee bit out of date.

Ninth Floor
The germ of St. Valentine must have

invaded the veins of co-worker Sey-

mour Becker for he was caught In the

act of addressing a huge bit of senti-

mental verse to his Ronnie the other

day. Thoughtful Seymour also provided
his financee with a heartshaped box

of chocolates to show how strong his

love for her Is. The young couple have
now been engaged for almost four

ve eks.

Nursed back to health after a short

Illness are Nettle Miller, Kate Smith,

and Margaret Laug. It's good to see

them well again.

In an age when the atom has become
a matter of greatest importance,

Lou Pllossof has taken It upon himself

to study as much as he can of it. Lou
has been to various libraries and has

even written to the technical scient-

ists In universities for information.

Atomic power is also a source of con-
siderable interest to John Henrlgues
who has studied the subject In college.

Lillian O'Neil is in the Junlsh mood
and we may yet be making plans to

v/atch her go down the road of matri-

mony before many months have pas-

sed. Good luck to her and John Slrig-

nano.

Newcomers to the Sievers' staff in-

clude Leo Brodsky and Harold Spears.

HI there.

—HARRY KARP

We are all keeping on the good side

of Fern Shaw, our cashier, due to the

fact that her boyfriend comes to pick

her up every night. Bet he enjoys it

when the rest of us pile in the car for

^hat ride downtown.
Nothing but good can be said about

the salesmen and bookers. They are

really hustling to get those pictures

sold and dated so that Portland will

be up there In front when that final

judgment day rolls around, May 6th.

—MARIAN CRAWFORD

Fifteenth Floor
The great snow we hope is now just

a memory, but the great thaw has be-

come a reality. You better get your

oars out folks and be prepared for

a nice wet time that is yet to come.

Since we are on the subject of

times, James Coco of the playdate

department had quite a "time" lead-

ing Sammy Kay's band at the Capitol

Theatre here on Broadway. Jimmy par-

ticipated in the popular "Why do you

want to lead a band" contest. His

straightforward reason for leading the

bend was purely mercenary. He wanted

to win the radio given as the first

prize. Jim led a hilarious rendition of

' Too Fat Polka" that netted him sec-

ond prize.

Jack Keir of the north-south Sales

Department Is recuperating after an

operation. Our best wishes for a guick

recovery to Jack and we'll be looking

to see him back shortly.

If anyone is interested in a Chicken

farm we have an authority on the sub-

ject in the contract department in the

person of Harry Capell. He knows the

ins and out of the business from the

hetching of the eggs to the feed house.

His enthusiasm has aroused the Inter-

est of such confirmed urbanites as

Joe Veronne, Al Batzer and Mickey

Slaff to ponder the posibillty of an

auto trip to Vineland In New Jersey to

view this wonder.

Two newcomers are welcomed to the

15th floor. They are Thelma Edward

now with Mr. Dahler's eastern sales

department and Virginia Hall a new

employee with Mr. Mooney's north-

south sales department. Good luck gals

here on the 15th floor, and success at

RKO.

—WALTER DORAY

27th Floor
A word of welcome to our lovely

and gracious receptionist, Mrs. Acker-

man, who we hope will enjoy being

with us. And along these lines we now

have Bill Levy and Donald Farnum who

have joined our messenger service.

Friends of Lil Fenton will be glad

to know that her daughter, Helen, is

gradually recuperating from her re-

cent serious operation. Keep it up,

Helen, and best wishes for a speedy

recovery.

Sheldon Becker is doing very well

in his assignment to a clerical post.

He looks so efficient—and there Is no

dcubt that he is.

Quite by coincidence, Marilyn Auer-

bach and Charlotte Goldstone will be

bridesmaids on April 10 at two differ-

ent weddings. Wouldn't you like to get

a glimpse of blonde Marilyn in her

baby blue gown and brunette Char-

lotte In delicate pink?

Birthday greetings are in order for

Robert Youn.-] who will celebrate Sun-

day, February 22.

—DOROTHY HAMBURGER
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OURING M ITU TEnnY TURlXER
(Vs note—Due lo the holiday last

ek, Terry s article just rtiissed the

adline.)

SAN FRANCISCO — Hello,

ckie, hello from Frisco, Jackie,

o or so the song went that

ailed this fa-

ous metropo-

s sitting snug

(3

against the

olden Gate

here the fog

ills in like

lunder while

rains across

;ie Bay. Ah,

ackie, my
oy, this is a

jwn an J these are folks out here,

always says there are five towns

n this western hemisphere where
fe is really lived and they are

lew York, Chicago, Montreal,

lew Orleans and San Francisco,

nd, Jackie, you can wrap the

est of them up and toss 'em.

Why, Jackie, I remember this

own some years ago when it was
umping. 1 remember as a kid

f course the Old Barbary CoasI,

n fact, I spent one evening there

I a beautiful dance hall under
table where a big buxom blonde

jushed me when a group ol

ailors and marines thought il

(VOuLd be nice to have it out with

undry bottles, and this blonde

said, "Son, under the table is the

best place, but save some space
for me if I run out of bottles."

I. I remember the famous Taits

Cafe where Fanchon and Marco,
one of the greatest dance teams,

got their start. Then there \vas

Coffee Dans, where the theatrical

set gathered, sang and knocked
out their rhythm with wooden
hammers. For the more elite there

was Taits at the beach in a

twenty minute run and also

Shorty Roberts, a few blocks

away, also at the beach where
you could meet more horse play-

ers than at Santa Anita. Believe

it or not, Jackie, you could gel

a better meal in a little grill on
any street than you can in a hotel

today, and for the more fastidi-

ous there was and still is Solaris

Jacks, a string of them in the

nation's largest Chinatown, and
a snug little cubby . hole in the

!

market, where you got doughnuts
and Java to cure that eastern

feeling you always had the morn-
ing after.

Gee, Jackie, I remember open-
ing the Warfield Theatre here for

Loew. now a Fox West Coast
house, and some of our stars in

person were Thomas Meighan.
Clara Kimball Young, Theodore

Roberts, Mary Miles Minter, Bil-

lie Dove, Viola Dana, Claire

Windsor and many others. We
had a mammoth street parade
and Police Chief Dan O'Brien

mounted his steed and led the

shindig down Market Street. Yes,

he was the daddy of George
O'Brien and 1 got all that service

because I promised to introduce

Georgie to Mr. Loew, but Jackie,

it was one hell of an opening.

Imagine. Jackie, we had so many
stars we didn't have time to in-

troduce them all that night on
the stage. Whew, how times have
changed.

Last night was the Chinese new
y<'ar here, Jackie, and Mutter and
Mumble Cantor and Joe Longo
and myself decided to have a

meal down thataway. It was a

very bad mistake because most
of the natives had stored up a

lot of firecrackers and mistaking
JM utter and Mumble for one of

their very own, and at that he

does look like them, let go from
every balcony as we went by
and Mister Cantor's duck-webbed
feet did a handsome pitter-patter

ducking into alleys. The joint or

Chinatown was jumping and they

didn't care what they served. One
half boiled shrimp walked in

fiom the kitchen, laid down on
my plate and moaned, "Can't

an) body do anything right

around here anymore?"

But now to business. Dave and
Joe are busy on a lot of things.

First they have MOURNING
BECOMES ELECTRA opening at

the Geary two a day, then they

are hopping up the opening of

IF YOU KNEW SUSIE at the

Golden Gate. Eddie Cantor is not

only coming up himself, but is

bringing his entire radio show
here and he will personally do
five shows at the Golden Gate the

opening date of the picture.

They have whipped up a big

luncheon for Eddie at the ad

club and he will be presented

with an outstanding award from
the veterans for being the fine,

upstanding citizen that he is, and

you can say that over and over

again. If there is a better show-

man than Eddie or a more co-

operative gent, 1 have yet to meet

him, and can he entertain. 1 have

alwavs had a yen to get him and

Ted Lewis together for then 1

could sit back for ten hours or

more for they would never stop.

Chatted yesterday and will

lunch today with Jay Golden, our

hustling theatre district manager
out here, and his affable man-
ager, Mark Ailing, and leave us

not forget our new branch man-

ager here, Joe Smith, and that

coterie of beautiful ladies in our

branch. Jackie, I'm telling you.

but don't tell Susie there is a

redhead and a chic brunette there

right now that will knock your
eye completely out. For that,

Blowsie, can never have the west

coast.

Then there's news from tlie

east hooked up with some from
the west that should make inter-

esting reading. Mr. Depinet has

approved an all Pennsylvania

premiere on MIRACLE OF THE
BELLS. That means a hundred
or more cities in that territory

will kick off with this special as

soon as Bob Mochrie sets the

dates. It also means that Bob
Folliard and his boys will start

knocking the dates over fast and
Doug Beck, Bill Prager, and
Alan Wieder better oil their

roller skates.

I talked with my friend Jesse

Lasky at the Studio yesterday

and he is wild about the plan. I

also found out that he is cele-

brating his thirty-seventh year as

a motion picture producer this

year and he has a bale of mate-

rial awaiting me at the Studio,

so you can put it down that Jesse

Lasky will do most or all of his

celebrating in Pennsylvania. I

asked him to oil up all his joints,

wear a pullniotor instead of a

top coat and get himself a roll

down from the army barracks

because we will be sleeping out

and on shelves pretty soon.

Say what you will, Jackie,

Jesse is Mr. Hollywood himself.

He started the first studio and
with Samuel Goldwyn and Cecil

B. DeMille made the first feature

full length picture "The Squaw
Man" there. I am not exaggerat-

ing when I say he discovered a

hundred or more stars such as

the late Carol Lombard and Gary
Cooper. He brought Chevalier to

this country and the word "caba-

ret" to our language when he

opened and lost his shirt on "Fol-

lies Bergere." Yes, quite a man
and a great guy to travel with

because you don't have to in-

vent a background for him. Yes-

sir, that baby is background for

this entire industry.

Oh yes, we will premiere

FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE
in St. Louis and "Doctor Itch

"

Dufour and Tom Williamson are

drafting plans with the aid of

handsome Ray Nolan. I must
have a setto with our Patrick

O'Brien, the star of that opus, at

the Studio next week because

Patrick will want to be on hand
for that event.

Well, that's about all and

Honor Mrs. Clark
Branch Manager Ralph Wil-

liams of Oklahoma City has

set aside the last two weeks

in April for a special billings

drive on short product in hon-

or of Mrs. Catherine Clark,

head booker at the exchange

for almost a decade. Mrs.

Clark is very popular with

showmen and the Oklahoma
Ciiy branch expects a large

number of extra dates for the

two-week period.

"Plus" Effort at

Seattle Exchange

Branch Manager Ed Lamb of

Seattle says the salesmen and

bookers of the exchange are

pledging that PLUS performance

that is required to get to the

top In the Drive. After a call on

an account and the bag is closed,

the salesmen are requesting an

individual Drive date, something

not under contract, perhaps a

repeat booking on an older re-

lease, a short, anything that will

C!,^unt. The bookers are trying tho

same method over the counter

just as the exhibitor may think

he has fulfilled all of his current

obligations.

Branch Chief Lamb says a ac-

cumulative report is being kept

by individual salesmen and book-

ers as to the dollar value of their

efforts, and the man with the

poorest showing will play host at

a seafood dinner for the gang

after May 6th—and at his own

expense.

"This friendly rivalry will aid

in giving us the 'new look' in the

winner's column," says Ed.

enough from the Golden Gate. 1

had one bit of news yesterday

that put the damper on my en-

thusiasm and it was that Uncle

Tom Sachs, my Amos and Andy
friend, of Dallas, is ill. There is

one fine friend and all of us. that

is Susie and my three chicklings

and myself, are pulling for Lfncle

Tom.
—TERRY TURNER
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Bishop" Better

Than "Best Years"

Trade screening of THE
IBISHOPS WIFE brought out

la splendid attendance in every

jbranch city and every ex-

Ichange chief reports an en-

thusiastic approval. Branch

iManager Dick Lange of Port-

land says the Fox district man-

lager hailed the Goidwynner

as a better picture than BEST
TEARS OF OUR LIVES.

'Everyone down the line,

Isays Dick, "simply raved about

lour feature.
'

)epinet, Mochrie

On Visit to Studio

.ed E. Deplnet and Robert

lochrie have arrived in Los An-

sles where they have gone for

jnferences at the Studio and to

je forthcoming product.

Beginning with the second half

f the NED DEPINET DRIVE our

reat new cycle of pictures has

arted to flow and this will con-

nue through the spring, summer
nd fall. Plans for these releases

be set by the New Yorkers

long with President Rathvon

nd Dore Schary.

Mr. Mochrie is expected back

i the Home Office next week.

SPRING BOX-OFFICE OFFENSIVE ZERO HOUR
By Easter week our spring offensive will be on in full blast. Even that mighty box-

office bertha I REMEMBER MAMA will by that tinne have opened at the Radio City

Music Hall and in selected situations around the country. ThHE MIRACLE OF THE
BELLS will be well under way at the Rivoli, New York, and will follow in general release

MAMA, and FORT APACHE follows BELLS and then TARZAN AND THE MER-

MAIDS. The BISHOP'S WIFE will catch Easter week dates on a large scale, as will

BAMBI, NIGHT SONG, IF YOU KNEW SUSIE, THE FUGITIVE, SO WELL REMEM-
BERED, THE SECRET LIFE OF WALTER MiTTY, and others. There are shows that should

nnake the Easter holiday period a record in billings for the NED DEPINET DRIVE and

give RKO Radio its greatest momentum in several seasons.

And here's a quick summary of RKO a+ the box-office:

IF YOU KNEW SUSIE—First week at the RKO Palace, New York, best grosser of

all our shows at the Palace since SINBAD back in 1946. Second weeks at Chicago,

Cincinnati, Rochester. First week at the Go'den Gate, San Francisco, tops in a year,

holds of course. Excellent at Omaha, Des Moines. (Continued on Page 4)

Drive at the Halfway JIarker
By the time this number of FLASH is in the field, the NED DEPINET DRIVE will

have reached and passed the half way mark. On all fronts RKOers are battling against

the current. Progress is being made and the ninth week appears to have marked a turn-

ing point. In that stanza the embattled and cleated warriors of the firing front were

close to the million figure in dollars. The three division managers now in the field, Cap-

tains Branson, Levy and Boasberg, are lending yeoman service and last week Robert

Mochrie was a speaker at the Pittsburgh exchange rally. The second half of the Drive

is going +o be +he big half and from here no one can tell where lightning will strike or

fortune fall.
(Continued on Page 2)

DRIVE'S
9th WEEK
Ending Feb. 19th

Po$. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. SIOUX FALLS I

2. SALT LAKE CITY 2

3. OKLAHOMA CITY . 3

4. PORTLAND 5

5. Denver 4

6. Atlanta* '. 8

7. Charlotte 9

8. St. Louis 7

9. Seattle ... ... 6

10. Kansas City

Pittsburgh*

.10

1 1. 21

12. Chicago* 16

13. 1 1

14. New Orleans 13

15. 15

16. Detroit* IB

17. 12

18. 17

19. Dallas* 20

20. Omaha 14

21. Boston -- .19

22. Cleveland 26

23. Washington 23

24. Philadelphia 9 7

25. Los Angeles 2S

26. San Francisco 25

27. Albany 24

28. Indianapolis 22

29. Memphis 29

30. Buffalo 30

3 1 . New Haven 3

1

32. New York 32

CANADA
1. TORONTO I

2. ST. JOHN* 3

3. Calgary 2

4. Montreal* 5

5. Winnipeg 4
6. Vancouver* 6

DISTRICTS
I. Rocky Mt. I

i

2. Canadian* 2

3. Southeastern 3

4. Prairie 4

5. Midwestern 5

6. Southwestern 6

7. Eastern Central 7

8. Eastern 10

9. Western 8

10. Northeastern 9

I I . Metropolitan M
DIVISIONS

1 . Western I

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota cumolatively.

* Over quota for current week.

V Terry Turwi€>r Front Hollyti ood Tells of Cotniny Buy Attractiorts^Paye lO
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Eight branches and one district bested Old Man Quota in the ninth canto, one of the best showings

of recent weeks. Again the leadership trend was tcward the southeast where Dave Prince's district ad-

vanced two units to the very shadow of the capital class, hlubert Lyons' Georgia crackers rode into

sixth place while Rovy Branon's Charlotteers moved forward to seventh, both new highs for Dave's

outfit, hlis third unit, Roger Lamantia's New Orleansrs, were steady at a slightly lower strata.

Morris Lefko's Pittsburgh Smokeaters fired a 21-11 broadside for the sharpest advance of the week

and Sam Gorelick's Windy City troupers were at their topmost position, 12th.

hiatton Taylor's Detroit Tigers clawed for an over-quota marker, their first of the Drive campaign.

Harry Cohen's St. John Maritimers steamed along for a third successive "over," the only triple

scored to date. Jim Davie's Vancouverites were over, but failed to climb out of the cellar.

Dick Lange's Portland Webfooters were back in the top money as they just topped Joe Emerson's

Denverites. The Sherm Fitch Sioux tribe and Giff Davison's Mormons are practically neck and neck while

Ralph Williams' Oklahoma Sooners are in third place for the fourth stanza in a row.

Walter Branson's Western division continues to head the trio of divisions, with Nat Levy's Easterners

the runner-up and Charlie Boasberg's North-South unit pulling up at the rear.

Yep, they've rounded the turn at the half-way mark and anything can happen from here home. No

one has been left at the post, no one can be counted out of the money.

THREE GROUP CONTEST
ffeek Ending Febrary 19lh, 1948

Pos. Pos. Pos. Pos.

This Last This' Last

We
1.

= \l Branch

ATLANTA
Week

1

We
1.

3k Branch

CHARLOTTE
Week

2

2. CHICAGO . 2
. 2. ST. LOUIS 1

3. Detroit 3 3. Kansas City 3

4. Dallas 5 4. Pittsburgh 6

5. Boston 4
5. Cincinnati 5

6. Washington
Minneapolis6. 4

7. Philadelphia 8
7. Cleveland 8

8. Los Angeles ,, 9

9. San Francisco 7 8. Indianapolis 7

10. New York , , 10 9. Buffalo 9

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

* Sioux Falls *

* Salt Lake City *

* Oklahoma City *

- Portland I

1. DENVER *

2. SEATTLE 2

3. Des Moines 3

4. New Orleans 4

5. Milwaukee 6

6. Omaha 5

7. Albany 7

8. Memphis 8

9. New Haven 9

EUm'mntcil iis potctilial Croiii> I'rizc iriiiiicr ilnv to lend i>osiliou in I\ational Prize listing.

RKO Progress Is

Greatest of All,

Says Alton Cook

Contenders for the Academy
Award continue to roll up reams

o^ publicity in newspapers and

magazines and they are widely

discussed over the air. As RKO
Radio has been the company of

most "bests" for last season and

has as well the largest number

of prospective winners in the

final judging, we are receiving

the major benefit at the box-

office.

In a recent article in the

World-Telegram, critic Alton

Cook after covering the feature

product under consideration for

an award said:

"RKO Radio is the company
that made the most striking prog-

ress this past season. Under the

new leadership of Dore Schary,

the thought that goes into this

company's productions has been

more aggressive and alert than

anywhere else in Hollywood."

RKO Radio is sitting pretty as

the distributor of 20 YEARS OF
ACADEMY AWARDS, the spe-

cial two-reel subject announced
for our release by Harry Michal-

son. Many RKO winners will be
covered in the various sequences,

some of which are still factors at

the box-office, including THE
BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES.

In addition the special subject

will directly reflect on the qual-

ity of the awards to be an-

nounced on March 20th and fol-

lowing screenings in various com-
munities there will be many "let-

ters to the editor" and comment
from the critics.

There is still plenty of draw-

ing power in our many bests and
award pictures of 1947, and the

time to strike with them is now
while the minds of the critics and
the public turn to these quality

attractions.

Mary Improving
Nurse Mary Farrell of our

Home Office hospital is resting

comfortably at the Polyclinic

Hospital after being taken sud-

denly ill last week. All the RKO-
ers are rooting for you, Mary.
Miss Farrell is assistant to Dr.

Harry Loewen. Doctor Loewen
and Mary have from twenty to

twenty-five patients daily pay
visits to the RKO hospital. Miss

Edith Cronin is substituting for

Miss Farrell.

Leonard Hails

"Pearl" As Rare

"Movie" Delicacy

Bill Leonard In his "This Is New

York" radio program over WCBS
recently discussed THE PEARL,

and herewith are his highly lauda-

tory remarks, in part;

"The Pearl" is about as sim-

ple and straight-forward as a

movie can be. Mr. Steinbeck is

telling the kind of a story that

the old men of a fishing village

(Continued from Page One)

might swap around a campfire

and he's used his camera with

that in mind. Nothing is complex,

overdone, dramatized or blown

up. The combination of a native

cast, authentic backgrounds and

the sparing use of dialogue gives

you the feeling that you just hap-

pened to eavesdrop on a piece

of life while it's happening. Inci-

dentally, the musical score writ-

ten for the picture by Antonio
Diaz Conde is magnificent.

Put "The Pearl" down on your

list as an odd, off-the-beaten

track kind of movie ... an art-

lessly simple legend ... a kind

of rare delicacy for the palate of

the jaded moviegoer here in New
York.

Maurice^ Guest

Maurice Chevalier, popular in-

ternational entertainer, became
a celebrity "Fall Guy" of the

Circus Saints and Sinners on

Tuesday, February 24, under the

big tent at the Waldorf-Astoria. .

1200 persons were present.

Chevalier Is back In New York

for a trio of entertainment func-

tions: his "Fall Guy" appearance;

his four-week one-man show at

the Golden Theatre starting this

Sunday; and the early general

presentation of his latest French

film for RKO-Pathe Cinema,

"Silence Is Golden." Rutgers

Neilson arranged for Chevalier's

guest appearance.
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LEO M. DEVANEY, Canadian District Manager — THE AN-
OUNCEMENT THAT THE WEEKS OF APRIL 16 TO MAY 6

OULD BE DESIGNATED AS BOB MOCHRIE APPRECIATION
EEKS STRUCK A RESPONSIVE CHORD WITH MANAGERS
)HN BERNSTEIN MURRAY DEVANEY HARRY COHEN AND
EVER NACKIMSON OF THE TORONTO MONTREAL SAINT
5HN AND WINNIPEG BRANCHES RESPECTIVELY ON THE
CCASION OF RECENT MEETING HELD BY CHARLEY BOAS-
RG IN MONTREAL AND TORONTO ON THE SECOND SWING
FTHE NED DEPINET CAMPAIGN. I CAN ANSWER FOR REG
DDDRIDGE AND JIM DAVIE CALGARY AND VANCOUVER
tANCH MANAGERS THAT THESE TWO BOYS TOO WILL

^(ERT EVERY EFFORT TO MAKE THESE THREE WEEKS TO
ONOUR BOB MOCHRiE THE MOST OUTSTANDING IN THE
ISTORY OF THE CANADIAN DISTRICT IN POINT OF IN-

REASED REVENUE STOP IT HAS BEEN MY PROUD BOAST
VER THE YEARS THAT THE CANADIAN DISTRICT HAS NEVER
^LLEN DOWN ON ITS OBJECTIVE IN MATTERS OF THIS
ATURE AND IT WILL BE MY PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY TO
IE THAT EACH AND EVERY OFFICE COMES THROUGH IN A
REAT BIG WAY TO HONOUR BOB MOCHRIE.

BEN CAMMACK, Southwestern District Mgr.—We will do
'erything humanly possible to deliver during the MOCHRIE WEEKS
e greatest number of contracts, shipments and dollars ever

jlivered in any similar period in our Company's history.

JOE EMERSON, Denver—The announcement that the last three

2eks will be a tribute to Bob Mochrie was enthusiastically received

/ the salesmen, bookers and myself and you may rest assured that

3 intend to make these three weeks the greatest in our history.

JACK BERNSTEIN, Toronto—The MOCHRIE WEEKS have been
jblicized over all our circuits and we have been assured of their

most cooperation. We hope to make these three weeks the banner
seks of the year.

A. A. RENFRO, Omaha—We are happy indeed to participate

the weeks honoring Mr. Mochrie and will do everything possible to

ake "the period outstanding.

M. NACKIMSON, Winnipeg—We will give our best concentra-

.1« Op^n L,^it^r To Kobfrt Jtavhritt

Dear Mr. Mochrie:

We, the undersigned find ordinary words inadequate to sum
up what your presence at the 2nd NED DEPINET DRIVE
MEETING, represented to all of us here in Pittsburgh.

In the course of our relationship, it has not been often

that any one group felt so unanimously the great meaning of

your presence—with your personal approach to our branch

problems and above all the confidences you entrusted to our

care.

We shall not soon forget what your coming to Pittsburgh

meant to us all.

Kindest regards.

Sincerely,

MORRIS LEFKO, Branch Manager

Dave Silverman, City Salesman

Irving Frankel, Salesman

Stanley Dudelson, Salesman

Al Glaublnger, Salesman

Paul Reith, Office Manager

Alan Wieder, Field Representative

tion during the period of the MOCHRIE WEEKS in view of making

it the greatest in the history of the Winnipeg office from the point

of billings.

R. J. DODDRIDGE, Calgary—We are seeing to it that dates

are secured in all situations so that our revenue for the MOCHRIE
WEEKS will be increased to the point that our billings reach the

highest figure that we have ever had in the Calgary branch.

ROVY F. BRANON, Charlotte—We are delighted that the last

three weeks of the Drive have been set aside as BOB MOCHRIE
WEEKS. If the results during this period of time in the Charlotte

office are comparable to our affection and high esteem of Bob
Mochrie, all records will be broken.

lasketball In

Major Ballyhoo

All the sports world just now is

:used on the various basketball

^ampionship games, with the

ew York University-Notre Dame
ame of early March built up

e a big gridiron battle.

For the first time in basketball

story, practically every top

ame in the east, and probably

the country. Is being broad-
35t. That goes for professional

well as amateur basketball,

cu can turn the dial almost
/ery night, and usually on week-
id afternoons, and catch a

ame on the air.

Right now sectional selections

e being made for the cham-
onshlp games at the Garden
New York, and elsewhere. And
:t of these sections will be

presented In the action In BAS-
ETBALL HEADLINERS which as

arry MIchalson has announced
I'l be released on April 23rd.

:h! Make that big sphere a

-nter for your Drive standing!

Ov^r Quaia Champs far 9th Week!

1^ OAVit.

GOE.RUCK
CHICAGO' ^^l'''-
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Fun and
Fancy Free

Sales Against

Possibilities

8th Week End. Feb. 12, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

We Branch Week

1. SEATTLE
, 1

2. CLEVELAND 2

3. OKLAHOMA CITY
. 3

4. SAN FRANCISCO 18

5. SALT LAKE CITY , 4
/

0. UtNVhK
, 5

7. DALLAS , 7

8. New Haven 6

9. Des Moines 1 1

10. Sioux Falls
1

1 1 Boston

1 Z.
\A/ L * J.Washington 9

13. Buffalo 14

14. Pittsburgh 12

15. Milwaukee 16

16. Los Angeles 13

17. New York 19

18. Philadelphia 15

19. Charlotte 17

20. Umaha 20

21. Portland 22

22. Detroit 23

23. Kansas City 21

24. Memphis 24

25. Minneapolis 25

26. Cincinnati 26

27. New Orleans 27

28. St. Louis 30

Z 7 . / \ 1 Da n y . Zo

30. A+lsinf^^ Z 7

3 1

.

\ illi_a^O ^ 1

32. n(Hi^n.=irM~iicliiLilcllia|w"-'llb J z

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG 1

2. VANCOUVER 3

3. Montreal 2

4. St. John 4

5. Calgary 5

6. Toronto ... 6

DIVISIONS
1. Eastern 1

2. Western 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold ioce type indicates

over quota.

SPRING OFFENSIVE
[Cmitt'ti ued fnim Page Our)

Grand Rapids, Waterloo and

Sioux City. Branch Manager Ross

Cropper of Boston says first

smalltown engagement for

SUSIE in the territory was at

Maynard, Mass, where gross

was excellent and exhibitor says

comedy gave audience complete

satisfaction.

THE PEARL—Newcomer at

the Sutton in New York broke

all house records in its first week

and has taken the town by

storm, scoring with critics who

are giving the Steinbeck show

added write-ups beyond their

fine reviews, and the public.

NIGHT SONG — Second

v/eeks Minneapolis, St. Paul, Oak-

iand, Boston, Champaign, Cin-

cinnati, Los Angeles (Hillstreet

and Pantages). Excellent in dou-

ble at New Orleans, Orpheum

and Liberty, and at the Palace,

Cleveland. Strong at Lewiston,

Me., Burlington
,

Vt., Atlantic

City, Oil City.

THE BISHOP'S WIFE—Twelfth

week at the Astor, New York.

Tenth week at the Astor, Boston.

Eighth week at the Woods, Chi-

cago, fourth week Pittsburgh,

third weeks Philadelphia and Mil-

waukee; second weeks Baltimore,

Oklahoma City, Salt Lake City,

Washington. First week at Keith's,

Washington, topped WALTER
MITTY by twenty percent, and

MITTY played over Thanksgiving.

Best grosser in past year and is

rolling on an indefinite run.

Holds over at the Pan, Minne-

apolis, first week double the av-

erage gross.

BAMBI—Second week at Cin-

cinnati. Excellent at Allen, Cleve-

land, Colonial, Dayton, Keith's,

Grand Rapids, Orpheum, Kan-

sas City, Twentieth Century,

Buffalo, and United Artists, De-

troit. Tops at Fall River and

Vandergrift. Tenth week at the

Republic, New York.

TYCOON — Second weeks

Seattle, Wilnnington, Oakland.

Second week at the Rialto, Salt

SHORTS
Actual Billings

Against Quota

Hill Ueek End. Feb. 12. 194H

Pos Pos.

This Last

vv e Brdnch Weer

1 MP\A/ Yl^PI/IN t Vv T l\
1

1

9 UtiN V tK Z

3, bAN hKANCIbCO 3

4. MILWAUKEE . 7

5. PITTSBURGH 4

6. PORTLAND 6

7. LOS ANGFLFS 8

0.
K /I A 11 AUMAHA 5

9. BUFFALO
1

3

0. DETROIT 10

1 1. Des Moines 16

1 2. Seattle 9

1 3. Cleveland 1 2

14. Salt Lal'e City ] 1

1 5. Boston
1 5

1 6. New 1—lavpn
1 4

1 7. Cincinnati
1

9

1 8. Sioux Falls
1 7

19. St. Lou 1 s 1 8

20. Chicago 20
21. Minneapolis 21

22. Memphis 22

23. Philadelphia 23

24. Washington 25

25. Oklahoma City 26

26. Albany 23

27. New OiTean:. 24
28. Dallas 27
oo A 4-1Atlanta 29

J u. Kansas City jU
3 1

.

C ha r 1 o tts 1
1

32. Indianapolis 5 /

CANADA
1

.

VANCOUVER
, 1

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. Toronto 3

4. St. John 4

5, Montreal 6

6. Calgary 5

DIVISIONS
1. Western

1

2. Eastern 7

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota.
:i: Ovor quota lor current weelj.

Lake City after moving over

from the Uptown. Held over

Pasadena. Excellent Manchester,

N.H., Newport, R.I., Waukesha,

Danbury, Springfield, III., Albany,

New Bedford, Ventura. Branch

Manager Phil Hodes of New York

says splendid results in situations

played to date, beating such pic-

tures as BACHELOR, MITTY and

CROSSFIRE. Branch Manager

DISNEY
CARTOONS
CONTEST

Actual Billings

Against Quota

Hih W eek End. Feb. 12, 1948

Pos Pos.

Thi Last

V/eet Branch Week

1 . LOS ANGELES^ 1

2, A! RANY z

3.
D DTI A h 1 r\rORl LAND 3

4. SALT LAKE CITY 4

5. SEATTLE 5

6.
r K 1 \ / r nUhNVtK 6

7. UMAHA 7

0. Utb MUlNbb 1 1

9. Uklatioma Uity 9

1 U. Atlanta 10

1 1 . Minneapolis 8

1 2. Cleveland .12

1 J.
\ A / L J.Washington 14

1 4.
c r 1

1

bioux halls
1 3

15. Milwaukee 1

9

16. Charlotte 1 8

1 7. Pittsburgh'' 22

1 8. New Orleans 1 7

1 9. Indianapolis
1 5

20.
c rban hrancisco 16

2 1

.

Dallas 2 1

22. New Yorl- 20
23 Detrolt

'

26
24. Cincinnati .25

25. Kansas City 23

2o. Buffalo 24
27 Memphis 27
28. Boston 28
29. New FTaven' 3nJ u
30 Philadelphia 29
31. St. Louis 31

32. Chicago 32

CANADA
1

.

TORONTO
1

2. MONTREAL ^

2

3. Winnipeg 3

4. St. John 4

5. Vancouver 5

6. Calgary
, 6

DIVISIONS
1 Western

. . 1

2. North-South 2

3. Eastern
. 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over ciuota.
Over quota for current week.

Jimmy Lewis of Kansas City says

TYCOON outgrossed SOXER
and MITTY at Herrington, Mus-

catine and Jefferson City. South-

western District Chief Ben Cam-
mack says nice opening at the

Paramount, Austin.

MOURNING BECOMES
ELECTRA—Tenth week Los An-

geles, second weeks Toronto and

Ssn Francisco.

SECRET LIFE OF WALTER

MITTY — Third week MontreaL

Second week at the Capitol,

Winnipeg, topping all Danny

kaye shows. Excellent Schenec-

tady, Charleston, W. Va.. La

Crosse, Keokuk and Troy.

OUT OF THE PAST—Second
weeks Salt Lake City, Louisville.

Excellent Waterbury, Hartford,

Ithaca, Tucson, Norwich, Elmira.
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SUSIE" REVIEWS

Provides entertainment that will satisfy"

"If You Knew Susie" is just what you expect of an Eddie Cantor-

Dan Davis comedy with music—frail plot, frenzied comedy and

pical Cantor songs and dances. All together, they provide enter-

linment that will satisfy this team's faithful followers.

Cantor and Miss Davis play Sam and Susie Parker, a vaudeville

am who say good-bye to the footlights and take themselves and

eir children to Brookford, Mass., home of Sam's forefathers. They

Dset staid Brookfordites by turning the old Parker home into a

ght club. Nobody shows up for the opening. Luckily, Susie finds a

t+er, in a secret safe, from George Washington granting Samuel

arker $50,000 dollars for his services to his country during the

evolutionary War. A good sized bonus for those days.

Sam and Susie take the letter to Washington to prove its authen-

city, thereby proving to the people of Brookford that Sam's fore-

ither was a national hero. In the Capital, the Parkers fall into the

jnds of Mike Garrett, reporter played by Allyn Joslyn. Under Mike's

ipervision they are brushed off by the Government and are chased

|y kidnapers.

I Ready to forget the letter, they are notified that it is the real

ing and Sam gets a check for $50,000 plus interest that has been

ling up since the war with England. Magnanimously, Sam burns the

leck and they return to Brookford highly respected people and they

open their night club.

Supporting roles are taken by Bobby Driscoll, Sheldon Leonard,

label Paige, Margaret Kerry, Dick Humphreys and Howard Free-

an. An Eddie Cantor production, released by RKO, this film is on

ew at the Palace Theatre. Gordon M. Douglas directed.

—N. Y. DAILY NEWS
WANDA HALE

Positively suggest you go"

Nobody around this space is going to run you off 'If You Know

usie," the Eddie Cantor thing at the Palace.

While virtually guaranteed not to reduce you to hiccups or help-

ss sobs of wholesome mirth, it is nevertheless a nicely paced little

em with at least an early semblance of An Idea and quite a smatter-

g of the sort of conversation that gets admirers of radio to

acking their knees and wondering how those fellows think it up.

The idea—amiable enough, to my mind—is to let a couple of

udevillians come into most of the money there is in the United

tates Treasury. I don't recall the exact sum, but it is my impression

.lere would have been just about enough left over to buy a short

range juice.

The bonanza is, of course, cut off at the technically proper time

y the circumstance that the Government may not be sued unless it

ys it may, which under these conditions is improbable.

Thereafter two separate sets of kidnapers enter the picture, and
Ithough I do not wish to go into the business in detail, the situation

nds itself to some pretty funny nip-ups.

In a word or 27, the couple appear to rate the money due to a

ederal bequest to a Revolutionary ancestor. The bequest is for

50,000, but by a process of compound interest too fast for me to

allow, it snowballs into billions.

This rouses the interest of a large and somewhat doubtful news
ervice, plus all the people of the United States, most of whom sub-

MAGIC
TOWN
Sales Against

Possibilities

8lli Week End. Feb. 12, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. NEW HAVEN I

2. SEATTLE 2

3. OKLAHOMA CITY . . 4

4. SALT LAKE CITY 3

5. SIOUX FALLS 9

6. DES MOINES 13

7. Los Angeles 6

8. Boston 5

9. Minneapolis 8

10. Philadelphia 7

I I . San Francisco 1

7

12. Charlotte 10

13. Milwaukee 16

14. Dallas ., II

15. Washington 12

16. Pittsburgh 15

I 7. Denver 1

4

18. Omaha 18

19. Chicago 20
20. Memphis 19

21. New York 21

22. Kansas City 22

23. Atlanta 23

24. St. Louis 25

25. Buffalo 30

26. New Orleans 24
27. Cleveland 26
28. Portland 29
29. Cincinnati 28

30. Detroit 27

31. Indianapolis 32

32. Albany 31

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG I

2. VANCOUVER 2

3. St. John 3

4. Montreal 4

5. Toronto 5

6. Calgary 6

DIVISIONS
1 . Western I

2. North-South 2

3. Eastern 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota.

SECRET
LIFE OF
W. MITTY

Sales Against

Possibilities

8th Week End. Feb. 12, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. OKLAHOMA CITY .... I

2. DALLAS 2

3. PHILADLPHIA 3

4. SALT LAKE CITY 4

5. NEW HAVEN 5

6. MINNEAPOLIS 10

7. Buffalo 6

8. Sioux Fails 9

9. Seattle 8

10. Boston 7

I I. Pittsburgh II

12. Des Moines 19

13. New York 14

14. Washington 12

15. Albany 13

16. Cleveland 15

17. Detroit 16

18. Omaha 18

19. Portland 22

20. Kansas City 17

21. Chicago 20

22. Denver 21

23. Indianapolis 26

24. San Francisco 31

25. St. Louis 24

26. Los Angeles 25

27. Charlotte 27

28. Memphis 23

29. Cincinnati 28

30. Milwaukee 29

31. Atlanta 30

32. New Orleans 32

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG I

2. VANCOUVER 2

3. St. John 3

4. Montreal 4
5. Calgary 5

6. Toronto 6

DIVISIONS
1 . Eastern I

2. Western 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold ioc* type indicates

over quota.

sequently gnash their teeth when it's learned that the collect-claim

is invalid. What they were mad about? I cannot imagine.

But the point is that three-quarters of the sequences involved

ought to make you laugh out loud, and that is an extraordinary aver-

age by my computation.

Mr. Cantor's dauntless, anteypantsed little man hasn't changed
a bit— I don't care how you read that line.

Come to think of it, I not only will not run you off— I positively

suggest you go. It's fun.

—N. Y. JOURNAL-AMERICAN

JOHN MAYNARD

ii
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400 NUNS SEE "FUGITIVE"
PORTLAND—Three screenings of THE FUGITIVE were held for

the heads of the parochial schools, the Mexican consul and his staff

and other dignitaries of the local Catholic Diocese; also for over

four hundred nuns and teachers of the parochial schools, the teachers

of the University of Portland, v^hich is a subsidiary of Notre Dame,

and Maryl hlurst College.

Father Alclin urged the audience to help promote ThHE FUGITIVE,

hie also strongly recommended seeing this picture during Lent. The

picture opens in Portland the first week of Lent.

Father Sullivan, Superintendent of the Oregon State Parochial

Schools, is sending out a letter on THE FUGITIVE for the bulletin

boards of all the schools.

—RUSS MORGAN

Salty "Skipper"

A "Mitty" Fan

Following story recently ap-

peared in the Melbourne Daily

"Argus:"

"The master of the little Ant-

arctic exploration ship 'Wyatt

Earp,' knows his James Thurber.

There is no doubt about that.

"On Sunday night when it was

feared that the ship, which is on

its way back to Melbourne for

repairs, would be unable to get

out of the path of a cyclone.

The Argus wirelessed the com-

mander, asking him how his ship

v/as faring.

"Reproduced herewith is a

copy of his reply, received yes-

terday:

"REFER JAMES THURBER'S

SECRET LIFE OF WALTER MIT-
TY stop A POCKETA POCKETA
POCKETA.

"In the SECRET LIFE OF
WALTER MITTY, Thurber tells

the story of a small-town Ameri-

can, who aspired to do great

things:

'Once when he, an imaginary

commander, was flying an imagi-

. nary, eight-engined Navy plane

through an imaginary blizzard,

the noise of the pounding en-

gines came to him as Ta Pocketa

Podreta Pocketa. 'We can't make
, it, said the Lieutenant,' overawed

by the raging storm. 'We are go-

ing through,' said Commander
Mitty sternly. 'The Old man will

Greetings from Wheelburg!

Our regular correspondent, Marian

Coley, has been pretty busy managing

the branch's cash—so, I thought I'd

try my hand! The weather in dear old

Michigan is very changable and every-

one is carrying his handkerchief on

high around here. But, they say spring

is his around the corner so I am look-

ing for my bathing suit.

Rae Howe and Betty Farkas are

leaving us, to raise a family, Rae says.

Betty has different ideas, however. We
v/ish you gals the best of luck and

we're awfully sorry to see you leave!

We'd like to extend a welcoming

hand to Clarence (Boz) Perry in the

shipping room. Glad to have you v/ith

us. Buz!

A favorite saying of Eileen Reznik is

Schmoe! And of Delores (Cheta)

Mlhaly it's ha-ha! And, if Phyllis Zemla

doesn't quit saying "huh?" I'll scream!

As for the Drive, we may be far

behind now, but just watch our smoke!!

—BOB TILLEY

get us through,' said the crev^

with confidence. And 'get

through' he did . . .

"And so the master of the

Wyatt Earp fell back on Thur-

ber to express his determination

to get his little ship through any

trials that lay ahead of her. But,

unlike the experience of Com-
mander Mitty, his struggle with

the elements will not be a dream

brought to an end by city traffic

lights."

THIS IS
AMERICA
CONTEST

Week Ending Feb. 19, 1948

Salesmen's Standings

$100.00 Class

Goldfarb Denver
Gwin Denver

$75.00 Class

Canelli New Haven
Kahn Washing i on

Engelnnan Portland

Silverman New York

Penser New York

Kutinsky New York

$50.00 Class

Wolfish Buffalo

Youngerman Philadelphia

Lefko Philadelphia

Knox Washington
Kimmel Chicago
Bjorkman Minneapolis

Hoese Salt Lake City

Powell Los Angeles
Thorn Portland

Elliott Montreal

Rea Winnipeg

from

RKO-PATHE
By ED RICE

Director Joe Walsh has just

completed shooting a Sport-

scope on duck hunting in the

Rio Grande Valley area in Texas.

His next assignment is a golf

short with Frank Stranahan,

Louise Suggs and Tommy Ar-

mour. One angle on the picture

Is to have Stranahan, who is an

amateur pilot, fly to Atlanta to

pick up Miss Suggs, and then

back to Boca Raton for the golf

game. While in Florida Walsh
will also do a variety sports reel.

A swimming short will be made in

April with three of the winners

of the women's national swim-

ming championships held in Day-

tana Beach early that month.

The next THIS IS AMERICA
release, in the first week of

March, will be PHOTO FRENZY.
The April short is FUNNY BUSI-

NESS.

Shorts in production include e

report on the New York Times

and a partner piece to SMOKE
EATERS.

(1-2-3) Young Cantor in action during Gilhuly battle,

TERRY REINERS CANTOR WINS HIS FIRST BOUT AT 2

MONTHS—Terry Reiners Cantor, the youngest pugilist of RKO

DIAPER DRAGOONS, won his first bout In California with a dec

Kayo over "Open Britches" Gilhuly, who started the fracas by sin

ing WHERE DID YOU GET THAT NAME? at our Terry when ^

was just about to unload a bag of gum drops from Mamma's pocke

book. Quick as a flash, young Terry was off with his veskit, on wl

his gloves, and after downing as many gum drops as Is human

possible what with Mamma saying "don't" to everything, he dro

"Open Britches" right in his tracks. The shiner comes not fro

"Open Britches" but the corner of a table, which as Terry explal^

didn't know where It was going."
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"Night Song"

Vocal Contest

Big at Denver

DENVER — With entries com-

ing in at the rate of more than

a hundred a day, and auditions

being scheduled at 5 minute in-

fervols, the NIGHT SONG vocal

contest being sponsored in Den-

ver by the Rocky Mountain News,

KLZ, and the Orpheum Theatre,

gives promise of being one of

fhe most sensational musi I

events ever held in the Rocky

Mountain Empire.

The Rocky Mountain News has

gone all out for the promotion

using daily stories with art and

many with full page streamer

headlines, while radio station

KLZ (Columbia) is plugging the

event with special announcements

and program time.

Prizes originally planned to

total $1000 have grown to double

that value with a $250 fur coat,

a diamond and ruby wrist watch,

a combination phonograph and

radio, and an automatic washing

nfiachine are being only a few

of the top prizes offered contest-

ants, while tailored made suits

of clothing, skis, and handsome

beauty kits are among the prizes

Denver merchants are contribut-

ing to the runners-up.

Almost every phase of exploi-

tation is being brought into play

in connection with Denver's pre-

sentation of NIGHT SONG, In-

cluding, in addition to the huge

contest, a tie-up with one of the

city's leading soft drink bottlers

for truck banners and 350 store

tie-ups, a full page window dis-

play featuring life-size blow-ups

' of Hoagy Carmlchael and Artur

' Rubinstein is going In the Charles

I F. Wells Music Company, and

' radio station KLZ, which. In addl-

,
tion to promoting the contest, is

.
co-operating with special tie-in

plugs on the New York Phllhar-

I monic Symphony Concert pro-

grams which they broadcast

j
weekly.

i

—T. BIDWELL McCORMICK

"Song" Promotion

Letters Rolling In

Attesting to the effect of one

phase of the solid promotional

campaign put behind NIGHT
SONG are the letters coming

Into Ned Depinet's office. Capi-

talizing on the*fact that this coun-

try is music conscious as never

before Leon J. Bamberger pre-

pared a supplementary manual to

the music promotion page of the

pressbook. Included was a letter

signed by Ned Depinet which

were sent to officers of local

units of music organizations.

Mrs. Warren Knox, president

o^ the New York Federation of

Music Clubs, Inc. says:

'Because of my own deep in-

terest in the cause of American

music and the American com-

poser, may I compliment you on

your vision and courage in com-

missioning Mr. Stevens to write

a work especially for the picture.

It Is encouraging to know that

Concerto In C Minor,' written

by the brilliant young American

composer, Leith Stevens, has al-

ready received enthusiastic com-

ment from many musical critics.

"I am enclosing a directory of

the key National and State offi-

cers In the United States who

are leaders in our organization.

A copy of your letter should

create much interest In 'NIGHT

SONG'.'

Margaret C. Smith, of the Na-

tional Federation of Music Clubs,

hcd this to say:

The picture is so well done

and the music excellent. I've

passed the word on to go and

see it and I'd like to see it again

myself.

"A silence of a second or

two after The End is significant

cf the feeling of the audience.

The evening was most pleasur-

ably spent.
"

Mrs. Robert S. Hoffman, presi-

dent of the Massachusetts Fed-

eration of Music Clubs:

"You are really stepping ahead

and in the right tempo in pre-

senting contemporary compos-

ers, truly music Americana. We
all enjoyed this 'NIGHT SONG
picture and I spoke of Its excel-

lence at our recent luncheon.

Lowell Mayor

"Song" Booster

By Ralph Banghart, Field

Man, Boston

Manager Sam Torgan and his

publicist, Frank Boyle, enlisted

the aid of Mayor George A.

Ayotte in their campaign to sell

NIGHT SONG at the RKO
Keith Theatre In Lowell, Mass.

Knowing the Mayor's keen inter-

est in music and his fame as a

choir director. Torgan and Boyle

showed his honor a photostat of

Mr. Depinet's interview in the

New York Herald-Tribune In

which our executive pointed out

that RKO was hopeful of giving

good American music the audi-

ence it deserves. Mayor Ayotte

sent a letter of congratulations

tc Mr. Depinet for giving such

a powerful impetus not only tc

American music but to good

music in general.

The Mayor allowed a copy cf

the letter to be Incorporated Ir

a lobby display, a statement by

his honor was read over the air

and the Telegram picked it up

as a feature story. Other high-

lights of the Lowell campaign

v/ere

:

Post card anouncements were

mailed to a special list of music

devotees.

Printed announcements were

posted on bulletin boards of

schools, colleges, private acad-

emies, church choir directors and

music dealers in the entire area.

Heralds were distributed at lo-

cal musical events, such as the

concert of the Don Cossack

Choir, etc.

Interviews were arranged with

music directors, critics and radio

program directors.

A special radio broadcast of

the Night Song Concerto was

set on WLLH.

Shorthand contest heralds were

distributed to big business of-

fices.

The following letter, in part

was written by Mayor Ayotte to

Ned E. Deoinet:

As one who has made music

a life's work as well as a source

of pleasure and fulfillment, I

read with great interest your re-

Realizing the ever-present need

Tor selling America and what it

stands for to the peoples of the

world, Phil Reisman has Initiated

a series of articles entitled

"Americana" for distribution by

the company's publicity outlets

tc magazines and publications

ihroughout the world.

The articles, issued monthly,

describe the American scene in

an attempt to offset twisted or

mistaken notions about the

U.S.A. so often found in foreign

countries.

The feature is being prepared

under the supervision of Don

Prince, RKO foreign publicity

director.

cent interview in the New York

Herald Tribune in which you ex-

pressed your views on furthering

the cause of serious American
composers by the performance

of their music by such top-flight

artists as Artur Rubinstein and

Eugene Ormandy and the New
York Philharmonic Symphony
Orchestra in motion pictures of

the calibre of your company's
"Night Song."

The assurance of the best pos-

sible perfomance of their work

before a world-wide audience of

some 50,000,000 people should

provide a tremendous incentive

for promising American compos-
ers and, at the same time, give

a powerful impetus to American
music.

I understand, too, that "Night

Song" is generally regarded as

the best example of the integra-

tion of music and drama that

the screen has yet presented.

This is a distinction of which your

company may well be proud.

As Mayor of a city that has

an appreciation of good music

developed and strengthened by a

constant procession of appear-

ances of our most talented art-

ists, may I tender the congratula-

tions of the citizens of Lowell as

well as my own on the excellent

work for the cause of American
music, and good music as a

whole, that you and your com-
pany have done with "Night
Song" and for the promise of

more and better things to come.

I am looking forward to seeing

"Night Song" when it comes to

our local RKO Keith Theatre on
Wednesday, February 25th, an
anticipation I am sure is shared
by most of my fellow citizens.



OPtmes

"One of those bright pieces of

entertainment which comes along

all too infrequently . . . provides

nothing but amusement and
laughs." -M. P. Hera/d

"Audiences looking for laughs
will find them in abundance . . .

entertainment that should resuH

in popular and profitable box-

office." —Boxoffice

"Should gaily make the big-

money grade . . . loaded with

everything the target demands."
—Film Daily

R K O
RADIO
PICTURES

"There can be no question of the

picture's performance at the box-

office ... A fast-paced, volatile

and highly amusing example of

how to entertain the public."

—A^. P. Daily

"The family aura of this comedy
should help . . . Should do okay
at boxoffice." —Variety

"Howls interspersed with con-

stant chuckles . . . Apparently
headed for top-money brackets

. . . good songs and strong ex-

ploitation possibilities."

— Showmen's Trade Review

"Cantor-Davis team hits comedy
stride . . . bright boxoffice pros-

pects . . . one laugh sequence

after the other."

—Hollywood Reporter

"Chock full of the good old kind

of comedy which audiences go
for in droves . . . slick entertain-

ment." —Daily Varietyj

i



% Cleveland, Boston, Cincinnati,

Kansas City, Chicago, Minneapolis,

San Francisco, Springfield (Mass.),

Des Moines, Cedar Rapids

wos- 'Bi$-Momy"-npoFFnm
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Terry Sees Some

Slow, Fast Ones,

Latter, Our "Pic"

HOLLYWOOD, February 20

—You can see by the dateline

Jackie that I am in "Father Di-

vine" Leiber's territory. In fact

I am only two fire hazard offices

away from him, so if you put

this tirade right beside hisn, may-

be I can "out adjective" Holly-

wood's best smoocher, with ham

in his heart. I out yelled him at

Santa Anita last Saturday when

my dog out nosed his dog at the

wire and it required some yell-

ing, because where Perry gets

seats, away high up in the grand-

stand it's because he wants to

call on the angel Gabriel for

tips or the folks running the joint

want to keep him as far away

from the track so the bosses will

at least finish and not shy from

a banshee yell.

Honest Jackie, this trek you

make to Santa Anita is some-

thing like the pioneers made

when they come out here first.

You ride all morning in order to

get there for the first or second

race in the afternoon. You stop

for hot dogs, then coco cola,

then five times for information

charts as to what, "Doc says,"

or "Hot Shot Charlie," (who had

'em all the next day) and you

stop some two miles away from

the jernt to park. Then you get

out your boots and shovel (in

case of an earthquake and you

have to push some groundhog out

of his home) and start your trek

towards what you pray will be

pay dirt.

Old Father Divine stops you

and says, "See where them two

horns is away up there at the

top," and you shade your eyes

and sort of "Kit Carson" it for

him and sure enough like two

dots, you see the horns right

under the flag. "That is where

we is sitting and aint it grand?"
says he.

You get there just as the third

race is about to start and you is

so bleary from the trek you miss

ihe third race or it looks as clear

as beef stew to you, but you is

alone as Perry is off after "in-

formation." He comes back not

only with "information" but with

spy glasses, with which he peeks

into the paddock from our par-

ticular cloud and you would
think he was a butcher from his

conversation.

"Look at that horse, he is the

biggest one in the race."

I says "Mister Lieber. is you

bu\ing them by the pound or is

)ou backing them with an un-

lucky two dollar bill," at which

question he smirks at me as only

Hollywood can smirk at a poor

F.asterner.

The information he has is real-

ly sumpin' Jackie. One jockey

aint feeling so good. "Betme-

quick" is longing for mud, and

there aint no mud. "Queen Ditty"

is mad at "Sir George," and you

cant bet on a dame that's mad,
and "Sir George" cant keep his

eyes off the barn where he got a

quick look at "Queen Bess"

which arrived from the East that

very morning. And "Whipsir"

i« so stuck up he runs wide at

the stretch so he wont be mixing
\vith them other peasant horses.

All this Jackie when you are

loaded with a two buck bill in

your hand. And just when you is

about to run to a window a half

mile away, for fear they may run

out of tickets, he blurts out that

Susie Clutz, the starlet from
Superba, has a hot tip on "Stick

Me" because she sat on a pin at

Giro's, and you is all confused

again. You take two steps on the

half mile and some Joe whispers

to Perry that a producer lays

five grand on a nag named "Good
Review," but that he aint run

since they unhitched him from
"The Covered Wagon," but by
this time the seventh race is run
and Perry says that by the time

we make the car it'll be dark so

let's place a bet on the last race

and cash it in the next time we
come out, which we do, only to

find out the next day the dog was
scratched, but we did make Santa
Anita.

I have been seeing pictures

Jackie, and some good ones. In

order and so far I have seen

YOUR RED WAGON with Cathy
O'Donnell and Farley Granger;
RACE STREET with Georgie
Raft and Bill Bendix; RACHEL
AND THE STRANGER with

Loretta Young, Bob Mitchum
and Bill Holden: BERLIN EX-
PRESS with Merle Oberon. Bob
Ryan and a great cast; STA-
TION WEST with Dick Powell
and Jane Greer and THE RE-
TURN OF THE BADMEN with

Randolph Scott, Bob Ryan, Ann
Jeffreys and Jacqueline White.

Next week I expect to see GOOD
SAM, the Leo MacCarey pic-

ture with Gary Cooper, and
JOAN OF ARC with Igrid Berg-

man, and also the Walt Disney
picture MELODY TIME. By that

time I will be so loaded with pic-

tures I'll have to sleep in the

baggage car going home. Alls I

can say about the pictures Jackie

is that RKO Radio has a load of

fine product ready and finished

and a lot in work. It would be

both unwise and foolish on m\
part to take an\ single picture of

the group 1 have seen and talk

loo much about it. because as

alwa\s. there will be change of

titles, maybe retakes but what I

have seen have really great possi-

bilities and that Dore Schary has

this lot a hummin.

I will say, my buddy Dick
Powell has a rip snorter in STA-
TION WEST, and I think he

does a grand job. and that BER-
LIN EXPRESS is different from
anything you have seen lately.

That Cathy O'Donnell and Far-

Icy Granger do an outstanding

job in YOUR RED WAGON.
I also think Georgie Raft and
Bill Bendix make a great team
and what a fight in this picture.

The BADMEN return with some
two fisted shooting and fighting

and our Bob Mitchum reveals

himself as somewhat of a crooner

in RACHEL AND THE
STRANGER. As you know. Miss
Young never gives a bad per-

formance and there is plenty of

excitement in the Indian uprising

sequence in this opus.

So there you are Jackie. This

Is Friday and with "Mutter and
Mumble" Cantor back from Fris-

co where he and Eddie Cantor

aided and abetted by Joe Longo
broke the house record at the

Golden Gate, with IF YOU
KNEW SUSIE, that Perry is

egging us to start at midnight to

catch the first race at Santa Anita

tomorrow, Saturday. We is kind

of uppish over the deal, holding

out for seats within a mile of the

track and maybe we will win.

Oh yes Jackie, I met some of the

folks out here that want to be

remembered to a lot of the field

men. There is Patrick O'Brien,

who wants to say "hello" and
announce the fact that he will be
on band for the world premiere

of FIGHTING FATHER
DUNNE at St. Louis come this

Spring. And there was beautiful

Maureen O'Hara who wants to

say "hello" to "thim bodyguards"
you have in the field. And Bill

Williams and his lovely Barbara
Hale, who exhibit the picture of

their son to everyone who will

stand still. Hmmmmm. A son.

How can everyone else have
sons? Well, there are things one
can never understand. And Tim
Holt says "hello" and so does

Jesse Lasky and Leo Carillo. I

expect to head East next week, I

hope, I hope, I hope, and start

on the Pennsylvania premiere of

THE MIRACLE OF THE BELLS

March 1th

KATE BODNER
Mcrch 8lh

PAULINE GROSSO
RICHARD DOBBYN. Jr.

March 9lh

R L. BRENTLINGER
S. LETTUS
SELINE MARTIN
DONALD L. FULLER
THURLEY KING
JEANNETTE M. GROSS
LOUIS ROSENFELD

Home Office

Home Office

Boston

Indianapolis

Mmneapolis

Charlotte

Minneapolis

Minneapolis

Home Office

Toronto

March lOlh

BENJAMIN ROSEN New York

MARY McCAFFERY Home Office

JOSEPH GALLINA Home Office

LILLIAN FULKS Los Angeles

T. D. WALTON Dallas

RALPH BANGHART Field Man

MARIE CLOCK

March ll//>

JACK BERNSTEIN
M. E. PAGE
ELEANOR BIGELOW
BLANCHE FENTON
JOSEPH P. LONGO
SHIRLEY KOLATH

March lllh

M. E. DENEHY
CLARA RAY
SHIRLEY WHITIMAN
ALYCE C. P. STEPHENS
JAMES M. REESE
JOYCE TREMPE
CHARLOTTE WEISMAN
JACK CORPREW
JOYCE CRAMER

San Francisco

Toronto

Omaha

Home Office

Home Office

Field Man

St. Louis

Boston

Pittsbsurgh

Boston

Memphis

Dallas

Toronto

Boston

Dalla:

New York

White Tower

The story of a scientific ex-

pedition to Mount McKinley,

highest and coldest peak In North

America, is told here by This is

America cameramen. It Is an un-

usual subject of general Interest.

Before taking the audience to the

remote glacier fields of Alaska,

the film shows the elaborate

preparations necessary for the

long trek by air and foot. Among
the many highlights are the snow

trails cracked by huge ice pits

and crevices. The journey was

made by 12 men and one woman
of the Washburn expedition.

—MOTION PICTURE DAILY

with Beck, Wieder and Prager.

and even "Blowsie," if he car

give me some of his time.

(Continued on Page Tivelve)
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"BERLIN EXPRESS" A THRILLER TO

TOP ALL THRILLERS, SAYS LIEBER

BOX-OFFICE SCORE
TITLE CAST

Filming :

THE BOY WITH GREEN HAIR
(In Technicolor)

Pert O'Brien, Barbara Hale, Dean
Stockwell
An unusual appeal for international
accord.

BLOOD ON THE MOON
Robert Mitchum, Barbara Bel Geddes,
Robert Preston

Stirring drama of the cattle country.

THE LONG DENIAL
Melvyn Douglas, Maxireen O'Hara
One woman protects another's reputation.

JOAN OF ARC (In Technicolor)

Ingrid Bergman, Jose Ferrer, Richard
Ney

The triumph of history's greatest

woman.

PHODUCEB DIRECTOR

Ames

Worth

Losey

Wise

Mankiewicz Ray

Wonger Fleming

Editing :

ROUGHSHOD
Robert Sterling, Gloria Grahame,
Claude Jarman Jr.

Romantic adventure in the High Sierras.

RACHEL AND THE STRANGER
Loretta Young, William Holden,
Robert ^^tchlml

A love story of the Ohio Frontier.

MYSTERY IN MEXICO
William Lundigan, Jacqueline White

Romantic musical drama below the
border.

I REMEMBER MAMA
Irene Dunne, Barbara Bel Geddes,
Oscar Homolka, Philip Dorn
A fSontegian family grows up in San
Francisco.

BERLIN EXPRESS
Merle Oberon, Robert Ryan, Charles
Korvin, Paul Lukas

Mystery drama of Germany's
reconstruction.

GOOD SAM
Gory Cooper, Ann Sheridan.
Ray Collins
A businessman lends too many helping
hands.

THE VELVET TOUCH
Rosalind Russell, Leo Genn, Claire

Trevor. Sydney Greenstreet
An actress plays her biggest role.

THE WINDOW
Barbara Hale. Arthur Kennedy.
Paul Stewart
A small b€ty witnesses a murder.

GUNS OF WRATH
Tim Holt Nan Leslie, Richard Martin
Two punchers clear up a murder
charge.

Berger

Berger

Rogell

Robson

Foster

Wise

Parsons Stevens

Granet Toumeur

McCarey McCarey

Brisson

UUmon

Gage

Tetzlaff

Schlom Selander

By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 27:—Hey, Mr. Schary—this is

getting monotonous. (But I love it!)

I'm talking about the flood of smash product emerging

from our cutting rooms. For weeks and weeks our forth-

coming pictures have been going out for their initial pre-

views, and one after another they've been clicking in a

big way—YOUR RED WAGON. STATION WEST, THE

MIRACLE OF THE BELLS, FORT APACHE, ROUGH-
SHOD, IF YOU KNEW SUSIE, GOOD SAM, I REMEMBER

MAMA and RACHEL AND THE STRANGER, just as I've

been reporting to you.

And now still another exhibi-

tor's delight comes along. Last

Tuesday night Bert Granet took

BERLIN EXPRESS out to the

Loyola Theatre for Its try-out.

The packed house applauded the

title and the star names, but that

wasn't a marker to what they did

later on, as the dynamic story

picked them up and swept them

irresistibly along to the memor-

able climax.

For this show has a quality

that's really new to the screen,

a quality that can best be de-

scribed as "surpriseful." You

know the plot, how the die-hard,

fanatic Nazi underground, grim-

ly resolved on keeping Germany

in a turmoil so they can eventu-

ally take over again, endeavor to

kill a famous German statesman

to keep him from unifying the

warn-torn country.

They make a series of attempts

against his life as he travels from

Paris to Berlin, and each attempt

comes as a stunning surprise.

Granet and Director Jacques

Tourneur have developed their

story in an adroit fashion that

not only derives enormous real-

ism from Its authentic settings on

the speeding train and among

the shell-shattered ruins of Frank-

furt and Berlin, but that also

socks the audience right between

the eyes time and time again.

The final murderous stroke,

after the crowd thinks the dan-

ger is all over, is absolutely the

most breath-taking sequence I've

seen in years, and it certainly

had the Loyola patrons quivering

on the edges of their seats In an

agony of suspense. Believe me,

It s a sequence no one will ever

forget, and that goes for the

whole picture too.

Miss Oberon, Ryan, Korvin,

Lukas, Coote and Toporow all

turn in brilliant portrayals, and

the supporting players are uni-

formly excellent. Crisply effec-

tive dialog, great acting, a

thought-provoking story, those

arresting settings and splendid

direction all make BERLIN EX-

PRESS a thriller to top all thrill-

ers, and an outstanding show on
Your Company's Big Parade of

Hits.

MR. JOSEPH YOUNG OF AFRICA
Ben Johnson, Terry Moore,

Robert Armstrong

A thriller by the makers of "King

Kong."

Arko Schoedsack
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Terry Turner

(Continued from Page Ten)

LOS ANGELES—Hail Holly-

wood, the land of miracles and

broken dreams, where a Tizzie

Glutz can become the nation's

toast almost over night and even

Jackie, a free-loading Frank can

have a quirt of a smile and have

folks stuffing thousand dollar

bills in his pockets. Yes, this is a

miracle town where every success

and failure is a fabulous story in

itself.

More famous now than a

Broadway or Fifth Avenue, out-

ranks the Rue de la Pais and all

because a couple of guys with a

camera wanted a land of sun-

shine where lack of moisture in

the air made clearer pictures.

They stream in from all lands in

all shapes, sizes and degrees of

intelligence. There's a phoney
cowboy from Scranton and a

glamor puss from Oshkosh. That

fuzzy haired gent over there with

telescopic lenses for glasses reads

and eats Freud with the funnies

for dessert. He has a message.

The whole town could out-mes-

sage Western Union, yet out of

this mass conglomeration comes
the best pictures the world makes
to reach a mass of humans run-

ning into hundreds of millions

in every land and clime. Jackie,

you may sneeze at it all, you may
become infuriated but here it is;

the mirror of the world and its

views, and you, Jackie, and my-
self are just a wee part of it all.

(The foregoing was written on
Lincoln's birthday and all the

bars were closed. Signed, Dave
Cantor.) Nothwithstanding Mut-
ter and Mumble Cantor and his

snide remarks, in fact I am sur-

prised that he can spell beyond
"cat," this town never fails to

amuse or infuriate you.

I've been bouncing in and out

of here year after year. When it

first started the Hollywood Hotel
was the center of all attractions

and Easterners lived downtown
at the Alexandria. It was a long
ride to that place called Holly-

wood where they made pictures

and the studios were not any too

big. It was just plain Metro in

those days and Louis B. Mayer
had just emerged from Boston to

make some pictures with Anita
Stewart as the star. The Cohn
brothers. Jack and Harry, were
fiddle de deeing with a short
comedy of the Hall Room boys
and the big shot of the industry

at the moment was Lewis J. Selz-

nick and Hiram Abrams, the

latter of whom was Mr. United
Artists in person. Gee, Jackie,

you could rent a William S. Hart
feature for three hundred smack-
eroos and clean up. and a Chap-
lin short, repeat after repeat

would line them up a block. They
grabbed a chap who was starring

in a little stage opus entitled,
' Hawthorne U. S. A.," playing
at the Astor and this same little

chap, Douglas Fairbanks, started

to stand up the customers for

three or four blocks with his

"Mark of Zorro," and others.

Then an earlier O'Brien than

George or Pat, one Eugene,
emerged as Nora Talmadge's
leading man and taking that gent

on tour was a struggle. Our
grandmas of today literally tore

Eugene apart and the few that did

not manhandle him hit me over
the head with anything at hand
when I tried to wheedle Wallace
Reid through the howling mobs
of a personal appearance tour.

When we took stars out in

those days we did it in car load

lots with accompanying car lot

headaches. Remember Lew Cody,
Jackie, and Mabel Normand or
for that matter Francis X. Bush-
man and Beverly Bavne. Just

mention those names to arrandma
or grandpa and watch their lips

ciuiver. Well, it all came from this

little community nestling close to

old Los Angeles where Jesse

Lasky, whom I like to call Mister
Hollywood, and Cecil B. DeMille
rented a barn to start the first

feature length picture of, "Squaw
Man." 1 thought of this today
when I talked with Jesse who is

celebrating his thirty-seventh

year as a motion picture produc-
er and stands today at the very
top with MIRACLE OF THE
BELLS. As I chatted with him
about our plans for the bis area
premiere for MIRACLE OF THE
BELLS throughout the state of
Pennsylvania I thought how
much this man has meant to the
industry and to your and my life.

The prominent stars of today
who owe their discovery at least

and in many cases their promi-
nence and even stage names to

him, and yet in spite of his in-

creasing years, because Jesse aint

no kid, Jackie, he stands right at

the top just as enthusiastic as
when he started, but above all

just as gracious and humble as
when he began. Being a drum
beater and a gas bag inflater

practically all my life makes that
word gracious so important to
me.

Just a few rambling thoughts
on the subject of Jesse, Jackie,

and I'll turn on any news I have,

but I can't resist telling you my
thoughts about this man and Hol-

lywood as he talked on eagerly

about the premiere of his new
picture. I thought as he was talk-

ing of all the glamor and idolatry

this burg pays to success and
tlien what extreme measures of

success this man has had. Be-

Jieve it or not, Jackie, it lead one

time to a fifty million dollar

stock pile, yachts and mansions.
I imagine building up to these

things is one grand dream and
when you get to a point in life

where the cost of anything you
desire means nothing, you're

floating on a cloud and it must
be mighty nice. In that period of

your life you are about the only
person who says "no" and the

yeses chime in like Carillon bells.

As they say in the classics,

Jackie, the world is at your feet

and you can really kick it

around. But then I thought of

the other side of Hollywood. The
side that greets failure and de-

feat with a decisive smile. The
heel and thumbs down attitude

where the victim can see only the

backs and profiles of their form-
er sycophants.

I always thought that the two
cardinal sins in Hollywood
should be written, "Don't fail,"

and "Don"t go broke." I've al-

ways thought that the phrase,

"Off with the old and on with
the new," originated here for

during the seasons of a single

year I have actually watched the
very flower of womanhood
bloom, fade and die under this

complicating system of star mak-
ing. Few humans have had the
intestinal fortitude to withstand
this tide of fortune but this en-

thusiastic man I was chatting

with was one of them.

Yes, Jackie, Jesse Lasky won't
mind my writing this for I heard
him make a speech about it once.

He didn't say it was easy to lose

such a stock pile of dollars and
he didn't say it was nice to get

used to rowboats instead of

yachts, and he gave the impres-
sion that waiting for a phone to

ring that once never stopped
ringing and carrying friendly

voices was kind of heartbreaking,
but he stood the gaff, weathered
the storm and started all over
again. And he made that start

without bitterness, but with the

same spirit of graciousnes that

has marked Jesse Lasky for what
he has been all his life.

You remember "Sergeant
Yorke." Sure you do and perhaps
"Mark Twain." Surely you
haven't forgotten WITHOUT

Pin Games

Interesting Variety

Variations of bowling are pic-

tured by channpions of each.

Duck pins, "rubber bellied" duck

pins, candle pins and regulation

type are amply demonstrated.

Interesting variety for sport fans.

—FILM DAILY

Pluto's Blue Note

Very Cute

Pluto decides he's a crooner

but nobody'!! give him a chance

to display his ability. He stumbles

onto a record shop where he dis-

covers his tail acts lil<e a needle

on a Sinatra recording. Tal<Ing

the instrument bacl< to his dog-

house he has a willing audience.

Very cute with plenty of bright

spots.

—FILM DAILY

Cole Better
||

Night watchman Charlie Cole

is reported out of danger at his
j

home in Broo!<!yn following a I

sudden breakdown last Friday I

night when Office Manager John |

Fermer rushed him to a hospital.
||

Atta boy, Charlie, we're all glad
j|{

to know you are on the mend. Il

RESERVATIONS and a few mil-

lion folks will never forget

MIRACLE OF THE BELLS.

Yep, that's my Jesse sitting right

opposite me and as enthusiastic

as any kid and ready to knock

himself out for anything we want

him to do. What a contrast with
I

some other Joes I know who I

gripe and cry when things look a

little dark over changing con-

ditions over which no individual

has any control. The cry babies

and the dour prophets that every-

thing is going straight to hell

with no stopovers. Believe it or

not, Jackie, there are a lot of

Laskeys in Hollywood aTid a lot

of them on the East Coast. When
)ou talk to Jesse you start think-

ing of them, and their grand

courage and intestinal fortitude j .
,

that keeps tliis industry hunnning m <»

and going forward despite hell il

and high water. '> so

—TERRY TURNER T
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MAYOR CHARLES JONES of Vancouver explains the historic

Dockground of the city's "Royal Mace" to comedian Jack Paar.
RKO's Jack later donned the Mayor's robes and chain of office,

3nd had a grand lime playing the "lead" himself before the

gathering of city aldermen and civic officials.

VANCOUVER — RKO really went to the front in V/es+ern

Canadian public opinion at the huge Movie Ball and Frolic held

n the Vancouver Hotel. Nearly 2000 attended this first annual affair,

with all proceeds going to the Motion Picture Benevolent Fund. Bill

f

JACK PAAR signs Vancouver's City Hall "Distinguished Visitors

Book" as Mayer Charles Jones, and Sergeant at Arms Alex
McKay wcrtch the ceremony.

Jones former RKO branch nnanager, now supervisor, headed the gala

gathering for the Picture Pioneers, and Lloyd Muir, Western Canada
field representative for RKO, headed the publicity section. Not to be
outdone Perry Lieber had RKO comedian Jack Paar plane in from
the Studio.

Paar, in all reality, "went to town" over seven broadcasts ar-

ranged for him as guest, and solidly plugged NIGHT SONG, STA-
TION _WEST, and IF YOU KNEW SUSIE. Two of the broadcasts
were "coast to coast networks." Newspapers carried his picture in

huge spreads, one solid on the front page with write-up of hiollywood
doings. After Jack Paar finished his act on the ballroom stage, the

^ TfVBtST

Bill Williams, rugged young
actor who crossed the threshold

of stardom in A LIKELY STORY,
finds further opportunity to

demonstrate his talents with an

important romantic role in THE
LONG DENIAL, a suspenseful

drama co-starring Maureen
O'Hara and Melvyn Douglas.

Other members of the cast in-

clude Gloria Grahame, Victor

Jory and Jay C. Flippen.

Walt Disney introduces Pecos

Bill, hero of American legend,

to screengoers in MELODY TIME.
Roy Rogers will narrate and sing

the saga of the fabulous cowboy
who was reared in a coyote den.

Frank Faylen has been signed

to enact one of the top support-

ing roles in BLOOD ON THE
MOON, screen version of the

Luke Short, Saturday Evening

Post serial. He joined Robert
Mitchum, Barbara Bel Geddes,
Robert Preston and Walter Bren-

nan in the cast when Producer

Theron Warth and Director Rob-
ert Wise launched the picture on

February 16.

Honor of being the first bi-

lingual drama to be filmed at

Mexico City's modern 14-stage

Churubusco Studios goes to THE
PEARL, screen adaptation of

John Steinbeck's current best-

seller. Players were picked for

their command of both English

and Spanish.

Regis Toomey has landed a

leading comedy role in THE
BOY WITH GREEN HAIR,
which stars Pat O'Brien, Robert
Ryan, Barbara Hale, with Dean

Pearls Worn By

Sufton Usherettes

Twelve strings of pearls, one

a cultured oriental set valued at

several thousand dollars, are worn

by the usherettes of the Sutton

Theatre, where RKO Radio's THE
PEARL has begun its American

premiere engagement.

Theme of the picture is the

finding of the world's most valu-

able pearl by a simple Mexican

pearl fisherman and of the havoc
v.Tought by Its possession.

Pearl fanciers, and those who

find It hard to detect the differ-

ence between the cultured and

simulated varieties, are reported

letting their eyes rove from one

usherette to the other, in the

hope of spotting the valuable

one.

For the sake of fair play, Clem

Perry, manager of the Sutton,

ordered the cultured set of

pearls to be rotated among the

usherettes. Once every two

weeks, each of the 12 will proud-

ly wear the one and only " cul-

tured set.

The necklaces are on loan from

Leo Nathan, president of the

Victoria Pearl Company.

Stockwell in the title role. His

role in the realistic fantasy will

be that of a meek milkman,

whose reactions to the boy's un-

usual hair provides many of the

laughs in the script. Joseph Losey

is directing this Technicolor pro-

duction, which Stephen Ames
produces.

Edgar Kennedy, one of the few
original Keystone Kops still alive

in films, passed his five hundredth

film milestone when he completed

the tworsel comedy, ALMOST
A MILLIONAIRE. This picture

also marked the start of his

thirty-seventh year in motion pic-

tures.

city and Pioneers presented him with a huge hand-carved totem pole,

symbolic of the Indian tribes' handcrafts in Northwestern Canada.

On arrival in Vancouver's airport, the Mayor's car and repre-

sentative aldermen greeted him on behalf of the city. Jack was then

taken to the City Hall where the Mayor, city officials, and staffs gave
him a rousing welcome. Paar went thru the ceremony of donning the

Mayoral garb, robes chain of office, etc. His quick wit and affability

won him a host of friends in Canada, this being his first trip "over the

Border Without Bayonets."

—LLOYD MUIR
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"SINNER" DINES WITH "SAINTS"
Leo Genn, who supplies a plus quality to svelte "Sinner" villain in Dudley Nichols' pretentious

production of MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA, recently received 1300 hand-claps of appreciation

when Rutgers Neilson had him as a star guest at the Saints and Sinners gala once-a-month luncheon.

Also a star guest, and pardon the also, was our dear friend Edward Everett Norton (let's recall those

Astaire-Rogers hits and Eddie). May this inspire sure dough-getting re-issues. If so, the incidental

expense of this item on Rutgers Neilson's voucher is just box-office bait.

And headlining the press in timely fashion those at the table read clockwise as follows:

Chester Friedman, exploitation editor of Boxoffice Magazine; Harry Blair, trade paper contact;

Tom Kennedy, associated editor of Showman's Trade Review; Ian Balientlne, president of Bantam
Books, Inc.; Kyle Crichton, amusement editor of Collier's; Walter Davenport, editor of Collier's; Leo
Genn, Rutgers Neilson, Edward Everett hlorton, Fred Birmingham, managing editor of Esquire; William
White, photo editor of the Daily News, and hial Burton, feature writer of the Dally Mirror.

From llth place to 4th place in

7 weeks in the NED DEPINET DRIVE.

And that, friends of Denver, is the

reason for the dearth of Denver chatter

in those 7 weeks. But now we come
forth with oodles and oodles . . . news,

of course.

The weather In Denver the last few

days has been extremely nice. Conse-

quently, Ingrid Nickels, whose tastes

run to light spring clothing anyway, de-

cided it was time to come out of her

cocoon and don said spring clothing,

thus she is now suffering with a "sprig

cold" (as said through the nose of one
suffering from the rigors of spring

v/eather )

.

Mary McCloskey Is evidently taking

up hair-styling, as evidenced in the

beautifully waved and sugary blonde
tresses of Peggy Barnett. Very becom-
ing and a tribute to both of you.

Virginia McNeill, our head inspec-

tress, celebrated her birthday Febru-

ary 18. The rest of the girls in the in-

spection department showed their

loyalty by throwing a luncheon party

at Navarre's. Incidentally, Vergie cele-

brated her 13th year with RKO last

v/eek . . . and as long as we're writing

about the inspection department, Ethel

Williams recently celebrated her llth

year with RKO.

After saving her sheckles for one
year and six months, Katie Lykou finally

got around to buying herself a much
wanted new spring coat. It's dark

Ninth Floor
RKO has probably been harboring

another Edna St. Vincent Millay with-

out its knowledge and, indeed, It has

come as a very pleasant surprise to

learn that Louise Catherine Russell is

a writer of fine poetic verse. Her sub-

jects range from the simple birthday

rhyme to deeper subject matter. Per-

haps, we may yet persuade her to

shew us part of her talent via FLASH.

Well rested after a siege of Illness

is Ann Moore and we are looking for-

ward to seeing her in good health for

a long time to come.

That emergency telephone call John
Blund received Informing him that his

son Alfred was very sick was lightened

considerably when no complications

developed. The youngster is very much
Improved.

—HARRY KARP

^ . lei

gray, box type, six inches from the

ground, definitely has the new look.

Obviously, as told In fables, the gold

and glorious West should be a fine

place for romance.

This year, it seems, little was done to

the furtherance of this fine occupa-
tion; however, Georgia MInock re-

ceived a box of chocolates from her

husband. (Which were delicious, as the

writer was finally allowed to sample
same)

.

Horses and horse laughs over tele-

phones can sure make a difference,

can't they Charlotte?

—AL CLARKE

Manager Lou Elman celebrated his

??? birthday Valentine's Day and
treated the birthday club to some
choice chocolates. We hope your birth-

day was as nice as the candy and we
hope you will enjoy many more.

We all received those choice valen-

tines this year. This is the time of year

when your friends tell you in choice

verse what they think of you. The moral
is: When you receive a flowery valen-

tine, don't complain— it could be verse!

Erna Gerholz was in Merrill last week-
end to sit at the table of ma and pa.

Usually after these trips home, she

doesn't have to eat for a week. Says

it helps her budget considerably.

Must be a party in the offing. The

girls have purchased luncheon sets

together with aprons to match. If you
have any choice recipes send them on.

For once Charles Wellnltz Is all wet.

Seems the roof leaks and they have a

cold shower each morning. Wally
Sickels says it puts the bloom In one's

cheeks. In addition, Wally's girl friend

came home from the hospital after a

siege of pneumonia and he is all

smiles. Better watch out Wally, this

is leap year! Perhaps we will be having

a different kind of a shower on you?

We have with us this week that beam
of sunshine—none other than Wally
Heim. Wally handles the publicity for

this area and is doing a swell job. Wel-
come home, Wally!

—J. E. WHITE

We were all glad to see Milt Cohen,

Nat Levy and Frank Drumm again.

They paid us a two-day visit last week.

Also paying a

visit to our office

were all our

salesmen, who we
very seldom get

a chance to see

together. We
wish to congrat-

ulate our West
Virginia sales-

man. Jack Fur-

rer, who was

chosen as the

best salesman in

his territory. We
are all real proud of you. Jack, keep

up the good work! Joe McKnight, our

Kentucky salesman. Is still as sweet

as ever, and Mark Cummins, Columbus

salesman, still as good looking as ever

and has that low soothing voice.

Well, Marie Klag made the FLASH

again this week! She was last heard

saying she was going to buy herself

a pair of roller skates to make her way

from the cashier's department to the

front office. We all want to see that,

Marie!

Thelma Osborne made a real cute

appearance the other day in her new

Icok outfit. When she came in that

darling black ballerina skirt and little

black shoes, she looked just like a

school girl.

Wilbur Hetherington really does have

trouble with those buttons on his

shirts. Last time it was our little Katie

Meyers who sewed one back on, but

this time it was Susie Scott. You did ,

a good job, Sue!

We were all pleased that the mix-
;

master that we ordered for Lee Held- ,

ingsfeld's wedding present last October

finally arrived. Hope you like it, Lee,

and don't forget to bring us that cake.

The sight of the week was watching

City Salesman Gene Tunick propped

up there at Llla Fox's desk, attempting

io do the billing. Maybe you would like

to trade jobs, uh. Gene?

Paul Fagaley of our shipping de-

partment, has a new name for Bob

Coleman, our student booker. He now

calls him "Roberta." And speaking of

Bob Coleman, we want to tell you

and Aileen Stelnhauer, Bob, that is

quite a dance routine you two have

worked up.

If you see Ruthie Becker rushing

around the office like mad we only

want to tell you it's because she was

all excited about being in the supply

cupboard with Frank Allara.

And last, but not least, we wish tc

congratulate our booker, Walterji

Watson, on his new-born baby boy.l

—JEAN IE THARPl
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HERITAGE" TRADE RAVIEWS

Bang-up saddler"

IP
"Western Heritage" is another bang-up saddler in the Tinn Holt

jries which gives cash-customer a play for his money, and then some.

)t course, if every shot fired by these dead-eye sons of the Old

Vest were to find a mark, it v/ould take most of Hollywood's acting

alent to stop 'em, but gunplay and hefty rough-and-tumble fighting

eep spectator pretty much on edge through most of footage. This

i one of Holt's best to date, a fine addition to any program of

/esterns.

|||
Things get rugged from very first, when Holt comes to rescue

Valter Reed, ex-con who carries something mysterious in his billfold

/hich he values as much as his life. Later it develops that this my-

terlous something is an old Spanish grant to an enormous amount

>f property, and all the ranchers in Holt's country learn that posses-

ion by Harry Woods of this grant will take away all their land. There-

ifter, narrative follows Holt and others as they seek to save their

)roperty.

Holt packs his performance with authority, and has highly capable

upport from a cast who essay top gold. Richard Martin, as his

v^exican-lrish pal, comes through again with an ingratiating char-

icteriiation, and Lois Andrews makes a small part stand out as dance-

lall canary. Nan Leslie is nice as romantic femme lead, and Jason

^obards has better-than-average chance as her judge-uncle who
discovers that the grant is a forgery. Woods' henchmen are Tony
Jarrett and Robert Bray, both convincing, and Reed likewise handles

;ey role satisfactorily.

Producer Herman Schlom's savvy of giddyap action is ably dem-
anstrated in picture which Wallace A. Grissell in his direction keeps

at top pace. Norman Houston did okay job with original screenplay,

Alfred Keller's camera work is facile and right in there pitching for a

ivestern. Other technical credits also are of high quality.

—VARIETY (Daily)

'Action scenes to deligtit audiences"

For situations where action films are in demand, this should be
well received. There are a variety of action scenes to delight audi-

ences as Tim Holt portrays a fearless defender of law and order
who finally overcomes the racketeers.

Holt attempts to save a young man who has been shot by three

masked men. The dying man gives Holt a wallet and asks him to

deliver it to a certain girl In Tucson. However, the same masked msn
attack Holt and steal the wallet. When the bandits come into town
they have possession of a land grant which gives them ownership
of the entire valley. They immediately begin to evict the landowners
and Holt realizes that they have come into possession of the land
grant illegally. Several attempts are made on Holt's life but after
many narrow escapes he rounds up the gang of murderers and
swindlers.

Nan Leslie, Richard Martin and Lois Andrews are among the
supporting players. Herman Schlom produced and Wallace A.
Grissell directed from Norman Houston's original screenplay.

—MOTION PICTURE HERALD

'Fans bound to find ttiis to liking"

The old plot of the forged Spanish land grant pops up again
'"/Western Heritage" but, because there is an abundance of hard
writing and shooting, its familiarity is of only passing concern. The
main point is that the story plays logically and well. The Herman
Schlom production draws full value from the budget and Wallace A.

Grissell's direction keeps the proceedings lively. The Tim Holt fans

are bound to find this very much to their liking.

Plot centers its attention on a conspiracy by a gang to take

over a large area of land by using a phoney land grant. Problem

of the settlers is to secure the evidence which will expose the fraud.

The key to the situation is the previous murder of the member of

the gang who dreamed the whole thing up. Holt's sleuthing uncovers

the needed information and, of course, there is a chase just to make

sure the heavies get their just deserts.

Holt, an ingratiating hero of the saddle, plays with his customary

restraint and Nan Leslie does well in the slight feminine lead. Richard

Martin, given more to do than normally is his lot, takes advantage

of a showy assignment as he plays it with a witty sense of humor.

Lois Andrews registers as a saloon entertainer. Supporting players

are above the sagebrush average, particularly Richard Powers and

Jason Robards.

Highlighted by the clean-cut camera work of Alfred Keller, the

technical values are sound throughout.

—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

' Better grade western
'

Intelligence in Story Structure and Able Performances Rate

This As a Better Grade Western.

Here for once in many moons is a western that has intelligence

In its story structure and permits the chief character and his assistants

to demonstate mentality that Is aware of what's cookin' and they do
something about It before affairs get too much out of hand.

Starting off snappily with Lois Andrews displaying her charms

and singing in an early day version of a Tucson saloon, the yarn

shows Walter Reed meeting her after her first number. He wants

to take up where they left off. He is in possession of a valuable

Spanish land grant. However, this does not suit Miss Andrews. She

sends him away. Outside he is set upon. Tim Holt happens along,

assists in routing the crooks.

Later Holt and Richard Martin come upon Reed mortally

wounded on their ranch. The Reed wallet Is snitched, his body dis-

appears. Then things start to happen and there is plenty of fire-

works, brawling, riding, chase and the similar like which are required

reading in western scripts. All ultimately lead to rounding up a

gang.

One of the better grade outdoor numbers, this one should ably

fill the requirements of the program. Wallace A. Grissell directed.

—FILM DAILY

"Accent is on action"

When RKO sets out to make a standard Western, it certainly

can do the job well. "Western Heritage" sticks to formula all the

way, but in cast, production and story It easily takes its place with

the better of the horse operas. Featured in the Herman Schlom

production are Tim Holt, Nan Leslie, Richard Martin and Lois

Andrews.

The screenplay has a group of outlaws taking possession of a

forged land grant which gives them ownership of an entire valley.

Attempted evictions follow, marked by the usual skullduggery and
gunplay. Holt, as one of the upholders of the law, is kept busy all

along until justice is finally accomplished. Miss Leslie and Miss An-

drews, in minor feminine roles, pleasantly embellish the activities. The
accent of the Norman Houston original screenplay is on action.

Wallace A. Grissell directed. Others in the cast are Tony Barrett,

Walter Reed and Harry Woods.
—MOTION PICTURE DAILY
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Great Pictures Plus
MtMO Sumper^shtpwmanship

Beginning with Eddie Cantor's IF YOU KNEW SUSIE

RKO Radio is launching the greatest hit cycle in its long

history. And all these big colorful forthcoming attractions

are made to order for the type of showmanship for which

this Company is noted. Terry Turner has told of some of

the campaigns, including a world premiere of FIGHTING

FATHER DUNNE in St. Louis with Pat O'Brien present,

the Pennsylvania pram of THE MIRACLE OF THE BELLS,

and BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE with its contemplated

circusy promotion. The others as well fit into the category

whose spell can be captured by contests, tie-ins, radio

outlets, theatre-front decorations and the like.

Herewith is a little of the "advance" for the Jesse L.

Lasky-Walter MacEwen MIRACLE OF THE BELLS. Illus-

trated is the first BELLS-ringer accessory, a National Screen

standard item which consists of a set of four die-cut bells,

printed on both sides on heavy cardboard with holes

punched at the top for hanging or stringing purposes. They

are 13" high and 10" at the widest part. They may be

used in a score of ways ranging from lobby display to the

basis for exploitation. They are likely to prove one of the

major theatre accessories of many years. The novelty item

will be given wide publicity. Samples of a set of these bells

for instance will be enclosed in a letter by Ned E. Depinet

going forward to all exhibitors on Leon J. Bamberger's list.

itMIRACLE" MUSIC

RECORDING TIE-IN
RKO Radio has made ar-

rangements for Ka+e Smith's

MGM recording of THE
MIRACLE OF THE BELLS to

be played over the loud speak-

er at all first-run engagements
of the Jesse L. Lasky-Walter

MacEwen production of the

same name. The song has

lyrics by Russell Janney,

author of the best-selling

novel, with music by Pierre

Norman and is published in

sheet music form by Robbins
Publishing. This important

music tie-up will get under way
with the premiere engage-
ment of THE MIRACLE at the

Rivoli Theatre, New York, in

early March.

200-Dealer Carillon Tie-up for "Bells"
THE MIRACLE OF THE BELLS will benefit materially through a tie-up arrangec

with Liberty Carillons, Inc. and their 200 dealers throughout the country. This company

manufactures the unit which produces the actual effect of church bells and was usee

during the filming of this Jesse L. Lasky-Walter MacEwen production. Through arrange

ments completed by the promotion department, J. Austin Smith, president of Libert'

Ca rillons. Inc., and Harold A. Jacobs, representing the latter company's advertisint

agents, Robert Holley & Company, Inc., considerable dealer cooperation will be ex

tended.

This consists of cooperative displays, store windows including a 30 x 40 blowup pk

newspaper ads and a prepared mailing piece addressed to civic and religious leader;

veterans organizations and similar groups.

Liberty Carillons, Inc., will also place full page ads in a number of religious publicc

tions starting April I with full credit to THE MIRACLE OF THE BELLS.
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RKO
an the
MARCH!
WORLD PREMIERE—"I Remem-

ber Mama," Radio City Music Hall.

March lllh lo be followed at once

by important key situations.

WORLD PREMIERE—"The Mira-

cle of the Bells." Rivoli Theatre,

New York City, March 16th.

WORLD PREMIERE — "Fort

Apache," Palace Theatre, Chicago,

March 27th.

PENNSYLVANIA-WIDE area en-

gagement of "The Miracle of the

Bells," 100 or more cities, opening
March 27lh.

WORLD PREMIERE — "Fighting

Father Dunne," Fox Theatre, St.

Louis, about May 15th, with p.a.

by Pat O'Brien and newsboys pa-

rade.

RKO RADIO — Most Academy
Award nominations, awards March
20th.

NED DEPINET DRIVE — Three
climax weeks dedicated to Bob
Mochrie.

FRANK BUCK S "Bring 'Em Back
Alive" brought back and backed
with the RKO Radio brand of show-
manship, opening around June 1st.

— Is Good —

Our Campt^t€*fi A^iirtMviians MiiviMl Thase
l^ram Any Othor Sauret*. Sitys 3Machriv

"Attractions have been completed at the RKO Radio studios, the home of the

finest picture makers in the industry, headed as all the country knows by Dore Schary,

which will place this Company head and shoulders above any other concern."

This is the type of optimism with which Bob Mochrie was imbued as he returned

from a visit to Hollywood and our Studio, his second trip in the last three months.

"JOAN OF ARC," he said, "will mark one of the great events of all time in the history

of motion pictures. This Ingrid Bergman starring vehicle in Technicolor fairly takes your

breath away. It is certain to be a milestone in our business, as great or perhaps greater

than 'Gone With the Wind.'

"On my last visit I saw such fine pictures as RACHEL AND THE STRANGER.

YOUR RED WAGON, STATION WEST and ROUGHSHOD. This time I saw two more

at our Studio, BERLIN EXPRESS, a highly-exciting and timely melodrama, and THE

VELVET TOUCH, which is a strictly modern, beautifully - produced, dressed - up, and
(Continued on Page Three)

Knlits* Cr0*tMys Caming ^HaunA thv Mauntain
Last week in the NED DEPINET DRIVE it was all Dave Prince and the Southeastern

district. And the determined Dixieites are continuing their revolt against Old Man Quota,

with Hubert Lyons' Georgia Crackers and Rovy Branon's Charlotteers hotter than Sena-

tor Claghorn at a political rally. Both threw in "overs" at the crucial half-way mark. And

the Rebels needed all they had, for Al Kolitz' Rocky Mountain squads of Salt Lake City

and Denver were climbing like wild goats on a cliff. Gift Davison's Mormons were back

at the Drive's pinnacle while Joe Emerson's Denverites drove forward to the capital class.

{Continued on Page Two)

DRIVE'S
10th WEEK
Ending Feb. 26th

Pes. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. SALT LAKE CITY* 2

2. SIOUX FALLS I

3. OKLAHOMA CITY .... 3

4. DENVE)R* 5

5. Atlanta* 6

6. Portland 4
7. Charlotte* 7

8. Kansas City 10

9. Detroit- 16

10. St. Louis 8

I I. Pittsburgh I I

12. Seattle 9

13. Des Moines 13

14. Chicago 12

15. New Orleans 14

16. Cincinnati 15

17. Omaha 20

18. Milwaukee 18

19. Minneapolis 17

20. Boston 21

21. Dallas 19

22. Cleveland 22

23. San Francisco* 26

24. Indianapolis* 28

25. Philadelphia 24

26. Albany* 27

27. Washington 23

28. Los Angeles 25

29. Memphis 29

30. New Haven 31

31. Buffalo 30

32. New York 32

CANADA
1. TORONTO I

2. ST. JOHN 2

3. Calgary 3

4. Winnipeg* 5

5. Montreal* 4

6. Vancouver 6

DISTRICTS

I. Rocky Mt.* I

2. Canadian 2

3. Southeastern 3

4. Prairie 4

5. Midwestern 5

6. Eastern Central 7

7. Southwestern 6

8. Eastern 8

9. Western 9

10. Northeastern 10

I I . Metropolitan I I

DIVISIONS

1 . Western I

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold (ace type indicole*

orer quoto cumnlertiTely.

* Orer quota for curreDl week.

Box-Office Roundup for the Week, See Page 13
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DRIVE'S 10th
WEEK

{Continued from Pof/e 0)ic)

With first and fourth

place at the turn, the Kolitz'

boys are coming 'round the

mountain sitting pretty in

the Drive-rs seat.

Ten branches were over

for the tenth week along

with the Rocky Mountain

district. Among the danger-

ous looking outfits is the De-

troit Tigers, which Hat Tay-

Ibr has been bringing along

in the typical stealthy man-

ner of the jungles. Hatton's

Tigers have two successive

overs and in his latest activi-

ty letter a third is threat-

ened. Ninth place makes a

new high marker for Detroit.

Jimmy Lewis is sawing wood
and saying little as Kansas

City comes on and on. A. A.

Renfro's Omaha Bees are

buzzing along, too.

The once-cellar cham-

THREE GROUP CONTEST
Week Ending February 26th, 1948

Pos.

This

Week Branch

I. ATLANTA

Pos.

Last

Week

. I

2. DETROIT . .3

3. Chicago 2

4. Boston 5

5. Dallas 4

6. San Francisco 9

7. Philadelphia . 7

8. Washington 6

9. Los Angeles 8

10. New York 10

Pos.

This

Week Branch

I. CHARLOTTE

Pos.

Last

Week

2. KANSAS CITY 3

3. St. Louis 2

4. Pittsburgh 4

5. Cincinnati 5

6. Minneapolis 6

7. Cleveland 7

8. Indianapolis 8

9. Buffalo 9

Pes.

Last

Week

Pos.

This

Week Branch

* Salt Lake City *

* Sioux Falls *

* Oklahoma City *

* Denver I

1. PORTLAND *

2. SEATTLE :. 2

3. Des Moines 3

4. New Orleans 4

5. Omaha 6

6. Milwaukee 5

7. Albany 7

8. Memphis 8

9. New hiaven 9

''Eliminated as potential Group Prize iviuner due to lead position in l\ational Prize listing.

plons, Joe Smith's San Fran-

cisco Seals, are again in the

over-quota pool. For the

third time in four weeks the

Seals have been over. Russ

Bs-entlinger's Indianapolis

Hoosiers have two out of

three overs, and Max West-
ebbe's Albany Aces played

an over-quota trump card

for the tenth week.

For Canada it was again

first for Toronto, Jack Bern-

stein, manager, with Harry

Cohen's St. John Maritimers

in second place. The Mari-

timers have three out of four

overs and not long ago they

were in last place. M. Nack-

imson's Winnipegers picked

up a place, 5-4, while Mur-

ray Devaney's Montrealers

were among the over click-

ers.

The Rocky Mountain, Ca-

nadian and Southeastern

districts continue to lead in

that clasification, with the

Western, Eastern and

North-South divisions run-

ning 1-2-3. Charlie Boasberg

who has never known what

last means is trailing by two

percentage points and it's

an uphill battle for the

North-South skipper.

10th Week Over Quota Old Masters—Davison, Salt Lake City; Emerson, Denver; Lyons, Atlanta; Branon,
Charlotte; Taylor, Detroit; Smith, San Francisco; Brentlinger, Indianapolis; Westebbe, Albany; Nackim-

son, Winnipeg; Devaney, Montreal.
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Branch Manager, S.L.C.

GIFF DAVISON

Has auiain sn itched to first place in the

\F.D DEPI \ET DRll E

MOCHRIE
Continued from Page One)

parkling comedy drama. Rosa-

"d Russell, our Academy Award

cminee, gives another of her

-arvelous performances, as does

lydney Greens+reet, in fact all

members of the cast do. THE

ELVET TOUCH was sneak-pre-

iewed at the Hillstreet Theatre

/here it was enthusiastically ac-

laimed. VELVET TOUCH and

ERLIN EXPRESS are outstand-

"I also saw again Walt Dis-

ey's MELODY TIME and was

ven more impressed than when

first saw it in rough-cut form

3st November. I believe it to be

ar better than MAKE MINE
lUSIC and FUN AND FANCY
REE and when you boys see

ohnny Appleseed, Little Toots

nd Pecos Bill, among others, 1

now you will agree with me.

he Disney feature will be re-

5ased in the key cities in early

ummer.

"Immediately however and

lisregarding the above future

eleases as well as our current

>nes, we have coming up this

lext month three pictures of

remendous importance to us and

o the industry, I REMEMBER
^AMA, THE MIRACLE OF
HE BELLS and FORT APACHE,
^o company in this industry has

;ver released in the early spring

hree attractions of their calibre,

t will take the collected, intelli-

)ent efforts of all of us in han-

dling them in a manner which

>'ill net the revenue their values

Varrant.

"The three Drive captains,

/>/alter Branson, Nat Levy and
Charlie Boasberg, have done a

ine job on their second trip

around the country. Certainly

hey have gone into every phase
:f branch operation in detail

jnd I know that their efforts

:ombined with your own will

oroduce results of which we all

Gross Is lipped

To New Position

By Dore Scliary

Jack J. Gross, for the pas"

f ve years an executive producer

at RKO Radio, has been elevated

TO a new post. Gross will devote

his vast experience in production

and exhibition to a pre-filming

analysis of production costs as ar

assistant to Production Chief

Dore Schary.

The appointment of Gross to

this newly-created department is

in line with RKO s determination

tc eliminate all possible waste In

production and to assure a prop-

er valuation In budgets with re-

spect to box-office potentialities.

Under his new assignment

Gross will join the powerful pro-

duction cabinet which Schary has

been assembling since he took

charge of production at the RKO
Radio Studios. Other cabinet

members include J. J. Nolan, In

charge of commitments; Edgar
Peterson, in charge of physical

production; William Fadlman, ir

charge of stories and writers, ana

Leon Goldberg, Studio manager.

Gross will assume his new
duties Immediately.

will be proud.

"The exhibitors throughout the

netion are receiving from us now,

week in and week out, and will

receive from us through the

spring and summer, highly meri-

torious box-office attractions of

a varied assortment. Each is a

special production possessing

unique qualities. No other source

in this Industry can match them.

"With such product, with our

own thoroughly organried en-

deavors and our zest and show-

manship know-how, we expect to

roll up business on a scale great-

er than ever before."

IT'S THAT CALIFORNIA SUNSHINE! Mr. and Mrs. Ned
Depinet glow with pleasure on their arrival in HoUywood for

Studio visit. Herb Maclntyre, Western district manager, with

Mrs. Maclntyre are there to welcome them.

Studio publicity chief Perry' Lieber (right) welcomes Ned
Depinet on his arrival with some interesting news that has

both Terry Turner and Herb Maclntyre all ears.

White Tower

Very good. Mountain climbing

Is a serious, scientific matter, ac-

cording to this RKO Pathe came-

ra record of a recent assault on

the 20,000-foot Mt. McKinley.

highest peak in North America.

Here are shown the detailed

p -eparatlons, the vast amount of

equipment and the bitter ordeal

cf the Washburn expedition, the

fourth to reach the top of the

Alaskan mountain. Recommend-

ed for all age grouos as solid en-

tertainment.

—BOX OFFICE



ONE OF THE BEST PICTURE!

DOING SOME OF TNE

"One of the Ten Best of the Year . . . Tense and

magnificent."

-N. Y. Times

"One of the Ten Best of the Year ... A master-

piece ... as fine drama as the screen affords."

—N. Y. Daily News

Engrossing .. .tremendous melodramatic power

. . . Ford's direction savage and sensitive."

-N. y. Hero/d-Tr/faune

"Fine emotional drama ... a standout in direc-

tion and photography."
—N. Y. Daily Mirror

"Picture of the Month ... A masterpiece of direc-

tion and photography."
—Redbook Magazirre

"Striking emotional drama . . . told in

terrifying terms of action."

—Liberty Magazine



THE YEAR IS

r BUSINESS OF THE YEAR!

4o finer picture made this year . .

riy breathtaking."

—McCall's Magazine

\Aovie of the Week . . . The story

unusual . . . direction superb."

—N. Y. Sunday Mirror

A stirring drama superbly

layed."

—Cue Magazine

f

instance, at the Victofl

Broadway: still going strong with
around-the -corner boxofTice lines

(see photos) after record opening
week beginning Christntas Day! ... ^

Terrific grosses in a dozen Texas
engagements, including San An-

tonio. Ft. Worth, Houston, El Paso, ^
Austin ... In Albuquerque . . . Swell

business in Boston, Baltimore, Chi-

cago, Cleveland, Birmingham,
Miami, Milwaukee, Cincinnati—with

the success story growing bigger
^

and better with new big openings
every week! . . . And no wonder —

when you think of the overboard
acclaim by all the leading critics

JOHN FORD and /yiERIAN C. COOPER
present ARGOSY ||CTURES'

veil^
f

HEm FONDA • DOLORES DEL RIO

PEDRO ARMENDARIZ
with

J. CARROL NAISH • LEO CARRILLO • WARD BONO • ROBERT ARMSTRONG • JOHN QUALEN
Screen Play by DUDLEY NICHOLS

JOHN FORDDIRECTED BY

Aiteciate Producer: EMILIO FERNANDEZ • Cinematography: GABRIEL FIGUEROA
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Salt Lake City, Oklahoma City Place

Four Times in Sub-division Contests
At the turn in the Drive two branches have four places in the

ive sub-division contests, Salt Lake City and Oklahoma City. Giff

Davison's Mormons place 3-5-4-2 while Ralph Williams' Oklahoma

-City Sooners have an eight and three threes.

m Ed Lamb's Seattle Huskies have a first, a second and a fifth while

Harry Cohen's Angels hold leadership in one contest and place in

wo others, a seven and a six. Barney Pitkin's New Haven Bulldogs

ate a first and a fifth. Phil Hodes' New York Flagship is out front

n one classification as are Charlie Zagrans' Phillies.

Joe Emerson's Denverites have a second and a fourth, Joe

smith's San Francisco Seals a third and a sixth, Sol Sachs' Dallas

dangers a fourth and a seventh, Dick Lange's Portland Webfooters

a fourth and a sixth, Fay Dressell's Minneapolis Millers a pair of

,ixes, A. A. Renfro's Omaha Bees a fifth and a seventh. Others

vho place are: Albany, a second place; Buffalo, a ninth; Des Moines,

3 tenth; Milwaukee, a fourth, Sherm Fitch's Sioux a fifth, and

Morris Lefko's Pittsburgh Smoke-eaters an eighth.

For Canada, Murray Devaney's Montrealers have two firsts and

wo seconds while Meyer Nackimson's Winnipegers have a top marker

ind three seconds. Jack Bernstein at Toronto has a first as do Jimmy

Davie's Vancouverites.

SALESMEN'S
STANDINGS

25 LEADERS
"Short Subject" Sales

1947-48

Week Ending February 19. 1948

Poi. Salesman Branch

1. GWIN Denver

2. GOLDFARB Denver

3. KAHN Washington

4. HOESE Salt Lake City

5. REA Winnipeg

6. LABOW Winnipeg

7. Knox Washington

8. Ringler Kansas City

9. Boyce Salt Lake City

10. Wat+ers Sioux Falls

I I. Clarke Chicago

12. Wilson Dallas

13. Warren Salt Lake City

14. De Frenne Des Moines

15. Engelman Portland

11. Canelli New Haven

17. Powell Los Angeles
18. Silverman Pittsburgh
19. Kimmel Chicago
20. Youngerman Philadelphia
21. Foiliard Washington
22- Lefko Philadelphia
23. Wolfish Buffalo
24. Thorn Portland
25. Appelman Denver

Caps indicate 100%

THIS IS
AMERICA
CONTEST

Week Ending Feb. 19, 1948

Salesmen's Standings

$100.00 Class

Goidfarb Denver

Gwin Denver

Kahn Washingi-on

$75.00 Class

Canelli New Haven

Engelman Portland

Silverman New York

Penser New York

Kutinsky New York

Knox Washington

Hoese Salt Lake City

$50.00 Class

Wolfish Buffalo

Youngerman Philadelphia

Lefko Philadelphia

Kimmel Chicago

Bjorkman Minneapolis

Powell Los Angeles

Thorn Portland

Elliott Montreal

Rea Winnipeg

MAGIC
TOWN
Sales Against

Possibilities

9lh Week End. Feb. 19. 1948

Pes. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. NEW HAVEN I

2. SEATTLE 2

3. OKLAHOMA CITY . 3

4. SALT LAKE CITY 4

5. SIOUX FALLS 5

6. LOS ANGELES 7

7. Dallas 14

8. Des Moines 6

9. Philadelphia 10

10. Minneapolis 9

I I . Denver I 7

12. Boston 8

13. Milwaukee 13

14. San Francisco 1 I

15. Charlotte 12

16. Pittsburgh 16

17. Washington IS

18. Cleveland 27

19. Omaha 18

20. Chicago 19

21. Portland : 28

22. Memphis . 20

23. New York 2

1

24. Kansas City 22

25. Atlanta 23

26. Buffalo 25

27. St. Louis 24

28. New Orleans 26

29. Cincinnati 29

30. Detroit 30

3 I . Indianapolis 3 I

32. Albany 32

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG 1

2. MONTREAL 4

3. Vancouver 2

4. Toronto 5

5. St. John 3

6. Calgary 6

DIVISIONS

1 . Western I

2. Eastern 3

3. North-South 2

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota.

SECRET
LIFE OF
W. MITTY

Sales Against

Possibilities

9th Week End. Feb. 19. 1948
Pos Pos.

This Last

Week Branch V/eek

1. PHILADELPHIA 3

2. SALT LAKE CITY 4

3. OKLAHOMA CITY 1

4. DALLAS . 2

5. NEW HAVEN 5

6. MINNEAPOLIS Q

7 Sioux Falls

Qo

.

DU T la lO 7

9. Denver 22

10. Spflttipoc^aiii^ ... .... 9

1 1

.

DOSTOn 1 u

12. Pittsburgh 1 1

\i. Washington .14

14. Des Moines !2

15. New York 13

16. Cleveland 16

1 7. Albany 1 5

18. Detroit 17

19. Portland 19

20. Omaha 18

21. Memphis 28

22. Kansas City 20

23. Chicago 21

24. Charlotte 27

25. Indianapolis 23

26. San Francisco 24

27. St. Louis 25

28. Los Angeles 26

29. Cincinnati 29

30. Milwaukee 30
31. Atlanta 31

32. New Orleans . 32

CANADA
1. MONTREAL 4

WINNIPEG
3. Vancouver 2

4. St. John 3

5. Toronto 6

6. Calaarv 5

DIVISIONS
1. Eastern 1

2. Western 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold iace type indicates

over quota.
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Tnurinff Jf^iih

T^rry Turner

HOLLYWOOD, February

25—Well, Jackie boy, Fni

about to give tbe air to Hol-

lywood, after a very pleasant

visit. I am to get a peek at

JOAN OF ARC this after-

noon, and then dinner at

Mike Romanoffs, and then

a peek at TARZAN AND THE
MERMAIDS, that McCormick
named opus. By the way, do
you think that Barret

"dreamed" in that "mer-
maid" title.

It looks like the New York
office out here with the ar-

rival of Messrs. Depinet,

Mochrie and Schwartz, with

Whitaker and Hollister al-

ready here. I miss that "chat-

ter box" McCormick but I

understand he had to stay be-

hind for those Broadway
openings.

Our old friend Don
Thompson, the radio pro-

ducer and writer, who did

such a swell job for us on
SAN QUENTIN and THE
LONG NIGHT starts today on
six fifteen minute shows for

THE ORIGINAL FRANK
BUCK'S "BRING TM BACK
ALIVE" which assures us of

some "boom boom" mate-
rial.

Patrick O'Brien tells me to

tell the boys in St. Louis that

he will be on hand for the

premiere of FIGHTING
FATHER DUNNE out there.

Jesse Lasky and Leo Carrilo

are shining up their shoes
for their trek to the Pennsyl-
vania premiere of MIRACLE
OF THE BELLS, and some
glamorous lady, yet un-
named, will join the party.

I'm got me a secretary out
here Jackie, who answers to

the name of TERRY and is

she glamorous? I have me an
office in the foreign depart-

ment, which is supposed to

be lorded over by Don Whith-
erbottom Prince, and are we
putting the pan on him? Milt

Howe, the refugee from Sioux
Falls, is across the hall, and
he and Bernie Kamins,
Lasky's press agent, are gel-

ting up a lot of material for
the Pennsylvania premiere of
MIRACLE OF THE BELLS.
"Mutter and Mumble" Can-
tor and Calvin continue to

haunt me flay and night but
at this writing I have Mr.

A SPECIAL screening of THE FUGITIVE was. held in Denver lor Archbishop Urban J. Vehr
of the Catholic Diocese of Colorado, and othsr dignitaries of the Church. Enthusiastic praise

was accorded the picture by the more than score priests and other ecclesiastics present.

Arrangement was also made for a special private screening at Cathedral High School audi-

tcrium for the sisters—teachers—of all the poi-chial schools in the Denver-Metropolitan area.

—T. BIDWELL McCORMICK

Cantor on the hook for 1800
points at gin rummy. Walter
Howey, executive editor for

Hearst, and "Hap" Kern, the

publisher of Hearst Boston
papers, are out here for a

meeting at the ranch, so you
can see we have plenty of

Eastern flavor. "Father Di-

vine" Lieber is still the "lit-

tle busy bee" and having a

conversation with him in his

ofiice is like making love to

a dame in a phone booth
while she is explaining every-

thing to Mamma (long dis-

tance yet). Hollywood aint

changed at all Jackie. It's like

Julius Tanen once said of
it, "Where the flowers don't
smell, the food don't taste

but you can use the conver-
sation as fertilizer."

Met our old friend Nat
Holt, who is going to pro-
duce "Union Pacific" for
Fox. Still bubbling, still en-

thusiastic, still driving. He
lifted the check, hence that

big boost. Saw Herb Mae-
Intyre and his lovely Misses
and Mrs. Charles Koerner.
Nice folks but if you are
tight for space blue pencil
Herb. Saw Jerry Hoffman,
formerly of the Telegraph in

New York, now doing unit
work on the THE VELVET
TOUCH. Had a visit from
Bill Marsh, now a cutter on
the lot, who was my M.C.
when I handled Gene Tun-
ney, the heavyweight cham-
pion, in vaudeville. Never
forget our opening in Ohio.
Gene <lidn't know his lines
and thought he would ad lib.

I told Marsh to get up on two
songs because if Gene blew

Cohen Bandwagon

The Detroit exchange un-

der Hatton Taylor has been

clinnbing fast in the NED
DEPINET DRIVE. Last week

was MILT COHEN APPECI-

ATION WEEK and the Tigers

were substantially over-quota.

"We had some handicaps or

our percentage over-quota

would have been much great-

er," says Hatton. "This will be

reflected in the following

week, which will be a big one."

up, he was to go on with the
second song. After a glorious
introduction and a song, on
stepped Gene overdressed
with a dinner suit over his

boxing trunks. Some urchin
in the balcony, and undoubt-
edly a Dempsey rooter, timed
the loudest Bronx cheer you
ever did hear just as Gene
was about to open his kisser
and the jig was up. Gene
froze and ran and Marsh
went into his second song,
but when the boxing exhibi-
tion followed Gene proceeded
to belt his sparring partners,
"Happy" Howard and Har-
old Mays, as if they Mere ten
pins. Well so it goes Jackie.
I 'opes to get out of here by
Friday, be home Monday or
Tuesday and then light into
Pennsylvania to give Beck
and Wieder the finest assort-
ment of headaches they ever
had. I might even worry
"B/oM^stV" if you can find
him.

—TERRY TURNER

Devaney Week
As a mark of appreciation to

District Manager Leo Devaney,

the Canadian branches have des-

ignated the
week of April

9-15 as LEO
DEVANEY AP-

PRECIATION
WEEK. Addi-

tional dates
and increased

billings is the

goal of the ex-

c h a n g e s .

Branch Man-
ager Jack Bernstein of Tor-

onto expects the greatest returns

in the history of the branch. R. J.

Doddridge at Calgary says the

ball Is rolling toward a new high

mark. Harry Cohen of St. John

says that the tribute to Mr.

Devaney's fine leadership will re-

sult in placing an RKO subject

cn the screen of each and every

situation in the Maritimes during

that week. We'll pick up comment

cn the DEVANEY WEEK from

the other branch heads at a later

cote.

Nichols Returns
Dudley Nichols has returned

to Hollywood following a two-

week research trip to New York

in connection with STORY X,

which he will write, produce and

direct.



from

RKO-PATHE
By ED RICE

'antic, most fantastic hobby

—

photography—is the subject of

Jay Bonafield's latest "This Is

America, ' PHOTO FRENZY.

Watching the birdie is no long-

si- a Sunday afternoon pastime,

now one of the biggest indus-

•ries in America, to say nothing

of the rest of the world. George

Bernard Shaw, Kate Smith and

-"resident Truman are some of

he people among the millions

,vho have the mania for photog-

aphy. This year some tv/enty

rillion snap-shotters will click

reir shutters to the tune of six

.^ndred million photos, some

zood, some bad. A few amateur

hots, like the pictures of the

nking of the Vestris and the Af-

ant^ hotel fire will make journal-

stic history.

The billion dollar industry

hich ranges from the corner

drugstore to the block long color

ab to the giant movie studio and

vorld-read picture magazine

gives every man the chance for

elf expression, enables him to

ut off Aunt Minnie's head, or

reate masterpieces which might

ank with the great art of the

Ibast.

Photography, too, has spawned

2 new language, incomprehensi-

ble to the layman, surprisingly

irticulate to the initiate. Gam-
ma, G filter, super pan, focal

ength, open flash, Kelvin tem-

perature' might be Xenoese to

"he philologist, but they are plain

inglish to the shutter bug.

PHOTO FRENZY was pro-

duced by Jay Bonafield, direc'^ed

and photographed by Larry

3'Reilly, supervised by Phii Rei:-

"an, Jr., narration was by Dwight

,A/eist, the script by Jerome

ircndfield, editing by David

—ooper, and musical supervision

Herman Fuchs
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FIRE

PREVEMTIOM

ESSPY

IRISH ROSE"

\ "SSUILTY

This Is America's SMOKE EATERS furnished (he basis for a fine tie-up with the Yonkers Fire

Department who co-sponsored a fire prevention essay contest with RKO Proctor's in Yonkers.
Open to all high school cmd grcmimar school students, the Essay Contest offered fifty awards
of silver trophys and medals to winning students. Harold Daly, manager of the RKO Proc-

tor's, also etfected a tie-up with Berdy's Jewelery Store, a local merchant, who furnished the

two first prize silver trophys, each one representing a figure of a fireman mounted on cm
inscribed pedestal, and the forty-eight silver medals. The contest promoted plenty of interest

in the short subject, especially when it was accented by an interesting display in the lobby,
as pictured above. The Fire Depcntment cooperated wholeheartedly and allowed some of its

fire-fighting equipment to be exhibited as well as offering a demonstrcrtion in front of the
theatre during the showing of SMOKE EATERS.

—JOHN CASSIDY

^ DRIVES^

mKs

Some of the photographers seem to have trouble keeping their

minds on the shutter and not on the birdie in this scene from

PHOTO FRENZY, the latest "This Is America" release.



CANTOR AGAIN SCORES AT RKO PALACE
Eddie Cantor's 40th anniversary in show business was appropriately celebrated on Broadway with the engage-
ot IF YOU KNEW SUSIE in which he co-stars with Joan Davis, now in second week at the Palace.

ment

Broadway certainly likes Cantor and the business at
the RKO Palace has again proved this fact as do the pic-
tures in the layout.

On the occasion of the premiere Eddie was honored
by nnany of his old time entertainment world associates as
well as Alan Corelli, head of the Theatre Authority, Inc.

Eddie, as you know, is serving his 16th year as president
of the Jewish Theatrical Guild and secretary Dave Fer-
guson and such pals as Harry Herschfield, Senator Ed Ford
rounded up theatre parties. Among the top flight Palace
headliners honoring Eddie were Pat Rooney, Jack Pearl and

Dan Healy.

Other Palace headline old timers rounded up by Billy

Jackson famous booker of big time vaudeville talent in-

cluded Bobby Ross, Joan Reilly, Bill Ward, "Stretch" Ben-

nett, Leo Ford, Julia Garrity, Carl Byal, hlelen MacArdle,
Frank Ross, Chick Wade and Jean Wardell.

Marilyn Cantor, one of the comedian's famous daugh-
ters, was also hostess to a party of friends. The success

of IF YOU KNEW SUSIE seems to show that the big

show street likes musicals. —RUTGERS NEILSON
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Pictured in the layout are flashes of the RKO Palace Wonder

Sign and (1) some of the opening night crowds. (2) — Pat

Rooney. (3)—Bobby Ross, Joan Reilly, Bill Ward and "Stretch"

Bennett. (4)—Dave Ferguson, secretary of the Jewish Theatrical

Guild, with famous humorist, Harry Herschfield. (5)—1. lo •.:

Dave Ferguson, Mrs. Ed Ford, Senator Ed Ford, Jack Pearl,

Mrs. Eddie Miller and Rutgers Neilson. (6)—Harry Herschfield.

(7)—Harry Cohen and Dave Ferguson. (8)—Senator and Mrs.

Ed Ford. (9)—Don Healy. (10)—Mr. and Mrs. Alan Corelli.

(11)—CorUe Orlando, Jean Wardell, Billy Jackson. (12)—Jack

ano, Billy Koester, Sir Frederick Werner and Dan Healy.

(13)_Carl Byal, Helen MacArdle and Frank Ross. (14)—Jack

'earl and Dave Ferguson. (15)—Leo Ford, Julia Garrity and

Billy Jackson.

is good!^^

as

Mama Said—

Make It

the

Slogait of

the Year!

^ B/COEST ^

Rrst repcrrs on the screenings of THE MIRACLE Or THE BELLS
hail the attraction as one of the best ever for RKO Radio. Says
Branch Manager Phil Modes following the Normandie trade screening:

In my humble opinion it is one of the finest pictures I have seen
in a long time.

"The audience reaction was terrific. As they walked out, they
told me they liked the picture very much. The exhibitors who were
present gave it a fine sendoff.

"The performance of Valli was excellent. Fred McMurray outdid
himself and as far as Frank Sinatra was concerned they were con-
vinced he was swell.

This picture has also done a lot to clear up a few bad impressions
of Hollywood.

All In all, it will give us a great deal of pleasure to sell THE
MIRACLE OF THE BELLS.

A wire from Canadian District Manager Lec Devanev to Bob
Mochrie:

TORONTO FEB. 26TH
IN MY CONSIDERED OPINION THE MIRACLE OF THE BELLS

IS UNQUESTIONABLY THE MOST OUTSTANDING BOX OFFICE
ATTRACTION RELEASED BY ANY COMPANY IN THE PAST
DECADE STOP WITH AN APPEALING STORY EXCELLENT CAST
UNDER SUPERB DIRECTION THE MIRACLE SHOULD ESTABLISH
NEW BOX OFFICE RECORDS IN EVERY THEATRE IN WHICH
THIS MARVELOUS PICTURE IS SHOWN.

There is pierr/ more good news about the MIRACLE.
The editors cf Parents' Magazine have selected it to receive

the Parents' Magazine award as the "outstanding family audience
picture" for the month of March. This award will be announced in

the April issue, which goes on sale March 20.

First trade reviews give MIRACLE the very top rating. They'll

appear in full in an early number of FLASH.

The swank RIvoli Theatre, New York, where MIRACLE will have
its world premiere has purchased twelve sets of the eye-stopping,
four-color die-cut bells accessory which is being handled by National
Screen. That means 48 of the colorful units strung around the marquee
and lobby of this ace theatre. It proves as well that RKO Radio has
matched the entertainment quality of MIRACLE with a distinctive
accessory that has long-range as well as close-up attention value.
The use by the Rivoii of this accessory also gives it added prestige
as a suitable item for any and all theatres. Make use of this fact in

your selling.
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Dudley Nichols will write, pro-

duce and direct the temporarily

titled STORY X, following his

next assignment for Independent

Artists, of which he is a partici-

pating member. Subject of

STORY X is such that it will be

undisclosed before the film is

ready for release. Based on an

original screen story by Samuel

Grafton, the columnist, it will

be handled as one of RKO Ra-

dio's special projects. Already

set for one of the two stellar

roles is Barbara Bel Geddes.

A- *

Tom Tully will play one of the

•four top roles in RKO Radio's

BLOOD ON THE MOON. He
will be seen as the cattle-baron

father of Barbara Bel Geddes.
Tully reached Hollywood five

years ago after scoring on the

Broadway stage in "Ah, Wilder-

ness" and "Time of Your Life."

He has completed roles in two
pictures, RACHEL AND THE
STRANGER and "intrigue," not

yet released.

John Paxton has been elevated

to the post of producer by RKO
Radio. His CROSSFIRE screen-

play topped a series of super

writing assignments for this

Studio. With the screenplay of

THE GREAT MAN'S WHIS-
KERS completed, Paxton takes

a two-month leave of absence.

He will produce the picture un-

der personal supervision of Dore
Schary.

Joseph Gotten returns to RKO
Radio for the stellar male role in

WEEP NO MORE, portraying a

debonair card shark. The deal

was completed between Produc-

tion Chief Dore Schary and
David O. Selznick, to whom Cot-
ten is under contract. A top femi-

nine star will be signed for the

leading feminine role. It will

be produced by Robert Sparks.

Richard Lyon, 13-year-old son

of Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon,

who in their day were stars of

silent films, has been added to

the cast of THE BOY WITH

SURPRISE VISIT TO PITTSBURGH OFFICE—Robert Mochrie surprised everyone at the 2nd
NED DEPINET DRIVE MEETING with his visit to the Pittsburgh office. Left to right: Alan Wieder,
field representative, Stanley Dudelson, salesman, Paul Reith, office manager, Robert FoUiard,

district manager, Dave Silverman, city salesman, Nat Levy, Mr. Mochrie, Frank Drumm,
Morris Lefko, branch manager, Irving Frankel, Al Glaubinger, salesmen.

GREEN HAIR. He will portray

the leader of a group of wai

orphans who tell Dean Stockwell,

ir the title role, why his hair has

turned green.

Additions to RKO Radio's

THE LONG DENIAL cast in-

clude Robert Warwick, Phillip

Warren, Virginia Farmer, Ian

Wolfe, Richard Powers, Alvin

Hammer, Ellen Cory, John Par-

rish and Robert Bray. Maureen
O'Hara, Melvyn Douglas and
Gloria Grahame head the cast,

Phyllis Thaxter will enact one
of the top roles in BLOOD ON
THE MOON, screen version of

Luke Short's historical drama.
Best known on the stage for

"Claudia" and "There Shall Be

No Night," Miss Thaxter made
her film bow in "Thirty Seconds
Over Tokyo."

William Dieterle has been
signed to direct WEEP NO
MORE, which Robert Sparks will

produce. This marks the return

of Dieterle to the studio where
in 1941 he directed the out-

standing. All THAT MONEY
CAN BUY. Recently he com-
pleted the direction of Selznick's

"Portrait of Jennie," in which
Jennifer Jones and Joseph Cot-
ten are starred.

Bing Crosby will record the

narration for Walt Disney's
' Ichabod Crane," and will also

sing three songs in this version

of Washington Irving's famed
legend. It will be released next

year as a full-length feature,

paired with "Mr. Toad " under
the title of TWO FABULOUS

RADIOS''
Moviegoers awaiting Ingrid

Bergman's interpretation of the

Maid of Orleans in Walter

Wanger's production of JOAN
OF ARC will have their appetites

v/hetted by a radio re-enactment

of Joan's execution from Rouen,

CHARACTERS. Crosby began
work on Monday, March I , at

the Walt Disney Studios. He will

not appear on the screen. The

live-action sequences will be

done by Crosby's four young
sons, Philip, Gary, Dennis and

Lindsay, who have also been

signed by Disney to appear with

their famous father in the film.

France. Columbia Broadcasting

System will on Sunday, February

29, present at 2:00 p.m., EST an

"on-the-scene" newscast in its

CBS Is There" program.

The "spot news " radio report

of the execution will be broad-

cast by such outstanding corre-

spondents as John Charles Daly,

Quincy Howe, Don Hollenbeck

and Kenneth Roberts. The radio

show will be produced and di-

rected by Robert Lewis Shayon.

Gary Grant, Loretta Young

and David Niven reenacted their

original roles in THE BISHOP'S

WIFE over the CBS network on

Monday, March I, at 10:30

p.m., EST.

Irene Dunne, co-star of I RE-

MEMBER MAMA, will be guest

star on Louella Parsons' broad-

cast on Sunday, March 7, over

the ABC network, at 9:15 p.m.,

EST.

WHEN RUTGERS (RKO) NEILSON suggested to Clem
Perry, cf the Sutton Theater, that he have his usherettes wear
pearl necklaces for the engagement of John Steinbeck's "The

Pearl," he did not realize that his stenographic staff was going

to catch the spirit of exploitation ... To his pleasant surprise,

the follcviring day, every girl in the department came in wear-

ing a string of pearls from a single to a triple strand and one

cr two even came in with bracelets . . . This recalls that pearls

are in the forefront of Rutgers' mind, because only a few

months back he celebrated The Pearl Anniversary of the

AMPA as its 30th president.
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March will be the biggest

'month in our history. You'll

see that from news else-

where in FLASH, what with

l-hree great attractions

opening and other events

casting their shadows of

success at the box-office.

And here is our box-office

round-up just preceding the

new series of events and

cycle of hits:

THE BISHOP'S WIFE—
"Looks like war-time gross-

es," is the way Branch

Manager Joe Brecheen of

Washington sums up the

Soldwyn show at the Keith,

Washington. "Initial week

terrific." And at the Towne,

Baltimore, best week since

the theatre opened, except

for BEST YEARS at in-

creased admissions. At the

Fulton, Pittsburgh, second

week outgrossed the first

for the first time in the his-

tory of the Fulton. Third

week doing well, fourth set

and may go five. And here

are runs in terms of months,

13th week at the Astor,

THE PEARL—After big

second stanza at the Sutton,

New York, went into third

on Tuesday, and is off on a

marathoner. Complete New
York newspaper and trade

reviews, along with premi-

ere-day picture and story in

next week's FLASH.

New York, I I th at the Astor,

Boston, and 9 at the Woods,

Chicago. Fourth week at

Philadelphia. Sixteen days at

the Riverside, Milwaukee,

and now in second moveover

week at the Alhambra. Third

weeks Minneapolis, Wash-

ington, Baltimore, Oklahoma

City, Salt Lake City. Sec-

ond weeks Tulsa, San An-

tonio, Atlantic City, Buffalo,

St. Paul, St. Petersburg,

Providence. Held over One-

onta. Glens Falls, Amster-

dam, Waukesha, Charlotte,

Green Bay.

IF YOU KNEW SUSIE—
First week at the Golden

Gate, San Francisco, topped

BACHELOR, TYCOON and

SINBAD. At the RKO Pal-

ace, New York, best first

week in over a year, holds.

Second weeks Chicago, Cin-

cinnati, Cleveland, Roches-

ter, Baltimore, Pittsburgh.

Marshalltown, Minneapolis,

Omaha.

NIGHT SONG — Three

theatres in San Diego. Held

over Oakland, Lincoln. Ex-

cellent Tulsa, Portsmouth, N.

H., Danbury, Fall River,

Petersburg, Fitchburg, Hol-

yoke, Binghamton, Savan-

nah, Harrisburg.

TYCOON — Third week

Dallas. Second week Bridge-

port. Holdover Wilmington,

Columbia, S. C, Bridgeport,

^^^^^ ^^^^ —

RKO on the
March-

Talk It Up"
Is Good!

Stockton, Modesto, Pasa-

dena. Excellent Portland,

Me., St. George, Staten Is-

land, Tacoma, Lewiston,

Me., Raleigh, Middletown,

O., Austin, Springfield, Mo.,

Norwich, South Norwalk,

Franklin, Pa., Fairmount,

Eureka, Ithaca, Binghamton,

Camden, Warren, Pa.,

Wheeling, Parkersburg,
Gary, Racine, New London,

Meriden, Fresno, El Paso.

BAMBI—Fine in all situa-

tions, says Branch Manager
Pitkin of New Haven. Elev-

enth week at the Republic,

New York. Excellent Harris-

burg, Reading, Danbury,

Willimantic, Norwich, Dun-

kirk, Fall River, Altoona,

Stamford, Meriden.

OUT OF THE PAST—
"Exceptionally fine results in

the spots played," says

Branch Manager Barney Pit-

kin of New Haven.

MOURNING BECOMES
ELECTRA — "Holding up

well at Four Star," says

Branch Manager Harry Co-

hen of Los Angeles, I Ith

week. Third week San Fran-

cisco.

CROSSFIRE—At the Pal-

ace, Wichita, Kan., held

over two days, unusual for

this theatre.

NOTICE SINGERS
If you have a hankering for

the vocal and would be interest-

ed in putting your talent to good
advantage please contact hHer-

bert Davidson of the contract

department, Honne Office, 15th

floor. Herb has been endeavor-

ing to form a suitable quartette

for an occasion that would prove

tj be a real opportunity for you

Mochrie Week
Named by Booker

Ralph Woods, booker for the

Circle Theatre, Portland, Ore.,

part of the Gamble Circuit, has

set aside the week of April 1
8-

24 to be known as MOCHRIE
WEEK. Every inch of film hitting

the screen during that week will

be RKO product exclusively.

This is indeed a fine testimonial

to our boss," says Branch Man-
ager Dick Lange.

Terry Moving
Terry Turner reached his desk

from the Coast early Monday
morning coming right from the

Penn Station. His plane was
grounded at Kansas City. Terry

piled into a lot of work and after

visiting his home in Flushing for

a few minutes (the lean-to, he

says) he was off for Pennsylvania

towns in the interest of MIRA-
CLE OF THE BELLS, and then

^o Chicago and St. Louis.

Camera

!

Branch Manager Murray L.

Devaney of Montreal is expect-

ing-yea, expecting to win the

Drive in Canada. Murray has had

a nice new photograph made and

has sent it and says to keep it

ready for use at the close of the

Drive, in the meantime destroy-

ing previous photo and cut. OK,
Murray—a bright, shiny cut has

been parked on our desk for use

come the Drive announcement

guys (only) here in the Home
Office and In the theatres. Only
qualifications are that you are

niale, have an ability to sing

with a group and possess a will-

ingness to cooperate by attend-

ance at rehearsals.

This invitation is also for piano

players and lyric song writers

who are welcome too! Contact
Herb and here is your chance to

help make a successful RKO sing-

ing quartette!

—WALTER DORAY
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BAMBI BRINGS THEM OUT AGAIN IN CLEVELAND—BAMBI
appeal for young and old was demonstrated in Cleveland
at the Allen Theatre, with block long lines extending both

ways from the box-office on opening day, (above) with the

crowd predominantly adult, but the kids came out in force

over the week end and on Washington's Birthday (below)

when the latter picture was taken.

FORE!

Watch for Director Joe Walsh

to come up with one of the great

shorts of golf in a forthcoming

Sportscope. It features Frank

Stranahan, Louise Suggs and
Tommy Armour and part of the

background with be Florida's

Boca Raton course, golfdom's

swankiest spot.

Miss Suggs is national ama-
teur champion and holds a va-

riety of additional titles and she

will head the Curtis Cup team
which will face the British ladies

May 21-22 at Birkdale, followed

by the British Women's Amateur,
May 31 to June 4 at St. Ann's

on the Sea. Miss Suggs will re-

turn to participate in the late

summer tourneys in this country,

including the Women's National-

al Championship at Pebble

Beach, Calif., Sept. 13-18.

Stranahan just missed by a

stroke winning the British open
last year. He has been barn-

storming with the pros although

an amateur and is widely knov/n

throughout the golf world. As a

hobby he's a strong man. Frank

is wealthy and has his own plane.

Tommy Armour, the dour and
distinguished looking Scot pro,

is a winter instructor at Boca
Raton where he has been pro-

fessional for 19 years. Armour is

rated as one of the world's great-

est iron players. While with the

British troops in world war one,

Armour was wounded. He came
to this country shortly after the

war and is known wherever golf

is played.

With this colorful combination
of stars and the luxurious Boca
Raton as a setting, the new Sport-

scope will have plenty of glamour
mixed wilh good golf.

MAX WESTEBBE, Albany—We have made every preparation for

three big MOCHRIE WEEKS. We are on the upswing as far as

billings are concerned; our important dates are being set and an

analysis proves we'll get the desired results.

TOM WILLIAMSON, St. Louis—Our branch will give a good
account of itself during MOCHRIE WEEKS. The salesmen and book-

ers have pledged maximum support.

"Bambi" Splurge

Walt Disney's BAMBI comes

in for breaks in several current

magazines for youngsters. The

Dell Comic book is given over

to BAMBI completely, a feast of

siories and illustrations for the

kids.

In the Polly Pigtails Magazine

for March under the section Polly

Prefers, meaning movies, BAMBI
is the number one selection.

The Rexall Magazine for Feb-

ruary has a BAMBI cover and

several pages inside devoted to

the Disney attraction.

Young America Reader for

February 12th has a BAMBI
cover. Young America Junior

Reader devotes space to the fea-

ture.

A LUNCHEON was given in honor of Belle Komgreen at

Trader Tom and she was presented with a beautiful pink

and blue layette. Twenty-five attended this affair and Belle

wishes to extend her thanks to those who participated and for

the gift. We all wish you the best of luck. Belle. The following

were at the luncheon. Belle Korngreen, Rose Wilson, Herb
McEntee, Estelle Rabinowitz, Martha Abrams, John Blvmd,

Louise Russell, Joe Toscano, Nettie Miller, Ann Moore, Lil-

lian O'N'eill, Mollie Wechsler, Sylvia Schechter, Marie Guerra.

Ruth Gaffney, Joe Gallina, EUzabeth Rice, Grace Walsh, Abe
Miller, Gloria Horowitz, Meriem Pataky, Ann Zobol, Ruth

Malinofsky, Elsie Weiss, Helen Friedman.

—ROSE WILSON
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"Song" Contest

At Denver Sees

1200 Competing

DENVER—More than twelve
hundred contestants competed
lor the over S2,000 in merchan-
dise prizes offered in the

Rocky Mountain News-KLZ-
Orpheum Theatre "Night Song
Vocal Contest," conducted by
William Hastings, live-wire

theatre manager in Denver,
Colo.

(1) — Full page streamer
headlines attract hosts of con-

testants and publicize NIGHT
SONG.

(2) (3)— Preliminary audi-

tions were held at the rate of

thirty an hour.

I

(4)—A few were lucky en-

ough to make the special radio

show on station KLZ (Colum-
bia) which was timed to break
on opening day of NIGHT
SONG.

(5)—Two of the more than
1,200 contestants who pos-

sessed locks as well as voices.

(6)—One of the contestants

being measured for a prize

—

a beautifully tailor-made suit

with that "new look." Other
prizes included a fur coat, a
diamond and ruby wrist watch
and combination radio-phon-
ograph.

(7)—The Denver Screen Club
and a downtown vocal studio

had to be commandeered to

take care of the overflow audi-
tions.

(8)—One of the pretty RKO-
Orpheum usherettes poses be-

side the radio - phonograph,
one of the S2,000 in handsome
prizes won by the twelve
finalists who appeared on the

Orpheum stage.

—T. BIDWELL McCORMICK

Foreign Shiffs

Phil Reisman announces the

"ollowing manageriaL changes in

-a+in America. F. Arthur Simon
; new manager in Mexico, suc-

ceeding Harry Davis. The latter

•- has become manager in Pana-

ma, replacing Eric Steinberg,
^he top spot in Peru is being
^aken over by Mr. Steinberg suc-

ceeding hlugo Stramer who
leaves for Buenos Aires for re-

it f assignment.

If s Tirne to Tune Up SI000 Singfest

S^i^^-^ WTo^
Test Sing

Prize List Mounts Past S2000

In News-Orpheum's Contest





Opened March 5, 1947, at the

Odeon, moved to Marble Arch

on July 10, 1947— where it is

doing even bigger business

today than when it opened!
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RKO WAS WELL REPRESENTED AT THE ANNUAL LUNCHEON of the

amuEsments division cf "Brotherhood Week" held at the Hotel Astor.

From the dais a triumvirate of RKOers, Robert Mochrie. chairman for the

distribution and Heme Office division of the entire motion picture industry;

S. Barret McCcrmick, vice-chairman of advertising and publicity, and

Leon I. Bamberger, assistant to Mr. Mochrie, were lauded for their

participation in the campaign. In addition an RKO delegation took over

twc full tables at the affair. Right to left: (1)—Phil Hodes, Len Gruenberg,

lay Bonafield. Major Leslie Thompson, Tom O'Connor, Nat Levy, S. Barrel

McCormick, Harry Gittleson, M. G. (Mike) Poller . . . (2)—Walter Derham,

O. R. McMahon, Harold Hendee, Ed McGuire. Bill Dahler, Dave Heend,

Zack Taylor, Milton Piatt, Ruth Goodman and Robert Hawkinson . . .

(3)—Walter Reade Jr., Leon J. Bamberger and Robert Cohen, executive

director of TOA. The event was sponsored by the National Conference

of Christians and Jews.

H'm^h Floor
Almost gleefully Margaret Laug has

greeted the news that the railroad

which takes her to and from work has

decided to discontinue the rogues

gallery method of identifying its com-
muters. Marge lives way up in West-
chester. She claims the photograph
v/as an old nuisance anyway.

This week's nomination for the man
of distinction is Joe Sievers. That new
suit makes him appear as though he

were a scholarly professor at the local

university. Joe has a good taste for

clothes.

—HARRY KARP

Our office has started the new year

in quite a newsworthy manner. We were
very sorry to hear of Eric Larson's

mother passing on and extend our most
sincere sympathies. Sophie Roth, sales-

men's secretary, is now in the hospital

giving the doctors the run-around;

we hope to have her appear, with her

beaming smile, among us soon. Our
Johnny (Cuddles) Cummins had a mis-

hap most unhappy—he was driving,

medium posthaste, down a local hlgh-

v/ay when the car ahead of him sud-

denly stopped without issuing notice!

His companions, Florence Allingham
and her husband, were shaken up and
Florence suffered a fractured nose and
minor cuts about the face. Cuddles
had a broken upper rib and delights in

throwing open his shirt and showing
the girls the tape (king-size, that is)

on his chest—they squeal sympa-
thetically.

Lanelle Sexton is back from the blue
grass of Tennessee and her lil' ol'

drawl is just as soft and sweet as ever.

By all means, we have added an-

other Bostonian to our gang; besides
Joe Longo, we have one Anthony
Mistlin, a quiet similarity to Frank
Sinatra. Honest to Pete, his accent is

that of Boston to the beans. He seems
tc delight in smoking just cigarettes
in chains (our other two bookers

—

Mac and Ed—afflict us with pipes and
nasty cigars, an insult to the distinc-

tion of odors), also in dictating let-

ters, and getting things in exact order,
alphabetical, that is . , . must be

the army Lieutenant training which
he had.

Also new is Mary DeRose, Hal's

secretary. She is a quiet lassie with

big brown eyes. Florence Newton.
Mac's secretary, is from deah old

New Jersey (she says it's still in the

Union.) Florence did her duty for her

country via the Coast Guard as a

Yeoman 2nd. Not to stop there, we
have a new biller, Kate Shafer. Dainty
Kate Is from Colorado.

Eddie Cantor came a-cantering

—

and gave our publicity men the trot

around. Joe Longo and Dave Cantor
held a busy time, or else gave that Im-

pression! Our gentlemen of persuasive
and refined salesmanship now sport
buttons for the Cantor presidential
campaign.
We're still waiting for Hal Gruber,

our office manager, to win the big
pot in the "boys" Thursday evening
poker sessions.

So goes the gossip; now off for our
relief ride on the cable cars.

Saludos, amlgos, adios

From the Gold Coast.

—KAY COTNER

27th Floor
Sheldon Becker, as some of you may

know. Is studying dramatics, etc., etc.,

as a hobby—or maybe there's more to

it than that—and in keeping with the

saying "Art for art's sake," for a cer-

tain role in a certain play he is grow-
ing a beard for eleven weeks. Can't
anybody make Sheldon understand that

that Is unsanitary and will never lead

his becoming a glamorized cover
boy some day? However, we do wish

him succes anyhow. And, furthermore,

there is a good possibility that Sheldon
may be heard over two large radio

networks In the very near future. Not
bad, eh?

Friends of Sylvia Ziegler will want
to know that she intends to leave the

company Friday, March 12, in order to

rest a little and take care of final ar-

rangements for her wedd'ng which will

take place Saturday evening, April 3.

More about this later.

There are so many nice people in

this company. If only the opportunity
presents itself to mix with them. Only
recently did I have the good fortune

to become acquainted with Meriem
Pataky, secretary to Carl Peppercorn,
with whom one can have a lot of fun

as she is very friendly and iolly. Know-
ing her for less than 24 hours, this is

what I learned. On Sunday, March 28,

at 1:30 P.M., at Temple Adath Israel,

Grand Concourse and 169th St., Bronx,

N. v., Meriem will be married to Morris
Shapiro. Meriem will wear a gown of

white satin and lace, and there will be
three or four bridesmaids and 'two

flower girls. Sounds elegant, doesn't It?

And we all hope sincerely that there
will be many, many years of happiness
ahead for both the bride and groom.

Congratulations and all good wishes

Lena Lora of our inspection depart-
ment is on the sick list and we hope
that by the time she reads this she

will feel like a new person.

Florence Sindorf of our cashier's de-

partment celebrated her ??? birthday

on February 24, and treated the birth-

day club to some choice chocolates.

Congratulations, Florence.

We are pleased to introduce a new
member of our Milwaukee family.

Meet Gloria Van Ryzin who Is the

latest addition. Gloria will take over
stenographic duties In the front office,

end we hope she will like us very much.

Norm Albert is entertaining a stiff

neck. Darn those guys who write smoke
rings In the sky!

Some of these days should you see

a brand new and shiny Plymouth driv-

ing up In front of our door with W.F.S.
Oil the door, you will know that Wally
Sickels name finally reached the top of

the waiting list. How about a ride,

Wally?

Some one kicked in our front door.

Should you see anyone with glass in

his shoes, please report to Ann

,

Buffington. Watch for a person walk-

ing with a limp.

—J. E. WHITE

to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Young whose
15th wedding anniversary takes place'

Saturday, March 6.

—DOROTH*' HAMBURGER-

II
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"MERMAIDS" TOPS ALL TARZANS

aOX-OFFICE SCORE
TITLE CAST

Preparing

:

ED OF ROSES
The tale of a girl with a whim of iron.

VEEP NO MORE
Joseph Gotten

.4 card-shfirk runs into romance.

m. WHISKERS
Victor Mature

.4 gangster learns what Americanism
means.

PRODUCEB DIBECTOB

Pereira Traube

Sparks

Rogell

Dieterle

Filming

:

HE BOY WITH GREEN HAIR Ames
(In Technicolor)

Pat O'Brien, Barbara Hale, Dean
Stockwell
An unusual appeal for international

accord.

LOOD ON THE MOON Worth
' Robert Mitchum, Barbara Bel Geddes,
Robert Preston

Stirring drama of the cattle country.

HE LONG DENIAL Mankiewicz
Melvyn Douglas, Maureen O'Hara

I
One woman protects another's reputation.

OAN OF ARC (In Technicolor) Wanger
Ingrid Bergman. Jose Ferrer, Richard

Ney
The triumph of history's greatest

woman.

Losey

Wise

Ray

Fleming

Editing

:

ROUGHSHOD
]
Robert Sterling, Gloria Grahame,
Claude Jarman Jr.

Romantic adventure in the High Sierras.

{ACHEL AND THE STRANGER
Loretta Young, William Holden,
Robert Mitchum

A love story of the Ohio Frontier.

4YSTERY IN MEXICO
William Lundigan, Jacqueline White

I

Romantic musical drama below the
border.

REMEMBER MAMA
Irene Dunne, Barbara Bel Geddes,
Oscar Homolka, Philip Dorn
A I\orwegian family grows Hp in San
Frnnrif;rn.

5ERLIN EXPRESS
Merle Oberon, Robert Ryan, Charles
Korvin, Paul Lukas

Mystery drama of Germany's
reconstruction.

GOOD SAM
Gary Cooper, Ann Sheridan,
Ray Collins
A businessman lends too many helping
hands.

THE VELVET TOUCH
Rosalind Russell, Leo Genn, Claire

Trevor, Sydney Greenstreet
An actress plays her biggest role.

THE WINDOW
Barbara Hale, Arthur Kennedy,
Paul Stewart
A small bnv trilnosses a murder.

GUNS OF WRATH
Tim Holt, Nan Leslie, Richard Martin

Two punchers clear up a murder
charge.

Berger

Berger

Rogell

Parsons

Robson

Foster

Wise

Stevens

Granet Tournevir

McCorey McCarey

Brisson

UUman

Gage

Tetzlaff

Schlom Selander

Lesser Runs Off Nearly-Completed

Cut for N. E. D.; Old Elements

Plus Many Additional Features

By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, Mar. 5:—The five earlier TARZAN
films we have released were, as you know, enormously

popular wi+h pic+uregoers all over the world.

So it's nice to find that the newest of the series, TAR-

ZAN AND THE MERMAIDS, is really a dilly—far and

away the best one yet.

Yesterday Sol Lesser ran off a nearly-completed final

cut for Mr. Depinet and a few of us in the projection

room, and to say that we were astonished and delighted

is putting it mildly.

The ape-man gets away
from the jungle in this one

to go through a flock of

breath-taking adventures on

the sea-coast with a tribe of

amphibious natives and a

scoundrelly white man, and

every minute of the show is

packed with novelty and

thrills.

Johnny Welssmuller does

more aquatic stunts here

than in all his previous vehi-

cles put together, and what
that boy can do in the water

is truly amazing. Moreover,

he has a bevy of beautiful

mermaids to help him, and

the result is something to

make the Aquacade look

like a kindergarten enter-

tainment.

Marvelous underwater
shots, a submerged fight

with a huge octopus that'll

leave you gasping, and a

swimming carnival with the

mermaids feature the offer-

ing, but its most spectacular

scenes are the high dives

that Weissmuller and others

perform from the top of a

huge cliff into the ocean

—

dives that you wouldn't be-

lieve possible.

Much of the picture was

filmed in Mexico, and the

rugged and picturesque

coast around Acapuico
lends a vast amount of

beauty and realism to the

production. Besides the

great work of Weissmuller,

and of Brenda Joyce, who
again has the role of "Jane,"

the cast boasts a talented

group of players, with the

gorgeous Linda Christian

as the principal mermaid,
John Laurenz as a jungle

postman, Fernando Wagner
as the sinister villain and
George Zucco as his high-

priest accomplice, all deliv-

ering swell portrayals.

Robert Florey's direction

Is tops, and from any angle

this new show Is way ahead
of any of its predecessors.

You've got all the elements
of a regular TARZAN film,

plus the mermaids, plus the

magnificent scenery, plus an

exciting different type of

story. And, knowing how
many bookings we've had In

the past on this series, you
can realize that this one,

with its terrific production

values, means money in the

bank, and lots of It.

MR. JOSEPH YOUNG OF AFRICA
Ben Johnson, Terry Moore,
Robert Armstrong

A thriller by the makers of "King
Kong."

Arko Schoedsack
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"One of those bright pieces of en-
tertainment which comes along

all too infrequently . . . provides
nothing but amusement and
laughs."

-M. P. Hero/d

^Clevelond, Boston, Cincinnati, Konsas City,

Chicago, Minneopolts, San Froncisco,

Springfield (Mass.), Des Moines, Cedor Rapids

Audiences looking
for laughs will find

them in abundance
. . . entertainment that

should result in pop-
ular and profitable

boxoffrce."

—Boxoffice

"Should gaily make
the big - money
grade . . . loaded
with everything the

target demands."

—Film Daily

"There can be no
question of the pic-

ture's performance at

the boxoffice ... A fast-

paced, volatile and
highly amusing exam-
ple of how to entertain

the public."

—M. P. Daily

"The family aura of this

comedy should help . . .

Should do okay at boxoffice."

—Variety

"Howls interspersed with con-

stant chuckles . . . Apparently

headed for top-money brackets

. . . good songs and strong ex-

ploitation possibilities."

—Showmen's Trade Review

"Cantor-Davis team hits comedy stride . . .

bright boxoffice prospects . . . one laugh se-

quence after the other."

—Hollywood Reporter

"Chock full of the good old kind of comedy which
audiences go for in droves . . . slick entertainment."

—Daily Variety



Mochrie's Thanks

To Employees for

Aid to Brotherhood
As national distribution chair-

\man for AMERICAN BROTHER-

HOOD WEEK and particularly

chairman for RKO I want to take

this means of reaching every em-

ployee who contributed to this

very worthy cause to thank you

for your help. The National Con-

ference of Christians and Jews

as well as the national chairman

for this campaign were greatly

pleased with the showing made

by RKO in this endeavor, and

well they might be.

Contributors will receive indi-

vidual acknowledgments from

the National Conference.

I particularly would like to

commend the exchange person-

nel of the Buffalo, Cincinnati,

Memphis, Milwaukee, New Hav-
en, Portland, San Francisco and

Sioux Falls exchanges where each

and every employee made some
contribution toward American
Brotherhood.

Again, many thanks to all.

—ROBERT MOCHRIE

11th WEEK
Ending Mar. 4th

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. SALT LAKE CITY* I

2. OKLAHOMA CITY* . 3

3. SIOUX FALLS 2

4. CHARLOTTE* 7

5. Denver 4
b. Atlanta* 5

7. Portland b

8. Detroit* 9

Sooff 2 it Bran on 's Mi4*hvls 4th
With one of the triumvirate of Drive enemies out of the way, Old Man Winter

(one of the toughest hombres this year in all Drive history), RKOers now have but two

evil forces to battle against, Old Man Quota and Father Time. In the eleventh stanza

the field staff turned on the Old Man with a vengeance. Seven branches were over

their markers in a week that looked like old times. There were many, many "new highs"

along the line, with the greatest struggle of all between units of Al Kolitz' Rocky Moun-
tain District and Dave Prince's Southeasterners. Ralph Williams' Oklahoma City Sooners

and Sherm Fitch's Sioux alone fought off the Rocky Mount and Rebel onslaught.

{Continued on Page Two)

*'Bishap\s fTiY^" tho Haitiav€*r Citamp
Samuel Goldwyn's THE BISHOP'S WIFE continues to rate as the industry's holdover

champ. Few pictures have equalled it for sustaining power, as witness engagements
running into months. BISHOP'S WIFE has held over (Continued on Page Eight)

"Mama" off

to great start

at Music Hau-

ls good!

"Apache" Prem at $10 Top
CHICAGO, March 6 — "The big wind" started here today

with the first announcement by the CHICAGO HERALD AMERI-
CAN that the paper would sponsor the WORLD PREMIERE of

"FORT APACHE" at the RKO PALACE THEATRE here, the evening

of March 30, at a $10 top ranging down to $5 and $3 with the

proceeds going to their wounded soldiers fund. Ash DeWItt, manag-
ing editor of the sheet, Roy Topper, columnist, and Lou Livingston,

promotion manager started the ball rolling with a bang and we can

look for a real tip top premiere. Frank Smith, district manager for

(Continued on Page Eight)

9. Pittsburgh* .1 1

10. Des Moines .
.13

II. 8

12. 10

13. Chicago .14

14. Seattle .... .12

15. Omaha .17

16. New Orleans 15

17. Cincinnati 16

18. Minneapolis .19

19. Milwaukee .
18

20. Boston 20

21. Dallas -
- ., .21

22. Washington .
27

23. Cleveland .
22

24. Indianapolis 24

25. San Francisco .23

26. Albany 26

27. Philadelphia 25

28. Memphis 29

29. Buffalo .. 31

30. New Haven 30

31. New York 32

32. Los Angeles 28

CANADA
1. TORONTO I

2. ST. JOHN 2

3. Montreal* 5

4. Winnipeg 4

5. Calgary 3

6. Vancouver .
6

DISTRICTS
I. Rocky Mt I

Canadian 2

Southeastern

Prairie ....

Midwestern ..

Southwestern ...

Eastern Central .

Eastern

Northeastern .

Western
Metropolitan ...

DIVISIONS

, 3

. 4

5

. 7

6

8

.10

9

1 . Western I

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota cumulatively.

* Over quota for current week.

SevetB'piBffe Story ot ^^P^arl'Trentiere'^and Miovit?$t s^Paff^s 10 through 16
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SOONERS 2nd THREE GROUP CONTEST
Week Ending March 4th, 1948

Pes. Pos. Pos. Pos. Pes. Pos.

This Last This Last This Last

We Branch Week Week Branch Week We<^k Branch Weel:

1. ATLANTA , 1

* Charlotte . 1

*
Salt Lake City

2. DETROIT 2 1. PITTSBURGH . ... 4 *
Oklahoma Uity ...

Sioux Falls

3. Chicago 3 2. KANSAS CITY 1. DENVER

4. Boston ,,

Dallas

4 3. St. Louis 3
2.

3.

PORTLAND
Des Moines

I

3

5. 5
4. Cincinnati 5 4. Seattle 2

6. Washington 8
5. Minneapolis 5. Omaha 5

7. San Francisco 6
6

6. New Orleans 4

Philadelphia 7
6. Cleveland 7 7. Milwaukee . , 6

8.

7. Indianapolis
8. Albany

Memphis , ,

7

9. New York 10 8
9. 8

10. Los Angeles 9 8. Buffalo 9 10. New hiaven 9

' Eliiuinated ns potctiliiil Croii/) Prize uliincr lUiv to Ictitl position in JSatiottal Prize listing.

(Continued from Page One)

The Oklahoma City Soon-

ers were breathing down

the necks of GiFf Davi-

son's Salt Lakers, as the

Sioux warriors gave way

slightly to the third trenches,

their lowest place since the

Drive was inaugurated.

Rovy Branon's Charlotteers

again revolted against the

Old Man Quota clan and

with two successive "overs"

were riding high with the

big tour. Joe Emerson's Den-

verltes gave ground slightly,

and Hubert Lyons' Georgia

Crackers suffered a setback

despite a third successive

"over" marker. That was a

heartbreaker for Hubert,

but the twelfth week's fig-

ures are likely to show this

up-stream momentum.

Hat Taylor's Detroit Tig-

ers came through with a

"three over" and registered

their greatest advance of

the campaign across no

man's land. Morris Lefko's

Pittsburgh Smoke Eaters

sent up danger signals in the

form of an 11-9 advance,

aided and abetted by a

timely over. Sam Gorelick's

boys were moving like ice

breaking up on Lake Michi-

gan and A.A. Renfro's Oma-
ha Cornhuskers staged a

comeback, 17-15.

For Canada it was Jack

Bernstein's Toronto Terriers

holding on to first place with

Harry Cohen's St. John

Maritimers on the second

wave. Murray Devaney's

Montrealers pulled one of

those rare "triples."

Phil Hodes' New York

Flagship was churning the

waters of the Hudson after

having been stuck on the

muddy bottom for several

weeks. Once afloat, and she

is, this old battlewagon may
again fire some of those

broadsides for which she is

famous. As the Flagship put

off for the deeper waters,

Harry Cohen's "Angels" hit

the bottom. Maybe our ag-

ing eyes deceive us, but we
can't see the proud Angels

long in the mire.

So it goes for the eleventh

week. As you read this the

twelfth has passed into his-

tory as well, and from here

home Old Father Time must

be reckoned with. Don't wait

longer to pull away from the

pack. If you get into the

clear nov/ and the paceset-

ters falter you may still get

up with the winners. But time

is the essence.

Will ThesePacesettersBe Up tar thePay^afi
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OLLYWOOD PAYS TRIBUTE TO EX-SECRETARY OF WAR. The Studio was host to Judge

chert P. Patterson on his recent visit to Los Angeles in connection with Brotherhood Week,

eated at the Studio luncheon table, Dore S chary. Judge Patterson, Ned E. Depinet and
Robert Mcchrie.

First ''3M€ima " Roviotvs

Herald an Atrani Wintter
We II just quote the first paragraphs of the first reviews we have

ren on I REMEMBER MAMA. The critics have not dug deep into

e r dictionaries and books of synonyms for new adjectives. They

te in terms of the heart, simplicity. The Motion Picture Herald

_-s a head on its review, the first we remember—and it is

A MOTION PICTURE WITH A HEART OF GOLD. And we

uote, "All that you have read and heard about this picture is

nderstatement. It is everything its sponsors have said it is and a

reat deal more. It is a picture to set house records of both kinds

—

ne dollar kind and the audience satisfaction kind—in the biggest

heatres and the littlest theatres in all the cities and towns and

illages. And it is not especially necessary that its sponsors or its

xhibitors succeed in fabricating advertising copy eloquent enough

o describe its merits, because everybody in the world is going to

ind out about them before the first print sent through a first-run

>rojector is cool in the can."

And the first paragraph from Film Daily:

"This box-office honey rates bows all the way 'round for those

;oncerned with this production: its appeal is to the entire film

ludience. Everybody connected with this picture should take a bow.

t's a family picture which audiences will take to their hearts and

emember for many years to come. Irene Dunne surpasses anything

he's done previously, knitting together a story brimming over with

aughter and tears. George Stevens has taken a good book, a hit

how, mixed them with his own ingredients and come up with the

Diece de resistance—and Academy Award contender. Made with

in infinite amount of quality and feeling it spreads a warmth that

eads right to the heart.

r

Branch Manager, Oklahoma City

RALPH WILLIAMS

Has snitched to second place in the

\ED DEPIXET DRU E

Trade's SRO For

"Remember Mama"
A once-in-a-lifetime at the

Normandie tradescreening last

Monday, when the crowd was so

great for the showing of I RE-

MEMBER MAMA that a repeat

engagement was scheduled at

once. I REMEMBER MAMA was
repeated after a short intermis-

sion. Is good.

Schwartz Returns
Sol A. Schwartz ana M^s.

Schwartz planed in Wednesday
following a three week stay on

the West Coast. During his trip

west, Mr. Schwartz visited RKO
Theatre properties in Chicago,

San Francisco, and Los Angeles,

and spent time at RKO Radio

and other studios in Hollywood
viewing new product.

From Hollywood
Seorge Stevens and HaTiet

Parsons, executive producer-di-

-•ector end producer respectively

of I REMEMBER MAMA, will ar-

rive in New York for Radio City

Music Hall's world premiere of

the picturlzation of the John Van
Druten Broadway hit, on Thurs-

day, March I I

.

Janney Tour
Russell Janney Is off on his first

autograph safari In connection

with THE MIRACLE OF THE
BELLS, and will visit several

Pennsylvania towns, including

Bethlehem, Philadelphia, Harris-

burg and Pittsburgh.

A Pennsylvania coaltown fa-

miliar to Janney years back when
he press-agented stage shows

inspired him to write MIRACLE.

RKO
an the
MARCH!
WORLD PREMIERE—"I Remem-

ber Mcma," Radio City Music Hall,

Maich 11th to be followed a1 once
by important key situations.

WORLD PREMIERE—"The Mira-

cle of the Bells." Rivoli Theatre,

New York City. March 16th.

WORLD PREMIERE—"Berlin Ex-

press," RKO Palace, New York
City, March 25lh.

WORLD PREMIERE — "Fort

Apache," Palace Theatre, Chicago.
March 27th.

PENNSYLVANIA-WIDE area en-

gagement of "The Miracle of the

Bells," 100 or more cities, opening
March 27th.

WORLD PREMIERE — "Fighting

Father Dunne," Fox Theatre, St.

Louis, about May ISth, with p. a.

by Pat O'Brien and newsboys pa-

rade.

RKO RADIO — Most Academy
Award nominations, awards March
20th.

NED DEPINET DRIVE — Three
climax weeks dedicated to Bob
Mochrie.

FRANK BUCK'S "Bring 'Em Back
Alive" brought back and backed
with the RKO Radio brand of show-
manship, opening around June 1st.

RELEASE of Walt Disney's
THREE LITTLE PIGS, the greatest

one-reel carlccn ever produced,
June 18th.

— Is Good —
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March 10th

WILLIAM HARTMAN New York
CHARLES DONAHUE Philadelphia

SARAH E. MORGAN Atlanta

Fun and
Fancy Fi*ee

Sales Against

Possibilities

10th W eek End. Feb. 26, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. SEATTLE I

2. DENVER 4

3. SALT LAKE CITY . 5

4. OKLAHOMA CITY . 3

5. CLEVELAND 2

6. SAN FRANCISCO 6

7. DALLAS 7

8. New Haven 8

9. Des Moines I 2

10. Washington I I

I I. Boston 13

12. Sioux Falls 9

13. Buffalo 10

14. Pittsburgh 14

15. Philadelphia
,

17

16. Milwaukee 15

I 7. Los Angeles I 6

18. Portland 18

19. New York 19

20. Charlotte 20

21. Detroit .. 22

22. Omaha 21

23. Kansas City . 23

24. Cincinnati 24
25. Minneapolis 25

26. Memphis 26

27. Indianapolis 32

28. New Orleans 27

29. Chicago 31

30. Albany 29

31. St. Louis . 28

32. Atlanta 30

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG 2

2. MONTREAL
I

3. Vancouver 4
4. Toronto 3

5. St. John 6

6. Calgary 5

DIVISIONS
1 . Eastern

2. Western
3. North-South

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota.

SALMON N YAEGER Des Moines
EVELYN MARSHIN Seattle

March 21 J/

LORETTA V. SHAFER Detroit
B. GABRIEL Portland
KATHERINE VOEK Des Moines
ROBERT W SMITH
EVELYN VITOULIS New York

March 21nd

HELEN M. BURNS Ch icago

MARJORIE E. BINES Cincinnati

JEAN W. SMITH Minneapolis
EILEEN REZNIK Detroit
JEANNE M. KAUFMAN Los Angeles

March Ilrd

H. C. TINKER Pittsburgh
AILEEN L. STEINHAUER Cincinnati

NELLIE B. SEBREE
MARJORIH L. DENTON
HARRY ROGERS

Cincinnati

San Francisco

Atlanta

DISNEY
CARTOONS
CONTEST

Actual Billings

Against Quota
10th Week End. Feb. 26, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. LOS ANGELES* I

2. ALBANY 2

3. SALT LAKE CITY'^^ .. 3

4. PORTLAND 4

5. SEATTLE 5

6. MINNEAPOLIS 6

7. OKLAHOMA CITY . 8

8. OMAHA 7

9. Des Moines 10

10. Denver 9

I I. Atlanta I I

12. Cleveland* 13

13. Washington 12

14. Pittsburgh 14

15. New Orleans 15

16. Detroit- 20
17. New York 16

18. Cincinnati 18

19. Dallas* 21

20. Charlotte 17

21. Sioux Falls 19

22. Buffalo 23

23. San Francisco .. 24
24. Indianapolis 25
25. Milwaukee 22
26. Boston* 27
27. Kansas City '. 26
28. Memphis* 28
29. New Haven 29
30. Philadelphia 30
31. St. Louis 31

32. Chicago 32

CANADA
1. TORONTO . I

2. MONTREAL 2

3. Winnipeg 3

4. Vancouver 5

5. St. John 4
6. Calgary 6

DIVISIONS
1. Western

I

2. North-South . 2

3. Eastern 3

NOTE: Bold iace type indicates

over quota.
* Over quota for ctjrreni week.

March 24//>

R. V. NOLAN Prairie Dist. Mgr.
R. C. CROPPER Boston
EVELYN JAMES Oklahoma C.ty
ANN GREGOR Chicago

March I'ilh

HELEN E TODD St. Louis
EDDIE JOHNSON Memphis
VIOLETTE McCOLLUM Los Angeles
H. A. MAGUIRE New Haven

March 26th

SARA J. GASTINEAU Indianapolis
CLARA R. SUPE Cincinnati
HORTENCE EVANS Indianapolis
HOWARD J. GOLDSTEIN Albany

SHORTS
Actual Billings

Against Quota

lOih Week End. Feb. 26, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. NEW YORK* I

2. DENVER* 2

3. SAN FRANCISCO . . 3

4. MILWAUKEE* 4

5. PORTLAND 6

6. BUFFALO 9

7. OMAHA 5

8. LOS ANGELES 7

9. PITTSBURGH 8

10. DES MOINES 10

I I. Boston 13

12. Detroit I I

13. Salt Lake City 14

14. Cleveland 15

15. Seattle 12

16. Cincinnati 18

I 7. Sioux Fails 16

18. New Haven
I 7

19. St. Louis 19

20. Chicago 20
21. Minneapolis 21

22. Memphis 22
23. Okiahoma City 25
24. Washington 23

25. Philadelphia 24
26. New Orleans 27
27. Dallas 29
28. Atlanta 28
29. Albany 26
30. Charlotte 30
3 I . Kansas City 3 I

32. Indianapolis 32

CANADA
1. VANCOUVER

I

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. Toronto* 3

4. St. John 4
5. Montreal 6

6. Calgary 5

DIVISIONS
1 . Western 1

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold iace type indicates

over quota.
* Over quota for current week.

Croup of Sports

Shorts Screened

For Sport Scribes

VANCOUVER—Working with

Branch Manager Jimmy Davie

we screened a group of shorts

for sports editors and sportsmen

columnists. Entire program took

about fifty minutes, and the re-

sultant enthusiasm and write-ups

in our three Vancouver news-

papers stirred up a great many

more booking requests for these

subjects.

The attached letter given

those newspapermen attending

outlines the idea we used. Davie

feels that this increased Interest

in shorts as "engendered" by

these screenings as in the past

had a definite bearing on the

increased short business in this

exchange for 1947, and results

liT the NED DEPINET DRIVE to

date, and also Indicates a higher

increase for 1948.

First in a series of screenings

for Sports subjects by RKO
RADIO PICTURES:

QUAIL POINTERS—scenes of

marksmen and hunting dogs in

action with the publisher and

editor of "Field and Stream."

PIN GAMES—various phases

of bowling with Joe Norris, star

of 8 years with All-American

bowling.

RACING DAY—behind the

scenes at Hialeah Park under

Charlie McLennan, racing secre-

tary.

SPORTS COVERAGE — Gen-

eral interest.

The Special RKO Today and

Tomorrow featurette series titled

—OPERATION WHITE TOWER
—One of the most hazardous

and perfectly filmed pictures to

come from Hollywood's RKO.

NOTE:—At the request of many sports

newsmen for the opportunity to cover

a group of short subjects at one time,

this private screening was arranged.

These screenings will run about six weeks
apart. The RKO RADIO PICTURES
Sportscope series is by far the most

complete of different sports subjects

that Hollywood produces, and it is felt

that newspapers could draw these

letter to the sports-publics' attention

having seen them first hand. They will

ali play shortly in downtown movie

houses, and may be mentioned at any

time.

—LLOYD MUIR
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Tfs a Great Day

For the Irisit

By PAT LEE

Come all you sons of Erin,

Likewise each sweet Coleen,

You're to march along Fifth

Avenue,

To the wearing of the green.

On your past year's showing,

Of you we're mighty proud.

Wherever goes the Irish,

There also goes the crowd.

With McDonald and McCarthy

McGinnis and McShea,

Moslcowiti and O'Kaplan

Are picked to lead the way.

it should the greatest pageant

This old town has ever seen.

Throw out your chest, do your

best.

The color, boys, is green.

You'll be greeted by O'Dwyer,

The boss of old New York,

Who'll be well protected

By the boys from County Cork.

All hail to dear Saint Patrick

On this his natal day;

Let's join the crowd, and all be

proud

As our respects to him we pay.

THIS IS
AMERICA
CONTEST

Week Ending Feb. 26, 1948

Salesmen's Standings

$100.00 Class

Goldfarb Denver
Gwin Denver

$75.00 Class

Canelli New Haven
Knox Washington
Kahn Washington
Hoese Salt Lake City
Engelman Portland

Silverman New York
Penser New York
Kutinsky New York

$50.00 Class

Wolfish Buffalo

Beck Philadelphia

Youngerman Philadelphia

Lefko Philadelphia

Richardson Cleveland
Kimmel Chicago
Bjorkman Minneapolis
Powell Los Angeles
Thorn Portland
Elliott Montreal
R®3 Winnipeg

Joswig Leave
Arthur Joswig, assistant to Lou

Ivliller, western sales approval, is

on a sick leave for a month and

is now in the southland for a rest.

Arthur is one of the real RKO
Radio veterans and will soon

have been with fhls organization,

counting previous Pathe time, a

quarter of a century. Come on

Arthur, we're looking for you to

come back in the pink.

The
Fugitipe

Possibilities

Pos.

This

Wee k Branch

1 D 1 TTC D 1 \ D U
rl 1 1 0DUKt7n

2 CLEVELAND
3. OKLAhHOMA CITY
4. WAbHINt'lUN
5. MEMPhllS
6.

P\ A 1 1 ACUALLAb
7. Minneapolis

8. Salt Lake City

9. Denver

10.

1 1

1 1 .

Detroit

12. Seattle

13. ... Indianapolis

14. Portland

15. Sioux Falls

16. San Francisco

17. Boston

18. Los Angeles

19. Chicago

21. - New Haven
22. Philadelphia

23. .. Milwaukee

24. Cincinnati

25. Kansas City

26. Atlanta

27. Albany

28. Des Moines

29. . New York

30. St Louis

31. Buffalo

32. New Orleans

CANADA
1. MONTREAL
2. ST. JOHN
3. Calgary

4. Winnipeg

5. Toronto

6. Vancouver

DIVISIONS

1. Eastern

2. North-South

3. Western

MAGIC
TOWN
Sales Against

Possibilities

10th W eek End. Feb. 26, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Blanch Week

1. SALT LAKE CITY . 4

2. SEATTLE . 2

3. NEW HAVEN 1

4. OKLAHOMA CITY . 3

5. DENVER 1 1

6. DES MOINES 8

7. Boston 12

8. Dallas .. .. 7

9. Sioux Falls 5

10. Philadelphia .. 9

1 1 . Los Angeles 6

12. Milwaukee .13

1 3. Minneapolis . 10

14. San Francisco 14

15. Charlotte .15

16. Pittsburgh
, 16

17. Washington 17

18. Cleveland 18

19. Omaha 19

20. Chicago .20

21. Portland .21

22. Detroit . 30

23. Memphis 22

24. Kansas City .24

25. New York 23

26. Atlanta 25

27. Buffalo 26

28. Indianapolis . 31

29. St. Louis 27

98

31. Cincinnati 29

32. Albany 32

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG

. 1

2. MONTREAL 2

3. Vancouver 3

4. Toronto 4

5. St. John 5

6. Calgary 6

DIVISIONS

1 . Western 1

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South . . 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota.

SECRET
LIFE OF
W. MITTY

Sales Against

Possibilities

10th Week End. Feb. 26, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. SALT LAKE CITY 2

2. PHILADELPHIA 1

J. UbINVtK o
7

4. OKLAHOMA CITY 3

5. DALLAS . 4

6. BUFFALO . 8

7. New Haven . 5

8. Minneapolis 6

7. oeaTTie .

1 n

10. Sioux Falls . 7

1 1 . Des Moines . 14

12. Boston .
.1 1

13. Pittsburgh 12

14. Washington 13

15. New York .
.15

16. Albany 17

17. Portland 19

1 8. Cleveland . ...16

19. Omaha . 20

20. Detroit . 18

21. Memphis .. . 21

22. Kansas City .22

23. (^nicago . Li

94 PkirirlnHp 24

25. Indianapolis 95

26. Los Angeles 28

27. St. Louis 27

28. San Francisco .26

29. Cincinnati . 29

30. Milwaukee .30

31. Atlanta . 31

32. New Orleans .32

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG . 2

2. MONTREAL 1

3. Vancouver . . 3

4. St. John . . 4

5. Toronto 5

6. Calgary . 6

DIVISIONS

1 . Eastern ... 1

2. Western .. 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold iace type indicates

over quota.
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RKo Pastffrs Suptfriar RKQ Theatres to F. Norman Sold

Back "America's" Sinatra on tlie

Camera 2-Reeier Easter Message

fi K presents..

Dorothy MrGuire ami Guy Madison
Robcri Mlichum Bill Williams

1^ o ^

louis uitm wmfi mm.nt jstowHW -aw-jy

The first volume of a new annual publication. Poster Gallery, has selected

the best posters of recent limes and RKO Radio Pictures has the largest

representation of any concern in the motion picture industry. Three of the

24's for cur 1946 product get page-space awards in this selection, THE

SPIRAL STAIRCASE, TILL THE END OF TIME and NOTORIOUS. The choice

was made by J. I. Biegeleisen. and the volume is intended for advertisers,

agencies, art directors, art schools and artists.

The contemporary posters from RKO Radio were produced as all RKOers

known under the guidance of S. Barret McCcrmick with Stanley Sherwin, our

art director. Morr Kusnet was the artist for TILL THE END OF TIME, the RKO

art department for NOTORIOUS and Armant Segus for THE SPIRAL STAIRCASE.

Editor Biegeleisen of the Poster Gallery, which sells for S5, says poster

art has developed rapidly until today it has become an increasingly important

vehicle of visual advertising. His three RKO Radio choices from 400 designs

submitted by artists, agencies and advertising organizations in all parts of

the United States is evidence of the selling force of 24's put out by the

SHOWMANSHIP COMPANY. Posters, like pressbooks and theatre fronts, are

not given much publicity, but even though they are taken in stride there is a

wealth of intelligent effort, the sense of art and design in selling and the

use of type and surprise elements, going into their making. RKO Radio posters

based on the judgment of the Poster Gallery editor have more eye appeal than

similar units from other industry concerns.

With Americans clicking cam-

eras at the rate of 600,000,000

times annual, "This Is America's"

PHOTO FRENZY has a ready-

made audience of several million

camera fans. Photography has

even entered the realm of the

daily radio serial and along with

Headline Harry, or title to that

effect, we now have Crime Pho-

tographer, Ye ed is no John
Kieran and we haven't statistics

at hand, but we would say that

photographs reproduced in mag-
azines are now given as much
space as words, and its true of

seme newspapers. The old Chi-

nese proverb has it that one pic-

ture Is worth 10,000 words.

From Blanche Livingston of

Harry Mandel's Theatre publici-

ty-advertising department comes
the following bulletin to their

theatre managers, evidence of

the timely exploitation values of

PHOTO FRENZY:
The newest This Is America

subject, PHOTO FRENZY is a

very interesting, human short,

dealing with the more-than-a-mil-

lion-doilar-a-year hobby. It is

also a natural for tie-ups with

camera outfits.

When we played MAGIC
TOWN In the New York circuit,

we had a swell photo contest

tie-up, which can well be applied

to PHOTO FRENZY. Here's how
it worked, and enclosed Is a

sample herald on which are full

particulars.

Photos can be any size, and
taken with any camera.

Subjects can be divided into

classes of: scenes, human inter-

est, etc.

Store provides all prizes, and
provides heralds.

If the co-operation of a news-

paper can also be landed, the

tie-up will be even more effec-

tive. Newspaper could give

Bouquets are due Fred Nor-

man, our Home Office radio

tie up expert, for the way he

came through

with flying

colors on a

Frank Sinatra

recording that

will bring our

MIRACLE OF
THE BELLS to

the radio pub-

lic on Easter-

t i d e. Fred
thought up

Fred IVoriiiaii the idea of

hcving Frank send an Easter mes-

sage to all America via a record-

ing. First he had to get the star's

consent to the Idea, then secure

a national network to plug this

free platter. Then he talked

Frank into making the recording

following his Lucky Strike pro-

gram. This was rushed east and

Fred then had to go into produc-

ing.

It's In the bag, and Frank's

on the air, in an original one and

a half minute spiel preceded by

bell chimes, and wishing the na-

tion Easter greetings.

We'll give you the message

In a coming issue, for we don't

wish to rob you of the surprise in

store for you when you hear this

aired over a national hook-up.

extra publicity to the contest,

climaxing the tie-up with pub-

lication of the three top pho-

tographs.

Theatre can aid in publicizing

the contest through lobby,

trailer and passing out heralds.

For extra Interest, notify all

camera clubs that their mem-
bers are eligible to compete in

the contest.
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Dl^lVE YW\S/^ ^ No Zero Hour

EDDIE CANTOR—"Mr. Showbusiness himself" receiving the

exclusive American Citizenship medal from Fred Gonzalez

head of Veterans of Foreign Wars in San Francisco, and is

flanked on the right by Mayor Elmer Robinson, also a Legion-

naire. Eddie was also the recipient of many other awards

during his personal appearance stay in San Francisco in

ccnjunction with the opening of IF YOU KNEW SUSIE which

broke all records at the Golden Gate theatre during its first

week.

We heard on the air the other

morning that it marked the first

morning in months that there

was no zero weather anywhere

in the United States. Arthur God-

frey in an early-morning program

said that when he hit the street

he thought he was dead. For

months previous he had seen his

breath turned into vapor by the

cold air.

Drive Captain Walter Branson

and Sid Kramer made their last

lep in a spell of fairly mild

weather, the first encountered by

any of the Drive crews since the

inaugural trip. Capt. Branson

v/ound up his second tour in

Minneapolis Wednesday, March

1 0th, and was due to arrive in

New York Saturday morning.

Captains Levy and Boasberg

previously completed their itin-

erary.

I "Remember"

Mama" Contest

At Minneapolis

ALL CLEAR at RKO Radio's New York trade screening of

THE MIRACLE OF THE BELLS (L. to R.): Jack Gelber, Inter-

boro; Phil Hodes, Ann Levy, Wilbur Snapper, Snapper Circuit.

MINNEAPOLIS—Station WLOL, the

Minneapolis 5000 watt Mutual outlet

for the Twin Cities, gets under way

with their I REMEMBER CONTEST on

March 19 and goes with it until March

31.

WLOL's new program, "Carnival of

Rhythm," a recorded show, conducted

by A! Paulson, will sponsor the contest,

between 4:00 pm and 5:30 pm daily,

with frequent mentions of the contest

during those hours.

The listeners write a letter, starting

with, I REMEMBER MAMA BECAUSE,
and m 25 words or less tell of the one

incident in their childhood, or their

mama's one trait, that stands out in

their mind in connection with their

mother.

First prize is $25, second is $15 and

third is $10, with 15 pairs of passes

for the next fifteen winners. In addition,

the three money winners, and their

families, will be the guest of Al Paul-

sen, and Carnival of Rhythm, at a

private screening of I REMEMBER
MAMA two days before the picture

opens locally. The day after the screen-

ing, Paulson will broadcast their com-

ments, plus his own.

In addition, the new weekly Min-

neapolis newspaper. The Mail, will get

under way with a contest on March 20,

with passes for the Orpheum as prizes,

and will also have a co-op ad page.

Watch Magazines

For Our Advertising
March is without any doubt

the most eventful month to RKO
Radio in its history. You'll see

from the boxed story in this num-

ber of FLAShH how we're on the

MARChH. Also we've used in

FLASH a complete listing of na-

tional ads for March. Watch the

big magazines for them. Make it

a point to pick them up if you're

not a regular subscriber. One of

these mass circulation units will

be mighty impressive if slapped

clown in front of an exhibitor and

pages turned to RKO copy.

S. Barret McCormick has

launched one of our most ambi-

tious campaigns on behalf of I

REMEMBER MAMA (Schedules

for the other shows have been

announced).

Sharting with the Pic-Tour ads

which appear in Life, Look and

Collier's, full page ads have also

appeared in these publications as

well as in the Saturday Evening

Post, Ladies' htome Journal, the

American and Parent's. Leading

fan magazine groups are also on

the schedule, augmented by the

newspaper supplements This

Week and American Weekly to

a grand total circulation in excess

of 101 -million copies. Added to

this will be extensive coverage
in 1 list of leading Canadian
magazines.

1A

RADIO

Eddie Cantor will be master
c"f ceremonies at the anniversary

of the Campfire Girls. A radio

dramatization of the history of

the Campfire Girls movement
v/ill be heard recorded over

WOR, from I 1:30 p.m. to mid-

night on Monday, March 15.

There will be presented such

outstanding stars of screen and
radio as Burns and Allen, Den-
nis Day and Joan Leslie.

with a big I REMEMBER MAMA
streamer across the page. The co-op
page will be sold to merchants with

merchandise of Interest to the mother
of the home.

—GENE SAUDEHE
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H. 0. Champ
(Continued from Page One)

practically one hundred per-

cent. In many instances the

second weeks have been as

good as the first, for word-

of-mouth sends it snowball-

ing. Here is war-time per-

formance at the box-office:

Fourteenth week at the As-

tor, New York. Twelfth week

at the Astor, Boston. Ninth

week at the Woods, Chica-

go. Fifth week Philadelphia

and Pittsburgh. Fourth weeks

Baltimore, Minneapolis,

Washington. Third weeks

Buffalo, St. Paul. Salt Lake

City, Cleveland, Kansas

City, Oklahoma City. Sec-

ond weeks Lincoln, St. Louis,

Richmond (Byrd and State,

moved to Capitol), Boise,

Provo, Atlantic City, Tren-

ton (day-dater at Lincoln

and Palace, moved to

Trent), Champaign, Cincin-

nati, Columbus, Dayton, Des

Moines, New Orleans, Oma-
ha, Providence, Rochester,

San Francisco, Syracuse, San

Antonio. Excellent Macon,

Tampa, Lockport, Hickory,

Princeton, LaCrosse,

Greensboro, Altoona.

TYCOON—Continues as

one of the industry's top

grossers with the current

highlight the engagement

over the RKO Theatre met-

ropolitan circuit where the

intake was one of the best

in the past two years. Ex-

cellent in triple-run at

Miami. Second weeks at

Bridgeport and Sacramento.

Going strong currently at

Ogdensburg, Binghamton,

Durham, Elgin, Newark, O.,

Salina, New Britain, Wash-

ington, Pa., Sharon, Hagers-

town, St. Catharines, Pitts-

field.

IF YOU KNEW SUSIE—
Outgrossing Eddie's SHOW
BUSINESS based on most

important runs to date.

Fourth week at the RKO
Palace, New York. Second

week at Hillstreet and Pan-

tages, Los Angeles. At the

Stanley, Jersey City, ran

ahead of all pictures in the

last few months. Second

weeks Pittsburgh, Hartford,

Detroit, Philadelphia, Balti-

more, Milwaukee, Toledo.

Excellent Altoona, Johns-

town, Fairmont.

MOURNING BECOMES
ELECTRA— 1 2th week at

the Four Star, Los Angeles.

Third week San Francisco.

Excellent at Colony, Palm

Beach.

BAMBI— 12th week at the

Republic, New York. Many
engagements set across the

country for Easter Week.

THE PEARL — All New
York talking about this Sut-

ton attraction, now in its

fourth big week.

NIGHT SONG — Triple

run at Long Beach. Held

over Savannah. Excellent at

Glens Falls, Binghamton,

Ithaca, Dunkirk, Tucson,

Santa Barbara, Williams-

port, Charlotte, Portsmouth,

Lawrence. Two theatres at

Norfolk.

THE FUGITIVE— Taken

out of circulation during

Lent and heavily booked for

Easter Week. Among the

few engagements during

Lent were those at Joliet

and Michigan City, where

gross was outstanding.

OUT OF THE PAST—In

four days at the Cameo,
Bristol, topped WALTER
MITTY by $150. "Continues

to do surprisingly good,"

says Branch Manager Bar-

ney Pitkin. "Audiences are

highly receptive to this

one.

"Apache" Prem at $10 Top
{Continued from Page One)

the RKO Theatres, has the tickets on the press and about every

name act and band in the town will be rounded up for the engage-

ment.

Anticipating the premiere, we got hold of Sherm Fitch of our

Sioux Falls exchange and up he pops this morning with a real list

of famous Indians from the Pine Ridge reservation at Ogalala, South

Dakota. Here are some of them:

DEAFTY SITTING BULL, 72 years of age and the only living

son of the famous SITTING BULL
CHIEF MOCCASIN FACE (probably one of Dave Cantor's

ancestors), 70 years old.

CHIEF YELLOW BOY AND SQUAW, an old Sioux warrior

who made it hot for some of our grandpappys.

CHIEF LITTLE BEAR and SQUAW and CHIEF THUNDER
HAWK.

They will be chaperoned on their trip to Chicago by one of our

exhibitors and a friend of Fitch's, a C. E. Bradshaw, who operates

the Inland Theatre at Martin, S. D. Hey Jackie how exhibitors find

these places! Anyways Mr. Bradshaw told me these folks are really

sumpin' in their war paint and feathers. Also that they bring along

their own drums and beat out a mean rhythm.

The Herald American is bannering their 200 trucks for the event,

placing all their radio time behind the event, so with the added
pressure that Frank Smith and Gerry Shinbach of the theatre depart-

ment and Bob Hickey and Wally Heim from our end can give it we
should have a real shindig here abouts March 30. I hear through

the grapevine thatTHE HEAD MAN has cooked up hisself a big show-

ing of the same opus at Phoenix, Arizona, about March 27. Now of

course he'll have producers and what not there just to show us up

here but I wouldn't trade him Sitting Bull for a producer.

Hmmmmmmm. Phoenix is a nice place to break in as a field man.

Even for the Head Man. Small, quiet town. Blow a whistle and the

whole population turns around. Hmmmmmm. Put on two flashlights

and you got a premiere in that burg. Hmmmmmm. Wining and dining

with producers. Its against the law to even give an Indian a drink

in this country and I aint gonna break no law. Now Jackie which would

you rather have, SITTING BULL IN WAR DRESS BEATING A DRUM
or A PRODUCER MAKING A SPEECH. Hmmmmm. Well those

little towns have to live too. I'll wire for somebody and they'll answer

(I mean Father Divine Lieber) "The only one available at this time

is a tired picket but you'll have to pay extra if he brings his banner."

—TERRY TURNER

We congratulate Violet Troyer on

the anniversary of her ?? birthday. Vi

treated us with innported coconut

candy which has been very hard to

get and we thoroughly enjoyed the

treat.

Screened MIRACLE OF THE BELLS
and it was well enjoyed by everyone.

Looks like a real money maker and

we look forward to some very nice

business.

March 14 to 27 has been designated

ai HERB GREENBLATT WEEKS in our

NED DEPINET DRIVE and the sales

force has been doing everything pos-

sible to make these two weeks a record

breaker in honor to our district chief.

The Red Cross Drive is on and we
expect to make quota as usual.

—J. E. WHITE
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Branch Manager, Charlotte

ROW BRANON

Has switched to fourth place in the

\ED DEPIXET DRIVE

from

RKO-PATHE
By ED RICE

That world renown institu-

tion," the New York Times, is

now sitting for its portrait by Jay

Bonafields THIS IS AMERICA.

Director -cameraman Larry

O'Reilly and his crew have been

work all v/eek shooting scenes

in the Times offices and follow-

ing Times reporters around town.

The script is by Dick Hanser. The

picture is scheduled for release

in May.

Director Eddie Montagne and

contact Frank Mayer are now

setting up locations for another

THIS IS AMERICA, CRIME

LAB, the short on the activities

o-"- the Dolice department. Shoot-

Leon Moves
Leon J. Bamberger with his

secretary, Helen Friedman, has

moved from the 9th floor of the

Home Office to the 14th. Witf-

him goes of course those unique

wall decorations which make his

office one of the most appeal-

ing we have ever been in. In ad-

dition to autographed prints ot

our top executives. Leon has sev-

eral old Currier and Ives sport-

•

g prints, framed 'awards such

war activities, philatelic dis-

3y and a gag plaque or so In

-lich he has figured. Leon is

-e of the busiest guys we have
er encountered. He s on sev-

al national and industry com-
ttees, speaks at exhibitor con-

entions for RKO and keeps fir-

~g steadily with our direct-mail,

vhich always has rated with the

"est put out by any concern in

•^e country.

Ing will begin Monday. The cam-

eraman will be Neil Sullivan.

Montagne directed the best-

selling CHILDRENS VILLAGE.

CHILDREN S VILLAGE, inci-

dentally, has been receiving an

unusually high press and mail

response. Mary Nash, in the

Buffalo News said that the short

was specially recommended,
"

end in the Cleveland News,

Arthur Spaeth wrote: Chil-

dren s Village is a richly realistic,

yet sympathetic viewing of the

Dobbs Ferry, N. Y. reclamation

cf delinquent youth. Chief dif-

ficulty, it is so interesting that

it would make me a delinquent

if I were a boy.

The TIA before CHILDREN S

VILLAGE, SWITZERLAND TO-

DAY, received a ful page treat-

ment in a nationally distributed

Hearst story on the film. The

point stressed in the film by the

Hearst syndicate was Switzer-

!..nd s citizer military program.

NEW YORK WORLD-TELEGRAM,

mCamera
By^mSerScdclieri

A few weeks from now, when you attend your neighborhood
movie, you are likely to be startled by a short featme, "Photo
Frenzy." This is part of Pathe's "This Is America" series, and
it will be sent to foreign countries as well as to all parts of

this country.
I saw a preview Tuesday morning and I thought it was a

first rate 1500 feet of information on amateur photography,
brisk and bright, but not too cute. It showed Pop, the shutter-
bug, trying to photograph Junior. It presented the domgs at

The Camera Club, 121 W. 68th St., a camera bus trip, the pop-
a-flash crowd at the Hobby Show, a class at the School of
Modern Photography, and some glimpses of the photographic
industry, with film being spooled and glittering flash bulbs
coming off the line.

All in all I thought this short movie gave a truer and a far
more interesting picture of one aspect of American life than
I have seen presented in some of the rather heavy-footed and
solemncholy jobs intended for export.

There was one particularly touching scene of Joe Shutter-
bug in his kitchen-, adorned with an organdy apron belonging
to the Missus, and busily squeegeeing prints on the bottom of
her pie tins with her rolling pin. A certain amount of comedy
is proper to the theme of amateur photography, and they didn't
carry it too far.

Such a movie ought to reveal to the noafotogs some inter-
3sting facts about our 20,000,000 film-scorchers and their quaint
ways. I think the camera club scenes were impressive, with
those judges voting bv a tricky machine which showed the
results by a lijiit traveling up a post—oh, there is nothing
horse-and-buggy about us serious addicts.

It did occur to me that there was quite a lot of shiny,
flossy, high-priced equipment in the hands of the large, active
cast, and also in the views of the camera stores. Maybe some
people are going to think you have to own a few thousand
bucks' worrh of fancy gear in order to live the happy photo-
graphic life.

However, they did show snap-shooters in the park with
sirHple equipment. And taking some very terrible pictures, it

£°emed to me.
There was quite a contrast between a handftil of dreadful

little prims picked up at the we-print-'em counter of a store
and the luscioas big saion shots on the walls of the Camera
Club and the School of Modern Photography. Possibly somt
people who see this movie will catch on that it pays to learn
something about making pictures.—March 4.

BOYS CHOIR opening night at the RKO Grand in Cincinnati supporting THE
FUGITIVE.

Talk up RKO aptintism

GOOD!







(1)—Marquee signs announcing THE PEARL . . . (2)—Vivid display window at Brentano's . . . (3)—Front

covers ol Omnibook, the Viking Press edition and Bantam Books edition of THE PEARL . . . (4)—The 11,000

copies per day display in the lobby of the Sutton.

Announced by a bold-type cover liHe The Pearl of the World
'

(first title of the story), the editors of the Companion gave large

display to the story. The opening page featured a tribute to Stein-

beck, the author, and a double truck art by John Allen Maxwell

provided the key illustration.

A—First—Our Company realized the great picture possibilities

of the Steinbeck s+ory and purchased the property through the

famous literary agenf, Annie Laurie Williams.

A—First—Picture to be produced at RKO's Churubusco Studio

in Mexico City. Our president, N. Peter Rathvon, personally was

very active in the establishment of this now famous production

center in Mexico and now used by many hlollywood as well as

top-flight Mexican producers.

Pictured in the layout: (1 & 5)—Effective signs on each side of the entrance

to the lobby ... (2 & 4)—Premiere night ... (3, 7 & 8)—Lobby activity opening

night. Insert—shows hand cf Maria Elena Marques holding S300,000 of

Cartier pearls . . . (6)—The opening night line outside the theatre waiting to

enter the exhibit-filled lobby . . . (9)—A glimpse of the opening night audience.

. . . (10)—Carlos Baz, director of the Mexican Government Tourist Bureau and

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Sachs . . . (11)—Robert Mochrie and Edward N. Becker

congratulate each other on the fine attraction . . . (12)—Robert Mochrie and

Clem Perry . . . (13)—Edward N. Becker with Phil Reisman . . . (14)—Dr. Jose

L. de Larrea, Mexican Consul General, and his daughter . . . (15)—Ed Doherly,

A. A.. David Marshall, assistant to director public relations, and Buell Patterson,

director cf public relations of American Airlines . . . (16)—The working staff,

1. to r.: Harry Blair, George Held, Rutgers Neilson and Clem Perry snapped

after the premiere in the ccffee room cf the theatre . . . (17)—Mr. and Mrs.

Almc'zan . . . (18)—Annie Laurie Williams, famous author's agent, on the right

of her guests . . . (19)—Noted Mexican singer, Victoria Cordova and escort

Brent Sergeant . . . (20)—1. to r. Thomas McMahon, house manager, Edward

N. Becker and Clem Perry . . . (21)—Leo Nathan, president of the Victoria Pearl

Co.. presents the chief of usherettes, Monica O'Moore, with strings of pearls,

as Katherine De Haven looks on . . . (22!—Messrs. Rugoff and Becker with Phil

Reisman . . . (23)—Philip de Revuelta and family, noted New York instructors

in the Mexican dance . . . (24)—Miss Angela Burgun, cashier at the Sutton

Theatre wearing pearls . . . (25)—A typical bock window featuring the Viking

de luxe edition . . . (26)— 1. to r.: Thomas McMahon, Monica O'Moore, Katherine

De Haven and Leo Nathan . . . (27)—The attractive pearls adorn picture of star

Maria ETlena Marques in Carlier's luxurious Fifth Avenue window . . . (28)

—

Thomas McMahon with Pauline "Polly" Knaeble, American Airhne stewardess

. . . (29, 31 and 33)—Frontal display shadow boxes . . . (30)—James A. Farley's

party: 1. to r. Patricia Smart and Mr. and Mrs. Edward Douglas Madden . . .

(32)—Carlos Baz, Mexican Tourist Bureau director, and guests.

A—First—English-Spanish bi-lingual picture to be produced.

A—First—Picture to be presented to American audiences, all

in English and acted in Mexico by an all-Mexican cast and made by
a Mexican producer, director and staff.

A—First—RKO picture to play the long-run popular Sutton

Theatre in New York City.

A—First— In point of box-office business. THE PEARL broke

the Sutton opening week house record. We have the word of the

Messrs. Rugoff and Becker, owners of this deluxe showcase, for this

achievement.

"PEARL" NOVEL BEST-SELLER

Coincidentally—the picture premiered and the Steinbeck story

hit a high as a Viking Press best-seller—deluxe edition.

Usually a novel is brought to the screen sometime following its

success as a best-seller. But the foresight of the RKO executives

made it possible to give screen audiences this great story just at

the moment that it was becoming a top-seller. Book review sections

of the New York newspapers presented paeans of praise as the

movie sections announced the Sutton Theatre premiere.

Pedro Armendariz, co-star with Maria Elena Marques, was cur-

rently the rage having scored in his role In John Ford's ThIE FUGI-
TIVE, at the Victoria on Broadway.

Miss Marques had visited New York some many months back

and posed many publicity stills which were used for the Sutton

Theatre promotion. High among these were pictures posed with

almost priceless pearls at the world-famous jewel house, Cartier, on

Fifth Avenue.

A—First—Movie window display in Cartier's was achieved with

a picture of Miss Marques wearing a half million dollars worth of

pearls—Including what we believe to be the world s largest pearl.

Miss Marques had also posed in Radio City raising the Mexican

flag and photographing her own private movies In the great amuse-

ment center.

Poses taken with Philip de Revuelta, New York's most-famous
teacher of Mexican dances, illustrate the "Pearl Bamba."

All of these pictures played their part in the publicity channels.

BANTAM BOOK BOWS
Just following the premiere, Bantam Books Issued their popular '

i
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Ice edition of The Peari.' Ian Ballentine, Bantam Book publisher,

d the Curtis Distrioution Company gave us every cooperation,

any window displays resulted. In each book sold in the New York

ea, a small card was inserted carrying the following:

"The Pearl" by John Steinbeck

Here is a must! Steinbeck's tense, piercing story, based on an old

Mexican legend, of a poor native fisherman who finds a pearl of fabulous

size on the ocean floor.

But Instead of riches and happiness, this sinister Pearl brings evil

and tragedy into the lives of the Indian fisherman, his young wife

and their Infant son.

Read "The Pearl"—a new Bantam Book on sale now at your news-

dealer—25c.

See "The Pearl"—an RKO-Radio release now at the Sutton

Theatre, New York City.

Some two thousand newsstand posters, eleven by fourteen,

rinted in Mexican sepia, were made available for display in book,

ationery stores and newsstand dealers in Greater New York.

In addition a quantity of twenty-two by twenty-eight posters

ere made available for special window displays. Most of theme were
prominently located newsstands.

Radio promotion was afforded through Bantam when the THE
EARL was dramatized on "The Listening Post" program over the

ntire American Broadcasting Network with proper plugs. Spot
roadcasts were also provided.

The above was In addition to the usual RKO news broadcasts

nd spots in the area.

OMNIBOOK PUBLISHES "'PEARL"

About a week after the opening, ThHE PEARL was published

js the cover and leading story in the popular monthly digest,

Dmnibook, to the merry tune of several hundred thousand copies.

Book sales hit a high of one hundred and ten thousand in eleven

jays, and inspired Paul hfolllster to suggest a Sutton lobby display

jxhibiting giant facsimiles of the Viking and Bantam editions topped
pff vyith the vivid legend:

"The novel that sold I 1,000 copies per day!"

American Airlines with routes to Mexico loaned art exhibits for

he lobby as well as prominent window space in the Radio City area.

As a mailing piece advance, Clem Perry, managing director of

"he Rugoff and Becker houses, devised a most effective four-page

:ircular. hie used the Jose Clemente Orozco drawings as special

Jecoration and devoted a page to montage of stills plus, of course,

intriguing sales copy.

AT THE SUTTON THEATRE

Pearls were worn by the feminine staff of the Sutton. Angela
Jurgun, cashier, proudly wore both necklace and bracelets. Through

3 tie-up with Leo Nathan, of Victoria Pearls, all the usherettes wore
strands of pearls. All but one were simulated—one was the real valu-

able article itself. Considerable guess work as to which usherette

iwas wearing the pearts-of-price evoked interest at the theatre and

TRADE RAVIEWS

^Strangely haunting and beautiful"

The screen version of John Steinbeck's Mexican folk tale. "The

Pearl," is deliberately-paced, yet strangely haunting and beautiful.

Produced in Mexico, it has been given imaginative photography and

glows with symbolism and imagery. Insofar as its cast goes, it does

not have any particularly exploitable names. But the acting is so

splendid in its unadorned simplicity, and the direction so intelligent,

that the discriminatng filmgoer should not fail to see it. The picture

will also delight those who welcome something that is fresh and

departs from time-honored, standard stories.

The legend is one that has been passed on for many generations

by natives of Lower California. It tells of a Mexican peon fisherman

In the newspapers.

Clem Perry, of the Sutton, had enlargements made of the Jose

Clemente Orozco illustrations of the Viking edition of THE PEARL
and used these effectively as well as artistically in devising street-

front and lobby entrance shadow boxes.

Shortly after the opening Phil Reisman received from our European
representative the Brussells medal for best photography as won by
THE PEARL. Photos were made, enlarged and air-brushed in bronze,

simulating in original color of the medal. The resulting display

idea can be used by any exhibitor.

It Is doubtful If New York has been as "pearl conscious" in many
years. It could be accidental, perhaps, but many of the New York

department and jewelry stores featured pearls in their ads. Among
them were such renowned emporiums as Sachs, Bloomingdales,

Gimbels, Abraham & Straus, etc.

Earl Wilson devoted an entire column in The Post (and syndicate]

to pearls worn coincldentally (?) by our own Merle Oberon dining at

the Colony. Such Is fate! Or contrived publicity.

PRESENT AT PREMIERE

But now to the premiere for the records!

THE PEARL s gala opening at the Sutton was a theatrical event

in the Big City.

Distinguished personalities highlighted the first-night audience.

The film, theatre and book groups as well as prominent Mexicans

In New York applauded this cinema gem.

RKO executives attending the premiere were Robert Mochrie

and Phil Reisman.

Prominent New York Mexicans attending the premiere were:

From the Mexican Chamber of Commerce: Gabriel Cordova, Vir-

ginia Torres, A. Algara de Terreros; from the Mexican govern-

ment: Tourist Department—Carl Baz; from the Mexican delegation

to the U.N.—Dr. Luis Padllla Nervo.

From American Airlines—Mexican Division—Carlos Carranza,

Buell Patterson, Edward Dougherty, Harold Laird; from show busi-

ness—Mr. and Mrs. Philip de Revuelta and daughter, Dolores and
Victoria Cordova, famous singer.

Annie Laurie Williams, famous author's representative who sold

John Steinbeck's story to RKO for production, was among those

present as were guests of James A. Farley.

Messrs. Rugoff and Becker, proprietors of the theatre, were in

attendance at the height of premiere activities.

Following opening night it was decided to feature the "In

English" angle In the ads and marquee front as the pictures on

page 12 show.

Working with the publicity manager at the premiere were
George Held and Harry Blair of our publicity staff.

THE PEARL is now rolling along toward a long run preparatory

to later national exhibition from coast-to-coast.

who found a large and priceless pearl. He envisioned in the pearl the

promise of a better life, education for his infant son, and shoes for

his wife. But the pearl became the villain of his life. It lured him into

murder when thieves attempted to steal it. Others conspired to cheat

him, and evil circled all around him. In well-cadenced sequences, the

simple peon with his wife and child attempt to flee from the com-
munity, but greed follows them, and finally even the child is murdered.
Eventually the peon returns to his community, hurls the pearl into the

sea whence it came, and again becomes reintegrated into his social

class.

Emilio Fernandez' direction brings out characterizations that are

real, and the pitiable situations into which the people are thrown are

believable. Pedro Armendariz, who will be remembered for his role as

the officer in "The Fugitive," portrays the fisherman, with Maria Elena

Marques as his slave-like wife. An F.A.M.A. Aguila Films production,

the screenplay was done by Steinbeck, Fernandez and Jack Wagner.
Oscar Dacingers produced. —MOTION PICTURE DAILY
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"Scales the heights of dramatic effort"

Superb "Art" Fare Will Gef Critical Acclaim and Then Click

Generally. A Simple, Sincere Work, Beautifully Done.

From John Steinbeck's original work which is based on an old

legend of the natives of Lower California there has been fashioned

a compelling dramatic v/oric which takes a place among photographic

poetry of the screen. Here it is the camera that captures both essence

of scenario and the splendidly ccmpoced natural settings in terms

of beauty and affecting delineation of human feeling.

Telling how a fisherman finds a remarkable, large pearl, the

story works in the vagaries of the fates, the despicable aspects of

life, sordid attempts to wrest wealth frcm ignorance. It is handled

in the simplest of terms. The directorial effect gets inside the char-

acters. How they think, react, feel and suffer are brought out poig-

nantly. It is at once a tragic tale that easily scales the heights of

dramatic effort. Also, it is a moot work of film arh

In the two main roles Pedro Armendariz and Maria Elena Marques

essay the parts of Indian man and wife. They have a baby. Their

life is one of struggle to survive. Then the pearl comes along and

with it delusions of grandeur, escape from sordid circumstance,

creation of a new life. But also comes strife. To get the pearl

unscrupulous characters stop at nothing. To save his gem, "Kino"

kills two men. With wife and child he departs his native village with

pursuit dogging his heels. It becomes a cast of the hunted and at

length the couple's baby is slain. The slayer is stabbed to death by

"Kino." With his wife they return to their village and get rid of the

troublesome pearl by casting it into the sea from where it came.

They resign themselves.

"The Pearl" Is the sort of film that will receive wide critical

acclaim and at the same time spark interest in the Mexican Industry.

Once critical notices garner for it the esteem it deserves, the film

should have little difficulty in catching on with the general audience.

But first it must be introduced in a spot where it will be initially

appreciated.

Before "The Pearl" is a compelling dramatic story, it is first a

photographic delight. Performances are simple, sincere, ring with

conviction. Emillo Fernandez directed. The photography is the fine

work of Gabriel Figueroa.

—FILM DAILY

"Starkly beautiful film"

Discriminating audiences and, we daresay, critics, will hail "The
Pearl" as an artistic achievement. Both stand the chance of creating

widespread and valuable word-of-mouth comment on behalf of this

starkly beautiful film made with quiet, but explosive dramatic force

by Oscar Dacingers with Emilio Fernandez as director.

Written originally in novelette form by John Steinbeck, it tells

the legend of Kino, simple Mexican pearl diver, who fishes out of the

deep a pearl of unmatched beauty. In simple terms is told how his

find changes the course of his Immediate, little world. For his wife and
baby son. Kino sees the pearl in terms of freedom—a basic education
for his child, shoes and a bed for his wife. Most of the villagers are

his friends and glad for him. But the pearl appraisers are not. In

collusion against him and among themselves as well, they set out to

defraud Kino by under-evaluating his prize. When barter fails, thiev-

ery predicated on violence sets in.

In self-defense. Kino knifes to death two of the marauders, sets

the other on his trail. The principal portion of this moving film deals
v/ith the flight of Kino and his family through swamp, over deserf
and through mountains to escape. His infant son is killed by rifle fire.

Kino stabs the last appraiser-killer, returns with his wife to the native
village and thereafter returns the pearl—symbol of their hope and
their tragedy—to the sea.

Pedro Armendariz, whose performance as the police lieutenant

in "The Fugitive" was memorable for its incisive callousness, plays

Kino and, for a second time in a somewhat different histrionic

channel, again demonstrates his dramatic virility and depth; he Is

excellent. Maria Elena Marquez, as the wife, is by his side in strength

of performance, but the picture is Armendariz'. Supporting players,

all of unusual competency, are etched in clarity.

"The Pearl" Is a decidedly superior demonstration of mood
Induced by sparseness of dialogue, restraint in performance and

dynamic black-and-white photography employing the majesty and

sweep of Mexico's thundering seas, her Impressive mountains, parched

desert and rolling countryside. No commentary on "The Pearl" could

approach justice without recognition of Gabriel Flgueroa's camera

work. Steinbeck, the author; Fernandez, the director, and Jack

Wagner—the triumvirate on the screenplay—stayed with the basics

of their tale and avoided unrequired embroidery.

—MOTION PICTURE HERALD

''Photography worth price admission alone"

There's an old truism dating back to silent days that "The way

to tell a film story is with a camera." Whether the producers of

"The Pearl" had this admonition In mind or not, the fact Is that the

outstanding excellence of the film Is Gabriel Flgueroa's photography.

Picture is almost worth the price of admission for that alone. Figueroa,

in a way, does with a motion picture camera what Diego Rivera

does with paint and canvas.

The drama is thrilling and suspenseful and its theme Is the

sympathetic one of little people struggle against desperate odds

to realize a dream of freedom. So It might well take hold with

the audiences and enjoy a satisfactory word-of-mouth buildup.

Picture Is filmed entirely in Mexico with all-Mexican cast. Acting

is excellent throughout, with Armendariz and Miss Marques, the

toppers, doing excellent work as the village fisherman and his wife.

Fernando Wagner, heavy of the piece, Charles Rooner, Alfonsc

Bedoya, Juan Garcia and Enedina Diaz de Leon all earn a hand

Mexican folk dances, village festival scenes and pearl-dlvinc

sequences give the film a spectacular quality. Show generally i:|

definitely Latin-American in mood, stylizing and tempo. I

Direction by Emilio Fernandez takes full advantage of Flgueroa'i

photography in following a virtual silent-film technique. Dialog 1

1

excellent, but subordinated to action, and the story, for the mos

par!', would be clear without it.

Oscar Dacingers, the producer, deserves a hand for makin

casv, setting and technique contribute to the utmost to entertainmer

value.

—VARIETY (Daih
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Movies

*The Pearl' a Poetic

FolkDrama of Mexico
By ALTON COOK.

Mexico Is becomlngr a handy iK> cneat mm Dy offering a frac

refuge for ijnaglnatlve movie pro- real value. When the

„-w«, stubborn and frightened Indian
duoers who chafe under the ma- ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ p^ce.
chdne technic of the Hollywood the buyer sets a pair of cutthroats
studios. During the last couple of bn Kino to rob him of his pearL

months we have had three of save himself as well as the

these Mexican made pictures — pearl. he must take his wife and
John Ford's "The Fugitive" and flee Into the hills, with

John Huston's "The Treasure ofF^e relentless pearl dealer in

the Sierra Madre" (both still run-
ning at the Victoria and Strand,
respectively) , and today the Sut-
ton over on the East Side brings
Us John Steinbeck's picture, "The
Pearl."
This Is the first picture for

whirfi John Steinbeck has as-
sumed full responsibility. The
novel already has been published,
but the story was planned as a
movie before it was put Into novel
form.
The picture Is a folk drama,

simple, poetic and deeply stirring.

Mr. Steinbeck was so determined
to catch the folklore quality that
occasionally he overstressed. So a
few artificial moments of self-

conscious artistry mar the picture
and do considerable ' harm to its

over-aU effect. But most of the
way it is a gem of straightfor-
ward, unadorned narrative.

Pearl of Great Price.

The best-seller success of the
novel already has made the story
a familiar one. Its setting is

among the illiterate, poverty
stricken Indians of a Mexican
fishing village. One of them
Kino, diving for oysters, finds a
pearl of fabulous value, one that
promises to bring him riches far
beyond his meager mathematical
gropings.
But Kino soon learns that his

pearl is destined to do no such
thing. First the pesrl buyers try

K)ldly murderous pursuit.

Fiesta Is Beantifol.

The story has been photo-
graphed with a lovely joy In the
Mexican landscai>e and the primi-
tive customs of the people. The
most beautiful moments pictorlally

come diffing a fiesta the Indians
Stage to celebrate the good for-

tune of their comrade.
Mr. Steinbeck took no Holly-

wood players to Mexico with him.
casting the entrle picture from
Hie Indians and Mexicans, mixing
amateurs with trained actors. The
result is a naive eloquence per-
fectly matched to the unpreten-
tious tone of the picture. Pedro
Armendariz and Maria Elena
Marques are inspired choices for

the two principal roles, the pearl
diver and his wife.

Done With Understanding.

There are no other big roles but
a, number of the minor characters
emerge in a, soft glow of clarity,

Particulafly noticeable among
them is Alfonso Bedoya as a
friendly neighbor. The picture was
directed by a Mexican, too —
Emilio Fernandez, who obviously
has a deep understanding, of the
crude life he was portraying.
' The picture has its flaws that
leave a slight disappointment, as
we mentioned before. The disap-
pointment, small though it be, is

keen because the picture comes so
very close to rousing in an audi-
ence the most exquisite ecstasy
that eve.- radiated from a movie
screen.
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Jackie I thought I was going to

have some time to sit down and chew

the fat with you when I returned

from Hollywood but as it turned out

1 only had lime to change my shoes,

show my draft card at my house to

really identify myself and ship out to

Pennsylvania.

Where I left off, I sea gulling it out

of Hollywood in one of them Con-

stellations, and they tell me I am

going to stop briefly at Chicago, just

long enough to gollup a fish and then

wing it on to New York City. Mutter

and Mumble, who is glad to see me

leave, inasmuch as I have got him on

the hook for more than 1000 points,

after he had had me for about 3500,

waves at me feebly and smiles as far

as he can get his eyes open in the

morning. Even "Silent Fred" Calvin

stopped pulling on his stinky stogie

long enough to make a record speech,

which was "Goodbye," and Jackie I'm

off with the angels in the morning sun.

Just when I am planning on what

surprises I am going to cause in

Flushing (and there are aint many

since I got me an electric ice box)

the stewardess barks. "Them that was

going to Chicago, and New York, aint

. . . we is stopping at Kansas City

and you can bicycle it or take it on

foot to Chicago, li you are really

sleepy we will get you an upper on

the train. Them that was going to

New York we'll try it but if its the

Atlantic or the Gawanus Canal in

Brooklyn, its your own fault, but the

pilot will make every effort to make

La Guard ia."

Well Jackie I took Kansas City and

the upper, and phoned "Jack Dalton"

Lewis at the exchange, and with sun-

dry others we adjourned to the Mule-

bach Rendevous Room, to eat and

maybe drink. There I hear them pag-

ing, a "Mister P. Turner," and I dont

want to answer cause I aint registered

and besides who would know I would

be grounded, and who would ever

dream to find me in a saloon, in case

I was grounded. That Lewis is psychic

however and sure enough it was Ray
Nolan, Tom Williamson and "Dr.

Itch" Du Four from St. Louis.

"How did you ever imagine you

could find me in a saloon," I says to

Mr. Nolan.

"Personally I thought you might go

there looking for Lewis," says he,

which IS one way of finding a branch

manager," and besides we want you
to beat it in here to help Louie set

up FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE."

Well Jackie theres no use of continu-

ing that conversation here, because

you couldnt print only the comas and

the periods and that's like eating a

sandwich with no meat, so I ons to

Chicago for a screening with the Her-

ald American staff of FORT
APACHE. Boy, do newspapermen eat

up that picture.

Now its Sunday and I'm headin'

home and run into Walter Branson

and Sid Kramer on the Century. Now
that sounds mild enough, cause Wal-

ter is a real quiet chap these days,

but not that Kramer. He invites me to

a "friendly" game of gin and pro-

ceeds not only to beat the daylights

out of me but insults me en route.

Quoting old proverbs like, "A fish

stinks from the head down" and look-

ing straight at me. Hes got that Wal-

ter cued up and just when I start to

cut him down to size, Walter says.

"—And now boys I got to go to bed"

and I'm pushed right in the hall.

Hmmmm. There'll come another day.

Well as I says I catch New York,

the home office and the Flushing "lean

to'" on the fly and arrive in Philadel-

phia to meet with Messrs. Beck,

Prager and Wieder, where things is

beginning to cook on MIRACLE OF
THE BELLS. Beck is full of banquets

for Jesse Lasky and what not. Wieder

has started the ball rolling out Pitts-

burgh way and Prager is standing by

to help out, for it looks like about 90

to 100 dates come March 27.

In the morning Nat Levy and Bob

Folliard swing into town and we join

them for coffee and cakes at the Ritz

Carlton, and then over to Warners

to chit cliat and chow chow with

Everett Callow and Ted Schlanger and

sundry other gents as to be the best

ways and means to honor our Jesse

and open his latest picture. In the

meantime I got me out nine blood-

hounds looking for Blowsie Reiners

who last heard from was motoring

through Jacksonville with "The Rose

of Kildare"' cuddling beside him. And
he told me he was going to take a

little rest. We land him at St. Peters-

berg, Fla.. and by this time Rosey

had grown thorns, and the white man's

"Uncle Remus" is pushing the pedal

down hard for the home stretch. Ar-

riving just before I leave, he insults

me by calling me "An OLD Pigeon"

when he sees me mark up 3500 points

against "Easy Touch Abe Lincoln,"

and sits down to whip me, to give me
something to remember him by. Well

Jackie I left old "Foxy Grandpa"

there smiling but not happy (yea I

won) and grabbed the choo choo for

Pittsburgh, where Wieder had me
lined up with a session with Moe
Silver, Joe Feldman and Jim Tottnian

of the Warner outfit, who are also

going all out to "send" MIRACLE OF
THE BELLS. I'll say this Jackie, this

Warner outfit east and west are really

gone on this picture and I am sure

we can look for some great results.

We ran into Bert .Stern of the Con-

solidated, also Sam Galanty of Co-

lumbia, and John MacGreevy of the

Johnny Harris Circuit. Then of

course, "the boy wonder," one Maurie
Lefko, jerncd us and we cut up the

business from here to there, form dis-

tributing companies, built and ran

theatres, fired and hired top men.

whose names were singularly close to

ours and just at a point wiien I am
about to take over the industry, there

comes an alarm call from Chicago

and Wally Heim, and the industry

was saved because I had to leave. I

make Chicago in the wee AM and

"Bluebeard" Bert, as usual, passes

me up for some writer coming through

( probably because Bluebeard was in

the 4th grade for 11 years and figured

this guy could spell better than me)

but finally with the help of Sir Robert

Mochrie it turned into a false alarm

so we are on our way here with the

premiere of FORT APACHE at the

RKO Palace, with the Chicago Herald

American behind it March 30.

Just 10 relax I visited a few saloons

with some of the newspaper boys last

evening just to gather "thisa and data"'

and see how the lower half lives. It

aint bad Jackie. But they close so

early. That is 4 A.M., if they dont

know you and not at all if they do.

By sunup Jackie you dont know them

so whats the difference. Following

prayers tomorrow morning ( it is the

Sabbath you know) I embark for St.

Louis, and "Dr. Itch," according to

his letter, will keep me hopping for

two days on his plans for their world

premiere of FIGHTING FATHER
DUNNE in late May. Then back to

Pennsylvania and who can tell, may-

be New York for a clean shirt and a

chin fest with you. .^nd I met a broad

this Ayem who said "Your work must

be so interesting, traveling, seeing all

the wonderful sights, my my how I

envy you."

Children's Village

Interesting

On a bend in the Hudson

River above New York is a Child-

ren's Village where hundreds of

delinquent boys receive a fight-

ing chance to become good citi-

zens. Supervised by adults, the

Village is run by the boys like a

small self-contained community.

Following one case through his

life before, during, and after the

Village gives an interesting in-

sight into this practical institu-

tion. With delinquency figures

rising all the time, this footage

is topical and may prove helpful

to many communities.

Poller Signed
H. C. Potter has been signed

to a long-term RKO Radio con-

tract, following the completion

of his direction of MR. BLAND-
INGS BUILDS HIS DREAM
HOUSE at this studio. This fea-

ture was produced by RKO
Radio for Selznick Releasing Or-

ganization distribution and co-

stars Cary Grant, Myrna Loy

end Melvyn Douglas.

i WeMERTERS
RKO RADIO'S EXCHANGE OF^IDEAS!

We held a meeting covering THREE LITTLE PISS, discussing hoW

the release was to be handled. Certainly no cartoon has been dis

tributed before or since that can connpare with the Disney comedy

We look for a reception that will be almost as great as when thf

featurette was originally released.

—STAN JACQUES, Cincinnat
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with simple effectiveness by the
principal actors of the drama. Its

artistry is achieved by striking
photographic shots and the group-
ing of the characters in static atti-

tudes, more appropriate to still

photography than moving pictures.

Rhythmic Dialogae.

The dialogue is in English, the

tctors speaking in a variety of ac-

cents that give a peculiar rhythm
to the language. Not all the actors

are Mexicans, which accounts for

the diversified inflections.

e ev
'the

'The Pearl' at Sutton
An Artsstic Picture

Bv KATE CAMERON
John Steinbeck's short novel, "The Pearl," has been

artistically transferred to the screen by a company of Mexi-
can players, under the direction of Emilio Fernandez, one of

Mexico's outstanding film directors.
The dramatic action of the pic-<S:

tore, which had its first showing
I -c ,i . , , i_ • ,

at the Sutton Theat^ yesterday, ,
FoUowing the charming and pop-

hinges on the finding of a black
,

i-^^
British film, 'I Know Where

pearl of fabulous price by a poor ^'^S'
j^!v,^*^™>%Hr?f°'^"'n

Indian pearl diver. The tale is told I
^"'^ released through RKO, will

- • - • • - -have Its devotees, too, and is in
for a good run at the Sutton.

This is RKO's second picture of
the year that was made wholly in
Mexico, as John Ford's "The Fugi-
tive" also was filmed on location
south of the border. The locale of
"The Pearl" is a primitive fishing
village on the Pacific Coast, where
a great deal of the action was
photographed. The few interior

scenes were made at the Churu-
busco studios in Mexico City.

Pedro Armendariz, one of Mex-
ico's top ranking stars, plays the

pearl diver with simple dignity.

Opposite him, Maria Elena Mar-

ques gives a touching performance

of a prescient wife, who fears for

the welfare of her husband, her

child and herself, when she realizes

the great value of her husband's

find. This is Miss Marques's first

English-speaking role, but Almen-
darez played an important part in

"The Fugitive," which also was in

English.
The outline of the plot and the

ironical ending of the picture is

similar to Warner Brothers' "The
Treasure of the Sierra Madre."
But, while John Huston directed

the hunt for gold in terms of ex-

citing and suspenseful action,

Steinbeck and his associates were
more intent on producing a work

>of cinematic art Their preoccBpa-'

tion with camera angles and im-

pressive silhouettes has a tendaiicy

to slow the action.

A minimum of dialogue is used

in the film, as part of the story

is explained by a narrator, whose

name isn't given on the program

but whose voice' sounds mighty like

that of Irving Pichel.

Director Fernandez and Jack
Wagner collaborated with Stein-

beck in adapting the story, based
on an old Indian legend, to the

creen.

)hn Steinbeck Storv

(iakes a Good nlm

made m ^ actor s,

ish-speakmg ^
Mexica^,^

^^^^^^^is„.spep.kmg >^j^„^bVck's
recenu>

,om Jo]'" we of the fisherman
oublishedlableoix^^^.^

.vho ioujid /^^^of happme=siound

planned on
f^.'";^"'miseVy and

and Threw it back into

,il until he threyt
^^.^

the .sea.
^^t'ctness of the folk \\

?rU'itfdSity arises, no.

Sm any
.
PO'^Pt^f's^vWtness \

and decency of its t^ "
^

characters. . oualitv the
For this important ^u^^^-^

credit goes t°
.f';„een plav the

I

retaining in his screen P
^.^

folk <l^''^y ° amerama^^°^ th.

director and camerd
^^^^

' simple grandeur oi
and to

'poGnd Ind atmosphere.

Pedro Armendariz ana .

Elena Marques ^oV^SJ^t QualitN

esty of their acting. That^q

of dignity ^inch I se^rn.^^

belaboring, tf^^^Je. unsullied

ers.
.

Mexican B*aut>-

rrTTide will have the same feel-

rrn^TJ^'u^nfin^-Tr^-i
l^htch'c^mbines exaUation wuh

vast sadness, and its spirit

hauntingly present in the btein

"^There Ts som.ething to be said

for the blatant Holl^•^vood touch

on the screen. Being a cold rn^e-

chanical medium the cmema ca^-

do with a bit of sex and sensa

tfoi^^llsm and without it^ «nds

to be a trifle, dull. The Pearl is

so earnestly determined to k^P
its inteerity and its ausieic

'^ood" fhat \here -e -omen s

when one may wish that it were

less honest and more gl^en to

shameless showmanship. But u

is a fine motion picture_

Steinbeck Film Has

Great Visual Beauty PI

ia

Mexico i5 a countr%- that afiects I Its opening picture of Jn^ian Z
Mexico L5 4

tr, women standing like monobths on P5

artists deeply. It calls to them t°
Pj^°J°/i;j,/;^cini the turbulent sea, ^

do something about it, some- j \!saa!i., the most beautiful I O
have ever ^een. The perspective, >

tiling worthy of it, to express

somehow its brooding stillness,

its sleeping
power, its time-

lessness.

Now three

d i s t i nguished

artists, working

together, Amer-
lean writer John

S t e inbeck, s

Mexican direc- <

tor Emilio Fern- I

andez and Max-
|

lean cameraman
GabTiel Figue-

roa, have sought

primitive beauty- and innocence in

a motion picture called T/i€ ?ear\.

Though complete fulfillment has

eluaed them, The Pearl is still a

film bearing rewards. It has mo-

ments of profound esthetic satisfac-

tion, of uuceasing visual beautv

Cecelia Ager

to present its

light, and figure groupings of these ,

scenes have peace and nghtness

and eternit>-. Thev have the classic ^
puriW of paintings on Grecian m
vases'. The>' look as though they »
have been there for a thousand ^
vears and shall be there always, g
and alone make The Pearl worth ^
seeing. Soon the stor>' begms and ^
the spell is broken, but these first

pictures can never be forgotten,

One remembers diem, distracted oo

now by a storv stri\-ing for the

quaKt^• of a legend with vacuit>-

straining to be Biblical simphcity, ^
slow motion in place of meMtabil- g,

it>- the sense of the remorseless

continuance of life in decorations;

in dance patterns,- in music, in cos-

tumes, but not In the essence of the

,
story itself.

Leisurely Exercise
A similar theme was approached

in the recent "Treasure of Sierra

Madre." but where the latter pic-

_^ ture told its story in terms of

To Mexico, which has lately be- realistic action, this one resolves

come a favorite location spot with I itself into a leisurely and ratct i

'The Peorr

By EOSE PELSWICK

Hollywood camera crews, went an

RKO imit to film John Stein-

beck's short story, "The Pearl."

Mexico's Emilio Fernandez direct-

ed, and the cast is made up of

native actors.

self-conscious exercise in cinema-

tography.
Pedro Armandariz, who nas

starred in a number of Mexican

films, is a striking figure as the

bewildered, inarticulate fisherman.

The result, now on display at and Maria Elena Marques is well

the Sutton Theatre, is what is ca..t_as his _gentle ui_fe._Juana.

Filmed in and around Cuer-

navaca and Texcoco, the picture

offers shots of underwater div-

UJf. of native songs and dances

and of a ragged pursuit through

swamps and over mountains.

Photographj- is credited to the

same Gabriel Figueroa who was

responsible for the impressive

leasing in John Ford's "The Fug-

itive," and here his camera work

On The Screen|
By OTIS L. GUERNSEY JR.

Of Fair Price

A John Steinbeck story pro-

duced at Studios Churubusco in

Mexico City is full of color and

touching symbolism, but it has an

uneasy dependence on dramatic

cUches and contrivances. "The

Pearl," with an all-English speak-

ing Mexican cast, tells about a

lowly Indian who^inds a pearl of

great price while diving for shells.

It contains in interesting picture

of uneducated peas&nt families

li\-ihg together in poverty and
good wUl, and its conflict between

good and evil is indeed disturbing.

As an indian whose idea of

known as a very artistic produc-

tion. It is a succession of care-

fully posed close-ups. of lovely

seascapes and cloud effects, of

sun-baked villages and other ex-

pertly photographed locales.

Frun a dramatic standpoint,

however, it is these same care-

fully studied effects that cause

it to emerge as an arty endeavor

rather than a moving picture. ,„.,„„rfi„,r

For a moving picture has to ' is equally^outstanding

move, and despite its pictorial

beauty the film is little more than

a series of tableaux.

Its story, stemming from Mex-

ican folklore, is simple.

It tens of a poor fisherman

who finds an extraordinarily

large and valuable pearl and,

with his wife and baby, is forced

into flight from greedy men who

"jt
want to take it away from him.

J J The hope of riches brings him

tragedy rather than 0>e hap

pinesshehad^xpec ted.

"a&cT^ils' -aiuuT^uifa then Degms

At othei ames tl;c sim.pi'.city tele-

graphs the story ahead of time

and makes it irritating, as when a

pair of hoodlums plies the Indian

witlx drink in order to steal his

jewel.. The dialogue is good, even

though Steinbeck rehes heavily on

luck foi; the turnings of his story.

The Indian finds the pearl through

luck, and that is fine, but he pre-

vents its theft through good luck,

fails to escape through bad luck

and finds both kinds in the de-

nouement.
a.i..u -..J -a.ui.. cv^^ cijvii .jv-B^o The villains of the piece art.-

desperate battle to protect it from
I

thinly drawn and deep-dyed, but

covetous and powerful people. Althe other characters come across

final tragedy causes him to return as real people. Maria Elena

the jewel whence it came; and Marques plays the wife who wants
in this incident Steinbeck seems

: from the outset to throw the-pearl

to be observing that man some- back into the sea, and Alfonso

times throws his freedom away Bedoya, who can also be seen, in

when it costs him too much in "Treasure of Sierra Madre," plays

pain and suffering. Like almost^ the Indian's best friend. Directoi

everything else in t±ie fUm, the Emilio Fernandez does a good job

pathos and eloquence of this con-
clusion is somewhat plouded by
the fact that the tragedy occurs

through avoidable folly rather

with scenery and with the facial

expressions of the peons, but his

action scenes are weak and un-
certain. Among the latter "The

AS an. jjiuittu niiv^v, ^^^^ ine atmospnere oi simpucity
luxury is shoes for his wife and

' ^nd primitive living is. sometimes
cn education for his son, and who ^n asset and sometimes a- handi-
does not know how much money ^ap. When the Indian, pursued
is 1,000 pesos, Pedro Armendariz

{.jy-Qugj,, ^ swamp, into a desert
portrays a simple, dignified ^ mountain for his treas-

Human being of low caste but - -
-

than an inexorable result of pre- 'pearl" includes a sequence of div-
ceding events. ing into deep waters, a melodra-
The atmosphere of simplicity matic incident with a scorpion, s

knife fight at the water's edge and
the grand pursuit in the finale.

This Mexican-produced Steinbeck
film has a much great«r-than-

average stature among motion pic-f"*"".'"' r . auu a- iiiuiitii^iiii viv-i»o- average siauure amuiig muuuu jjic

Human bemg of low caste nut
ure, takes a brief rest to explaisitures, because it tried to say some

great strength and honesty, his j^g exhausted wife, in Stein-
j
thing important in terms of peo

perfcfrmance bears exammation back's words, the life he is going Lje who are not usuallv the sub-
even in the spotlight of numerous j^^^g f^j. j^g^ ^^^^^ ^is '

close-ups, as he finds^ the pearl. found wealth, his ingenuous
sees in it ? new life for himself

rj.-hes is very poignant inceec

ne^-'jects of
tenuous view^ey,t._

American screen treat-
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As o Visfor

Sees Our Sfudio

[Ed's note—RKO Radio Studio is

just now the most talked and ivritlen

about of all Hollywood production

centers. FLASH readers we are sure

tvill enjoy a letter from Mrs. Alexan-

der N. Cook, mother of Marion, sec-

retary to David Goldman, telling of u

visit to our own land of magic. The

letter in part follows) :

It was very exciting. I walked in to

a sumptuous office (Mr. Freeman was

out to lunch), and after a gay little

visit with some one else's secretary,

I was assigned to Joe. And for about

an hour and a half, he piloted me into

every nook and corner—studio sets

being built for forthcoming pictures,

and sets being dismantled after use.

Rooms just bulging with furniture for

every period known to man. Carpen-

ters building stairways, plaster repli-

cas of all manner of architecture,

doorways of cathedrals, even two

gargoyles of Notre Dame. A very

choice sight, thiough a glass door, of

genuine works of art—clocks, vases

of great beauty and all periods, and

many sets for the present picture,

IHE LONG DENIAL—night club in

New York—but not frequenting such

clubs, I did not recognize it. A scene

in a Greenwich Village restaurant

—

another in Cairo, I believe—and for

BOY WITH GREEN HAIR a com-

plete grocery store, and so on.

And in between, we popped into

two studios where the pictures were

being shot : the school room scene in

BOY WITH GREEN HAIR—Bar-

bara Hale as the teacher, and a boy

with her—just a bit of the whole, re-

peated, of course, a couple of times.

Barbara Hale is darling, and it was

interesting to see her eyes gradually

filling with tears. Lots of school-chil-

<lren (elementary age) were on hand,

waiting their turn for school scenes,

their mothers seated about, knitting

and talking (not on the sets, of

course) and all doubtless dreaming

that Tommy or Susie would be a child

star, with such a start.

The shooting of THE LONG
DENIAL was really most interesting,

and thrilling for a visitor like me.

Maureen O'Hara—"one of the really

great stars," said Joe . . . auburn-

haired beauty and brilliant red house-

coat of some sort. Melvin Douglas,

her husband in the picture, and a

new and coming star, (iloria Grahame
and Maureen O'Hara at close range.

And next, the group of youngsters,

boys and girls, playing and skylark-

ing around in among all the para-

phernalia of a studio, and in and
outdoors, waiting around for their

calls . . . and the doting parents! And
on the set, just before the camera be-

gan to grind, a man with a rule meas-

ured off the exact distance; a boy

was spoken to, in such a friendly way:

Congratulations to the lucky, lucky

man who won the fair hand of one of

our best loved staff mennbers, also your

former correspondent, Ebba Blacltwood.

The big event took place February 21st,

in Las Vegas, Nevada. We wish you all

the happiness in the world Ebba and

are glad you are still giving the Los

Angeles exchange the benefit of your

charming personality.

More congratulations to Harry

Novak, our head shipper, who will take

the fatal step March 14. Be sure Harry

to let us all meet the lucky little lady.

Can you top this? Now we have

heard everything. The following is a

copy of a post card sent to Sally Miller,

booker, from the "Poetic Exhibitor" of

the Piru Theatre:

Miss Sally—so very dear lo me,

I would have another date with

thee,

FOOTBALL HIGHLIGHTS of

1947,

Send to me for March 26th and

27th,

Then I shall bother you no

more

Until I come a calling at your

door.

Oh why—oh why such be my
fate.

You book for me MICKEY'S
DELAYED DATE,

This I advertise to no avail,

As I wind up with CHIP AND
DALE,

LET'S MAKE RHYTHM is first

on my list.

But I cannot send a check with

this.

Look thru the mail from day
to day

For my check will soon be on the

way.

—"ALLAN OF PIRU"

MIRACLE OF THE BELLS must be

another super-colossal, for after the

screening the other day, reports have
it there was a tear in the eyes of even
our hard hearted salesmen.

—AUDREY DUCE

'.Stand right on your mark, Jimmie."

and a simple little woman stepped up
with a comb to adjust someone's

locks. "She's the hairdresser," said

Joe.

It was simply enchanting to me.
Even Joe said it never seemed real

lo him. He always felt in a dream or

in some other world—as, of course, it

is—a world of make-believe and of

unreal things—sham, if you will, from
paper mache rocks to artificially-

pioduced tears. But it is fascinating,

and I am so delighted to have had the

o|pporlunity lo go llirough those gates.

^ DRIVES^
S/o rmEE,

mKs

It was hello to all our salesmen who
showed UD for a meeting and screening

of MIRACLE OF THE BELLS. Jack

Furrer has very politely requested me to

make a very im-

portant correct-

t i o n in last
week's column. I

announced that

Jack was chosen

best salesman in

h i s territory,

which certainly

should have read

the best salesman

in all the terri-

tory. Sorry, Jack,

it won't happen
again! The mls-

tcjlce I mean.

We all want to thank two of our

salesmen, Joe McKnight and Jack Fur-

rer, for their donation towards our

food fund this week. It will really help,

thanks fellas! We also wish to thank

Bonnie and Lee Heidlngsfeld for the

lovely cake which they made for our

food fund with the mix-master.

It was quite an important occasion

v.hen all the girls gave Lil Seltzer a

"sorta surprise shower" for her com-
ing marriage in April. We hope you

like your presents, Lil, it was fun giving

them.

We will now post the question of

the week
—"How did Ruthie Becker's

glasses get under the desk across the

office?"

Most heard expression of the week
comes from the mouth of our litt'e

Joan Evans — "I'll hit you over the

head."

Thelma Osborne, one of our billers,

has the most original Idea of the week.

She now staples her shoes together
with a stapler until she can make It to

the shoe maker's for a repair job.

One of our shippers (give you one
guess) Johnny Costello has the best

excuse of the week. When asked why
he is now growing a little red mus-
tache again he replied, "It begins to

show just a little, only when I'm late

in the morning."

And for the wittiest phrase of the

week the prize would go to City Sales-

"DEEP |tl -HE tlfART Of TrxAJ"

Hi, there everybody, yep it's really

the Dallas office reporting.

Our column "Deep in the Heart of

Texas " has been on vacation since our

Mickie has left us to take care of her

family. Lots of things have happened
since our last report. The main at-

traction is our "hello girl" Winnie
Kate who was married March 4th to

Ihe very lucky Weldon Griffith, We
gave her a luncheon at Heard's Res.

taurant and those attending were Chlo-

Dene White, Nona McClennahan,
Bette. Newman, Helen Anderson, Mary
Alice Vance, Bobbie Farrington, Marie

Clasbey, Pat Paschal, Gloria Thomas
and Bettye Casstevens. She received

several beautiful pieces of crystal and

a world of other beautiful gifts. We
v/ish all the happiness in the world to

Kaye and Weldon.

We regret very much the illness of

cur Branch Manager S. M. Sachs, and

we wish him a speedy recovery and re-

turn to the office soon. We miss you

Mr. Sachs.

We extend a hearty welcome to Mr.

Williams of the Oklahoma City Office.

We hope you enjoy your stay here in

Dallas. Also we enjoyed the visit of

Mr. Boasberg and Mr. Peppercorn.

Come back to see us soon.

Cliff Woods, our head shipper, sure

Is a hard worker, but he Is finding out

that It doesn't always pay. He spread

sand on his new lawn only to have it

washed off by the rain. To cure an

aching back we recommend that he

spread more sand.

For the latest on the BASKETBALL
HIGHLIGHTS see Marie Clasbey,

Bettye Casstevens and Cliff Woods
(the lucky man) who Is always the

winner. He sez he Is just a born gam-
bler.

We are wondering where E. K. Dal-

ton, our head booker, Gloria Thomas
and Ben Cammack, our district man-
ager, got their beautiful suntan since

spring isn't even here yet?

We are still guessing when our assist-

ant cashier's (Velma Smith) big mo-
ment is going to be since she is sport-

ing a gorgeous diamond on her finger.

How about it Velma?

We girls hated to say goodbye to

our good looking Sales Manager Lin

Harrington who has left us. Good luck

to you Lin In your new undertakings.

Our Bobbie Farrington has decided
to put in a flower shop. She got an

orchid for her birthday. Wish I had a

rich friend.

We wish to welcome to our circle

the following new people, Gloria, Hazel

and Evelyn and of course we welcome
our own Phyllis Shrader back. Phyllis

had hard luck in good ole sunny Cali-

fornia. She fell and broke her elbow.

—BETTYE CASSTEVENS

man Gene Tunic who Insisted that Lila

Fox must have washed her face In corn

starch because she looked so pale with

her new make-up.

And, as for the most popular person

here at RKO this week, we all agree
if was our cashier, Marie Klag, who
I anded out those beautiful new checks
Friday morning.

—JEAN IE THARP
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Flow of Top-Notch

Rolling Just

BOX-OFFICE SCORE
PRODUCEK DIRECTOB

Pereira Traube

Sparks Dieterle

CASTTITLE

Prepanng :

BED OF ROSES
The Kite of a girl tcith a whim of iron.

WEEP NO MORE
Joseph Gotten

.4 card-shark runs into romance.

MR. WHISKERS
Victor Mature

.4 gangster learns what Americanism

Rogell

Filming

:

THE BOY WITH GREEN HAIR Ames

I

(In Technicolor)
' Pat O'Brien, Barbara Hale, Dean

Stockwell
An unusual appeal for international
accord.

BLOOD ON THE MOON Worth
Robert Mitchum, Barbara Bel Geddes.
Robert Preston

Stirring drama of the cattle country.

THE LONG DENIAL Manlciewicz

Melvyn Douglas, Maureen O'Hara
One woman protects another's repittatioti.

JOAN OF ARG (In Technicolor) Wangei-
Ingrid Bergman, Jose Ferrer, Richard
Ney

The triumph of history's greatest

Losey

Wise

Ray

Fleming

Editing :

ROUGHSHOD Berger

Robert Sterling, Gloria Grahame,
Glaude Jarman Jr.

Romantic adventure in the High Sierras.

RAGHEL AND THE STRANGER Berger

Loretta Young, William Holden,
Robert Mitchum

A lore story of the Ohio Frontier.

MYSTERY IN MEXIGO Rogell

William Lundigon, Jacqueline White
Romantic musical drama below the
border.

BERLIN EXPRESS
Merle Oberon, Robert Ryan, Charles
Eorvin, Paul Lukos

Mystery drama of Gerniany'g
reconstruction.

GOOD SAM
Gary Cooper, Ann Sheridan,
Ray Collins
A businessman lends too many helping
hands.

THE VELVET TOUCH Brisson

Rosalind Russell, Leo Genn, Claire

Trevor, Sydney Greenstreet
An actress plays her biggest role.

THE WINDOW UUman
Barbara Hale, Arthur Kennedy,
Paul Stewart
A small boy witnesses a murder.

Robson

Foster

Wise

Granet Tourneur

McCorey McCarey

Gage

Tetzlaff

Product Keeps

Like or Man River
By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, Mar. 12:—Backing up the backlog of great

product that I've been telling you about recently, the studio has

not overlooked the necessity of keeping the production wheels turn-

ing.

At this moment three new shows are well along In their shooting

schedules, and the rushes indicate that we're going to have a trio

of honeys to shout about when the time comes.

Stephen Ames production in
'

Technicolor of THE BOY WITH
GREEN HAIR Is definitely one
cf the most unusual pictures we
heve ever made. A picture with

a real punch," It tells the tale of

c! war orphan v/hose hair turns

green overnight as a protesf

against the futility of war, but

who has his head shaved when he

discovers that people don't want

tc be reminded of the late con-

flict or the possibility of another

one.

With Pat O'Brien as the boy's

grandfather, Robert Ryan as a

psychiatrist, Barbara Hale as a

rchoolteacher and young Dean

Stockwell (Gentleman's Agree-

ment) in the title-role, the film

has a notable cast to carry Its

timely message. And under Jos-

eph Losey's direction the unique

story is being presented in a

deeply appealing fashion tiiat

audiences will long remember.

"Long Denial"

THE LONG DENIAL Is a very

different type of offering, but It

tco packs a hefty wallop. The

tale of a once-famous songstress

who risks conviction on a murder

charge in order to protect the

reputation of her clever young

protege, the Maureen O'Hara-
Melvyn Douglas vehicle achieves

plenty of thrills and realism

against Its glittering background

cf Broadway show business.

Herman Mankiewicz, the pro-

ducer and scenarist, and Director

Nicholas (YOUR RED WAGON)
Rc.y have assembled a flock of

top talent In support of the stars,

with Gloria Grahame, Bill

Williams, Victor Jory, Jay C.
F'lppen and other celebrities

heading the list. From here this

ccreen version of the Vickl Baum
novel promises to score heavily

with picture-goers everywhere.

"Blood on Moon"

Producer Theron Warth and
Director Robert Wise have

brought their BLOOD ON THE
MOON company back from

three weeks of location filming

in the rugged Arizona mountains

near Flagstaff and have begun
the interior sequences. Robert

Mitchum, Barbara Bel Geddes,
Robert Preston and Walter Bren

nan have the principal roles in

the film, based on Luke Short's

recent Saturday Evening Post

serial.

An exciting tale of rustling and
Cc:ttle-ralslng In the Rockies im-

mediately following the Civil

War, this spirited outdoor ro-

mance gives Mitchum another

powerful portrayal and Miss Bel

Geddes a contrasting follow-up

to her work in I REMEMBER
MAMA. Phyllis Thaxter, Tom
Tully, Frank Faylen, Clifton

Young and Richard Powers have
prominent parts in the featured

cast.

With three such entertaining

shows before the cameras, it's

evident that the flow of top-
notch attractions from RKO is

going to keep right on rolling

like or Man River.

GUNS OF HATE
Tim Holt, Nan Leslie, Richard Martin
Two punchers clear up a murder
charge,

MR. JOSEPH YOUNG OF AFRICA
Ben Johnson, Terry Moore,
Robert Armstrong
A thriller by the makers of "King
Kong."

Schlom Selander

Arko Schoedsack





Opening day line at Music Hall as MAMA starts long run — George Stevens (inset) a visitor

I Of th€* Big rhr€>€> Start

Auspieiausttj in York
Two of our triple-threat combination of I REMEMBER

vlAMA, THE MIRACLE OF THE BELLS and FORT
APACHE, all premiered within a period of two weeks,

lave carried the ball here in New York for substantial

Lains at the box-office. I REMEMBER MAMA had a kick-

loff honors and at the famed Radio City Music Hail was

off with a bang from the opening play. The first week's

intake equalled that of the memorable BELLS OF ST.

MARY'S at the same Music Hall, with the fifth and sixth

days of the engagement better grossers than the first and

second when the intake was kept down somewhat by in-

clement weather. Over 85,000 persons saw MAMA during

iCoHtiuHcd on Page Xiiic)
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"Miracle" Pa. State-Wide "Prem"

March 27tli~Lasky, Stars Attend

By TERRY TURNER

If there is such a thing as a state having nervous

anticipation, then let me say Pennsylvania has it. About
the only real cure will be the state-wide premiere of

THE MIRACLE OF THE BELLS, which the natives consider

their own story, book and picture, which gets under way
through the state in a very carefully selected group of

theatres, Saturday, March 27th. (Continued on Page Six)

Opening day line at the Rivoli Theatre, .\en7 York, as MIRACLE starts marathon engagement
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DRIVE'S
12th WEEK
Ending Mar. 11th

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. SALT LAKE CITY- I

2. OKLAHOMA CITY .... 2

3. SIOUX FALLS 3

4. CHARLOTTE* 4

5. Denver 5

6. Atlanta 6

7. Detroit- 8

8. Portland 7

9. Pittsburgh 9

10. St. Louis 12

I I . Kansas City I I

12. Des Moines 10

13. Chicago 13

14. Seattle 14

15. Omaha 15

16. Cincinnati 17

17. Washington* 22

18. Milwaukee 19

19. New Orleans 16

?0. Minneapolis I 8

21. Cleveland 23

22. Boston 20

23. Dallas 2!

24. Indianapolis 24

25. Albany 26

26. Memphis 28

27. San Francisco 25

28. Philadelphia 27

29. Buffalo 29

30. Los Angeles 32

31. New Haven 30

32. New York 31

CANADA
. I. TORONTO I

2. ST. JOHN 2

3. Montreal* 3

4. Winnipeg 4

5. Calgary 5

6. Vancouver 6

DISTRICTS
I. Rocky Mt I

2. Canadian 2

3. Southeastern 3
^

4. Prairie 4

5. Midwestern 5

6. Eastern Central . 7

7. Southwestern 6

8. Eastern 8

9. Northeastern 9

10. Western 10

I I . Metropolitan I I

DIVISIONS

1 . Western I

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota cumulatively.

* Over quota tor current week.

Detrait Scares 4th Over in a Mia§v
Hatton Taylor's Detroit Tigers clawed their way to their highest

place in the NED DEPINET DRIVE standing to date as they chalked

up a fourth successive "over." The Tigers in the fang-and-claw

strife moved up to seventh place and the upsurge would have been

greater but for the fact that the six top teams clung tenaciously

to their quota percentages. Gift Davison's Salt Lake City Mormons

did in fact make a percentage gain as they held the pacesetting

position for the third successive week, all three being quota smashers.

Rovy Branon's Charlotteers also scored a triple to make their place

secure in the capital class.

Sherm Fitch's Sioux tribe again made good at the third station.

Joe Emerson's Denver Dynamos were at fifth place and Hubert

Lyons' Atlanta Aces played 'em close to their vests at sixth place.

Then came the roaring Tigers.

Joe Brecheen's Washington Senators treated themselves to the

first "over" of the the Drive campaign. It was a timely marker too

for it took the Senators out of a lower rung in the second division

and up to seventeenth place.

Salt Lake City, Charlotte, Detroit and Washington were the

only four exchanges in the United States to best Old Man Quota

as the Drive went into its thirteenth stanza. In Canada, Murray

Devaney of Montreal startled his cohorts at Toronto, St. John,

Calgary, Vancouver and Winnipeg with a fourth successive bull's-eye,

the first such performance by any Canadian branch for the Drive's

duration. Murray's over was the only one for Canada.

Tom Williamson's St. Louis Cards were in excellent form and

advanced into the darkhorse strata, 12-10. Stan Jacques' Cin-

cinnati Reds were in the gain column as were the Harry Walders'

Cleveland Indians.

Harry Cohen's "Angels" made a hurried exit from the cellar

position, with Phil Hodes' Flagship grounded again and Barney

Pitkin's New Haven Bulldogs not far away.

The twelfth wasn't a big week for total billings, but the tide in

the form of the new cycle of hits will turn and the scramble for

leadership during April and May will be the wildest in Drive history.

No one can be counted out at this stage of the campaign. Even

the last may be first.

THREE GROUP CONTEST

Pos.

Last

Week

Pos.

This

Week Branch

1. ATLANTA I

2. DETROIT 2

3. Chicago 3

4. Washington ,, 6

5. Boston 4

6. Dallas 5

7. San Francisco 7

8. Philadelphia 8

9. Los Angeles 10

10. New York .9

Week Ending Ularcli 11th, 1948

Pos.

This

Week

Pos.

Last

WeekBranch

* Charlotte . .

*

1. PITTSBURGH I

2. ST. LOUIS 3

3. Kansas City 2

4. Cincinnati 4

5. Minneapolis 5

6. Cleveland 6

7. Indianapolis , 7

8. Buffalo 8

Pes.

This

Week

Pos.

Last

WeekBranch

* Salt Lake City *

* Oklahoma City *

* Sioux Falls *

1. DENVER I

2. PORTLAND 2

3. Des Moines 3

4. Seattle 4
5. Omaha 5

6. Milwaukee 7

7. New Orleans 6

8. Albany .... 8

9. Memphis 9

10. New Haven 10

* Eliminated as potential Group Prize tvinner due to lead position in ISational Friae lifting.

Photo Frenzy

As shown in the latest This Is

America release, amateur pho-

tography is no longer an idle

pastime, but America's No. I

hobby, having some 20,000,000

fans. "Photo Frenzy" is a pic-

torial examination of a cross-

section of these fans, their habits,

hopes, efforts, and the Immense

Industry they have spawned.

The subject is effectively done

and is one of general Interest.

Jay Bonafield produced, and Lar-

ry O'Reilly directed and photo-

graphed.

—MOTION PICTURE DAILY
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vlR. AND MRS. JESSE L. LASKY as

hey arrived in New York to ottend

he premiere engagement oi THE

WIBACLE OF THE BELLS at the RivoU,

while Mr. Laslcy will participate in

every phase oi the Pennsylvania area

premiere. Oddly enough this year

marks Mr. Lasky's 35tb year in the

industry and also the couple's 35th

wedding anniversary. AU RKOers ioin

in congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.

Lasky on the occasion of this "double"
celebration.

N. E. Sets Stage

For Mochrie Wks.

Nor+heastern District Man-

ager Gus Schaefer says the

stage is set to wind up the

Drive in a blaze of glory, the

closing weeks which honor Bob

Mochrie. "I personally have

either spoken or written to all

the innpor+ant circuits in this

territory," says Gus, "and I

have gotten some fine reac-

tion. Throughout our district

we are making every effort to

build up the three greatest

weeks we have ever had."

r/iey're 0//

Hilarious

Very funny race track yarn

v/herein Goofy is a hunch better

who cleans up on a hundred-to-

one shot. Lots of hilarious se-

quences give this plenty

energy. —FILM DAILY

OUR OWN BOB WOLff is back in the homeland and here he is with Phil

Reisman and J. Arthur Rank. Tradepopers have given over much space to

interviews with Bob who reports that Danny Kaye's successful engagement
at the Palladium has renewed attention to the comedian's earlier pictures.

Among the latest, BEST IfEARS OF OUR LIVES is now in its SSth consecutive

week first-run in London and has broken all records for the city. Bob will

visit the RKO Studio while in this country.

Or^r^Quiata Squad far 12th f¥>pli af tho Orivo!

OMISOH
p

JOiMcS

TAU(K>QQO<
J

5IJ£

^MLT UKE c^JT





JESSE L. LASKy ?mmm, inc.

present
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Pa. Prem

{Continued from Page One)

From my trek with Harry Rein-

ers and the boys through the

state, it is a foregone conclusion

that BELLS "is in," so to speak,

end that goes for exhibitors, busi-

nessmen and even the bobby

seekers.

Lining up the festivities to

open the picture as well as honor

Jesse Lasky on his thirty-fifth an-

niversary as a motion picture pro-

ducer was not as hard as keeping

them in order. It also seems that

the folks out Hollywood way are

just as anxious to be on hand

during the premiere and Lasky

celebration for such names as

LEO CARRILLO, CHARLES
COBURN, RUTH WARRICK,
RUSSELL JANNEY, FRANK
SINATRA and others will des-

cend on Philadelphia on March

24 and take active part in the

program that will take them to

Pittsburgh, the coal mines, Har-

risburg and Atlantic City.

Lets run over the program:

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 24th

—PHILADELPHIA (WARWICK
HOTEL)

Noon — Chamber of Com-
merce Luncheon, honoring Jesse

with Ellis Simbel and Mayor Ber-

nard Samuels presiding.

8 P.M.—Special screening of

MIRACLE for 100 winners of a

two week contest running on

KYW, the 50,000 Watt (NBC)

Westinghouse station, at which

time the winners will also meet

Mr. Lasky and the stars.

(Note—This contest which has been

running for two iveeks put forth the

question "American Unity Won The

War—How Can We Preserve It In

Peace." And contestants made contri-

butions with their answers to the

MIRACLE OF THE BELLS mail box

and the proceeds were to be given to

the fund to complete the CHAPEI.

OF THE FOUR CHAPLAINS being

erected at Temple University. This is

a memorial to the four chaplains who

went down on the Dorchester, is tin

inlerfaith shrine, and a memorial with

a message to all faiths, color and

races.)

THURSDAY. MARCH 25th—

PITTSBURGH (William Penn)

Noon — Meeting with Mayor

and City Officials.

3 P.M.—Special screening at

the Parle Theatre Library, Pitts-

burgh, when 1,000 coal miners

will march from their shafts to

the Park Theatre for a special

screening (headlights and all).

4 P.M.—Reception for Jesse

Lasky and stars at Miners Hall,

where the miners, their wives,

and children will greet the hon-

ored guest and his stars.

FRIDAY. MARCH 26TH—AT-
LANTIC CITY (AMBASSADOR)

A BREATH OF FRESH AIR

AND A PEEK OF SUNSHINE
(We Hope) on THE BOARD-
WALK

Personal Appearances Virginia

Theatre 3.00 P.M.—7:30 P.M.—
9:50 P.M.

SATURDAY, MARCH 27TH

(OPENING DAY PA.)

PHILADELPHIA & PITTSBURGH

(Personal Appearances)

(Philadelphia) (Pittsburgh)

EARLE

12:10 P.M.

2:36 P.M.

5:00 P.M.

7:24 P.M.

9:48 P.M.

WARNERS
I P.M.

3 P.M.

5 P.M.

7 P.M.

9 P.M.

SUNDAY (EASTER) MARCH
28TH

(Open as of March 15th)

MONDAY, MARCH 29TH.

PHILADELPHIA (WARWICK
HOTEL)

I I A.M. Trip to CHAPEL OF
THE FOUR CHAPLAINS at

Temple University,

6 P.M. COCKTAIL AND
DINNER (200) CRYSTAL
ROOM, BROADWOOD HOTEL
Broad & Vine Street, for Mr.

Lasky and Guests by the ALLIED

JEWISH APPEAL COMMITTEE.

8 P.M. Appearance in the

Grand Ballroom to entire com-

mittee ALLIED JEWISH APPEAL

(3000)

Jay Emanuel, in charge of arrange-

ments.

TUESDAY, MARCH 30TH.

PHILADELPHIA (WARWICK
HOTEL)

5 P.M. Cocktails, reception

Mayor David L. Lawrence of Pittsburgh to Jesse Lasky:

PARTICULARLY HAPPY TO LEARN THAT YOUR LATEST PIC-

TURE "THE MIRACLE OF THE BELLS" WHICH WE CLAIM TO

BE PENNSYLVANIAS OWN STORY WILL BE GIVEN A STATE-

WIDE SHOWING IN PENNSYLVANIA STARTING MARCH 27TH

STOP AS MAYOR OF PITTSBURGH I WANT TO THANK YOU ON
BEHALF OF THE PEOPLE OF PITTSBURGH FOR YOUR RE-PRO-

DUCTION OF THIS PENNSYLVANIA STORY THAT WILL BRING

US AS A STATE MORE FORCIBLY AND FAVORABLY BEFORE

OUR OTHER STATES STOP IT IS MY UNDERSTANDING THAT

THIS MARKS YOUR 35TH ANNIVERSARY AS A MOTION PIC-

TURE PRODUCER — FROM "THE SQUAW MAN" TO "THE

MIRACLE OF THE BELLS" AND WE OF PITTSBURGH ARE HIGH-

LY HONORED THAT YOU AND SOME OF THE STARS YOU

HAVE MADE FAMOUS WILL COME TO PITTSBURGH STOP WE
WILL BE GLAD TO HELP YOU CELEBRATE THIS NOTABLE EVENT

IN YOUR LIFE CORDIALLY YOURS

From Mr. Lasky to Mayor Lawrence:

DEAR MR. MAYOR: JUST RECEIVED YOUR MOST CORDIAL

AND GRACIOUS TELEGRAM RE THE OPENING OF PENNSYL-

VANIAS OWN STORY "THE MIRACLE OF THE BELLS"

THROUGHOUT YOUR STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA STARTING

MARCH 27TH ON WHICH DATE I WILL ALSO CELEBRATE

MY 35TH ANNIVERSARY AS A MOTION PICTURE PRODUCER

STOP I AM INDEED MOST SINCERELY GRATEFUL FOR THE

KIND THOUGHTS YOU HAVE EXPRESSED IN THIS WIRE AND

AM MOST EAGER TO RE-VISIT YOUR CITY WHICH HOLDS

MANY FOND MEMORIES FOR ME TOGETHER WITH A NUMBER

OF KEY CITIES IN YOUR STATE WHICH I- KNOW SO WELL

STOP THE MAKING OF "THE MIRACLE OF THE BELLS" WAS A

JOY RATHER THAN A TASK FOR IT EXEMPLIFIES THE SPIRITUAL

GUIDANCE OF A PEOPLE WHICH IS SO NECESSARY IN THESE

TROUBLED DAYS STOP I HOPE PENNSYLVANIA WILL BE AS

PROUD OF "THE MIRACLE OF THE BELLS" AS I AM STOP

KINDEST PERSONAL REGARDS AND GRATEFULLY YOURS

and testimonial dinner to Jesse

Lasky and his guests to be fol-

lowed by dance in the Grand

Ballroom, Broadwood Hotel, by

the GOLDEN SLIPPER SQUARE
CLUB.

Mr. ]ach Shlifer, in charge of ar-

rangements.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 3 1 ST.

HARRISBURG (THE HARRIS-

BURGER)

7:30 P.M.—Personal Appear-

ance Senate Theatre.

8 P.M.—Dinner and Reception

to Mr. Lasky and guests by the

American Brotherhood Commit-

tee, with Governor Duff in atten-

oence.

General William Stackpole. pub-

lisher of Harrisburg Telegraph, in

charge.

Note—Interspersed among the many

events will be radio interviews, etc.

At Harrisburg, .Mr. Lasky and his

guests will depart for Hollywood and

New York.

Harry Reiners, eastern super-

visor of the field, will be in

charge, with Doug Beck of Phila-

delphia, Alan Wieder of Pitts-

burgh and Bill Prager of Wash-

ington helping him in the plan-

ning and leg work. And here's

hoping the laddies have strong

legs. Yazoo.
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'^ead "Mama" at

Battle of Bulge

A letter written by an American

;ldier who fought in the battle of the

;jlge and found solace there reading

Mama's Bank Account" has just come

: light. It was written by Donald S.

: A/man to the author, Miss Kathryn

-.rbes. from 164 Rose Boulevard on

-ne 2, 1945. Here Is the letter:

Jear Miss Forbes:

As a former prisoner of war in

.t-rmany I would like to relate to you

ill incident which involves one of your

stories. .\t the time I made a promise

to myself that should I live to see the

?lales once again I would write to you

of this.

Possibly you ha\e read in the

papers of how many of us who were

raptured in the Belgian breakthrough

-liortly before this last Christmas

-pent a period of ten days of the

u«ual season of good cheer locked in

Trench 40 and 8 boxcars. Nothing

could have made a more perfect pic-

ture of despair for it was bitter cold,

and we were hungry and thirsty. All

of us had just suffered the pains of

defeat and many in the cars were

wounded. Vie were packed sixty men
lo a car so there was not ever enough
room for all to sit down, but of course

it was no problem to find volunteers

to stand, for the train had just been
u-ed to bring horses to the front. On
top of all this the R.A.F. bombed the

^ards where we were on Christmas

Eve. killing sixty-two Americans ami
wounding uncounted others. Every-

thing seemed lost by now.

But then the Jerries discovered that

you can't keep an American down.
After the air-raid was over and the

dead had been separated from the dy-

ing, and the dying from the wounded,
the still of the night was broken by

Christmas carols—American style.

The following morning—Christmas

morning—our car and every car held

church ser\ices. 1 know I have been
in more beautiful churches, but never

have 1 attended a service that seemed
10 mean quite so much. Later in the

day a boy from Georgia produced
from his jacket pocket a little pocket

edition of what 1 consider the only

light spot in the darkest ten days of

my life. All of us took turns reading
aloud your story of "Mama's Bank
-Account."

Miss Forbes, out of the men who
lieard that story then not many are

alive today. Some are still in hospi-

tals in Europe after having been lib-

erated by our men. A handful of us
are home. But of those of us who can
now look hack on all that, the story-

of Mama and her family is not to be
forgotten.

Sincerely yours,

(Signed) Donald S. Bowman

"MAMA" PRESS PREVIEW IN LOS ANGELES. (D—

I

REMEMBER MAMA is one they will not soon forget after

the press preview held at the Four Star Theatre in Los

Angeles. Among the early arrivals were executive-pro-

ducer and director George Stevens with Mrs. Stevens

. . . (2)—Talent which contributed so much to the bril-

liance of I REMEMBER MAMA is represented in this

picture of Playwright John Van Druten and Producer

Harriet Parsons . . . (3)—Popular film columnist Louella

Parsons is flanked by Hollywood Agent Wynn Rocamora

and Father Thomas A. English . . . (4)—RKO Radio's

handsome young couple. Bill Williams and Barbara Hale,

were among the many prominent filmites who attended

. . . (5)—Barbara Bel Geddes gives an amazingly con-

vincing portrayal of a teen-age girl in I REMEMBER
MAMA but she appeared very much to be the charming

wife when she arrived on the arm of her husband Carl

Schreuer.

Brother Knows Best

Good Slapstick

Edgar Kennedy is oehind the

eight ball when he promises to

give his brother-in-law $1,000 if

he can save an equal amount. It

all involves a diamond bracelet

of his wife's which the brother-in-

law takes, but which is found on
Edgar. Good slapstick for Ken-
nedy fans.

—FILM DAILY
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3inr4' FrttMn Th^* t OKT AP.U ttK ^ Mama will be enjoyed by young and old'

Fi«>id Ahnui
Hit Vffvit*

This is one week it is really a

pleasure to write an activity let-

ter. I had the privilege of seeing

FORT APACHE, I REMEMBER
MAMA and MIRACLE OF THE
BELLS during the week, and any

film salesman who would not be

enthused and happy overthis line-

up is in the wrong business. The

reaction from exhibitors is tre-

mendous, and large and small

accounts are volunteering their

opinion as to the top position of

RKO Radio in coming months. It

is certainly a wonderful feeling

—

's good.
—HERB MACINTYRE,

West. Distr. Mgr.

3MIRAVLE 00F
THE BELi.S

I had the pleasure of seeing

MIRACLE OF THE BELLS with

the salesmen and nothing that I

Ctin say could come close to

adequately expressing my opinion

of this marvelous picture. I think

it has every possiblity of prov-

ing as sensational as "Going My
Way" or THE BELLS OF ST.

MARY'S. As a matter of fact it

should do ever bigger business

than THE BELLS in our smaller

situations.

—S. C. JACQUES, Cincinnati

/ REMEMiUEn
MAMA

In this picture we have an at-

traction of which the entire mo-
tion picture industry can justi-

fiably be proud. We were able to

enjoy one of the most pleasant

experiences we have ever had in

listening to the comments made
by the exhibitors. We can all be
proud of being in the industry

Ct-pable of turning out something

as fine and wonderful to see as

I REMEMBER MAMA.
—J. W. LEWIS. Kansas City

Again we have hit the jackpot.

FORT APACHE has everything,

drama, comedy, action. Has o

great cast, plenty of namas.

Comments of the exhibitors were

oiong the same line.

—GUS J. SCHAEFER,

N. E. Dist. Mgr.

This is the epitome of all Indian

war pictures and should do ab-

solutely top business in our terri-

tory.

—BEN CAMMACK,
S. W. Dist. Mgr.

Tailor-made for our territory.

—S. W. FITCH. Sioux Falls

As fine an outdoor picture as

was ever made.

—ROSS CROPPER, Boston

I thought the days of the super-

colossal epics had gone, but

Messrs. Ford and Cooper really

shot the works on this one.

—ROVY F. BRANON, Charlotte

Comments sensational. We
have a great box-office picture

and a long-term investment which

can be brought back periodically;

there is nothing in it to age.

—HATTON F. TAYLOR, Detroit

I feel confident it will give us

1946 grosses.

—E. A. LAMB. Seattle

An "all smile" reaction from

exhibitors. Sure fire for big gross-

es.

— R. H. LANGE. Portland

What a tremendous action pic-

ture—the last word in motion

picture entertainment,

—A. A. RENFRO. Omaha

This one can't miss.

R. V. REAGIN, Memphis

One of the best action pictures

we have ever seen.

HARRY COHEN, Los Angeles

Made to order for the trade.

—J. P. SMITH, San Francisco

.K<sf
WIVE .mm *

APWLie^

Excellent mass entervainment! It is a delighiful, complel-ely heart-

warming film version of the successful Broadway stage play of the

same name. Finely produced, expertly direcled, and beautifully

played by a great cast, the story, which takes place in San Francisco

in the early I900's, is a deeply moving drama of mother love, revolv-

ing around a collection of loosely related episodes in the life of a

Norwegian-American family. It is the lype of picture that can be
enjoyed by both young and old, for its intensely human story presents

domestic problems that will be recognized and appreciated by every

one. Its innumerable heart-warming and amusing touches make the

spectator sympathetic to every one of the principal characters.

The center of the activity is Irene Dunne, who gives a wonderful

performance as the patient and understanding mother, skillfully main-

taining throughout a slight Scandinavian accent that serves to make
the characterization all the more genuine. The manner in which she

runs the household on her husband's meagre earnings; the wisdom with

which she meets the many tittle family crises that crop up; her patient

understanding of the problems of her growing children; her mas-

querading as a scrub-woman in order to sneak by hospital authorities

who had refused her permission to see her sick child for twenty-four

hours—these and many other things she does to help her husband and
four children through the many problems that beset them give the filnfi

a great abundance of humorous incidents and emotional angles. The

sort that make you laugh one moment and break your heart the next.

A brilliant performance is contributed by Oscar Homolka as

lusty Uncle Chris, the accepted head of the family, whose rough

manners, booming voice, and addiction to drink terrorize every one,

but his gruffness proves to be only a camouflage when he reveals

himself to be a man of tender feelings, as well as a benevolent fellow

who spent every cent he made helping crippled youngsters to get

well. Barbara Bel Geddes, as the eldest daughter, is appealing, as are

the other children played by Peggy Mclntyre, June Hedin, and Steve

Brown. As the father, Philip Dorn handles his part deftly. Edgar

Bergen, as a meek undertaker who marries Mama's spinster sister;

Rudy Vallee, as the pompous family doctor; Sir Cedric Hardwicke,

as a scholarly boarder; Ellin Corby, Hope Landin, and Edith Evanson,

as Mama's sisters; Tommy Ivo, as a crippled boy; and Barbara O'Neil,

as Homolka's wife, are among the others in the cast who help make
the picture a memorable experience.

—HARRISON'S REPORTS

MAY 6.

"Intensely moving, excitingly suspenseful"

The tragedy of wealth visited on the poor, as explored in John

Steinbeck's "The Pearl," has been given a moving, poetic treatment

in the hands of Mexican film artists. It is intensely moving and offen

excitingly suspenseful, done v/ith superb artistry.

Picture calls for unusual exploitation selling—and lends itself to

it—or playdates other than in the art houses. Audiences enticed to

see this one will find themselves engrossed with the simplicity of the

story telling, the fine photography, the compelling music and intelli-

gent performances.

Sudden wealth comes to one of the native families when a large,

flawless pearl of fabulous value is discovered. The discovery awakens

the greed in evil men and brings danger and death to the family

before the pearl is cast back into the sea from which it came. Tale is

allegorical, displaying the inability of the poor to cope with sudden

wealth, the covetousness of man and the happiness to be found in a

simple life. Steinbeck, Fernandez and Jack Wagner wrote the script.

Beautiful performance by Pedro Armendariz and Maria Elena

Marques, as the suddenly rich family, compel high interest. The other

performances are of equally high order under Fernandez' unerring

direction. He has caught the mood of the Steinbeck original perfectly,

balancing suspense and movement against the background of in-

evitable tragedy.

Gabriel Figueroa, who has attracted Hollywood attention for past

lensing jobs, has done standout photographic work on "The Pearl."

He treats the eye with vast vistas, intriguing use of light and shadow,

and fluid scenes. Antonio Diaz Conde embroidered his score with

colorful native Mexican music, making it tie story mood together

carefully. Other credits are commendable. —VARIETY (Weekly)
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(Continued fr

+s first four days. Here's

TOW Variety puts it:

' 'Mama' at Music Hall

;limbed to a very big . . .

dollars cannot be quoted)

n first week. Pic was handi-

capped somewhat by hav-

ing to tee-off in the sleet-

rain but soared to capacity

proportions over week-end.

Received very high crix

praise."

The second to carry the

ball, number two of the big

three, was MIRACLE OF
THE BELLS which opened at

the Rivoll Theatre Tuesday

to the highest single day's

business in many months de-

spite rain in the early morn-

ing. Variety says: " 'Miracle'

opened in sock fashion at

the Rivoli."

Jesse L. Lasky was the

guest of our publicity de-

partment and many promi-

nent persons were in attend-

ance. Pictures will follow in

FLASH next week.

In another part of FLASH
Terry Turner outlines the

campaign for the state of

Pennsylvania, which parallels

in scope some of our vast

area premieres of the boom
days.

With Old Man Winter

seemingly licked at last and

with the coming of the Eas-

ter holidays, both I REMEM-
BER MAMA and MIRACLE
OF THE BELLS are likely to

turn in performances equal

to or bettering the respec-

tive first weeks at the Music

Hall and Rivoli.

The third of the three top

om Pof/e One)

March releases, FORT
APACHE, has been given

many columns of space by

the Chicago Herald Ameri-

can, which is sponsoring the

v/orld premiere at the RKO
Palace the evening of March

30th, at a $10 top ranging

down to $5 and $3 with the

proceeds going to the

v/ounded soldiers fund.

Here is a round-up at the

box-office just ahead of the

big three:

THE BISHOP'S WIFE—
Fifteenth week at the Astor,

New York. Thirteenth week

at the Astor, Boston, Sixth

week Philadelphia. Fifth

week Pittsburgh, Minneap-

olis. Fourth weeks Balti-

more, Cleveland, Washing-

ton, Salt Lake City, St. Paul.

Third weeks St. Louis, San

Francisco, Kansas City, Buf-

falo, Oklahoma City. Sec-

ond weeks Altoona, Atlan-

tic City, Trenton, after day-

dater at Lincoln and Palace,

moved to Trent, Des Moines,

Cmaha, Dayton, New Or-

leans, Rochester, Syracuse,

Boise. At Richmond, played

Byrd and State, moved to

Capitol. Excellent Charleroi,

Auburn, N. Y., Cortland,

Geneva, Oswego, Water-

town, Ogdensburg, Greens-

boro, Waterloo, Durham,

Cedar Rapids, Davenport.

At Cincinnati, Albee to

Grand to Shubert. Rounded

out 9 weeks at the Woods,

Chicago.

BAMBI — Goes second

week at the Palace, Chica-

go, the first the highest-

• • • A TRIPLE FLOURISH of Phil M's chapeau to George Stev-

ens for his magnificent production of "I Remember Mcmaa"
... It rates with the industry's best, regardless of time limit . . .

• Didja know, by the way, that "I Remember Mama" is the

19th Irene Dunne starring vehicle to ploy Gus Eyssell's Radio

City Music Hall ... In its first four days, "Mama" attracted

more than 85,000 admissions at the Music Hall.

grossing picture to play

since CROSSFIRE over

Labor Day (except TY-

COON which played over

new year holiday), taking in

all pictures from all com-

panies.

IF YOU KNEW SUSIE—
Goes fifth week at the Pal-

ace, New York. Completed

two good weeks at the Hill-

street and Pantages, Los

Angeles. Second weeks To-

ledo, Detroit, Philadelphia,

Milwaukee, Pittsburgh, Bal-

timore. Excellent Newark,

Paterson, Lawrence, New-

port, New Bedford, Las Ve-

gas, Glens Falls, Unlontown.

Branch Manager Morris Lef-

ko of Pittsburgh says

"Turned out to be surprise

picture and Is doing out-

standing grosses Including

Capitol, Altoona, and the

Stanley, Pittsburgh, being

moved to Warner."

TYCOON — Third week

Phoenix. Second weeks Pitts-

field, Louisville. Excellent

Topeka. Woonsocket, Jack-

sonville, High Point, Rocky

Mount, Bloomlngton, Gales-

burg, Hutchinson, Bakers-

field, Alhambra, York, But-

ler, Troy, Brockton. Good
engagements at the Plaza,

E! Paso, and the Martini,

Galveston, says Southwest-

ern District Manager Ben

Cammack. Branch Manager

Phil Hodes of New York

says outstanding in subur-

rans.

MOURNING BECOMES
ELECTRA — Thirteenth

week at the Four Star, Los

Angeles,

THE PEARL — Fifth big

week at the Sutton, New
York.

SECRET LIFE OF WALT-
ER MITTY — At Capitol.

Reglna, topped WONDER
MAN and KID FROM
BROOKLYN. Our top
grosser at the Century,

Hamilton. At the Capitol,

Kingston, topped KID by

$400.

NIGHT SONG— Excel-

lent in engagements over

the New York half of the

RKO Theatres' Metropoli-

tan Circuit.

" AtKfNG

IN^IRCIES?

mt THEM
WITH DATES

AND SALES!
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WeAlERTERS
RADIO'S EXCHANGE OF^JDEAS!

Some twenty engagements on the FESTIVAL have already been

set out of the Toronto branch, and as both circuit and independents

favor the use of the DISNEY FESTIVAL OF HITS, we anticipate that

we will secure a great number of bookings, and will at the same tinne

eliminate all Disney delinquencies. For these special shows we are

splicing together the five or six cartoons used and shipping them out

on one reel. I would like to point out that our first independent en-

gagement, a suburban Toronto theatre (the Kingsway-lslington) ran

a Saturday matinee to several times normal business, using five

Disney cartoons at the regular Disney cartoon rental per subject.

Touritty With

JACKIE, most of my touring

this week has been via telephone.

That Reiners, Beck and Wieder

are setting me daffy with the

Pennsylv ania Premiere of MIRA-

CLE OF THE BELLS, adding

here and there for Jesse Lasky

and his guests ... so much so,

I was forced to ask ''Uncle

Remus" if he thought Jesse was

a centipede ... he answers he

don't care if Jesse is a Presby-

terian . . . we is got to make all

the dates . . . then Mutter and

Mumble Cantor and that refu-

gee from Sioux Falls, one Milt

Howe, phones that Shirley Tem-

ple and John Agar are coming

to Chicago for the premiere of

FORT APACHE, at the RKO
Palace March 30 ... I phone

the news to Roy Topper and Lou

Livingston at the Chicago Herald

American and them guys hit the

loof . . . but they is so over-

joyed the bump on their head

dont mean nuthin . . . then Fath-

er Divine Lieber wires that

Patrick O'Brien and his Eloise

will be ready to arrive in St.

Louis early May for the premiere

there of FIGHTING FATHER
DUNNE ... Dr. Itch Dufour is

mighty pleased with that news

. . . then in comes Jesse Lask}%

as exhuberant as a kid of 12 with

the news that Charles Coburn.

Ruth Warrick. Rhonda Flem-

ing, Frank Sinatra and Leo

Carillo are Okay for Pennsyl-

vania . . . Boy that guy never

runs down ... if we don't tire

him out in Pennsylvania, then

I'm giving up ... I asked his

press agent, Bernie Kamins, if

the guy slept at nights and he

answers "Not to my knowledge"

. . . Glad to have Ruth Warrick

back East . . . we had her on

the premiere of SONG OF THE
SOI TH down in Atlanta and

everyone loved her . . . will also

be glad to welcome Coburn back

East ... I had him on tour with

THE DEVIL AND MISS JONES
and he is a pip of a fellow . . .

Here we go again ... I mean
the phone and the honeymooners

(little delayed) Mr. and Mrs.

Rosalind Cited

The Film Critics' Circle of The
New York Foreign Language
Press, representing 100 publica-

tions In 27 languages, has voted
Rosalind Russell the outstanding

female star of the year 1947, for

her performance In MOURNING
BECOMES ELECTRA.

The citation describes the

work of Miss Russell In this Dud-
ley Nichols production.

Burroughs Mathews, publisher

of the Courier Express, are in

town and want to play . . . Okay,

quitting time . . . My Old Gran-

dad t(jld me never to start to play

until the sun is over the yardarm

. . . and you know I pay close

attention to my Old Grandad . . .

here is that Vivian Moses piling

in with ideas on FRANK
BUCK'S ORIGINAL BRING
'EM BACK ALIVE . . . well

hes a guy that should have ideas

. . . he had them for Fox before

1 had off me swaddling clothes

. . . am I realh that young? . . .

St. Patrick's Day Parade today

... 1 tried to make Fifth avenue

iiut I had Don Whitherbottom

Prince with me and thev started

stoning us at Rockefeller Plaza

. . . Gee I thought the war be-

tween England and Ireland was

over . . . Hank Howard plaved

the duck and left me cold with

Don shaking like an aspen leaf

. . . Well its about time for Foxv

Grandpa Reiners to weigh in

with a beef from Philadelphia

. . . I'll get my innings in next

\\eek . . . Mutter and Mumble
Cantor phones he has one de-

crepit Indian ready for FORT
APACHE parade at Phoenix . . .

and he'll parade him beside Mac-

Intyre . . . Dave has his feathers

readv in case the one Indian

dont show up . . . and he'll be

good too ... so natural . . . well

Jackie my laundry is back . . .

my socks are darned so I'll be

f>ff to Pennsylvania, Chicago and

St. Louis ... I wont see vou

until after the egg laying season

... of which I don't want any

part . . . during which time I will

have stowed a couple of pre-

mieres under my belt and be get-

ting ready for the summer rush

. . . please give my regards to

my family should vou see them.

—T. T.

Guy Kibbee, soon to be seen

prominently featured In Argosy's

FORT APACHE, expects to re-

turn to Broadway in a play that

w'll have a strawhat circuit tryout

this summer. The veteran actor

has been on the stage since he

was 14 years of age, and has ap-

peared in 126 films during the

past 18 years.

HONORED GLORY will be

the second production by Fred-

eric Ullman, jr. for RKO Radio.

It is based upon an idea concern-

ing the Unknown Soldier by Hen-
ry Grunwald, contributing editor

of Time and Life Magazines.

,
Samuel Goldwyn's next picture

—JACK BERNSTEIN, Toronto

Cartoon Error
In a recent FLASH cartoon ye

ed was slightly In error for which

v/e apoligize to A. A. Schubart.

Our cartoonist had the exchange

operations Chief smoking a cigar

and all veteran RKO conventlon-

Ites will remember that as proper

enough, as the Schubart cigar,

with ^ change of pace in the

form of a cigarette, was an es-

sential part of every program.

But Mr. Schubart has smoked
neither cigar nor cigarette for

some five months and apparently

he is off 'em for life.

will be the screen version of

TAKE THREE TENSES, a roman-

tic story of three generations of

an English family. The novel is

by Rumer Godden, author of

"Black Narcissus."

David Niven and Teresa

Wright have been cast In leading

roles.

TAKE THREE TENSES will be

directed by Irving Reis, with

Gregg Toland as director of

photography. Reis will leave for

London early In Spring to shoot

background scenes for the pic-

ture on Wllshire Place.
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rairie District

Tribute to Nolan

OMAHA—The week of April

4-10 has been designed by the

Omaha branch as a tribute to

our Prairie District Manager, R.

V. Nolan. Actually the week is

April 2-8, but no one could

rhyme "R.V.N. ' to eight, hence

the 4- 10. That at least rhymes,

"N" and ten.

Mr. Nolan has participated in

many drives, and has traveled

many miles to instruct, plead,

and cuss a little for adequate

representation. So, the Prairie

district has decided it is fitting

to honor Mr. Nolan for his cou-

rageous leadership down thru

the years. We are determined

to come thru with a volume of

playdates to fall during April

4-10 to show our esteem and

gratitude to Mr. Nolan. The

branch is working very deter-

ninec^y and wholeheartedly to

make the dividends of this special

week establish, in a way, our re-

spect to a darn swell Irishman.

The attached picture is a cari-

cature of our genial district man-
ager, and greets all who enter

our front door.

—E. K. DELAND

Photo Frenzy

Very good. A report on the

development of .
photography

from the time of the box camera
to the present intricate appara-

tus used in the motion picture

and other industries. Many types

cf pictures are shown, both those

taken by professional photogra-

phers and amateurs. It is a very

informative film and should be
of interest to practically every-

one.

—BOXOFFICE

I friB

RKO-PATHE
By ED RICE

Current RKO Pathe produc-

tion under Jay Bonafield ranges

from the hard pavements of

Times Square to the steaming

jungles of Africa. One writer,

Dick Hanser, is straddling both

locations. The Times Square

locale, of course, is the back-

ground of the This Is America

about the New York Times. By

the end of this week, director-

photographer Larry O'Reilly will

have most of Manser's script on

film, and he and his crew will be

leaving for out-of-town shots.

Hanser and editor Bill Thomp-

son are now reducing into a

manageable six reels the results

of ten months trek across Africa

by explorer Armand Denis, who

is believed to have shot the first

extensive color footage ever tak-

en there. Among the scenes

made by Denis and his assistants

is the coronation of an African

King, with all its wildly colored

pageantry, and a fight between

an angry rhinocerous and a truck,

from which hunters had tried to

lasso the animal.

Another short by Hanser, on

crime detection, is still waiting

for police department clearance.

Meanwhile, Ardls Smith has

three other "This Is America'

shorts in his typewriter. Docu-

mentaries on leprosy and the

world food situation are outlined,

end he Is currently In Washing-

ton working with the Atomic

Energy Commission on a short

about atomic power.

Sportscoper Bud Benjamin has

just finished the script of the

yearly special BASKETBALL
HIGHLIGHTS. Release of the

picture will be in April. A Sport-

scope, DOGGONE CLEVER
(about dogs, of course) will be

scored Monday.

The Museum of Natural His-

tory is scheduled to follow the

successful TREASURE HOUSE
(Smithsonian Institute) as a sub-

ject for "This Is America. ' Dud-

ley Hale Is researching the pic

ture now.

Record Book Sales

First moRth 5 sales reported by

Bantam Books on pocket size

fictlonizatlons of three RKO
Radio pictures total 607,500

copies. The breakdown reveals

that STATION WEST, as yet ur-

released, leads with 290,000

copies sold out of a first edition

cf 350,000 and with a second

large edition planned for time

of release in the Fall. THE PEARL
has sold 205,000 copies of a

250,000 first printing. A reprint-

ing of a second edition of a

similar number of copies Is now
being readied for public sale

about April I. A second print-

ing of 250,000 on I REMEMBER
MAMA Is now going Into work

to be ready when this George
Stevens production goes into

general release.

Dorn Trip

Philip Dcrn, co-star of I RE-

MEMBER MAMA, plans to

celebrate his first vacation In

four years with a trip to his na-

tive Holland on July 10.

Dorn has been Invited to ap-

pear In a European movie to be
made in postwar Germany, but

has not yet given his decision.

While in Holland, he will adopt
an eight-year-old lad, a friend

cf the family orphaned by the

v.er.

Janney Guest Star

Russell Janney, author of THE
MIRACLE OF THE BELLS, will

be guest star on Bill Slater s

Twenty Questions ' program,

over the Mutual System on Sat-

urday, March 20, 8:00-8:30 p.m.,

EST. Janney s varied career em-
braces press-agenting, short story

writing, and operetta production.

He coproduced The Vagabond
King."

Publicity

Assists

Publicity assists for I REMEMBER

MAMA came thick and last in the

last ten days via George Stevens

and Harriet Parsons who are in New

York. They were Interviewed on sev-

eral occasions by representatives ol

New York newspapers, the industry

tradepapers and the radio. Our press

and radio departments assisted in

these arrangements. The New York

Herald Ttribune for Sunday. March

14th, gave two interviews with Mr.

Stevens two-column heads, the stories

appearing on both sides of page one

of the dramatic section. One was by

Howard Barnes, titled "
'I Remember

Mama' Gives Hollywood Stock a

Boost" and the other by Otis L.

Guernsey, Jr., was titled "The Play-

bill: Hard Work Is Steven's Specialty."



LAST YEAR IT WAS

THEBESTYEM

THE MOST HONORED MOTION PICTURE IN HISTORY

• • • tlow in its 2nd consecutive year in London, England.

II



THIS YEAR IT'S

THE COMMAND PERFORMANCE PICTURE IN ENGLAND
(the first American film in history to be so honored!)

•••now in its 13th consecutive week in New York«*^

11th week in Boston 8th week in Chicago.
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M,xrch 11th

HANK HOWARD
FLORENCE MANTELL

March l&lh

Home Office

Cleveland

C. H. CLARK
M. N. SEIDEMAN
JOSEPH P. SMITH
CHARLOTTE WEST
THOMAS FEENEY
BARBARA RUSHWORTH

\Ujih 29lh

LEDA BAUER
HERBERT J. MAYES
JOHN B WANGBERG
MARCIA AKMAN
VVNDETTA COOPER
LAURA MAE CAMPBELL

March iOlh

ANGELINA MAZZEI
M. E. LEFKO

Fun and
Fancy Free

Sales Against

Possibilities

11th Week End. Mnrrh 4.1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Weel: Branch Week

1. SEATTLE , . I

2. OKLAHOMA CITY 4

3. DENVER 2

4. SALT LAKE CITY 3

5. CLEVELAND 5

6. MILWAUKEE 16

7. DALLAS . . 7

8. San Francisco . 6

9. Buffalo . !3

10. Sioux Falls 12

I I . Des Moines 9

12. New Haven 8

13. Pittsburgh 14

14. Boston M
15. Detroit 21

16. Washington 10

17. Philadebhia 15

18. Portland . 18

19. Charlotte 20

20. Los Angeles I 7

21. New York 19

22. Omaha 22

23. Kansas City 23

24. Cincinnati 24

25. Chicago 29

26. Minneapolis , 25

27. Memphis .. 26

28. Albany 30

29. Indianapolis 27

30. New Orleans 28

31. St. Louis . 31

32. Atlanta 32

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG I

2. MONTREAL 2

3. Vancouver 3

4. Toronto 4

5. St. John . 5

6. Calgary .6

DIVISIONS
1 . Eastern . .. I

2. Western 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota.

Oklahoma City

Philadelphia

San Francisco

Washington

Boston

Cleveland

RUTH WARZALA
DOROTHY NORRIS

Home Office

Washington

Home Office

Home Office

Kansas City

Philadelphia

Atlanta

Oklahoma City

New York

Pittsburgh

DISNEY
CARTOONS
CONTEST

Actual Billings

Against Quota

11th Week End. March 4. 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. LOS ANGELES ,. 1

2. SALT LAKE CITY 3

3. ALBANY 2

4 PORTLAND 4

5. OKLAHOMA CITY* 7

6. SEATTLE* 5

7. OMAHA- 8

o. IVI 1 IN IN C/\ r wL 1 J o

9 A +Un+fl*7 . /\ MO 1 1 1 u . 1 I

ID r~|pvpUnrl* 1 2

9

1 Z . L-'cnVcr 1 n

1 3. ^^'ssh 1 n(^ton 1 3

14. Pittsburgh . 14

15. Cincinnati* 18

16. Detroit 16

17. Charlotte 20

1 8. New Orleans 15

19. New York . 1 7

20. Dallas 19

21. Sioux Falls 21

22. Boston 26

23. Indianapolis* 24

24. Buffalo 22

25. San Francisco 23

26. Milwaukee 25

27. Kansas City 27

28. Memphis 28

29. New Haven 29

30. Philadelphia 30

31. St. Louis 31

32. Chicago 32

CANADA
1. TORONTO

1

2. WINNIPEG 3

3. Montreal , 2

4. Vancouver* 4
5. Calgary 6

6. St. John 5

DIVISIONS
1 . Western ... 1

2. North-South 2

3. Eastern 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota.
Over quota ior current week.

March

FRED ABRAMS Home Office

ROSE MARY BRAIS Chicago

JOANNA J. EVANS Cincinnati

April IsC

MAXWELL M. ROSENBLATT Des Moines

MARTHA KROTMAN Home Office

GENE MELVIN ENGELMAN Portland

April 2nd

SARA KELLS
M. G. POLLER
ISABEL I. McGRATH
CHARLES B. PAINE
RONALD E. NAVES
DOROTHY P. SMITH

Pittsburgh

Home Office

Boston
Home Office

St. John
Atlanta

SHORTS
Actual Billings

Against Quota

11th W eek End. March 4,1948

Pes Pos.

This Lait

Week Branch Week

1. NEW YORK . 1

2. DENVER '

2

3 PORTLAND'-' 5

. J

5. MILWAUKEE 4

6. OMAHA 7

7. BUFFALO 6

8. LOS ANGELES* 8

9. DES MOINES 10

10. BOSTON 1 1

1 1. Pittsburgh 9

1 2. Salt Lake City 1 3

1 J. *^ 1 1:: V til a 1 lU 1 A

14. Detroit . 1 2

1 D. beattle 1 5

1 6. New Haven . 18

1 7. Cincinnati 16

18. Sioux Falls 17

19. St. Louis 19

20. Chicago 20
21. Minneapolis .21

22. Memphis 22

23. Washington 24
24. Oklahoma City 23

25. New Orleans 26
26. Philadelphia . . 25
27. Dallas 27

28. Atlanta 28

29. Albany 29

30. Charlotte . .. .30

3 1 . Kansas City 31

32. Indianapolis 32

CANADA
1. VANCOUVER

1

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. Toronto 3

4. St. John .. ... 4
5. Calgary 6

6. Montreal . 5

DIVISIONS
1 . Western

1

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South
. 3

NOTE: Bold lace type indicates

over quota.
+ Over quota for current week.

THIS IS
AMERICA
CONTEST

W eek Ending March 4, 1948

Salesnten's Standings

$100.00 Class

Goldfarb Denver
Swin Denver
Kutinsky New York

$75.00 Class

Canelli New Haven
Knox Washington
Kahn Washington
Hoese Salt Lake City

Engelman Portland

Silverman New York

Penser New York

$50.00 Class

Beck Philadelphia

Youngerman Philadelphia

Lefko Philadelphia

Richardson Cleveland

Kimnnel Chicago
Bjorkman Minneapolis

Powell Los Angeles
Thorn Portland

Decker Montreal
Elliott Montreal
Rea Winnipeg

SALESMEN'S
STANDINGS

25 LEADERS
"Short Subjecl" Sales

1947-48

Week Ending March 4, 1948

Pos. Salesman Branch

1. GWIN Denver

2. GOLDFARB Denver

3. KNOX Washington

4. DE FRENNE Des Moines

5. HOESE Salt Lake City

6 Labow Winnipeg
7. Rea Winnipeg
8. Kahn Washington

9. Engelman Portland

10, Wilson Dallas

1 1. Ringler Kansas City

12. Boyce Salt Lake City

13. Warren Salt Lake City

14. Youngerman Philadelphia

15. Canelli New Haven
16. Blakeley Oklahoma City

17. Clarke Chicago
18. Silverman Pittsburgh

19. Folllard Washington
20. Kimmel Chicago
21. Elliott Montreal

22. Lefko Philadelphia

23. Appelman Denver
24. Thorn Portland

25. Galbreath Omaha

Caps indicate 100%
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BAMBI
Sales Against

Possibilities

lit Week End. March 4. 1948

Pos:

This

Weet Branch

1. DES MOINES

2. SALT LAKE CITY

3. CLEVELAND

4. MINNEAPOLIS

5. PORTLAND

6. SIOUX FALLS

7 Omaha

8 Buffalo

9. Oklahoma City

lO Kansas City

I I. Denver

I 2. Washington

13 Pittsburgh

14 San Francisco

15. Seattle

16 Albany

I 7 New Haven

18. Memphis

19. Milwaukee

20. Los Angeles

21 Boston

22 Detroit

23. Atlanta

24. Indianapolis

25 St. Louis

26 Dallas

27. .. Philadelphia

28. Cincinnati

29 Chicago

30 Charlotte

3 I
. New Orleans

32. New York

CANADA
1 WINNIPEG

2 GALGARY
3. . Toronto

4 Montreal

5 St. John

6. Vancouver

DIVISIONS

1. Weste-r

2. Eastern

3 North-South

The
Fugitive

Sales Against

Possibilities

2nd W eek End. March 4, 1948

Pes. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1 . PITTSBURGH 1

2. OKLAHOMA CITY . 2

3. CLEVELAND 3

4. WASHINGTON 4

5. MEMPHIS 5

6. DALLAS 6

7. Minneapolis 7

8. Salt Lake City . 8

9. Portland 14

10. Sioux Falls 15

1 1

.

Seattle 12

12. Charlotte 1 1

13. Detroit 10

14. Denver 9

15. Philadelphia 22

16. Indianapolis 13

17. Boston 17

r o
1 0. vjmaha

19. San Francisco 16

20. Chicago 19

21. Atlanta 26

22. Milwaukee 23

23. Los Angeles 18

24. Cincinnati 24

25. Kansas City 25

26. Des Moines 28

27. Buffalo 31

28. Albany 27

29. New Orleans 32

(New 99

31. St. Louis . 30

32. New Haven .21

CANADA
1. MONTREAL 1

2. CALGARY 3

3. Winnipeg 4

4. St. John 2

5. Toronfo 5

6. Vancouver 6

DIVISIONS

1. Eastern . 1

2. North-South 2

3. Western 3

MAGIC
TOWN
Sales Against

Possibilities

lllh Week End. March 4.1948

Pos.

This

Weei< Branch

I. SEATTLE

Pos.

Last

Week

2

2. OKLAHOMA CITY . 4

3. SALT LAKE CITY I

4. NEW HAVEN 3

5. MILWAUKEE 12

6. DENVER 5

7. Boston 7

8. Sioux Falls 9

9. Dallas 8

10. Des Moines 6

I I. Philadelphia 10

12. Minneapolis 13

I 3. Los Angeles I I

14. Pittsburgh 16

i 5. San Francisco 14

16. Detroit 22

17. Charlotte 15

18. Cleveland 18

19. Washington 17

20. Portland 21

21. Omaha 19

22. Chicago 20

23. Memphis 23

24. Kansas City 24

25. Buffalo 27

26. New York 25

27. Atlanta 26

28. Indianapolis 28

29. St. Louis 29

30. New Orleans 30

3 I . Cincinnati 31

32. Albany 32

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG I

2. MONTREAL 2

3. Vancouver 3

4. Toronto 4

5. St. John 5

6. Calgary
. 6

DIVISIONS

1 . Western
I

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota.

SECRET
LIFE OF
W. MITTY

Sales Against

Possibilities

llth Week End. March 4.1948

Pos Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1 <^ A 1 T 1 A k'C r'\TVor\L\ L/Mst v^l 1 1

1

1

2. OKLAHOMA CITY .. . 4

3. DENVER 3

4. PHILADELPHIA 2

c DALLAS 5

6. BUFFALO
7 New Haven 7

8. Sioux Falls 10

9. Seattle 9

10. Minneapolis 8

1 1. Des Moines 1

1

12. Boston 12

1 J. uerroiT ZU

1 4 riTibDurgn
. 1 J

15. Portland 17

16. Washington 14

17. Cleveland 18

18. New York 15

19. Albany 16

20. Omaha 19

21. Memphis 21

22. Kansas City 22

Milwaukee 30

74 9"?

OA.

26. Indianapolis 25

27. Los Angeles 26

28. St. Louis 27

29. San Francisco 28

30. Cincinnati . 29

31. Atlanta 31

32. New Orleans . 32

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG 1

2. MONTREAL 2

3. Vancouver 3

4. St. John 4

5. Toronto 5

6. Calgary 6

DIVISIONS

1. Eastern 1

2. Western 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota.
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^Mississippi Awtniwrs€irf§ Stamp

1798 MISSISSIPPI TERRITORY 1948

Again RKO Radio moves in on the philatelic lield. A government stamp is to

be issued April 7th commemorating the 150th Anniversary of the Territory of

Mississippi and Leon I. Bamberger, who is as all RKOers know a nationally-

known expert on stamps, will see that proper souvenirs reach showmen in

that community. One of the first-day covers which bear the new stamp will

be sent to every exhibitor and theatre manager on our mailing list in the

State of Mississippi. A letter, personally addressed, from Ned E. Depinet will

be enclosed in the envelope. The only men in the field who will get these

souvenirs are those connected with the Atlanta. Memphis and New Orleans

offices which serve Mississippi.

Acclaim "Years"

Samuel Soldwyn's THE
BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES

has been voted the best pic-

ture shown in Canada last

year, in the annual critics' poll

of the Canadian Film Weekly.

Fredric March, co-star of this

RKO Radio-released feature,

placed second to James
Mason in the voting for the

Ten Best Stars.

So/ Improved
Branch Manager Sol Sachs of

Dallas has shown steady improve-

ment at the St. Paul Hospital in

Dallas and it is expected that he

Vv'ill be able to go home around
March 20th.

Theatre Winners
The first winners in RKO Thea-

tres' "Stunt-of-the-Month" com-
petition among theatre managers
were announced by Sol A.
Schwartz. Ansel Winston of the

Coliseum Theatre was awarded
the February 1948 'RKO Thea-

tres' Showmanship Certificate
"

plus a check for $25.00 for the

most outstanding idea originated

and executed by any manager in

the New York Metropolitan
Area. William Hastings of the

Orpheum Theatre in Denver won
similar honors and a check for

his efforts in the out-of-town
group.

Besides Mr. Schwartz, the

Maureen Sings

Maureen O'Hara will sing

th ree songs in THE LONG
DENIAL. She will intersperse her

dramatic role with "Let Him Go,

Let Him Tarry," a lilting Gaelic

folk tune, and the ballads, "Ob-

stination" and "Estrellita." Three

songs are allotted also to Gloria

Grahame. They are "Paradise,"
' That Old Feeling" and "Es-

trellita."

Prairie Spooners

A plot that is simple and easy

to follow. Ray Whitley and his Six

Bar Cowboys attend a barbecue
and there, between songs, are

told a story by Pop Whitley. He
tells of how he was once in love

v/ith the mother of Ray's girl,

Lorraine, and of how distance

and time had pulled them apart.

Ray and Lorraine decide not to

let this happen to them by taking

up where Pop Whitley left off.

—BOXOFFICE

judges of this newly devised plan

to recognize and reward excep-

tional showmanship on the pari

of RKO Theatres managers In

both the New York Metropolitan
area and out of town, were Wil-
liam W. Howard, assistant gen-
eral manager, and Harry Mandel,
national director of advertising

and publicity.

Condolence
Heartfelt condolence Is ex-

tended to Christina Lisko whose
father died Monday night at Lis-

bon, O. Mr. LIsko was but 54.

Miss Lisko is secretary to Harry
Gittleson.

Dick Stabile

Good. Several ever-popular

songs are featured in this re-re-

lease. The first song is the World
War I favorite "Pack Up Your
Tioubles in Your Old Kit Bag

"

and the second Is Melody in F.

Dick Stabile's style is very relax-

ing and his saxaphone solos are

smooth. Grade Barrie of musical

comedy fame provides the pleas-

ing vocalizations. She sings the

first and last number which is

You Go to My Head." Both

playing and singing was very

good.

—BOXOFFICE

Little Hiawatha

Excellent. Both grownups and

children will enjoy this Techni-

color Disney cartoon. Trying to

prove himself to be a great hunt-

er, Little Hiawatha aims at every

animal in the woodland, but fails

io hit any of them. He finally

corners a bunny, but turns soft-

hearted and shoos it away. Soon
afterward he breaks his bow and
arrows In two and disposes of

them. He then encounters a bear

and Is chased for miles. The other

animals in the forest, grateful

for his sparing the life of the

bunny, help him to escape. Back

In his wigwam Little Hiawatha
vows that he will wait until he

is bigger before becoming a

mighty hunter.

—BOXOFFICE

No Relatives

Good. This is one of the best

in the current Edgar Kennedy
series. After his In-laws leave,

Edgar and his wife make an

agreement that there is to be no
more housing of relatives. Soon
after they arrive at this decision

his inlaws return. Both wife and
in-laws work out a scheme with

which to deceive Edgar. The rest

ci the film is comprised of hum-
orous incidents. Edgar finally

gives consent to drop the pact,

thus enabling the relatives to

5+ay.

—BOXOFFICE

"America" Full

Syndicate Page

The "This Is America" subject

SWITZERLAND TODAY was
used as the basis for a full page in

Ihe New York Journal American
editorial section for March 5th

The page fully Illustrated from

SWITZERLAND TODAY was
headed "Self-Respecting Switzer-

land: A Lesson In Universal Miii-

tc-ry Training." Included in the

text was this paragraph:

"Those who would like to know
more — and every American
should—ought to see the inspir-

ing documentary film prepared
Ip Switzerland by RKO-Pathe—
SWITZERLAND TODAY—which

is being presented in motion pic-

tures throughout the country as

an authentic report on 'one of

the world's oldest democracies.'

The illustrations on this page
have been taken from this film,

of which they comprise only a

email part."

Raft Returns
George Raft arrives from

Europe aboard the Nieuw Am-
sterdam on Sunday. Raft has

spent several months in Europe

and in Morocco making outdoor

scenes for a picture.

Oberon Tour
Merle Oberon is touring

Europe with her husband, Lucien

Ballard, with stops at St. Morltz,

Spain, Morocco, Italy and Eng-

land planned between now and
the end of April. She completed
her co-starring role in BERLIN
EXPRESS before undertaking

this trip.

^ DRIVES^
S/O

mKs



NED DEPINEl

The Depinet smile and charm ... at lelt, with Mrs. Depinet ... at right, with N. Peter Rathvon, president of RKO

Reproduced Through Courtesy of BOXOFFICE. March 13th Issue

Imported Film & Supply Co.

Salesman Makes Good
This is the 40th anniversary in the motion picture busi-

ness for Ned E. Depinet, executive vice-president of

RKO, who started selling pictures way back in 1908.

fir JAMES M. JERAl LD

B\CK in 1908 when two-cylinder aulonioliiles

that coulil travel 20 mile* an hour on level

ground were <till something of a marvel and

-a/arac cocktails were already a legend in N Orlins

a young man of 18 wearing a three-inch starched

rullar and a wide-hrimmed felt hat he had aci|uired

in Dallas arrived in the ancient Louisiana metropolis.

His ambition was to sell films.

The Times-Picayune contains no reference to

I his historic event. In fact, it contained very few

references to films in that perio<l ten years after

Dewey had captured Manila.

In spile of this omission, it can be said that

there were converted stores and shooting galleries

taking in thousands of nickels that hail previously

been spent on pralines and 15-cent cocktails.

At the time there was a ten-cent film house in

Los Angeles and three years earlier John H. Harris

had opened a theatre to show the first feature. "The
(ireat Train Robbery." in Pittsburgh. It was a per-

centage picture—two anil one-half per cent, with

no checkers.

The reader probably now has the idea that the

picture business was in what is often described as

its infancy, or. if not in its infancy, it was in the

toddling stage.

This may account for the failure to record the

arrival of the new film salesman.

His name was Ned E. Depinet.

That was fo"ty yeahs ago. suh—just foty this

month.

History does not relate whether the new sales-

man who started as a ticket taker covered the sur-

rounding Louisiana parishes on a bicycle or in a

two-mule surrey. Exhibitors used bicycles to carry

prints from one house to another after Depinet had

made his sales.

It was a booming era. Two years later there were

10,000 theatres in the U.S.. and in some places where

the chairs were fastened down the admissions were

advancing to 15 and 20 cents with popcorn at a

nickel.

The Imported Film & .Supply Co.—that was the

name of Depinet s employer—expanded along with

the rest. Depinet was constantly looking for more
bayous to conquer. He covered more territory than

Jean LaFitte. the guy who helped Andrew Jackson

chase the British in 1812.

Eventually Imported Film Supply i.'.o. was

absorbed by General Filn\ (^o.. the patent trust

which introduced this industry to the Justice de-

partment.

By 1911 Depinet s reputation as a salesman had

spread northward to New ^ork where Carl Laeminle

was putting Universal Pic;ures on the map with a

flourish of trumpets and press agents" adjectives.

Texas Salesman, 1908

Depinet was named southern di\ision sales manager
tor Lniversal.

After 13 years in Dallas he became a member of

the Laemnde sales cabinet in New York and

whenever he returned to New Orleans or Dallas

where he had spent his early years, he was a promi-

nent citizen. It might be well to mention here that

he was born in Erie. Pa., and despite the fact that

he spent 16 years of his life close to the Gulf of

.Mexico he never acquired a southern accent—a feat

that amazes E. \ . Richards jr. and Karl Hoblitzelle.

However, he married a Texas girl and considers

Dallas his home.

He also ac«|uLred. or developed, a genial humor
and ease of manner that made him outstandingly

po|)ular.

Early in 1926 he joined First National.

This company had its ups and downs, but Depinet

didn't stay for the ilowns. First he was southern

division manager for F.N.. then a sales cabinet

member and general manager. Later he shifted over

to Pathe.

That brings us up to the days preceding and

following the introduction of sound. \S hen Pathe

was merged with RKO in 1932. he was elected to

the board of directors and made president of RKO
Distributing Corp. That was about the time that a

depression caught up with this industry. The econ-

omy headlines were getting plenty of large type.

In 1936 Depinet became president of RKO Radio

and Pathe. Lnlike some other company presidents

who found themselves faced with company reor-

ganizations. Depinet did what he had always done

—

faced his problems grindy. with time for an occa-

sional joke and cheery greetings for old friends.

If he had worries—and lie probably did—he kept

them under cover. The worries melted away.

Came 1938, as the old movie titles used to read,

ami it dawned on a number of Texans that Sam
Houston was not the only Texan with a claim to

fame. The news spread so fast some stopped dig-

ging oil wells and others laid off tossing lariats

long enough to plan a 30th anniversary celebration

for Depinet that was intemled to make the orld's

Fair a "R" production.

It took place March 26, 1938. \^ hether that was

the exact day of Depinet's entrance into the business,

or just happened to be a convenient date to stage

a dinner, this deponent knoweth not. Anyway, that

was the day of the dinner, and it took Texas a week

to reco^er. They came by special cars, by special

planes, and by automobile. After the committee had

extended the dais from end to end of the Hotel Baker

banquet hall the celebrities sat wherever they could

find chairs.

Another ten years have passed and the time is

here to celebrate his 40th anniversary. RKO is in

the middle of the annual Ned Depinet drive, but

not a word has been said about the 40-year angle.

It may be just an oversight. Those Texans may
be too busy curing the oil shortage.

But, quien sabe? as they say down near the Rio

Grande: they may be doing something about it.

Depinet has just finished an inspection of the

Hollywood studios and has gone to Arizona for a

late winter vacation. A carrier pigeon might land

in his desert retreat and remind him that Texas and
Louisiana are calling.
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"Apache" Potent B. O.Threat -Trades

T/i/s one has it"

For his latest In a long series of generally superior films John

Ford turned to the Old West and the Indian Wars and ennerges with

one of his best. His basic ingredients have been present in many

other attractions down through the years, but "Fort Apache" finds

its answer in the superior and careful craftsmanship which entered its

making.

As usually prevails, Ford succeeds in capturing what Impresses

as the authentic atmosphere and trappings of the period with which

he is dealing. His Fort Apache, pivot around which this attraction

centers, looks real. His hard-bitten top sergeants, led by Victor

McLaglen, are genuine enough to leave substitutions unrequired. The

intimate detail of life—its protocol and its social graces—at the

U. S. cavalry outpost in the Southern Arizona desert has the aura

of the genuine about it. The characters playing the soldiers ride hard

and fall; neither they nor their horses appear to have been spared

when the action called for action.

The leads were selected with care and in sound judgment. Henry

Fonda is the disappointed Army general demoted after the Civil

War and shipped to the well-nigh forgotten desert fort, and Shirley

Temple, his attractive daughter. Her romantic foil is John Agar,

West Point graduate and son of Ward Bond, regimental sergeant-

major. John Wayne is the regular Army captain well-versed in the

intricacies of Indian warfare. George O'Brien, who once starred in

these popular westerns for Fox is also in the command.

The difficulty starts early when Fonda, a stickler for the Army
manual, makes bad friends with his officers and superimposes stand-

ard military tactics on a kind of warfare which was never described

in the book of rules. He refuses to accept advice and meets disaster

in rejecting a peace offering with the Apaches and launching an

attack. He and virtually the entire regiment are massacred. Fonda is

hailed as a military hero In the East but Wayne, later placed in

command, covers up the truth for the honor of the regiment.

This is only the sketchiest of story outlines. It is well-developed

and interlaced with much interesting detail, romance and other con-

flict backdropped against magnificent panoramas of desert country

photographed in black-and-white beauty and excitement by Archie
Stout.

Those who remember Ford's "Stagecoach" must recall the stage-

coach racing across the desert floor with the Indians in pursuit and
the cavalry riding to the rescue in the other direction and how the

camera travelled with the gripping action. In "Fort Apache," Ford
has repeated this with an Army wagon for the stagecoach, it's in-

tensely exciting and a wow of a sequence. His climactic scene is the

battle between the regiment and the Apaches, approached Identically

for the dramatic highlights of a splendid motion picture.

Performances are of varying grade, but, in the main, good. Fonda
heads the cast and also succeeds in topping it. Yet it is only accurate
and fitting to commend the others. Agar, who makes his debut here,

is personable and does well for an initial appearance.

"Fort Apache" stems from "Massacre," by James Warner Bellah,

which appeared in the Saturday Evening Post, Frank S. Nugent was
on the script. Associated with Ford as producer was Merian C.
Cooper.

—MOTION PICTURE HERALD

"Extraordinary number of name players"

Showmen have here the availability of an extraordinary number
of name players for mention in their exploitation of an extraordinarily

constituted frontier melodrama directed by the John Ford whose
"Stagecoach" made entertainment and box-office history. The name-
ful cast includes John Wayne, Henry Fonda, Shirley Temple, Ward
Bond, Victor McLaglen, Irene Rich, Guy Kibbee, Pedro Armendariz,
Grant Withers, Mae Marsh, Mary Gordon, Dick Foran and—rating

special mention because he is the young man who married Shirley

Temple and this is the public's first opportunity to see him on the

screen—John Agar.

Exhibitor advertising predicated on all those names ought to get

the picture a strong opening.

They used more Cavalrymen and Indians in the undertaking than

have been seen in one picture for many and many a year. And for a

setting they used some of the grandest Western scenery ever caught

by a camera. They also used some amusing comedy relief, many finely

authenticated trappings of the period (which looks like about 1875,

or so) and sparkling photography, by Archie Stout.

Fonda plays a U. S. Army colonel unhappy about being sent West
to command Fort Apache but determined to command the fort and

its personnel and the Indian situation if it kills him, which it finally

does. Wayne plays a captain who Is on friendly terms with the Apache
chief, who has taken his people from the rum-ridden reservation

across the boundary Into Mexico. After a prolonged series of inci-

dents, in which Fonda makes life miserable for everybody In his com-

mand or thereabouts, Wayne is sent to visit the Apache chief in

Mexico and invite him back across the border for a peace talk with

Fonda.

Wayne is successful in setting up the conference, but Fonda

announces he Is going to double-cross the deal by breaking out the

Cavalry and bringing the Apaches In by force. He and all of his men
but Wayne and a handful of others are massacred by the Indians in

the battle which follows, and the picture ends sardonically on a

sequence In which, some time later, the nation's press is shown to

have glamorized the despicable Fonda as a hero, a martyr and what

have you. (Agar and Miss Temple play out a routine romance in the

background of the story).

The producers of "Fort Apache" have undertaken to show, at

great expense and considerable length, that the Indians, In at least

this instance, and inferentially in general, received very shabby treat-

ment at the hands of the Federal Government.

—MOTION PICTURE DAILY

"Should do exceptionally well"

Audience Slant (Adult) A combination of good story, fine per-

formances and striking backgrounds under the expert direction of

John Ford, this historical drama has all the elements to make it

popular with the general public.

Box-office slant: Although the picture's greatest appeal will be for

the action fans, there are excellent box-office potentialities in the

strong cast names and the large-scale aspects of the production.

Should do well in all situations.

Plot: The Colonel at a small desert outpost breaks his word to the

Indians, and instead of going out to meet them in peace, he orders

his men to attack. The Indians ambush, and wipe out the entire group.

Only a few survive, and they come back to tell the story of the

Colonel's heroism.

Comment: Reminiscent of his 1939 box-office winner, "Stage-

coach," with the same John Ford directorial style and expert han-

dling, "Fort Apache" Is a combination of good story, fine perform-

ances and striking backgrounds—elements that will put it across with

the general public. The story has been taken from a page of American
history: the pioneering days when a handful of men and their leaders

were responsible for good relations with the Indians. In this instance,

the colonel of the desert outpost Is a composite picture of several

military leaders of that era, and he is excellently portrayed by Henry
Fonda. Giving finely-etched delineations of the men under his com-
mand are John Wayne, Ward Bond, George O'Brien, Victor Mc-
Laglen and Pedro Armendariz. Lovely Shirley Temple does satis-

factorily in the role of Fonda's daughter, and playing the leading role

opposite her is Husband John Agar who, in making his screen debut,
gives a very good account of himself—good enough to attract atten-
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on and create a following. The balance of the cast is quite impres-

ve, with Irene Rich, Anna Lee, Dick Foran and Guy Kibbee capably

andling their assignments. Given top production values by Co-

roducers Ford and Merian C. Cooper under their Argosy Produc-

ions banner, "Fort Apache" should do exceptionally well in all situa-

ions. Although its greatest appeal will be for the action fans, there

re excellent box-office potentialities in the strong cast names and

he large-scale aspects of the production.

—SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

'Film has potent boxoffice outlook"

"Fort Apache" undoubtedly will cause considerable critical pro

ind con because of the openly commercial approach John Ford

las used on the subject. He has aimed the picture directly at the

iverage theatre-goer, bypassing non-profitable art effects. As a con-

sequence, film has mass appeal, great excitement and a potent box-

jffice outlook.

The important cast names, pointed up by John Wayne, Henry

-onda and Shirley Temple, among others, will give luster to any

-narquee, and that initial draw is backed up with super action enter-

tainment.

Film captures the flavor of the early west, and whams over high-

pitched, stirring scenes of U. S. Cavalry and Indians in action. For

isheer, seat-edge attention, "Apache" is socko. Mass action, humorous

byplay in the western cavalry outpost, deadly suspense, and romance

are masterfully combined in the Ford-Merian C. Cooper production

i'to

stir the greatest number of filmgoers.

Integrated with the tremendous action is a superb musical score

by Richard Hageman. Score uses sound effects as tellingly as the

music notes to point up the thrills. In particular, the massacre scene

wherein the deadly drumming of the Indian ponies makes more potent

the action that transpires. Archie Stout's camera, too, plays a strong

part in dressing up the rugged outdoor background against which the

story and movement takes place. There's a breathless feeling of

space in some of the shots, in fact, the scenic beauty occasionally

distracts.

Cast is as tremendous as the scope achieved by Ford's direction

and as a consequence, some of the roles are very short but all

effective. Henry Fonda is the colonel, embittered because he has

been assigned to the remote fort after a brilliant war record. His

rule-book manners and inability to accept advice of officers experi-

enced with the west and the Indians lead to a tragic, and unnecessary,

death, by massacre for himself and the majority of his command.

John Wayne makes a virile cavalry captain, wise in the way of

the Indian. Shirley Temple, the colonel's daughter, perks her sequences
in romance with John Agar, West Point graduate. Latter impresses.

Pedro Armendariz, Mexican film name, is excellent as a sergeant.

Making up a group of tough topkicks that are responsible for the

film's humor are Victor McLaglen, Dick Foran and Jack Pennick. Ward
Bond, post's master sergeant; George O'Brien, a cavalry captain;

Anna Lee, his wife; Irene Rich, Guy Kibbee, post medico; Grant
Withers, crooked Indian agent; Miguel Inclan, the Indian chief, and
others in the large cast all make their roles count.

Dick Foran demonstrates a voice seldom used in his films with

singing of "Genevieve" during post horseplay. Good for laughs are

sequences wherein the topkicks break in a new group of recruits. The
Frank S. Nugent screenplay, suggested by James Warner Bellah's

story, "Massacre," is expert framework for the action.

—VARIETY (Weekly)

"Can exploit with all stops out"

Indian drama has heavy dependence on names; effectively

played, the film offers plenty in exploitation line to assist in getting
it over.

Leaning heavily on the drawing power of the cast, this one from
the hand of John Ford, offers an interesting problem to the exhibitor

who can spot a film which he can exploit with all the stops pulled out.

Besides names, there is certain value to be gained from the reading

public who first saw it with illustrations in the Saturday Evening Post.

The screenplay by Frank S. Nugent was "suggested" by the James
Warner Bellah story, "Massacre."

Here again is treated the Indian problem along the Arizona-

Mexico frontier in the years immediately following the Civil War.
Ford devotes a great deal of footage to sequences in which he builds

up his characters, delineates personalities, shows Army life and

routine.

In the final scene Wayne is telling newspapermen about the dead

Fonda and for the honor of fallen comrades, he covers Fonda's errors.

Film has a sweeping photographic quality that captures the scenic

spaciousness of the outdoor locales.

—FILM DAILY

"Wf7/ pay off handsomely at boxoffice"
"Fort Apache" is a vigorous, sweeping western adventure drama

done with the eye for shocking dramatic effect and spectacular action

sequences that is the invariable characteristic of the directorial

artistry of John Ford. There are loose ends to this story of the Apache

massacre and some peculiar cutbacks from the action to the person-

alized elements. Shortcomings are more than compensated for in the

exciting narrative of the frontier Indian wars, the superlative photog-

raphy and the striking array of characterizations. As a production, the

John Ford-Merian C. Cooper presentation reflects a fine degree of

showmanship that will pay off handsomely at the boxoffice. First-rate

blood and thunder shows come along too seldom and this is just

another reason "Fort Apache" will move in profitable film circles.

The best features of "Fort Apache" lie in the quality of perform-

ances. John Wayne is a handsome, dashing figure as the old-line

Indian fighter, and Henry Fonda gives an excellent reading of a diffi-

cult, unsympathetic role, that of the general. Shirley Temple and John

Agar form an attractive romantic team. Pedro Armendariz is excellent

as one of a quartette of sergeants skillfully played for comedy by

himself, Victor McLaglen, Dick Foran and Jack Pennick. George
O'Brien shows himself a resourceful character actor In a fine and
touching part, and Guy KIbbee's jolly spots as a doctor help things

enormously. Irene Rich and Anna Lee ably represent army wives and
Grant Withers does an outstanding job as the heavy.

Just as John Ford draws the best performances possible from his

actors, so he is able to get the finest work from his technical crew.

Archie Stout's photography is magnificent composition, especially in

the outdoor and battle scenes. James Basevi's art direction captures

the full color of an Interesting period. The exciting musical score is

the work of Richard Hageman under the vivid direction of Lucien

Cailliet. Jack Murray's editing is generally excellent, considering the

several obstacles imposed by the script.

—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

"looks like a sure winner"

Those early-day ingredients of the time-honored western —
cavalry and Indians—herein are given the benefit of unstinting pro-

duction and the mastery of Producer-Director John Ford (Stagecoach)

in blending touches of irony and philosophy with good, old-fashioned

action. Resultantly, the feature, second from Argosy Productions, in

which Merian C. Cooper is Ford's co-producer and partner, easily

earns rating as a super-western and in many facets transcends even

that exalted classification because there Is much in the story to appeal

to the patrons who are not rabid sagebrush fans. For such there is a

tender romance and a plethora of artistic touches, displayed mostly

in backgrounds and photography. For the action lovers, there's more:

Spectacle, authenticity of atmosphere and locale, suspense and
thrills. The film looks like a sure winner.

—BOXOFFICE



PITTSBURGH ACCLAIMS IT:

^^There must be something after all to the

Samuel Goldwyn legend, it^s no longer an
accident that the pictures he produces are
streaked through with brilliance and satisfac-

tion. The man has an instinct for what^s good,

and nothing else will content h\m/'
PITTSBURGH POST-GAZETTE

Harold V. Cohen



entertainments in the

"^Tough as the competition is likely to be, I

wouldn^t be at all surprised were The Bishop's

Wife' to walk off with the1947Academy Award.
In a lot of ways this gem from Mr. Samuel
Goldwyn's illustrious gallery is the very finest

thing that producer of discrimination and taste

has ever made .... One of the grandest
entertainments in the history of the screen.''

PITTSBURGH SUN-TELEGRAPH
Karl Krug
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Mrs. £//fn Dies

RKOers at the Home Office

were heart-broken last week when

they heard of the death of Mrs.

Robert Ellin, formerly secretary

to HHarry Pimstein. Mrs. Ellin,

whose home was in Westwood,

N. J., left the company about a

year ago to join her husband at

Kansas City, a war veteran who

v/as taking a course in radiology.

Mrs. Ellin succumbed to a blood

infection. Doctors and nurses

were so devoted to their patient

that they donated blood for sixty

Iransfusions. Mrs. Ellin was 25.

27#/i ^\oor
Both Julius (Julie) Brownstein and

Herman (Hy) Gruder have been with

us for some time, now, and so it is

with pleasure

that they are

welcomed for- \

mally to join our

big family.

Gertie Stern-

bach Green paid

us a surprise visit

a few days ago
and we were very

happy to see her

looking extreme-

ly well.

Congratulations and very best

v/ishes to Kermit Axelrod from all of

us upon the announcement of his re-

cent engagement.
On Wednesday, March 10, a sur-

prise luncheon was held for Sylvia

Ziegler at Garrison's Restaurant, and

it was Indeed most enjoyable. Sylvia

looked lovely wearing a corsage of

huge gardenias, but that Isn't all. When
we got back to the office, the gift

presented to Sylvia by her many friends

v/as reposing on her desk anxiously

v/aiting to be opened. Seconds seemed
like hours while unwrapping, and then

the elegant walnut chest containing

a magnificent silver dinner service

foi eight (53 pieces) was opened. I

think we all agree that It is one of

the most exquisite sets of flatware that

we have ever seen. Then on Friday,

March 12, the day she left, Sylvia re-

ceived two gorgeous orchids, and so

v/ith this send-off we all join In wishing

Sylvia and Seymour the very best

or luck for many, many years.

Meriem Pataliy also left Friday to

piepare for her forthcoming wedding.

Meriem's many friends presented her

v/Ith a set of dishes of a very pretty

design, and her two corsages of a

dozen red roses each tied with silver

ribbon were really something to see.

The best of luck and all good things to

Meriem and Morris from all of us.

Another smile of contentment ap-

peared on the countenance of Albert

Pollack who was honored Friday at a

bachelor luncheon at the Hotel Bristol.

Al was married on Sunday, March 14,

at 4:00 P. M. at the Hotel Commo-
dore, to his lovely June. Congratula-

tions and best wishes for many, many
years of happiness to Al and June.

The celebrities mentioned above
asked me to convey their sincerest

thanks and appreciation to everybody
for the beautiful gifts, all the atten-

tion showered upon them, and for the

leads of good v/ishes.

Another passage of time and here

wa are with accents on living. Nothing

so drastic as previously reported, just

settled, quiet, ordinary life of the wild

and woolly West . . . riding cable cars

seen in I REMEMBER MAMA) . . .

shooting Indians (borrowed from PORT

APACHE) ... all under the direction

of our guardian angel, Dudley (took

him from the BISHOP'S WIFE).

Our office hums with intense activity

—salesmen rush in arms filled with

contracts, Jean Gatto, contract typist,

working fast and furiously (she is the

cute gal with the Power's model figure

—hard on the bookers). George Seach

does his version of Dopey's walk for

joy, and Archie (Mr. Archibald) pops

off with that prize laugh. One spot of

quiet is due to the absence of Johnny

Cummins, now out ringing the BELLS

for RKO and performing many a

MIRACLE of selling. Mr. Watson steps

double time and all smiles. The book-

ers answer every phone call with,

"and why haven't you booked an

AMERICA?" Ed's paraphrases bounce

from neon to neon, while Mac feeds

them a rapid bill of goods, Toni, too

. . . results? . . . shorts booked and

first place for San Francisco (we hope).

To let off steam Mr. Smith (Bossman

No. I ) beats a steady rhythm In ping-

pong fashion. He appeared recently

Ice skating, and we will vouch for his

ability to punish a ping-pong ball.

He even beat Florence Newton and

she has won the Queen's title! Henry

PrzyborowskI (you say It! dare ya!)

makes competition tough, which re-

lieves us of his lectures on his in-

fluential relatives.

In our gang of film Inspectresses we

proudly, and yet with regret, announce

that Hattle Hall after 30 years de-

tecting for RKO is to retreat with her

well deserved awards. As of Nov. 29,

it's a continuous vacation.

Gert Jensen Is not only head In-

spectress and on the side brew-mistress

of our pep-up coffee (sans royal), but

Is now teaching Pauline Howard and

111 Titus to crochet intricate daisy

sweaters. Very different and pretty.

Carolyn Kane plays a fascinating

game of "who can snatch the last

butterscotch" with McLucas—he just

mumbles and chops another.

Marge Denton, assistant cashier. Is

really cooking (electrically, that Is)

since her mother's accident. Marge

makes fancy cakes, fries chicken, and

v/hlps up various delectable vlttles.

and Nadlne Price back with us. Both

are looking chipper. Still, we are miss-

ing Sophie Roth.

In this Drive for Depinet,

By what the folks all say,

To go where It wins to pay

Is out the Golden Gate way.

i Apologies to Mary Livingston )

Here's sumpin' new—our shipping

department is posting our columns on

the inside windows of their office.

—

move over you pin-ups!

Say, as of March II. 1948, Joe

Longo just can't claim 38 years no

mo . He shouldn t claim what he has

now, since that time he raised 12 times

CP three sixes against kings!

Last and most important, the coterie

of ladies (two and all) extend warm

"muchas gracias and hermosa vive" to

the one and only TERRY TURNER. Mr.

Turner visited our offices recently and

spread much cheer, besides leaving a

trail of happy smiles. Come again,

please?

Hal Gruber, our No. l-b Boss (one

gal's dream boat). Is still playing for

the poker pot—he Is playing hard and

very cleverly—he says!?!

Salude Y Adios

From the Gold Coast

-DOROTHY HAMBURGER Finally, we have Florence Allingham

According to the feminine attire

being brought Into the office, the girls

must think that Easter is decoration

day. They say the thing that keeps

men broke Is not the wolf at the door

but the silver fox In the window. How

true!

They can have their new look—we'll

enjoy fond memories of the old. Ohem!

We have orange blossoms in the

offing. Can't tell the gal's name just

yet. She says she doesn't want to be

an old maid and this being leap year

there Is nothing like taking advantage

of opportunity when It raps. When

asked what Is wrong with being an old

maid, she replied, "An old maid Is a

girl who knows all the answers but Is

never asked the questions." Guess we'll

have to agree on that one!

Speaking of Easter, a religious gen-

tleman met a friend on Easter Sunday.

"A beautiful Easter." he observed.

"And what did you give up during

Lent?" The other made a wry face and
replied with a sigh, "Seventy-five bucks

for the wife's Easter outfit."

Milwaukee is still In there pitching

on the NED DEPINET DRIVE and we
still expect to make a worth while

showing. Watch Milwaukee!

—J. E. WHITE

We all wish to thank Lll Seltzer for

thci nice surprise lunch which she gave

the whole office. We hope Lil you like

the combination

radio and alarm

clock which we

presented you
for your wedding

present, should

prove to come
In pretty handy,

we hope!! The

lunch was deli-

clous, Lll.

Well, guess

what! Marie
Klag, our cash-

ier, has just acquired another new
name for herself. It Is now, "SLEEK.

"

That name describes Marie in her two

new frocks very very well.

If you see a snazzy brand new ma-

roon Studebaker sitting outside of the

office, it belongs to none other than

Lee Heldingsfeld, who Is very, very,

proud of It, and we would be too, Lee.

And, who did we see sitting outside

in his little coupe, but one of our ship-

pers, Paul Fagaley, quietly eating his

lunch.

Bud Weigel and Lee Heldingsfeld

both acquired new jobs. They were

seen making the rounds of the office,

inspecting everyone's chair rollers to

see If they needed fixing.

No one quite recognized our student

booker. Bob Coleman, when we saw

him adorned in his undershirt, in the

poster room with Mr. Wiegel, our

office manager. Their explanation was

that they were cleaning up.

Our PBX operator, Sue Scott, sure

looked like her old self again when she

arrived In her old style hair-do. Glad
to see you back to normal again. Sue.

—JEANIE THARP
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'Three in a Row" Makes the Studio

Happy-and H. 0. and Field as Well
By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, Mar. 19:—Wl+h trade previews here

recently of THE MIRACLE OF THE BELLS, FORT
APACHE and I REMEMBER MAMA, we've held a trio ot

the greatest press showings in the history of Your Com-
pany.

In all my sixteen years with RKO we have never had

three in a row of this calibre, or three for which the re-

viewers have so confidently and unanimously predicted

glittering box-office grosses. That first statement isn't just

my opinion; it's also the conviction of all our executives

and of such showmen as Herb Maclntyre, who told me
flatly that they are three of the finest pictures he's ever

seen.

TITtE CAST PRODUCEB OntECTOR

Preparing :

ED OF ROSES Pereira

The tale of a girl uilh a tchim of iron.

/EEP NO MORE Sparks

Joseph Gotten

.4 card-shark runs into romance.

Trcnibe

Dieteile

m. WHISKERS

Victor Mature

.4 gangster learns tr/inf Americanism

Rogell

Filming

:

:he boy with green hair

(In Technicolor)

Pat O'Brien, Barbara Hale, Dean
Stockwell

An unusual appeal for international

accord.

Ames Losey

WarthJLOOD ON THE MOON
Robert Mitchum, Barbara Bel Geddes,
Robert Preston

Stirring drama of the cattle country,

fHE LONG DENIAL Mankiewicz
Melvyn Douglas, Maureen O'Hara
One woman protects another's reputation.

Wise

Ray

Editing

:

JOAN OF ARC (In Technicolor) Wanger Fleming
Ingrid Bergman, Jose Ferrer, Richard
Ney

The triumph of history 's greatest

uoman,

GOOD SAM
Gary Cooper, Ann Sheridan,
Ray Collins

A businessman lends too many helping
hands.

THE WINDOW
Barbara Hole, Arthur Kennedy,
Paul Stewart

A small bor teitnesses a murder.

MR. JOSEPH YOUNG OF AFRICA
Ben Johnson, Terry Moore,
Robert Armstrong
A thriller by the makers of "King
Kong,"

And that's exactly what they

are. THE MIRACLE OF THE
BELLS is a romantic drama of a

striking kind which, with the in-

spired acting of the MacMurray-
Valli-Sinatra stellar trio, will make
a lasting impression on the hearts

of the nation's film-goers. The

sensational sales of Russell Jan-

ney s book give you a clear indi-

cation of the tremendous ready-

made audience waiting to see

the show.

In FORT APACHE John Ford

has done a supremely fine job

of making Indian warfare in the

Old Southwest come alive—and
for the first time in screen his-

tory. Crammed with breath-tak-

ing suspense, punctuated with

warm human touches and side-

splitting comedy scenes, the

Argosy offering is even finer in

its way than the director's earlier

THE INFORMER, and its cast

turns in a solid line-up of scintil-

lating performances.

And, as I prophesied a few
weeks ago, I REMEMBER MAMA
scored a grand slam with every

critic at the Four Star Theatre.

Piling extravagant praise on the

George Stevens production from
every angle, the reviewers lauded
Stevens, Harriet Parsons, the

work of the four stars and the

supporting players, and rousingly

acclaimed it as The Picture of

the Year.

So, with a remarkable inspira-

tional romance, an outstanding

epic of the Apache days and an

and immensely appealing com-
edy-drama coming along In one-

two-three order, it s no wonder
that everyone around the Studio

is very happy about the whole

thing. We're looking forward to

a terrific year for RKO.

McCarey McCarey

Ullman Tetzlaif

Arko Schoedsack

^ BmST



As Interesting as LIFE^and in L>ife 3€aya!sine far March Sth!

RKOsPlC-TOUR

"THE VELVET TOUCH"

STARTLED by sound of masculine footsteps, LORETTA YOUNG pauses

in act of disrobing for plunge in forest pool, listens intently. Scene from

RKO's RadidAnd The Strang, comedy drama of post American Revolu-

tion period. Other stars: WILLIAM HOLDEN, ROBERT MITCHUM.

SHE'S PLAYFUL... he's coy! ROSALIND RUSSELL teases SYDNEY
GREENSTREET between scenes for The Velvet Touch. Co-stars in

this sparkling modem comedy drama of the New York stage are LEO
GENN, CLAIRE TREVOR. A FREDERICK BRISSON Production.

BOOK about U. S. Cavalry fascinates SHIRLEY TEMPLE and PEDRO
ARMENDARIZ on set of Fort Apache. This masterpiece of Americana,

directed by JOHN FORD, also stars JOHN WAYNE, HENRY FONDA,
and introduces JOHN AGAR. A FORD-COOPER Argosy Production.

CATHY O'DONNELL and FARLEY GRANGER (right) whose amazing per-

formances in RKO's Your Red Wagon have Hollywood buzzing, get set for

closeup under guidance of director Nicholas Ray. Emmett Bergholz is the

cameraman. Film tells tender and terrifying love story oftwo bunted kids.

R K O
.DIO

I

)

THESE BIG RKO PICTURES WILL

SOON BE SHOWN AT YOUR THEATRE
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DETROIT CONTINUES UP-5URGE SIX TIME AWARD WINNER

With -the ioes of March and the 13th wefk of the
Orive now in the background, we can look forward

THE GREATEST CLOS I NG WEE KS IN NED DEPINET DRIVE
HISTORY. The new and necessary momentum is forth-
coming AS our triumvirate of hits reach the
.^creen. These reinforcements are beginning to
CHANGE THE tide OF BOX-OFFICE BATTLE ALREAOY HERE
IN New York City, and soon it will be all of
Pennsylvania and then other sections of the land.

The 13th WEEK OF THE Drive was pretty well even-
Steven FOR THE leaders, WITH HAT TayLOR'S DETROIT
Tigers again the big threat as the spring offen-
sive GETS UNDER WAY. ThE TiGERS' SUSTAINED DRIVE
MOW COVERS A PERIOD OF FIVE "OVERS", A FEAT
EQUALLED ONLY BY MURRAY OeVANEY'S MONTREALERS.
Sixteen, 9, 8, 7 and 5 is the route the Tigers
H*VE TAKEN.

GAVE Old man Quota the "over"

THIRTEENTH WEEK. GiFF DAVISON'S
his PERCENTAGE LEAD SLIGHTLY,

SOONERS MINUS THE

SECOND PLACE, THE

Nine exchanges
treatment in the

marker increased
Ralph Williams' Oklahoma City
"overage" were still good for

Sherm Fitch Sioux tribe were in third place again

WITH RovY Branon's Charlotteers at fourth, fail-
ing TO ADVANCE FROM FOURTH EVEN AFTER FOUR OVERS

IN A ROW.

For Canada, the Murray Devaney Montrealers got

INTO THE money FOR THE FIRST TIME DURING THE CAM-
PAIGN.

The Morris Lefko Pittsburgh Smoke Eaters wer-

IN the advancing COLUMN ALONG WITH MAX RoSEN

BLATT'S DES MOINFS CONTINGENT, 12-9; SaM GORE-

lick's Chicago squad 13-11; A. A. Renfro's Omah'

Bees, IS-W; Joe Brecheen's Washington Senators,

17-15; Fay Dressell's Minneapolis Millers 20-17

AND Joe Smith's San Francisco Seals, 27-21.

"BELLS" A Box-office MIRACLE

ATLANTIC CITY—MIRACLE OF THE BELLS despite a

40-mile gale opened at the Stanley Theatre here

March 19th to the top gross in the last eight

weeks, doubling the normal opening in several

instances. Warner District Manager A. J.Vannie

QUERIED SOME 500 PERSONS AND ALL COMMENTS WERE

HIGHLY FAVORABLE TO THE PICTURE, WITH NOT A SIN-

GLE \OV£tJSE COMMENT,

The showmanship COMPANY WAS SINGLED OUT in the
Academy Awards not once, not twice but six
TIMES, IN THE TWENTIETH PRESENTATION OF FILMDOm'S
HIGHEST ACCOLADE. ThE OCCASION WAS MARKED BY THE
LARGEST TURNOUT OF MEMBERS OF THE ACADEMY IN ITS
HISTORY. Five hundred members of the press were
ALSO present AND THE I R STORIES COVER I NG TH I 3 EVENT
FOR TOP ACHIEVEMENTS IN THE INDUSTRY APPEARED IN

ALL OF THE nation's NEWSPAPERS THE FOLLOWING DAY,
Sunday. The rest of the world listened in via ABC
AND AFRS WHICH CARRIED THE ENTIRE PROCEEDINGS.
NEWSREEL CAMERAS WERE ALSO GRINDING AWAY SO THAT
MILLIONS MORE MAY SEE AND HEAR THE RECIPIENTS OF
THAT PRIZED STATUETTE "OSCAR". AnD RKO GOT HIM

SIX times!

Actress:
Daughter".

PERFORMANCE

LORETTA YOUNG in "The Farmer's

WRITING

Best Original Screenplay: SIDNEY SHELTON
FOR "The Bachelor and the Bobby-Soxer"

MUSIC

Best Original Song: ALLIE WRUBEL, music,
RAY GILBERT, LYR ICS, FOR "Zi p-A-Dee-Doo-Dah"
from "Song of the South".

EDITING

Sound Recording: GORDON SAWYER for Samuel
Goldwyn's "The Bishop's Wife."

DOCUMENTARY PRODUCTION

Feature: "Design for Death," SID ROGELL,
Executive producer; ThERON WARTH and
RICHARD 0. FLEISCHER, producers.

SPECIAL AWARD

JAMES BASKETT FOR "Uncle Remus" in "Song
OF THE South".

S0RRY--Thl6 SVMBiti OF FLASH COT
IX HALF ME TO PRINTER'S STRIKE

Vntch Inside of FLASH for nimeniraph bulletin with latest news
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"0fse of year's mQs'i inieFestsng"

"Design For Death" in ifs 48 mir.ules' running time offers specta-

tor a greater Insiglii info what nr.al^es the Japanese tick than a dozen

books on the subiect. Made up from footage edited from thousands

of reels of confiscated Jep film, new in possession of Alien Properly

Custodian, iv is a documentary of fabulous proportions, far and away

one of the mosi interesting screen presentations of the year ar.d

should do sock busir,e;s wirh siicng e;:p!sitation backing il- up.

This is the story of a ration of violence and v/ha^ made it so. Pro-

duced by RKO, v,!th Thcron \Va.>"ih and Richard Fleischer aciing i;i

producer capacliy under exec prcducership of Sid Rogeli, action d"ps

back into mecievc!! and feudal Jcpan, v/ith story foliov/ing its hisisry

dov/n to the present day. stressing parlicularly vhe ev3nts leading up

to attack on Pearl Har'-cr. Story paltern v/as fumed out by Theodore

S. Ge'sel and Helen Geisel, and apprcp^ia^e footage was edited from

great wealth of Jap film to mset demands of narrative which shov/s

how v.ar always hes been a racket v/ith the Nips and why mace so by

the few who actually controlled the country.

"Death" Is a realistic and excifing film which holds the audience

from first to last. From both newsreels and dramas was iis footage

fashioned, and since Japs apparently went in for thorough coverage

of Japan and its ways, Japan and its fighting forces, Japan and its

attack on Pearl Harbor in its nev/sreels, plenty of appropriare reela'-.e

was available for modern port'cn of picvure. Since Jr.ps, toe, have

always concentrated on historical dramas, and war and figh!i,',g par-

ticularly, in iis entertain "^.ent films, there was even wider range cf

material to draw from for the tc-iliiig of the rise of tlie Samurai ai-.d

how Japan was ruled by a top few.

Picture carries narraiio-i throur;hout, v/iHi Kent Sm'ih hai-idilng

most of it, and hians Ccnreid doing voice of Japanese v/ho ,r?LirporIs

to be the voice of Japan. Bo!h are unusually effective. Credit: gen-

erally are tops, Vv'arth c-nd Fleischer for a sho- mansli'p job cf pro-

duction, a tense and picturesque slory by the Gei:e's, an interesting

editing job by Elmo Wiiiiams and Marston Fay.

—VAPJETY (Doi!;')

''t^igtJy QKplojfab^e"

AUDIENCE SLANT: (Fanily) A smoclhly confrived coc'jr-.cnta;y

that purports to prove thrit fl-,s JcTponese people have been sl.i/

ind-^c'rinated for hiincreds of years to believe v/hat ths'r h-/ r.ias'ers

told them, and that when -i.'.ey v/ere ready—Vv'ar! N-jf preily, bui
factual.

BOX-OFFICE SLANT: HigMy exploitable and a gced supocrting
feature for double-bill programs.

riot: In the conven'icnal se-ve, there is no plot. Ti e 'iim is a
historical record of the grcwi'n cf the Samurai Knights ("he profes-
sional thugs], and their indoctr'naiion of a whole people by taking
over its then simple religion (Shinto) and perverting it ^s a ncdiL'.n
cf the steto for ihe djsserr.:i:-?ticr! of riuided thought and the c:tcb-
lisiimeirl- cf "t!:e master race." Information about indiisVi:.! progress
v.Itl in Jc-p.-n \,-3s rot a!iov/ed to tr^c'.'e cu<-, but under t'l? ciuidanci?
or Shinto the Jcparesc came to believe that it would be en honcr
to die fcr the So.n of Heaver, (the Emperor). And when both body and
mind v/crc ready, came Pearl Harbor.

_
C:r':r.-e;:t: r.mr-oih'y co;vtrIvcd, carefully edited, and inrclligen;!/

v/ntic
,, -.;-c'i:'-3-.: .iiic' direcled, "Desig.T for Death" Is a-, in'orestir.g

arg^r-3 ,, ;
-, f.^vcr of the people of ar.y nation using their heads and

co r. r;r, or tliinl^' ig about what goes on in their own country. It

cxplai is t,!3t iUo Japonose, in their controlled ignorance about what
was bcii-g plaiined for ihom, v.erc unable to see anything except to
prove the conienfion cf their bc::es that they w?;re of "the master
race" ar^d shoi Id control the v/orld. And when they sought to prove
it. this film poi.its cut, they did so at the behest of those who had
been p!anr.:ng il for conlc'rles. Commcntai-y is veil handled, clear and
persuasive. The film is highly evploitable and should serve well as a
supporting foaiure. /

—SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

"^DesiffiB for Death**
Exciting To Trades

"S/iou/c/ receive attention"

This informative film on Japan and Japanese history and customs

is a compilation of confiscated film. The result is a documentary
type film which should receive attention from audiences on account

cf the interesiing scenes and commentary.

The rise cf the Japanese war lords is traced from its origin to

the culmination—tlie attack on Pearl Harbor. The film shows that

the warmongers of Japan used the Shinto religion as a force for

their evil ends. They kept the people slaves on the farms and
prevented them from learning about the outside world. When the

Americans defeated the Japanese at the end of World War II

the era of the war lords' conlrcl in Japan ceased. The film concludes

that if another war is to be avoided the people of the nations of
'

the v/crld must see that their leaders are not aggressive warmakers.

Kent Smith and Hans Conreid are the narrators for this film

which was produced by Theron Warth and Richard O. Fleischer.

Sid Rogell was the executive producer.

—MOTION PICTURE HERALD

"4 £o/fc: cn'erfainment wallop"
Granted access to the U. S. Alien Property Custodian's library

of cer.fiscated Japanese newsreel and theatrical footage, producers

Theron V'/arih ^r;d Richard O. Fleischer have compiled an excellent

shert-feature decijmentary on Japan's seven-century degeneration

ir.'o an aggiGic r nation of fanatical, suicidal warriors bent on con-

qiieriiig the v.c-lel. F.ecounted here Is the history of a people whipped
and slaugI;'crod by a predatory ruling clique whose pristine brutality

persisted ever !c;.g genera i ions. Scene after scene of furious family

wars a:id psc.zan^ rebe'licns explode upon the screen until finally a

ncmmjith "ro:';et" is devised by tlie feudal lords when democratic

thinking threa'enc their pov/er. They found that a state religion could

be used to dupe ccmmen men into kil;i,->g and dying so the masters

could f. r'iier aggrendiie them:e!ves with the spoils of foreign wars.

As the bloody pages cf Japanese history come to life on the

rcree-, a foicsf::' ccmnentary, wriitcn by Theodore and Helen Geisel

end narrated by .'(e;ir Smith and Ha;^s Conried, underscores the

v!:'b[e le.scn cn ti;e c're ccr:cquencis of too much power in the

li(:;:-Js cf f? 'cv\ Ej;, in addiiicn to driving home that point, this

turbulent film pcr';s a solid entertainment wallop that alone should

entitle it to promii.ent billing v/herever it plays. Commendable back-

croiiiJ rr.ucic serves to cemploment the swift melodramatic pace. Sid

Fxocre!! was executive producer.

—MOTION PICTURE DAILY

^An /niCfjre, forsefisl lob"

The Story Behind "Infamy," a Vital Contribution to Global

Understanding. Treatment Is Intense. Forceful Job Told in Simple

Terms cf Truth.

Condensed fron a mountain of material captured by the Allied

mlllrary from Je.panejo sources, this full length documentary treat-

ment is ail intense, forceful job told In the simple terms of truth.

The myth of superlcrlty is blasted. The initial premise Is that

wars of aggressIo:i are rac'tets, promulgated by cliques to bamboozle

the population into blind obedience to the beneficial ends of the

controlllr.g element.

It was the case in Nazlfled Germany. So, too, was the case in

Fascistic Italy. The light of otposure In this film Is shed on Japan.

The treatment here is slanted to warn of annihilation in a third

world war if it is ever permitted to start. Culled from official Japa-

nese nev/sreels and military film, and from theatrical offerings, the

handling cf the theme traces the rise of the ruling class from 700

A.D. to Pearl Harbor and the atom bomb attack on Hiroshima and

Nagasaki. It has the aspect of liistorlcal authenticity. It makes Its

argument, presents the case, piles up evidence and reaches ultimate
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achievement in complete debunking of the defunct Japanese system.

It is truth. It must be brought to the attention of the world

audience. Granted that is done there should be a resurgence of

comprehension and eyeopening.

Film was produced by Theron Warth and Richard O. Fleischer.

Sid Rogell was executive producer. Theodore S. and Helen Geisel

wrote the commentary which was narrated by Kent Smith and

Hans Conreid.

I

—FILM DAILY

Vkhiorbing documentary subject"

"Design for Death" is an absorbing documentary subject which

casts a much-needed light on a subject which has been camouflaged

through the centuries by Oriental mumbo-jumbo and Occidental

"superiority." It is the story of the rise of the war lords of Japan

—

done in a straightforward fashion and with due attention to the

necessity for correcting the common misconception which views the

Japanese as a people given to nothing more profound than bowing

politely and arranging flowers. Rather this is the realistic drama

of their subjugation at the hands of the canny strategists and wily

imperialists, who distorted the Japanese heritage and culture to

serve their personal aggrandizement.

I

Film goes back through the years to show how the islands

first bowed to the reign of terror instigated by the Samurai. An
abortive attempt to free the people from their control produced

a devastating inquisition. Closure of the kingdom against foreign

influences persisted until the appearance of the American fleet

and Admiral Dewey. The removal of the trade barriers made new

problems for the Japanese rulers, which were not solved until it

was decided to pervert the ancient religion of Shintoism as the

means of keeping control of the people. Training of the body, the

: ancient heroic sports, the mental preparation for war—these were

the keynotes of the war lords' program for establishing a world

empire ruled by the Land of the Rising Sun. Film poses an optimistic

note with newsreel shots of a new, democratic Japan rising on the

ashes of the old—one in which the ballot box and free speech have

supplanted mystic submission to the staf*.

Produced from confiscated Japanese film which has been held

since its seizure by the Alien Property Custodian, "Design for Death"

reflects a craftsmanlike production by Theron Warth and Richard

O. Fleischer under the executive supervision of Sid RogelL Elmo
Williams and Marston Fay have, done an extraordinary editing job.

Narrators Kent Smith and Hans Conreid do splendid bits of thought-

ful interpretation.

—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

^'Should prove an exltibition asset"

Gleaned from more than eight million feet of confiscated

Japanese film made available to the producers by Alien Property
Custodian, this unusual offering rates praise for editing, commen-
tary and other technical details. Like most documentaries it bears
a message, presumably a preachment against war through revela-
tion of how the Japanese ruling classes were first founded many
centuries ago and how, down through the years they built the
fighting machine which threatened the world. There is a possibility,

however, the spectators will conclude this message touches also
upon the necessity of little people rebelling against their economic
and political overlords if lasting peace is to be attained. In any
event, such provocative facets should prove an exhibition asset.
Produced by Theron Warth and Richard O. Fleischer under super-
vision of Sid Rogell.

—BOXOFFICE

DRIVE'S

13th Viti

tndtni Mar, 18th
Pos. pos.
This last
Week Branch Week

1. SALT LAKE CITY* 1
2. OKLAHOMA CITY 2
3. SIOUX FALLS 3
4. CHARLOTTE* 4
5. Detroit* 7
6. Denver 5
7. Atlanta 6
8* Pittsburgh ; 9
9. Des Moines* 12
10. Portland 8
11. Chicago* 13
12. St. Louis 10
13. Kansas City 11
14. Omaha 15
15. Washington 17
16. Cincinnati 16
17. Minneapolis* 20
18. Seattle 14
19. Milwaukee 18
20. New Orleans 19
21. San Francisco* 27
22. Cleveland 21
23. inoianarolis 24
24. Dallas 23
25. Boston 22
26. Memphis 26
27. Albany 25
28. Buffalo 29
29. Philadelphia 28
30. Los Angeles 30
31. New Haven 31
32. New York 32

CANADA
1. TORONTO* 1

2. MONTREAL* 3

3. St. John 2
4. Winnipeg 4

5. Vancouver 6
6. Calgary 5

DISTRICTS
1. Rocky Mt 1

2. Canadian 2

3. Southeastern 3
4. Prairie 4
5. Midwestern 5

6. Eastern Central 6
7. Southwestern 7

8. Eastern... 8
9. Northeastern • 9

10. Western 10
11. Metropolitan 11

DIVISION S

1. Western I
2. Eastern ^

3. North-South 3
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DORE SCHARY
presents

IRENE DUNNE

Production of

co-starring

BARBAM BEL 6EDDES

OSCAR HOMOIM

PHILIP DORN
wrfh

Sir Cedric Hardwicke • Edgar Bergen • Rudy Vallee • Barbara O'Nei

Executive Producer and Director GEORGE STEVENS

Produced by HARRIET PARSONS
Screen Ptay by DeWITT BODEEN

Based Upon the Play by JOHN VAN DRUTEN



JOHN FORD'S MASTER DRAMA
— Of The Frontier's Fighting Men

.

.

.

And The Women Who Made Them Heroes!

JOHN FORD

and

present

JOHN WWNE
Copt. <otV

Colonel
ThursiJoy

SHIRLEY
TEMPlt

Sergeonl
BeoulotI

A mighty motion

picture of majestic

sweep and tremen-

dous action! . . .

LUSTY with the

humor of reckless

cavalrymen . . .

TENDER with the

romance of women
who dare...
ABLAZE with the

fire of savage
conflict!

WARD BOND

Sergeont O Roorke

GEORGE O BRIEN

Copt.
CoHmgwood

VICTOR Mcl^G^^^

Sergeant
WuUohy

GR\NT \VITHERS

ai Meothom

DICK FORXN

Sergeant
Quinconnon

IRENE RICH

(Ars.
O'Romke

Urs.
CoHingwood

JACK PENNICK

Sergeont
Shotiock

JOHN WAYNE • HENRY FONDA

SHIRLEY TEMPLE • PEDRO ARMENDARIZ

FORT APACHE
Uir«.r.l bv JOHN FORD

Screen VUy hy FRANK S NUGENT . AN ARGOSY PICTURES PRODUCTION • Released bj RKO RADIO PlCTURt



RKos PIG-TOUR
OF THE

MONTH

GARY COOPER and ANN SHERIDAN, stars in Leo McCarey's Good Sam,
listen while famed Producer-Director plays "Eight to Five," his own
composition, a highlight in the fihn. Good Sam is Mr. McCarey's first

fihn since his memorable "The Bells of Mary's" and "Going My Way."

AUTOGRAPH HOUNDS besiege ROSALIND RUSSELL, playing Broad-
way's star comedienne in The Velvet Touch, as she leaves stage door with
LEON AMES. Also starred are LEO GENN, CLAIRE TREVOR and
SYDNEY GREENSTREET. Film is a Frederick Brisson Production.

,1' -tf V' I

"MCHEL AND THE STRANGER

EAGER to aid a lovely lady in distress, ROBERT MITCHUM, fasci-

nating man of the world, comforts LORETTA YOUNG, neglected wife,
in this provocative scene from RKO's Rachel And The Stranger. Ruckus
starts when WILLIAM HOLDEN, Loretta's mate, becomes jealous.

ANN JEFFREYS, wayward western beauty, whose romantic attachment
for RANDOLPH SCOTT causes pretty JACQUELINE WHITE many
a sleepless night in RKO's Return of the Bad Men. ROBERT RYAN,
GEORGE "GABBY" HAYES heighten excitement of this stirring film.

THESE BIG RKO PICTURES WILL

SOON BE SHOWN AT YOUR THEATRE



THE MIRACLE OF THE BELLS

TRADE RAVIEWS
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AUDIENCE SLA MT
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Lasfctf Prod.-«/ltV /vuu.. ,

, ,o be the happv fate

1 MMEXSE audience ^-ti^''-^.^
Mkile'S Bells" develop's and

I of this sterling attraction The ^ '^^^^ ^ ^ emotional content. It

1 Ire to .the point, tamtam, a h gh le^e
^^^.^^^ ^. tormance.

achieves this by the nature of
f^'/'°'\ .armth and appreciation which

'delivered by its principal p a^-er. and the ^ a
^^^^^
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The Miracle of the Bells

"The Miracle of the Bells" looks

like on'e of the best box office bets

in many a day. It is the sort of story

that the highbrow critics can—and
probably will—pick to pieces in a

smart way, but the exhibs will likely

be too busy racking the coin to pay
much attention to them. Picture is

fundamentally hokum, but hokum
has seldom been more beautifully

filmed. And there are passages -inthere are .

which the human interest appeal is

so legitimate and convincing as to

set even the hardboiled cynics of the

audience reaching for their handker-
chiefs.

Names of Fred MacMurray and
Frank Sinatra will couni heavily in

priming business at the ticket win-

dows. MacMurray puts on a top per-

formance in the lead role of the

worldly-wise press agent spending his

last dollar to give a girl the sort of

burial she had asked for on her

deathbed. Sinatra, showing perhaps

less talent as an actor than as a

crooner, still makes a lovable and
sympathetic character out of the

young priest of a poor parish in coal

mining town. Part is tailored to fit

him and proves one of the most ef-

fective of the piece.

And outstanding in a cast that is

notably good throughout Is Valli, the

David Selznick import from Italy. As
Olga Traskovna, the poverty-stricken

coal town girl who acnieves the star

role in Hollywood's big-picture-of-

the-year only to die the night after

the film IS finished, the Italian ac-

tress insures herself firm foundation
for an American reputation.

Crowding them all for acting hon-
ors Is Lee J. Cobb in a more than
somewhat idealized portiayal of "

Hollywood producer His performanc
/-(oTi r*ifo l\/ /-arrioc /"i->i-iv,'/-f Inn ar^

lar

a

, - nee
definitely carries conviction and
makes a strong bid for audience
sympathy.

Completing the small cast are

Veronika Pataky, Philip Ahn and
Harold Vermilyea, all of whom earn

a hand.
Irving Pichel directs with a sure

touch, deftly controlling sequences
which could have been ruined by the

slightest mishandling. He con be giv-

en a large share of the cedit for the

poignancy of the efforts and the

drama's atmosphere of earnestness
and sincerity.

The picture, though blessed with
no mammoth budget, lacks nothing
in production values. Jesse Lasky and
Walter MacEwen have put on a show
that fits appropriately into the top-
class brackets. Ben Hecht and Quen-
tin Reynolds are entitled to applause
for smoothness of script and dialog
and Bob
camera

iness of script and dialog

De Grasse has made his

an important factor in inten-
sifying dramatic effect.

Paradine Case
> ^ ^er evidence here that *h^/^'"

^ better part, or has

-gate. The point, nowe.o. .

^^^^^^^.^^

°"sTM"haers rapidly becomes a ^Jrine - ^W^yention d^ected to

Valli-s ^-£j:,r:t1nTt ^anv of its constituents.

and hranic '^y'^f-J^^^oui h^- Irving .P'-^hel 1
ne j^-=^«

Reynolds. Jesse r^^,^^,,. General audience cla»sihcation. j^^.^.

Running time. 126 minui

April.
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"The Miracle of the

Bells"
wirhValli, Fred MacMur.y, F-lcJinatra

AN INFREQUENT, RARE GOOD DRAMA;

powe'rfLl attraction for WOM^^^^^

PERFORMANCES OF TOP CALIBER. FILM

VERSION OF &EST-SELLER WILL NOT

DISAPPOINT READERS.

Jesse L. Lasky and Walter MacEwen have

produced here a strange, rare "d strongly

affecting drama. In its content it has a

profoundly different the«,e that engrosses

one and unfailingly maintains a strong grip

on imagination.
» ,.j „,»

Dramatically it is an infrequent and rare

good thing. Lasky always noted

lood taste in productK.ns that bear h s

name, lives up to his fine standard m t4,.s

treatment of the Russell Janney novel wh ch

was fashioned into script form by Ben Hecht

and Quentin Reynolds

First it must be said that this is a power-

ful attraction for women Viewing this

one they can weep, rejoice exclaim and

otherwise give way emotionally. But it is

not only a woman's picture. It is for the

general awdienCe, too It is lengthy but

never dull. It is two hours and six minutes

of provocative drama expertly ladled out and

finely performed.

Valli's artistry is a display of talent and

ability that can be equaled only by very few

female performers now gracing the screen.

It is a dignified and different Frank Sinatra

who appears here. He plays a priest whose

church is in a poor section of a Pennsyhjan.a

coal mining town He is unassuming, effec-

tive and registers with a vivid note of new-

ness.

•The Miracle of the Bells" is one o the

better translated best-sellers that will not

disappoint the patron who found it en-

thralling on the printed page

This is the story of a press agent and his

realization that there is more to the busi-

ness of glamorizing than beating drums.

MacMurray is in show business. He s an

advance man for a musical when he meets

Valli who is trying to get started in her

career as a burlesque hoofer. He suggests

that the stage manager "give fhe kid a

break." Later she's playing in stock, still

later she's a stand-in in Hollywood. Her

background is the Pennsylvania coal-town,

her parents Polish, her name Olga

Pressagenting for the studio MacMurray

meets her when a film about Joan of Arc

IS shelved because of a temperamental star.

Dining with Valli that night MacMurray

sees her in the star part. She auditions.

Next day he sells Lee J. Cobb, the producer.

Valli gives the role everything she s got,

collapses, dies of tuberculosis an ailment

caused by childhood environment.

It was her wish that she be buried in her

hometown, from Sinatra's church, with bells

ocalin?. The story outlined above is told

in flashback. First seen MacMurray arrives

with the body and proceeds to make ar-

rangements.

There are five churches. MacMurray

overdraws his checking account so that

they wi'l rin?. bells round the clock This

oroves of national press interest. Lee J

Cobb maintains his stand—the film will not

be released
, ^ ...

On the day of the funeral two life-

size statues turn on their pedestals so that

they face the coffin during t^ie requiem

mass. The event is considered a miracle. It

can be explained by Sinatra, however.

The nation-wide interest Impresses Cobb.

It Is decided to release the film and erect

a hospital In Coaltown in memory of Olga

and for treatment of the lung disease. Pic-

ture was astutely directed by Irving Pichel.
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treatment ^ Possible in screen

-JVotstt^|^,ra'Li"h^^''-'^feody 6/ an ac^e« h-^f^' '''''"^s the

of the gid, what^L character
«nd what die in life
people, is br^u^^^^t '° «'^e 'o her
^^urray. Om flaft\^ ^ Mac-

^lacMumiy-s'^^^^j. P°o'- church
funeral a- memor^^ ^° "^ake h«
cidentally event and, .n-

«rst and onb^^t' h'*'^^^^ ^cr
reaction

throughout ft^ « ^'^'^
Story subject sSm. „, "^tion.

pels and the m,^^ 1°
' "ever re-

created gets a stront
"^-^^ belt

"Baginatkin. ^rip on the

^'^e^'Sjjii';^„P^5^o>-mance conveys
frl, am*,itious for J'w Polish
Ing that socks hom°°'l-„^th a fecl-
or Joan of Arc in thp '^ ""eading
fequenees is hTeh .^?V'"' P''*J'e

.^'th just the right to.f-^ , <*araot*r
teiest. Sinatra ^° win in-
oirtstandin^'^I?.,

a h P"*^-
ful portrafal ffp t>iought-

Homeward," for cln5'''!°"«- "Ever
ment. ^""^ standout vocal mo-

'^r'^'HoVw'SiV hll'"
^'"''assador

'hae^ Jiior* tni*. character
popular fiction^r^n- ^'^^ "^^n the

I'J
as money.grub^"/ "^^-^'^^ '"fk!

elicks iW a si^il*"'""^"*^! "^act, ess
lends dTgnity fo* Philip Ahfi'

firmed b^^''p"^V "ii^ical scorp

*Tects and other h,.i,
^Pecial bell

«.^"re imporianily tones

.??h^^^-^,.//P.ua^rLi^i-

a&n.^" ---^1 ^X^t
'Brog,

•JUfcH

Pre-Sold Audience
Gets Story Intact

"THE MIRACLE OF THE BELLS"
(Lasky-RKO)

"The Miracle of the Bells," adapted
from Russell Janney's best - seller,

comes to the screen with all the
warmth, the beauty and the tender-
ness of the novel preserved intact,

which is just as it should be For the
richly human Janney story has qualit-

ies that suggest a modern morality

play and this is the atmosphere Jesse

Lasky and Walter MacEwen have cap-
tured so strikingly in their celluloid

transcription This is especially true

of the artful manner in which screen
writers Ben Hecht and Quentin Rey-
nolds have interwoven the Joan of

Arc scenes and the actual .story For
all its spirituality, however, there is

nothing preachy in "Miracle of the

Bells." Instead, its thoughtful mes-
sage grows as the story grows, and its

impact is formed by the very human
drama that is told.

A pre-sold audience awaits "Mir-
acle of the Bells" and it is a certainty

that the film version will live up to

their highest expectations Lasky and
MacEwen have seen to it in their

tasteful production and Irving Pichel

has further insured the film's pop-
ularity with a leisurely but highly ef-

fective job of direction.

The story of "Miracle of the Bells"

is told in flash-back form, beginning
with arrival in a Pennsylvania coal

town of Fred MacMurray and the

coffin bearing the body of an actress

As he traces her own life in the min-
ing town he tells her own story

—

that of a determined and beautiful

girl who set out to capture fame, not

so much for herself, but to inspire

hope in the hearts of her people back
home MacMurray is the press agent
who is able to secure for her the title

role in "Joan of Arc," but when she

dies after its completion the producer
refuses to distribute it MacMurray
seizes on a fantastic stunt to attract

public attention; he has all the church
bells of the village rung for three

days. Nationwide newspaper publicity

follows. The device, however, pales

into insignif icence when a miracle

seems to happen and the producer can
no longer defy public opinion.

MacMurray's seemingly effortless

portrayal of the drum-beater is ac-

complished with sensitivity and feel-

ing Valli, in her second American
appearance, fulfills all the promise
manifested in~''The Paradine Case."^
The part, with its magnificent "Joan"
scenes, is colorful and exciting, and
the actress plays it with complete
understanding. Frank Sinatra seems
hesitant at first in the part of the
priest, his first straight dramatic role,

but he grows convincingly into the

character. Lee J Cobb distinguishes

himself as the producer and Veronikc
Pataky registers vividly as a tempera-
mental actress. Philip Ahn charms in

a good spot as Chinese restaurant

owner and Harold Vermilyea is out-

standing as a mercenary undertaker.

Bob Degrasse's camera work is im-
pressive and the art direction by Ralph
Berger captures perfectly the contrast-

ing background details. Elmo Williams'

editing is an especially important con-
tribution and it is expertly done. Leigh
Harline and Constantin Bakaleinikoff

share the distinguished musical credits.
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^1 Remember Momo^

Dunne, Homolka Star

n a Beguiling Film
By ROSE PELSWICK

John Van Druten's Broadway Tells Story
success '1 Remember Mama," has The story is told by the oldestbeen effectively transferred to daughter. Katrin. who wants to

^L I^'M^f^p-J^^'J'^"^ ^ ^ who acts as nar-slon at he Music Hall has a lot rator through the course of theof beguilmg charm, and most of film. She tells of the time for
this charm is due to the expert example, when the youngest
performances contributed by Irene daughter had a mastoid operationDunne and Oscar Homolka. and the doctor told Mama "he
Miss Dunne is Mama, the part couldn't visit her In the ward until

played in the stage production t^ie next day. But Mama man-
by Mady Christians, and to a role ^Sed, djgguislng herself as ^ scrub-
completely different from any- woman and scrubbing her way to
thing she has ever done before,
she brings a delightful warmth
and understanding.

Homolka repeats his stape
role of the gmll Uncle Chris,
and once again makes it a ro-
bust and colorful characteriza-
tion.

"I Remember Mama" has no
More plot in the usual meaning
of that word than has "Life With
Father." It is a series of inci-
dents taking place in the lives of
* Norwegian family, the Hansons,
who live in. the San Francisco of
* generation ago.
As Mama tells it. their reason

for coming over from the old
country was not to make money,
but to be with their relatives and
friends who had preceded them;
she no more wants to be rich than
to be 10 feet tall.

Mama manages the family
and the family finances with
streneth and wisdom. Besides
Mama there are Papa, who
woA» as a carpenter; three
dauffhters, one son and a cat
named Uncle Elizabeth.
There are also numerous aunts

and cousins, with Uncle Chris ter-
rifying all of them except Mama,
and no matter what problem!
arises or what decisions have to
be made, it is Mama around whom
everything and everyone revolves.

the child's bedside.

Then there was the time when
Mama traded her precious heir-
loom brooch for a celluloid
set to give to Katrin as a grad-
uation present. Or when she
fixed it so that timid Aui< Trina
could marry the timid Mr. Thor-
kelson: when she unwittingly
cured Uncle Elizabeth, and when
she swapped recipes with a
noted lady novelist for advice
about Katrin's writing career.
Among its episodes the story

also tells of Uncle Chris, who cov-
ers up his kindliness by blustering
and shouting, and, between them
Miss Dunne and Mr. Homolka
bring the picture to life.

Costumes, accents and sets arem character and, while many of
them run too long, the senti-
miental incidents should appeal to

1

those who enjoy a good cry at the
movies.

i

Barbara Bel Geddes is Katrin,
Philip Dom is Papa, and there
are brief appearances by Edgar
Bergen as Mr. Thorkelson, Rudy
Vallee as a bearded doctor and
Sir Cedric Hardwicke as the
boarder who reads the classics
to the family assembled around
the kitchen table and skips out
without paying his rent.
The Music Hall also brought ini

its traditionally lavish Easter
stage show yesterday
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-The Movies:-

'I Remember Mama'

Is Sure C/ick
By LEE MORTIMER

g i- dnnHrate the success of the legit version of "1

^ ^^l^ Afiif'' Vsmash box-office hit, is the George

PKO SentatSn at Mu^c Hall. This picture

has e""ry ?ng'-ed ent made the original a record

E?eaker-plur Irene Dunne, who here is greater than she

pvpr been ' the picture going. Oscar Homol-
e% er been ^.^ ^^^^ ^^e uncle,

"I Remember Mama «f
made

sensational. Barbara
to order for the screen; its broad- a„am

er canvas supplies the needed,

background and depth sometimes

lacking on a crowded stage.

Adhering closely to the origi-

nal this superb photoplay tells

the story of a Norwegian immi-

grant family in San Francisco,

circa 1910. Expounded in flash-

back from the memories of a

daughter, it is a warm, moving

and sympathetic tale which will

grab at your heartstrings. Yet.

there's nothing maudlin about it

Miss Dunne, as mama, is su

perb.

Bel Geddes, as a 'teen-ager, is

terrific.

Stevens, who also directed,

milked the script for every ounce

of entertainment and enjoyment.

The dialogue is smart and crisp,

the dialect is never corny or ludi-

crous. The unrelated events in

the life of a growing family are

cleverly and plausibly woven

into a cohesive stpry. Producer

Harriet Parsons gave this every

thing, providing a true back-

| ground for a grand story and

Dunne, as mama, is su-l superfine performances

She keeps the family and

It tells with tende nTss with h ' "^^^ ^^f^^^tion.

mace, how Lars and A^trH.
""''^ "^''^'^'^^^ Sri-

So much hapiSedTn fbH?""
Francisco of 1910.

andNelsand'^Stine and D^^-'sters, so much that Kafn.
Dagmar were young-

ber. They were ju t epSie? ni"'''"
'?

the night the cat almoJt dSf ^^^""^^ ^ "^«ss,
and Uncle Chris's d^S^d '^l^'^^^^'^ ^^^^^

-i^Km ' present, a dozen otherK ^ graduation
^^i^CBEEiL^y amount, on the MusL S^n °^ They

Well thev "^'^ ^--atic^nTctte. ^ ^^^P"-

ofX'n.''''^'^^—
'

manages to maintain the illusion
This i^e^^yii^-^^j^ of No^^gi^^ ancestr>rkeS

with Mama the br^in as weH as'l.^i^/'""*" '^^^dible evenln'dra
the heart. Papa is a likable per ^hl ,

"^°"^ents. Irene Dunne
son, far from a nonentitv R„t i'

^^^"^^ able to plav anvthin!;
is Mama that K^tnn remembers tiL ^-eU, apS afalways, Mama about wS sh| ' JJS, bri|htest andwrites. Katrin had always want ' f/ i^

-^ """^^ "^'"^^^It Parts Sheed to be a writer, even as a httle^ k,'"'^^ ^^nny and ver^
girl, just as Nels was eager%fbe

! mSh to^'^ J''^ P^<= '""e owS
a doctor. Mama was the one to ^unne. There areWhom they always turned.^en'SSrinl''''",^^ S
Ma1na"^~ way, trusS I^^Hk^ag;

^.^^^^^^
«n??T''f'°."^'^^"-^"«iMama. ;arts''Ed/«1^'Pi" unexpected
and Uncle Chris and the three nf^+ i

Bergen as the un^aunts had all been born in Nor ^^f^^^^^^f^^ ^^dy Vallee as away, the children in San F^^-iSh- '^'^'^^^^ are weUc^co. A beautifully^elected c^t|niSi '""^ ^"^'^ ^«
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Great
By ALTON

"I Remembe|i|I

.irnPT.D-TELEGRAM

Cast Sparkles In 'I Remember
Mama

Sir Cedric Hardwicke,

ous;». ^
-lay to^"*'

ellent in its

iP eacft' versjpn^e'^; San Francisco *[°"^jamily crises

(^i,,..— , _ Music iacci>' —
^^^"^ fT.v a^ong with the thea- , but they
screen today, aione

pgctacle on flourishes. the hospital

ter-s annual Easter
Christine goes to

^.^^^itor ^les
A^^- This one, and Mama violates no

^^^^^ ^
derable pruning wy masquerading as

^^^^
the interest ^n. uncle Chris dies

^

pass

moments of quiet dignity as

fer tears

^ ^
' dier control.

The- cast is a huge one ;vithj|- -\usfying cxperi^e^

stage.

rnukl stand eonsi

^v;!!;
v^o^v of -ihr way

is ^-f'p'

work in au "^f'-'-^T-g ^^d in-

writing, vigorous aciing
^.^.^^^^^

zenious camera
his crew.

Stevens ana nis ^•^

George

''\ VohDrtch by virtuoso ^eave the fo"U"%raiuated and
^^'^^ rtPDaSnts-tender' ected. Katnn g'^^^'^coffee in

in all departme^^^ p ^ ^^

'^^^tPi aufit finally

Jelebration. ^ s^?f'-^iTemembev
is married happUy. ^^^ama of

Mama" is. ^.X^ adding uP to

these farnily ^nfies ^^^^^Family's Full of Zip

.v,r,nrtant contriDU- . warm hearty lee

r„^,lsnv:s\t dynam^^^^

anifold va^ants, of

fault

°f T?duaa'se\ oVchar-r----i3nele Is the Giant

h,gUiy indunduahzed^^
^.^^^

p^^^^^^J
manifold van

„„v,rtina,vian accent jar •»

a rambunctious lamiij'. common to
actors

'Slgle-«llh .lien

There is sweep ^nu

i^ei^o^andlifeinh^Pj^J^^

Mama a.

ot the 1^*"5,,.' nine through a;iervui
^^^^

times eavesdioppmg ^ ^^^^^ i'^ ^
with the children

stair railing, i'^quem^
^^.^^ in- ^ents witn ^^^^

^-^^^:r"'d,Slted'^mphasis

l^?.'Sen/ha. created illu

Irene ^unne t.o

orplacid ^°F";^,,5Jgteart on which
sive her the stioas " Bergen
III the family ^elie ,;^Edgar^i^^^^^^^

has been temporarily'

Charlie for an am using can-

I Remember Nama'

Engaging Film

Bv RICHARD WATTS JR.

found out how gen tie he really

was, and who was regarded by

most of his relatives as a wicked

fellow because he drank, taught

the children to swear and kept a

Bv emoloving a proper combi- mistress. Uncle Chris, you may
isy e"iP'°y"

^ ^ invagination be sure, is the real hero of the
nation of directorial imagination

^^^^
and faithful adherence to the let- q\ course, the cinema- has lo

ter and spirit of John Van Dru- fix. up those matters of the mis

ten's Dlay, "I Remember Mama," tress and the lessons in swear

George Stevens, one of the most ing, but it is managed expertly

?i-illful of the Hollywood film enough to keep supporters oi

rtiakers, has provided an attrac-the original play from being an

and frequently touching motion noyed. As in the drama, the

picture which opened at the Ra- j^tory is told through the recol-

dio City Music Hall yesterday. ^ec'Jons of the oldest daughtci-.

Mr Van Druten's dramatization who grows up to be an author,

of the Kathryn Forbes stories and remembers her youthful past

was the sort of unashamedly sen- with sentimental pleasure, but.

timental family chronicle a as she says, "most of all, I re-

sophisticated playwright is ca- piember mama.'.' It all mako.^

pable of when he sets his mind] for a highly agreeable film en-

to it, saved from excessive sac-

charinity by the boisterous cha-

racter of doughty Uncle Chris,

and. thanks to Oscar Homolka s

uninhibited playing of his origi-

nal stage role, that is what it is

in the cinema version.

,
^'>^ *

$i Faniily Chronicle

5' As almost everyone must haye

heard by now. "I Remember
Mama" is the friendly and engag-

ing chronicle of a likable Nor-

wegian family in San Francisco

In the first decade of the century.

It is the story of Mama, who was

not a matriarch but a gentle and

loving wife and mother, whose

only fierceness lay in defending

ttie rights of her husban;] and

children. It is likewise the story

of Uncle Chris, who terrified the

idren by his roarine; until they

ter M^.nent.

In the title role, the attractive

Irene Dunne lacks some of

the earthiness Mady Christians

brought to the part in the thca

Ire. but she plays warmly and
movingly. Mr. Homolka. who i.s

never afraid of being charged
with overacting, is as delightful

as he was on the stage as Uncle
Chris. Barbara Bel Geddes is

pleasant as the literary daughter,

and there is a particularly good
portrayal of the quiet father bv

Philip Dorn. All of the others

are properly in character, even
Rudy Vallee as a doctor and
Edgar Bergen as a meek under
taker.
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Dunne Gives Depth

To Sentimental Film
Irene Dunne's name above thej slight material, when no attempt v

title 7 Remember Mama together, made to arrest their evanescence ir
describes exactly the substance of order to articulate beyond an\
the mov-ie at the Music Hall, while

,
chance of doubt their shadow\

the fact that it has made that august points,
and eminentl" conservative show » "«

Nor is it only coincidence thai

the genuinely moving sequence;
happen in the presence of eldei
daughter Barbara Bel Geddes. Hei,
sincerity and simplicity, her com-
plete freedom from young actresses

personality" affections, her aura'
of forthrightness, good character-
and sensitive responsiveness to oth-
ers in her orbit, give 7 Remembei
Mama its plus quality, its moments
of real communion. Making no ef-1

fort to do so, she dominates every
i

scene In which, mostly hstening to
j

and observing the rest of her fam-
. . ,

ily, reflecting upon them and quiet-
i pi^ m a poke

J , • ^ appears Herwuiu IS mama, not ,
^ appears, ner

-mother." It will be sentimental I

becomes the.,

nostalgia properly ideahzed, and
!
™TV..™°'*JP^"^1^® "PP^^';

case is indisput-

able assurance
of its production
quality. Nobody
w h o buys a

ticket for this

obviously sub-
stantial family
entertain-
ment can com-
plain afterward
that he would
have preferred
something e x -

perimental or racy even though
its production be a bit wispy. He
was not buyin
1'he key won

Ager

mama, not

not a fretfuDy tragic do about
mothtr's silver cord.

According to plan, tmder the
guise of encoimters with human
nature, 7 Remember Mama was to
be a series of carefully calculated
assaults on the audience's tear
ducts, each assault to be mopped
up immediately afterward vdth a
predetermined laugh. Though ti\is

strategy is not new, in capable
hands it never fails. Here it has
been put forth by technicians so
exceptionally proficient in their
craft that its predictable success
achieves a miraculous by-product.
Now and then 7 Remember Mama
vibrates with overtones of the real
thing.

* *

Like a fake fortune teller who
suddenly finds himself possessed
by the power of true divination,
many episodes in this chronicle of
family life that start out from a
base of shrewdly devised hokum
achieve, before they are over, the
heights of real feeling. Most of
these moments wherein sentimen-
tality is transmuted into senbment
seem to have been planned as
minor incidents, for only the core
of the family participates; the
comic-supplement relatives are rest-

ing from their over-e.xertions tidily

out of sight. These are the mo-
ments that evolve out of fre.sh but

As Mama, Irene Dunne gallantly
buries her svelte figure beneath a
proper Norwegian matron's pad-
ding, contends vdth a Scandinavian
accent and masters it most of the
Hme, and gives a fine, woiiman-
llke performance, and occasionally
even a true one. Director George
Stevens, distinguished for his ex-

pert way with comedy has stepped
up Cedrio Hardwickes usual mo-
notonus under-playing Into a vivid
new characterization, emphasized
Rudy Vallee'g pomposity just

enough to make nim look like r

first class character actor, used Ed-
gar Bergen's standard diffidence

and unique voice with good effect,

but allowed, or perhaps encouraged,
Oscar Homolka as the ferocious but
kindly Uncle Chris, to let himself

go.

Indeed, from the differences in

mood, content, and styles of per-

formances in 7 Remember Mama.
director Stevens, who is also the

movie's executive producer, seems
to have suffered uncertainties a.s

to what exactly was his, and his

movie's, forte. Some of the actors

and some of the sequences were
directed for the broadest possible

comedy and most obvious hoke,
other actors and sequences for

tender, resbained, softly glimmer-
ing sentiment. Whichever approach
he settled for, he managed it spec-
tacularly well.



YORK- T^PT^ ltTD TRIBUNE,

SCREEN
By HOWARD BARNES

Ithesta^e Which gayeJIBem^^^^^^

amily Album

of the original Kathryn
1

Porbes novel and the play so

Lge wmcn gave x

IMama" Its particular lusty qual-

ity. He repeats his triumph on the

screen
characterizes

The Uncle Chris which he

crxar<i^oerizes pulls a somewhat

?^dom account of a first-genera-

tion, living below the slot, into a

cumulative unity. His death scene

is too long, as too many sequences

in the picture are, but it has enor-

*„»nncr Miss Dunne acts

m

:™ ,m he has filled the produc- oeddes is excenem,

Honwfth a realism which is too commentator and the girl who
tion WUii «» '^

^, ^„ Since , v,«^ mntVipr vivid

witn exuauiuintvi J authority
^

the leading role, played by Mady

Christians on the stage, and Miss

Bel Geddes is excellent as both

tion with a
n^pn lacking on tne screen, —irememoers nei ,„

has had such players as Irene ^^^^ gets "I Remember Mama

nm?n Oscar Homolka, Barbara ^ ^s a film of distinction is

S^GeSes and PhiliP Dorn forj^^^ stevens's handUng of his

?S leads the work is not wantmg
,
^^^^^^.1^1. He may have overplayed

E acting pyrotechnics. his hand a bit in carrying the
in acung

^his screen trans- ' continuity to its extreme length,

hit is difficult, t,ut he has made so much of it soThe pattern

lation of a big stage

:r'Tpscribe Obviously, Stevens

J^Se-^acktoth^^^^^^^^^
™a's Bank Account," when he

^^Lei to fill in sequences

DUb lie iia^y lait**^'-

fascinating that it never lets your

fouor His backgrounds 01

when he

;a ^ X
sequences

With more cinematic than theato-

cal effects. It was a good no^on.

He has recreated a story of Nor-

Sigians, struggling through the

tost decade of this century, with

S ailed and captivating accente^

Whether he is concerned with the

Sh of uncle Chris or Mamas
incredible visit to a sick child m a

ward which she was not supposed

in mvade. he has created a mag-

nificent pictorial tapestry.

The director was lucky to have

Oscar Homolka in one of the chief

parts. It was his performance on

laSClimUliB wiau -

interest falter. His backgrounds

San Francisco are superb and he

has colored them with the sounds

one expects to hear in a recon-

struction of actual living. Th^re

is no formalized directing in l

Remember Mama." The camera

moves all over the place, but it

achieves its purpose beautifully.

Incidentally, Cedric Hardwicke

Edgar Bergen, Rudy Vallee and

Barbara O'Neill may be found m
the huge cast. "I Remember

Mama" is a panoramic adaptation

of a dramatic success which is

always a movie, and a very good

one.
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Easter Comes Early
To Music Hall Stage

By KATE CAMERON

.forv^T^o RKOP^«ction of Kathryn Forbe^'

TL It
"^^''^ its first showing

dL,
yesterday, has only one weakness. Its

director-producer has allowed it .

to^run too long.
J
With Father" is excelled by her su-

to/if ^'^^ *° S^'vel Perb portrayal of the industrious,

warH^H ?">P'y ^e- canny, big-hearted Norwegian
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THE SCREEN
~

Irene Dunne and Oscar Homolka

Head Brilliant Cast in RKO'

7 Remember Mama

By BOSLEY CROWTHER
Kathryn Forbes' tender memo-

ries of a childhood In San Fran-
cisco and of her wonderful ex-
Norwegian grandma, projected
through "Mama's Bank Account"
into the stage success "I Remem-
ber Mama," are now to be had
upon the screen, stretched out to
full visual proportions and per-
formed by an excellent cast. Like
the book and the play before it, the
film, at the Music Hall—also
called "I Remember Mama"

—

should prove irresistible.

For Producer-Director George
Stevens has transferred the John
van Druten play, via a free-wheel-
ing script by DeWitt Bodeen, in
all its genial personality to the
screen. Within the same archi-
tectural framework that was ef-
fectively used for the play—that
is, a series of reflections (or flash-
backs) of a youthful author's
thoughts—he has woven a pictorial
fabric of humorous and poignant
episodes in the lives of a remark-'
ably good-na' 1 red family of
Norwegian-Americans. And with a
cast of Hollywood performers, all
of them new to the roles (with the
single exception of Oscar Homol-
ka), he has caught the pristine
glow of character.

Since there is nothing essential
in the picture of later invention
than the contents of the play, it

would take a heretical reviewer to
criticize its substance and scheme.
Here is the same Hanson family
Mama, Papa and the kids—in their
Larkin Street house in San Fran-
cisco, still struggling cheerfully to
make ends meet. Here is im
maculate Katrin, Mama's main
stay and her Boswell-to-be, watch
ing the flow of family happenings
while diffidently taking part in
them. Here is httle sister Chris-
tine with her impishness and her

I pets and her case ''of mastoiditis,
which gives Mama her most potent
chance to "mom."

Here, too, are Brother Nels and
Papa and Sister Dagmar, the last
impeccable, and the three aunts
and Mr. Torkelson "from der
funeral parlor" and. definitely,
Uncle Chris. Here is Mr. Hyde!
the English boarder who reads to
the family at night. And above all.

here is Mama, superb and infallible,
mothering her brood with infinite
kindness, understanding and in-
tensity.

Already proved substantial show-
stuff beyond the shadow of an
ultra-skeptic's doubts, this ma-
terial wants only tactful handling
to achieve its deserved success.
And Mr. Stevens has aswred this
with unfaltering control of the di-
rectorial reins. His soft scenes are
never too sloppy^not even the
death of Uncle Chris (with its nod
to matrimony and morality) or the
scene where Mama sings her lull-
aby. And the humor is kept in an
area of reasonable levity, without
any obvious endeavors to force or
"milk" the laughs.

Furthermore, in the frequent
brief excursions of the family out-
side their home—and particularly
in the frantic glimpses of their
breathless pumping up (and down)
Larkin Street hill—Mr. Stevens
has added such touches as relate
these people to an outside world
which, by the nature of the story,
is only vaguely acknowledged to
exist.

As Mama, the wheel-horse of the
family, Irene Dunne does a beau-
tiful job, in a blonde, braided wrig
and in dresses which actually ap-
pear to be worn. Handling with
equal facility an accent and a
troubled look. Miss Dunne Tias the
strength and vitality, yet the soft-
ness, that the role requires. As
Katrin, the oldest daughter. Bar-
bara Bel Geddes plaiys most often
as in a trance, hypnotized by
Mama and sheer Beauty, but that
fits with the general atmosphere.
Likewise. Philip Dorn as Papa and
Peggy Mclntyre and June Hedtn
as the girls have the air of angels,
for all their charming attitudes.
However. Mr. Homolka, who

plays the bombastic Uncle Chris,
gives to it all the bluff and blun-
der that was in this decidedly
"hammy" gent. And Ellen Corby's
twittering as the simpleton Aunt
Trina brings the humor within re-
gions where it can be readily un-
derstood. Edgar Bergen's Mr.
T'orkelson is also a comic delight
and Sir Cedric Hardwicke makes a
small thing but a good one out of
Mr. Hyde.

If one were to venture a com-
ment m a critical vein on this film
it might be that the pace is too
leisurely, m spots, and the story
too long. But those ai'e common
objections to personal reminis-
cences. In the darkness of a the-
atre it is not impolite to doze.

warded by seeing a tender, amus-
ing, human story skillfully acted

n w>1 The script by

Vt^'" Bodeen is based directly on
. ohn Van Druten's play, which wasienved from Miss Forbes' book,_Mamas Bank Account." Under

immigrant
Mama."

in "I Remember

Representing the central charac-
ter of the story, most of the spot-
light naturally falls on Miss
Dunne, but whenever the other

tha tTup "r,""p"^^""'"- ^.^n^ier characters come to the fore shen<» title, I Remember Mama," i recedes eracpfnllv inVr A i, V

season. ^ ® 1344-45
,
time for Oscar Homolka to rise and

|smne. This he does most impres-
Kscellent Performance I

f^'^^'^'
°y repeating for the screen

Irene Dunne's wonderful ner
brilliant characterization he

formance of Mrs. Dav in "Tifp ^^^Se of the gruff,
y L.ue boisterous, sentimental Uncle Chris.

The action takes place in San
Francisco in the early days of the
century, when Mama and Papa

Hanson and their brood of four
struggle to make ends meet onpapa s slender wage. It is through
the eyes of the eldest daughter.
Katrin, that director Stevens lets
us see the family in all its trials
and small triumphs. Katrin, ambi-
tious to become an author, writes
about her family, particularly
about her wonderful mama and
funny, endearing great Uncle
Lnris.

Puts Charm Into Role.

Barbara Bel Geddes enacts the
role that Joan Tetzel created in

ftba stage version. Br^a she plavs

5f,r
P^r'.^ith charm. Philip EornSn- Cednc Hardwicke, Edgar Ber'gen, Rudy Vallee, Barbarf o'NlilPeggy Mclntyre, June HedTnSteve Brown. Ellen Corby. HopeLand.n and Edith Evanson allcontribute to the amusemen? and& To "'''"f^

^he pictureLittle Tommy Ivo is fine, too. asthe crippled nephew, whom Uncle

c'hiwL'o?^ and hapS
Harriet Parsons, who ha.! -nr-^

•wJfjf <! ^""^^ associated

rhis'onf iy^l'
production of



TRADE RAVl£Wi

I Reineinlier Mama
With "I Remember Mama." RKO is

spreading a layer of warm and
deeply moving nostalgia that plucks

at that .spccral heart-string which
echoes strongly at the cash register.

Based on the John van Druten lepiter

(which i,*^ still touring in the U. S.

hinterlands), the film encompas-es
those same bread, human values

which lifted the play into the smasli

hit class. The ingredients are equally

surefire on the screen.

DeWitt Bodeen's screenplay is a

faithful adaptation of the original,

adding only an extra dimension of

background depth and story detail.

In extending the scope, however, it

doesn't blunt the impact of the yarn.

This reiiiinisccnce of growth in a

San Francisco Norv/egian family i':

related in a simple and genuine

manner. Ifs frequently sentimental

but never hokey.

Irene Dunne, who played a New
York mom in Warners' "Life With
Father. ' is the central pillar of this

production. In holding down the

most demanding role of her career,

she earns new honors as an actress of

outstanding versatility. Her Nor-
wegian dialect sounds queer for the

first couple of minutes but soon es-

tablishes itsel' solidly as a natural

part of her lingo In general, her

role is marked by a great strength

and sympathy that makes her sym-
bolize all mothers. That won't hurt

the b.o.. either.

Unfolding in flashbacks as the eld-

est daughter mulls over her memoirs,
yarn brings into leisurely focus a

series of domestic crises and trage-

dies. The mist of tears is relieved by
plenty of lau2hs in the telling.

There's the buildup of the maternal
bank account which turns out to be
mythical; the growing pains of the

four appealing children: the sour
aunts and the bluff uncle; the chloro-

formed cat. the graduation exercises

and the rest of the anecdotes leading

up to the heart-cracking.^ finale.

Against the story, the production
neatly suggests a Frisco background
in the 1910's.

The rest of the cast also do yeo-

man's service in draping this pic with
a fiesh-and-blood reality. Oscar
Homolka, repeating his stage role of

the uncle, contributes a massive and
memorable performance. As the

youngster who matures into an
authoress, Barbara Bel Geddes plays

a 15-year-old schoolgirl in a tour de
force. Her portrait of adolescence is

sensitive, compelling and authentic.

Remaining kids are played appeal-
ingly by Peggy Mclntyre, Steve
Brown and June Hedin.

Surprise performances are turned
in by Edgar Bergen and Rudy Vallee.

Bergen, playing a milquetoast romeo
to an aging spinster Bunt, reveals a

-harp comic talent that doesn't have
to depend on gags for its effect.

Vallee. in a bit part as the family
doctor, delivers a straight dramatic
vole in first-rate style. As the father.

Philip Dorn is slightly colorless but
that's the part's fault and not hi.s. .

The three aunts from the old

country are played superbly in a

variety of comic styles by Ellen
Corby. Hope Landin and Edith Evan-
son. Sir Cedric Hardwicke is on the
screen only briefly as a my.sterious
boarder who leaves his literary in-

heritance with the family. Other
players in lesser parts also deliver
uniformly excellent support.

The long running Imie is caused by
his lingering over the separate inci-
dents, .--quetzing out of them the last

.drop of sentiment. Camera work and
editing are handled with superb
craftsmanship v/hile the musical
score also adds to the film's high
quality. Hertn.

MOTION Picture Daily
i Kemember Mama

A Motion Picture with a Heart of Gold

A •'^^T' and heard -ibouf .hi .
""."^^^'''od, March 8

„ i,
^.

^^'•yt''-".? its sponsors h "
c

' ^•P''^'"^ ""^^rstatement
a picture to set house record of b , I' t'"'"'','''

'^'^^ ^ovc
H- uidience .satisfaction kind-h th/

^'ncls-the dollar kind and
"'^atres ,n all the cities and town -

,1 '.f ' the little"

y„He u-,ll mention that it is a simple tol 'k' "ot
" San f-ranci.sco in 1910 and tli- ff ; "

,
^ family livin-

ordinary incidents, and t a ;;erv m'uf^' °^ ore o?
I'ad a mother, father, .son or daueUer "J''"'

--'"^1 child who everM .al taimly circle and live a tlml /ol'Tt H """'f
1^''' '^^"^

^^^{-"Ptr^^d^-^
performance in"feadv''me'"'" °^ P'=»>-"^ responsible for the fi

aggregate etJectivenes'^. ^rT'n -Sate Tmprcssro.f

iiallfiill'ii
To executive producer and dir../ 7- ^ Pretending to be

rector C. Bakaleinikoff and the production iff.''
^^^"'"'"'

'^i'
I Remember Mama" is a r,;

staff down to the last m,^
•"re for an exhibitor to t^i dt-ru t"/ to'^'

"'"''^'^y- ^ver^v here 1™"^
,„>

BOXOFFICE

I
Remember Mama ^^^^^

'and lovaWe
j--:,^!^rse the backborie ot our n^^^^^^^^ ^,,on

i,
inescapably must St

y^^^^^
'nd

masterluUv-typed
regardless °l^^%"\\,orongh\Y °^"^t

Une-graiited and

dUional beneht ot a
^^^^ *^J°"^^°d lor record grosses. A

cast, whose Pey°\"
j

predesUned tor r

winning, '^^f.^l'l^iJer-Vuecio.
George

sterling credit lor f'"

I Remember Mama
"I Remember Mama" in every re-

spect is a picture to get enthusiastic

about. Production, direction and act-

ing are all of top quality and com-
biije to develop a full measure ot

adult entertainment out of unusually

vivid story material. Film capitalizes

heavily on nostalgia and warm hu-

man interest, but does it honestly

and sincerely without lapsing into

hokum. It is one of those pictures

that will keep an audience smiling

with tears in its eyes.

Irene Dunne puts on what prob-

ably is the best performance of her

career to date in the stellar role of

Mama, and gets perfect support from
Philip Dorn as Papa. Miss Dunne's
role is one that calls for subtle transi-

tions and generally deft handling. It

is rendered more difficult by the ne-

cessity for maintaining throughout a

long show a slight Scandinavian ac-

cent. The actress doesn't miss a trick.

Dorn successfully meets similar de-

mands in somewhat less footage.

Crowding them both for audience

attention is Oscar Homolka in the

fat character part of Uncle Chris, a-

very rugged individualist with a loud

voice, rough manners, a warm heart

and an affinity for strong liquor. The
part is productive both of comedy
and pathos, and Homolka's portrayal

is one of the dominant factors in the

success of the film.

Ellen Corby, Hope Landin and
Edith Evanson as Aunt Trina, Aunt
Jenny and Aunt Sigrid, respectively,

contribute generously both to the

smiles and tears of the piece. Miss

Corby's belated romance with Edgar

Bergen as Mr. Torkelson, the under-

taker, is nicely playsd to arouse sym-

pathy and merriment.
Barbara Bel Geddes is sympathetic

and convincing as the eldest daugh-

ter of the family and the young au-

thor narrating the memories of

Mama. Steve .Brown as her brother

and Peggy Mclntyre and June Hedin

as her sisters and Tommy Ivo as her

little cousin all earn praise.

Also entitled to special mention

for their work in smaller supporting

roles are Florence Bates and Barbara

O'Neill.

Picture is devoid of conventional,

fabricated dramatic situations. The

story is just a skillful depiction of

the life of one humble, obscure Scan-

dinavian-American family in the San

Francisco of pre-bridge days. Tension

and suspense are attained solely from

the problems and crises confronting

the various members of the family

and Miss Dunne's courage and

shrewdness in meeting them.

It takes a master hand to keep

material of this sort alive and active

on the screen, and George Stevens,

who functions in the dual capacity of

executive producer and director,

meets the demand beautifully. In the

De Witt Bodeen screenplay he has a

good script to work from, and he

gets full dramatic value out of every

sequence. Emotional possibilities of

each scene are worked to the limit,

and the action, though paced leisure-

ly, isn't allowed tP drag, except pos-

sibly in the opening footage, which

might be trimmed to advantage.

Harriet Parsons can take a bow
for top showmanship production.

Photography by Nicholas Musuraca

comes in for a full share of the credit

and the Roy Webb score plays an im-

portant part in establishing and main-

taining the atmosphere of the piece



>I REMEMBER MAMMA' HITS
SUPERR HEIGHTS ON
k ~ ,,„ Kioh nraise is in order tor ^'^

in its eruffnes

Brilliant Picture

Tops Play, Novel

The dramatic adventure of

Kathryn Forbes' little character

sketch "Mama's Bank Ac-

count," which grew from a

magazine story to a successful

play and novel, reaches a fit-

ting and thrilling climax m the
^

sensitive, beautiful motion pic-
|

ture that is "1 Remember

Mama." With its warm, lov-

able story, superb P^^entation.
,

e°er t its ur^iversal appeal. Sincerity,

emo ional depths, gentle cor^edy-

these are the attributes of an unmis-

•^t^,'o^
fu'flelr^ealization as a

S^ranr^l^^.^^a^"
\ 1 That "I Remember Mama

1 erg^s a a Stand shining lewel

,( 'rbe chuckled at. cned over.

\ laughed about

fn etching o perfectly the spirit and

J"atmosphereof the artfully-turned

screenplay, high praise is in order fo

he work of Harriet Parsons, who i st

law the vignette's dramatic PossibUi -

e7 and who now has P-^^ed it o

such a compelling conclusion. Jn ac-

rare meticulousness. she sets a lotty

production standard for herself^

The performance of ''e"^^ Dunne as

"Mama- is of the same th°-ghtfu

and inspired dimensions as the d rec

tion and production-a tour de orce
,

of characterization whose artistry

grows more exciting as

,

progresses, for never once J^ere a

sense of identification of the char

acter with the lovely star who first
:

car^e to Hollywood as a
,

edv singer. It is. unquestionably, a
,

gfeat performance from an uncommon-

Iv eifted actress. , ,

'
The screen story of M Remerrjbe i

Mama" closely and wisely parallels

^at of John Van Druten's stage adap-

ation, augmented, of course by e -

fective use of exterior. It is narra

fve in form and is simply an account

of an author's recollections of her Nor-

wegian-born mother; the San Fran-

cisco house in which they lived, the

aunts, who played such a par^ in the

family's life, and the crusty old uncle

whi emerged from his ranch twice

r year to terrify all within hearing

Iriterwoven are the dramas of the in-

dividuals; the son who longs to be a

doctor; mamma who yearns for a warrn

coat, and the narrator herse f who

batrles the disappointments of liter

arv ambitions. u jji«n
Oscar Homolka is the forbidding

Uncle Chris of the piece and a finer

performance he has never given^ The

portrayal, consistent in i*^ g^'^^^"^"

^ven in a magnificent death-bed scene

becomes suddenly moving as the old

n^an's true character of benefactor is

Revealed. Barbara Bel Ceddes reads

the narrative in a style that is just

as exquisite as her telling characteriza-

Hon of a teen-age girl. Philip Dorn

could not be more charming as the

carpenter father, and the scene in

which he usei pure pantor^nime to show .

his son the effect of smoking is subtle

^"EdlafBerge^ntd Rudy Va.lee, do-

ine straight roles, show themselves as

enormously competent character ac-

tors Barbara O'Neil is excellen as

Chris^ wife. Steve Brown and lune

Hedin are beguiling juveniles. The

trio of aunts. Ellen Corby, Hope Landin

and Edith Evanson. are simply won-

. derful in the accuracy of their immi-

grant characterizations. Florence Bates

I fails into the role of a gourmet with

sparkling zest. ,„Jorc
Nicholas Musuraca's camera wande s

up and down the San Francisco stree s

and looks across the bay with an af^

fection that captures all the charm

nf the city by the Golden Gate. Albert

S D Agos^ino and Carroll Clark show

the same warmth in their art direc-

Roy Webb's musica score

a valuable embellishment. Robert

Link is credited with the intricate

a^d expertly accomplished editing ,ob

Remember Mama !

motion picture herald

',; rrfini."r.»r';wrh:u°r': .ni ^ of superb e„,e,.ai„„„„.

Hollywood has had its share of tender

heart-warming and true motion pictures but

it would require a full-scale probing of the

records of other years to r.val the emotional

tug, the sincerity and the authentic whole-

someness of this attraction.

The story told here actually is nothing more

than a serks of incidents deahng with, an-1

Snginrupon, the lives of the Hanson fam. y.

Thpv are Irene Dunne, as mama; Philip uorn.

Js papa and Barbara Bel Geddes Steve Brown

Peggl Mclntyre and June Hedm. their ch l

dren^ The ferocious, but nevertheless kmdly

Uncle Chris is Oscar Homolka. His three

nieces aside from Miss Dunne, are Ellen Cor-

by Hope Lar^din ^nd Edith Evanson_. Outside

tWs sometime quarrelsome circle is Sir Cednc

HardTcke, as Mr'. Hyde, the broken-dowii a -

tnr who gives the Hansons more than tlu

m^ney due'on his board in unlockm. the door

to the giants of literature ; and also Edgar tier !

gen the timid Mr. Thorkelson who n,arnes

Miss Corby.

\ot a great deal happens. There is the pa-

ticnt!'ploddmg and understanding Miss Dunne

who dominates the Hansons t'^wig'^
. ^^^^f

sTength of character. She is the "la t
iarch

ready for sacrifice if the family's modest for-

U ne^ make'the demand. Unerring in pmpose

and iudgmcnt, she is the one uho acn'<=v^s

b fance Without sacrifice of the .gmty of th

others. She is firm and yet gentle "

suit of her allotted task. She is inamctneiN

wise in her decisions.

Those decisions are never mommiental. 1
ney

deal with the illness of one daughter, the grad-.

'Son of another, a high -'-o' .^duca^on o

the son. the marriage of a sister, the blu»tcrmgs

of an uncle. Her problems are the problems

faced by most families everywhere and because

this is so "I Remember Mama has a. univer-

sality about it which audiences of all stripes will

be quick to understand and to appreciate. I

All personalities identified with the produc-

tion reflect the fullest awarenMs of the warm-

ing impact of their vehicle. This has at base

the stage play by John van Druten, who drew i

upon "Mama's Bank Account, a novel bv :

Kathryn Forbes, as his source. De Witt Bo-

deen vvrote the script for Harriet Parsons, pro-

ducer, and for George Stevens, executive pro-

ducer as well as director, whose first post-war
j

film this is.

A more fortunate choice than Miss Dunne

in the principal role would be difficult to find_

It is apparent on all sides that she understood

the character of the Norwcgian-born woman

who settled in San Francisco along about 1910

and there raised her family.

Under Stevens' careful direction, she has

enveloped it with depth and appreciation. 'The

consequence is a performance that "nques on-

ablv will figiire in Academy Award selections

for' 1948 Alongside her in far more explosive

vein is Homolka, the fire-eating uncle, who is

memorable. But lingering with .Mama herself

are the others: Dor... the quiet, but strong

. papa: Miss Bel Geddes as the oldest daughter,

rkss Corby as the best of Miss Dunnes sis-
;

'

ters Bergen, who woos and wins her; Rudy

Vall'ee, as the doctor. All performances, m fact,

'"•I'^Remember Mama" is like a slice of real

life, sometimes a bit slow m developing. But

.

it s an attraction with a genuine heart and

an exceedingly bright future. Mama will be

remembered; she deserves to be.

'«M.t?S'?f/ Mama"
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APRIL COMES IN ALL RKO

Jlew York City Newspaper Ads From Friday, March t9tli

THE CRITICS

WHO KHOW
MOVIES BEST

say:

Trtacndoiuly mcing Told

nd |rt«t fatUT , Vtll /at*

udicaca accliim-" -I4»f^/;

"So freighted V'iih tntertiinmcnf

values ai to ^arantec a tip-top

boxoffice experience . . PI*/ed like a

house afire on the occuroo
o( lis previe"."

P,tt„.t Hfl4

"A lolid hit. can hardly fail

tcr itrike a responsive chord in the WoeAlu'ray

beam of all" ' ^Bo">ff«t « Ounnipon

"Immctue audience lafi'sfariioi.

aecens dociited (o be ibi happy
fate of this sterling attraction . .

.

Villi is excfllcnt. MacMurray
never better. Sinatra

lurpn

"A urange. rare and itrongly

affecting drama^ . Hat a

profoundly different theme
:hat engrosses and maintains a

mong grip un the imagmaiion

-

Ali^a VoUi "Comes to the icreen *i(h all the

•tniofien e' warmth, the beauty and the tender-
*rh« Pofodltf Cost — nesi of the novel preserved intj

«a Olgo

"Looki like one of the bHt boxoflficc

ben in many a day Will
let even hardboiled cynic* reaching
for their handkerchiefs

"

"Outstanding entenaioment not

only for those «ho read the book,
but fty millions of ethers who
reveJ in hean ^arming screen fare

"

"A picture ccnain to land among
the nigher successes evervwhfte,"

-r/r Ethbilof

"Big boxoffice- providei colorful

acting spots for the trie o( stars."

-InJtpmJtnt Film /t>»'<r#/

A wonderful, enthralling pictw*
destined to rank with ihc out-
atandiog successes of recent years

"

-Film Bytlttiw
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THE BIG THREE ROLL
RKO's triumvirate of super-shows are rolling on sev-

eral fronts and as we type this Wednesday noon there

is a waiting line for I REMEMBER MAMA at the Music

Hall stretching from the box-oflRce on 50th Street east

to Rockefeller Plaza, then north to 51st Street, then

west to Sixth Avenue, then crosses 51st Street and

turns back east to Fifth Avenue, two, three and four

abreast. This line is almost one-half mile long. This is the

third successive morning for this line-up. As we said last

week in FLASH, the second stanza at the Music Hall out-

grossed the first by a considerable margin and the third

is away ahead of the second for intake, in fact, the third

week is one of the biggest in Music Hall history, pictures

from all companies.
In the only additional openings for MAMA the first weeks

have been tremendous, these including BufFoio, Baltimore,

Lincoln, Boston, Washington and Columbus. The sustaining

power is such that the fourth and fifth days have bettered the

first. MAMA is going to be a holdover sensation.

The MIRACLE OF THE BELLS in its third week at the Rivoli will

top the second, and based on the early openings in the Penn-

sylvania territory, MIRACLE will at least equal our previous top

grossers. Tremendous at the Earle, Philadelphia, and vhe

Warner, Pittsburgh, and holds over of course. The intake at

the Astor, Reading, for four days has equalled that of many of

our top pictures for a full week. Holds for a second week at the

Astor and at the Senate, Harrisburg. At Atlantic City several

days of the second week have bettered those of the first. At

Pottsville, Shenandoah and V/illiamsport holds for full week in

split situations and some single days have piled up a gross

equal to three and four days for previous runs. Holds

over at Charleroi. Big at Johnstown. Top grosses as well in the

southeast. Second week at the Colony, Miami. Up with our top

grossers at St. Petersburg, Tampa and Palm Beach. Fine first

week at the Riverside, Milwaukee, holds. Big first weeks at Salt

Lake City and Oklahoma City, holds.

FORT APACHE, third of the triumvirate, started regular run

at the Palace, Chicago, Wednesday, and via phone we learn

that the matinee business was excellent.

At Phoenix in pre-release day-dater at Orpheum and Palms

excellent grosses. At the Orpheum, topped intake for any of

our previous pictures to play this house and also big at the

Palms. Holds for second week at the Orpheum.
Our fourth March release, TARZAN AND THE MERMAIDS,

heading for top v/eek at the RKO Palace, New York, since

Thanksgiving. Highest grosser of the year in first week at the

Grand, Chicago, holds. Also holds for second week at the

Rialto, Salt Lake City.

The marathon champion THE BISHOP'S WIFE continues as

an industry pacesetter, and after giving way to MR. BLAND-

INGS at the Astor, following a run of 16 weeks, opens day-

date on the RKO houses in New York and Brooklyn. This en-

gagement started Wednesday. Completes four big weeks at

the Golden Gate, San Francisco. Now in fifth week St. Louis.

Second weeks in Chattanooga, Asbury Park, Dallas, Savan-
(Continued on back cover)

Strike While the Oscar Is Hot!
Strike while the Oscar is hot. That's just what RKO

Radio is doing following on the Academy Awards in which

we won the major honors. First to strike we believe was
Branch Manager Stan Jacques of Cincinnati. Happy over the

awards, Stan says the award to Loretta Young will stimulate

business for THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER and he immediately
sold a few small towns for almost as much money as we
received at top percentage when originally played. Other
branches are in action even as we write this and FARMER'S
DAUGHTER will benefit through many repeat engagements
and playdates where not previously sold. In addition THE
BISHOP'S WIFE will benefit through Miss Young's starring

role. Walt Disney's SONG OF THE SOUTH also will enjoy
renewed interest by reason of the special award to James
Baskett for his portrayal of Uncle Remus and for the best

original song award to Allie Wrubel and Ray Gilbert. To

place with our award-winning pictures we have of course

the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences' TWENTY
YEARS OF ACADEMY AWARDS. This subject already is being
hailed by the tradepress as a timely feature for any theatre.

Motion Picture Daily for Tuesday said, ^^The subject makes
a particularly interesting and timely one as glimpses of the

''Oscars' winners, stars and pictures pass in historical

review." With this two-reeler and our award features we
can make up a theatre program virtually of award calibre.

So why not "An RKO Award Program."

SORRY -FLASH curtailed and delayed owing to dispute between the typographical union and the employing printer.
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I4ffi Week
Ending March 25th

Pos. Pos-

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. SALT LAKE CITY* 1

2. OKLAHOMA CITY 2

3. CHARLOTTE* 4

4. SIOUX FALLS 3

5. Denver* 6

6. Atlanta* 7

7. Detroit 5

8. Pittsburgh 8

9. St. Louis 12

10. Kansas City 13

1 1 . Des Moines 9

12. Portland 10

1 3. Chicago 1

1

14. New Orleans* 20

1 5. Washington 1 5

1 6. Minneapolis 1

7

17. Cincinnati 16

18. Omaha 14

19. Seattle 18

20. Milwaukee 19

21. Dallas 24
22. Indianapolis 23
23. Cleveland 22
24. Boston 25
25. San Francisco 21

26. Albany 27
27. Memphis 26

28. BufPalo 28

29. Philadelphia 29

30. Los Angeles 30

3 1 . New Haven 31

32. New York 32

CANADA
1. MONTREAL* 2

2. TORONTO 1

3. St. John 3

4. Winnipeg 4

5. Calgary* 6

6. Vancouver 5

DISTRICTS

1. Rocky Mt.* 1

2. Canadian 2

3. Southeastern* 3

4. Prairie 4

5. Midwestern 5

6. Eastern Central 6

7. Southwestern 7

8. Western 8

9. Northeastern 9

10. Western 10

1 1 . Metropolitan 1 1

DIVISIONS

1 . Western 1

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3

Over quota for current week

More From The

Field About
Hit Cycle

Fort Apache
Naturally a picture like FORT

APACHE is especially adopted to

this territory and with MIRACLE

OF THE BELLS and I REMEMBER
MAMA, we are in a position to

blow the lid off this territory with

sales and liquidation. I REMEM-
BER MAMA is the greatest motion

picture seen in many years.

—JOSEPH C. EMERSON, Denver

May come right along with

MIRACLE OF THE BELLS in this

territory.

—DAVE PRINCE, S. E. Dist. Mgr.

An A attraction for A theatres

and I am anticipating A business.

—HARRY WALDERS, Cleveland

Will set box-office records be-

cause we haven't had anything

of this nature in a long time.

—BARNEY PITKIN, New Haven

I Remember
Mama

Trade screened MAMA and
hasten to report best picture since

BELLS OF ST. MARY'S. Audience

reaction terrific, picture enthusi-

astically applauded. Comment
guests leaving theatre "Is good."

Believe production will do phe-

nomenal business all theatres

everywhere. Distinct pleasure and
honor to handle picture of such

magnitude. In addition MIRACLE
OF THE BELLS and FORT APACHE
places our company in most en-

viable position, we alone deliver-

ing such sock pictures at the time

when most needed by trade. An-

ticipate releasing these smash
hits soon to enjoy outstanding

grosses in our exchange territory.

—BARNEY PITKIN, New Haven
Met with enthusiastic approval

of all who saw it.

—DAVE PRINCE, S. E. Dist. Mgr.

One of the biggest grossers of

all time.

—HARRY COHEN, Los Angeles

The news traveled along the

row like wildfire, to the point

where even our competitors are

raving about this one.
— R. H. LANGE, Portland

I can only compare the screen-

ing to one other event in the

past, and that was the first show-

ing of the BELLS OF ST. MARY'S.
People coming out of the theatre

had the same look and radiated

warmth.
—HATTON F. TAYLOR, Detroit

The third in a row! First it was
MIRACLE OF THE BELLS, then it

was FORT APACHE, and now the

top of tops, I REMEMBER MAMA.
—GUS J. SCHAEFER, N. E. Dist. Mgr.

The mostentertaining and I

•*

heart-warming story I have wit- n

nessed in many a long month.
— BEN Y. CAMMACK, S. W. Dist. Mgr.

The picture was enjoyed one
hundred percent. i

—J. W. LEWIS, Kansas City !
ioH

Exhibitors are of the unani- ""^

mous opinion that it is one of the r'
outstanding pictures of the year.

—M. E. LEFKO, Pittsburgh

I have never seen any picture

received as well as this one and
we had our largest audience with

the exception of BELLS OF ST.

MARY'S.
—ROSS CROPPER, Boston

I have never heard such raves

as have come from some of the

people who were privileged to

see this attraction.

—LOU ELMAN, Milwaukee

Not since BELLS OF ST. MARY'S
have we had a picture that com-
pares with I REMEMBER MAMA.

—A. A. RENFRO, Omaha
On reaching home in the eve-

ning I had an incessant number
of telephone calls from exhibitors

telling me about the wonderful
reaction to the picture and what
they thought of it. This is the first

time anything like that has
occurred.

— E. A. LAMB, Seattle

Will do BELLS OF ST. MARY'S
business.

— C. J. DRESSELL, Minneapolis

Should roll up some tremen-

dous grosses.

—GIFF DAVISON, Salt Lake City

Th is was the shortest 217 min-

utes I've ever spent, and the

others seemed to feel the same
as I did about it.

—ROVY F. BRANON, Charlotte

Had a tremendous thrill in the

screening of MAMA. Everyone

was of the opinion that it was .

one of the finest and most whole-

some pictures ever made.
—JOHN G. CHINELL, Buffalo

Miracle of

The Bells

The MIRACLE will be the best

box-office picture of 1948.
— R. J. FOLLIARD, E. Dist. Mgr.

Will do outstanding business

everywhere in every situation.

—BARNEY PITKIN, New Haven '

We find that the exhibitor's •

reaction to I REMEMBER MAMA '

and MIRACLE OF THE BELLS are :

the most enthusiastic of any pic-

tures we have released since

BELLS OF ST. MARY'S. FORT
APACHE is as fine an action pic-

ture as we have had the pleasure

of distributing. Surely this picture

in addition to MAMA and BELLS

establishes our Company as the

leader in the business. i

—JOSEPH C. EMERSON, Denver

South's Revolt Against Old Man
Quota Continues

The revolt in the South against Old Man Quota continues with

unabated fury, and for the fourteenth week of the NED DEPINET
DRIVE the rebel yell sounded all along the first wave. With its fifth

straight "over," Rovy Branon's Charlotteers hit a new forward mark
of third place, Hubert Lyons' Atlanta Crackers clicked off a new high

at sixth and Roger Lamantia's New Orleaners advanced from twen-

tieth to fourteenth for a new high. These three overs gave Dave
Prince's Southeastern District unit an over as well. Joe Emerson's

Denverites were back in the over column. Giff Davison's Salt Lake

City Mormons continued as pacesetters, with the Sioux Tribe headed
by Chief Sherm Fitch in fourth position. Old Missouri was on the

Drive map in a big way as Tom Williamson's St. Louis Cards scored

a 12-9 advance while Jimmy Lewis' KCers were on the 13-10 route.

For Canada Murray Devaney's Montrealers rolled over Old Man
Quota for the sixth successive week, a new record string of consecu-
tive one-hundred percent markers. Murray's long-hitting streak gave
him the leadership for Canada.

^^Children" Shov/ing
ST. LOUIS-A special screening of CHILDREN'S VILLAGE was

held for 100 leaders and active workers in the following organiza-
tions: Jewish Child Welfare Association, Social Planning Council,

Community Chest, Catholic Charities, Society of St. Vincent de Paul,

St. Louis Chapter of American Red Cross, Family Service Society
of Normandy (St. Louis suburb), St. Ann's Maternity Hospital and
Home, County Juvenile Court, St. Louis Union, Salvation Army, Missouri
Baptist Children's Home, Lutheran Children's Home, Family Service,

St. Louis County, Board of Children's Guardians, Annie Malone
Children's Home, Thomas Dunn Memorial Home, Father Dunne's Home,
Mullanphy Travelers' Aid, Epworth School for Girls, Edgewood Chil-

dren's Center, St. Joseph's Institute for Deaf, St. Joseph's Home for
Boys, and Sisters of Social Service.

—LOU DUFOUR

1



SUB CONTESTS—
IN THE MONEY

FUN AND FANCY FREE-
;attle, Oklahoma City, Denver,

alt Lake City, Milwaukee, Cleve-

J,ind and Dallas. Canada: Winni-

|.eg and Montreal.

DISNEY CARTOONS-Los
Ingeles, Portland, Salt Lake City,

leattle, Oklahoma City, Denver,
|es Moines and Albany. Canada:
Koronto and Winnipeg.

SHORT SUBJECTS-New York,
|)enver. Son Francisco, Portland,

Ailwaukee, Buffalo, Omaha, Des
I'/oines, Pittsburgh, and Boston,
panada: Vancouver and Mon-
real.

THE FUGITIVE-Pittsburgh,
)klahoma City, Cleveland, New
>rleans, Memphis and Washing-

Jon. Canada: Montreal and Win-
lipeg.

MAGIC TOWN-Seattle, Okla-
loma City, Salt Lake City, Denver,

iM^lew Haven and Milwaukee.
Canada: Winnipeg and Montreal.

SECRET LIFE OF WALTER
MTTY-Oklahoma City, Salt Lake

'City, Denver, Philadelphia, Dal-
las, and Seattle. Canada: Mon-
treal and Winnipeg.

BAMBI— Des Moines, Salt Lake
City, Washington, Portland, San
Francisco and Sioux Falls. Can-
ada: Winnipeg and Calgary.

Denver

When the bells ring forth on
Easter morning, it will not only
be the Easter Bells, or even the

MIRACLE OF THE BELLS, but it

will be wedding bells for Erbie

Escamilla. The lucky fellow is Law-
rence Jorgenson, a local rancher.
So in order to properly introduce
Buz, that's what he's called
his friends, he was a former cap
tain in the U. S. air corps,
is Scandinavian (as you can un
doubfedly tell), fairly tall, blonde
good-looking, and contrasted
Erbie's darker complexioned
beauty, they make a most out-

standing couple. The honeymoon
plans are, to be married at Erbie's

home in El Paso, Texas, after

which they have planned a de-
lightful vacation to Mexico City
and other points of interest in

Old Mexico. Here's to you kids,

from the whole RKO gang. May
your marriage be a long and suc-

cessful one.

—AL CLARKE

by

He

to RATHVONS' MOCAMBO PARTY CLIMAXES ACADEMY AWARDS EVENT: ( 1 )—Rosalind Russell

congratulates Loretta Young, who won this year's Academy Award Oscar for the best

actress, while Miss Young's husband, Tom Lewis, radio executive, gives smiling approval.

At the right are N. Peter Rathvon and his wife . . . (2)—Two-time Academy Award winner
Fredric March presents the Oscar to Loretta Young . . . (3)—Sid Rogell, producer and
his talented, actress-wife, June Clayworth, admire the Oscar he got for producing the best

documentary DESIGN FOR DEATH . . . (4)— Penny Singleton of "Blondie" fame; Jack Gross,

Studio executive, and his lovely wife . . . (5)—Producer Robert Sparks and his wife Penny
Singleton . . . (6)—Producer Gene Markey, Pat O'Brien, Mrs. Markey (Myrna Loy), and
Mrs. N. Peter Rathvon . . . (7)—Mrs. N. Peter Rathvon and Tom Lewis talking over the

colorful Academy Awards event at the big party . . . (8)—A rare picture of the seldomly-

photographed newlyweds, Edward Laskerand his wife, Jane Greer, lovely RKO Radio star.



NED DEPINET

^^APACHE" HEAP BIG AT B.O.
By PAUL HOLLSSTER

PHOENIX, March 27th—As the "What—you back again?" cor-

respondent of FLASH I give you a blov/-by-blow of tonight's opening

of FORT APACHE in Phoenix.

It is all the fault of that old Navajo, Dave Cantor, that FA opened

to sell-out-please-do-not-ask-me-for-any-more-(icket3 business at the

Orpheum and the Palms.

And not only that but Ned Depinet, George O'Brien and Jack

Poor are now ofticial members of the Apache tribe. Right in Adams
Street, roped off personally by Chief Cantor, they were crowned

with war-bonnets (mothproofed). Mr. Depinet nov/ greets all comeri

by saying ''How." Instead of "How Much?"

Poor, strictly city fellow, in appearing personally before 600

Indian kids at the United State; Indian School, asked his audience

"What's with this 'How' stuff?" A voice in the rear of the auditorium

was heard to reply "Want me?" But it was only Milt Howe, of

Studio publicity.

Thanks to Cantor's disregard of the general economic situation,

he had spent ten days wickying-up this situation for our world

premiere of FORT APACHE. That is why when we got off the plane

yesterday with lovely Irene Rich, George O'Brien, Poor and Howe,

the shiny Studebakers (plug) to convey us wore aluminum license

plates reading FORT APACHE. Clear violation of some ordinance

somebody forgot, courtesy Cantor. "Do you know what I got lined

up?" asked Cantor, knowing nobody would believe him. So nobody

said what, and he continued:

"These Indians, count them, have no place to stay tonight when

they come down from the Reservation to crown Ned, so we got

them in wicky-ups. You know— ho-GANS. But not only that, but we

got a new type wicky-up." It seems the Reynolds Aluminum Company
had got wind of the commotion through a slight leak in Cantor, and

had come forward with the wicky-up to end wicky-ups. It was an

aluminum wicky-up?

Did you ever see an aluminum wicky-up? Neither did I, though

I kept trying. But the thing may solve the housing problem. Or would

you prefer an aluminum ho-GAN?
(Editorial note to our exchanges in Conway Theatre, New
Hampshire, and Machias, Maine a wicky-up is an Indian

dwelling made in haste to occupy at leisure. It is a sort

of fir-bearing igloo, vegetable quonsef, or ho-GAN)

After lunch Irene and George O'Brien and Jack enchanted the

kids at the school. Jack was really scared. Going into the audi-

torium he took four puffs on his cigar (he is only 29), turned green,

and said: "Hey— but look ... I honestly, but honestly, I haven't

got any jokes for Indian children!" This, after his Pacific War Theatre

work with the Gl's, was enough, so we told him to go chase a

Russian submarine and he did all right.

Then George and Jack and Irene did a broadcast over KOY
with old man Petersen of CBS interrogating them.

Then Ned E. Depinet threw a cocktail press party, with anchovies,

for Mrs. Anna (Roosevelt) Boettiger and the members of the Loyal

Opposition, and Florence Hall of KRUX, and Mrs. Boettiger introduced

your correspondent to Miss Hall as Mister Hollingsworth and if

Mrs. Boettiger's paper (Arizona Times) succeeds it won't be from

getting names right. (Note to printer: Please spell BOETTIGER right.

Thanks.)

And then we went to where Dave Cantor had the street roped

off OS an outdoor stage, with not more than 10,000 people around,

spang next to the Orpheum. Under spotlights, the gracious First

Americans, from the Apoche, Hopi, Navajo, Kiowa, and other tribes-

men, women, children, and do you say papeese?— in full costume,

did their wonderful tribal dances, with KRUX at the microphone.

You never saw such costumes. Finest form of American art— classic

or "modern." Then Ned and George and Jack, in turn, were haled

to the mike to receive their official membership in the tribe. You have
no idea how cute Ihey look in their ceremonial war bonnets. The
bonnet went to Ned's head and he one-putted twelve out of eighteen

greens next day with Lieber and Maclntyre, thus throwing him into

an upper bracket, and Lieber and Maclntyre into the 49th State,

or Deficit.

But this morning (this is still only Saturday, now) we went into

the semi-finals. Headed by George O'Brien on a cream stallion, an
escort of Phoenix's finest on motorbikes, an escort of Indian chieftains

FIELD MAN ED TERHUNE has tied in

with the Dallas Morning News for

a ballyhoo on BISHOP'S WIFE. An
"angel" provided 33 surprised Dal-

lasites with a free taxi ride. The
angel in question was Dudley, the

character played by Cary Grant. At
the instigation of the Majestic a
veteran taxi driver took passengers
as they came, but when the destina-

tion was reached there was no
charge and passes were given to

the Majestic. Credits for this unusual
stunt go to Bob Kelly, city advertis-

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Alml Kill,

T. L. CAREY Toronto

FRANCES RUSSO New Orleans

JO ANN EARNHARDT Sioux Falls

April Illh

D. V. GROVER Boston

MOLLY INGER St. Louis

JANE T. YOUNG Dallas

KAY SCHANCER Home Office

Apnl Ulh
BARBARA RUSSO New Orleans

SALLY SNYDER Minneapolis

JOHN PRUSKY Alh,iny

Apiil nth
MARION F. f OLEY Detroit

A/iul Ulh
E. DEGNAN New York

RAOUL W. BAKER Milwaukee

ROBERT LEAF Home Office

MANUEL GONTY, JR. Home Office

April 13th

MILTON E. COHEN E. C.

MILDRED J. MATTHEWS
JOSEPH VALENTI
JOSEPHINE PEZZOLLA
f HARLENE BECKER

April IGlh

V. A. PALADY

Dist. Mgr.

Atlanta

New York

Albany

Pittsburgh

Boston

ing director of the Interstate in

Dallas, wih Fairfax Nisbet of the

Morning News covering the novel

campaign for the paper.

on four-legged mischief-makers, a white-clad band of the Phoenix

Junior High School with three knee-action majorettes, the FORT

APACHE Parade wound 3 miles through downtown Phoenix, blowing

kisses. (Poor blew bubbles and smoke-rings and waved to the gals

in the upper offices only.) The population of Phoenix is 100,000; the

attendance at the Fort Apache parade was 100,003, three Comanche

spies having snuck in from Paramount.

Miss Rich, in company with Mr. Poor, and a young man named

Joe, aged 10, and our amiable driver, and your correspondent, rode

up front on top of the genuine Apache Stage Coach. Your corr. rode

shotgun. We were followed by seven devil-dancers in black masks,

saffron leggings, body-paint and white fans, and they were fol-

lowed by a couple of hundred Indians in ceremonial costume. Escort-

ing Cantor was a second band. This, friends, is the way to see

Phoenix. Anybody who could live in Phoenix and does not live in

Phoenix should have his head examined.

At this point Mr. Depinet, who had not witnessed the parade

for fear he would lose his putting touch and might not rook Perry

and Herb out of another $6.75, took over with a magnificent

luncheon at the Arizona Biltmore, now known as Ned's Bar & Grill

De Luxe. By this time John Wayne and Anna Lee and Ward Bond

had flown in. This made a quorum, and leaving out only Col. Mister

Henry Roberts Fonda, who had a previous date at a sell-out matinee

in New York on stage. The quorum, headed by O. G. H. Depinet

(Our Gracious Host) then took off in a cloud of alkali and old lace

for the Phoenix High School Auditorium where they took part in as

fine and moving a ceremonial as ever you'll see— a salute to the

Old Timers, the Arizona Pioneers, ranging in age from a squirt of 58

to a young feller of 100.

That was about it, except that Mr. D. threw a black tie dinner

at Ned's B & G De L. with a list of guests that read like the Social

Register, though it included Cantor and Lieber and yr. corr. The

four opening shows were sold out. Chief Cantor was burned because
somebody suggested that the best way to advertise the WORLD
PREMIERE in (he paper was to say "The Early Bird Gets The Worm:
the most important Chore you have today is to try to get tickets for

FORT APACHE. They aint any." Cantor burns slow but long, and
that smudge you smell now is Chief "Chore" Cantor.

P.S. The opening was a smash— a perfect example of perfect

showmanship to open a perfect picture.

PPS. Cantor is really not a chief, despite his 10 days on and
off the reservation.

PPPS. Cantor, where the hell is that aluminum wicky-up?
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^"APACHE" AT CAPACITY, CHICAGO
CHICAGO, MARCH 30th-Approximately 2600 people, the capa-

city of the RKO Palace Theatre, Chicago, paid $11,874 tonight for

the world performance of John Ford's FORT APACHE, staged as a

benefit for the Veterans Hospital Fund by the Chicago Herald-

American. This gross means that seats were sold for $10.00, $5.00

and $3.00 and it's a positive fact that if additional seats were avail-

able, they would also have been purchased by the Chicagoans, who
turned out for the monster benefit performance, one of the greatest

ever staged in RKO history.

Shirley Temple and her husband, Chicago's own John Agar,

who star in the Argosy thriller, arrived in Chicago at noon today

via the Super Chief to headline the stage show. From the moment
Shirley and John stepped ofF the Sante Fe streamliner there was
activity and this merry whirl continued until a late hour. Hundreds
surrounded the train, there were additional crowds awaiting her

arrival at the Ambasadpr East Hotel, and late in the afternoon they

were presented to 100 of Chicago's noted newspaper and radio

folks at a cocktail party in the Sarah Siddon Walk at the Ambas-
sador, East. It was Shirley's first public appearance in Chicago and
she charmed every individual.

Thanks to the co-operation of James C. Petriilo, head of the

American Federation of Musicians, and Jack Irving, president of the

American Guild of Variety Artists, a veritable Who's Who of the

theatrical world provided entertainment for every age and fancy.

Frank Smith, division manager of the RKO theatres, directed the

stage presentation, which followed immediately after the premiere
of FORT APACHE which was a solid hit with the 2600 patrons.

Five great jive bands of Louis "Satchmo" Armstrong, Skinny

Ennis, Raymond Scott, Herbie Fields and Marty Gould all appeared
on the Palace stage. Six top comics, Bert Lahr of "Burlesque," Billy

House and Sammy White of Rogers and Hammerstein's "Show Boat;"

George Gobel, Sonny Mars and Jackie Green, noted night club

celebrities, all knocked themselves out in making the audience laugh

and howl for more.

The feminine stars included lovely Jan Sterling from "John

Loves Mary," Martha King, exotic star of "Show Boat," gorgeous

Fay McKenzie of "Burlesque;" Connie Haines from the Chez Paree,

Judy Talbot from the Club Alabam and Brina Kritz Magida, radio

celebrity. Top dancing numbers were contributed by the Jack Cole

Dancers from the Chez Paree; Rene and Rita from the Latin

Quarter and the Chandra Kaly group from the Palmer House. And
for additional entertainment there was Larry Steele and his Beige

Room show from the Hotel Pershing.

Three top radio names of Chicago, Tommy Bartlett, James Ameche
and Les Lear, ably performed their duties at the mike and made
this vast show click in amazing fashion.

The Herald-American promotion on FORT APACHE which has

been running daily since March 1st was handled by Roy Topper,

noted columnist, and Lou Livingstone, promotion manager. Terry

Turner was in charge for RKO, assisted by Bob Hickey, midwest

supervisor, and Wally Heim and Harry Bert, Chicago field men. Not

only were there extra heavy breaks in the American daily, but every

circulation truck from that newspaper carried banners for three weeks.

Radio Station WAIT interviewed all the celebrities when they

came into the theatre at 8 o'clock, while Station WJJD was on

hand back stage to pickup a 15 minute show from the stars appear-

ing at the premiere. Special interviews were also handled by

Station WMAQ (NBC) on Miss Temple's arrival. Huge Hollywood

lights were turned on 60 minutes in advance of the opening and
these lights were seen a distance of 26 miles from the Loop.

Tomorrow starts the regular continuous policy for FORT APACHE
at the Palace. There's bound to be sensational news from the box-

office. —BOB HICKEY
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^Wuama" Bank Contest at Denver
DENVER— There was a run on

a bank in Denver, but the huge

crowd which gathered around the

Central Bank and Trust Co. was

not composed of worried deposi-

tors seeking to withdraw their

life's savings— instead they were

anxious participants endeavoring

to qualify in a I REMEMBER
MAMA contest being engineered

by RKO Orpheum's enterprising

theatre manager, William (Bill)

Hastings.

It all came about when Bill ef-

fected a tie-up with the bank, the

Denver Rocky Mountain News
and three radio stations to spon-

sor a stunt whereby a young

lady, dressed in the garb of

Irene Dunne in the picture I RE-

MEMBER MAMA, was to circulate

among the crowds on downtown
Denver streets offering the estab-

lishment of a bank account, a

weekend at Colorado's famous
Broadmoor Hotel and theatre

passes to persons who could an-

swer the "mystery mama riddle."

(1)—Mac Switzer interviews the ^'mystery mama" over
Radio Station KLZ (Columbia) relative to her experiences.

(2)—Ray Perkins Denver's number one disk jockey has
MAMA on his program over Station KFEL (Mutual). (3)—
MAMA gets a double break when she appears on KMYR's
popular afternoon show "Meet the Boys in the Band" and is

interviewed by Barney Owl who picks up the stunt and
follows thru on his after midnight "Night Owl" Show on
the same station.

BufFalo

Zipodydoda, zipadiay, my oh
my what a wonderful day, and
why shouldn't that be the theme
song of the Queen city of the

lakes what with the temperature

hitting around the 50 degree
mark and the weatherman's
promise to reach up to a high of

60 this March 17th. Of course

the blue skies have been hidden
by rather dark grey clouds and
the threat of rain is in the air, but

we don't mind just as long as the

feeling of spring is here.

Lots of very important things

have been happening here.
We've had to keep our "wel-

come mat" nice and bright, the

reason? Why to greet our new
office manager, Carl Heerdt, who
just joined our staff. Want to

take this opportunity, Carl, to

wish you loads of success

Speaking of big things hap-

pening, give you one guess why
one certain ex-office manager is

wearing a great big smile. Yep,

'tis Arnold Febrey and after you
hear what's happened to him,

you'll know the reason for the

"showing of the ivories" — Ar-

nold's been promoted to sales-

man in our territory and we're all

very happy and proud of him.

Lots of good luck. Salesman
Febrey. —JUNE PAPERO

^^BishopV Bonnet Contest
SAN FRANCISCO— Highlight of the campaign here on THE

BISHOP'S WIFE was a tie-in with the Owl Drug Store which used

their best window in the heart of the city for a guessing contest

on the value of the bonnet worn by the bishop's wife. Other factors

were: a miracle contest in the San Francisco News, radio contests

on three major networks using Hollywood dolls as prizes, city-wide

tie-up with entire Yellow Taxi-Cab fleet, six sheets posters throughout

the city, tie-in with newscarriers of the San Francisco News, resulting

in several advance breaks, teen-age stunt with the News and tie-up

Winter Land for an ice skating angle.

—JOE LONGO

SEATTLE—One of the seven window tie-ups for the
NIGHT SONG engagement here. Included in the campaign
was a screening for music club heads with letter to all

members. Disc jockeys on radio stations KIRO and KRSC
cooperated with Hoagy Carmichael programs, giving plugs
to the picture. They also used the NIGHT SONG concerto
transcription.

—RUSSELL MORGAN
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French Honor Pres. Rathvon
N. Peter Rathvon, president of RKO Radio, has been presented

ith the French Legion of Honor, in recognition of his efforts in

eveloping good relations between France and the United States,

resentation was made by Alexandre de Manziary, French consul, in

js Angeles.

The honor signalizes Mr. Rathvon's success in achieving close

o-operation between Hollywood and the film industry of post-war

ranee.

RKO Radio was the first American company to participate in

int production in Paris when it made MAN ABOUT TOWN at the

athe-Cinema studios.

"Mama" Contest at S. F.

SAN FRANCISCO—A promotion on I REMEMBER MAMA has been

lompieted with the Son Francisco News here. For the best 75-word

etter written in answer to the query "Why I Remember Mama," the

Tiother of the writer of the winning letter, provided she is physically

:apable (otherwise runner-up will be used), will be invited to come

ro San Francisco from any part of the United States as the guest of

RKO Radio Pictures, the Golden Gate Theatre and the San Francisco

News.

This promotion broke with a front-page box on Monday, March

22nd, and will run clear up to the opening date of the picture.

The mother will come to San Francisco during the first week

of the engagement of the picture at the RKO Golden Gate Theatre

and will be the recipient of a gala itinerary of events while in the

city for that day, with complete pictorial coverage by the San

Francisco News.
This is the first time, to my knowledge, that one of the news-

papers here has accepted a daily promotion contest—and especially

important is the fact that it will be given front-page treatment.

Supervising the overall I REMEMBER MAMA campaign is Jay

Golden, division manager for RKO theatres, and assisting are Helen

Wabbe, theatre publicist, and Mark Ailing, theatre manager.
—JOE lONGO

Shoot on "Crime Laboratory"
Murder as it really might happen—and as it really is solved—

is now receiving a documentary approach by Jay Bonafleld's THIS

IS AMERICA series. Director Eddie Montagne and crew have just

completed opening scenes of CRIME LABORATORY at the far end

of the Brooklyn Bridge, at Water and Fulton Streets.

CRIME LABORATORY will help dispel a popular myth-that the

police are only an organization created to serve as foils for the

omniscient Private Eye, who solves all major crimes. As CRIME
LABORATORY will show, today's Homicide Squad is a highly efficient

and competent force for the detection of criminals and that years

of police work, fortified by the best of scientific knowledge, make
murder a very hard thing to get away with.

The Brooklyn Bridge location pointed out the tremendous con-

centration of police power that makes a murderer's chances of success

almost non-existent. Included in the scenes were a full complement
of detectives and policemen, plus the crews of three patrol cars, two

squad cars, a medical car, a mobile laboratory, and an ambulance.

An even larger cast will help in the production of another THIS

IS AMERICA. The town of Monroe, New York, which reaches a popu-

lation of some 15,000 in the summer, will take part in a LETTER

TO A REBEL. Shooting is to begin within the next ten days.

Theme of the picture is centered around a letter from a small

town newspaper editor to his son, who has been attacking the capi-

talistic system in his college newspaper. The father points out that

everyone in their town— the people you'd never think of as capitalists-

is a capitalist however. The small town grocery, the service station,

the drug store, even the newspaper are all run on the free enter-

prise system.

Most of the roles will be filled by people in Monroe. Larry

O'Reilly will be director-photographer. The script is by Oviatt

McConnell.

—ED RICE

"Velvet" Touch Sneak Previews
By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, April 2:-And still the line of RKO hits keeps

rolling along. Newest candidate for audience raves is Independent

Artists' initial show for us, THE VELVET TOUCH, which went through

a quartette of sneak previews recently and bobbed up with extrava-

gant praise from all sides.

Crowds in Glendale, Long Beach, Riverside and at our own
RKO-Hillstreet Theatre downtown caught the Russell-Genn-Trevor-

Greenstreet vehicle, and the response on the more than 600 cards

we got back was the kind you dream about.

"Rosalind Russell was superb"— "Sydney Greenstreet more than

terrific"
— "Outstanding performances, especially by Miss Russell"—

"That Leo Genn is wonderful"— "Delighted to see Claire Trevor in

a really fine part"— "Entire cast magnificent"— "The new leading

man is perfect"— "Splendid acting all through"— "I thought Rosalind

was even better than in 'Electro'; she was marvelous"— "Absolutely

tops"— "When can we see it again?"
Sample comments like these mean merry music at the box-offices,

as you know. For the picture is a real triumph for all concerned, and
its compelling plot and remarkable characterizations hold audience

attention right up to the intensely dramatic climax.

At every one of the previews the spectators were quivering in

taut anticipation on the edge of their seats all through the final

minutes, wondering whether or not the star would actually kill herself

in the scene-within-a-scene finish from "Hedda Gabler," and the

suspense it built up was tremendous.

Miss Russell, for my dough, has never given a finer performance
lhan she does as the conscience-stricken actress, and Genn, who
was so good as the sea-captain in MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA,

does a masterly job as her architect-fiance.

Miss Trevor as Miss Russell's rival, Greenstreet as a philosophical

police officer, Leon Ames as the murdered producer and Dan Tobin

as a Broadway columnist, also deserve plenty of approbation. The
fine direction by John Gage and the impressive production mounting

of Frederick Brisson neatly complement the work of the cast and
Leo Rosten's clever screenplay.

A terrific woman's picture, and yet one that will have a wide
appeal for masculine audiences anywhere, THE VELVET TOUCH gets

the new Indar organization off to a flying start. And we can all be
very happy to release it.

Davie Engaged
VANCOUVER — Does anyone

have any lead shoe soles to loan

us for a while— or even ordinary

weights might do. Our Jimmy (uh-

uh, again), I mean Mr. Davie,

our branch manager has an-

nounced his engagement to Mar-

garet Spencer and he's really up

in the air. That's news I didn't ever

expect to get into this column be-

cause we'd been led to believe

he was a confirmed bachelor. Not

that he doesn't like the ladies,

he does—the more the merrier—

and playing the field he did all

right. Maybe it was the combina-

tion of Leap Year and a blonde

that was too much for him, and

we haven't been able to pin him

down as to who actually popped

the question, but it did happen

VERY close to February 29th.

Maybe we'll never know. Any-

way, we all think Jim is a swell

guy and wish them both all the

luck and happiness in the world.

-DELIA GARLAND

Omaha
Norman Nielsen, our former

genial office manager, deserted

us— the booking department, for

the sales department. Norm
started out on his territory last

week, and was all enthusiastic

about his new vocation. Although

he is no beginner at selling, he

has spent the greater part of his

years of service behind a desk in

the office. We wish you all the

best of luck, good roads, com-
fortable hotel accommodations,

and loads of contracts and dates.

Since Norman turned over his

work as office manager to an-

other swell fellow, Howard Clark,

we will try not to miss him too

much. The entire personnel pre-

sented Norm with a matching

portfolio and traveling case in

appreciation for all he has done
for us. Howard Clark is no
stranger, as he has been on film

row in the capacity of salesman

and office manager for one of

our competitors for a number of

years. To you, we extend our

heartiest welcome. Hope you like

us and will stay a long, long time.

— E. K. DeLAND
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THE BIG THREE ROLL
fCont/nued From Poge OneJ

nah, Stamford, Toledo. Second weeks at both the State and
Rivoli, Long Beach. Excellent at Lowell and Dubuque and holds

in these split-week towns.

IF YOU KNEW SUSIE-Second weeks Louisville and Seattle.

Day-dater at Richmond, Byrd and State. Excellent Paducah,

Youngstown, Atlanta, Oklahoma, Burlington, Portsmouth,

Ithaca, Pueblo and Colorado Springs.

BAMBI has been running from fifty percent upwards ahead
of PINOCCHIO in Chicago, Minneapolis, St. Paul, Los Angeles,

Rochester, Syracuse, Omaha, Cedar Rapids, Davenport, Des

Moines, Sioux City and Marshalltown. Second week Philadel-

phia and second weeks in five houses at Los Angeles, Orpheum,
El Ray, Vogue, Belmont and Culver. Excellent Milwaukee, Rich-

mond, Va., Springfield, Toledo, Duluth, Winnipeg. Held over

at Syracuse and Rochester. Currently tops at the Fox, Brooklyn.

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA-Excellent first weeks at

the Cinema, Detroit, and the Astor, Boston, holds.

THE FUGITIVE-Big initial week at the Four Star and Palace,

Los Angeles, holds. A number of openings during the Easter

holiday on which reports will be made in the next FLASH.
THE PEARL—Goes into seventh week at the Sutton, New

York.

NIGHT SONG—Day-dater at Bridgeport, Warner and
Merritt. Excellent Pittsburgh, Charleston, W. Va., Spokane

(11 days), Niagara Falls, Bethlehem.

THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER-First return engagements fol-

lowing Oscar award to Loretta Young highly successful, these

including Cincinnati and Grand Rapids. RKO Theatres have
just booked FARMER'S DAUGHTER into the first-run Grand,
Chicago, starting April 7th.

New Reisman Drive

Starting April 4th and running through July 3rd the foreign

department will run a new sales drive, to be known as the "Phil

Reisman Beat Last Year Drive," in honor of the vice president in

charge of foreign sales. Bob Hawkinson, assistant foreign manager,

is drive chairman and Marc Spiegel drive captain. Three big prizes

will go to the winning offices who beat sales quotas based on last

year's figures for the comparable period. Other prizes will be

announced by the Home Office Drive Committee. The competition is

extremely popular with the RKO Sales organization throughout the

world who welcome Reisman's pep campaign.

SPORTSCOPE OPENS

SPORTS COVERAGE, a fast

moving RKO Radio short subject

giving the inside on how sports

writers ferret out their facts, will

be an added attraction at the

RKO Palace Theatre starting Sat-

urday, April 3.

Among those who appear in

the action are John Carmichael,

Chicago Daily News; Bill Corum,

N. Y. Journal-American and Wil-

fred Smith of the Chicago Tribune.

Joe Williams, syndicate columnist

of the N. Y. World-Telegram, in-

terviews Willie Turnesa on golf

and boxing with Gus Lesnevich.

Then on a trip to the Polo Grounds
chatting with Mel Ott on the des-

tinies of the Giants and an inter-

view with Johnny Mize.

All sports events are covered

by the still photographer. Matty

Zimmerman of the Associated

Press follows the action. Plates

are shown being rushed to the

STEVENSON DIRECTS

Robert Stevenson has been

signed by RKO Radio to direct

WEEP NO MORE, co-starring Volli

and Joseph Cotten. Camera work

starts in mid-April.

With this picture, Stevenson

returns to the studio where he

made his first American film seven

years ago after a brilliant record

in his native England. That was

JOAN OF PARIS. He has only

recently returned from London,

where he worked in close collab-

oration with Sir Alexander Korda.

office, prints made and captions

written. In thirty minutes the com-

pleted picture is in Los Angeles.

Sports magazines, news reels and

television all add their bit to

SPORTS COVERAGE. This inter-

esting issue also shows a typical

broadcast by Red Barber, Brook-

lyn radio oracle.

GENERAL NEWS ROUNDUP
In the April issue of Sports

magazine a full page is given

over to the "America" SPORTS
COVERAGE. Don't miss this fine

page, right down your alley as

an assist in selling SPORT-
SCOPES . . . Russell Janney will

be an honor guest of theHoosier

State Press Association on April

10th in Indianapolis . . . John

Laurenz, appearing in TARZAN
THE MERMAIDS, is in New York.

He has an extended night club

engagement in Philadelphia. The

America PHOTO FRENZY is at

the RKO Palace . . . George
Stevens is en route to Hollywood

. . . Phil Reisman, Bob Wolff and
Jack Osserman are in Hollywood

. . . Valli will co-star with Joseph

Cotten in WEEP NO MORE . . .

Branch Manager Ross Cropper of

Boston says, "Exhibitors are very

well pleased with the first of the

MY PAL series and several have

come to me and stated that the

subject has meant additional

revenue for them . . . When
JOAN OF ARC is released

you can stand by to watch the

house record topple over in every

theatre that books it, so says

Perry Lieber whose article last

week on JOAN was omitted from

FLASH due to the printers' strike

. . . Ken Englund, writer who
worked on GOOD SAM, is in

New York . . . Hope Landin, who
portrays the aggressive Aunt
Jenny in I REMEMBER MAMA, is

paying her first visit to New York

in eight years . . . THE CLAY
PIGEON has been purchased as

a starring vehicle for Lawrence

Tierney . . . Parents' Magazine
for April features MIRACLE OF
THE BELLS and FORT APACHE.
Schedule for exhibits of 1947
direct-mail including RKO Ra-

dio's award winners: Milwaukee,

Art Institute, April 12th; Des
Moines, Ad Club, April 20th;

Milwaukee, Ad Club, April 21st;

Toronto, Ad and Sales Club,

April 27th; New York, May 3rd,

Belmont Plaza Hotel . . . "THE

BISHOP'S WIFE is included in the

Motion Picture Herald's box-
office champions for February.

FOTOED UPON ARRIVAL IN GOTHAM are (left to right) Norman Panama
and Melvin Frank, who as a team wrote the screen adaptation of

MR. BLANDINGS BUILDS HIS DREAM HOUSE and produced at the RKO
Radio studios for Selznick release are in New York for the picture's

premiere. MR. BLANDINGS BUILDS HIS DREAM HOUSE is the first assignment

for this duo since signing to an exclusive producer-writer contract with

RKO Radio last year.
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Big In Subs!
The BISHOP'S WIFE has

I

proven itself a tremendous

grosser in subsequent runs.

I Playing over the RKO metro-

politan circuit of 34 houses,

I

WIFE turned in the highest

grosses this year, including

pictures from all companies

and pictures benefitting from

holiday playing time. And
such has been the experience

at Chicago. Branch Manager
Harry Cohen of Los Angeles

says WIFE was our biggest

grosser for all time at the

Fremont, Las Vegas.

A Three"^ For Sur«»!

In Business

FLASH is back in business this

//eek as the controversy betwe2n
i^he typographical union and the

Employing printer ended just a

day ahead of our press time. We
ire rushing in some late material

and several of S. Barret McCor-
T'ick and Ben Grimm's ads. Next

week we'll resume as of old, we
ope. Thanks to Herb McEntee
if the typing and multigraphinq

department and Mollie Weschler
who operates the varitype for

Mr. McEntee. They saved the

day with a FLASH that was
largely of typewriter type. Many
pictures and stories have piled

up on us as RKO continues its

brisk march forward and we'll

catch up in time. We have an

eight-page insert coming on the

Pennsylvania area premiere on

MIRACLE OF THE, BELLS. This

is in offset and may be delayed
until next week when it will be
delivered wi^h FLASH.

Says Branch Manager Dick

I

Lange of Portland:

"Engagement of THE FARM-
I ER'S DAUGHTER and CROSS-
FIRE at the Playhouse was
very successful. We are going
to sell this combination every-
where possible."

They are a big three for sure. Time is proving that I REMEMBER MAMA, THE MIR-

ACLE OF THE BELLS and FORT APACHE are performing at the box-office even bet-

ter +han was forecast. The last to get off in our April derby, FORT APACHE, has

broken all records at the RKO Palace, Chicago, and without benefit of a p.a. After

a special charity premiere, it followed the next morning on its regular run, and the

week's intake is even out ahead of the box-office boom days, a new Palace record,

made more astounding when one considers that the previous house record was held by

a picture which included Labor Day playing time. Grosses at the Orpheum and Palms,

Phoenix, are in that unheard-of class, it is our first day-dater in Phoenix and our first

attraction to play two weeks at the Orpheum, Ordinarily top attractions play the

Orpheum and move to the Palms. APACHE stays put at the Orpheum for a second

week.

I REMEMBER MAMA goes a fifth wee'< at the Radio City Music Hall, with the

fourth week topping the first and second and only slightly behind the third which in-

cluded Easter week. Third weeks at Baltimore, Buffalo and Boston. And watch the

following RKO houses, where our comparisons include product from all companies

—

Iowa, Cedar Rapids, tops since Labor Day except for holiday shows. Big at Albee, Cin-

cinnati, moves to Capitol, a regular first-run and not a move-over house. At the Allen,

Cleveland, best since Labor Day except WALTER MITTY over Thanksgiving. Usual four-

day run at the Palace, Columbus, extended to seven, then moved to Grand. At

Orpheum, Davenport, tops since Labor Day except holiday shows and first picture since

BELLS to play more than seven days. Two weeks State, Lincoln. From Keith, Dayton,

to State. One of our top

grossers since Labor Day at

the Orpheum, Denver,

holds. Second week Orphe-

um, Des Moines. At the

Orpheum, Dubuque, split-

situation, played seven days

to top gross of any picture

this year. Holds at the Or-

pheum, K.C., first week

topped by only one other

feature since Thanksgiving.

Holds in double-header,

Hillstreet and Pantages,

Los Angeles. In split situa-

tion at Keith, Lowell, holds

(Contivued on Page Nine)

"APACHE" BREAKS CHICAGO RECORDS
By TERRY TURNER

Rip roaring FORT APACHE did just that in Chicago. Aided and

abetted by a "ziperoo" campaign by the Chicago Herald American,

it roared into the RKO Palace and in seven days ripped down the

record of the house and placed its own on high. Yeah man, it siziled

and wissled from the moment Walter Howey, executive Hearst editor,

gave the go ahead signal to Ash DeWitt, his Chicago editor. Roy

Topper, columnist of the paper who knows everyone in town and

several from out of town, and the promotion editor, Lou Livingston,

went to work and with material supplied by our Wally Heim started

to hit a new high in promotions. The Argosy Film outfit helped by

sending in Shirley Temple and John Agar for a personal appearance

the night of the benefit for the wounded soldier's fund. Roy Topper

dug up so much talent from Chicago's night Club that at 3 A.M. the

following morning the show was still going on. They sold the single

show out from $3 to $10 and grossed $12,000.

The following (or opening day) with no stars or entertainers on

{Ccntiniied on Page Eight)
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Leaders Hold on Homestretch
With the NED DEPINET DRIVE's 15th week now history and the 1 6th virtually over,

the scramble for the cash awards and Company honors has entered its most intense

stage. The first four leaders in the United States and Canada's top twosome held to their

positions in the Drive that made the turn and started down the home stretch. Hubert

Lyons' Atlanta Crackers appear to be coming on fastest and with two successive overs

are now just a nose behind the favorites. Another of Dave Prince's entries from the

Southeastern district comes on relentlessly. Roger Lamantia's New Orleans also piled

up two successive overs for a new high at eighth. With Rovy Branon's Charlotteers

long in the money at third place, with Atlanta now fifth and New Orleans making a bid

in the stretch, the Southeastern district clicked off a unit over. Dick Lange's Portland

Webfooters swung back into the "overage" column while Stan Jacques at Cincinnati

and Harry Walders at Cleveland got their second wind. Max Westebbe on Albany

shows plenty of stretch speed as does Jack Chinell at Buffalo who rode his first "over"

winner. Murray Devaney continued to jockey Montreal as the pacesetter in Canada as

the branch clicked off a seventh successive over, a new high for the country. Jack Bern-

stein with Toronto held down runner-up position and Reg Doddridge's Calgary Stam-

peders set out for the wire with a second over marker. The fifteenth wasn't a big stanza

for billings, but the new momentum of the "big three" will play a vital role from here

to the finish line. Never in Drive history has there been so many dark horses. The stage

is set as never before for a long shot. This is likely to be the year of the great upset and

every horse has a backer or more as they near the wire.

NEWS
from

RKO-PATHE
By ED RICE

Filming of CRIME LAB, the

"This Is America" about police

detection methods, has been
completed by director Eddie

Montagne and cameraman Neil

Sullivan. The film traces the pro-

gress of the police in uncovering
the murderer after they find the

body of a beautiful blonde in an

abandoned car near the Brook-

lyn waterfront. Although the short

is more the story of a typical

murder than an actual one, loca-

tions covered are often used by
the police. Even the death scene

was once the location of real-

life murder.

Producer Jay Bonafield will re-

lease CRIME LAB in later May,
after "Democracy's Diary," the

New York Times short. Both

shorts were written by Richard

hlanser and edited by David

Cooper.

Sportscope writer Bud Ben-

jamin is now finishing the script

of a sports special, BASKETBALL
HEADLINERS. The two reel

short, which is to be released at

the end of the month, shows the

top teams from every section of

the country playing in Madison
Sauare Garden. Among the

teams in BASKETBALL HEAD-
LINERS are Washington State,

Texas, St. Louis, Kentucky, Co-
lumbia, De Paul, Notre Dame,
Colorado, and North Carolina.

THREE GROUP CONTEST
W eek Ending April Isl

Pos. Pos. Pos. Pos. Pos. Po->.

This Last Thi s Last This Last

Weel Branch Week Weeic Branch Week We jk Branch Week

1. ATLANTA
. 1 Charlotte .

Salt Lake City

2. DETROIT 2
1 PITTSBURGH

, 2

Oklahoma City

Sioux Falls

3. Washington . 4 2 ST. LOUIS 3
1. DENVER 4

4. Chicago 3
3 Kansas City 4

2.

3.

NEW ORLEANS
Portland

7

6
5. Dallas

. 5
4. Cincinnati 6

4. Des Moines 5

6. San Francisco
. 7 5. Omaha 8

7. Boston .. 6
5. Minneapolis 5 6. Seattle , , 9

8. Philadelphia 8
6. Cleveland 8 7. Milwaukee 10

9.

10.

Los Angeles

New York

9

.10

7.

8.

Indianapolis

Buffalo

7

9

8.

9.

10.

Albany
Memphis
New Haven

1 1

.12

13

VAiniinutvd as polpntial Group Prize u iiinor ,ltn- to Ivoil position in National Prize listing.

DRIVE'S
ISth WEEK
Ending April 1st

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1 . SALT LAKE CITY 1

2. OKLAHOMA CITY 2

3. CHARLOTTE 3

4 SIOUX FAI 1 S

D. Atlanta 6

6. Denver
. 5

7. Detroit . 7

8. New Orleens^ 14

9. Pittsburgh

10. Portland"

11. St. Louis Q7

1 2. Kansas City
1

1 3. Des Moines
1 1

14. Cincinnati'' 1 7
1 /

15. Washington
. 15

16. Chicago ... 13

/ 1 n n o ^ 1 1 cIf. iviniimcjUUilS
1 O

18. Omaha 18

19. Cleveland- 23

20. Seattle 19

21. Dallas 21

22. Milwaukee
. 20

23. San Francisco
. 25

24. Albany* 26
25. Indianapolis

. 22

26. Boston 24
27. Buffalo* 28

28. Memphis
. 27

29. Philadelphia 29

30. Los Angeles 30
3 1 . New Haven 31

32. New York 32

CANADA

1. MONTREAL* 1

2. TORONTO* 2

3. St. John 3

4. Winnipeg
. 4

b. (^aigary 5

6. Vancouver 6

DISTRICTS

1. Rocky Mt. 1

2. Canadian 2

3. Southeastern* 3

4. Prairie 4

5. Eastern Central . 6

6. Midwestern . . 5

7. Southwestern . 7

8. Eastern 8

9. Northeastern . 9

10. Western 10

1 1 . Metropolitan 1 1

DIVISIONS

1. Western
2. Eastern . 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicales

over quota cumulatively.

* Over quota tor current week.
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"FARMER'S DAUGHTER"

IN A RETURN VISIT

As a special and timely at-

traction, the Palace Theatre,

New York, starting April ICth,

will present the Academy
Award winner Loretta Young
in THE FARMER'S DAUGHT-
ER for a limited engagement.

DAUGHTER is also playing a

re-release engagement at the

first run Grand Theatre in

Chicago, v/hich started April

7th. Get behind this box-office

honey. She clicked merrily at

the wickets when originally

played and with the added
stimulus of an Academy
Award to Loretta Young THE
FARMER'S DAUGHTER still

has plenty of box-office po-

tentialities. Strike while the

Oscar is hot.

Axelrod Leaves

Kermit Axelrod, who has been
with the RKO Radio foreign pub-

licity staff under Don Prince for

tlie past two years and who edit-

ed the company's foreign de-

partment house organ, has re-

signed to accept a new connec-

tion outside the industry. Richard

Haesfier has been appointed by
Phil Reisman, vice president in

charge of foreign distribution, to

assume Axelrod's former duties,

haestier has been associated

with motion pictures for 12 years.

During the Battle of Britain he

was Press Officer at the London
Air Ministry.

Atademy Awards

Nostalgic kaleidoscope revives

pleasant memories of cinematic

enchantment. Should spur re-

vival of many a box-office

champ. (Proceeds go to the

Academy).

—FILM DAILY

Fiicker Flashbacks

Good Laughs

Following its previous patterns,

Knox Manning delivers a hilarious

narration on sequences taken

from two silent flickers, "Saved
From Himself" and "Never Too
Late to Mend." With lots of

good laughs this should sell well.

—FILM DAILY

PRODUCTION CABINET at the Studios meet to discuss fcrthcoming pictures. Left to right:

Joseph Nolan, Edward Peterson, Jack Gross, Dore Schary and William Fadiman.

THREE DAYS IN ADVANCE cf the Cincinnati opsning of I REMEMBER MAMA, the old autos

shown above were driven through the downto;vn streets cf Cincinnati. The two young models
dressed in the Gay 90's costumes were provided through the courtesy of Branch Manager
Stanley Jacques and are (left to right) Lila Fox and Cathy Meyers of the RKO office here.

Needless to say, the eld cars travelling under their own power at a maximum speed of 12

M.P.H. caused a great amount of local interest. —HUGH MACKENZIE

'r)i|!Mll!M'.Ul
i>f«4eid ky mn I ttSKY mm htm

ABOVE is how the Rivoli Theatre, New York, made use of our bell cutouts for THE MIRACLE
OF THE BELLS. They were suspended from the marquee, because of the rain, otherwise

would have been hung from its edge, as originally intended. They don't show up very well

in this photo reproduction, but they really were eye-stoppers. Here indeed is an accessory

that sells seats—it has sold them on Broadway and it will on Main Street.

I



JOHN FORD'S MASTERPIECM

PEDRO ARMENDARIZ
as Sergeant Beaufort

WARD BOND
as Sergeant O'Rourke

JOHN FORDwMERIAN C. COOPER
present

JOHN WAYNE

HENRY FONDA

SHIRLEY TEMPLE

PEDRO ARMENDARIZ

I

Screen Play by FRANK S. NUGENT
AN ARGOSY PICTURES PRODUCTION

Released by RKO RADIO PICTURES

A ROUSING EPIC OF GRIT A

GEORGE O'BRIEN \
ai Copt. Collingwood

VICTOR McLACLEN
as Sergeant Mulcahy

ANNA LEE
tft Mrs. Collingwood

IRENE RICH

as Mrs. O'Rourke

DICK FORA

as Sergeant Quinct



FRONTIER DRAMA/

(LORY IN THE DAYS WHEN THE WEST WAS WON!

\m KIBBEE
' as Dr. Wilkins

GRANT WITHERS
as Meochom

MAE MARSH
as Mrs. Gores

i/Wi/ introJncnig

JOHN AGAR
as Mickey O'Rourke

JV^ajestic in sweep . . . breath-taking in

action! . . . Lusty, reckless, laughing

cavalrymen against the red man's

proudest, fiercest tribe ... as loyal women

love—and wait!

I
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April 17 Ih

JOHN J. SCHMITZER H. O. Rep

NENA W. RITCH Charlotte

Fun and
Fancy Free

Sales Against

Possibilities

14th Week End. Mar. 2.5, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. OKLAHOMA CITY . 2

L .
^FATTI P

1

3. DENVER 3

4. SALT LAKE CITY 4

5. CLEVELAND 6

0. Mil WAI IkfFFIVi I L V V r\ [\ L L
c;
•J

7. DALLAS 1

8. San Francisco 8

9. Detroit 1 1

10. Buffalo 10

1 1 Des Moines o7

12. bioux rails 1 2

1 3. Boston . 1 3

14. New York 1 8

15. New Haven 15

16. Pittsburgh 14

17. Portland 16

18. Los Angeles 22

19. Washington 17

20. Philadelphia 19

21. Chicago 20

22. Charlotte , 21

23. Kansas City . 24
24. Omaha 23

25. Cincinnati 25

26. Minneapolis 26

27. Memphis 27

28. Indianapolis 28

29. Albany 30

30. St. Louis 29

31. New Orleans 31

32. Atlanta 32

CANADA
1. MONTREAL 2

2. WINNIPEG 1

3. Toronto 5

4. St. John 3

5. Vancouver 4

6. Calgary 6

DIVISIONS
1. Eastern 2

2. Western 1

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold lace type indicates

over quota.

GENEVIEVE C. HENDERSON Los Angeles

April ISlh

BILLIE ROGERS Dallas

PHYLLIS FRIEDMAN New York

April \9th

G. B. ROBERTSON Charlotte

LOUIS MASTRACCI Pittsburgh

April 10th

C. B. STUMPF
HARRY GITTLESON
DOROTHY L. R. TODD
MERIEM PATAKY
PAULINE McWADE
MILTON C. ENGEL

Pittsburgh

Home Office

Washington

Home Office

Philadelphia

Home Office

DISNEY
CARTOONS
CONTEST

Actual Billings

Against Quota

14th Week End. Mar. 25, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. LOS ANGELES* I

2. PORTLAND 2

3. SALT LAKE CITY 3

4. DES MOINES- 7

5. SEATTLE 4

6. OKLAHOMA CITY 5

7. ALBANY* 8

8. DENVER- 6

9. Minneapolis'' 19

10. Pittsburgh* 12

I I. Omaha 9

12. Atlanta 10

13. Cleveland 1 I

14. Washington' 14

15. San Francisco- 21

16. Detroit 13

I 7. Cincinnati .15

18. Dallas* 17

19. New Orleans 18

20. Charlotte . 16

21. Boston* 22

22. Sioux Falls 20

23. Indianapolis 23

24. Memphis 25

25. New York 24

26. Milwaukee 26

27. Kansas City 28

28. Buffalo . 27

29. New Haven 30

30. St. Louis 29

31. Philadelphia 31

32. Chicago 32

CANADA
1. TORONTO I

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. Vancouver 4

4. Montreal 3

5. St. John 5

6. Calgary 6

DIVISIONS
1. Western' I

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold iace type indicate*

oyer quota.
* Over quota for current week.

April list

JACK SCHACHTEL Home Office

RITA SCHNEIDER Cleveland

WALTER KELLEY St. Louis

THOMAS A McMAHON Denver
lOIS MOFFETT Atlanta

HENRY F. KAPPLER Home Office

April lliid

WILLIAM J. McSHEA Home Office

ADELAIDE BIEGLER Home Office

LAWRENCE MOFLE Sioux Falls

ANTHONY A. MISTLIN San Francisco

DOROTHY H. FOSTER Home Office

April lird

'

E. J. SMITH, Jr Home Office

GENEVIEVE M. FOX Philadelphia

FRED CALVIN Field Man

SHORTS
Actual Billings

Against Quota

I4th Week End. Mar. 25, 194H

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week
1 . NEW YORK" 1

2. DENVER' 2

3. SAN FRANCISCO* 3

4. PORTLAND 4

5. MILWAUKEE 5

L

~r /~\ k i A 1 1 A
7. OMAHA 7

0. Utb MUllNbb

9. BOSTON 10

10. LOS ANGELES 1 1

1 1 . riTTSDurgn o7

12. Detroit 1 2

1 3. Salt Lake City 13

14. New Haven 14

15. Cincinnati''' 18

16. Sioux Falls 17

17. Cleveland .15

IB. Seattle 16

19. St. Louis . 19

20. Minneapolis 24

2 1 . Chicago 20
22. Washington 22

23. Memphis 21

24. New Orleans , 25

25. Oklahoma City . 23

26. Philadelphia 26

27. Atlanta 27

28. Dallas 29

29. Albany 28

30. Charlotte 30

3 1 . Kansas City 31

32. Indianapolis 32

CANADA
1. VANCOUVER 1

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. Toronto 3

4. St. John 4

5. Calgary 5

6. Montreal 6

DIVISIONS
1 . Western 1

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold iace type Indicates

over quota.

* Over quota for current week.

Don't Fool Wife

Annusing. Leon Enrol, an avid

collector of antique china, deter-

mines to test his family's devo-

tion by informing them he has

lost all his money. Complications

develop when Errol believes his

wife is planning to divorce him

and invites another man to move

into their home. She even sells

some of his china pieces. The

man in the case is the husband

of Errol's daughter, but the mar-

riage is being kept secret. When

this misunderstanding is ironed

out, Errol decides to tell his fami-

ly he hasn't lost his money. He

changes his mind when his china

collection is accidentally de-

stroyed.

—BOXOFFICE

THIS IS
AMERICA
CONTEST

Week Ending March 4, 1948

Salesmen's Standings

$100.00 Class

Knox Washington

Goldfarb Denver

Gwin Denver

Silverman New York

Kutinsky New York

$75.00 Class

Febrey Buffalo

Canelli New Haven

Kahn Washing i on

Goldsmith Cleveland

Richardson Cleveland

Conley Minneapolis

Hoese Salt Lake City

Engelman Portland

Thorn Portland

Penser New York

Elliott Montreal

$50.00 Class

Beck Philadelphia

Lefko Philadelphia

Folliard Washington

Belles Cleveland

Kimmel Chicago
Bjorkman Minneapolis

Powell Los Angeles

Decker Montreal

Rea Winnipeg
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BAMBI Tite

Fugitive TOWN
Sales Against Sales Against

Sales Against

Possibilities
Possibilities Possibilities

1 tth Week End. Mar. 25. 1948

Uh irVeA EnJ. V/nr. 2.5, J 948 5th Week End. Mar. 25. 1948 Pos. Pos.

Pos. Pos.
This Last

-2$. Wee

1

)lc Branch Wee^
This

K Drancit

--;s Last

.Veek Branch Week ^FATTI F 1

1

.

SALT LAKE CITY 2
1 . CLEVELAND 3 Z. r^]/\ A\-\r^KAA PITY 2

2. DES MOINES 1 2. PITTSBURGH 1 3. SALT LAKE CITY 3

3. CLEVELAND 9 3. OKLAHOMA CITY 2 4. DENVER 4

4. WASHINGTON -;

4. NEW ORLEANS 4 5. BUFFALO 8

5. NEW HAVEN -J 5. DALLAS / 6. NEW HAVEN 5

6. PORTLAND 4 6. MEMPHIS r
b 7. Milwaukee 6

7. Buffalo s 7. Washington 6 8. Sioux Falls 7

8. San Francisco 5 8. Salt Lake City V 9. Des Moines 12

9. KA 1 n nPr*no 1
<^IVlll II It/Ufcw/WIIJ

7
9. Portland 8 10. Boston 9

10. Sioux Falls 6 10. Sioux Falls 1 1
1 1

.

Detroit 1
1

1 1

.

IN u 1 1 u 2 ' 1 ' y 1 1

1 1. Minneapolis 1
12. Dallas 10

12. Rncifon 1 8
1 2. Charlotte 1 5 13. San Francisco 13

1 3. Dsn vGT 1 2
1 3. Chicago 1 2 14. Pittsburgh 14

1 4. —^C.O 1 1 1 6 14. Denver 1 4 15. Portland 17

15. l)r^ nomfl t 1 fv/>_/ 1 u 1 1u 1 1 1 ci ' 1 1 y 1

3

15. Detroit 16 16. Los Angeles 18

16. Pittsburgh 14 16. Seattle 13 17. Cleveland 20

17. Omaha 1 V 1 7. Umana 1 18. Minneapolis 15

18. bt. Louis 1 b 18. Milwaukee .20 19. Philadelphia 16

19. Daiias 22 1

1 7. 1 ndianapol IS 17 20. Charlotte . 19

20. Memphis 19 20 Phllrtripnniri
1 1 1 1 1 (J V_id I 1 1 l_l 19 21. Washington 21

21. Los Angeles 20 21. Kansas City 24 22. New York 26

22. Albany 21 22. Boston 21 23. Omaha 22

23. Cincinnati 26 23. Des Moines 23 24. Chicago 23

24. Indianapolis 23 24. Cincinnati 26 25. St. Louis 24

Charlotte 27 ZD. San Francisco 25 26. Indianapolis 28

OAZO. Milwaukes 25 26. Atlanta 22 27. Kansas City 25

27. Detroit 24 27. St. Louis 28 28. Memphis 27

28. Chicago 28 28. Los Angeles 27 29. Atlanta 29

29. Philadelphia 31 29. Buffalo 29 30. Cincinnati 31

30. New York 30 30. New York 31 31. New Orleans 30

31. Atlanta 29 31. Albany 30
32. Albany 32

32. New Orleans

CANADA

32 32. New Haven

CANADA

32

1

.

CANADA
WINNIPEG 1

WINNIPEG MONTREAL
2. MONTREAL

1
1 1

.

I

3. 3Vancouver
z. TORONTO 2. CALGARY 3

4. Toronto 4

3 Calgary 2 3. Winnipeg 2
5. St. John 5

4 Montreal 5 4. Vancouver 4 6. Calgary 6

5 St. John 4 5. Toronto 6 DIVISIONS
6 Vancouver 6 6. St. John 5

Western1

.

1

DIVISIONS DIVISrONS 2. Eastern 2

1 Western
1 1

.

North-South 1

3. North-South 3

2 Eastern 2 2. Eastern 2 NOTE: Bold iace type indicates

3 North-South 3 3. Western 3 OTer quota.

SECRET
LIFE OF
W. MITTY

Sales Against

Possibilities

Htli Week End. Mar. 25. 1948

Pos.

This

Week Branch

1. OKLAHOMA CITY

2. SALT LAKE CITY

3. DENVER

4. NEW YORK

5. PHILADELPHIA

6. DALLAS

7. Seattle

8. New Haven

9. Sioux Fails

10. Buffalo

I I . Minneapolis

12. Des Moines

I 3. Los Angeles

14. Pittsburgh

15. Detroit

16. Albany

17. Portland

18. Boston

19. Omaha
20. Washington

21. Cleveland

22. Charlotte

23. Memphis

24. Kansas City

25. St. Louis

26. Milwaukee

27. Chicago

28. Indianapolis

29. San Francisco

30. Cincinnati

31. Atlanta .

32. New Orleans

Pos.

Last

Week

4

5

6

8

9

7

10

1 I

12

13

15

14

17

16

18

19

20

24

22

23

26

25

27

28

29

30

31

32

CANADA
. MONTREAL I

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. St. John 3

4. Toronto 5

5. Vancouver 4

Calgary 6

DIVISIONS

. Western I

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold iocs type indicates

over quota.
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"APACHE" BREAKS CHICAGO RECORDS
{Continued from Page One)

the stage, the picture took over and how. The first day all records

fell for a Wednesday opening and the following days started to

pile up the figures that reached record proportions by the sixth day.

Make no mistake about it, the campaign did get the picture off to a

merry start, but like all campaigns if the picture does not live up

to the billing, things just don't happen. In this case it did happen

and everyone can look for smash business with FORT APACHE.

Give it a good start and the "injuns and sojurs" will do the rest for

you.

Shirley and her husband John Agar took the town by storm, and

there were times when thirty cops didn't mean a thing to the throngs

that wanted to get a glimpse of the couple. Fully ten thousand people

stormed the theatre on the opening night just to get a glimpse of

them and in the rain at that.

As we wired THE HEAD MAN "Fort Apache" is off to the races.

Don't label this "a Western" because it is not one. It is a great army

story, where even the Indians win a battle.

Funny Business

Good. Amusing and informa-

tive scenes of America's top car-

toonists at work and the process-

e<; used in putting out the funny

papers make an entertaining two-

reeler. Popular cartoonists, in-

cluding Milt Caniff, Al Capp,
Harold Gray, Otto Soglow, Ham
Fisher and Hal Foster, are shown
at work. The film traces the his-

tory of the cartoon and intro-

duces a controversial note on the

influence cartoons have on child-

ren. Al Capp defends cartoons,

while a popular woman novelist

says they should be abolished.

—BOXOFFICE

Academy Awards

Very good. A pictorial record

cf the motion picture industry's

outstanding achievements which

should prove highly interesting

to picturegoers of all ages. Be-

cause it shows flashes of the earli-

est award winners, from 1927 on,

it will have an especially strong

nostalgic appeal to the older

patrons. Opening shots show the

stars arriving for the annual cere-

monies. Then follow flashes of the

early winners, including Janet
Gaynor, the late Marie Dressier,

Luise Rainer, Helen Hayes, Mary
Pickford, Charles Laughton and
others. The closing scenes show
Loretta Young and Ronald Col-
man receiving their 1947 Oscars.

—BOXOFFICE

Well, we have all been waiting for

the arrival of spring here in Salt Late

City . . . and it finally arrived . . .

fci one day only. It's now getting ready

tc storm again ... or should I say

sllll!!!!

Welcome to Mr. Koliti, who has

come here to camp . . . until we win

the annual Drive. I certainly hope his

expectations are fulfilled because we
here have already spent our winnings,

either on Easter outfits, rent or grocer-

ies. But, we are all pretty confident

and we are doing our best to come
out ahead this year.

We would all like to take this op-

pcrtunity to say "congratulations

giandpa Winward." Ell Winward is

GUI office manager who became the

very proud grandfather of a baby girl.

His daughter Shirley and her husband
are very happy about the whole thing.

The little lassie's name is Susan who
was named after her grandmother. E'l

passed out cigars (good ones too) and
candy (for the girls who don't smoke
cigars)

.

—DORIS JOHNSON

Sports Coverage

Fast Moving

Plenty of zip in this footage
which covers the people who cov-

er sports. Writers, announcers
and photographers are pictured

ai work, which looks like play.

Produced with the co-operation
of the editors of Sport Magazine,
it's fast moving, full of action
and interest.

—FILM DAILY

Drip Dippy Donald

Very good. Audiences will find

much in this reel that parallels

their own experiences. Hapless

Donald Duck, exhausted after a

lengthy trip, attempts to get a

good night's sleep. At first he is

annoyed by lights flashing into

his room. Only by nailing the

window shade down can he fall

asleep. A second interruption is

caused by a dripping faucet in

the kitchen. When he finds he

cannot shut off the water, Donald

is on the verge of a nervous

breakdown. At this point the

w6ter company telephones with

the news that it intends to shut

off his water supply because his

bill is overdue.

—BOXOFFICE

Flicker Flashbacks

Very good. "Victims of Fate,"

a 1908 Biograph production, and

"A Cadet's Honor" comprise the

latest issue in this series. There

are a great many laughs in both

episodes. The first deals with a

hillbilly feud, in which the heroine

comes back to life after being

shot several times to tell her lover

to stop "a feudin'." The narra-

tor's commentary is biting. "A
Cadet's Honor" proves that

crime doesn't pay at East Point

Military Academy. An East Point-

er attempts to frame his class-

mate, but is dishonorably dis-

charged from the school when
his plot is uncovered.

—BOXOFFICE

Operation White

Tower

interesting

This Is America follows twelve

men and one woman of the

Washburn expedition up the dan-

gerous slopes of Mount McKin-
ley, highest peak on the North
American continent. Three
months of laborious ascent have
been recorded on film and add-
ed to the annals of science. In-

teresting documentary about the

big climb on one of the last

frontiers of today's world.

—FILM DAILY

Teen Age Tars

Good. Easily one of the best

shorts on yachting. The film

points out how a growing group

of youngsters at yacht clubs on

Long Island Sound have devel-

oped into expert sailors. Starting

with their extensive land based

training program which takes in

everything from swimming and

knot tying to chart reading, the

camera follows the group as they

first put to sea. One exciting se-

quence features an actual yacht-

ing race in which Pat Hoyt, 16-

year-old girl captain of her own
sail boat, neatly guides her craft

first across the finish line.

—BOXOFFICE

Funny Business

For better or worse the com-

ics in the past half century have

become the folk reading of the

country. Examined in the film is

the part they play in our lives

and the industries sprung up as

a result of them. Also explored

ere both sides of the sociological

controversy that surrounds the

comics.

—MOTION PICTURE DAILY

Cincinnati
When Paul Fagaley of the shipping

department was asked this week what

he was doing wandering around the

office, his reply was, "I don't know,

but for goodness sake don't put It in

the Examiner."

Llla Fox, one of our billers. has a

favorite expression, "And, do you know

v/hat else?'

Our student booker, Bob Coleman,

and our bookkeeper, Alieen Steinhauer,

have at last found a name for them-

selves, Volez and Yulanda. Sounds

pretty good, you two, for that dance

routine you've whipped up.

As for colds, our three sufferers are

Bud Welgel, Helen Cole and Thelma

Osborne. Hope they don't travel any

farther!

Poor Johnny Costellol It all started

when the blller called the shipping

room for some more Invoices. Johnny

carried the huge box out and crawled

under the desk with It, but I'm afraid

he stayed under there a little longer

than he Intended, because just at that

moment Larry Lehman walked In and

dtclded not to let Johnny up. So, poor

Johnny was curled up under the desk

desperately trying to escape.

Something new has been added to

Sue Scott. She looks real cute in those

new bands she has been wearing

around her hair.

—JEANIE THARP
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BIG THREE
(CnnWnued from Page One)

lor seven days and is top gross-

er for this year.

At Strand, Marshalltown, split

.ituation, holds seven days, tops

or year. At the Orpheum, Min-

neapolis, best since Labor Day
sxcept holiday picture. Day-

dater at Orpheum and Liberty,

New Orleans holds at Orpheum
and only two others since Labor

Day have held. At the Brandeis,

Omaha, best of year with one
exception. Holds. At the Albee,

Providence, best intake since

Thanksgiving. Holds. At the Pal-

ace, Rochester, best since Thanks-

giving except holiday shows,

moves to Temple. At the Or-
pheum, St. Paul, top gross In past

year, and previously only one
picture held over since Labor
Day. At the Golden Gate, San
Francisco, exceeds by a substan-

tial margin many of the top pic-

tures played in past with stage

names. At Orpheum, Sioux City,

tops since Labor Day except for

two holiday shows. Second week
at the Keith, Washington, right

up with first, goes third week.

Orpheum, Waterloo, best since

Labor Day except for holiday

shows.

THE MIRACLE OF THE BELLS
has performed with a resounding
bang at the box-offices in the

big and smaller cities throughout
Pennsylvania and elsewhere, hold-

ing over in every holdover situa-

fion and breaking house records
in many.

Third week at the Rivoli, New
York, tops second, goes fourth.

Third week at the Earle, Phila-

delphia and third at the Warner,
Pittsburgh. Our highest grosser

since Labor Day at the Capitol,

Lancaster. Tops for any RKO
picture except BELLS at Shamo-
kin, Mahanoy City, East Strouds-

burg and Tamaqua. Second
weeks at the Senate, Harrisburg,

and the Astor Reading, first week
at Astor highest since NOTORI-
OUS. Second weeks at Scranton
and Wilkes-Barre. At the Warner,
Wilmington, our highest since

Lnbor Day, moves to Arcadia.
One of our all-time top grossers

at the Strand, York. Our highest
at the Capitol, Hazelton, moved
over, and at Pottsville and Wil-
liamsport. Holds at the Capitol,
Altoona, highest since BELLS

—

same for the Butler, Butler. Our
tops since NOTORIOUS at the
State, Charleroi, and at the Rob-
inson-Grand, Clarksburg, W. Va.
Highest since NOTORIOUS at
the Warner, Eire. Second week

Fairmont, and our tops since

NOTORIOUS. Best since BELLS
at the State, Johnstown, moved
to Majestic. Also highest since

BELLS at the Warner, Morgan-
town. First week at the Smoot,
Parkersburg, tops since BELLS,

moves to Strand. At the State,

State College, best grosser since

BELLS.

Played day-dater Palace and
Lincoln, Trenton, moved to Trent.

Only three pictures in past year

topped gross. Second v/eeks Salt

Lake City, Miami, Dallas, Okla-

homa City. Third big stanza at

the Riverside, Milwaukee. After

I I days at the Fox, Atlanta,

moved to Roxy.

TARZAN AND THE MER-
MAIDS—Excellent second week
at the RKO Palace, New York,

qoes three, and this goes for the

Grand, Chicago, and the Rialto,

Salt Lake City. An auspicious

start for our TARZAN.

BAMBI—Little short of sensa-

tional at the Alhambra, Milwau-

kee, says Lou Elman. Second
weeks in five-ply run at Los An-
geles, Orpheum, Belmont, Vogue,

El Ray and Culvert. Second
weeks at Karlton, Philadelphia.

E>:cellent at Niagara Falls, Frank-

lin and Fairmont, Pa.

THE BISHOP'S WIFE—After

four-ply run at Long Beach,

Town, Santa Fe, Cabart and
Rivoli, moved to State. Dallas,

Majestic to Tower. Two weeks

New London, Stamford, Asbury
Park, Nashville, Savannah, Du-

luth, Birmingham, Atlanta, Tuc-

son. Three theatre day-dater at

Miami. Third week Toledo. Good
Charleston, S. C, Ft. Wayne,
Manchester, Ashville, Houston,

Bethlehem, Williamsport, Chat-

tcnooga, El Paso, Perth Amboy,
San Pedro, Santa Barbara, Las

Vegas, Braddock, Ambridge,
Connelsville.

IF YOU KNEW SUSIE—Day-
dater at Richmond, Byrd and

State. Excellent Lynn, Youngs-

town, San Pedro, Danbury, New
Britain, Bristol, Easton, Lancaster.

THE PEARL—Eighth week at

the Sutton, New York.

THE FUGITIVE — Held over

for third weeks at the Palace and

Four Star, Los Angeles. Second
week Aldine, Philadelphia. Ex-

cellent Uniontown - Minneapolis,

moved from Pan to World.

MOURNING BECOMES
ELECTRA — Branch Manager
Ross Cropper of Boshon says do-

ing well at the Astor, Boston,

second week equal to first.

' Phenomenal," says Branch Man-
ager Hatton Taylor of Detroit,

referring to Cinema Theatre run.

RKO Theatre, Cedar Rapids, usherettes dressed in Norwegian costumes for

MAMA week in advance oi playdate.

Cedar Rapids "Mama" Campaign

DES MOINES—An accolade for his splendid showmanship is

due A. H. Talbot, veteran manager of the RKO Iowa Theatre, Cedar

Rapids, Iowa, for his campaign for I REMEMBER MAMA.

In addition to compelling newspaper ads and extra publicity, the

campaign included the following:

A special Invitation screening for leaders of Scandinavian organi-

zations, heads of women's clubs and noted educators; a three-way

tieup with Toman's Flower Shop, consisting of a splendid, large

window display with full credits, mention In the florist s newspaper

ads, and one thousand roses furnished gratis by the florist and pre-

sented to the first one thousand women who attended the Iowa

Theatre to see MAMA; all usherettes garbed In gay-colored and

highly picturesque Scandinavian dresses, one week In advance of the

opening and during the run of the picture; three free fifteen-mlnute

broadcasts on Radio Station KCRG; co-op newspaper ad with

Peterson's Furniture Store, appearing on three days in the Cedar

Rapids Gazette; newspaper ad and counter displays by Creamer's

Department Store; one thousand bookmarks, in the Cedar Rapids

Public Library and all bookstores; five hundred throwaways; a truck

on streets with a Peterson range and "Mama' banners.

Mr. Talbot, incidentally, is one of RKO's oldest (in years of

service) and best-liked managers, and his campaigns have been con-

sistently good ticket-sellers.

—ED HOLLAND

Er-ia Gerholi is getting those old

eviction blues. Anyone knowing of a

new abode for rent, please let her

know. She was last seen looting over

cup lenrs at the army surplus s*cre;.

The screening of I REMEMBER
MAMA was voted tops in screen en-

tertainment and if the stars don't re-

ceive an Oscar for their fine perform-

ance, then the awarding of these

awards can't be on the level.

Charles Welinitz of our shipping

departnnent is back with us after a very

serious illness and It looks good to see

i-hat old smile once again. Charlie!

Even the hens took a day off on

account of Easter. They only laid one

dozen this week! Will have to talk to

the head man!

Florence SIndorf !s taking her vaca-

tion early this year. Florence walked

down the aisle April 3rd. and promised

'o cook, sew and wash dishes and will

take the next two weeks to prove that

two can live as cheap as one without

. one passing out! (Who eats when they

are in love?) E. WHITE



"APACHE" TOPPLES PALACE RECORD
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Tlie "FORT /P.ICHE" P.emiere with the Herald-American

tie-in for the Vet3rans Benefit Fund started three weeks before

the opening with art and stories every day and included three

front page art breaks on the picture along with one-half page

spreads during the campaign. The following photos were taken

at the station when Shirley Temple and John Agar arrived,

at the press and radio party for them and at the Premiere at

the Palace Theatre. All newspapers covered both the arrival

and sent repre2entatives to the press party.

(1)—On arrival at Dearborn station Shirley Temple and

husband John Agar are presented with a bouquet of flowers

by Miss Hedberg, daughter of noted Chicago physician . . .

(2)—Part of huge crowd in front of Palace Theatre to attend

premiere stood in rcrin just to catch look at Temple and Agar

. . . (3)—Bob Hickey, field supervisor; Cliff Lewis of Argosy

Films; Terry Turner and Jack Hickey . . . (4)—Mayor Kennelly

of Chicago . , . (5)—Shirley and John with Frank Smith, division

manager of RKO theatres . . . (6)—Shirley with Walter Amann,

Amusement editor Heraid-American and Joe Esler, Film Daily

ccrrespcndent . . . (7)—John and Shirley with Roy Topper,

columnist. Herald-American . . . (8)—John and Shirley with

Maurice Goldblatt of the Goldblatt department stores . . .

—Shirley, Sam Lesner. movie critic Daily News; Jim Ascher,
Motion Picture Herald and Miss Mac of Variety . . . (10>—Shir-
ley and John at press and radio party discuss plans for stage

appearance that night with Tommy Bartlett of ABC Network,
who introduced them to theatre audience on stage of Palace
theatre at the premiere . . . (11)—Shirley and John with a con-

tingent of military "Brass," Mrs. C. Hoffman; Mrs. Harvey

Weber; General Kenneth Buchanan, Chief of Staff, Illinois

National Guard; Agar; Shirley; Col. Peter McDonald, officer

in charge of central recruiting and wife; Lt. Jack Porter of

Black Horse Troop; Capt. D. N. Rockwell and Col. Mc^k S.

Plaisted . . . (12)—Ray Hunt, Sunday picture editor Sim-Times;

Agar; Miss Laverne Reed; Marvin McCarthy, managing

editor. Sun Times and Shirley . . . (13)—Arm Morsters, movie

critic, Herald-American; Agar; Temple; Ann Nangle, movie

Clitic, Tribune; Doris Arden, movie critic, Sun-Times and Clair

Johnscn of the Daily News . . . (14)—Connie Haines, songstress

from Chez Paree Club . . . (15)—Jackie Hilliord from the Latin

Quarter . . . (16)—Tonmiy Bartlett of ABC Network introduces

John Agar and Shirley Temple to theatre audience on stage

of Palace immediately following feature . . . 17)—Louie Arm-

strong, famous bandleader and musician, who was port of

the entertainment nighi of premiere . . . (18)—Jan Sterling,

actress of "John Loves Mary" cast, also contributed her talents.

These were only a small part of the entertainers on stage

fcr the premiere, others were Raymond Scott and orchestra;

Herbie Fields orchestra; Skiimey Eimis orchestra; Marty Gould's

orchestra; Eilly House, comedic.i; Horace McMahon, film

star; Bert Lahr and cast of "Burlesque"; Jack Cole dancers

from Chez Paree; Martha King and Sammy White, stars of

"Show Bocrt" and many others, to carry the show until 2:30

a.m. The next day following the premiere and starting the

regular engagement cf FORT APACHE the house record for

opening day's gross was exceeded by S500 to set a new
house record that will be hard to beat.

—WALLY HEIM
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MUSIC HALL RECEPTION FOR PRODUCERS
Candid photos taken at the Music Hall's recep-

tion to Executive producer-director George Stevens

and to Producer Harriet Parsons . . . (1)—George

Stevens with Kelcey Allen, noted critic of Women's

Wear . . . (2)—The Hall's Managing Director Gus

Eyssell with Harriet Parsons . . . (3)—Eyssell congrat-

ulates the producers . . . (4)—Miss Parsons with Rus-

sell Markert, Music Hall producer of stage shows

. . . (5)—Stevens interviewed by Col. L. L. Stevenson

of the Bell Syndicate . . . (6)—Stevens, Paul HoUister

and Radie Harris . . . (7)—Stevens and S. Barret

McCormick . . . (8)—Eyssell, Miss Parsons, Stevens

and Homolka . . . (9)—Miss Parsons and Eyssell . . .

(10)—Mary Salvadori, Tess Mase of the Nancy Craig

program. Miss Parsons, and Muriel Babcock . . .

(11)—Homolka and Rutgers Neilson . . . (12)—Radie

Harris and Stevens . . . (13)—When Irene Dunne

telephoned the Music Hall at the time of the party,

end among those talking to her were Muriel Bab-

cock, L. L. Stevenson, Stevens, Neilson, Louis Berg

and Miss Parsons . . . (14)—Homolka tries out a I



(2)—George Stevens chats with the press ... (1 & 3),

(5 & 6)—Window displays of I REMEMBER MAMA
banks. Note how the production stills dominate the

displays ... (4 & 7)—Scenes at the Exhibitor Trade

Show of MAMA ... (8 & 9)—Night frontal shots of

the Music Hall ... (10 & 11)—Glimpses of the Edward
Stevenson design display at the Traphagen School

of Fashion . . . ASSOCIATED MOTION PICTURE
ADVERTISERS HONOR HARRIET PARSONS: (12)—

Left to right: Phil Williams, acting president; Miss

Parsons draws lucky numbers, and Mary McClung,

president of the New York Advertising Woman's

Association and general manager of the New York

Post . . . (13)—Rene Kuhn, Miss Parsons, Irene Kuhn.

The Kuhns are famous radio commentators . . .

(14)—Lynn Bowers and Peggy Goldberg receive

prizes from Miss Parsons and Phil Williams.

REMEMBER MAMA bank . . . (15)—Louis Berg, of producer of the Music Hall; Harriet Parsons, Joseph

This Week, with Homolka . . . (16)—Charles Dris- Holland, of the New York Journal American;

coll, of the McNaught Syndicate, his daughter and Homolka and Stevens . . . (19)—Stevens, William

Stevens . . . (17)—Homolka and Russell Downing Peterson, New York Post, Mrs. Peterson and Down-

. . . (18)—Leon Leonidoff, vice president and senior ing . . . (20)—Miss Parsons and Stevenson.
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By RUTGERS NEILSON

emembering I REMEMBER MAMA's record at the

Radio City Music Hall is a box-office song for remem-
brance. It is now in its fifth week. And there is money

n the bank for RKO, MAMA, and you dear reader.

"Is good!"

I REMEMBER MAMA arrived rather suddenly at the

howplace of the Nation. But the prestige of the attraction

ade it possible for us to quickly marshal our press forces

nd let New York know "MAMA is here!" The memory of

^e hit play by John Van Druten, based upon the hit book

py Katheryn Forbes, was still in the minds of theatre-going

'Jew Yorkers—and many who go to shows less often but

,.st must see pictures like MAMA.

Lines at the Radio City Music Hall are legion. But

'AMA's lines were different—not only longer but more

Tamily trade but the longest since the record-breaking

BELLS OF ST. MARY'S.

"Is good!"

Hollywood type premieres are not according to the

regular style at the Radio City Music Hall. But MAMA at-

(1)—The world's famous theatre flanked on each side by

montage of almost endless lines of crowds—Music Hall

Premiere. (2)—Executive producer-director George Stevens and

Paul Hollister . . . (3)—Lt. Col. Burt Kcdish, wartime buddy of

George Stevens, with Stevens . . . (4)—(From California) star

Irene Durme receives the Parents' Magazine Award for MAMA
from Phil Wilcox, cf editorial staff . . . (5)—Mary Rodgers, who

suggested her dad produce MAMA as a play, discusses the

original book with Stevens . . . (6)—Stevens observes the first

Music Hall shadow box ever honor to an executive producer

. . . (7)—Robert Mochrie with Lt. Col. Kalish . . . (8)—Producer

Harriet Parsons arrives with escort Ted Strong, vice president

cf Celebrity Service . . . (9)—Russell Downing, vice-president

and treasurer of the Music Hall Corporation, welcomes Stevens

. . . (10)—Radie Harris and Miss Parsons . . . (11)—Aunt Jenny

of the cast in the person of Hope Landin and escort Warren

Goddard . . . (12)—Lucinda Ballard and Leo Genn of RKO's

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA . . . (13)—Stevens with Mary

Rcdgers and Mrs. and Mr. Richard Rodgers, the latter co-

producer with Oscar Hammerstein of the John Van Druten

play, "I Remember Mama." . . . (14)—Joan Tetzel, who played

Katrina in the stage play, with Oscar Homolka, the Uncle Chris

of both stage and screen presentation . . . (15)—Ray SmoUen,

Miss Tetzel, Mr. Homolka and Mrs. Smollen . . . (16)—Estelle

Brody, English screen star with her husband, Oscar Alexan-

der . . . (17)—Daily Mirror cover of Irene Dunne . . . (18)—Hope

Landin, Miss Parsons and Warren Goddard . . . (19)—John

Martin with Lynn Bowers, famous Hollywood writer . . . (20)

—

Max Cohen, nationally known exhibitor with guests . . . (21)

—

Daily News color cover of Miss Dunne.

tracted attention plus from hJew York City. At the gala

performance opening night there was much of Hollywood

in person.

George Stevens, executive producer and director, and

Harriet Parsons, producer, were present as were members
of the cast: "Uncle Chris"—Oscar Homolka, "Aunt Jenny"

—Hope Landin and Barbara O'Neil
—

"Jessie Brown."

Mary Rodgers and her famous Dad and Mama were

there. It was Mary who, upon receiving "Mama's Bank

Account" for Christmas, read it. Rejoiced! Interested

Mama who interested Poppa—Richard Rodgers—who in-

terested his producing partner Oscar Hammerstein II. Re-

sult: RKO made a deal with Rodgers and Hammerstein to

produce the play "I Remember Mama."

Robert Mochrie was RKO host of the evening. Other

celebrities of the occasion were: Leo Genn, of MOURNING
BECOMES ELECTRA, and THE VELVET TOUCH; Joan

Tetzel, the "Katrina" of the stage play; Lucinda Ballard, who

fashioned the clothes of the Broadway success- Estelle

Brody, English screen star, and others.

PRODUCERS PRODUCE PUBLICITY

George Stevens and Harriet Parsons were most co-

operative in promotional channels. Via press and radio they

told the town.

Stevens won columns in the trade and newspaper press.

Highlight of Harriet Parsons' activities was as guest of

honor at the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers' lunch-

eon saluting the women in the motion picture industry and
she hung up a record of nearly a score of radio appear
ances.

Stevens and Miss Parsons greeted a most representa-

tive cross-section of the press and radio as honored guests

at a Music Hall reception with managing director Gus
Eyssell as host.

Irene Dunne
—

'way in Hollywood—Joined the party via

long distance telephone to Gus Eyssell's office. Among
those chatting with Irene were: Eyssell, Stevens, Miss Par-

sons, Muriel Babcock, Ideal Publications editor; L. L. Stev-

enson, of the Bell Syndicate; Louis Berg, of This Week,
and the penciler of these paragraphs.

EXPLOITATION EVENTS

Original costumes of the film worn by Irene Dunne and

Barbara Bel Geddes were on special exhibition at the Trap-

hagen School of Fashion.

Bantam Book's edition of MAMA with color cover of

Irene Dunne won many a window and counter display.

I REMEMBER MAMA banks attracted numerous win-

dow displays in shops and banks throughout Radio City.

MAMA continues to make the whole family happy at

Radio City Music Hall. And that certainly betokens thea-

tre triumphs from here to everywhere.

"Is good!"



BELLS ON BROADWAY"
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By RUTGERS NEILSON

Jesse L. Lasky is the industry's dean of producers and

RKO is proud that he Is with us:

THE MIRACLE OF THE BELLS, produced by Lasky

"d Walter MacEwen, created excitement when it opened

13

the actual chiming of the bells in the film, amplified up

nd down the show street from the Rivoli Theatre.

Lasky himself came to tov/n for the opening and rode

ie air waves on a dozen or more programs.

At a press luncheon at the Sherry Netherland, Lasky

ave the press his usual newsy story.

The pioneer producer made his debut in television,

ppearing on "The Author Meets the Critic" show via

PREMIERE NIGHT AT THE RIVOLI—Photos at top

)f layout show the long lines of opening day
rowds. Typical easel displays are shown at right

ind left in second row. (1)—And adjacent photos

—

how the colorful front and marquee displays . . .

2)—Montague Salmon, managing director of the

Uvoli with Mrs. Piercy Chestney, president of Bet-

er Films of Georgia . . . (3)—Salmon with Producer

esse L. Lasky . . . (4)—John M Whitaker, RKO vice-

)resident, chats with Producer Lasky . . . (5)—Cath-

rine Harbula, usherette chief garbed as a Penn-

ylvania miner, welcomes Mr. and Mrs. Martin

linatra, parents of Frank, a star in the picture . . .

3)—RKO star Steve Brodie and Lois Andrews
Brodie) . . . (7)—J. Austin Smith, president of Liberty

Carillon Company, which provided the bell effects

n the film; Mrs. Laskv, Lasky and Salmon . . . (8)

—

Irlyne Rogers national winner of Movie Fan critic

ontest conducted by Motion Picture Magazine,
;nthuses over Russell Janney's autographed copy
)f THE BELLS presented by Maxwell Hamilton,

;ditor of the magazine and an "actor" in the film

• . (9)—J. Austin Smith, Mr. and Mrs. J. Sprung and
viontague Salmon . . . (10)—Robert Wolff, RKO
nanaging director from England, congratulates

esse L. Lasky . . . (11)—Rahea Brown, well-known
irtist whose special art exhibit on THE BELLS is

eatured at the theatre, with Salmon . . . (12)—Usher-

ette Harbula, Salmon, Martin Sinatra and Mrs.

pinatra . . . (13)—Peter Clowes, Miss Margaret Cam-
nack, Mrs. Herman Goldstein, Mrs. Arthur Ryle,

r. . . . (14)—Guest of Mr. and Mrs. Len Gruenberg
vith Montague Salmon . . . (15)—Left to right—
Jsherette Harbula, George Kaufman and guest . . .

16 and 20)—Close-up of gigantic frontal displays
It each side of entrance ... (17 and 19)—Rivoli

isherettes on review . . . (18)—Seat-selling sign dis-

play on Seventh Avenue wall of Rivoli.

WBNT,
Tailors.'

as defender of Aooiphe Menjou s It Took Nine

ADDRESSES NAT! BOARD CONFAB
Lasky was a principal speaker at the opening session of

the annual convention of the National Board of Review of

America at the Hotel McAlpin. And he was praised for his

many fine contributions to the screen.

A delegation of the Golden Slipper Club of Philadel-

phia waited upon Jesse and invited him to be guest of

honor of this famous humanitarian organization.

Russell Janey's best-seller commanded many book and

drug store windows in both the deluxe and photoplay

editions.

AT THE THEATRE

Montague Salmon, managing director of the Rivoli,

put up a spectacular front on the theatre and festooned

the marquee with brilliant banners.

Usherettes were garbed as miners. Our fashion con-

tact and editor, Lola Wcursell, arranged for the girls' out-

fits. Special miners' headgear was "imported" from the

mine supply base in Wilkes-Barre by our own Harold Hen-

dee who did much research for the picture in the Penn-

sylvania coal fields.

Opening night at the Rivoli producer Lasky was host

to many notables of the theatre and civic life.

Frank Sinatra was represented by his famous Mother

and Dad.

John Whitaker represented our Company at the pre-

miere.

big Broadway fourth week at

the cash registers are ringing

THE BELLS Is now In Its

the Rivoli and the bells on

merrily!

Looks like the Welcome tc

Gertrude Forte, Johnny De
Costa's new secretary. Murray

Pearlstein, second shipper, has

been with us for almost two
months and we overlooked greet-

ing him. Maybe it is because you
are so quiet Murray, anyway we
are sorry. Robert Von Schamber,

third shipper. Eleanor Sanders,

a very cute new inspectress, but

rot new to the film business, hav-

ing worked on film row in Kansas

Citv.

Congratulations to Port Major,

formerly ot the shipping depart-

ment, who had the courage to

join the navy. Good luck Port.

More congratulations to proud
nfiw Daddy Dave Cantor, a baby
girl having arrived March 29.

Really Cantor, what would be

r-.ore appropriate than to name
the new little darling SUSIE. How
about it?

We are sorry to hear Doris

Calshan, inspectress, is in the

hospital, but glad to hear it is

not too serious and hope she will

be back with us soon.

We are also very very sorry to

report that Joseph Rubenstein,

v/ho has been on our sales force

since 1929, passed away April 5,

at the Cedars of Lebanon Hospi-

tal. Joe will be missed by his

nany friends here in Los Angeles
and surrounding territories.

The honors for the third weelt

of our inter-Office DISNEY
CONTEST go to De Costa and
Clarke, which makes the second
week they have had the top spot.

Come on you other teams, only

one more week to go, which Is

April 25 through May 6. Regard-
less of who may be the winner,

v'e are glad to note the good
job every one of you have dons.

—AUDREY DUCE



LASKY COOPERATES ON PROMOTION
(1)—At Lasky luncheon: Herbert Golden of Variety, Mr. Lasky,
and Betty French of the Akron Beacon Journal . . . (2) Mr.
Lasky lunches with New York newspaper and trade critics in
the Balinese Room of the Sherry Netherland. To right of Lasky
at head of table is Paul Hollister . . . (3)—Lasky congratulates
Variety editor, Abel Green, upon his latest story in Esquire
(4)—At Annual Convention of National Board of Review, Presi-
dent Richard Griffith thanks Mr. Lasky for his fine address
(5 and 6)—Executives of the Golden Slipper Club of Philadel-
phia visit Mr. Lasky, invite him to be guest of honor of this
famous organization . . . (7)—Lasky addresses delegates at

National Board of Review Convention . . . (8)—Lasky appears
on "Author Meets the Critic" television program over WNBT
. . . (9 and 10)—Interesting views caught in action during the
telecast . . . (11)—Lasky, John McCaffrey, moderator of pro-
gram, and Adolph Menjou, whose book "It Took Nine Tailors"
was on the fire . . . (12, 15, 17 and 19)—Specimens of the
Russell Janey best-seller displays in drug store and book store
windows . . . (13)—Lasky is interviewed by Nancy Craig over
the ABC Network . . . (14)—Bill Leonard interviews Mr. Lasky
on CBS' "This Is New York" program . . . (16)—Lobby exhibit
of the Carillon which played the musical effects in THE
MIRACLE OF THE BELLS . . . (18)—Jinx Falkenberg interviews
the pioneer producer on the popular NBC "Hi Jinx" program

• • . (20)—An effective lobby display.
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14 Honeys Awaiting

Release Between

Now and November
By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, April 9:—Now that the first quarter

f 1948 is past, a look at the product situation here is high-

f encouraging.

With five pictures in the cutting rooms, one currently

liming and eight more slated to roll within the next eight

/eeks, we have a pretty swell line-up to follow our array

if hit shows now packing 'em in around the country, like

REMEMBER MAMA, THE BISHOP'S WIFE, FORT
\PACHE and THE MIRACLE OF THE BELLS, and the

ourteen honeys awaiting release between now and
Niovember.

The quintette editing are SI-

II ra Pictures' terrific Techni-

jolor snnash vehicle for Ingrid

'ergman, JOAN OF ARC; Leo
l;icCarey's GOOD SAM, the

b a r y Cooper - Ann Sheridan
omedy wow; hHernnan Mankie-
icz' THE LONG DENIAL, the

laureen O'hHara-Melvyn Doug-
I vehicle which just connplet-

id shooting; Stephen Ames'
IVchnlcolor THE BOY WITH
:'REEN HAIR, with Pat

Brien, Robert Ryan, Barbara
Hale and Dean Stockwell top-

ing the cast, and Frederic Ull-

jnan Jr.'s THE WINDOW, now
paring the preview stage v/ith

^arbara Hale, Bobby Driscoll,

Xrthur Kennedy and Paul Stew-
^irt in the stellar roles.

Before the cameras is Theron
Varth's BLOOD ON THE
OON, starring Robert Mitch-

|:m, Barbara Bel Geddes and
obert Preston at the head of
notable list of film favorites,

his super-western, with its

colorful tale of treachery In the

Rockies just after the Civil War,
looks to be a dilly from the

rushes so far.

The octette coming up of-

fers a lot of box-office vita-

mins to the exhibitors. Robert

Sparks has two productions on

the schedule, WEEP NO MORE
and INTERFERENCE. WEEP
NO MORE, starring Joseph

Gotten and Valli, is due to get

under way next week; the story

deals with the romance of a

suave gambler and a wea Ithy

socialite who falls in love with

him, although confined to a

wheelchair as the result of a

skiing accident. INTERFER-
ENCE, whose hero is a big-

headed gridiron star, has the

intriguing background of pro-

fessional football, and will also

boast a big name cast, with

filming slated to start June I.

William Perelra's BED OF
ROSES, the sparkling story of

"Sports Coverage"

Is Featured In

Sports Magazine

SPORTS COVERAGE fDro-

duced by RKO Pathe as a high-

light of the SPORTSCOPES ser-

ies, is given full page coverage

with text and pictures in the

April issue of Sports Magazine,

with more than one and a half

million readers. Giving fans an

Inside view where the big sports

news is made, SPORTS COVER-
AGE is informative as well as

entertaining.

a society girl with a whim of

Iron, is also listed to get away
tliis month under S h e p a r d

Traube's direction. Cameras
will roll in May on Richard Ber-

ger's BALTIMORE ESCAPADE,
the romantic comedy of a turn-

of-the-century girl who sets out

on an embarrassing crusade for

women's rights.

Sid Rogell also has a pair of

productions lined up for early

starts. BODYGUARD is an ex-

citing drama of double-crossing

with the meat-packing industry

as the background, and FOL-
LOW ME QUIETLY is a murder
thriller built around the charac-

ter of an elusive judge. Herman
Schlom also has two Tim Holt

Westerns coming up next

month that will enhance the

popularity of this fast-rising

favorite.

With this kind of fare on the

program, it's obvious that pro-

duction wheels here will keep
spinning at full speed throughout

the spring, and that there'll be
plenty of high-powered attrac-

tions in Your Company's backlog

for the cash customers this winter.

lA

RADIO

Three 1 REMEMBER MAMA
principals plugged that picture

solidly when Barbara Bel Geddes
and Rudy Vallee appeared as

guests on the 5dgar Bergen

broadcast on Sunday, April 4th.

Quentin Reynolds netted THE
MIRACLE OF THE BELLS some
neat publicity during his stint on

the Betty Crocker Magazine of

the Air broadcast of Friday,

April 9 on the ABC network.

Robert Young, Robert Mit-

chum, Robert Ryan and Gloria

Grahame will re-enact their roles

In CROSSFIRE for radio audi-

ences on the Suspense airer of

Saturday, April 1 0th over the

CBS network. A quartet of our

forthcoming product namely
RACHEL AND THE STRANG-
ER, BERLIN EXPRESS, BALTI-
MORE ESCAPADE and THE
LONG DENIAL were hypoed.

Valli will be guest of

—

Program: LOUELLA PARSONS
Network: ABC
Time: Sunday, April !l, 9:15 to

9:30 P.M. EST.

Credit: THE MIRACLE OF THE
BELLS

Martha Hyer will be starred on

—

Program: HOLLYWOOD STAR
PREVIEW

Network: NBC
Time: Sunday, April II, 6:30 P.M.

EST.

Credit: THE VELVET TOUCH and
I REMEMBER MAMA
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Having been slugged from behind

when he wasn't looking by Interest-

stirrer-upper Joe Longo, your core-

spondent (that's me) cravenly con-

sented to try his talentless and rusty

hand at producing San Franclsoana for

the FLASH. 'What can George Stevens

do that I can't do? thinks I to me.

And with MAMA currently setting the

town on its collective ear, I can't miss.

Seen about the office: Joe Snnith

happily decked out in a gudius new

tie—a birthday offering from the

brother none of us knew he had. Sev-

eral of the gals appearing on Good

Friday in new outfits that made the

booking department behave even more

erratically than what Office Manager

Hal Gruber despairingly considers

normal. Pauline Howard receiving a

lahvly compact from the gang on her

retirement as inspectress and being

replaced by Barbara Rodriguei. The

latter, by the way, is not precisely the

sort to make the masculine element m

the shipping department look the other

way! Assorted nonsense on April I,

with recent arrival Tony Mistlin (by

Boston out of the Virgin Islands) think-

ing up the corniest gags and then be-

ing caught in a beauty himself and

spending several moments earnestly

explaining to "the mother of an eight-

year-old child" that TARZAN AND

THE MERMAIDS was quite safe for

li'l precious to see. Your correspond-

ent prefers to draw a veil over the one

he fell for. Hal Gruber and John Mc-

Lucas showing up wreathed in smiles

of a recent morning, having at last made

up some of their poker losses. We have,

incidentally, a private eye working on

the problem of whether Joe Longo

has yet won a hand on three sixes, and

hope to have a report in the near

future. The thumb screw may be ne-

cessary.

The casualty list is quite small at the

moment, with only Sophie Roth still

out. But the S. F. weather is sure to

get a few more soon. Aside: Your

correspondent is from Los Angeles.

Florence Newton, booker's stenog-

rapher, left last week to work for Jay

Golden of the theatre department.

No replacement at this writing, and

the bookers are slowly going mad try-

ing to bulldoie Carolyn Kane and Kay
Cotner into helping them out a bit

now and then. "After all, you know, I

DO have my own work to take care

of." Carolyn is particularly adept at

combining a sneer and a grin while

reciting the above.

Morjorle Denton, assistant cashier,

v/ent on a diet recently (why, no one
knows), but after two days the whole
idea fell in ruins about her and lovely

Margie v/ent about snapping at in-

uiiously protruding fingers and toes.

Lois Kent (she's one of the two who

Quite an experience was in store

for TWO of our little chicks when they

arrived at work bright and early. Our
Field Man, Hugh
Mackenzie ar-

ranged for Lila

Fox and Katie'

Meyers to make
a grand appear-

ance in two 1900

Oldsmobiles, ad-

vertising RKO's
new picture, "I

REMEMBER
MAMA." They
were adorned in

o I d fashioned

costumes and all,

and looked their prettiest when those

cameras flashed.

It was goodbye to Lil Seltzer, who
will be married April 4 and con-

tinue on to the East for two weeks,

As sort of a farewell, Lil gave a little

party for the shipping and Inspection

rooms, and they have asked me to

take this opportunity to thank Lil for

them.

Walter Watson (our dry humor
man) was last seen stooping down
or, the floor billing an Invoice. Next

linie get a chair, Walter, or someone
iiilqht mistake you for one!

It looked as though Bob Coleman
and Ruthie Becker were playing

games the other day while checking

in the supplies. Instead of making
Ruthie walk from the cupboard to

the poster room. Bob politely pushed
her on a little cart.

Joan Evans has proved quite use-

ful around the office. Last time we
noticed her she was carrying a rag

around, shining everyone's shoes for

them, is that all included in your
job, Joan?

Sue Scott, one of our glamour girls,

made a hit with everyone, adorned
in her new black and red silk dress.

Any time you grow tired of it. Sue

—

And who was it that got on the bus
the other morning and so innocently

asked the bus driver for a "Censor
Loader ' instead of a transfer. Could-
n't have been you, could it, Johnny
Costello?

—JEANIE THARP

had Terry Turner talking to himself

during his recent visit, Jackie) has

been wearing what looks suspiciously

like a fraternity pin of late, but is

not at all communicative about it.

An investigation is being conducted.

Sales Manager OIlie Watson erred
recently in making snide remarks about
Joe Longo's talents at bridge. But
after a few rounds thereof, during
v/hich Joe casually played perfect no-

trump hands without even bothering
to look at the cards, Ollle left town
and hasn't been seen since. Rumor
hath it variously that he was observed
leaping off the Golden Gate Bridge,
endlessly riding cable cars, the while
muttering to himself, and sitting in

sackcloth and ashes atop Twin Peaks
chewing grass. The latter we suspect of
bfiing a canard.

—ED JONES

Fifteenth Floor
Spring is here! Buds are beginning

to sprout, gals are "New looking" and

we'll even make It official and have a

column! Honestly, this drive avalanche

Of work has kept me busy and there

i; lots of news I'll try and catch up on.

First of all there is a belated con-

aratulation due to Herb Mayes of

the accounting department. Herb Is

the father of a baby boy for the 3rd

time. Three boys are an honor to any

household and Herb can justly be

proud.

A welcoming Is due several new

faces, now very familiar, but to make

it official we'll display the "Welcome
Shingle" for Bill Gavin, billing clerk

in the contract department, Marilyn

Dempsey, stenographer in Delia Coh-
en's section. Dotty Benjamin and Mari-

lyn Morris of the filing section and
Helen Ventarola now of north-south

sales department. We also want it

to be known that we wish you all the

best of good luck and hope you find

success with us here at RKO.

What would spring be without a

romantic side and we can furnish that

necessary element. Olga Onarato, sec-

retary to Ethel Flynn, has announced
her engagement and has happily dis-

played her sparkling diamond. Olga
has been with us for some time now and
it's our pleasure to wish Olga and her

fiance, Tony, happiness and good for-

tune for the future.

Competition would be keen for any
beau brummel who attempted to com-
pete with some of the guys here on

the 15th floor. The latest and the

sharpest outfits in men's styles are

every day in appearance. Notable this

week was Joe Verrone's cardigan jack-

et. Take note folks, it's light blue in

cclor and double breasted in cut, just

27th Floor
Our very attractive Susan Seeley was

Ir-ervlewed on Station WINS recently

on the program known as MODELS ON
PARADE and, for being a contestant,

was presented with a beautiful gold

necklace and bracelet set. Was she

excited? And were we thrilled v/hlle

listening? By all means, yes, and you

can say that again.

On Saturday, March 20th, Sheldon

Becker (that's not the new look he's

wearing—just a newly grown beard for

a play—read on, read on) took part

ip the P.A.L. SHOW presented over

Station WNYC. They broadcast the

sketch, THE ETERNAL SPRING, and

Sheldon had an important part in it.

By the way, many of us have already

purchased tickets for THE SURVIVORS
in which Sheldon will appear avec

beard. The play is being given on

Friday evening. May 14, and Saturday

evening. May 15, at the Pauline Ed-

v/ords Theatre. 23rd St. and Lexington

Ave., N. Y. C. Admission prices for

Friday are 95c for orchestra seats and

70c for balcony seats; for Saturday

they are orchestra $1.20, balcony 95c.

For each ticket purchased, the buyer

receives without charge a ticket for

three one-act plays to be given Sun.

day evening, May 16, at the same

theatre. Please see Sheldon Becker on

the 27th floor, if interested.

—DOROTHY HAMBURGER

about the sharpest thing this side of

a bolo knife and we must add out of

kindness that Joe wears It well.

As a farewell, we'll close with a fare-

well to the playdate department, long

a fixture on this floor. They have moved
down to the 14th floor to more ele-

gant abodes. The members of the de-

partment were a cooperative and fine

group to work and live with. We hope

that the 14th floor will afford them the

convenience and privilege they so well

deserve.

—WALTER DORAY

A MERRY FAREWELL TO BACHELORHOOD WAS TENDERED AL POLLACK
(inset) WITH A TOAST TO HIS GOOD FORTUNE AND A WISH FOR HIS

SUCCESS. At the Bristol's Pink Elephant Room, Al was the honored quest

cl the fellows of the contract and checking departments at a bachelor's

dinner. The gathering as evidenced above is more than sufficient note of

Al's popularity and friendliness. He was married Sunday and Al and his

bride, the former June Fader, are now honeymooning at Miami Beach. The

icster cl guys reading from left to right, sealed, is as loUcws: Sigwood
Lolhman, Eddie Stokes. Milton Piatt, Al Pollack (the groom), Nat Rochlin, Don
Reimer, Max Michelson, Fred Abrams, Peter Geiger, Harry Cappel. and

Max Kugelman. Frcni of table, left to right: John Reichart, Walter F. Doray,

Dave Lunifeld, and Joe Goldfeather. Standing, left to right: Aaron Saady,

Abe Blatt, Joe Verrone, Bob Tapper, Micky Slafi, Julie Stein, Al Batier, Bill

Adler and Herb Davidson. Al held an informal gathering for his many
friends at which he was presented with a war bond by the contract depart-

ment and sales department and with an electric clock by the checking depart-

ment. From all ci us we send best of good wishes and happiness for Al and

his bride.

—WALTER DORAY



RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL'S

i)EkFUL EASTER AHRACriON!
THE

IM TRADE PRESS
fv "Hollywood has had its share of tender,

r heart-warming motion pictures, hut it will

require a full-scale probing of the records

to rival the emotional tug, the sincerity and
authentic wholesomeness of this attraction."

- M. P. HERALD
'Inescapably must appeal strongly . . . Pre-

destined for record grosses."

- BOXOFFICE

"Encompasses same broad, human values
which lifted play into the smash hit class."

- VARIETY
"All you have read and heard about this

picture is understatement ... A picture to

set records of both kinds — the dollar kind
and the audience-satisfaction kind."

-M. P. DAILY
"Academy Award contender . . . Boxoffice

honey rates bows all the way."

-FILM DAILY
"Wonderful . . . Sure to jam theatres."

- SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW
"Topnotch . . . Contains all ingredients that

go into a hit film." - THE EXHIBITOR

"A proud movie, a memorable one in face,

and all concerned deserve loud applause."
- INDEPENDENT FILM JOURNAL

"Geared for the boxoffice heights."

- HOLLYWOOD REPORTER
"A picture to get enthusiastic about . . . Will
keep an audience smiling with tears in its

eyes." - DAILY VARIETY
"Spells boxoffice . . . will play joyous music
on the heartstrings of everyone."

- FILM BULLETIN

THE
DAILY PRESS

"A memorable motion picture ... a combin-
ation of family album pageantry and emo-
tional punch which is irresistible."

-HOWARD BARNES
N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"Like the book and play before it, the pic-

ture should prove irresistible."

- BOSLEY CROWTHER, N, Y. TIMES

"A tender, amusing, human story skilfully

told."

-KATE CAMERON, N.Y. DAILY NEWS
"A smash boxoffice hit . . . Irene Dunne
greater than she's ever been."

-LEE MORTIMER
N. Y. DAILY MIRROR

"A field day for the ladies who prefer tears

... a beautifully satisfying experience for

customers with emotions under sturdier

control." -ALTON COOK
N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"Highly agreeable film entertainment."
- RICHARD WATTS, JR., N. Y. POST

"A picture glowing with affection ... a sur-

prisingly dramatic picture."

- EILEEN CREELMAN, N. Y. SUN

"A Broadway success effectively transferred

to the screen . . . has a lot of beguiling charm."
- ROSE PELSWICK

N. Y. JOURNAL-AMERICAN

OORE SCHARY
presents

in

IRENE DUNNE
GEORGE STEVENS' production of

co-starring

BARBARA BEL GEDDES

OSCAR HOMOLKA • PHILIP DORN
with Sir Cedric Hardwicke • Edgar Bergen • Rudy Vallee • Barbara O'Neil

(. Executive Producer and Director GEORGE STEVENS Produced by HARRIET PARSONS
^ Screen Play by DeWitt Bodeen • Based Upon the Play by John Van Drulen



Thv Industry's Mast Discussed Ad Series-LMFE April :trd

FINAL

RKos PIC-TOUR
OF THE

MONTH

GARY COOPER and ANN SHERIDAN, stars in Leo McCarey's Good Sam,
listen while famed Producer-Director plays "Eight to Five," his own
composition, a highlight in the film. Good Sam is Mr. McCarey's first

film since his memorable "The Bells of Mary's" and "Going My Way."

AUTOGRAPH HOUNDS besiege KUSALIJND RUSSELL, playing Broad-

way's star comedienne in The Velvet Touch, as she leaves stage door with

LEON AMES. Also starred are LEO GENN, CLAIRE TREVOR and

SYDNEY GREENSTREET. Film is a Frederick Brisson Production.

EAGER to aid a lovely lady in distress, ROBERT MITCHUM, fasci-

nating man of the world, comforts LORETTA YOUNG, neglected wife,

in this provocative scene from RKO's Rachel And The Stranger. Ruckus
starts when WILLIAM HOLDEN, Loretta's mate, becomes jealous.

ANN JEFFREYS, wayward western beauty, whose romantic attachment

for RANDOLPH SCOTT causes pretty JACQUELINE WHITE many
a sleepless night in RKO's Return of the Bad Men. ROBERT RYAN,
GEORGE "GABBY" HAYES heighten excitement of this stirring film.

THESE BIG RKO PICTURES WILL

SOON BE SHOWN AT YOUR THEATRE
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tSig 3 In I^attg ttuns
The tKumvira+o of FORT APACHE, I REMEMBER

MAMA and MIRACLE OF THE BELLS has now entered

the holdover and long-run periods as first and second

v/gckS ha\e proven the class and drawing power it takes

to ret into those extra weeks. I REMEMBER MAMA's
sixth \vee'< at the Radio City Music Hall is unprecedented

since the boonn days and there have been no six-week

marathoners in a long, long time outside of MAMA.
MAMA has raclced up a fourth stanza at Baltimore where

Eastern District Manager Bob Folliard says the second

v/eek was only ten percent behind the first. Four weeks

at the Keith, Boston, and with one exception including

product from all companies this is the first four-weeker

since Labor Day. Third weeks have been racked up at

Cincinnati, Cleveland, Minneapolis, St. Paul, Lincoln,

Kansas City, Los Angeles (Hillstreet and Pantages), Provi-

dence, Buffalo, San Francisco, Philadelphia, Salt Lake City

(Continued from Page Three)

CNORED. President N. Peter Rath-

3n receives the French Legion of

c nor from Alexandre de Manziarly.

onsul de France in Los Angeles,

r his efforts in the developmeni of

3cd relations between France and
e United States. RKO was the first

merican film company to link hands
ilh the cinema industry of France
the post-war era when, in asso-

alien with Pathe-Cinema in Paris,

made for international dislributisn

c gr^nd prize winning film of the

ussels International Film Festival.

MAN ABOUT TOWN.

Champ Is III

Branch Manager Sherm Flich

' Sioux Falls has been hospihal-

ed since April 3rd. It is report-

j that our Drive champion of

't year will have to remain in

sd for several weeks, perhaps
irough the close of the Drive

-nnpalgn. That's a tough break
deed for our champ and on
shalf of all RKOers we say to

Term that we are pulling for an
3rly recovery.

Terry on Trip
1 srry Turner is making a swing

und several of the key cities,

uding Philadelphia, in prepa-
ion for the FOPsT APACHE

:ening; Chicago, MIRACLE OF
HE BELLS engagement; St.

-is, FIGHTING FATHER
JNNE world premiere, and
(2ston. BERLIN EXPRESS pre-
iere.

Short Specials

Are Sold Widely

The specials BASKETBALL
HEADLINERS and 20 YEARS OF
ACADEMY AWARDS are going

to have extraordinary distribution,

closed and dated for every major

circuit, Harry Michalson told us.

Eastern Central District Manager
Milton Cohen says the subject is

selling with little resistance of-

fered. I don't think we ever had

a two-reel subject as easy to mar-

ket as this one," he said.

Branch Manager Jack Chinell

says all circuits and key accounts

are sold. Jack says within the

next week or so the Buffalo ex-

change will have all principal ac-

counts played or dated.

BASKETBALL HEADLINERS is

or, the books for more than 6,000

contracts. With but a few excep-

tions field heads have expressed

(Continued on Page Three)

Schary Award
By JACK LEWIS

Dore Schary s contributions to

films have brought him the dis-

iinction of a Thomas Jefferson

Prize for the Advancement of

Democracy by the Council

Agains+ Intolerance in America.

Annual award ceremonies to

leaders in the arts, politics, labor,

education, journalism and litera-

ture took place at the Waldorf-
Astoria, New York, on Sunday,

April I I.

The citation praised Mr.

Schary's pioneering efforts in the

use of motion pictures as a vital

.medium, singling out for mention

THE FARMERS DAUGHTER
TILL THE END OF TIME, and
CROSSFIRE.

Critical illness of his mother
prevented Mr. Schary from ac-

cepting the award in person. In

(Continued on Page Eighteen)

TRAVELERS
Ned E. Deplnet was back a*

his desk Monday following his re-

turn over the week-end from a

combination business and vaca-

tion trip to the west coast and

Arizona.

Phil Reisman has sailed for

Europe for a tour of the com-

peny's exchanges in England and

the Continent.

Roy Disney has arrived in New
York for conferences with Home
Office executives on the distribu-

tion of MELODY TIME.

Dolores Del Rio has returned

to her Mexico City home from

Buenos Aires where she made

a Spanish version of Lady

Windemere s Fan. ' She expects

to be in Spain this September to

rrake a film there and will visit

New York and Hollywood on

her way back.

Leo Genn is back in New York

after a vacation in Nassau.

Jacqueline White is in New
Vork for a five day visit.

Lawrence Tierney has returned

to Hollywood from New York.

He will be before the RKO Radio

cemeras on April 26 as star of

BODYGUARD. After this film,

he will star in THE CLAY
PIGEON.

Canadian District Manager

Leo Devaney has been in New
\ ork +his week on various deals;

I

Branch Manager Morris Lefka

of Pittsburgh was here Wednes-

day conferring with Nat Levy.
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DRIVE'S 9.

10.

Kansas City*

New Orleans'

12

8

J6th WEEK 1 1.

12.

Portland*

St. Louis

10

1 1

Ending April 9fh
13.

14.

Pittsburgh

Washington
9

15

Pos. Pos. 15. Cincinnati 14

This Last 16. Omaha 18

Week Branch Week 17. Chicago .. 16

1. SALT LAKE CITY* 1 18. Minneapolis 17

2. OKLAHOMA CITY 2 19. Cleveland 19

3. CHARLOTTE 3 20. Milwaukee* 22

4. SIOUX FALLS 4 21. Indianapolis* 25

5. Atlanta* 5 22. Albany 24

6. Denver* 6 23. Seattle 20

7. Des Moines* 13 24. Dallas 2 !

8. Detroit* 7 25. Buffalo . 27

96 KocFo nUUSIUIl L U L . Canadian 2

27. San Francisco 23 3 Southeastern 3

28. Memphis 28 4 Prairie* , 4

29. Philadelphia* 29 5 Eastern Central ... 5

30. Los Angeles* 30 6 Midwestern 6

31. New Haven . 31 7 Southwestern 7

32. New York 32 8. Eastern 8

CANADA 9. Northeastern 9

1

.

2.

MONTREAL
TORONTO

1

2

10

1 1.

Western . 10

Metropolitan 1 I

3. St. John 3 DIVISIONS
4. Winnipeg

. 4 1. Western
1

5. Calgary . 5 2. Eastern 2

6. Vancouver 6 3. North-South 3

DISTRICTS NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota cumulatively.
1. Rocky Mt.*

1 Over quota for current week.

GIFF DAVISON R. WILLIAMS ROW BRANON SHERM FITCH M. DEVANEY J. BERNSTEIN

SLviff€*tith ••^€*€>li itMt Ont€*n oi' #l<'c*of*#l Drive Finish!
The sixteenth week of the NED DEPINET DRIVE was the roughest

in many weeks for Old Man Quota. With the finishing wire in sight

all riders were on their toes and straining for position for the final

dash to the pole. A record number of branches for the entire Drive

duration was established as twelve exchanges rode roughshod over

their jinx. In addition two districts were over, the Rocky Mountain

and the Prairie. For total billings the week was one of the best of

the sixteen, just over the million marker.

This is the type of performance of olden days. Four more weeks

at this pace and the Drive will close with the highest figures in its

THREE GROUP CONTEST
II (vA r.mlinp li>r. 9lh.

history for that period. By the time this number of FLASH reaches

the branches, the seventeenth stania will be history, and then will

come the climactic weeks honoring Bob Mochrie. Here is an oppor-

tunity to atone for the mediocre weeks of mid-winter.

For the sixteenth, Gift Davison of Salt Lake City improved the

percentage of his leadership, being the only one of the big four

in the United States and the top twosome in Canada to go over

quota. Ralph Williams of Oklahoma City, Rovy Branon of Charlotte

and Sherm Fitch of Sioux Falls were running second, third and

fourth, with no change in Canada, Murray Devaney's Montreal-

ers again the pacesetters anc

Jack Bernstein's Toronto Terrier:

in second place. Atlanta (Huber

Lyons, manager) and Denver (Joe

Emerson, manager) both hac

overs, Atlanta hitting a new higt

of fifth.

This

Week Branch

1. ATLANTA

2. DETROIT

3. Washington

4. Chicago

5. Dallas

6. Boston

7. San Francisco

8. Philadelphia

9. Los Angeles

10. New York

Pes.

Lait

Week

I

2

3

4

5

7

6

8

, 9

10

Pes.

This

Week

Pos.

Last

WeekBranch

* Charlofte

1. KANSAS CITY 3

2. ST. LOUIS 2

3. Pittsburgh
I

4. Cincinnati 4

5. Minneapolis 5

6. Cleveland 6

7. Indianapolis 7

8. Buffalo 3

Eliminan ,! as polcniiol <;roiii, I'rizr ii innrr ,liir to lead position in National Prize listing.

Pos.

This

Week Branch

Sail Lq'.c City

Oklahoma Cih/

Sioux Falls . .

1. DENVER
2. DES MOINES
3. New Orleans

4. Portland

5. Omaha
6. Milwaukee
7. Albany
8. Seattle

9. Memphis
10. New Haven

Pos.

Last

Week

6

9

10

Max Rosenblatt of Des Moine

crashed through from the pack

13-7. Kansas City (Jimmy Lewis

manager) moved up 12-9 anc

Omaha (A. A. Renfro, manager

was a third unit of the Prairii

district to score sharp advances

A new high was scored by Joi

Brecheen, Washington.

Two of the four cellar cham

pions were trying to get free o

the pack, Charlie Zagrans o

Philadelphia and Harry Cohen o

Los Angeles. Both racked up ove

markers. Barney Pitkin's Ne>

Haven Bulldogs were still on th

far-turn and Phil Hodes' Ne>

York Flagship was lost in the fd

at last place.

I
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Sig 3 In Lang Minns
(Continued from Page One)

Jay-dater at Uptown and Rialto, held over at RIalto. At

view Orleans after day-dater at Orpheum and Liberty,

eld over Orpheunn. Second weeks Columbus, Davenport,

nond, day-dater at Byrd and State, moved to Capitol. Big

lond, day-datr at Byrd and State, moved to Capitol. Big

t Proctor's in both Schenectady and Troy.

Bob Folliard says MIRACLE OF THE BELLS continues

do terrific business in the Pennsylvania premiere, "Eas-

y," says Bob, "the best grossing picture that we have

ad since BELLS OF ST. MARY'S and in a few instances

as outgrossed that attraction." Since we reported the

Dp business in the Philadelphia and Pittsburgh territories,

here have been new openings with second weeks at Allen-

own, Easton, Harrisburg (our first picture in a year to

Jay a full two weeks at the Senate), Hazelton, Scranton

nd Wilkes-Barre (our first show in a year to play two in

hese towns), Wilmington, Altoona, Charleroi. Fourth

'eek at the Earle, Philadelphia, and third at the Warner,

ittsburgh, double-header at Bethlehem, Boyd and Globe,

xcellent Beaver Falls, Clarksburg, Oil City, Sharon.

Outside of the Pennsylvania territory, MIRACLE goes

»to a fifth week at the Rivoli, New York, third weeks at

^iami and Milwaukee, second weeks at Atlanta, Dallas,

)klahoma City, Boise, Detroit. Excellent at High Point,

rst opening in Charlotte territory.

FORT APACHE after its record-shattering first week
t the RKO Palace, Chicago, racked up a second week
lat topped any of our non-holiday first weeks since Labor

'ay. All-time record at Phoenix, day-dater at Orpheum
nd Palms, played an extra day at Orpheum and held

ver for second week at Palms.

That's the big three, but don't overlook our other

ttractions which are being heralded regularly in the

•ade box-office reports. The Motion Picture Daily for

Wednesday, April 14th, says "Appearing most often as

ie box-office leader in reports for last month was 'The

ishop's Wife,' followed closely by 'Gentleman's Agree-
lent.' " This champ is now in third weeks at Birmingham,

Atlanta, and second weeks at Toronto, Jersey City, Jack-

jnville, Wilmington, Erie, Fall River, Springfield. Branch

Manager Ross Cropper of Boston says WIFE is turning in

pe top grosses for some time, including Burlington, Con-
•ord, Fitchburg, Portsmouth, Pittsfield (2 weeks), Port-

ind, Me. "I am confident," says Ross, "that 'Bishop's

/ife' will go right down the line equal to the top of any-

ting we have done since 'Notorious.' " Goes second
eek in day-dater at Portland, Ore. Best since NOTORI-
OUS at the Imperial, Toronto, says Jack Bernstein. Held
ver Ft. Worth. Tucson, Duluth. Excellent Erie, McKees-
ort.

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA—"Continues its

nsational business at the Cinema," says Branch Man-
ger Hatton Taylor of Detroit. Fourth at the Detroit
ouse. Fourth week Boston.
THE PEARL—Goes into 9th week at the Sutton, New

ork.

THE FUGITIVE—Third week Four Star and Palace, Los
Angeles. Northeastern District Manager Gus Schaefer
iys opening at Strand, Hartford, equalled MITTY, topped
USIE. Second week Aldine, Philadelphia, Excellent Fond

100 ONE-SHEET POSTERS—Herewith a reproduction in minia-

ture of an attractive poster in color, a promotion tied-in with

I REMEMBER MAMA. The ones will be distributed throughout

the middle-west. Tie-in was set by Arthur M. Brilant, manager
special services department, and Bob Hickey.

SHORTS SPECIALS '"^^^'S'" Hook-up
(Continued from Page One)

the opinion that they will sell the

special ninety-percent, which in-

dicates we will play off more than

10,000 bookings.

Connie Desmond, who has

doubled for years announcing

with Red Barber, will do the nar-

ration. Connie was on the air all

v/inter for the top basketball

Games and is one of the most

widely known of the sports com-
mentators.

"BASKETBALL HEADLINERS
will be fast and exciting and per-

haps one of the most entertain-

ing short subjects we have ever

released," said Mr. Michalson.

"I am sure everyone will be de-

lighted with it."

Henri Gris, alert chief of UP's

Hollywood bureau, recognizing

the international appeal that dis-

tinguishes RKO productions,

used the fact that Loretta Young
won an Academy Award for her

work in FARMER'S DAUGHTER
as a peg for an interesting two-

country hook-up. Miss Young, in

Hollywood, was interviewed by

Senor Alcantara, editor of El

Universal, speaking from Mexico
City.

Mr. GrIs also arranged a suc-

cesful global series of telephonic

interviews for Shirley Temple,

who starred In BACHELOR AND
THE BOBBY SOXER. Shirley

talked to fifteen capitals.

Du Lac, Uniontown.

BAMBI—Excellent Spokane, Tucson, Petersburg.

IF YOU KNEW SUSIE—Excellent New Haven, Port-

land, Ore., Evansville, Huntington Park, Madison, Cam-
den, Norwich.



"Tremendously moving . . . Told with com-

pelling sympathy and great heart . . . Will

rate audience acclaim."

"Immense audience satisfaction seems des-

tined to be the happy fate of this sterling

attraction . . . Valli is excellent, MacMurray

never better. Sinatra a pleasant surprise."

'MOTION PICTURE DAILY

"A strange, rare and strongly affecting

drama . . . Has a profoundly different theme

that engrosses and maintains a strong grip

on the imagination."

'FILM DAILY

"So freighted with entertainment values as

to guarantee a tip-top boxofBce experience

. . . Played like a house afire on the occasion

of its preview."

-MOTION PICTURE HERALD

"A solid hit . . . can hardly fail to strike a

responsive chord in the hearts of all."

-aOXOFF/Cf

"Comes to the screen with all the warmth,

the beauty and the tenderness of the novel

preserved intact."

-HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

with LEE J. GOBI

Produced by JESSE L.USKY and WALTER MacEWEN • Directed by IRVING PIC*



5wy

^'Looks like one of the best boxofRce bets

in many a day . . . Will set even hardboiled

cynics reaching for their handkerchiefs."

-DAILY VARIETY

^^A picture certain to land among the higher

successes everywhere.''

- THE EXHIBITOR

^^Outstanding entertainment, not only for

those who read the book, but for millions of

others who revel in heart-warming screen

fare."

'SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

^^Big boxofRce . . . provides colorful acting

spots for the trio of stars."

'INDEPENDENT FILM JOURNAL

wonderful, enthralling picture destined

to rank with the outstanding successes of

recent years."
"

-FILM BULLETIN

AROLD VERMILYEA

ienPlaybyBENHECHIandQUENTIN

R K O
RADIO



(1)—Harriet Parsons, in her suite at the Ritz Carlton, reads a story about RKO's Academy Award winner. Loretta

Young, featured on the cover of the Ritz magazine . . . (2)—Miss Parsons being interviewed by Mary Sullivan, Sun-

day Advertiser (left), Rudy Elie, columnist of the Herald, and Helen Eager ol the Traveler . . . (3)—Frank Howard,
manager of the Keith Memorial Theatre, and Miss Parsons . . . (4)—Miss Parsons is very interested in information

given her by Jean Glasscock, of Wellesley College, her alma mater . . . (5)—RKO turned out 100% to thank Miss

Parsons for her part in the production of our latest smash success. Left to right are Branch Manager Ross Cropper;

Ben Domingo, New England division manager for RKO Theatres: Gus Schaefer. district manager, and Field Man
Ralph Banghart . . . (6)—Wellesley College is quite proud of its illustrious graduate and Miss Parsons was escorted

on her tour of the campus by Mrs. Charles D. Post Jr.. secretary of the Alumni Association; Mrs. Theodore C. Haffen-

reffer. president of the board of trustees, and Mrs. Haskell Cohn. a former classmate . . . (7)—For Miss Parsons,

probably the high spot of her tour was a visit to her former dormitory and a chat with the undergraduates now
living and studying there. In this group are (left to right) Nancy Truax of Minneapolis: Fumi Anraku. Washington;

Alexandria McNutt and Polly Cain. St. Louis; Miss Parsons: Dianne Gruhler. Sarasota.

HARRIET PARSONS MEETS BOSTON
BOSTON, April 3— Harriet Parsons made a fly ing visit to Boston and helped materially by garnering

columns of publicity in the daily and Sunday press. And that word "flying" is not used lightly, either,

for Miss Parsons' plane was forced to stay above the Boston airport for more than an hour due to an

earlier plane becoming disabled on the field and closing the runaway to all traffic. Nevertheless, Miss

Parsons launched cheerfully into the heavy schedule arranged for her, and despite the late start she

managed to give each of the members of the press a different "angle" for their papers.

One of the highlights of her Boston trip was a visit to Wellesley College, Miss Parsons' alma mater,

which she hasn't done since her graduation. Several of her classmates greeted her, and she went on tour

of the college, stopping at her former dormitory and sorority house. Altogether, it was a busy and

exciting 24 hours, and everyone in Boston hopes to see Miss Parsons more often in the future.

—RALPH BANGHART

FOREIGN CHANCES
Upon his departure for Europe,

Phil Reisman, Vice-President in

charge of foreign distribution for

RKO, announced the following

personnel changes:

Jack Osserman will in future

exercise home office control of

Latin-American operations, in

addition to other executive

duties. Michael Havas Is replac-

ing Jack Osserman as supervisor

in Latin-America. His headquart-

ers will be in Buenos Aires.

Ned Clarke, who formerly

handled Latin-American affairs,

will assume similar duties in re-

lation to the Far Eastern Division.

Jack Kennedy is assuming a

new post in charge of non-the-

atrical and transportation book-

ings, including steamship and
airlines, for both 35mm and

I 6mm.

Writes, Produces
Herman Mankiewicz, as a re-

sult of his success with THE
LONG DENIAL, has been as-

signed by RKO Radio to write

and produce THE LIFE STORY
OF JOHNNY BRODERICK.

Mankiewicz will come to New
York to consult with the famous
Broadway detective, now retired,

and will have the co-operation of

Broderick as well as that of New
York's popular Mayor O'Dwyer
and the Manhattan police de-

partment, in bringing this inter-

esting subject to the screen.

Carey Jr. Cast
Harry Carey, Jr. will support

Robert Mitchum, Barbara Bel

Geddes and Robert Preston in

RKO Radio's BLOOD ON THE
MOON.

The son of the late film star

previously played several small

parts in pictures before, and has

done some stunt riding. Four

years of military service inter-

rupted his Hollywood career.

Now he is started in earnest with

this assignment, in the role of a

cowboy.

Ryan Break
Robert Ryan is featured in a

full-page color photograph of

April's Esquire, as co-star of RKO
Radio's CROSSFIRE and the

forthcoming BERLIN EXPRESS.
Caption describes him as "One-

two punch Bob Ryan," in refer-

ence to his four-year, no-defeat

record in intercollegiate com-
petition boxing, and the posses-

sion of "one of the most mur-

derous lefts ever cocked by a

Chicago guy."
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Milton Cohen Says RKO^s Recent

Pictures Are Greatest of All Time
{Ed's note—Eastern Central District Manager Milton Cohen

summed up in a recent letter to his branch chiefs the current line-up

oj RKO product in comparison with that of other organizations.

This was as of March 26th and ue have picked up Milt's letter in

full, and tvould have sooner except for the printing difficulties which

upset our regular ELASH.)

I dill some research over the past weekend—quite a bit of it.

r delved deeply into the Film Year Books and Motion Picture Al-

manacs. I wanted to be sure that I had the facts—all of them

—

straight and without any possibility of refutation. I looked over

the record, and, year by year, picture by picture, company by

company, the great pictures of the last two decades were recalled as

I thumbed through page after page, volume after volume. It was

an exhaustive investigation, but. it was fascinating work. I tlioi-

oughly enjoyed the many hours it took.

After assembling the revealing information that the b\gone

years brought forth. I took on the much simpler task of going

through the current weekh trade papers. I compiled several lists,

one for each company, then I listetl these pictures:

Catching Up

CROSSFIRE

BACHELOR AND THE
BOBBY SOXER

FUN AND FANCY FREE

MAGIC TOWN
SECRET LIFE OF
WALTER MITTY

TYCOON

THE FUGITIVE

OUT OF THE PAST

IF YOU KNEW SUSIE

NIGHT SONG

THE BISHOP'S WIFE

I REMEMBER MAMA
MIRACLE OF THE BELLS

FORT APACHE

TARZAN AND THE
MERMAIDS

The purpose, of course, of my full examination of the records

was to confirm that which was obvious to me. and. that which is

being acknowledged by so many people in our industry, with whom
I come in contact, both in exhibition and distribution—that since

the inception of our great industry in the greatest years of the

great producing and distributing organizations, no one company
ever assembled, in a seven months' period, since the start of our

1947-48 leasing season, a group of motion pictures as great in

entertainment value, and as great in box office potentialities as the

15 productions hereon listed and released by our company.

We haven't had greatness thrust upon us: we grew into it. It

has been a sound, healthy, strong development. For the past few

years, our product has been second to none, and, it was apparent

from its delivery that we were destined to assume the leadership

in the industry. That leadership has now come to us—undeniably

and indisputably. With this leadership, we, in the sales organization

assume the greatest responsibilities that we, or any other sales force,

ever shouldered. The greatness of our product must be equalled by
the greatness of our selling job.

This is not a challenge. I don t like to have it termed as such.

Challenges are hurled by opponents. The studios are not our com-
petitors—they don't dare us to do the job. They are confident that

we will, otherwise they would not turn over to us the quality product

that is now in our hands.

Our sales executives. Bob Mochrie and Nat Levy, assume each
of us is fully cognizant of his great responsibility, and. that each

of us is fully capable of properly marketing this great product. They
have confidence in us. We are experienced film salesmen: we know
the value of our product, and, we know how to protect its invest-

ment and our company's interest by securing the proper terms for

each picture. We must justify their confidence! Each of us must do
a thorough job in his respective block: one that will contribute a

full share to the gieat work which will be accomplished on the sale

of each of the fine pictures currently in release, as well as those

that will continue to come.

What will accomplish the necessar) results? . . .

In the two or three weeks of the controversy between the em-

ploving job printers and typographers and stonemen, etc.. material

has been stacked high on ye ed's desk. We are referring largely to

publicity breaks, the extent of which in number of prospective

patrons reached is almost beyond comprehension. Looking over

this stack of magazines and newspapers the thought comes up that

RKO must be the most-publicized trade name in the industry. RKO
seems to be everywhere, on the air. on the earth, under the earth

in subways.

President Rathvon's name bobs up continuously in national

affairs. We believe Ned E. Depinet is the most widely known per-

sonality in the industry, and Bob Mochrie isn"t far behind. Phil

Reisman is the most widely known vye believe of those Americans

who guide our films around the world. Besides the traditional aspects

of the Company name we have in association with us such inter-

nationally known figures as Walt Disney, Samuel Goldwyn, Sol

Lesser, John Ford, Merian Cooper, Frederick Brisson, Dudley

Nichols, Walter Wanger, Jesse L. Lasky, George Stevens, Leo

McCarey, Eddie Cantor, Edgar Bergen and many others. Many of

these are industry "institutions" in themselves.

Then of course we have our own Dore Schary \vhose leadership

in production has reflected new glory on the name RKO. Then we

have an array of stars just now unmatched b) any other company

and they too are ever in the public eye.

Our features too are out in front and our current triumvirate

of known hits is only the forerunner of a continued cycle. Already

we are being singled out for 1949 Oscars.

In short subjects, too, RKO the name is kept in the limelight

with our AMERICAS, FLICKER FLASHBACKS, SPORTSCOPES,
ERROLS and KENNEDYS and our sports specials. Names, names

and names associated with that of RKO.

We are benefitting at the box-office from so many breaks on

the air. so many covers of national magazines, write-ups, reviews,

etc.. that RKOers selling our product must keep everlastingly turn-

ing those dials, must subscribe and read the great national magazines

and the best-known newspapers. There is no longer a way to keep

\ou abreast of all the breaks via FLASH: even the national ads

come so thick and fast that a mental note of them is not enough.

Get hold of the magazines regularly. Life, Saturday Evening Post,

Collier's, Look, Liberty, etc.

Barbara Bel Geddes recently copped the cover on Life, Irene

Dunne that of the Sunday Mirror, Shirley Temple another Mirror

cover. The New York Times Sunday magazine section recently

gave a spread to Walter Wanger's presentation of Ingrid Bergman

as JOAN OF ARC. There have been innumerable national magazine

features on our personalities, and the syndicates and fan magazines

are loaded with RKO.

S. Barret McCormick. Terry Turner and Leon Bamberger are

names that have carried the RKO banner throughout the world of

showmanship for decades. Where's the outfit that excels or even

equals us in national advertising, in premieres and area engage-

ments, in direct mail! The SHOWMANSHIP COMPANY is right!

As Nat Levy said some years ago. RKO is a company of destiny.

Right now all its forces are gathering in one giant spearhead that

will sweep us to the front rank. To catch the full import of this

onw'ard surge alert yourself to every form of the printed word, to

the radio and even television.

Eyes right for the award-wimiing RKO, on the march again!

This time it"s for keeps.

DETERMINATION, WORK—HARD WORK. PERSISTENCY,
FORCEFULNESS, RESOURCEFULNESS. INGENUITY.

I know that you possess all of these qualifications. I know that

you will do an outstanding job, because I am sure that you take

pride in accomplishment.
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BAMBI
Sales Against

Possibilities

5th W eek Eml. Apr. 1, 1948

Pos.

This

Week Branch

1. SALT LAKE CITY 1

2. CLEVELAND 3

3. WASHINGTON 4

4. DES MOINES 2

5. MINNEAPOLIS 9

6. BUFFALO 7

7. New Haven 5

8. Po'-tland ,
6

9. Omaha 17

1 0. San Francisco 8

1 1 . Denver 13

1 2. Kansas City 1 1

13. Sioux Falls 10

14. Boston 12

15. Pittsburgh 16

16. Oklahoma City 15

17. Seattle 14

1 8. Cincinnati 23

19. St. Louis 18

20. Memphis 20

21. Dallas 19

22. Los Angeles 1Z 1

23. Indianapolis 94z ^

z^. Aik^any z /

?5 Chflrlottp 25

26. Chicago .

98Z o

27. IVlllv»'QukGG 9A

23. Detroit 27

29. Philadelphia 29

30. Nev/ York 30

31. Atlanta 31

32. Nevv Orleans 32

V.ANADA

1. WINNIPEG 1

2. TORONTO 2

3. Calgary 3

4. Montreal 4

5. St. John . 5

6. Vancouver . 6

DIVISIONS

1 . Western 1

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3

The

Sales Against

Possibilities

6th ir>pA Kiirf. 4/>r. J. 1948

Pos.

This

Wee

Pos.

Last

k B.anth Week

1 . CLEVELAND 1

2. PITTSBURGH ,
2

3. OKLAHOMA CITY 3

4. DALLAS 5

5. NEW ORLEANS 4

6. SALT LAKE CITY 8

7. Memphis 6

8. Washington ,
7

o
7. Porlland 9

1 0. Sioux Falls 10

1 1

.

Minneapolis 1 1

1 2. Chicago 13

1 3. Denver 14

1 4. Charlotte 12

1 5. Detroit !5

1 6. Seattle 16

1
-7

1 /. Omaha 1 7

1 Q Milwaukee 18

1 9. Cincinnati . 24

20. Philadelphia 20

z 1

.

1 ndianapolis 1

1 7

22. Kansas City 9 1Z 1

23. Boston 22

24. Des Moines 9 "XZ J

zb.
c coan rrancisco 9CZD

z6. Atlanta 26

27. St. Louis 27

9QZo. Los Angeles 28

29. u u 1 1 a 1 o 99L. 7

30. New York 30

31. A n \/ 3 1

32.

1

.

New Haven

CANADA
MONTREAL

32

1

2. CALGARY 2

3. Winnipeg 3

4. Vancouver . 4

5. Toronto 5

1

St. John

DIVISIONS

North-South

6

. 1

2 Eastern 2

3 Western 3

MAGIC
TOyvN
Sales Against

Possibilities

15th Week End. Apr. 1, 1 y-tis

Pos. rOS.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. SEATTLE 1

2. OKLAHOMA CITY 2

3. DENVER 4

4. SALT LAKE CITY )
J

5. BUFFALO 5

6. NEW HAVEN ^

7. Milwaukee 7

8. Sioux Falls 8

9. Des Moines 9

10. Detroit 1 1

1 1. Boston 1 n
1 \J

12. Dallas 1 2

1 3. San Francisco 1 3

14. Portland 15

15. Pittsburgh 14

16. Cleveland 1 7

17. Minneapolis 1 8
1 o

18. Los Angeles .

1 h
1 u

19. Philadelphia 1 Q
1 7

20. Charlotte 9nzu

2 1

.

Washington 9 1Z 1

22.
K 1 \/ 1New York 22

23. Omaha 23

24. St. Louis Z

25. Chicago 24

26. Indianapolis 9Az o

27. Kansas City , , Z /

28. Memphis 28

29. Atlanta 90Z 7

30. Cincinnati 30

31. Nev/ Orleans 31

32. Albany 32

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG 1

2. MONTREAL 2

3. Toronto 4

4. Vancouver

5. St. John 5

6. Calgary 6

DIVISIONS

1. Western
1

2. Eastern 2

3 North-South 3

NOTE: Bold iace type indicates

over quota.

SECRET
LIFE OF
W. MITTY

Sales Against

Possibilities

15th Week End. Apr. 1, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. OKLAHOMA CITY I

2. SALT LAKE CITY , 2

3. DENVER 3

4. NEW YORK '. 4

5. DALLAS 6

6. PHILADELPHIA 5

7. SeaUle 7

8. Buffalo 10

9. New Haven 8

10. Sioux Falls 9

I 1 . Minneapolis I I

12. Des Moines 12

13. Albany 16

14. Portland 17

15. Pittsburgh 14

16. Detroit 15

I 7. Los Angeles I 3

18. Boston 18

19. Omaha 19

20. Cleveland 21

21. Washington 20

22. St. Louis 25

23. Charlotte 22

24. Memphis 23

25. Kansas City 24

26. Chicago 27

27. Milwaukee 26

28. Indianapolis 28

29. San Francisco 29

30. Cincinnati 30

31. Atlanta 31

32. New Orleans 32

CANADA
1. MONTREAL I

2. WINNIPEG . 2

3. St. John 3

4. Toronto 4

5. Vancouver .5
6. Calgary ,6

DIVISIONS

1. Western 1

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold iac» type indicates

over quota.
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Home Office

Detroit

Atlanta

Home Office

Home Office

Chicago

April l^th

FRED SCHAEFER Home Office

LaLY C. TePOEL Denver

CAROLYN KANE San Francisco

Aprd l^th

M H. ROBERTSON
E." D. LOYE
PAUL HARRISON
JOHN SPRINGER
[ GUISE VULCANO
GEORGE GALANIS

Ap'd 26th

N. PETER RATHVON
RICHARD SAEGER
MARJORIE ADELMAN
DAVID MACK
HELEN WESNER
IILA I-OX

Apjil nth
HENRIETTA ROSENTHAL

Studio
Seattle

Los Angeles
Home Office

Qeveland
Cincinnati

Philadelphia

RAYMOND W. WILD Qeveland

CHARLOTTE FINKELSTEIN Minneapolis

MAE COLEMAN Washington

April 28ih

L. V. STRETCH Detroit

MARGARET R. DOYLE Pittsburgh

EILEEN CHAULIFOUR Montreal

Aprd 29th

IRENE BELUNGER Home Office

MAUDE CHATMAN Kansas Citv

CATHERINE O'BRIEN Boston

Aprd iOth

ARNOLD WATSON Toronto

PAULINE HOWARD San Francisco

Fun and
Fancy Free

Sales Against

Possibilities

15th Week End. Apr. I, 1948
Pos. ros.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1 . OKLAHOMA CITY .... 1

2. SEATTLE 2

3. DENVER 5
J

4. SALT LAKE CITY 4

5. CLEVELAND 5

6. MILWAUKEE 6

7. DETROIT 9

8. DES MOINES 1 1

Q DUTIdlO 10

10.

1 1.

Dallas 7

San Francisco 8

12. Sioux Falls 12

13. Boston 13

14. New York 14

15. Pittsburgh 1

6

16. Portland 17

17. New Haven 1 r
.. lb

18. Washington 19

19. Chicago 21

20. Philadelphia 20
21. Charlotte 22

22. Kansas City 23

23. Los Angeles 18

24. Omaha 24
25. St. Louis 30
26. Cincinnati ' 25
27. Memphis 27
28. Minneapolis 26
29. Indianapolis 28
30. Albany 29
31. New Orleans 31

32. Atlanta 32

CANADA
1. MONTREAL 1

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. Toronto 3

4. St. John 4
5. Vancouver 5

6. Calgary 6

DIVISIONS
1. Western 2

2. Eastern 1

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota.

DISNEY
CARTOONS
CONTEST

Actual Billings

Against Quota

15th Week End. Apr. 1, 1948
Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. PORTLAND* 2

2. LOS ANGELES* 1

3. SALT LAKE CITY* 3

4. DES MOINES 4
5. ALBANY* /

6. DENVER* g

7. OKLAHOMA CITY —
8. SEATTLE c

9. Pittsburgh* 1 n

10. Omaha* 1 1

1 1. ^'ashington* 14

12. Minneapolis 9

13. Cleveland* 13

14. Atlanta* 12

15. Cincinnati* 17

16. Detroit* 16

17. San Francisco 15

18. Boston* 2!

19. Dallas 18

20. Charlotte* 20
21. New York* 25
22. New Orleans 19

23. Sioux Falls 22
24. Buffalo* 28

25. Indianapolis 23

26. Memphis 24
27. Kansas City 27
28. Milwaukee 26
29. New Haven 29

30. St. Louis 30

31. Philadelphia 3!

32. Chicago 32

CANADA
1. TORONTO 1

2. WINNIPEG* 2

3. Vancouver 3

4. Montreal 4

5. Calgary* 6

6. St. John

DIVISIONS
1. Western i

2. Eastern* .. 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold lace type indicates

over quota.
« O.or quote for current week.

SHORTS
Actual Billings

Against Quota

15th Week End. Apr. 1, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1

.

NEW YORK^= 1

2. DENVER* 2

3. SAN FRANCISCO 3

4. PORTLAND 4

5. MILWAUKEE^* 5

6. BUFFALO* 6

7. OMAHA* 7

8. DES MOINES* 8

9. BOSTON 9

10. LOS ANGELES 10

1 1. Pittsburgh 1 1

12. Salt Lake City 1 3

13. Detroit 12

14. Cincinnati 1
c:

1 5. New Haven 14

1 6. Sioux Falls 16

17. Cleveland 17

18. St. Louis 19

19. Seattle 18

20. Chicago 21

21. Minneapolis .

22. Washington 22
23. Oklahoma City 25
24. Memphis 23
25. New Orleans .. .. 24
26. Atlanta 27
27. Philadelphia 2o
28. Dallas 28
29. Albany 29
30. Charlotte 30
31. Indianapolis 32
32. Kansas City 31

CANADA
1. VANCOUVER

t

2. WINNIPEG
. 2

3. Toronto 3

4. St. John 4
5. Montreal 6
6. Calgary

. 5

DIVISIONS
1. Western 1

2. Eastern

3. North-South

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota.

* Over quota for current week.

THIS IS
AMERICA
CONTEST

Week Ending Apr. 1, 1948

Salesmen's Standings

$100.00 Class

Knox Washington

Goldfarb Denver

Gwin Denver

Silverman New York

Penser New York

Kutinsky New York

$75.00 Class

Febrey Buffalo

Canelli New Haven

Kahn Washingfon

Goldsmith Cleveland

Richardson Cleveland

Conley Minneapolis

Hoese Salt Lake City

Engelman Portland

Thorn Portland

Elliott Montreal

Rea Winnipeg

$50.00 Class

Beck Philadelphia

Lefko Philadelphia

Folliard Washington

Belles Cleveland

Kimmel Chicago

Bjorkman Minneapolis

Appelman Denver

Powell Los Angeles

Blakeley Oklahoma City

Decker Montreal

27th Floor
Love, love, hooray for love! Now it

is Joan Ivlester who has become en-

gaged. Joan is very happy, indeed!

And who wouldn't be with a handsome
friend like her Jack and a ring that

is very beautiful. Joan's office friends

helped her celebrate this joyous occa-

sion by taking her to lunch Wednesday
at Garrison's Restaurant. Very best

wishes and lots of luck to Joan and

Jack.

It's such a pleasure to encounter

Meriem (Pataky) Shapiro and Ai Pol-

lack these days and to view that ex-

pression of sublime happiness on their

faces since their respective marriages.

Ah, love hooray for iovel

Clara (Gimbel) Mathiesson paid us

a visit last week and we were very

glad, as always, to exchange a few
words with her.

Ah, love, hooray for love!!

—DOROTHY HAMBURGER



BGGeST SUNDAY
SINCE "SINSAVAT
m>AVV/AV'S PALACE.

H.Y... f/£lDOy£J^f
and

BIGGEST BUSINESS IN MONTHS
AT GRAND, CHICAGO...

and

SENSATIONAL AT THE RIALTO,

SALT LAKE CITY... ^£ID O^fR/

First three openings click to Top Tarzan

Business across the board ... as Dave

Edwards, Genl. Mgr. of Joseph Lawrence

Theatres keys exhibitor comment: "Finest

Tarzan we have been privileged to play!

Excellent opening and audience reaction!"

R K O
RADIO

Sol Lesser p.sen. EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS'

WEISSMULLER • BRENDA JOYCE
tnd inlroducing LlllUn UnlllOIInn OriEinsI story and Screenplay by CARROLL YOUNG

Based Upon the Characters Created by EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS
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Jacqueline at New Orleans

MiiS Whita and Mrs. M. L. Landry de Fieneuse, head of ;he

Spring Fiesta, in the first event of the season, "A Night in New
Orleans." The carriage headed through the French Quarter.

Touring With

Terry Turner

Between the printers, rail-

roads and airplanes I aint been

with you lately Jackie, but I has

been moving. First, we launched

that Pennsylvania premiere of

MIRACLE OF THE BELLS with

Harry and Doug taking over

when I had to fly into Chicago to

see FORT APACHE on its way,

with Bob, Wally and Harry Bert

taking over as I scooted to St.

Louis to calm down "Dr. Itch"

Dufour, who is up to here in

bands, army, navy and marines

for a parade to launch FIGII T-

ING FATHER DUNNE out that

away, May IL I guess we'll have

to fly Harry out there to help

"Dr. Itch" with his parade and

our Patrick O'Brien "in person,"

as "Grandma" or "We" Hickey

should be tolerably busy in Chi-

cago if we go through with plan

foi an outstanding premiere in

there in May with MIRACLE
OF THE BELLS.

Theres a little story attached

to that opening that may be in-

I cresting to your readers. Theres

a little chap out in Chicago

named Maurice Goldblatt. He is

xvhat we would term a depart-

ment store tycoon, if we were

making a picture, and he is one

of, I think, five brothers, who

run the largest store next to

Marshall Fields. Maurice' fa-

vorite brother ( so the story goes I

died of cancer several years ago,

and it like to broke the little

fellow up. He went to the Uni-

versity of Illinois and asked

them if they would allow him to

slart some kind of a committee

to raise money to lick this cancer

business and they told him to go

ahead. Well Jackie he did go

ahead, turned the department

store business over to his other

brothers and in a short space of

lime (get this Jackie) raised

.$6,000,000 to fight cancer.

Well being what is known as

"a soft touch" for any charity.

Roy Topper of the Chicago Her-

ald American "put the bite" on

Maurice for our premiere there

of FORT APACHE. In fact he

took a terrible bite out of him
for he arrived with three other

people and four $10 tickets and

COULDNT GET A SEAT. He
cildnt beef. Those kind of guys
never beef. Jackie, but he did see

ihe crowds, and he di l hear that

the Herald American got S12,-

000 for their benefit fund for

wounded soldiers.

The next morning when I'm

getting a little shut eve, and I

needed it. for I had been cele-

brating that premiere at the

Cuban Village with Roy, Wally
and a favorite M.C. of mine who
answers to the name of Billv

Carr, I'm getting a phone call

from Maurice Goldblatt. He
wants to see me and wants to see

me right away. He has talked

with our Frank Smith and F'rank

1 who stopped celebrating vears

ago and is cold hearted about
sleeping after 6 A.M. I told him
to go right after me and before

I could get my bridges set in

place and a tiny gargle to keep
from passing out at my own
breath, there is Maurice.

He has read the book MIR-
ACLE OF THE BELLS, and he

wants to do a premiere in Chi-

cago for his cancer fund. He
goes on, "You might think I

am silly but 1 think through
some miracle something I am
try ing to do will discover a cure

for cancer."

"Why don't you look at ihe

picture first to see whether vou
like it or not. Besides the girl

in the book dies from T.B. and
not from cancer," says I.

" I'll look," says he.

"When?" says I.

"Tonight," says he.

"Okay," says I, "and now if

you will please give me time to

readjust my bridges I will have

ham for breakfast.
"

"Ham," smirks he. "then its

leaving I am and I'll be calling

vou at St. Louis" and I'm alone

with my bridges at last.

Well to make a long storv

more boring he phones through

Wally Heim that he is delighted

with the picture and when can

he see me in New ^ork? So I tell

my story to THE HEAD MAN
over the phone from Phoenix

and then again to Sir Robert

Mochrie and Maurice is at my
door in New York come Monday
morning waiting to talk to Jesse

Lasky. That we do over a cup

of soup, with Grandad joining

in the conversation here and

there, so now I await a further

call from Maurice with Sir Rob-

ert waiting to set the date.

Coming back to THE HEAD
MAN, he probably called me
about taking a nice long rest for

mv self, but he evidently forgot

it and told me to hike to Boston

to set a world premiere on BER-
LIN EXPRESS there May 5. He
is so forgetful. So, anyhow, I

V as up there and through the

kindly help of \^alter flowey,

the executive editor of the

Hearst Boston papers, and his

aides, Jim Murphy and Mel
Masucco of the Record. Wynn
Brooks of the American and Sam
Bornstein of the Boston Sunday
Advertiser, we'll be on our way

ith those three papers behind

us just about the time you are

breaking the news in vour rag.

L p Boston way I saw Deacon
Cropper and "Goose" Schaefer

who are. as usual, ready to go.

I ll be over in Philadelphia

before you get the ink to your

sheet arranging for a premiere

over there on FORT \PACHE
for the Stanlev Theatre. Doug
Heck has lined up the Daily New?
and 1 think the funds will go

to the American Legion Juvenile

Delinquency f und. More abr)ut

that later.

"Buster"' Mackenzie has lined

up the Cincinnati Inquirer io

sponsor Frank Buck's BRING
F!\I BACK ALIVE earlv in June
and it will be an area premiere

with our old friends \^ LW in

on it and behind it. I think they

are trving to raise monev to re-

place a gorilla that Harry "Blow-

sie" Reiners sold them and which

died recentlv when Harrv for-

got to visit her often enough.

The\ have specified however
that Suzi cannot be replaced with

Blowsie. They want one that is

not so grey, \outh. like me.

Well, thats enough dribble for

today.

Besides I just heard my Susie

shush little Terry and I heard

Miss White on Visit

To New Orleans

Field Man Fred Ford arranged

for considerable publicity at New
Orleans for Jacquoltne White,

RKO star, v/ho was en route

through Nev/ Orleans as Azelia

Queen for the Azelia Festival at

Wilmington, N. C. Press and

rc'.dio interviews were arranged.

Miss White presented a bouquet

of Azelias to Mrs. M. L. Landry

de Freneuse.

W. S. Lsafer, special events broad-

caster WDSU, Miss White and Mr.

Sherry, cwner cf the Patio Royal. This

brc^dcasl covered the "Night in New
Orleans."

her say. "is that old coot home?"
That aint respectful Jackie and

I aint made up mv mind whether

! should ignore it. or call her to

account, and risk a belt over the

head from Susie.
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RKO-PATHE
By ED RICE

The current THIS IS AMERI-
CA 'Funny Business " gives much
n^aligned cartoonists a chance to

stand up to the thousands of

critics (sociologists, anthropolo-

cists, outraged nnothers, etc.)

v'ho have been attacking funny

papers and comic books in the

last few years.

Cartoonist Al Capp (Li'l Ab-
ner) speaking for his fellow art-

I:ts, states in a discussion he has
in FUNNY BUSINESS:

"1 think that if the good-heart-
ed, well-intended people who
criticize comic strips would take
time off from griping about
comic strips to really read them,
they'd find out something that
every American kid knows, and
that Is, the best imaginative illus-

tration in American art is found
on the comic page—illustrators

like Milton Caniff, Frank Gard-
ner, Ray Van Buren; that the best
in the American humor is on the
comic page — Chic Young s

"Blondie," Frank Willard's "Moon
Muilins." Sure there are bad
ccinic strips and there are good
comics. That is true about books
or plays or good and bad prod-
ucts of all the arts. Me, I think all

comic strips are good comic
strips."

However, housewife and
mother Marya Mannes doesn't
agree with Capp. She says:

Some comics are good—but
most comics are killers. They kill

time, they kill imagination .

The crime comics are especially
guilty because they make the
rule of violence the only rule. The
fist on the jaw, and the gun at
the chest is the comics law, and
it is an ugly law."

"Daughter" Plays

First-runs Again

It won't be hay that the
FARMER'S DAUGHTER will

rake in again. Branch Manager
Joe Smith of Los Angeles says
the Academy Award to Loretta
Young as the year's best actress
has given new life to DAUGHT-
ER. "One of our accounts," says
Joe, "the Alhambra in Sacramen-
to, a first-run situation, was not
too happy with a first run book-
ing he had in this house begin-
ning Ea?ter and continuing for
a v/eek. I convinced him of the

''Academy Awards"
Showing the Oscar winners

and Academy Award pictures

smarting with 1928, and carrying

tlirough 1947, this novel two-reel-

ei constitutes a swift-moving

quickie close-up of the screen in-

dustry's triumphs over the past

20 years. It was produced by the

Academy, with proceeds from
showing of film to be used by
the AMPAS in furthering con-

structive work on films. It should

interest any audience.

Carey Wilson carries the run-

ning story to point up highlights.

Mary Pickford and Warner Bax-

ter are shown as first Oscar win-

ners, for their work in "Co-
quette" and "In Old Arizona,"
respectively. There's also an ex-

cellent closeup of Al Jolson, giv-

er a special award for being star

in the first talking picture ("The
Jazz Singer," for Warners),
there s one of Shirley Temple
handed special mention when she
was a child star, plus awarding
of special small Oscars to Walt
Disney.

Besides showing the Academy
winners in the outstanding films

which won them the laurels, each
year also depicts top sequences
from each year's best picture.

Short carries through to include

actual presentations to 1947 win-
ners (awarded March 20) in Hol-
lywood, with Darryl Zanuck, Lo-
retta Young and Ronald Colman
stepping up to receive the Os-
cars. Then typical scenes from
"Gentleman's Agreement," 20th-
Fox 1947 prizewinner, are given
cs well as sequences from "Farm-
er's Daughter," RKO picture for

which Miss Young won her prize,

and "Double Life," U niversal filnn

tor which Colman won his.

Much of this short's effective-
ness stems from Wilson's deft
narration. Crisp editing also is a
big factor. —VARIETY (Weekly)

Fram the ....
CI^EVELAND PRESS

merits of a return engagement
of DAUGHTER. It opened to
one of the theatre's best grosses
and has held up exceptionally
well. Gross ranks right after
BACHELOR and NOTORIOUS.
We are getting many fine repeat
engagements on the picture and
expect to add many dollars from
it in the Drive.'

Branch Manager Morris Lefko
cf Pittsburgh has sold DAUGHT-
ER as a combination show with
SPIRAL STAIRCASE for the
Senator, Pittsburgh.

Canadian District Manager
Leo Devaney has rounded out a
deal for DAUGHTER for the
Ken Theatre, Montreal, and is

nearing completion of negotia-
iions with Confederation Amuse-

16

MOVIES
By Omar Ranney
Deluge of Fan Mail Measures

Success of "The BisKop's Wife"

The title of this piece could well be "The Public Speaks."

It's about that movie, "Cary and the Bishop's Wife"—and

the amazing turnout to see it. The picture at this writing

is now in the fourth week of its first-run engagement at the

Allen, and there is every chance it will be held over for a

fifth week. That has the Playhouse Square showmen liter-

ally rubbing their eyes.

Just how popular this picture is I have been able to measure Irom

my dally mail. For sevelral weeks now I have been Bwamped with re-

quests for copies of the Christmas message which the bishop—David

Niven—delivers at the end of the picture. Many of the people who
have written have taken time to comment on the picture. And so

today I want to pass along some "critics' notes." right from the severest

critics of all—the movie-going public.

This column, therefore, presents "The Public Speaks"—

"A picture such as 'Tile Bishop's Wife' Is a rare and wonderfnl

treat to the adult movie-goer. I rate it as you have—^top entertain-

ment."—Mrs. William Roth, 1425 E. 135th St, East Cleveland.

"I think we should have more of this type of picture, instead of lo

many gangster pictures."—Mrs. W. E. Dickerman, 14615 Savannah Ave.

"I thought the film was superb—felt it brought out the best In all of

us."—Miss Pearl Lewton. 1897 Sheldon Rd., East Cleveland.'

"One of the best pictures with a message that has been produced

in some time."—William H. Snyder, 2196 W. 100th St.

"Let's hope we get more of this kind of pleasant entertainment. A
picture need not cost millions to make in order to bring miUi6ns of

happy hours to the public."—Mrs. W. J. Nemecek, 3512 E. 106th St.

"I wish every man and wife could see it."—Mrs. G. W. Todd, Berea.

"It was one of the finest pictures we have ever seen."—Mrs. F. W.
Bartzel, 17616 Lakewood Heights Blvd., Lakewood.

"Mainly because of your write-up in The Press, we saw 'The Bishop's

Wife' last evening. It is as good as you said,"—Howard J. Greenley,

3389 Sutton Rd., Shaker Heights.

Well—those are just a few of the many comments that come Into

this department. I don't know of any movie of very recent origin that

has drawn such enthusiastic response. Here is a case where the movie-
goers really have spoken out for the very best in screen entertaiimient,

and you can depend on it that Hollywood is "listening."

The movie is drawing a lot of repeaters. Some who have written
' me have seen it several times—like Lstelle E. Zieve of 12428 Arling-

ton Rd., who writes: "Saw 'Gary and the Bishop's Wife' twice; it's

really grand and intend seeing it again."

Many who haven't seen it yet have written for copies of tiie bishop's

Christmas message, because they have heard about it from friends.

In tills respect it is probably one of the biggest "word of mouth" pic-

tures that has been around in years.

Writes Mrs. Wilson A. Tomes from Strongsville: "Our nearest movie
is in Bcrea, and I haven't been able to see the picture yet. But many
of my friends have seen it in Cleveland, and they have the highest
praise for.it.''

One woman who is hard of hearing wrote for a copy of' the bishop's

message so she could study it over liefore seeing the picture and be
sure not to miss a word.

Many, too, have asked for several copies of the message, wliich they
wanted to send to friends and relatives. I must have sent at least 50
to ministers around the country.

Traveling salesmen who have caught the show while stopping off in
Cleveland have written for copies. Show people, too. Mary Martin,
of "Annie Get Your Gun," wrote from Buffalo for the message.

In all, I have mailed the bishop's message to people in 10 states who
: have written in. The thing now has even become international, as
Witness this letter from Mrs. Douglas Reynolds of Bedford:

"Would you please send me a copy of the bishop's message, and also
one for my sister, Mrs. G. Glover, in Wales, for wliich I am enclosing
a stamped and addressed envelope? I am sure she wUl get a lot of
inspiration from it.

"

The offer, of course, still holds good for anyone who wants the mes-
sage. I'll mail copies anywhere in the whole, wide world. I'd even be
happy to send a copy to Joe Stalin.

ments to play a repeat in the
Empress, which would give us a
fourth run in this zone.

FARMER'S DAUGHTER has

as all know been brought back to
the RKO Palace, New York, and
also is playing first-run at the
Grand, Chicago.



THRILLSmS ACTION

«TRR.

Pictured above in the action-filled laycul: Numbers 1 and 3. Night shots cf

the Palace front showing hew TARZAN was scld in sign display on the front

of the famous show house . . . (2)—Tarzan and seme mermaids. This news

picture taken when Johnny Weissmuller and his wife returned from seven

weeks in Europe, aboard the Queen Mary, shows him as he was greeted by

five of New York's "mermaids," those lovely Conover models. These "mermaids"

most of whom wore the "new look' rather than the conventional Neptune otlite,

are: left to right: Gini Owen, Lou Campbell, Mardia Miller, Patricia Sheridan

and Doris Cannon. Note Jane's jungle attire as worn by Mardia MiUer . . .

(4)—Johnny and Mrs. Weissmuller upon arrival . . . (5)—John Laurenz faatured

member of the cast with Palace manager. Ray Connor, look over the fantastic

mask used in the picture . . . (6)—Seymour Poe and Irving Lesser of Sol Lesser's

New York office inspect the Palace ballyhoo man . . . (7)—A shot taken at

LaGuardia Field of Johnny Weissmuller as he departed for his overseas Ir.p

. . . (8)—The ballyhoo man pulls a pied pipar in getting crowds to the Palace . . .

(9)—Messrs. Lesser and Poe check the displays . . . (10)—The New York Lesser

representatives discuss box-office with Ray Connor . . . (11)—Enid Markey.

noted acliess and the original Jane in the first "Tarzan" ever made, visits the

Palace with Lady Hubert Wilkens, wife of the noted explorer . . . (12)—Mid-day

shot cf the Palace marquee . . . (13)—Guy Kibbee takes in the show at the

Palace to the welcome of manager Connor . . . (14)—Ballyhoo man Dave Ballard

alternating between mystic robe and the "Tarzan" leopard skin and his

sidewalk stunts on the big show street . . . (15, 16, 17, 18)—Palace crowds

for TARZAN. —R.N.

"JARZAN" BROADWAY BALLYHOO
Johnny V/eissmuller, himself, colncidentally or otherwise, timed

his return to New York perfectly with the engagement of Sol Lesser's

TARZAN AND THE MERMAIDS at the RKO Palace. Full advantage
was taken of his arrival by the publicity department and the news-

paper breaks were in the news columns. TARZAN, being a ballyhoo

picture if there ever was one called for the services of giant, Dave
Ballard, whose success In pulling em in" Is pictured on this page.
Conover models cooperated in a news stunt aboard the Queen Mary,

upon the arrival from Europe of star Johnny Weissmuller!

—R. N.
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Brisson Is Here

To Sneak "Velvet"

"Independent producers will

always find a nnarket for their

product so long as they maintain

high standards and keep within

their budget," said Frederick

Brisson, co-partner with his wife,

Rosalind Russell, and Dudley

Nichols in Independent Artists,

Inc. Brisson has just arrived in

New York with a print of their

first production, THE VELVET

TOUCH, co-starring Rosalind

Russell and Leo Genn.

He is accompanied by several

cutters and will give final editing

to the picture here based on the

reaction to be gained from a

series of sneak previews in the

New York area. This is the first

time that such a procedure has

been followed and Mr. Brisson

feels that he will thereby obtain

a fresh approach over the stan-

dard procedure of holding pre-

views In Hollywood and Its en-

virons.

THE VELVET TOUCH, Mr.

Brisson said, was brought In con-

siderably below its set budget

of $2,000,000. This feat has as-

sured his backers to the extent

that Independent Artists is In the

unique position of presently en-

joying revolving credit. Present

schedule calls for a total of 10

pictures over a five year period,

four of which are committed to

RKO Radio.

Mr. Brisson revealed that In-

dependent Artists next picture

will be produced and directed by

Dudley Nichols. The male lead,

he added, will be a European

star and the feminine lead one of

three top personalities with whom
Independent is now In negotia-

tion. This will start in July with

a third picture set to go before

the cameras in December. To
date, the company has four com-
pleted scripts, all demanding high

budgets. Among them are:

MADLY IN LOVE, based on an

original comedy sketch by Miss

Russell; NEW MODEL, a story

of the automobile Industry by
Harry Kurnltz and Collier Young;
LUCKY PENNY, by Mindret
Lord and Jack Rubin, with

screenplay by Allen Rivkin and
Laura Kerr and VANITY II by

Nackimson Sells

After Long Efforf

Branch Manager M. Nackimson

of Winnipeg has been trying to

sell Disney cartoons to Western

Theatres ever since he took over

the Winnipeg managership, but

always found the client "over-

bought" so far as short subjects

were concerned. After contact

regularly for 18 months, Mr.

Nackimson sold eighteen Disney

cartoons, 9th series, and the re-

Issue series, 24 subjects in all, and

maximum rental. All of these

cartoons are sold to Independent

situations who play them ahead

of Western Theatres and the

price is higher than paid to other

companies for colored cartoons

which are shown ahead of the

Independent situations.

''Mama" Rating
The Better Films Council of

Memphis has voted I REMEM-
BER MAMA as "exceptional."

MAMA is the second picture to

receive this rating from the

Council during the current year.

Hit Song Bows
"Blue Shadows," the hit song

from Walt Disney's MELODY
TIME, was introduced by Bing

Crosby on his ether program

Wednesday night.

Frank Horn and Milton Merlin.

Also on schedule for future

production is a story of the South

African diamond rush, based on

the life of pioneer Barney Bar-

nato, which will probably be

filmed on actual location and

biography of Carl Brisson, Danish

actor and father of Frederick

Brisson. The latter will be filmed

In Denmark In Danish, Swedish

and Norwegian with the English

version filmed In England.

Mr. Brisson is In New York to

set up headquarters for his new

enterprise and to confer with

RKO Radio Pictures on the ad

campaign for THE VELVET
TOUCH on which $300,000 will

be spent. This film is, he ex-

plained, a complete transition

Into comedy for Rosalind Russell

whose last four screen vehicles

have all been of a dramatic

nature. He will be here for about

three weeks.

Oirect^3ittil Assists
The New York Times in a recent article told of an analysis at the

nation's box-offices, saying In part "The youth of America Is a

predominant factor in the sale of movie tickets throughout the

country, according to a two-year study of motion-picture habits made

by Columbia University's Bureau of Applied Social Research under

the direction of Dr. Paul F. Lazarsfeld, which disclosed that movie-

goers under the age of 35 account for two-thirds of the nation's box-

office receipts."

The concluding paragraph:

"The study also revealed that there are what Dr. Lazarsfeld

termed 'opinion leaders' among moviegoers, those persons who

assimilate the most information about films from the press and other

media of communication and act as pressure groups In their com-

munities. And, three-fourths of these persons, who are an important

means of inducing older persons to attend movies, are to be found

in the age groups under 35."

This paragraphs points out of course the importance of our direct-

mail department under Leon J. Bamberger, with mailings going to

some 15,500 "opinion leaders. " We refer to them as our public

relations contacts.

Herewith are a few examples of returns from recent letters.

For MIRACLE OF THE BELLS:

GEORGE D. HANN, Armore City Schools, Armore, Okla., thinks

the picture of particular interest to the boys and girls of junior and

senior high school ages . . . Will cooperate with local theatres as in

the past.

DAISY ROSS BIDDLE, Greater Detroit Motion Picture Council,

happy about all aspects of picture, refers to Mr. Depinet's war activi-

ties, congratulates RKO on numerous award-winners.

MRS. DAVID ROSS, Indianapolis Indorsers of Photoplays, In-

dianapolis, grades as "A splendid picture and one everybody will

enjoy. " Encloses News Bulletin which discusses many RKO pictures.

O. E. WINEBRENNER, professor of chemistry, Howard Payne

College, Brownwood, Tex., says ""We appreciate your keeping us on

your mailing list relative to the better pictures. We will take it for

granted that when you admonish us by mail, such as this, relative to

an approaching picture, that we will endeavor to see It because you

have personally recommended It to us."

MRS. WM. A. BURK, Southern California Motion Picture Council,

Los Angeles, hails " Miracle' as a great human interest story made
into a magnificent screen offering. " Thanks Mr. Depinet for many

past courtesies.

And for I REMEMBER MAMA:
ROBERT GESSNER, chairman, department of motion pictures.

New York University, says "It gives me personal pleasure to recom-

mend to our committee a film of such warm and natural qualities.
"

B. E. STEELE, 2001 Rebecca St., Sioux City, la., is in hearty

agreement that such pictures should be well attended and by the

whole family. Has had ads posted In Y.W.C.A.

REV. W. WORDSROTH, Congregational Church, Housantonic,

Mass., says will speak to the local manager about the picture.

ELLIS S. SMITH, Sr., Benjamin Franklin High School, Rochester,

New York, says " This winsome picture of second-generation life In

San Francisco is already part of the lives of the thousands of

Rochesterians who have read the Forbes book and seen the screen

version . . . "'We use motion pictures and film strips In our schools

for instruction purposes ... I predict that an Oscar or two will go to

those fine RKO actors and producers who set very high standards in

'I Remember Mama'.
"
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Short Subjects

Selling Assists

RKO Radio cbowmanship is

reaching from the top area pre-

mieres righf down to the shorts

an.d the short shorts. Catching up
with recent highlights in the

shorts field, we have before us

clippings, and big ones too, from

both the Milwaukee Sentinel and
Milwaukee Journal covering the

amateur contest held at the Tele-

news Theatre, Milwaukee, in con

junction v/ith the America'

PHOTO FRENZY.
The newspaper of the photo-

graphic business, Photo Industry,

pointed out the promotional pos

sibiliHes of PHOTO FRENZY,
centered around a billion dollar

business. This two-reeler was pre

viously heralded in a feature in

Popular Photography. Photo In-

dustry listed twelve ideas for pro-

motion and carried long story tc

bs placed in the camera secti^.i

of local newspapers.

From Washington Branch Man-
ager Joe Brecheen sends us a

copy of the International Fire

Fighter magazine for March
v/'hich gives over a page to

SMOKE EATERS, another
America. Herewith are photos

of displays outside the Trans-Lux

newsreei theatre where the two-
reel ran and inside as well. Three
firemen were detailed to be in

attendance at the display at all

times the theatre v/as open from
10 a.m. until 12 midnight. It wa;
estimated that 20,000 persons
viewed the exhibits and of this

number, many stopped to ask

questions concerning the equip-
ment. The Fire Fighter story says

ihe public applauded the ex-

hibition.

A recent number of the Buffalo

Evening Nev/s gave a lengthy re

view to CHILDREN'S VILLAGE
and "specially recommended
the "America.'

Cary Middlecoff, star ol

GOLF DOCTOR, has just fin-

i:hed second in golf at the

Augusta National, finishing jusl

behind Claude hiarmon, and de-

feating in four rounds such star

a: Harbert, Mangrum, Ferriei

Furgol, Hogan, Nelson, Todci

Locke, Kaiser, Metz, Snead, Cot-
ton, etc. RKOers in field shouki

be alert to spotting GOLF DOC-
TOR into programs around the

country as Middlecoff appears
locally.

Harry MIchalson has given you
the team line-up In BASKETBALL
HEADLINERS. While the col

If-ges have completed their

schedules, the pros are keeping

Buck Pressbook

Inspires Showmen
Showmen hungry for old-fash-

icned showmanship will have

something to get their teeth into

when Frank Buck's Original

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE hits

the screens. And the completely

new pressbook covering the king

of all jungle thrillers is packed

with spectacular selling ideas. It

carries the old marquee and
theatre-front sure-fire displays,

the ever-popular coloring con-

test, the jungle jingles, lobby

chart and something entirely nev,'

to a Frank Buck show, a radio

exploitation series of recordings

written and di,-ected by Don
Thompson who did such a fine

writing job for SAN QUENTIN.

Heralds. BRING EM BACK
ALIVE clubs, wild animal sculp-

ture contests, animal crackers,

llger trap, jungle decorations and
a hundred other ticket-disposing

bits of showmanship spark the

campaign manual with front and
back color replete with circus

color and action. Too, those big

ads that sum up the super-thrills

in numbered paragraphs, and
posters pulsating with life in the

raw jungle add to the tempo of

the book. To the Ideas outlined

we add that of book tie-ins for

there are many of Frank Buck's

books around. Including BRING
EM BACK ALIVE, and if there

are no Buck numbers there are

other jungle stories suitable for

window displays.

Terry Turner hasn't said much
about those polnt-of-contact

campaigns but we'll be hearing

from him any day now and prob-
ably the jungle roar will be har-

nessed and the king of beasts will

parade down main street.

Frank himself is always In the

limelight and while BRING "EM
BACK ALIVE may have been
shelved, the daredevil of the

realm of fang and claw is often

heard on the air and comes up
now and then with a new book
or magazine stories of the dark
and dangerous places.

Pressbooker Vivian Moseb edi-

ted the new and vibrant manual.

the basket game in the headlines,

also this is Olympic year and

stars selected from several ol

the amateur aggregations v/'!l

be playing for the world's chairi-

plonship In London In midsum-

mer. By the time these players ar-

rive home a new season will be

beginning, so BASKETBALL
HEADLINERS is good for many

months.

College adherents of the or-

ganizations in action, and they

read like a who s who In educa-
tional circles, will turn out en
masse for any showings and show-
r-en can do a lot of promotional
tricks which will pay off at the

box-office.
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DORE SCHARY

FOUR OF THE EIGHT WINDOWS IN KANSAS CITY'S leading depariment store, Emery, Bird,

Thayer & Co., devoted to RKO's I REMEMBER MAMA which opened at the RKO Orpheum.
These windows were the talk of the town. Jack Tieman, RKO Orpheum Theatre press agent,

and Bob Hickey, Held supervisor, arranged the tie-up.

Academy Review
Motion picture "greats" -from 1927 through 1947 are brought

back to the screen in this two-reel subject, produced by the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences for release by RKO Radio. The

subject makes a particularly interesting and timely one as glimpses

of the "Oscar" winners, stars and pictures pass in historical review.

Proceeds of the short will go to the Academy.
—MOTION PICTURE DAILY

(Co)i.tiiiiied from Page One)

his absence it was accepted for

him by Ned E. Depinet, who read

the address of acceptance.

Awards represented the results

of a nation-wide poll.

"The winning of an award is

a tribute to the work of the

pest," said Mr. Schary in his mes-

sage of acceptance. "But, more

important, it carries with it a

hope for work in the future. I

would be reluctant to accept this

award for past work in films if

I were not willing or eager to

pledge to the Council my desire

to earn this award in the future."

Signs of hope can be found in

every field of Information and

entertainment, he noted, point-

ing out that "we are living in a

much more enlightened world,

end that what was entertainment

50 years ago, is no longer enter-

tainment today. The tastes of

mass audiences have improved."

Mr. Schary praised the Ameri-

can people as the most enlight-

ened and articulate in the world.
' They make themselves heard

and felt," he said, "and if they

will keep on insisting that they

be heard, the quality of enter-

tainment will constantly im-

prove."

He emphasized his belief that

motion pictures have contributed

much to the American way of

life.

"In as creative a business as

motion pictures," he noted, "we
will undoubtedly make errors. No
one ever has found a formula for

a constant and continuing suc-

cessful box-office. The best minds
in show business will guess wrong,

but the best minds will profit

f'-om their mistakes and go on to

future successes. It is you, the

American audience, who must
help us determine what these

future successes will be.

"I don't think that the screen

should turn out to be a public

forum, or grow into a pulpit. But

I do be! ieve that there is room
in the motion picture industry for

the very program offered by
every other single medium of en-

lertainment and information.

There is room—and you audi-

ences want room—for musical

comedy, farce comedy, romance,
drama, melodrama, history and
—this is a hated term

—
'social

significance.' Where any art or

any Industry blinds its eyes to

its responsibility to the society

which created it and in which it

exists, there Is an art and industry

that will soon decay and vanish."

"Bef Your Life"

In the Groove

When Leon Errol swears off

gambling, and then finds he's

holding a Lucky Sweepstakes

Ticket, the situations really be-

come involved, hie can't let on

to his wife that he has the ticket,

therefore he can't collect. Usual

m.ix-ups and laughs.

—FILM DAILY

''Racing Day"
Should Click

The Sportscope cameras in-

vestigate the doings at hllaleah

Park, Florida, one of the world's

most famous race tracks. Highly

if.teresting as the behind-the-

scenes happenings are recorded.

Should prove successful with

sports fans. —FILM DAILY

Flicker Flashbacks"
Very Good

Flashing back to the silent

movie days, this reel presents

footage from two epics of the

past; "Mile a Minute" or "A
Brave Girl Does Her Duty," and
"Weighed In the Balance." Hum-
erous commentary adds to the

fievor of these. Very good for

general consumption.

—FILM DAILY

O'Brien Starrer

SAM WYNNE, new novel by

J. H. Wallis, has been purchased

by RKO Radio as a starring vehi-

cle for Pat O'Brien. O'Brien will

portray a law-tangling bookkeep-

er In this modern melodrama with

New York City for background,

written by the author of THE
WOMAN IN THE WINDOW.
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THE BOY WITH GREEN HAIR" IS

"UNUSUALEST" OF ALL FEATURES

BOX-OFFICE SCORE
TITLE CAST

Preparing :

BED OF ROSES
The tale of a girl icith a tvhim of iron.

WEEP NO MORE
Joseph Gotten

.4 card-shark runs into roniniice.

MR. WHISKERS

Victor Mature
A gangster learns tchal Americanitni

PRODUCES DIKECTOR

Pereira Troube

Sparks Dieterle

Rogell

Filming

:

BLOOD ON THE MOON
Robert Mitchum, Barbara Bel Geddes,

Robert Preston

Stirring drama of the cattle cotinlry,

THE LONG DENIAL
Melvyn Douglas, Maureen O'Hora
One woman protects another's reputation.

Warth Wise

Mankiewicz Roy

Losey

Editing :

THE BOY WITH GREEN HAIR Ames

(In Technicolor)

Pat O'Brien, Barbara Hale, Dean
Stockwell

An unusual appeal for international

accord.

JOAN OF ARC (In Technicolor) Wanger Fleming

Ingrid Bergman, Jose Ferrer, Richard

Ney
The triumph of history's greatest

woman.

GOOD SAM
Gary Cooper, Ann Sheridan,

Roy Collins

A businessman lends too many helping

hands.

THE WINDOW
Barbara Hale, Arthur Kennedy,
Paul Stewart

A small boy witnesses a murder.

MR. JOSEPH YOUNG OF AFRICA
Ben Johnson, Terry Moore.

Robert Armstrong
A thriller by the makers of "King
Kong."

McCorey McCorey

Ullman Tetzlaff

Arko Schoedsack

By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, April 16:—Maybe it's not good grammar to say

that THE BOY WITH GREEN HAIR is the unusualest picture Holly-

wood has ever turned out, but it's the truth.

Yesterday afternoon Mr. Schary, with Director Joe Losey and

Producer Stephen Ames, ran off a rough cut of the Technicolor offer-

ing for a few of us. We all had read the script; we all knew its theme

of how a sensitive war orphan, striving to impress the residents of

his community with the futility of war, collides with the suspicion and

hostility that people always show toward anything strange. And we

all went into the projection room wondering how effectively that

theme had been put across.

Well, we found out. It s a

beautiful job by all hands, and

it's certainly one of the most im-

pressive and thought-provoking

films I've ever seen. Losey's di-

rection is masterly; the color,

mostly in low key, fits right in

with the story and setting, and

ihe performances are utterly as-

tounding.

This Dean Stockwell lad in the

title-role catches hold of you

right from the beginning. He

handles his difficult part so nat-

urally and convincingly that you

find yourself accepting the whole

plot without any question. I know

Pat O Brien pretty well and I

thought I knew what he was capa-

ble of, but believe me, you ve

never seen anything like the por-

trayal he gives of the cheerful

old broken-down actor who takes

the boy under his wing and en-

courages him in his crusade. His

work is simply magnificent, and

between them the veteran star

and the youngster carry the bur-

den of the story in heart-warming

style.

The other roles are smaller, but

each one is a gem—Robert Ryan

ar the sympathetic police psy-

chiatrist, Barbara Hale as the

boy's teacher. Regis Toomey as

the milkman, Samuel S. Hinds as

the doctor and Walter Catlett as

the King in the hilarious fantasy

sequence, all deliver telling sup-

port.

There 5 never been a film like

this before and there's no basis

to compare its box-office value

on, but I'll go on record right

here to say that It will arouse an

enormous amount of discussion

and attention. It's definitely off-

beat, In the sense that CROSS-

FIRE and YOUR RED WAGON
are, and it has a sock to it that

v/ill make audiences sit up and

think. But don't get the notion

that it's just a "message" type

of picture, for it's vastly more

than that. It has a terrific enter-

tainment quality along with its

theme, and the two together

make it an attraction that will

really click.

P.S.— If you think I m enthusi-

astic about this show, just ask

Vice-president Phil Reisman, Bob

Wolff or Jack Osserman about it.

They all feel it's one of the great-

est pictures they've ever had the

privilege of seeing, and they

aren't a bit bashful about saying

so.
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HONORED: Ingrid Bergman receives from President Harry

Truman the Certificate of Achievement awarded her by the

Women's Naticnal Press Club as "Outstanding Actress of

1947." Miss Bergman recently completed the title role in

Waller Wcnger's JOAN OF ARC.

Lou Returns
Lou Gaudreau has returned +o

his office after being laid up at

his home with a troublesome

throat infection. It's pretty hard

to stop Lou and it hasn't been

done many times in his long ser-

vice with the Company.

Note of Thanks
Christina Lisko, secretary to

hiarry Gittleson, extends a note

of thanks to RKOers for their

Carpet Money
Years ago S. Barret McCor-

mlck advertised certain pictures

a? "Mattress Money" pictures,

the type they dug for, into mat-

tresses, under carpets and in tea

jars. Branch Manager A. A. Ren-

fio of Omaha says I REMEMBER
MAMA is bringing them out, a

new clientele. Many are shut-ins

v/ho appear in wheelchairs and
vith nurses, he says.

many kindnesses tollowing the

death of her father.

1A

RADIO

EST,

inter-

ingrid Bergman will be starred

on the Theatre Guild of the Air

ABC network, Sunday, Apri

18th, 9:30 to 10:30 PM
credit JOAN OF ARC.

hHarriet Parsons will be
viev/ed by Irene and Rene Kuhn
on May 1st over Station WNBC
at 12:15 PM, credit I REMEM-
BER MAMA.

MELVIN DOUGLAS will ap-

pear on the Screen Guild pro-

gram, CBS network, Monday,
April 19th, 10:30 PM, EST, credit

MR. BLANDINGS. Estimated

audience 16,900,000.

PAUL LUKAS will appear on

the Cavalcade of America pro-

gram, NBC network, Monday
April 19th, 8 PM, EST, credit

BERLIN EXPRESS. Estimated

audience I 1,400,000.

WHEN THE BRITISH film magnate J. Arthur Rank recently visited the RKO Radio Studio he
WOE tendered an all-out lunch. From the left raar. Producer -Director Dudley Nichols, Phil

Reisman, Ned E. Depinet, Mr. Rank, N. Peter Rathvon, Robert Benjamin, president of the

Rank organization. Foreground, Leon Goldberj and Sid Rogell. Within outside group, Dore
Schary, Joe Nolan and Bob Wolff.

A Sissy
A friend was telling us that

• hen Johnny Weismuller re-

lumed from abroad a reporter

at the wharf asked him if he

v/asn't a sissy. And after lifterl

eyebrows on the part of the TAR
ZAN star the reporter said.

'Why didn't you swim acro','.'

Leon Scheduled
Leon J. Bamberger has ac-

cepted an invitation from Claude
C. Mundo, chairman of the board

of directors of the Independent

Theatre Owners of Arkansas, to

address their annual convention

in Little Rock, May 4-5.

CHICAGO—Here's a shot of part of the fleet of 200 Herald-American trucks which carried

FORT APACHE signs starting three weeks before opening in Chicago.
—WALLY HEIM
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BERLIN EXPRESS, world
premiere RKO Boston Thea-

tre, Mary 5th, tied in with

Hecorst papers and the can-

cer fund.

FIGHTING FATHER
DUNNE, world premiere
Fox Theatre, St. Louis, May
11th, with Pat O'Brien in a
p. a. and RKO showmanship
fireworks including a civic

parade augmented by
army, navy and fraternal

groups.

NED DEPINET DRIVE,
three climax weeks honor-

ing Bob Mochrie, April 16-
I

May 6th.

WALT DISNEY'S "MEL-
ODY TIME," world premi-

ere at the Astor, New York,

following "Mr. Blandings."

MIRACLE OF THE BELLS,
mid-west premiere RKO
Palace, Chicago May 18th,

in connection with local

cancer iund headed by
Maurice Goldblatt.

FIGHTING FATHER
DUNNE with Pat O'Brien in

p.a. at the Paramount Thea-
tre, Atlanta, May 13th, with

Pat's appearance at the

Musical Festival sponsored
by the Atlanta Constitution,

to be held at Grant Pork,

May 15th.

FRANK BUCK'S ORIGI-
NAL BRING 'EM BACK
ALIVE, area premiere.
Grand Theatre, Cincinnati,

June 19th, with Station

WLW and backing of the

Cincinnati Inquirer.

THREE LITTLE PIGS, Walt
Disney's great cartoon to

be released lime 18th.

We quote from Variety: " 'Remember Mama" which was a strong

second in the two preceding weeks has taken over the national

leadership this stanza with best all-round showing in some nine key

cities covered by Variety." With one of the big three showing the

way for all the industry's product, RKO Radio may place 'em soon,

I, 2, 3. MIRACLE OF THE BELLS and FORT APACHE are just

breaking, as you know.

MAMA has rounded out a fine six-week run at the Radio Cify

Music Hall, with the final week not far behind the fifth for intake.

Fourth weeks at Boston, Baltimore, St. Paul, San Francisco, Washing-

ton. Third weeks Minneapolis, Salt Lake City, Philadelphia, Cincinnati,

Cleveland, Kansas City, Los Angeles (Hillstreet and Pantages). Sec-

ond weeks Dallas, Schenectady. After day-dater at Byrd and State,

Richmond, moved to Capitol. Held over Provo. Excellent Houston,

Petersburg.

MIRACLE OF THE BELLS—
Started sixth week at the Rivoli,

New York, on Tuesday, and

opened on Wednesday at the

Albee, Brooklyn, for day-dater.

Top opening at the Keith, Boston,

since Labor Day, with one excep-

Won. Completed three weeks at

the Colony, Miami. Third weeks

Detroit and Pittsburgh. Second

weeks Dallas, Allentown, Easton,

Scranton, Wilkes-Barre, Wheel-
ing. Excellent Sharon, Jackson-

(Coiitiinicd o)i Page Fifteen)

Freeman Here
Norman Freeman of the Studio

Is at the Home Office on a

business trip.

Inta Tap Fau r
Southeastern District Manager Dave Prince, former

Drive captain, had one of the big innings of his career as

the second of his three units hit the home stretch among
the big four for the seventeenth week. And you'll remem-

ber that the Southeast has been holding its Sunday punch

for the three closing stanzas of the Drive which honor Bob

Mochrie, for Mr. Mochrie is a prime favorite in the terri-

tory. Dave Prince has seen Charlotte with Rovy Branon

in the saddle riding toward the finish wire in third place

and now Atlanta with Hubert Lyons holding the reins draws

up at the fourth station. Then New Orleans with Roger

Lamanta up hits four straight "overs" for another new high

for the Southeast unit, which places three branches in the

"finals" (final weeks that is) 3, 4 and 7. {Cont. on Page 3)

''Time" to Astor
Robert Mochrie has an-

nounced Walt Disn2y's MEL-
ODY TIME as the next attrac-

tion at New York's long-run

Astor Theatre. The engage-

ment is likely to open next

month and promptly go into

the marathon class of that

historic house.

D. Schary to Get

One World Award
Dore Schary will receive the

1948 One World Award for his

contribution to films, at special

piesentation ceremonies to be
held at Carnegie Hall, New York,

oi, April 27.

Awards will also go to Dr. Al-

bert Einstein and William L.

Shirer.

Forthcoming presentation to

Mr. Schary caps a number of

distinctions conferred on him for

his part In the making of such

films as THE FARMER'S
DAUGHTER, TILL THE END OF
TIME, and CROSSFIRE. Most
recent award was the Thomas
Jefferson Prize given him for

the advancement of democracy
by the Council Against Intoler-

ance In America.

''Design" Is A
New Starter In

RKO s Hit Cycle
The Academy Award winning

DESIGN FOR DEATH is a new
starter in the hit cycle with the

biggest opening week s gross In

n'lany months at the Grand, Chi-

cago, world premiere. Held over

for second week.

Boasberg Trip
Charles Boasberg left for an-

other road trip this week with his

first stop Dallas.
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DRIVE'S
17th WEEK
Ending April 15th
Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. SALT LAKE CITY* I

2. OKLAHOMA CITY* 2

3. CHARLOTTE . 3

4. ATLANTA* 5

5. Sioux Falls . 4
6. Denver 6

7. New Orleans* 10

8. Portland* I I

9. Kansas City 9

10. Detroit 8

1 1

.

Des Moines 7

1 2. Pittsburgh* 1 3

1 3. ^A^ashington
''

14

14. St. Louis ... 12

15. Cincinnati 1 5

16. Omaha 16

17. Milwaukee* , 20
18. Cleveland 19

19. Chicago 1 7

20. Minneapolis 18

21. Dallas* 24

22. Indianapolis 2!

23. Albany 22

24. Seattle 23

25. Boston 26

26. Buffalo 25

27. Philadelphia* 29

ociri rrancisco 97

29. pm Pin 1 c 28

30. 30

3 1

.

New Hav6n 3 1

32. New York 32

CANADA
1. TORONTO'^ 2

Z. MUN 1 KcAL 1

1

3. St John* 3

4. Calgary* 5

5. Winnipeg 4

6. Vancouver 6

DISTRICTS
1

.

Rocky Mt. 1

2. Canadian* 2

3. Southeastern* 3

4. Prairie 4

5. Eastern Central 5

6. Southwestern* 7

7 Eastern* o

Q M idwestern LO

9. Western 10

1 n Q7

1 1. Metropolitan . . 1 1

DIVISIONS
1. Western . 1

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota cumulatively.
* Over quota for current week.

GIFF DAVISON R. WILLIAMS ROVY BRANON H. LYONS J. BERNSTEIN M. DEVANEY

ATLAJVTA EDGES MJVTO THE CAM^ITAE CLASS
(Continued front Page One)

With Atlanta breaking into an inside position, Shernn

Fitch had to fall away from the pacesetting four. This marks

the first time in two years that the Sioux have been taking

the dust for they were first throughout 1947 and until now

they have been 1-2-3-4 throughout the current Drive. Gift

Davison's Salt Lake City remains out in front by a goodly

margin with seven "overs" out of the last eight weeks. Ralph

Williams' Oklahoma City Sooners have been in the running-

up position for the last seven stanzas.

Joe Emerson keeps Denver in a position to break into

the front-runners, and Denver has never been far away from

THREE GROUP CONTEST
Week Ending April 15. 1948

Pos. Pos. Pos. Pos.

This Lati This Last

Week Branch Week Week Branch Week

* Atlanta 1 Charlotte

r. DETROIT .. 2 1. KANSAS CITY 1

2. WASHINGTON 3 2. PITTSBURGH 3

3. Chicago 4
3. St. Louis ,

2

4. Dallas 5
4. Cincinnati 4

5. Boston 6
Cleveland5. 6

6. Philadelphia 8
5

7. San Francisco . 7
6. Minneapolis

8. Los Angeles 9 7. Indianapolis 7

9. New York 10 8. Buffalo .
8

Eliminated as potential Group Prize winner due to lead position in y ational Prize listing.

the first wave from the beginning of the Drive. Dick Lange

has his Portland mudders coming on for a Garrison finish

with three overs racked up. Morris Lefko's Pittsburgh Smoke

Eaters, Joe Brecheen's Washington Senators, Lou Elman's

Milwaukee Brewers and Sol Sachs' Texas Rangers were in

the gain wave. Harry Cohen's "Angels" knocked off a sec-

ond successive over-marker. New Haven and New York

were still in the backstretch as all eyes were on the finish wire.

For the Canadian sector. Jack Bernstein's Toronto Ter-

riers edged out Murray Devaney's Montrealers. Reg Dod-

dridge's Calgary Stampeders swung by Winnipeg with

an over while Harry Cohen's

St. John Maritimers threat-

ened the foremost twosome
via an over.

The seventeenth week saw

fourteen branches and four

districts topping their re-

spective quotas. This sets up

a new mark for the duration

of the Drive, but one that Is

likely to be bettered for the

18th, 19th and 20th weeks.

The branches with reserve

power have of course got to

cut loose now with every-

thing they've got. The time

is past for anything but a

sprint to the wire. But don't

watch the scoreboard. Don't

look back. Anything can

happen just before the wire

is reached.

Pos.

This

Week Branch

* Salt Lake City
' Oklahoma City

I. SIOUX FALLS
DENVER
New Orleans

Portland - -

Des Moines

Onnaha .. .

Milwaukee

Albany
Seattle

Memphis
New Haven

Pes.

Last

Week

3

4

2

5

6

7

8

. 9

10



'BIGGEST SUNDAY SlHCBl

mOAVmYS PAIACE.N.V:..;

BIGGEST BUSINESS IN MONTHS AT

GRAND, CHICAGO... //^W OV^PJ

AND



$mAO"AT

First three openings click to Top Tarzan
Business across the board ... as Dave
EciwarcJs, Genl. Mgr. of Joseph Lawrence
Theatres keys exhibitor comment: "Finest

Tarzan we have been privileged to play!

Excellent opening and audience reaction!"
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"Apache" Aids
Seemingly every possible angle

of showmanship for FORT

APACHE has been covered. First

ceme the big RKO Radio press-

book highlighted by a front and

back cover without break which

is a facsimile of the double-

spread in four colors that ap-

pears as a two-page advertise-

ment in Life, Look and the Sat-

urday Evening Post. This is one

of the foremost action and color

smashes in the history of industry

advertising.

Harry Mandel of the Theatre

dapartment has put out a manual

which embraces two score of

ideas one of which is a "Fort

Apache Play Book," now in

p'-eparation. It's an 11x17 sheet

which takes a French fold, and

contains games, contests, cut-

outs, etc. It is intended as a

souvenir give-away and will cost

theatres about $8.50 per thou-

sand. The manual includes a

series of unique drop-in slugs

and an "Apache" hairdress, re-

production of an actual break in

the New York Post. The hairdress

was conceived by International

Beauty show in connection with

FORT APACHE and put on the

v/ire services.

The pressbook has been out for

seme time and like the manual

was preceded by only two play-

dates, so showmen will have these

twin campaign suggestions out-

lined for them long before they

play APACHE. Pre-release cam-

paigns at Chicago and Phoenix

have been outlined in FLASH.

Reiners Trip

Harry Reiners, eastern field

supervisor, left Wednesday for

Atlanta in the Interest of a forth-

coming engagement of FIGHT-
ING FATHER DUNNE. Harry

later will visit Cincinnati in con-

nection with the premiere of

Frank Buck's BRING 'EM BACK
ALIVE. Then Harry will swing

down to St. Louis for the world

premiere of FIGHTING FATHER
DUNNE.

Selander to Direct

Lesley Selander will direct

RKO Radio's INDIAN AGENT,
an outdoor drama of Montana in

1890, starring Tim Holt.

from

RKO-PATHE
By ED RICE

LETTER TO A REBEL, the

THIS IS AMERICA two-reeler

ebout the workings of the free

enterprise system in a typical

American town, is now In the

hands of editor Dave Cooper and

assistants Doug Yost and Dave

McCruden. Director - photogra-

pher Larry O'Reilly finished final

scenes in the town of Monroe,

New York, this week.

O'Reilly, incidentally, will ex-

plain the secrets of studio light-

ing in an article by Elizabeth

Cooper in a forthcoming "Popu-

lar Photography," the magazine

that ran the first big story on

PHOTO FRENZY.

PHOTO FRENZY has again re-

ceived magazine space, this time

in a lead article in "Perspective,
"

the monthly Issued by Wlllough-

by's, world's largest photogra-

phic store.

Among other THIS IS AMERI-
CA'S on producer Jay Bona-

fleld's schedule Is one on New
York's Fifth Avenue. The short,

tentatively titled "Quality Street,
"

traces the Avenue's course from
swank Washington Square to Its

terminus in a barge dock on the

upper East River. The Avenue's
various functions — the Easter

Parade, Saint Patrick's Day Pa-

rade and other affairs—are also

included. The script is by Richard
Hanser. Director-photographer is

Harry Smith.

Study in Brown
Talking to RKOites who

were officers in the last war
and now on the reserve list,

we learned that a couple have
picked up too much weight
to wear their old outfits. One
has used his around the house
when painting and cleaning,
figuring he was through with
it.

Director Eddie Mc.itagne wrestles (mentally) with the fine art

of how to detect a murder in this location shot from CRIME
LAB, forthcoming THIS IS AMERICA on modem police work.
Technical advisers from the police force stand by in the

background.

The blonde 'victim" is sprawled out in an abandoned car near

the Brooklyn waterfront.

O/sen Signed
Set for a major supporting role

in WEEP NO MORE is Moroni
Olsen, who will play the wealthy
industrialist father of the Italian Montagne and crew at work on a long shot for CRIME LAB.
film star, Valli. Neil Sullivan is at the camera.
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-MOURNING BECOMES

aECTRA'

EfEltn INSHtP 711

UN BEING BORN AGAIN'

HENRY HITT CRANE

Branch Managec Hattcn Taylor must belong to the original alert-

ers. Hat lets nothing get by him that might possibly benefit the box-

office and RKO. For most of our pictures when they open in his

territory he has some significant comment. Recently when the Central

Methodist Church in Detroit displayed upon the bulletin board the

subject of the Minister's Sunday sermon on MOURNING BECOMES
ELECTRA, word soon got to HHat. In his latest activity letter he makes
this explanatory and pertinent comment:

"The manager of the Cinema Theatre, Arthur Leazenby, is a

member of the Central Methodist Church, and a most unusual tie-up

v/as effected last week. Dr. Hitt Crane, the rector and one of the

most prominent Methodist speakers in America, chose as his subject

for the morning and evening sermons MOURNING BECOMES
ELECTRA, and had that information on his bulletin board for four

days, which is only a block from the theatre. This also appeared on

the church directory page of the Saturday newspapers. The morning

sermon was carried on the air, and what effect it had on business is

hard to gauge, but it must have helped because if it did nothing else

it brought every minister, priest and rabbi in town to see the picture,

in addition to complete college classes.

The unusual occurence gave us the major portion of hielen Bowers

column in the Detroit Free Press. Incidentally, directly from the pulpit

Dr. Crane announced the picture produced by RKO Radio Pictures

was currently showing at the Cinema Theatre and allowed the theatre

manager to distribute handbills to the Sunday School class in the

afternoon. If Dr. Crane was a usual minister In a usual church the

happening would be noteworthy, but the Central Methodist Church
is over a hundred years old and has a huge congregation, and Dr.

Crane himself is internationally famous. I am getting a transcription

of the sermon."

Columnist Helen Bower in her column Star Gazing discussed the

sermon, after alleging that Manager Leazenby went to church that

Sunday more than once.

We quote Miss Bower:

"For the morning sermon Dr. Crane related his subject of hate

and escapism. Art reports, tracing the story's course from the Greeks

Mother's Day

"Mama" Angle

DENVER—A definite play to

reach the teenagers is being

made by Theresa Berkman, man-

ager of the Chief Theatre in

Pueblo, Colo., in her campaign

on I REMEMBER MAMA, which

coincidentally has the Mother's

Day spot on her program calen-

dar, the picture opening on May

5th for a week's engagement.

In her campaign to wrest the

sheckles from the younger ele-

ment as well as the oldsters. Miss

Berkman first obtained the co-

operation of the editor of the

Pueblo Star-Journal in sponsoring

c "I Remember Mama Contest
"

which was open only to teenag-

ers. The English departments of

the local junior and senior high

schools as well as the junior col-

lege were solicited for their co-

operation in assisting the young-

sters in preparing their essays

which were to be of 1 00 words or

less beginning with the sentence

! REMEMBER MAMA.
The local manager of the

Montgomery Ward Retail store

in Pueblo readily co-operated by

offering the teenagers first

awards of a boys' sports coat and

a stunning girls' frock. The best

fifty essays submitted would also

permit the teenager submitting

it the opportunity of taking his

or her mother to the Chief to see

i REMEMBER MAMA at the

Mother's Day performance. The

Alpha Floral Co. fell into the

spirit of the thing and offered

a pretty bouquet of flowers to

each mother.

In addition to the teenager's

contest, a drlv was instigated

thru the local papers and radio to

find the youngest and the oldest

Suggs' Title

Louise Suggs of Atlanta to be

starred with Frank Stranahan and

Tommy Armour In a forthcoming

Sportscope won the North and

South women's golf tournament

closing last Friday at Pinehurst.

Miss Suggs who weighs but

1 I 7 pounds has won a score of

championships and since Babe

Zaharias departed amateurdom

Is hailed as queen of the links. As

such she will lead the U. S. Curtis

Cup team to England for the

International matches May 5.

Despite her diminutive size, 24-

year-old Louise can hit with any

v/oman player today. The Babe
cutdrlves her by only some 20

yards.

Another RKO golfing star,

Cary Middlecoff of Memphis,
stands third in dollar winnings

among the male pros, all of which

should aid bookings on the Sport-

scope GOLF DOCTOR. Middle-

coff Is out In front of such stars

es Demaret, Hogan and Snead.

Golf Monthly, Edinburgh, for

April carries a photo of Danny
Keye with a large crowd In the

background, and the caption:

Danny led a team against the

Arsenal. Golf is perhaps the most
pleasant side of the training of

the mighty football team. When
he appeared on the tee the co-

median loosened up and did all

scrts of jerks to the amusement
of the Gunners.' Included in his

repertoire was an Impression of

an octagenarian falling over the

ball when he approached to play

mamas In Pueblo and vicinity

and to entertain them and their

families at the first evening per-

formance of I REMEMBER
MAMA. They will also be inter-

viewed on the radio and their

pictures used next day in the

Pueblo papers.

—T. BIDWELL McCORMICK

to O'Neill. They were all escapists. Art quotes. They all wanted to get

away to an Island. When they got there, the island wasn't any better.

Dr. Crane preaches good sermons.

Sunday- evening Dr. Crane s topics was On Being Born Again.'

Drawing once more upon the ELECTRA legend, he began with the

final scenes where Lavinia bolts herself into the house away from life.

The sermon's conclusion was that being born again, in the Christian

interpretation, is the only way to escape such personal tragedy.
'

If Manager Leazenby went to church that Sunday twice, how many
times did Hat go? That's our $64 question for the week.
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TAKING NO CHANCES on guests at the big 400 plate

Chamber of Commerce dinner recently in Denver missing

the name of the picture, he was currently showing at the

Orpheum Theatre, Manager Bill Hastings of that theatre labeled

all the dinner plates with special gummed stickers reading

I REMEMBER MAMA with date and theatre also mentioned.

In addition to labeling all the plates, Hastings also arranged

to have a number of passes fastened to the bottoms of guests

chairs and a special art display placed in a prominent position

on top of the piano where a singer also supplied by the alert

Hastings entertained the guests.

—T. BIDWELL McCORMICK

Branon Folder

Branch Manager Rovy Branon

oi Charlotte is distributing a

business-like folder entirely devot-

ed to 20 YEARS OF ACADEMY
AWARDS. Fitting neatly into the

long envelopes it describes the

various episodes and the acces-

sories. Rovy says there are 698

theatres operating in North and

South Carolina, "and we expect

at least 698 playdates on this out-

standing 19 minute subject at

nominal rentals handled on a

spot booking basis."

'*Mama" Tie-in

Field Man hlugh Mackenzie

tied in with the Jenny store at

Cincinnati for a full-page ad on

I REMEMBER MAMA. In listing

the things to remember the store

utilized an ancient tintype con-

trasted with smart, modern
clothes.

In addition the campaign in-

cluded the use of old cars on the

street, a radio contest, trucks

from Curtis publishing bannered,

all book stands and drugstores

using displays.

A highlight was a letter from

John Locke, superintendent of

Cincinnati's public schools, urg-

ir;g students to see MAMA at

the RKO Albee. hlugh says his

campaign laid particular em-
phasis on the bobby-soxers.

New Ad Displays

Set for Miracle"
A new advertising supplement

for MIRACLE OF THE BELLS has

been prepared under the guid-

ance of S. Barret McCormick.

Eight new ads are provided in

addition to the large number first

made available in the exhibitors

manual.

The new series was designed to

ley emphasis on the popularity of

the book and the well loved char-

acters in it. The original book

jacket reproduction has a domi^

nant place in all the layouts.

Devaney ''Overs"

For the LEO DEVANEY AP-

PRECIATION WEEK in Canada,

the entire district was over

quota. Jack Bernstein of Toronto

reports the highest billings of

the current year. Harry Cohen's

St. John Maritimers were over

and Harry says RKO had repre-

sentation on the screen of ninety

different theatres. His feature

and shorts shipments doubled
those of the corresponding week
for last year. Reg Doddridge of

Calgary also engineered the

Stampeders over their quota, the

third Canadian unit over.

To Aid Hospital
Arthur L. Mayer, president of

Motion Picture Associates, an-

nounces that the board of direc-

tors of that organization has de-

cided that the annual dinner to

be held May 21st at the Wal-

dorf-Astoria will be conducted as

"A Salute to the Will Rogers

Memorial Hospital." A large per-

centage of the profits from the

dinner and journal will be given

to the Will Rogers Memorial

Hospital fund. Last year, MPA
contributed $2500 to the hospi-

tal.

All-star Show
"Command Performance," to

be presented at Madison Square

Garden on Tuesday evening,

May 25th, promises to be one

of the greatest all-star In-person

shows In New York's history, ac-

cording to an announcement
from the New York City cam-
paign headquarters of the Ameri-

can Overseas Aid and United

Nations Appeal for Children.

Earl Wilson, New York news-

paper columnist, has been named
to head the executive committee
for "Command Performance,"

by Harry Brandt, chairman of the

Special Events Committee of the

Appeal. As his executive commit-

tee for the show, Wilson has se-

cured Sam Rauch for production;

Harry Mandel, public relations;

Carl Erbe, night clubs; Mrs.

Arthur Gray, Jr., for tickets; and

Morton Sunshine, co-ordinator.

Spyros P. Skouras is chairman

for the New York City Commit-
tee of the Appeal, and Daniel P.

Woolley, former OPA Adminis-

trotor, is vice-chairman.

—JOHN A. CASSIDY

^ Star All-Irene

Field Man Hugh MacKenzie
of Cincinnati has won over the

front page of the magazine
section of the Indianapolis

Star, for Sunday, April 1 8th,

with one of our four-color

nnats of Irene Dunne. The
Star's dramatic editor reviews

Miss Dunne's career on two
inside pages. Over-all the

break includes the cover, a

box of descriptive matter

just inside, and the two-page
article. Looks like a special

edition of FLASH. The Star is

one of the nation's most-wide-

ly-known newspapers.

I

AT LAST! I

! Looks like spring is here ah

lasr. It's a new season of

course and RKOers in the field

should be alert to the times.

Millions are now fishing, so

check up on those SPORT-
SCOPES and spot in bookings

on the timely ones. It's the be-

I

ginning of the golf season.

Spring football practice is on.

I

Many of our features are

j

just what the doctor ordered
for Mother's Day, May 9th.

How about special I REMEM- ,

BER MAMA promotion?

,
Clean-up time, danger of

I

forest fires, crowded country

thoroughfares, all these have

a place in spring's scheme of

things. Watch the shorts for

special campaigns.

Decoration Day isn't far

away. Look over a available

prints suited to this occasion.

Watch the drive-in business.

Beach, bathing and mountain
time isn't far away.

I

RKO always has been noted
for its varied subjects. It's

time to look over the old ones

which may have a new timeli-

ness just now.

I

"Best Years" Is

Britain's Winner

As Season's Best

BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES

has been named the best film

from any source by the British

Film Academy. This is for any

film shown in Great Britain in

1947. The selections were made

from a group of forty pictures by

a special Academy Council with

David Lean as chairman and Sir

Michael Balcon as chairman-

elect. Henry Moore, Yorkshire

sculptor, has been commissioned

to design awards corresponding

to Hollywood's celebrated Os-

cars. These will be presented to

winning studios which will hold

the awards for one year.

Britain's selection has been

given wide publicity throughout

the world and it will be still an-

other factor assuring BEST

YEARS box-office success for Its

general release at popular prices.
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RKO RADIO'S EXCHANGE OF-.JDEAS!//

Branch Manager Morris Lefko has sent ouf for THE FUGITIVE
no less than three letters to exhibitors, to priests and to principals in

the parochial schools. Morris first secured from the Catholic Diocese

a complete list of every priest and every principal. Letters have been

signed by both himself and Alan Wieder, field man, the latter

signature giving assurance that the FUGITIVE will be backed by

special exploitation.

"Miracle" Tie-in

Witli Cigar Inst.

RUSSELL lANNEY, author ol MIRACLE

OF THE BELLS, being greeted by

Harry McHose. director of the Cigar

Institute of America, prior to a screen-

ing of the picture before the National

Association of Tobacco Dealers, Palm-

er House, Chicago, Monday.

CHICAGO—As a climax to

the first day of the 1948

N.A.T.D. convention at the Palm-

er House, Chicago, Cigar In-

stitute of America held a prevue

of THE MIRACLE OF THE
BELLS and 350 delegates and

their v/ives crowded into the Red
Lacquer room at I 1 :30 at night.

As a special attraction Russell

Janney, the author of this best

seller, made a short address to

1he tobacco men and their wives.

The delegates were from all

sections of the country and are

certain to co-operate with Terry

Turner's field department when
the picture is booked for their

city. The Cigar Institute will mail

cut 40,000 posters from their

New York office, 185 Madison
Avenue, to dealers throughout

the United States.

Harry W. McHose and James
S. Gardner represented the

Cigar Institute and Bob Hlckey,

midwest field supervisor, and
Wally Heim, Chicago field man,
acted for RKO.

While in Chicago Mr. Janney

"Variety Time" A

New Type Feature

VARIETY TIME (tentative

t'tle), a potpourri of specialty

acts and comedy sketches pat-

terned after big-time vaudeville

programs, has gone into produc-

tion with Jack Paar, popular

radio comedian, as star and mas-

ter of ceremonies.

Keynote of the program is

comedy highlighted with danc-

ing and musical acts.

Running seven reels, just under

the footage of longer feature

films, VARIETY TIME will mark

the first time that feature vaude-

ville acts have been combined

into a complete variety show on

the screen, with a star master of

ceremonies welding the compo-

nent parts together to provide

a smooth and well-balanced con-

tinuity.

Included among the speciali-

ties In VARIETY TIME will be
Frankle Carle, his piano and
bond; comedy sketches by Leon

Errol and Edgar Kennedy; danc-

ing acts by the original Pat

Rooney; Jessie and James; Harold

and Lola, Lynn Royce and Vanya.

It will have a comedy act be-

tween Jack Paar and Hans Con-
ried, and MIguellta Valdez'

Cuban novelty act, Babaloo.

In addition there will be clips

from old-time silent films.

v.'as interviewed by the movie

critics and columnists, as well as

appearing on several top-notch

radio shows, among them "V^el-

come Traveler" and "On The

Century." He spent two busy

days in Chicago plugging the

picture.

"Melody Time's"

Merchandising Is

Tops for Disneys

Walt Disney's MELODY TIME
v^ill perhaps be more heavily mer-

chandised than any other Disney

attraction, with the latest high-

light a large-scale exploitation

tie-up with the National Apple

Institute and all its affiliates.

The previously-announced Car-

nation Hour campaign includes

newspaper ads in 37 cities with

six radio programs devoted to

MELODY TIME. These include

Buddy Clark introducing the title

song, April 26th; Buddy Clark

introducing a guest star from the

cast. May 3rd; Dennis Day, guest
star, will do the story of 'Johnny
Appleseed" with all the music.

May 17th; Frances Langford will

be Buddy Clark's guest star and
introduce "Wintertime," May
2A\h\ the Andrew Sisters will

guest star and sing and narrate

Ihe story of "Little Toot," May
31st; Buddy Clark and The Sons

of the Pioneers will do the story

ct "Pecos Bill" and all the songs,

June 7th.

RCA Victor has selected

Vaughn Monroe's recording of

Blue Shadows" as their record

for the month of May. This means
that the efforts of the entire

RCA distribution, sales and pub-

licity departments will center on

the promotion of this record for

an entire month.

A special four-page folder has

been mailed to all disc jockeys as

part of the MELODY TIME cam-
paign. This folder is a veritable

preview of the picture.

MELODY TIME magazine
breaks already total those for

some of the previous Disney fea-

tures and they will multiply as

release time approaches.

The various episodes of MEL-
ODY TIME and some of the songs

piovide tie-ins on a scale com-
parable to other complete pic-

tures. "Johnny Appleseed" is of

course made to order for apple

promotion and the National Ap-
ple Institute campaigns as all

Americans know has made the

apple a ' must " for every home in

the land.

Primed with an allocation of

$650,000 by Disney Productions,

ihe scope of the immense cross-

advertising embraces the nation's

apple growers, packers, process-

ers, apple trade publications,

merchandisers, agricultural or-

ganizations and educational in-

stitutions, based on Disney's

screen introduction of the patron

saint of the orchardists.

Disney Productions is spending

the $650,000 initial booster for

MELODY TIME in trade publica-

tions, national magazines, Sunday

comics and general newspaper

advertising in connection with

contests and stunts tieing in with

apple marketing outlets, as well

a= standard promotional cover-

age.

RKO Radio will add its own
heavy budget to the promotional

program as will individual thea-

tres.

Hooked in also is RCA-Victor's

recording of the "Johnny Apple-

seed" sequence of the picture,

including the "Apple Song,"

"The Pioneer Song" and "The

Lord Is Good to Me," starring

Dennis Day behind the cartoon

legend, in a children's album

of three double-faced spinners.

These albums will be on sale in

14,000 record shops, backed by

store promotions.

Radio transcriptions are being

heavily scheduled.

Opening wedge was the ex-

tensive "Apple Quiz Contest"

sponsored by the Washington
Slate Apple Commission, one

of the nation's largest fruit grow-

ers' and marketers' organizations.

Contest was intensively operated

along entire Pacific coast through

n^arkets and retail groceries, with

ample stimulating prizes.

The "Johnny Appleseed" cross-

advertising setup was recognized

a; a natural. It offered a com-
bination of entertainment and

commercial elements seldom

found In or directly adaptable

from the story material of a mo-
tion picture. And both parties to

the deal, the Disney Productions

and the National Apple Institute,

were quick to take full and early

promotional advantage of Its

enormous possibilities.

The National Apple Institute

predicts that it can add another

3,000,000 customers to the esti-

mated normal movie audience of

47,000,000 for MELODY TIME,

as a result of this coperative tie-

up, whereas the reciprocal bene-

fits to the apple industry are be-

ing calculated on similar margins

cf increase.

Exploitation pattern and cam-
paign were worked out by the J.

Walrer Thompson Company with

peak of effectiveness calculated

TO coincide with general release

of the picture in August.
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May \st

M. ANDERSON Milwaukee

MORLEY B. MYERS Winnipee

May 2nd

ANITA G. LIGHT
ESTHER B. COLDWELL
MARY MULHERN
LIBBY BOOKHALTER

May Ird

S. M. SACHS
W. A. BLANEY
JAMES COCO

May 4lh

ARNOLD CARLSON
RUTH R. STARR
GEORGIE SHARPE
PHILIP KEIR
JOSEPH R. EYRING
GERRY SIPE
HUGETTE BOURDON

Albany
Kansas City

Philadelphia

Winnipeg

Dallas

Milwaukee
Home Office

Minneapolis
Washington
Minneapolis
Home Office

Home Office

Detroit

Montreal

CARL R. MOS
HAZEL M. BROWN
GERALD TAYLOR

May fith

DAVID PRINCE
NORMAN POLLER
MOLLIE WECHSLER
MURIEL BELL

May 7lh

PAUL DAVIS
CARROLL A. ALLEN
JOSEPHINE O'BRIEN
MAINO JAMES

Home Office

Omaha
Home Office

E. Dist. Mgr.
Home Office

Home Office

Home Office

Los Angeles
Seattle

San Francisco

Atlanta

Fun and
Fancy Free

Sales Against

Possibilities

16th Week End. April 8, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This LAST

Week Branch Week

1. OKLAHOMA CITY 1

2. DENVER •3

3

3. SEATTLE 2

4. SALT LAKE CITY . 4

5. CLEVELAND 5

6. MILWAUKEE 6

7. DETROIT 7

Q0. dU rrALL^ 9

9. DES MOINES 8

1 0. Dallas 1

1 1. New Haven 1 /

12. Sioux Falls 12

1 3. San Francisco 1 1

14. Pittsburgh 15

15. Boston 13

16. Portland 16

17. New York 14

18. Chicago 19

19. Washington , 18

20. Philadelphia 20
21. Kansas City 22

22. Charlotte 21

23. Los Angeles 23
24. Omaha 24
25. Cincinnati 26
26. St. Louis 25
27. Memphis 27
28. Minneapolis 28
29. Indianapolis 29
30. Albany 30
31. New Orleans 31

32. Atlanta 32

CANADA
1, ST. JOHN 4

2. MONTREAL
1

3. Winnipeg . 2

4. Toronto 3

5. Vancouver 5

6. Calgary 6

DIVISIONS
1. Western

1

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3

NOTEc Bold lace type indicates

over quota.

DISNEY
CARTOONS
CONTEST

Actual Billings

Against Quota
16th Week End. April 8, 1948
Pos.

D .ros.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1 . PORTLAND* 1

2. LOS ANGELES 2

3. SALT LAKE CITY* . 3

4. DES MOINES* . 4
5. ALBANY 5

6. DENVER* 6

7. PITTSBURGH^^ 9

8. OKLAHOMA CITY 7

9. Seattle 8

10. Omaha . 10

1 1

.

Minneapolis

1 2. Washington 1 1

1 J. Cleveland 13

14. Atlanta 14

15. Cincinnati* 15

16. Detroit* 16

17. San Francisco* 17

18. Boston* 18

19. Dallas 19

20. Charlotte 20

21. New Orleans 22
22. Buffalo* 24
23. Memphis* 26

24. Sioux Falls 23

25. Indianapolis 25

26. Kansas City 27
27. New York 2!

28. Milwaukee
. 28

29. New Haven* 29
30. St. Louis* 30
31. Philadelphia 31

32. Chicago 32

CANADA
1. TORONTO

1

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. Vancouver 3

4. Montreal .. 4
5. Calgary 5

6. St. John 6

DIVISIONS
1. Western

1

2. Eastern
, 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota.
* Over quota (or current week.

SHORTS
Actual Billings

Against Quota

16th Week End. April 8, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1 _ NEW YORK-i-
1

2. UtNVhR 2

3. SAN FRANCISCO* . 3

4. PORTLAND . 4

5. MILWAUKEE 5

6. BUFFALO* 6

7. OMAHA 7

8. DES MOINES 8

9. BOSTON 9

10, SALT LAKE CITY 12

1 1
Pi++t;Knrnh 1 1

1 1

1 2. Detroit*
1 3

1 3. Los Angeles 1

1 4. rMovA/ 1

—

I ^\/an^ 1
c

1 D
1
r

1 b. Cmcmnati 14

1 6. Sioux Falls 16

17. Cleveland 17

18. Seattle 19

19, St. Louis ... 18

20. Chicago 20

21. Minneapolis . 2!

22. Washington . 22

23. New Orleans 25

24. Philadelphia , . 27

25. Oklahoma City 23

26. Atlanta , 26

27. Memphis . 24

28. Dallas 28
29. Albany . 29

30. Charlotte ., 30
31. Kansas City 32

32. Indianapolis 31

CANADA
1. VANCOUVER . 1

2. WINNIPEG* 2

3. Toronto 3

4. St. John ... 4
5. Montreal , 5

6. Calgary 6

DIVISIONS
1. Western

1

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South
, 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota.

* Over quota tor current week.

AMERICA
CONTEST

W eek Endine; April 8, 1948

Salesmen s Standings

$100.00 Class

Knox Washington
Burke Kansas City

Goldfarb Denver

Gwin Denver

Silverman New York

Penser New York

Kutinsky New York

$75.00 Class

Febrey Buffalo

Canelli New Haven

Kahn Washington

Goldsmith Cleveland

Richardson Cleveland

Conley Minneapolis

Hoese Salt Lake City

Engelman Portland

Thorn . Portland

Elliott Montreal

Rea Winnipeg

$50.00 Class

Beck Philadelphia

Youngerman Philadelphia

Lefko Philadelphia

Silverman Pittsburgh

Folliard Washington

Belles Cleveland

Kimmel Chicago
Bjorkman Minneapolis

Appelman Denver

Powell Los Angeles

Blakeley Oklahoma City

Decker Montreal

SALESMEN'S
STANDINGS

25 LEADERS
"Short Subject" Sales

1947-48
Week Ending Apr. 1, 1948

/'OS. Salesman Branch

1. DE VIZIA Boston

2. GWIN Denver

3. BOYCE Salt Lake City

4. GOLDFARB Denver

5. GARDINER Boston

6, KNOX Washington
7, FOLLIARD Washington
S. REA Winnipeg
9. HOESE Salt Lake City

10. DE FRENNE Des Moines
1 1. RICHARDSON Cleveland

12. KAHN Washington
13. LABOW Winnipeg
14. Yaeger Des Moines
15. Engelman Portland

16. Harrington Dallas

17. Blakeley Oklahoma City

18. Canelli New Haven
19. Febrey Buffalo

20. Silverman Pittsburgh

21. Hamilton Calgary
22. Warren Salt Lake City
23. Clarke Chicago
24, Elliott Montreal
25. Griffin Salt Lake City

Caps indicate 100%
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BAMBI
Sales Against

Possibilities

6th Week End. April 8. 1948

Pos.

This

Week Branch

1. CLEVELAND 2

2. SALT LAKE CITY 1

3. DES MOINES 4

4. WASHINGTON 3

5. NEW HAVEN 7

6. MINNEAPOLIS 5

7. Kansas City 12

8. Buffalo 6

9. Portland . 8

10. Omaha 9

1 1. San Francisco 10

12. Sioux Falls 1 3

13. Denver 1 1

14. Cincinnati 18

15. Boston 14

16. Pittsburgh 15

17. Oklahoma City 16

18. Seattle 17

19. St. Louis 19

20. Memphis 20

2 1

.

Dallas ,21

22. Los Angeles 22

23. Albany 24

24. Indianapolis 23

25. Charlotte 25

26. Chicago 26

27. Milwaukee 27

28. Philadelphia 29

29. Detroit 28

30. Atlanta 31

31. New York 30

32.

1

New Orleans .

CANADA
WINNIPEG

32

, 1

2. TORONTO 2

3. Calgary 3

4 Montreal 4

5 St. John 5

6

1

Vancouver

DIVISIONS

Western

. 6

1

2 Eastern 2

3 North-South 3

The
Mr U^itiM^C

Sales Against

Possibilities

/ tn Week End. April 8. 1948

ros. Pes.

This Last

We5'k Branch Wee'

1 . CLEVELAND 1

2. PITTSBURGH , 2

3. OKLAHOMA CITY 3

A^. DALLAS 4

r
b. SALT LAKE CITY 6

6. NEW ORLEANS 5

Memphis 7

o. Washington 8

V. Portland 9

1 rv Sioux Falls 10

1 1

1 1 . Chicago 12

1 2. Minneapolis 1 t

1 i . Cincinnati 19

1 4. Indianapolis 21

1 r
1 b. Denver 13

1 6. Kansas City 22

1 7 Detroit 15

1 8. Charlotte .14

1 V. Milwaukee 18

Zu. rniiacieipnia

1

Z 1 . Omaha 1 7
1 /

zz. 1 6

Z J. San Francisco 25

Z4. 1 Io c \A 1 no c 94

Zb. Boston L J

lb. Atlanta 26

O "7

11

.

New York 30

2o. St. Louis 27

29. Los Ange'es 28

30. Buffalo 29

31. Albany 3 1

32. New Haven 32

CANADA
1

.

MONTREAL 1

2. CALGARY 2

:) Winnipeg 3

4. Vancouver 4

5. Toronto 5

0. St. John .. 6

DIVISIONS

1

.

North-South 1

2. Eastern 2

3. Western 3

MAGIC
TOWN
Sales Against

Possibilities

Ibth Week End. April 8. 1948

Pos. Pos.
TL
1 his Last

Wee

1.

k Branch

SEATTLE

V/eek

1

2. OKLAHOMA CITY 2

3. NEW HAVEN 6

4. DENVER 3

5. SALT LAKE CITY 4

6. BUFFALO 5

7. Milwaukee . 7

8. Detroit 10

9. Des Moines 9

10. Sioux Falls 8

1 1. Boston .. 1 1

12. Dallas . 12

13. Portland 14

14. Cleveland 16

15. Pittsburgh 15

16. San Francisco 13

17. Minneapolis 17

18. Charlotte 20

19. Philadelphia ! 7

20. Los Angeles 18

21. Kansas City 27

22. Washington 21

23. New York 22

24. Indianapolis 26

25. Omaha 23

26. Chicago . 25

27. St. Louis 24

28. Memphis 28

29. Atlanta 29

30. Cincinnati 30

31. New Orleans 31

32.

1.

Albany

CANADA
WINNIPEG

32

i

2. MONTREAL '1

3. Vancouver ., 4

4. Toronto 3

5. St. John 5

6.

1.

Calgary

DIVISIONS

Western 1

2. Eastern ,. . 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota.

SECRET
LIFE OF
W. MITTY

Sales Against

Possibilities

16th W eek End. April 8. 1948

Pos.

This

Week Branch

Pos.

Last

Week

1

1

2. DENVER 3

3. SALT LAKE CITY 2

4. NEW YORK 4

5. DALLAS 5

6. PHILADELPHIA

7 DUTTalO ..
Q

8. Detroit 16

9. Seattle 7

10. New Haven 9

i 1. Sioux Falls 10

12. M 1 n neapol 1 s 1 1

1

-3

1 J. Des Moines 1

14. Albany ... 1 3

1 5. Milwaukee 27

1 6. Portland 1

4

17. Pittsburgh 15

18. Washington 2 t

19. Boston i 3

20. Los Angeles 17

21. Cleveland 20

22. Omaha 19

23. Kansas City 25

z4. St. Louis .. 22

25. Charlotte 23

26 \y1 pm n 1 civiciilullla .
24

z /

.

Chicago ..
Okzo

28. Indianapolis 28

29. Cincinnati 30

30. San Francisco 29

31. Atlanta 31

32. New Orleans ,, , 32

CANADA
1

.

MONTREAL .

2. WINNIPEG . 2

3. St. John 3

4. Toronto . 4

5. Vancouver 5

6. Calgary

DIVISIONS

1 . Western .

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South . 3

NOTE: Bold iocs type indicates

over quota.
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"IVf*// outgross its predecessors"

"Tanan and the Mermaids" has everything that has made the

Tanans a hardy perennial these many years—and a bit more. Settings

and scenery are spectacular and the thrills include, in addition to the

customary jungle action, high diving and swimming sequences, an

underwater battle between Johnny Weissmuller and an octopus and

a generous display of lightly-garbed feminine shapeliness. In the

latter department Brenda Joyce, of former Tanans, shares honors

with Linda Christian, a newcomer to the series.

Picture was filmed in Mexico and most of swimming action takes

place on the coast near Acapulco. Story and setting give Weissmuller

an unprecedented chance to strut his stuff in aquatics.

Most of the melodrama that doesn't take place in the water

centers on a massive temple where a phony god and a rascally high

priest conspire against the peace of the simple natives, the honor

of Miss Christian and the life of her sweetheart (Gustavo Rojo). The

plots, of course are properly foiled by the Weissmuller prowess on

land and water, with the sympathetic aid of Miss Joyce.

Cheta, the chimp, provides comedy touches and makes John
Laurenz look to his honors in that department. Latter adds a touch

of song and guitar playing to the general fund of entertainment.

Photography is superlatively good. Camera work was directed

by Jack Draper. Working with him was the Mexican team of Gabriel

Figueroa and Raul Martinez Solare. Results especially in the under-

water shots are alone worth the price of admission.

Sol Lesser has been lavish in production and makes the budget pay
off in impressive showmanship. Robert Florey's direction paces the

action smoothly and makes the most of the thrills.

Tarzans are invariably good box-office and this one promises to

outgross its predecessors.

—VARIETY (Daily)

"The best of tttis series"

Better and more elaborate than any of the previous films in this

series, "Tarzan and the Mermaids" was produced at the Studios

Churubusco in Mexico City and is enhanced by beautiful back-

ground and a handsome native cast in supporting roles.

Under the production guidance of Sol Lesser and directed by
Robert Florey, Johnny Weissmuller and Brenda Joyce again return

as Tarzan and Jane, the characters created by Edgar Rice Burroughs,

in addition, the picture introduces Linda Christian as a native girl,

while John Laurenz adds lighter moments with several Calypso songs.

The story concerns a native girl who attempts to escape from a

river island so that she will not have to marry a pearl smuggler who
has set himself up as a god. Tarzan goes to her aid and after several

adventures frees her and exposes the motives of the smuggler.

The picture derives its title from the beautiful girls of the island

paradise and the many aquatic scenes, many of which have been
expertly photographed under water. The original story and screen-

play were written by Carroll Young.

—MOTION PICTURE DAILY

''Audience reception should be enthusiastic
One needs no crystal ball to conclude that the cinema's Tarzan,

who during the past 30 years has matched wits and muscles with

virtually every species of fauna—from apes to amazons—herein

gets mixed up with a group of aquatically inclined damsels. A shapely
lot they are and their presence gives the feature considerable eye
appeal, which asset is enhanced by the Mexican west coast back-
ground against which it was filmed. Inasmuch as the offering boasts
additionally most of the other elements which make the venerable
series one of the more popular, it rates appraisal as one of the better
of the line and its reception by audiences general'y should be
resultantly enthusiastic Produced entirely in Mexico, much of the
thespian talent of that country was employed to further bolster the
already strong support of Title-Roler Johnny Weissmu'lcr. Directed
by Robert Florey,

—BOXOFFICE

"Mermaids Best of

Series" Say Trades

''Spectacular production"
In "Tarzan and the Mermaids," producer Sol Lesser offers the

legions of jungle-man fans an exciting aquacade, an exotic travelogue,

traditional action—all mixed into an expensive international potpourri

that will fare in typical Tarzan fashion at the box-office. An abun-

dance of superb swimming and diving scenes, several remarkable

underwater sequences and breathtaking camera work give the film

spectacular production values.

Shot in Mexico at the Studios Churubusco and on scenic locations

including the Aztec pyramids of Teotihuacan and the Guerrero coast

near, Acapulco, "Tarzan and the Mermaids" combines the talents of

both the Hollywood and Mexican film industries. The Mexican con-

tributions account for the colorful background.

Johnny Weissmuller's Tarzan is cut to the usual pattern, and

Brenda Joyce is excellent as his treetop mate. Newcomer Linda

Christian, the "mermaid," is as exotic as the scenery. Fernando

Wagner and George Zucco are the not too satisfactory villains.

The Mexican matinee idol, Gustavo Rojo, registers impressively. Top
histrionic honors, however, go to the monkeyshines of the new Cheta,

who makes stooges of the native swimmers, the actors and even an

octopus.

Dimitri Tiomkin's dramatic background music augments the

superb photography of Jack Draper, in association with Gabriel

Figueroa and Raul Martinez Solare.

—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

"Should attract new followers"

Audience Slant: Extra entertainment in this Tarzan film to attract

new followers, and the regulars will find it one of the series best.

Box-office Slant: Should do better-than-usual business.

Plot: Two white men take over the Temple in a small village,

with one masquarading in the clothes of the Goddesses. In this

way, the villagers, in their ignorance, keep turning over to the Temple
all the pearls they find—until Tarzen discovers the crooked scheme.

Comment: Filmed in one of Mexico's most colorful coastal towns,

this new Tarzan film is one of the series' best and should attract new
followers, in addition to the regulars. Sol Lesser has given it fine pro-

duction values and seen to it that there is abundant entertainment.

Direction by Robert Florey takes advantage of the colorful back-

ground, and the photography is splendid.

—SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

"Underwater scenes excellent"

Produced by Sol Lesser and direcfed by Robert Florey, this film

in the series is better than average for it was produced at the Studios

Churubusco in Mexico City, and, thus, is against the beautiful Mexico
background. With Johnny Weissmuller and Brenda Joyce, Tarzan and
Jane, it also introduced Linda Christian. For the light moments there

is John Laurenz, who sings several Calypso songs. The story concerns

a native girl who is rescued from a forced marriage by Tarzan. Scenes
photographed under water are excellent.

—MOTION PICTURE HERALD

'Top number in series"

Top number in series . . . Mexican background has authenticity

. . . Full complement of action deriving from colorful fiction in script

. . . Calypso songs lend rhythmic relief . . . Yarn deals with pearl

traders deluding natives by posing as gods . . . Weissmuller topples
setup when he looks into Linda Christians' problem . . . Latter plenty

pulchritudinous . . . This plus aquatic spectacle, many extras, full scenic

values . . . Singly or doubled it's a good number . . . Robert Florey

directed.

FILM DAILY
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McEntee Leads

Bowling League

NEW WISCONSIN STAMP—The new commemorative stamp
for the State of Wisconsin will have its first-day-of issue on
May 29th, in Madison, Wis. Leon Bamberger's department will

send souvenir covers containing a letter from Ned E. Depinet
to all exhibitors and theatre managers on our mailing list

in the state of Wisconsin, served by both Milwaukee and
Minneapolis exchanges. This type of special promotion is

exclusive with RKO, thanks to Leon's hobby of stomp collecting.

GOD'S greatest gift,

We all must agree,

She made life much

Better for you and for me.

She who protects you

From sickness and harm,

Whose tenderest touch is

The world's greatest charm.

Remember 'twas mother.

Who nursed you with care,

No time, nor expenses

Would she ever spare.

So honor this Mother,

Tho' now old and grey.

Share the love that she

gave you

On this Mother's Day.

—PAT LEE

Fifteenth Floor

The gals usually occupy the limelight

when it comes to a nuptial around here

but the situation can be reversed. And

such was the case Friday, when Bill

Thorns of the contract departnnent was

in the limelight for good wishes from

the 15th floor gang. Bill, who was mar-

ried Saturday, April 17th, was pre-

sented with a check from the contract

and sales departments and as an extra

mark of distinction he received an

enormous white carnation plus an over-

size cigar! To Bill and his bride, Cyn-

thia, we extend our best of good

v/ishes and hopes that happiness will

alv/ays be theirs.

Anne Casone, secretary to Eddie

Slokes, is presently recuperating from

an operation at the Christ Hospital

in Jersey City. We hear that Anne is

doing fine and is well on the road to

recovery. The whole gang sends you

their regards and we'll be hoping to

see you soon.

In our last column we noted a bit

of snappy attire seen around. This

weeks honorable mention goes to Bill

Sciortino for his top coat that tops

them all! It's a Camel's hair Raparound

with a tying belt—no buckles. About

as neat as a brand new car and iust

about as terrific.

Two new men have joined the rapidly

grov/ing roster of guys in the contract

department. They are Eddie Greis and

Howard Shafferman, newest billing

clerks. To both fellows we say "Wel-

ccme" and wish you good luck and

success with us at RKO.

The reception desk of the 15th floor

has taken on a "nev/ look ' these days.

From the 17th floor we welcome Mrs.

Julia Blume, now receptionist for our

floor.

—WALTER DORAY

Kegling in the Home Office

league came to a close at the

Radio City Bowling Alleys last

Monday night paced by hHerb

McEntee's Individual average of

177. Jimmy Mulhall captured

high series laurels with double-

century efforts of 241 and 215

coupled with a 190 marker for

an impressive 646 total. Blasting

the pins for a terrific 257 snared

high Individual game of the sea-

son for Herb Mayes. A brilliant

2'^6 plus a blistering 250 windup

effort by Bill Dahler sparked his

Franklin quintet to the team

championship. Others pitching

neat twin-century efforts were

McEntee 245; Liffers 244; Ag-

neta 237; E. Falz 235; Ferguson

231; Espen 228; Angotti 228;

Grosso 226; Farmer 225; Haight

224; Stickerling 222 and A. Fabel

221. Next Monday team spirit

will go out the window and it's

every man for himself when the

pin pelters go at it hammer and

tong for those sweepstakes prizes.

Individual averages for the season

follows:

Place Player Average

1. McEntee(A) .... .177

2. Dahler(A) .. 175

3. Mulhall(A) . 172

4. Hoffman(A) 172

5. Farmer(A) 172

6. Liffers(A) 171

7. Stickerllng(A) 171

8. Espen(A) . 170

9. Gro5so(A) 168

10. Halght(B) 165

1 1. MayesIB) 165

12. Gavin(A) 164

13. Flair(B) 162

14. Angotti(B) 162

15. Humenik(B) 161

16. Fabel, A.(B) 160

17. Salveson(B) 159

18. Ferguson(B) 157

19. Agneta(B) 157

20. Simms(C) 155

21. Urfer(C) 155

22. Haber(C) 153

23. Falz, E.(B) 153

24. Stokes(C) . 151

25. Cane(C) . 150

26. Falz, A.(C) 146

27. Hinkes(D) 145

28. Doherty(C)
, 145

29. Kestnbaum(D) 145

30. Maroney(C) 144

31. Brown(D) 144

32. Maher(C) 144

33. Jo5wig(D) 144

Remarks-that - have - been - overheard

department: This by Gloria Kniss, "That

bull that they're always shooting

around here must be pretty full of

holes by now." And from Dan Wagner,

"Erbie Escamilla Jorgenson will have

a lot to tell about her recent honey-

moon trip to old Mexico when she gets

back and I want to hear it ALL."

Joke: (and this really happened) In-

spectress to friend, "How do you like

my new shoes?" Booker, butting in.

"My gosh, they're big enough, looks

like they'd fit me." Same inspectress

to booker this time, "Yea, but they're

not big enough to fit your head!"

(Ouch, that cuts to the quick.)

When the telephone operator Bev-

erly Middleton was asked for a state-

ment for FLASH she retorts: "Oh, no,

my information is too valuable for the

press, I'll sell it." Must be the pro-

ve; bial lady with a past, and with that

give up, see you next time.

AL CLARKE

Place Player Average

34. Copley(D) 143

35. Havens(D) 143

36. DeSota(D) .141

37. Mooney(D) .141

38. Crehan(D) 140

39. Fabel, F.(D) 139

40. Ritacco(E) .139

41

.

Herskovitz(E) .. . .138
42. Fretz(E) . . .135

43. Linberk(C) 135

44. Klepacki(E) . . .135

45. Miller(E) 131

46. Zablockl(E) 130

47. SanpIetro(E) 127

48. Altholz(E) 123

49. Heend(E)
1 14

50. Keir(E) .
. .109

Wilbur Hetherington's new name for

little Joan Evans is "Miss Corduroy."

She acquired this new name only be-

cause she came to work one day

adorned in an all corduroy suit. That

will teach you, Joan.

Wittiest remark of the week came
from our student booker, Bob Coleman.

Here's the story—Sue Scott was last

heard singing "I Don't Want to Set the

World On Fire." Bob assured her that

she wouldn't with that singing.

As for something really bright and

nc-w, we turn to our city salesman's new

silver convertible Studebaker. We like

to have him park it across from the

office every day, just so we can look

af it. His name Is Gene Tunlck.

Mr. Jacques was last seen riding out

into the office on one of his sneezes.

That's one way of getting there, Mr.

Jacques!

Walter Watson insists that we keep
the window shade up so he can be

there when they strike oil across the

street, where they are building a new
brewery. We think It's just an excuse,

Walter.

Thanks for the cakes, Mr. Weigeli

—JEANIE THARP

27th Floor
Just the other day, Susan Seeley

rrrade It known that on St. Valentine's

Day she and Warren Kuhn became
engaged. This Is indeed good news and

so this opportunity is taken to wish

Sue and Warren (he's a writer) lots

of good luck.

Ambitious Sheldon Becker is now an

assistant disc iockey on Station WNYC
(FM) Monday and Tuesday nights from
11:00 to 12:00 P.M. The program Is

called "Music for Relaxation" In case

you are interested and, although you
may not hear Sheldon, you may be as-

sured he Is there working hard behind

the scenes.

—DOROTHY HAMBURGER
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WEEP NO MORE

BEFORE CAMERAS
By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, April 23: — Another big-time show

went before the cameras Monday when Producer Robert

Sparks flagged away WEEP NO MORE, with Robert

Stevenson directing the Joseph Cotten-Valli starrer.

An ennotional drama OT

unusual force, the film's cen-

tral character is Chris hiale,

a former small-town boy

who, orphaned in his teens,

becomes a crook and a

card-sharp in the big cities.

With the racket getting

tougher every day, he de-

cides to make one big killing

and quit.

In preparation for this he

returns to his home-town of

Ashton and gets a job under

his real name. He again

meets Elaine Corelli, the

daughter of the town's rich-

est man, but crippled for

life in a skiing accident. As

a boy he had envied Elaine's

wealth and position; now

Elaine, from her wheel-chair,

envies Chris' independence.

The odd romance that

springs up between them

doesn't interfere with Chris'

iong-planned scheme of rob-

bing a wealthy gambler in

a distant metropolis, which

he does successfully. But it

does affect the results, for

Elaine's belief in Chris dis-

turbs his conscience, and
leads to a suspense-packed

climax that is a honey.

In the role of Chris, Cot-

ten has one of the finest op-

portunities of his career,

and Valli, as the embittered

socialite, has a portrayal

that contrasts strongly with

her widely-acclaimed v/ork

in THE MIRACLE OF THE
BELLS.

While all the parts have

not yet been cast, the sup-

porting players to date in-

clude Spring Byington as a

gentle old widow, Moroni

Olsen as Valli's millionaire

father, and Jack Paar, the

noted radio comic, making

his film debut in a serious

characterization as Cotten's

co-worker at the Ashton

rhoe factory.

Frank Fenton has written

a well-knit screenplay from

The Manny Saff-Paul Yawitz

story, and Bob Sparks is giv-

ing the film some excep-

tionally interesting settings.

From here it looks as though

WEEP NO MORE will prove

d solid contender for top

box-office honors this win-

ter.

"MAMA"
(Continued from Page One)

ville, Macon and in first Canadi-

an engagement at Windsor.

"Continues to do outstanding

business in this territory," says

Branch Manager Morris Lefko of

Pittsburgh.

You've heard the complete

story of FORT APACHE at the

RKO Palace, Chicago, and the

twin run at Phoenix. Here are

some new reports that wilt take

ycur breath away. Second weeks

in Oklahoma City, Tulsa and

Salt Lake City for our highest

grosses in many months.

And here is Branch Manager
Sam Gorelick's wire from Chica-

go heralding a record-breaking

wave in subsequent run situa-

tions:

CHICAGO

OVER THE WEEK-END "FORT
APACHE" SET NEW RECORDS IN

SIXTEEN THEATRES WHICH PLAYED
DAY AND DATE IN CITY OF CHI-
CAGO. B & K'S GRANADA THEA-
TRE GROSSED MORE MONEY FRI-

DAY, SATURDAY, SUNDAY ON
"APACHE" THAN FULL SEVEN DAYS
ON "TYCOON." MCVICKERS OUT-
GROSSED FARMERS DAUGHTER"
AND "TYCOON" WHICH HELD
THEATRE RECORD FOR SAME
NUMBER DAYS. DRIVE IN CHICAGO
BROKE FIVE YEAR RECORD BY
GROSSING OVER TEN THOUSAND
DOLLARS THREE DAYS FRIDAY
OPENING. ESSANESS CRAWFORD
THEATRE OUTGROSSED BY CON-
SIDERABLE MARGIN "BISHOP'S
WIFE" WHICH IS PERFECT PICTURE
FOR THEATRE. BALANCE OF THEA-
TRES ARE ALL WAY AHEAD OF
ANYTHING THAT THEY GROSSED
PREVIOUSLY. WE HAVE DEFINITE
SMASH BOX OFFICE PICTURE IN
"APACHE."

THE BISHOP'S WIFE—Fourth

week Atlanta. Third weeks Chat-
arooga, Birmingham, Toledo.

Second weeks Springfield, Law-
rence, Wilmington. After two
weeks at the Paramount and
Oriental, Portland, moved to

Music Box. Held over Sioux Falls,

Memphis, Pueblo. Excellent Rut-

land, Batavia, Ithaca, Niagara
Falls, Allentown, Newport News,
Austin, Racine.

MOURNING BECOMES
ELECTRA—Fifth week Cinema,
Detroit, "Continues sensational

business," says Branch Manager
Hatton Taylor. Fourth week As-
tor, Boston. "Grosses increasing

steadily," says Canadian District

Manager Leo Devaney referring

to the run at His Majesty's Thea-
tre, Montreal.

THE PEARL—Ninth week at
the Sutton, New York.

The FUGITIVE—Fourth weeks
at the Four Star and Palace, Los
Angeles. Second week United

A Correction

Last week we scrid the Milk
Foundation tie-in with I RE-
MEMBER MAMA had resulted

in "100 one-sheet posters."

The number is 1500 rather

than 100. Sorry.

Condolence
FLASH on behalf of all RKO-

ers extends condolence to Fred

Norman of the publicity depart-

ment whose father died in Brook-

lyn Monday at the age of 72.

The deceased was a well known
painter and the author of a num-
ber of poems.

Eighth Floor
It's about time RKOers became ac-

quainted with Rhoda Donda and James
Meade who have been here for more
than a month. Lots of luck to them.

Leave H to love to t!nd the way.

Despite the housing shortage and in

spite of the cool weather Lilian O'Neil

and John Sirlgniano have decided not

rc wait until June "o walk to the altar

and have been quietly married for

more than five weeks. Another RKOite
who has walked the "gangplank" to

the seas of matrimony is Carol Bodden,

the roller skating "champion, who was

married to ex-Navy man Gas. A. Knight

several weeks ago. Good luck and

best wishes for happiness to them both.

Eighth floor staffers who have been
transferred to different scenes of

operations during the past fortnight

include Arlene Sidelf who is fiow with

the accounting department on the

fifteenth floor and Julia C. Blume who

has taken on the assignment as recep-

tionist on the fifteenth floor.

Rose Wilson has heard ffoin officals

in Washington that the bcay of her

late brother, Woodrow, who v»as killed

during the tnvasi.on, has been returned

from France an.dj^/ill be buried at the

National CemeEtpry. in Farmingdale,

Long Island. '

.

- .

Gene Riant is a serious contender

TQf the basketball place of honor. Our
co-worker has already won praise as a

sportsman on the RKO team and
intends to pursue the career vigorously

by enrolling at an academy where

basketball is held in high esteem.

—HARRY KARP

Artists, Detroit. Excellent Nia-

gara Falls.

IF YOU KNEW SUSIE—Says
Variety: "Fresh batch of dates

for 'Knew Susie' finds the Eddie

Cantor starrer fine in St. Louis

and fast in Buffalo, setting pace

in latter. It's also okay in Port-

land." Held over in Buffalo. Ex-

cellent Portsmouth and Norfolk.

TARZAN AND THE MER-
MAIDS—Just getting under way.

Excellent at Milwaukee and Tulsa.

BAMBI — Excellent at War-
ner's, Pittsburgh, and at Wenat-
chee, Wash.

"Photo Frenzy

Should Interest

This Is America concentrates

on America's biggest hobby,

photography. Here is a photo re-

port on the industry that's grown

through tfiis craze and how its

followers behave. Here also are

the do's and don'ts of correct

photography and some rules for

successful achievements. This

lacks the punch found in some
earlier issues of ttie series but it

should have a vast and interested

audience.

—FILM DAILY



RKOs PIC-TOUR
OFTHE
MONTH

ON LOCATION near Flagstaff. DICK POWELL and JANE GREER
8oak-up some Arizona sunshine, between scenes of RKO's Station West.

This lusty drama stars Dick as a tough-guy adventurer who gets what

he goes after... Jane as a lovely (though shady) lady who gets in his way.

"DESIGN FOR DEATH", produced by RKO from secret Jap films

seized by U. S. agents, won Academy Award as the Best Documentary
Feature of the year. Design For Death unmasks military gangsters,

daringly exposes how "Police State" Nations plot wars of aggression.

LORETTA YOUNG proudly holds "Oscar" awarded for best actress per-

formance of the year {The Farmers Daughter). Soon you will see her as

a lonely frontier bride in RKO's Rachel And The Stranger. WILLL4M
HOLDEN is the husband and ROBERT MITCHUM the "stranger."

ON A PINK CLOUD are GARY COOPER and ANN SHERIDAN in

Leo Mc Carey's Good Sam, laughable story of a lovable guy who can't

make both ends meet... because he keeps on giving away the middle. It's

McCarey's latest since "The Bells of St. Mary's" and "Going My Way."

THESE BIG RKO PICTURES WILL

SOON BE SHOWN AT YOUR THEATRE
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WILL LAUNCH 5 PREMIERES IN MAY & lUNE

ROBERT RYAN PAT O'BRIEN DOROTHY LAMOUR

PAUL LUKAS JESSE L. LASKY FRANK BUCK

TRIUMVIRATE TOPS INDUSTRY

RKO Radio 5 triumvirate continues to dominate the nation's box-

offices according to current surveys, although a slight general slump

is shown. Last week Variety reported I REMEMBER MAMA to be

the national leader. Variety says this week, "Second best in the nation

is Miracle of the Bells,' which is displaying real strength in a number

(Continued on Page Nine)

"Miracle" Western Premiere
SAN FRANCISCO APR 28

WESTERN PREMIERE OF MIRACLE OF THE BELLS HELD TO-

NIGHT IN SAN FRANCISCO AT GOLDEN GATE THEATRE OVER

TWO CAPACITY HOUSES UNDER SPONSORSHIP OF CALL-

BULLETIN CHARITY FUND WITH JESSE LASKY, FRANK SINATRA

AND OTHERS APPEARING IN PERSON AND RECEIVING TRE-

(Continued on Page Nine)

Field Force Has Readied "Berlin Express" for Boston

May 5, "Miracle of the Bells" for Midwest at Chicago

May 25, "Fighting Father Dunne" for St. Louis and

Atlanta May 11 and 13 Respectively and Frank

Buck's Original "Bring 'em Back Alive" at Cin-

cinnati and perhaps New England June 16th.

CANCER DRIVES, EVEN ZOO TO BENEFIT
By TERRY TURNER

Well, Jackie, the field force is rolling again . . . but good. I'm

home for a breather, and maybe a clean shirt, then off again, first to

Boston, where BERLIN EXPRESS makes its debut at the Boston

Theatre the evening of May 5, sponsored by the Hearst Boston news-

papers: the Record, the American and the Sunday Advertiser, for

the benefit of the national cancer drive. Former Governor Ely is

chairman of the drive in that section and several days ago when the

papers made the announcement that the Hollywood stars to appear

in person would be DOROTHY LAMOUR, PAUL LUKAS AND BOB

RYAN, there was no doubt we would have a sell out. And you should

have seen the smile on Sol Schwartz' kisser when he learned that

Dorothy, Paul and Bob would do four appearances the opening day

of the picture. The officials of Suffolk Downs, the smart race track

up thataway, opined that it v/ould be right smart to run a BERLIN

EXPRESS handicap May 4, so if you happen to have a "dead deuce"

laying around your jeans phone the old handicapper, "Always Last

Terry," and you'll be two bucks poorer that same night. "Mouse"

Banghart, and the man of a few million routines, one "Red" King of

the RKO Theates, and our friend, Mel Masucco of the Hearst papers,

have been turning out some snazzy yarns by way of Kitty Donavon,

(Continued on Page Nine)

FLASH BERLIN EXPRESS v/ill come into New

York City and Broadway just after the middle of

May. MELODY TIME probably will open at the

Astor May 27th.
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Greet Star

The rare New York experience

of a surprise preview" of an im-

portanf new motion picture was

followed on Tuesday night by

a reception for the star and pro-

ducer of the picture when Jac-

queline Cochran, in private life

Mrs. Floyd Odium, attended a

secret Manhattan performance

of THE VELVET TOUCH and

then escorted the star, Rosalind

Russell, her producer-husband

Frederick Brisson, Leo Genn, dis-

tinguished British actor who co-

stars with Miss Russell and Syd-

ney Greenstreet in the film, Miss

Hedda Hopper, Mr. and Mrs.

Fred Allen, and other motion pic-

ture and stage luminaries to a

reception at her River House
apartment. Among the other

guests were: N. Peter Rathvon,

Mr. and Mrs. Ned E. Depinet,

Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Kings-

berg, Mr. and Mrs. Gordon E.

Youngman, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Mochrie, Mr. and Mrs. Sol

Schwartz, Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Freeman, Robert Wolff of Lon-

don, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hollister,

Mr. and Mrs. S. Barret McCor-
rr-.ick, Mr. and Mrs. Chester La

Roche, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Donohue, Fred Tuerk, James
Wilkinson and Roland Gross.

Appoint Lapiners
Phil Reisman from Paris has

announced that Elias Lapiners has

been appointed continental sales

manager for the organization.

Lopiners, who has been RKO
publicity director for Europe, will

continue supervision of advertis-

ing and publicity.

Miss Russell To

Take a New Look

At the Old Town
By GEORGE HELD

With vacation plans as broad

61 her smile, the screen's Rosa-

lind Russell arrived in New York

Tuesday morning with comment

on everything from early-rising

photographers to the other mira-

cles of local springtime.

She'll work a "little business"

into a four-week New York stay,

to aid her husband, Fred Brisson,

edit their picture, THE VELVET

TOUCH. But it will be mostly

to get her golf game back into

the late eighties, " visit her

mother in Waterbury, Conn.,

shop, see shows, visit old friends

and "just rest."

The couple plan to go on to

White Sulphur Springs after New
York, and then return enroute to

Europe.

It's my first visit in years,

three, four, I don't remember
how long. It's been too long away
from New York. Isn't it wonderful

in Spring? " Rosalind murmured
to the array of reporters and
photographers, one of the largest

press groups to meet an incoming
star in many a month.

She had a kiss for her husband,

a hug for her sister, half-dozen

more kisses for the benefit of

photographers, and then she set-

tled down to the free-and-easy

joshing that has made her re-

nowned as an entertainer, in ad-
dition to her great dramatic
ability.

"And what's wrong v/ith the

new look?" she bantered.

On her it was fine, the news-

men agreed, but what about her

new picture?

"It's swell. You'll enjoy it.
"

And then she remembered to tell

her husband that their son had
successfully recovered from his

tonsil operation.

Tonsils were followed by a de-
mand that her husband "slip

away" some afternoon soon for

a golf game with her. A stray

thought boomed in and she re-

membered her luggage.

"All that, my gosh, I'll have
to pretend half of it belongs to

someone else. I don't mean to

bring so much, Fred."

Back again to fashions and
then she settled down to talk

about THE VELVET TOUCH and
not the one she gave her inter-

!
"EDGAR" AWARD—The Mystery Writers ol America have
voted CROSSFIRE as the best mystery motion picture of the

year. Their annual Edgar Allan Poe awards were made at a
dinner in the Skyline Room of the Hotel Sheraton, New York
City, April 21st and the RKO Radio "Edgar" was received by
Leda Bauer, head of our stcry department, and presented by
George Harmon Coxe, noted mystery writer. Executives of

the publishing, radio cmd motion picture industry attended.

Ballots were sent in by several hundred crime writers through-

out the country, but bunched principally in New York and
Chicago, San Francisco and Los Angeles. Edgars correspond
to the Oscars awarded annually in Hollywood for meritorious

screen work. They are busts of Poe, and their recipients are

people who have contributed outstandingly to the field of crime
entertainment.

SALESMAN BERNIE COBB of Los Angeles branch receiving

his "Mouscar" from Walt Disney. It was Bernie who originated

some months ago the idea for a Disney week. Walt had Bemie

ever to the studio and really "gave him the works."

Bergen Abroad
Edgar Bergen plans to sail on

June 5 on a tour of Scandinavian

countries. He is expected in New
York on May I 5.

Plans of Bergen are to make
a color travelogue recording his

Scandinavian trip. His traveling

companions will be Charlie Mc-
Carthy and Mortimer Snerd.

They'll see all, say nothing.
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DRIVE'S 9.

10.

New Orleans

Kansas City

7

9

18th WEEK 1 1.

12.

Washington
Detroit

13

10

Ending April 22nd 13.

14.

Pittsburgh

St. Louis

1?

1 4

Pos. Pos. 15. Omaha* 16

This Last 16. Cincinnati 15
Week Branch Week

17. Minneapolis* 20

1. SALT LAKE CITY 1 18. Milwaukee 1
7

2. OKLAHOMA CITY^ 2 19. Chicago 19

3. CHARLOTTE- 3 20. Cleveland 1 8

4. ATLANTA* 4 21. Dallas 21

5. Denver* 6 22. Indianapolis 22

6. Sioux Falls 5 23. Albany 23

7. Des Moines* ! 1 24. Buffalo* 26

8. Portland- 25. Phiiadelphia* 27

26. Seattle 24
27. San Francisco' 28
28. Boston 25

29. Memphis 29
30. Los Angeles 30

3 I . New Haven . 3 !

32. New York* 32

CANADA
1. TOPxONTO^ I

2. MONTREAL 2

3. St. John . 3

4. Winnipeg 5

5. Calgary 4

6. Vancouver . 6

DISTRICTS
I. Rocky Mt.^ I

2. Canadian 2

3. Southeastern 3

4. Prairie 4

5. Eastern Central 5

6. Southwestern 6

7. Eastern 7

8. Midwestern 8

9. Western 9

10. Northeastern 10

I I. Metropolitan*
I I

DIVISIONS
1 . Western I

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota cumulatively.
* Over quota for current week.

>

1 1^
Over n ^iittiatt in First at 3€achrie Weeks
SIFF DAVISON R. WILLIAMS J. BERNSTEIN M. DEVANEY

The "million marker" was passed in the first of the three Drive

weeks honoring Bob Mochrie. Fifteen branches and two districts put

Old Man Quota and his cohorts to route and established a new

high for the entire campaign. The top flight exchanges put up their

stiffest fight to date with all five leading units in the United States

going over for the week and the two Canadian branches passing

their quota marks. Only a fraction of a percentage point separates

Jack Bernstein's Toronto Aces and Murray Devaney's Montrealers.

For the U.S.A., Giff Davison's Salt Lake City Mormons climbed

over the quota barrier for the entire duration of the Drive. Ralph

Williams of Oklahoma City who went in for a while as a pinch hitter

at Dallas kept the Sooners moving up the percentage ladder. Gains

were made in percentage by Rovy Branon's Charlotteers and Hubert

THREE GROUP CONTEST

Pos,

This

Weel

Pet.

Lett

WoeicBranch

* Atlanta

1. WASHINGTON 2

2. DETROIT I

3. Chicago . 3

4. Dallas 4

5. Philadelphia 6

6. San Francisco 7

7. Boston 5

8. Los Angeles 8

9. New York 9

ff eek Ending April 22n,l. 194H

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

Charlotte

1. KANSAS CITY I

2. PITTSBURGH 2

3. St. Louis 3

4. Cincinnati 4

5. Minneapolis 6

6. Cleveland 5

7. Indianapolis 7

8. Buffalo . 8

Eliminated as potenlial Croup Prize irinner due to lend position in yational Prize listing.

Lyons' Atlanta Crackers. Charlotte and Atlanta of Dave Prince's

Southeastern district thus remained among the Four Horseman. Al
Kolit2, Rocky Mountain Chieftain, has a second unit moving up, Joe
Emerson's Denverites, who "sprung" with an over to move up to

fifth place.

The Sherm Fitch Sioux fell away slightly.

Max Rosenblatt's Des Moines detail flashed one of the sharpest

advances of recent weeks. Max threw what is known in African domino
parlance as a natural, I 1-7. Dick Lange's Portland Webfooters were
right in the swim again and racked up a fourth straight over. Two
more of these may prove damaging to the opposition.

Joe Brecheen's Washington Senators continued to move upward
in their calm and collected manner, hitting a new high of II

.

There were numerous overs and advances as Time the perennial

umpire of all NED DEPINET
DRIVES gets his whistle in readi-

ness for the final blast. Only an-

other week remains. In this

period the rivalry will be keener

than ever, if that is a possibility.

Surely there will be no quitters.

If was a kick last week to see the
New York Flagship under Captain
Phil Hodes throw m an over
broadside. It is apparent that

even the tailenders are going
down fighting in the traditional

manner of all NED DEPINET
DRIVES.

Anything can happen around
the top. Big 19th and 20th weeks
by teams just below the big four

could upset Oklahoma City,

Charlotte or Atlanta, but Giff
Davison's outfit is going to be
pretty hard to topple from the
money class. They have been
right in the running from the
third week.

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

Salt Lake City
*

* Oklahoma City *

1. DENVER 1

2. SIOUX FALLS 2

3. Des Moines , 5

4. Portland 4

5. New Orleans 3

6. Omaha 6

7. Milwaukee 7

8. Albany 8

9. Seattle 9

10. Memphis 10

1 1. New Haven II
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May 8lh

ELI M. MATLIN
JOSEPHINE E. AVERSANO

M<iy 9th

ELFRIEDA ZINSER

Home Office

Home Office

Fun and
Fancy Free

Sales Against

Possibilities

17th Wefk liiuL ipiil 75, 19iH

Pos. Pos

This Last

Week Branch Weel-

1. DENVER 2

2. OKLAHOMA CITY I

3. SEATTLE 3

4. SALT LAKE CITY 4

5. CLEVELAND 5

6. BUFFALO 8

7. MILWAUKEE 6

8. New FHaven II

9. Detroit 7

10. Des Moines 9

I I . Sioux Falls
I 2

12. Dallas 10

I 3. San Francisco 13

14. Portland 16

15. Pittsburgh 14

16. Boston 15

17. Washington 19

18. New York
I 7

19. Chicago 18

20. Philadelphia 20
21. Kansas City 21

22. Charlotte 22
23. St. Louis 26
24. Omaha . 24
25. Los Angeles 23
26. Cincinnati 25
27. Indianapolis 29
28. Memphis 27
29. Minneapolis 28
30. New Orleans 3 I

31. Albany 30
32. Atlanta 32

CANADA
1. ST. JOHN

I

2. MONTREAL 2

3. Toronto 4
4. Winnipeg 3

5. Vancouver 5

6. Calgary 6

DIVISIONS
1 . Western
2. Eastern

3. North-South

NOTE: Bold lace typo indicates
over quota.

EDITH M. ROCKWELL
REBA M. GILL
ESTELLE PETERSON
MARY McCLOSKEY

May 10//)

DAVID HEEND
HELEN HARSH
DAVID L. CANTOR
EILEEN S. MASON
IRENE MULLINS
LORRAINE DEVATY
SHIRLEY W. MOULTON
AARON SHLESMAN

May Mih
LORA PEARL WOOD
ROBERT COLEMAN

May lAlh

BERNADETTE M. GRIFFIN
ROBERT TAPPER
MYRON SLAFF

SoatLic

Cincinnati

Chicago
Denver

Home Office

Milwaukee
Los Angeles

St, Lou,s
Montreal

Pittsburgh

Sa'.t Lake City
Chicago

Dallas

Cincinnati

New Haven
Home Oihce
Hjme Office

DISNEY
CARTOONS
CONTEST

Actual Billings

Against Quota

I7//I W e,'k End. April 15, 19 lit

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. PORTLAND I

2. LOS ANGELES 2

3. SALT LAKE CITY* , 3

4. DES MOINES 4
5. DENVER- 6

6. PITTSBURGH* 7

7. OKLAHOMA CITY* , 8

8. ALBANY 5

9. Seattle* 9

10. Omaha- 10

I I . Minneapolis I I

12. Washington 12

13. Cincinnati* 15

14. Cleveland . 13

15. Atlanta 14

16. Detroit 16

I 7. San Francisco I 7

18. Boston* 18

19. Dallas 19

20. Charlotte 20
21. Buffalo* 22

22. New Orleans , 21

23. Memphis* 23

24. Sioux Falls* 24

25. Indianapolis* 25

26. Kansas City* 26
27. New York 27
28. Milwaukee 28

29. New Haven' 29
30. St. Louis* 30

31. Philadelphia 31

32. Chicago 32

CANADA
1. TORONTO .

I

2. WINNIPEG* 2

3. Vancouver 3

4. Montreal 4
5. Calgary 5

6. St. John 6

DIVISIONS
1. Eastern* 2

2. Western
|

3. North-South ,3
NOTE: Bold lace type indicates

over quota.
* Ovor quota lor current week.

Sally's Wedding
And still another RKOer is to

be a bride. Sally Perlman, secre-

tc^ry to Frank Drumm, and Harry

J. O'Neill of New Jersey will be

married out Jersey way on May
23rd—which also happens to be

Sally's birthday. The bride-to-be

has- been with RKO for some
eight years. She will leave the

organization May 7th. FLASI I

on behalf of RKOers extends con

gratulations and best wishes.

SHORTS
Actual Billings

Against Quota

17lh WepL Elul. April l.i. 19111

Pos.

This

Week Branch

Pos

Last

Week

1. NEW YORK* 1

2 DENVER* 2
-) CAM pi?AMPi<;pr) >

J

4. PORTLAND 4

5.
kill VA/Atii/nnMILWAUKEE 5

6. BUFFALO* 6

7. DES MOINES 8

8. OMAHA 7

9. BOSTON 9

10. SALT LAKE CITY* 10

1 1. Pittsburgh . 1 1

12. Nev/ Haven* 14

13. Detroit 12

14. Los Angeles 13

15. Cincinnati 15

16. Sioux Falls ,. 16

17. Cleveland
, . 17

18. Seattle 18

19. St. Louis 19

20. Chicago*
. , 20

21. Minneapolis 21

22. New Orleans .., , 23
23. Washington 22
24. Philadelphia 24
25. Atlanta 26
26. Memphis

. 27
27. Oklahoma City 25
28. Albany 29
29. Dallas , 28
30. Charlotte 30
31. Kansas City 31

32. Indianapolis 32

CANADA
1. VANCOUVER

I

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. Toronto 3

4. St. John 4
5. Montreal 5

6. Calgary
. 6

DIVISIONS
1 . Western

.

|

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold lace type indicates
over quota.

* Over quota lor current week.

AMERICA
CONTEST

Wet'k Kiuliiif! Aprl. 1.5. 19 tH

Salesmen s Standings

$100.00 Class
Knox Washington
Burke Kansas City

Goldfarb Denver
Gwin
Engelman Portland

Silverman New York

Penser New York

Kutinsky New York

$75.00 Class

Febrey Buffalo

Canelli New Haven
Kahn Washing i on

Goldsmith Cleveland

Richardson Cleveland

Conley Minneapolis

Hoese Salt Lake City

Thorn Portland

Decker Montreal
Elliott Montreal

$50.00 Class

Beck Philadelphia

Youngerman Philadelphia

Lefko Philadelphia

Silverman Pittsburgh

Folliard Washington
Belles Cleveland

Kimmel Chicago
Bjorkman Minneapolis

Appelman Denver
Powell Los Angeles
Blakeley Oklahoma City

Middleton St. John
Rea Winnipeg

SALESMEN'S
STANDINGS

25 LEADERS
"Short Siiliject" Sales

1947-18
Week Eliding Apr. 15, 1918

Pos. S<desmaH Branch
1. DE VIZIA Boston

2. GWIN Denver
3. BOYCE Salt Lake City

A. MIDDLETON St. John
5. GOLDFARB Denver

6. KNOX Washington
7. FOLLIARD Washington
8. GARDINER Boston

9. BURKE Kansas City

10. YAEGER Des Moines
11. HOESE Salt Lake City

12. DE FRENNE Des Moines
13. RICHARDSON Cleveland
14. KAHN Washington
15. REA Winnipeg
16. Ringler Kansas City

17. Engelnnan Portland

18. Silverman Pittsburgh

19. Harrington Dallas

20. Canelli New Haven
21. Blakeley Oklahoma City

22. Febrey Buffalo

23. Hamilton Calgary
24. Elliot Montreal
25. Goldsmith Cleveland

Caps indicate 100%
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BAMBI
Sales Against

Possibilities

(Extended To Week End. Sept. 9)

7th n ,'ck End. April 13. 1918

Pes.

This

Week Branch

1. CLEVELAND I

2. SALT LAKE CITY 2

3. DES MOINES 3

4. WASHINGTON 4

5. NEW HAVEN 5

6. KANSAS CITY 7

7. Buffalo 8

8. Minneapolis 6

9. Portland 9

10. San Francisco . I I

I I. Omaha 10

I 2. Denver ,
13

13. Sioux Falls !2

14. Cincinnati 14

15. Oklahoma City 17

16. St. Louis .
19

17. Boston 15

18. Pittsburgh .
\b

19. Seattle 13

20. Los Angeles 2?

21. Memphis 20

22. Indianapolis 2\

23. Dallas 21

24. Chicago 26

5. Albany 23

26. Detroit 29

27. Charlotte 25

28. Milwaukee 27

29. Philadelphia 28

30. Atlanta 30

3 I . New Orleans 32

32. New York . 31

CANADA
1. TORONTO 2

2. WINNIPEG I

3. Calgary 3

4. Montreal 4

5. St. John 5

6. Vancouver 6

DIVISIONS

1 . Western
I

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3

The
Fugitive

Sales Against

Possibilities

(Extended To Week End. Sept. 9)

8th W eek End. April 15. 1948

Pos.

This

Week

Pos.

Last

WeekBranch

1. CLEVELAND I

2. PITTSBURGH 2

3. OKLAHOMA CITY 3

4. SALT LAKE CITY 5

5. DALLAS 4

6. NEW ORLEANS 6

7. Memphis 7

8. Washington 8

9. Portland 9

10. Sioux Falls 10

I I . Kansas City 1

6

I 2. Chicago I I

13. Denver ,
IS

14. Minneapolis 12

15. Omaha 21

16. Cincinnati 13

17. Indianapolis .
14

18. Detroit 17

19. Charlotte . ,
IB

20. Philadelphia 20

21. Seattle 22

22. Milwaukee 19

23. Des Moines 24

24. San Francisco . 23

25. Boston 25

26. Atlanta 26

27. St. Louis 28

28. Los Angeles 29

29. Buffalo 30

30. New York 27

31. Albany 31

32. New Haven ,
32

CANADA
1. MONTREAL I

2. CALGARY 2

3. Winnipeg 3

4. Vancouver 4

5. Toronto 5

6. St. John .
6

DIVISIONS

1. North-South

2. Eastern 2

3. Western 3

MAGIC
TOWN
Sales Against

Possibilities

I7tl 11 rrk End. April i;>. 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1 . SEATTLE 1

2. DENVER 4

3. OKLAHOMA CITY 2

4. BUFFALO 6

5. NEW HAVEN 3

6. SALT LAKE CITY 5

7. Milwaukee 7

8. Des Moines 9

9. Sioux Falls 10

10. Detroit . 8

1 1. Cleveland 14

12. Boston 1 1

13. Dallas r 12

14. Portland 13

15. San Francisco 16

16. Pittsburgh 15

17. Charlotte 18

1 R
1 o

.

1 r\<: An(^fiu=>c: 20

19. Philadelphia 19

20. Minneapolis .17

21. Washington 22

22. Kansas City 2 1

23. Indianapolis 24

24. Chicago 26

1 N cW 1 u 1 ^ 23

26. Omaha 25

27. St. Louis 27

28. Memphis 23

29. Atlanta 29

30. Cincinnati

31. New Orleans 3 1

32. Albany . 32

CANADA
WINNIPEG I

2. MONTREAL .

3. Toronto 4

4. Vancouver 3

5 St. John 5

6 Calgary 6

DIVISIONS

1 Western 1

2 Eastern , . 2

3 North-South 3

NOTE: Bold iace type indicates

over quota.

SECRET
LIFE OF
W. MITTY

Sales Against

Possibilities

I7:h nrok End. April 13, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Lait

Week Branch Week

1. DENVER 2

2. OKLAHOMA CITY I

3. SALT LAKE CITY 3

4. NEW YORK 4

5. NEW HAVEN 10

6. DALLAS 5

7. Sioux Falls I I

8. Philadelphia 6

9. Buffalo 7

10. Detroit . 8

I I. Seattle ,, 9

I 2. Des Moines 13

I 3. Minneapolis I 2

14. Milwaukee 15

15. Portland 16

16. Albany 14

17. Pittsburgh 17

I 8. Los Angeles 20

19. Boston 19

20. Washington 18

21. Cleveland 21

22. Omaha 22

23. Kansas City 23

24. St. Louis 24

25. Charlotte 25

26. Memphis 26

27. Chicago 27

28. Indianapolis . , 23

29. San Francisco 30

30. Cincinnati 29

31. Atlanta 31

32. New Orleans 32

CANADA
1. MONTREAL . I

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. Toronto 4

4. St. John 3

5. Vancouver 5

6. Calgary 6

DIVISIONS

1 . Western . .
I

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold iac« type indicates

over quota.
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5 PREMIERES
{Continuccl from Page One)

who is writing them so that the readers can at least understand thenn,

so look for a real opening up there on this baby.

Fronn there I jog down to St. Louis to meet with "Blowsie" Reiners

and "Dr. Itch" Dufour, already on the ground to watch a five mile

parade there on Saturday, May 8, with our Patrick O'Brien, his

lovely Mrs., Eloise. From the millions of letters I have received from

"Dr. Itch," and from the two that I read, it is FOUNDERS DAY IN

ST. LOUIS ON THAT VERY DAY and as the American Legion was

founded there, they are mighty proud of the fact, and as Father

Dunne did his best fighting there, it is fitting they should have a

parade, and by the strangest coincidence we happen to be opening

the picture there, AND ABOUT THE SAME TIME. Now,aint that a

coincidence for you. Undoubtedly one of the parade marshals will

be that handsome lad "Shamus" Ray Nolan, and tis better you be

avoiding him as he parades by on a handsome white steed, or it'll

be the back of his hand he'll be giving you. At last count "Dr. Itch"

says he will be having 22 bands, not including a band of thugs from

County Kerry who just came in for the fight, and I can see "Blowsie"

Reed Returns

Philip Reed returns to RKO
Radio after an absence of seven

years for one of the top roles in

BODYGUARD, in which Lawrence

Tierney and Priscilla Lane are

co-starred. Reed's last appear-

ance at RKO Radio was in

WEEKEND FOR THREE. In his

current film he plays the general

manager of a nneat packing plant

who turns killer and crook for

financial gains and joins a sup-

porting cast which also includes

Steve Brodie, Elizabeth Risdon,

June Clayworth and Steve Flagg.

Reed enlisted in the U. S. Navy
shortly after Pearl Harbor and
after a year-and-a-half service in

the South Pacific was invalided

home.

BODYGUARD is being pro-

duced by Sid Rogell, with Rich-

ard Fleischer directing.

''Design" Show
DESIGN FOR DEATH, which

won the Academy Award as best

documentary feature, was trade

screened in Minneapolis on Tues-

day, April 27, in the Fox projec-

tion room. An early Minneapolis

date will follow.

Wayne Producer
John Wayne, who co-stars with

Henry Fonda, Shirley Temple and
Pedro Armendariz in Argosy's
FORT APACHE, is planning to

produce a film in Mexico based
on the life of Davy Crockett.

Sign Losey

Because of his outstanding job

or. his first feature film, THE BOY
WITH GREEN HAIR, Director

Joseph Losey has been signed to

a year's contract. Losey brought

the production, starring Pat

O'Brien, Robert Ryan and Bar-

bara Hale, with Dean Stockwell

in the title role, in on a 36 day
schedule, one of the shortest In

Hollywood history for a Techni-

color feature.

The director is now reading

three scripts handed him by the

studio and is also considering an

offer from New York's Experi-

mental Theater to direct one of

their for+hcoming productions.

Losey originally attracted notice

as a Broadway director, most re-

cently for "Galileo," in which
Charles Laughton starred.

New Title

THE CHINA RUN has been
chosen as the new title for the

production heretofore known as

"The Captain Was a Lady,"
v/hlch William Pereira will pro-

duce this summer in England in

association with J. Arthur Rank.

It will be filmed in Technicolor.

Adapted for the screen by
Sheridan Gibney from a Colliers

Magazine story by Neil Paterson,

THE CHINA RUN has a factual

background of the rivalry which
existed between Yankee and Brit-

ish clipper ships for the tea trade

a hundred years ago.

**B. E.'' at Jtastan
— *

(the Dootchman, and that he is) racing his bulging form up and down

giving them Irishers their comupence should they get out of step.

After a hectic three days there it is our stragetic plan to smuggle

O'Brien into Georgia, where by another strange coincidence, and

having been invited there by the ATLANTA CONSTITUTION, Dave

Prince secured a date at the Paramount for FIGHTING FATHER
DUNNE. And the strangest part of that coincidence is that Patrick

will appear in person the opening day. Ah, the wurld is made up of

strange coincidences, now aint it Jackie?

Now, having imbibed as much as me stalwart body can hold, and

one must be stalwart when traveling with Patrick, we sneak back to

Chicago, where big makings are In the "doin" stage for MIRACLE
OF THE BELLS at the RKO Palace there for the midwest premiere

the evening of May 25.

Jesse Lasky and his guests will arrive the morning of the 24th to

be present at a dinner in honor of Lasky in the Gold Coast Room

of the Drake that same evening. With the help of Maurice Goldblatt,

a citizens committee is being formed with Ernie Byfield and other

prominent citizens taking the lead to honor one of the industry's

leading producers. The Chicago Herald American, with its editor

Ash DeWitt, its managing editor, Lou Shainmark, and its prominent

columnist Roy Topper, solidly behind the venture, with proceeds of

the opening show going to the National Cancer Drive. I told you

the story of Goldblatt in a recent communication and it will be a

snazzy affair. Why don't you rent yourself one of them tuxedos and

I'll smuggle you in as a waiter. If you still have the one from your

wedding and it aint turned too green I can rent it to Herb Greenblatt.

As soon as he heard Goldblatt was behind the venture hes answering

the phone, "Goldblatt speaking" and when I remonstrates he

cracks, "aint we Blatts all related?"

Now with that one off our chests, and I'm Referring to "We"
Mickey, Wally Heim, Jerry Shinbach and Frank Smith, I'll shinny down

to Cincinnati, where "Buster" MacKenzie, our enthusiastic mooned

face youth, has lined up the Cincinnati Inquirer and WLW for an

area premiere on our old reliable FRANK BUCK'S ORIGINAL
"BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE." Jackie, that word ORIGINAL is sumpin

in the billing. It takes the sting of re-issue away. No, its not mine,

but belongs to THE HEAD MAN. Frank will be there. There be some

doings because we sure like old Frank and I have a notion if at all

possible, the HEAD MAN will be nosing around just to see it kicked

off. With Jacques and Brentlinger working and maybe Cleveland

added I'd like to see at least 100 theatres in the starting line. I had

a chat with "Goose" Schaefer and Deacon Cropper up in Boston

and they are ready to snap up a couple a hundred as soon as Col.

Nat Levy gives them the word to go.

Well that'll take me deep into June Jackie boy, and unless the hot

sun boils some of these creaks out of my joints I aint gonna be feeling

so good about that time. So then I expects to get lost for a few days.

I've been trying to do that for several weeks but I'm always bobbing

up on some rattler saying, "Good morning, James, I see we ride

together again," or I'm saying to some guy with an apron, "Yeah

its still Grandad, only a taller glass and a little more soda this

year . . . and are you still living with your wife?. Ummmm ... is that

so? Lets see thats the fifth one . . . no . . . the sixth . . .ummmmmm
. . . well fill 'er . . . not so much soda and very little ice." Okay, Jackie,

will beam in once and a while with the highlights. Please only use my
pictures with a profile. Front face scares the children.
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Gdtf RKO-Bosfon Moy Sfh Sh^aw for fhT^e^

Stars at Boston Premiefe

Of Gripping Peace Film
Boston haS',been selected for the ^orld premiere of "Berlin *

gripping fil^" ""^rid-wif*«- importance u-hich open^^iT^fj^^^

Stage, Film Stars Feature^?
I r* ^^^^

°

Berlin Express Opening
Boston, and for a most appropriate reason, is f^e cit^

'le world premiere of "Berli- -ess," a film drama>^
ortance. May 5 at RKO-P '\ater. The rf*^

i
setts'-/

' '^n for!

orget RKO WORLD PREMIERE
This time it's the world pre-

miere of RKO's newest super-
duper production, "Berlin Ex-
press," and here's" what is to
happen:
The RKO-Boston theater will

clear out its auditorium at 8
"o'clock the evening of May 5.
Then, in rapid succession, there'll
'oe personal appearances by Paul
Lukas. the Hollj^vood s^ar, Gloria
Graham, who came within a
'irrnle of winning this year's

- Award, and many an-

nce an
js the

ally

^re to its

ni COOTE. PAUL LUKAS, MERLE OBERON?J^^ ^'^^fO^li^r^
"m Expreis ' Scene {or Mov S furt and Bcr
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RKO-PATHE
By ED RICE

One of America's most

pressing problems, juvenile

delinquency, is the subject

of a number of shorts by

RKO Pathe and THIS IS

AMERICA, to be released

both theatrically and com-

mercially.

One short is being done

under the auspices of the

Theatre Owners Association

(TOA). Sumner Lyons, who

also wrote the script, is di-

recting, hioward Winner,

just back from a Sportscope

jaunt in Florida with Joe

Walsh, is cameraman. Frank

Mayer is contact. Theme of

this short is the course to be

taken by communities in

combatting delinquency.

A second short, spon-

sored by the New York

Youth Commission, shows

the origins of delinquency In

the home, and delineates

the responsibility of parents

towards their children. This

short is being done by the

team of director Eddie Mon-

tagne and cameraman Nell

Sullivan, who recently com-

pleted CRIME LAB for THIS

IS AMERICA. Script is by

Marya Mannes; Arst Steck-

ler is contact.

The third short, to be re

leased as a THIS IS AMERI-
CA, is now being written by

Ardis Smith, who handled a

similar theme of delinquency

in CHILDREN'S VILLAGE.

Other THIS IS AMERICA
notes: CHILDREN'S VIL-

LAGE has been selected by

the National Board of Re-

view for the Board's own
"Oscar" as the best docu-

mentary short of the year.

BOB PAXTON of North Carolina races for the NYU goal in

this shot from BASKETBALL HEADLINERS OF 1948, latest sport

special. At left is Tom Kelly of NYU, whose team won 63-34.

Film was produced by Jay Bonafield, directed by Burton

Benjamin, narrated by Ccnnie Desmond, and photographed

by Neil Sullivan and William Deeke.

Larry O'Reilly directs a scene in DEMOCRACY'S DIARY, a

"This Is America" report on the free press as typified by the

New York Times. The short is to be released at the end of

this month by producer Jay Bonafield.

CHILDREN VILLAGE has

also been used as the basis

of a full page story distribu-

ied nationally by King Fea-

tures . . . The fire depart-

ment of Morgantown, Pa., is

featuring SMOKE EATERS
in a ceremony when the de-

partment receives a new

pumper next month . . . An
article on the RKO PATHE
studio in New York City in

"Scholastic" magazine has

been picked up by the Unit-

ed States Military Govern-
ment for distribution in U.S.

territory in Germany and
Austria.

Fight Pictures

Harry Michalson's announce-

ment that we will again release

the Louis-Walcott fight pictures

is big news this week. RKO Radio

will be hitting the sports pages
right away and will be there until

v/ell after the fight. Then we are

likely to have a top feature to

drop into our June progrann. In

some territories it may be possi-

ble to bring the previous Louis-

Walcott picture back to the

screen just previous to the forth-

coming encounter. This would
give the fans a review of the two
heavyweights in action. There

could be a contest staged in

v/hich after seeing the first pic-

ture the fans turned in at the re-

spective theatres their opinions

as to how the second bout would
v/ind up, guessing the winner,

round, exact time, etc.

Democracy's Diary

The New York Times, a symbol
of a free and enlightened press,

is the object of a fascinating tour

by the cameras of This Is Ameri-

ca. Substantial in content and
vivid in presentation, the subject

rates high in the series. All of the

Tcr-flung and manifold details

that go into the making of the

paper are interestingly docu-

r-iented as the subject starts by
showing a giant roll of paper in

the press rooms and concludes as

t!,e finished newspaper is thrown

af the door by the morning news-

boy. The subject has wide appeal.

—MOTION PICTURE DAILY

Newcomer Betsy

What is unquestionably one of

the greatest screen opportunities

ever offered a Hollywood new-

comer has just been handed 24-

year-old Betsy Drake. For a bril-

liant film bow. Miss Drake will be

introduced as the feminine ro-

mantic lead opposite Gary Grant

in EVERY GIRL SHOULD BE

MARRIED, which Don Hartman
v/ill produce and direct.

Betsy Drake, who was born in

Paris, France, but educated in

the United States, won recent

critical applause in London for

her performance in the English

production of "Deep Are the

Roots." When the play closed a

few months ago, she came to

Hollywood and called Gary
Grant, whom she met in London
during the drama's run. Grant

Introduced her to Dore Schary,

and also to David O. Selznick.
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{Continued from Page Otie)

additional bookings. Outstand-

ing in Boston and Baltimore. Pic

s^^o is big in Cleveland and smash

in Buffalo." FORT APACHE has

not had sufficient engagements

for a national rating, but Variety

5c>ys "is leading Philly with a sock

figure despite offish trend

there."

It is apparent from runs to

date that FORT APACHE is

blazing its own trail to national

leadership. The first week at the

Stanley, Philadelphia, gave us the

highest intake since NOTORI-

OUS two years ago, Labor Day

week. First week at the Riverside,

Milwaukee, by far the best since

Labor Day. Holds over. Second

week at the Center, Oklahoma

City, outgrossing many firsts.

Top first at the Utah, Salt Lake

City, now in second. Second

stanza at Tulsa. At the Tampa,

Tampa, Dave Prince says open-

ir.o date was best for a long time,

outscoring TYCOON, BOBBY-

SOXER, BISHOPS WIFE and

o-rhers. Branch Manager Charlie

Zagrans reports the Philadelphia

opening best in six months, ex-

cept Thanksgiving, with the re-

ception by patrons such that he

is looking forward to a long run.

Counting the far west twin runs

at Phoenix, FORT APACHE has

opened in addition in midwest,

east and southeast and looms

bigger every passing day.

MIRACLE OF THE BELLS has

reached a sixth week at the Earle,

Philadelphia, second weeks at

Baltimore, Wheeling, Buffalo,

Washington, Dayton, Cleveland.

Branch Manager Hatton Taylor

of Detroit says the second week

at the Michigan was not far be-

hind the first and goes third. Ex-

tra days at the Albee, Brooklyn.

Moveover at Columbia, S. C. Ex-

cellent at Unlontown and Wash-

ington, Pa., Morrlstown, Greens-

boro, N. C. Winds up marathon-

er of six weeks and one day at

the Rivoli, New York. Except for

one picture first week at the

Keith, Boston, highest since

Thanksgiving, including product

from all companies.

I REMEMBER MAMA—Fourth

week at the Erianger, Philadel-

phia. Second weeks Dallas and
Fall River. Day-dater Trenton,

Lincoln and Palace, moved to

Trent. Excellent Grand Rapids,

Stamford, Norfolk, Colley and
Newport, Portsmouth.

BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES

—Excellent in first week, first en-

gagement at popular prices,

Astor, Boston. Originally played

20 weeks at advanced admission

prices at the Esquire, now makes

strong comeback. Held over.

Northeastern District Manager
Gus Schaefer says, Public

s^ill very happy with the picture,

expect long run."

THE BISHOP'S WIFE—Fourth

week Atlanta. Second weeks

Akron, Louisville, Allentown,

Hertford. Held over Springfield,

Mass., Sioux Falls, Memphis, New
Bedford, Spokane, Jacksonville.

Excellent Jamestown, New York,

Charleston, W. Va., Ithaca, Lynn,

Quincy, Woonsocket, Blngham-

ton, Colorado Springs, Vancouv-

er, New Britain, York, Paterson

Passeic, Pueblo, Camden, Zanes-

ville, Colorado Springs, Grand
Junction.

THE FUGITIVE — Four bic

weeks at the Four Star and Pal-

ace, Los Angeles. Three-theatre

aay-dater San Diego, Fox, State

and Loma.

THE PEARL—Tenth week, Sut-

ton, New York.

BAMBI—Second week, Port-

lend, Ore.

SECRET LIFE OF WALTER
MITTY—Jack Bernstein of Toron-

to says, "Continues to be the

most consistent top grosser we
are currently playing In the terri-

tory, doing exceedingly well in

key towns and subsequent situa-

tions alike. For the first time In

our history we received a second

week at the Bloor Theatre, Toron-

to." Branch Manager JImmie

Davie of Vancouver says, has

followed through on Its extremely

successful key city runs by top-

ping our previous leader In all

runs played to date, climaxing

v/Ith a phenomenal gross at Ker-

ricdale, topping FARMER S

DAUGHTER by fifty percent, a

record for the house."

"Miracle" Western Premiere
{Continued from Page Gne)

MENDOUS OVATION AFTER SHOWING OF PICTURE. NATIVE

SONS OF THE GOLDEN WEST ALSO HONORED MR. LASKY AT

TESTIMONIAL DINNER TONIGHT AT FAIRMONT HOTEL WITH

DIGNITARIES REPRESENTING STATE AND CITY GOVERNMENTS
AS WELL AS PROMINENT REPRESENTATIVES OF THE SHOW
WORLD. HE WAS PRESENTED WITH A PLAQUE IN RECOG-
NITION OF 35 YEARS OF SERVICE TO CALIFORNIA AND THE

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY. ALL SAN FRANCISCO NEWS-

PAPERS HAVE EXTENDED REMARKABLE WELCOME AND MUCH
SPACE TO LASKY AND SINATRA AND JUDGING BY RECEP-

TION OF PICTURE TONIGHT MIRACLE WILL ESTABLISH AN-

OTHER RECORD IN SAN FRANCISCO.
DAVE CANTOR

Mitchum Here

Robert Mitchum, acclaimed

for his "Crossfire" role and soon

tc be seen In RACHEL AND THE
STRANGER, arrived in New York

from Hollywood on Wednesday,

April 28, to star in "Thunder on

the Hudson, ' dramatization of

the life of Washington Irving to

be presented on the Cavalcade

of America program over the

NBC network on Monday even-

ing. May 3, 8:00 - 8:30 p.m.,

EDST.

Mitchum will have the role of

Irene Hobbs, for six years a popular assistant in the Publicity

Library, became the bride of Ernest E. Suit, of Lansing, Michi-

gan, on Saturday, April 24, 1948. The ceremony was performed

in a charming little Lutheran Church in Wyondonch, Long
Island, followed by a reception in the home of the bride's

parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hobbs. Before her resignation

from RKO some thirty of Irene's friends gathered at a luncheon
at Rey and Pierre's French restaurant to wish her happiness
and God speed. She was presented with a crisp new fifty

dollar bill, which Irene says will come in very handy when
it comes to furnishing that new home that she and Ernie are

going to buy in Lansing. L. to R. seated ore Bob Cutwater,

Marge Civiello, Catherine Cox, Gertrude Smith, Lillian Algie,

Irene (distance and close-up), Catherine Gibbs, Lucie Robinson,

Miriam Brandon, Frances Alfano and Esther Ostrow. Standing:

Herman Seymour, Mary James, Hal Sloane, Muriel Bell, Cormie
Schaumberger, Card Weller, Helen MacMahon, Hazel Kor-

man, Florence Gotto, Florence Earls, Betty Autsch, Maureen
Ryan and Frank Petraglia. So long, Irene, with the wish from
all of us that your married life will be deep and rich and

full of happiness.

Washington Irving, who grew

restive over his law books, and

even while a young practicing

lewyer injected the humor into

his law briefs which were later

to bring him world fame as one

of America s great writers.

Cenn Sails

Leo Genn sailed on the Queen
E'Izabeth on Thursday, April 29,

Tor England and a London stage

appearance. His departure ter-

minates a 19-month stay in the

United States which found him

on Broadway in Lillian Hellman's

play, "Another Part of the For-

est," and In Hollywood as co-star

of two features. MOURNING
BECOMES ELECTRA and Inde-

pendent Artists' forthcoming

THE VELVET TOUCH.



"Melody Time"

Breaks on Air

The list of radio plugs for Walt

Disney's MELODY TIME is a mile

long. From time io time we've

lifted some of these, and here-

with is the latest additions:

May 2nd—WJZ, 9:30, Coast-

to-Coast on a bus, score.

May 3rd—WJZ, Paul White-

man, score: WNBC, 12:15, Art

Van Damme, "Blue Shadows;"

10:00, Buddy Clark (Carnation

h/iilk), "Blue Shadows."

May 5th—WJZ, 10:00, Bing

Crosby (Phiico), "Blue Shadows.
"

May 6th—WOR, 11:30, Emil

Coleman, "Blue Shadows;" 8:00,

Andy Russell, "Blue Shadows."

May 8th—9:30, Camel (Vaughn

Monroe), "Blue Shadows;"

WNBC, 9:30, Judy Canova (Col-

gote), "Blue Shadows."

f^ay 1 ith—NBC, 9:30, John-

sons Wax, "Blue Shadows;"

WNBC, 8:00 Dinah Shore (Philip

Morris), "Pecos Bill" and "Melo-

dy Time."

May 1 2th—WJZ, 10:30, Gor-

don MacRae (Texaco), "Blue

Shadows."

May 16th—NBC, 7:00, Lucky

Strike (Dennis Day), "Blue Shad-

ows."

May 8th—WNBC, 9:30, Kings

Men (Johnson), "Pecos Bill."

May 1 9th—WNBC, 9:00 Mat-

ty Malneck (Duffys Tavern), "Pe-

cos Bill."

Young in "B. £."

Robert Young has ben signed

to portray a clergyman who be-

comes a bishop in BALTIMORE
ESCAPADE, comedy drama of

the 1905 period.

This story by Lesser Samuels

and Christopher isherwood deals

v/ith a clergyman's daughter, who

is an ardent suffragette and high-

ly unconventional for the period.

The clergyman role provides

Young with a change of cinema

pace, in striking contrast with his

characterizations in CROSSFIRE

and THEY WON'T BELIEVE ME.

Producer Richard Berger has

scheduled BALTIMORE ESCA-

PADE for a mid-May start.

HONOR MISS FORBES
ABOVE LAYOUT IS A PICTORIAL REPORT
in conjunction with the engagement of I

REMEMBER MAMA at the Golden Gate
Theatre in San Francisco. (1) — Kathryn

Forbes, author of "Mama's Bank Account,"

receiving special autographed book f:*om

guest who attended dinner in her honor at

Fairmont Hotel, prior to opening of picture

at the Golden Gate . . . (2)—Photo of auto-

graphed inside cover of book, "Mama's Bank Account" . . . (3)—Overall shot of

guest attending dinner in honor of Kathryn Forbes which included publishers,

managing editors, dramatic critics, city editors and columnists . . . (4)—Directly

following dinner, special preview was held at RKO projection room with same

group attending . . . (5)—One of the many bannered street poles plugging I

REMEMBER MAMA in the heart of the city ... (6 & 7)—Emporium window dis-

plays, which included costumes worn in picture and car of that particular

period. This window was one of the greatest eye-stoppers we have ever seen

in the city and was left in for two weeks by the Emporium . . . (8)—Shot of cable

car bannered with I REMEMBER MAMA copy, used for one week prior to the

opening of the picture and for three weeks during the engagement.

—JOE LONGO
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Baer, McManus
Will M. C. at

Boston "Prem"
Word comes from Bosfon

that through the efforts of

Walter Howey, executive

Hearst editor, and Hap Kern,

Publisher of Hearst Boston

newspapers, Bugs Baer and

George "Dinty" McManus will

act as nriaster of cerennonies

for the nnonster stage show

following the world premiere

of BERLIN EXPRESS at the

RKO Boston, the evening of

May 5.

The national Cancer Drive,

of which former Governor Ely

of Massachusetts is the local

chairman, will get the receipts

from this single performance.

Mel Masucco, better known

as "The Zeigfeld of Boston"

(and also Revere Beach), is lin-

ing up a terrific show for the

occasion.

Some fun, eh Jackie. Hmm.

T.T.

A Royal Crown

Toast to Young

The current number of Life

nagazine carries a full page with

quarter page photo reproduction

of Loretta Young and headlined,

"A Toast to Loretta Young —
Congratulations on winning the

Academy Award as the Best

Actress of the Year."

And the copy continues:

"Most surprised young lady in

the U. S. Is Loretta Young. Just

recently she was awarded the

Oscar for her performance in

'The Farmer's Daughter.' She is

excited, delighted and grateful

to the role which won her the

award.

"This refreshing modesty has

characterized Loretta from her

first starring role at the age of

14 to her latest triumph in Samuel
G-oldwyn's hit, 'The Bishop's

Wife.' Her unspoiled charm and
rich talent make her victory an
exceedingly popular one.

Royal Crown Cola copy fol-

lows.

(1)—James Waterman Wise, director of Council Against Intolerance in America; Mr. Depinet;

Dr. Henry A. Atkinson, co-chairman of the meeting. (2)—Mr. Schary with the award. (3)

—

Reproduction of the award. (4)—The RKO table, 1. to r., Rutgers Neilson, Mrs. Neilson, Mal-

colm Kingsberg, Robert Mochiie, Jack Lewis, Mrs. Sol Schwartz, Paul Hollister, Sol Schwartz.

(4)—Dais and pa't of the guests.

Award Made to Dore Schary
Dore Schary's contributions to fllnns brought him the distinction of a Thomas Jef-

ferson Prize for the Advancement of Democracy by the Council Against Intolerance

In America. Annual award ceremonies to leaders in the arts, politics, labor, education,

journalism and literature

took place at the Waldorf-

Astoria, Nev/ York, early In

April. President Ned E.

Depinet and a Home Office

group attended the func-

tion, and heard the citation

praising Dore Schary's pio-

neering efforts In the use

of motion pictures as a vital

medium. Mr. Depinet re-

ceived the award for Mr.

Schary.

'Years" Record
SYDNEY — Samuel Goldwyn's

THE BEST YEARS OF OUR
Lives goes into its 32nd week

of a record run at the Century

Theatre. It is one of the most

popular attractions ever to play

in Australia.

Bad Men Will

Be Advanced for

Popularity Angle

Robert Mochrie has announced

that RETURN OF THE BAD MEN
has been moved ahead into re-

lease based on the great success

cf John Ford's FORT APACHE
which Indicates that the public is

eager for films which blend ro-

mance and action with all the

wide sweep of the old frontier.

In announcing that RETURN
OF THE BAD MEN would be

shown in early summer, Mr.

Mochrie stated: "It appears evi-

dent that there is a great demand

for pictures which re-create vital

phases of American history fea-

turing the legendary figures

whose colorful personalities lent

further excitement to the stirring

times in which they lived. BAD-

MEN'S TERRITORY was a great

success everywhere and we feel

that RETURN OF THE BAD MEN
will top it in popularity."

Among the fabled desperados

cf the Old West who appear in

the picture are the Daitons, the

Youngers, Billy the Kid, Wild Bill

Doolin, Wild Bill Yeager and the

Arkansas Kid, all celebrated in

song and story.

Randolph Scott shares stellar

honors with Robert Ryan, Anne

Jeffreys, George "Gabby
"

hiayes and Jacqueline White.

RETURN OF THE BAD MEN
will be in the release period of

July 17-24.
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"Absorbing, timely"

Audience Slant: (Family) Despite some brutal killings, this is

classified "Family" because everyone should see it and absorb its

message. A thrilling, absorbing, timely, dramatic film, photographed

almost entirely amid the ruins of Germany as it is today.

Box-Office Slant: Should do at least average and probably

better than average business. Extensive exploitation is recommended.

^ Plot: When a German member of a U.N. Committee with a plan

yo unify his country is murdered en route to Frankfurt, it is revealed

Vhat the real German is still alive—the one slain was an impersonator.

Eventually he is saved and the gang rounded up. The passengers, all

of different nationalities, realize that because they worked toward this

end together, their nations can do the same.

Comment: Although this carries a message of unity, it is essentially

a thrilling and particularly well-done "cops and robbers" melodrama.

And although it has some brutal killings, it has been classified "family"

because of that message. It is absorbing, timely, excellent entertain-

ment, photographed in the documentary style almost entirely amid

the ruins of Germany.
—SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

''Dramatic, exciting and realistic"

Most of this film was made on the scene—Paris, Frankfurt and
Berlin. These backgrounds, graphically conveying the devastation

of war on cities and people, are dramatic, exciting and a realistic

canvas in front of which is played a spy melodrama dealing with a

plan for a unified Germany and efforts of an assortment of German
nationals who suggest continued adherence to Hitler and National

Socialism to thwart it.

Semi-documentary in many respects, "Berlin Express" retrogresses

from the complete authority of its backgrounds to a far-fetched melo-

drama with all of the convenient contrivings and devices that dra-

matic license allows. Taken for its excitement, however, it's a rattling

good show.

Performances are good on all counts including Robert Ryan,
Merle Oberon, Charles Korvin, Paul Lukas and others. Bert Granet
produced and Jacques Tourneur directed from a story by Curt
Siodmak and a script by Harold Medford.

—MOTION PICTURE HERALD

"Another winner from HKO"
Shots of bombed-out Berlin and Frankfurt alone make "Berlin

Express" worth the price of admission. Add tense plot right out of

the headlines, hand-in-glove trouping by a splendid cast, and hard-
driving direction. It looks like another winner from RKO.

Paul Lukas gives a restrained yet powerful performance as an anti-

Nazi German statesman whom the still-active Nazis are attempting to
prevent from attending a Berlin conclave on forming a united,

democratic Deutschland. Enroute across country he's almost killed

when a grenade is tossed into his compartment. Despite great pre-
cautions by the occupation forces, he's kidnapped in Frankfurt.

His secretary, elegantly played by Merle Oberon, prevails on an
American, Frenchman, Britisher and Russian traveling on the train to
find Lukas. The four are, respectively, Robert Ryan, Charles Korvin,
Robert Coote and Roman Toporow, and all chalk up brilliant thesp
stints. Original story scripter Curt Siodmak dreamed up some spine-
tingling plot twists for the Harold Medford screenplay, which socks
home a hefty propaganda theme—but painlessly—at the windup,
after Lukas is rescued from being strangled in a pulse-pounding train
sequence. That's when Ryan turns to Toporow, the Russian, and says,
"We try to understand you—why don't you try to understand us?"

Semi-documentary treatment was a sock notion for producer Bert
Granet, with Dore Schary in charge of production. Actual scenes in

Frankfurt and Berlin were filmed by authorization of U. S., British and
Soviet Armies of Occupation, and are unquestionably the finest
lensed to date. It's a masterful job by cameraman Lucien Ballard, and
there are kudoes also due special effects men Russell A. Cully, Harry
Perry and Harold Stine, particularly for the windup scene when Ryan
spots Lukas getting the works in the reflection of a passing train
window.

Suspense is pounded home forcefully in the piledriver direction

"Berlin Express" Is

Another Winner From

RKO, Say the Trades

job by Jacques Tourneur, who grips his audience at the teeoff and

holds 'em through what could have been a mawkish ending. That

it isn't is high tribute to a remarkable talent. Editor Sherman Todd
held up his end of the job beautifully, and there's also high praise due
music-maker Frederick Hollander, musical director Constantin Baka-

leinikoff, art directors Albert S. D'Agostino and Alfred Herman, set

decorators Darrell Silvera and William Stevens, and sound experts

Jack Grubb and Clem Portman.

—VARIETY (Daily)

"A first-rate melodrama"
As a documentary-styled spy thriller, "Berlin Express" turns out

to be a first-rate melodrama, made all the more enjoyable by superb

touches of realism and on-the-spot background photography.

Scenes of Paris, Berlin and Frankfurt are used to fortunate effect

as the Harold Medford screenplay lets loose an asorbing manhunt
for a German statesman, kidnapped by a Nazi underground group

because he was a vital figure in an Allied plan to unify the country.

A cast of splendid performers includes Merle Oberon, Robert Ryan,

Charles Korvin and Paul Lukas. Jacques Tourneur has done a credit-

able job of direction. Bert Granet produced.

—MOTION PICTURE DAILY

"Marquee values are solid"

With Berlin currently the focal point of international tension, this

pic might ride the newspaper headlines into the boff b.o. class. "Ber-

lin Express" is part of that incipient cycle of Hollywood pix which

have been lensed for most part in European locales and deal with

postwar problems. Although this yarn has many loose edges, it propels

forward with an unflagging pace under Jacques Tourneur's adroit

direction. Besides, its marquee values are solid.

Most striking feature of this production is its extraordinary back-

ground of war-ravaged Germany. With a documentary eye, this film

etches a powerfully grim picture of life amidst the shambles. No
newsreel or factual film has equalled this pic in describing the scope

and depth of the shellacking which the Reich received. It makes
awesome and exciting cinema.

Although the plot is fanciful melodrama, everything else in this

film is keyed to straight realism. Tourneur has muted the thesping

down to a matter-of-fact, casual, life-like tone that merges skillfully

into the setting. German and French lingo is used extensively

wherever it's naturally called for. Instead of disturbing the ordinary

filmgoer, it'll undoubtedly add to the impact of authenticity,

Starting out on the Paris-to-Berlin express to an Allied conference
on the unification of Germany, Lukas gets waylaid in Frankfurt despite

an over-elaborate scheme of guarding him. Symbolizing the Big Four
powers, other passengers on the train include an American (Robert

Ryan), a Frenchwoman (Merle Oberon), an Englishman (Robert
Coote), and a Russian (Roman Toporow) plus a dubious character of

unknown nationality (Charles Korvin).

As these five set out to find Lukas, the camera combs the under-

world life of Frankfurt, acutely picking up details of starvation

blacketeering and general ruin. Finally, after a slambang climax,

Lukas is rescued from the Nazi mob and Korvin is exposed as their

ringleader. There's only a slight hint of romance between Ryan and
Miss Oberon and it's wisely not followed through. The pic hews
closely to its theme of international cooperation.

Ryan establishes himself as a first rate actor in this film, demon-
strating conclusively that his brilliant performance in "Crossfire" was
no one-shot affair. He has ease, polish and the quality of sincerity.
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Miss Oberon holds her end up competently, sporting a taint French

accent and doing without glanncrization.

Lukas turns in an effective portrayal as an idealist. Korvin likewise

registers well as the suave conspirator. In a lesser part, Roman

Toporov/, playing a Russian lieutenant, strikes a solid characterization

of a distrustful and stern, but yet friendly visitor from behind the

Iron Curtain.

—VARIETY (Weekly)

"A chunk of dynamite"

RKO has a chunk of dynamite on its hands in "Berlin Express,"

which is a timely drama of occupied Europe; timely in the sense that

it dramatizes in a personal way the conflict of different ideologies.

The action is a great deal better than the implausible plot, but this is

not the point that will arouse controversy. "Berlin Express" includes a

sympathetic portrait of a Russian soldier as part of its reaffirmation

of the ancient truth that before there can be peace among men and

nations, there must first be respect and understanding. Many, no

doubt, will choose to interpret the point as pro-Soviet propaganda

which is sheer poppycock. Sociologically, "Berlin Express" isn't that

important. Its purpose is loftly, but melodrama is composed of com-

monplace motion picture ingredients—the chase, gunfire, and fisti-

cuffs. As an action display and an exploitation item, the film is geared

for a quick, profitable payoff.

Action centers around the Berlin Express—a train which runs from

Paris to Berlin carrying soldiers, diplomats and displaced persons.

On a particular run, after careful precautions have been taken, a

bombing occurs which appears to kill the head of a fact-finding com-

rnittee for the unification of Germany. Later, it appears that a patriot

sacrificed himself in order to shield the real master strategist, Paul

Lukas. At Frankfort, Lukas' life is actually jeopardized by the German

underground. His secretary, Merle Oberon, appeals to an American

agricultural expert, a French soldier, an English school teacher, and

a Russian to help find him. International cooperation works on this

small scale, and Lukas is freed from the captors who would learn the

details of his plan.

The picture offers a number of excellent acting opportunities, and

the cast takes full advantage of the juicy parts. Merle Oberon is

attractive and sympathetic as the secretary; Robert Ryan is full of

vigor as the American; Charles Korvin makes a decided hit as the

Frenchman, and Paul Lukas is at his best in the role of the humani-

tarian. Robert Coote, Reinhold Schunzel, and Fritz Kortner also stand

out with high quality portrayals. Roman Toporow, as the Russian

lieutenant, shows charm and a gracious acting style.

Executive producer Dore Schary and producer Bert Granet filmed

"Berlin Express" in Frankfurt and Berlin. Their production is enor-

mously enhanced by this authentic background. Jacques Tourneur's

direction forces the issues more often than not, but in the main it

moves along at a steady, if not especially brisk pace.

Lucien Ballard's photography captures the grim tragedy of the

ruined German cities; and the interior art direction by Albert S.

D'Agostino and Alfred hierman has the same realistic elements.

Frederick Hollander's vivid musical score is deftly directed by C.

Bakaleinikcff. Sherman Todd's editing is clean cut.

—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

Intense realism"

Filming the Nazi underground story on actual European locations

has added intense realism to a melodramatic spy plot. As a first-rate

mystery thriller, it is ideal fare for action and whodunit fans. A
strong cast gives it good boxoffice value generally. Off-screen narra-

tion during much of the footage gives the picture a documentary
flavor. Director Jacques Tcurneur establishes an ominous mood at

the start and maintains suspense and excitement right up to the fade-

out. The background shots of Paris and the devastated cities of Berlin

Burke, Silverman

Into Select Circle

Two RKO salesmen have

climbed higher in the "America
"

contest standings, Salesman Bill

Burke of Kansas City and Sales-

man Dave Silverman of Pitts-

burgh.

Bill Burke has done a fine job

In selling 100 percent of his possi-

bilities for 1947-48 America sub-

jects In the Drive.

Dave Silverman has sold more
than 70 percent of his possibili-

ties and moves into the select

circle of prize winners, the $50
croup.

Congratulations to Bill and
Dave on these advances.

W. BURKE D. SILVERMAN

Hendee Lecture

Harold Hendee, head of the

research department, has given

hi: lecture "Making the Movies
the Real McCoy" on numerous
occasions during the season. Last

v/eek he spoke before 400 of the

pupils of the Chelsea Vocational

High School. As the young men
are all much interested In mo-
tion pictures, the question and
cnswer period was most interest-

ing, Mr. Hendee reports.

Carol Engaged
The engagement of Carol

Weller, secretary to Rutgers

Neilson, has been announced.

The brIdegroom-to-be, and some

time this summer. Is Arthur Simon

of New York who was a sergeant

In the air corps out India way

during the war. Carol has been

v/ith Rutgers for some four years.

The couple will live In Englewood,

N. J. Congratulations and best

v/ishes on the matrimonial seas to

cur Carol.

Theatres Honnor

Two Secretaries

The memoers of the RKO the-

atres publicity department ten-

dered a luncheon at Monte's On
The Park to Emma Carbone, sec-

retary to Harry Mandel, national

director of advertising and pub-

licity, and Elizabeth Laus, secre-

tary to Blanche F. Livingston, on

the occasion of their twenty-fifth

ar.nlversary with RKO theatres.

They each received from their

co-workers a sterling silver charm

bracelet with appropriate trinkets

sjch as telephones, typewriters

and hour-glasses.

In a surprise visit to the lunch-

eon Sol A. Schwartz presented

each girl with a savings bond on

behalf of himself and his assist-

ant, William Howard and com-

r-^ended them for their fine ser-

vice to RKO.

and Frankfurt are outstanding. All the players are splendidly cast with

top honors going to Paul Lukas, as a right-thinking German statesman;

Robert Ryan, as an heroic American, and Reinhold Schunzel, as a

frightened professor.

—BOXOFFICE

'Nary a dull spot"

Melodrama of post-war Intrigue in Germany sure-fire box office:

has pace, realism.

Curt Siodmak's story of postwar intrigue in Germany emerges
in film terms as another fine example of what can be done abroad
by a U. S. troupe with assistance from the various powers. . . . Here
is a "train" melodrama comparable with the best of the genre that

will probably result in long lines of ticket buyers at the box office . . .

It starts in Paris, ends in Berlin . . . There's nary a dull spot as the

effort to locate a key man in the future of Germany enlists nationals

of four powers in joint effort . . . Director Jacques Tourneur and
Producer Bert Granet have made a first class job of this film . . .

Performing by Merle Oberon, Robert Ryan, Charles Korvin, Paul

Lukas, Robert Cooke, Reinhold Schunzel, Roman Toporow and others

pungent and convincing . . . Yarn has vivid pace, effective realism.

—FILM DAILY



TRADE PRESS

TIP-OFF FOR A

TIMELY HIT!

"Sure-fire boxoffice . . . me/o

drama comparable wifh the

- FILM DAILYbest."

"First-rate melodrama . . .

superb touches of realism

and on-the-spot back-
ground photography."

- M. P. DAILY

"Fast melodrama backed

by solid cast and authentic

backgrounds . . . might ride

headlines into the boff 6.O.

class."

"First-rate mystery thriller . . .

Strong cast . . . Background
shots outstanding."

- BOXOFFICE

"Exciting melodrama . . .

most of the film was made
on the scene— Paris, Frank-

furt, Berlin ..."

-M. P. HERALD

"Exciting . . . well made
and maintains interest on

high . .

-THE EXHIBITOR

"Thrilling, absorbing,
timely, dramatic . . . Exten-

sive exploitation recom-

mended."

- SHOWMEN'S
TRADE REVIEW

"As action display and
exploitation item, geared for

quick, profitable playoff."

- HOLLYWOOD
REPORTER

"Shots of bombed-out
Berlin and Frankfurt alone

make it worth the price

of admission.
'

- DAILY VARIETY R K O
RADIO

Produced by BERT GRANET . Directed by JACQUES TOURNEUR . Screen Ploy by HAROLD MEDFORD

i
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Grace June Bride

June Is the month for hearts

and flowers and Grace Clauter,

S. Barret McCornnick's girl Friday,

and Ray Doherty of the person-

nel department have set June 20th

to start off their wedded lives.

The radiant glow of her eyes mir-

rored her happiness and matched

the brilliant sparkle of her en-

gagement ring, an exquisite dia-

mond in a Tiffany setting, as she

broke the news to the guys and

gals of the tenth floor last Friday.

Grace selected the prospective

groom from within her own com-

pany. Nothing like being a loyal

RKOer through and through.

CHOSEN "Miss Cinemonde" from

amcnq all France by the readers ol

the French movie magazine, Cine-

mcnde. Mile. Janine Marsay arrived

in America last week under the aus-

pices of RKO. Photo shows Miss

Cinemonde posing before NBC's

television cameras in one of the

bathing costumes she will model here

and in Hollywood. Miss Cinemonde

is on the right. She left for Hollywood

later in the week. On Miss Cine-

incnde's right is Macy's model. Miss

Ruth Woods.

Noted Belgian

Arrives in U. S.

J. van Cottom, publisher of

"Cine-Revue," Belgium's leading

film magazine, arrived In New
York on Tuesday. Also arriving Is

Annette Delattre, chosen as

'Miss Cine-Revue" by Belgium

motion picture fans. She will be

the guest In this country of RKO
Radio and bears citations to the

winners of the 1947 International

Film Festival held In Brussels, as

well as the 1948 Cine-Revue An-

nual Awards. The Film Festival

awards were: best film, 'Silence

est d'Or" (MAN ABOUT
TOWN); best actress, Myrna

Loy; best acted and directed pic-

ture, Samuel Goldwyn's ThIE

BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES.

The same RKO Radio release won

the Cine-Revue Award as best

film with Gary Cooper, soon to

be seen in Leo McCarey's
GOOD SAM, chosen best actor

and Ingrid Bergman selected as

best actress.

Mr. van Cottom Is a noted

author as well as publisher and
will make an extensive tour of the

Hollywood studios while in this

country.

'Mama " Break
International Photographer's

April issue features six pages of

specia I shots on I REMEMBER
MAMA, with Its co-star, Irene

Dunne, on the cover.

Cleric Praise

PARIS—hHaving returned from

hHollywood where he assisted as

technical advisor in the produc-

tion of Sierra Pictures JOAN OF
ARC, starring Ingrid Bergman,

for RKO Radio release, the Rev-

erend Father Doncoeur has grant-

ed press interviews on the excel-

lence of the picture.

"Melody Time,"

Q. Oats Tie-up

Still another major tie-in for

the vast national promotion on

Walt Disney's MELODY TIME.

One of the MELODY TIME epi-

sodes, "Pecos Bill," has been

hooked in via large Illustrated

display copy with The Quaker

Oats Company featuring Muf-

fets.

The ad will appear In thirteen

newspapers of the Metro group

Sunday roto sections for May
2nd. These newspapers, names of

which follow, have a circulation

of approximately 4,500,000:

Baltimore Sun, Boston Globe,

Buffalo Courier Express, Chicago

Tribune, Cleveland Plain Dealer,

Des Moines Register, Detroit

News, Los Angeles Times, Min-

neapolis Tribune, Philadelphia In-

quirer, Pittsburgh Press, Syracuse

Post Standard and Washington

Star.

DISNEY STUDIO NOW
HUMMING; TWO MORE

NEARING COMPLETION
By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, April 30:—Walt Disney's big studio

in the Valley is humnning these days, turning out product

at a great rate, and I was surprised when I went out there

recently to see just how active the Disney crew is.

With his charming MELODY

TIME completed and release

prints coming through next month

for August release, Walt has two

more big-time shows close to the

finish line. One of them, SO

DEAR TO MY HEART, will prob-

ably be out this coming winter,

and the other, TWO FABULOUS

CHARACTERS, Is well along and

scheduled for its debut next

spring.

FROM BEST-SELLER

SO DEAR TO MY HEART,

based on the best-selling novel

by Sterling North, has approxi-

mately 85% live action, with a

cast headed by Burl Ives, Beulah

Bondl, Bobby Driscoll and Luana

Fatten. It Is what Walt calls a

"homespun " story with terrific

heart Interest, laid in Indiana

some 45 years ago, and featuring

gorgeous Technicolor b a c k -

grounds of the Indiana country-

side and a number of catchy

tunes by top-flight musical

names.

TWO FABULOUS CHARAC-
TERS Is a unique composite of

two widely-read stories, one

American and one British. The

American tale is "Ichabod

Crane," based on Washington

Irving's famous Legend of

Sleepy Hollow," which is nar-

rated and sung by Bing Crosby

with the four Crosby boys fea-

tured in its live action. The other

half Is "Mr. Toad," adapted from

Kenneth Grahame's British clas-

sic, "Wind in the Willows."

18 TO? SHORTS

Along with two honeys Walt

has 18 top grade short subjects

in work as well as half a dozen

future features. Including ALICE

IN WONDERLAND, in various

stages of preparation and pro-

duction. In fact, the big lot Is

busier than it has ever been, with

more finished Technicolor foot-

age on hand than at any time in

It? history. So it looks as though

we can all count on a steady sup-

ply of the Inimitable Disney en-

tertainment during the coming

months.

BIG CAMPAIGNS

Incidentally, Walt's boys are

whipping up a whale of an ex-

ploitation campaign on MEL-

ODY TIME. Along with feature

articles in all the big national

magazines, extensive tie-ups with

such organizations as the Nation-

al Apple Institute and a flock of

albums and individual records of

the hit tunes, an elaborate deal

has been made with the Carna-

tion Milk outfit on their "Con-

tented Hour" program over 156

stations on the NBC network.

Buddy Clark, who portrays the

master of ceremonies In the pic-

ture, is also the star of the radio

show, and he led off the cam-

paign with the film's theme song

Monday night. Beginning on May

17 a series of guest stars who

Song In the picture will repeat

their specialties on the air, In

eluding Dennis Day, Frances

Langford, the Andrews Sisters

and the Sons of the Pioneers,

which should help to make the

country MELODY TIME - con-

scious.



TIMELY! TOPICAL! TERRIFIC!
"Fast melodrama backed by solid

cast and authentic backgrounds . .

.

might ride the headlines into the boff

B.O. class." _ VARIETY

"First-rate mystery thriller . . .

Strong cast . . . Background shots out-

standing." _ BOXOFFICE

"Exciting melodrama . . . most of the

film was made on the scene—Paris,

Frankfurt, Berlin . ,

."

- M. P. HERALD

"Sure-fire boxoffice... melodrama

comparable with the best."

-FILM DAILY

"First-rate melodrama ... superb

touches of realism and on-the-spot

background photography."

- M. P. DAILY

"Exciting ... well made and main-

tains interest on high . .

."

-THE EXHIBITOR

"Thrilling, absorbing, timely, dra-

matic . . . Extensive exploitation rec-

ommended."

- SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

"As action display and exploitation

item, geared for quick, profitable

playoff."

-HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

"Shots of bombed-out Berlin and

Frankfurt alone make it worth the

price of admission."

-DAILY VARIETY

DORE SCHARY in charge of production

Produced by BERT GRANET • Directed by JACQUES TOURNEUR

Scrim Play by HAROlD MEDrORD
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DRIVE'S
19th WEEK
Ending April 29fh
Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. SALT LAKE CITY* I

2. OKLAHOMA CITY* .. 2

3. CHARLOTTE* 3

4. SIOUX FALLS* 6

5. Denver* 5

6. Atlanta* 4
7. Des Moines* 7

8. Pittsburgh* 13

9. Minneapolis* ! 7

10. Detroit* 12

1 1. Portland 8

12. Kansas City* 10

13. St. Louis* 14

14. New Orleans 9

15. Cincinnati* 16

16. Washington
17. Omaha* i5

18. Chicago' 19

19. Milwaukee* 18

20. Dallas* 2 1

21. Cleveland 20

22. Boston* 28
23. Philadelphia* 25

24. Buffalo* 24
25. Indianapolis 22

26. Albany 23

27. San Francisco 27

28. Seattle 26

29. Memphis 29

30. Los Angeles 30

31. New York* 32

32. New Haver 3

1

CANADA
1. TORONTO* !

2. MONTREAL* 2

3. St. John 3

4. Winnipeg* 4

5. Calgary . 5

6. Vancouver 6

DISTRICTS
I. Rocky Mt. I

2. Canadian* 2

3. Southeastern* 3

4. Prairie* 4

5. Midwestern* 8

6. Eastern Central* 5

7. Southwestern* 6

8. Eastern* 7

9. Northeastern* 10

10. Western 9

I I . Metropolitan* I I

DIVISIONS
1. Western

. I

2. Eastern* 2

3. North-South* 3

NOTE; Bold face type indicates

over quota cumulatively.
' Over quota for current week.

GIFF DAVISON

\iMtei^^ttih Orive f^^^^k Satirs Ov4*i* Wtiitpnai Qunitt

R. WILLIAMS ROVY BRANON S. FITCH J. BERNSTEIN M. DEVANEY

"EXPRESS" THUNDERS INTO BOSTON
By TERRY TURNER

BOSTON, May 5th— It's premiere day here Jackie

for BERLIN EXPRESS and Jackie the town is junnpin' and
I don't mean maybe. The hiearst Boston papers: The Rec-

ord, The American and The Sunday Advertiser, have been
hitting the ball for several weeks reaching a climax yester-

day with the arrival of Dorothy Lamour, Bob Ryan and
Paul Lukas, who will make appearances at all shows the

opening day as well as premiere day.

The campaign has been so hot Jackie that this morning
the Boston Post jumped on the band wagon with a front

page spread and story by their feature writer Eliot Norton.
Bob Ryan and Paul Lukas {Continued on Page Five)

The NED DEPINET DRIVE has wound up in its tradi-

tional "blaze of glory" finish. This is the last week (that

closing May 6th) and as in other Drives its tabulation will

figure mightily in the final twenty-week standings. It will

not be published as an entity. The Drive committee will

have to weigh each item carefully, and this goes for the

other nineteen stanzas, so the winners will not be deter-

mined for some time nor will the pennant-raising ceremo-
nies be held until a much later date. The nineteenth week
which Is one of the three closing weeks which the divisional

chiefs and their staffs set aside in tribute to Robert Mochrie
was the biggest in point of Drive billings for the duration

and the national quota was topped by a considerable
margin In dollars, with twenty-five branches, ten districts

and the three divisions passing In review before the over-

quota stands. {Continued on Page Tiro)

Box-office Round-up for the Week, Page Five
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Conley lOOro
Salesman

Donald Con-

ley of Mlnne-

a p o I i s has

graduate d

-~ from the $75

M^^M class in the

^j^^i^^ sale of THIS
IS AMERICA

^^^|^k>fl^^H and

m^H|HH| be
the top strata

or $100 class. Hie has just scored

with the necessary deals for this

bull's-eye and all RKOers join

in congratulating him for a good
job in selling this series for

1947-48.

The Duck Flying

High, Donald

That Is !

Donald Duck is flying high like

Bryant's waterfowl. Out on the

v/aterfowl flyway that covers the

vicinity of Stuttgart, Ark., there

is a radio station with the call

letters KWAK, and it's associat-

ed with the Mutual network. The
Disney organization has permit-

ted KWAK to use the Donald

Duck character in its advertising

and the Duck's voice for broad-

cast station commercials. The
Duck tie-up is appropriate indeed

because Stuttgart is the duck
shooting capital of the world, at

least a lot of quakers are brought

down there every season.

KWAK management has
promised full cooperation on all

Disney product and herewith we
take an excerpt from a letter re-

ceived from the KWAK advertis-

ing agency:

Stuttgart is the duck capital of

the world, as any sportsman will

attest. The Mutual Network will

make good news of the tie-up,

too, and it could be the basis for

a lot of good publicity.

In our letter to Mr. Lavin, we
pointed out that we would take

every opportunity to favor every

one of the Walt Disney produc-

tions and would really like to have
every movie in every county for

a radius of 35 miles from Stutt-

gart have a Walt Disney picture

on the opening day or week of

the station.

If any national publicity can

be used by the relationship, this

is the approval of the Stuttgart

Broadcasting Corporation to

make such use of the tie-up as

you see fit.

THREE GROUP CONTEST
Week Ending April 29, 1948

Pos.

This

Week

Pot.

L«if

WaekBranch

1. ATLANTA

2. DETROIT 2

3. Washington I

4. Chicago 3

5. Dallas 4

6. Boston 7

7. Philadelphia 5

8. San Francisco 6

9. Los Angeles 8

10. New York 9

Po..

Thi.

Week

Pos.

Last

WeekBranch

* Charlotte *

1. PITTSBURGH 2

2. MINNEAPOLIS 5

3. Kansas City I

4. St. Louis . 3

5. Cincinnati 4

6. Cleveland 6

7. Buffalo 8

8. Indianapolis 7

Po».

This

Week

Pos.

Last

WeekBranch

Salt Lake City *

* Oklahoma City *

* Sioux Falls 2

1. DENVER I

2. DES MOINES 3

3. Portland 4
4. New Orleans 5

5. Omaha 6

6. Milwaukee 7

7. Albany 8

8. Seattle 9

9. Memphis 10

10. New Haven II

* Eliminated as potential Group Prize tvinner due lo lead position in National Prize listing.

19th Taps All Urive HVeeks
(Continued from Page One)

The climax period honoring Sales Chief Mochrie has been a fitting one indeed.

The acceleration is going to carry over as well into the twentieth week and billings

for some time to come are likely to total more than those of most of the Drive weeks.

Some of the branches will get in some heavy licks too late to count in the standings.

The major change in the capital table was the swift comeback of Sherm Fitch's Sioux

Tribe which ousted Hubert Lyons' Atlanta Crackers from the leading quartette. The

Crackers fell back to sixth position, with Joe Emerson's Denverites riding hard at fifth.

Max Rosenblatt's Des Moiners threw a second successive seven, the week previous

being an eleven, and the week before that a seven, a string of "naturals" unbeaten

to date.

Morris Lefko's Pittsburgh Smoke Eaters worked up into a dangerous position for

the opposition, 13-8 and Fay Dressell's M nneapolis Millers after playing possum for

several stanzas suddenly loom up at ninth place. Hat Taylor's Detroit Tigers bounced

back again. Gains were scored by Branch Manager Tom Williamson, St. Louis, 14-13;

Stan Jacques' Cincinnati Reds, 16-15; Sam Gorelick's Windy City outfit, 19-18; Sol

Sachs' Dallas Rangers, 21-20; Ross Cropper's Bostonians, 28-22, and Charlie Zagrans'

Phillies, 25-23.

The New Haven Bulldogs, heroes of many a Drive conflict, slid down the cellar

door into last place as Phil Hodes' Flagship New York fired a second successive over-

quota broadside. The New Yorkers are just getting up full steam now and they'll have

some big weeks in May and June.

For Canada, Jack Bernstein's Toronto Aces and Murray Devaney's Montrealers are

separated by but a fraction of a point and this will be anybody's game until the

last minute of checking by the Drive committee.

Next week we'll make an analysis of the standings in the sub-contests and this will

close out the Drive publication until we can get our hands on the final standings.
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Shirley Temple and John Agar

v/ill have for their second joint

appearance the top romantic

roles in BALTIMORE ESCA-
PADE, comedy drama of Ameri-

can life in the 1905 period.

The young couple, who have

provided hlollywood with one

of its most popular real-life love

s"ories, will be borrowed from

David O. Selznicic to share stellar

honors with Robert Young.

Seven more players have been

picked to support Lawrence Tier-

ney and Priscilla Lane in BODY-
GUARD. They are June Clay-

worth, Steve Flagg, Charles King,

Frank Fenton, Lucien Prival, Mar-

celle Corday and Gene Stuten-

rcth. Previous castings include

Elizabeth Risdon, Steve Brodie

and Philip Reed.

Jeff Donnell will share comedy
sequences in WEEP NO MORE
with Joseph Gotten and Jack

Paar. The popular comedienne
made an auspicious debut at

Columbia in "My Sister Eileen."

Her most recent appearance was
in ROUGHSHOD.

Levy Returns
William B. Levy, world wide

supervisor of sales for Walt Dis-

ney Productions, returned May
5 aboard the Queen Mary after

one month's visit to Europe where
ho conferred with RKO Radio

representatives on distribution of

the forthcoming MELODY TIME
musical live action-animation fea-

ture.

"Mama" Pays Off
RKO publicity department

cleaned up on races at Bay
Meadows on one of those well-

known hunches. Perry Lieber

saw where Remember Ma-
ma" was running in third race,

and 14 department workers

planked down two bucks on
the nose. Nag came In and
paid $27.40.

VARIETY (Daily)

if Sportscope

For May Release

The RKO Rathe Sportscope

V. ith action centered around

Louise Suggs, Frank Stranahan

and Tommy Armour has been set

tor general release on May 28th,

Harry MIchalson has announced.

Various details of this subject

have been carried In FLASH.
Miss Suggs of Atlanta, women's

rational champion, sailed Wed-
nesday with the Curtis Cup Team
v/hlch win meet the British at the

Eirkdale Golf Club, Birkdale,

England, May 21-22. Later Frank

Stranahan will go overseas to

compete in the British open.

Tommy Armour Is one of the

most widely known pros in the

v.orld. The new Sportscope titled

MUSCLES AND THE LADY tees

off at the very start of the golf

season and should be our most

succesful golf short, because of

lif three central stars and Its pic-

turesque background. "Muscles"

comes from the fact that Frank

Stranahan Is known as a strong

man, one of his hobbies being

weight lifting. Use all the mental

shots in your bag to put this

timely subject on every screen

—

it's got entertainment, beauty,

t'^rllls and Instruction.

Tragic Deatii of

Joe Smith's Son

RKOers have been shocked

and saddened by the tragic

death of the four-year-old son

and only child of Mr. and Mrs.

Joe Smith of San Francisco, Joe

as we all know being our branch

manager. The accident happened

In an apartment elevator. West-

ern District Manager Herb Mac-
Intyre immediately proceeded to

San Francisco and took over such

arrangements as could be han-

dled at a time like that. Mr.

Meclntyre said Joe was deeply

appreciative of the many kind

messages which were received

from folks in the organization,

little things that help In such an

hour of sorrow. FLASH on behalf

of Its readers extends heartfelt

condolences to Mr; and Mrs.

Smith.

Mary Well Again
Nurse Mary Farrell of the

Home Office Hospital is back at

her duties following an operation.

Miss Farrell had a very tough
siege but Is feeling well again

although she has lost considerable

v.'elght.

from

RKO-PATHE
By Adriana Musa

Sportscope Director Joe
Walsh, cameraman Howard Win-
ner and assistant George Well-

stead have just returned from
Florida after shooting Sport-

scopes and several variety reels.

The first story, a golf subject,

entitled MUSCLES AND THE
LADY, features Louise Suggs,
present women's national ama-
teur golf champion, and Frank

Siranahan, one of the leading

men amateurs. Producer Jay
Bonafield will release the one-
reeler May 28th, which Is now
being edited by Harold Oterl.

A swimming reel analyzes by
slew-motion shots the strokes and
methods of swim stars Ann Cur-
fk (fastest woman swimmer In

the world), Suzanne Zimmerman,
Marilyn Sahner, Patty Elsenor

end Billy Atherton.

The variety subjects include

polo player, Stewart Iglehart;

jockey. Porter Roberts; tennis

player, Fred Perry; a swimming
story featuring child swim stars,

and a story on Beachcomber, an
outstanding greyhound racer, in

ti ainlng.

Bud Benjamin is slated to do
the scripting on all these stories.

Harry Smith and his crew are
erroute to the Bahamas to photo-
graph a future Sportscope re-

lease on marlln fishing.

Howard Rejoins

Turner Dragoons
Hank Howard, veteran fie'd

man who has been on special as-

signment with S. Barret McCor-

mlck handling

Broadway en-

gagements,
has reported

p back with the

Terry Turner

Dragoons. This

move was
made largely

because of the

return of the

Palace to the

RKO theatres. Hank's first as-

signment has been at Boston

v/orking on the premiere of BER-
LIN EXPRESS. Next Monday
henk will take over the Buffalo

and Albany territories. He joined

the Dragoons back In 1939 and
has been with the Company ever

since with the exception of the

period In which he served with

the armed forces, including over-

seas duty. Hank was a sergeant.

Dore Schary's

Mother Dies At

Home in Los A.

Mrs. Belle Schary, 73, mother

of Dore Schary, died Sunday

morning, May 2, at her home In

Los Angeles, after a lengthy ill-

ness.

Born in Russia, Mrs. Schary

came to the United States 60

years ago and settled with her

late husband, Herman Schary, In

Newark, N. J. where Dore Schary

was born and where his father

died two years ago. Mrs. Schary

had been living in Los Angeles

for the past 15 years and was

a'ways very active In church and

charitable activities. She was one

cf the founders of Western Jew-

ish Institute and honorary presi-

dent of the Temple Ladies Auxili-

ary.

Besides Dore Schary, she leaves

another son, Samuel, of Philadel-

phia and a daughter, Lillian (Mrs.

Paul Small) of New York City and
eight grandchildren.

Services were conducted by
Doctor S. M. Neches and Doctor
Jacob Pressman in the chapel of
Hollywood cemetery on Monday,
May 3, at 3:00 p.m. Pallbearers

were Don Hartman, Allen Rivkin,

Doctor Hyman Engelberg, Leon-
a I d Spiegelgass, A r m a n d
Deutsch, Sy Bartlett, Willlam
Gordon and William J. Fadlman.

FLASH on behalf of all its

readers extends heartfelt con-

dolence to Mr. Schary in this

hour of bereavement.

'Time" Show
Walt Disney s MELODY TIME

will have its New York trade

showing at the Astor Theatre on

Tuesday, May 18, at 10:30 A.M.
This RKO Radio release will also

be shown at I 1 :00 A.M. the same
day in Philadelphia and at 2:30

P.M. in Detroit.

Conried Cast
Hans Conried will play a

French concert singer in VARI-
ElY TIME, a new kind of film

vaudeville show. He will be
teamed with Jack Paar, who will

supply the links for the comedy
sketches, dancing and musical

acts.
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Star Gazing
'I Remember Mama^
Makes the Heart Glow

-BY HELEN BOWER-
WANT something to take the b^d taste of fear out of your!

mouth if your heart's in it over the state of the world ?

Go back to San Francisco in 1910 with, the Norwegian
Hansons In "I Remember Mama" at tbe United Artists
Theater.

More than the book or the stage play, the movie is a heart-'
restorer simple and beautiful and good. It is performed by a,
practically perfect cast, headed by Irene Dunne as Mama.

Iss goodt" has already become. '

a catch line for the story. Mama's
standard for judgiig is not com-
plex. A thing is either good or It
Is not good, When it is not, she
tries to make it so.

It is never good that children
should feel Insecure. So Mama
practices a deception of thrift
which carries her four young-
sters securely through childhood
»nd adolescence.
In so doing, Mama must meet

and manage her share of domestic
crises. As she holds her family
together by her wisdom, kindness
and valiant determination, she
holds together the plotless episodes
until they unify in a family saga

Sense of Belonging
MAGIC has" been at work in the

Bfiaking of this movie.
Beyond the atmosphere and

realism which the camera can
create, uahampered by the linlits
of a stage, the film has a feeling
of "family" that draws everyone
wlOiin its circle.
E*ery last one of these actors

really must have wanted to play
In the picture and help make it
good as it is. Edgar Bergen, out
of this world and only once sound-
ing lik.e Charlie McCarthy, made
special arrangements to play the
supporting role of Mr. Thorkelson
the bashful undertaker. So too'Rudy Vallee arranged to do the
bit part of the doctor.

• • .

Mother's Day Every Day
^^J^^'^.h^, '•managing- as shewas in "Life With PaUier." Irene

Dunne is lovelier as this earnest
Norse "Mama" who is heart and
center of the family that Is the
center of her world.

She's never aggressive. But
when she makes up her mind,
her backbone stiffens and things
happen until she can say, "Iss
goodt!"

Philip Dorn, as Papa, quietly
supports Mama's decisions, as such
things used to be. He is not with-
out humor and wisdcfm. He knows
which of the children is the "l^ind"
one, the "stabborn" one, the
"dramatic" one. He knows thatMama is the "practical" one.

DOUBLING as the older Katrin,
the narrator, and as her younger
self, Barbara Bel Geddes differen-
tiates weU between the two and is
an attractive grown-up.

It was at the end of the gradu-
ation scene that I got dewy-
eyed.

A wonderful hunk of role be-
longs ^o Oscar Homolka, as the!
formidable Uncle Chris. His mas-
terful conduct comes alive far bet-
ter on the screen than it could on I

the stage.

* * *

THERE isn't a( person in the!
cast who doesn't deserve indivi-
dual mention, from Sir Cedricl
Hardwicke as the swindling lodger
to little June Hedin, as the animal-

1

loving Dagmar, and Tommy Ivo I

as Cousin Arne, with his gimpy^
leg.

"I Remember Mama" leaves a
glow like an open-hearth furnace.'

"Melody Time"

Publicity Wave

Rolling Higher

Walt Disney's MELODY TIME

will come into the Astor on the

greatest publicity wave in screen

history. These days you can blind-

fold yourself and reaching for

cjlmost any printed matter find

some angle on MELODY TIME

covered. And what breaks!

All the windows of the RCA
Exhibit Hall in Radio City have

been tied in for displays. S. Bar-

ret McCormick has assigned Art

Director Stanley Sherwin to work

v.'Hh RCA's display director In

preparing the advertising dis-

plays. In addition RCA will ar-

range for MELODY TIME dis-

plays tied in with the Astor pre-

miere in all Liberty Music Shops

and other New York music out-

lets.

Santly-Joy took the entire

back page of Variety for April

28th heralding MELODY TIME'S

"terrific score."

*

The Saturday Evening Post for

May 1st carried a full page on

the Eversharp tie-in with BAMBI.
There was a personal letter from

Walt and a quarter of page was

devoted to a photographic re-

production of him. This is a

BAMBI ad, still what's Walt is

v/inning publicity for all Disney

shows.

*

CORONET for April carried a

colored section on legendary

characters, including Pecos Bill

and Johnny Appleseed.

"Blue Shadows," featured song

from MELODY TIME, was heard

cn several radio programs during

the week, including Coast to

Coast on a Bus, Paul Whiteman
and Bing Crosby.Try the blind-

fold test on your dial too!

Look Magazine will carry a

Pecos Bill layout in their July

6lh issue, on sale June 22nd.

The New York Times magazine
section for Sunday, May 2nd,

gives over a page and a half to

sketches of the fanciful version of

Ihe life of Johnny Appleseed, the

wanderer who became a film

leoend.

This Week Magazine will run

'Night Song " Is

Rated With Best

Mrs. Warren Knox, president

c; the New York Federation of

Miusic Clubs, has forwarded to

Leon J. Bamberger a review of

NIGHT SONG by Clif Bradt

of the Knickerbocker News, Al-

Bany. In this review Mr. Bradt

5.=;ys NIGHT SONG takes its

piece among important pictures

of the year.

"The review was written by an

ace critic,
" says Mrs. Knox. "Mr.

Eradt has gained wide recogni-

tion from the motion picture in-

dustry for his ability to pick the

icp movie winners.

"My reactions were similar to

his, and I feel that the picture

will stimulate a great deal of In-

terest in music and the problems

cf our modern composers."

a Pecos Bill inside color spread

in addition to picture of Roy
Rogers in color on their cover,

Issue of June 20th. This Week
Magazine has the tremendous cir-

culation of 8,606,467 copies In

24 cities.

Santly-Joy reports In its final

boxscore of the recordings on

MELODY TIME that It marks an

all-time high for recordings on a

motion picture.

*

The New York School system

has sent a letter to all grammar
and high schools announcing a

"Johnny Appleseed" contest.

Rules have been drawn up co-

operatively by the New York &
New England Apple Institute,

Walt Disney Productions, and the

Ncture Garden Science office of

the Board of Education. Apple
trees will be given and delivered

free to each public school re-

questing same from L. W. Marvin,

New York & New England Apple
Institute, 154 Nassau St., New
York City. Pupils of school gar-

den clubs, school tree clubs or

nature clubs will take care of the

tree and the judging will take

place in the fall, about October
1st, and will consider only one
point "Is the tree well planted."

First prize will be a Walt Disney
original drawing of Johnny Ap-
pleseed. Second and third prizes

v/ill be awarded runners-up In the

contest. These will consist of

phonograph records and books.

There will be five prizes for each
borough. Judges will be an-

nounced at a future date.

Dunne To New York
Irene Dunne will leave Holly-

wood for New York on Sunday,

May 9, arriving in Manhattan the

following Wednesday.

New Schary Plan

Dore Schary has evolved a

' script control ' system to work

further economies. Scripts now

being prepared are running on

an average of 20 pages less than

comparative ones a year ago.

Besides cutting down on excess

Dialogue and thereby speeding

up action, the new method in-

Special Trailers

HOLLYWOOD—RKO Radio

will issue short teaser trailers on

if: top-budget attractions to sup-

plement the regular trailer. Aver-

aging 75 feet In length, they will

incorporate special shots made
during actual production. First

TO receive this special treatment

v/III be Independent Artists' THE
VELVET TOUCH, Leo McCarey's

GOOD SAM and RACHEL AND
THE STRANGER and STATION
WEST.

sures a tighter control of sets,

usually considered the pivot of

higher or lower costs for the

final budget.
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Tri'^aantph Again !

No compe+i+ive company has product that can meef

the box-oHice test passed by our big three, I REMEMBER
MAMA, THE MIRACLE OF THE BELLS and FORT
APACHE. For instance, MAMA gets Variety's top April

box-of"fice honors heading the "golden dozen." Variety

says: "Cops first place in the national race, according

to reports from Variety's correspondents covering 22 key

cities. Chalked up sturdy smash business in nearly every

spot played, overcoming handicap of its length even

where forced to play solo. The RKO opus won top coin

in three weeks out of four, being aided by six weeks at

the Music Hall, where so far it's been the house's biggest

grosser of 1948."

In Variety's survey for the week, the report reads:
" 'Miracle of the Bells' is second place winner for second
week in a row."

And " 'Fort Apache' is displaying great strength this

round on a few new dates."

FORT APACHE has gone into a third big week at

Philadelphia and Milwaukee, second weeks at Pittsburgh,

Dayton (first week at Keith's beats anything played this

year, moves to State). Opening at Pittsburgh was biggest

in several months. At the Virginia Theatre, Champaign,
tops for the year with one exception, went seven days In

split-week situation, which was also true of Austin, El

Paso, Ft. Worth. Fine week at Dallas. Up with our best

at Grand Junction, Greeley and Pueblo. Branch Manager
Lou Elman of Milwaukee says first week was best since

BACHELOR last August.

MIRACLE OF THE BELLS—Clicked ofF 15 days at

Houston and Boston. Second weeks Fall River, Cleveland,
Dayton, Providence, San Francisco, Buffalo, Baltimore,

Washington, Norfolk and Portsmouth. Excellent Greens-
boro, N. C, held over. Rocky Mount, Jersey City, Lincoln,

Neb., Richmond (Byrd and State), PIttston and Pottstown.
Pa.

I REMEMBER MAMA—Fifth week at the Erianger,

Philadelphia. Second weeks Oklahoma City, Atlantic City,

Norfolk (Newport and Colley), Portsmouth, Detroit. Held
over Portland, Me. Excellent Dunkirk.

TARZAN AND THE MERMAIDS—Big week In five

houses at Los Angeles, Orpheum, Culvert, El Ray, Belmont
and Vogue, moved over to the Palace and Four Star.

Fine week at the Grand, Cincinnati, moved to Shubert.
Excellent at Palace, Cleveland, and Strand, Louisville.

Branch Manager Joe Emerson of Denver says excellent at
the Fox Paramount against stiff competition. Excellent in

Charlotte territory at Gastonia, Florence, Wilmington,
Hickory, Raleigh, Columbia and Greensboro.

THE PEARL—Wound up a marathon run of I I weeks
at the Sutton, New York.

BAMBI—Branch Manager Dick Lange of Portland says
rounding out second week at the Bluemouse in a blaze of
glory. Terrific at the Cinema International, Vancouver,
says Branch Manager Jimmy Davie. Good at Spokane,
Hartford, New Britain and South Manchester.

THE BISHOP'S WIFE—Held over at the Orpheum,
Vancouver. Second weeks Hamilton and Montreal. Move-
overs at Louisville and Joliet. Fine at Tacoma, Spokane,

"EXPRESS" THUNDERS INTO BOSTON
{Continued from. Page One)

took care of the sporting section yesterday by attending

the Red Sox Tiger game at Fenway Park sharing honors

with the great hitter and home run clouter Ted Williams.

This afternoon Mr. and Mrs. Harold J. Kern, publisher

of the Hearst papers, will play host to our stars and a

number of Boston celebrities including Governor Robert

Bradford and former Governor Ely, Mayor and Mrs. James
Curley, all of whom will attend the premiere performance

toniaht.

As I write this Dorothy, Bob and Paul are at Suffolk

Downs where they are running a BERLIN EXPRESS Handi-

cap in their honor.

I didn't go Jackie because I wanted to have a chat

with Walter Howey who is in town for a couple of hours

but I did send out two bobs for a nag that will probably

finish ninth in a eight horse race (PS—It won't be a Texas

horse. You can't even smuggle em in here Jackie. HEAD
MAN please note).

Mel Masucco, the Zelgfeld of Boston, has lined up a

great show for tonight including Bugs Baer, George Mc-
Manus, Hildegarde, Count Basie, Nicholas Brothers, Eddie

Foy, Jr., The Latin Quarter Revue, The Music Box Revue,

and so on into the night.

Ben Domingo and "Red" King are running the show
and v/ill do their usual fine job while "Mouse" Banghart

and Hank Howard take care of the s+ars. By the way Jackie

did you know that Hank Howard returns to the field staff

next Monday taking over the Buffalo and Albany territory

and if "Hankus" is half as happy coming back to the staff

as v/e are to have him he should be a very happy boy.

The "Mouse" has done a great [ob as the tearsheets

will bear out, and they will be mailed to all exchanges out
of here Friday. The "Mouse" will also send you a follow-

up story as well as a flock of photos which will tell the

story better than I can hammer it out.
By the way I understand we have a picture-a-year with Dorothy

Lamour and that is one time our company did not make a mistake.

She is a grand girl to work with and as you all know Bob Ryan and Paul

Lukas are just as nice. In fact Jackie it has been to date and wIlJ

continue to be a grand premiere. So I'll be off to St. Louis, Friday, to

[oin ' Blowsie" and "Dr. Itch" DuFour, Pat and Mrs. O'Brien for their

shindig down there and brother you will get a great yarn and some
great pictures on that baby. From there it is Chicago with Grand-
ma' HIckey and Wally Heim to work on ThIE MIRACLE OF THE
BELLS premiere there May 25 with a great dinner honoring Jesse
Lasky on his thirty-fifth anniversary as a producer the night preceding.
Keep your chin up Jackie these premieres are beginning to come in

groups. Wahooo!

Lynchburg, Bristol, Canton, Augusta, Cambridge, O., Ft.

Worth, Galveston, Bridgeport, Albany, Bloomlngton, El-

gin and St. Jo. Big in subsequent runs at Los Angeles, says

Harry Cohen.
BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES—Third excellent week

at popular prices at the Astor, Boston.

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA—Sixth big week
at the Cinema, Detroit. Getting under way at an early

date at Cleveland and Philadelphia.

IF YOU KNEW SUSIE—Excellent Pittsfield, Woon-
socket, Tacoma, Waterbury, Utica, Leavenworth. Branch
Manager Joe Emerson of Denver says played to excellent

business In engagements over the Westland Circuit.



LUNCHEON GUESTS AT RKO RADIO COMMISSARY. (1)—

Left to right, Alan Martin and President N. Peter Rathvon in

foreground, and guest of honor J. Myer Schine and wife in

background. The luncheon was given in Mr. Schine's honor

by Producer Frederic Ullman, Jr. . . . (2)—Pres. Rathvon and
Mr. Schine . . . (3)—Visit set of WEEP NO MORE. Left to right

Joseph Cotton, Mrs. and Mr. Schine, and Mr. and Mrs. E.

Benton, the latter managing director of Mr. Schine's Ambassa-
dor Hotel at Los Angeles.

To Sales Staff

T. O. (Tommy) Baldridge,

widely known in the Memphis
territory, has joined the sales

staff of Branch Manager R. V.

Reagin. He was until recently

with the David Flexer enterprises

as publicist and has been sales-

man and pressagent with a num-

ber of major film companies.

''Song" Is a Top

Montreal Grosser

NIGHT SONG in its first week

at the Palace Theatre, Montreal,

turned in a top gross for the

Palace since FARMER'S
DAUGHTER played there a year

ago.

Saehson Tour
Arthur Sachson, general sales

n^anager for Samuel Goldwyn
Productions, is touring the Mid-

vest in connection with plans for

the regular release of THE BEST
YEARS OF OUR LIVES.

HARRIET PARSONS MEETS THE RADIO, PRESS, AND PRESIDES AT DETROIT'S WOMEN'S
AD CLUB 25th ANNIVERSARY DINNER ON DETROIT STOP-OVER—During a one day stop-

ever in Detroit, Harriet Parsons had a busy day receiving the radio and press . . . (1)—Miss

Parsons being interviewed by Dick Osgood, WXYZ . . . (2)—In an informal gathering Miss

Parsons meets the critics, from left to right, John Finlayson, Detroit News, Helen Bower, De-

troit Free-Press, John McClellan, city editor, D etroit Times, Harvey Taylor, Detroit Times, Miss

Parsons, Len Shaw, retired dean of Detroit critics, formerly of the Free-Press, Bill Lampe, man-
aging editor, Detroit Times, and Andy Wilson, Detroit Times . . . (3)—Miss Parsons as guest

of honor of the Ad Club, seated between President Dunbarger and Miss Edith Fern Melrose,

Lady of Charm, of Radio Station WXYZ . . . (4)—Miss Parsons entertained at luncheon, from
left to right, Hatton Taylor, RKO branch manager, Lynn Bowers, Photoplay writer, Helen
Bower, Free-Press, Joe Busic, supervisor United Detroit Theatres, Len Shaw, retired critic. Bob
Haley, RKO field man, Alice Gorham, advertising manager. United Detroit Theatres, Harvey
Taylor, Detroit Times, Miss Parsons, and Andy Wilson, Detroit Times . . . (5)—Miss Parsons
congratulates Miss Gloria Dunbarger, president of Detroit Women's Ad Club, on their 25th

Anniv ersary.

—BOB HALEY

"Mama" Champ
The National Screen Coun-

cil has voted I REMEMBER
MAMA the winner of the Box-

office Blue Ribbon Award for

the month of April. The award
will be featured on the front

page of the Boxoffice trade

magazine and a two-color an-

nouncement page In the May
15th issue. It will also be fea-

tured in the same issue in a

two-color page by National

Screen Service, in behalf of

their Blue Ribbon Award ac-

cessory kit.



Plants "Melody"

Seeds in Homes
If mignr oe put mar rne seea

to see MELODY TIME has been

planted in 4,500,000 homes.

Fred Norman of the radio de-

patment has tied in the Disney

show with the Betty Crocker Pro-

gram. 10:45 Monday through Fri-

day, ABC, full network, 182 sta-

tions, with an estimated listening

audience of 4,500,000. The pro-

motion will last for a period of

not less than three weeks.

MELODY TIME, Johnny Ap-
pleseed and the Astor Theatre

v/ill receive five plugs on each

program, commencing May 27th.

Each day several bushels of

Johnny Appleseed Apples will be
given away.

The gifts of the apples will be

based on participation in a kit-

chen quiz. In addition to the

bushel of apples to the winner a

pair of tickets for MELODY TIME
v/ill be given.

The apples will be placed on

display daily in the Studio from
which Betty Crocker's program
Magazine of the Air" is broad-

cast.

The tie-in may continue even

beyond three weeks.

"Rachel" Songs
Six songs by Roy Webb and

Waldo Scott will be heard in

RACHEL AND THE STRANG-
ER. Their titles: ' Rachel, ' "Tall,

Dark Stranger," ' Foolish Pride,"

Summer Song," "Oh He Oh Hi

Oh Ho, and 'Just Like Me.

In the pictorial layout: (1)—1. to r., WUliam Gaxton, the Hon. Harold G. Hoffman, ex-govemor

of New Jersey, and president of the Saints & Sinners, and Guy Kibbee . . . '2)—Henry Fonda,

Bert Lytel and Rutgers Neilson . . . (3)—Raymond Mossey, Ralph Bellamy and John Golden

. . . (4)—Candid shot of Fonda as he greeted the audience . . . '5;—Norman Panama and

Melvin Frank, L to r. respectively, who were Ln town incidental to the premiere of "Mr. Bland-

ings Builds His Dream House" hove an informal chat with Guy Kibbee and Henry Fonda . . .

(6)—Guy Kibbee, frontier doctor of John Ford's FORT APACHE, grimaces as he is selected

to play the farmer in THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER.

"APACHE" STARS AT SAINTS AND SINNERS

By Rutgers Neilson

HENRY FONDA, star of John Fora s FORT APACHE, and Guy Kibbee, a featured

member of the cast, recently stole the show at a luncheon of the famous Saints

& Sinners Club of America in the Waldorf-Astoria. Under the big top Fonda and

Kibbee attracted much attention from the I 200 guests of this famous organization. The

"fall guy" of the occasion was the ever popular Bert Lytell, veteran s-ace and screen

star, who was honored as the present shepherd of the Lambs. A highlight skit of the

program was a burlesque of THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER neatly timed upon the heels

of the Academy Award to the star of this RKO picture and oddly, too, none other

than Ray Massey of our company's MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA was cast as

a farmer's daughter, but we are a little ahead of our story. This we see in two episodes.

In the first episode, Guy Kibbee v/as called upon to play the farmer and William

Gaxton, former Lambs' shepherd as a travelling salesman. For the second episode John

Golden, noted producer, took over as the farmer with Ralph Bellamy as the travelling

salesman and Massey as the young pride of the farm. The sicit was unusually funny and

Massey and Kibbee well upheld the RKO reputation as performers and made the audi-

ence FARMER'S DAUGHTER conscious co'ncidentaliy with its presentation on Broad-

way at the RKO Palace.
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May I5lh

C. MacDONALD Philadclphi.i

FREDA COHEN Toionto
MARK STEWART CUMMINS Cincinnati

lOSEPH BERMAN New York
WILLIAM F. SCIORTINO Homo Office

Fun and
Fancy Free

Sales Against

Possibilities

18th Week End. April 22, 19lil

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Brancli Weelt

1. DENVER I

2. OKLAHOMA CITY 2

3. CLEVELAND 5

4. SALT LAKE CITY . 4

5. BUFFALO 6

6. MILVl/AUKEE 7

7. SIOUX FALLS II

8. Des Moines 10

9. New Haven 8

10. Detroit 9

I I. New York IB

12. Portland 14

I 3. San Francisco I 3

14. Pittsburgh 15

15. Dallas 12

16. Seattle 3

17. Boston 16

18. Washington 17

19. Chicago 19

20. Philadelphia 20
21. Kansas City 21

22. Charlotte 22
23. St. Louis 23

24. Omaha 24
25. Los Angeles 25

26. Cincinnati 26
27. Indianapolis 27
28. Memphis 28

29. Minneapolis 29
30. New Orleans 30
31. Albany 31

32. Atlanta 32

CANADA
1. ST. JOHN . I

2. MONTREAL . 2

3. Toronto 3

4. Winnipeg 4
5. Vancouver 5

6. Calgary 6

DIVISIONS
1 . Western I

2. Eastern 2

3. North. South 3

NOTE: Bold lac« type Indlcotes

over quota.

LULA KARR
May I6lh

MYRTIE H. BABB
BETTY V. RABERN
MARJORIE CIVIELLO

May \7lh

FRANK GORMAN
May 1 »lh

DOROTHY SCANLON
May \9th

BONNIE PICKENS
May lOlh

H. M. DOOLITTLE
NORMAN C. LARSEN
SYLVIA DUDAKOFF
GRETA NEWMAN
GLORIA VAN RYZIN

May 21 si

JOSEPH COZZI
HELEN EGOLD

Atlanta

Atlanta
Atlanta

Home Office

Home Office

Boston

Oklahoma City

Albany
Salt Lake Cny
Home Office

Home Office

Milwaukee

Chicago
Indianapolis

DISNEY
CARTOONS
CONTEST

Actual Billings

Against Quota

18th Week End. April 22, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Wool< Branch Weel;

1. PORTLAND* I

2. SALT LAKE CITY- 3

3. LOS ANGELES 2

4. DENVER* 5

5. PITTSBURGH* 6

6. DES MOINES 4

7. OKLAHOMA CITY 7

8. ALBANY . 8

9. Seattle 9

10. Omaha* 10

I I. Cleveland- , 14

12. Cincinnati" 13

13. Washington 12

14. Boston* . , 18

1 5. Minneapolis . II

16. Atlanta 15

17. Detroit- 16

I 8. San Francisco I 7

19. Buffalo* 21

20. Dallas 19

21. Charlotte 20
22. Memphis* 23

23. Kansas City* ... 26

24. New Orleans 22

25. Indianapolis- 25

26. Sioux Falls 24
27. New York* 27

28. New Haven* 29

29. Milwaukee 28
30. St. Louis 30
31. Philadelphia

. . 31

32. Chicago 32

CANADA
1. TORONTO

I

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. Montreal 4

4. Vancouver 3

5. Calgary* 5

6. St. John" 6

DIVISIONS
1. Eastern-

I

2. Western 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota.
* Over quota for current week.

Stars Return

Dorothy Lamour, Robert Ryan

and Paul Lukas left Boston on

Thursday after participating in

the gala premiere of BERLIN EX-

PRESS. Miss Lamour returns to

New York for a month's vacation.

Ryan ' returns direct to Holly-

wood, while Lukas, his co-star in

BERLIN EXPRESS will stop off at

Cleveland.

Camera Fan

SHORTS
Actual Billings

Against Quota

18th Week End. April 22, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Waek

1. NEW YORK* I

2. DENVER* 2

3. SAN FRANCISCO 3

4. PORTLAND 4

5. BUFFALO* 6

6. MILWAUKEE 5

7. DES MOINES* 7

8. BOSTON 9

9. NEW HAVEN 12

10. OMAHA 8

I I. Salt Lake City* 10

12. Pittsburgh*
I I

13. Detroit 13

1 4. Cincinnati 15

I 5. Sioux Falls 16

I 6. Los Angeles 14

1 7. Chicago* 20
18. Cleveland 17

19. St. Louis 19

20. Seattle 18

2 I . Minneapolis 21

22. Washington 23

23. New Orleans 22

24. Philadelphia 24
25. Atlanta 25

26. Memphis 26

27. Oklahoma City 27

28. Dallas 29

29. Albany 28

30. Charlotte 30

3 I . Kansas City 3 I

32. Indianapolis 32

CANADA
1. VANCOUVER* I

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. Toronto 3

4. St. John 4
5. Calgary 6

6. Montreal* 5

DIVISIONS
1 . Western I

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota.

^ Over quota lor current week.

ROSALIND RUSSELL is a camera fan.

V/hile news photographers in Chi-

cago lock her pictures in the Dear-

born station, she worked on her own

camera. She was as RKOers know

on her way to New York.

AMERICA
CONTEST

Week Ending April 22, 1948

Salesinen's Standings

$100.00 Class

Knox Washington

Burke Kansas City

Goldfarb Denver

Gwin Denver

Silverman New York

Penser New York

Kutinsky New York

$75.00 Class

Febrey Buffalo

Canelli New Haven
Kahn Washingl-on

Goldsmith Cleveland

Richardson Cleveland

Conley Minneapolis

Hoese Salt Lake City

Engelman Portland

Thorn Portland

Decker Montreal

Elliott Montreal

$50.00 Class

Beck Philadelphia

Youngerman Philadelphia

Lefko Philadelphia

Silverman Pittsburgh

Frankel Pittsburgh

Folliard Washington

Belles Cleveland

Wild Cleveland

Kimmel Chicago
Bjorkman Minneapolis

Appelman Denver

Powell Los Angeles

Blakeley Oklahonna City

Middleton St. John

Rea Winnipeg
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BAMBi
Sales Against

Possibilities

(Extended To Week End. Sept. 9)

8th Week End. April 22, 1948

Pos.

This

Week Branch

1. CLEVELAND 1

2. BUFFALO 7

3. DES MOINES 3

4. SALT LAKE CITY 2

5. WASHINGTON 4

6. KANSAS CITY 6

7. New Haven 5

8. Detroit 26

9. Portland 9

10. San Francisco 10

1 1 . Denver 12

1 2. Minneapolis 8

1 3. Omaha 1 1

14. Sioux Falls 13

15. Boston 17

16. Cincinnati 14

17. St. Louis 16

18. Pittsburgh 18

19. Oklahoma City 15

20. Seattle 19

2 1 . Los Angeles 20

22. Albany 25

23. Memphis 21

24. Indianapolis 22

25. Milwaukee 28

26. Dallas ., 23

27. Chicago 24

28. Philadelphia 29

29. Charlotte 27

30. Atlanta 30

3 1 . New Orleans 31

32. New York 32

CANADA
1. TORONTO 1

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. Calgary 3

4. Montreal 4

5. St. John 5

6. Vancouver 6

DIVISIONS

1 . Eastern

2. Western
3. North-South

2

1

3

The
Fugitive

Sales Against

Possibilities

(Extended To Week End. Sept. 9)

9ih Week End. April 22, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. CLEVELAND I

2. OKLAHOMA CITY 3

3. PITTSBURGH 2

4. SALT LAKE CITY 4

5. DALLAS 5

6. NEW ORLEANS 6

7. Sioux Falls 10

8. Philadelphia 20

9. Washington 8

10. Memphis 7

I I . Portland . 9

I 2. Denver I 3

I 3. Kansas City I I

I 4. Chicago 12

15. Omaha 15

16. Minneapolis 14

1 7. Indianapolis I 7

18. Cincinnati 16

19. Charlotte 19

20. Detroit 18

2 I . Seattle 21

22. Milwaukee 22

23. Los Angeles 28

24. Boston 25

25. San Francisco 24

26. Des Moines 23

27. St. Louis 27

28. Atlanta 26

29. Buffalo 29

30. New York 30

31. Albany 31

32. New Haven 32

CANADA
1. MONTREAL I

2. CALGARY 2

3. Winnipeg 3

4. St. John 6

5. Vancouver 4

6. Toronto 5

DIVISIONS

1 . Eastern 2

2. North-South I

3. Western 3

MAGIC
TOWN
Sales Against

Possibilities

18tli W eek End. April 22. 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch V/eek

1. DENVER 2

2. SEATTLE

3. OKLAHOMA CITY 3

4. NEW HAVEN 5

5. BUFFALO 4

6. SALT LAKE CITY 6

7. Milwaukee 7

8. Sioux Falls 9

9. Des Moines 8

lO. Detroit 10

I I. Dallas 13

12. Boston 12

13. Portland 14

14. Cleveland I I

15. Pittsburgh 16

16. Los Angeles 18

I 7. San Francisco 15

18. Charlotte 17

19. Philadelphia 19

20. New York 25

21. Washington 21

22. Kansas City 22

23. Minneapolis 20

24. Indianapolis 23

25. Omaha 26

26. St. Louis 27

27. Chicago 24

28. Memphis 28

29. Atlanta . 29

30. Albany 32

3 I . Cincinnati 30

32. New Orleans 31

CANADA
1. MONTREAL 2

2. WINNIPEG I

3. Toronto 3

4. Vancouver 4

5. St. John 5

6. Calgary 6

DIVISIONS

1 . Western I

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold face type indicates

over quota.

SECRET
LIFE OF
W. MITTY

Sales Against

Possibilities

18tli W eek End. April 22. 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

^V'ee^ Branch Week

1. DENVER I

2. OKLAHOMA CITY . . 2

3. SALT LAKE CITY 3

4. NEW YORK 4

5. DETROIT 10

6. NEW HAVEN 5

7. Sioux Falls 7

8. Buffalo 9

9. Philadelphia 8

10. Dallas 6

I I. Seattle II

I 2. Des Moines 12

13. Milwaukee 14

14. Minneapolis 13

15. Portland IS

16. Pittsburgh 17

17. Boston 19

18. Los Angeles 18

19. Albany 16

20. Washington 20

21. Omaha 22

22. Cleveland 2!

23. Kansas City 23

24. Charlotte 25

25. San Francisco 29

26. St. Louis 24

27. Indianapolis 28

28. Memphis 26

29. Chicago 27

30. Cincinnati 30

31. Atlanta 31

32. New Orleans 32

CANADA
1. MONTREAL I

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. Toronto 3

4. St. John 4

5. Vancouver 5

6. Calgary 6

DIVISIONS

1 . Western I

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold lace type indicates

over quota.
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BLOOD ON MOON" TO CUTTING ROOMS;

"BODYGUARD" NOW BEFORE CAMERAS
See Line

Bumble Boogie, jive-happy bee

making his screen debut in MEL-
ODY TIME, comes of a theatri-

cal family. Bixby Bee, Bumble's

grandfather, was the bee who
annoyed Bandmaster Mickey

Mouse in the Academy Award
winning cartoon BAND CON-
CERT.

Burton Bee, Bumble's father,

led the bees who stung Pluto the

Pup in another early Disney film.

Scores of his southern cousins

pursued Brer Fox in SONG OF
THE SOUTH.

For his film debut, Bumble

Boogie makes his bow appro-

priately to the music of Rimsky

Korsakoff's "Flight of the Bumble

Bee.
"

Br\\an\ III

Arthur Brilant head of the

special features department has

been ill at home with a bad cold

and sore throat, a combination

that has kept his temperature

above normal.

Bighth Floor
Taking advantage of the many cul-

tural opportunities offered in the Cen-
ter, Morris Cohen has really gone out

in a big way to attend the Grand
Operatic presentations by the San

Carlo Opera Company. Morris finds

that his favorite is still the tragic story

of Puccini's "La Boheme."

Nettle Miller has attended the grand
show at the Museum of Science and
Industry which is offering some mighty

fine prizes on behalf of the American
Cancer Society.

Always knew John Blund was a

philatelist, but it is also a surprise 1o

learn that he is also a numismatist as

It is good to see Alice Jones, Rhoda
Donde and David Klein back again.

Marie Donahue !s on vacation.

Oh, say, has everyone taken a good
look at former RKOer Bob Abramson
who came in to say hello. Bob was
with the Showmanship Company for

about two years.

Sincere condolence is extended to

Ruth Gaffney upon the loss of her

grandfather.

Seen lunching with the stars at a

rendezvous were June Squires and Rose
De Marco.

Joe Toscano is rooting for the Sena-
tors and Bernard Fiore is yipping it up
for the Tigers.

—HARRY KARP

"Dunne" Mail to

50,000 Priests

One of the most momentous
mailing campaigns in our history

Is backing FIGHTING FATHER
DUNNE. The Reverend William

F. Glynn, member of the board

of directors of Father Dunne's

News Boys Home, St. Louis, has

written a letter which goes to

50,000 priests and members of

the Legion of Decency through-

out the United States. Our own
publicity department could not

turn out a more all-embracing en-

dorsement. Here is the letter in

full with words of praise for the

picture, the star, Pat O'Brien,

and RKO Radio Pictures:

Dear Friend:

"You can't push my
boys around!"

—this was the battle cry of

Father Dunne, "The best friend

a boy ever had." The founder of

the News Boys Home was a man
cf action who challenged a hos-

tile city to give what were termed
"juvenile criminals" a chance of

life.

The true story of the modern
Pied Piper, who promised his

gong of so-called "roughneck"

kids a better deal, and led them
into the hearts of fellow towns-

men, has been made into a fine

feature motion picture by RKO
Radio Pictures, Inc., called

"FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE."
It deals with the career of the

noble, self-sacrificing man who
devoted his whole life to the care

of homeless boys.

Pat O'Brien, long a popular
figure on the screen, plays the

star role of the Father in a way
that will linger long in your
memory of outstanding char-

acterizations. You no doubt re-

member O'Brien's splendid por-

trayals of Father Duffy in "THE
FIGHTING 69th." of Knute
Rcckne in the picture of that
name, etc. This one surpasses his

previous successes.

I saw__ "FIGHTING FATHER
DUNNE" in rough-cut form in

Hollywood, having assisted the
producer with technical and bio-

By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, May 7:—One picture wound up and

another started this v/eek to keep the production scales

balanced as Theron Warth brought his BLOOD ON THE
MOON into the cutting rooms and Sid Rogell launched

BODYGUARD before the cameras.

With Robert Mitchum, Barbara Bel Geddes and Rob-

ert Preston in the stellar roles, BLOOD ON THE MOON
ought to be a sock-between-the-eyes super-Western.

Warth and Director Robert Wise assembled a dilly of a

cast in support of the three stars, including such favorites

as Walter Brennan, Tom Tully, Phyllis Thaxter and Frank

Faylen, and during the company's three weeks of location

filming in Arizona's picturesque Oak Creek Canyon region

they obtained a wealth of exciting footage.

Although it's too early to view —
a rough-cut, from what I've seen

of the daily rushes this thrill-

packed tale of a Rocky Moun-
tain cattle range shortly after

the Civil War should score in a

big way with the adventure fans.

Mitchum again has a dynamic
role as a roving Westerner who
finds himself embroiled in a

ronge war, and Barbara portrays

the spitfire daughter of a cattle

baron, with Preston as a ruthless

adventurer seeking to get the

baron's herds in a crooked deal.

Luke Short's story (he also

wrote the novel from which we
made STATION WEST) is a

natural for the screen, and I'm

convinced the picture will prove

a real humdinger when it's re-

leased, for it is crammed with

action, and the big-name cast will

graphical advice. I am enthusi-

astic over the excellent treatment

given to this story and do not

hesitate to recommend the pic-

ture to you and those who are

guided by your advice in select-

ing their entertainment.

The Legion of Decency, among
other organizations, has done
grand work in keeping theatres

free from unwholesome attrac-

tions. Now, these organizations

h.ive the opportunity to support

a worthwhile photoplay that will

prove both entertaining and in-

spiring, to young and old alike.

I hope therefore that you will

personally see "FIGHTING
FATHER DUNNE" at your earn-

est opportunity and will call it to

the attention of your constit-

uents.

mean plenty at the box-office.

BODYGUARD is another show

v/ith something doing every

n.inute. Lawrence Tierney has

the leading role as a Los Angeles

police detective who is framed

for the murder of his superior

officer while investigating a my-

sterious death at a big meat-

packing plant. How he tried to

solve both killings while the police

are busily searching for him gives

the film its suspenseful climax.

Priscilla Lane returns to pic-

tures for the feminine lead in the

h'gh-speed thriller, and Phil Reed,

June Clayworth, Elizabeth Risdon

and Lucien Prival have impor-

tant roles in support. Richard

Fleischer is directing, with a

luxurious Bel-Air home and one

of the city's biggest packing

plants as backgrounds for some
of the most dramatic sequences.

Mother's Day
Every Day

I REMEMBER MAMA
The picture of the year;

The world "Remembers Mama"
All over the sphere.

"Mama" is a natural

When Mother's Day is here.

But if folks would see this

picture

They'd REMEMBFR MAMA all

year!

—KAY SCHANCER
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BERLIN EXPRESS, world

premiere RKO Boston Thea-

tre, May 5th, tied in with

Hearst papers and the can-

cer fund.

FIGHTING FATHER
DUNNE, world premiere

Fox Theatre, St. Louis, May
11th, with Pat O'Brien in a

p.a. and RKO showmanship
fireworks including a civic

parade augmented by
army, navy and fraternal

groups.

NED DEPINET DRIVE,

three climax weeks honor-

ing Bob Mochrie, April 16-

May 6th.

WALT DISNEY'S "MEL-
ODY TIME," world premi-

ere at the Astor, New York,

following "Mr. Blandings,"

May 27th.

MIRACLE OF THE BELLS,

mid-west premiere RKO
Palace, Chicago May 25th,

in connection with local

cancer fvmd headed by
Maurice Goldblatt.

FIGHTING FATHER
DUNNE with Pat O'Brien in

p.a. at the Paramount Thea-
tre, Atlanta, May 13th, with
Pat's appearance at the

Musical Festival sponsored
by the Atlanta Constitution,

to be held at Grant Park,
May 15th.

FRANK BUCK'S ORIGI-
NAL BRING 'EM BACK
ALIVE, area premiere
Grand Theatre, Cincinnati,

June 19th, with Station

WLW and backing of the
Cincirmati Inquirer.

THREE LITTLE PIGS, Walt
Disney's great cartoon to

be released June 18th.

BERLIN EXPRESS wUl
have its New York premiere
at Victoria on May 20th.

VETERANS!
Take Advantage of the MIRACLES offered by the

U. S. ARMY
1. OPPORTUNITY TO TRAVEL
2. A GRADE ACCORDING TO SPECIALTY
3. A CAREER WITH A FUTURE !

ENLIST TODAY !

U. S. Army and U. S. Air Force Recruiting Office

POST OFFICE BLPg - ROOM 538

You'll Believe in MIRACLES When You See

RUSSELL JANNEY'S

'THE MIRACLE
OF THE BELLS'

STARRING FRANK

MAGinURRJlY^Vallh SINATRA

20XENTURYNOW
SHOWING

Here's the way the 20th Century Theatre. Buffalo, tied in with the current re-

cruiting drive and publicity on the draft bill. This is a reproduction of a full

one-sheet which was used widely in connection with the run of MIRACLE OF
THE BELLS, now in its second week.
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"Sock western drama"
High qualify western fare . . . Features Jack Holt and son Tim

. . . Father and son combination results in sock western drama with

an interesting development permitted in the script . . . Has to do

with rustlers in the Arizona Territory and how Tim, a lawman, breaks

up the gang with an assist from Jack . . . Should be very well re-

ceived . . . Top line performances . . . Able direction by John Raw-

lins maintains a steady flow of vivid action that is soundly motivated

... J. Rov Hunt's camera work is fine.

—FILM DAILY

"Solid action sagebrusli"

The Tim Holt series at RKO rarely gets off the beaten plot path

—a state of affairs that is all to the good as long as Herman Schlom

and his production staff can draw solid, actionful values from the

old formulas. "The Arizona Ranger" is a case in point—a smooth

sagebrush drama with a good father and son conflict angle, plenty of

action and the barest intimation of a romance. For added boxoffice

appeal, to say nothing of a vigorous, dominating performance, there

is veteran Jack Holt playing father to young Tim.

Yarn deals with the formation of the Arizona Rangers and Tim's

determination to join them over the protests of his father. The older

man, a believer in the idea of every man for himself, would prefer his

son to stay home and help him run his vast ranch. Tim, a little wet

behind the ears, gets into a couple of scrapes from which papa

rescues him, but by the time the footage has unwound, he and the

Rangers have brought law to Arizona, wiped out a gang of cut-

throats, and peace within the family is restored.

Nan Leslie suffers appropriately as the wife of a cattle rustler.

Richard Martin's comedy relief is good, and Steve Brodie is a first

rate heavy. Paul Hurst also stands out in an uncommonly fine sage-

brush cast.

John Rawlins' direction hits the action values hard, and the

technical contributions are excellent, notably the camera work of

J. Roy Hunt and the editing of Garry Harris and Terry Kellum.

—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

^Double-barreled entertainment"

Audience Slant: (Family) Double-barreled treat for the action fans,

with two Holts in one picture—Jack and Tim. Lots of excitement.

Box-office: Better-than-average western should do well at the

action houses.

Plot: A son of a large ranch-owner returns from the Civil War
to find a small Arizona town overrun by rustlers. Father and son

quarrel when the son decides to take the job offered by the Governor,
of cleaning up the territory. But they make up when the thieves are

captured.

Comment: There are two Holts in this picture—Jack and Tim

—

and that should not only provide double-barreled entertainment for

the action fans but should also prove an attractive selling point. Both
men are splendid, and they have a better-than-average story to back
them up. The picture has an exciting pace and there are plenty of

fisticuffs. Should do well at the action houses.

—SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

"Above average"

In story treatment and in virtually every other productional detail,

ihis assays several cuts above the normally high average established
by the series of westerns which stars Tim Holt. Another noteworthy
facet—and one which should add to the appeal which the subject
will have for sagebrush fans—is the presence in a co-starring spot
of Jack Holt, Tim's father, who plays a comparable part in the pic-

ture. Otherwise, the film has a goodly assortment of the expected
ingredients—fisticuffs, gun duels, chases, villainy. Circa is the close
of the last century when young Holt returns from a hitch with
Roosevelt's Rough Riders and, against his pappy's orders, enlists his

six-guns in the newly organized Rangers, the first organization estab-
lished to bring law and order to the rip-roarin' territory. Directed at
a lively pace by John Rawlins,

—BOXOFFICE

RANGER" TRADE RAVIEWS

"Should more than satisfy"

In "The Arizona Ranger," producer Herman Schlom has come

up with a good western that's reinforced with some bang-up hand

to hand combat, as well as the usual six-shootin'. It should more than

satisfy the action fans along with the Saturday matinees juve patrons.

Novel is the billing which co-stars Tim Holt and his father Jack.

Both turn in creditable performances. Holt pere, of course, is an old

hand at these oaters, and his son, Tim, measures up. Story appro-

priately enough has them portraying father and son roles.

Yarn, screenplayed by Norman Houston, is woven around the

rivalry of the senior Holt, a powerful rancher, and his son who spurns

a partnership on the ranch to accept a commission in the Arizona

Rangers. Question of whether the law should be taken into one's own
hands results in a further rift between the pair. But their differences

are patched up before the finale.

Supporting players contrib some okay thesping under John

Rawlins' able direction. Nan Leslie, in the lone femme role, generates

audience sympathy as the wife of outlaw Steve Brodie. Latter registers

as the heavy.

J. Roy Hunt embellished the film with some above-average

outdoor lensing. Production values are good as is Desmond Mar-
quette's editing which keeps the print down to a tight 64 minutes

without impairing the pacing.

—VARIETY (Weekly)

"High speed western"

"The Arizona Ranger" is high speed western, echoing with hoof-

beats and smoking with gunfire. The usual mixture of sentiment and

skullduggery in the sagebrush gets better production in this one

than is customarily accorded it. Picture is one of the Tim Holt series

and gets added ballyhoo angle from fact that Tim shares billing

with his father. Jack Holt, veteran of many an outdoor action film.

Altogether it is a hotly spiced dish for western fans and looks like a

sure winner in the market for which it is intended.

Jack Holt's practiced skill and personality sort of dominates, but

Tim crowds him for acting honors and manages to get full attention

in the lead role. He bears the brunt of the first-fighting, horse-riding

and gunplay and there is enough of all of them to provide a full, man-
sized chore. Nan Leslie neatly meets the requirements of the slightly

different western femme lead and Steve Brodie puts on a good per-

formance as the principal heavy.

Paul Hurst is the characteristic comedy ranch foreman, Richard

Martin scores as Tim's Mexican pal and others earning special men-
tion are Jim Nolan, Robert Bray, Richard Benedict, William Phipps

and Harry Harvey.

Herman Schlom gets top production values out of his materials.

Film is nicely mounted and far above average of its class in technical

details. Story is the old one about the cattle rustlers with the plot

that depends for its complications on the fact that no one concerned
seems too bright. But it all makes for plenty of shooting, punching
and horse-riding and Director John Rawlins handles these for maxi-

mum effect, keeping the show moving along at full gallop through-
out. And J. Roy Hunt rates a few superlatives for his camera work,

especially in exteriors.

Story gets unusually authentic background from shots of cattle

branding and herding.

—VARIETY (Daily)

"Rates well"
Jack Holt and Tim Holt, father and son respectively in real life,

assume the same role in a standard Western that rates well in its

category. In the original screenplay provided by Norman Houston,
both dad and son are out to eliminate lawlessness, the conflict arising

out of differences in methods. Nan Leslie provides the lady in peril.

Herman Schlom produced; John Rawlins directed.

—MOTION PICTURE DAILY
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Utah's Manager

Gets Mormon Aid

For Fort Apache

. SALT LAKE CITY—The go-

getter manager of the Utah

Theatre here, Charles M. Pincus,

brought into play the full power

of the Mormon Church in the

exploitation of FORT APACHE
when it played his theatre re-

cently. First, Pincus arranged

with officials of the Church to

present FORT APACHE at a

special advance showing for the

Church's annually sponsored

"Old Timer's Show" for which

the Elders of each ward make
special announcements, inviting

the elderly people of their con-

gregations to attend the special

performance as guests of the

Church and the theatre. All per-

sons over 70 years of age, re-

gardless of creed or race, may
attend.

The official church newspaper.

The Deseret News, went all out

giving front page publicity to the

'event, and a page of pictures

from stills of FORT APACHE.
The picture held particular ap-

peal for the old timers in the

Salt Lake area because of the

nature of the story and its filming

in historic Monument Valley near-

by.

Needless to say, the word of

mouth and other publicity gained
from this special showing con-

tributed largely to the success of

the run which established new
records for the Utah Theatre and
became one of the few pictures

held over for a second week at

that popular "entertainment

headquarters."

—T. BIDWELL McCORMICK

Near Solid '

For the last part of the NED DEPI-

NET DRIVE the Vancouver exchange
under the manaqement of Jlmmle
Davie has "almost solid" bookings,

NIGHT SONG Is at the Strand; BIS-

HOPS WIFE at the Orpheum, held

for second v/eek In this 3.000 seater;

BAMBI Is at the Cinema International.

The BAMBI trailer was used for nine

full weeks In advance, and had the

box-office and manager plagued with

questions as to opening date, which
v/as purposely omitted. Finest opening
since SNOW WHITE. With these pic-

tures out of the way, TYCOON will

fellow at the Orpheum. MIRACLE OF
THE BELLS at the Capitol and I

REMEMBER MAMA at the Strand.
Field Man Lloyd Mulr had excellent

exploitation campaigns for all the

engagements.

"FARMER'S DAUGHTER" DOES 2 WEEKS RETURN ON BROADWAY

Loretta Young's winning of the Academy Award for the best actress of

the year for her performance in THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER brought this

picture back to Broadway with a bang. The RKO Palace on Broadway did
fine business for two weeks with this return atttraction. Naturally, Loretta

Young was featured in the display with the representation of the "Oscar."
This theme was carried out through out the front and marquee. Once again
the effectiveness of a montage of stills was proved in the frame lobby dis-

plays whipped up for the engagement.In the layout: (1)—1. to r. Betty Lou Mac-
Quaide who won the original FARMER'S DAUGHTER radio contest in con-
nection with the premiere on Broadway at the Rivoli returned to the Palace to

again see the attraction which brought her promotional fame. With Miss Mac-
Quaide is her fiancee, Ralph Condo . . . (2)—Frontal shot of the Palace . . . (3)

—

One of the still montage frames . . . (4)—Closeup of typical front and lobby
frame playing up the Academy Award angle.
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UMtfl G O by Tvrry
By TERRY TURNER

Jackie. I want to type a few

words re. old "Father Divine"

nee Perry Lieber, better known

as "Muscle Head" or "Bumpy

Benny."

Now most of us guys, which

are always playing in right, left

or center field depend on this

mugg Lieber for many things

and I must say (and I hate to)

the old Sogo comes through.

Heres how it works. You're in

Boston, which is right field and

you are about to bloom forth

with a premiere. Walter Howey
has given his editors of the Rec-

ord, American and Advertiser

the go ahead signal and for days

they have been blasting about.

"Hollywood stars coming for the

event." About the tenth day

when you are lapping up Old

Grandad to forget the coming
calls the next day, and the day

after that, which boiled down
is: "Whuz comin' from Holly-

wood" (and Jackie them editors

breathe ice with their questions)

you put in a call to old "Muscle

llead" and say sweetly, "Hey
Father Divine, the wolfs are at

niy door. Who is we getting?"

Now the preliminary answers

is: "Hows about Tillie Blatz?"

Now you don't dare repeat the

name as some editor is liable to

])ut a few ice cubes down your

neck so you coo back, "Great

but isnt there somebody else

what would like a trip to Bos-

ton." Well Jackie "that some-

body else" is always going into,

or is deep into an epic, or she

has a bad cold, her baby is sick,

her agent says no and besides

she is allergic to beans but if

you will call tomorrow, I will

check." Well you get over that

day and about 10 A.M. the next

morning you want to call but

with the two or three hour dif-

ference you know "Old Muscle

Head" is just turning over in his

pool so you bite your finger

nails right down to the elbow for

another two hours.

By that time the local editors

has decided they'd better "tail"

you for hour upon hour because

they has said the same thing so

many times the type is wearing
down. So, at noon you cant wait

no longer and besides there aint

a bit of fingernail left and vou
go at it again with your "shad-

ows" ordering up coffee jusi lo

be polite during the "lailinj;""

Bergen P. A,

Branch Manager Ed Lamb

of Seattle says Edgar Bergen

made a p. a. at a screening of

I REMEMBER MAMA at

Wenatchee, attended by many

dignitaries. In the evening he

appeared before a crowd of

8,000 and gave MAMA a

powerful plug.

procedure.

Well by this time Old Father

Divine is hiding out on you or

has that Pride of Sioux Falls,

"Andy Gump" Mih Howe, ready

to tell you funny stories and ask

how the ball games are going

back East. If, on-the other hand,

he has unearthed some name,

know n at least to her mother, hes

right on the phone bright and

chipper. "Boy are you lucky.

Eve got the gal you just need.

What? Don't you remember her?

She played the fourth lead in

'Death to the Badmen." In fact

she doubled for one of the corpses

and is she beautiful." I've al-

ways been glad Mickey Mouse

is a cartoon or I'd be getting

a mouse trap at every premiere.

So you struggle onward and on-

ward and somehow, someway.

Old Father Divine hooks on to

someone that EVERBODY knows

and you're off to the races.

Seriously, Jackie, Perry has

been a great friend and a great

help to the field force. He takes

care of our editors and radio

friends when they go to the coast

and they invariably come back

raving about their treatment at

RKO which makes for good re-

lations in the field. He is never

too busy to run down a clue for

us, get us stars wearing apparel,

gets stars to do radio platters

for us or anything within reason.

Aside from that "Mutter and

Mumble" Cantor tells me he has

B.O. when it comes to gin rum-

my and if Cantor can beat him.

whewwvvww ! Hes a great room-
mate at a ('onvention, probabh
having been raised in a bus sta-

tiiiii like myself, but I would say

a Irilie noisy. In fact so noisy

that Barret who usually rooms
with us departs for his own apart-

ment quite early. Hes coming east

as far as St. Louis with Pat

O'Brien for the world premiere

(.1 FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE
and 1 am going to meet him
tliere and travel on with him lo

Chicago. And if the Windy Cit\

\\as never windv before, it will

ho then. TIIBEE CHEEHS FOR
FATHER DIMNE LIEBER.

At the surprise luncheon held at Monte's where members of

the RKO theatres' publicity department paid tribute to Eliza-

beth Lous and Emma Corbone on the occasion of their iwenty-

fifth anniversary with the Company. Among those present

were: Reading from the left and around the table are William

Kaskcun, Ira Morais, Fred Herkowitz, Blanche Livingston,

Elizabeth Laus, Harry Mandel, Emma Corbone, James Proc-

cacini, Marion Barton, Bill Thorman, Edward O'Brien, lohn
A. Cassidy, Ruth Newman, Pat Grosso, Peggy Foldes, Edward
Kestnbaum, Herman Barnett, Lamar Baker, and George Kessler.

First of Tim Holts

Script of OUTLAW VALLEY,
first of six features which Tim

Holt will make for RKO Radio

on its 1948-49 program, has been

completed by Luci Ward and

Jack Natteford.

Picture will go into production

in July, shortly after completion

of INDIAN AGENT and

BROTHERS IN THE SADDLE,
v/hlch are to be filmed consecu-

tively during May and June. Her-

man Schlom is the producer.

We have in our office Katie Ivleyers,

v/ho has a habit of leaving her ring in

the wash room. Lee Heidingsfeld put

the ring around his neci< on a long

string. Katie didn't notice her ring

was gone until she eyed It dangling on

Lee.

Our student booker. Bob Coleman,
smarted an old catchy tune going

around the office this week, now every-

one is singing it, "With Plenty of

Money and You oooo. " See what you

started, Bob!

Marie Klag, our cashier, is quite

well known for her favorite expressions.

This week it's, "God love him.'

We welcomed to our office last

week a new girl to do the billing. Her
name is Clara Fish, and we are glad

to have you with us, Clara.

Wilbur Hetherington, Gene Tunick

and Hugh Mackenzie are the early

birds this year. Each already has a

Pat Goold Dies

Patrick J. Goold for some
fifteen years in the make-up de-

partment of Prospect Press where

FLASH is printed died recently.

Harry B. Goss, proofreader,

penned a tribute to Pat which

was set with a frame for his pic-

ture. Here's how Harry remem-
bered a pal gone from Prospecl:

Whoopie!

That old -familiar "war-cry"

uttered so loudly and enthusiasti-

cally by the "Irish-Indian" is but

a memory . . . for Pat Goold has

gone ahead. Yet, that famous

war whoop, notifying one and

all that Pat was on the job and

"rarin' to go" will long echo

through the Composing Room.
His air of reserve, keen ear for

rpusic, the genuine pleasure he

derived from placing a small

"hunch" bet and his unswerving

loyalty to the union are but a few

of the reasons why Pat will long

be remembered.
Born in Ireland, Pat came to

Prospect Press in 1933 and re-

mained on the job until felled by

illness in January of this year.

Like a true Irishman he put up a

gallant fight to regain his health

but, as always, the will of God
prevailed and Pat was called

from this earth on April 26, 1948.

Pax vobiscum.

beautiful tan which makes everyone

a little envious.

—JEANIE THARP
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7"Ae Story of America's No. 1 Hobby

"TH/S IS AMERICA"
presents

PHOTO FRENZY
( See Yourself in Action ! )

NOW! 20»CEPRY

PLAYS UP SHORTS
Here's how the 20th Century, Buf-

falo, played up recent RKO Radio

shorts. Directly above is reproduc-

tion of a half one-sheet which was
given wide distribution. At right,

newspaper display ads carried good
space on the "America" PHOTO
FRENZY and Goofy in MAIL DOG.

Reading From

Left to Rigfit

That leaders have to keep

pressing their causes I and pic-

tures too ) is evident by the Re-

publican primaries. wherein

sjood men fall back in the voting

in the proportion of the strength

of their campaigns—or largely

so.
6 « »

Red Barber is back announc-

ing the Dodger baseball games
and he's worth listening to just

for the repartee. For instance in

referring to the speed of a Brave

batter, Red said, '"He can cer-

tainly walk the dog." Senator

Claghorn is still hot and the best

quip of recent Sundays was last

Sunday when he was disgraced

by losing everything on the Ken-

tucky derby and "finding him-

self only in a union suit."
• » «

Ye ed received two invitations

to parade on May Day, one from
his legion post and one from his

union. One parade as you may
remember was on Fifth Avenue
and the other on Eighth, not far

apart, but in the absence of Kip-

ling we'll say that right is right

and left is left and never the

twain shall meet. VlTiat was once

considered by the leftists as a

'"red herring" has now become
a national menace. Pretty soon
we ll all have to stand up and
be counted.

• • •

Maybe spring has gotten us.

but we sense a possibility of a

film show that corresponds to

the sports page of a newspaper,

maybe advertised in the manner
of a sporting page—a Louis-

Walcott fight picture, golf, fish-

ing, hunting, in fact the whole

gamut of our SPORTSCOPES.
And not forgetting those Disney

shorts centered around sports.
« « «

Every now and then in the

activity letters stories bob up
concerning the use of Disne\

shorts in some form of a festival

show. In some parts of the coun-

try schools are dismissed for the

summer as early as May 15th.

so the best time for the special

Disney shows is just around the

corner.
« « »

Harry Michalson has an-

nounced that the Louis-Walcott

fight picture will be one of those

"rain or shine"' affairs—that is

it will be distributed regardless

of the outcome, hours, minutes
or seconds.

• * *

At Columbia, Mo.. Henry

X'i allace in a speech said he would

wait until "the hoodlums had
subsided." As we remember Lo-

lumbia it was about the most

unhoodlum town we were ever

in, home of the L niversity of

Missouri and two nationally

known girls' schools. Over in

Alabama Glen Taylor said his

life was in danger.
« » «

It seems to us that there are

a .score or even more of the

"Americas " that could be

brought back from time to time

and spotted in programs where
local events of prominence fit

the subject matter.
- * <-

With all the draft talk, how
about special bookings on

SWITZERLAND TODAY.

Recently in the Rocky Moun-
tain News Columnist Jack Fos-

ter said:

"Sometimes. 1 think, the shorts

on a movie theatre program are

far better than the so-called main

features themselves.

"Thev have the virtue of being

about real people and real places,

unadorned b\ the emotional goo
that drips from so manv Holly-

wood masterpieces.

"

^- « «

Boxoffice magazine for Mav
first carries a two-page article

and a cover on sports headed, "A
Run on Sports Themes Seems to

Be in the Offing.'' The author.

I\an Spear, comments on "the

astonishing lark of interest dis-

played by producers in one of

the major L. S. sports—basket-

ball. Indeed, recent statistics

demonstrate that this fast-moving

competitive game outdraws anv
other—baseball and football in-

cluded—in number of paving
customers." Clip this reference

for vour selling kit. and BAS-
KETBALL HEADLIXERS.

The New York Times for last

.^unda\ said:

"H. Settlemever went fishing

ill the Pacific Ocean near Ya-

kima, Wash. He tossed a casting
net in for perch but something
else settled into the net instead

—

a 7.50-pound whale."'

we were thrown off a

freight train at Yakima in 1909,
the town was 200 miles from the
Pacific Ocean.

Sands Is Cast

Johnny Sands, the young bas-

ketball hero who won Shirley Tem-

ple from Cary Grant In THE
BACHELOR AND THE BOBBY-
SOXER, will again appear with

Miss Temple as a result of his as-

signment by RKO Radio to one

of the top roles in BALTIMORE
ESCAPADE.

This time, however, Sands los-

es Miss Temple to John Agar,
her real-life husband, who with

Robert Young shares top male
honors in this comedy-drama of

American life in the 1904 era.
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New Shows Have Box-Office Power

Ituffhes Purchases Bloc nt^Xtlus^HKO Stock
The closing of negotiations last Tuesday between

Howard Hughes and Floyd Odium for the purchase of the

Atlas Corporation's stock interest in RKO brings into this

Company one of the most spectacular and successful fig-

ures in modern American business.

The stock transfer represents one of the major financial

transactions in the industry in many years. The large invest-

ment made by Mr. Hughes is indicative of his confidence

in the present stability, manpower and future growth of

this organization.

This dynamic Texan, who

was born in Houston Decem-

ber 24th, 1905, world re-

nowned for his aviation ac-

tivities (he began flying at

the age of 14) has been

equally active in the motion

picture industry since his

youth. His first motion pic-

ture was produced before he

was 2 I

.

Mr. Hughes brings to

RKO a personality which

combines business acumen

( Continued on Pafie 3

)

Two more world premieres for the Showmanship Company, and

RKO Radio mustered all the savvy of the shov/ world in launching

them. You'll find the complete story of BERLIN EXPRESS in its world

premiere at Boston in the four center pages of this FLASH. Our

timely melodrama racked up a good Initial week and holds for a

second. With Terry Turner on the way home from the world premiere

activities of FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE at St. Louis, we haven't

the complete details but we do know that the initial day's gross

was the best for the Fox Theatre in ages.

The big three continue up with the industry's best, with FORT
APACHE probably the top grosser of them all right across

{('.untinued on Page Five)

HOWARD HUGHES

A Statement to Employees
"The protracted negotiations between Mr. Hughes and Mr. Odium

have given rise to many groundless rumors and the circulation ol much
misinformation.

"I have had numerous conversations with Mr. Hughes and we seem to

be in agreement in all matters of policy and there is no reason to assume

it will be otherwise in the future.

"Mr. Hughes has no hungry army of relatives looking for your jobs,

nor substitutes waiting to step into RKO management.

"Mr. Hughes has many and wide business interests and much
experience in our industry. I believe he will be a valuable and con-

structive influence in our Company.

"Now that the excitement is over let us all settle back to work."

PETER RATHVON (signed)

"Dunne" Record

FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE
In its world premiere at the Fox

Theatre, St. Louis, established an

ali-time box-office high for an

RKO picture. This was for Tues-

day, May I Ith. RKO stole the

show in the Founder's Day Parade

and our Studio representation,

Mr. and Mrs. Pat O'Brien and

Jane Wyatt, were much In the

limelight throughout their stay of

a week in St. Louis. Complete
news and pictorial story next week

in FLASH.

In FIGHTING FATHER
DUNNE we have another box-

otfice clicker from Clickersville.

Terry Turner reports that the

audience loved the picture and

the first two reviews to come
across our desk rate DUNNE
tops.

VARIETY says:

"Is an inspirational piece deal-

ing with the priest's work with St.

Louis newsboys early in the 20th

Premiere Is Big

G. Schaefer Says

Northeastern DIst. Manager
Gus Schaefer says the cam-

paign for BERLIN EXPRESS at

the Boston Theatre in Boston

was "really lerrlfic. The Bos-

ton Hearst press went all-out

for the premiere and the thea-

tre was completely sold out for

Ihe opening. Most of the com-

ments I heard from the public

during and after the picture

were highly favorable. Ap-
parently the public liked it.

We have no method of com-
paring grosses, as the house

opened with a new polic/."

century. There's a lot of hoke,

humor and heart tugs to make ih

an okay entry for general situa-

tions and the family trade. Pat

O'Brien does an excellent job of

naking the priest warm and

human."

FILM DAILY says:

"Well done job, capably han-

dled in all divisions. This one
should pay off."
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Part of Pathe's

Studio Is Leased

5 Years to NBC

RKO Pathe, Inc. has concludeo

a lease with the National Broaa

Costing Company for three soum
studios, paint and carpenter shop

facilities and an entire floor foi

office personnel, at its produc-

tion headquarters, 106th Street

and Park Avenue, New York. An-

nouncement was made Tuesday

by hiarry Michalson, president of

RKO Pathe. The lease was negoti-

ated for NBC by Frank E. Mullen,

executive vice president, and runs

for a period of five years anri

tokes effect on July I, 1948. Thl

acquisition by NBC provides

them with the largest and most

modern studio facilities in the

Fcst.

In addition to its present quart-

ers in the Pathe Building at 625

Madison Avenue, RKO Pathe will

retain its projection rooms, cut-

ting rooms and sound recording

facilities which it will operate at

the 106th Street plant, as hereto-

fore, as a necessary adjunct to

Us production of theatrical and
commercial product. By this

move, RKO Pathe is now in a

position to concentrate all its

efforts on the further improve-
ment of its substantial short sub-

ject program, the development
of new ideas in short subject pro-

duction and to cement its leader-

ship in the commercial field.

The 1948-49 program will be
further augmented by a new
series of seven one-reel special-

ties.

There will also be greater and
more concentrated attention to

the production of commercial
films on an even greater scale.

Catch these programs for

credits on RKO Radio pictures:

Irene Dunne on Cavalcade of

America, Monday, May 17th,

I REMEMBER MAMA credits,

estimated listening audience,

I 1 ,400,000.

THREE UNIT SHOW
Branch Manager Barney Pitkin of New Haven placed
these "three unit" shows at several spots in his terri-

tory. One is a tear sheet from a Stamford paper
including MY PAL as a major unit, and the other
from Waterbury, showing how CHILDREN'S VILLAGE
was played in the three-unit combination. These com-

binations were played in Warner situations.

and

Beauty...

Arthur Prince Dies

In London; Father

Of Our Don Prince

Last week's American journals

devoted considerable space to

the death of Arthur Prince, famed
ventriloquist, and father of our

Don, head of the foreign pub-

licity department.

The great artist, widely known

ii America and throughout the

world, died at 66 in London.

When a youngster he toured this

country at a salary of $1200 a

week. Don came over here with

his father in the mid-twenties and
remained to do vaudeville pub-

licity and booking.

When the senior Prince was
headlining on the RKO circuit

here in 1926, young Edgar Bergen

c.-.:me to him at Cleveland for

some tips on forming his ventrilo-

quist act. Mr. Prince worked with

him and christened "the excellent

v-fiudeville timber" as Charlie Mc-
Carthy. Mr. Prince long had a

similar character Jim, a British

gob, and Jim was burled with his

creator.

The senior Prince and Don were
real pals and Don was heartbroken
on hearing of his passing. RKOers
extend condolence to Don on the
loss of one who rose to the very
top in his profession.

Top Cohen Deal

Branch Manager hiarry Cohen

of St. John through long negotia-

tions and dogged determination

brought back Into the RKO fold

the Spencer Circuit of eleven

towns served out of our ex-

change. The big deal provides for

22 features In the four towns of

this circuit which have two thea-

tres, and twelve features in the

one-theatre towns. In the more

Important situations the deal pro-

vides for a total of eight RKO
features. Deal Includes 1947-48

features and short prodoct, Dis-

ney cartoons, WALTER MITTY,

MIRACLE OF THE BELLS and

BISHOP'S WIFE.

We had no representation

whatsoever over this circuit dur-

ing 1946-47 season and also were

out In 1944-45.

The entire transaction was

highly favorable to RKO Radio

and most units were sold at a

distinct increase over previous

years.

Playbook For

"Fort Apache"

An intriguing accessory for

FORT APACHE has been placed

In theatre circulation by Harry

Mandel of the RKO theatres.

The pamphlet is loaded with

ideas like a six-gun. Back page Is

a battle scene Ideal for coloring.

Front section is pictorial including

Cast and ad copy. Within the fold

are a battle game, lucky Indian

head badge, Indian totem-pole

ruler, a follow-the-dots plan for

the drawing of a FORT APACHE
fighter, and Apache Indian feath-

ers. The latter may be cut out and

colored and tied around the head

a la Injuns on the warpath. A
heap good playbook for sure.

fieri Gtimm IN
Ben Grimm advertising manag-

er, has been home several days
laid up with a severe cold. Ben
started for the office Monday
and Tuesday mornings but found
his underpinning wasn't up to the

trip. Wednesday he made It.
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Leaders In

Sub Contests
With the major NED

DEPINET DRIVE contest

now history interest cen-

ters on the group of sub-

contests the tables for which

have lagged a week behind

the capital groupings. This

week we present the tables

for the 1 9th week for the

various units. Winners will

be announced simultane-

ously with the main Drive

finals.

The shorts tables repre-

sent record billings for the

Company, excepting of

course newsreels. Harry

Michalson has announced
that the totals represent an

all-time high.

Photographs of the

branch chiefs of exchanges

holding first places in the

sub - contests are carried

herewith.

The final week of the

Drive, with additional bill-

ings still to come, shows

another international over-

quota marker, the third suc-

cessive week of the trio hon-

oring Bob Mochrie. Several

branches broke all records

both in billings and in ship-

ments. All the participants

say the Drive was one of the

most grueling in the history

of the campaigns. Unfore-

seen problems arose due to

the severe winter.

Throughout the campaign
ye ed depended upon
Charles Paine of the con-

tract department for the

various tables and thanks

are extended to Charlie and
his staff for always getting

them to us ahead of our

deadline, thanks too are

extended to the field men
and FLAShH correspondents
for news of the Drive. And
best of luck to all the con-

testants who were off with

the starting gun (some
ahead of it) and gave their

best all the way to the wire.

JOE EMERSON, Denver

Leader in 4 Contests

HENRY WALDERS, Cleveland

Leading in 1 Contest

JACK CHINELL, Buffalo

Leading in 1 Contest

DICK LANGE, Portland

Leading in 1 Contest

Hughes^ Purchase
(Continued fi

and showmanship with fore-

sight and daring. His career,

which now becomes en-

twined as a strengthening

force in the vast producing,

distributing and theatre or-

cjanlzatlon of RKO, is famil-

iar to most Americans. He

attended general and tech-

nical schools In several parts

of the country. When still a

comparative youngster he

took over the management

of his father's company,

mianufacturing drills, tools

and equipment for oil wells.

And by 1925 he headed that

company. In 1927 he was in

Hollywood and forming the

Caddo Company to produce

"Two Arabian Knights."

From then on the breaking

of air records and the intro-

duction of new stars alter-

nated on his schedule. He
won numerous air trophies-

topped by the Congression-

al Medal, flew around the

world in a record-breaking

three days and 19 hours In

1938 following which he was

the recipient of the Harmon
trophy as the world's out-

standing flier. He estab-

lished solo records in 1935,

36 and 37.

In motion pictures Mr.

Hughes introduced such

stars as Jean Harlow In the

memorable "Hells Angels"

and produced such film mlle-

o)n Page One)

stones as "Front Page,"

"Scarface" and "Sky Dev-

ils."

Mr. Hughes became fi-

nancially interest In Trans-

continental & Western Air-

lines, now Trans World Air-

lines (TWA) In 1939 and is

today the controlling stock-

holder in that company. He
is the builder of the "Con-
stellation," called the world's

fastest commercial airliner.

Even before the United

States became involved In

the war, Hughes became ac-

tive In national defense. In

the latter part of 1940, with

the encouragement of the

Army Air Forces, the

Hughes Tool Company de-

cided to acquire a site and
to build facilities for design-

ing and constructing a mili-

tary bombardment airplane

known as the Hughes D-2-.

In addition the Hughes Tool

Company took on the manu-
facture of airplane parts and
castings for the Army Air

Forces, and Hughes en-

gaged In other war work.

Mr. Hughes has been fly-

ing for 26 years. He has in-

sisted upon taking the risk

cf making the first test flight

on every plane he has de-

signed and built, and has

flown hundreds of other new
types of planes. It is esti-

mated that he has made
over 25,000 take-offs and
landings In both land and
seaplanes of all descriptions.

AMERICA
CONTEST

Wpek Ending April 29, 1948

Salesmen's Standings

$100.00 Class
Burke Kansas City

Goldfarb Denver
Gwin Denver
Silverman New York
Penser New York
Kutinsky New York

$75.00 Class

Febrey Buffalo

Canelli New Haven
Kahn Washinqi-on
Goldsmith Cleveland
Richardson Cleveland
Conley Minneapolis

Hoese Salt Lake City
Powell Los Angeles
Engelman Portland

Thorn Portland

Decker Montreal
Elliott Montreal
Middleton St. John
Rea Winnipeg

$50.00 Class

Gardiner Boston

Beck Philadelphia

Youngerman Philadelphia

Lefko Philadelphia

Silverman Pittsburgh

Frankel Pittsburgh

Knox Washington
Folliard Washington
Belles Cleveland
Wild Cleveland
Kimmel Chicago
Bjorkman Minneapolis
Appelman Denver
Blakeley Oklahoma City
Lebow Winnipeg

At home in many diverse

fields, he is a keen, hard-

driving U. S. business execu-
tive completely preoccu-
pied with the management
of the highly-diversified In-

dustrial organization he has

put together.
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AT ARKANSAS CONVENTION—Left to right, standing, Ben Y. Cammack, Southwestern dis-

trict manager; Salesman Maurice L. Basse, Memphis; Branch Manager R. V. Reagin, Mem
phis; Leon J. Bamberger; Field Man Fred Ford; seated, E. W. Savage, president ITOA,
Bconeville; Claude C. Mundo, national director TOA, Little Rock, and chairman ol the board,

ITOA.

LITTLE ROCK—The LT.O.A. of Arkansas convention et fhe Marlon Hotel here was one of the bes:

gatherings of its kind held In Little Rock. Principal cpeakers included Ted Gamble, president of the

I.T.O.A., E. W. Savage of the Savage Theatre, Booneville, v/ho was relected president, B. F. Busby, vice-

president, and Sam Kirby, secretary and treasurer. Leon J. Bamberger delivered his instructive talk or

advertising by mail along with regular newspaper advertising.

—FRED FORD

Reading From

Left to Right

What has l)P( onie. of ihe Don
Cossack choir?

Time magazine frequently

sums up the characteristics of

a person with one word, often

a hitter one. It referred to

Roland Young as "tweedy."

We are proceeding with our

theory that an all-RKO Sports

Show on the screen would go

over. We have units to cover the

entire gamut, boxing, football,

basketball, golf, hunting, fishing,

and the comedy of these sports

a la Disneys.

Here is some data to prove

that what were once considered

winter sports are now played

the year round, or practically so.

On May 15th one of the best

grir'.iron games of the last few

years will be played at Notre

Dame. As a grand climax to

spring training season, Frank

Leahy will toss his 1948 team

against an alumni team. The other

night in New York there was a

big all-star basketball game and

the sports pages now are loaded

with stories on the big-league

basketl)all fracas, strife between

luiits that might compare to the

/\merican and National leagues.

Soon you'll be reading aljout the

Ohmpic basketball tourney.

There's a school yard out ye ed's

way and noticing much activity

or' the basketball court we talked

to several of the young players.

Tliey expect to practice through-

out the sununer and their goal is

that of a college team and theji

professional basketball. As we
see the kids poking away at

baskets hung on backyard poles

and against old barns we won-

der if baseball is really our na-

il onal sport. Seems prettv doubt-

ful.

o ):- «

A great American fbed the

other day in I'hiladcipiua and bis

<d)ituar\ was carried in the New
York newspapers in a stick or

.so of tv))c. .Such is fame. He was
A. A. (Wallv) Wallgren, famed
cartoonist of the old Stars and
Stripes puidished out of Paris

in world war one. After the war
Wally continued to draw for

American Legion ])a|)er and he

bad penned well over a million

cartoons centered around Ameri-
can troops and Legionaires. He
an ! Mugs Baer were cartoonists

together when youngsters work-

ing on l'biladel|)hia and Wash-

ington papers. Wally was a great

pal of Old John Barleycorn and
in Paris in order to time his

c-artoons a guard accompanied
iiim around the city. He was the

only guy who ever saluted Gen-
eral Pershing with both hands
in his pockets. Wally was with-

out doubt the best known Le-

gionnaire through all its histor\

an;l he was a friend of the top

jjeople in the land and the boys
in the guardhouse. Once he had
a cartoon strip titled Hoosegow
Herman. Wally really lived, tak-

ing the full measure of every-

thing, and there's an old Irish-

man out our way, Andy Gillis-

pie, in the country who has well

summed up this philosophy of

life. "Why," he says, "live to be
a hundred when you can live it

in fifty." When Wally made his

first drawing for our SALUTK
he refused to put in a bill, the

only person ever known who re-

fused to charge a motion jjicture

"Mama" Award

I REMEMBER MAMA has won

llie April Blue Ribbon Award

sponsored by Boxoffice Maga-

zine, motion picture trade jour-

nal. This award to honor the best

current release which is good

concern for labor well done.

Wally was indeed a great Ameri-
can and in Drexel Hill out

of Piiiladelphia his familiar

figure will be missed, as it will

be among Legionnaires millions

strong who were cheered by his

cartoons from trenches to the

home firesides. Many a glass is

being lifted by his umiumbered
budtlies as the familiar "skoll"

rings out. Wally will have a

place through ail of histor) in

the hail of fame of tlie Ameri-
can Legion.

family entertainment Is selected

by ballot vote among members of

the National Screen Council. The

Council is composed of motion

picture editors on newspapers,

radio commentators, and repre-

sentatives from civic, social, edu-

cational and women's groups

throughout the United States.

Actors and production heads of

the winning picture will receive

plaques commemorating their

work.

Among three pictures receiv-

ing honorable mention was
MIRACLE OF THE BELLS.

May 15th number of Boxoffice

will feature the award via a

front cover and in a two-color an-

nouncement. It will be featured

in the same Issue in a two-color

page by National Screen Service,

in behalf of their Blue Ribbon
Award kit.
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2 NEW ONES
(Continued from Page One)

the boards. Following the two

record weeks at the Palace, Chi-

cego, APACHE wrecked records

in many neighborhood houses

and turned in our highest gross

in the last year at Champaign.

At Dayton moved from Keith to

State for our top gross in several

months. Fine opening day at

Keith's, Washington. Third week

Pittsburgh, Milwaukee and Phila-

delphia. Second weeks Baltimore,

Sen Antonio. Held over in many

Texas cities, El Paso, Ft. Worth,

hlouston, Austin. Excellent Savan-

nah, Gary, Grand Junction, Gree-

ley, Pueblo, Colorado Springs.

C'pening at the Town, Baltimore

was the second largest in the his-

tory of the theatre. One of our

biggest grossers for all time at

Altoona, Capitol Theatre. Moved

to Olympic.

I REMEMBER MAMA—Goes

suth week at the Erlanger, Phila-

delphia. Third week Detroit, sec-

ond weeks Asbury Park, Milwau-

kee, Springfield. Mass., Worcest-

er, Lynn, Oklahoma City. Excel-

lent Lawrence, Pawtucket, Santa

Barbara. Branch Manager Ross

Cropper of Boston says highest

grosser for all time at the Strand,

Ipswich, topping BELLS by $150.

Moveover Kingston. Equalled

B.ACHELOR at Williamsburg,

Va., excellent at Alexandria, Mor-

ristown, Easton, Jamestown.

MIRACLE OF THE BELLS—
Second weeks Memphis, Asbury
Perk, Lincoln, Neb., Cincinnati,

Columbus, Dayton, Kansas City,

Minneapolis, Providence, Ro-

chester, Syracuse, Fall River. Held
over Portsmouth, double-header

Norfolk, Colley and Newport.

Excellent Cedar Rapids, Daven-
port, Des Moines,- Grand Rapids,

Marshalltown, Omaha, Sioux

City, Waterloo, Vancouver, Am-
bridge, Winston-Salem, Kenosha,

Pueblo.

BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES

—Continues into fourth week at

the Astor, Boston.

THE FUGITIVE—Second weeks
San Francisco and Oakland, play-

ing two house in Oakland. Excel-

lent at Johnstown, Pa.

BAMBI—Branch Manager Ed
Lamb of Seattle says opened to

a war-time gross and run will

Flicker Flashbacks

Amusing. Up to par for this

highly amusing series. Featured

are The Criminal Hypnotist,"

a 1909 Bioqraph production, and

The Innkeeper's Daughter,"

d'"ama of love and recrimination.

The hypnotist in the first episode

is a double-dyed rogue who in-

fluences an innocent damsel to

steal her father's money. In the

second episode. Repulsive Rogan
attempts to wrestle with the inn-

keeper's daughter. She fights off

his advances, but he is persistent,

in a hilarious climax, Rogan de-

cides to return to his wife and
child and stop playing v.'o'f.

—BOXOFFICE

Doggone Clever

Good. Dog lovers and hunting

enthusiasts should applaud this

film. It presents the "big four"

ir dogdom, the spaniel, the re-

triever, the setter and the point-

er. There are thrilling scenes of

erpertly trained hunting dogs

tracking down their quarry. Two
labrador .-etrievers are shown on

a duck hunting expedition. The

dogs obey all commands Issued

by their trainers and never "break

point" once they have located

their game.
—BOXOFFICE

Mickey Down Under
Good. Mickey Mouse and

Pluto run into trouble when they

explore the Australian brushland.

Mickey turns out to be quite an

expert with a boomerang, and

Pluto discovers he can't retrieve

the weapon as he would a ball.

Mickey tries to walk off with an

ostrlct egg, but the mother os-

trich has other Ideas. She tears

after Mickey, and only a fortun-

ate accident saves him from be-

ing trampled to death.

—BOXOFFICE

equal that of the reissue of

SNOW WHITE.

TARZAN AND THE MER-
MAIDS — Excellent at the Fox

Paramount, Denver, and at Al-

toona, Wheeling and Windsor.

THE BISHOPS WIFE— Fifth

week Seattle. Second weeks In-

dianapolis, Detroit, Montreal. Ex-

cellent Albany, Richmond, Ind.,

E'mira, Chester, Hagerstown,

Plainfield, East Orange, Eliza-

beth.

Four RKO Features

Sales to Million Mark
Four RKO Radio pictures

based on fiction best-sellers have

served as Impetus to Increased

book sales this Spring. Spurt ac-

counts for the sale of one million

copies of books featured with

Kodachrome covers of stars. Is-

sued by Bantam Books.

I REMEMBER MAMA, plc-

turized as a George Stevens pro-

duction with Irene Dunne, Bar-

bara Bel Geddes, Oscar Homol-

ka and Philip Dorn starred, has

sold 205,000 copies of a 250,000

Bantam edition.

THE PEARL, John Steinbeck's

revel, has hit a retail sale of

340,000. out of a printing of

half a million copies.

STATION WEST, the novel by
Luke Short which in screen form
co-stars Dick Powell and Jane
Greer, has to date sold 325,000
copies out of a 480,000 printing.

YOUR RED WAGON, the

tentative screen title of Edward
Anderson's novel Thieves Like

Us," went on sale on April 15

with a run of 275,000 copies.

Within II days, 125,000 copies
had been sold. Cover of the Ban-

tam edition caries pictures of

Cathy O Donnell and Farley

Granger, who co-star with How-
ard Da Silva.

Basket Headliners

of 1948

Excellent. This Is the kind of

fast-action sports film that should

score strongly with the men.

Highlights from some of the most

thrilling basketball games held at

Madison Square Garden during

the last season are shown. Top
teams from every section of the

country Including Washington
State, Texas, St. Louis, Kentucky,

Columbia, DePaul, Notre Dame,
Colorado and North Carolina

ere shown in some of the most
crucial moments of play. This is

the first Sports Special since "The

L ouis-Walcott Fight. " Connie
Desmond is narrator. He injects

some humorous commentary on

the cheer leaders and fans at the

Garden and describes the action

in authoritative style.

—BOXOFFICE

Fifteenth Floor
Events are many and news is much

I- the line of changes and occasions

report here on the 15th floor.

Let's begin with a promotion, always

a pleasant subject! Herb Davidson of

the contract department has been pro-

moted to supervisor of the western

section of the contract department. It's

a good break for Herb, and we wish

him success and extend our congratu-

lations on his promotion.

Shirley Sheir who was supervisor for

the western sales section left RKO Fri-

day. Shirley expects to give birth to

her first born sometime in the fall. She
received quite a select array of gifts

from her many friends. We will be
n issing her laughing smile and friendly

v.ay. but it is with our best of good
h;clc and fond wishes for the ^uturo

that we bid her adieu.

From our store of good wishes we
must not forget to save some for Ger-
trude Bernstein. Gertrude, formerly

secretary to Mr. Frank Mooney. has

taken a new position and is now sec-

retary to Frank Drumm. Best wishes to

you Gertrude in the new job.

Mary Goggin has been promoted
frcrn head ct the contract departmen- s

f^'Ing section to take charge of the

foreign department's proposed central

file system. Mary has spent many years

in the contract department. She was
with the company when it was strug-

gling to attain the remarkable position

it has made in the industry today. Her
new position is well earned. Mary re-

ceived a corsage of red roses, a fold-

ing umbrella and a gift of money from
the members of the contract and sales

departments.

A welcome back to Marion Dornfest

o- the western sales department who
has been quite ill for some time. We
hope to see you continuing to improve,
Marion.

Kitty Chiarello also of the western

sales departmenr was stricken with ap-
pendicitis and required an immediate
operation. Kitty is doing fine now we
hear, and we'll be hoping to see her

back with us soon.

—WALTER DORAY

Democracy's Diary

Very good. The behind-the-

scenes activit-Ies at the New York

Times, one of the country's lead-

ing newspapers, are dramatically

filmed. The picture shows all

phases of news gathering at the

Times New York office and Wash-

ington bureau. The gigantic

presses are shown. There are

glimpses of the composing room,

where the news stories are set In

type. It Is fast-moving. Also fea-

tured is the rapid delivery of the

papers once they have been run

off the presses. The film stresses

the fact that newspapers may
print the unvarnished truth with-

out fear of censorship and serve

as a diary of democracy

—BOXOFFICE
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May 22nd

JOHN ROCKFORD New York
GORDON CAMPBEIX Cleveland
FRANK RODRIGUEZ Home Office

MERLE GAUTSCHI Atlanta

Fun and
Fancy Free

Sales Against

Possibilities

19lh W eek Euil. April 29. 1918
Pos Pos.

1 his Last

V/e ek Biancli Wool;

1 DENVER 1

2. SIOUX FALLS 7

3. OKLAHOMA CITY , 2

4. SEATTLE 16

5. CLEVELAND 3

6. SALT LAKE CITY 4

7. BUFFALO 5

8. iNcwiiavcii., Q7

9. Milwaukee
. 6

10. Detroit 1 n

I 1 Portland !2

12. New York
1 1

13. Des Moines 8

14. San Francisco 13

1 5. Dallas 15

1 6. Washington . IB

Pittsburgh 14

18. Boston
1 7

19. Philadelphia .20

20. Chicago 19

21. Kansas City ,.. 21

22. St. Louis . 23

23. Charlotte 22
24. Omaha 24
25. Los Angeles ... 25
26. Cincinnati 26
27. Indianapolis 27
28. Albany 31

29. Memphis 28
30. Minneapolis 29
31. New Orleans 30
32. Atlanta 32

CANADA
1. ST. JOHN

1

2. MONTREAL
, 2

3. Toronto ... 3

4. Winnipeg 4
5. Vancouver 5

6. Calgary 6

DIVISIONS
1. Western . 1

2. Eastern . 2

3. North-South . 3

NOTE: Bold iac* type indicates

over quota.

DIANA SHULMAN New York

ROBERT McKENZIE San Francisco

^HiKLhi bILV bKIVl ACS

May 2lnd

F. M. ALLINGHAM San Francisco

EMMA PETERS Milwaukee
LOUISE CANESA Home Office

MAKiANN PAWLAv-ZiK. Buffalo

M. SILVER Minneapolis
IVIAK I W wLLrNcK Los Angeles
MARY DeTREMIOLLES Montreal

iM ay ^^ifj

ROBERT MOCHRIE Home Office

JANET R. INGLE
VILA B W. WIMBISH Atlanta

JAY BERKSON Chicago
ERBINIA E. JORGENSEN Denver

K. M. H. BENNETT Toronto

DISNEY
CARTOONS
CONTEST

Actual Billings

Against Quota

19th Week End. April 29. 1918
Pos Pos.

Tills Last

Wo ol' Biancli Weet

1 r(JK 1 LAInU 1

1

2. SALT LAKE CITY 2

3. LOS ANGELES 3

4. DENVER* 4

5. PITTSBURGH* 5

6. OKLAHOMA CITY* 7

7. DES MOINES 6

8. OMAHA- .10
9. San Francisco* . 18

10. Albany* 8

1 1

.

dncinnatr 1 2

1 2. 1 1

1 3. 1

4

1 4. Dptrnlt*
1 7

15. Washington* 1 3

16. Seattle 9

17. Atlanta . 16

18. Minneapolis 15

19. Memphis* 22

20. Buffalo 19

2L Charlotte* . 21

22. Dallas 20
23. Kansas City* 23

24. Indianapolis* 25

25. New Orleans . 24
26. Sioux Falls 26
27. New York 27

28. New Haven* 28

29. Milwaukee* 29
30. St. Louis 30
31. Philadelphia 31

32. Chicago 32

CANADA
\. TORONTO' 1

2. MONTREAL* 3

3. Vancouver* 4
4. Winnipeg

. 2

5. Calgary* . 5

6. St. John 6

DIVISIONS
1. Eastern" 1

2. Western* 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold face type Indicates

over quota.
+ Over quota for current week.

DELBERT BUCKLEY St. John

lETTIE TODD Kansas City

May 16th

RICHARD S. GAVIN HoTTie Office

BARBARA MANIEN Indianapolis

FRANK ZANOTTI Des Moines

May lllh

LILLIAN R. FENTON Home Office

MARY ANNA DeSlLVA New York

AGNES AUSTIN
KATHERINE BENTER
LOUIS A ROGERS (Mrs.)
HENRY J. TRUNK

Washington
Cincinnati

Atlanta
Home Office

May 28lh

MYER A. MILLER
MARY MONTAGUE
PHILIP SPIGEL

Boston
Philadelphia

Home Office

SHORTS
Actual Billings

Against Quota

19th Week End. April 29, 1918

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. DENVER* 2

2. NEW YORK I

3. SAN FRANCISCO* 3

4. BUFFALO* 5

5. PORTLAND* 4

6. MILWAUKEE* 6

7. NEW HAVEN* 9

8. DES MOINES 7

9. SALT LAKE CITY* I I

10. BOSTON 8

I I. Omaha 10

12. Pittsburgh 12

13. Detroit* 13

14. Sioux Falls* 15

15. Cincinnati 14

16. Chicago* 17

1 7. Cleveland* 18

18. Los Angeles 16

19. St. Louis 19

20. Seattle 20
2 I . Minneapolis 2 I

22. New Orleans 23

23. Philadelphia 24
24. Washington 22

25. Oklahoma City 27

26. Memphis 26

27. Atlanta 25
28. Albany 29

29. Dallas 28

30. Charlotte 30

3 I . Kansas City . . 31

32. Indianapolis 32

CANADA
1. VANCOUVER

I

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. Toronto 3

4. St. John 4
5. Calgary 5

6. Montreal* 6

DIVISIONS
1 . Western . |

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3

NOTE: Bold iace type Indicates

orer quota.

* Over quota lor current week.

RKO Rad lo has purchased
screen rights to Herbert Ravenel

Sass's Saturday Evening Post

story, AFFAIR AT ST. ALBANS,
and assigned Geoffrey Homes to

v/rlte the screenplay. The story is

based on a Civil War incident,

when Confederate soldiers filt-

ered Into Vermont from Canada
to capture St. Albans and seize

$200,000. for the Confederate
treasury.

Richard Powers and Robert
Bray will support Tim Holt in

INDIAN AGENT.

Richard Martin will again bring

his original characterization of

Chito Gonzales Jose Bustamente
Rafferty to the screen in Tim
Holt-starred INDIAN AGENT.
The role, created by him for

BOMBARDIER, was transferred

to the Holt westerns, and has con-

tinued over a period of five

years.

George "Gabby" Hayes, co-

star of RETURN OF THE BAD
MEN, and wife, the former Dor-

othy Earle, will be in New York

on June 3 to celebrate their

thirty-fourth wedding anniver-

sary. Thirty-four years back
"Gabby" was a young sprout

with neither a nickname nor

v/hiskers. Also, he was a headliner

on the Keith-Orpheum vaudeville

circuit. One night, after the show,

he was having a midnight snack

in a restaurant, when a friend in-

troduced him to Dorothy Earle.

She was then a Shubert musical

comedy star, who had been
picked by Flo Ziegfeld as "one
of the three most beautiful

women in the world."

"Didn't think I had a chance
in a million," says the star. "But
somehow I talked her into marry-
ing me three months later."

Barbara Hale, co-star THE
WINDOW, and her h usband. Bill

Williams, reigned as king and
queen of the Las Vegas (Nevada)
Helldorado on May 13.
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BAMBI
Sales Against

Possibilities

(Extended To Week End. Sept. 9j

9th Week End. April 29. 1948

Pos.

This

Week Branch

1. BUFFALO 2

2. CLEVELAND i

3. SAN FRANCISCO lO

4. DES MOINES 3

5. WASHINGTON 5

6. SALT LAKE CITY 4

7. New Haven . 7

8. Kansas City 6

9. Detroit 8

10. Omaha 13

I I . Denver I I

12. Portland 9

.13. Minneapolis 12

14. Sioux Falls 14

15. Boston 15

i 6. Cincinnati 16

17. Pittsburgh 18

18. Seattle 20

19. St. Louis .. .. 17

20. Los Angeles 2 I

21. Oklahoma City 19

22. Albany 22

23. Memphis 23

24. Indianapolis 24

25. Milwaukee . 25

26. Dallas 26

27. Philadelphia 28

28. Chicago 27

29. Charlotte 29

30. New Orleans 31

31. Atlanta 30

32. New York . 32

CANADA
1. TORONTO I

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. Calgary 3

4. Montreal . 4

5. Vancouver 6

6. St. John 5

DIVISIONS

1 . Eastern I

2. Western 2

3. North-South ]

The
Fugitive

Sales Against

Possibilities

(Extended To Week End. Sept. 9)

lOth Week End. April 29, 1948

Pes. Pos.

1 TiS LasT

W ee It Branch Wee'<

1. CLEVELAND

2. OKLAHOMA CITY 2

3. PITTSBURGH ]

4. NEW ORLEANS c

5. SALT LAKE CITY . 4

6. DALLAS

7. Denver 2

8. Sioux Falls

9. Portland

10. Philadelphia s

1 1. Washington 9

12. Memphis

13. Chicago 14

14. Kansas City 3

15. Omaha i 5

16. Minneapolis . c

17. Cincinnati 13

18. Indianapolis .
17

19. Seattle 2

20. Los Angeles . 23

21. Charlotte 9

22. Milwaukee 22

23. Detroit /ij

24. Boston 24

25. Des Moines 26

26. San Francisco 25

27. St. Louis 27

28. New York 30

29. Buffalo 29

30. Atlanta 28

31. Albany 3

1

32. New Haven 32

CANADA
1. MONTREAL i

2 CALGARY 2

3 Winnipeg .

4 St. John 4.

5 Vancouver 5

6 Toronto

DIVISIONS

1 Eastern

2 North South 9

3 Western 3

HAGIC
TOWN
Sales Against

Possibilities

19th Week End. April 29. 1948

Pos. Pes.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1 1

4. ^PATTI POC/\ 1 1 LC

3_ SIOUX FALLS 8

4. OKLAHOMA CITY 3

5. NEW HAVEN 4

AO.
_

7. Salt Lake City 6

a. Milwaukee

9. Detroit .

r,

0. Dallas

1 i

.

Boston !2

12. Des Moine;

1 3. Portland .

z

14. Cleveland 4

15. New York 20

1 6. Pittsburgh ! 5

1 7. Philadelphia ) 9

0. Los Angeles

19. San Francisco . 17

20. Kansas City 22

21. Charlotte . 18

22. Washingtor 21

23. Minneapolis .23

24. ll)t_llGIIOILKjn^ 24

Ci. 1 „bt. Louis la

26. Omaha 25

27. Chicago 27

28. Memphis .28

29. Atlanta .. .29

jU. Albany — JU

31. Cincinnati 31

32. New Orleans 32

CANADA
1. MONTREAL !

2. TORONTO "1

3. Winnipeg

4 Vancouver

5 St. John 3

6 Calgary 6

DIVISIONS

1 Western

2 Eastern 2

3 Nor+h-Sou-h

NOTE: Bold foca type indicates

orer quota.

SECRET
LIFE OF
W. MITTY

Sales Against

Possibilities

19th Week End. April 29, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. DENVER I

2. SIOUX FALLS .

3. OKLAHOMA CITY .... 2

4. SALT LAKE 3

5. NEW YORK ^

6. NEW HAVEN
7. Detroit 5

8. Buffalo .. 3

9. Philadelphia 9

10. Dallas lO

I I . Seattle I I

I 2. Des Moines ' 2

13. Milwaukee 13

14. Portland 5

1 5. Minneapolils I 4

16. Pittsburgh , 16

I 7. Boston

13. Washington 20

19. Los Angeles

20. Albany

2 1 . Omaha
22. Kansas City

23. Cleveland

24. Charlotte 24

25. San Francisco 25

26. St. Louis 1z

27. Indianapolis 2"

28. Memphis . 25

29. Chicago .. 29

30. Cincinnati 3C

31. Atlanta ... 3

:

32. New Orleans 32

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG 2

2. MONTREAL
3. Toronto . 3

4. St. John

5. Vancouver 5

6. Calgar, z

DIVISIONS

1 . Wester"

2. Easter- 2

3^ ^,j„^u_c-^-_
3

NOTE: Bold iocs type indicates

over quota.
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FIGHTING FATHER

DUNNE, world premiere

Fox Theatre, St. Louis, May
II th, with Pat O'Brien in a

p.a. and RKO showmanship

fireworks including a civic

parade augmented by

army, navy and fraternal

groups.

WALT DISNEY'S "MEL-

ODY TIME," world premi-

ere at the Astor, New York,

following "Mr. Blandings,"

May 27th.

MIRACLE OF THE BELLS,

mid-west premiere RKO
Palace, Chicago May 25th,

in connection with local

cancer fund headed by
Maurice Goldblatt.

FIGHTING FATHER
DUNNE with Pat O'Brien in

p.a. at the Paramount Thea-

tre, Atlanta, May 13th, with

Pat's appearance at the

Musical Festival sponsored

by the Atlanta Constitution,

to be held at Grant Park,

May 15th.

FRANK BUCK'S ORIGI-

NAL BRING 'EM BACK
ALIVE, area premiere

Grand Theatre, Cincinnati,

and 50 other situations

June 19th, with Station

WLW and backing of the

Cincinnati Inquirer.

THREE LITTLE PIGS, Wall

Disney's great cartoon to

be released June 18th.

BERLIN EXPRESS wUl

have its New York premiere

at Victoria on May 20th.

LOUIS-WALCOTT heavy-

weight title fight, Yankee
Stadium, June 23rd.

'"'3M€*tn4ifj'"' i^uhiiviiff €'r€»sv€>Mt€iw

On and up goes the crescendo of publicity on Walt Disney's

MELODY TIME.

S. Barret McCormick has received proofs of a dozen small ads

which will be used by Carnation in New York and 50 other key city

newspapers. About four fifths of the copy is devoted to MELODY
TIME.

There were nnany radio plugs during the week including three

programs of Paul Whiteman. Still another additional break is that

on the Pet Milk program for Saturday, May 15th, WCBS, 10:00 a.m.,

"Blue Shadows."

Walt Disney Studios will be presented with an award from the

Linguaphone Institute of America for "visually creating the fantasy

world of international childhood thereby giving them a cultural back-

ground through entertainment which they can assimilate and com-

prehend." The award, which consists of a scroll, will be accepted by

Walt Disney on May 14, at a studio luncheon which will also be

attended by officials of RKO Radio.

As Charlie Levy says, there has been a lot of planting, and here

is the planting line-up to date:

Magazine PUBLICATION date feature circulation

Life

Look

This Week

Parade

Some time in July 4 pages color

"Johnny Appleseed"
"Pecos Bill"

"Little Toot"

July 6+h issue, 2 pages color

on sale June 22nd "Pecos Bill"

June 20th issue

July 4th issue

Cover in 4 colors

Roy Rogers

4 pages black-

and-white

"Johnny Appleseed"
"Pecos Bill"

5,385,760

2,770,209

8,606,467

4,579.335

3lonililT Piibliraiionw

Redbook July issue,

on sale June 25th

2 pages—4 colors

on pictorial review

1,855,735

Pageant September issue,

on sale in August
6 pages black-

and-white

"Johnny Appleseed"

233,000

Mechanix
llustrated

July issue

on sale in June

3 pages black-

and-white on

pictorial layout

510,816

Fan i^lagazincv^

Photoplay Color layout 1,100,000

Silver Screen August "Samba" layout 454,427

Screenland August "Pecos Bill"

black-and-white

436,970

Movie Show August "Little Toot" 321.019

Screen Guide

Movieland

August

August

Luana Patten

kodachrome |

Roy Rogers i

kodachrome /

710,509

Modern Screen August Roy Rogers and
Luana Patten

kodachrome 1,100,000

Movies Star ParadeAugust Pictorial layout 300,000

Movie Life August 318,559

Rexal Magazine
Young America

June 1 3

375,403

Mrs. Hickey Dies

Mrs. Agnes Hickey, mother of

Bob Hickey, Mid-western Field

S ipervisor, died Sunday evening

ah the Augustana Hospital In Chi-

cago after a long illness. She was

87 years old. Burial took place

ficm the McCabe Funeral Home
in Detroit on Wednesday.

FLASH on behalf of all those

In the organization extends heart-

felt condolence to Bob in the loss

of one so dear to him and on the

very day on which all mothers

are honored.

RKO Buys Nation's

Number 1 Hit Song

With the month of May only

Hearing its halfway mark RKO
talent and product has already

plucked a healthy crop of radio

plugs and newspaper breaks,

been given bushel basketfuls of

complimentary adjectives, and

reaped a harvest of magazine

photos and layouts. Most recent

break was in Life Magazine which

hii the stands May 1 0th giving

ever three pages of photos com-
plete with story to eden ahbez,

v/ho has performed an almost un-

heard of musical feat—writing

America's No. I hit tune on his

first attempt.

RKO Radio has purchased the

screen rights to "Nature Boy,"

by eden ahbez (note: lower case)

and will feature it in THE BOY
WITH GREEN HAIR.

"Nature Boy" Is the work of a

Brooklyn-born 35-year-old man
now living in Hollywood, who
walks either shod in sandals or

tiarefoot, wears his hair down to

his shoulders, practices breath

control a la yoga, and lives on

fruits, nuts and vegetables. It is

his first work. He submitted

"Nature Boy" to Nat ("King")

Cole, who was fascinated by its

haunting melody and recorded it

foi Capitol Records. Disc jockeys

and jukebox fans shot it into the

season's song hit one week after

it was recorded.

"Nature Boy " was released

last March 29. Following its re-

cording by Cole, there followed

a waxing by Frank Sinatra and
one by Sarah Vaughan.

THE BOY WITH GREEN
hi AIR, the feature In which It

will be highlighted, is itself the

story of a "nature boy," who un-

accountably and miraculously Is

endowed with green hair as a

peace symbol to a world in the

grip of fear.
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"BERLIN EXPRESS" PREMIERE MOST

SPECTACULAR IN BOSTON HISTORY

By KATHERINE DONOVAN,
Celebrated Feature Writer, Boston Record

BOSTON—Boston responded, with overwhelming enthusiasm, to

the most spectacular world premiere in its history—the premiere of

BERLIN EXPRESS at the RKO-Boston Theatre, where throngs broke

through police lines before and after screening of the brilliant film

and the appearances of famed Hollywood stars, Dorothy Lamour,

Paul Lulcas, and Robert Ryan, and other entertainers who will be

well remembered.

Long before the doors of the theatre had opened, nearly 4000

persons had lined up and special police guarded the incoming stars

from a surge of admirers and autograph-seekers.

And long after the film had been shown, and the variety show,

with its amazing talent, had been over, still greater crowds gathered,

seeking autographs, pushing each other aside for a view of the

celebrities and shouting welcome to those who had given them a

gracious handshake or a hastily scribbled name.

Arthur "Bugs" Baer, noted humorist, was master of ceremonies

at the all-star show which followed the picture, and which included

Hildegarde as well as the stars sent from Hollywood by RKO Radio.

The entire proceeds were donated to the American Cancer Society,

Massachusetts Division, whose chairman is former Governor Joseph
B. Ely. Among the many notables in the audience were Mr. and Mrs.

Harold G. Kern, publisher of the Hearst newspapers in Boston, Mayor
and Mrs. Michael Curley, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Luckman, Joe Cronin,

general manager of the Red Sox baseball empire and others who had
given much effort to the cause of conquering the dread disease of

cancer.

George McManus, famed "Maggie and Jiggs" creator, enter-

tained the audience by whipping up fast facsimiles of his world

renowned characters. These and the many other star performers on
the memorable show had given their time and talent for a great cause.

And joining with them with equal generosity were the Musicians'

Union Local No. 9, Motion Picture Operators' Union, Local No. 182,

Stage Hands Union, Local No. I I, and the American Guild of Variety

Artist.

The band furnishing the stirring martial music outside the theatre

was the 40-piece Veterans of Foreign Wars Band, Rutledge Post,

Brookline, winner of both national and New England championships

in 1947.

Boston was selected as the site for the premiere, and the cancer

fund chosen to be the recipient of the $7,000 gross for the premiere

performance by Ned E. Depinet. The entire campaign was under the

personal direction of Terry Turner, assisted by Field Rep. Ralph

Banghart, Hank Howard and James (Red) King, theatre publicist. The
handling of the enormous crowd and the way in which everything

ran off perfectly in the theatre was due to the efficient direction of

Ben Domingo, New England division manager for RKO theatres, who
also handled the advance sale of tickets. Dick Mahn accompanied the

Hollywood stars and assisted in their many appearances during their

stay in Boston.

Prior to the premiere a reception for Miss Lamour, Mr. Lukas

and Mr. Ryan was held at the Ritz Carlton with Mr. and Mrs. Kern

graciously acting as hosts. Joe Cronin was host to the RKO party at a

Red Sox-Detroit game—and it proved a profitable afternoon for

Terry as he inveigled Ryan and Lukas into making a bet on Detroit

just when Ted Williams decided to have a big day for himself. Judge
John Pappas scheduled a "Berlin Express Handicap" at his Suffolk

Downs with the owner of the winning horse receiving a trophy from

Paul and Bob. Mr. Lukas, who "never bets," won a tremendous round

of applause when he cashed a $2.00 ticket on the winner.

The premiere was co-sponsored by the Record-American-Sunday
Advertiser with Managing Editor Jim Murphy, Record; Winn Brooks,

American; and Sam Bornstein, Sunday Advertiser, giving their per-

sonal attention to the tremendous publicity campaign. Mel Massucco,

picture and promotion editor of the Hearst newspapers, was the

active representative of the papers in all activities in connection with

the premiere and lined up the stage program following the picture.

Massucco, whom Terry calls "the Ziegfeld of Revere Beach," staged

and directed the show.

. POSTONnAlLY BECORD. THURSDAY, MAY 6. Xg4«^

fBerlin Express^m Record Premiere]
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I)—Mrs. Kern, Gov. Ely, George Cv

(2)—Les Smith of WNAC interview;

Kern, Mrs. Richard Aiken, society

and Mr. Aiken . . . (4)—Dottie jo;

Lukas and Robert Ryan for their

Kitty Donovan, brilliant Hearst fe

Joe Cronin, general mgr. of the F

given by Mr. and Mrs. Harold G. I

(7)—George McManus, famed cr€

and James Murphy, managing edi

Mayor Curley and Mrs. Curley with

Frank Howard, mgr. of Keith Men
Pappas giving Joe Cronin a bad
of Kings Features, Inc., Mrs. Kern,

II)—Judge John Pappas, pres. oi

editor of Hearst papers; Mrs. Kern I^o

greeting their hontj We
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s& Lamour and Military Aide . . .

in lobby . . . (3)—Dottie, Mrs.

i New Bedord Standard Times,

ence in congratulations to Paul

Ipuice in film . . . (5)—Terry and

[liter . . . (6)—Elmer Ward and

and Miss Lamour at reception

ftiearst newspapers in Boston . . .

jjf
"Jigg and Maggie," Mrs. Kern

j;
oston Record . . . (8)—Mrs. Kern,

. (9)—The "Hct Stove Leaguers,"

j^pb Ryan, Paul Lukas and Judge

J
I . (10)—Bradley Kelly, gen. mgr.

jil Bugs Baer enjoying a ioast . . .

i>.\s Downs, Mel Masucco, picture

,f[.ttie . . . (12)—Mr. and Mrs. Kern

pst. Miss Lamour.

t [4000 Crash Police Lines AtGIamorShowOpeninq
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(1)—Bob Ryan and Paul Lukas present trophy to owner ol winning horse

in BERLIN EXPRESS Handicap, Mrs. Irving Gushen, while Jockey

Georgie Hettinger looks on . . . (2)—At luncheon table at Suffolk Downs
are Julius Heller, president of the Paddock Club; Lukas, and former

Governor Joseph B. Ely, chairman of the American Cancer Society

Fund . . . (3)—Bob and Dcttie chat with veteran while vet's vmcle Father

Sheely enjoys the conversation . . . (4)—Paul and Bob talk over the

game with Red Sox hurler Mickey Harris . . . (5)—Seated: Ryan, Helen
Eager, Elinor Hughes, and Lukas. Back row: Pnmella Hall, Peggy
Doyle, Brad Swan of the Providence Journal and Marjory Adams . . .

(6)—Jill Thomason and Mel Masucco of the Record, Commissioner
Sullivan, Mary Mon Toy, Alan Frazer, Boston American columnist
and Bob Ryan . . . ((7)—Paul and Dottie are intervieweed by Boston
Post drama editor Elliot Norton . . . (8)—Mr. and Mrs. William Brace
Pratt arrive for the premiere. Mrs. Pratt is women's division chairman
of Cancer Fund . , . (9)—Bob with Police Commissioner Sullivan and
Marjory Mills of the New England NBC Network . . . (10)—While Mayor
Curley talks to the ciir audience, Bea Whelton, city censor, and Mrs.

Curley ore greeted by Red King.
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They Brush

The Sleeve

Of God
By JACK FOSTER

SOMETIMES, I think, the

shorts on a movie theater

program are far better than

the so-called main features

themselves.
They have the 'virtue of being

about real people and real places,

unadorned by the emotional goo
that drips from so many Hollywood
masterpieces.
One of the best of these is

"Operation White Tower" which I

saw in preview a few days ago
and which opens tomorrow at the

Orpheum Theater. This is the

graphic photographic story of the

Washburn Expedition's hazardous
climb to the' top of the Northern
Hemisphere's greatest mountain,
Mount McKinley.
Twelve men and one woman

made this 20,300 - foot climb

through blizzard , and ice, bitter

cold and tormenting wind, and the

pictures of their achievement form
one of the most ' dramatic
sequences that has ever been cap-

tured on the screen.
jt;

11"IGHTY McKinley is different

from 'any Colorado peak in

that its summit is -eternally clothed

in snow. Our greatest peak, Mount
Elbert, looking like a guardian
giant over Lead\'ille, rises 14,431

feet, but in the summer its highest

boulders are largely clear of snow,
and you can climb from Half Moon
Gulch to t h e peak and scarcely

moiste'n your feet.

Not so Mount McKinley. A
tremendous burden of snow all

summer seals its summit and
wraps its slopes down to and in-

cluding the place where the base

camp of the expedition was pitched

—on Muldrow Glacier. The expedi-

tion had reached the base of

Muldrow Glacier by dog team, with
an airplane parachuting supplies

along the v/ay.
^

nPHE Washburn climb properly

began iip and across the glacier.

The shots of this tedious, heart-

drumming walk are compelling
beyond words.

If you have never crossed a

glacier you have missed one of

life's greatest experiences. There
is breathless poetry in the me-
thodical cutting of the steps, in the

I

o
o

o

>
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RKO-PATHE
By ED RICE

DEMOCRACY'S DIARY—the
current This is America" release

(Number 7. Series 6) Is a story of
the free American press as typi-

fied by the New York Times.

Every day in the United States

f:fty million people read the news
in a press that draws its material

from the ends of the earth, ac-

curately, honestly. In no other
country is newspaper reading
such a constant, widespread, talc-

en-for granted habit. Every day.
reports DEMOCRACY'S DIARY,
the world comes thumping on the
American doorstep, and nothing
lhat happens anywhere remain-;
long a secret.

The film shows how a news-
paper is produced, how reporter,
photographer, rewrite man, edi
tor, printer, work together in a
huge team to turn the living 3tt:ff
of history into type.

More than political events or
presidential speeches make up a
newspaper. Fashion, drama,
movie, sports, cooking pages are
as important to manv readers os

the story of a v/aterfront fire or

a U. N. debate to others.

First screenings for the Times
staff brought a highly commen-
datory letter about DEMOCRA-
CY S DIARY from publisher

Arthur Hays Sulzberger to pro-

ducer Jay Bonafield. Screenings
tor both motion picture and pub-
lishing trade press brought
equally satisfactory results.

Credits: Directed and photo-

graphed by Larry O Reilly, writ-

ten by Richard Hanser, edited by
David Cooper. Supervision was
by Phil Reisman, Jr.

OTHER RKO PATHE NOTES:
Director - photographer Harry
Smith is now In the Bahamas
shooting a Sportscope on marlin

fi-hlng . . . Scoring of CRIME
LAB, the "This Is America '

--e-

Ifare for May 28 has been fin-

i:hGd . . . Shooting has been com-
pleted on REPORT FOR AC-
I ION and FAMILIES FIRST, com-
r-erclal departmenf shorts on
Juvenile delinquency for the
Ineatre Owners Association and
the New York State Youth Com-
rri.sion. respectively DE-
MOCRACY'S DIARY, June TIA
release Is now being edited by
Dcve Cooper.

wnetner it will held, in the loi-

lowing one after another across

the silent white expanse.
I am talking about the glaciers

in our own Colorado- or more espe-
cially about the greatest glaciers in

our country, those in the Wind
River region of Wyoming. These
are glorious. But the great Muld-
row Glacier, as shown in the movie
short, is magnificent beyond
words, and lucky are the 13 people
who saw it, crossed it in safety

and returned.
ifi ;^ :<:

'T'O many people, I suppose, it

would seem to be a waste of

time to go through all the hard-
ships necessary to climb McKinley.
They would look upon the climb-
ers as being eccentrics, touched in

the head. They v.'ould think they
might serve their time on earth
better *by raising cattle or building
houses.
But only one who has reached

the peak of a great mountain can
ever know the tremendous spirit-

ual satisfaction that comes from
the experience—a satisfaction that
comes only to those who have
brushed the sleeve of God.
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Turner Goes

Hamlet While

All Goes Well

Jackie, as Bill Corum intones:

"BE SHARP, LOOK SHARP"
(but there I stop him son and

close with "AND BE DULL." Be-

cause you see Jackie, its 6 A.M.

and Mouse Banghart and myself

have just finished a gin minuet

with "The Ziegfeld of Boston and

Revere Beach" Mel Masucco of

the Boston Record and George

Clark, now a columnist of the

Boston Record, but formerly the

city editor of the Daily Mirror in

New York City.

I must say (as the limeys al-

ways broadcast with everyone

wondering why they should have

l(. open their big traps ) I am in

a bit of fatigue. In fact Jackie, if

I may use the word, I am what is

commonly known in the trade as

"pooped." I hope no one reads

offense in that word Init if they

do well

But Jackie, as the sun is com-

ing up as I am going down, and

waiting for room service to open

tu jam some ham and eggs into

my drooping jowls, ere I sink

into a coma, 1 was thinking what

a life 1 picked out for myself.

Now, there arc much better

ways of making a living, no

doubt. There is the butcher, who

liacks his meat, washes his hands

and his job down with gobs of

ale, and goes home to stink up

the house. There is the carpenter,

^^ho nails everything up so that

iio f)ne can pull or jar it loose

lor a 100 years, and then goes

home to his wife and into one

Ik'II of a brawl because he wont

nail a hinge on the gate. There

is the bookkeeper who can find a

]<enny gone stray in a premiere

but who will dash his little

woman's brains out if she asks

him to run down the grocery l)ill.

and also the "whereof and where-

as Joes, ' who can tell YOL^ wlial

not to do and then listen to liis

storm and strife tell him WHAT
TO DO and go there fast.

But what about muggs like me

Shorfs 8th Wk.
Branch Manager Jack Bern-

stein of Toronto received un-

paralleled rental on Walt Disney's

DRIP DIPPY DOUALD when it

p'ayed for eight weeks at the

Victoria and Nortown, Toronto,

w'th another company's feature

hit.

that have to eat lame lamb chops

and those accursed peas at every

damn banquet in America and

points west; hurtle through

lightning and thunder at 18,000

feet or stand on your head as

sleepers make the curves through

mountainous trails. Or listen to

the jokes (and "Ha Ha" out loud

yet) that your father walked out

on 50 years ago.

How come people like us or

me Jackie? What makes us tick,

and why are we or me so thick.

Now I admit that Mel Masucco

of the Record has been pouring

it on for the world premiere up

here in Boston for BERLIN EX-
PRESS. Brother, there have been

layouts after layouts and 1 get me
a load of tomorrow's (Sunday)

paper ( which you will see ) and

it starts on page one, breaks over

into another page and still a half

page of art in another section.

How come that makes me happy

Jackie, and like the old gal who
has been playing the show win-

dow for 30 years with break after

bieak, she trots away squealing

with glee with an 80 cent profit

on a two dollar ticket. She had it

a million times before but she

squeals just as loud on the last

one.

Well, let the sun come up or

the moon go down, I guess there

are still saps in the world that

like to see something go over

right. I guess we're nuts like the

mugg who hammers the spike in

the carnival just to hear the bell

ring (at his own expense in

money and muscle ) . I guess there

has to be nuts, but Mouse Bang-
hart has done a great job up here

lor BERLIN EXPRESS and Du-
four has lined up a really great

job in St. Louis for FIGHTING
FATHER DUNNE. It's really

great to see your men pull

through promotion job in big

league style with ]jlenty of hits

and no errors. Let 'em think Fm
corny and let 'em think I'm
(hjmb, its me that get the joy
v\ hen the job is done.

Goodnight, Jackie, sleep tight.

I am and will.

T. T.

Bon Marche Store, Seattle, Plans

Mother's Day Promotion via ''Mama"

Seattle's largest and most popular store. The Bon Marche,

planned its entire Mother's Day promotion around I REMEMBER
MAMA. Costumes from the picture were obtained from the

Studio and they created as much comment and interest as

the store's Christmas windows. The windows were used for

displays starting April 24th and remained through Mother's

Day. An estimated 50,000 persons saw them daily. The corner

window is at the busiest section in Seattle and represents a

scene from MAMA. People had to wait in line to get a good

look. Copy on the window cards read:

I REMEMBER MAMA, RKO'S HEARTWARMING MOTION
PICTURE SYMBOLIZING THE LOVE, THE RESOURCEFUL-

NESS AND THE DEVOTION WE EACH ASSOCIATE WITH

OUR OWN MOTHER . . . THE QUALITIES TO WHICH WE
PAY TRIBUTE ON MOTHER'S DAY.

All the store's newspaper ads carried MAMA copy and

parts oi those reproduced on the opposite page are iull-page

copy.

Field Man Russ Morgan engineered this vast tie-in.

MONDAY, APRIL 26, 1948

By Roger V. Devhn

,,R. AND MRS. CHARLES J Af^^^^^^^

A;T;o'?^Sr4.l'ot.rday when

r t'hV yeS^tSiS SSn. 'Tarzan of the

^^^t^rnin. back a Jew Pa^es *h^^ S
an advertisement for 7" Mermaids."
Kialto. It -^%"I^"Sn goin^st?^^ that Tav.an.

Thirty years and still goms

sort of a duiable fellow, isn t ne.

THEN AND NOW—Branch Manager R. B. Williams of Okla-

homa City sent us this tear sheet from the Tulsa Tribune, a

unique and interesting item about the TARZAN pictures.
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FIRST BRITISH ACADEMY AWARD
For "The BEST picture... British or Foreign... shown

in England in 1947"

FRANCE:

France's Highest Motion Picture Honor

"THE VICTOIRE"
For "The Best Foreign Film presented in France in 1947"

HOLLYWOOD:

NINE ACADEMY AWARDS

EVERYWHERE:
LONDON: b9 fieeKS and still runnins! • NEW YORK: 38 weeks

STOCKHOLM: 17 weeks • DUBLIN: 16 weeks and still running! • GENEVA: 10 weeks

RIO DE JANEIRO: 19 weeks • SYDNEY: 29 weeks and still running!

BUENOS AIRES: 17 weeks • AMSTERDAM: 10 weeks • SANTIAGO, CHILE: 10 weeks

VIENTS NOW BEGINNING!
ition at the ASTOR Theatre, Boston



L. to R.: (1)—Arrival of William Lasky, assistant to the pro-

ducer, Jesse Lasky, and Francis Lederer at the San Francisco

depot for the premiere of MIRACLE OF THE BELLS at the RKO
Golden Gate . . . (2)—Crowds waiting to get into the Golden

Gate during the premiere . . . (3)—Rhonda Fleming arriving

at the airport with Walter MacEwen, associated with Jesse

Lasky in the production of MIRACLE OF THE BELLS . . . (4)—

Special cocktail party held in the Cirque Room of the Fairmont

Hotel sponsored by Columbia records to Frank Sinatra

before the premiere. Jay Coofin, promotion manager of the

Call-Bulletin; Fred Johnson, drama critic on the Call-Bulletin;

Jimmy Van Huesen, song writer, and Sinatra accompanist;

Walter MacEwen, Francis Lederer, William Lasky and Jay

Golden, division manager of RKO's western theatres . . .

(5)—Jesse Lasky guest of honor at a dinner held in the Gold

Room of the Fairmont Hotel sponsored by the Native Sons of

the Golden West in which Lasky was presented with a plaque

in recognition of 35 years of service to the state and the motion

picture industry. Jesse, Supreme Court Judge Edmonds, Judge

Bosley and Frank Sinatra . . . (6)—Crowds lining up outside

the theatre during the premiere . . . (7)—Appearing at the Golden

Gate with Sinatra in person are William Lasky, Francis Lederer,

Rhonda Fleming, Jesse Lasky and Walter MacEwen.

San Francisco Welcomes "Miracle of the Bells"
SAN FRANCISCO — San Francisco welcomed the

opening of THE MIRACLE OF THE BELLS with two

capacity houses at the RKO Golden Gate theatre and the

personal appearance of Frank Sinatra, Jesse Lasky, Francis

Lederer and Rhonda Fleming.

Supported by ten days of publicity in San Francisco

Call Bulletin, the premiere raised a considerable sum for the

Newspaper's Guild Welfare fund, and gave the picture a

tremendous impetus in the entire bay area.

Mr. Lasky was honored at a testimonial dinner held in

the Gold Room of the Fairmont Hotel sponsored by the

Native Sons of the Golden West. Mr. Lasky, a native Cali-

fornia, received a plaque in honor of 35 years of service

to the state of California and the motion picture industry.

Leaders of the civic and show world were represented with

Supreme Court Judge Edmonds making the presentation.

Sinatra was the guest of a special cocktail party given

him by Columbia records in conjunction with the premiere,

and judging by the lines of teen-agers and bobby soxers in

front of the theatre at premiere time, Frank is still as popular

with these young people as ever. Mr. Lasky was accorded a

fine reception and the entire audience applauded as one in

answer to his question, "How do you like MIRACLE OF
THE BELLS?" Subsequent business proved that the opening

night audiences were correct, with MIRACLE off to a fine

start in San Francisco.

—DAVE CANTOR
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KAYE GETS BETTER IN EVERY PIC.

AND "SONG" A NEW HIGH. LIEBER

In company with Field Man Lloyd Muir we screened THE MIRA-
CLE OF THE BELLS for His Grace, Archbishop Duke and leading

representatives of the Catholic Church in British Columbia to an

enthusiastic response. His Grace commented at length on the ex-

cellence of the picture and its great moral theme; and assured us

that he would personally see that all members of the Church would

be advised and recommended to see the picture. He also commended

RKO as a leader in the type of clean, wholesome entertainment that

his Church sponsored. Before the feature we screened CHILDREN'S
VILLAGE and received like commendation, both for the choice of

subject matter and treatment.

—J. F. DAVIE. Vancouver

We have circularized the entire territory on the LOU 15-

WALCOTT fight picture. We have a chart before us listing all

accounts, together with rentals that played the previous fight picture,

so that we will be in a position immediately after the fight is over

ta start the ball rolling on receipt of the sales oolicy.

— R. J. DODDRIDGE, Calgary

Cotdwyn Signs Keyes
Samuel Goldwyn has signed

E/elyn Keyes to co-star with

David Niven, Teresa Wright and

Forley Granger In the plcturiza-

tion of Rumor Godden s novel,

TAKE THREE TENSES. This

drama of three generations of an

English family goes before the

cameras on Friday, May 14, with

Irving Rels directing.

Cathy O Donnell, originally

scheduled for the role of Grizel,

which Miss Keyes assumes, will

rest for four weeks before start-

ing preparation for "Roseanna
McCoy," Goldwyn s production

of the Alberta Hannum novel of

the feuding mountain folk.

Woods Cast
Harry Wcoos wi'i piay a crcok-

ed freight-hauling operator In

RKO Radio's INDIAN AGENT.
He will support Tim Holt. Came-
ra work starts at Lone Pine, Cali-

fornia, on Monday, May 17,

under Lesley Selander's direction.

Woods was recently seen with

Danny Kaye In Goldwyn s SE-

CRET LIFE OF WALTER MITTY.

Samuel Goldwyn's THE BEST
YEARS OF OUR LIVES was
selected by the fan readers of

"Cinemonde" and the exhibi-

tor readers of "Le Fihn Frcm-

cais" as the best foreign mo-

tion picture shown in France

during 1947. The award, illus-

trated herewith, is a reproduc-

tion of the famous sculpture,

"The Victory of Somothrace."

By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, May 14:— I don't know how he does it,

but that Danny Kaye gets better in every picture. The other

day Samuel Goldwyn ran off a completed print of A SONS
IS BORN for a few of us, and believe me, it's a real riot.

A flock of the nation's top band leaders and vocal groups, giving

out with everything from rag-time to the latest boogie-woogie, an

action-and laughter-packed plot and a honey of a cast, all sparked

with Kaye's inimitable versatility, make this Technicolor offering an

exhibitor's dream.

You know the theme, of course—how a group of professors com-
piling an exhaustive History of Music suddenly discover jazz, and in

their course of their researches in this quaint new mode of expression

run into romance and a bunch of gangsters, with hilarious results.

The luscious Virginia Mayo provides the romance, Steve Cochran
and a group of hard-boiled characters handle the gangster assign-

ments in menacing fashion, and Hugh Herbert, J. Edward Bromberg,

Felix Bressart and other favorites assist Kaye in his professorial duties.

But the aggregation of musical names that Goldwyn has gathered

for this show must set an all-time record. Benny Goodman, Tommy
Dorsey, Louis Armstrong, Lionel Hampton, Charlie Barnet, Mel Powell,

Buck and Bubbles, the Page Cavanaugh trio, the Golden Gate quartet

and Russo and Samba Kings are all in there pitching their stuff, and
brother, how they pitch it!

You not only hear them in night clubs and dance halls, but they

all get together for an out-of-this-world jam session at the professors'

headquarters where, for Kaye's benefit, they trace the history and
development of jazz. This sequence is a musical treat that will cer-

tainly bring the fans in droves, and, coupled with the solid entertain-

ment values of the sparkling story, ought to make A SONG IS BORN
top the box-office figures of any of Kaye's previous vehicles.

Howard Hawks turned in a grand job of direction on this gay
piece of screen fare, and the story of Billy Wilder and Thomas Monroe
and the two catchy new songs by Don Raye and Gene De Paul help

to put the picture over in great style. It's a triumph for Kaye as well

as for Goldwyn, and one that's going to keep the turnstiles spinning

merrily this fall.

"Diary" Bally

For RKO Pafhe's "America"

DEMOCRACY'S DIARY ye ed

suggests a simple exploitation

idea that might be highly effec-

tive. As the New York Times

around which the two-reeler Is

centered is read in I 1,914 cities,

towns and hamlets in all the forty-

eight states and the District of

Columbia it should be easy to

get hold of an up-to-date num-

ber of the Times, preferably the

Sunday Times. Hand such a copy

over to the exhibitor who has a

dere on DEMOCRACY'S DIARY
with the suggestion that he dis-

play It prominently with billing In

a panel. Such a panel might be

extended across the theatre front

Terry Away
Terry Turre^ arrer r,-e Boston

BERLIN EXPRESS premiere will

hep cut quickly to St. Louis, then
tc Chicago and Cincinnati. After
a week-end at the Home Office
he'll be on the road again. Terry
returned from Chicago Wednes-
day.

Sol on Job
Branch Manager Soi Sachs of

Delias has had a downstairs office

rigged up and is back on the job
at the exchange again after a
long siege of illness. "I'm just

about myself again," says Sol.

or parr o" - m -h the Times'

pages spread out. There are few
things more Intriguing than the
method of putting a big news-
paper together.
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Sitif*s t'hivfs Thanks #o fifirc* €'4Ptnp0*iiiar.s

'Did a fine job, says Robert Mochrie
The NED DEPINET DRIVE has ended and on behalf of all of us at the Home Office

I want to express thanks and appreciation for the earnestness and effort you put into

it and my own thanks for the great results achieved in the last three weeks in my honor.

You fellows and girls did a fine job in the 1948 NED DEPINET DRIVE.

Now we're entering the summer period, the start of the second half of the year.

We have a large number of top box-office pictures now in circulation and more com-
ing up on regular schedule. No company in the industry has as strong and consistent

a regular flow of such pictures as have we.

Let's go after these pictures with confidence and aggressiveness and get the level

higher the balance of the first half and all of the second half of this year.

—ROBERT MOCHRIE

ROBERT MOCHRIE

WESTERN DIVISION

It gives me
a great deal

o f personal

pleasure t o

sincerely thank

every member
of the West-
e r n Division

for the extra

effort and fine

accomplish-
ments you all

achieved dur-

ing the period

of this year's

htowever, it

Walter Branson

DEPINET DRIVE,

is extremely im-

portant that we take inventory

of the work to be done now and

for the many weeks to come, so

that we may achieve even great-

er accomplishments in the ensu-

ing six months than we have in

the past six months during the

period of the Drive.

We have great responsibilities

(Continued on Page 20)

EASTERN DIVISION

The 1948

NED DEPINET
DRIVE is over

and while the

final count is

not yet in, I

now hasten to

thank each

and everyone

of you — win-

ners and los-

ers alike—for

your efforts

during this
Drive; especially for the marvel-

ous record rolled up during the

last three weeks of the Drive

designated as Bob Mochrie

V/eeks.

As in all drives, there are mat-

ters of breaks that play a con-

siderable part in the final result

such as the availability of impor-

tant pictures falling due in the

latter part of the Drive, billings

(Continued on Page 20)

Nat Levy

NORTH-S. DIVISION

Now that
the NED DE-

PINET DRIVE
is over I want
to express my
appreciatio n

to you boys of

the North-
South Division.

I know you

have worked
long and hard

and cooperat-

ed in every

v/ey possible to make this Drive a

success. I am gratified by the

showing of many of the branches

in this division, and I know that

e\'en those who did not share in

the prize money gave it a real

college try.

hHowever, there remains a tre-

mendous amount of work to be

done. The sales and liquidation of

our current pictures are in many
(Continued on Page 20)

Chas. Boasberg

SHORT SUBJECTS

Now that
the 1948 NED
DEPINET
DRIVE has

gone with its

illustrious pre-

decessors into

the archives of

RKO"s grand

history, I want
to take this

opportunity to

express m y
deep-felt
thanks to all U. S.

offices for the efforts of all their

personnel in behalf of the selling

and liquidation of short product.

It is encouraging too when our

people take on special chores, as

exemplified by the recent

LOUIS-WALCOTT fight, FOOT-
BALL HIGHLIGHTS, BASKET-
BALL HEADLINERS and 20

YEARS OF ACADEMY
(Continued on Page 20)

Harry Michalson

and Canadian

"Fighting Fattier Dunne" World Premiere' St. Louis,

Crowds, Parade, Headlines, Records, See 9 thru 14
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Vntniwtff Events
FIGHTING FATHER

DUNNE with Pert O'Brien in

p.a. at the Paramount Thea-

tre, Atlanta, May 13th, with

Pat's appearance at the

Musical Festival sponsored

by the Atlanta Constitution,

to be held at Grant Park,

May 15th.

BERLIN EXPRESS will

have its New York premiere

at Victoria on May 20th.

WALT DISNEY'S "MEL-

ODY TIME," world premi-

ere at the Astor, New York,

following "Mr. Blandings,"

May 27th.

Louise Suggs (Sportscope

MUSCLES AND THE LADY)

plays in Curtis Cup

matches, Southport, Eng-

land. May 21-22; Frank

Stranohan in British open,

Muiriield, June 28th.

*

MIRACLE OF THE BELLS,

mid-west premiere RKO
Palace, Chicago May 25th,

in connection with local

cancer fund headed by
Maurice Goldblatt.

THREE LITTLE PIGS, Wall

Disney's great cartoon to

be released June 18th.

FRANK BUCK'S ORIGI-

NAL BRING 'EM BACK
ALIVE, area premiere

Grand Theatre, Cincinnati,

and 50 other situations

June 19th, with Station

WLW and backing of the

Cincinnati Inquirer.

LOUIS-WALCOTT heavy-

weight title fight, Yankee
Stadium, Jime 23rd.

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE
—New England premiere,
June 24th.

WHILE IN PARIS, Phil Reisman on behalf of Sam Goldwyn accepted the "Victoire" statuette

—

equivalent of the American Oscar—awarded to THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES as the

best foreign picture shown in France during 1 947. The award was made as the result of a
joint vote of the readers of the fan magazine "Cinemonde" and the trade publication "Le
Film Franccris." Photo shows Reisman accepting the trophy. L. to r.; "Lap" Lapinere, Euro-

pean sales manager for RKO; Mr. Bessy, director of the two publications; Phil Reisman, and
Wladimir Lissim, RKO European general manager. Later the statuette will be officially pre-

sented to Goldwyn in Hollywood.

HolUsfer Returns
Paul Hollister has returned to

New York following two weeks of

stLidIo conferences with produc-

tion executives on forthcoming

releases.

Terry to Midwest
Terry Turner left over the week

end for Cincinnati after which

he will go on to Chicago for the

mid-west premiere of MIRACLE
OF THE BELLS. He will return

to the Home Office May 27th.

Ttieatre Awards
The RKO Theatres "Stunt of

the Month" Shov/manship Awards
for April have been won by
Myron Feltheimer, manager of

the RKO Shore Road Theatre,

Brooklyn, for the in-town group,

and by George Maxwell, RKO
Keith's Theatre, Syracuse, for the

out-of-town managers.

Sol A. Schwartz, vice-president

and general manager of RKO
Theatres, presented both men
with checks for $25.00 and RKO
Theatres' Showmanship Certifi-

cates for suggesting and per-

forming the most unusual theatre

activity during the month of

April.

Harriet Returns
Producer Harriet Parsons has

returned to the RKO Radio
studio following a nine-week va-

cation in Santa Fe, New Mexico.

^^RKO-PATHE
^ By ED RICE

SWITZERLAND TODAY
has been selected by King

Features for a full page
story which will be distrib-

uted to the syndicate's sub-

s c r i b e r s throughout the

country. The layout stresses

the importance of citizen

military training in keeping

Switzerland's many borders

secure. A full page editorial

about the film has already

been run in the Hearst

press.

This is the second "This

Is America" short to receive

similar King Features treat-

ment recently, the other

being CHILDREN'S VIL-

LAGE.

"This Is America" sched-

ule: Producer Jay Bonafield

has announced the following

list of shorts to be released

In the next seven months.

CRIME LAB—a behind-

the-scenes story of the po-

lice department. To be re-

leased May 28.

LETTER TO A REBEL—

a

story of how free enterprise

works in a small town. Edi-

tor Dave Cooper has just

finished the final cut. Re-

lease date June 25.

SPORTS—the story of

the biggest sports boom In

America since the Golden
Age of Sports in the 'twen-

ties. Bud Benjamin has done
the script. Release date

July 23.

LUXURY LANE—a film

report on America's richest

street. Fifth Avenue In New
York. Shooting in progress

by Director - photographer

Harry Smith. Release date

August 20th.

JUVENILE DELINQUEN-
CY—script now being writ-

ten by Ardis Smith (who

also wrote CHILDREN'S
VILLAGE). Release date

October I 5.

STATE FAIR—script un-

assigned. Release date No-
vember 12.

Five other "This Is Amer-
ica" shorts are also on the

schedule, with no definite

release dates set at the

present.
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In a recent wire Sales Chief Bob Mochrle announced

the vital Importance of backing our pictures with RKO
Radio showmanship, and he referred to the two far-reach-

ing campaigns at Boston and St. Louis respectively,

BERLIN EXPRESS at the former and FIGHTING FATHER

DUNNE at the latter city.

Such campaigns are of course not Intended merely as

local stimuli. The news of this extra effort travels fast, via

travelers from other sections who are In the community,

via newspapers, magazines, trade publications. Each bit

of exploitation is like a pebble tossed out into a lake. Little

wavelets break from force and the effect Is felt—and

favorably — far, far away. For example while BERLIN

EXPRESS had two good weeks at the Boston Theatre the

campaign overflowed Into Providence and the first week's

gross at the Albee was one of the best of the season. The

showmanship spirit took hold out at Dayton where Field

Man Hugh Mackenzie put on a big campaign at the RKO
Keith with the United States Army Air Forces from Wright

and Patterson Fields participating. Two good weeks have

been racked up at the Palace, Chicago.

FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE had good company at

St. Louis where it was hooked In with the American Legion's

Founders' Day. Two big weeks at the Fox Theatre, word-

of-mouth traveling back to all states via the Legionnaires

and breaks galore in Legion publications. Then Pat and

Mrs. O'Brien and Jane Wyatt hopped over to Atlanta

for p.a.'s at the Paramount with the FATHER DUNNE
engagement and backing by the Atlanta Constitution,

one of the country's outstanding newspapers. (Stills In

next week's FLASH).

FORT APACHE continues as the industry's most con-

sistent performer at the box-office. It has not shown a

weakness In a single situation. There are few pictures indeed

of which this can be said. Sixteen days at the Riverside,

Milwaukee, moved to the Alhambra where It Is now In a

second week. Third big week at Baltimore. First week at

the Albee, Cincinnati, highest grosser pictures from all

companies In last three months, moved over to the Lyric.

Top grosser in last six months at the Palace, Cleveland,
except for three features which played with vaudeville.

Hold over. First week at the Golden Gate, San Francisco,

turned in top Intake since the house went to its straight

picture policy last February. Holds. Fine at the Orpheum
and Liberty, New Orleans. Now In big third stanza at
Pilttsburgh. Held over Greensboro, N. C. Excellent Beaver
Falls, Erie, Waukesha.

MIRACLE OF THE BELLS—Third week Mi nneapolis.
Second weeks Kansas City, Cincinnati, Springfield, Hart-
ford, St. Paul, Lincoln, Fall River, Los Angeles, Hillstreet

{Continued on Page Twenty)

in Technicolor Could Be A Headache

Jackie, this is a elephant. Now I realize that that aint no startling

news, but I've had hinn in Technicolor and I got news for you. He

wasnt no elephant then but just a terrible headache. I not only hac

him but all his relatives and they was doing a dance right on top of

my head and you don't realize the weight of them beasts until you've

had ten of em prancing on top of your head (and always in the

morning).

But Jackie, the subject of my discourse this issue aint hangovers,

but this lonely elephant, which we now own and which aint got a

name. Now I aint talking about his folks. His maw was from India and

his paw came from Africa. How they ever met or was even intro-

duced I aint never been acquainted with the facts, but there was a

romance, cause there he is AND WITHOUT A NAME. Frank Buck

who brings em back alive has made up his mind to bring this baby

back to respectability and wants him named properly. He told his

story to Walter Howey and Jim Murphy who run the Boston Hearst

newspapers and where the original BRING EM BACK ALIVE will

open about June 24. Them guys just broke down and cried when

Frank told them the story of this big bimbo without a name and they

runs over to Mayor Curley and says If we get the kids to give this

big ba . . . bloke a name through our newspapers, will you take him for

your zoo and Mayor Curley just sat down and cried with them and

said That I will.
'

So Jackie, pink, brown or green, I'll get rid of this headache

come June 26 and 1 only hope the tramping of feet through the

theatre lobby about that time when Frank Buck's Original BRING
EM BACK ALIVE opens up there it will make my headache worse.

Handsome elephant, dont you think Jackie? Ears somewhat like

(but a bit smaller) than Ed Terhune. Fallen arches somewhat reminis-

cent of "Mutter and Mumble" Cantor. Blue eyes, with somewhat of

the sadness as expressed in the orbs of Sir George Degnon. Graying

at the fringe akin to our "Uncle Remus, " in white face Blowsie Reiners.

Everything but a name Jackie. And he shall have that too. The one

I have right now cannot be printed.

—TERRY TURNER
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RKO Sells Six

Big Shows; Bill

As a Hit Parade

By JOHN A. CASSIDY

When six outstanding films

—

MIRACLE OF THE BELLS, "Sit-

ting Pretty," "Gentleman's

Agreement," "Winter Meeting,"

I REMEMBER MAMA and "Nak-

ed City" were booked into RKO
theatres in the Metropolitan

a'"ea, to be shown for six succes-

sive weeks, starting with Wednes-

day, May 5th, the circuit went

"all out" on a gigantic campaign

to acquaint the public with ifs

great entertainment program.

Calling it the "RKO Hit Par-

ade," with such slogans as

"Watch for the Big Six at RKO"
and "RKO's Great in '48," every

medium of advertising and pub-

licity is being utilized not only

for the entire group of pictures,

but also for each Individual at-

traction.

At the theatres, managers have

been making personal announce-

n-ients and using teaser trailers,

followed by longer trailers to an-

nounce RKO's coming Hit Par-

ade. Special set pieces were de-

signed for the lobby, as well as

special pictorial overheads, val-

ances, bannerettes, medallons

and crowns for lobby panels, car-

rying out the Hit Parade idea.

Theatres have been gaily deco-

rated with strings of pennants

above the marquee. The ushers

and usherettes are all wearing

die-cut medallions around their

necks with ribbons. A "telephone

directory" carrying Hit Parade

copy is being given out to adults

at all theatres, while the children

receive blotters.

Away from the theatre all sub-

way stations, including the BMT,
IRT, and the Independent lines,

are being covered with 3500 at-

tractive two and three sheets.

Window cards—7500 of them

—

ere being displayed in stores In

the vicinity of RKO houses.

Extensive radio advertising is

also being used and major radio

networks serving the New York
c-rea are carrying spot announce-
ments. The first was used on
opening day, Wednesday, May
5t-hi, and the air waves were filled

with RKO Hit Parade announce-
ments from 7:05 A.M. until mid-
night. This all day radio advertis-

ing was again repeated the fol-

lowing Wednesday, May I2fh,

and will probably be continued

throughout the drive.

New York metropolitan dallies

have also been using RKO Hit

Parade material. All newspapers
carried stories in advance of the

Campaign's opening, while local

papers ran special mats prepared

by the RKO theatres publicity

department, featuring stars ap-

pearing In all the pictures, ac-

companied by stories. As for ad-

vertising, during the first week
special large "run of paper" ads

were used in all the important
New York newspapers. The Times
carried a full column on one eye
catcher, the Journal-American
had an effective eight column
fiity line ad and the News and
Mirror ran special 450 line ads on
the Hit Parade. These were all in

addition to the regular ads sell-

irc the current shows and includ-

ing Hit Parade copy. The second
week big three hundred line ads
continued in the dallies. These
special ads will run throughout
the entire campaign, with special

emphasis on the current offerings.

In the general ballyhoo about
the six weeks of big shows, the
individual attractions are not
overlooked. Special campaigns
have been mapped out for every
one of them. Some of the special

stunts for MIRACLE OF THE
BELLS was the use of a recording
of bells ringing, heard outside of
the theatre as well as a Kate
Smith recording of the "Miracle"

Blanche to N, O.

Blanche Livingston, in charge

of publicity for RKO out-of-town

theatres, flies this week-end to

New Orleans on a business trip.

From there she starts her vaca-

tion, flying to Guatemala City

and after touring that country

v.'Ill take the boat back to Nov/

York.

Brilant Better

Arthur Brilant head of the

special features department was

ori the job this week following a

siege of grippe and a throat In-

fection which kept his fever up.

Arthur is still a little hoarse and

weak.

song for exit marches. An ac-

cordian herald and a walking

bc^ok bally were also used. One
of the gags to be used with I

REMEMBER MAMA will be plck-

et'ng of theatres with signs read-

ing, "Unfair to Papa."

The youngsters aren't being

forgotten In the celebration of

RKO's Hit Parade, and there is

a special series "Junior Hit Pa-

rede of Shows" for them. Special
one hour matinees are being giv-

en every Saturday.

Refer to TOA
The commercial division of

RKO Pathe, Inc., is producing a

short subject on juvenile delin-

quency now carrying the title RE-

PORT FOR ACTION, for the

Theatre Owners of America, Inc.,

and the Office of the Attorney

General of the United States. Al-

though this subject is being pro-

duced by RKO Pathe, it will not

be distributed by RKO Radio

Pictures and It will not be a THIS

IS AMERICA release.

Theatre organizations are con-

tacting our branches about this

picture. All such requests for In-

formation should be referred by

the exchanges to the New York

office of the TOA.

Luana on Air

Luana Patten, child star prom-

inently featured In Walt DIsneys

MELODY TIME, has come to

New York from Hollywood and

she starred in a radio program

on Thursday, May 20.

Little Luana appeared In

' Meet Miss Boc," playlet pre-

sented on the Reader's Digest
program, broadcast over the CBS
network.



INGRID BERGMAN, star of Walter Wanger's JOAN OF ARC,
was honored for her achievements in the theatre and cinema

by The Women's National Press Club, at their annual, tra-

ditional Spring Dinner at Washington, D. C, to the President

of the United States. Miss Bergman shared honors with Rebecca
West, the British novelist, who flew from England (or the event;

and with Dr. Gerty Ccri, bio-chemist who received the Nobel

Prize this year for her scientific achievements. This year The

Women's National Press Club put on a skit titled "Alice

Through Election Land." Ingrid Bergman is shown here with

(1)—Rebecca West, the noted novelist; (2)—President Truman,

as she receives her award; (3)—Ruth Cowan, president of The

Women's National Press Club; (4) — displaying the award;

(5)—with Representative Margaret Chase Smith, of Maine:

(6)—with, left to right. Representative Smith, Dr. Gerty Cori,

Dr. Laura Zirbes, President Truman, Rebecca West, Dorothy

S. Brady. Mrs. Ogden Reid and Jean Stafford; (7)—with Dr.

Gerty Cori. bio-chemist. —RUTGERS NEILSON

RKO Dismissed in

Bordonaro Verdict

Motion of RKO to set aside a

Ffcderal Court jury verdict in the

Sherman Act suit brought by Bor-

donaro Brothers was granted by

Judge Harold P. Burke, who

found insufficient evidence that

the advent of Warner Brothers

Circuit Management Corp. into

Glean, N. Y., led to any change

in RKO's choice of an outlet for

Us better films. Similar motions

by Warners and Paramount to

set aside the verdict were not

allowed.

Verdict handed down in the

Bordonaro action called for dam-
ages of $28,500, tripled to

$85,000 against RKO, Warners

end Paramount. Plaintiff alleged

the companies conspired to pre-

vent them from obtaining first

run pictures for their Palace

Theatre and favored their com-
petitor, the HHaven, operated by

Warners. Judge Burke ruled that

RKO consistently preferred the

hlcven, both before and after the

theatre was acquired by War-
ners.

RKO was represented by Harry

Pimstein of the Home Office

legal staff, and Sidney B. Pfeifer

of Buffalo.

This verdict follows on the heels

of another jury verdict in Buffalo

in favor of RKO and other dis-

tributors. This was a conspiracy

action brought by the operator

of the Rivoli Theatre. Harry Pim-

stein and Sidney B. Pfeifer of

Buffalo also represented RKO.
hlfirry has been virtually a com-
muter to Buffalo since late last

year.

Civic Groups at

"Express" Prem

New York's premiere of BERLIN

EXPRESS at the Victoria Theatre

on Thursday, May 20, will be at-

tended by representative civic

and school groups, attracted by

a film combining documentary

cn-the-spot realism with a story

of timely significance.

Current events in Germany,

recorded on ihe front pages of

newspapers, are captured in BER-

LIN EXPRESS. History students

cf New York schools have been

impressed by the accounts of the

m.eking of this picture amid the

ruins of Frankfurt and Berlin, with

Hollywood stars chosen for the

rcles in this International drama.

Moviegoers will find In BERLIN

EXPRESS a dramatic commentary

on world affairs. This is because

Its producer (Bert Granet) found

his inspiration for the picture in

a pictorial news layout In a na-

tional magazine, and made two

exploratory trips to Germany to

secure permission from the occu-

pation authorities, and to visual-

ize the places he wished as back-

grounds for the drama.

Cherishes Letter

HOLLYWOOD—Most prized posses-

sion of Academy Award Winner Loretta

Ycung, soon to be seen in RACHEL
AND THE STRANGER, is a letter writ-

ten to her by her husband, Tom Lewis,

when their second son, Peter, was born.

They have three children, Judy. Christo-

pher and Peter.



FEAR RIDES BESIDE
EVERY PASSENGER ON
THE BERLIN EXPRESS!

"Firsf-rafe mystery thriller . . .

Strong cast . . . Background shots

outstanding." _ eoxOFfrcE

"Exciting melodrama . . . most of

the film was made on the scene

— Paris, Frankfurt, Berlin . .
."

-M. P. HERALD

"Fast melodrama backed by
solid cast and authentic back-

grounds . . . might ride the head-

lines into the boff B.O. class."

- VARIETY

"Sure-fire boxoffice . . . melo-

drama comparable with the

best." -FILM DAILY

"First-rate melodrama . . . su-

perb touches of realism and on-

the-spot background photogra-

P^Y " -m. p. daily

"Exciting . . . well made and
maintains interest on high . .

."

-THE £XH/BJrOR

"Thrilling, absorbing, timely,

dramatic . . . Extensive exploita-

tion recommended."

- SHOWMEN'S TRADE REV/EW

"As action display and exploi-

tation item, geared for quick,

profitable playoff."

-HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

"Shots of bombed-out Berlin and
Frankfurt alone make it worth
the price of admission."

- DAILY VARIETY

IT'S IN FOR

THE MONEY!
P DORE SCHARY

in Charge

of Production

Produced by BERT GRANET . Directed by JACQUES TOURNEUR • Screen Play by HAROLD MEDFORD



SHADES OF '98. Mute evidence that the "new look" gals ol '48 have nothing on their cousins of the "Gibson" era is

displayed by a contingent of ladies from our St. Louis branch who took part in the parade and festivities during

the FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE premiere in that city. Left to right, they are: Marie Walsh, Edna Stewart, Clemmie
Williamson, Rosemary La Martina, Helen Helliker, Pat Sleeter. Bertha Koehneman, Dorothy Giebe and Helen Todd.
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Hollywood's best kept secret

v^as revealed by RKO Radio Pro-

duction Chief Dora Schary when
he disclosed completed plans for

the production of BATTLE-
GROUND as this studio's biggest

production for the new season.

The new film is based upon
factual incidents of the battle of

Bastogne, better known as "The

Battle of the Bulge " and credited

by historians as the turning point

of World War II. Robert Pirosh,

its author, has secretly been work-

ing on the screenplay for more
than a year and RKO now has a

finished script which bears the

complete approval of the War
Department. Pirosh is a combat
veteran and was decorated with

the Bronze Star for valour at

Bastogne.

Jesse L. Lasky and Walter
MacEwen will produce BATTLE-
GROUND in co-operation with

the War Department. It will be
presented by Dore Schary and
enacted by a cast headed by five

top male stars. Robert Mitchum,
Robert Ryan and Bill Williams

already have been set for stellar

roles while two others and a di-

rector will be announced within

the next few days. Actual filming

is slated to get under way in the

early fall.

Just as "All Quiet on the

Western Front," "The Big Pa-

rade" and "What Price Glory"
achieved greatness because they
were produced after World War
I when proper perspective could
be focussed on them, BATTLE-
GROUND will be the first big

v/ar epic of the last war to be
made under similar fortuitous cir-

cumstances.

Franchot Tone, whose light

touch has brightened many a

screen comedy, has been chosen
by Producer Don Hartman to
provide romantic competition
for Gary Grant in EVERY GIRL
SHOULD BE MARRIED, RKO
Radio chucklefest introducing

Betsy Drake.

In this confection concerning

a small town girl who goes to the

SALESMEN'S
STANDINGS

25 LEADERS
"Sliort Subject" Sales

1947-48

Week Einling Afir. 29, 1948

Hos. Siilesinan Bninch

1. BURKE Kansas City

2. GWIN Denver

3. BOYCE Salt Lake City

4. GOLDFARB Denver

5. KNOX Washington

6. FOLLIARD Washington

7. DE FRENNE Des Moines

8. DECKER Montreal

9. YEAGER Des Moines

10. RICHARDSON Cleveland

1 1. HAMILTON Calgary

12. KAHN Washington

13. DE VIZIA Boston

M. HOESE Salt Lake City

15. MIDDLETON St. John

16. REA Winnipeg

1/. Ringler Kansas City

18. Silverman Pittsburgh

19. Harrington Dallas

20. Labow Winnipeg
21. Febrey Buffalo

22. Elliott Montreal

23. Canelli .
New Haven

24. Engelman Portland

25. Blakeley Oklahoma City

Caps indicate 100%

big city in search of matrimony,

Tone will portray a wealthy wolf

with frivolous intentions whose
charm and sophistication divert

Miss Drake from Gary Grant, the

object of her affection. It will be
his first effort for RKO Radio

since HONEYMOON.

Theatres Lining

Top Stunts For

"Bring 'Em Bacl("

The RKO theatres are bringing

em back (circus stunts, ballyhoos,

etc., that is) come Frank Buck and

his original jungle thriller. Recent-

ly Blanche Livingston of Harry

Mandel's publicity department

sounded the tocsin for old time

showmanship as the playdates

for BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE

draw near.

Herewith is the call to action:

CIRCUS IT!

USE THE PRESS BOOK. IT'S

CHOCK-FULL OF "LIVE"
IDEAS.

Use the posters which are col-

oi ful.

Have flash front which can be

made with cut-outs from regular

posters.

Cut out larger figures and

mount on marquee.

Use record of animal noises

concealed on machine back of

lobby display or in corner of mar-

quee for attention getter. I can

secure this record for you at cost

of $2. It contains running noises

of following: tiger roaring . . .

tiger snarling . . . lion roaring . . .

orang-outang . . . chimpanzee

. . gibbering apes . . . gibbering

cind jabbering gibbon. Advise me
Immediately if you want this.

The regular talking trailer has

been modernized, and has a new

voice track and swell action

scenes.

Use street ballyhoo of man in

hunter's costume.

If possible in your town (v/e

hcve done this in New York and

Chicago) secure from pet shop

cfges of live monkeys and have

them set over boxofflce, or some

other place out of public's reach,

but where they will attract at-

tention. Or this can be similarly

exploited In pet shop.

As gag for newspaper break,

screen picture in zoo to test

effect on animals, or have mon-

key see picture in projection

rc om.

AND DON'T STOP THERE.

THAT'S JUST THE BEGIN-

NING.

Let's hear from you as soon

as you're set.
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Devaney Leads

Canadian Shorts

At the close of the 19th week

cf the NED DEPINET DRIVE (with

two contests extended into Sep-

tember), Murray Devaney's Mon-

trealers have the best record.

Murray has two firsts and three

seconds. Jack Bernstein at Toron-

to has equalled the Montrealers

for firsts, with two, but holds but

cne second position.

hiarry Cohen at St. John, Jim-

mie Davie at Vancouver and M.

Nackinnson at V/innipeg each

rate a first in Canadian standings.

Winnipeg appears twice In sec-

ond positions, and Calgary once.

AMERICA
CONTEST

Week Entlin^ May 6. 1948

Salesmen's Standings

$100.00 Class

Burke Kansas City

Goldfarb Denver

Gwin Denver

Silverman New York

Penser New York

Kutinsky New York

$75.00 Class

Febrey ..: Buffalo

Canelli New Haven
Kahn Washington
Goldsmith Cleveland

Richardson Cleveland

Conley Minneapolis

Hoese Salt Lake City

Powell Los Angeles

Engelman Portland

Thorn Portland

Decker Montreal

Elliott Montreal

Middleton St. John

Rea Winnipeg

$50.00 Class

Gardiner Boston

Beck Philadelphia

Youngerman Philadelphia

Lefko Philadelphia

Silverman Pittsburgh

Frankel Pittsburgh

Knox Washington
Folliard Washington
Belles Cleveland

Wild Cleveland

Kimmel Chicago
Bjorkman Minneapolis

Appelman Denver
Blakeley Oklahoma City

Lebow Winnipeg

Papa Bernstein

TORONTO — Jack Bernstein,

Toronto branch manager, bec-

an'ie a proud father on May 16,

Jack's wife, Mary Simmons, the

professional singer, having pre-

sented her husband with a bounc-

ing baby daughter. Mother and

daughter are both well — the

father also well and very excited-

ly and happily passing cigars.

—FREDA COHEN

Off for Paris

Mary de Tremiolles, secretary

to Murray Devaney, Montreal

branch manager, her sister and a

friend were FLASH visitors on

Tuesday. They are bound for a

two-month vacation In France

and sailed Tuesday night. Miss

Tremiolles says she worked mighty

herd during the NED DEPINET

DRIVE and believes the Montreal

e/change will be the winner for

Canada.

Robert Mitchum acclaimed for his

role in CROSSFIRE and soon to be
seen in RACHEL AND THE STRANG-
ER was starred in "Thunder on the

Hudson," dramatization o< the Hie of

Washington Irving, presented on the

"Cavalcade of America" program.
Subsequently Mitchum was inter-

viewed by Radie Harris on her airer;

did a stellar stint on the "Studio One"
program and made a guest appear-
ance on "Quick as a Flash." Bob
plugged RACHEL AND THE STRANG-
ER solidly on all of his ether chores.

In the foto Bob is shown with his lead-

ing lady lulie Hayden during his

"Cavalcade of America" performance.

BAMBI
Sales Against

Possibilities

(Extended To Week End. Sept. 9)

lOlh Week End. May 6. 1948

Po's Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1 . BUFFALO 1

2. CLEVELAND 2

3. DES MOINES 4

4. SAN FRANCISCO 3

5. SALT LAKE CITY 6

6. WASHINGTON 5

7. New Haven 7

8. Kansas City 8

9. Boston 15

10. Portland 12

1 1

.

Omaha 10

12. Denver 1 1

13. Detroit 9

14. Seattle 18

1 5. Los Angeles 20

16. M ( n nea poll s 13

1 7. Sioux Falls 14

18. St. Louis 19

19. Cincinnati 16

20. Pittsburgh 17

21. Oklahoma City 21

22. Albany 22

23. Mllv/aukee 25

24. Indianapolis 24

25. New York 32

26. Memphis 23

27. Philadelphia 27

28. Chicago 28

29. Dallas 26

30. Chflrlnt+p 29

31. New Orleans 30

32. Atlanta 31

CANADA
1. ST. JOHN 6

2. TORONTO
1

3. Winnipeg 2

4. Calgary 3

5. Montreal 4

6. Vancouver 5

DIVISIONS

1. Western 2

2. Eastern
1

3. North-South 3

The
Fugitive

Sales Against

Possibilities

(Extended To Week End. Sept. 9)

11th W eek End. May 6, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Blanch Week

1. CLEVELAND I

2. OKLAHOMA CITY 2

3. PITTSBURGH 3

4. NEW ORLEANS 4

5. PORTLAND 9

6. PHILADELPHIA . .10

7. Salt Lake City 5

8. Sioux Fall'. 8

9. Denver 7

10. Dallas 6

I I . Washington I I

12. Indianapolis 18

I 3. Des Moines 25

14. Memphis 12

I 5. Chicago I 3

I 6. Kansas City I 4

17. Omaha . 15

18. Detroit 23

19. Cincinnati 17

20. New York 28

21. Seattle 19

22. Minneapolis 16

23. Los Angeles 20

24. Milwaukee 22

25. Charlotte 21

26. Boston 24

27. St. Louis 27

28. Buffalo 29

29. San Francisco ., .26

30. Atlanta 30

31. Albany 31

32. New Haven 32

CANADA
1. MONTREAL , 1

2. WINNIPEG 3

3. Calgary 2

4. St. John . 4

5. Vancouver . 5

6. Toronto ., 6

DIVISIONS

1 . Eastern
I

2. North South 2

3. Western 3
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ST. LOUIS, AMERICAN LEGION GREET

"FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE" PREMIERE

Five Mile Parade Usiiers In Best

Opening At Fox Since "Bells

Of St. Marys"

PAT O'BRIEN, HIS ELOISE AND JANE

WYATT ON HAND FOR FESTIVITIES

By TERRY TURNER

ST. LOUIS, May II — It was hoopla and a donney-

brook in old St. Louis, where the Annerlcan Legion with

their national commander James O'Neil, Mayor A. P.

Kaufman and Governor Phil M. Donnelly, thirty school

bands and as many other sundry organizations combined

to make the world premiere of FIGHTING FATHER

DUNNE one grand event long to be remembered in that

city.

Pat O'Brien, and his Eloise, also Jane Wyatt, were on

hand for the opening and by their personal appearances

gave the Fox the biggest opening it has had since THE

BELLS OF ST. MARYS and that takes in lots of territory

when you consider the Fox plays the top product of the

town.

{Continued on Page 14)
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Miss Mifoi

is; Mrs. Pal O'Brien, Harry Arthur, I

Mrs. Arthur . . . (3)—John Lane, Sydney, |Did

St. Louis, arriving for the premiere

Field; James O'NeiL Nat'l Commander o^ci

Aloys P. Kaufman; Jane Wyatt; Maj. C

Truman . . . (5)—Mr. and Mrs. Pat Byrne, I Hi

(6)—Tom Williamson, Ray V. Nolan, Huci lie,

man, Guy Pisani, Pat Williamson and 1

(7)—lane. Pet and Mrs. O'Brien . . . (3)—Fi

Father Charles Maxwell, Boys Club of St fc

(he succeeded Father Peter Dunne); h

Heme; Father James E. Hoflich, Supt. of

Thompson, Supt. of Parochial High Sch

Hynes, RKO salesmen; Al Poss, Henry l

Glebe Democrat; Ray Parker and Bob I

aroun



fne; Phil Ryan and Jim Conzelman,

Barney Dickman. Postmaster of 3t.

Pat O'Brien, Mrs. Carl Verheyen and
id Mayor and Mrs. Aloys P. Kauiman.

Emil C. Keil, Commander of Scott

:an Legion; Eloise O'Brien; The Hon.

^oughon. Aide de Camp to President

omscn and Mrs. Clem Williomscn . . .

e, Mrs. Clem Williamson, Joe Lander-

at the Founders Day Luncheon . . .

her P. I. Halle ran, St. Louis University;

er Wm. F. Glynn, St. Joseph's Church
Rev. Harry L. Byrne, Father Dunne
•rade Schools; Very Rev. Msgr. A
)>—Wally Hamburg, Pat Byrne, Jack

l<. mgrs. Fanchon-Marco; Herb Monk,
I anchon-Marco . . . (10)—Fans gather

Bin.



Mr

(1)—The entire cast that took part in the radio program honoring
Father Dunne KSD 5:30 to 6 PM Sunday May 9 . . . (2)—Barney Dick-

man, Postmaster of St. Louis, Harry Arthur and Pat O'Brien . . . (3)

—

Over a thousand guests attended the Founder's Day luncheon in

the Geld Room, Hotel Jefferson. Seated on the dais are Raymond
F. McNally, Jr., Chairman Commander of the American Legion
Post; Rabbi Ferdinand Isserman; Steve Kriwanek, Grand Marshal;
Capt. ^lokind P. Kaufman, Lambert Field; Brig. Gen. Emil C. Keil,

Scott Field; Bishop John P. Cody; Eloise O'Brien; James O'Neil,

National Commander American Legion; Maj. Gen. Charles P.

Chauncey, Scott Field; Col. M. Martin, National Guard and Mrs.

James O'Neil . . . (4)—Edmund Kerber, Ed C. Grim, Raymond F.

McNally, Eloise O'Brien, Jane Wyatt, Pat Williamson on the re-

viewing stand . . . (5)—Another shot of the reviewing stand.



TIGHTING FATHEI DUNNEl'

V

0^

Boys Visit Star
^^^"^

ST. LOUIS STAR-Tih/

Here Tuesday

^^^s^^^^^^^^^^^^^^t^^^lCr ifp On Screen
Father Dunnes Lite un o

is <5lnl»-Smnrff

Dunne and His Associates Preview Film of His Lii

MOVIE PREVIE
^Fighting Father Dunne" of Sf Louis

I
-

i?«»'e St louis

(1)—Jane Wyott and Pat O'Brien on the stage of Fox

Theatre in St. Louis on opening day ... (2 & 3)—Pat, his

wile Eloise. and Jane on stage with nine boys from Father

Dunne's Home . . . (4)—Pat. Archbishop Joseph E. Ritter of

St. Louis, Jane. Postmaster Barney Dickman and Mrs. C. W.
Verheyen of Hollywood, friends of Pat and Eloise O'Brien

at the Sena Club luncheon held at the Coronado Hotel.
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WeMERTERSFATHER DUNNE'
[Coiiliinied jroin Patie Nine)

Pat came down with a near case of blood poisoning an hour

before the parade but Elcise and Jane Wyatt took over, attended

all luncheons, reviewed the parade, and came home to tell the ailing

Patrick, "sure and he wasnt even missed."

Now to a "marching man as is Patrick" that is nothing shorl-

of anarchy In an Irish family and it is the back of his hand he would

be giving, except that both hands were infected and he had to have

them soaking and it was only a word or two he could give forth

with but you can mind what I am saying when I tell you they were

sizzling ones, and that they were.

It wasnt only the parade that he missed and the insults he was

taking from his Eloise, who was stealing all his Irish stories for every

stop (and doing well with them iF you don't mind) but there was

Patrick, as I have been relaHng, with his hands and forearms up to his

elbows in some hot stuff that looked like pea soup, and everyone

lifting their glasses in numerous toasts to him, and his health yet.

And as the spirit of toasting became greater, and I might say a

little more frequent, the agony became unbearable, as you must know

Pat is one of the best toasters "in the whole wuruld" and there he

sits with his hands in pea soup.

Every time the toasting became unbearable and he tried to slip

one hand out, to "sort of jine in the toast," there was that Eloise (and

always in a new outfit) barking, "Put your paw back in the soup

Mr. OBrlen, tis I m thats telling you." And its you that I'm telling

twas a sad day for Mr. O'Brien.

But leave us get back to the grand parade and luncheon that

our "Dr. Itch" Dufour arranged and carried out so successfully. As

Pat couldn't make Father Dunne's hlome the morning of arrival, the

home came to him, all thirty of the boys now enrolled there and had

Iheir pictures taken with Pat and his Mrs. Then at noon some 500

of the Legion assembled in the Gold Room of the Jefferson FHotel,

where National Commander James O'Neil gave a stirring address.

On the dais with Mrs. O'Brien, and Jane Wyatt were Archbishop

Joseph E. Ritter, Mayor Kaufman, Governor Donnelly and Raymond

F. McNally, chairman of the conference of American Legion Posts.

Mrs. O'Brien took over for Pat and "wowed" em with several Irish

stories and Jane Wyatt took a pretty bow.

Following luncheon, the parade got under way and it was o

humdinger. It would take too much space to describe it all so I

will give it to you just in Units:

(1)—Moclah Temple Mounted Troops . . . (2)—Mayor Kaufman, Raymond F.

McNally, Commander James O'Neil and Mr. and Mrs. Pat O'Brien . . . (3)

—

American Legion Post Commanders . . . (4)—Color Guard . . . (5)— 138th Na-

tional Guard Infantry (700) . . . (6>—American Legion Women's Auxiliary . . .

(7)—St. Louis Chapter American Red Cross—Disabled Veterans . . . (8)

—

FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE Entry . . . (9)—St. Louis University Band (88) . . .

(10)—United Spanish War Veterans . . . (11)—Veterans of Foreign Wars . . .

(12)—American Legion Guard of Honor with Band (500) . . . (13)—25 High

School Bands—Leading Contingent of 120 American Legion Posts . . . (14)—St.

Louis Post Office, Drum & Bugle Corps, Leading Knights of Columbus, Giils

Drill Team, K. of C. Zouvacs . . . (15)—FATHER DUNNE Entry—Anheuser Busch

8 Horse Team . . . (16)—D.A.V. (Disabled American Veterans) Chapter No. 1

(17)—Father Dunne's Boosters . . . (18)—Forty & Eight . . . (19)—Ancient

Autcs—From 1905 to 1914 . . . (20)—Improved Order of Redmen, (a) Wapella

"tiiHh, (b) Winona Tribe, (c) Cheyenne Tribe. Fire Dancers and Mounted War-

ners'. , . (21)—Moving 24 Sheet—LIGHTING FATHER DUNNE.

By the following day Pat was. able to get up and around
, and he

RKO RADIO'S EXCHANGE OF^JDEAS!

At the screening of FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE we invited

the circulation managers of both our leading newspapers. After the

screening they gave a good report and advised Field Man Lloyd

Muir that they would be glad to work with him when the picture

plays first-run here.

—ED LAMB, Seattle

The Carolina theatres are confronted again this spring

nith the nsual seasonal competition of tuHight softball, night

baseball^ carnivals and circuses^ but at least some of the

theatre managers are rising to the occasion and exhibiting

superb showmanship in combating this formidable competi-

tion. For example, last week Jack Austin, manager of the

Carolina, Charlotte, promoted a tie-in with the highly re-

spected W\ I. Vftn Ness Co., one of the oldest concerns in

Charlotte, on PHOTO FRENZY. The subject, playing at the

Carolina, received several four column twelve inch splash

ads in both daily papers without cost to the theatre. I consider

this one of the finest pieces of promotional work I have seen

in a long time.

—ROW F. BRANON, Charlotte

A sales meeting was held Saturday and we discussed plans for

maintaining our billings during the rest of the year, with our goal as

much or more than we billed during the Drive period.

—JOE EMERSON, Denver

took a bow on a half hour show of FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE on

KSD under the title "The Land We Live In." He also was interviewed

by Bob Leonard on KXOK; by Ray Manning on WIL; by Ed Wilson

on KWK and by Rush Hughes on KSD. On the opening day of the

picture besides doing four frolics at the Fox to stand out business

he had time for an Interview with Miss Louise Munche on WEW.

The following day Patrick and his Eloise (much subdued since the

master of the house was up again and toasting hisself all day to

catch up for lost time) and Jane Wyatt left for Atlanta, Ga., where

they were the guests of the Atlanta Constitution for their Musical

Festival, also making personal appearances at the Paramount, where

FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE was opened.

And now I m telling the best part of this story: THE PEOPLE,

AND I MEAN THE MOVIE FANS, LIKE 'FIGHTING FATHER

DUNNE' AND WITH OUT THE HOOPLA, I HAVE JUST RE-

CORDED, IT WILL GO OVER ANY PLACE WITH A GOOD
CAMPAIGN BEHIND IT. Give Pat a good yarn like this one or

BOMBARDIER and that Irishman will bring in the shekels because

the people like him. Hell, who dont? So do I, and so do you.

Lou Dufour, our St. Louis field man, did a masterful job in lining

this one (his first real one for us) up. Harry Reiners, Mackenzie of

Cincinnati and yours truly were In there to help.
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Reading From

Left to Right

We mentioned the other day

the necessity of reading widely

md dialing, too. for RKO was

uch a vast organization that

nian\ important breaks were

never recorded in FLASH. All

ierters will catch RKO on land,

sea and in the air. For instance,

he comic section of last week's

Sunday News, New York, carries

a page on Quaker Puffed heat

headed TIM HOLT PRAISES
THE GUN THAT SHOOTS
WHEAT—STARRING IN "THF
VRIZONA RANGER." AN RKO
PICTL RE. There has been a big

ubway campaign on in New
^ ork with a card featuring Rosa-

lind Russell. Chesterfields and

THE \ ELVET TOLCH.

An old Pathe president. Paul

Fuller, a member of the interna-

tional law firm of Coudert Broth-

ers, died last week. Mr. Fuller

v/as connected with Pathe for

many years, including those in

which the company was in its

heydax

.

It seems that Fred Allen has

f])layed only a few holes of golf.

\cars ago. After playing a hole,

he being a very neat hombre. Mr.

Mien promptly covered it up. he

Dizzy Dean over the air the

other day said the crowds which

turned out for the Browns" game
Mere so slim that hotdog venders

had to sell the weinies to each

other.

Overheard in a sandlot basket-

ball game the other dav. "Hev.

brother, there's other guvs on
this team." That's a pretty good
slant to keep in mind in anv

jotganization—it's teamwork that

pays off.

Terry Turner has seen all col-

orb in an elephant but white.

The newspapers have been

making a big fuss about a busi-

ness tycoon who gained wealth

after having to quit school at 14.

They say he was a self-made man.

Wall Dij'n*'*** Mrl<**h Tim«* i» ruU>rrat and di^tr^ilu-H a* a \yt~^\ of ?unt-

mvr flo»i*r». TTirrr'p American folWlorr in lh«* Johnn* \p(>lf»f«^ »*'t^urnr(-.

•lonr with lh«* c«*iiuinrn(^<* «hirh gi**** I>i«nrv it^nrnH* a * nrlH-w idr appr^il.

Abo*r »r Juhnn« watching ihe *«***l»tfrTi caravan *«h!rh iii-pirpH hint

to ctiDlribulc hi* applr Irrp planlinic to Honit^licatinn a mntinrnt. At right.

Ro* Rogrr* and Trigjt*'''. who •^^m quite at home in Di*oeT land, tell Laana
Patirn and Hobl»« Dri*r<>ll ih«- of P»-r*i'- !*•(•. And b<*!o*» i* a topical

M-rnr wbrrr impish rabbit* -tral thr -how from the hero and hrroinr t»f

a balLa«]. Mrlud* Tinir i» ihr Parrnl*" Maga/tne n>«itat titm for Jun*-, 1948.

What In A ParenlM* Magazine Medal Film?

I.S

IT i->tHciall> for childrvn'

Will boy-i and girls go for if
Arc parents interested'" Will

visiting aunts and grandparents

enjoy if You could ask the twen-

ty allotted quMtions and the an-

swer would be the same the

Parents' Magazine Me<lal film i>

chosen as superior enfertainment

(or every member of the family of

movie-going age It s a film you

really shouldn't miss, one the fam-

ily should make a gala occa.sion of

attending.

We emphasize family movie

going for medal films because in

order that the picture may be

en)oyed by everyone, each age

group must accept a little of the

preference of the others It's a give-

and-take experience for mother to

learn to like rousing action, and

for the male members of the fam-

ily to enjoy a bit of sentiment or

an inspirational theme. Then, ex-

cept for an occasional musical or

light comedy which is too beguil-

ing to pa.ss by. we prefer that the

medal film have something of im-

portance to say . Th»« calls for

Most of the people who quit

sc hool at 14 are just too lazv to

continue. There isn't anyone who
can't get a good education these

days without ever having seen a

school inside or out. It s never

easy for us to get excited about
the guy who had to quite school

and then made sood.

The bv-product of the leaend-

ary themes in MELODY TIME
has spread into advertising: we
noticed three such characters in

a large ad the other day. the ad
of Corby's. The figures were
Paul Bunyan. Pecos Bill and Kil-

r(;y.

Leftwingers had a tough time

family discussion, another reason

why- parents should see the pic-

ture But mostly we urge family

attendance because we think you'll

have a wonderful time seeing the

film together'

The Parents' Magazine medal
has acquire<l con.siderable prestige

during its almost twenty years

of honoring outstanding family

movies You can h->Ip to keep it

among the foremost of the many
awards given motion pictures by

supporting the better movies. Thus
producers will be eacouraged to

make more family film.< of medal
calibre, which is the main purpose
of the award.

listening to the Dewey-Stassen

debate—both sides were poison

to them.

In a complaint on mail de-

livery, the Antiquarian Bookman
refers to aji observation bv John
T. interich of the New \ orker.

During a recent heavv shower he

spotted two mailmen with heavv

packs who had suspended opera-

tions temporarily to find shelter

at a spot near the post office in

New \ork where thev could con-

template the quotation from
Herodotus, carved on the build-

ing. Not for them, obviously, the

swift completion of their ap-

pointed rounds come whatever

the elements choose to bring.

MEIODY TIME display

which will appear in the

July number of Parents'

Magazine. This issue is

on sale the first week in

June—circulation 1,150,-

000. Parents' Magazine
presented Walt Disney

with the Parents' Medal
for MELODY TIME as the

outstanding picture of

the month.

MELODY TIME con-

tinues to garner breaks.
Santly Joy placed a full-

page ad in The Billboard

for May 8th covering the

picture's song hits.
*

A two-page comic ad
on MELODY TIME has
been set for Puck, July

18th issue, and Metro
Comics, July 11th issue.

New York newspapers
already are carrying pic-

torial scenes from MEL-
ODY TIME as the Astor

campaign gains momen-
tum for the world pre-

miere on May 27th.
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''Mama" Tie-in With Gimbel's, IVIilwaul(ee

MILWAUKEE—The campaign on I REMEMBER MAMA for the Riverside Theatre

here was tied in with Ginnbel's departnnent store.

Photos 1,2,3, 5, 6, and 7—These are the windows which Gimbel's devoted to pub-

licizing MAMA in connection with Mother's Day . . . (4)—One of the 200 cards tieing

in the picture and Mother's Day, which were in every department on every floor of

the store . . . (8)—Lobby . . . (9)—32 high school and college editors who attended

W ACCESSORY GIFTS that

iCMEMBER
her day, Sunday May 9th

screening of picture, and whose
pictures and comments will be

u'^ed in an ad to appeal to teen-

egers.

In addition to this we had a

REMEMBER contest with radio

station WEMP in which 10 rec-

ord albums and passes to thea-

tres were given as prizes to win-

ners. This contest was conducted
over disc jockey programs to ap-

peal to teenagers. Picture plugs

continuously mentioned with con-

gest plugs, two weeks before

opening of picture. Winners in-

terviewed over air opening day
of attraction.

Gimbels store ran 10 full pages

of ads over a period of nine days

before opening, and one doublo-

iruck ad. Part of one ad repro-

duced in layout.

Milwaukee Journal ran a six-

column spread of Irene Dunne
end Barbara Bel Geddes in cos-

tume and before make-up.

The Sentinel also gave us sev-

eral art breaks on the picture.

There was also a national tie-up

with the Boston store here and
they ran ads.

—WALLY HEIM

Havas af Post
Michael Havas, recently ap-

pointed supervisor of Latin

America for RKO Radio, has left

to take up his new duties. Havas,

who was formerly European sales

manager for the organization, will

make his headquarters in Buenos

Aires.

Pereira Here
William Pereira, who will this

fall produce BED OF ROSES In

England for RKO In association

with J. Arthur Rank, Is visiting

New York.

Loretfa Repeats
Loretta Young has for the

fourth straight year been ac-

claimed by the National Institute
)

of Voice Teachers as having the !

best speaking voice in motion

pictures. The Academy Award
v/inner for 1947 will next be seen

In RACHEL AND THE STRANG-
ER, starred with William Holden
and Robert MItchum. >

Disney Award
Walt Disney has been present-

ed with an award from the Lln-

guaphone Institute of America.

Award cites Disney for "visually

creating the fantasy world of in-

iernational childhood, thereby

giving them a cultural back-

ground through entertainment
v'hich they can assimilate and
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ATLANTA "MAMA" DISPLAY
PIX WINDOW DISPLAY.

Samples of what the Davison-

Paxon Department Store of At-

lanta did on Mother's Day
window and interior display,

using I REMEMBER MAMA as

the theme, ore shown in lay-

out Twenty-six interiors were
used with beautiful effect.

Sixteen of the front and side

bulk windows carried the dis-

play, the two large corner

windows using a clever mon-
tage of MAMA stUls. The
wording was: "Inspired by the

RKO Radio picture I REMEM-
BER MAMA coming to the Fox
Theatre soon."

Credits are due: Chess La-

gcmarsino, publicity director,

an important factor in the tie-

up and final decision for using

the picture theme; Dudley B.

Pope, display director, whose
artistic talents and untiring ef-

forts made possible this super

job and justifies his undis-

puted rating of "tops" in his

field, and to Edward Warren,

able assistant to Pope, whose
manifold duties rate high

mention.

—CHARLES KINNEY

May 29/A

RICHARD H. LANGE
GERTRUDE r EIBOWITZ
RITA M. BORDELON
MARTHA A. SMITH

May iOlh

NORA HARKNESS
FRED CLARK
OLA MORGAN
LORRINE SHORE

Portland

Home Office

New Orleans
Atlanta

New York
New Orleans

Dallas

New York

May 31s(

R. B. WILLIAMS Oklahoma City

BLANCHE WITHERSTINE Home Office

June lit

ESTELLE NELSON
EILEEN CAMPBELL

J„ne 2nd

NINA M. ABRAMS
ARNOLD A. GERSBACH
HARRY BORENSTEIN
HAZEL KORMAN
AARON SAADY

June lid

ROBERT HALEY
June 4lh

M. M. AMES
JEAN BERNADOU
EVE FRIEDMAN
GLADIANN M. URBAN
HILDA C. PREVEAU
ERNEST R. BRIDAL
MYRTLE NAN HOUK
GEORGE RUGG

Indianapolis

Cleveland

Atlanta
Dallas

Toronto
Home Office

Home Office

Boston

Home Office

Pittsburgh

Chicago
New Orleans

Portland

Oklahoma City

New York
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27th Floor
Donald Reimer was telling me that

recently on pay day, while out to lunch,

he lost his wallet with his pay check in

it. Of course he

was unhappy
about this unfor-

tunate incident,

and plenty wor-

ried, too, but

Lady Luck inter-

vened and one

of Donald's
friends found the

wallet and re-

turned it prompt-

ly.

It is with much
pleasure, indeed,

that I let you know about the engage-

ment of attractive, blonde, Mattie Ell-

v/ood to Jack Gould (among other

things a good lyricist). We do wish

Ihem loads of good luck. By the way,

Monday was Mattie s birthday, and I

l.cpe you saw the beautiful wrist watch

Jack gave her. During the day, he

5ent a corsage of gardenias to her, and

I am glad to report that all this happi-

ness shows very clearly on Mattie s face.

Do you remember when I told you

about obtaining tickets for THE SUR-
VIVORS, a play in which our Sheldon

Becker had one of the most important

roles? Well, last Saturday night I saw

Ihe play and I must say that Sheldon

v/as outstanding in every respect. In

my opinion, he is a natural, and I fer-

vently hope that he will get the break

he is wishing for and so justly deserves.

His friends in the office presented him

with a Ronson lighter bearing his ini-

tials and with it went all good wishes

for future success.

From what I hear Elsie Weiss was a

perfect Ruth in a local production of

DEAR RUTH. She must have looked

unusually lovely wearing the corsage

given to her by her friends.

Charlotte Goldstone went and had
her pretty tresses cut and now she looks

more attractive than ever.

Wonder how Ana Valladares, sec-

letary to Don Prince (charming), is en-

joying her vacation down Florida and
Cuba way. Am sure she is having a

v/onderful time. Will try to get some
lietails when Ana gets back.

—DOROTHY HAMBURGER

Kennedy Slim

Edgar Slow Burn" Kennedy,
whom everybody mistreats in his

RKO Radio short comedies, has

taken off 40 pounds and now
tips the scales at 190 pounds, the

v/eight at which he fought back
in 1910 as an amateur heavy-

weight champion.

Out of Luck
Johnny Sands won Shirley Tem-

ple from Cary Grant in THE
BACHELOR AND THE BOBBY-
SOXER. The casting director has

been less kind to him in BALTI-
MORE ESCAPE." He loses her

this time to her real-life husband,

John Agar.

Greetings from Atlanta again. There

has been such a hustle and bustle

lately to keep in the Drive that we
haven't had a chance to write anything

for the FLASH. Many things have

happened around here and yet when
I start to dash off a few lines I can't

think of anything to say.

We were delighted and excited the

other day when Mr. and Mrs. Pat

O'Brien and Jane Wyatt came in. You
should have seen these RKO autograph

fans getting out their pens and pen

cils. Mr. O'Brien was in Atlanta for the

opening of his new picture FIGHTING
FATHER DUNNE at the Paramount

Theatre in which he made several per-

sonal appearances and also for the

benefit of the Greater Atlanta Music

Festival which was held May 15 at

Georgia Tech's Football Stadium,

Grant Field. They were indeed very

lovely people and we hope they will

bo coming back real soon. We also

had the lovely screen star. Miss Jac-

queline White, in our office a few

weeks ago and we hope she will be

coming back soon also. My it's practi-

cally Hollywood down here with all of

the stars coming in and we thank

Charlie Kinney for bringing them in.

We welcome Frank Duffy our Home
Office representative who arrived in

our office last week.

Those wedding bells are truly break,

ing up that old gang of mine. Two of

RKO's beauties are getting the final

knot tied and by the time this is print-

ed in the FLASH one of the girls

Annelle Smith will be Mrs. Charles

Langley. Also Christine Beasley will be

married to Lawson EIrod in June. Our
very best wishes to both of you girls.

Crip Nance has really been keeping

Pete Carnes and George Cothran on

+he ball since she broke her foot. Pete

and George have been carrying her

up and down the stairs every morning

and evening in a chair and they say

every evening they hope she ate a

light lunch. All kidding aside, Agnes,

we hope your foot will be okay. We
also wish a speedy recovery to Clyde
Vaughn who recently had an operation

a* Crawford Long Hospital.

The other day I looked up and who
should be standing there looking as

pretty as ever but Mamie Newman
a former member of RKO who is now
living in Jacksonville, Florida. Mamie
is vacationing in Atlanta and we were

very pleased to see her. Speaking of

vacations, seems like some people

around here are talking about that sub-

ject. Mae Kimbrell has been down to

Tampa catching those fish like a mas-
ter fisherman. Gay Davis and Jo Ann
Langley are ready to dash off madly
to Washington and yours truly has been
ready since last summer to go to Day-
tona Beach. Florence Cosby and Vicky

Cooper are also going to Daytona.
Maino James will be going down to

her second home, Jacksonville, and
Elizabeth Morgan too. I overheard B-29

Wooddall say she and Groucho Burn-

eite would be going to St. Augustine.

Louis Strickland has just returned from
her vacation with a wonderful tan. Jack
Jameson, Henry Jameson, Cora Lee
Scroggs and Pauline Bearden have been
vacationing but as yet I haven't heard
the details of their trips.

They tell me Kate Sellers must have
a new romance. She's been coming tc

v/ork with a new dress on every day.
Could this be true Katey?

We welcome Faye Sides Lenkeith

from RKO Charlotte who is now work-

ing in our inspection department.

We wish to extend our deepest sym
pathy to Catherine Ogle whose broth-

er's body was returned from oversea-
recently for a military funeral.

This is about all the news for this

time so I'll sign off.

—GRACE HUDGINS

•a >

FEMME FESTIVITIES. Sally Perlman left

April 30 inasmuch as she plans to get mar-
ried May 24 to Harry J. O'Neill of New
Jersey. She came in to the luncheon which
was held at the Stockholm Restaurant May
6 for her, and the girls presented her with
a pale pink sheer robe for a gift. At the

table she also found a corsage of gardenias
and a bridal doll. Sally was delightfully

surprised, as it was a surprise luncheon.
Everyone enjoyed themselves and drank a
toast to Sally's and Harry's happiness.
Seated are: (left to right) Christina Lisko,

Agnes Lynott, Dorothy Renz, Gertrude Bing-

ham, Adelyn Donovan, Sally Perlman,
Helen Friedman, Maude Sankey, Mary Lov-
erty. Vera Lane. Standing (left to right) Lottie

Bernstein, Jeanne Mazzara, Ruth Warzala,
Sara Freeman, Dorothy Foster, Mary Mc-
Bride, Evelyn Greene, Agnes Tracey, Ethel

Flynn, Delia Cohen.

—CHRISTINA LISKO
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"EVERY GIRL SHOULD BE MARRIED"

IS LATEST BEFORE THE CAMERAS

ARRIVING in Baltimore for a visit with Mr. Howard's family
in Pikesville, Mrs. Howard (film star Dorothy Lamour) holds
her two-year-cld son, "Ridge." Field Man Bill Prager met the

family and there were many breaks in Baltimore newspapers,
with Dorothy picking Citation for the Preakness.

FORT APACHE — RKO Radio Pictures. A real picture and a

great one. It has sweep end scope, human scenes straight from

the shoulder. There are long, lean Cavalrymen, their women,
fighting, humor. You can smell the heat and dust. This, friends,

is a motion picture. The extra advertising of this colorful West-
ern epic will have convinced you that John Ford's direction of

a Saturday Evening Post story makes a superior attraction. There

is unusual advertising for you, too, in the field, if you follow the

pressbook. Capitalize on those faces, the characters In the story,

the realism of the setting and the names in the cast. Posters are

probably better for cutouts and display than they appear in

miniature; surely there is plenty of color for advertising pur-

poses. Big newspaper ads are best to use, for they have the

sweep and power to sell the picture. Smaller ads have so much
less force that you will need to use a few big ones if you wish

to get the right result. Buy that big mat with all the drawings

of cast members and use the lineup of players In any arrange-

ment to suit your purpose. Get publicity mats for free space.

Remember that the title alone will not sell the attraction—that

depends on how well you can benefit from the pre-selling that

has gone on before. Plenty of chance for period music, costume

parties, frontier sets and mounted ballyhoo. A puzzle mat
(No. 3-X) and a coloring mat are shown in the press book. The

film has had unusual pre-selling via magazine advertising, all

of which is lost unless and until It does you some good at that

place where the public buys tickets of admission.

By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, May 21:—THE BACHELOR AND
THE BOBBY SOXER was pretty generally acclaimed as

the top romantic comedy of last year. And for next year

you can write down in your little black books that EVERY
GIRL SHOULD BE MARRIED will win a similar distinction.

With Gary Grant, Franchot Tone, Diana Lynn and

introducing Betsy Drake in the feminine lead, Producer-

Director Don Hartman sends his initial offering for us be-

fore the cameras next Monday on a shooting schedule

that will carry it well into July. Don, who collaborated with

the late Stephen Morehouse Avery on the screenplay, has

turned in one of the funniest scripts I've ever read—which is

only to be expected from the man who wrote much of the

material for Danny Kaye's best vehicles and for the Crosby-

Hope "Road" hits.

The two principals are a pediatrician (a baby-doctor

to you, Terry) and the girl who runs the infants' wear

department of a big store. At their first casual meeting

the girl decides this is the guy she's going to lead to the

altar, and the hilarious situations that follow stem from
her determined efforts to rope him into matrimony.

She manages to throw herself into his path on all

occasions, hands him a fast and bewildering line to intrigue

his interest, and finally arouses his jealousy by a hot
flirtation with the store owner who (though she doesn't
know it) happens to be a pal of the doctor's and gets a

great kick out of helping her scheme along.

There's a laugh on every page, and it's the kind of a

script that will play even better than it reads. Gary has a

terrific role as the doctor, and Betsy, a brilliant newcomer
who scored in a big way in the London production of
"Deep Are the Roots," is definitely a sensational find as
the Impulsive heroine. Tone returns to RKO for another
of those sparkling parts he handles so well as the store
owner, and Miss Lynn adds to the merriment as Betsy's

none-too-bright girl friend.

With a set-up like this, EVERY GIRL SHOULD BE
MARRIED has all the earmarks of becoming the comedy
wow of 1949. And it will certainly launch Miss Drake into
stardom with a splash.

Long on Shorts

Branch Manager Jack Bernstein

ot Toronto reports a big shorts

week there, aided no little by the

extra efforts of Office Manager
Bill Smith. SPORTS COVERAGE
and FLICKER FLASHBACK No.

5 at the Upton; ALPINE CLIMB-
ER at the Imperial with "Iron Cur-

tain;" DADDY DUCK at the
TIvolI and Egllnton with I RE-
MEMBER MAMA, and DRIP DIP-

PY DONALD at, the Victoria

and Nortown, respectively, in

ninth week with "Sitting Pretty."
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Branson
(Continued f)om Page One)

to sell and liquidate the very important pro-

ductions that are now in our vaults and which

need our immediate attention. We must carry

on with great determination and the necessary

enthusiasm to establish a record that will make

us all very proud.

Warm personal regards to all.

—W. E. BRANSON

Levy
(Continued fiuin Page One)

for which are not directly beneficial during the

Drive itself but serve to a very great degree to

benefit your business after the Drive is over.

Right now our three big guns, I REMEMBER
MAMA, MIRACLE OF THE BELLS, FORT

APAChlE, should be rolling in high gear and

should keep business in your branches rolling

at Its Drive period high level.

Many of the problems brought to your at-

tention during the Drive meetings are still with

us and I am sure you will give the same im-

portant attention to them now as was given

them during the Drive. LET'S CONTINUE
WITH THE SAME DRIVE EFFORT AND
SPIRIT!

Many thanks again to all of you for your

fine effort.

—NAT LEVY

Boasberg
(Continued from Page One)

instances far behind what they should be and

I urge you to use every effort over the next

few months to speed up this selling and

liquidation.

I also want you to please concentrate im-

mediately on clearing up your outstandings,

which have reached an unprecedented high

level.

In view of the problems facing our Industry

and our company today, these matters become
of vital importance to all us.

—CHARLES BOASBERG

Michalson
(Continued from Page One)

AWARDS—and take them In their stride.

While the selling of the basketball and acad-

emy award subjects Is far from complete, it

Is reasonable to assume that the record de-

livery on FOOTBALL HIGHLIGHTS OF 1947

will be equalled and perhaps passed by the

delivery on these two subjects.

I feel certain that all branches have laid their

plans well to continue pressing for Improved

short subject selling and liquidation during the

balance of 1948. I wish to lay particular stress

on our splendid THIS IS AMERICA series,

where special attention is still needed. 1 saw

the finished version of the eighth issue of the

current series, CRIME LAB, the other day and

it is an exciting "cops and robbers " picture.

All police authorities and other responsible

social service organizations will be glad to

cooperate with all theatres playing this sub-

ject. All the theatres have to do Is contact

them, for not only does the picture detail the

excellence of crime detection today, as typi-

fied by the New York City Police Department,

but the implications are tremendous in prov-

ing the "Crime Does Not Pay moral.

Too, there Is a fine array of other product

coming, such as our next sportscope, MUS-

CLES AND THE LADY, the great and out-

standing Disney, THREE LITTLE PIGS, the

next My Pal subject, LOST PAL, and, we all

hope, the next LOUIS-WALCOTT fight pic-

ture.

All of these, plus the pictures being planned

for the 1948-49 season, will represent, I think,

our performance for you, as well as exhibitors,

in return for the good work done by the

branches in the past and for similarly expected

effort In the future.

—H. J. MICHALSON
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Showmanship
(Coiifi)uied from Page One)

and Pantages. Excellent Union City,

BInghamton, Jersey City, Vandergrlft,

Waterbury, Ft. Worth, Kenosha,

Owasa, Flint, Jackson, Racine, She-

boygan. Branch Manager hiatton Tay-

lor of Detroit says has performed right

up with BACHELOR In five Butter-

field towns despite a tapering off of

receipts since the latter played. Over

the RKO metropolitan circuit turned

in grosses compared with best of all

top product from all companies. In

split situation, Keith's, Lowell, played

seven days to top business of the year.

I REMEMBER MAMA—Sixth week

Philadelphia. Third week Detroit. Sec-

ond week Atlantic City, Worcester,

Lynn. Held over Tucson. Excellent

Pawtucket, Lawrence, Santa Barbara,

Toledo, Fresno, Quincy, Williamsport.

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA

—Second weeks at Cleveland and

Philadelphia.

THE BISHOP'S WIFE—Third week

Detroit. Excellent Easton, Reading,

Harrisburg, Quebec, Maiden, Willi-

mantic, New Haven.

TARZAN AND THE MERMAIDS—
Top grosser of all pictures to play the

Keith, Grand Rapids, this year. Excel-

lent Metropolitan, Washington, Green-

ville and Fairmount, S. C. Right up

v/ith previous TARZANS around the

country although grosses have de-

clined in general since previous units

played.

THE DRIVE is over-

But sustain the RKO march!

summer time calls for

CIRCUS SHOWMANSHIP!
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NED E. DEPINET FORESEES CONTINUED GROWTH

FOR RKO UNDER HOWARD HUGHES' LEADERSHIP
N^ED E. DEPI>ET returned to New York Monday after

— ten days of conferences with Howard Hughes. Floyd

Odium. Peter Ratlivon and Dore Schary, held in Holly-

wood and at Odium's Indio ranch.

"I am very favorahly impressed hy IMr. Hughes' ideas

and intentions." said Mr. Depinet. who met him for the

first time. 'VAIr. Hughes revealed high amhitions for our

Company and I am convinced he is the type of man who
will not he content until RKO is the undisputed champion.

"In having Mr. Hughes as it* principal shareholder,

RKO gains not only an astute and courageous young husi-

ness man. hut a showman who has had a continuous interest

in motion pictures for 25 years and. as an independent

producer, has made a numher of the top hox office pictures

of the past two decades. In view of our steady growth and

e^en hrighter prospects I'm sure Mr. Hughes has invested

his money in the right company."

Radiating enthusiasm for the new pictures in various

stages of production al the RKO studios and suntannetl from
the desert meetings. Mr. Depinet said he felt the whole in-

dustry was now over its had case of jitters, ofif the detour

and "again on the high road of showmanship where it he-

longs, with hanners flying antl hands playing."

"RKO has never heen in hetter shape for product."

Depinet said, "'we have more top quality pictures finished

and shooting than at any time in our history and they're all

hig ones. Imilt for hox office and entertainment."

Pictures completed and for release in 1948 include alt

Disney's MELODY TIME which premieres at the Astor Thurs-

day; Leo McCarcy's GOOD SAM with Gary Cooper and
Ann Sheridan; Rosalind Russell in THE VELVET TOUCH;
Samuel Goldwyn's new Danny Kaye comedy. A SONG IS

BORN: Loretta Young, Academy Award winner, and Boh
Mitchum in RACHEL AND THE STRANGER, and the John
Ford — Merian C. Cooper frontier epic FORT APACHE,
now current and which, in its first openings, has broken

many hox office records.

"The motion picture event of the century," is the way

Mr. Depinet described the forthcoming premiere of \^ alter

\^ anger's Technicolor road show attraction, JOAN OF
ARC which stars Ingrid Bergman. "Prone as I am to

enthusiasm for fine pictures, I can say that JOAN OF ARC
has moved me more than any picture I ever saw, not only

by its magnificent protluction. its tremendous battle and
court scenes, but hy its deep heart interest. It is truly

the greatest story ever told."

THE BOY WITH GREEN HAIR, a Dore Schary special,

''has all the qualities of showmanship and novelty that won
publicity and acclaim for CROSSFIRE," Mr. Depinet said,

"and Merian Cooper, who gave show business KING KONG,
has another equally sensational attraction in MR. JOSEPH
\ OL NG OF AFRICA, now nearing completion."

Other shows before the cameras are Cary Grant in

EVERY GIRL SHOULD BE MARRIED. \^ EEP NO MORE,
starring Joseph Gotten and Valli, and BALTIMORE ES-

CAPADE, with Robert Young, Shirley Temple and John
Agar.

'*3M^iody Tint^"' Worid Prewn

Years of preparation, planning

and execution by Walt Disney s

organization for MELODY TIME
comes to a focal point with Thurs-

day s world premiere at the Astor

Theatre In New York. Stars, story,

cartoons, the radio, tie-ups, pro-

motion, music, records, songs,

publicity, advertising and many
other factors pointed to the box-

office ride in with MELODY
TIME.

Some phase of the elaborate

cempaign must have reached into

every home in the nation. The

over-all enterprise probably con-

stitutes the record backing ever

given a motion picture.

The promotion has easily

moved Walt Disney into the fore-

front of the season's major show-

manship undertakings. Primed
with an allocation of $650,000 by
Disney Productions, the top

bracketing is with the National

Apple Institute and all its affili-

ates. Scope of the immense cross-

advertising embraces the nation s

apple growers, packers, process-

ers, the apple trade publications,

merchandisers, agricultural or-

ganizations and educational in-

stitutions, based on Disney's in-

troduction to the screen of the

famous Johnny Appleseed, pa-

tron saint of orchardists.

Disney Productions are spend-
ing the $650,000 initial booster

for MELODY TIME in trade pub-

{Continued on Page 4)
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Brisson Opens a

New York Office

Set. S. Af. Story

Frederick Brisson, executive

producer of Independent Artists,

Inc., in which he is co-partner

with his wife, Rosalind Russell,

and Dudley Nichols, will open a

New York office at 50 Rockefeller

Plaza with Samuel Hacker as East-

ern representative. Mr. Hacker

has been in the motion picture

industry for the past 10 years

with both Columbia and Repub-

lic Pictures. He was most recently

with the latter company as man-

ager of the contract and playdate

department and assistant to the

general sales manager and for-

eign sales manager.

Mr. Brisson announced that the

new Independent Artists Eastern

representative will work on an

exclusive basis and will act in

the capacity of the producer's

representative with RKO Radio

as well as represent the company

for talent, stories, etc.

Independent Artists second

picture goes into production

early in August. It will be Dudley

Nichols' first picture for the com-

pany, an original story which he

is writing, producing and direct-

ing.

Mr. Brisson leaves for Europe

in early June for the purpose of

setting up European offices and

representation. He will also sign

a new leading man for the as yet

untitled Dudley Nichols produc-

tion. While abroad he will confer

with Wolfe Barnato, son of the

late Barney Barnato, regarding

the KINS OF DIAMONDS story,

based on the latter's fabulous ca-

reer. Barnato discovered and
owned the fabulous Kimberley

Mines.

The Barnato story will be filmed

in South Africa, England and the

United States. Production is

planned for the 1948-49 program
of Independent Artists.

Actual backgrounds will be
used for this drama of the White-
chapel peddler who became a

vaudeville actor, then went to

South Africa during the diamond
rush, merged his interests with

those of Rhodes and later be-

came a Member of Parliament.

Principal roles will be enacted

Women's Favorite

Ingrid Bergman, whose next

screen appearance will be as star

of Sierra Pictures JOAN OF
ARC, has for the second suc-

cessive year been named favor-

ite movie actress of American

women in the Woman's Home
Companion fourth annual opinion

poll.

Miss Bergman again shares

honors with Bing Crosby, recall-

ing their enormously successful

co-starring vehicle, THE BELLS

OF ST. MARY'S.
Results of the Woman's Home

Companion annual poll are an-

nounced in the June issue, now

on the stands, with a guaranteed

circulation of 3,700,000 copies.

Elliott Named

Calgary Manager

Robert Mcchrle has announced

the promotion of Salesman Ar-

thur Elliott of Montreal to the

post of branch

manager at

Calgary, r e-

placlng Reg
Doddridge,
who has re-

signed. Elliott

entered the

branch at
Montreal as a

student sales-

^ man in Sep-

A. Elliott t e m b e r of
1947 and climbed up through

successive steps to the post of

salesman. He went to St. John

for a while and later returned to

Montreal.

Bob Middleton, also a former

student salesman trained in Mon-
treal and who for the past year

has been operating out of St.

John, reports to Toronto. Arnold

Watson, former student salesman

at Toronto replaces Middleton.

Congratulations are extended

to these young Canadians who
have received well deserved pro-

motions from within the ranks.

Theatres Aid

Garden Benefit

by both American and British

stars.

During Mr. Brisson's New York

stay he has completed arrange-

ments with the bankers for a re-

volving fund to take care of in-

dependent Artists requirements.

Films will be produced at our

Studio and distributed by the

same organization.

The RKO Theatres' publicity

staff played an important role in

the successful "Command Per-

formance" Tuesday night at

Mradison Square Garden, the all-

star benefit show for American

Overseas Aid-United Nations

Appeal for Children. Harry Man-
del was chairman, John A. Cas-

sidy, press, Ira Morals, exploiha-

tion, and Herman Barnett, art.

More than one hundred stars of

the entertainment world attend-

ed, including Danny Kaye.

This nation will fail in states-

manship as well as in humanity

if it permits a generation of hun-

gry children to develop into a

generation of embittered adults.

Secretary of State George C.

Marshall said.

Don Nolan Dies

The Home Office was sad-

dened Friday afternoon when

word came from Perry Lieber to

S. Barret McCormick advising

that Dan Nolan, formerly Home
Office Representative under A.

A. Schubart, died suddenly Thurs-

day night from heart failure. He
was 45 years of age. Dan, a

brother of Joe, had been living in

Arcadia, Calif., for some time and

seemed in excellent health, with

no indication of the ailment from

which he died. Dan had been with

the organization for some twenty

years and was transferred from

the Home Office to the Studio a

few years ago. FLASH on behalf

of all his friends of the organiza-

tion and fellow workers extends

heartfelt condolence to Mrs.

Nolan and other members of the

family.

"BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE" PREMS

TAKE ON STEAM FOR JUNE PUSH
The old reliable, FRANK BUCK S ORIGINAL "BRING 'EM BACK

ALIVE " takes on a full head of steam for the month of June, pushing

off from the Cincinnati, Indianapolis and Cleveland stations June

16, and puffing into New England, stopping at Boston, New Haven,

Albany and Buffalo about June 24.

In Cincinnati, we have the Cincinnati Inquirer, and the nation's

station WLW, joining hands to sell a flock of tickets, participating

in the receipts to replace SUZI, a gorilla, at the Cincinnati Zoo. Bob
Dunville, executive vice-president of WLW, is throwing his major

talent into the campaign with the result that Ruth Lyons will give

her show from the RKO Grand stage six mornings of the first week.

Frank Buck will be present the opening day and several days prior to

that to whip up the publicity, as only Frankie can whip it. Radcllffe

of the Enquirer is carrying the ball for the paper with a ten day cam-
paign and brother it should be one hell of a campaign. Harry Reiners,

Buster Mackenzie, and Bob Haley are working this one out and will

carry the campaign further into Indianapolis, Columbus, Dayton and
Cleveland.

Up New England way, we have the Hearst papers in Boston, the

Record, American and Sunday Advertiser, naming our nanieless ele-

phant and to be christened by Mayor Curley on the stage of the

Boston the opening night. Now we should have a good selection of

names, outside of the one I have for him or her, as the three papers

have a combined circulation of 900,000 a day and along the route

somehow, someway, the folks ought to know that Frank Buck's original

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE Is opening up there.

Mouse Banghart and "Hamlet" Howard are running through with

the campaign up that away and I hope there will be something doing
in the hinterlands ere I reach Beantown.

We also expect our old friend Linus Travers, executive vice-presi-

dent of the Yankee Network, to get on his horse and join our parade
or I'll sic Frank Buck and a couple of pythons on him.

I can be," and have been wrong, but I look for this number to

join the hit parade and graduate from the flea bag type of theatre

once we open. Watch.

—TERRY TURNER
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WALT DISNEY'S "MEL-

ODY TIME," world premi-

ere at the Astor, New York,

following "Mr. Blandings,"

May 27th.

* i:

Frank Stranahan starring

with Louise Suggs and Tom-

my Armour in the Sport-

scope MUSCLES AND THE

LADY plays in British open

goU tourney, Muiriield, June

28th—watch for assist to the

Sportscope. American Cur-

tis team with Miss Suggs a

winner over the British.

*

MIRACLE OF THE BELLS,

mid-west premiere RKO

Palace, Chicago May 25th,

in connection with local

cancer fund headed by

Maurice Goldblatt.

FRANK BUCK'S ORIGI-

NAL BRING 'EM BACK

ALIIVE, area premiere in

Cincinnati, IndianapoUs

and Cleveland territories,

June 19th, with Station

WLW and backing of the

Cinciimati Inquirer at Cin-

cinnati.

LOUIS-WALCOTT heavy-

v/eight title fight, Yankee

Stadium, June 23rd.

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE

—New England premiere,

Boston, June 24th, with

backing of Boston Hearst

newspapers.

State-wide Oklahoma pre-

miere of RETURN OF THE

BADMEN about July 7th.

THREE LITTLE PIGS, Walt

Disney's great cartoon to

be released in mid-Septem-

ber.

Army Air Force Assist for "Berlin Express"
DAYTON—The United States Army Air Forces from Wright and Patterson Fields

assisted in the co-world premiere of BERLIN EXPRESS at the RKO Keith's Theatre.

Shown in photo No. I is one of the three 5,000 watt searchlights that fingered

the sky on opening night. hHere, the three searchlights are flooding the theatre nnarquee

which literally stopped traffic. The line of people that braved opening night in the rain

are shown in photo No. 2. Photo No. 3 shows a group of local Dayton dignitaries

grouped around the WhHIO mike. Radio Station WhIlO (CBS) had Don Wayne, an-

nouncer, on hand to interview guests and tell Dayton about BERLIN EXPRESS (Photo

No. 4). Shown in the picture are Frank Strohbar, president of Chamber Of Commerce,

and Army Recruiting Sergeant Oyer.

—HUGH MACKENZIE

Maclntyre East

Western District Manager

Herb Maclntyre stopped over at

the Home Office Tuesday on his

way back to the Coast from Bos-

ton. He went to Boston because

of the serious illness of his mother

who is 83. When he left for the

West she was much improved.

^'Thrvt* Little M^iys** Sept. tielease
The release date for Walt Disney's THREE LITTLE PIGS

has been changed from June 18th to around September

17th. A special advertising campaign will usher in the

revival of the Disney masterpiece and the short sub-

jects department is shooting lor no less than three hundred

day-and-date engagements.
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Johnny Appleseed

Visits Washington,

Plants Apple-seed

WASHINGTON—The Nation's Capi-

tol got Its first broadside of advance

publicity on Walt Disney's forthconning

MELODY TIME when Johnny Appleseed,

central character in one of the film's se-

quences, visited Washington "in person."

Johnny in reality was John Baker of Leominster, Mass., who came to Washington as a representative

of the Leominster Apple Festival, spreading the word of that annual event to government officials

and at the same time heralding his appearance in the Disney production soon to be seen on the

nation's screens.

Clad in the buckskin costume of his era, Johnny visited with senators and congressmen, planted

an apple-seed on the famous "Mall " between the White House and Lincoln Memorial, and appeared
throughout the streets of the city. hHis visit was covered nationally in picture and story by the Associated

Press and other services, with due credit to MELODY TIME throughout the promotion.

The photographic story: (I)—Senator Henry Cabot Lodge of Massachusetts, Johnny Appleseed,

Senator Harry F. Byrd of Virginia, and Senator Leverett Saltonstall of Massachusetts look over some
MELODY TIME material in Senator Byrd's office . . . (2)—Johnny Appleseed, Leslie Buffam of

Columbia Broadcasting System's agricultural forum in New England, and Senator Byrd read Leomin-

ster's invitation to Senator Byrd to attend the Festival . . . (3)—Johnny Appleseed plants the seed of

an apple tree on the Mall, with the Lincoln Memorial In the background. Watching are Truman Nold,

director of the National Apple Institute: Congressman Philip F. Philbin of Massachusetts, and Leslie

Buffam of CBS. —BILL PRAGER

"Melody Time" Prem.
{Continued from Page One)

licatlons, national magazines,

Sunday comics and general news-

paper advertising in connection

with contests and stunts tieing in

with apple marketing outlets, as

v/ell as standard promotional cov-

erage.

RKO Radio will add its own

heavy budget to the promotional

program, as will individual thea-

tres.

Hooked in also is RCA-Victor's

recording of the "Johnny Apple-

seed" sequence of the picture,

including the "Apple Song,"

"The Pioneer Song" and "The

Lord Is Good to Me," starring

Dennis Day behind the cartoon

legend, is a children's album of

three double-faced spinners.

These albums will be on sale in

14,000 record shops, backed by

store promotions.

Radio transcriptions are being

heavily scheduled.

The National Apple Institute

predicts that it can add another

3,000,000 customers to the esti-

mated normal movie audience of

47,000,000 for MELODY TIME,

as a result of this cooperative

tieup, whereas the reciprocal

benefits to the apple industry

are being calculated on similar

margins of increase.

In New York the other day
various critics, editors. Home
Office executives and others re-

ceived boxes of apples through

the courtesy of Johnny Apple-

seed, behind which was the Na-

tional Apple Institute. Eventually

the organization will use theJohn-

ny Appleseed cartoon as its sym-

bol and slogan, replacing the age
old "An apple a day keeps the

doctor away." This was arranged

through the courtesy of Walt

Disney. The giveaway is likely to

become effective In other sec-

tions of the land. The individually

v/rapped and labeled souvenirs

given away in the metropolitan

district were grown in the east

by members of the New York and
New England Apple Institute.

At least one hundred New
York windows were obtained by
the RCA distributor at the trade

screening at the Normandie. Fred

Norman of our radio department
and RCA-Vlctor sales executives

made pitches to the dealers be-

fore the screening which resulted

In the signing of the dealers for

windows in which there will be
plugs for the Astor engagement.

Frances Langford tattled the

delightful musical tale of a pair

of diffident young lovers on a

prehearing of the picture's col-

orful score and legendary lore on

the Carnation Contented Hour
over NBC May 24th.

Broadcast Is part of an elabor-

ate cooperative between Disney

and the Carnation Show which is

bringing featured personalities

from Walt's animation fantasy to

the alrer weekly through June 7.

Buddy Clark, singing star and
emcee of the show, also does the

musical narrative in the picture,

making him a natural liaison fig-

ure In the tieup. Ted Dale, Carna-
tion's music director, too, will

have a prominent part on all

these weekly guest star airings.

The Andrews Sisters and Sons

of the Pioneers will follow on the

Carnation Hour, May 3! and
June 7 respectively, in condensed
versions of their picture roles.

National advertising and mag-
azine publicity has been well

timed for the pre-release Astor

run and early engagements. For

the first time In its history Red-
book will give a picture a four-

color layout. This will be a two-

pager and will appear in the July

issue which goes on newsstand
sale June 25th. In the article Walt
discusses how he uses color in

MELODY TIME.

Luana Patten, nine-year-old

Walt Disney child star and the

country's most photographed
"baby cover girl," ushered in

the fifty-second year of Steeple-

chase Park, at Coney Island, on

Saturday noon, by christening,

with an ice cream cone, the nov-

elty amusement boat, "Little

Toot for Tots," so named In

tribute to Walt Disney. Luana
came to New York in advance of

the MELODY TIME premiere to

participate in the activities.

(Continued on Page Five)
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(1)—Luana christening "Little

Toot" . . . (2)—Coney Cham-

ber of Commerce greetings at

the pier on arrival via Moran

tugboat. Group includes Frank

Tilyou . . . (3)—Laura Haupt.

Yvonne Parazik, both of Long

Island College Hospital, Lita

Gorfinkel, Mamonides branch

of the Israel Zion Hospital . . .

(4 and 5)—Luana with children

groups.

"Melody Time" Prem

(Continued from Page 4)

Radio favorites broadcasi^ing

out of New York will highlight

world premiere audience, at-

tracted by the aggregation of

stars of the airianes dotting its

star-studded cast.

Recognizing the far-reaching

popularity of radio, Disney has

signed perhaps more stars of this

medium than any other Holly-

wood producer.

Fittingly for the radio taient-

acCented occasion, Johnny Olsen

and Martin Starr will add to the

premiere festivities, with special

on-the-spot broadcasts. Olsen

will conduct his Whiz Quiz from

the Astor lobby, Interviewing

Ethel Smith, one of the stars of

the Disney feature, and Hardle

Gramatky, author of Little

Toot," one of the sequences of

the film. At 7:30 p.m. Starr,

perched on a boatswain's chair

aloft the theatre s roof, will inter-

sperse his Impressions of the

Broadway premiere crowds with

disc jockey playing of some of

the melodic numbers of MEL-
ODY TIME.

Fred Waring who with his

Pennsylvanians stars in the

Trees sequence of the feature

is expected to attend with a dele-

gation from the Lambs Club, of

which he Is an ex-shepherd.

Besides Waring and Miss

Smith, radio favorites starred in

MELODY TIME include the An-

arews Sisters, Frances Langford,

Sons of the Pioneers, and the

Dinning Sisters.

S. Barret McCormIck has de-

signed a spectacular front for the

Astor.
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MEMPHIS—In connection with the showing at Loew's Palace

of Samuel Gcldwyn's GARY AND THE BISHOP'S WIFE, con-

tributions began coming in which were Virginia Boll's "mira-

cle." Then came a letter from Mr. Goldwyn saying he had

read her verse and was sending her a collapsible wheel chair.

Virginia, polio victim, began looking for someone who badly

needed and wculd not otherwise be able to get a folding chair.

The chair for Virginia was presented by Field Man Fred Ford

on behalf of Mr. Goldwyn, a grand gift said Ford. The group

includes Virginia and Harold George, to whom she presented

her previous wheelchair.

Samuel Goldwyn and Alexan-

der Korda have concluded a deal

tc film THE SCARLET PIMPER-

NEL, with David Niven starring.

The picture will be made in

England, with Emerich Pressburg-

er producing and Michael Powell

directing.

Pressburger and Powell col-

laborated on "Stairway To Heav-

en," "Black Narcissis" and "I

Know Where I'm Going."

Niven will leave for London

towards the end of July and pro-

duction of the Baroness Orczy

classic will begin as soon as possi-

ble after his arrival.

PIMPERNEL will be distribut-

ed in the Eastern Hemisphere by

the Alexander Korda organiza-

tion and sponsored in the West-
ern Hemisphere by Samuel Gold-
wyn.

Victor Mature and Jack Pear

join Robert Mitchum, Robert

Ryan and Bill Williams in the all-

star cast which is assembling for

BATTLEGROUND, production
for the new season.

BATTLEGROUND will be the

second RKO production in which

Mature will star this year. He is

also scheduled for the top role in

MR. WHISKERS, which will mark
the rugged star's first appearance
in an RKO fflm since he co-

starred with Lucille Ball in SEVE^J

DAYS LEAVE in 1942.

Jack Paar, currently playing a

major role with Joseph Gotten

and Valli in WEEP NO MORE, is

making rapid strides in a screen

career following his success as a

<:+age and radio comedian.

Diana Lynn, one of Holly-

wood's most versatile young ac-

Iresses, will make her screen bow
for RKO Radio as a comedienne.
Go-starring with Gary Grant
Franchot Tone, and Betsy Drake,

Diana has been signed by Produc-

er Don Hartman for a top role in

the comedy romance, EVERY
GIRL SHOULD BE MARRIED.

Barbara Bel Geddes wins one

of the year's choice acting as-

signments with the stellar femi-

nine role in BED OF ROSES.

The unanimous choice of

Studio executives for the de-

manding part of a youthful, cap-

tivating woman who uses her

charms in ruthless fashion, Miss

Bel Geddes receives in this film

an opportunity to display the

gieat range of talent and versa-

tility which first brought her to

Hollywood. Although she has

completed stellar roles in THE
LONG NIGHT, I REMEMBER
MAMA and BLOOD ON THE
MOON, this will mark her debut
In a modern, sophisticated dra-

ma. She will be flanked by two
male stars.

Producer Bert Granet rounds

out 20 years of Hollywood activi-

ty with BERLIN EXPRESS. Granet

was discovered in Yale's famous
"47 Workshop" by Walter Wan-
ger in 1928. Turning first to

scenario writing, Granet in 1932

wrote an Academy Award win-

ning short, went on to scripting

top features for the major

studios, and in 1934 became a

producer.

TAKE THREE TENSES is now
before the Samuel Goldv/yn

studio cameras after four weeks

of rehearsal by Director Irving

Reis on this screen version of the

Rumer Godden novel. Its stars

are Teresa Wright, David Niven,

Evelyn Keyes and Farley Granger,

with featured supporting roles

falling to Leo G. Garroll, Philip

Friend, Jayne Meadows and

Colin Keith-Johnston.

Commuting between the

coasts is getting to be a habit

with Actor Paul Stewart, who flew

in from New York to take an im-

portant supporting role in WEEP
NO MORE.

Stewart, who was last in Holly-

wood for a top part in THE WIN-
DOW, has been handed the

"heavy" assignment in the cur-

rently shooting romantic drama.

He will portray a gangster friend

of Joseph Gotten whose coward-

ice leads to their downfall. Jos-

eph Gotten and Valli are starred.

Option on services of Richard

Fleischer was lifted following his

completion of the direction of

BODYGUARD, which stars Law-

rence Tierney and Priscilla Lane.

Fleischer was brought to Holly-

wood as a result of his work on

RKO's THIS IS AMERICA series

in New York, recently co-pro-

duced the Studio's Academy
Award documentary feature, DE-

SIGN FOR DEATH, and directed

Henry Morgan in "So This Is New
York" on loan-out.

Franchot Tone will provide ro-

mantic competition for Gary

Grant in EVERY GIRL SHOULD
BE MARRIED.

Tone will portray a wealthy

wolf with frivolous intentions

whose charm and sophistication

divert Betsy Drake from Gary

Grant, the object of her affec-

tion. This will be Tone's first ef-

fort for RKO Radio since HON-
EYMOON.

Jose Ferrer, whose film debut

occurs in JOAN OF ARC, will on

May 30 present three of Eugene

O'Neill's sea playlets under the

title "S. S. Glencairn," at the

City Center, New York.

Josephine Hutchinson was

signed for a top role in BALTI-

MORE ESCAPADE, comedy-

drama of American life in the

1905 era which Producer Richard

Berger has slated for a June I

start. Miss Hutchinson wiil por-

tay the wife of clergyman Robert

Young and mother of Shirley

Temple in a cast which also in-

cludes John Agar, Albert Sharpe

and Johnny Sands.
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from

RKO-PATHE
By ED RICE

Power of the documen-

tary film in putting over a

nnessage is shown by the ef-

fect the "This Is America"

short CHILDREN'S VIL-

LAGE had upon the execu-

tives of a large ice-cream

company. Three vice-presi-

dents of the Popsicle Com-

pany saw the film one lunch

hour at a newsreel theatre

and were so much impressed

v/ith the short and its sub-

ject matter that they in-

vited the Village to select

one of its members to re-

ceive an award donated by

the company.

The av/ard will be made

tv/o weeks from today by

Bob Feller, star pitcher of

the Cleveland Indians. The

recipient, not yet voted

upon by his fellow citizens

at the Village, will receive

a savings bond and a gold

medal. Feller will also outfit

the Village completely with

baseball equipment.

CHILDREN'S VILLAGE

shows how maladjusted and

under-privileged youngsters

help work out their own sal-

vation in a miniature com-

munity they themselves run.

The film was one of the

first to be done by Jay

Bonafield after he was

made producer of the "This

Is America" series and vice-

president and general man-

ager of RKO Pathe.

Direction was by Edward

Montagne, script by Ardis

Smith, photographed by

Howard Winner and super-

vision by Phil Reisman, Jr.

MIRACLE OF THE BELLS IN DUAL OPENING AT THE HILLSTREET AND PAN-

TAGES. Backed up by a sock exploitation campaign in the SHOWMANSHIP COMPANY
manner MIRACLE kicked off to a solid opening here in Los Angeles which was attended

by RKO Radio executives and a galaxy of Hollywood's brightest stars. Following are

candid shots of film notables attending the Pantages opening:— (I)—Lee J. Cobb . . .

(2)—Walter MacEwen . . . (3)—Fred MacMurray . . . (4)—Frank Sinatra ... (5 and 7)

—

Crowds at premiere . . . (6)—Jesse Lasky . . . (8)— Irving Pichel and wife . . . (9)—Harry G.

Johansing, Sol Lesser and Paul H. Helms . . . (10)—William J. Fadiman ... (I I)—Bishop

McGucken and Harry Crocker, M. C. . . . (I 2)—Rabbi Edgar F. Magnin and Paul Helms

(13]—Charles Coburn . . . (14)—Mickey Rooney . . . (15)—Edward G. Robinson . . .

(I^j—Mona Freeman . . . (17)—Alan Ladd and Sue Carol . . . (18)—William Keighley

. . . (19)—John Carroll.

—DAVE CANTOR
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RKO "Apache" Showmanship
Herewith is outlined a few oi the campaigns on FORT

APACHE. These have been forwarded by RKO Theatre man-

agers to Harry Mandel. publicity-advertising director, and

others are being received daily. It's top showmanship for ihe

industry's pace-setting picture!

CEDAR RAPIDS—FORT APACHE play books to be distributed

week before opening . . . Window cards in prominent downtown
locations . . . Window display in leading department store display-

ing bows and arrows with theatre tie-in copy . . . Window display

in sporting goods store . . . Indian chief and sqaw in colorful Indian

regalia to parade streets, stores, schools, etc., three days starting

before opening . . . Radio, Man on the Street broadcast 3-15 min.

per day for passes . . . Cigar store wooden Indian in lobby . . . Lobby
display of Indian curios, beaded bags, buck skin gloves, hatchets,

beaded medicine coat, etc. . . . Theatre box-office designed as

frontier log house.

CLEVELAND—Color contest set for Cleveland Press . . . Street

ballyhoo using covered wagon. We will use it also at opening Satur-

day at the ball park. Trying to get permission to bring the covered

wagon into the ball park and have the Cleveland Indians come out

of the covered wagon before the ball game . . . Have street ballyhoo

for film delivery truck which covers practically all of Cleveland with

a six-sheet cutout on each side of truck . . . Fetching hairdo for local

window tie-ups . . . Tie-in with department store on Indian Village . . .

1,000 bows and arrows will be given to the first 1,000 kids attending

Saturday's matinee . . . Indian costume windows to Include Indian

garb, books, etc. . . . Display from local Indian Aide Association

to display Indian dress, arrowheads, etc.

DAVENPORT — Ushers and usherettes In Indian and cowboy
outfits one week in advance . . . Archery display in foyer one week
ahead of opening . . . Coloring contest herald with passes for best

colorings . . . Tepee in outer lobby with man dressed in Indian

costume passing out die-cut feathers . . . Promote window displays

on guns, bows, arrows and hunting equipment . . . Playbooks to kids

Saturday matinee preceding opening . . . Red directional arrows

in windows and tacked around town . . . Street ballyhoo with usher

and usherette in Indian costumes passing out heralds around town.

Cashiers with Indian head-dress one week ahead . . .

DUBUQUE—Have an usher dressed In an Indian costume parade
the streets during the rush hours of the day . . . Arrange a display

in the lobby with old time fire arms and old Indian relics with appro-

priate copy on same . . . Dress our ushers with Indian head costumes

with feathers, etc. with appropriate copy . . . Pass out announcements
from the box-office in advance calling attention to the playdate . . .

Playbooks will be handed out to the kiddies on Friday and Saturday.

This give-away will be announced over Radio station WKBB and the

local newspapers . . . Use bumper strips on the busses that run

th rough the entire city . . . Milk bottle caps will be used on the local

milk delivery routes . . . Stanciecs will be used in all hotel rooms
restaurants and night clubs . . . Work with the beauty parlors on

the APACHE hair dress.

DAYTON—Window cards;—Copies of the 4 color ad sent from
your office were mounted and spotted In prominent v/indows around
town with theatre cedit . . . Radio: "Madeleine " on radio station

WHIG devoted 3 full broadcasts to FORT APACHE . . . WING on

their tele-test show plugged the picture several times . . . Rlke s

Teen-age show, "Soda Set," gave us several plugs the Saturday
before opening.

BOSTON—Special PIC-NEWS sheet printed and pasted on

windows around hown.

*

DES MOINES—Two real Indians—man and wife—to make per-

sonal appearances in the lobby during the peak hours. Also, to make
their appearances In the leading department stores and at the

schools. They will be in full Indian costumes . . . We are building a

special western false front—using 24 sheet and plenty of action

Illustrations . . . Conducting a coloring contest through grade schools

—prizes, $5.00—$3.00 and $2.00—5 pair of passes . . . Will rent

station wagon and banner same to cover schools and pass out coloring

heralds. Sides of wagon to be covered with plenty of stills and auto

will be parked downtown at busy intersections when not in use. To be

used 5 days . . . Stencil foyer doors two weeks In advance . . . Paste

down six sheet In lobby two weeks in advance . . . Luminous painted

letters of title across front of stage—three weeks in advance . . . Post

100 directional arrows . . . Inserts and posters in all leading hotels

and restaurants . . . Tie-up with KRNT Money Man—pass give-away.

Good for several plugs a day—one week before opening . . . Special

window display in Hoyt Harness Shop. Will try and get us an early

dated saddle for display.

COLUMBUS — Passes for prizes— Ladles Be Seated Program

WCOL . . . Passes for prizes—Housewives I.Q. Program WHKC . . .

Passes for prizes—Chef Long Gas Company Program WBNS . . .

Tie-up with Columbus Citizen best letter contest recalling Indian

stories of 1870 period. Prizes to be determined . . . Tie-up with Ohio

State Museum for lobby display Indian relics, miniature Indian vil-

lage and fort . . . Tie-up with Andre Correale of New York Modeling

School with Shirley Temple hair style used on local model for style

shows . . . Tie-up with Dispatch to screen picture for polio victims at

Children's Hospital for news break and pictures.

GATHERED at an RKO Thea-

tres' Table at the Motion Pic-

ture Associates dinner-dance

at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel

last Friday evening was this

Home Office delegation and

other guests. Left to right, Ger-

trude Scheedel, RKO Theatres

Film Booking Dept.; Al Daly,

Skouras Theatres' film booker;

Helen Sparber, Ida Cohen,

RKO Theatres' Film Booking
Dept.; Jack Stem, Ruth (Mrs.

Stem) Lowenthal, RKO Film
Booking Dept.; John A. Cas-
sidy. Theatres' Publicity, and

Mrs. Cassidy.
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O'BRIEN AND WYATT AT ATLANTA WITH "FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE

Stars Guest of Atlanta Constitution, in Personal Appearances

With "Dunne" and at Musical Festival

7?

ATLANTA—The O Briens and Miss Wyatt- on arriving here were

met af the station by George Mosley, mayor pro-tem who extended

welcome to the stars. Colonel E. M. Spicer and guard of the Marine

Corps conferred an honorary Colonelcy on Pat. The general manager

of radio Station WCON (Constitution owned) David Carpenter and

h's staff presented Pat with a certificate of merit for his grand work

with the juvenile delinquency question. Pictures were taken and a

wire recorder canned the welcome em-coed by WCON s Don

Mitchell. A motorcade headed by police escort made a quick tour

of the downtown section of Atlanta and ended at the Ansley Hotel

where Manager Joe Crocy and staff greeted the stars and escorted

them to their respective suites.

At noon a press conference was called and staff writers on both

news and sports and amusements were there for interviews and Pat

and Mrs. O'Brien and Jane Wyatt were kept busy for the next two

hours greeting the press and executives of the four radio stations.

Pictures were taken and several v/Ire recordings made.

The O'Briens and Miss Wyatt made four appearances on the

opening day of the picture FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE and the

audiences at the Paramount Theatre greeted the trio with great

enthusiasm and applause. After the second show Pat was whisked

to Station WSB for an Interview with Ernest Rogers, feature columnist

of the Atlanta Journal and the entire "View Of the News " was de-

voted to Pat. Then back to the theatre for two more shows and the

meeting with Mayor William Hartfield and other Important people

including H. Rhodes, buyer and booker, and Tommy Read, city man-

ager of the Lucas and Jenkins Circuit. Paramount Manager Sam

George and publicity man Judson Moses opened the green " room

for this affair and the back stage room was crowded.

After the first day s activities the stars and party repaired to

Ihe Ansley Roof for dinner and relaxation and a dance or two to the

strains of Ted Weems Orchestra.

On the following day a round of the children s hospitals was made,

first the Aidmore and then the Henrietta Egleson Hospital where Pat

spent several hours visiting the various wards. The children were de-

lighted and a grand time was had by all. Then to finish the afternoon

off a visit was made to the Junior League School Of Speech Correc-

tion where the party joined Mrs. O Brien and Jane Wyatt who had

been at luncheon at the Brookhaven Country Club tendered by the

Junior League. The entire party then left for the RKO branch where

the personnel were waiting to greet the stars. District Manager Dave

Prince and Hubert Lyons, branch manager, were also waiting for

ihe stars, both having met them on the morning of their arrival at the

station. Pictures were taken and autographs signed. Then to a real

Southern dinner at Aunt Fanny's Cabin where colored spirituals are

sung during the dinner. This was enjoyed by all. Then off to bed for

the morrow was a roster packed day and the Music Festival.

At 10:00 ayem Pat, Mrs. O BrIen and Jane Wyatt met on the

Ansley Roof where the Allen Show over Station WAGA was to award

the winner of Teen-type Of '48. Pat was In the show and Miss Wyatt

was one of the judges. This was a beautiful affair and the roof was

crowded to overflowing. Pictures were taken and the broadcast was

recorded. Immediately after the roof show the party made a dash

for the Atlanta Constitution to see the new offices and presses and

meet the press on their home grounds. Then upstairs to their WCON
station to meet the radio people.

Major Clark Howell, publisher of the Constitution held a dinner

party for the stars and local noted personalities at 7:00 at the Capitol

City Club and from there the stars and guests were driven to Grant

Field where the big event, sponsored by the Atlanta Constitution,

was to be held. When the party arrived with police escort the stands

were jammed and it is estimated that over forty thousand people were

there. This Greater Atlanta Music Festival is one of the main civic

attractions of the year. When the stars arrived the crowds roared

with enthusiasm and the police were busy making a path to the stand

where the broadcast was to be made and introductions take place.

The huge band under the direction of Carleton K. Butler is composed

of 120 pieces. There was dancing and figure calisthenics by the

school children. Majorette contest and an amazing spectacle was

the match lighting stunt when at a given signal aN the field lights

are dimmed and that is the signal for all to strike a match. The stars

did a turn at the broadcasting mike, which was handled by em-cee

Don Mitchell. As a finale the stars were driven around the great

arena with bands blaring in front and behind and majorettes doing

their stuff. At this time the crowd broke and swarmed over the field

and surrounded the O Briens and Miss Wyatt's car. The kids just

wanted to get close and if possible to get an autograph.

The Festival was highly successful and for all this credit is due to

the O Briens and Miss Wyatt who will never be forgotten by the

Atlantans. Publisher Major Howell and the staff of the Constitution

are grateful to the stars for making their plans so successful.

On Sunday and last day our stars spent the afternoon at the

estate of Mr. Prince and had a delightful time.

Then to the Union Station and on their way to Los Angeles

and home.

—CHARLIE KINNEY



(1)—Larry Mellert WMGE commentator, scoopim

ccrreclicn with Pat and Mrs. O'Brien and lane

Davis, special feature commentator of the Atlan

Ernest Rogers, feature columnist of the Atlanta

chats with Mike Benton, president of WBGE, wl

Mitchell. M.C.; Miriam Gay, Albert Riley, News
Moses, theatre publicity . . . (6)—Back stage £

Eloise, Mayor Hartfield and Jane . . . (7)—Pat i

. . . (8)—Pat talks with youngsters in wards of

Jane in a happy visit with children . . . (10)-

Dave Prince and Hubert Lyons . . . (11)—Eloise

Dcrsey. Eloise. Mrs. Brien Moore, Jr., Marie "D

Pat pins an orchid on Betty Jinks, winner of "M
judge. Program was supported by Ted Weems
grounds . . . (14)—Autographs in the occupation

RKO clerical and booking section: Back row. Ro)

Wages. Pat. Pete Carnes. Florence Cosby, Nine

Brcwn, Mildred Matthews, Joe Hayes, Agnes Nar

and Lewis Owens . . . (16)—Pat visits wards w
with a little girl and her F

'



-' ly interview on juvenile delinquency and its

2 —Jane and Doise are interviewed by Maggie
u n s WCON . . . (3)—Pat being interviewed by
>^: WSB (NBC) "View of the News" . . . (4)—Pal
iiners locks on . . . (5)—Larry Mellert, Pat, Don
ieorge. manager Paramount Theatre, and Judson

t;. P. Rhodes, buyer and booker of L. & J. Circuit;

cewith Gecrge Trent on "Teen-Type" over WAGA
Ispital for Children . . . (9)—Pat, Eloise and

1 id Jane call at the RKO exchange for a chat with

c Junior League luncheon, Jane Frazer, Mrs. Hugh
It Jane and Mrs. Laura E. D. Smith, Jr. . . . (12)

—

y cf '48" contest of which Jane Wyatt was a
AA ... (13 and 19)—Shots through hospital
»c ion with its director Ashtcn Russell . . . (IS)

—

rtl Charlotte Woodall, Grace Earr, Eloise, Blanche
. hristine Beasley. Seated, Elizabeth Morgan, Lois
adgins, Sherwood Ransom, Jane, Vickie Cooper

ajs!l and Supt. Robert Ettinger . . . (17)—Pat chats
18)—Aunt Fanny's Cabin.



Parades, bands, crowds at Atlanta. Dark space with dots of

light is spectacular match lighting stunt in which over forty

thousand spectators participated, lighting a match at a given

signal. In center, back stage shot of lane Wyott, Mayor Hart-

field, Pat and Tommy Read, manager of the L. & J. Theatres

in Atlanta.



(1)—Jack Paar, John Agar, George O'Brien, and Police Chief

Mitchell . . . (2)—George O'Brien and Police Chief Mitchell

with special award of merit presented to O'Brien whose father,

Dan O'Brien, was one of San Francisco's famous police chiefs

. . . (3)—Attendees at press luncheon for three stars held in

the Mural Room of the St. Francis Hotel included, left to right,

Joe Longo (San Francisco field man). Jay Golden (West Coast

supervisor for RKO theatres), Fred Johnson (dramatic critic Call

Bulletin), George O'Brien, Hortense Morton (critic Son Francisco
Examiner), Jack Paar, Hazel Cummings (critic San Francisco
Call Bulletin), John Agar, Emilia Hodel (critic San Francisco
News), Dave Cantor ((West Coast supervisor of exploitation

for RKO), and Helen Wabbe (director of publicity, RKO Golden
Gate Theatre).

"Apache" Stars Blaze Box-office Trail at San Francisco
SAN FRANCISCO— In conjunction with the arrival of George O'Brien and John Agar (two of the stars of

FORT APACHE^ plus Jack Paar (sumnner radio replacennent for Jack Benny) for the Western premiere of FORT
APAChHE at the Golden Gate Theatre, an intensive serie s of events were scheduled for their one day's activities prior

to the opening.

The stars were available for publicity purposes for one day (Tuesday) prior to the opening of FORT APAChHE,
the following day (Wednesday). Their itinerary began with press interviews at 9:30 A.M., a presentation at the Hall

of Justice by Police Chief Mitchell to George O'Brien and the group at 10:30 A.M., radio interviews over station

KSFO at I i :00 A.M., and at I 1 :30 A.M. over station KYA, a press luncheon for the critics in the Mural Room of

the St. Francis Hotel at 12:30 P.M., another radio interview over KSFO at the top of the Mark Hopkins Hotel at

2:00 o'clock, another radio interview at 2:30 P.M. over KQW, another radio interview at 3:30 P.M. over KGO,
another radio interview at 5:15 P.M. over KNBC, followed by interviews at the hotel and another program radio

interview at I!:I5 P.M. over KGO.

Class in Terry's

Outfield, He Says
Jackie, in case you dont know

it we has got class on our team in

the field. How do I know?
Well I picks up a Cincinnati

paper and heres what I'm read-

ing:

When John Merivale arrives

in Cincinnati this A.M. he will be
met by Hugh Mackenzie, local

field man for RKO Radio Pic-

tures. But not for the usual reason

that publicity men meet visiting

celebrities. Merivale and Mac-
kenzie became close friends while

stationed together In Toronto and
Quebec in 1943 while training for

the Canadian Air Force. Macken-

zie, is a grandson of Sir James
Whitney, prime minister for On-
tario during World War I. grew
up in Toronto, but moved to Cin-

cinnati to study at the Conserva-
tory of Music (woo woo and tish

tish). I must have Buster"

Hughie play me a sonato.

Will all this make Sir George
Degnon boil, as his only claim

to fame is that he once was em-
ployed to comb the dandruff out

of Buffalo Bill s long locks.

Or Grandma Hickey, whose
only claim to fame was that he

was the first man in the cook

house (because it was for free)

when he was beating the drum
for the American Circus Corp:
a forerunner of the Ringling clan.

Or Dr. Itch Dufour, whose
aunts in Switzerland were to leave

him a million which turned out

to be a hunk of Swiss cheese with

holes so large it was a feat to

even get a bite at the rim.

Or Abe Lincoln' Beck who
has told about his Murmansk runs

so often he now throws a pitcher

of water in his kisser to get the

effect of drowning and also to

keep his audience awake.

What "Buster" Mackenzie

didnt tell the reporter was that

he, as a navigator and his pilot

had a few beers one soft evening,

took a big bomber out on a mis-

sion and were so elated that they

clean forgot to lower the landing

gear on the return and belly slid

into a beautiful crash.

Buster explains that His Ma-
jesty took a damn dim view of

the situation ' and our Hughie,

Chevalier Pic

at the 55th St.

Le Silence Est d'Or, " the

Rene Clair-directed romantic

comedy starring Maurice Che-
valier, will bow into the 55th

Street Theatre on Friday, May
28. The special version for Eng-

lish-speaking audiences, with run-

ning commentary by Chevalier in

English, was presented last Oc-
tober at the Bijou Theatre.

ancestry and all took a good solid

turn in the clink.

But we has class. Jackie.

Nothing else but.

—T. T.



RKO SHOWMANSHIll
TO RECORD-BREAI

Thousands storm doors of Boston

Theatre as cyclonic campaign blank-

ets Hub City area . . . New opening

record for the picture that's headline-

hot with authentic drama staged in

the actual settings in Berlin, Frank-

fort, Paris...BROADWAY RUN BEGIN-

NINGMAY 20 AT VICTORIA THEATRE

:^UrE^ to Pre^erej

Appear "Vitorcss

Ml be M19„.,„_ enlerum

'ere
/

Filmt



AUNCHES TWO MORE
G OPENINGS!

Fox Theatre draws biggest opening

crowds in years, as parades, radio,

newspapers and continuous public

events sweep all attention to the

picture with unlimited exploitation

possibilities and terrific audience ap-

peal!-ATLANTA exploitation opening

follows same sensational pattern . .

.

with more and more to come!
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This marks the debut of B & B.

Someone once said "the world's best

literature is your own name in print."

So B & B hope the St. Louis RKOers

who see their names in this column

from week to week will react favorably,

be charitable and think kindly of us. \i

would make us sad to hear . . . even

so faintly . . . BRING 'EM BACK

ALIVE.

We have to tell you of our two

blushing brides. Edis Lee Knoll, bookers'

secretary, married William E. Brown

of the St. Louis Police Saturday morn-

ing, April 3, at the Church of the Most

Blessed Sacrament. Mollie Fredlich and

Richard Rosenfeld were married Sun-

day evening, April 4, at the Hamilton

Hotel. On the Thursday before the

weddings the RKO employees gave Edis

a pressure cooker and Mollie a dozen

crystal goblets. The bookers presented

Edis with an electric Iron and an elec-

tric casserole. (You know, the tribula-

tions and triumphs of these two brides

would make a good serial. Perhaps, we

can tell you some more next week about

Edis and Willie and Mollie and Dickie.)

June is just around the corner . . .

and there's another diamond in the

front office. This one is sparkling (as

of Wednesday, May 19) on the finger

of pretty, blonde PBX-receptionist

Irene Whelchel.

Around this office we are very fond

of Bob Hickey . . . and who wouldn't

be. Everyone was sorry to hear of the

death of his mother and we extend

condolences.

So all FLASH readers will know that

the days of Sir Walter Raleigh haven't

vanished entirely ... It happened on

the way to union meeting . . . our Sir

Walter (Frierdich) invited all the

charmin' RKO gals to ride in his shiny

new chariot. Stopping for a cup of

iava before meeting time ... Sir

Walter parks his auto in a nearby

parking lot . . . and joins the gals.

Returning, Sir Walter discovers to his

regret ... his car is locked . . . the

keys are inside. So . . . Sir Walter
called his brother in Columbia, Illinois

. . . told the sob story and asked him

to bring the extra sot of keys . . . but
the extra keys couldn't be located. The
St. Louis Bus service came to the

rescue of our Damsels in Distress and
Sir Walter went in debt to the lock-

smith.

As days pass by and TIME leaves

its "Golden Cobwebs" on the battered

walls of Success—our St. Louis RKO-
ers will thumb through the Office
Diary noting with pride the memo
dated May II, 1948: "FATHER DUNNE
PREMIERE—HUGE SUCCESS — ALL
THANKS DUE TO THE UNTIRING
EFFORTS. WORK AND COOPERA-
TION OF LOU DUFOUR, HARRY
REINERS AND HUGH MACKENZIE. "

Who (?) seis . . . "Too many cooks
spoil the stew."

—B & B

INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF CATHOLIC ALUMNAE—
RKO stars Rosalind Russell and Una O'Conner were guests of

hcnor. Here they are with Francis Harmon of the Motion Pic-

ture Association at the gathering at the Hotel Pierre marking
the organization's 26th year.

We had a picnic and we all think

it was a great success. About twenty-

five people attended. The picnic got

off to a good start with everyone out

in field playing the good ol' game
of baseball, while some of the girls

from the inspection rooms cooked the

food. We can thank Velma Sebree, May
Robinson, Louise England, Norma Sell-

ers, Nel Sebree and Bonnie Heldings-

feld (who was a guest) for that, while

Lee Heidlngsfeld built the fire. Every-

one brought a contribution.

Well, we were all surprised when our

shipper, Johnny Costello, finally arrived

at 4:30. His first words were, " I've been
on every darn trail in this forest look-

ing for you." Johnny really became
the life of the party when he decided
to give some of the girl s a turn on

the swings.

The best remark of the week again

goes to one of our bookers, Walter
Watson. As he was coming through

the shipping room the other morning
on his way to the office he met one
of the Inspectresses and he noticed her

petticoat was showing, so he quietly

remarked, "Is that the new look, or did

you iust get into that dress too far

this morning."

Head Blller Thelma Osborne's favor-

ite- expression is "sure enough," which
she can always be heard saying at

least twice a day. We're waiting for

something new.

Gene Tunick's new name for Joan
Evans Is

" Minnie Mouse, " so she now
calls him Mickey Mouse (which fits him
well because of the Mickey Mouse polo
shirt which he often wears).

Short bobs seem to be taking over
this office. Sue Scott arrived at work
with one adorning her head, and so

did Thelma Osborne.

—JEANIE THARP

Eighth Floor
Leave it to Seymour Becker to come

up with something unusual. Digging

deep into a desk drawer Sy uncovered a

newspaper with the dateline of April,

1931. The theatrical columns proved

of great Interest to the staffers. The

top laugh favorites of the time were

Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey.

Broadway was also laughing at the

iokes of Flfi D'Orsay and El Brendel.

Incidentally the matinee idol was one
Richard Barthelmess and the sports

section show that plenty of history was
also being made by the king of swat,

Babe Ruth.

Ruth and Hale Gaffney have finally

turned the corner in the quest for a

decent place to live and have found
what they are looking for in a little

bit of heaven in Hoboken. Now, the

young folks are busily setting up the

furnishings for their castle.

Say, take a good look at Nettie

Miller and the latest mode in hair

styling. Nettie has had her hair done
over by one of the professional hair

doers and she shure looks mighty pretty.

The absentee list Include Rose De.

Marco and Marie Donahue. And of

course It is good to see the good fight

they put up against the unseen foe.

We've had a visitor and it was with

pleasure that we could say hello again

to Mrs. Belle Korngreen Horowitz who
has been with the Showmanship Com-
pany for several years.

Lou Pllossof is nnighty pleased and
revealed it so in no uncerlain terms.

His pleasure was derived from the

wonderful presentations now playing

the Metropolitan circuit. All are ad-

mirable candidates for honors, Includ-

ing THE FUGITIVE, I REMEMBER
MAMA, and SUSIE.

Once again the Memorial Day week-

end is upon us and the National Safety

Council again urges motorists to drive

carefully. Home Office staffers would
do well to follow that advice. Remem-
ber drive carefully.

—HARRY KARP

With many regrets tl e slaff of the

Saint John office b'd farewell to our

salesman, Bob Mlddleton, and his wife

Joan, last week. Bob has been with us

since last September and during that

time has made many friends throughout

the Maritlmes and has done a wonder-
ful iob in selling most of our indepen-

dent accounts. The whole staff wish Bob
the best of luck as salesman In the

Toronto branch and hope that he and
Joan will not have too much trouble in

finding a place to live.

The Film Companies' bowling league

came to a close last week when a ban-

quet was held with about thirty five

ti'dent bowlers present. Although none
of our staff was good enough to walk

away with any of the prizes, our man-
ager, Harry Cohen (who throws a

beautiful curve ball) did present some
of the prizes to the winners.

At the present time everybody is

planning holidays, where they will be
going, etc., and trying to save enough
cash to make vacations enjoyable.

We have welcomed our new sales-

nan, Arnold Watson, from the Toronto

office and he has been receiving all

the dope on the various exhibitors In

the Maritimes. We wish him the best

of luck in this territory and hope he will

lot find the going too tough.

We were all rather disappointed with

the regard to the Drive but hope to be
out on top next year and so far ahead
that none of the other branches will

catch us from the first day of the Drive

to the end.

—M. HANLAN

SALESMEN'S
STANDINGS

25 LEADERS
"Short Subject" Sales

1947-48
Wrrk Ending May 13, 1948

I'ds. Siilrsinan ItriinvU

1. BURKE Kansas City

2. GWIN Denver

3. WARREN Salt Lake City

4. GOLDFARB Denver

5. BOYCE Salt Lake City

6. KNOX Washington

7. DE FRENNE Des Moines

C. DECKER Montreal

9. FOLLIARD Washington

10. HOESE Salt Lake City

I I. THORN Portland

12. DE VIZIA Boston

13. YAEGER Des Moines

14. KAHN Washington

15. RICHARDSON Cleveland

16. DYSON Kansas City

17. HARRINGTON Dallas

18. MIDDLETON St. John

19. REA Winnipeg

70. Silverman Pittsburgh

21. Rinaler Kansas City

22. Elliott Montreal

23. Labow Winnipeg

24. Febrey Buffalo

25. PIsani St. Louis

Caps indicate 100%
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MARQUEE POWER — Max M. Yellen of the 20th

Century Theatre. Buffalo, used his marquee effec-

tively with the triple-star MIRACLE OF THE BELLS

combination display of Fred MacMurray, Valli and

Frank Sinatra.

Florence Engaged
Little Mr. Cupid certainly

seems to have set his sights on

Rutgers Neilson's office. His lat-

est arrow landed there again, this

time striking Florence Earls of

the secretarial staff. Florence's

engagement was announced over

the week-end to Daniel Regan of

New York City. The solitaire that

seals their engagement is a

beauty and its brilliance is

matched only by the stars in

Florence's eyes.

As you all know, Florence is

that lovely blonde who although

she won a beauty contest in

Greenwich Village joined RKO
a? a secretary and has now been
with Mr. Neilson two years.

Mr. Regan is an ex-navy man
having served for three and a

half years as a quartermaster

second class in all theatres of

the recent war. He is now em-
ployed by the Railway Express.

—HAZEL KORMAN

Note of Thanks
Branch Manager Joe Smith of

San Francisco and Mrs. Smith ex-

press their sincere appreciation

for the many letters and tele-

grams received from the Home
Office personnel and others in

the organization following the

death of their son. They are also

deeply grateful and extend heart-

felt thanks to the many who sent

flowers.

"Baltimore Escapade"

Before the Cameras
By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, May 28:—Another entertainment-

packed offering goes before the cameras next Tuesday

when Richard Berger launches his third production for us,

BALTIMORE ESCAPADE, with Richard Wallace direct-

ing and Robert Young, Shirley Temple and John Agar

In the stellar roles.

Laid In Baltimore shortly after the turn of the century,

the delightful comedy-drama deals with a clergyman's

crusading daughter and the repercussions her exploits

have upon her family. Expelled from a young ladles' semi-

nary because her advanced views shock the faculty, she

returns home to carry on her career as a painter and to

battle for women's rights.

hfer activities not only get her In trouble with the

police and with her boy-friend, but they also embarrass

her sympathetic father and threaten his prospects of elec-

tion to a bishopric. The result Is a warm-hearted and

highly amusing story that has all the earmarks of becoming

a "must-see" picture.

Shirley, of course, has the role of the erratic but well-

meaning heroine, and Young makes a decided departure

from the drama of his recent THEY WON'T BELIEVE ME
to play the part of the broad-minded clergyman-father.

Shirley's real-life husband. Agar, who scored so notably

in his screen debut opposite her in FORT APACHE, por-

trays the harassed boy-next-door who continually gets

into hot water on her account.

Josephine Hutchinson as Shirley's mother, Johnny
Sands as her brother and Albert Sharpe as a crusty old

vestryman of Young's church, have the principal support-

ing roles. Sharpe, of "Finian's Rainbow" fame, has his first

RKO role here, and you'll remember young Sands' work as

Shirley's basketball-playing admirer in THE BACHELOR
AND THE BOBBY-SOXER.

With Wallace's directorial ability, the top-notch cast

and the well-knit script by Lesser Samuels and Christopher

Isherwood, BALTIMORE ESCAPADE ought to be a honey
of a picture, a laughter-filled and true-to-lifo show of the

kind that today's audiences are clamoring for.

GERTRUDE S. BERG
MARGARET R. BUCKLEY
JOYCE MARCUS

EMILY W. THOMPSON
JEAN RUDMAN
BESSIE BLACK

7lh

WILLIAM ZIMMERMAN
F'LA M. WARREN
BERNICE M. TURNER
lACK WOLFE
MAX MICHELSON

8ih

June 5lh

VEIM.\ SEBREE Cincinnat^

DOROTHY G. E. GIEBE St. Louis

MARIA J. ORTOLANI Buffalo

FRED H. LEMBKE
MARCELLA P. ULLMAN
DEAN F. ERICKSON
FRED FORD

Home Office

Albany
Los Angeles

Pliiladelphia

Qeveland
Los Angeles

Home Office

Minneapolis
Atlanta

New York
Home Office

Home Office

Home Office

.Salt Lake City
Field Man

DAVE KLEIN
EUGENE CASER
MARY J. ROGERS
WILLIAM H. GAVIN
LOTTA SIMON

June 9th

H-\ROLD MALINER
W. A. BURKE
I ARON BOYCE
BEVERLY LINKE
BESSIE RADIN

J urn- \Olh

VERN J. SCHUETT
JUNE ROBINSON
GLORIA KAMIN
MILDRED BISGEIER

June II th

ORVILLE DEFFENBAUGH
MARY LAVERTY
DOROTHY PARK

Home Office

Home Office

Charlotte

Home Office

New York

Home Office

Kansas City
Salt Lake City

Chicago
Los Angeles

Omahi
Cincinnati

Boston
Home Olficc

Home Office

Home Office

Sioux Falls
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Wmtxpress'

Is Swift Moving/

Realislic Drama
By JUSTIN GILBERT

As fast-moving as the tram

from which thf Pi^rixS
its name Is "Berlin Express,

new film at the Victoria.

'A slam-bang melodrama, It is

presented in semi-documentary

stvle and deals with the actm

of a group 01 Na^^s unwm- Y
ing to accept toe

ff
^^^hat Berlta

j

wUl be unter-den-U. S. Army loi

some time to come.

The action takes place on a

tr2n and in the bombed-out rums

S ^kfurt. Dr. Heinrlch Bern

hardtTa German, has long fought

mtler and stUl seeks to turn h s

country toward P^ace. En route

to Berlin, on a ^rack express

from Paris to Frankfurt, the

NaSgLTdecides to silence him

—permanently.

They don't, because several

other nationals are willing to for-

get their differences and come

to his rescue. v ^r
There's a tremendous -pitch for

worirunity ~"«ta"tly 'nade

rv-erad^H^s^yl''"^^^^^^^
Snonizing is easily over-

shadowed by the action.

Because secrets
^^^i^^^p^S

trayed, I can say oi^fly.that Paui

Lukas is calmly effective in his

role. Merle O^eron isn t_g^v^

very much to do as a Trencn

,€cretary to Dr. Bemhardt, but

^eTit off well. Ho^rtlind-

ley, who portrays a U. S. agrlcul^

tural agent, is the hero of this

dashing piece, and is convincmg.

Lively
. Entertainment

In 'Berlin Expresi
By DOROTHY MASTERS

The -harum-scarum plot of "Berlin Express" ran h

amount of mtelligence. The wordage is adultforeign and sometimes sermonish on t JL f \ u
'

the interest of internatS
| enemfes hX^^^^brotherhood- the story is a bare ^;:o^"nl\?b£^qSuy'S.e'
error and kidnap the real ^
at which point the latter's
tary and four fellow train pa
rers (Russian, French, Enand American) elect to join f(
ni searching Frankfurt formissing man.
The film is suspense/ul, oftivery funny and occasionally noiiwortay m directorial touches. Athough the plot is flagrant, thcast underplays its melodramatioMuch of th^ filming was done i

possibility. This combination
makes for lively entertainment,
however, and Victoria's new film
will have receptive audiences in
two fields.

Henry Wallace probablv
wouldnt have approved the entire
script, which points up interna-
tional differences, but he most
cerUlnly would be happy about
the ending, because a peace-
mongenng bigwig again rests
secure in his belief that the na-
tions of the world can live in
narmonjr.

This conclusion is reached
after pi "

'

however.

Germany and includes scenes «Berhn and_Frankfurt ruins
only .

Robert Ryan is eflFective as „periods of grave anxiety, ^merican civilian; Paul Lukas i
ir. First comes the murder ^s Dr. Bernhardt. Meritot a man supposed to be the fa- Oberon plays the latter's ^ecretartmous Dr. Bernhardt, a German b"'^ ^^ere are good supporting neS

iforking with the Allies i^'l'^ances by Robert Coote »

Charles Korvin.

atatesman working

•BERLIN EXPREiiS.'

The Victoria's piciuie starts , All this is interesting dramatl

off well, keeps up the pace for topical, with some fascinatinf

several reels. "Berlin Express" and heartrending glimpses of £

ends up in a wild whirl of melo- country that has reaped destruc

drama, aU complicated with ajtion. These shots of a bombed

I

message. This turns out to be i oiit city, with life stlU struggling

I one of those little thrillers which |
in its ruins, are the best of tht

insists on "having something to picture. They do not need UK

say." Its message is an obvious pver-emphatic. sometimes sneer

one, often retold, that countries ling voice -of a narrator, to point

should be friendly and trust each
|
a moral.

other. i Merle Oberon, Robert Ryan

Tt ouitp a ffood little thriller P
Charles Korvin. Paul Xnkas aW

It is quiie a gooa mtie inruiei t,-j,-„,. o_»fo !j»v» all travplprs
for over half its length, before

the melodrama gets over-excited..

Much of the action takes place,

aboai-d a-tram between Paris and'

Frankfort. A murder, by bomb-
ing, takes place aboard thnt

train. The other passengers an
hew-. In Frankfort they are all

freed,, only to find their most i:..-

portant member kidnaped. Thp
picture then turns into a chase,

through the ruined city, amortc
its rubble, in the strange little

night clubs which still exist.

Robert Coote are all travelers

and competent ones, aboard tin

Victoria's "Berlin ExiH*eSs."
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Berlin Express,' a Melodrama

of Post-War Europe

it to Broadway, the cameras on
• Berlin Express," which arrived at

the Victoria yesterday, have scan-

nrd a similar post-war European

area and have caught a similarly

realistic, awesome and impressive

vista. And while this melodrama s

plot shows the holes of improba-

bility here and there, it is a story

swiftly and graphically told Sur-

prisingly, also, for films of this

genre, "Berlin Express" manages

to convey a United Nations credo

-message, if you will—which us

neither patronizing nor a drag on

the basic yarn being spun. And,

the note of hope for a future

brotherhood of nations, on which

the film ends, is not cloyirig and

theatrical but a warm and alto-

gether natural observation.

The tale, porous because it em-

ploys as rather unconvincing vil-

lains an ineffectual appearing crew

of underground Nazis, centers

around a group of American,

ti-rench, German, Enghsh and Rus-

sian passengers traveling via spe-

cial orders from Paris to Berhn

A mysterious grenade kills one ol

the passengers, and it becomes

known that the wrong man was

liquidated. The conspirators it

seems, want Dr. Bernhardt, a Ger-

man statesman working with the

AlUes toward a unified Geiroany,

who is aboard the train under an

alias. The Nazi underground, how-

ever, does kidnap the man and

the group, dropping political af-

filiations for the nonce, join in the

search through the rubble of a

ruined Frankfort and its clande-

stine and seedy night clubs. The

denouement is strictly formula

vnth the United States Army ar-

riving, guns blazing, to save the

^^Although the reasons for the

kidnapping and the threat pre-

sented by the nondescnpt ruffians

who do the snatching are nebulous,

Jacques Toumeur's direction has

kept the action unflagging and the

identity of the ringleader a well

contained secret. However, as has

been noted, it is the panoranuc and

close views of life amid the new

architecture" of Frankfort and

Berlin—"early Twentieth Century

modem warfare" architecture-

which gives the adventure the

authentic impact of a documentary.

Coupled with this are the copious

use of French and German dia-

logue—with a minimum of trans-

lation—and -the understatement ot

the principals' performances, whicn

add up to adult fare.

Keved to the realistic back-

grounds are Paul Lukas' portrayal

of the indomitable statesman. His

characterization is at once re-

strained and convincing. And,

Robert Ryan, as an American agn-

fultural expert; Merle Oberon as

Lukas' French secretary; Robert

Coote, as an English educator;

Charles Korvin, as a mysterious

French business man. and Ronian

Toporow, as a distrustful bv.t

finally friendly Russian officer,

turn in equally solid delineations.
A. vV

.
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Huge Crowd Attends

''Miracle" Bow Chicago

CHICAGO, May 26—Chicago's Loop took

on a Hollywood razzel dazzel atmosphere

tonite when a crowd of more than 5000 out-

side the RKO Palace and a capacity audience

inside roared their greetings to Jesse Lasky

and his guests Fred MacMurray, Frank Sinatra,

Barbara Hale, Bill Williams and Jack Paar on

the occasion of the midwest premiere of

MIRACLE OF THE BELLS for the benefit of

the American Cancer Fund.

Yes, sir, they ought to know that MIRACLE

OF THE BELLS is ready for \Ue public around

these parts what with the Herald American,

Sun, Times, News and Tribune pouring it on

for the last two weeks much to the delight

of our field men, Wally Heim and Harry Bert,

who had been doing a great piece of leg

work on this premiere, in fact Wally was so

happy I heard him singing "I'll Be Glad When

You Are Gone You Rascal You," as he left

my room in the wee hours of the morning.

Jack Paar, our Studio M. C, began the

round of activities on his arrival Monday

morning by appearing on the "Welcome

Traveler" program over WENR, ABC Net-

work, then another Interview over WJJD, with

Ernie Simon, and then again with Bob Elson

on the "Century" program. Bill Williams and

Barbara Hale also took a shot at the "Cen-

tury" program after Barbara appeared on the

"Career Girl" program over WGN. The hit

of the Monday arrivals was one Jody Williams

the ten-month-old daughter of Bill and Bar-

bara and his Jody stepped right off the Chief

into the arms of the ugliest and meanest look-

ing brute, hey, what am I saying, that's me

Im talking about.

But that Jody is a cutie and being quite

used to daughters I taught her how to cuddle

up and off we went to the Ambassador for

a swig of Pablum straight. Thanks to Ash

DeWitt, editor, Lou Shainmark, managing

editor, Roy Topper, columnist of the Herald

American, Kup of the Sun and Times, and

Kennedy of the Tribune, we have had a smash

opening for our picture here and brother

Fltzpatrlck would say as the sun sinks over the

horizon we reluctantly leave Chicago for Cin-

cinnati to meet "Blowsle" and Buster Mac-

kenzie, who are working up in a slow boil over

Frank Buck's original BRING EM' BACK ALIVE

and thence to New England to meet "Mouse"

Banghart and Hank Howard who are in a

stew over the same picture. —T. T.

"j^ /# it Vh C* i^ii V €» s

A ll #/. O. Enirivs

FORT APACHE continues to pace

the entries new and old at the nation's

box-offices. APACHE is hotter than a

tepee afire. It rolls and holds, starts

big that is, and keeps clicking.

Few weeks at the Boston Theatre,

Boston, even with big name shows have

equalled the APACHE intake for the

first stanza. APACHE is playing

straight and hitting hard. After top

week at the Albee, Cincinnati, moved

to Lyric where the moveover canto is

away ahead of any picture in months.

Holds second week at the Lyric, unus-

ual for this set-up. After two fine

weeks at the Palace, Cleveland, goes

to Lake. In the regular split situation

at Columbus, the Palace, goes full

week, tops for the year of all pictures

to play, and moves to the Grand.

Opening day at the Orpheum, Kansas

City, best since September. First

week's gross highest for the year, prod-

uct of all companies. Holds. At the

split-week Keith's, Lowell, played full

week, best grosser of the year. Top

opening of the year at the Albee, Provi-

dence, Tuesday of this week. First week

at the 20th Century, Buffalo, biggest

grosser of the year, holds. Third week

Golden Gate, San Francisco, and

Town, Baltimore. Completed 15-day

run at the Keith, Washington. Second

weeks Birmingham, Nashville. Following

three-week run at Pittsburgh now play-

ing other towns in the territory to top

business, Beaver Falls, moveover,

Charleroi, Connellsville, Fairmount,

Vandergrift, Meadville, Wheeling. Ex-

cellent Raleigh, Las Vegas, Wilming-

ton, N. C. "Has given a fine account

of itself in every situation played to

date," says Branch Manager Sol Sachs

Published Weelly by

RKO RADIO PICTURES, Inc.

for the information of every member of the distri-

bution staff. Contents STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

JACK LEVEL Editor

of Dallas.

I REMEMBER MAMA — Second

weeks at the Paramount and Grand

Lake, Oakland, Pittsburgh, Louisville,

Atlanta. Triple run at San Diego, Fox,

State and Loma. Twin run at Bridge-

port, Warner and Merritt. Eleven days

at the Crown, Pasadena. Moveover at

Glendale and Inglewood. Excellent

Utica, Glens Falls, Batavia, Hornell,

Santa Ana, Woonsocket, Cambridge,

Youngstown, New London, Austin,

Fitchburg, Burlington, Brockton, Bethle-

hem, Bangor, Ocean Park.

BERLIN EXPRESS — Variety says,

"One of the few good spots on the

stem this week, with solid . .
." First

week's gross at the Victoria tops since

the first of the year. Holds. Rounding

out two good weeks at the Palace,

Chicago.

MIRACLE OF THE BELLS—Double-

header at Portland, Ore., Oriental and

Orpheum, second week. Excellent

Clean, Cortland, Auburn, Lexington,

Tucson, Appleton, Stamford, James-

town, Huntington, W. Va., Amsterdam,

Newport, R. I. Branch Manager Morris

Lefko of Pittsburgh says, "Giving a

good account of itself in all situations."

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA

—Third week at Philadelphia.

TARZAN AND THE MERMAIDS—
Excellent at St. Paul and Minneapolis.

THE BISHOP'S WIFE — Excellent

Montgomery, Oil City, New Castle,

Parkersburg, Schenectady, Sacramento,

Grand Rapids.
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'Badmen" Ads to

Break With Prem

The RETURN OF THE BAD-

MEN national advertising will

cover a wide field with emphasis

on popular publications of the

western, love and romance type

and the comic sections of news-

papers.

BADMEN will catch the big

weeklies via a unit in the PIC-

TOURS, some of v/hich have ap-

peared, with others scheduled

for June. Placement publications

include Life, Collier's and Look.

Each of the newspapers will

carry one-third page of standard

size newspaper, or one half page

if tabloid size, all in full color.

There will be a full page in

Look for July 20th on sale July

6th, which practically coincides

with the area premiere of RE-

TURN OF BADMEN throughout

Oklahoma on July 7th. The comic

section advertising breaks on

July I Ith.

The total circulation for maga-
zines and comic sections is

29,542,125.

S. Barret McCormick's adver-

tising schedule with full details

give you the complete break-

down of this comprehensive
campaign.

A Correction

The last "America" contest

table appearing in FLASH was
dated May 6th, which was in

error. The date for this table

of salesman's standings should

have been April 29th. The
table for May 6th will be the

final one in the Drive and the

final listing will not be an-

nounced until a listing of all

the winners of the Drive is

forthcoming.

FRANK BUCK'S ORIGINAL "BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE"

WILL PUSH OFF IN ELEVEN STATES DURING JUNE
JUNE I—Frank Buck's Original BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE will be the June chore

for the field force, and to date, with 16 days to go in the Cincinnati territory and 23

to go in New England and upper New York state, the dates stack up as follows:

CINCINNATI. 35; INDIANAPOLIS. 21; CLEVELAND. 31; BUFFALO, 9;

ALBANY. 6; BOSTON. 4; NEW HAVEN, I.

Of course In Boston, Deacon
Cropper happened to be out on

his annual fishing cruise, which

broken down into dollars and "no

costs the Deacon aboutsense

$100 per fish, so next week we'll

have a different story. About the

only thing that can keep the

Deacon off the top of the heap

would be a phone strike.

This campaign will attraci'

more newspaper and radio co-

operation than any we have had
in some months. In Boston, the

( ('.(jiitinufd on Pa<;c Tiv'i

)

Entry in B, O. ttfpuntlup
Walt Disney's parade of human talent, cartoon head-

liners, legendary characters and gamut of music came into

the long-run Astor on Broadway to win the acclaim of critics and

the accolade of the public. New York newspaper reviews of MELODY
TIME are carried word for word on pages 4 and 5 of this FLAShH.

At the same time we have brought up the recent tradepaper reviews

and the theatre front and crowds are shown on page 3. MELODY
TIME really got going over the week-end and grosses compare fav-

orably with the marathon-run pictures of Samuel Goldwyn who has

used this entertainment arena for several years.

BERLIN EXPRESS has gone Into a third week at the nearby

Victoria to make It RKO on two giant adjacent fronts. After the first

v/eek EXPRESS was played day-and-date with the Fox, Brooklyn, where

a holdover week also was scored. Branch Manager Joe Brecheen of

Washington reports a nice opening of BERLIN EXPRESS at the

Keith, Washington.

FORT APACHE continues as the Industry's pacesetter. APACHE
has shown no faltering step in Its hundred or more engagements to

date. Fourth week at the Golden Gate, San Francisco. Fourth week

Cincinnati, I at Albee and 3 at Lyric. Third week Boston, Baltimore.

Goes second week in double header at Los Angeles, Hlllstreet and

Pantages, first week by far the tops since BOBBY SOXER last Labor

Day. Receipts about double what the two theatres have done In the

last few months. Second weeks Atlanta, Fall River, Detroit, Minne-

apolis, St. Paul, Lincoln, Des Moines, Kansas City, Omaha, Syracuse,

Providence, Birmingham, Buffalo, Rochester. At the Orpheum, St.

Paul, first picture to play two weeks since BACHELOR over Labor

(Coiifiiiited on Page Sixteen)

Buck Arriving

Frank Buck will arrive in New
York from Texas on Sunday and

Terry Turner expects to be back

in New York from a trip to meet
him. Next week Frank will join

the BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE
caravan at Columbus and Cin-

cinnati. Terry left New York

Wednesday for Boston, Buffalo,

Cleveland and Cincinnati.

''Design" Is Set

For Broadway Run

DESIGN FOR DEATH will

have its New York premiere at

the Victoria Theatre next Thurs-

day, June 1 0th. Preview shows

will be held the previous evening

during which BERLIN EXPRESS
will wind up Its highly successful

three-week run.

DESIGN takes on added Inter-

est due to the possibility that

General Douglas MacArthur will

return to this country at an early

date. Congress has extended
such an invitation.

See P€Bge 9 /of JFIash JXenvs an ^^Jaatu afA.rc 99
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DESIGN FOR DEATH
New York premiere at the

Victoria Theatre June 10th.

Frank Stranahan and

Louise Suggs to seek new
golfing crowns in this coun-

try with the Sportscope

MUSCLES AND THE LADY
taking on new prestige.

Watch sports pages for

tourney dotes.

FRANK BUCK'S ORIGI-

NAL BRING 'EM BACK
ALIVE area premiere in

Cincinnati, Indianapolis

and Cleveland territories,

June 19th, with Station

WLW and backing of the

Cincinnati Inquirer at Cin-

cinnati.

LOUIS-WALCOTT heavy-

weight title fight, Yankee

Stadium, June 23rd.

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE
—New England premiere,

Boston, June 24th, with
backing of Boston Hearst

newspapers.

THE PEARL will open
July 6th at the Aztec Thea-
tre, San Antonio, followed

by other big towns in the

Panhandle, and backed
with a Showmanship Com-
pany campaign.

State-wide Oklahoma pre-

miere of RETURN OF THE
BADMEN July 7th, with
from 40 to 50 cities in Okla-
homa and Texas partici-

pating.

THREE LITTLE PIGS, Walt
Disney's great cartoon to

be re-released in mid-Sep-
temper.

Campaigns rolling for

JOAN OF ARC, heralded by
Ned E. Depinet as "The mo-
tion pictiare event of the

century."

As we write on Tuesday Frank

Stranhan is arriving in New York

from England where he was
crowned British amateur golf

champion. Little Louise Suggs is

advancing rapidly in the battle

for the British women's champion-
ship. These two stars as RKOers
know are headlining with Tommy
Armour in the Sportscope MUS-
CLES AND THE LADY, which

will be ready any day for nation-

al release. Stranahan will begin

preparing for the next phase of

his ambitious program, the na-

tional Open championship at Los

Angeles, June 10-12. After Los

Angeles he will return to Britain

for the British Open at Mulrfleld,

Scotland, June 28-July 3rd,

where he will be among the fav-

orites, hie will make a bid for the

United States amateur title at

Memphis, August 30-Sept. 4th.

On returning Miss Suggs will go
to Chicago for the women's open
tourney and like Stranahan will be
playing around the country

throughout the summer. Right at

the top of the golf season we
have a golf short with two of

the top stars of this or any other

land. Tee off with this one. Time
dates as the respective stars

reach your community.

Walter MacEwen, co-producer

with Jesse L. Lasky of Th^E

MIRACLE OF THE BELLS, skied

to London, via Constellation last

Saturday, after conferring with

RKO Radio executives on the

British release of this picture. He
will go to Ayr, Scotland, for a

family visit, returning to this

country early in July. Before his

departure, he was In Washington
with Lasky, conferring with War
Department officials on BATTLE-
GROUND, a film dramatization

of the Battle of Bastogne.

Herman Manklewisz, who will

write and produce THE LIFE

STORY OF JOHNNY BRODER-
ICK, returned to Hollywood,

May 28, after spending a month
here consulting with the now re-

tired Broadway detective.

FRANK BUCK
(Continued from Page One)

Boston Record, American and the

Sunday Advertiser are backing

up the campaign. The Yankee

network will join In as well. In Cin-

cinnati the Inquirer is carrying

the ball with the nation's Station

WLW backing up an advance

sale which should give us a bun-

dle before we open the doors.

The Dispatch In Columbus Is on

the line with a good advance pro-

motion and the boys are out lin-

ing up tie-ins along the route

which should give us outstanding

campaigns. To show the interest

Chicago Times and Sun have

asked for a tie up.

Frank Buck will be on hand for

the Cincinnati and other key

point openings for that premiere

and also journey to Boston and

Buffalo to keep the publicity

alive. Harry Relners, Hugh Mac-
Kenzie and Bob Haley are work-

ing the Cincinnati, Indianapolis

the pciture creates of itself, the

and Cleveland dates, with Ralph

Banghart and Hank Howard tak-

ing care of Boston, New Haven,

Albany and Buffalo dates. Much
more on this next week.

—TERRY TURNER

27ih floor
Ana Valladares just returned

from a glorious vacation in Flori-

da and Cuba and looks just

grand. Just start her off talking

about Cuba and the rest sounds

like a travel folder. Must say I

agree wholeheartedly with Ana
about her raves as Cuba is truly

a beautiful country. Well, Ana,

In about fifty weeks from now
maybe you will make a return

visit, eh?

The latest in annour reveals that

Mattie Ellwood intends to be
married on June 20 and Susan

Seeley the preceding day, June

19.

To Leon Brit+on, Far East sup-

ervisor, a big and hearty wel-

come to the States! We hope
your short stay here will be as

pleasant and enjoyable as it is

for us to have you with us.

—DOROTHY HAMBURGER

Kinney Resigns
Charlie Kinney, veteran field

man who has been covering the

Atlanta territory, has resigned

due to ill health. Charlie will en-

ter a hospital. RKOers will be

pulling for his early and complete

recovery.

>
Plenty of excitement attended

the world premiere of Walt Dis-

ney's MELODY TIME at the As-

tor Theatre. The ballyhoo stunt,

having the world's first aerial disc

jockey broadcast from suspended
outdoor studio, gave complete
penetration to the Broadway area

of the MELODY TIME sales talks

and musical score. Broadway, up

and down, was looking aloft each

evening, with a considerable num-
ber of the onlookers being at-

tracted to the Astor Theatre to

see Walt Disney's newest and
best.

(D—Ethel Smith, one of the

picture's stars with William
B. Levy . . . (2)—Martin Starr

interviews Diane Herbert, star

of "For Love Or Money" . . .

(3)—Johnny Olsen, quiz mas-
ter, and Ethel Smith . . . (4)—
Phil Spitalny, noted maestro
of all-girl orchestra, with Eve-

lyn . . . (5)—Martin Starr and
Ethel Smith . . . (6)—Sign . . .

(7)—Hardie Gramatky, author

of "Little Toot," and Johnny
Olsen . . . ((8)—Martin Starr

interviewing Alice Marble,
former tennis champion . . .

(9)—Martin Starr in aerial

studio . . . (10)—Johnny Olsen
and Commander Monroe of

Moran Towing . . . (11)—Alice

Marble, Monsier Lavelle,

noted designer, and Ethel

Smith . . . (12)—WiUiam B.

Levy, Martin Starr . . . (13)—

Johnny Olsen and Buddy Mo-
reno . . . (14)—Diane Herbert,

William B. Levy, and Mrs. H.

Herbert . . . (15)—Bernarr Mac-
Fadden, Martin Starr . . . (16)

—Broadway crowds look sky-

ward at the Aster's aerial

disc jockey . . . (17)—George
Weiss and Bennie Benjamin,

who wrote the music and lyrics

cf MELODY TIME . . . (18)—

Mr. & Mrs. Bernarr MacFad-
den . . . (19)—H. V. Kalten-

bom, noted radio commenta-
tor, Martin Starr . . . (20)—

Charles Levy, Larry Griebe,

William B. Levy, Rutgers Neil-

son, Irving Ludwig . . . (21)

—

Alice Marbble, H. V. Kalten-

bom . . . (22)—Larry Greibe,

Mr. and Mrs. H. V. Kaltenborn,

Ethel Smith . . . (23)—Larry

Griebe, Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Bamberger . . . (24)—Diane
Herbert and guests . . . (25)

—

Charles Levy, Larry Greibe,

Alice Marble, H. V. Kahen-
born, Ethel Smith, Mrs. Kalten-

born, Monsier Lavelle and
guest . . . (26)—Mr. and Mrs.

William B. Levy . . . (27)—Mr.

and Mrs. Gene McCarthy, Mrs.

Charles Levy.
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"MELODY TIME" MAKES MONEY MUSIC AT ASTOR
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)WaIt Disney Creates a

Happy, Fanciful Film
A child's mind is tremendousiy

imaginative, full of great dreams
and fantasies. Reality has not

crov ded in yet, cutting down the

size and shape of the dreams. For
the present the child is limited

onlj^ by the strength and quality of

his imagination. Thus there aie few
boundaries in his world. What
place is there a child can not trav'el

to in his mind, what deed he can
not accomplish?
Among the movie makers, no one

gets along better with children than
Walt Disney. For he, though an
adult can create a fanciful world
of pleasure and color and delightful

fantasy to match the child's. He is

almost as good at dreaming as

they are.

Jn this lies the success of his

movies. And Melody Time, which
opened yesterday at the Astor, is

one of his most satisfying movies,
decidedly superior to those that
have come along in the last year or
two. It makes a bolder use of color,
it has greater humor and satiric wit,

) and more substance. Though it is,

ilike
other recent Disney films, a

collection of short subjects with no
unifying theme to sustain it, it does
not sag at the weak points as adly
as several of its predecessors. There
are simply fewer weak points. The
episodes in Melody Time are almost

i J unifornijy excellent.

I V One of the best is Bumble
^Boogie, in which a bumble bee

flees from a group of musical in-

struments beating out a hot boogie
woogie version of Flight of the
Bumble Bee. Here Disney's crea-
tive talent really goes to work: the
keys of the piano become a giant
black and white caterpillar pursu-

ing the bee; the horns of the or-
chestra become flowers trying to
close on it. The bee finally dis-
appears in a maelstrom of Irantic,
furious musical notes.

Another bright episode ot Mel-
ody Time relates the story of
fohnny Appleseed, the legendary
figure of pioneer days. In this Dis-
ney has a charming innovation:
instead of draw ing the episode in
his standard style, he has done it

much the same way that the primi-
tive American artists of that pe-
riod would ha\e. The houses and

^
the apple trees with their bright

I

red fruit look like part of a canvas

I

by a late 18th century painter.

I
Disney has, ot course, a good

I
deal of s.itire in Melody Time. The

I

story of-Pecos Bill ni:ikes nice sport

I
of cowboy fiction. In this one a

I

pretty girl threatens to break up
I
the devoted friendship between a

5 cowboy and his horse. The horse
t will brook no competition, how-
^ever, and this episode shows what
; the horse docs to keep its master a \
irootin' tootin' bachelor.

I Organist Ethel Smit;i turns up in
IMelody Time in an episode com-
'bining real people and cartoon
^characters. Disney drops Mi.ss
^Smith into a cocktail glass and has
iher play a samba on the organ
while soda bubbles rise around Jier
and Donald Duck and fose Cario-
pa cavort to her music. One bird

even manages to give Miss Smith
a hotfoot.

Melody Time is altogether a very
nice film. It is to be hoped that Dis-
ney will move farther and farther
a'ong new creative paths, that he
will always plunk for the experi-
mental. Children are never afraid
of the daring film. AU the kids at
Melody Time yesterday seemed to
be having a fine time. Grown-up.s
should see it, too. It will return
them taa world thev have too long
forgotten. -Sky.mour Peck

DAILY NEWS

'Melody Time ' is a Disney Delight
By ROBERT WAHLS

Even though he makes a squawk, you'll have to move

Donald Duck over to make room for at least four wonderful

figments of Walt Disney's imagination. They're the

of "Melody Time" at the Astor—Johnny Appleseed,
new
stars ui iiiciuuj' i "V ....^ ^^^^—
Little Toot, Skiefoot Sue and Pecos Bill

Although live cut-ins, narrations,?

singing and orchestral music is

provided by Roy Rogers, Trigger

Dennis Day, Frances Langfoid, the

Andrews Sisters, and the Freddy
Martin and Fred Wai'ing outfits,

the Disney brushmen have strictly

stolen the show with their paint-

pot personalities.

Variety Show Style.

As was "Make Mine Music,"

"Melody Time"- is actually a series

of short subjects strung together

in variety show style. At least two
of the episodes, "Johnny Apple-
.sced" and "Pecos Bill," are among
the finest things to come from the

Disney workshop. "Johnny" is the

story of John Chapman (no ances-

tor of The News drama critic) who
became a legendary figure as
Johnny Appleseed. He spent 40
years planting apple trees along
frontier trails, the Lord's work as
he saw it.

"Pecos Bill," based on the legend-
ary hero of Texas who wks raised
by a coyote, depicts a romance be-
tween Bill and Sluefoot Sue. Al-

most at the altar, Sue attempts to

break Bill's bronco, Widowmaker,
only to be thrown on her wire bus-

tle frame. She bounces to the moon
which is why Bill's coyote friend*

hive ever since howled at the moon.
The other episodes include "Once

Upon a Wintertime," a Christmas

card romance to Frances Lang-
ford's superb singing; Joyce Kil-

mer's "Trees," backed by the War-
ing chorus; "Blame it on the Sam-
ba," electrically rendered by Ethel

Smith and. her organ; Rimsky-
Korsakoff's "Flight of the Bumble
Bee," according to Freddy Martin,
and "Little Toot," the plight of a
wayward tug given steam by the
Andrews Sisters.

Both "Wintertime" and "Bumble
Bee" have ^ome of the wonderful,,

almost surrealistic impressions, of

Disney's best flights of fancy. And
"Little Toot" has enough humor to

stand with the most hilarious of

his funny-bone ticklers. As a mat-

,ter of fact, th!s reporter could l\v9

without the human cut-ins of Ethel

Smith and Roy Rogers and Trig-

^ ger. They add little to the fiTm.

The colors are Letter than ever
and if Some Ox the old Disney hu-
manity seems missing, perhaps
chat is because we're expecting too
much. "Melody Time" offers some-
thing for everyone—and almost
everyone will revel in most of
"Melody Time.''

NEW YORK WORLD-TBLEORA
'Melody Time' Shows
The Mature Disney

gaiety that'

this

(Kly Time" at thp A«t«,>CO OH,, Walt Disney fuU-fength
I ha.s everyihing for everyone
^'^"ng a .skillful blending of
e fantastic Disney animated

thaiacters and such live talentas Roy Roger.s and Trigger, Den-

F an?'^ ^"'^^^^ Sisters,F ances Lanpfoid, Fred Waring
IBuddy ciar. and b.ne Luanda
|

In reviewing this kind of Dis-ney crea.ion. .here is simply no ^

comparison possible with
pure Mickey Mouse short.

'Melody Time' Rich
Disney Cocl(tail

By LEE MORTIMER

D

is another hu^e and

lime? Hamlet every

"Melody Time," je
of folk tales, with
^ahon and son-^

-Appleseed,"
and "Little

mated cartoons. Their charm andgemus3mwt be caught in a full

a melange
musical ani-

Rogers' "Pecos Bill "

drews gals'
''''^ ^n-

I legends. with

color and song and
mirst on the Astor screen

K'chifdren' "° "^"'"d out«ne Children, of course, but It k

Lttie Toofs juvenile frolics geth m into bisr trouble mitn a .fn^ \

Disney alnnJ ^ "^'^^^ '^^t

Johnny Appleseed's Story
Switching to gentler mood Den-

nis Day is summoned to siiig an
accompaniment to a sweet story
of Johnny Appleseed, about hou
ind nf"^fi''^'"°"^^ the w^derSand planted apples to bring good

be?ha1 ^^^^ *

^ofc. ^ a frantic time when it

of •Bumb, % ^"'^""^ ^^^'""^

F^dd^^^ttiS-l-o^eiesSr''

..rf^llolln^sTS^



Disney Scores
'n New Film

Pioneers i^ii

New Film ' -"^.f '^s

in IheloS Klmea Tor?' supplied b„ ....

ages,
"""" ">"0'm 01 a, bv

2"" • lv/«,„/^!

------ ciii, SCO

^'i'^'ngmusicai score^
"^"^^'t of

-'r°-;if,;tnr- Offer

,

--^d the other .tars P
;

'-'^ hcrse TrLi, , -Rogers,

^he Pio.iepf ^"'^ 'he Sons

I

finish of thp r,
' "" '^ a stir a^on 'I'.^'"'

'ho audienTe"^
Called "Ppsnc n il ,.

'^^ ^--y S.U?;; this one

and vo„n '^"ana
"h.v H i,'°haf

^"""-^

! 'he moon ^"'"''"s howl
''^'''^ he and "^e Sons of 'A

fide. on a sleigh

by piano kev, *
''hased

^'•'•ous shapes anrt'l
'"^^ '"to

."Arnerican PoirTl,,'Dennis Day is ,h» T^'"' "Ung by
I^PP'eseed and h,sV.i°'^

°^ -^"J^nny
lappte trees acSf.l" ^'^"""6

and his Penn '1^^ Waring
'""Sic an ar^^^^'^^'^'^ns. sets tn

°Vhe Di?nfn'"/sVterV^'""Sthe pen-and-ink w, " ^eJl as

.^LP-A.'o"'cfr?o^l"^ofDonl^
'acuan bird and the

'Melody Time' THE NEW YORK SUN.

Walt Disney's latest cartoon is a cheerful mixture of

lentiment and comedy, of animated drawings and Iwe

^feures The comedy is the best of it, with cartoons far
igures. Ihe come^^y

^^^^^^

film that has a little for every one except for

admirers of Humphrey Bogart. and a lot for

many. There is nothing to scare children nor to

Sare away adults in the Astor's new movie.

This is funny and tuneful and pretty t<> look at

"Melody Time" is a variety show, with ballet

and fency acrobatics to start. "Once Upon a

Wintertime," perhaps the weakest
JJ^

car-

toons, is the opener. This is anjmated valen^

tine, with a quaint young couple dancing, skatang

and tumbling upon the ice. while a pa r of s^uu:-

rels mimic them. Youngsters should love it

"Bumble Boogie" has the music, 'ght o^

season, is based on the Joyce Kil-

mer poem and Oscar Rasbach

music. It strikes a serious note.

if EILEEN OBEEUMAN

almost a solemn one. But it is

well done. „ ^ »
"Blame It on the Samba is

less successful, although Ethel

Smith's organ swing makes up

for a dull script. The closing se-

Bee," driving a bumblebee fran-

tic. This is comic surrealism,

done in the Disney manner.

Dennis Day sings two catchy

numbers, one surprisingly called

"The Lord Is Good to Me," in the

"Johnny Appleseed" sequence.

The little pioneer, who traveled

with bags of appleseed instead ^
the"" most elaborate,

of a rifle, would probably f"J°y ^"^"^2 with a live action song
this cartoon of his adventures

number by Roy Rogers and the

with its touch of religion and numoe^
y^^ Pioneers. Rogers

patriotism as well as fun.
,, -hats with his horse, then tells a

"Little Toot" is a little gem. all
;

chats wun
^^^^ ^^ildren. The

about a naughty young harbor^ ^ ^.^^ woolly yam
tug and his misdemeanors. T"e| =

^^^^^ gjjj ^^^^j j^is horse,

grown-ups should find this as de-
.^j^Q^^aker, down in Texas, is

lightful as do the small f/y.
picture's finish, and a grand

"Trees," a graceful and often y

hci-iliful study of trees in every
| 0".^^^^^^^ Time" is a series ot

Disney shorts gathered into one

feature, a sometimes charmmg.

sometimes hilarious combination

of cartoon and aong.

-iDisney's 'Melody Time'

Opens at the Astor

By ARCHER WIN.STEN
There's no doubt that the'Dis

ney organization has in "Melody
Time," at the Astor, delivered it-

self of the best graphic art of

its entire career. In color, line

and movement the picture is be-

yond criticism; it is a thing of

wonder and joy.

On the other hand, there have

been few Disney full-length fea-

tures which, in the course of sub-

dividing into separate acts, have

created so little continuity of

sustained Interest. Some of the

seven episodes are slender almost

to the point of invisibility. For
instance, as the Fred Waring
group supplies sounds and words
to the Joyce Kilmer poem,

"Trees," the film illustrates per-

nicious anemia. This is a good

place to take small breathers and
unadvertised snoozes. Unfor-

tunately "Trees" is followed by

"Blame It on the Samba," which
places Ethel Smith at the jazzy

organ and invites Donald Duck,

Jose Carioca, and a third, South
American bird, to perform some
dull antics.

The episode that precedes,

"Little Toot," has the Andrews

Sisters singing the story of a

small tugboat that gets itself

into disgrace and out again.

This is technically wonderful, as

all the pictures are, but not as
fascinating as it should be. Simi-

larly, for some unfathomed rea-

son the story of Johnny Apple-
seed, that fabulous character, is

told without reaching the heights

that seem so natural to such a

legend, half real, half fantasy.

Freddy Martitfs orchestra
plays Tschaikowsky's "Flight of,

the Bumble Bee" in a boogie ver-

sion that lends itself to pictures

that are so purely devoted to

movement, color and line that

that they could pass for "avant-

garde" stuff if they had been dis-

covered in other surroundings.

Here again, though, the essence

of the film leaves no residue

worth remembering.

Only two episodes, the first

and the last, jab you awake with

their fresh creativity. "Once
Upon a Wintertime," temporarily
sung by Frances Langford, is dis-

tinguished by some of the best

horse drawings since a prehis-

toric artist did his work inside a

Spanish cave. The delicate tracer-

ies of snow, the stylization of the

characters and their surrounding
scenes, and the deep, glowing
colors mark the emergence of a

Disney whose command of the

pretty has intensified into some-

thing as sharp and calculated as

a jewel.

The last episode, "Pecos Bill,"

gives you the feeling that the

true profession of the great
movie cartoon has been reached.

Here is the fabulous character,

one of the true American folk

creations, Pecos Bill, coming to

life in circumstances that mere
realism could never reproduce.

This is imagination running
ahead, rioting, and embroidering
great legends. Sluefoot Sue, and
the horse, Widdermaker, accom-
pany Pecos in his notable adven-

tures in the harsh land of Texas.

This episode alone is worth the

price of admission to the Astor.

One hopes that the outstanding
success of Pecos Bill will point

the way to the Disney organiza-

tion to more sustained efforts in

the field of American folklore.

Above all, the Pecos Bill section

has spirit, verve, and the courage
to let 'er rip.

NEW YORK aiTPAT.D TRIBUNE^

wrALT Disney has used his par-

>V ticular Idiom^ of the screen to" ticuiar laioui ui "r" „f

great effect in
''^^^.^'^^IZ^J^

the Astor. The genius of animated

cartoons has eone
pre!

collection of short subjects. ?re

'puently the Production verges on

the surrealistic approach to fum

magery which has always taun ed

Disney. Fortunately he has in

^nriPd a solid account of tne

Sendary American pioneer kiiown

a; Johnny Appleseed. -hich keep

the show forthright and fascinat

The live actors behind the

motion picture do little more than

r-ing a song or two.

In "B'lmble Boogie." the pro-

ducer shbws dearly that the wor^

of faery is less Interesting to Wm
than a pictorial design. To tne ac

companiment of the Rimsky-Kor-

sakofl piece about a fugitive bee he

Stroduces kaleidoscope of ek-

gant nonsense. In ' Little Toot

Ind "Blame It on the Saniba, he

sticks much closer to reality.
'
"OnS upon a Wintertime'' Is

such a burlesque that any one ^ho

has been looking at films for any

ren-th time, will recognize all

el?Ihe characters immediately.

There is nothing shoddy about

,hrceTebration of Johnny Apple-

^

ffPd who was supposed to have

fo lowld the covered -a^ons mU,

the unknown West with a Bible

r'cookmg dish .nd a guaij^"

angel to guide him. Here pisnry

h"fimplemented his n^ch krowl;

edge of *nlmal3 to create a supcib

caricature of the spread of an em^

nire The skunk who falls lor;

&y after the wilder bea^s in

the forest have wondered why a

human being should be plantm.

seeds all over the place, is one of

the master's finest animated car-

toon coiieeptions.

When it comes to an animated

fr^ .uch songs as accompany the

^o^h^nfAppleseed sketchy noUb^

"The Pioneer Song. Pecos ain

Jpturc. much of the aPPeal tha

Disney has always heen able to con

iure up. as he mixes brilliant Teen

rl^color shots with recreation of the

^Td W?st. •Melody Time^; ha

much to distinguish it. Inclumng

Sie off-screen activities of Dennis

Day the Andrews Sisters Freddy

Martin and Frances Langford, but

It is a bit bumbbnc.
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"Melody Time an Impression of Breathtaking Beauty,

Infectious Merriment and Haunting Melodies"-Trades

''Will send them away happy"

More happy days for exhibitor and audience; this is hi-grade

Disney skedded for fop biz; has usual superb handling in every

division.

You can call ouf all the old laudafory adjectives and round up a

new collection for Walt Disney's latest contribution to the gayety of

the nation. Again he has delivered up freshly, whimsically and de-

lightfully an entertainment that is certain to please every audience

strata and send them away happy and much the better for having

seen his latest offering.

With the exception of Roy Rogers, Trigger, Ethel Smith, Luana

Patten and Bobby Driscoll, the other names listed above, beneath the

title, are on the sound track but identifiable.

This is a seven part show. Each part is separate and brushed onto

the screen in some of Natalie Kalmus' best tints. The Technicolor art

work by the Disney staff easily maintains top place in the handling

of the medium.

"Once Upon A Wintertime" opens the show. It is a tender, yet

comically done boy and girl story which gets the audience in the

right frame of mind, concluding with some excitement when the boy
rescues the girl from going over the falls. Seems they were ice-skating,

had a falling out. A pair of similarly romantic rabbits parallel their

animated human counterparts.

"Bumble Boogie" depicts the hectic plight of a bee assailed by

Jack Fina's piano rendition of "The Flight of the Bumble Bee" with

Freddy Martin's orchestra blasting out a hot jazz instrumental accorrj.

paniment. There's much ingenuity in the handling of this sequence

which permits wide latitude in animation.

"Little Toot" is about a baby tugboat. Given to cutting figure

eights in the busy harbor, he causes a liner to run berserk and wind

up high and dry in the city streets. Arrested, he is towed out to the

12 mile limit. A storm comes along. "Little Toot" proves himself a

hero by saving a liner in distress. The Andrews Sisters do handsomely
by "Little Toot."

"Trees," after the Joyce Kilmer poem-song with new handling

in color and form, is still a good thing.

"Blame It On the Samba" features Donald Duck, and Jose Carioca
cavorting in Aracuan's cafe after he rouses them from their blues

state. They frolic with Ethel Smith, give her a hotfoot, at length set

off a giant firecracker for whizbang concluding pandemonium.
"Johnny Appleseed" is one of the Disney gems that will be long

remembered by everyone.

—FILM DAILY

"Assured appeal for all ages"

A high-spirited musical blend of fun and fantasy has been turned

out by the seasoned hand of Walt Disney. As an animation and live-

action feature production In Technicolor, "Melody Time" has assured

appeal for audiences of all ages. The vehicle provides the exhibitor

with a luxury of names for the marquee. Featured, either in person or

with dubbed-In voices, are: Roy Rogers and Trigger, Dennis Day, The
Andrews Sisters, Fred Waring and His Pennsylvanlans, Freddy Martin,

Frances Langford, Ethel Smith, Buddy Clark, Bob Nolan and the Sons
of the Pioneers, The Dinning Sisters, Bobby Driscoll and Luana Patten.

In story structure, the film comprises seven tales: "Pecos Bill," a

rare gem, is an outdoor action drama about a little boy who grew
up with a family of coyote pups and became the toughest critter

that ever rode a horse. Then one day, along comes Sluefoot Sue,

bringing our hero to a mournful end. "Little Toot" is a delightful

story of a mischievous little tugboat which gets into a lot of trouble
outside of New York harbor, but finally redeems itself. Another tale

depicts the legend of Johnny Appleseed. "Bumble Boogie" interprets

a bee's fantasy against a musical background of RImsky-Korsakoff's

"Flight of the Bumble Bee." Other chapters, all on an evenly high

par of entertainment, are "Once Upon a Wintertime," "Trees" and
"Blame It on the Samba."

Ben Sharpsteen was production supervisor. Cartoon directors

were: Clyde Geronimi, Winfred Jackson, Hamilton Luske, Jack

Kinney. Story was written by Winston Hibler, Erdman Penner, Harry
Reeves, Homer Brightman, Ken Anderson, Ted Sears, Joe Rinaldi,

Art Scott, Bill Cottrell, Bob Moore, Jesse Marsh, John Walbridge,
Hardie Gramatky. Musical direction was by Eliot Daniel and Den
Darby.

—MOTION PICTURE DAILY

'7fi fhe can't miss category"

"Melody Time" will have great therapeutic values for whatever it

is that's ailing the boxoffice. In it Walt Disney and his crew of blues

chasers assault the eye with a skillful blend of brilliantly tinted anima-

tion and live action, the ear with hit tunes, and the funnybone with

the antics of "Pecos Bill," "Johnny Appleseed," "Little Toot," Donald
Duck and Jose Carioca. "Time" belongs strictly in the can't miss

category.

Film plays like a well-rounded bill at the Palace. It's divided into

seven "acts," emceed part of the way by Buddy Clark's pleasant

voice and the Ken Darby Chorus. Curtain-raiser is "Once Upon a

Wintertime," one of the loveliest bits of fantasy ever screened. In

it Frances Langford pipes the Currier and Ives doings of a pair of

lovers and their rabbit counterparts on a skating party. Singer is in

top form. The Disney imagination soars In a sequence in which the

bunnies imprint hearts in the snow with their tails.

"Bumble Boogie" spins the yarn of a bee chased by wild chords

through a tangle of madly careening keyboards. Freddy Martin's ork

backed it up, with a strong assist on the jazzed-up Rimsky-Korsakov

Item from Jack Fina's nimble pianistlcs. Another seen-but-not-heard

performer is Dennis Day, in the Inspiring "Johnny Appleseed." The

legendary seedplanter looks suspiciously like Day, however. High spot

here Is an expertly contrived hoe-down. Backgrounds in this segment
are highly stylized—reminiscent at times of Grant Wood paintings

and again of early American primitives.

The Andrews Sisters sing the saga of "Little Toot," a baby tug-

boat who gets into trouble by toppling some skyscrapers and then

redeems himself by saving a ship in distress. Fred Waring and His

Pennsylvanlans are the eloquent support for "Trees," a shimmering

"tone poem" in which a whole forest is reflected in a raindrop.

Donald, Jose and the American bird from Brazil, a new character,

cut up touches with Ethel Smith and her Hammond organ—all this

and the Dinning Sisters!—in "Blame It on the Samba." For the finale,

Roy Rogers, with Bob Nolan and the Sons of the Pioneers, tell

Trigger, Bobby Driscoll and Luana Patten of the fabulous exploits of

"Pecos Bill," a Western Superman who can outlope the antelope,

outjump the jackrabbit, outhiss the rattlesnake, ride a cyclone, light a

cigarette with a lightning bolt, bring a raincloud from California to

drought-ridden Texas, dig the Rio Grande, and butt heads with a

buffalo in his spare time—only to be thrown for a loss by "Sluefoot

Sue," a female buckaroo.

Ben Sharpsteen, as production supervisor, heads the long list of

credits. It's impossible, as usual In a Disney picture, to divide kudoes

properly among the highly skilled technicians involved. The satisfac-

tion of having their names associated with such a fine accomplishment

will surely compensate for an omission traceable strictly to space

limitations.

—VARIETY (Daily)

"Many moments of rare charm"
"Melody Time" has many moments of rare charm, and individually

some of the several sequences make pleasant, entertaining impres-
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sions. Of course, "Melody Time" is produced with the usual Disney

meticulousness—the Technicolor is a joy to watch, and the music is

bright, gay and charming.

The various sequences employ well known singers to tell their

stories in musical rhyme. Roy Rogers recounts the adventures of

Pecos Bill, legendary cowboy of Texas. The Andrews Sisters are on

hand to recount a saga of a little tug boat that embarrasses his

paternal tug boat only to become a hero in the end. Freddy Martin

and his orchestra background a piano fantasy. Ethel Smith supplies

an organ interlude for the capers of Mickey Mouse and his pals.

Dennis Day is the singing narrator of the Appleseed story. Frances

Langford, the Dinning Sisters, Bobby Driscoll, and Luana Patten are

others who make vocal contributions to the show. Bob Nolan and the

Sons of the Pioneers appear in the western sequence. Buddy Clark

performs an affable job as master of ceremonies.

Ben Sharpsteen has done an excellent job of production supervision

in the technical department. "Melody Time" flows smoothly along and

the sequences work from one to the other with ease.

Morgan Padelford makes a noteworthy contribution as associate.

Technicolor director, and the live action photography has a Disney

touch to it in the work of Winton Hoch. Donald Halliday and Thomas
Scott are to be credited with smooth editing.

—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

"Appeal for every type of audience"

The seven stories told in "Melody Time" should strike wide appeal.

There's meat for all in varying degree, told with the resourceful inter-

pretative skill of the Walt Disney organization. Film, essentially, is

seven complete Disney-treated subjects, each with an appeal for a

particular type of audience, but all with the element of interest for

the most general theatregoer.

Youngsters will find the seven chapters filled with engrossing

charm but, since the kiddies hold no corner on flights into fantasy,

the grownups, too, will follow the varied entertainment with attention.

Eleven tunes are presented with the artistry that has become the

Disney trademark. From the opener, "Melody Time," which explains

what is to come, through "Once Upon a Wintertime" and "Blue

Shadows," they all have a melodic appeal to the eye and ear in the

hands of the Disney staff.

Only two of the stories feature live action. First comes Ethel Smith

and her organ romping through the hip-wiggling "Blame It on the

Samba" with Donald Duck, Jose Carioca and the Aracuan Bird of

Brazil. Vocal backing is supplied by the voices of the Dinning Sisters

and the piece is an infectious combination of sound track and draw-

ing that pays off. Ray Gilbert did the English lyrics to music by

Ernesto Nazareth.

Other live-actloner is the finale "Pecos Bill," wherein Roy Rogers

spins a folk tale of the old west for Bobby Driscoll and Luana Patten,

with the aid of Bob Nolan and the Sons of the Pioneers. Standout in

this chapter is the tune, "Blue Shadows." Otherwise it emphasizes

comedy in the best Disney manner in depicting why coyotes howl

at the full moon.

There's a greeting card daintiness about "Once Upon a Winter-

time," telling of two lovers who go ice skating. The animation is

beautiful and the vocals register strongly from the pipes of Frances

Langford. "Bumble Boogie" chapter has Jack Fina's adaptation of

the classic "Flight of the Bumble Bee" coming to cartoon life in an

almost frightening animation of musical instruments, notes and the

busy bee. Freddy Martin's backing is all that could be asked.

Dennis Day's voice and caricature carry off the imaginative treat-

ment accorded folk tale of Johnny Appleseed. Chapter has three

numbers sung by Day; "The Pioneer Song," the hymn, "The Lord Is

Good to Me" and "Apple Song." The Appleseed legend of how the

character spread the fruit to the pioneer borders of the land projects

moral values tellingly while entertaining. "Little Toot," fable of a

baby tugboat in New York harbor, is colorful and engrossing. Andrews
Sisters give it popular vocal interpretation.

Full rein to imaginative artistry is used in telling the pictorial story

of "Trees" as Fred Waring and His Pennsylvanians supply the musical

lacework. There's a breathless beauty in the animation of the seasons.

Introductory title piece is sung by Buddy Clark, who also acts as

master of ceremonies for the chapters to come. Lyrics of tune estab-

lish the theme and Paul Smith's background score ties the episodes

together neatly.

As to be expected, the technicians on the Disney staff have given

this one a flawless stamp, technically perfect and artistically stimu-

lating. Beautifully photographed in Technicolor, it's a show that rates

all connected with its making a top credit.

—VARIETY (Weekly)

"Cavalcade of charm"
Walt Disney's packaging of seven melodic subjects equally and

delightfully related to the over-all title of "Melody Time" is easily

his best undertaking in kind and an all-out treat for any type of audi-

ence. It is a cavalcade of charm, rich in ideas, consummate in execu-

tion, wondrously balanced, and embodying all of the best Disney

devices and techniques.

And in behalf of box office it affords the showman opportunity

to exploit it with the names of Roy Rogers, Trigger, The Sons of the

Pioneers and Organist Ethel Smith, who appear in the picture, plus

those of Dennis Day, the Andrews Sisters, Fred Waring and his band,
Frances Langford, Freddy Martin and orchestra and Buddy Clark,

who are heard at their best but not seen. It is an attraction of uni-

versal suitability and an ornament to any man's theatre.

In two of the seven sequences, well separated, the Disney artists

again achieve the theoretically impossible miracle of visualizing music,

as was accomplished in an earlier production which picturized in

galloping symbols a Bennie Goodman rendition in jazz. One of these

two makes a Freddy Martin orchestra number a thing of sheer visual

beguilement, and the other adds beauty and point—if that be possible

—to an orchestral-choral treatment of the Joyce Kilmer "Trees" by
the Fred Waring organization. Either is worth the price of admission

to anybody not totally tone-deaf, and maybe worth more to any-

body who is.

It has, obviously, in addition, considerable novelty appeal for

exhibition purposes.

Dennis Day's vocal versatility is given full play in a semi-poetic

narration of the story of Johnny Appleseed.

The Andrews Sisters make very merry with a comic sequence aboul-

a tugboat named "Little Toot."

Ethel Smith's prodigious control of the organ console is arrest-

ingly demonstrated in a "Blame It on the Samba" routine co-featuring

her in person with Donald Duck and Jose Carioca.

The closing and appropriately longest sequences is a rousing and
humorously inspired presentation of Roy Rogers, the Sons of the

Pioneers and other live players in combination with the fabulous

"Pecos Bill," Texas buckaroo, in a cowboy story to end all cowboy
stories. It winds up the proceedings in a gale of laughter.

The picture's altogether terrific.

Previewed at the Academy Award theatre, Hollywood, to a press-

wide audience which broke press tradition repeatedly to applaud the

presentation.

—MOTION PICTURE HERALD

"Will please the varied tastes"

This latest Walt Disney feature draws comparison with his "Make
Mine Music," both from the standpoint of construction and of en-

tertainment value. The business done by that picture should serve

as a pretty accurate guide in judging the box-office possibilities of

this one. Like "Make Mine Music," this novelty feature is comprised
of a series of unrelated short subjects of varying character and length,

each of which has something that is bound to please the varied tastes

of picture-goers of all ages. Several are more entertaining than others,

but all have been executed with an imagery, artistry, and dexterity

that is nothing short of magnificent.

The first subject, "Little Toot," is an amusing fable about the

adventures of a baby tugboat in New York Harbor, featuring the

voices of the Andrews Sisters, who sing the song of the same title as

the story unfolds.

The next subject, "Johnny Appleseed," is an entertaining folk tale

relating the legend of how a young farmer left his apple orchard
in the East to plant the appleseed throughout the unsettled West.

(Continued on Page Eight)
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(Continued from Page Seven)

Featured in this subject is the voice of Dennis Day, who speaks in

different brogues for the various characters and sings several songs.

The third subject, "Bumble Boogie," featuring the music of Fred-

die Martin's Orchestra, is a highly imaginative fantasy of a bee's

nightmare, showing the bee zooming about in frenzied flight as a

piano keyboard and musical notes assume all sorts of wierd shapes in

an effort to trap it.

"Once Upon a Wintertime," sung by Frances Langford, makes

up the next subject, which is an amusing tale about a sleighing and

skating outing of a young couple in the early 1800's.

The fifth subject, "Trees," is based on Joyce Kilmer's famous

poem, and features the music and singing of Fred Waring and his

Pennsylvanians. The animated pictorial beauty of this subject, is

breathtaking.

Subject six, "Blame It On the Samba," combines live action and

animation, featuring Ethel Smith at the organ, the singing of the

Dinning Sisters, and the wild but hilarious antics of Donald Duck,

Jose Carioca, and the Aracuan Bird of Brazil as they dance to the

Latin tune.

The last subject, "Pecos Bill," is another combination of live action

and animation, in which Roy Rogers and the Sons of the Pioneers

relate to little Bobby Driscoll and Luana Palten the sage of "Pecos

Bill," the "toughest critter west of the Alamo." This subject is

extremely well done and should provoke many laughs.

—HARRISON'S REPORTS

''Something extraordinary"

Audience slant: (Family) Two years in the making, this new Wali'

Disney picture is a filmusical parade of hit fantasies, with song num-

bers that are sure to make the Hit Parade. Not only is there the en-

tertainment of the Disney cartoons buh also the singing voices and

the music of familiar entertainers. Every member of the family will

want to see this.

Box-office slant: Besides the Disney trademark, this also has many

famous names to make it a formidable box-office magnet.

Plot: This is a series of folklore tales that encompasses the legend
of Johnny Appleseed, Pecos Bill and other imaginative folks into a

picture with individual sequences.

Comment: A filmusical parade of his fantasies, with famous name
bands and familiar singers used as narrators for the Disney cartoon
action, "Melody Time" has novelty, color and all the wonders of

the Disney Imagination to enrich it with appealing emotion, pack it

with laughs and surprises and give it the kind of entertainment the

vast majority of moviegoers expect to find in a Disney picture; in other

words, something extraordinary. Seven tales are told, some true and
some mythical, but most tied up with men In American legends.

These characters, like Johnny Appleseed and other fairy-tale char-

acters, are woven into individual tales, each filled with musical anima-
tions accompanied by song or narration. Most of the narration is

done by Buddy Clark, with Ben Sharpsteen deserving a special hand
for his supervision of the beauHful production. Audiences will particu-

larly enjoy the Roy Rogers episode on Pecos Bill, Dennis Day's inter-

pretation of Johnny Appleseed and the Andrews Sisters sequence
of "Little Toot," all of whom perform through these cartoon char-

acters. The entire staff. Including cartoon directors and character
animators cannot be praised too highly for their accomplishments.
Picture took two years to make. With no language barrier to over-
come, it has International appeal and should do well at the box-office.

—SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

"Breattitaking beauty, infectious merriment'

Ever since "Snow White" blazed a money-strewn exhlbHIon trail

for feature-length animated subjects, film appraisers have been wear-
ing their superlatives thin lauding the genius and artistry which find

WALT DISNEY receives Irom Phil Willccx the Parents Magazine medal for hU

MELODY TIME, as the outstanding family audience picture of the month, to be

reviewed and featured in the July issue of the magazine.

WALT. Jack Smith, singer, Harry Mason Smith, executive radio station WLW, re-

ceive awards for Promotion of Educational Progress in the World, from the Lin-

guaphone Institute of America at the Disney studio, from the hands of a moppet

representing the doner, one of the nation's leading educational institutions in

the field of foreign languages. Disney's award is for "visually creating the

fantasy world cf international childhocd, thereby giving them a cultural back-

ground through entertainment which they can assimilate and comprehend."
^

Singer Jack Smith is cited for the work he hos done for European children. Harry !

Mason Smith accepted the award to WLW of Cincinnati, given for "pioneering

the intelligent use of the new medium of radio for educational programs."

their way into offering by the master of pen-'n'-Ink technique, Walt

Disney. This, his lalest subject, a musical variety show, calls for the

reissue of those extolments, because it probably is the best he's made

In that category, and should so record itself at the turnstiles. There

are nine parts to the film, and, while they are unrelated, their

assembly leaves one over-all impression of breathtaking beauty, in-

fectious merriment, and haunting music. Eighty per cent of the film is

animated, with a bevy of ranking names lending voice, character and

charm to the cartoon figures and their fabulous adventures. All of

the picture is In gorgeous Technicolor.

—BOXOFFICE
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FIASH NEWS OF JOAN OF ARC"
To keep you posted on progress on one of the most im-

portant pictures of all time. FLASH will bring you items

here each iceek touching all sorts of phases of this amazing
production.

Present film editing schedule

calls for completion of JOAX in

the early days of June. It is then

due to go to Technicolor for

prints. Prints take time. The re-

sult will amply justify the

patience.

May .30 may have been just

another Sunday to most of the

world, but to the U. S. it was

Memorial Day—and to France

it was the anniversary i the

•517th I of the death of France's

greatest soldier. So widespread

is the national interest in "Joan"

LEGION, DIPLOMATS AND ACTORS OBSERVE "JOAN OF
ARC" DEATH—Despite radny weather, more than 100 persons

gathered Sunday to watch Jose Ferrer, who portrays the

Dauphin in Walter Wanger's JOAN OF ARC, and Paul Ray-

mond, assistant French consul general in New York, place a

wreath on the statue of Joan of Arc, at Riverside Drive and

93rd St. Within the color guard of the Joan of Arc Post, Ameri-

can Legion, of the Bronx, are left to right, Mrs. Edna Schmidt,

post commander; Mr. Raymond, Mr. Ferrer and Estelle B.

Sumergrade, post vice-commcmder.

that on Sunday, the chief execu-

tives of all the towns in America
whose names are inherited from
the French citv of Orleans sent

a cablegram to the Mavor of

Orleans. France. As reported by
International News Service, the

cable reads as follows:

"On the eve of our Ameri-
can Memorial Day. which is

also the 517th anni>ersary of
the death of Joan of Arc.
France's greatest soldier, per-

mit us as freely elected offi-

cers of the American com-
munities who cherish the rich

heritage of their name from
your own illustrious city, to

convey to you and your citi-

zens our expressions of the
noblest esteem and comrade-
ship in the true spirit of the
immortal Maid of your Or-
leans. ^ e shall not forget

that less than four years ago.

French and American troops
brought liberation to Paris

through its own gate of Or-
leans. Let us renew today our
pledge of the militant friend-

ship between our nations
which we pray may never
die."

In the New ^ ork Times of

May 25th. the largest man-
made fabric manufacturers in the

\\orld. Burlington Mills, took a

big handsome half page adver-

tisement announcing that the

first models of new fall fashions

inspired by the film JOAN OF
ARC would be shown to the trade

any day now. No film of recent

years has stirred up so much
collateral interest. Burlington

Mills, after seeing a special 15-

minute "scrapbook " film of cut

scenes from JOAN. without sound
or continuity, was so inspired h\

its colors that the Company at

once made up a special fall col-

lection of 12 authentic J0A\ OF
ARC colors in all its fabrics, to

i)fFer the makers of dresses,

sportswear, blouses, lounge wear,

hosiery, millinery and ribbons

—

as top style for fall and winter.

I More about individual tie-ups

later I

.

Ingrid Bergman, during her

recent New \ork trip in which
she starred i with full JOAN
credit I on the "Theatre Guild On
the Air" program, took generous
time to be interviewed bv Pete

Martin, distinguished motion pic-

ture writer for The Saturday
Evening Post. \^"atch for the re-

sult: Pete's a magnificent writer

—and his subject is the best.

In the drizzle of Memorial
Day. at 93rd Street and River-

side Drive in New \ ork. Jose

Ferrer, who gives such a notable

performance as the Dauphin in

JOAN, accompanied bv members
of the Joan of Arc Post. Ameri-
can Legion, and representatives

of the French government, laid

a wreath upon the famous eques-

trian statue of the Maid of Or-
leans—in commemoration of the

anniversary of her death—which
forms the stirring climax of the

Bergman-^X anger-Fleming film.

\ou probabh read that Ingrid
Bergman just won i again I i the

^ Oman's Home Companion na-

tional poll as foremost actress.

The French Government is cur-

rently staging a special national

exposition of matters relating to

Joan of Arc in the famous In-

valides Military Museum, near
the tomb of Napoleon, in Paris.

Q. W hat have all the follotving

actresses in common?

KATHERINE CORNELL
CELIA JOHNSON
LITSE RAINER

JUDITH EVELYN
ELISABETH BERGNER
DIANA BARRYMORE
SYL\ lA SIDNEY

VERA ZORINA

WINIFRED LENIHAN
GERALDINE FARRAR
FALCONETTI

SARAH BERNHARDT
MAUDE ADAMS
JULIA :\IARLOWE

JULIA ARTHUR
AMELIA BINGHAM
MARGARET MATHER

ADAH MENKIN ISAACS

SYBIL THORNDIKE
INGRID BERGMAN

A. They've all played the lead in

one or another version of the

story of "Joan of Arc. " ^Tiv?
Because it's the most thrilling

story ever told. And now Berg-

man's will tower over the rest like

the triumphal column it is.

*

One of the greatest editors in

American caught a secret screen-

ing of the rough-cut version of

Joan—without sound—and when
the lights came on he turned to

\^ alter \^ anger and said "Now
you need never make another pic-

ture. This has ever\-thing." \S hen
his story comes out. we'll tell vou
his name. Or maybe we won't
have to.





MIDWEST PREMIERE OF "MIRACLE OF THE BELLS" at the Palace Theatre,

Chicago. Star glamour and presence of Producers Lasky and MacEwen got

BELLS off to a ringing start. First week one of the best in recent months, holds
over. In layoutt, 1, 2, 3, 4, theatre front shots . . . (5)—Producers Lasky and
MacEwen with Fred MacMurroy . . . (6)—Frank Sinatra, Jesse Lasky, Fred
MacMurray, Maurice Goldblatt, chairman Cancer Society, Columnist Irv

Kupcinet, Sun-Times, and Joe Esler, Film Daily . . . (7)—Barbara Hale, Bill

Williams and daughter . . . (8)—Terry Turner, Herb Greenblatt, Roy Topper,
Herald-American columnist, and Sam Gorelick . . . (9)—Fred MacMurray,
Jesse Lasky and Frank McGivern in backstage interview . . . (10)—Barbara
and J. Paar . . . (11)—Jesse Lasky and Maurice Goldblatt . . . (12)—MacMurray
interview . . . (13)—Frank Sinatra at the mike . . . (14)—Jack Paar, who was
master of ceremonies for the show, in interview . . . (15)—Barbara and Bill

interviewed . . . (16)—A little gin rummy between acts with Fred MacMurray
and Bill playing and Vol Lauder of the News. Barbara, Jesse Lasky and

others kibitzing.
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GOOD SCOUT: Guy Kibbes, featured in FORT APACHE, is

shown presenting the winning award of the National Board

of Review's annual young people's picture selection poll to

Laura Levine. The delighted 13-year-old Miss (1) received a
pocketbcok carried by Shirley Temple, one of the stars in

FORT APACHE. Looking on is Stephen Belcher (2\ director

of youth activities. National Board of Review clso shown with

Guy Kibbee. Shot three shows boy winner receiving scarf

worn by Cary Grant.

"Mama" Picket

T. H. Wright, manager of the

RKO State Iheafre, New Bruns-

wick, N. J., highlighted his I

REMEMBER MAMA campaign
v/iih a very lucky strike, by hav-

ing a picket walking in front of

the theatre, carry a card reading

—I REMEMBER MAMA UN-
FAIR TO PAPA—WHY NOT I

REMEMBER PAPA. Th IS was
quite an attention getter. In an

additional tie-up, Mr. Wright
promoted carnations from a

neighborhood florist which were
distributed to the first 50 mothers

attending the film during the

first four days of its run.

Over in Irenton, Henry Jose-

phick, manager of the RKO
Brunswick Theatre, effected a

guessing contest tie-up with the

Food Fair Super Market for FUN
AND FANCY FREE. Surrounding
the display were blow-ups and
posters illustrating the scenes and
characters In FUN AND FANCY
FREE with copy reading "Eat

Cheerios daily and feel as happy
as Mickey Mouse in 'Fun and
Fancy Free.' " Theatre and play-

date were prominently men-
tioned as well.

HKO Shawmanship PUitjetl

A Big Rate Mather's Day
Viii PramatiawM ai **/ff«m#i"

(1)—Part of a big Macy ad. Mats and photos were sent to

stores for these tie-ins . . . (2)—Giant counter cord utilized by

Lansburgh & Brothers . . . (3)—Sample Macy counter card . . .

(5,6,7,9,10,11,12)—Photos of various windows. In No. 11, a live

model steps out of frame and joins the others. By Lasolle &

Koch, Toledo . . . (8)—Reproduction of another typical window

card.

While the 1948 Mothers' Day is history there will be similar occa-

sions coming up on the calendar from time to time and we're going

to give a short resume of what was accomplished last Mothers' Day

by a few stores which made Irene Dunne and the title I REMEMBER
MAMA the theme of their selling. Terry Turner's field force has

covered some of the tie-ins and similar ones in previous numbers of

FLASH.

Paul Hollister, one time executive vice-president and publicity

director for Macy s, began campaign operations for Mothers' Day

last November and his major tie-ins included the R. H. Macy store

in New York, Powers Dry Goods Store, Minneapolis; F. & R. Lazarus

Co., Columbus; Yowell-Drew-lvey, Orlando; Lasalle & Koch, Toledo;

Lansburgh & Brothers, Washington; Stewart Dry Goods Co., Louis-

ville. This is only a few of the stores participating in the campaign and

all utilizing lavish window and interior-store displays as well as news-

paper advertising and publicity.

Macy's which upped their business through this promotion even

had special gift-wrap ribbons (see ribbon running through layout,

(No. 4) stencilled I REMEMBER MAMA. The New York store ran

25 ads In the City, used outside window displays and counter cards.

Lasalle & Koch' campaign embraced 15 ads, and other stores used

large paid space. Previous Mothers' Day figures were reported

bettered in several stores. No tabulation of lineage was made, but

It is known to have run into hundreds of columns. Even without the

complete record the stack of newspaper clippings and other aids on

file in Mr. Hollister's office is a stimulant.

The entire promotion exemplifies the way in which motion picture

companies can aid those in the allied industries as well as themselves

by looking ahead for special days and then timing cooperative enter-

prise for the best interest of all concerned.

"Bambi" Contest

in conjunction with the shov/ing

of a Walt Disney cartoon carni-

val at the RKO Keith in Lowell

the Telegram conducted a big

BAMBI coloring contest, which

ran for three weeks and ended in

a blaze of glory and a veritable

storm of entries.

Two youngsters were awarded

a grand prize each; 20 were

av/arded guest tickets to the

RKO Keith and as a surprize fea-

guests tickets for work turned in

during the first two weeks of the

contest.

So great was the interest in this

contest that the Lowell Sunday
Telegram, through RKO Keith

officials, contacted the Disney

Studios in Hollywood and con-

gratulatory telegrams were sent

from the West Coast by Walt
Disney to the two local winners,

ture 1 3 other kiddies received

sets of six original Walt Disney

sketches taken from BAMBI. Ai!

this In addition to 40 other child-

ren v/ho had previously received
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Name Him! Or Her!

AUDIENCE PARTICIPATES IN

"MAMA" OPENING DAY SHOW
BOSTON—An audience participation stunt was used for

the opening night of I REMEMBER MAMA at the Strand

theatre in Portland, Me. With the co-operation of the morning

Press Herald and the Evening Express, and additional advance

support from radio station WGAN, all mothers were advised

that a surprise was in store for them at the opening night of

the picture. Except that they were told that one of them

would win a valuable prize, none of the mothers in the packed

theatre knew what the evening's program was to be.

Following the dinner show, the screen program was inter-

rupted and an emcee took over on the stage. First he called

for the youngest mother In the audience, then the newest, the

eldest, and finally the mother with the most children. The young-

est mother was 16; the newest had a child 6 weeks old! the

eldest was 70 and a mother 66 years old had the most children,

nine. Each mother was presented a corsage and by audience

applause, the mother of the most children was chosen to re-

ceive the grand prize, a valuable fur neck piece.

This added attraction proved extremely popular with the

audience, and the newspapers, radio station and merchants who
donated the prizes were well satisfied with the promotion. The
Strand Theatre is under the direction of Arthur Goldstein, dis-

trict manager for the Ralph Snider theatres.

—RALPH BANGHART
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It has been brought to my at-

tention, forcibly, that Omaha

hasn't appeared in FLASH re-

cently. So here's what is going on

in Omaha.

About two months ago, the

Omaha branch got a lucky break.

Paul Back transferred from Home

Office representative to our sales

department. Paul got a rough

breaking in — Nebraska dust

storms — and introduction to

small town hotel accommoda-

tions. However, he seems to be

thriving on it. Just as an example

of his salesmanship, he was in

town less than two weeks and

promoted a duplex. We are very

happy to have you with us Paul,

and hope you'll excuse your late

arrival in FLASH.

Hazel Brown made a quick

week-end trip to Wisconsin to

help her grandparents celebrate

their sixtieth wedding anniver-

sary. Going to compete for that

record, Hazel?

Shipper Vern Schuett was the

only early bird on vacations. One
week of his vacation is now past

history.

Salesman Norm Nielsen got in-

terested in the country side,

didn't watch the highway mark-

ers, and drove and drove—in the

wrong direction. How many miles

did you have to back track,

Norm?

After eighteen years of service

with RKO, Mary Olsen has re-

signed as booker. Her resignation

was brought about by the sudden

death of her father, and she was

needed at home to care for her

semi-invalid mother. We were

very sorry indeed to lose Mary.

Due to this vacancy, we shifted

some of the personnel, and

Nancy Franco is now Howard
Clark's stenographer, and Phoebe
Mumford, a newcomer to our

industry, is booker's stenograph-

er. Your correspondent moved up

to booker. Incidentally Phoebe,

welcome to RKO.

Inspectress Olive Graser has

a very interesting hobby—raising

canaries. It still sounds like a lot

of work to me, Olive. Speaking of

hobbles, Howard Clark's hobby
is racing his cable driven midget
auto, and pouring concrete for

a track. Takes his mind off the

print shortage.

—ERMA K. DeLAND

First of all, I hope you will all

bear with me as your new corre-

spondent. Audrey Duce, our

former FLASH correspondent,

has left our ranks, relinquishing

her title to yours truly. Needless

to say, we all miss Audrey's ready

wit and good humor and wish her

the best of luck.

Replacing Audrey as sales-

men's secretary, a belated wel-

come to Lorene Shaffer, and also

greetings to Nina McFarland,

office manager's secretary.

Back at his desk after a short

spell in the hospital is Office

Manager Johnny De Costa, and

feeling fine again, we all hope.

Lolly London, inspectress, has

opened the vacation season and

is reported relaxing at home;

however, some trips are being

planned by our other RKO'lians,

such as Marty Larson going all

the way home to Montana, and

Barbara Behrens roughing it up

at Arrowhead.

Hoot Clarke, our head booker.

Is very smart and sassy these

days. Reason—floating around in

a spanking new Studebaker!

Three big cheers for Ethel

Simpson, cashier, who on June

19, celebrates thirty years of

service with RKO. Nice going

Ethel!

You can sure tell spring is here

and I don't mean because the

robins have showed up in your

back yard. Salesman Harry Levin-

son sporting brown suede shoes.

Branch Manager Harry Cohen in

a new sport coat (with all the

trimmings) and Salesman Eddie

Ashklns wearing a canary yellow

sport shirt (Hollywood Park

Style). With all this, the boys

don't show any signs of spring

fever though, because of the way
contracts are rolling in on the

fine current product we are re-

leasing. Still a lot of work to be
done, boys, so keep it up.

RKOers and scores of other

friends were saddened by the

very sudden death of Dan Nolan,

former Home Office representa-

tive, who passed away May 21.

—JOYCE MARCUS

Jackie, I still got that NAME-
LESS elephant on my hands, at

least until all the school children

in Boston have a chanct to give

him or her a name, when we open

Frank Buck's Original BRING
EM BACK ALIVE up there, so I

was thinking, "Why dont we run

a contest among the field men to

give that ba . . . bloke a name."

Now, the first and hard set

rule is that anybody what sends

in the names of Terry or Theresa

has got himself a one way ticket

to the salt mines. The second rule

is because I don't know whether

this ba . . . bloke is a boy or

girl, so theys all taking their

chances when they give him a

boy or girl name. And the name

Francis or Frances is out, also

is Robert and Roberta, as is

Lilyan and Lilyun. Them is what

you call border line names, like

Nat and Natalie and Charles and

('harline. Or leave us go further

such as Leo and Leonia or Herb-

ert and Heriberta. Then theres

even Harry and Harriet. You can

go on and on and end up no

place and I aint gonna go peeka

booing around to find out

whether this ba . . bloke is a

boy or girl and have Winchell

on my neck for trying to bust

into his racket. Then how do I

know, elephants might have some

kind of a union and there I got

Westbrook Pegler taking a poke

at me. When I bring out all these

complications in picking a name

you can understand why there

are so many slugging matches in

the world when mama wants to

call her offspring "a Clarence"

when papa already picked the

name "Buck" the night before in

a nice clean saloon only to learn

from the nurse it cant be neither

but Clarissa or Bettina would do

well in the place of Clarence and

Buck.

But anyways, leave us be on

with the name contest among the

field men. I just want to find

out if they know any other names

besides the ones they call me

when I aint listening.

—T. T.
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Law enforcement science is shown

foV the amazingly Painstaking and

mdefaUgable profession it has be-

come.

The Quick and

The Dead, Or Is

J. James Alive

By TERRY TURNER

CHICAGO—Indecision, Jackie,

thats the word this morning.

Like the guy who declaimed

"life is lousy" whilst poising on

the rail of the Brooklyn Bridge,

taking one last look at the boring

world and then making a swan

dive into the East River. Half

way down, he opens his eyes and

what do you know, he's chang-

ing his mind, when one of them

old East River sea gulls, who
helps keep the painter's union

busy painting it over and over,

swoops by and says, "Stealing

my stuff chum?" and the man
screamed "EH be a good boy

from now on" and the dirty sar-

castic seagull rejoined "You're

telling me."

All of which leads into my
world of indecision today with

the question "IS OR AINT
JESSE JAMES ALIVE?"

Now I'm walking up Michigan

Boulevard minding my own
business and eating peanuts, and

as you know they dont give you

imany peanuts for a jitney any-

more, I find I am only grinding

down my upper plate so I goes

for a paper. There, on the front

page, in an A.P. dispatch is a

streamer "JESSE JAMES ALIVE
IN OKLAHOMA." Now if some-

one had given me a hypo I

couldnt have jumped higher,

which is a quarter of an inch on

hot days.

Bob Mochrie and Captain

Corky Boasberg has just had me
on the phone and told me we will

have a state-wide premiere of

RETURN OF THE BADMEN in

Oklahoma about July 7, in which

the original Jesse James has a

nice role, and here comes the

original Jesse back to life to help

me out. No Hollywood actors,

suites, cocktail parties and what

have you. but the real original

gun-toting bank robber, Jesse

James, to help us out: And it says

he has been hiding out in Okla-

homa, is 102 years old, etc., etc.

(because I cant read no more
and am even running to the

hotel) . In five minutes I'm got

one of the editors of the Lawton
Constitution on the phone and

Tm saying "Is this is or is this

aint Jesse James?" and hes say-

ing, "He is, but hes pretty old,

has a broken hip and I dont

I\EWS
from

RKO-PATHE
By ED RICE

More than a hundred German
publishers and news editors of

papers licensed in the American
occupied zone saw a special

screening last week of DEMOC-
RACY'S DIARY, recent "This Is

America ' produced by Jay

Bonafield.

The short was the highlight of

a discussion held to help re-orien-

tate German journalists toward a

free press and to establish better

cooperation between wire ser-

vices and German papers.

On this side of the Atlantic,

trade papers and movie critics

have been unanimous in praising

DEMOCRACY'S DIARY for its

accurate and entertaining pres-

entation of the workings of the

free American press. The script

was written by Richard Hanser,

himself a former newspaper man.
(For another appraisal of this

short, see the column on this

page by Arthur Spaeth of the

Cleveland News.)

BORDER WITHOUT BAYON-
ETS, "This Is America " docu-

mentary about the United States-

Canada boundary, is the subject

of an article to be run soon in the

Metropolitan Magazine group, a

Sunday supplement of twenty-six

big-city newspapers, among them
the Baltimore Sun, Chicago Trib-

une, Minneapolis Tribune, Detroit

Free Press, Philadelphia Inquirer,

Washington Star, and Atlanta

Journal.

think can travel AND HE AINT
COMMERCIAL."

Well I arouse Grandma Hick-

ey, who is spreading his beam on

that comfortable chair in that

cute office he has at the Chicago

exchange, a pose he has grown
most adept to. and I says "Get

your beam on a plane and get

into Lawton, Oklahoma, tonight

and leave us sign up Jesse, alive,

dying or dead because he has a

premiere down there come July 7.

"And pick up a print of RE-
TURN OF THE BADMEN, I say

and show it to the old boy, and
find out who he is. Hire an am-

bulance I says, hire out riders

and a stage coach and we'll take

him to the big towns thataway."

And I says a lot of other things

that sort of generated Grandma
into at least a dog trot. And he

finally made a plane.

Well the upshot of the whole

thing is that half of Oklahoma

says he is the original Jesse

James, and the other half says

he aint. SO THERE I AM THIS
MORNING WITH MY INDE-

CISION. Even at that, 1 says to

mvself. THE HALF THAT SAYS
HE IS WILL SURELY BUY
TICKETS and THE OTHER
HALF WILL ALSO BUY TICK-

ETS TO SAY HE AINT.

So if Grandma Hickey has half

the ingenuit> that 1 hope he has,

the ORIGINAL JESSE JAMES
( is he or is he aint ) will be on

tour, via plane, ambulance, come

this July 7, when we launch the

state wide premiere of THE RE-

TURN OF THE BADMEN in

^Xrime Lab"
Scientific crime detection

methods employed by American

police is the theme of this excit-

ing short. The body of a mur-

dered girl is found in an aban-

doned car. Detectives soon pick

up clues, and through painstaking

and far-reaching efforts, gather

evidence to catch the killer. It

has wide general interest. Jay

Bonafield produced and Edward
Montagne directed.

—MOTION PICTURE DAILY

Oklahoma. AND GRANDMA
HICKEY better not come back

without some assurance of that.
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''Years" Big
BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES

in its first engagement at regular

admission prices since the run at

the Aster Theatre, Boston, is off

io a whirlwind start. Intake for

the first day at the Metropolitan,

hHouston, ranks with tho best in

many months.

(Continned from ['(irjc Otic)

Day. Played week to top intake

since Labor Day in RKO situa-

tions, pictures from all compa-

nies. Cedar Rapids, Davenport,

Marshalltown, Dubuque, Sioux

City, Waterloo (10 days). Excel-

lent Grand Rapids, Calgary,

Johnstown, Columbia and Win-

ston-Salem.

I REMEMBER MAMA— Fourth

week Toronto. Third week Oak-

land. Second weeks Indianapolis,

Pittsburgh. Day-dater at Port-

land, Orpheum and Orienfal,

moveover. Excellent at Bakers-

field, San Bernardino, Riverside,

Belvedere Gardens, Huntington

Park. Playing moveover at the

Adams, San Diego, after good

week at the Fox, State and Loma.

Excellent Elmira, Ithaca,- New-

port News, Watertown, Topeka,

Norwich, Stockton, Vallejo, Bur-

lingame, Reno, Lewiston, Me.,

PIttsfield, Portsmouth, N. FH.

MIRACLE OF THE BELLS—At

Portland, Ore., from Orpheum

and Oriental to Music Box.

Played Fox, State and Loma, San

Diego, held over in two houses.

Big week at the Palace, Chicago,

held over. Excellent Greenville,

Ashville, Hornell, Binghamton,

Danbury, Torrington, St. Cath-

arines, Chillicothe, Glens Falls,

Santa Ana, Manitowac, Klamath

Falls, Burlington, Lynn. Moveover

Tucson. Branch Manager Lou El-

man, Milwaukee, says excellent

in out-state situations.

MOURNING BECOMES
ELECTRA — Fourth week Phila-

delphia, second week Cleveland.

TARZAN AND THE MER-

MAIDS — Continues to give a

good account of itself. Made to

order for summer season. Excel-

lent Dayton, Grand Rapids,

Chahopaign. Second week Bir-

mingham.

fih00 KiO\OttS

The Film Bulletin for May 24th

has selected BERLIN EXPRESS

as the exploitation picture of the

v/eek and gives over two pages

to its box-office possibilities.

"Sell drama, suspense, thrills,"

ihe headline says. In addition to

telling in detail of the campaigns

by the advertising, publicity and

exploitation departments, the

wriler outlines many suggestions

of his own, heralding the railroad

ongb as the major ballyhoo Idea.

*

YOUR RED WAGON was

chosen as a starred (exceptional)

picture by the National Board of

Review In its current (May) list.

The same picture has been se-

lected by Louella Parsons as the

best love sfory of the month in

the June Cosmopolitan, out May

30. Cathy O'Donnell and Farley

Granger stage an auspicious

debut as the screen's newest love

team In this forthcoming produc-

tion.

* *

Guy Kibbee presented the

winning award of the National

Board of Review's annual young

people's picture selection poll at

special ceremonies at the Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History,

New York. Winner, Laura Levine,

13. of 1275 Nelson Avenue,

Bronx, received the pocket boc':

carried by Shirley Temple In THE

BACHELOR AND THE BOBBY-

SOXER. She selected eight of the

ten ranking pictures of 1947 on

the National Board of Review's

list. Contest was open to school

students of New York CiPy,

Westchester County, New Jersey

and Connecticut. Twenty-five

other prize winners, from a total

of 1 ,000 entries, will receive other

props used by the players of TFIE

BACHELOR AND THE BOBBY-

SOXER.

Walt Disney's MELODY TIME

has been selected by the Motion

Picture Committee of the New
York Public Schools for its high-

est rating, according to informa-

tion just received from Mrs.

Marie Hamilton, head of the

Committee.

The
Fugitive

Sales Against

Possibilities

(Extended To Week End. Sept. 9)

llith U eek En,l. W«v 20. 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

V/ec k Branch Week

1 . CLEVELAND 1

2. OKLAHOMA CITY 2

3. PITTSBURGH 3

4. SALT LAKE CITY 4

5. PHILADELPHIA 7

6. NEW ORLEANS 5

7. Indianapolis 8

8. Los Angeles 6

9. Sioux Falls 10

10. Denver 9

1 1. Portland 12

12. New York . 21

13. Washington 13

14. Omaha 14

15. Des Moines IS

16. Chicago 17

17. Kansas City 18

18. Memphis 16

19. Seattle 19

20. Detroit 20

21. Charlotte 23

22. Cincinnati . 22

23. Milwaukee 24

24. Minneapolis 25

25. Boston 26

26. St. Louis 28

27. Buffalo 27

28. Dallas 1 1

29. Atlanta 29

30. San Francisco 30

31. Albany 3

1

32. New Haven 32

CANADA
1. MONTREAL 1

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. Calgary
, 3

4. St. John 4

5. Vancouver 5

6. Toronto .. 6

DIVISIONS

1. Eastern 1

2. Western 3

3. North-South
, 2

Sales Against

Possibilities

(Extended To Week End. Sepf. 9)

12th Week End. I\lay 20, 1918

Pos. Pos.

This Latt

Week Branch Week

1. CLEVELAND 1

2. BUFFALO 2

3. DES MOINES 3

4. SALT LAKE CITY 4

5. SAN FRANCISCO 5

6. DENVER
, . 1 1

7. WASHINGTON 6

8. New Haven 7

9. Boston 8

10. Portland 10

1 1. Kansas City 9

12. Omaha 12

13. Detroit 13

14. Los Angeles 14

15. Seattle 15

16. Minneapolis 16

17. Milwaukee 18

18. Sioux Falls 17

1 9
1 7 . 1 N t;W 1 0( X £0

20. Cincinnati 2 1

2 1

.

St. Louis 1

9

22. Oklahoma City 22

23. PIttsburah 20

24.
k > 1

•

Memphis 23

c/o. Albany 24

26. Indianapolis 25

27. Philadelphia 27

28. Chicago 29

29. Dallas 28

30. Charlotte 30

31. New Orleans 31

32. Atlanta , 32

CANADA
1. TORONTO 1

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. Montreal 3

4. Calgary 4

5. Vancouver , 5

6. St. John 6

DIVISIONS

1

.

Western 1

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3
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TOP NOTCH SLEEPER "eH^ Editorial Praise

IN "THE WINDOW,"

A PREVIEW PROVES
By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, June 4:— It's a real pleasure to report

that we have another top-notch "sleeper" in THE WIN-
DOW.

Producer Frederic Ullman,
'

Jr., and Director Ted Tetz- the killers that the lad Is a

laff took their show to the threat to their safety.
RKO - Hillstreet T h e a t re

, . ,. •
,

T J • Lx r -J. r J. 1 hey decide to eliminale
luesday niqht tor its tirst .. . r. .

. •,

I TL i-xi -J J.I
f'lrn at the tirst opportunity,

sneak. I he title evidently ... ., j- ,, .

'

J.J I
, ,1 ' which comes the tollowmq

didn t mean much to the •
i , i i

•
,

I J 1 J J. ,
niqht when his parents are

hard-boiled audience at the
, ^.i ti • rr ^ x

I
. i ,

I I
, both away. I heir ettorts to

biq downtown house — but , -.i i
•

i
• x

..J.J , I
I r J.L GO away with him, culminat-y

ing in a hair-raising chase
it didn't take long for them
to warm up to the convinc- ,i i

i i i -i i

, I
7 . ... through a condemned build-

ing tale ot an imaginative . ^ n i .i ,i -n^
.

I I If ing, really makes the thrills
youngster who ciied wolt ^ , .

' \ r, <un up and down your spine,
ce too otten. -r,

, , !

I he Hillstreet patrons were
As you know, the drama sitting on the edge of their

evolves from the plight of seats all the way, and fre-

the boy after he accidental- quent gasps at the crucial

ly sees a murder committed moments and the rousing
in a near-by apartment. Nei- applause they gave at the
ther his parents, accustomed finish proves what an emo-
to his tall tales, nor the fional wallop this picture
police believe his account oF has.

the affair, but a perfunctory ,.,,1 n ll rv • 11 j
|. • X- Little Dobby Unscoll does

police investigation warns • •
, ,11

on amazing |ob as the boy,

and he handles the difficult

lole like a veteran. Barbara

Hale and Arthur Kennedy as

his worried parents turn in

sterling performances that

are thoroughly belleveable,

and so do Paul Stewart and
Ruth Roman as the murder-

ous couple. Except for a

couple of bit parts, all the

siirring action stems from

these five players, and this

results in a compactness
v/hich adds vastly to the

film's Intense quality.

Mel Dinelli's screenplay

from the well-known story

by Cornell Woolrich doesn't

v/aste a line, and this and
Tetzlaff's effective direction

has enabled Ullman to give

MEMORIAL
By PAT LEE

Just another milestone

Along the road of life,

An everlasting memory
Of those who fell in strife.

The defenders of Old Glory,

May her folds forever wave
O er all our gallant soldier^

Who fill a hero's grave.

To those they left behind
them

Tis fitting here to say,

Remember all these loved

ones

Whe n you are kneeling down
to pray.

May they rest in peace.
May Old Glory's folds forever

wave
O er the forgotten man,

in the not forgotten grave.

At Monroe, mch.. THE MIRACLE OF THE BELLS won editorial

as well as critical acclaim. The writer caught the show early

in its run at the Monroe Theatre operated by the J. R. Dennis-

ton Theatre Co., a partnership of the Butterfield Circuit. Receipts

went soaring and BELLS was held over. Once in a while a

newspaper's editorial department will go all-out in this manner

ii a worthwhile attraction is called to its personal attention.

With an outstanding picture it's well to have the editorial

departments on your news mailing list as well as the reviewers.

MIRACLE with the assist referred to scored with the largest

gross since BELLS OF ST. MARY'S.

I'.iursday. May ff. IJ-JS

THE MONROE COUNTY WEEKLY
Eslablisned 1G35

123 E. FRONT PHONE 1328 MONROE. MICH.

Aciverusing Rates Upon Reque

Tt HMS OF SUBSCWPTION
^ Adv^r.c, and Debvered lo Your 'ome m ^onr^ by (^m .

route bov»

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES

xn-er.can Press Association. 225 W. 39th SU N- T.

Editorial
CONGRATULATIONS TO MR. DENNISTON !

We went to see the "Miiacle of The Bells" and con tnithfuUy

SOY that surely no finer film was ever made. We wish that all

the people of Monroe could see this wonderful picture. From the

line-up Sunday evenmg the picture must have been looked for

by the movie lovers of this community. And when they try to

say that good pictures "do not pay" they surely must be over-

looking pictures like "The Miracle of The Bell."

We therefore take this opportunity to tell Mr. Denniston, that

we liked the picture very much, we believe that the people of

this comm.unity did too. and we congratulate him for having seen

(it to bring such a fine picture to Monroe when many producers

generally look for the other kind of picture.

When pictures like the "Miracle of the Bells" are made and

shown, moving pictures become a blessing to m.ankind and are

bound to uplift the youth of our land instead of helping juvenile

delinquency. Congratulations again to you Mr. Denniston.

an almost documentary real- unquestionably make it a

Ism to the picture. Although ,
• -.l , l- j r j-

TLJc \A/iMr-v/-N\A/ L J.
v/mner With any kind ot audi-

THE WINDOW boasts no

glittering marquee names, surprise 'em all, in-

its vitality and impact will eluding the critics.
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DUNNE" WILL BENEFIT FROM STRONG

WORD OF MOUTH SAY THE TRADES
"Warm, inspiring story"

"Fighting Father Dunne" is a warm, inspiring sfory of a priest's

devotion to his work that will prove a particularly strong boxoffice

attraction in the -family and neighborhood houses. The drama is con-

structed along the orthodox lines of such rehabilitation and social

improvement plots, the fight of the father for funds to support his

newsboys' home, and his futile efforts so save one bad boy. For all its

familiarity, the yarn holds interest, thanks to expert production and

direction and the performances of Pat O'Brien and a cast of in-

gratiating juveniles.

As executive producer. Jack J. Gross has emphasized sure-fire

audience elements, and in the post of producer, Phil L. Ryan coordi-

nates the show with professional ease. Ted Tetzlaff's direction is an

effective blend of comedy and pathos with just enough action to

lend spice.

A foreword takes pains to explain that the problems of newsboys

are vastly different today than they were earlier in the century when

Father Dunne, oberving their horrible condition, opened his first

home for the paper sellers. The screen drama recounts it as a hard

battle uphill involving not only the winning over of the boys them-

selves but of enlisting public support and persuading the newspapers

themselves to improve the youngsters' plight.

O'Brien makes Father Dunne his very own characterization in an

easy going, likeable performance that is as merry and witty as it is

sincerely impressive. Darryl Hickman does an excellent job in the part

of the wayward youth. Charles Kemper, who has done some striking

screen work recently, contributes another grand character portrayal

as the priest's hulking, good-natured Irish brother-in-law. Una O'Con-

nor and Arthur Shields are tremendously valuable as two oldsters who

reluctantly come to the aid of the home. Anna Q. Nilsson does a

beautiful bit as a storekeeper; Ruth Donnelly pleases as the father's

sister, and Harry Shannon, Joe Sawyer and Myrna Dell stand out.

The photography of George E. Diskant, the art direction of Albert

S. D'Agostino, and the editing of Frederic Knudtson comprise the

first rate technical contributions.

—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

"A tine box-ottice potential"

Well done job, capably handled in all divisions; this one should

pay off.

There is a constant display of shrewd handling throughout "Fight-

ing Father Dunne" that will easily put It Into the considerably better

than average class when it hits the nation's screens within the next

few weeks. From this corner the picture has a fine box office potential.

It is fashioned with the stuff that seizes the audience's attention at the

outset and maintains it until the very end getting off en route a

few dozen compassionate, comic, slick and at various times intense

moments of drama.

O'Brien is very good in the lead part which he manages with

thorough conviction. His support is first rate. Ted Tetzlaff's direction

evinces know how and know what. Phil L. Ryan's production Is derived

from a moving story on juvenile reform In St. Louis, circa 1905-07.

Jack J. Gross Is executive producer.

It Is a well written yarn that comes off as a screenplay. William

Rankin did the story which has real life basis. Martin Rackin and
Frank Davis have given his work plenty of fine dialogue and a con-

stant, moving pace which never permits a maudlin note or a dull

second to intrude.

A St. Louis priest, O'Brien humbly begins a home for newsboys
when he investigates their struggle to survive a circulation war and
brings to light illness, a crime potential and all 'round results of un-

derprivileged environment. With permission from his bishop he sets

out by getting various neighborhood merchants to "co-operate" in

his purpose to provide food and shelter.

Starting with five boys his home is constantly growing and it is

O'Brien who keeps It going via his persuasiveness, glib tongue and
fundamental understanding of the Innate good in people and how to

bring it out.

It is a story of constant improvement, well told, with a fine note

struck at the conclusion when one of the boys, misguided by a

brutal parent, winds up on the scaffold for the murder of a policeman.

—FILM DAILY

"Warm and liuman"
"Fighting Father Dunne" is an inspirational piece dealing with

the priest's work with St. Louis newsboys early In the 20th century.

There's a lot of hoke, humor and heart tugs to make It an okay

entry for general situations and the family trade.

Pat O'Brien does an excellent job of making the priest warm and
human, and the story carries satisfactory interest In detailing how
Father Dunne was inspired to better the lives of newsboys when he

found one sick and freezing in a packing case home. Uphill fight for

funds, the newsboys' fight for good corners, the inevitable bad boy
who reforms at the finale, and other details are unfolded leisurely

in the Phil L. Ryan production.

Interest is achieved mainly by the little tricks to which the priest

resorts to carry out his aims, and the good hearts of most of the

people he approaches. There's plenty of humor in the daily situations

faced by Dunne and his boys and these chuckles are abetted by good
work of Charles Kemper, Una O'Connor and Arthur Shields.

Darryl Hickman heads the younger troupe of players as the bad
boy who finally turns to God on the eve of hanging for a murder

he didn't mean to commit. Donn Gift is another who stands out among
youngsters. Anna Q. Nilsson has one sharp scene that Impresses.

Myrna Dell, Jim Nolan, Harry Shannon, Joe Sawyer, Jason Robards

are among others contributing capable performances.

Ted Tetzlaff's direction makes good use of the script material

furnished by Martin Rackin and Frank Davis from a story by William

Rankin, although pace is a bit on the leisurely side. Lensing by

George E. Diskant, art direction, settings, and other technical credits

are standard.

—VARIETY (Weekly)

"Tliey'll tell friends about it"

Pat O'Brien's large and faithful following may be depended upon

to turn out in force for his portrayal here of the priest whose founding

of a home for newsboys in St. Louis back in 1900 is a prime item in

the annals of juvenile welfare, and to tell their friends about It. O'Brien

Is virtually alone in the attraction, as to marquee, as he was In the

fight to establish a haven for the homeless urchins who peddled papers

under the hardships of that era of newspaper circulation battles. His

performance in the role Is easily his best in many years.

The story, set down here in a script by Martin Rackin and Frank

Davis, based on a story by William Rankin, is well and widely known.

Father Dunne, sympathetically drawn to the under-privileged news-

boys, obtains permission from his Archbishop to devote himself to

investigating conditions which have made them subject to the tempta-

tions of petty crime, and forthwith rents an abandoned house wherein

he sets up housekeeping with five of them. By persuasion and per-

sistence, he gradually enlists donors of necessities, finally developing

the project to the status of a well-equipped home harboring more
than 100 youngsters. Darryl Hickman portrays the one boy among
them who, due to fear of his worthless male parent, defaults and Is

penalized by the law for a murder committed In panic.

Others in the cast are Charles Kemper, Una O'Connor, Arthur
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Shields, Harry Shannon, Joe Sawyer and Anna Q. Nilsson. Ted

Tc+zlaff directed for producer Phil L. Ryan and executive producer

Jack J. Gross.

—MOTION PICTURE DAILY

Ideally suited for all"

Back in 1905 Father Peter Dunne founded a home for destitute

St. Louis newsboys. Now RKO Radio has brought to the screen his

story of success over the many obstacles that arose. With Pat O'Brien

in the title role, it is a picture ideally suited for all members of the

family, and for all families.

In telling Father Dunne's story, producer Phil L. Ryan and director

Ted Tetzlaff have maintained a nice balance between the seriousness

of the story itself and the several clever touches of comedy woven
throughout to lighten the mood. As Father Dunne, O'Brien plays

his role with softnes and humility but not without humor. Charles

Kemper, as the priest's rotund, rough and ready brother-in-law,

handles the comedy and this he does quite skillfully.

Based on the story by William Rankin and written for the screen

by Martin Rackin and Frank Davis, the picture opens with the found-

ing of the home. As it grows and more and more boys are taken from

the streets the priest's problems grow. There's rent to be paid, beds

and household equipment and food to be had, and aid to be sought

from the leading citizens of the city. Then there's Father Dunne's

attempts to save Darryl Hickman from the delinquency nurtured by
his criminally-bent father—an attempt which is unsuccessful and re-

sulting in a death penalty for the boy for the murder of a policeman.

Since it is a simple story, simply told, and also a story of the

responsibilities of society, exhibitors should have little trouble in

enlisting church and civic groups to help in the promotion of the

picture.

—MOTION PICTURE HERALD

'A good box-office bet"

Pathos, tender humor and a strong religious theme are woven into

a good boxoffice bet for family situations. Pat O'Brien is warm and
human as the struggling priest who built a home for underprivileged

newsboys in the early 1900s. The story is not dissimilar to "Boys Town"
in that it strikes a note of faith and brotherly love. Deft underplaying

of the more emotional scenes avoids suggestions of saccharine senti-

ment. The laughs are well paced. Una O'Connor and Charles Kemper
contribute two outstanding characterizations with delightful touches

of humor. Arthur Shields, familiar to audiences, is a crusty Irishman

who sponsors O'Brien's project. Darryl Hickman is excellent as the

newsboy O'Brien couldn't save from a life of crime. He accidentally

kills a policeman and is hanged. Heartbroken, O'Brien continues
fighting for his boys. Ted Tetzlaff directed.

—BOXOFFICE

"Should score in any run"

Audience Slant: (Family) This film has strong appeal for everyone,
with the possible exception of super-sophisticates and violently anti-

religious persons. Pat O'Brien and supporting cast are excellent.

Box-Office Slant: Should score in virtually any run. Will benefit

from strong word-of-mouth, plus appeal of O'Brien in this type of role.

Plot: The pastor of a church starts a home for newsboys in 1905 in

St. Louis to keep them off the streets and out of trouble. Only one
boy eludes Father Dunne's efforts, and this youngster, involved in a

robbery, kills an officer and is sentenced to hang. The priest works
desperately to have the sentence commuted, but to no avail. De-
pressed at his failure, his confidence Is restored when a small boy
seeks him for aid.

Comment: Pat O'Brien does one of the best jobs of his long career
as the beneficent priest, and his supporting cast Is excellent. Out-
standing among the talented group of children who enact the roles

of Father Dunne's charges are Darryl Hickman as the ne'er-do-well

and Donn Gift as the saintly lad. The picture has a heart-warming
quality that never becomes saccharine, and yet will leave most audi-
ences with a satisfied feeling in their hearts. The picture should score
In virtually any run. It will benefit from strong word-of-mouth, plus the
appeal of O'Brien in this type of role.

—SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

WeAlERTERS
RADIO'S EXCHANGE OF

An advance selling program has been set up regarding the

LOUIS-WALCOTT fight picture. We are sending out penny post-

cards to all exhibitors advising them to keep a spot open on their

program.

—J. P. SMITH, San Francisco

We are planning well ahead for our forthcoming LOUIS-WAL-
COTT fight picture. Today we mailed a circular letter to all accounts

checking on playdate possibilities. We are now starting to reserve

dates.

—M. NACKIMSON, Winnipeg

Time was spent this week in preparation for our distribution of

the fight picture. A circular letter has been mailed to all accounts
pointing out the keen interest displayed by the public. An analysis

was made of our distribution on the recent fight so that when we are

made aware of the results there will be a maximum of effective

effort and the insuing of even more complete coverage than was
previously attained.

—MURRAY L. DEVANEY. Montreal
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"Will be well received"

"Fighting Father Dunne" Is based upon actual character who
founded Father Dunne's Home for Newsboys in St. Louis, in 1905.

Picture has been warmly presented and enables Pat O'Brien, in

the title role, opportunity to offer an interesting characterization of

man who wielded so potent an influence for good among Missouri

city's under-privileged younger set.

Early portion of film is documentary picturization of Father

Dunne's trials in establishing home, but thereafter script has been

romanticized. Narrative carries authority and has been extremely

well handled considering so many juv characters were interpolated

into plot. Screenplay by Martin Rackin and Frank Davis, from Wil-

liam Rankin's original story, has been directed energetically by Ted
Tetzlaff, who never permitted subject to become too heavy, and
Phil L. Ryan as producer gave film appropriate mounting. Jack J.

Gross is listed as exec producer.

O'Brien scores strongly as priest who goes all-out for his charges,

and inserts note of sincerity into his work which will be well received.

Darryl Hickman plays an older boy who enters home, then leaves

it when disobedience of Father Dunne's instructions lead to serious

injury of Donn Gift, another boy, in newsboy free-for-all with other

paper lads. Gift does a particularly earnest piece of acting. Others
who stand out include Charles Kemper, Jim Nolan, Una O'Connor,
Arthur Shields, Harry Shannon, Myrna Dell and Ruth Donnelly.

—VARIETY (Daily)



7a4CC StoXtf of a real

life Pied Piper . . . Father

Dunne of St. Louis... who

led his gang of roughneck

kids right into the hearts

and homes of the best

people in town. A great guy

who bet on boys—and won!

Produced by PHIL L. RYAN . Directed by TED TETZLAFF • Screen Play by martin RACKIN and FRANK DAVIS • story by WILLIAM RANKIN
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"Fort Apache" Is

Set for Capitol

FORT APACHE, which has an

unbroken series of successes

the box-office throughout the

country will have its New York

premiere at the Capitol Theatre

beginning either the 17th or 24th

of June. The Capitol is the ace

Loew house and a theatre in

which we have not been repre-

sented for many years. FORT
APACHE is expected to pack

'em in at this big theatre for

many weeks.

Publicity Director Harry Man-

del of the RKO Theatre has an-

other of his newspaper fight con-

tests running in the Long Island

Star-Journal. The idea is to pick

the winner of the LOUIS-WAL-

COTT fight, round, minutes and

seconds to figure in the final re-

sults. The Star-Journal is carry-

ing a large coupon for that pur-

pose and coupons are being for-

warded to the RKO Alden Thea-

tre, Jamaica. The first prize is a

$100 savings bond and runner-up

awards of $50 and $25 bonds.

(Continued on Page Sixteen)

Statement by Dore Scliary
There have l)een a mimher of rumors concerning

a change of production management at RKO. This state-

ment is made with the desire to dispel all of these rumors.

I have had a number of talks with Mr. Howard Hughes

and we are in complete accord on present policy and ou

the projected program for RKO. We have a big schedule

of pictures planned and all of us at RKO must now

stop listening to rumors and bend all of our energies

to making as many good pictures as we possibly can.

—DORE SCHARY

LEFKO, SILVERMAN PROMOTED ^''''"^^

^

M. Lefico

Robert Mochrie has announced two additional and
highly important promotions from within the ranks. Maurice
E. Lefko who has been branch manager at Pittsburgh moves

up to Eastern Central District chief, re-

placing Milton Cohen, resigned. David C.

Silverman, salesman at Pittsburgh, ad-

N'ances to the post of branch manager to

fill the vacancy brought about through

Lefko's promotion.

Both these RKOers have moved up the

ladder through successive steps. Mr. Lefko

has been branch chief at Indianapolis and

has held several posts on his way up. hHe

first loined Pathe some 18 years ago and

came to RKO Radio in 1932.

Dave Silverman although born after the

turn of the century has been with Pathe

and then RKO Radio for some 25 years.

He was booker under Mr. Mochrie at Pitts-

burgh In 1927 when the latter was branch
manager.

The change for the two becomes effec-

tive Monday, June 14th.

All RKOers will join in hearty congratu-
lat ions to Messrs. Lefko and Silverman who have had long

and successful careers with this organization.

By TERRY TURNER

CINCINNATI, June 8—With eight days to go before

Frank Buck's ORIGINAL BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE unveils

in its area premiere spearheaded from this city we have
close to three thousand dollars in the till and expect from
eight to ten thousand by the time we really kick off.

Hero's how. The Cincinnati Enquirer and the nation's

station VVLW combined to raise money to replace Susie

a gorilla that kicked off at the Cincinnati zoo. The Idea Is

to sell tickets one dollar for adults and fifty cents for

children well in advance of the opening date, the gorilla

(Cont))nied on Page Six)

D. Silverman

RKO Is Industry

Leader at B. 0.

A Survey Reveals

A survey by Boxoffice Maga-

zine which appears in the June

5th number reveals that RKO
Radio is leading the industry for

the season in hits. The first-run

reports are based on playdales

in 2 1 key cities as reported to

(Continued on Page Two)
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Special Approach

For Nafsonal Ads

on ''Father Dunne"

A specialized approach in

advertising to reach beyond

the average movie fan is

shown in RKO Radio's cam-

paign for FIGHTING FA-

THER DUNNE.

In addition to Life and Look

magazines, Young America

was also included. Religious

publications chosen for the

schedule by S. Barret McCor-

mick were Young Catholic

Messenger, Extension, St. An-

thony Messenger, The Sign,

Messenger of the Sacred

Heart and Our Sunday Visitor.

The campaign, now current-

ly under way, was initiated in

a series of Pic-Tour ads ap-

pearing in Life, Look and Col-

lier's magazines.

The over-all coverage re-

sulted in an imposing circula-

tion of 43-mIllion constituting

a pre-selling effort reaching

beyond the ordinary advertis-

ing penetration.

Mitchum Signs

Robert Mitchum, whose fan

mail has shown the most sensa-

tional rise in the shortest time

of any star ever under contract

by RKO Radio, has been signed

to a new long-term contract.

With both RACHEL AND THE

STRANGER and BLOOD ON
THE MOON completed but not

ycl released, Mitchum will have

for his next assignment at RKO
one of the stellar roles in BAT-

TLEGROUND.

"Time" Honored
MELODY TIME, Walt Disney's

new musical comedy with color

by Technicolor now in its third

week at the Astor Theatre, New
York, has received the highest

rating category of the Motion

Picture Committee of the New
York Schools. Mrs. Marie Hamil-

ton heads the committee.

LEADER
(Contmned from Page One)

Boxofflce and It Includes pictures

from all companies. With 100 as

average business, RKO Radio has

18 attractions over that marker,

headed by BACHELOR AND
THE BOBBY SOXER with 179%

end FORT APACHE and

SECRET LIFE OF WALTER
MITTY with 160%. Only one of

our pictures Is beiow average and

that is a western. RKO Radio has

more pictures "over" than any

other company and the average

"over" tops that of all other com-

panies.

VIomen's Champ in Sportscope

Brisson Sails

Frederick Brisson, executive

producer. Independent Artists

(Rosalind Russell-Dudley Nichols-

Frederick Brisson), sailed Wed-

nesday, June 9, on the Queen

Mary, for England. He is taking

along a first print of Independent

Artists first production, THE

VELVET TOUCH.

While abroad, Mr. Brisson will

set up offices and representation

for Independent Artists in Lon-

don and Paris, similar to those

recently established in New York.

During his London stay he will

also conclude final arrangements

for the production of THE KING
OF DIAMONDS, exciting life

story of the late Barney Barnato.

An agreement has been made
with Woolf Barnato, his son and

only living heir, who will act as

technical adviser on the produc-

tion.

Mr. Brisson will later visit Den-

mark where he will prepare for

the filming of his father's life

story WITHOUT MAKEUP.
While in Europe he will also con-

duct a search for a new leading

man for Dudley Nichols' first In-

dependent Artists picture, as yet

untitled. This is an original ro-

mantic comedy which will re-

quire a Scandinavian or middle

European leading man, around

25 years of age. He will set up
tests and hopes to bring his

"find" back with him, since pro-

duction on the Nichols picture

will start In late August. Dudley

Nichols will be producer-writer-

director of the film.

Mr. Brisson Is scheduled to re-

turn to New York around July 20.

LOUISE SUGGS of Atlanta who won the British women's ama-
teur championship last week and who appears in the

Sportscope MUSCLES AND THE LADY with Frank Stranahan.

Louise defeated Jean Donald of Scotland on the final green

at St. Ane s-On-Sea one up. Miss Suggs is now holder of the

British, the USGA, the Western open and amateur, the Southern

and the North and South titles. Frank Stranahan is playing

this week in the U.S. open. Both Stranahan and Tommy Armour
will play in the British open. The Sportscope has been booked
in the Radio City Music Hall with the "Emperor Waltz,"

which will open either this week or next week. Harry Michalson
has announced a tradepaper advertising campaign, full page,

to include the Motion Picture Herald, Motion Picture Daily,

Film Doily, Boxoffice, Exhibitor, Showmen's Trade Review,
Canadian Digest, Canadian Film Weekly, Independent, Film

Bulletin, Greater Amusements. The page also will be used in

Bcb Harlow's "Golf World," only golf weekly in the country,

published of Pinehurst, N.C. Bob has written up the short on

several occasions. The U.S.G.A. golf magazine the Journal

will use an article on the Sportscope. Copies of both publica-

tions will be sent to the branches at a later date. No matter

what its length a motion picture that is interesting and exciting

cmd long enough to tell a story is a feature. So our one-reeler

is a feature and a timely one. In the hands of the Showmanship-
Spoitsmanship Company, it should go big right from the tee-off.

Nichols' Contract

Dudley Nichols has been signed

by RKO Radio to a long-term

producer-director-writer contract

under the terms of which he will

make one picture annually for this

studio.

Simultaneously, Production
Chief Dore Schary announced

that Nichols' initial production

under the new contract will be

STORY X, an original by Col-

umnist Samuel Grafton of such

unique content that the studio

will not disclose its theme until

the film is ready for release.

STORY X will be handled as

one of RKO's special projects

Champ Away
Lou Miller our golf champ I;

off on his annual vacation trek to

Buck Hill Falls out Pennsylvania

way. Wavering from 84 to 100

Louis is dissatisfied with his game

and he'll be hitting those Penn

sylvania hills morning, afternoo;

and evening, Mrs. Miller permit

ting. Harry Pimstein and othei

In Lou's class are reported tc

have local scouts set to wire in

all scores under 80.

and will go into production fol-

lowing the completion of the next

Dudley Nichols assignment for

Independent Artists, of which he

Is a participating member.



BERLIN EXPRESS on long stop on Broadway. Here are various shots of theatre front and crowds on

opening night at the Victoria, on Broadway, where our melodrama has just wound up a three-week

run. Like DESIGN FOR DEATH which follows into the Victoria, BERLIN EXPRESS rides continuously

with the headlines breaking out of Berlin and Tokyo.

Wallman Promoted
While in Paris recently Phil

Reisman, RKO-Radio vice-presi-

dent in charge of foreign distri-

bution, decided that Carl Wall-

man should have the title of

Scandinavian general nnanager.

Conferment of the title officially

makes Wallman supervisor of

RKO-Radio activities In Norway,

Sv/cdcn Denmark and Finland.

A LOBBY DISPLAY which was so artistic and spectacular thai

it attracted widespread attention and a three-column spread

in the newspaper was recently created by Manager Theresa

Berkman of the Chief Theatre, Pueblo, Colorado, for THE

MIRACLE OF THE BELLS. Mrs. Berkman was the former

Theresa Mehalovitz, who has managed the theatre several

years and has become quite well known for her brilliant

exploitation.

—T. BIDWELL McCORMICK

lw!efti!nks perhaps those who declare

holidays should also declare a DAY
OF REST so all with "Sun-Boins" and

Stiff-Necks" could benefit by it. We
Itrow how those with said Sun-Bolns

-c" e~ . . . but the Stiff-Neclts ...?..

What ho! Rumor has \i this "B & B"

Team are the famous "after dinner"

liqueurs "Benedictine & Brandy" . . .

Mebbe so . . . WHAT SOOD IS ONE
WITHOUT THE OTHER??

Our Ever-Sc-Popular Boolckeeper,

orerfy blonde Doris Droste. received a

SUPER-WONDERFUL Memorial Day

gift from the Bell Telephone Company

. . . you guessed it ... a new phone.

Wonder how her mommie is enjoying

her new job of telephone operator at

MIDNIGHT for all the late callers?

Keep us posted . . . Won'tcha Doris??

And incidentally. Doris is in bad shape
^hese days from horseback riding . . .

Wonder how the poor horse survived. . .

Our vacationists this year seem to

be doing lots of traveling . . . Beulah

Brant and her daughter, Sus"e, are

spending a blissful? two weeks in

Canada. And IF YOU KNEW SUSIE,

you'd know Beulah's vacation won't be
all FUN AND FANCY FREE.

'• 1 Frierdich ana a Triena are

spending -wo weeks In the "Big City
"

Yep! You're right . . . Wonder how
the boys like being tourists in New
York?

We see that our own Guy PIsani is

one of the twenty-five leading "Short

Subject" Salesmen. We're proud of

you Guy.

When spring blossoms forth generally

all the fellas young 'n old alike get

their hair clipped in CREW CUTS!

. . . but this year the gals, namely Betty

Andes, secretary to Tom Williamson,

and Edis Brown, the newly—wed book-

er's secretary, have gotten themselves

an early start with little girl BANGS.
bc-n lock charmin' . . .

More next week.

—YOURS B & B



WORLD

AT THE

.

AN ALL-OUT TREAT FOR

ANY TYPE OF audience:
—M. P. HERALD

''Belongs strictly in the 'can't-miss'

category . . . Will have great thera-

peutic value for whatever it is that's

ailing the boxoffice."

-DAILY VARIETY

"Skedded for top biz . . . certain to

please every audience strata and

send them away happy."

-FILM DAILY

"A formidable boxoffice magnet . . .

every member of the family will want

to see it."

-SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

''High-spirited musical blend of fun

and fantasy . . . Assured appeal for

all ages." -M.P. DAILY

"Should strike wide appeal . . .There's

meat for all . . . Rates top credit."

. -VARIETY

"Unreservedly recomnjended . . . Will

OS

i; 1. ......

show Disney has made, and should 2

so record itself at the turnstiles." ^
-BOXOFFICE

^

"Should find plenty of popular ap-

peal . . . Entertainment for ail types

of audience." -THE EXHIBITOR

Released thru RKO RADIO PICTURES

with these great

ROY ROGERS • DENNIS Di

FREDDY MARTIN * ETHEL SMIT»

THE PIONEERS • THE DINNINt



tewTiONHMICOfLQII Song mi Sfar Show

$

Wonderful new Disney stars like "Pecos Bill," "Johnny Appleseed,"

'Little Toot," "Sluefoot Sue," and others ... in Disney's gayest

^orld of laughter, melody, beauty and color.

© W.D.P.

ifice names singing and playing7SONG HITS!

HHE ANDREWS SISTERS • FRANCES LANGFORD

BJDDY CLARK • FRED WARING ^'^N^nvAN.ANs • SONS OF

ASTERS ' JACK FINA * luana pahen and bobby driscoll
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Ray Whitley and His Cowboy Singers will be u£:ed in the Southwest for the Oklahoma and

Texas area premiere on RETURN OF THE BAD MEN. Ray is virtually an RKOer. He mado
musical shorts fcr us a decade ago and also has appeared in our westerns.

BRING ^EM BACK
(Coiitiiiiird from I'lUjr One)

fund getting fifty percent

of the sale and the RKO
Grand getting the other

half. WLW threw Ruth

Lyons, their best woman
comnnentator, into the deal

with the result that Ruthie is

hammering the idea at each

of her morning shows and

she will do six shows in six

mornings from the stage at

the Grand. These morning

shows will run from 8:30 AM
to 9:15 AM which assures

us capacity openings six out

of the seven mornings.

Hughie Mackenzie who
made this deal went further

by lining up 1200 news car-

riers of the Columbus Dis-

patch not only for a cam-

paign but for three hundred

dollars for their admission

for the kick off show at the

Grand in Columbus. To out-

do himself this grandson of

a Canadian Prime Minister

stepped over to Indianapolis

and did the same thing for

1700 newsboys of the In-

dianapolis Times to the tune

of three hundred and forty

dollars and a campaign.

That's going pretty good to

date so we are very hopeful

here for some extraordinary

results in cash as well as

campaign material.

It's pretty hard to drive

around this burg without

seeing some of the Buck pa-

per splashed on the walls and

WLW as well as the Enquii-

er daily yarn seems to be

drumming it into the ears of

the local movie fans. Harry

Reiners has placed better

than ten thousand circus

heralds around the schools

which break for the summer
two days after we open
here. The dates to date here

are: Cincinnati branch, 37;

Cleveland, 34, and Indiana-

polis 2 I

.

A call from New England

brings forth the news thai

the Boston exchange now has

I I
;
Buffalo, 8; New Haven,

7 and Albany, 6. The Hearst

Boston newspapers: The

Record, The American and

The Advertiser started their

campaign to name the Frank

Buck elephant and will be

pouring it on for three

weeks. Yankee Network sta-

tions are backing up the

campaign with nice place-

ments on the six 15 minuTj

Frank Buck transcriptions.

Frank Buck has arrived in

New York and will join me in

Columbus Sunday, June 13.

Frank will make Columbus on

the fourteenth, then Cleve-

land the fifteenth, Cincin-

nati the sixteenth, Indiana-

polis the seventeenth, Tole-

do the eighteenth, back to

Cleveland the ninteenth,

Buffalo on Sunday the twen-

tieth and into Boston and
the New England by Mon-
day the twenty first.

Most of the theatres In this

territory are going for spe-

cial fronts and local ballyhoo

to back up this picture. The

same identical atmosphere

reigns as I remember it be-

fore we opened the reissues

of Disney's SNOW WHITE
AND THE SEVEN

DWARFS.

Harry Reiners, Hugh Mac-

kenzie and Bob Haley have

been doing their usual fine
||

job on the picture while

"Mouse" Banghart Is knock-

ing himself out on a parade

for Boston the opening day.

He phones he will even have

Red King of the RKO Thea-

tres, who does slightly re-

semble our elephant, riding

the beast into the Boston

Commons where Mayor

Curley will officially accept

it from Frank Buck. Mel Ma-

succo, whom we know as the

Ziegfield of Boston and Re-

vere Beach, will probably

shun us unless we have some

queen ride our elephant in

the parade. That's about all

to report except that Hugh
Mackenzie our Canuk field

man out this way becomes

a citizen of our fair country

this week and they like him

so much they want him to

make a speech about it to-

morrow night in some high

school. "Blowsie" and my-

self will be in the front row

as compatriots from the

Bronx with a steady cheer

also a product of the Bronx.

"Grandma" Hickey weighs

in with a letter from Okla-

homa City that already he

has fifty three dates for his

area premiere on THE RE-

TURN OF THE BAD MEN
which starts down there July

seventh. We will also have

Ray Whitley and his Hill Billy

or should I say Cowboy Sing-

ers for a flock of dates down
there and also the gent who
claims he is the original

Jesse James. "Grandma"
Hickey is still disturbed over

the fact that many people

down there do not think he

is Jesse James. As a matter

of fact "Grandma" is send-

ing me daily proof to that

effect but if I can possibly

do it we are going to have

Jesse James, is he or is he

ain't, at Guthrie, Oklahoma,
for the kickoff July seventh.

That's all for today.



FLASH NEWS OF "JOAA OF ARC
To i:epp you posted on pro^re s o:i onr if the

fjzo'it importr.nt pictures of nil time. '^LASH :ciJ

brinf! you ilrins here each trrek touching nil orf«

of phases of this amazing production.

Accent on action! Joan v/as

France s greatest warrior. Knov/-

ing the work of Victor Flenning.

you can imagine how he takes ad-

vantage of every opportunity for

nnovement and spectacle in his

JOAN OF ARC. Remennber the

burning of Atlanta in Gone
With the Wind ... the air thrill:

in Test Pilot,' and the sea se-

quences in Captains Courage-

ous? " They literally pale before

the excitement of many of the

martial sequences in JOAN.

Jose Ferrer and George Cou-

louris are now making Broadway

news with their City Center rep-

ertory productions, latest ot

which is the stunning fantasy.

"The Insect Comedy. They ap-

pear together, also, in the Berg-

man -Wanger- Fleming triumph

JOAN OF ARC—Ferrer as the

Datiphin, Coulourls as Robert de

Baudricourt. Two other members
of the JOAN cast. Richard Ney
and John Ireland (who play the

Duke of Clermont and Genera'

St. Severe), recently appeared
together on the stage in The

Rats of Norway, while Hurc
Hatfield, Father Pasquerel cf

JOAN, is now appearing wit!i

Judith Evelyn in the pre-Broad-

way run of "On Approval.

Philip Bourneuf, veteran of many
Broadway plays and now opening

the Bucks County Playhouse seo-

son, is another JOAN cast mem-
ber playing the role of a Cardinal

who sits in judgment.

An estimated 20,000,000 per-

sons read the Sunday edition of

the New York Daily News—and
it percolates all over America.

It's doubtful if the face on the

cover of last Sunday s issue was
unfamiliar to any of them. What
they saw, of course, was a strik-

ing color cover of Ingrid Berg-

man, taken on her recent trip to

New York and featuring her

JOAN coiffure.

Ingrid-the-lncomparable Is the

subject of more magazine arti-

cles than any other actress. Now

:I"C s even the motivating force

of a fiction story. Read the

charming piece. The Boy Who
Lcved Bergman, by Virginia

Oakey, in the June Ladies Home
Journal. Although classed as fic-

and
ever

per-

" cn, -ne iTory -j; ; ca5.i '

fact according to Miss Oakey,

who herself was a small-city film

critic. And although there are

many "boys who love Bergman,
"

the youngster whose career was
hitched to the star In the story

was patterned after a real-life ac-

quaintance of the author.

Another particularly effective

June magazine story on JOAN
OF ARC Is Pic Magazine's four-

page layout which covers the

production proper, as well as

Two ^7oan^^ Previews
By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, June I I :—Three months ago I had the

pleasure of telling you what a marvelous picture JOAN
OF ARC was shaping up to be, even in rough-cut form.

Since Thar rime Prooucer Wan-
ger and Director Fleming have more than 500 comment cards

—

been polishing their masterpiece, and you should read them!
and recently they held two sneak "The most wonderful
previews, one at Santa Barbara s deeply moving picture
Granada Theatre and one at the made"—"Miss Bergman's
Palms in Phoenix, Arizona. From formance is a revelation"— "Its
^hose two showings ihey go+ back beauty and sincerity leave me

speechless"
—

"The picture of the
century"

—"Now j know Ingrid

Bergman Is the screen's greatesr
actress" — "Truly a wonderful
experience" — "A bouquet of
crchids to all concerned"—ex-
pressions like these abound all

ihrough the stack of cards, and
hey reflect the terrific impac,'-

that the show has on every spec-
tator.

For, unlike most of the bigger
creen offerings of recent years
JOAN OF ARC is a vivid and
:ompellIng chapter of history; a
:hapter unspoiled by dragged-in
romance, and undlstorted in mai-
'ers of historical fact. This real-
ism gives the film a far greater
emotional punch than it could
possibly have had if its makers
had twisted the story around for
dramatic effect, and the result is

a show that grips an audience
lor more than two hours in a way
i hey 11 never forget.

From its opening shots in the
little Lorraine village, through
Joan s perilous cross-country
'Ide to see her leader and her
efforts to rediscipline and incite,

'he picture builds in intensity to
ihe stirring battle scenes when
Joan and her captains break the
English siege of Orleans.

The coronation of the Dauphin
n the great cathedral at Rheims
3 one of the most spectacular se-

quences ever photographed, and
Charles' abandonment of the girl

who made him King of France,
her capture and prolonged trial,

and her death at the stake in

Rouen, all strike an amazing note
of utterly life-like drama.

Sensational use of Technicolor,

controlled in power to the point
where almost every scene is like a
great painting, and the superb
work of Miss Bergman In the title-

role and of the many brilliant

stage and screen notables who
lend their talents to the produc-
tion, all help to make this the
truly magnificent offering that it

is, one of the greatest picture;

of all time.

57'-|,sir,g pictorial sidelights on the

making of the picture. Ingrid In

armor is exciting news these days
—Pic is using this layout as the

top feature in Its widespread
newspaper campaign on the con-

tents of this month's Pic.

Reporting that JOAN OF
ARC has been the subject of

terrific raves to sneak ' audi-

ences, the World-Telegram's tr-

skine Johnson asserts It will be
the leading contender for the

1948 Oscar.
"
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Promotional campaigns are under way for THE VELVET Circulation unknown.

TOUCH which are going to put this Independent Artists' pro- WINDOW DISPLAYS (To run for two months)

duction well up with the major campaigns of this phase of Cut-outs six foot high, window strips and small counter
marketing by the Showmanship Company. Frederick Brisson cards. Estimated circulation .5.5,000,000.

has compiled a list complete to this time of the commercial TOTAL ESTIMATED CIRCULATION 157,000,000 (PLUS
tie-ups which have been contracted for. There will be a good POSTING CIRCULATION)
many offshoots to these.

^^^^^^ ^^^p
Herewith is a breakdown of the cooperative campaigns

Pour-oolor full-page ads will he carried in leading maga-
lo date: zines, list to come. These are heing handled through the

jyj^^ F4CTOR ^' Thompson Company of New York.

McCALLS—September (On Sale August 29) .3,569,142
BAGMO-POSTMAN

LADIES HOME JOURNAL—Sept. Gloves: What this company is contemplating ia the

, 4 . 4 AQo oQ^ manufacture of a Rofalind Russell glove for distribution(On sale August 29) 4,o8z,zod
, , . .-.mfx . -i i i i it .

™r^.«r\ «T.^ ,»^,.rr^^..r. . ».,w^.«T ^ . ^ ^ A ^ ^ tlirough thcir 2.500 retail outlets throughout the United
WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION—September 3,728,411 ^^.^^J ,

^^^,1
XOTAI 1 1 Q7Q 78}*

. . . . .. .
.

ii.-^^v.ioo DIAMOND RING CONTEST
It IS planned also for window displays and counter cards.

The theme of a proposed contest with diamond rings as

DEL MONTE COFFEE prizes will be the following sentence: "l have seen Rosalind
Russell in THE VELVET TOUCH and I think it's a wonderful

AMERICAN WEEKLY— picture because" . . . (furnish answer in 25 words). Winner
(Already appeared May 2nd) 9.052,251 to receive $250 ring.

THIS WEEK— (Already appeared May 9lh) 8,473,057 PERFUME—DEBOER & LIVINGSTON
NEW YORK NEWS (black and while) 4,76.5,721 ^. . , „ „ . ,

HOUSTON CHRONICLE 178,651 „ ^•*"""t,n"'' 1^ l'"!"'"*"'
Revelry, jSzO an oz., made bv the manufacturers of Crepe

SEATTLE TIMES 226,50.5 Chine, famous perfume. This new French perfume will

LOUISVILLE COURIER JOURNAL 258,162 he exclusive with Saks Fifth Avenue, New York, and I.

KANSAS CITY STAR 366,551 Magnin on the Coast, and 800 top dealers in each locality

New York suburban areas 770,260 throughout the U. S.

California small town areas 94,589 SARDIS

Small papers throughout country 2,574,03.5 The back page of the menu will announce the picture a

TOTAL 26 749 783 "Kfth prior to its release and possibly during the first part of
' ' its run.

Posters for window and counter displays are in the RUBEL JEWELRY
i»rocess of being made ui) now and will follow some time ^ . i • i i . . i t^t i

! . 1 -11 T .1 II • t • , I wo pictures to be displayed in the windows, one on r illn
later, and will stav up through showing oi picture. . ' , , , ' ...... . . .

' I Avenue and the other on ritty-ninth Street, during July and

CHESTERFIELD CIGARETTES August.

Several potential tie-ups which have no! been fully
August and September issues. developed include:

^^^'^ The Ronson Lighters.
NEWS WEEK
SATURDAY EVENING POST
TIME The following magazines have carried editorial, or pic-

NEW YORK MIRROR torial material on THE VELVET TOUCH, or on Rosalind

UNITED STATES NEWS Russell during the past several months.

MOTION PICTURES MAGAZINE REDBOOK (May Issue) NEWSWEEK MOVIELAND

TRUE CONFESSIONS LOOK (Feb. Issue) FORTNIGHT MOVIE LIFE

MOVIF STORY LIFE CUE MOVIES (Feb.)

MOVIF livr PARENTS TODAY'S WOMAN MOVIE SHOW
MOVIE LlhE COSMOPOLITAN NEW YORKER (Mar.-Feb.)

MOVIES HARPERS WESTERN FAMILY SCREENLAND
MOVIE STAR PARADE TIME PHOTOPLAY (Feb.) (Mar. Feb.)

PERSONAL ROMANCES CHARM MODERN SCREEN SILVER SCREEN (Mar.)

AMERICAN LIBERTY (Jan. Issue) PIC MOVIE STARS PARADE

RFHROOK TOWN AND COUNTRY McCALLS SCREENGUIDE (Feb.)

PARADE MOTION PICTURE JUNIOR BAZAAR
College newspapers throughout the country. CINEMA
Estimated total circulation on the above magazines — ,. . ,. . , , . . , i iRegarding the editorial and pictorial coverage scheduled

' ' to appear during the next three months, the following is

RADIO scheduled:
Spot announcements for two weeks around national re-

j^^^.^LAND SILVER SCREEN MOVIE LIFE
lease date—60,000,000. This in addition to a vast amount ,>hoTOPLAY MOTION PICTURE MOVIE STARS PARADE
of current radio time. PIC MOVIE PLAY SCREENGUIDE

POSTING THE WOMAN

Streetcars, subways anil trains throughout the nation— There is a possibility of covers being done by Time or
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"Melody Time"

Tops for Songs

Eight of the ten songs in V/alt

Disney's MELODY TIME have

been waxed and made available

to the record-playing public in

albums. Besides the albums 40

platters have been cut by such

talents as Sammy Kaye, Vaughn

Monroe, Tex Ritter, Larry Clin-

ton, Jack Smith, Shep Fields.

Andy Russell, Dick Jurgens, Foy

Willing, Phil Brito and Lawrence

Weik.

The dial twisters have alsc

come In for a steady barrage of

songs from the film's melodic

score. Most recent plugs Include;

June 2— WEAF, Prudentlal-J.

Berch, Pecos Bill;" June 3 —
WEAF, Sealtest - Starlighters,

"Blue Shadows:" WJZ, Paul

Whiteman Club, "Blue Shadows;

June 4—WJZ, Breakfast Club,

"Blue Shadows;" June b—WEAF
Manhattan Merry Go Round,

"Blue Shadows;" WJZ, Coast-to-

Coast, "Apple Song;' WABC,
Hire's, "Blue Shadows;" June 7

—

WEAF, Carnation Hour, "Pecos

Bill:
' June 8 — WEAF, Phillip

Morris, "Blue Shadows; June 9

—WABC, Bayers, Blue Shad-

ows: June 10—WOR, Revere

Camera, Blue Shadows; June

If _ WEAF, Waltztlme, "Blue

Shadows;" June 12 — WJZ,
Hitching Post, "Blue Shadows;

WABC, Pet Milk, Blue Shad-

ows.

Following are advance dates:

June 13—WABC, 5:30 PM,

Electric Hour - Frankie Carle,

"Pecos Bill.

June 14—WEAF, 10:00 PM,

Carnation Hour, "Blue Shadows
and Pecos Bill."

June 16 — WEAF, 8:00 PM,
Colgate-Dennis Day Show, "Blue

Shadows;' WEAF, 10:00 PM,
Texaco-Gordon MacRae, Blue

Shadows.

June 20— WABC, 7:00 PM,
Wrigley - Gene Autry, "Blue

Shadows.

PHOTO taken at the Presentation Convent, San Francisco, just prior to a special showing
of FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE for the Sisters cf Northern California. More than 500 Sisters

attending this screening, which was arranged by Father Vincent McCarthy, director of the

Prcpagation of Faith. We also screened the picture for the faculty at the University of San
Francisco which is a Catholic college. FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE is slated to open at the

Golden Gate late this month.
—JOE LONGO

Clean House

Edgar Kennedy attempts to

prove to his wife that he can

clean their two-story house witnin

three hours. The trouble starts

when he uses too much soap in

the washing machine, but Ken-

nedy is unaware that the suds are

running over into the kitchen. He
finds he can't make beds and

doesn't know how to cook. In

desperation Kennedy hires a maid

while his wife and in-laws are out.

She finishes the cleaning, but

leaves as Kennedy and his family

discover the kitchen is fiooded

with suds.

—BOXOFFICE

Life.

Much publicity will of course accrue through the song.

"The Velvet Touch." which is to be published by Frank

Sinatra and recorded by him.

In addition to all the above. Miss Russell has appeared

on the radio while in the east, including the Radie Harris

program last Thursday. June 3rd, and has been interviewed

by manv magazine and newspaper critics.

This tabulation is as of May 14th and new developments

will be listed from time to time. Use this page for your

selling, ausnnented of course bv the national advertising

schedule iov THE VELVET TOUCH.

WeAlERtEBS
RKO RADIO'S EXCHANGE OFUDEAS!

We screened FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE for the heads of the

Catholic Church. They are enthused about the picture and a tie-up

has been arranged with all parochial schools in Buffalo. I am sure

that this will add many dollars to the gross of the picture at the 20th

Century Theatre. —J. G. CHINELL

\f e have already received several letters of requests for
dates for the LOl !S-W ALCOTT fight picture. There seems
to be a tremendous amount of interest worked up over the

territory. —GIFF DAVISOy. Salt Lake City

Field Man Russ Morgan had a very effective tie-up with the

Board of Education for the Seattle engagement of I REMEMBER
MAMA through his contact with the public relations director of the

public schools. Arrangements were made for a special screening

for the editors of the high school papers, their teachers and princi-

pals. Also the leaders of the school board were invited.

The students will be graded on their reviews and they will be

featured in the last edition of the eight high school papers. Dick

Hays, amusement editor of the Seattle Times, covered the screening

and will also use excerpts of the best reviews in his column. This was

in addition to the vast Bon Marche department store tie-up.

—E. A. LAMB, Seattle
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L. to R. Arthur De Bra, director of community alfairs lor MPAA, standing behind Pete Thorn,
RKO salesman, Dick Lange, RKO branch maniger, Ted Gamble, president TOA, Mrs. Joseph
Chessner chairman of the motion picture committee of the General Federation, George Mur-
phy, screen star, who addressed the audience preceding the premiere, and Field Man Russ
Morgan, who assisted Mr. De Bra and Joe Rsddy, representative cf the Disney Studio, in

making arrangements for this premiere.

SEATTLE—The General Federation of Women's clubs held a national convention in

Portland May 25 through May 28th. A world premiere of Walt Disney's MELODY TIME
v/as given May 27, Thursday night, as part of the program. Over 2,000 members re-

ceived the picture with enthusiasm, and applauded several times during the showing.

There were representatives from every state in the union. The newspapers gave this pre-

miere front page stories, and mentioned in all convention news. The photo was made at a

tea and cocktail party for the nation's press given by Arthur De Bra, director of MPAA.
This was another instance of RKO stealing the show!

—RUSS MORGAN

June 19//)

H. M. LYONS Atlanta

HARRIET J. GARY Kansas City

VINCENZA C. PANDOLFO Boston

GLORIA KNISS Denver

ERNESSTINE DeRYAN San Francisco

June 2\st

EVELYN DEVORE Seattle

ESTELLE VESTER Buffalo

MILTON A. LIPSNER Minneapolis

DAVID G ARTHUR Omaha

DOREEN HILTS Calgarv

June llnd

K. F. HORNE
FRANK P RAY
ROBERT P. ABLESON
EMU IE A. TEESE
GEORGIA STOKAS
MAUREEN RYAN

Home Office

Pittsburgh

Los Angeles
New York

Home Office

Home Office

June llrd

HENRY HOLMS
ROSLYN BAND
JUNE GORDON

Home Office

Home Office

Montreal

Miss Coley Here
Marian Coley of the Detroit

exchange is in New York this

week on vacation and her second

visit to the big town. Miss Coley

is taking in shows and ball games

among other things. She has been

with RKO Radio for some four

years. She is now cashier at the

branch and previously was a

booker. Miss Coley is FLASH
correspondent for Detroit and

promises to give us a column on

her New York visit.

June 24f^

IRXX'IN W. GODWIN. Jr.

JOSEPH A. McCORMICK
JEANNE P. YANNESSA
EILEEN MURPHY
FRANK GUTHRIE
DOUGLAS JAMIESON

June l^ih

lOUELLA REAMS
MARY D. MURRAY
JOHN ACCARDO
NATHALIE ANDERSON
JUNE RUNYON

Des Moines
Pittsburgh

Philadelphia

Chicago
Seattle

Chicago

Kansas City
Washington

Chicago
Minneapolis

Qeveland

Water Carnival

Aids ''Mermaids"
When the city of Richmond,

Virginia, staged a public two-

day water carnival and aquatic

spectacle on a recent weekend,

Dave Kamsky of Neighborhood

Theartes Circuit tied-ln his en-

gagement TARZAN AND THE
MERMAIDS at the State and

Capitol Theatres.

This ballyhoo, emphasizing the

aquatic feats in the film, ap-

peared throughout each day at

the carnival in the shape of a

horse drawn cart bearing as prin-

cipal exhibit a tame monkey in

a cage. The monkey was released

on a leash by its trainer at inter-

vals and assisted in distributing

handbills to the delighted specta-

tors.

DESIGN FOR DEATH
New York premiere at the

Victoria Theatre Jime 10th.

Frank Stranahan and
Louise Suggs to seek new
golfing crowns in this coun-
try with the Sportscope
MUSCLES AND THE LADY
taking on new prestige.

Watch sports pages for

tourney dates.

FRANK BUCK'S ORIGI-
NAL BRING 'EM BACK
ALIVE area premiere in

Cincinnati, Indianapolis
and Cleveland territories,

Jime 19th, with Station

WLW and backing of the

Cincinnati Inquirer at Cin-

cinnati.

LOUIS-WALCOTT heavy-
weight title fight, Yankee
Stadium, June 23rd.

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE
—New England premiere,

Boston, June 24th, with

backing of Boston Hearst
newspapers.

THE PEARL will open
July 6th at the Aztec Thea-
tre, San Antonio, followed

by other big towns in the

Panhandle, and backed
with a Showmanship Com-
pany campaign.

State-wide Oklahoma pre-

miere of RETURN OF THE
BADMEN July 7th, with

from 40 to 50 cities in Okla-
homa and Texas partici-

pating.

THREE LITTLE PIGS, Walt
Disney's great cartoon to

be re-released in mid-Sep-
temper.

Campaigns rolling for

JOAN OF ARC, heralded by
Ned E. Depinet as "The mo-
tion pictiire event of the

century."

VACATION TIME
DISNEY TIME.

IS
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*\Ap€i€*h^'' Huns L,iii€* Olympic Chutnp
Walt Disney's MELODY

TIME playing in the prestige

house the Astor in the hear-^

of Broadway has gone into

a third big week. It followed

the marathoner MR.

BLANDINGS and previously

several Samuel Goldwyn at-

tractions, including in late

years BEST YEARS OF OUR
LIVES, SECRET LIFE OF
WALTER Mim and BISH-

OP'S WIFE. This puts MEL-

ODY TIME in fast company

and it is holding up well if

we forget, and we'll have

to, the war-time boom days.

Our big three and other

current productions are

right up at the head of the

industry parade. "I REMEM-
BER MAMA is playing a

number of key situations

and giving a fine account of

itself with word-of-mouth a

definite asset," says Branch

Manager Harry Cohen of

Los Angeles. At Long Beach

played the State, Town and

Santa Fe and moved to the

Rivoli. Second weeks Wil-

mington, St. Louis, Indiana-

polis, Portland (after day-

dater at Orpheum and Ori-

ental held at Orpheum), San

Bernardino, Stockton, Val-

lejo, Glendale (3 weeks),
Riverside, Pittsfleld. Excel-

lent Seattle, Erie, Las Vegas,

Gloversvllle, Raleigh, Joplin,

Santa Monica, Beverly Hills,

Charlerol, Concord, N. H.,

Lancaster, Uniontown, Union

City. Played over the RKO
Metropolitan Circuit of 35

theatres to an Intake ranking

with the top grossers of all

companies. Proving to be a

fine subsequent-run and
small-town drawing card.
"Played town of Springfield,

Colo., to almost identical

gross of SONG OF THE
SOUTH, and exceeded

every picture In this situa-

tion v/ith the exceptions of

FARMER'S DAUGHTER."
says Joe Emerson.

MIRACLE OF THE
BELLS— Second weeks at

Oakland, Seattle, C h a m -

paign. Excellent at Lynn, Al-

bany, Lawrence, Spokane,

Brockton, Ithaca, Camden,

Bakersfield, Geneva, Lock-

port, Inglewood, Ocean
Park, San Pedro, Pasadena.

After two big weeks at the

Palace, Chicago, moved ov-

er to the RIalto (playing time

restricted at Palace). Joe

Emerson says has finished a

few engagements In small

towns to good returns. At

Spearflsh, S.D., top gross ex-

cept FARMER'S DAUGH-
TER and SONG OF THE
SOUTH in the history of the

theatre. "Is outstanding

small town film," says Joe.

FORT APACHE is run-

ning like an Olympic cham-

pion, the industry pacesetter

v/eek in and out. At the

Golden Gate, San Francis-

co, now in its fifth week,

marking the first five-week

run since NOTORIOUS over

Labor Day, 1946. Playing as

RKOers know on a straight

picture policy. At the Hill-

street and Pantages, Los

Angeles, goes third week

after tremendous opening

stanza. Fourth week at the

Boston Theatre, Boston. At

the Downtown, Detroit, first

s+anza best in several
months, now in third week.

Third weeks Minneapolis, Bir-

mingham. Second weeks To-

ledo, Atlanta, Fall River, Ra-

leigh, Lincoln, Columbia,

S.C., Des Moines. Day-dater

at Lincoln and Palace, Tren-

ton, moved to Trent. Only

two pictures this year from

all companies have outgros-

sed APACHE at the Lin-

coln. Fifteen days at the Al-

bee. Providence. Second
weeks at Omaha and St.

Paul equal to many recent

first weeks. Excellent Glens

Falls, Hamilton, O., Lexing-

ton, Ky., Johnstown, Wil-

llamsport, Amsterdam, Nor-

wich, Hornell, Indiana, Pa.,

Binghamton, Greenville.

Branch Mgr. Joe Emerson

of Denver says APACHE
has completed engagements

in the Westland Circuit to

the best business we have

had for some time. Branch

Manager Ross Cropper of

Boston says in first situations

played is outgrossing any-

th Ing we have had in recent

months.

BERLIN EXPRESS—Com-
pleted three-weeker at the

Victoria, New York. Round-

ed out good two-week run

at the Fox, Brooklyn. At

Rochester, Palace to the

Temple.

THE FUGITIVE—Second
v/eeks at Cabart and Rivoli,

Long Beach. Excellent Scran-

ton, Seattle, Indianapolis,

Albany, Binghamton, New
Haven, Torington.

THE PEARL—Gave good

account of itself in tryout

engagement at the Pan,

Minneapolis.

TARZAN AND THE MER-
MAIDS — Excellent New
Brunswick, Trenton, Dayton.

THE BISHOP'S WIFE—

SALESMEN'S
STANDINGS

25 LEADERS
"Short Subject" Sales

1947-48

Week Ending Wnv 27. 1948

100% Salesmen

1. Burlce Kansas City

2. Warren Salt Lake City

3. Swln Denver

4. Decker Montreal

5. Goldfarb Denver

6. Boyce Salt Lake City

7. Knox Washington

8. De Frenne Des Moines

9. Folliard Washington

10. Yaeger Des Moines

I I. Dyson Kansas City

12. De Vizia Boston

13. Kahn Washington

14. Harrington Dallas

15. Thorn Portland

16. Hoese Salt Lake City

17. Richardson Cleveland

Over 90%
18. Silverman Pittsburgh

19. Rea Winnipeg

20. Ringler Kansas City

21. Canelli New Haven

22. Labow Winnipeg

23. Febrey Buffalo

24. Blakeley Oklahoma City

25. Pisani St. Louis

26. Engelman Portland

27. Levinson Los Angeles

28. Clarke Chicago

29. Goldsmith Cleveland

30. Youngerman Philadelphia

Hoh Rodeo Tour
Tim Holf, now before the cam-

eras as star of INDIAN AGENT,
will resume his rodeo tour with

the HHolt-La Mar-Jennings show

on July 4, at Tulsa, Oklahoma.

Second week Sacramento.

BEST YEAR'S OF OUR
LIVES—First engagement at

regular admission prices,

outside of Boston, at the

Metropolitan, Houston, In

which city previously play-

ed four weeks. First seven

days by far the best In sev-

eral months, will play nine

days. Top opening Tuesday

at the Shubert, St. Louis.

MOURNING BECOMES
ELECTRA—Third week at

the Aldine, Philadelphia.
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"At the head of its class"

Audience Slant: (Adult) A star cast and unusual realism place this

pretentious western at the head of its class. When they're dead in

this one, they stay dead, but it's mighty lively entertainment.

Box-Office Slant: If you're looking for a western strong enough

to head the bill here she is, pardner. It's a sequel to an earlier b.o.

office favorite, "Badmen's Territory," so act accordingly.

Plot: The Oklahoma land rush opens up Guthrie, and the Dalton

and Younger brothers combine wifh Wild Bill Doolin (Robert Arm-

strong) to make a big killing, financially and otherwise. Randolph

Scott, engaged to marry the widow, Jacqueline White, is made

marshal. He captures banditte Anne Jeffreys, Doolin's niece, and

reforms her, thus creating a love triangle. Robert Ryan's impetuosity

hurries the bandits' plans a little and Scott and his deputies round up

the culprits after stiff gunplay, with a personal encounter ending in

Ryan's death, following the latter's revenge on Anne.

Comment: This picture is listed as "adult" because of the numer-

ous killings and the fact that they are more personal than usual, with

Ryan's throttling of Anne Jeffreys the high point in this respect. This

western is along time-honored lines, but a certain tough realism and

smooth acting, not always present in westerns, give it a touch of

believability that set it apart from the run-of-the-mill horse opera.

There is an element of story surprise, too, in that Anne Jeffreys does
not get her man. With the Daltons and Youngers riding again and
Scott looking and acting the marshal to perfection, and the added
names of Jeffreys and Hayes for the marquee, you have a lineup for

both the regular and more sophisticated western fans. As safe for the

box-office as a U. S. Savings Bond.

—SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

"1Vf7/ easily satisify customers"
Handsomely done, smartly fashioned, well acted western; good

quality buy.

Time of the Oklahoma Land Rush and the settling of Guthrie in

that state backgrounds this first western which will easily satisfy the

customers who are out for a rousing western adventure replete with

what it takes. It has every required element present in its story plus a

few more fresh slants to bolster the genre.

Randolph Scott is as reliable in his portrayal of a frontier marshal

as he ever was and Anne Jeffreys registers with good impact as a

reformed outlaw—female of the species—as rough and tough as they

come who later warms to Scott although his heart belongs to the

widowed Jacqueline White.

With George "Gabby" Hayes rendering the right comic touch as

a banker with a hankering for adventure rather than making loans

the story gets cracking with a bank robbery. The caper is pulled by
"The Youngers," "The Daltons" and such characters as "The Sundance
Kid," "Billy The Kid," "Wild Bill Doolin," "Wild Bill Yeager" and
"The Arkansas Kid." They are a complete collection of outlaws and
Miss Jeffreys is right in there with them.

After the initial meeting of Miss Jeffreys and Scott, during which
he tries to dissuade her from the criminal life to no avail, the town
of Braxton is deserted for Guthrie and with the departure of the
Cavalry Scott becomes marshal. Miss White wants to marry him but
the nuptials are postponed. Behind this buildup is the brooding
hatred of Scott for Robert Ryan who coldbloodedly shot down an
Indian retainer. Scott is out to get Ryan, let there be no mistake.

Soon after Guthrie becomes an established location of great
promise, the outlaws begin their depredation and Scott figures their

operations evolve a certain pattern. His conjecture is right and in a

wild gunfight in deserted Braxton the show comes to a focus. Not
before Scott and Ryan tangle in a wild rough and tumble brawl which
ultimately results in the demise of Ryan.

Ray Enright's direction keeps things on the alert and moving every
foot of the way. Supporting cast and general production details are
of good quality. Nat Holt produced. Jack J. Gross was exec, pro-
ducer.

—FILM DAILY

TRADES LABEL

"THE BAD MEN"

SUPER WESTERN

"Measures up to all demands"
"The Return of the Badmen" will measure up to all demands

of the outdoor action fan. It fits carefully into the sturdy pattern

set by previous feature westerns by RKO and boxoffice indications

are good. Marquee values of such action names as Randolph Scott,

Robert Ryan, George "Gabby" Hayes spark the cast lineup and

add to grossing possibilities.

The brawling story goes back to the opening of the Oklahoma
territory and throws in an assortment of w.k. western badmen to

point up the action developed by Ray Enright's strong directorial

guidance. The Daltons, the Youngers, Billy the Kid, the Sundance Kid

and others people the script with enough heavies for several pictures,

but their appearances have been handled in such a way film doesn't

seem overcrowded.

Principal heavy interest is thrown to the Sundance Kid, and Ryan

plays the character as a thorough menace. Plot mainly concerns con-

flict between Ryan and Scott, latter as a retired marshall who again

takes up his guns when Ryan and the assorted outlaws that surround

him launch a series of train and stage holdups in the territory.

Story develops two interesting femme characters and they are

pleasingly portrayed by Anne Jeffreys and Jacqueline White. Former

is seen as a rootin'-tootin', gun-slinging daughter of the west who

reforms for love of Scott, even though she doesn't get him. Miss

White shades her heroine part neatly for interest, making it count

for more than the usual femme assignment in westerns.

Scott turns in expected competent performance as a believable

hero, able with guns and fists to lay down the law when necessary.

Ryan is capable opponent, playing assignment without sympathy to

show up the western outlaw as a sadistic killer. Hayes is in for chuckles

as a sagebrush banker, and more than holds his own.

Steve Brodie, as Cole Youngers, and Robert Armstrong, as Wild

Bill Doolin, have the best opportunities among the featured players.

They give expert performances. Gary Gray, moppet; Minna Gombell,

Walter Baldwin and Jason Robards are among the others in the large

cast that show up well.

Nat Holt, responsible for previous RKO feature westerns under

Jack J. Gross' executive supervision, has packed "Badmen" with all

of the ingredients that pay off in the action market. Enright's direc-

tion insures swift action despite the abundance of story material and

makes it add up to neat filmfare. Much use is made of outdoor

movement by J. Roy Hunt's lensing and action is backed with good
music score by Paul Sawtell.

—VARIETY (Weekly)

''Furious pace from start to finish"

"Return of the Bad Men" has enough brigands for half a dozen out-

door pictures. The result is an orgy of villainy that will project

devotees of violence on the screen into "seventh heaven." The display

of give-and-take keeps the footage unrolling at a furious pace from

starting gun to finish, under Ray Enright's direction.

It tells the story of a group of cutthroats, among them Billy the

Kid and the Dalton boys, who terrorized the Oklahoma territory at

the time of the great land rush. Their nemesis is Scott, who abandons
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his ambition to go to California in order to establish law and order.

Ryan has an assignment as one of the bad men. Hayes handles

the comedy. Scott's interest is torn between Miss Jeffreys, leader of

the "baddies" who reforms, and Jacqueline White. Ryan's murder

of Miss Jeffreys solves Scott's romantic problems. The Charles

O'Neal-Jack Natteford Luci Ward screenplay was produced by Nat

Holt. Jack J. Gross was executive producer.

—MOTION PICTURE DAILY

"Action dripping, fast moving western"

Every stop was opened wide to make this the most all-inclusive

western to sprout in Hollywood's extensive sagebrush patch in lo

these many months. As the title attraction there are enough bandits

to supply the villainy for a score of ordinary gallopers. Then, In

addition to all of the stock action ingredients, there's cavalry; a

spectacular land rush, strangely reminiscent of "Cimarron"; a tri-

angular romance and even an Indian. What matters is that the story

used to weld together the multitudinous and diversified elements is

strictly according to formula. The film is nonetheless an action-drip-

ping, fast-moving western in the grand manner and as such will be a

source of great joy to the ticket buyers who shop for such fare. And
even those misguided souls who are not boots-an-saddles advocates

will be amused by its bountiful heroics. Directed by Ray Enright.

—BOXOFFICE

"Abundant tttrills action and suspense"
» "Return of the Bad Men" is a super charged Western that carries

an ample load of ample entertainment. It'll come to the wire in the

top-paying group with competitors in its class. Hollywood is grinding

out lots of oaters these days, but none surpasses "Bad Men" for

action, suspense and all 'round sock values.

Yarn about the bandits, who made life miserable for the Oklahoma
land-rushers of 1889, Is abundantly supplied with thrills, packs solid

emotional qualities In its romantic story line, and sustains close interest

for galloper fans by virtue of high grade performances and deft

direction.

Scott and Ryan sock home tremendously effective performances.

Miss White contributes several fine scenes, rising to emotional

heights in a tongue lashing scene with Miss Jeffreys. Latter plays her

role with fine conviction and every evidence of stellar capacity.

George "Gabby" Hayes has a ccmic holiday as a reluctant banker

surrounded by thieves and is ably seconded by Gary Gray as his

moppet sidekick. Cutthroat gang, including Robert Armstrong, Steve

Brodie, Lex Barker, Richard Powers, Robert Bray, Michael Harvey,

Walter Reed, Tom Tyler, Dean White and Lew Harvey, is properly

sinister, and there's a deft dancehall madame bit by Minna Gombell.

Nat Holt's production responsibilities, under executive super-

vision of Jack J. Gross, provided a sound underpinning. Ray Enrlght's

direction ably blended emotional and thrill elements, carried forward

with neat pace and climaxed with a stirring brawl between Scott

and Ryan. J. Roy Hunt's camera made the most of every spectacular

opportunity, smartly supplemented by Albert S. D'Agostino-Ralph

Berger art direction and Russell Cully's special effect.

—VARIETY (Daily)

"Super western"
Randolph Scott heads the cast in this 90-minute Western which

depicts the struggle between outlaws and the law abiding settlers of

the Oklahoma Territory. Robert Ryan, a star of "Crossfire," porfrays

the Sundance Kid, a trigger happy outlaw. Anne Jeffreys is the niece

of the leader of the outlaw band, who participates in holdups and
shootings.

The girl outlaw is shot in a holdup and seeks refuge on Scott's

ranch. Scott is engaged to a pretty widow, played by Jacqueline
White, whose father, George "Gabby" Hayes, owns the local bank.

Scott convinces Anne Jeffreys that she should reform and give herself

up to the authorities. She is sent to jail and then paroled to Scott,

who was appointed a marshal. The reformed outlaw works in the

marshal's office and when Robert Ryan comes to kill the marshal
he strangles her. Scott corners the dangerous outlaws and he has a

Fred Zinnemann has beon

signed by Dore Schary to direct

BATTLEGROUND, announced as

this Studio's biggest picture of

the new season and starring Rob-

ert Mitchum, Robert Ryan, Bill

Williams and Victor Mature.

Zinnemann's powerful yet sensi-

tive direction of "The Search"

brought him instantaneous ac-

claim from public and critics

alike. He Is currently directing

"Act of Violence," which CD-stars

Van Heflln and Robert Ryan, and

upon its completion will reporh to

the RKO Radio studio to prepare

for BATTLEGROUND, film
dramatization of the Battle of

Bastogne.

Noah Beery. Jr. will portray

Chief Red Fox In INDIAN
AGENT. Tim Holt Is starred.

Young Beery divides his time be-

tween pictures and the operation

of his two large cattle ranches.

Irene Sharaff will create the

costumes to be worn by screen

newcomer Betsy Drake for her co-

starring role opposite Cary

Grant in EVERY GIRL SHOULD
BE MARRIED. Sharaff will design

more than 24 outfits for Miss

Drake, ranging from glamorous

evening wear to tailored street

ensembles. She designed the cos-

tumes for the principals In Sam-
uel Goldwyn's THE BEST YEARS
OF OUR LIVES, THE SECRET
LIFE OF WALTER MITTY, and

THE BISHOP'S WIFE.

Barbara Bel Geddes will have
the stellar feminine role in BED
OF ROSES. She will receive in

this film an opportunity to dis-

play the wide range of talent

and versatility that first brought
her to Hollywood. Flanked by

tv/o stars, she will portray a

youthful, captivating woman who
uses her charms in ruthless

fashion.
*

Ralph Berger, art director of

RKO Radio's Technicolor CHINA
RUN Is at Halifax, Nova Scotia,

to secure a three-masted clipper

ship of the type In use around

I860 on the tea runs bel-ween

China and England. From Hali-

fax he and the locarion manager,

Lou Shapiro, will sv/Ing down the

Atlantic Coast on the lookout for

filming sites. Producer William

Pereira will have the cameras

rolling In late summer. Studio

scenes will be filmed In England,

in association wi^h J. Arfhur

Rank.

Joel Fluellen and Wheaton
Chambers are the latest addi-

tions to the cast of WEEP NO
MORE, supporting Joseph Cot-
ien and Valli.

Richard Fleischer's direclion of

Lawrence TIerney and Priscilla

Lane in BODYGUARD has

brought him an option renev/al

with this Studio. He is the co-

prcducer of DESIGN FOR
DEATH, the Academy Award
dccumanrary feature.

Geoffrey Homes, the novelist,

Is at St. Albans, Vermont to track

down documentary material for

AFFAIR AT ST. ALBANS, Satur-

day Evening Post story recently

purchased by RKO Radio. As-

signed to write the screenplay,

he will dig up research incident

to the story, which is based on a

Civil War episode in which Con-
federate soldiers filtered into

Vermont from Canada, captured
St. Albans and seized $200,000
for the Confederate treasury.

*
Harry Shannon will be the prin-

cipal heavy in OUTLAW VAL-
LEY, which stars Tim Holt. He
plays a frontier sheriff who en-

gages In rustling activities cn the

side.

Dance Director Charles O'Cur-
ran has been engaged to teach

Shirley Temple and John Agar
the old-fashioned waltz for I90'j

period scenes In BALTIMORE
ESCAPADE.

fierce hand-to-hand exchange with Ryan, in which Scott is the victor.

Then Scott and his fiancee marry and plan to spend the rest of their

lives in the Oklahoma Territory.

Jack J. Gross was the executive producer, with Nat Holt pro-

ducing and Ray Enright directing. The screenplay was written by
Charles O'Neil, Jack Natteford and Luci Ward.

—MOTION PICTURE HERALD
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GUNS OF HATE TRADE RAVIEWS
''Should do good business"

Audience Slant: (Family) Like all Tim Holt westerns, this has the

Ihrills and excitement to please the action fans.

Box-office slant: Should do good business.

Plot: Holt and his buddy, Richard Martin, are accused of the

murder of a man, because they were seen with some of the gold the

man discovered. To prove their innocence they breal< out of jail and

track down the real culprits.

Comment: All the Tim Holt westerns carry so much of the basic

ingredients needed to make them good, entertaining outdoor sagas

for the regular followers, that there is no question about their accept-

ance at the box-office. Qualities that still prevail in this new offering

include a compact story, plenty of hard-riding and gunfights and the

kind of fisticuffs that will have the kids rootin' with excitement,

especially an encounter in an open wagon between Holt and the

villain, Steve Brodie. Cast is uniformly good, with Holt doing his

usual capable job and Brodie making a smooth heavy. Lesley Selander

directed and Herman Schlcm produced.

—SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

"This one is a good buy"
Good buy in westerns; plentifully loaded with action, good per-

formances.

There being no honor among thieves, Steve Brodie forthwith

doublecrosses Tony Barrett after obtaining pertinent information

about a lost gold mine Jason Robards found up in the hills around
Rimrock.

But first Robards, who is soon eliminated from the proceedings,

meets up with Tim Holt and Richard Martin, a pair of wandering
cowpokes who assist when his rig breaks down. Robards pays them off

with a nugget. They in turn sell it to Barrett. Barrett gets ideas for a

claim jump.

Then there is the arrival of Nan Leslie, Robard's niece. En route

to his ranch Robards is killed by Brodie and a henchman. Holt and
Martin, who were in the vicinity and came to aid are accused of the

murder and jailed. Even Miss Leslie thinks they did kill Robards. But

soon they slip out and after Myrna Dell provides a lead, Holt proceeds
to bring Brodie to justice.

Confronting Brodie who has the money belt. Holt engages in

some violent fisticuffs. Meanwhile Barrett gets away to the mine.

Holt and Martin give pursuit. Brodie catches up with Barrett, kills him.

Then Holt and Martin launch a frontal attack while the girls go for

the sheriff, for by this time they are convinced of the innocence of the

pair. Brodie makes a break. Holt chases, catches, brings him in. There
is a sort of romantic note at the fadeout.

Picture has an energetic production. Lesley Selander's direction

keeps things happening all the time with proper action punctuation
in the right places. Screenplay was written by Norman Huston and
Ed Earl Repp.

As westerns go this one is a good buy.

—FILM DAILY

''Abundance of action"

While the plot of "Guns of Hate" is one of the old Western
faithfuls, it has been worked out against pictorial backgrounds that
enhance its interest many notches. It is to the credit of cameraman
George E. Diskant that the production seems so much better than it

actually is.

Accorded a creditable production by Herman Schlom, the picture
has an abundance of action and noise, affected by the unrelenting
direction of Lesley Selander, who worked from a screenplay by Nor-
man Houston and Ed Earl Repp. Tim Holt gives a vigorous account

of himself as the star. He and his buddy, Richard Martin, who takes

care of the comedy, are job-hunting cowboys who save Nan Leslie's

gold mine from being seized by a gang after her uncle is slain.

—MOTION PICTURE DAILY

'Acfion, humor, beautiful women"
The pleasing personalities of Tim Holt and Richard Martin are

once again used to splendid advantage by RKO in "Guns of Hate,"

latest in the entertaining series of westerns starring the two men. Full

of action, humor, beautiful women and the dare-deviltry characteristic

of exciting oaters, "Guns of Hate," competently produced by Her-

man Schlcm and crisply directed by Lesley Selander, is a cinch to be

a boxoffice winner.

Holt and Martin befriend miner Jason Robards when the latter

loses a wheel off his wagon. He gives them a gold nugget in apprecia-

tion. Sight of the gold nugget, identified as from the famed "Lost

Dutchman" mine, results in a plot against Robards' life by Steve

Brodie, Tony Barrett and Robert Bray. Robards is killed and Holt

and Martin are suspected. When Brodie and Bray try to double-

cross Barrett, there is a three-way race on for the mine, but the

forces of good, personified by Holt and Martin, triumph.

Holt conducts himself in his characteristically capable manner,

while Martin, as his Irish-Mexican friends, contributes the deft humor
which is chiefly responsible for lifting this series above most other

westerns. Nan Leslie is comely as the niece of the mine owner and

Myrna Dell adds beauty and life to her role as a dance hall girl

friend of Martin's. Brodie, Barrett and Bray, as the "B" (for bad)

boys are all convincing.

George Diskant's photography is at all times high-grade in a

film with seme mighty beautiful shots.

—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

"Good production story, direction"

"Guns of Hate" follows the expected pattern set by previous Tim

Holt westerns and, as such, v/ill fulfill release aims in the oater market.

It has been given good production, story and direction to take care

of outdoor action demands.

Holt and his sidekick, Richard Martin, appear on the scene in time

to be accused of murdering Jason Robards, discoverer of a long-lost

goldmine. Heavies Steve Brodie and Tony Barrett did the killing to

secure Robards' map to the treasure and the heroes are forced to

break jail and dodge the sheriff while they attempt to link the baddies

with the murder. After sufficient chases and much footage of aimless

"bang-bang" Holt and Martin corner the killers and justice is done.

Holt makes a good appearance and chuckles are well taken care

of by Martin as the amorous Chito. Nan Leslie and Myrna Dell supply

slight romantic touches. Brodie and Barrett are excellent heavies, and

Jim Nolan is a capable sheriff.

Lesley Selander directed the Herman Schlom production, keeping

it on the move. Good camera work was turned in by George E.

Diskant, displaying outdoor backgrounds for full value.

—VARIETY (Weekly)

Action-filled story"

When Tim Holt and his side-kick, Richard Martin, are jailed for

a murder they did not commit there's sure to be trouble. Produced
by Herman Schlom and directed by Lesley Selander, "Guns of Hate"
is an action-filled Western enhanced by some excellent outdoor
photography of the rugged countryside.

Based on a screenplay by Norman Houston and Ed Earl Repp,
Tim and "Chito" (Martin) break jail in an attempt to prove their



I

JUDY GAINFORD, who was elected by coniinent-wide fan vote

as "Miss Australia," will visit New York and Hollywood this

summer under the auspices of RKO foreign publicity depart

ment.

innocence and to recover the map to a hidden gold mine stolen

from the murdered man. After the usual fist and gun-fights and some

hard riding, they uncover the mine and then expose the true mur-

derers. As usual, there's a hint of romance between the star and

Nan Leslie, the niece of the murdered man.

Others in supporting roles are Steve Brodie as the leader of the

outlaws, and Myrna Dell, a dance-hall hostess and "Chito's" girl

friend. George E. Distant directed the photography.

—MOTION PICTURE HERALD

"Acceptable on any bill"

"Guns of Hate" follows in general pattern of previous Tim Holt

westerns, which means it entirely fits the bill for followers of series.

Constant barrage of fights and chases will keep cash customers well

satisfied, so film will stack us as acceptable on any bill.

Star lives up to his reputation as a top western player and de-

livers strongly. Martin, too, socks over his customary light portrayal

of an Irish-American who can't pass up the femmes, and Nan Leslie

is plenty okay as femme lead. Myrna Dell also does nice work as

second femme lead, dancehall girl who helps pair in their efforts

to clear themselves. On heavy side, Steve Brodie makes most of

dancehall operator who is real murderer and Tony Barrett plays

pivotal character of gold assayer who tips off Brodie to map Jason

Robards, victim, carries.

Herman Schlom did his customary smart production job, and

Lesley Selander's direction is first class. Screenplay by Norman Huston

and Ed Earl Repp contrives to be good western material allowing for

maximum of action, so rates accordingly. George E. Diskant's photog-

raphy makes most of interesting backgrounds, Paul Sav/I^ell's musical

score points up exciting ingredients of story and balance of technical

credits are in kind.

—VARIETY (Daily)

PHIL REISMAN, RKO Radio's vice-president in charge of

foreign distribution, receives a warm greeting from Bob Wolff,

U.K. chairman and managing director, on arrival at Northolt

Airport, Lcndon, from Paris.

WALT DISNEY'S "BAMBI" is doing SO business in Paris at two
swank theatres—the Marignan and the Marivaux. Photo shows

crcwds waiting to get into the Marignan.

Interstate Likes

2 of Our Shorts

The Interstate Short Subjects

Magazine for May 31st has good
words to say for two of our cur-

rent u"ifs. The paper says:

CRIME LAB—This AMERICA
has the excitement and precision

of "Naked City," in two reels.

New York's finest, the police

force, solve the murder of a

young girl by footwork and
:cience.

_ MUSCLES AND THE LADY—
I ommy Armour pros for able

qolfers Louise Suggs and Frank

Stranahan. A goodie for the golf-

ers.

''Barmaids"

Salesman Bob Rubenstein of

Cleveland sends in a newspaper

ad in which TARZAN AND THE
MERMAIDS was listed as "Tarzan

and the Barmaids." That's mixing

'em. Bob.

I^CaTiOn
TIME
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DESIGN FOR DEATH, the Academy Award-winning documentary

feature, presenting the story of the Samurai war plotter, and reveal-

ing how 80 million Japanese were tricked into war by power-mad

leaders, opened strong In its New York premiere at the Victoria

Theatre on Thursday morning, June 10.

Fight Contest Trade Shows
(Covtlimed from Page One)

In addiiion, 200 contestants will

receive free passes to their fav-

orite RKO Theatre.

Here indeed is a contest idea

that can be duplicated in many

territories. It's a natural for the

sports page but is timely for the

news section of newspapers as

Nine Editing

Nine RKO Radio attractions

are currently in process of edit-

ing. They are Leo McCarey's

GOOD SAM, THE WINDOW,
THE BOY WITH GREEN HAIR,

THE LONG DENIAL, BLOOD
ON THE MOON, BODY-

GUARD, VARIETY TIME, IN-

DIAN AGENT and MR. JOSEPH

YOUNG OF AFRICA.

Among those starred in the

nine are Gary Cooper, Ann

Sheridan, Maureen O'Hara, Rob-

ert Mitchum, Barbara Bel Ged-

des, Pat O'Brien, Robert Ryan,

Melvyn Douglas, Robert Preston,

Lawrence Tierney, Jack Paar and

G^loria Grahams.

Scientific Praise

Praised by leading scientists

for its pertinence to the problems

facing the world in the atomic

age, DESIGN FOR DEATH start-

ed its New York premiere en-

gagement at the Victoria Theatre

on Thursday, June 10.

"It brings a message for every-

l/JKiTMNTmE

RKO Radio will hold trade

showings of group six in its cur-

rent schedule starting with Inde-

pendent Artists THE VELVET

lOUCH in all exchange centers

on Monday, June 21. The New

York screening will be held in the

Normendie Theatre at 10:30

A.M. Exceptions are St. Louis and

Washington where it will be

ihown the following day.

MYSTERY IN MEXICO will be

shown on Tuesday, June 22 with

the New York exchange screen-

ing set for I 1 :00 A.M. Exceptions

are again St. Louis and Wash-

ington.

RACE STREET will be shown

in New York on Tuesday, June

22 at 2:30 P.M. and in all other

oxchenge centers on the same

date, except St. Louis.

YOUR RED WAGON will be

screened in all cities on Wednes-

day, June 23, with the New York

showing at 2:30 P.M. Single ex-

ception is St. Louis where it will

be shown the following day.

one living in the atomic age,
"

scys Dr. Linus Pauling, of the

California Institute of Technolo-

gy who is also a member of the

Emergency Committee of Atomic

Scientists. "The picture tells the

enthralling story of how the little

people of Japan were tricked by

their leaders and were prepared

by propaganda for aggressive

war.

"The message that it brings

is that World War Three—a de-

vastating atomic war—can be

prevented only through the con-

tinued vigilance of people

throughout the world.
"

Mochrie Wire on Sportscope
Bob Mochrie hc;S wired to 100 exhibitors and circuit heads

regarding the timely golf sportscope MUSCLES AND THE LADY.

RKO IS EITHER AWFULLY SMART OR EXTREMELY LUCKY,

BECAUSE WE MADE A GOLF SUBJECT IN FLORIDA, FOR SUM-

MER RELEASE, WITH LOUISE SUGGS, U.S. WOMEN'S AMATEUR
CHAMPION, AND WHO, LAST WEEK, WON THE BRITISH

WOMEN'S AMATEUR CROWN, AND FRANK "MUSCLES"

STRANAHAN, TOP-FLIGHT AMERICAN AMATEUR WHO LIKE-

WISE LAST WEEK BECAME THE MEN'S BRITISH AMATEUR
CHAMPION. STRANAHAN WILL START COMPETING IN LOS

ANGELES THIS WEEK FOR THE U. S. OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP,

AND THE END OF JUNE WILL GO BACK TO ENGLAND FOR

THE BRITISH OPEN. HE AND MISS SUGGS BOTH WILL BE

PROMINENT IN THE SPORTING HEADLINES FOR WEEKS TO

COME. OUR SINGLE REEL SPORTSCOPE WITH THE EXCELLENT

TITLE, "MUSCLES AND THE LADY," FEATURING THESE TWO
GOLFING 'GREATS,' IS NOW READY FOR SHOWING. WITH

PRINTS IN ALL EXCHANGES, AND I RECOMMEND IT TO YOU
AS AN EXTREMELY HOT AND VALUABLE ADDITION TO YOUR
PROGRAMS. KINDEST REGARDS

—ROBERT MOCHRIE

NATURE BOY

PROVES IDEAL

THEME SONG

HOLLYWOOD—Build a bet-

ter mousetrap or provide any-

thing else that is popularly need-

ed and the world will beat a path

to your door whether you so de-

sire or not.

eden ahbez, that "very strange

enchanted man," has discovered

that. And more about that name

devoid of capitals later.

When eden wrote "Nature

Boy" which swept the imagina-

tion of the nation and became

the most popular tune of the day

he had no door for he was liv-

ing out in the open in a moun-

tain canyon near Hollywood. Not

from necessity but from choice.

Then RKO Radio ei(ecutives

decided the popular hit was just

what they wanted as the theme

song for THE BOY WITH GREEN

HAIR, starring Pat O'Brien, Rob-

ert Ryan, Barbara Hale and with

Dean Stockwell in the title role.

They offered eden $10,000 for

the film rights and he accepted.

Incidentally, it is estimated that

royalties and other income from

the song will net about $30,000

this year for eden.

All this means little to eden,

who loves nature and his wife and

thinks a display of wealth is an

ugly affectation. Normally they

spend about $3 per week for

vegetables, fruits and nuts and

nothing for the non-existent roof

over their canyon home.

Oh, yes, about all those small

letters. It's in eden's contract that

on the screen his name will ap-

pear like that for he believes that

capital letters should only be

used in words referring to the

Deity. A "very strange enchant-

ed man," as haunting and unfor-

gettable as his "Nature Boy,

that eden ahbez.

Get THE FtJGMTiVE Sold and Played!
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Naming Elephant

Contest Excites

Frank Bucl( Fans

From Field Man Ralph Bang-

hart of Boston connes tear sheets

from three Hearst newspapers

outlining in large space a Name-

tbe-Elephant Contest" which is

one phase of the Boston cam-

paign for the area premiere of

Frank Buck's original BRING EM

BACK ALIVE. All that is neces-

sary to enter the contest is select

the name most suitable for the

elephant, a lady, write it on the

back of a plain postal card and

send it to Frank Buck. Weight of

the elephant is to be included

on the card, because in case

more than one contestant selects

an elephant name which the

judges deem best, the contestant

who comes close to guessing the

weight of the elephant will be

adjudged winner.

Five hundred dollars in prizes

are offered for the contest win-

ners and in addition 100 pairs of

tickets to BRING 'EM BACK
ALIVE at the RKO-Boston Thea-

tre.

The articles are Illustrated by

photos of Frank with and without

an elephant, similar to the one

to be given to the city of Boston

for the Franklin Park Zoo.

The elephant naming contest

is open to everyone, children and

adults of all New England.

'Crime Lab'

Good Stuff

Sort of a miniature ' Naked

City," this short shows the work-

ings of the New York police when

they go into action on a homicide

case. Detailed are the new, scien-

tific methods of analysis and the

footwork required in checking up

on routine details. One of the

This Is America series, the short

has the usual fine production and

Intelligent nariative handling.

—FILM DAILY

RKO RADIO EUROPEAN representatives have just held a lO-day convenliDn in Paris to line

up plans for the coming season. Phil Reisman visited the French capital during the meeting.

Photo shows Mr. Reisman (seated) with L to R: Carl Wallman, Scandinavian general man-
ager; Elias Lapinere, European sales and publicity; Rene Beja, Spain; Jce Bellfort, assistant

to European general manager; Aage Bremerholm, Scandinavia; Armand Palivoda, Switzer-

land; Fernand Bourland, Belgium; Wladimir Liszim, European and Near East general manager;
Marcel Gentel, France; Jcachim Gallego, Portugal.

"Apache" Champ
FORT APACHE is included in

the May box-office champions

listings as selected by the Motion

Picture Herald. This selection was

covered in an article in last

week's Herald, which of course

should be picked up for sales kits.

Walter Watson, our dry humor

booker, was last seen crawling

around under his desk in search

of something. He came out say-

ing, "I might run into some of my

relatives under there."

Rulhie Becker was recently in

the spotlight. She made a grand

entrance in her new print dress

which she made with her own two

little hands. Nice work, Ruthie!

As for being sunburned, I think

Gene Tunick beats us. Wilbur

Hetherington and Aileen Stein-

hauer come in second, and Ruthie

Becker pulls up in third place,

with Helen Cole a slight bit pink.

Sue Scott tells Mr. Jacques he

is withering down to nothing be-

cause he is losing so much weight,

but Mr. Jacques say's he is satis-

fied. Now and then we catch him

nibbling.

—JEANIE THARP

SEATTLE—Jacgueline White was crowned Princess Jacgueline

I at the first annual Seattle Chamber of Commerce Fly-In

Potlach. Over 400 members of Aero clubs throughout the

country flew in for this celebration, which is an Indian festival.

Princess Jacqueline ruled this two-day meeting and presented

miniature Thunderbird Totems
—

"tokens of affection from the

Great Thunderbird Spirit"—to Dr. Harvey Casebeer of Butte,

Mont., William A. M. Burden of New York, and Rinhold Raube
of Shemya, Aleutian Islands. In photo: Kink Schlamp, Presi-

dent Aircraft Owners Pilots Assn., Princess Jacqueline, Joseph
P. Adams, State Director of Aeronautics. This photo will run
in every Chamber of Commerce and Aero publication in the

country.

—RUSS MORGAN
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RADIO

RKO stars on the ether waves

lest week included George

O'Brien, Robert Young and Lex

Barker, the new Tarzan headliner.

O'Brien did a guest stint on

"Spotlight on Sports" June 5

heard over the ABC network.

Young appeared on the June 7

airing of the "Lux Radio Thea-

tre," while Barker made his intro-

ductory appearance on the "Ab-

bott-Costello Kid Show" broad-

cast over the ABC network on

June 12. The estimated listening

audience was 23,405,200 and

credit was obtained for FORT

APACHE, BALTIMORE ESCA-

PADE and TARZAN AND THE

MERMAIDS respectively.

Pat O'Brien was guest on the

Joan Davis broadcast of June 12

over CBS, FIGHTING FATHER

DUNNE to be plugged. Charles

Korvin was also heard on June 12

on the "Stars Over Hollywood"

program over CBS. We received

credit for BERLIN EXPRESS for

his appearance.

Attending that very fine dinner and

iheater party the other evening were

several of our favorite staffers. June

Squires, Rose DeMarco, Marie Dona-

hue, Lee Cappelli, Carline DeMatto.

and Julia Blunn had a most wonderful

time.

Bet there is enough musical talent

here to organize a full scale orchestra,

what with Selwyn Warner playing the

string bass, Ruth Gaffney the har-

monica, and your reporter the key-

board. Incidentally, Selwyn has already

played professionally and holds a card

with one of the great musical organi-

zations

Hi, there Raymond Henning. Good

to have you here with us. Ray has been

recently initiated into the RKO family

and is on duty in Herb McEntee's de-

partment.

Vacation time is at hand and Alice

Jones is now out in Vermont for two

weeks of fun and relaxation. Louise and

Loch Rusell meanwhile are also plan-

ning to leave shortly for their cottage

in Canada and hubby intends to tly

out to Ottawa over the weekend to

get the place in shape.

Atlantic City is calling John Blund.

Seems that our co-v/orker s old naval

outfit is having a reunion at the fam-

ous resort and John has been asked to

attend. If he can find a good baby

sitter he and the missus may be step-

ping out towards the Atlantic paradise

socn.

Seymour Becker has added several

!ine pieces of jewelry to his already

well stocked collection and the latest

is a very fine watch for his Ronnie.

The young folks have been engaged for

several months.

—HARRY KARP

Mercer, Virginia Sykoro. Jessie

C'SNDLELIGHT ROOM of the Victoria

Hctel was the scene cf a luncheon

given in honor cf Doris Glynn by her

co-workers cf the accounting depart-

ment. Doris left RKO on June S to

await the liny bundle which Sir Stork

is delivering to her in the near fu-

;ure. Back rcw: Fetchie Carney, Har-

riet Mcskowilz, Mary Brady, DORIS,

June Vespcli, Elaine Eyring, Marjorie

Standerwick and Doris Cohen. Front

row: Constance Ruggiero, Dorothy

Sullivan and Josie Barraco.

Toutneur fo Direct
Jacques Tourneur who direct-

ed BERLIN EXPRESS has been

given INTERFERENCE as his

next assignment.

A story with professional foot-

ball for its background, INTER-

FERENCE was adapted by

Charles Schnee from the original,

"Education of the Heart," by

Irwin Shaw.

Robert Sparks will produce IN-

TERFERENCE and filming is

Hated to get under way July 12.

Lift Paar Option
Radio and screen comedian

vinck Paar has had his option

lifted for the third consecutive

year. He recently completed

acting stints in the studio's WEEP
NO MORE and VARIETY TIME
and Is slated for an important

role in the forthcoming big-bud-

geter, BATTLEGROUND.

Bone Bandit

27th Floor
It's a new "cub" at the home

of Mr. and Mrs. B. D. Lion, this

time a handsome boy. Congratu-
lations and very best wishes from

all of us!!!

Congratulations are also in

order for Martha Abrams who
recently won a portable radio. It

couldn't have happened to a nic-

er gal.

Visitors of the week: Jan Filip

end Richard Wolf, both looking

great.

So glad to have Mrs. Mary
Goggin as a member of the for-

eign department. Mrs. Goggin,
who handles all our filing, I am
sure is often thought of as one
important answer to a secretary's

prayers.

—DOROTHY HAMBURGER

Crime Lab

Amusing. Pluto tangles with a

mischievous gopher in the gar-

den. The gopher has been steal

ing Pluto's bones and using them

to support his underground tun-

nel system. Pluto chases the

gopher, but the little fellow is

cware that his pursuer has hay

fever. He waves some golden-

rod under Pluto's nose and the

dog has sneezing fits.

—BOXOFFICE

Very good. Using New York's

police laboratory and highly

skilled police scientists to show

how modern crime detection

works, the film points up a lot

about police work that the aver-

age person doesn't know. All the

policemen and detectives seen

in the short are members of the

police department. The homicide

squad Is seen tracing minute

clues with the aid of scientific

laboratory tests to track down
the strangler of a young girl. The

film points out that there is little

glamour to the work. The capture

of a criminal is enacted in a sus-

penseful climax.

—BOXOFFICE

Daddy Duck

Good. Donald Duck adopts a

baby kangaroo and receives de-

tailed Instructions from the adop-

tion home on how to care for him.

Donald gets nowhere when he

attempts to get the little fellov/

into the bathtub. The kangaroo

Is frightened by a bear rug in

Donald's living room. Donald sees

this as an opportunity to impress

his new child with his courage.

He proceeds to kick the rug

about. The baby kangaroo be-

lieves the rug Is getting the best

of Donald and attacks it with a

hot poker.

—BOXOFFICE

Secretary Trouble

Leon Errol learns the art of

fencing the hard way when he is

forced into a duel with his secre-

tary's jealous husband. He also

has to cope with his wife's jealous

disposition. The secretary is a

beautiful brunet. Her husband is

a fencing instructor. After a furi-

ous chase in which Errol comes

close to losing his head, he per-

suades the irate husband that his

suspicions are unfounded.

—BOXOFFICE

Howard Petrie in

Weep No More"
Howard Petrie will portray a

big-time gambling club operator

In WEEP NO MORE. His scenes

will be played with two other

veterans of the networks: Joseph

Gotten, who has been on more

than 2,500 programs, and Paul

Slewart. Petrie is familiar to mil-

lions as announcer and comedian

on the Jimmy Durante, Judy

Canova and Blondie air shows.

WEEP NO MORE will be his

second film appearance.
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BAMBI
Sales Against

Possibilities

(Extended To Week End. Sept. 9)

13th Week End. May 27. 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Weer

1. CLEVELAND I

2. BUFFALO 2

3. DES MOINES 3

4. SALT LAKE CITY 4

5. NEW HAVEN . 8

6. SAN FRANCISCO 5

7. Denver 6

8. Washington 7

9. Portland 10

10. Boston 9

I I . Los Angeles 1

4

I 2. Kansas City I I

13. Omaha 12

14. New York 19

15. Seattle 15

16. Detroit 13

17. Minneapolis 16

1 8. Milwaukee 17

19. Sioux Falls 18

20. Cincinnati 20

21. PiKsburgh 23

22. Oklahoma City 22

23. St. Louis 21

24. Albany 25

25. Memphis 24

26. Indianapolis 26

27. Dallas 29

28. Philadelphia 27

29. Chicago 28

30. Charlotte 30

31. New Orleans 31

32. Atlanta 32

CANADA
1. TORONTO

I

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. Montreal 3

4. Calgary 4

5. Vancouver 5

6. St. John 6

DIVISIONS

1 . Western
2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3

The
Fugitive

Sales Against

Possibilities

(Extended To Week End. Sept. 9)

14th Week End. May 27. 194S

Pos. Pos.

This Last

V/eek Branch Week

1. CLEVELAND I

2. PITTSBURGH 3

3. OKLAHOMA CITY 2

4. INDIANAPOLIS 7

5. LOS ANGELES 8

6. PHILADELPHIA 5

7. Salt Lake City 4

8. Sioux Falls 9

9. New Orleans 6

10. Dallas 28

I I. Portland I I

12. Denver 10

13. New York 12

14. Washington 13

15. Omaha 14

16. Des Moines 15

I 7. Chicago 16

18. Kansas City I 7

19. Memphis 18

20. Charlotte 21

21. Seattle 19

22. Detroit 20

23. Cincinnati 22

24. Milwaukee 23

25. Minneapolis 24

26. Boston 25

27. St. Louis 26

28. San Francisco 30

29. Buffalo 27

30. Atlanta 29

31. Now Haven 32

32. Albany 31

CANADA
1. MONTREAL I

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. Calgary 3

4. St. John 4

5. Vancouver 5

6. Toronto 6

DIVISIONS

1 . Eastern I

2. North-South 3

3. Western 2

from

RKO-PATHE
By ED RICE

Sports is the leading subjecr

on RKO Pathe's schedule at the

ptcscnt, with four great sports

shorts eliher released or In pro-

duclion.

First Is the two-reel Sports

Special on the LOUIS-WAL-
COTl fight to be staged June

23. The RKO Pathe Special on

la:t ycor's fight was one of the

biggest selling and most con-

troversial films ever made—bofh

Louis and Walcott fans claimed

Chevalier Film

Playhouse Clicker

fJew York Jounal-Amerieaa

Sal, May 29,1949

'

Le Silence Estd 'Or/

Chevalier in

Delightful Film
LK satNCE tST P OR"

iDd dlrert*d bj B*i»« tUu. 1

Duoj Bo^U

"Le SUence Est d'Or"" (anytjody

really want a translation?) is

accompanied at the 55th Street

Playhouse by little programs that

seemed rather mysterious to me.

They contain a dash of promo-

tional material that identifies the

picture as the American premiere

o" Rfn» Clairs Brussels prizewin-

ner—which it certainly was—and
ihen go on to say there is no Eng-

lish dialogue "to throw you out of

that pure. GalUc mood".
Apart from the fact that

Enftish dialosoe is a lot more

apt to pat me IN that pore,

Gallic mood. I could not ECt

over the idea that the program

was tryins to convey somethinc

not easily convtyable. such as

that possibly the same picture,

or another very similar, had

been presented here with Ens-

Ush dJalosue. In short. I am
batned.
Nevertheless. ' Le Silence- Est

d'Or" is undeniably a delightful

film, or at least I don't know of

many people who have ever denied

It. It brings back the remarkable

M. Chevalier as odd man out in a

familiar dilemma — man's love

turns out to be his best friend's

girl—and M. Clair, who i» «

wonderfully deft director. The
two of them function effortlessly

and 50 does most everyone else

concerned, and the result nat-

urally is something you shouldn t

miss.

M. Chevalier in particular has

:ny tmresei'ved admiration. So
'

r.ir as the reasoning side of me
r.as ever bfen able to gather, he

:an't sing, he can't dance, he can't

act and he ain't good-lookin" But

he sure is goodT
-'OTN- M.AW.^RD.

that the film proved their mar,

won. I his year's bout will get the

same kind of extensive coverage

as tho first one, with six or seven

camera crews shooting the ring

from all angles, in both regular

end slow motion speeds.

Second two-reel film is the

' This is America" tentatively en-

lillcd AMERICA PLAYS. V/rlter

Durton Benjamin and editor David

Cooper are now finishing this

c!o,-y of our nation's sports. The

film v/ill include some rare old

ccquences of famous early sport-

ing events ii!;e the Harvard-Penn

football game of 1901 and the

Jccl< Johnson-Fireman Jim Flynn

firhl" of 1904, and such sports

stars as Babe Ruth, Joe DiMag-

qio, Gertrude Edorle, Ben Hog-

an, Knute Rockne, Bob Feller, Joe

Louis, Johnny Lujack, Bill Tllden

end Bobby Jones.

Third and fourth films are the

Sportscopes MUSCLES AND
THE LADY, (May 28 release) and

LADIES IN WADING, (June 25

release). Producer Jay Bonafield

and director Joe Vv'alsh picked

winners In selecting Frank Strana-

hcn and Louise Suggs for the first

chort. Stranahan paid off by cap-

turing the British men's amateur

golf title, while Miss Suggs took

I he ladles' division.

The LADIES IN WADING—
Marilyn Sahner, Ann Curtis, Su-

zanne Zimmerman, Patty Elsener,

and Blllie Atherton—will be In

ihe news when they compete in

the Olympic try-outs in July ir

the Games in London.

Two Top Roles

Lois Andrews and Steve Brodle

win two of the top roles in RKO
Radio's THE OUTLAW VAL-

LEY, In which Tim Holt Is starred.

Miss Andrews recently returned

to Hollywood after several

months of starring appearances

In New York night clubs. Brodie

recently completed an Important

role In BODYGUARD, starring

Lawrence TIerney and Priscllla

Lane.
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R A Oil

nisttey nt^ivo far tho Suinmor!
Last week FLASH carried several teaser ads with the lettering VACATION TIME IS DISNEY TIME. These

were the forerunners of a general RKO Radio drive on all Disney product for the summer or vacation time, which
is on us right now, with the Fourth of July but just a little over two weeks away.

Millions of the folks will be packing up their troubles and trekking off to the mountains and the seashore; millions

of others will be leaving the country and country townsfor visits to the centers of population. All will be seeking
to forget the daily humdrum of life, to forget business cares and worries. Even those tied down want to relax their
minds In the summer. VACATION TIME IS DiSNEY TIME. School's out. Folks are on the march—to and from.
Resorts are humming. People will be looking for shade and cool places. They'll be in the mood +0 a^ea^ a-c dnf-

to be carried eway into a Disney fairyland.

Walt D isney is the answer to a vacationist's prayer.

There's FUN AND FANCY FREE, BAMBi, MELODY
TIME, Disney single reels, Disney packages. The sub-

{Continoed on Page Xineteen)

l/iKATIWTlME

ipfdmtfTlME

Lieber Says "Green Hair" Is "In"

By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, June 18:— It's all too seldom in this

business that we see a picture which can honestly be called

"unusual."

Twice now I've had this very electrifying experience.

Once was at the preview of CROSSFIRE. And last night

I was fortunate enough to have it again when Mr. Schary
took THE BOY WITH GREEN HAIR to the RKO-Hillstreet
for its first sneak.

THE
BIG

FIGHT
PAGE
3

There is no similarity whatever

between the two films, except

that both are definitely 'off-

beat" offerings. But THE BOY
WITH GREEN HAIR is not only

a smash piece of screen enter-

tainment of the first order; it

also leaves you limp when it's

over, and you find yourself think-

ing about it and its startlingly

timely significance for hours

afterward — something that's

pret+y rare these days.

I only wish every one of you

could have been there to see how
that admittedly hard-to-please

audience (which had just sat

{Continued on Page Two)

"Melody" Has Sustaining Power

V/alt Disney s MELODY TIME in its overtime at "ne

Astor Theatre on Broadway continues a box-office pace
equal to its opening week. Yes, the MELODY lingers on

—

the attraction has notable sustaining power, with the third

week equalling the second for intake and the second com-
paring favorably with the first stanza, which included Deco-
ration Day. Goes fourth week.

Fourth of July and those big resort playdates are draw-

ing near. As RKOers know, one of the prize bookings has

alv/ays been the Steel Pier at Atlantic City. There is the

(Continued on Page Thirteen)

Buck Brings 'Em Back to B. 0.
CINCINNATI, J.-e i 5—Cc-ur-c.s. Cr:o, hac -he honor of

iifling the curtain on Frank Buck's ORIGINAL BRING EM BACK
ALIVE and Columbus did right good for herself and the picture by
bringing in the best opening day in many moons.

The day started with twelve hundred newscarriers from the

Columbus Dispatch filling the RKO Grand to capacity and the date
being close to the Fourth of July many of them brought giant fire-

crackers with them with which they enlivened the proceedings by
exploding a few just as Frank started his talk. We talk of new genera-

(Continiied from Page Six)



Foreign Department Honors Hawkinson

Tha last four weeks of the foreign department's drive. The

Phil Reisman BEAT LAST YEAR DRIVE, has been named in

tribute to Bcb Hawkinson, general manager under Phil

Rcisman. Bob has long been one af the best knov/n personal-

ities in foreign distribution. He rose through the ranks through

Luccessive steps in a score of posts dating back to his first

days with Pathe. And although Bob is still carrying that

youthful look, it was in 1920 that he first joined the old Rooster

cutfit, later transferring to RKO. Above we have Bob being

ccngratulated by his Chief as the foreign department contest

enters its closing weeks.

PAGE 2

"Gov" Neilson

Rutgers Neilson again has been

elected a governor of the Circus

Saints and Sinners, at the annual

meeting of the organization held

a1 the Waldorf-Astoria. Gover-

nor Neilson is a crony of fornner

Governor hiarold Hoffman of

New Jersey, long an important

fciclor in the charity organizahion.

Fonda Cover

Henry Fonda is the subject of

a color study on the cover of the

current (Summer Number) issue

of "Theatre Arts" magazine. Fon-

da is shown with a group of fel-

low actors in the Broadway stage

success "Mr. Roberts" in which

he has scored a great personal

success.

Blindfold Test

Walk up to the newstands this

month select any fan magazine,

flip through the pages and it's

ten to one you spot a MELODY
TIME ad. The ad is a humdinger

too, full page and in color. The

first ad to break appeared in

Movie Stars Parade which hit

the stands June I 3.

through the thrills of FORT
APACHE) reacted to the charm-

ing and utterly "different" Tecli-

nicolor film thai- unrolled before

them.

Except for lhe rousing bursfs

of laughter that greeted the

sparkling comedy scenes, the

house sat in completely absorbed

silence right up to the finish.

Literally, you could have heard

the proverbial pin drop as the

juvenile hero describes his adven-

tures and what happened after

he woke up to find his hair had

turned green overnight. But the

crowd made up for it at the end

v/ith one of the most spontaneous

and heart-warming bursts of ap-

plause I've over heard in any

theatre.

This Dean Stockwell youngster

i; absolutely amazing. The whole

picture depends entirely on the

audience accepting and believ-

ing his story, and the lad puts

it over so convincingly that it

astounds you. The Academy
Av/ard has never gone to a boy,

but I'll bet young Stockwell will

be in the running for next year's

Oscars, and deservedly so.

Indian "Bally" In

A Truman Parade

SEATTLE — For the FORT
APACHE engagement at the

Paramount Theatre, v/e had an

Indian dressed in full regalia,

riding a horse through the dov/n-

town streets.

Extra value was given to this

stunt as President Truman visired

Seattle on the opening day of

FORT APACHE. Arrangements
v/ere made to have our "Indian

'

in the President's line of march
tlirough the city.

Despite floods, the Boeing

strike and daylight saving time,

FORT APACHE I3 breaking rec-

ords in Seattle.

The FORT APACHE campaign
was handled with the co-opera-

tion of Dan Reddans, Paramount
Theatre manager.

—RUSS MORGAN

Book ''Muscles"

The Sportscope MUSCLES
AND THE LADY has been
booked over the entire Schine

circuit operating in the key cities

of Albany, Buffalo, Cincinnati,

Cleveland, Washington, and else-

v/here.

The only hitch here Is that he'll

be competing v/ith Pat O'Brien

for the same Award, and Pat's

performance also is beyond
praise. He's an O Brien you ve

never seen before, a kindly, tol-

erant, completely natural old

actor who takes the lonely and
imaginative war orphan under his

v/ing, and between them the tv/o

players do a truly magnificent

job.

Sterling assistance from Robert

Ryan as the psychiatrist, Barbara

Hale as the school-teacher, Sam
uel Hinds, Regis Toomey, Walter
Catlett and a flock of hand-
picked supporting players, and
the genuinely remarkable direc-

tion of Joe Losey, who rates

plenty of kudos for his fine and
intelligent handling of the tricky

plot development, all contribute

heavily to the charm of the offer-

ing.

With proper presentation and
selling of this exceptional show,

we'll have a real box-office bo-

nonza on our hands—for any film

tl'.ar can captivate an audience
the way this one did last night is

IN!

Now our Sportscope starring

Ben Hogan becomes timely, as

Ben is the national open cham-

pion as well as the PGA champ,

double honors for our greatest

golfer.

Louise Suggs has stopped in

New York on the way home from

England to Atlanta and of course

has been much in the limelight.

Frank Stranahan did not fare so

v/eli in the open, but he is one of

the favorites for the British open,

quoted at 9 to I. After that

Fiank will return to Memphis for

the amateur championship. Miss

Suggs will soon appear at Chi-

cago.

Leon to Speak
Leon J. Bamberger has ac-

cepted the invitation of President

Ed Lachman to attend the An-

nual Convention of the Allied

Theatre Owners of New Jersey

at West End, New Jersey, June

28-30, inclusive.

Caldwell Arrives

Venn Caldwell, Walt Disney

studio executive, has arrived In

New York to discuss plans for

advertising and promotion of the

current MELODY TIME and the

forthcoming SO DEAR TO MY
HEART.

l/itCATlOM
TIME

TfME^
] ...a.^MtiMiinirinirraiiiwfiirt'ifcrtii

M^ieber Says
(Continued from Page One)
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The Big Fight
A record coverage of ten RKO Pathe camera crews

will open up on Louis and Walcott at the Yankee Stadium

next Wednesday night. These will range from the dressing

rooms to the ringside, with no less than four slow-motion

outfits ready to strike while the gloves are hot. The previous

heavyweight encounter was covered by but six crews.

Harry Michalson reports more interest in this match

than in any previous battle of the century, or for that mat-

ter battle of the twenty centuries. Many exhibitors have

contacted the Home Office and the field organization.

The interest in this country and abroad is intense, and the

fight will build right to the first bell.

Preliminary pictures from the respective training camps

are in the hands of RKO Pathe. RKO Pathe, the sales de-

partment, the laboratories, the print and negative depart-

ments, air freight, railway express—all are ready for the

box-office bell. Prints will reach the theatres with the speed

that has made RKO famous as the handler of fight pictures.

No time of first showings is known, as that will depend on

the length of the battle and other elements.

Pressheets are in your hands. Get up some of the paper

for office display. Augment these with sporting pages. Be

ready to break into the sports departments of daily news-

papers with details of the fight films as they reach your

territory.

Win, lose or draw, the fight picture is on. It may be

the most exciting ring battle in all history. The champ may

go down for the count; a new heavyweight titleholder may

emerge from the squared arena. Oftentimes RKO Radio

NOW SHOWINa
EXCLUSIVE

FKrHTPICTyRES

BETTER THAN A RINGSIDE SEAT

!

f

40 X 60 (2 color)

has been months and years preparing a Studio feature to

equal the gross of the LOUIS-WALCOTT fight pictures.

This one comes in overnight, and action must be swift and

sure. Louis and Walcott are ready—so Is I'he SHOWMAN-
SHIP-SPORTSMANSHIP COMPANY.

SHOWS MADE TO ORDER FOR SUMMER
(Ed's ncle—The loUowing story written by Harry Blair, tradepaper contact,

received wide publicity in the general and tradepress. Youngsters, Harry

believes, will be keenly interested in two of the attractions which have a

foreign background and a third with a juvenile delinquency angle. The others

are obviously units with a special appeal to youngters. To these may be

added of course the LOUIS-WALCOTT fight picture.)

RKO Radio s list of Summer releases offers unusual appeal to

youngsters as well as grownups. Geared to warm weather tastes is

such ideal vacation screen fare as John Ford's FORT APACHE, a

stirring action drama with John Wayne and Henry Fonda heading

a large cast and co-starring Shirley Temple, who provides romantic

overtones opposite her husband, John Agar; Sol Lesser's TARZAN
AND THE MERMAIDS, continuous action and thrills, starring

Johnny Weissmuller, Brenda Joyce and Linda Christian, with more

than the usual emphasis on aquatics; DESIGN FOR DEATH, 1947

Academy Award winning documentary, an expertly edited compila-

tion of confiscated Japanese incendiary film rfiaterial; Walt Disney's

MELODY TIME, a gay Technicolor musical comedy with a star-

studded cast of stage, screen and radio names including Roy Rogers

and Trigger: BERLIN EXPRESS besides offering exciting melodrama

has the added feature of being the first picture filmed in American

occupied Germany. Merle Oberon. Robert Ryan, Charles Korvin and

Paul Lukas are starred: FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE with Pat

O'Brien in the title role of one man's single-handed crusade on behalf

of newsboys: RETURN OF THE BAD MEN an action-filled Western

with all the zip and gusto of the early Panhandle country. Randolph

Scott, Robert Ryan and Anne Jeffreys turn in bangup performances.

These current attractions are augmented by the re-release of

Frank Buck's BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE and a return engagement

of Walt Disney's' ever popular BAMBI.

Seldom has one company had at this season of the year, so wide

a variety of pictures with general appeal.
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THE EXCITEMENT ATTENDANT on the presentation of the

annual Quigley Awards found RKO Radio very much in the

foreground. The awards are given yearly by the Managers

Round Table of the Motion Picture Herald for outstanding

showmanship.

S. Barret McCormick is shown presenting an impressive

box of candy to Mildred Fitzgibbons, manager of the Skouras

Roosevelt Theatre, Flushing, Long Island, N.Y., recipient of

the bronze award, as Montague Salmon, managing director

of New York's Rivoli Theatre, looks on.

Below is shown Charles Hacker, (center) winner of the

silver award, in company with Walter Brooks, director of the

Managers Round Table, and Rutgers Neilson (right) who played

host to the winner and a group of Quigley executives at the

Circus Saints and Sirmers luncheon in the Waldorf-Astoria.

Mr. Hacker is holding the program with a picture of Al Schact,

famous baseball comedian, who was fall guy of the occasion.

This affair being strictly stag, it was impossible to have Miss
Fitzgibbon join the party.

Likes ''Lab"

Branch Manager Giff Davison

of Salt Lake City screened the

"America" CRIME LAB for

Messrs. Edwards and Hopkinson
of the Joe Lawrence Theatres

and the Fox West Coast bookers.

"They all commented that it is

unusual and carries terrific enter-

tainment value," says Giff.

Lux Toilet Soap "Velvet" TIe-ln

Last week FLASH carried a full-page of copy devoted to ThlE

VELVET TOUCH promotion including national magazine ads and

other units. In this we mentioned the Lux Toilet Soap tie-in with

Rosalind Russell. List of publications to be used is now available and

herewith is the list for August, all full pages in color with the ex-

ception of the American Weekly, four columns:

MAGAZINE

Good Housekeeping

Ladies' Homo Journal

Woman's Home Companion

True Story

Fawcett Women's Group

True Confessions

Motion Picture

Movie Story Magazine

Dell Modern Group

Modern Screen

Screen Romances

Modern Romances

Successful Farming

Capper's Farmer

American Weekly

SPACE

Page

Page 4 c

CIRCULATION

2,700,003

4,500,000

3,500,000

2,100,000

2,600,000

2,400,000

1,222,447

1,300,000

9,344,804

Total circulation 29,667,251

ill Leonard of WCBS

Lauds "Design for Deatti"
A lot of people, I m afraid, are going to stay away from

the Victoria Theatre under the mistaken notion that it's new

movie, DESIGN FOR DEATH, is just another of the old news-

reel, captured enemy film pastepot jobs. Since the end of the

war there have been at least a dozen such features released

and unless you re mad for old atrocity scenes or pictures of

tanks blasting other tanks you've probably had your fill. DESIGN

FOR DEATH isn't that kind of a movie at all. It's Academy

Award Oscar as the best documentary feature of 1947 bears

testimony that it's much more than that.

The theme of the picture is stated in it's prologue which

says that this is a movie about a racket . . . the worst racket the

world has ever known . . . the racket of war and the misuse

of power by the few who ruled the many. It's an interesting,

sometimes fascinating study of the Japanese Empire . . . it's

rise and fall. It's the story of the great feudal leaders and the

samurai warriors they hired and used as a private army. It's an

explanation of bushido . . . the belief that was strong enough

to make a normal ordinary Japanese soldier take part in a

suicide charge . . . strong enough to force a Japanese pilot

to crash his suicide plane into the side of an American ship.

It is. In short, the story of the Japanese plan for world conquest

and how it got that way. If you're as hazy about Japanese

history and customs as I am, I think you'll find it a very Inter-

esting way to spend an hour. Don't go expecting blood and

thunder . . . torture scenes, death marches or atrocity shots.

There is, however, one fine action sequence when two armies

of samurai warriors on foot meet head-on and have at each

other with double edged swords. It's quite a free-for-all.
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ORIGINAL JESSE JAMES (He Says So) WITH '^BADMEN

To Make Personal Appearances in State-Wide Premiere in

Oklahoma; 50 Theatres in the Grand Push

GOVERNOR TURNER TO BE ON HAND
By TERRY TURNER

Well, what do you know?

THE ORIGINAL JESSE JAMES (he says he is and who are you to

say he aint) will make personal appearances with our state-wide Okla-

homa area premiere of THE RETURN OF THE BAD MEN come this

uly 7.

Grandma Hickey, whom I booted out of Chicago to track down
this gent that A. P. reported, finally comes through with the informa-

ion that Jesse will be on hand, despite his 102 years, a broken hip,

nd also that GOVERNOR TURNER OF OKLAHOMA will be on

and at Guthrie to greet the old boy.

Now I'm right proud of Grandma, who didn t warm up to this

dea too fast, having been basking in the grandeur mantle of his

tint with MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA in New York City, and

t took a little bit of prodding to get this former circus press agent

o drop back with us peasants and sort of get going. ' Personally I

vas planning to keep Grandma in Oklahoma the rest of his life if he

Jidn't start clicking normally again, but he did and all is forgiven and
Vlichigan Boulevard will once again see the smiling Irish kisser.

Grandma also reports that the dates are coming in as thick as

leas and that he and Eddie Terhune are busy as bees covering the

Jates. He also reports that everybody is excited about the premiere

ind with JESSE JAMES [he says he is) on hand we should get away
o a somewhat dazzling and startling start.

Now about THIS ORIGINAL JESSE JAMES (he says he is). The
Id boy claims to be 102 years old and according to dates HE
^OULD BE. Half of Oklahoma says he is and newspapers have run

number of affidavits to prove his claim. The other half says he

int. NOW WHO AM I TO DISAGREE WITH EITHER SIDE. I ve

Iways been taughh to be neutral and onct when I forget my teachings

am receiving the fastest belt in the nose I have ever received. That
'as the final lesson that keeps me neutral.

Seriously though, study the pictures of the old boy that Jackie
hll run with this story. What a character! And he really could be the

|oy that set Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas on their collective ears with

is bank robberies, raids, etc. He can still hold a six shooter and he
'as given dates and circumstances that to a great number of people
amp him as the real McCoy. In our picture the character of Jesse
ames plays a pretty human role, so really, dont you think THEY
IE UP WELL TOGETHER. Yeah, man, this should be a dandy.

June 26lh

HYLLIS ROSE Los Angeles

NA COHEN Boston

RES.A McBRIDE Vancouver

LIA MARY FAY Home Office

AVIS MORTENSON Chicago

June Z7lh

E. WAPPAUS Home Office

M M. MANFREDI Home Office

\RIE GOODLOE CLASBY Dallas

Ju 28lh

BARNEY PITKIN
OTTO N. EBERT. JR.

BERTHA BERKOVC'ITZ
GLADYS REDFORD
FRANCES ALIFIER

June 29th

AGNES M. TRACEY
LOUIS H. RATZ. JR.

HELEN HURD
June iOth

JOHN RUBIN DUTCH
July lit

JEANNE CROZAT
OTTO P. MADSEN
H. VC-. ROSCH
CELESTINE ARONSON
ARTHUR M BRILANT
JUSTIN C. GRUELLE
JAMES W. SIMS

July 2nd

E. MERLE GWIN

New Haven

Indianapolis

Chicago

Boston

New York

Home Office

St. Louis

San Francisco

New Orleans

Home Office

Home Office

Home Office

Home Office

Home Office

Charlotte

Ms Ht* Or is Ho A i tt i ?

Denver

Theatre Men Sell "Bring 'Em"
Team work being all essential in this business, ana especially

nowadays, it was especially gratifying to see the RKO theatre men

in Cincinnati, under Emil Groth, dig into the plan of pre-selling Frank

Buck s Original BRING EM BACK ALIVE with WLW and the Cin-

cinnati Inquirer.

The managers, Arthur Piccola of the Grand, Erwin Bock of the

Palace, Elwood Jones of the Capitol, Joe Alexander of the Albee,

Joseph Hansberry of the Shubert, James Beers of the Lyric, Florence

Kipp of the Paramount. Earl Grahame of the Orpheum, Fred Delaney

of the Family and Nate Wise, the local publicity head, waded into a

group of preselling tickets, half of which goes to the Zoo Fund and

half to the theatre, and as this was being written were doing right

good for themselves.

So with everybody except Little Bo Peep selling tickets at $ 1 .00

and 50c we should have a good little gross before we open.

—T.T.



(1)—Frank inspects the elephant house at the Columbus Zoo . . . (2)—The lamous animal man tells

stories of life in the jungle to a throng of eager Dispatch newsboys . . . (3)—On stage at the RKO

Grand Theatre . . . (4)—Buck is met at the airport by Columbus Dispatch newsboys . . . (5)—Frank is

right at home at the zoo shaking hands with the trained chimp Susie . . . (6)—Enthusiastic newsboys

attend a luncheon at the Deshler-Wallick Hotel ... (7)— Pete the hippopotamus shows Buck his

teeth during the tour of the zoo . . . (8)—Earl Davis, superintendent of the zoo, feeds Pansy while Buck

looks on ... (9 and 10)—Special front on the Grand and a line-up of newsboys at 8:30 AM waiting

to see BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE.

—HUGH MACKENSIE

BUCK BRINGS 'EM BACK TO BOX-OFFICE
{Continued from Page One)

tions but there we were looking at twelve hundred customers none
of whom were even born when BRING EM BACK ALIVE was launched
sixteen years ago. And did they eat it up? The tiger-python sequence
really got them and the left hook displayed by the black panther
really raised them into a yell. The honey bear and monkey brought
forth squeals of delight and the entire mobbed Erank after the show.

The second feature just did not exist for this mob by the time the
first show had finished there was a good line-up at the box-office and

so it went until evening when we had to buck the opening of a race

track, a heavyweight fight and a night baseball game, but the figures

will show that we still pulled through with a banner opening day.

Right now we are waiting for the Cincinnati opening to continue this

yarn and as Gabriel hHeatter would say and I will repeat, there will be

good news when you read it.

—HUGH MACKENSIE
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"BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE" BREAKS

57 NORTHEASTERN CITIES JUNE 23
By RALPH BANGHART and HANK HOWARD

BOSTON—From Bangor, Maine, to Stanford, Conn., and from

Boston to Binghamton, a total of 57 situations in Gus Schaefer s North-

eastern district are set to break with Frank Buck s Original BRING
'EM BACK ALIVE on June 23, and like that famous advertising

slogan, there are almost 57 varieties of exploitation campaigns set up
by the field force. Parades, coloring contests, name contests, animal

giveaways from an elephant to an ocelot (Mexican cat to you . . .

my( ain t we smart), boy s camp fund projects in conjunction with a

Frank Buck Club promotion and many, many more variations, includ-

ing a tie-up with Montgomery Ward who is donating two bicycles

and atheletic equipment.

The three Boston Hearst newspapers, with a combined circulation

of nearly 700,000, have been hammering away dally since June 6
with a contest to name the elephant which Frank Buck is giving to

Mayor Curley's Franklin Park Zoo. Entries are pouring in by the

thousands, to give you an idea, more than 5,000 were received in

the Monday morning mail alone. And is Mayor Curley happy! So
much so that he wants every kid In New England present on the
afternoon of the 24th to witness the presentation ceremonies on
Boston Common. To that end, he has instructed Park Commissioner
Murphy and Playground Director Mullen to stage a gala "school's

out carnival on the Common on that day, complete with tumblers,

acrobats, clowns etc., etc. A 63-year-old veteran elephant, Topsy,
• ill greet the new arrival on the outskirts of the city and escort it to
he formation point of the big parade which will precede the cele-

bration on the Common. The climax of the celebration will be the
presentation of the new elephant to the Mayor by Frank Buck and
ihen (the Society for the Preservation of Sacred Boston Common

doesn t know this yet) Mayor Curley v/ill announce that the elephant

will be kept on the Common for a week so that everyone visiting

Boston will have the opportunity to see it.

In Portland the Empire Theatre, Montgomery Ward and the city

will have a parade in honor of Frank Buck and the opening of the

Safety Campaign for kids. There will be two bicycles given to winners

of a contest as well as athletic equipment for runners-up. In addition

to this, the three Gannett newspapers, morning Herald, evening

Express and Sunday Telegram are sponsoring a contest in which a

worthy boy will attend a summer camp for two weeks as the guest

of Frank Buck. All readers may enter a boy who In their opinion is

deserving of the opportunll-y to spend two weeks in the woods.

In a tie-up with a local beverage firm, the RKO Albee In Provi-

dence will give a red fox to the local zoo and radio station WEAN
v/III run a contest to name the animal. In Lowell, the Sunday Telegram
Is running a coloring contest. In nearly every situation the theatre

is Inaugurating Frank Buck "Bring Em Back Alive" Clubs, using the

membership card from the pressbook and in cooperation with mer-
chants, offering prizes to holders of certain numbered membership
cards.

Backing up this newspaper and theatre exploitation is the power-
ful Yankee Network of 23 stations, blasting away with spot announce-
ments and promotion centered on the six terrific Don Thompson
radio shows. These 15-minute programs are scheduled right in the
middle of the regular kid shows, such as Superman.

In Buffalo, a city-wide Frank Buck "Bring Em Back Alive" contest
to name a new Zebra has the backing of the Courier-Express, radio

{Continued on Next Page)
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{Co7itini(ed from Page Seven)

station WEBR and the Park Dept. Over the weekend, 30,000 entry

blanks were distributed to visitors at the zoo. Frank Buck and the

Rochester Democrat-Chronicle will donate an ocelot to the Seneca

Park zoo and the paper is sponsoring a contest in which prizes are

given for drawing a likeness of the animal or writing a word picture

to describe it. Radio station WhHEC is also in on the promotion

through the medium of its kids and teen-age programs. Two monkeys

will be added to the Syracuse menagerie in another Frank Buck pro-

motion with radio station WAGE and the Post-Standard, both co-

operating with a name contest. In Albany a four-way tie-up has been

arranged with the Grand Theaire, radio station WROW, Jerry and

Sky, two wild hill-biliys who will ride a "wild ' steer to the theatre on

opening day, and a local furniture company. Jerry and Sky will broad-

cast their program from the theatre stage, providing they don't get

tossed by the steer enroute.

Circuits represented in the 57 dates so far include RKO, Loews,

Warners, M & P, Maine and New Hampshire, B & Q, Snider, Zeitz,

Lockwood-Gordon, Affiliated, Mathieu, Yaeger, Vuono, Ricci, Yellen,

Bernstein, Comerford, Fabian, Schine, Gibson and Benton.

See

Back Cover

First Of The

Futl Color

\uiiintul A.ds

On

JOAN OF ARC

Cantor Contest

Field Man Lloyd Muir set up a

FIND EDDIE CANTOR contest

for the Vancouver engagement of

IF YOU KNEW SUSIE at the

Orpheum Theatre. The winner

was awarded a first prize of

$50.00 and a week's engagement

at the Narrows Supper Club. He
was also presented to the capaci-

ty audience on opening night at

the Orpheum by Susan Fletcher,

Canadian movie commentator

over CBS network in Canada,

who was also one of the judges

along with Ivan Ackery, Orpheum

manager. Contest was built up

steadily for a week with spots by

CKMO, and every night at 7:15

for fifteen minutes the contest-

ants were eliminated until the

winner was proclaimed at the

huge stage show on opening

night of IF YOU KNEW SUSIE.

Daily News, N. Y.

Mobray Rote
Alan

picked

beenMowbray has

for a leading role in

EVERY GIRL SHOULD BE MAR-
RIED, now before the cameras
with Don Hartman as producer-

director. Its principals are Gary
Grant, Franchot Tone and Betsy

Drake.

Zebra Contest

For the run of Frank Buck's

ORIGINAL BRING 'EM BACK
ALIVE at the 20th Century Thea-

tre in Buffalo, the Theatre has

tied-in with the city zoo on a con-

test to name a baby zebra which

was born at the zoo on June 2,

1948. Over two hundred prizes

have been made available and

rules have been mailed to over

8,000 children along with open-

ing date of the picture and in-

structions to watch their local

papers for further details.

—HANK HOWARD

Victoria Shows

Prize Jap Film

The New York premiere of the

1947 Academy Award-winning
"Design for Death" Is now show-

ing at the Victoria Theatre. There

is propaganda and there is

propaganda and there is propa-

ganda, but this documentary,

through the workmanship of pro-

ducer Sid Rogell, turns out a con-

cise and absorbing brand of its

own that we could see more of.

The feature is composed of seg-

ments of confiscated Japanese
film, woven into a smooth pres-

entation of the ups and downs of

the Japanese Empire within the

last seven centuries.

Broadly terming the internal

suppressions and schemes of ag-

gressor nations as "rackets," the

film depicts the Japanese nation

as it grew from disputes between
petty overlords in I 200 into the

forceful government of succeed-

ing centuries. Particularly credible

because of the authenticity of it_

locale, the picture is most en-

lightening concerning the agri-

cultural, political, domestic and

religious aspects of the Japanese
life. This last phase in the lives of

these oriental people is of par-

ticular interest, showing the Shin-

to national shrines, erected for

the offering of prayers and rituals

to numerous gods and, of course,

the Emperor.

Narration is alternated be-

tween Hans Conreid and Kent

Smith. Conreid, known for role;

which require German accent,

handles the Japanese narration

with convincing reality. "Design

for Death" runs just as long as the

average high school history class,

and it provides the best material,

In the simplest manner I know, to

acquaint one with this practical

race.

RELEASED THROUGH RKO RADIO PICTURES
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FLASH NEWS OF "JOAN OF ARC" I

To keep you posted on progress on one of the
|

most Important pictures of alt time, FLASH icill

bring rou items here each week touching all sorts

of phases of this amazing production.

".Miss Bergman cannot help be-

ing the most wonderful Joan.

She was made for the part.'

Luise Rainer, two-time Academy
Award winner, speaking on June

II. Gallant praise from one ac-

tress for another — particularly

since Miss Rainer has played both

Shaw's and Anderson's "Joan'

herself on the stage.

Another first: The first cover

of Carousel, a new magazine

which will hit the stands early this

fall, will show Miss Bergman as

Joan in color. Carousel, a class

magazine, will aim to serve the

stage and screen as Vogue serves

the fashion world. Will also run

generous inside story on the pro-

duction of JOAN OF ARC.

No "king ' of the screen since

Laughton's Henry VIII has had a

greater appetite for wine, women

and food than Jose Ferrer's

Dauphin In JOAN OF ARC.
Whether or not the part made
Ferrer "food-conscious' Is not

sure but last week he opposed
woman " cooking contest at the

Ritz. In the opinion of Judges
Nancy Carroll and Louis DIat,

Ferrer won napkins down. The
contest will be reported pictori-

ally by the Associated Press and

In the November issue of Salute

Magazine with JOAN OF ARC
credit to Ferrer.

Dale Eunson's inspirational arti-

cle on JOAN OF ARC In the

May Cosmopolitan pulled more
fan mail " than any story pub-

lished In Cosmopolitan since Eun-

son's classic, "The Day They

Gave Babies Away" (also, Inci-

dentally, an RKO property.)

Katherlne Albert says so, and

she's Eunson's wife, and a good
writer too.

An excerpt from the script of

the June 6th Newsweek Periscope

program, over WOR:
ANNOUNCER: "When will

you see the much-publicized film,

'Joan of Arc'?"

REPORTER: "The long-awaited

Ingrid Bergman picture about

Jinx Falkenburg in a man-vs.-

The Maid of Orleans actually will

be out this year. After five

months of editing and reshooting,

it has at last been sent to the

Technicolor Laboratory for final

printing. This means that the

widely-heralded Walter Wanger
production definitely will be a

major contender for the next

Academy Awards."

All over the country hundreds

of newspapers carried the Feg
Murray cartoon, "Seeing Stars,'

June 6, with an action picture of

Ingrid In armor and captions ac-

centing the lavlshness and spec-

tacle of JOAN OF ARC.

Cute cartoon in a recent Issue

of the Paris newspaper, Les Nou-
velles Litteralres (see cut). The
scene Is Heaven although In the

distance you can see a corner of

Earth—specifically the corner In

which a movie theater Is adver-

tising Ingrid Bergman In JOAN
OF ARC.

REPORTER ANGEL: "What
are you going to do on your

birthday?"

JOAN OF ARC: "Going to

the movies to hear myself talk

English."

When Miss Bergman prepared
for her role In JOAN OF ARC,
she studied several screenings of

the classic French silent picture,

"The Passion of Joan of Arc."

She raved about It to Jose Ferrer

on the set, and Ferrer has been
eager to see the film ever since.

Now RKO has arranged with the

Museum of Modern Art to screen

the picture for Ferrer, other cast

members of JOAN OF ARC now
In town and friends especially In-

terested In JOAN. Besides Fer-

rer, other cast members of the

new JOAN who will attend the

screening are George Coulourls.

Hurd Hatfield, Irene Rich, Philip

Bourneuf, Phyllis Hill and Patrick

O'Connor. Henry Fonda, Luise

Rainer, Nancy Carroll, Michael
Redgrave, Diana Barrymore, Rob-
ert Wilcox, Frances Reld, Judith

Evelyn, Elisabeth Bergner and
Vera Zorlna have also accepted
invitations.

27fh Floor
It was indeed nice to see Bert

Reisman of Caracas, Venezuela,

again even though he zipped in

and then zipped out just like that.

Had the pleasure of making

the acquaintance of the charming

Marjorle Gllllngs, secretary-plus

at our Buenos Aires, Argentina,

office, who Is visiting the states

on her vacation. Marjorle has an

enviable reputation for being an

excellent worker, that In addition

to possessing a winning personali-

ty. We are very happy to wel-

come Marjorle and hope her stay

proves to be wonderfully excit-

ing.

Be on the lookout! Any day

now the recordings of Vin Roddie

(Gloria Rodomlsta s brother) will

be on the market. Vin Is some-

thing new In the way of a pianist,

and If you can not wait until the

records are released, you can

hear him over at Garrison's or at

the Copacabana.

—DOROTHY HAMBURGER

Heigh, ho, neighbors and co-worlcers!

Our MAN ABOUT TOWN, Wally

Frlerdich, who was supposed to be hav-

ing a glorious time In New York City,

returned to the office bright and early

Monday morning with a super-wonder-

ful sun tan, but minus his New York ad-

ventures. Why, you ask? The story goes,

as I got it, his buddy and traveling

companion had a change of heart at

the last minute, and the trip was called

off. Wally informs us that his home
town, Columbia, III., is the Ideal

MAGIC TOWN for vacationing.

Lou Palermo, booker, is vacationing

in places unknown. Wonder why Louie

wouldn't give with the "info" before no

left? Maybe he's the FUGITIVE trav-

eling incognito with the BIShHOP'S

WIFE?

More news of our Edis Brown. Mar-
ried only a month n a half, Edis Is al-

ready having troubles . . . the pipe on

her bathroom wash basin is leaking

. . . leaking . . . "umphteen" . . .

drops a second . . . No worries there,

Edis, . . . leaking pipes are a long way
from erring husbands.

We v/ere honored by a visit from

Harold Russell, the war veteran who
became well known after the release

of BEST YEARS. Mr. Russell was here in

St. Louis as guest of honor for the Free-

dom Train Parade on June 6th.

Due to the fact that spring fever has

hit me a little late this season, I'll sign

off and loaf in a non-committal way for

the rest of the day ... so long-g-i-ni!

—B.
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Trade showing of Walt Disney's MELODY TIME at New York's Astor Theatre creates Broad-

way excitement. (1)—Manager Sam Warshaw welcomes little Luana Patten, Disney star.

(2)—Len S. Gruenberg and Phil Hodes chat with Jack Gelber of ITS Circuit. (3)—Striking lobby
display. (4 - 5)—Exhibitors and wives line up long before the doors open. (6)—L. to R.: Sam
Warshaw, Len Gruenbberg, Carl Peppercorn, Leo Samuels, Herman Silverman, Irving Lud-
wig, Phil Bodes. (7)—Irving Ludwig, Leo Samuels, Luana and Mrs. Patten, Len Gruenberg,

Charles Levy.

Jesse L. Lasky, who will co-pro-

duce BATTLEGROUND with

Walter MacEwen, announces that

filming will start at the RKO
Radio studio in September.

Starred in this screen dramatiza-

tion of the Battle of Bastogne are

Robert Mitchum, Robert Ryan,

Jack Paar, and Victor Mature.

*

Les Selander has been signed

to direct Tim Holt in BROTHERS
IN THE SADDLE. Filming will be

done against backgrounds at

idylwild, California. Holt's sup-

porting cast Includes Richard

Martin, Richard Powers, Steve

Brodie, Robert Bray, Carol For-

man and Stanley Andrews.

Charlie Smith has been pen-

cilled in for a role in BALTIMORE
ESCAPADE, currently in produc-

tion under Richard Wallace's di-

rection. Robert Young, Shirley

Temple and John Agar head the

cast.

Martha Hyer's performances In

INDIAN SUMMER and ROUGH-
SHOD have resulted in her win-

ning the feminine lead In OUT-
LAW VALLEY. Tim Holt Is

starred. Miss Hyer recently com-

pleted a role in THE VELVET

TOUCH, supporting Rosalind

Russell In this Independent Art-

ists production.

Henry Fonda will be seen on

both Broadway stage and screen

when John Ford's FORT
APACHE starts Its New York en-

gagement at the Capitol Thea-

tre.

Fonda contributes to the gaye-

ty of the current theatrical season

as star of "Mr. Roberts" at the

Alvin Theatre.
*

Jose Ferrer, whose introduc-

tion to the film going public will

occur in the role of the Dauphin
in JOAN OF ARC, will play op-

posite Mary Anderson in "Romeo
and Juliet," at the John Drew
Theatre, East Hampton, Long
Island, New York, during the

week of June 28.

FIGHTING FATHER
DUNNE New York City pre-

miere at the Victoria, June
24th, with preview Wed-
nesday evening, June 23rd.

* *

FORT APACHE New York
City premiere at the Capi-
tol, Thursday, June 24th.

Frank Stronohon and
Louise Suggs to seek new
golfing crowns in this coun-
try with the Sportscope
MUSCLES AND THE LADY
taking on new prestige.

Watch sports pages for

tourney dates.

FRANK BUCK'S ORIGI-
NAL BRING 'EM BACK
ALIVE co'ea premiere in

Cincinnati, Indianapolis

and Cleveland territories,

June 19th, with Station

WLW and backing of the

Cincinnati Inquirer at Cin-

cinnati.

LOUIS-WALCOTT heavy-
weight title fight, Yankee
Stadium, June 23rd.

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE
—New England premiere,

Boston, June 24th, with

backing of Boston Hearst

newspapers. Playing time

includes New Haven, Al-

bany and Buffalo, some
60 dates in all.

THE PEARL will open
July 6th at the Aztec Thea-

tre, San Antonio, followed

by other big towns in the

Panhandle, and backed
with a Showmanship Com-
pany campaign.

State-wide Oklahoma pre-

miere of RETURN OF THE
BADMEN July 7th, with

from 40 to 50 cities in Okla-

homa and Texas partici-

pating.

THREE LITTLE PIGS, Walt
Disney's great cartoon to

be re-released in mid-Sep-

temper. Set for Music Hall

date late in summer.

Campaigns rolling for

JOAN OF ARC, heralded by
Ned E. Depinet as "The mo-
tion picture event of the

century."

VACATION
DISNEY TIME

TIME IS
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from

RKO-PATHE
By ED RICE

Two RKO Pathe camera crews

are now touring the middle and

far west on stories about farm

subjects.

One crew, headed by director

Llovd Durant and cameraman

Howard Winner, is shooting a

color film for the Texaco "News

Because It s New" series. Durant

and Winner will cover twenty-two

stories in eleven states on their

eight thousand mile tour.

HOPES HARVEST (working

title) a "This Is America" about

the world food situation is now in

production. First scenes are being

taken in the locale of Manhattan,

Kansas, by Larry O'Reilly and

crew. O'Reilly will return to the

farm areas later on in the sum-

mer to shoot additional scenes.

Another far-ranging RKO
Pathe crew under director-pho-

tographer Harry Smith has just

returned from the Bahamas,

where a Sportscope about marlin

fishing was made and also some
location shots for a future T.I.A.

An article in the current Holly-

wood Quarterly by William Seril

of Newsweek magazine has prais-

es for a bit of This Is America"

direction. In the piece entitled

"The Camera's Bright Eye, " Mr.

Seril writes: HIGHWAY MANIA,
one of the documentary series

"This Is America, shows an

Intoxicated man tottering and

weaving his way out of a bar

toward his automobile, parked di-

rectly In front of the place. The

camera, stationed across the

street, watches as he bolts off In

the car and speeds dizzily down
the highway. Now it looks back

toward the saloon, then stops,

surprisingly, at the adjacent

property—a cemetery. (The cam-
era s eloquence abides here In a

simple panning gesture.)
'

The Baltimore News-Post and

the Town Theatre promoted a

stunt that Is worth copying In

other cities when FUNNY BUSI-

NESS plays. Children who ex-

'elled In coloring comics in the

paper received passes to the

theatre during the run of the

short, in Baltimore. Other Hearst

papers are also planning to run

similar contests.

Kennedy East

Edgar Kennedy has arrived In

T-lew York to appear with the

Lakeside Summer Stock Theatre,

Lake Hopatcong, New Jersey.

Starting June 29 and continuing

through July 4, Kennedy will have

the lead In "For Better or for

Worse, a new comedy by Rich-

ard Stevors, with Nancy Pollock,

preliminary to a Broadway tryout.

Half-pager
Hubert Lyons sends in an eye-

catching tie-up ad In the Kings-

port Times on the TIA short sub-

ject FUNNY BUSINESS which

played at the Center Theatre,

KIngsport, Tennessee. The ad ran

a half page and was studded with

drawings of the favorite comic

characters who appear in the

short. The booking was a request

by the KIngsport Times who were

host to the Tennessee Editor s

convention held in that city.

Savage Resting

Colonel Bill Savage of tlio

legal department is re:iin-) a;

well as could be expecied rolb\/-

ing a major operation al' .ho

Lenox Hill hospital. Col. Savage

underwent an operation b5^

Wednesday, June 9th, having

tered the Institution a week pre-

vious. The Colonel served in the

air forces In both world wars and

was on active duty through world

war two right from the jump-off,

never even taking a furlough,

we're all pulling for you Colonel!

Schubart Back

A. A. Schubart is back at his

desk at the Home Office follow-

ing trips which Included Milwau-

kee, Chicago and Buffalo.

Gecrge Mconey, recenlly appointed

by Ralph Doyle, RKO managing di-

lectcr for Australasia, to handle ex-

plcilalion in the North Island of New

Zealand. The Showmanship Company

is indeed in there pitching with on-

the-spot box-office aids in all parts

of the world.

11
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A Second Review

Goldfarb Is100<^o

On "The Fugitive,"

"Tycoon" Is Tops

Salesman Marvin Goldfarb of

Denver has just rounded out sales

on THE FUGITIVE which give him

a one hundred percent mark.

Right on his heels are two other

Denver salesmen, Sam Appelman

and Merle Gwin. Appelman lacks

but ten deals for a perfect mark-

er while Gwin needs but eleven.

Branch Manager Joe Emerson

says "this picture is a must In

every situation and although there

are some die-hards, particularly In

our Colorado and Wyoming ter-

ritories, we feel confident that

ihis attraction will end up on the

screens of every theatre in the

lerritory."

Joe says the branch is particu-

larly enthused about the results

of TYCOON. Everywhere it has

played the grosses have been ex-

cellent along with fine audience

reaction. Gwin has 4 unsold situa-

tions, Appelman has five, Gold-

farb 6. These accounts will be

closed in the very near future,

Emerson says.

Tho Old 3l€tn

ST. LOUIS STAR-TIMES
Wed.. June 9. I94S. — 13

Here's to you Dad. \\ liu

Has stood every test.

The worst that \ou gave

Us was always your best.

We sought your protection

Without thought of fear,

At the least sign of danger

You alwa)s were near.

You we would seek in our

Sorrow and ills.

You always stood ready

To pay all the bills.

You never complained nor

Showed the sign of a gripe

That Mom couldn't square

With a tie or a pipe.

God bless you dear dad(h ;

We fervently pray,

To guide you and guard you

On (his Father's Day.

—PAT LEE

Lab At Rivoli

The "America" CRIME LAB

joins the parade of RKO Radio

shorts in big New York houses

this week. CRIME LAB opened at

the Rivoli Theatre with the new

program on Thursday.

Stttttwn€*w* Yint^

is Sit fPMt'tnfitt,ship

MiHO\ iiax"Officii

t'utttpttiijns^ A^tls I

I'The Best Years Of Our Lives^

\Still Valid One Year Later
I (The folloiving review by an
outstanding critic is about the
film ''The Best Years of Our

]
Lives," which formerly luas
shown only on a roadshow basis
but has opened at the Shubert
Theater as a regular attraction.)

BY JOHN MASON BROWN
Only ty the clocK is a minute 60

[seconds long. Everywhere else a

minute's length depends upon what
it does or does not hold. A single

year, no more than that, has pas.sed

I

since I first saw "The Best Years

I
of Our Lives." And less than three

I years have slipped by since the

I

coming of the unpacific peace which
lis the point of departure of that
movie.

I But who can tell time by the calen-

dar in this postwar period when hjs-

tory continues to sweep forward with
the jet-propelled pace of wartime?
That Is why, when recently I had a

chance to see Samuel Goldwyn's
film again, I dreaded to go.

I had so enjoyed "The Best Years
of Our Lives," and had been so

profoundly moved by it, that it

seemed safest to leave grateful

memories undisturbed^ Accordingly,

I went to it a second time with-

apprehension, wondering in ad-
vance if It would still have as much
to say as It once had; fearing it

might have lost some of its original

validity with the passing of the

ttioment it had perfectly expressed.

I was wrong, however—happily and
completely wrong. "The Best Years

of Our Lives" still speaks warmly,
humanly and truthfully for the mo-
ment that is no less than the mo-
ment that was.

The veteran may no longer be the

problem he was supposed to be at

the time of his return to civilian

life. But civilian lite for the vet-

eran lucky enough to have returned,

whole or maimed, continues for

many veterans to be a sizeable

problem. It is a problem created by

a changed mood, by the natural

desire to get on into the new day.

and the human temptation to for-

get the old one. It is a problem
^Jomplicated by public indifference

jand occasionally by broken prom-
ises.

Jt is an emotional problem as

much as an economic one; a prob-

lem of job-seeking, house-finding;
above all,_ self-finding. In short. It

is the very problem of readjustment
and reassimilation faced by the ser-

geant, the sailor and the pilot when
the three of them come home to

Boone City in "The Best Years of

Our Lives."

I now write the words "come
home" casually just as everyone
who was overseas wrote them long-

jingly during the war. But to come

I

home was no simple act. It was as

jmuch of an adventure for the per-

son who rang the doorbell as for

1

the people who answered it. It was
'the great moment, the dream re-

alized.

It was then that the ideal and
the fact confronted one another;

that those closest together were
bound to meet to a certain extent

as strangers. It was almost too good
to be true. Perhaps that is why its

joys were mix^d "ith embarrasr-

jment; its happiness with stage

I

fright.

I doubt if anywhere the mixed
emotions of the American veteran's
(return have been more poignantly
•stated than in the opening sequences
of "The Best Years of Oyr Lives."

We say we will not forg«t this or
that. But we do. Mercifully or
mercilessly.

Every detail, however, of what we
thought we had forgotten about our
homecomings is revived by these
introductory scenes. I, for one,

don't see how any survivor of war-
time separations could sit dry-eyed
before them or without having the
near past come to life in the pres-

ent. They manage to tell their pwn
story and ours, too. It Is all there.

The strangeness and the thrill ol

being back in America; of seeing a
land without rubble; a land away
from target areas; a prosperous, a

smiling, a seemingly untouched
country.
To an amazing degree what Rob-

ert E. Sherwood has done in his

scenario for "The Best Years of

Our Lives" is to tell individual

stories so that they Include general
truths.. His shrewdness as a drama-
tist is proved again "and again.

It is established, for example, at

the very outset by the manner in

which we first learn that the sailor,

played by Harold Russell, has lost

his Hands. It is further demon-
strated by the way in which Mr,
dherwood reverses audience expec-
tations and has his sergeant turn
out to be a prosperous bantfer, his

Air Force captain an ex-soda jerker.

But, brilliantly used as such de-
vices are, Sherwood's script is far

more than a matter of dramatic
strategies. These are always em-
ployed as legitimate means to an
end rather than as an end in them-
selves.

I

Like William Wyler's direction,
i

like the performances of Fredric I

March, Myrna Loy, Dana Andrews, i

Harold Russell and Teresa Wright, I

Sherwood's writing in "The Best
i

Years of Our Lives" is' filled with i

truth. Its honesty is all-conquering

and unforgettable.

It springs from a genuine emo-
tion, and a big one. It betrays a

'

wonderful eye for small, human-
izing details, either heartbreaking
or hilarious. Thioughout, too, it is

warmed by a glowing faith in what
is finest in the country itself.

What is perhaps most exceptional i

about "The Best Years of Our
Lives" is its averageness; the sense :

it incessantly communicates of be- i

longing to life rather than to arti

fice; of embracing at this point or

that everybody's experience. From !

Durr a.s through Dos Passes, right
'

down to Merle Miller's "That Win-

1

ter," three has been the accepted
|

number of n.usketeers to spe^k for i

all.
I

Sherwo.od's trio of returnees,
however, speak for more than

'

themselves or their comrades. They
j

speak for theirs or other families;

for the young and the middle-aged;

'

for the rich and the poor; for the
wounded as well as the unscathed; i

and for an America released from

'

iwar to face the problems of peace .
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'^Metatly Time**
{Continued from Page One)

goal for the top shows at the dawn of a new season. The

prize for this summer falls to MELODY TIME which has

been set in for an indefinite run, perhaps the rest of the

summer.

The entire RKO Circuit out-of-town will launch MEL-

ODY TIME the latter part of July timed with the national

advertising as it breaks in various sections of the land. Here

is demonstrated the value which the RKO Theatre officials

place in the advertising campaign on MELODY TIME, for

every key-city date follows close on the local appearance

of the ad copy.

RKO Radio has two more attractions getting under way

impressively. FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE had a fine en-

gagement at Paducah, Ky., and scored with a moveover.

At the 20th Century, Buffalo, the intake was outstanding

for the week and there was a single day's holdover.

Out in the great mid-west Terry Turner and his Dra-

goons along with Frank Buck in person and the original

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE have again put the Showman-

ship Company on the map. In the first engagement, that

at the Grand in Columbus, receipts were double normal

business. The iungle thriller bowed in at Cincinnati and

Dayton on Wednesday and the returns are pretty certain

to be in keeping with those of other area premieres. We'll

try and tell you more in a news flash Thursday morning.

BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES as was reported previously

ran nine days at Houston and it is turning in a similarily

good performance at San Antonio, while a second week has

been racked up at the Shubert, St. Louis. Outside of Boston

these are the first runs at popular prices.

DESIGN FOR DEATH has clicked off a second week

at the Victoria In New York on a single feature basis.

FORT APACHE continues on its box-office rampage

as it heads for its biggest engagement, that at the Capitol

in New York, starting next Thursday. APACHE is even

outrunning old Tom Longboat, Canada's world famous

marathoner. It is the industry pacesetter by a wide margin,

counting all engagements, week in and week out. Good

fifth stanza at the Golden Gate, San Francisco. Rounding

out three fine weeks in double-header at Los Angeles,

ONE SHEET (2 color)

Pantages and Hillstreet. Fourth week Boston. Detroit and

Birmingham. After four-ply run at Long Beach moved over.

After triple at San Diego, moved over. Second weeks Seat-

tle, Wilmington, Toledo, Vallejo, and in triple run at Miami,

Paramount, Beach and Sheridan. Peak week at the Fox, Oak-

land, held over there and picked up a second theatre, the

Grand Lake. Branch Manager Ed Lamb of Seattle says

business best in a long time. Double at Norfolk, Newport

and Colley. Excellent Camden, Bakersfield, Fon Du Lac,

Ashville, Hammond, Hamilton, High Point, Williamsport,

Oil City, McKeesport, Salisbury, Franklin, St. Joe, Racine,

Paris, III.

MIRACLE OF THE BELLS—Second weeks Spokane,

Indianapolis, Wichita (Miller and Boulevard), St. Louis,

Pasadena, Riverside, Lawrence. Excellent Fresno, Nashville,

Newport News, Duluth, San Bernardino, Santa Barbara,

Pomona, Elmira, Pawtucket, Tampa.

I REMEMBER MAMA—Third weeks Seattle and Port-

land. Held over San Jose, Madison, Wilmington. Excellent

Jacksonville, Reading, New Haven, Harrisburg, Niagara

Falls, Phoenix, Torrington, New Castle, Holyoke, Palo Alto,

Saginaw.

BERLIN EXPRESS—Two fine weeks at the Fox, Brook-

lyn.
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Reading From

Left to Right

When Terry Turner beholds

the heavens and the stars who is

he to say that the old guy from
Oklahoma is not Jesse James.

Hiding behind that bush, he

could g»t away with murder for

several decades. Then if he isn't

our Jesse the first, he may be one

of the James boys of Scotland

and England, say James I or II.

The latter king forbade golf on
Sunday and it would go hard
with him should he turn out to

be one of the British Jameses.

We arc a professional worrier,

and we fear the consequences
should Old Jesse be arrested as

he steps forward on the stage

at a Guthrie theatre to be intro-

iluced by Bob Hickey, who is

really said to be a Hickok. The
only redeeming feature is that he
would get off lightly if he went

uj) for life.

While the Republicans and the

Democrats will have their favor-

ites at Philadelphia and Alabama
casts its usual 30 for Oscar
Underwood, the RKO delegation

will vote as a unit for the LOUIS-
WALCOTT ticket, or turn them
around if you like.

While the nickel has not been

restored to its old time value it

seems that the Buck has.

As Leo M. Devaney said in his

last activity letter. "Nature in its

various forms has been on a rain-

jiage in all sections of Canada
during the past three weeks with

the result that the provinces from
Vancouver on the Pacific slope to

the Maritimes on the Atlantic

Seabord have been ravaged by
flood, fire and famine. In British

Columbia more than 11,000 peo-

ple are homeless and food and
medical supplies are being flown

in by the Red Cross from eastern

points. Due to the unprecedented

rise of the Fraser, Columbia and
Thompson Rivers hundreds of

thousands of acres of farmland
have been inundated, bridges car-

ried away, connnunities isolated

and the city of Vancouver itself

is |)ractically mar<joned with no

ingress or egress except by aero-

plane. Funds arc being raised to

take care of the homeless and
sick." There are forest fires in

many sections of Canada.
The flood of course applies to

Portlantl and Seattle territories

where Dick Lange and Ed Lamb,
respectively, are branch chiefs.

Many theatres have been de-

stroved. communication cut off

and shipments out of the ques-

tion. Conditions will not reach

normal in these territories for

several weeks.

As an old upper-Columbia

River boy, ye ed is hard put to

understand such a flood in June.

Floods in the far northwest have

been the connnon thing in the

early spring what with the Jajjan

current sweeping over the Cas-

cades to eat away the snow like

fire creeping along the groun I.

Apparently the heavy snows in

the high mountains were not

caught up in the usual s|)ring

thaw, aided by the warm Pacific

or Japanese current. Then iiot

weather came on in season to

clash with Old Man Winter.

The floods are always worse at

the mouth of a river, but even l!ie

upper Columbia was hit tliis time.

Not that it makes any difference,

but ye ed was born near the junc-

tion of the Spokane and Colum-

bia River at Davenport, Wn., in

the days when strawberries tlierc

sold for five cents a box, unless

)ou picked 'em. We remember
going to work for one Johimie

Donahue in a strawlierr) ]}alrh

near Columbia in the late nine-

ties. Three cents a box was our

earnings and although our back

didn't bother us then as now. still

it was no soft pickings. The one

redeeming feature was trout fish-

ing after working hours.

The Columbia comes charging

down the mountain gorges as

swift, it seemed to us, and some-

times with as much zig-zag, as a

(lash of lightning. It streaks out

of the Canadian Rockies for four-

teen hundred miles. Here's where

some guy permed the words,

"only the game fish swim up

stream." The current was so

strong as we remember it that

wild geese had to search for

eddies and pools when they light-

ed to rest on their long treks

north and south. In the rapids

they would have been swept miles

down stream. Twenty miles above

the mouth of the Spokane, where

it enters the Columbia, ye ed and
"Moose" Bowen once rowed
across the raging Columbia, in

June. Ye ed was at one oar, but

the "Moose" had to take them
both as the boat tossed around to

finallv land us across but three

miles down stream. Here ye ed

learned to fear water in any

form, to find out that nmscles in

the legs and head were of no

avail on the green Columbia.

Once across we bagged several

j)rairie chickens, watched an aged

("hinese panning gold, and then

diagged our skow via a rope four

miles up the river, from which

""IWff**" Biff €§i Si. L^auis

By LOU DUFOUR

ST. LOUIS—Grant took Richmond, and Harold Russell took St.

Louis. He was here, there, and everywhere, and in the hearts of all

St. Louisians.

Monday night, Harold Russell led the Freedom Day Parade with

Sieve Kriwanek, grand marshal, and the ovation he received en route

was tremendous. The parade was a humdinger. Fifteen thousand

participated, including military units, federal, state, and city em-
ployees, labor groups, veterans' organizations, fraternal, civic, and

ccrvice clubs. It took two hours at any given point for the parade to

pass.

Tuesday noon he was guest of honor at the Advertising Club of

St. Louis held at the Statler Hotel. That night, he received a tre-

mendous ovation from twelve thousand folks at the auto races held

at the Walsh Stadium. A special race was run labeled the Harold

Russell Handicap.

Wednesday, Harold's party were luncheon guests of Acting

Mayor Charles Albanese at the Missouri Athletic Club. That night,

he was guest of Bob Hannegan, owner of the St. Louis Cards, and he

saw his dear Billy Southworth, manager of the Boston Braves, give the

Cards a terrible trimming. Harold was invited to help Harry Carey

and Gabby Street broadcast the ball game, and it turned out to be

the greatest plug that any motion picture could possibly get, for

thirty consecutive minutes plugging BEST YEARS between plays over

(Co)ifiHHC(l on Pcigr Fifteen)

\anlage point we were able to re-

cross with but a two-mile down
stream loss. Twice while swim-

ming in the Columbia ye ed went

clown for the count of three.

The Columbia in these moun-

tain passes had little space to fan

out but did so in the lower reach-

es. Floods come when woods are

cleared or dams are made and

break, and this comes only with

the march of civilization.

Just above where the Spokane

entered the Columbia was old

Fort Spokane, and opposite that

the Colville Indian Reservation.

The only Indian we remember
was old Saw Willie who could

push a boat nearly directly

across. In those days all river

traffic on the upper Columbia

was by ferryboat. Some of the

Indian boys went away to Indian

schools in the east. Among the

troops once quartered on the

Spokane Reservation was Kid
Nichols, one of the greatest base-

ball pitchers that ever lived. He
pitched for Boston around the

turn of the century, having been

signed in the big leagues after his

release from the army where he

made a reputation that spread

across the land.

In 1904 after graduation from

high school ye ed joined a sur-

veying party and spent the sum-

nier surveying from the mouth of

the Spokane into the City of

Spokane, a distance of some 80

miles. In old Spokane, b.c, be-

fore Crosby that is, we hit Dutch

Jacke's Courdelene Saloon with

forty bucks, all but $1..50 in our

shoes. Right there we started to

earn the appelation that Terry

Turner has hung on us. Free-

loading Frank. This was a dive of

dives in the west that was, and no

younger squirt ever tried to chin

up to the bar or roam up the car-

peted steps. About this time Terry

Turner must have been siddling

into some effete nightclub down
Baltimore way.

So the green and majestic Co-

lumbia tore loose like an Indian

crazed with firewater! Once like a

rattlesnake it sounded its warn-

ing of treachery through its beat

on rocks and cliffs, the song of its

rapids and its roar over rocky

precipices and its water falls.

Fresh and pure as a spring it

rolled on harmlessly for cen-

turies, and when it was harnessed

down and made to obey mere
man it suddenly kicked up, and

ugly and dirty overflowed its

banks and wrought destruction

and death. Down this mortal vale

of tears ye ed has been through

about everything, Flood is more
terrifying than all else, unless

that be fire. Out in Portland.

Seattle and Vancouver we hope

the worst is over, and hope too

that fires have been conquered all

through Canada. The Columbia is

one of the great rivers of the

world. Once dry the Canadian
woods burn like hay in the July

sun. Nature and the elements are

still far from unconquered. Any
time, any where old hell is liable

to break loose.
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(1)—In the reviewing stand. Col. Charles Cole, Col. G. R. Town-
send, Steve Kriwanek, grand marshal, Harold Russell, Acting

! Mayor Charles E. Albanese, and Capt. R. P. Kaufanon ... (2)

;
—Russell and Kriwanek leading the parade . . . (3)—Harold and

I

the field of Miss Freedom candidates, narrowed to 25. Twelve
i thousand persons attended the auto races at the Walsh Stadium

I

. . . (4)—Advertising Club of St. Louis luncheon at the Stortler

Hotel . . . (5)—Tommie, a Zoo chimpanzee, peeping up Harold's
sleeves to see if the missing hands might be hiding. This picture

{^Continued from Page 14)

a fifty-one station hook-up. Harold received a rousing ovation when
introduced to the twenfy-three thousand baseball fans.

Thursday morning out to the Zoo where he was the guest of

George Vierheller, director of the St. Louis Zoo. I discovered hiarold

is not only an actor, but also a lion tamer; and does he love his apes.
He was guest of honor at the Rotary Club luncheon, where six hundred
Rotarians roared their approval and appreciation for his presence.
Harold made a very effective talk. That night, to the Kiel Auditorium.
A/here he made a great speech on patriotism and crowned Joan
Chapman "Miss Freedom." She was chosen by the audience at the
Freedom Benefit Show from a group of five finalists.

Harold was interviewed by Bob Leonard on KXOK by Bob Wilson

broke on the front page of St. Louis papers . . . (6)—Guest of

Bob Honnegan, owner of the St. Louis Cardinals. Left to right,

Mrs. Hannegan and her two daughters; Harold; Hannegan.
Back row, Lou Dufour, RKO field man, George Weissman, Gold-
wyn Company . . . (7)—Russell broadcasting Braves-Cardinal
game . . . (8)—Harold and Manager Eddie Dyer of the Cardinals
. . . (9)—Rotary Club luncheon . . . (10)—Harold delivering
patriotic address at Kiel Auditorium . . . (11)—Harold, Howard
Dcrsey, KMOX, Joan Chapman, Miss Freedom, Doctor Norman

Rathert at Kiel Auditorium.

on KWK, by Ray Manning on WIL, by Louise Munche on WEW, by

Kurt Ray on KMOX, by Russ David on KSD, by Jay Jones on KXLW,
by Rush Hughes, television interviews. Station KSD-TV. He met and

called on everyone from the publisher down to the pressmen on the

Star-Times, Globe-Democrat, and Post-Dispatch.

He was a guest at the Sheraton Hotel and enjoyed the hospitality

of Bob Stocking, the general manager.

All this is nice, but the important thing is that BEST YEARS OF
OUR LIVES opened at the Shubert Theatre Tuesday, June eighth,

and all that the writer can add is, the Shubert should have more
seats. It is the biggest business the theatre has had in many moons,
and it looks like it will have BEST YEARS for a long run.
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wonden in the exotic,

t«tT»t Isle of Peorlt .

.

where a hideous heortien

, idol claims a love-socriilu

of beouty, and decrees death by
fiendish torture for ovenglng Torzon!

SOL LESSEB prcsenlJ

EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS'

Dave Kamsky of Neighborhood Theatres

Circuit tied in his engagement of TARZAN

AND THE MERMAIDS at the State and Capi-

tol with a water carnival staged by the city

of Richmond, Virgina. In the shape of a horse

drawn cart bearing as principal exhibit a

tame monkey in a cage, this ballyhoo ap-

peared throughout each day at the carnival.

This monkey was released on a leash by its

trainer and assisted in distributing handbills

to the delighted spectators.
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ITARZAN'S NEWEST AND
GREATEST HIT!

Starts WEDNESDAY!
AT THE COMFORTABLY COOL j

STATE AND CAPITOL
THEATRES

MORE ^T. LOll^
Could it be the warm June sunshine or those balmy starlite

nights that are causing the sparkling solitaires on the fingers of

our charmin' RKO GALS . . . Maybe just because it's Leap
Year has a good deal to add to all the recent "Romancin" . . .

The more recent addilion to the lovely "Brides-To-Be" is Miss

Esther Arnowitz secretary to our super-super office manager,
Mollie Inger. The lucky man in question is Kurt E. Neumann,
and we do mean LUCKY! The big event will take place on

August 22. CONGRATULATION TO BOTH OF YE CHILLIN.

We welcome to the St. Louis Office a new stenographer,

Genevieve Cox. We hope she will enjoy her new position as

well as we enjoy having her with us.

A few weeks ago, we introduced to all RKO FLASH! readers

the new team of B & B ... As you all know, we were the

"gruesome twosome" . . . but since half of us no longer is

employed at RKO . . . the team is one . . . "B" . . . least you
wonder why the change of signature.

If anyone finds out why Doris Droste is so "happy and
secretive" these days won't you please let me know . . . COULD
IT BE HER NEW AND RADIANT "SUN-BURN " ...(?)

Notice! Notice! Edis Brown has informed me that she has
her bathroom plumbing fixed. Glad to hear it, Edis, as we
were really worried. —That Gal . . . "B"

This was rather an empty office being

that Walter Watson, Eileen Steinhauer.

Joan Evans and Margaret Walker de-

cided to take their vacations during

the same week.

Johnny Costello's pup had five more

pups which makes thirteen In the Cos-

tello family now.

Ethel Toeike, one of our inspectresses,

i: continuing on her diet,

Marie Klag and Sue Scott are quite

exclusive this week. Each sported sev-

eral different dresses, and the new

look.

A few of us are preparing for this

coming summer, Helen Cole got a

feather-cut, and Bob Coleman who (as

he relates it) got a short-bob.

If you see LII Lazarus (originally

Lil Seltzer) in sun-glasses. It's only be-

cause the glare of the light bothers her.

—JEANNIE THARP

Chevalier Film

Clicking Again

Maurice Chevalier has

just clicked again with the

Nev/ York public and press

in the Rene Clair French fea-

ture produced at our Com-

pany's studios in France.

Although, the Nev/ York

nev^spapers had devoted

considerable space to MAN
ABOUT TOWN the special

English Chevalier - narrated

version in connection v^^ith

its engagement at the Bijou,

the Fourth Estate came

through again for the

French-language version

v/ith English titles, at the

55th Street Playhouse. Of

course, our newspaper pub-

licity contact staff— Jack

Lewis and Robert Boehnel

—

were in there pitching with

both hands full of yarns and

pictures. Typical picture

breaks that helped LE SIL-

ENCE EST D'OR are pre-

sented on the opposite

page.

The field staff should find

this page a useful sales aid.

And the ads used by the

55th Street are striking

enough to copy for local

runs.

— R. N.

RETURN MATCH

OFFICIAL CHAMPIONSHIP FIGHT FILMS

RELEASED THROUGH RKO RADIO PICTURES
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SILENCE IS GOLDEN': Maurice Chevalier and Francois Verier
(right) are in love with the same girl, but only the latter knows
It, in the film at the 55th St. Playhouse. This is the French dia-
logue version of the picture which was called Man About Town
when it was shown last Winter at the Bijou.

^ -RENE CUURrS

^g 1 i» 1

NEW COMEDY
rapNjCE EST ID'Q

l^OOKLYN EAGLE, MAY 27, 1948.

mim FILMS

atoumal Aratrican

PICTORIAL REVIEW
MA. zo,

'-•^n'e/ptrofr French

« English fftles

'dyjl nf D . Golden ) ^ '' or"
star i^f ^^'^^ the"i' »ntic
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(1)—Paul HoUister, Miss Russell and Rutgers Neilson . . . (2)—(Counter clockwise) Hillis Mills,

Time: John Springer; Dorothy Hosking, Movie Story; Lester Grady, Silver Screen; Ted Shone,
Collier's; Maxwell Hamilton, Motion Picture; Muriel Babcock, Ideal; Roland Gammon, Pa-

geant; Pat Murphy, Movie Stars Parade; Jerry Beatty, Jr., Coronet; Ruby Boyd, Photoplay;

Adele Whitley Fletcher, Photoplay; Florence Srmers, Redbcck; Marion Boone, Pic; Henry
Ehrlich, Look; Pat Coffin, Look; Rutgers Neilson; Franklin McKee of McCall's; Paul Hollisler;

Miss Russell; Beatrice Lubitz, Hillman Publications; Evelyn Van Home, Screen Stories; Jane
Graves, Screen Guide; Marnie Gedge; Gertrude Bertrand, Miss Russell's secretary and Harry
Blair . . . (3)—Paul Hollister, Maxwell Hamilton, Miss Russell and John Springer, our magazine
contact . . . (4)—Muriel Babcock, Adele Whitley Fletcher, Miss Russell, Rutgers Neilson, Pat

Murphy and Gladys Hall.

Rosalind Russell, who is vacationing in New York and who is also combining in this

visit publicity cooperation in behalf of ThHE VELVET TOUCH, recently lunched with

the editors of the national and fan magazines in the White and Gold Suite of the

hHotel Plaza.

Since this is Miss Russell's first visit to New York in a number of years, the pub-

licity department arranged this group luncheon as well as that of the film critics so

that she might renew her friendship with these key members of the press.

In addition to the group affairs. Miss Russell is being interviewed by top editors

and writers—all contributing to the press promotion in behalf of ThHE VELVET TOUChi
which is certainly one of our outstanding pictures on the summer program.

—RUTGERS NEILSON

SALESMEN'S
STANDINGS
"This Is America" Sales

1947-48

Week Eiuliiif; Junr .i. 1948

100% Salesmen

POS. SALESMEN BRANCH

1. Kutlnsky New York

2. Goldfarb Denver

3. Knox Washington

4. Decker Montreal

5. Burke Kansas City

6. Gwin Denver

7. Silverman New York

8. Thorn Portland

9. Penser New York

10. Conley Minneapolis

I I. Middleton St. John

Over 90%

12. Engelman Portland

13. Canell! New Haven

14. Kahn Washington

15. Goldsmith Cleveland

16. Smith Buffalo

17. Richardson Cleveland

Over 80ro

18. Hoese Salt Lake City

19. Lefko Philadelphia

20. Rea Winnipeg

21. Folliard Washington

22. Warren Salt Lake City

23. Powell Los Angeles

Over 70%

24. Kimmel Chicago

25. Belles Cleveland

26. Black Indianapol's

27. Beck Philadelphia

28. Griffin Salt Lake Ciiy

29. Silverman Pittsburgh

30. Youngerman Philadelphia

31. Labow Winnipeg

32. Blakeley Oklahoma City

33. Appelman Denver

34. Bjorkman Minneapolis

35. Wild Cleveland

36. Frankel Pittsburgh

rRETURN
lMATCH

JOE LOUIS ..

JERSEY JOE WALCOTT
OfflClM CHAMPIONSHIP FIGHT FILMS

i RHO RADIO PiCIUt*£S

The
Fugitive

Sales Against

Possibilities

(Extended To Week End. Sept. 9)

2.i</j Week End. June 3, 1948

Pos Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Weel;

1. OKLAHOMA CITY 3

2. CLEVELAND 1

3. PITTSBURGH 2

4. INDIANAPOLIS 4

5. PHILADELPHIA 6

6. LOS ANGELES 5

7. Sioux Falls 8

8. Salt Lake City 7

9. New Orleans 9

10. Portland 1 1

1 1. Dallas ., 10

12. Denver 12

13. Washington 14

14. Omaha 15

15. New York 1 3

16. Des Moines 16

17. Kansas IB

1 8. Milwaukee 24

1 9. Chicago 1 7

20. Memphis 1

9

/ 1

.

i.^narioTTe on

11.
C L J. 1beattle .

O 1

/

1

23. Detroit 22

24. Minneapolis 25

25. \. 1 nn n n/=^ 1

1

23

ZO. Boston ZO

27. St. Louis 27

28. San Francisco 2G

29. Buffalo 29

30. Atlanta 30

31. New Haven 31

32. Albany 32

CANADA
1. MONTREAL . 1

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. Calgary 3

4. St. John 4

5. Vancouver 5

6. Toronto 6

DIVISIONS

1. Eastern 1

2. Western 3

3. North-South 2



CHORUS GIRLS from the musical comedy "Hold It" played hostesses to girls from the choruses
of other New York musical shows last week al the Astor Theatre, in a tie-in on Walt Disney's

MELODY TIME. They distributed apples wrapped with MELODY TIME wrappers. MELODY
TIME apple-balloons floated from the marquee (1 and 2). The "Hold It" girls sent wires to other

shows reading, "We invite you girls of other melody time shows in New York to be our guests

at alternoon performance of Walt Disney's MELODY TIME at the Astor Theatre." More than
two hundred girls were guests. (3 and 4). Distribution of apples.

## ( .V M <> «/ 19 riv€*
iC())i1 ill lied from Prit/f One)

ject matter runs the whole

gamut of music, color, com-

ic situations, characteriza-

tions.

Ads in the comic sections

of newspapers will break jusi

right, starting July 21st, for

key situation dates on MEL-

ODY TIME. Many exhibitors

have held back dates on

BAMBI for school's - out

time. That's here. There is

still some playing time to be

picked up for FUN AND
FANCY FREE. Many terri-

tories have proved the effi-

cacy of Disney units

bunched to replace second

features. Unit bookings pick

up p'aydate slack.

A major aid is being pre-

pared by Leon J. Bamberger

in the form of a broadside,

one page of which will be

given over to MELODY
TIME. A striking feature is

the listing of Disney shorts

available at each exchange,

prints on hand. This has been

arranged in a handy manner
in the form of a booking

chart. The highlight illustra-

tion of the broadside is that

of kids hitting the happy
trail away from the school

building to the theatre

across the street where

there is an all-Disney pro-

gram. Leon's unique mailing

brochure will be mailed out

a week from Monday and

v/ill go to all executives and

circuit officials and list of

short subject buyers.

Disney stickers with the

Slogan DISNEY TIME IS VA-
CATION TIME soon will be
available.

Carry a list of unsold and

undated Disney product

V/l th you at all times. Stress

the past successof all-Disney

shows and unit bookings,

Disney festival shows and
the like. Emphasize the ap-

propriate subject matter for

the good old summer time.

Sell the character of Produ-

cer Walt Disney himself, the

quality and tradition of his

product, the seasonal fac-

tors, escapist entertainment.

RKO Radio and the Dis-

ney organization ask that

you go all-out this summer
for added dollars on Disney

product. Walt has a tremen-

dous program in the work

and every dollar in the till in

the next three months vir-

tually counts double for him.

You'll remember the keenly

appreciative. Disney organi-

zation In all such endeavors

in the past. Meet this new
situation. Come through as

you have always done.

Wade in for Walt. Put one
or more of his beloved char-

acters on every screen.

Every Disney playdate

means added revenue for

you, prestige and profit for

RKO Radio, the exhibitor.





Johnson's Poll

Puts RKO's Stars

In the Front Rank

Screen columnist Erskine John-

son recently suggested a write-in

poll on the subject of the ten

Hollywood stars whose names,

alone or with a big cast, lure

people into movie theatres. The

ten box-office lures in Mr. John-

son's private poll were in the

order in which he names them:

Gregory Peck, Ingrid Berg-

man, Robert Mitchum, Cary

Grant, Bette Davis, Bing Crosby,

Joan Crawford, Barry Fitzgerald,

Rosalind Russell and Jimmy
Stewart.

The listing is not in the order

of their finish.

Notice the RKO Radio line-up

—the strongest star draw of the

industry by a wide margin.

"Rebel" Screened
The world premiere of the

"America" LETTER TO A REBEL
took place June 18 at the Wal-

dorf-Astoria Hotel. The occasion

was the convention of 2,000

members of the National Fed-

eration of Sales Executives, at

which Eric Johnston, president of

the Motion Picture Association

of America, was guest speaker.

LETTER TO A REBEL which was

produced by RKO-Pathe is

sponsored by the Association.

Gift a Champ
At last week's meeting of ex-

hibitors-distributors in Salt Lake

City, Branch Manager Giff Davi-

son won second in the golf tour-

nament, with Salesman Bob
Hoese finishing third. Comedian
Jack Paar came on from the

Studio to entertain at the con-

vention.

Badman James

(He Says So) Is

Ready for Prem

OKLAHOMA CITY, June

22ncl—Highlighted by per-

sonal appearances of Jesse

James (He Says So), who
came out of hiding after 64

years and revealed his true

identity in Lawton, Okla-

homa, 33 days ago, the

world premiere of THE RE-

TURN OF THE BAD MEN
will be staged in Guthrie,

Oklahoma, Wednesday, July

7th.

Ever since May 19th when

Jesse James appeared in Lawton

and told newspapermen he was

the old two-fisted, gun-slinging

Robin Hood of the post Civil

War era, the press throughout

the southwest has been carrying

stories pro and con, but all of

this does not bother the old v/or-

rior, who for many years lived in

Texas and passed under the name
of Col. J. Frank Dalton.

For the benefit of those who
wonder why he decided to reveal

his identity, Jesse recalls the

pact with the members of the

gang, "We won't reveal our

identity until all of us are dead

or past the age of 100." The

leader was 100 years old Sep-

tember 5, 1947. He himself chose

Lawton to tell about his past, as

it was the center of his activities

in early manhood, when he was

on the "Owl Hoot" trail.

Ray Whitley and his Gower
Gulch Cowboys, one of the best

"Western" bands in the country,

will also make appearances

throughout Oklahoma and Texas

in conjunction with the showing

{Continued on Page Tii'o)

Witlff Pr€>mieres for *'A^live^*

Following the spectacular box-offices successes of Frank

Buck's original BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE in the midwest.

Bob Mochrie has announced territorial premieres for the

entire nation. These of course will be accompanied by

revitalized showmanship as practiced by RKO Radio and

there will be all the fanfare of the area engagements in the

New England and midwest territories, including posting,

newspaper cooperation, the use of the radio and tie-ins

with zoos and local organizations. Frank Buck himself will

be on hand with the personality that fires the imagination

of both the kids and grown-ups. Frank is a showman to the

manner born.

"This is a great opportunity for RKO to get quick

money and the exhibitor to make quick profits," said Mr.

Mochrie.

District and individual branch premieres will be in-

augurated early in July and the series of showings will be

{Continued on Next Page)

NEWS FLASHES
LOUIS-WALCOTT fight postponed.

Irene Dunne seconded the nomination of Governor

Warren at Philadelphia with an estimated listening audi-

ence of 60,000,000.

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE first New England opening

at Albee, Providence, Wednesday with grosses compara-

ble to top pictures from all companies.

Preview of FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE Wednesday
night at the Victoria best gross for all similar previews this

year.

FORT APACHE in fine

start at the big Capitol

Theatre, New York, Thurs-

day morning.

Vacation Time
id
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HE SAYS SO
(Contmned from Page One)

of RETURN OF THE BAD MEN.

Additional celebrities will be

forthcoming from Hollywood, all

of which adds up to another

sma sh for the SHOWMANSHIP

COMPANY.

The Guthrie Chamber of

Commerce and business and

civic leaders are 100% behind

the premiere. The huge street

parade at noon will have several

hundred mounted riders from

roundup clubs all over the state.

Governor Roy Turner of Okla-

homa will make an appearance

and no doubt we'll find his name-

sake, Col. Terry Turner, in the

same auto. Stage coaches and

covered wagons will be in the

procession, which will end up in

an old fashioned square dance

in front of the Melba Theatre.

Fifteen stations will carry two

broadcasts from Guthrie over

the Oklahoma State Network,

ABC, one at 12:30 PM and the

other at 7 PM. As Guthrie has

no station KTOK, Oklahoma City

will send a staff of engineers and

announcers to Guthrie. Addition-

al stations on the network are:

KOME, Tulsa; KCRC, Enid;

KSWO, Lawton; KBIX, Musko-

gee; KTMC, McAlester; KADA,

Ada; KGFF, Shawnee; KVSO,

Ardmore; KGLC, Miami; KHBG,

Okmulgee; KWCO, Chickasha;

KWON, Bartlesville; WBBZ, Pon-

ca City and KSPI, Stillwater.

Oyer 100 stations are now on

RKO's books in Oklahoma City

for the premiere and first week.

Ralph Williams and his men have

done a great job In greeting this

greatest of all Oklahoma region-

al. Down in Dallas, Sol Sachs

has come through with three

Robb and Rowley situations in

Oklahoma, as well as four Inter-

state Circuit towns, Amarillo,

Wichita Falls, Fort Worth and

Abilene.

Not only will Jesse James

make an appearance in Guthrie,

but he will also be on hand at

noon July 8th for the opening in

Oklahoma City at Center Thea-

tre. And if his condition permits

three vigorous days he will ap-

pear in Tulsa July 9th for the

opening at Rialto Theatre, one

of Ralph Talbot's major houses.

The unit being organized for

the premiere will make a total of

ten towns: Guthrie, July 7th;

Oklahoma City, July 8th; Tulsa,

July 9th; Enid, July lOth; Chicka-

sha, July I Ith; Lawton, July 12th;

Amarillo, July 13th; Wichita

Falls, July 14th; Fort Worth, July

15th and Abilene, July 16th, all

to be made by motor cars.

Terry Turner stated he would

be in Oklahoma City July 2nd

and in the meantime plans for

the premiere are being handled

by Bob Hickey of Chicago, mid-

west and south field supervisor,

and Eddie Terhune, Dallas and

Oklahoma City field man.

—BOB HICKEY

'^eAlERTERS

We have put in motion plans for faster liquidation on Disney

short subjects and features by taking advantage of Mr. Depinet's

slogan, VACATION TIME IS DISNEY TIME. This line is being

included on all correspondence going to our customers, and a

stamp is being prepared for stamping on exhibitors' copies of

invoices with the same slogan.

Mowbray Story

HOLLYWOOD —Alan Mow-
bray, currently before the cam-

eras in RKO Radio's EVERY
GIRL SHOULD BE MARRIED, is

completing a novel on the famed
Polish actress and patriot,

Helena Modjeska. Mowbray's
collaborator is Romuld Gantkow-

ski. They plan to write a screen

adaptation of the book.

it
Bring 'Em Back" Prems

(Continued from Page One)

in full sv/ing throughout the summer.

S. Barret McCormick inaugurated a tradepaper cam-

paign this week on the Buck picture with a two-pager in

the dailies to be followed next week with the use of other

publications.

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE is far and away the best of

the jungle thrillers. The magic title caught on from its first

use and has been widely publicized by Frank himself and

through various editions of his original best-seller, now a

rarity in the book field. It comes into the limelight now to

entertain a new generation. It comes now when the great

beasts of the jungle are fast disappearing. It is even doubt-

ful that such an attraction could be made again and cer-

tainly never again could the same series of spine-tingling

thrills be caught by the lens.

And here we have a show that Terry Turner's Dragoons

can get their teeth Into. It's a Roman holiday for the Dra-

goons. Ye ed is a good Republican, but he'll up and say that

the elephant which the Turnerltes paraded into and through

Boston has been more widely publicized than the GOP
pachyderm at Philadelphia.

RKO, Frank Buck and BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE will

bring 'em back to the box-office, stand 'em in the street

as well as in the aisles. An action picture sells and plays

quick so give BRING 'EM BACK that treatment.

—J. W. LEWIS, Kansas City

Bergman Hailed

By British Fans
Ingrid Bergman is now in Eng-

land following completion in Hol-

lywood of her starring title role

in Sierra's JOAN OF ARC.
London reports indicate that

Miss Bergman's film following in

Great Britain is on a par with her

popularity here. Crowds of auto-

graph collectors encircle her

wherever she goes. From the mo-
ment she stepped off the air-

plane she has been the cynosure

of admiring throngs.

Miss Bergman told British

newsmen Interviewing her that

JOAN OF ARC fulfills a fervent

ambition — that of bringing to

the screen the stirring drama of

the martyred maid of Orleans.

It Is the first picture, too, in

which she is represented both as

star and part proprietor, since

she is one of the three Hollywood

persons who organized Sierra

Pictures, the independent pro-

ducing company formed by

Walter Wanger, Victor Fleming

and herself.

Greer Article

With credits for STATION
WEST and her other RKO pic-

tures, Jane Greer was the feature

of one of Sidney Fields' excellent

Only Human" columns in Ne
York's Daily Mirror, last weeL

Devoting two columns of space

along with a two-column cut ol

Jane, to Miss Greer's "Three De
tours to Hollywood," Mr. Field;

sketched the star's life and am
bitions in an article that was cer

tainly read by most of the almos

3,000,000 readers of the paper

UKATHHtTmE
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A Top Campaign

Behind "Muscles"

The timely Sportscope MUS-
CLES AND THE LADY is being

;3cked via direct mail, publicity

i-6 advertising like a feature.

.Ve told you last week about Bob
Mochrie's wire, Leon Bamberg-

^- s mailing and mentioned the

--ade advertising. See the ad in

"LASH. Here's the full-page

:5t-up:

Film Daily, Monday, June 21st

The Exhibitor, June 23rd.

Motion Picture Herald, June

2fcth.

Canadian Digest, June 26th.

M. P. Daily, June 28th.

Boxofflce, July 3rd.

Showmen's T. R., July 3rd.

Can. Film Wkly., July 3rd.

Ind. Film Journal, July 3rd.

Amusements, July 3rd.

Film Bulletin, July 5th.

In addition an early number of

Bob Harlow's Golf World, pub-

:hed at Pinehurst, will carry e

•jII page. In the Golf World for

Vednesday, June 9th, Mr. Har-
:v/ gave the Sportscope a fuH

age. Including a two-column cut

;• Muscles" Stranahan with a

*ting apparatus. Most of the

arratlon in the subject was re-

'inted and Mr. Harlow conclud

rd, "This is an entertaining mo
• on picture which includes some
;pectacular strokes. " The GoH
World reaches some 7,000 per-

Dnalitles of golfdom.

Use the old follow through on
this, no slicing or hooking. Wale h

the sports pages for special tim-

of playdates.

Greenpolnt Theatre

Has That New Look

When the RKO Greenpoint
received its new cooling plant

this month, and installed new
eats as well, the manager, James
Bergen, and Home Office Pub-
cist Pat Grosso, felt it was a

good time to reintroduce the

"•-eatre to its patrons, stressing

•s "new look" and new comfort.
They accomplished this very

handsomely with an elaborate
and attractive four-fold herald

announcing on the cover "Inti-

mate Facts About Myself," the
New RKO Greenpoint. The her-

ald was fully illustrated to attract
Tiore attention, and the copy
'/as gaily, but pointedly, wiitten.

XEWS
from

RKO-PATHE
By ED RICE

Production of the exclusive

LOUIS-WALCOTT fight films

follows the fast pattern set by

RKO-Pathe in every previous

bout.

Under Jay Bonafleld's super-

vision, top cameraman Harry

Smith lined up a staff of over

twenty-five people, with four

normal-speed cameras and four

slow-motion cameras on special

stands in the arena, and two

eyemo cameras at the ringside.

As each roll of film is exposed.

It will be rushed to the RKO
Pathe studio at Park Avenue and
IG6th Street for processing.

With training camp scenes and
titles on hand, editing will be
done as each reel comes out of

the laboratory, and by early

morning a final cut will be made
and in the projection room for

scoring. Printing starts immedi-

ately after that to make deliv-

eries by train and air to key city

exchanges and theatres.

The staff Includes eight oper-

ating cameramen, one dressing

room cameraman, thirteen assist-

ants, electricians, film editors,

script writers and grips working

at the Yankee Stadium and the

studio.

Harry MIchalson, president of

RKO Pathe, and RKO short sub-

Aids Hospital
The office of Bob Mochrle will

be the scene of a meeting be-

tween the sales heads of the

eight major film companies or

their representatives on Friday,

June 25, to push along fund-

raising plans for the Will Rogers
Memorial hospital at Saranac
Lake, N. Y. The committee of

which Mochrle is chairman will

implement a decision made sev-

eral weeks ago to bring the film

business behind efforts to save

the hospital.

The sanatorium will fall into

non show business hands unless

cash Is raised to meet immediate
expenses. Each company has al-

ready pledged $1,000 monthly

until November.

Sferling East
Robert Sterling has come east

for a round of summer stock ap-

pearances following completion

of his co-starring role In

ROUGHSHOD. He left New
York on Saturday, June 19, to re-

hearse for his role in "John Loves

Mary, " to be presented at the

Summer Theatre, Falrhaven,

Mass., week of June 28, and at

the Playhouse, Bar Harbor,
Maine, week of July 12. He will

appear in "Holiday," at Welle-

sley, Mass., week of July 27.

jects sales manager, said the

print demand In the controversial

first LOUIS-WALCOTT bout
was about 1 200.

Book Muscles"
Newly-appointed Branch Man-

ager Dave Silverman of Pitts-

burgh quickly booked in the

Sportscope MUSCLES AND THE
LADY for the Stanley, Pittsburgh,

for two weeks starting June 24th.

Many first-run bookings have
been set In around the country.

Boasberg Home
Charles Boasberg has returned

to the Home Office from a busi-

ness trip to Toronto.

Two of our current pictures

receive timely breaks on the air.

Pat O'Brien made an appearance
Sunday, June 20th, on the

Summer Theatre program, NBC,
7:30 to 8 PM, EST, with credit to

FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE.
Estimated listening audience

12,000,000. Paul Lukas appears
Sunday, June 27th, on the Holly-

v/ood Star Review program,

NBC, 6:30 PM, EST, with BERLIN
EXPRESS break. Estimated listen-

ing audience, 5,200,000. Watch
the dials—breaks there mean as

much as newspaper publicity and
advertising copy—often more.

LETTER TO A REBEL—Production scene from Ihe June Tnis is America" release shows
director-photographer Larry O'Reilly at work. Theme of the picture is how free enterprise works
in a small town. The short has been produced by Jay Bonafield for RKO Pathe. Supervisor was

Phil Reisman, Jr., and David Cooper, editor.
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JOHN FORD'S

MASTERPIECE OF

FRONTIER DRAMA
o UTGROSSING the field in city after city! . . . Boomin;

finest first runs to peak business and healthy holdovers

. . .The talk of the trade during runs in
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O'Brien Attends

"Dunne's" Chicago

"Prem" at Grand
CHICAGO — Although Pat

O'Brien was brought to Chicago

for the Catholic Youth Organiza-

tion's Benefit Fund Show under

the auspices of Bishop Shiel, we

tied with the C.Y.O. in promot-

ing the picture. Pat also did an

appearance on the stage of the

RKO Grand Theatre for the

opening day of the picture to a

capacity house and 1,000 auto-

graphed photos were given out

in the lobby of the theatre. Both

newspapers and radio carried the

tie-in copy for the benefit fund

show and the picture.

—O'Brien is greeted at the

station upon arri^ai by Michael

Hewlett of the Knights of Colum-

bus. Bishop Shiel, Tom Burke,

chairman of the Benefit Ball, and

Father Tim Ryan . . . (2)—Band

which greeted O'Brien upon ar-

rival at station . . . (3)—One of

the buses which carried banner

announcing appearance . . . (4)

O'Brien telling one of his many

stories with which he kept the

audience in a state of hilarity for

l5-minutes . . . (5)—Part of the

large crowd which clamored for

autographs as O'Brien left thea-

tre .. . (6)—Off stage at the

Stadium where O'Brien did bene-

fit fund show, shown with Phil

Regan, who was also on program,

Bishop Shiel and Father Tim Ryan

. (7)—Pat before audience of

30,000 at the Stadium, where he

was master of ceremonies and

gave FIGHTING FATHER
DUNNE plenty of plugs . . . (8)—

With one of unfortunates for

whom show was given . . . (9)

Pat with winners of All American

Catholic Girl and Boy Contest.

Jalois Gleeson of St. Scholastica

High School in Chicago and Jos-

eph Madden of Immaculate High

School, Elmhurst, Illinois ... (10)

Pat introduces Willie Shore,

famous comedian, also on benefit

fund show. —WALLY HEIM

Greetings and salutations from

the FAR West.

Branch Manager Jimmie Davie

was married Saturday, June 12th.

at St.-Andrews-Wesley Church,

with a reception later at the Lyn-

den Studios, which we all attend-

ed. The bride was very lovely in

grey with mauve accessories, and

orchids to match. There were

them as said ditto for the groom,

in natty blue serge. They are now

enjoying a honeymoon cruise to

Alaska.

British Columbia is just getting

back to normal after suffering a

great deal of damage from the

flooding Fraser and Columbia

Rivers. Fortunately, the loss of

life was very small, but property

damage will run into millions. The

first train east from Vancouver in

over two weeks left on Wednes-

day, June 16th, with the first in-

coming one arriving June 17th.

You can imagine what that did to

shipping schedule. We were real-

ly in a "state of confusion." How-

ever, by shipping via truck and

plane, v/ith the co-operation of

the express companies, who did

a magnificent job, we succeeded

in covering all the territory, lost

no bookings and all film returned

with minor delays.

Ted Carey, assistant to Cana-

dian General Manager Leo De-

vaney, was with us for about two

weeks. We enjoyed his visit and

hope the intervals between trips

will be shorter from now on.

Exploiteer Lloyd Muir took on

too much sun in his back yard one

Sunday and suffered plenty for it.

However, he's back to normal

now and very busy working on

THE FUGITIVE.

'S all for now.

—DELIA GARLAND

Honor Disney

Walt Disney has been selected

for a signal honor by True Comics

magazine, which, in its August

issue, on sale July I, will feature

a cartoon story of this great mo-

tion picture personality. It traces

his beginnings as a Chicago

schoolboy to his present emi-

nence.
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STUDIO LAUNCHES NEW "TARZAN"
Lex Barker Takes Over Title Role in

Seventh of the Series To Be

Released by RKO Radio

By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD. June 25:—Picture trends come and

go with the years, but there's one kind of show which has

run up an unparalleled record for long life and which never

loses its popularity^ and that's the TARZAN series.

Commemorating the 30th anniversary of Edgar Rice

Burroughs' durable screen character, Sol Lesser this week

launched his newest production, TARZAN AND THE
ARROW OF DEATH, with a new star, Lex Barker, in the

title-role.

There have been nine different

"Tarzans' 'in the 24 previous films

of the series, most of them out-

standing Olympic and collegiate

athletes like Johnny Weissmuller,

Glenn Morris, Herman Brix and

Buster Crabbe. But believe me,

this Barker lad will hold his own
anywhere and I predict he'll soon

prove the outstanding "Tarzan"

of them all.

A football and track star at

Princeton, the husky six-foot-four-

inch 200-pounder has a physique

that'll make 'em drool, coupled

v/ith marked acting ability de-

veloped on the eastern strawhat

circuits and on Broadway before

he ever appeared in front of a

camera. He's a crack gymnast,

skier, swimmer and tennis player,

which amply qualifies him for

performing the traditional Tar-

zanish feats, and it's a cinch the

jungle king fans will go for him

in a big way.

Brenda Joyce, playing the role

of "Jane" for the fifth time, and
Evelyn Ankers share feminine

honors in the new offering, which

Lee Sholem is directing, and
which marks the ninth "Tarzan"

film on which Lesser has held the

production reins.

The "Arrow " of the provoca-

tive title refers to flaming missies

hich the native guardians of a

ungle Fountain of Youth employ
o keep intruders away. Discov-

red by a party of white hunters

ho seek to trick the natives out

f their rights and commercialize

t, the Fountain becomes the cen-

er of the plot action, with Tar-

an's efforts to thwart the scheme

leading to the film's dramatic

climax.

This will be the seventh TAR-
ZAN film to be released under

the RKO banner (although as you

old-timers may recall, we made
and released one in the F.B.O.

days). Judging from Its exciting

script and from the fat grosses

its predecessors have rolled up,

TARZAN AND THE ARROW
OF DEATH should likewise prove

a big moneymaker.

A week ago I told you what a

hit THE BOY WITH GREEN
HAIR scored In its first sneak at

the Hillstreet downtown. Last

night it was previewed again at

the Loyola to a typical family

audience drawn from the sur-

rounding Westchester district,

and again this unusual off-beat

production evoked a delighhed

response.

As one patron put It: "Very

charming, humorous and worth-

while and most exciting. Such

originality is refreshing, especial-

ly at a time when so many movies

are stereotyped and dull." The
lobby remarks after the show,

and the comment cards, over-

whelmingly reflected similar sen-

timents, and confirmed what I

said earlier about its box-office

possibilities. Yessir, we certainly

have a real bonanza In this Pic-

ture with a Punch.

Charlie Tamler, owner of the

Garfield Theatre here in Indiana-

polis, has reported what we think

quite a special plug for the pro-

duction of IF YOU KNEW SUSIE.

Mr. Tamler played IF YOU
KNEW SUSIE on June 4 and 5

and one evening after the per-

formance, Mr. Tamler and his

crew were cleaning the theatre

and what did they find but a set

of false teeth. Mr. Tamler con-

cluded that the person laughed

so-o-o much at the picture that

his false teeth flew out. Mr. Tam-

ler still holds the crunchers and

articles have appeared in two

newspapers and also been an-

nounced on the radio and still the

owner does not appear. Mr. Tam-

ler contends he is trying his best

to keep the teeth fresh and ready

for the owner by placing them In

a glass of water.

—CARRIE M. LaCROSSE

Carrier Boys See "Father Dunne
WASHINGTON—Five hundred carrier boys from each of the four daily newspapers in Wash-
ingrton, D. C. were guests of Hardie Meakie at RKO Keith's Theatre at a special early morning
matinee in conjunction with the campaign on FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE. The picture received

art and story breaks in all of the papers in advance of the showing and following the newsboys'
show, in addition to the word-of-mouth publicity gained from 2,000 newsie boosters in every

section of the city and suburbs.
—BILL PRAGER
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DESIGN FOR DEATH front at the Victoria Theatre, on Broadway, where the

Academy Award winner is just completing a second week.

HORNING IN ON THE PRESIDENTIAL PARADE at Seattle is this Indian bally-
hoo for the run of FORT APACHE at the Paramount, Seattle. Dan Reddans,
Paramount manager, and Field Man Russ Morgan worked out a comprehen-

sive campaign for the army thriller.

GRACE C. WALSH
HERMAN BLACK

•ilh

July Ird

ANITA GOULET Montreal

July ^Ih

MARTHA ABRAMS Home Office

A. D. GARLAND
FLORENCE LYONS
RUTH S. GOEHRING

July 6lh

JOHN F. NORMANDY

July 7lh

EDWARD HERTZ
EDWARD CUTLER

July 8th

Home Office

Indianapolis

Vancouver

San Francisco

Pittsburgh

Home Office

New York

Cleveland

VERA BAMBERG
HELEN JOYCE TAPLEY
WILLIAM S. SAVAGE
SHELDON BECKER

July 9th

ADELINE K. FRANKLIN
OLIVER F. LESSING

HOWARD SHAFFERMAN
JEAN SAURIOL

HARRY MARKMAN
ALVENIA JOOS

GROVER C. STARKEY. Jr

ANNA WEIDMAN

Charlotte

St. John

Home Office

Home Office

Dallas

St. Louis

Home Office

Montreal

Home Office

Albany

Oklahoma City

Boston
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f'ontiMMff Events
FIGHTING FATHER

DUNNE New York City pre-

miere at the Victoria, June

24th, with preview Wed-
nesday evening, June 23rd.

FORT APACHE New York

City premiere at the Capi-

tol, Thursday, June 24th.

LOUIS-WALCOTT heavy-

weight title fight, Yankee
Stadium, June 24th.

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE
—New England premiere,

Boston, June 24th, with

backing of Boston Hearst

newspapers. Playing time

includes New Haven, Al-

bany and Buifalo, some
60 dates in all.

Frank Stranahan ploys in

British open starting at

Muirfield, June 28. Miss

Suggs back at Atlanta and

will be playing in tourna-

ments this summer. Sport-

scope MUSCLES AND THE
LADY is hot as a lighted

firecracker in a can.

THE PEARL will open

July 6th at the Aztec Thea-

tre, San Antonio, followed

by other big towns in the

Panhandle, and backed
with a Showmanship Com-
pany campaign.

State-wide Oklahoma pre-

miere of RETURN OF THE
BADMEN July 7th, with

more than 1 00 cities in Okla-

homa and Texas partici-

pating.

THREE LITTLE PIGS, Walt

Disney's great cartoon to

be re-released in mid-Sep-

temper. Set for Music Hall

date late in summer.

Campaigns rolling for

JOAN OF ARC, heralded by
Ned E. Depinet as "The mo-
tion picture event of the

century."

VACATION TIME IS

DISNEY TIME.



CROWD SHOTS AT THE LYRIC. AND THE GRAND FRONT—(1)—Advance ballyhoo at the Lyric. India-

napolis. Trainer and monkey were in front of the theatre the weekend ahead of playdate . . . (2)—

A

special Indianapolis Times' carriers party was the first feature Thursday morning. Frank Buck told

interesting tales of his big game hunts . . . (3)—Plenty of fans on the outside of the Lyric waiting to get

in . . . (4)—So Frank went outside the Lyric for a "personal appearance."
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FLASH NEWS OF "JOAN OF ARC
To keep you posted oti progress on one of the

most important pictures of all time. FLASH will

bring you items here each week touching all sorts

of phases of this amazing production.

1"

Miss Hill became Mrs. Ferrer.

•I?

Dorothy Kilgallen kiddingly

suggests that Ingrid Bergman
may set all sorts of fashions with

her JOAN OF ARC. RKO says

she's right—and we're not kid-

ding. More soon about the out-

standing fashion trends the pic-

ture has inspired amongst manu-
facturers and merchants.

—JOHN SPRINGER

"I hear JOAN OF ARC is a

great picture," says Hedda Hop-

per in her widely syndicated col-

umn. Miss Hopper's hearing is

okay.

Blazing across two pages of

the current (June 26) issue of

Collier's is a striking full-color

spread of Joan entering Orleans

after her victory. Elizabeth Tread-

way wrote the accompanying

text, which outlines the unbe-

lievable research for authenticity

lhat went into the film.

Sidney Skolsky's nationally syn-

dicated column last weekend was

a full-page "tintype" of Ingrid-

the-lncomparable, in which Skol-

sky gives one of his word por-

traits of the star of JOAN. One
item, however, suggests that Sid-

ney needs new spectacles. He re-

fers to the Bergman as being

"plain" off-screen. Anyone who's

ever seen the off-screen Ingrid

will hoot him down on that. Plain

beautiful, Sidney.

An unexpected guest turned

up at last week's screening at

the Museum of Modern Art ar-

ranged for Jose Ferrer and other

stars to see "The Passion of Joan

of Arc, " the famous French pic-

ture. The surprise guest was In-

grid Bergman, just arrived in

town and anxious to see Ferrer

and her other friends from the

cast of the picture. After the

screening, she chatted with them

as well as with three other famou:

stars who have played "Joan" in

earlier versions (see cut).

Mr. Ferrer's guest at that

screening was lovely Phyllis Hill,

who is the object of his amours

in JOAN OF ARC (see cut).

Since then, she has been appear-

ing with Ferrer and George Cou-
louris, another JOAN cast mem-
ber, in the Ferrer repertory com-
pany. Saturday, the day after the

screening in Greenwich, Conn.,

FOUR JOANS. Ingrid Bergman greets three other famous stars

who have ployed "Joan of Arc," after a private screening of a
foreign "Joan" picture. The other three "Joans" (left to right)

are Luise Rainer, Diana Barrymore, and Vera Zorina.

PROPHETIC PICTURE. When Jose Ferrer, as the amorous
Dauphin in JOAN OF ARC, kissed Phyllis ffiU, who plays a
court lady, for this scene, nobody—except possibly Mr. Ferrer
and Miss Hill—knew they soon would be married. It happened

last weekend.

BAMBI
Sales Against

Possibilities

(Extended To Week End. Sept. 9)

ISlh Week End. June 10, 1948

Pes. Pot.

This Last
Weet B ranch Weet

1. CLEVELAND 2

2. BUFFALO
|

3. DES MOINES 3

4. SALT LAKE CITY 4

5. PORTLAND 7

6. NEW HAVEN
. 5

7. San Francisco 6

8. Denver 8

9. Washington 9

10. Milwaukee I2

I I . Boston 10

1 2. Kansas City
| |

13. Detroit |4

14. Los Angeles
I 3

15. Seattle I6

1 6. Minneapolis 15

17. Oklahoma City 22

18. Omaha I7

19. S ioux Falls 19

20. New York 18

2 I
. Albany 24

22. Cincinnati .. 20

23. Pittsburgh 21

24. St. Louis 23

25. Indianapolis 26

26. Dallas 27

27. Memphis 25

28. Philadelphia 28

29. Chicago
. 29

30. Charlotte 30

3 I . New Orleans 3 I

32. Atlanta 32

CANADA

1. TORONTO I

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. Montreal 3

4. Calgary 4

5. Vancouver 5

6. St. John 6

DIVISIONS

1 . Western I

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3
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Buck Brittgiug "Etwu Back!
Frank Buck's Original BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE is hit-

ting a lively pace at box-office in area prems at Cleveland,

Cincinnati and the Indianapolis exchanges. At the Grand,

Cincinnati, top gross in the last three months, about

doubling the house average for the last few weeks, hlolds

over. Top grosser in past two months at the Grand, Co-

lumbus, with one exception. Ranks with high grossers in the

last several months at the Colonial, Dayton. We of course

have access to grosses in these three RKO situations, and

the above applies to pictures from all companies. Engage-

ment at the Allen, Cleveland, postponed until June 23rd.

The intake at the Lyric, Indianapolis, is away ahead of

many of our pictures played in this theatre in the last six

months. Excellent business is reported from other key

situations including hiamilton, hluntington, Lancaster, Lex-

ington, Middletown, Portsmouth, Alliance, Canton, Find-

lay, Fremont, Lima, Marion, Toledo, Youngstown, Con-

nersville, Indiana, Lafayette, Louisville.

Branch Manager Stanley Jacques of Cincinnati says,

"The extensive effort devoted to the territorial premiere

was rewarded by the very fine business that this picture

did in most of the situations playing this week. The majority

of the theatres are opening Sunday and next week, but v/e

have sufficient returns to assure us that this picture is cer-

tain to do a profitable business in all types and sizes of

towns and theatres."

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE opens this week on a ter-

ritorial basis in Boston, New Haven, Buffalo, and Albany.

Eastern Field Supervisor Harry Relners and Field Man Hank
Howard have been with Frank Buck this week at Buffalo,

Syracuse, Rochester and Boston. Friday they will be at

New Haven and Hartford, at Portland, Me., on Saturday,

and at New Bedford on Sunday. Frank Buck an institution

of showmanship In himself is attracting plenty of attention.

"The picture can't miss," Harry told us over the phone

Wednesday.

MELODY TIME—Excellent fourth stanza at the Astor,

New York, set for fifth week.

FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE, which bowed in at the

Victoria, New York, Thursday morning, gave the Grand,

Chicago, its best week in the past three months, including

product from all companies. Holds. Held over at Buffalo,

excellent at Baltimore, Hornell, Kansas City, New Orleans,

Omaha and Providence.

TARZAN AND THE MERMAIDS is doing "boom day"

business Including key situations at Des Moines, Birming-

ham (4th week), Sioux City.

BERLIN EXPRESS—Excellent at the Golden Gate, San

Francisco.

DESIGN FOR DEATH—Second week at the Victoria,

New York.

BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES—Third week St. Louis,

with second week at the Shubert almost equal to first for

gross. Excellent engagements at Houston and San Antonio.

Second week Pittsburgh, excellent at Indianapolis, and

Memphis.

SO WELL REMEMBERED—Third week Seattle.

FORT APACHE—The happy worrlor of the box-office.

Fifth week Detroit and Birmingham. Third week Seattle,

Oakland. After first week day-dater in four houses at Long

Beach goes third week in one. Second week Lawrence,

Sharon, Wilmington. Excellent Memphis, Madison, Mid-

dletown, O., Moberly, Olean, Rocky Mount, Zanesville,

Greenburg, Pa., Morgantov/n, Braddock, Fresno, York,

Miami (3 theatres), Sacramento, Senator and Alahmbra.

"Fine engagements in key cities through our territory" says

Branch Manager Harry Cohen of Los Angeles. "Best

grosser for some time at Bakersfleld, Santa Ana and River-

side." "Continues big wherever It plays," says Branch

Manager Stan Jacques of Cincinnati.

THE FUGITIVE—Outstanding In first three days at the

Fox Paramount, Denver.

I REMEMBER MAMA—Fourth week Seattle. Day-

dater in three houses at Long Beach, now In third week In

one of them. Harry Cohen says, "giving a very fine account

of Itself in the suburban run situations. In Los Angeles as

well as in the smaller outlying towns. " Excellent Harrisburg,

Evansville, Camden, Oil City, Newport, R.L, Johnstown.

THE MIRACLE OF THE BELLS—Third week Seattle.

Second weeks PIttsfield, Birmingham, St. Louis, San Jose,

New Bedford. At Wichita played the Miller and Boule-

vard, moved to Sandra. Excellent Schenectady, Troy,

Akron, New London, Calgary, Worcester, Tacoma. Triple

at Long Beach, State, Town and Santa Fe. "Solid perform-

er" In smaller towns says Branch Manager Hatton Taylor

of Detroit.

SALESMEN'S
STANDINGS
"This Is America" Sales

1947-48

Week Ending June 10. 1948

POS. SALESMEN BRANCH

100% Salesmen

1. Decker

2. Burke

3. Goldfarb

4. Gwin

5. Knox

6. De Frenne

7. Folliard

8. Yaeger

9. Kahn

10. Thorn

Montreal

Kansas City

Denver

Denver

Washington

Des Moines

Washington

Des Moines

Washington

Portland

11. Dyson Kansas City

12. De Viiia Boston

13. Richardson Cleveland

14. Levinson Los Angeles
15. Harrington Dallas

16. Middleton St. John
17. Rea Winnipeg

Over 90%

18. Silverman Pittsburgh

19. Boyce Salt Lake City

2C. Warren Salt Lake City

21. Canelll New Haven
22. Labow Winnipeg
23. Snnlth Buffalo

24. Ringler Kansas City

25. Pisani St. Louis

26. Blakeley Oklahoma City

27. Winters Minneapolis
28. Clarke Chicago
29. Goldsmith Cleveland

30. Engelman Portland

31. Griffin Salt Lake Ci*y
32. Lipsner Minneapolis
33. Bjorkman Minneapolis
34. Watters Sioux Falls

35. Youngerman Philadelphia



FRANK "Muscles

STRANAHAN,
British Amateur

Champion, U.S.

Tournament

Ace!

LOUISE SUGGS,
U.S. and British Women's

Amateur Champion!

R K O
RADIO
PiCTURET
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The
Fugtttve

Sales Against

Possibilities

(Extended To Week End. Sept. 9)

16th W eek End. June 10, 1948

Pos. Pos.

"Hiis Last

Week Branch Weei<

1. CLEVELAND 2

2. OKLAHOMA CITY 1

3. PITTSBURGH . 3

4. SIOUX FALLS 7

5. PHILADELPHIA 5

6. LOS ANGELES 6

7. Indianapolis 4

8. Salt Lake City b

9. New Orleans 9

10. Portland 10

1 1. Dallas . 1 1

12. Denver .. 12

13. Detroit 23

14. New York 1 5

15. Washington 13

16. Milwaukee . 18

17. Omaha 14

18. Des Moines 16

19. Kansas City 1 /

20. Chicago 1

1 7

21. Memphis zu

22. Seattle ??

23. Charlotte L 1

24. Boston 9 ulb

25. Cincinnati

26. Minneapolis 24

2. St. Louis 27

28. San Francisco 28

29. Buffalo 29

30. New Haven 31

31. Atlanta 30

32. Albany 32

CANADA
1

.

MONTREAL
2. WINNIPEG 2

3. Calgary 3

4. St. John 4

5. Vancouver 5

6. Toronto

DIVISIONS

1. Eastern
1

2. Western 2

3. North-South 3

SAN FRANCISCO—Executive group of the Knights ci Columbus attending special preview o:

FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE at the RKO exchange. The Knights of Columbus ore one-thousand
percent behind any promotion we may have in mind for the premiere of this picture in this

:enitory. They have more than twenty thousa id members in the city alone and are willing

to put their entire membership immediately at work in promoting the picture in the area.

—JOE LONGO

Reading From

Left to Right

Our "diisertation" this week is

on gambling. Once when we were

a little jerk in school at Daven-

port. \^ ash., a lecturer stood be-

fore the class and told us in a

clear and convincing manner that

gambling was all wrong, not

morally, but economically. Gam-

bling he said was an attempt to

get something for nothing. \e

ed was born with a gambling

fever and that afternoon a lot of

kids from 10 to 1-3 gathered at

the home of the Cagle boys for a

round of stud. On the last hand

of a long session ve ed hauled in

seventeen bucks via three jacks,

all the money in sight. Later we

sat around and someone fiddling

with the pasteboards found that

thev were marked, down to the

deuces. Two of our best friends

had attempted to gyp us. A few

weeks later ye ed traveled to il-

bur. bet on the trotters i Harry

Reiners" favorites I and cleaned

up enough to buy an Irish setter

at Slo. That was a lucky win.

After graduating from high

school the Old Man gave us .S2.50

to go down to Stanford at Palo

Alto. Arriving ahead of the fall

term we fell in with some old

buddies who were hanging out

with a Greek who owned a run-

ning horse "who was sure to win

V, hen they turned him loose. \^ e

went over to Emeryville near

Oakland and after a week the

horse was entered and ye ed shot

the S2.S0 at fifteen and ten and
down to five to one. VTe stood on
a barn near the stable in order

to sa\e the admission price three

bucks to put down on the nag s

nose. He went bv the barn in last

place and staved there to the

wire, ^e ed traveled on to Stan-

ford minus entrance fees and
board money and a place to sleep

and went to work mopping floors.

Never being able to raise the cost

of entrance fees and books, we
bottlegged our way into large

classes for a month or more,

probably the only bootlegging

collegian in history, then drifted

off into a logging camp in the

mountains, leaving Stanford flat

on its columns. Next we turned

up in alia \^ alia. \^ ash., with

a year of college under our hat.

all on our earned money. Then
the gambling fever again. We
took from a alia Walla bank
some two hundred bucks and
helped frame a relay race, a

voungster named Armstrong
from Harrington agreeing to

throw the race if we split with

him. The two hundred smackers

went down on the line. Arm-
strong threw the race and we
rushed under the grandstand to

pull down some S1800. The
bookie had skipped the track and
although that was in 1913 is

probably still going. Among those

with ^vhom we gambled on what
was a sure thing were some of

the meji on our newspaper beat.

ve ed then being a cub reporter.

Back that night at our room in

the \ .M.C.A. we packed a trunk

shipped it to Columbia Mo., and
hopped a freight train promising

ourself never to gamble again.

After a shower we walked up to

the college, past the giant vine

covered columns and into the ad-

ministration building. We en-

tered an office marked L niver-

sity Publisher and meeting a

friendly chap one Hugh MacKav
of Truro. Nova Scotia, asked for

a job. There we worked for three

\ears with the gambling instinct

stifled. McKay was one of the

smartest men and best scouts we
e\ er met. Later he lectured at the

I niversity of Oklahoma on ge-

ology, and being a geologist

drifted into wildcating in oil.

That was away back from the

t\Neiities to the thirties. He plaved

for big stakes, practically lost his

mind and died a few weeks ago
in Truro, beaten down and
knocked out for keeps, losing as

millions have to the gods of

chance. In gambling honest and
noble men become cheats. Pettv

gambling leads to ambition and
somewhere along the line double-

crossing sets in. Gambling is a

shabby way of trying to get

ahead. We still get a kick out of

it. but the guy who steers clear of

all the gambling fraternitv from
the start is a winner all through
life. LaGuardia always had the

right idea—he told the cops to

ri und up the pimps, punks and
parasites and run them out of

town. Too bad he didn't live to

do it.
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A "Berlin Express"

Pressbook Review

From tlie Herald

Perilous adventure in a land of

terror. Treachery, Hatred, Panic,

Ride the Berlin Express! Shell

shocked Germany provides au-

thentic settings for story of vivid

melodrama and diplomatic in-

trigue. Fear rides beside every

passenger on the Berlin Express.

This film was photographed in

Germany and provides genuine

backgrounds for a fast moving

story. The 24-sheet makes an

ideal mounted display for mar-

quee or lobby, with the broad

side of a train and leading char-

acters In the car windows. Other
posters offer similar opportunity,

which is intensified by the fact

that most audiences like trains.

Try for a sound effect of train

noises as part of marquee or lob-

by advertising. Capitalize the

authentic scenes of battle scarred

Germany and the views of Ger-

man cities and actual German
trains in action. There's no studio

reconstruction about this and
your patrons will appreciate it.

Sell the exciting theme of adven-

ture and promise them they will

be on board the train. Use plenty

of publicity stories and mats, out

of the pressbook, to authenticate

the backgrounds. Use at least one
big newspaper ad, and prefer-

ably one that sells the train in

motion. If your local American
Legion Post owns one of those

ballyhoo "40 and 8" locomotives

try a deal with them to run it all

over town to advertise the Berlin

Express, with lots of bell ringing

and whistle blowing. Tie every-

thing together in the atmosphere
of a passenger car on a moving
train, and use newspaper ads,

lobby display, heralds and other

forms to make the most of this

exciting, adventure theme.

Daddy Duck

Donald Duck adopts Joe, a

kangaroo, takes him home and
therein lies the crux of the matter

for the Australian marsupial

gives the webfooted waterfowl a

wild, acrobatic time leading up
to Donald tangling with a bear

rug and coming off second best

when Joey saves him.

—FILM DAILY

LUNCHEON FOR DORIS COHEN oi the statistical department was held at Hotel Tall, lune 17th,

wedding ceremony was at Hotel Pierre, Sunday, June 20th. Couple are honeymooning in

Florida. The following attended luncheon: (Standing, 1 to r): Bill Russo, Virginia Sykora, Herb
Mayes, Dorothy Mercer, Harriet Moskowitz, Morcella Carney, June Vespoli, Jessie Sullivan,

Paul Copley, Constance Ruggiero, Mike Nigro, Leon Tannenwald, Gus Sims, Helene Gins-

berg, Gertrude Berg, Mary Price, P. A. Wissman, Joe Eyring, Jerry Dvorak and Ethel Flynn.

(Seated, 1 to r): Mel Rydell, Louise Canesa, Josi Barraco, Doris Cohen, bride and Arthur

Rosenzweig, groom, Fred Duerr, Art White and Elaine Eyring. Erna Eston missing from picture.

Top photo is a closeup oi the happy couple.

Fiffeenth Floor

Winter is gone and summer is

here. Some place in between ac-

cording to the law of the seasons

we had spring. As far as I'm con-

cerned It never arrived, what we

really have been experiencing is

a sort of "monsoon," rain, rain

and more rain!

One of the guys in the contract

department who recently said

adieu Is Eddie Grice. Eddie

signed up for a three year hitch

In the navy and he has a lot in

the line of service, travel and

excitement ahead of him. By now
he should be starting his boot

training at Great Lakes Naval

Training Center. Before Eddie

left he was presented with a mili-

tary kit by his fellow workers and

all of us wish him plenty of suc-

cess and good luck.

Miss Graves and Peggy Cole-

man who represent our telegraph

office have departed from our

floor for new abodes on the 7th.

We hope the new surroundings

are to their liking, and it is hard-

ly necessary to say that we have

enjoyed knowing and having

them with us. Freddie Duerr's

statistical department will take

over the former telegraph office

which will provide some much

Diana Cast
When Diana Lynn

her role in RKO Rad
GIRL SHOULD BE

she will play the lead

Theatre production

marine" at La Jolla,

In August she will

"The Petrified Forest

Barbara.

completes

lo's EVERY
MARRIED,
in a Little

of "Ultra-

California,

appear in

in Santa

needed space for them.

A welcome back to Henry
Trunk of the contract depart-

ment. Henry looks fine after

undergoing a rapid fire appen-
dectomy. Nice going Henry,

good to have you back!

Next time perhaps I'll have
some interesting sidelines on

some of the floor's vacation ac-

tivities, scoops available. Please

let me know the scandal.

—WALTER DORAY

Eighth Floor
Heartiest congratulations are due

Dave and Lll Klein on the occasion o*

their third wedding anniversary which

was celebrated several days ago and

to June Squires on the occasion of her

birthday and of course the staff joins

in wishing them everything that is rosy

and wonderful.

Best wishes too go also to Nornna

Calvin and Jenny Carabillo who are

tiiking leave of the Shownnanship Com-
pany for the task of raising families.

Both gals were associated with the

Hoffman entourage.

Gee but it's good to see Estelle

Rabinowlfz well again after her siege

of illness. Let's hope she remains well

for a long long time to come.

Nearly everyone seems to have put

In his opinion about the weather that

has been unusually wet but the great-

est complaint comes from Howard
Crowell who finds that rain interferes

with the blooming of his flower garden.

Mr. Crowell prides himself as a fancier

of the flora and really recognizes the

differences between the zineas and the

hyacinths.

Weekender Nettie Miller really en-

joyed herself during the past sabbath

by touring the Pocono Mountains of

Pennsylvania. She has a suntan to

prove it too.

Alice Jones is back at the office and
though many of her vacation plans were

marred by the rain she nevertheless

had a pretty good time visiting in

Waterbury, and in the capital of Ver-

mont, Montpeller.

A casual conversation with Rhoda
Donde reveals that at one time our co-

worker was seriously planning to make
the ballet her career. Rhoda is also a

perfectionist when it comes to music

and considers the piano her favorite

instrument. —HARRY KARP
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B!ll Williams has been cast ir

the starring role of THE CLAY
PIGEON, an original screen story

by Carl Foreman based upon one

of the most dramatic experiences

of a world war veteran ever to

make post-war headlines. This

gives young Williams three suc-

cessive stellar roles in three im-

portant productions and should

do much to build the popularity

he gained so rapidly in such film-

as THOSE ENDEARING
YOUNG CHARMS, DEADLINE
AT DAWN and A LIKELY

STORY. He recently completed

a role with Maureen O Hara,

Melvyn Douglas and Gloria

Grahame in THE LONG DENIAL
and following his new assignment

will join the all-star cast of RKO's
biggest new-season film, BATTLE-
GROUND. Sid Rogell will pro-

duce THE CLAY PIGEON and

Lillie Hayward has completed the

screenplay.

Elaine Riley is the latest Holly-

wood Cinderella to leave her

home studio and be re-discov-

ered. RKO Radio signed the

young actress, then released her

after one film role, when her con-

tract expired. Now free-lancing

after a Paramount contract, she

has been inked for the role of

Franchot Tone's sweetheart in

EVERY GIRL SHOULD BE MAR-
RIED, which Don Hartman is pro-

ducing and directing. Elaine Riley

joins a cast which is headed by

Gary Grant, Tone, Diana Lynn

and newcomer Betsy Drake.

Gigi Perreau, seven-year old

child actress featured in Samuel

Goldwyns ENCHANTED has

been signed by the producer to

a seven-year contract. He plans

to star her in a Goldwyn produc-

tion already under way. She is the

first child to be signed by Gold-
wyn. Gigi s 10-year-old brother,

; Gerald, who uses the screen name
I of Peter Miles since starring in

"The Red Pony, ' also is featured

in ENCHANTED. He and his

IITSCOLONIAL B Bll

K BUCK 'BRimmBACR AL
PER - J.CDDGANII^iBENiH LE

......

BOB GILBERT of the RKO Keith's, Dayton, used this colorful front for the run

of Frank Buck's Original BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE.

sister will potray David Niven

and Teresa Wright as children.

Evelyn Ankers has been signed

by Producer Sol Lesser for one

of the two leading feminine roles

in TARZAN AND THE ARROW
OF DEATH. Brenda Joyce will

enact the other lead.

THE TWISTED ROAD is an-

nounced as the final title for the

film drama which while in its pro-

duction stages was known as

YOUR RED WAGON. Based on

the Edward Anderson novel.

Thieves Like Us," THE TWIST-
ED ROAD introduces Cathy O'-

Donnell and Farley Granger as

a new romantic team. They co-

star with Howard Da Silva. With

Dore Schary in charge of produc-

tion, it was produced by John

Houseman and directed by

Nicholas Ray. The three stars are

supported by Jay C. Flippen,

William Phipps and Ian Wolfe.

THE SET-UP will be Richard

Goldstone's first production. It

deals with a prize fighter whose

life is threatened because he wins

a fight he was supposed to throw.

Robert Ryan has the top spot.

Filming starts on July 19.

HANS CONREID, caught in a script-curious and critical mood. RKO Radio used

his Tokyo-acquired accent for the Japanese narration in its Academy Award

winning documentary. DESIGN FOR DEATH. On the air this CBS player has

the distinction of having appeared in practically every dramatic radio show,

and most of the comedy shows, originating in Hollywood. He comes by his

Japanese-simulating voice through having served with the U. S. Tank Corps.

After the war he helped set up three radio stations in Tokyo and in Korea.

Ccnreid credits Columbia University with training him in dramatics. There, he

played with the Columbia Repertory Theater in a wide variety of Shakespeare-

an roles. It is to this period that he ascribes his having picked up a strong

English accent and the practice of speaking in rich, flowing phrases in every-

day conversation. It was his excellence in the Shakespearean theatre that won
him his first assignment in radio, a broadcast of "The Tempest."



BUCK CAPTURES CINCINNATI CROWDS!
5 6
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Lieber in N. Y.

Perry Lieber, long-time Studio

publicity director, arrived in New
York Saturday morning bring-

ing with him a

print of THE
BOY WITH
THE GREEN
HAIR which

will be sneak-

previe w e d

somewhere in

New York
City.

Perry had to

shell out fifty

PERRY LIEBER bucks to Terry

Turner when the Studio executive

bet- lhat Walcott would not

come up for the seventh round.

Perry has been too busy this sum-

mer 1o get in any golf, but plans

his annual fishing trip in Septem-

ber when he will go into the

Rocky Mountain wilds for his lav-

orite sport, trout fishing.

Jimmy Wilkenson, chief of film

editing, came on from the Coast

iwiih Perry. Jimmy has been east

on a few occasions to attend New
I'ork conventions.

Terry Touring

Terry Turner left New York

Wednesday for Oklahoma City

from which territory THE RE-

URN OF THE BAD MEN will

e launched on a one hundred-

theatre area day-dater. Terry

then go to Chicago for the

|;jCity premiere of I REMEMBER
' /AMA at the RKO Palace.

liiKArmr/ME

E SETS ZONE MEETINGS
Business Sessions Sciieduled for Buffalo,

Toronto, New Orleans, Chicago

And San Francisco
Robert Mochrie has announced a series of five zonal meetings

for Jul/ starting with an eastern division gathering at Buffalo on

July I2lh. A Canadian meeting will follow on July 15th at Toronto,

then New Orleans July 19, Chicago July 21 and San Francisco

July 26th. Mr. Mochrie will preside at all the five gatherings which

will be confined entirely to business matters. Winners of the NED
DEPINET DRIVE will be announced in the respective cities.

A Home Office delegation will be at each of zonal meetings

along with district and branch heads and their sales managers. East-

ern Division Manager Nat Levy, Short Subject Sales Manager Harry

{Continued on Page Two) ROBERT MOCHRIE

B. O. Roundup

RKO Radio's two new en-

tries in the summer box-of-

fice derby are running up

to expectations. The LOUIS-
WALCOTT attraction is

turning in some startling re-

turns. For instance in RKO
situations where we have ac-

cess to figures the fight pic-

ture has boosted receipts of

features where it caught the

second week over the first

week's intake. Immediately

following the opening of en-

gagements figures started

to climb and a comparison

of fight playing time against

playing time previous to the

fight is definite proof that

the public wants to see the

fight and is shelling out at

the box-office to see it.

Get this extra money while

{Continued on Page Nine)

Fight Picture Prime Favorite

The LOUIS - WALCOTT ticket, which embraces all

parties, is swinging votes at the nation's box-offices as

has no other fight picture. Harry Michalson (who at one

stage of selling via phone over the week-end grew so

hoarse he could not talk) told ye ed Tuesday morning that

grosses were running from "excellent to almost fantastic

in some spots." At that time as many prints were in the

work as had been turned out during the entire history of

the previous Louis-Walcott heavyweight fight.

(Continued on Page Two)

24 Editing, Filming, Preparing
By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, July 2:—If we pause at this yearly

half-way point to look over the film situation, it's apparent

that Your Company's sitting right on top. Not counting

our big backlog of swell offerings already in the exchanges

awaiting release, we have an even two dozen pictures out

here editing, filming or preparing—which adds up to a

continuous flow of product in the months to come.

{Continued on Page Six)
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Ad Haymaker Front Page Film Daily Tuesday

KNOCKOUT. Now playing to better grosses them the first Louis-

Walcott fight films. Write, wire or phone your nearest RKO
Exchange for official Joe Louis-Joe Walcott Heavyweight Cham-

pionship fight pictures.

ZONE MEETINGS
{Co)ifinHcd from Page One)

Michalson, A. A. Schubart, manager of exchange operations, and

Mr. Levy's assistant Frank Drumm will be present at Buffalo along

with Bob Folliard, eastern district chief, Gus Schaefer, head of

northeastern district, Morris Lefko, eastern central district. Branch

Manager Charlie Zagrans, Philadelphia, David Silverman, Pittsburgh,

Ross Cropper, Boston, Max Westebbe, Albany, Jack Chinell, Buffalo,

and Barney Pitkin, New hlaven, Joe Brecheen, Washington, Stan

Jacques, Cincinnati, hiarry Walders, Cleveland, hiatton Taylor,

Detroit, and Russ Brentlinger, Indianapolis.

Canadian District Manager Leo Devaney, all branch managers

from Canada, Jack Bernstein, Toronto, Murray Devaney, Montreal,

M. Nackimson, Winnipeg, A. E. Elliott, Calgary, Harry Cohen, St.

John and Jimmy Davie, Vancouver, and North-South Division Man-

ager Charles Boasberg, Michalson, Schubart, Carl Peppercorn, Mr.

Boasberg's assistant, will be at Toronto.

At New Orleans those present will include Boasberg, Schubart,

Peppercorn and Sid Kramer along with district chiefs Dave Prince

and Ben Cammack, and branch manager H. M. Lyons, Atlanta, R. F.

Branon, Charlotte, J. R. Lamantia, New Orleans, Sol Sachs, Dallas,

R. V. Reagin, Memphis, and Ralph Williams, Oklahoma City.

Western Division Manager Walter Branson, Michalson, Schu-

bart, hHarry Gittleson, assistant to Branson, District Chiefs hierb

Greenblatt and Ray Nolan and the following branch managers will

be at Chicago: Sam Gorelick, Chicago, Lou Elman, Milwaukee, C.

Dressell, Minneapolis, Sherm Fitch, Sioux Falls, Max Rosenblatt, Des
Moines, Jimmy Lewis, Kansas City, A. A. Renfro, Omaha, and Tom
Williamson, St. Louis.

At San Francisco the Home Office delegation will consist of

Branson, Michalson, Schubart and Gittleson along with district

managers Herb Macintyre and Al Kolitz, and branch heads Harry
Cohen, Los Angeles, R. H. Lange, Portland, J. P. Smith, San Fran-

cisco, Ed Lamb, Seattle, Joe Emerson, Denver, and Giff Davison,
Salt Lake City.

FIGHT FILM
(Contitined from Page One)

Harry predicted that the pic-

ture would gross as much as the

first encounter. Early Tuesday

many branches were running

ahead of the last fight in sales.

Word-of-mouth resulting from

the general interest in the fight

along with the remarkable pro-

duction values given it by Jay

Bonafield's crew were early-week

factors in its drawing power.

Added to these was the billing

of "Louis' last fight" as told by

himself in the dressing room that

he would retire. Men, women and

even children were making com-

parisons of the actual ring battle,

newspaper and radio reports and

the television versions. It seems

that on this occasion everybody

turned "expert" and even tod-

dling youngsters had their fav-

orites. We heard several say they

wanted Joe Louis to win. Argu-

ments sprung up like weeds

through the rainy weeks. All this

means sustaining power and long

life.

Harry Blair, our trade con-

tact, said the fans were standing

Saturday at the Victoria and that

the close of the picture was fol-

lowed by applause. All day Sat-

urday Harry took care of screen-

ings for syndicates, newspapers,

trade editors and others.

Through FLASH Harry Mi-

chalson extends thanks to all

those who were in the battle to

make the picture and the prints

and get them onto the screen.

The production department of

RKO Pa+he worked solidly from

6 p.m. the night of the fight until

9 the next morning, and no let-

up. The print and negative de-

partment personnel were on the

job for practically 72 hours (Dave

Heend, head of the department,

did not see his Jersey home for

almost a week), the switchboard

operators did fine work over long

hours and of course the sales de-

partments of the Home Office

and field. The tasks of all were

multiplied through the postpone-

ment of the fight, but all joined

in R-KOing all obstacles.

RKO Figlit Film

Is Superb Job

From M. P. DAILY

Audiences in just about every

part of the world are currently

viewing the Joe Louis-Joe Wal-

cott fight picture. As produced

by RKO Pathe, it makes a superb

sport film, glowing in every inch

of its footage with professional

competence.

It offers an interesting study

in contrasts with the television

account of the bout that was

flashed on the 1 8-by-24 foot

screen of the Paramount Theatre

here the night of the bout. As

successful a job as the television

account was, it, in many respects,

came out second best to the mo-

tion picture account. For one

thing, the film was shown in

sharper focus and captured bet-

ter close-ups. The I Ith round, in

which Louis finally caught up with

his fleet-footed opponent and

administered his battering as-

sault, is shown in a clearly visible

angle, and is then shown again

in slow motion.

On the television screen, the

savage flurry of blows that

dropped Walcott were partially

obscured by Louis' back. The mo-
tion picture account skirts briskly

over the less eventful rounds,

sparing the non-boxing minded
any possible tedium.

\

Produced by Jay Bonafield,

the 18-minute subject includes a

dressing room interview with the

victor. It also shows some candid

shots of such ringside celebrities

as Bob Hope, Jack Benny, Eddie

Cantor, Joan Blondell, and
others. —M. H.

from

RKO-PATHE
By ED RICE

RKO Pathe's films of the sec-

ond Louis-Walcott fight were on

their way to theatres twelve hours

after the last can of film had

been rushed to the Studio on

106th Street and Park Avenue.

Prints were shown on Broad-

way shortly after noon and

throughout the rest of the city



by 3:00 p.m. Boston, Chicago,

and Philadelphia had their films

by 6:00 p.m.

RKO Pathe's production set-

up was probably the most elabo-

rate ever attempted in covering

a fight, said Jay Bonafield, pro-

ducer of the films. Live sound

and a narration was used

throughout; on the evening of the

fight, 10 camera crews were in

action under the direction of

Harry Smith; regular and slow

motion cameras were set on a

specially built stand, and Eyemos

were used at the ringside. Neil

Sullivan's close-up of Walcott

crawling along the canvas, trying

to get to his feet, is one of the

most dramatic fight shots ever

made.

Walcott's knockdown of Louis,

the final KO, and other high-

lights of the fight are shown in

slow motion.

The sound was piped by tele-

phone to the Studio. The actual

thud of the blows, as well as ref-

eree Fullam's exhortations to

both men to step up the fight

can be heard.

Opening scene of the fight

shows the weighing-in cere-

monies, with live sound. Follow-

ing shots show the postponement

of the fight because of rain; the

excitement on fight night is cov-

ered with scenes of the crowd
and celebrities among it.

Bill Deeke had his camera and
sound equipment in Louis's dress-

ing room when the champion re-

turned from the ring. Before the

newspaper reporters were al-

lowed, Deeks obtained an ex-

clusive interview with Louis, in

which the champ made the state-

ment that he is retiring.

After the thousands of feet of

exposed film had been cut to the

most dramatic two reels. Burton

Benjamin and Bill Corum wrote a

narration, which Corum deliv-

ered. This was one of the last

steps in the production, and right

after that, at 8 A.M., the films

were sent to the laboratory for

prints. Extra negatives were made
for shipment overseas.
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We will pass over the fact as

quickly as possible that this Is the

first column from Cleveland In

months, and get on with our

news Instead!

Booker Blanche Brent left us a

few weeks ago, pending a visit

from Mr. Stork some time in

August. Our best wishes go with

her, and we'd like to put it on

record that her cheerful presence

is missed around RKO.

Blanche's successor Is student

booker Ed Cutler, who seems to

have all the attributes that go to

make a good booker. To him we
say "hiello-hello, welcome to

RKO."

Head Inspectress Rita Schneid-

er left us after a number of years

service, and said her "I dos"

June 26th. We wish her a very

happy future with the lucky man
of her choice.

Vacation time is rapidly ap-

proaching, though for yours truly

it is all over, inasmuch as I took

mine early In May when my sis-

ter arrived from Scotland to

spend a three months vacation

In the USA. We were pretty

thrilled to see one another after

almost three years.

Barbara can hardly wait to get

out to that cottage on the lake

—

it sounds like a perfect vacation.

Shirley's trip to Pensacola, Flori-

da, sounds exciting too, and in

August Doris lights out for good
old Californy-i-a—lucky girl! And
Jean, I hear, is also taking that

trip Florida way.

As for me, well, Friday I move
Into that new bungalow we just

bought, and I'm fairly bursting

with pride. It will be difficult to

drag me away each morning to

get down here to the office—oh,

well, I suppose I'll make It some-

how!!

We held a pool on the result

of the Louis-Walcott fight with

Salesman Frank Belles winning the

jackpot of sixteen dollars. Con-
gratulations, Frank!

In closing, we wish to extend

congratulations to our new Dis-

trict Manager Morris Lefko, and
welcome him to Cleveland.

—MYRTLE (Scotty) ROSE

FLASH NEWS OF "JOAN OF ARC"
To keep you posted on progress on one of the

most important pictures of alt time, FLASH will

bring you items here each week touching all sorts

of phases of this amazing production.

According to the Motion Pic-

ture Herald (June 12), JOAN
OF ARC is Victor Fleming's thir-

tieth anniversary picture. No di-

rector has turned out a greater

array of hits—including "Cap-
tains Courageous," "Dr. Jekyll

and Mr. Hyde," "A Guy Named
Joe," "The Wizard of Oz," "Test

Pilot, ' "Tortilla Flat" and "Gone
With the Wind." He reaches his

peak with his direction of Berg-

man in JOAN.

Such a to-do in the columns
last week about Jose Ferrer's

wedding to Phyllis Hill. Ferrer

was married on a Saturday. On
Monday, a prominent columnist

reported he had romantic lean-

ings but named the wrong girl.

Which gave Hedda Hopper and
Walter Winchell plenty of op-

portunity for setting the mistaken
one straight. Hedda. incidentally,

revealed that the Ferrer-Hill idyll

began on the set of JOAN, when
he played the amorous Dauphin
and she was the object of his

amours.

4»

Edith Gwynn reports that Alex
Ardrey. bank representative of

the Bankers Trust which provid-

ed $3,500,000 for JOAN OF
ARC, has requested that the ban-

ner Ingrid Bergman carries in

the movie be shipped to New
\ ork for display in the main win-

dow of the bank. "They're real

happy they helped finance it,"

says La Gwynn.

You can expect to see our
news-shot of the "Four Joans"
I Bergman, Rainer, Barrymore,
Zorina) popping up all over the

country. The picture has been re-

leased by Wide World, AP's top

photo syndicate, which covers
every important paper in the

L'nited States. Hedda Hopper,
whose column is a fund of in-

formation on Ingrid and JOAN,
mentioned the meeting of Miss
Bergman and the other "Joans"
a! the RK.O-arranged screening.

•I?

"Ingrid Bergman's 'JOAN OF

ARC" will be the leading conten-

der for the 1948 Oscar," in the

opinion of Erskine Johnson, one
of the top Hollywood columnists.

He said so—in exactly those

words—in his widely-syndicated

column recently.

Variety's Literati column an-

nounced last week that Life

magazine is printing ten full pag-

es of color shots on JOAN OF
ARC in a forthcoming edition.

Try to think of the last time you
saw half that many color pages

on any picture in any magazine.

Pilgrimage for Ingrid! Long
before she ever thought of play-

ing JOAN OF ARC, she had
steeped herself in the history and
legend surrounding the great

heroine. She always decided one
of the things she most wanted to

do was to visit all the places as-

sociated with Joan s life. Now
she has her opportunity.

Just arrived in England, she

will make a pilgrimage to France.

Outlining her itinerary. Miss

Bergman explains that she will go

first to the village of Domremy
where Joan was born, then on to

the provincial town of Vaucou-
leurs and to Chinon where she

first met the Dauphin. Her next

stop will be Forts Des Tourelles,

scene of the siege of Orleans,

thence to Rheims, where Joan
crowned the king in the cathe-

dral. Compiegne, where the Maid
was captured and handed over

the English, follows and her final

stop will be Rouen where Joan
was tried and burnt at the stake.

—JOHN SPRINGER

Director Victor Fleming moves Ingrid Bergman's hand jus

so as he prepares to shoot a scene. 30-years a director Fleminc

proves he has lost none of his dexterity by surpassing all o

his previous megging chores, including "Gone With The Wind,'

with his direction of JOAN. Combining his superb direction, ih<

matchless acting of Bergman, the unprecedented use of color

the pageantry and sheer dramatic scope, JOAN ccm't miss beinc

THE MOTION PICTURE EVENT OF THE CENTURY.

Vacation Time



BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE BIG IN BOSTON— (1 )
—

Walter Milliken, city censor of Boston, one of the

contest judges to name Frank Buck's gift elephant to

the city zoo, looks over the animal . . . (2)—Buck
arrives in Boston . . . (3)—The new arrival was met
on the outskirts of the city by Topsy a 63-year-old
veteran elephant and escorted to the Boston Com-
mon for the presentation ceremonies . . . (4)—As
elephants neared the downtown district they were
met by a band, mounted police, clowns and city

officials and the procession continued through busi-

ness district to the Common . . . (5)—Buck rides

with representatives of the Mayor's office and Harry

Reiners enroute to the ceremonies . . . (6)—Mayor
Curley, at mike, expresses his gratitude for the eag-
erly awaited gift from Buck. Park Commissioner
John Murphy and Frank are shown on the stand . . .

(7)—Huge crowd which attended the presentation
ceremonies . . . (8)—Buck addresses the enormous
crowd on Boston Common which turned up to witness
the presentation of the elephant to the Mayor. Also
on stand are Walter Milliken, Mayor Curley and
Commissioner Murphy . . . (9)—Informal photo-
graph taken on the Common includes Milliken, Mrs.
Curley, the Mayor, and Murphy.

—RALPH BANGHART
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Cowttittff Events

I REMEMBER MAMA
Chicago premiere at RKO
Palace, Chicago, July 14th,

highlighted by Daily News'

"Most Beautilul Mother in

Chicago" contest.

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE

—National territorial pre-

mieres announced by Bob

Mochrie beginning in July.

Frank Stranahan plays in

British open starting at

Muirfield, June 28. Miss

Suggs back at Atlanta and

will be playing in tourna-

ments this summer. Sport-

scope MUSCLES AND THE

LADY is hot as a lighted

firecracker in a can.

THE PEARL will open

July 6th at the Aztec Thea-

tre, San Antonio, followed

by other big towns in the

Panhandle, and backed

with a Showmanship Com-

pany campaign.

State-wide Oklahoma pre-

miere of RETURN OF THE

BADMEN July 7th, with

more than 100 cities in Okla-

homa and Texas partici-

pating.

THREE LITTLE PIGS, Walt

Disney's great cartoon to

be re-released in mid-Sep-

lemper. Set for Music Hall

date late in summer.

Campaigns rolling for

JOAN OF ARC, heralded by

Ned E. Depinet as "The mo-

tion picture event of the

centviry."

VACATION TIME IS

DISNEY TIME.

BRITISH CONSUL GENERAL RKO VISITOR: Robert Hadow, newly appointed Consul General at

Los Angeles, is entertained at the Studio by President N. Peter Rathvon (on right). Studio Publicity

Director Perry Lieber (back to camera) and Harold Melniker, in charge of public relations, partici-

pate in the animated conversation.

24 In Work
(Coyitinned from Page One)

In the cutting rooms there

are eleven features in vari-

ous stages of completion,

hieaded by the magnificent

JOAN OF ARC in Techni-

color, Sierra Pictures' ter-

rific Ingrid Bergman vehicle

which will unquestionably be

hailed as one of the out-

standing pictures of all time,

we have a great collection

of screen entertainment

coming up.

There Is WEEP NO
MORE, the Joseph Cotton-

Valll starrer with its power-

ful blend of romance and re-

tribution; THE LONG DE-

NIAL, starring Maureen
O'hiara and Melvyn Douglas

In the drama of a woman
scapegoat; BLOOD ON
ThHE MOON, a gripping

story of the Rockies starring

Robert MItchum, Barbara

Bel Geddes and Robert

Preston; MR. JOSEPH
YOUNG OF AFRICA, the

John Ford-Merian C. Coop-
er hush-hush thriller that in-

siders claim will top Coop-
er's famous KING KONG;
THE WINDOW, a suspense-

ful tale of a small boy's ter-

ror; BODYGUARD, with

Lawrence Tierney as a re-

sourceful cop; VARIETY
TIME, our novel vaudevllle-

on-the-screen offering, and

three of the Increasingly

popular Tim Holt Westerns,

INDIAN AGENT, OUTLAW
VALLEY and BROTHERS IN

THE SADDLE.
Before the cameras are

four top-bracket offerings.

Don Hartman's hilarious

production of EVERY GIRL
SHOULD BE MARRIED
starring Cary Grant, Fran-

chot Tone and Diana Lynn

and Introducing Betsy
Drake, and Richard Berger's

sparkling BALTIMORE ES-

CAPADE with Robert
Young, Shirley Temple, and

John Agar in the stellar

roles, are both past the half-

way mark and are due for

completion before the end

of the month.

Over at the Goldwyn lot

Samuel Goldwyn's produc-

tion, ENCHANTED, with

Teresa Wright and David

Niven heading its all-star

cast, is also past the mid-

point, and at RKO-Pathe Sol

Lesser Is well along on TAR-
ZAN AND THE ARROW
OF DEATH, with the new
"Tarzan," Lex Barker, shar-

ing star honors with Brenda

Joyce and Evelyn Ankers.

All set to roll between

now and September are nine

more shows, and the ham-

mers are banging away op

our sound stages as sets near

completion of these offer-

ings. Biggest of them all will

be BATTLEGROUND, the

Jesse L. Lasky-Walter Mac-
Ewen production based on

the memorable Battle of the

Bulge when the Nazi armies

made their last desperate

counterattack. An imposing

cast headed by Robert MIt-

chum, Robert Ryan, Bill Wil-

liams and Jack Paar Is being

lined up for this Showman's
dilly.

Robert Sparks' INTER-

FERENCE, an unusual drama
of professional football, and

William Perelra's BED OF
ROSES, starring Barbara Bel

Geddes In the tale of a ruth-

less debutante, are both

scheduled for an early get-

away, and top-name stars

for them will be announced
In the next few days.

Phil Goldstone's THE SET-

UP, Sid Rogell's FOLLOW
ME QUIETLY and THE
CLAY PIGEON, EVENING
IN MODESTO, which will be

filmed in color, and two

more Tim Holt Westerns are

also lined up for starting

dates in July and August.

You can count on a belt-

full of box-office ammuni-
tion for RKO guns.



FRANK BUCK PERSONAL APPEARANCES AT BUFFALO —
(1)—Buck congratulates the winner of the BRING 'EM BACK
ALIVE Contest to name the baby Zebra. The six-year-old win-

ner is clutching her S50 War Bond for naming the Zebra

"Congo." Watching ore Bob Murphy, manager of the 20th Cen-

tury Theatre; Joseph Abgott, curator of the Buffalo Zoo, and

Commissioner of Parks Edward A. Rath . . . (2)—The three

winners of the contest prove they are Frank Buck fans and get

copies of the famous autograph in addition to their prizes of a

$50 bond, $25 bond and $10 cash as Commissioner Rath looks

on . . . (3)—With the contest over appropriate christening cere-

monies were held at the zebra house. Commissioner Roth intro-

duces Buck to the crowd. At the left is Lee Random, producer

of the special event for WKBW the 50,000 wotter which broad-

cast the ceremonies . . . (4)—A group pose after an interview

with Polish Daily of Buffalo reporter . . . (5)—Crowds gather to

witness christening ceremonies . . . (6)—At mike is Joseph Abgott

who is questioning Buck anent his career and what he thinks

of the Buffalo Zoo. At right is Carlton Beck, MC and WKBW
announcer . . . (7)—Speakers platform from across the moat
where crowd gathered to hear Buck . . . (8)—Mother and Son

(Baby Zebra) limch after ceremonies with appropriate billing

at Zebra House plugging the contest. Buck's personal appear-

ances, pictiue and playdate.

—HANK HOWARD

i
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Buck iwM Limelight at StfraeuMse
A TOP CAMPAIGN AT SYRACUSE—(l)—Marjorie Turner, mo-

lion picture critic and editor of the Herald American, calls ^or

an interview with Buck . . . (2)—Buck tells one of his many
stories to Jacob Sauer, RKO zone manager, Mike Edelstein and

Frank Lindkomp, manager of the Empire Theatre where BRING

'EM BACK ALIVE will play . . . (3)—Mayor Frank Costello of

Syracuse welcomes Buck to City Hall and accepts his gift of

an ocelot to the local zoo as Jacob Souer, prominent citizen,

looks on ... (4 6t 5)—Frank acts as one of the judges in the

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE contest sponsored by Station WAGE.

With Frank is Aaron Beckwith, promotion director of WAGE . .

.

(6)—Buck visits the Empire Theatre to see on advance display

. . , (7)—One of several radio interviews in which Frank plugged

the playdate and the picture . . . (8)—At Bernet Park Zoo, Sauer

and Al Snell of Post Standard are shown around by animal

caretaker . . . (9-10-11)—Buck views the two monkeys which he

gave to the zoo and takes time to give them one of their in-

between meals. —HANK HOWARD

J,
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B. 0. Roundup
{Continued from Page One)

sports pages are still hold-

ing their post-mortems.

Following the territorial

prems at Cincinnati, Cleve-

land and Indianapolis, Frank

Buck's Original BRING 'EM

BACK ALIVE has opened in

key towns of Boston, New
Haven, Albany and Buffalo

and doing fine business.

Variety says of BRING 'EM,

"Is faring better than many

of the new pix in runner-up

category." You'll find in

FLAShI layouts from cities

where the Buck jungle thrill-

er has been shown. These

should be formidable assists

toward further bookings for

territorial prems. There's

magic in Frank Buck's name

and our picture's title is one

of the most widely known

and quoted of all motion

picture titles.

FORT APACHE moved

into New York to prove its

big-league calibre at the

Capitol, where we haven't

had a booking for several

years. Despite extreme heat

and other summer draw-

backs, APACHE turned in

one of the big stanzas of

recent months and is defin-

itely in for a run of several

weeks. APACHE proved it-

self during the week in still

another way when at the

105th St., Cleveland, RKO
second run, it turned in the

house's highest gross in a

year and a half. Now in fifth

week Detroit, third week at

Seattle, second at Atlantic

City, Indianapolis, Madison,

Parkersburg, Oakland, Ports-

nouth, N.H., Fresno. Play-

ng in two theatres at Port-

and. Ore., and Wichita. Ex-

:ellent at Lockport, Clarks-

burg, W.Va., Burlingame,

Salinas, Portland, Me., Gen-

eva, Topeka, Hutchinson,

Albany, Lawrence, Shey-

boygan.

BEST YEARS OF OUR
LIVES — Branch Manager

Dave Silverman of Pitts-

burgh says held over at Ful-

ton despite terrific heat

wave and house is without

air conditioning. Best busi-

ness in town. Fourth week St.

Louis, second weeks Atlanta,

Baltimore, Fall River, Den-

ver. Excellent Quincy.

MELODY TIME—Contin-
ues merry box-office tune at

the Astor, now in sixth week.

FIGHTING FATHER
DUNNE—Second weeks at

the Victoria, New York, New
Orleans, Chicago. Excellent

at Des Moines, Pittsburgh.

BERLIN EXPRESS— Best

grosser in town in early days

says Branch Manager Giff

Davison of Salt Lake City.

Excellent over the RKO met-

ropolitan circuit and at

Champaign and Denver.

THE FUGITIVE— Branch

Manager Joe Emerson of

Denver says completed fine

run at the Fox Paramount

and moved to Rialto. Joe

says the engagement will be

a definite assist to selling in

Colorado and Vv'yoming

towns.

TARZAN AND THE MER-
MAIDS — Fifth week Bir-

mingham. Excellent Cedar
Rapids, Columbus, and New
Orleans.

I REMEMBER MAMA—
Fifth weeks at Seattle and

Portland. Excellent Spokane.

MIRACLE OF THE BELLS

—Second week Sacramento,

opening in the Senator and

Alhambra and moving to

the Hippodrome. Second

week Birmingham. Excellent

Tacoma, V/orcester. Held

over at San Jose.

Linders 50th

Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Lindner at

256 Liberty Avenue, Broklyn, will

celebrate their fifty years of mar-

riage this Saturday, July 3rd, at

a Golden Anniversary dinner to

be held at their home. Marking

the occasion with them will be the

couple's five children, five grand-

children and three great grand-

children. Phillip Lindner is one of

the oldest employees at RKO
Theatres, having joined the com-
pany in 1900 to work at the RKO
Orpheum Theatre which was one

of Brooklyn's biggest vaudeville

houses. At present, "Lindy, " as

he is best known, is working for

the RKO Albee Theatre which he

rejoined after a brief retirement.

The gals were somewhat disap-

pointed because St. Louis didn't

have its usual column in the Flash

last week—Sorry gals but I got

sorta lazy. So the news as I see

it is

—

Helen Todd is celebrating her

25+h Anniversary as an inspec-

tress for Rathe and RKO. During

all these years Helen was loaned

to 20th Century Fox Pictures for

about six weeks, but got so home-
sick they gave her back. Con
gratulations, Helen, on this your
silver anniversary.

Salesman Walty Hamburg has

the most unique and efficent typ-

ing system this gal has ever wit-

nessed. How about teaching that

two finger technique to a few of

us, Wally?

Bee Rapp won the office Louis-

Walcott Fight jackpot. As much
as we all would have liked to win

v/e feel our "two-bits" was well

won.

About everyone has given his

opinion on why Doris Droste is

looking so happy these days.

Some say the stardust in her eyes
is the sign of love and future

dreams
—

"but me 'fran' Doris

ain't talking fer nuthin"—so we'll

just await future results.

Edis Brown was on the critical

list last week WILLIE STEPPED
ON HER TOES. She has recov-

ered this week after several ice-

cube treatments.

Irene Whetchel is looking very
charming v/ilh her new short hair

style. Those baby curls are very

becoming on our pretty Irene.

—THAT "B"

It was welcome-bacl(-to-the-office

week. Margaret Wallcer of our ship-

ping department looks as though her

vacation agreed with her. She came

back all smiles, and with a new hair-do.

Aileen Stelnhauer was quite surprised

the first day back when she asked the

little paper boy if he missed her while

she was gone, and he, very non-con-

cerned replied "Not much!" But Aileer,

just took it in her stride and said "Oh.
the casual type."

When Thelma Osborne posted her

first wire the other day and told Walt-

er Watson about it, he said, "You're a

good paster, but don't get stuck up
about It."

When you see a tall gal with red-

rimmed glasses strolling around the

office, you will know it's our biller's

new assistant, Shirley Martin, just fresh

out of high school. Hope you will make
it a long stay, Shirley!

We have two more new favorite ex-

pressions. Lee Heidlngsfeld's is "You
old bat" and Bob Coleman's is "This

kid."

Little Joan Evans also returned from
her vacation. She spent a quiet week
with her aunt in South Bend, doing

all the house work.

—JEANIE THARP

Secretary Trouble
Leon Errol again knocks himself

out in another domestic squabble

comedy that this time involves his

secretary and her husband.

Seems the girl's spouse has

stopped loving her and In at-

tempting to solve the problem
Errol encounters an enraged hus-

band who also happens to be a

swordsman. Errol finally gets the

advantage and convinces the

man of his Innocent purpose
which did not appear that way
in the first place.

—FILM DAILY

Donald's Dream Voice

Due to poor manner-of-

speech, and with plenty of abuse
to boot, Donald fails as a brush

salesman. However, the impedi-

ment is corrected when he buys

"voice pills" enabling him to

speak clear Colmanlsh enuncia-

tion. But alas, the transformation

is short lived when, by accident,

the pills are lost, with the excep-
tion of a lone one. He tries to re-

trieve it but the pill Is swallowed
by a cow. In a tirade our hero
Calls the animal down, but the

cow, dramatically disgusted, re-

marks "I don't understand a word
you say."

—FILM DAILY
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Western with Works
Is 'Fort Apache'

By LEE MORTIMER

It has been noted here before that when in doubt,
musicians play "Poet and Peasant" and Hollywood comes
up with a Western. The boys must have been very puzzled
this time, because in addition to being a hoss-opera, RKO's
"Fort Apache" atjthe Capitol, contains enough name stars

to pack El Morocco on a gala nigh't.

But the producers don't have toto, drawing-room manners diffe-
worry. Its a hit. John Ford shot ^^^^ ^
the works on this. The result is

immense.
Our culture and the history of

our country are so interwoven
with the conquest of the West,
not only kids, but all Americans
are pushovers for these super-

duper cow symphonies. When,
like this, they contain a basic

love story (with Shirley Temple
acting it out) even the dames go
for it

Leads in this, in addition to Shir
ley, who plays oposite John Agar
her real-life husband, include
Henry 'Fonda and John Wayne
Fonda is the stiff-necked (Colonel

whose ignorance of the ways of
Indian fighting lead to tragedy
Wayne is the captain who knous
the score.

Others who contribute import-
ant bits ^re Victor McLaglen,

Against the indictment that the ,

^'ck Foran, George O Bnen, Irene

plots of all Westerns are prettv ^^j'^^, Grant

much the same, with the U. S. '

Withers. The film has so much
Cavalry arriving just in time to fj^'t^o" ^"^ suspense, you 11 feel

rout the redmen, the question is
>^ashed out when you leave the

asked how much does one drama il^eatre. Great stuff..

John Ford's New Film

Is Tops in Westerns
By KATE CAMERON

We can now credit John Ford with the direction of three

of the most thrilling Western dramas to come out of Holly-

wood, His production of "Stage Coach," made for Walter

NEW YORK WORLD-TELEGRAM

Wanger, and "My Darling Clemen-
tine," which Ford directed for 20th

Century-Fox, are among the best

of their genre. Hia latest film,

made for RKO release by his own
Argosy Company, of which he and
Merian C. Cooper are partners, is

filled with action, suspense, drama,
romance and some of the most
stunning photographic shots that

have ever graced the screen.

"Fort Apache," now at the Capi-

tol Theatre, is a Jim-dandy picture

of pioneer days. It has everything
a Western opus should have, in-

cluding Indians on the warpath.
The usual order is reversed here,

however, as the Apaches are not
the villains, but victims of a stub-

born army commander, who, new
to the West, refuses to heed the

advice of liis more seasoned staff,

and breaks his word to Chief
Cochise.

Fast, Suspenseful Action

The film moves rapidly and with
much suspense across the Capitol
screen, as it recounts the bloody
tale of the massacre of a regiment
at Fort Apache, under the com-
mand of Col. Thursday.
. Bitter at his reduction in rank
at- the end of the Civil War, and
champing at having been sent to

one of th^ Army's outposts, Thurs-
day disregards the sage advice oi

his Indian fighters and leads the

re?:iment to slaughtPi"

Before that, he has forbidden
hi.s daughter's marriage to Lieut.

O'Rourke, son of his top sergeant,
and generally is the cause of much
misery and heartache suffered by
the inmates of the Fort.

Excellent Performances

Frank S. Nugent has written a

_fine, script, dramatic and humor-
ous, from James Warner Bellah's

magazine story, "Massacre." Ford
has obtained excellent perform-
ances from his large cast. Among
the best of these are Henry Fonda's
characterization of the embittered
commander, Shirley Temple's act-

ing in the role of the com-
mander's lively daughter and John
Wayne's impressive playing of

Capt. York, the second in com-
mand, who gives his word to the

Apiiche that they will be left in

peace, only to have that promise
betrayed by his superior officer.

Other outstanding performances
are turned in by Pedro Armenda-
ri7 Mexico's No. 1 actor, by George
C Qrien, Ward Bond, Victor Mc-
Laglen, Anna Lee, Irene Rich and
Shirley's handsome husband, John
Agar, who makes a promising

screen debut in the role of the

Fort's youngest officer.

"Fort Apache" is a long picture,

but it justified its length in hfiing

good to the last scenic drop.

Tort Apache' Comes Out Shooting After All
By ALTON COOK.

John Ford is by a long margin

our most 'artful maker of Western]

pictures. He has an unsurpassed!

creative zest for sweeping pano-

rama and picturesque characters

that are the backbone of these

films. So the arrival of his latest,

"Fort Apache," at the Capitol ta-

day is an event to heralr' for all

devotees of outdoor drama.
Some strong exceptions may be]

taken, however, to a couple of bad
habits that Ford has allowed to

creep into some of his recent,

Westerns: "My Darling Clemen-
tine," "The Fugitive" and • now
Into "Fort Apache." He has be-

come so preoccupied with the

scenic and character elements of

his pictures, he has neglected the

action that must be their funda-
mental. The 'ambitious artist is

overwhelming Ford, the shrewd
craftsman.

The mountain and desert seen
ery no longer are just a back-
ground for the story. In trav
elogue style. Ford has allowed, his

cameras to sweep across spec-
tacular landscapes simply because
they are quite an eyeful. Nearly
half of J,h.e picture is devoted to
needlessly long introductions of
one character after another, all

this while leaving the story to
mark time before it can get un-
der way.

Longr Beginnings.

Once it does, "Fort Apache" be-
comes a mature, superior Western
In the good Ford style.

This meat deals with an Army
martinet sent to command a re-
mote Southwestern outpost not

long after the Civil War. His
bravery is boundless, exceeded
only by his rutljless ambition. He
resents being shunted off to the
Indian frontier and is determined
to accompli.<;li some brilliant feat

I

to restore himself to more august,
military regions.

For his victim, he selects a re
bellious Apache tribe, intending

I treacherously to lure the Indians
linto an indefensible position and
[then contemptuously to herd them)
back to a barren reservation. Bun
the Indians understand such tacJ
tics, too, and it was the Colonel'sl
regiment which ^charged into am-
'bush. leaving all but a small de-l
jtachment dead on the field.

!

An Ironic Epilogue.

In a brief, ironic epilogue, the
I

ipicture pauses to watch this rec-'

lord of criminal blundering growj

I

into a legend of gallantry and de-
|Votion to duty.

Ford's postwar alliance with
Henry Fonda 'never has worked
better than in this role of the
headstrong colonel, too proud
either to take advice or to admit
hisj limited experience in Indian.

group of officers and underlings
helplessly trying to ^Icsuade their
commander from his foolhardy
course. The supporting ' cast is

filled with vigor by such players
as Victor McLaglen, Ward Bond,
George O'Brien, Pedro Armen-
dariz and a hearty young newr
comer, John Agar.
The measure of relish foj; this

picture may be a measure of the
audience's patience. Those who
have not become restless while

waiting for Ford's overartistic im-
pulses to spend themselves will be
right in the midst of one of
the most stirring- Westerns they
ever saw.
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Forf Apache' THE NEW rOBK SIXN,
John Ford, who has directed many crackajack West-'

erns^ has made another in "Fort Apache/' This new film
at the Capuol, is, m sharp contrast to Ford's "The Fugi-
tive," a good commercial picture, aimed right at
audiences, boxoffice and the family trade. "FortApache" has no pretensions, no artiness. It hasa narrative sweep, plenty of action, and a skillful
intermingling of sentiment and melodrama

Fort Apache" tells of a tragic post-civii war
incident, in which a regiment in the Arizona
desert is, much like the command of Gen. Custer
wiped out by a band of Indians. Ford, never
content to make a horse opera, has embellished
this Western with character studies and com-
petent actors to play them. His film centers
aDout Col. Thursday, a man never fully ex- WMiHBH
nlained. but one whose bitterness and greed for kit^een creicmian
fame caused the death of all butio«
- " an officer and a smart group of

soldiers from a nearby rfdge.

a handful of his command.
Henry Fonda, who has quite a

different part in the play, "Mr.
Roberts," is the heavy of "Fort
Apache." He plays Thursday, a
martinet resentful of the lack of
'public recognition of his services
in the civil war. Thursday is de-
termined to make the country
applaud him. He sees a way to
rick Cochise, Apache chief, back
nto Federal territory. Thursday
ices not hesitate to' use the trust-
ng Capt. York for this dishonor-
ble purpose. The audience iscm between sympathy for the
etrayed Indians and pity for the
egiment they destroy.
"Fort Apache" moves ajong

'ith speed, showing, occasional
gns of h^ng been directed in a
urry, too. It works in a little of
'erything, young love, life on
e old frontier, rowdy comedy
nong the Irish sergeants, the
ight of Capt. Collingwood, the
lis of an unscrupulous Indian

Tu x
'T'le^hole thing leads up

that battle scene watched by

That is the climax. The last
scene is a strange salute to Col
Thursday by a man who had rea-
son to hate him.
Fonda plays the harsh Thurs-

day as a humorless man, makes
him unpleasantly real. Shirley
Temple appears as Thursday's
naive daughter. Miss Temple's
husband, John Agar, a hand-
some young man, makes his
screen debut in "Fort Apache,"
playing the sergeant's son who
falls in love with the colonel's
daughter. The Agars make a
likable couple, oi^-screen as well
;as off.

John Wayne and George O'Brien
play two of Thursday's officers
one defiant?, the

. other resigned
to unhappy fate. Ward Bond
victor McLaglen and Pedro Ar-
mendariz seem to enjoy them-
selves hugely as the eomic ser-
geants. "Fort Apache" is a live-
'ly western with dash and excite-
ment.

'^ort Apache; RKO Western^
With Fonda, Wayne and
Temple, Bm ai.Capitol

By BOSUSY CROWTUER
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NEW YORK HERALD TRIBUNE.
Cavalry, Redskins, Romance
AN INDIAN skirmish " in the

Southwest 'has captured John
Ford's brilliant pictorial imagina-
tion in 'Tort Apache," at the
Capitol. The great director has
swung his camera into consummate
panoramic action shots in this ac
count of a stubborn colonel who
caused the massacre of his military
outpost by the Apaches, shortly
aftef the Civil War. When he is
dealing with fighting men. horses
and vivid scenic pagaeutry, the
fllnr; has pulse and dramatic power.

Those who fancycavalry chargeS;
Indian ambushes and pungent
footnotes on frontier battling will
find more than enough to satisfy
them in "Fort Apache." With his
rare gift for capturing composite
ccmic effects, Ford l\as made much
of the arrival of recruits at an
embattled garriSon hear the Rio
Grande, or of a non-commissioned
oflacers' dance. "His climax is a
triumph of suspense and martial
excitement, as most of a detach-
ment is wiped out by the; betrayed
Apaches in a vainglorious charge.

Frank S. Nugent.; the scenarist,

has written some good lines and
effective scenes, but he has been
too faithful t6 horse-opera con-
ventions. The static scenes of

dialogue are sometimes in arrest-
ing contrast to the shots of tur-
bulent frontier fighting. Too often,
they drag out a continuity which
should have been pitched to large-
scale and cumulative movement.
Since Shirley Temple and John-^
Agar quite fail to make the love
story more than passably credible
and Migaging, the ornamental in-
terludes of the narrative make the
inevitable massacre a bit belated.
In itself the climax is a superb
piece of historical reconstruction
on the screen,

As usual Ford has assembled
knowing character actors -to carry
the main line of the story. Al-
though a star, Henry Fonda uses
his rich-- acting background -to

make the ambitious Colonel
Thursday a striking figure, as he,
apologizes to his officers before
Chief Cochise and his warriors
wipe them out. John Wayne is

excellent as a captain who escapes
the slaughter and protects his.

superior's name for the sake of
the service, and"Pedro Armendariz,
Ward Bond, Victor McLaglen,
Irene Rich and Anna Lee never
miss a trick. "Fort Apache" is a
visually absorbing celebration of
violent deeds.



(1)—Street ballyhoo, a lulu. Occupants of the car, owner, wile

and children, rode for three days in this "ancient," which fre-

quently stalled . . . (2)—All Strand usherettes and cashiers were
attired as shown herewith—photographed with the Blue Ribbon
Boxoffice Award . . . (3)—Manager Jack Randall obtained

permission to use sign on new building going up . . . (4)—

A

window at Tracys, which used MAMA advertising in all daily

ads , . . (5)—Fleet of Curtiss Publishing trucks with MAMA ban-

ners. Company also used twelve window displays . . . (6)

—

One of the trucks prominently bannered on both sides.

VANCOUVER, B. C.—A very extensive and complete campaign
was given MAMA at the Strand, Jack Randall left no stones unturned

in his enthusiasm and cooperation in putting over MAMA.

ADVANCE—Tie up with Curtiss Publishing Co. . . . Popular

25c Pocket Books display on candy counter for three weeks. Sale

was terrific. . . . Secured full page color of Irene Dunne in MAMA
with Daily Province with writeup credits week before opening . . .

Lobby display and trailer five weeks advance . . . Usherettes and
cashiers all dressed MAMA Norwegian style very colorful and
brought strong attention to MAMA coming soon.

CURRENT—Large display ads in Norwegian press . . . they

also ran big four column eight inch scene mat free with commentary
and plugs . . . Scene mats and writeups in all papers on movie pages
. . . Two column mat and fashion commentary on Irene Dunne
dominated Sun fashion page . . . Eight brightly bannered trucks

plugging MAMA . . . Plus twelve windows by the Curtiss Publishing

Company . . . Tracy's window on MAMA plus generous plugs in all

their large ads for the pic.

STREET BALLYHOO—Randall located 1912 Ford touring almost

similar to cars in those days and owner, wife, and their youngsters

costumed rode about all downtown Vancouver for three days, also

the owner will leave banner on car for duration of picture, and the

car is continually used every day by him..

RUBBER STAMP used on restaurant napkins Don't Miss

I REMEMBER MAMA . . . this same stamp was used on 1000

mailing list of local concern at no cost.

DISPLAY formerly used in advance for lobby was taken to

downtown intersection under construction and set up free. No waste

there.

Best radio time as well as increased newspaper ads v/ere pro-

cured for MAMA.

Jack Randall going after increased campaigns for second and

the third weeks, with further tie-ups forthcoming.

—LLOYD MUIR

July lOth

H, E. HALL
SARAH WEIL

San Francisco

Buffalo

B. HUBBARD Philadelphia

M. FRANKSEN Oinaha

OLMSTED KNOX Washington

SAM KAPLAN Home Office

ROSE B. MURPHY Cleveland

JACK KEIR Home Office

CEASAR J. ROJEK Buffalo

D. LITTLE Toronto

FRANK JONES Detroit

CHARLES D. LYNCH Charlotte

July lllh

A. L. KOLITZ Rocky Mt. Dist.

LOUIS DuFOUR Field Man

July lllh

MARGARET FITZPATRICK Home Office

GEORGE ARCHIBALD San Francisco

CLAIRE C. HIGGINS
HERBERT L. DAVIDSON
HARRIET CHAPMAN
STANLEY DUDELSON

July lith

BEATRICE RAPPAPORT
C. WOODALL
JOSEPHINE J. BRANCATO
RICHARD G. BROPHY
RAYMOND J. DOHERTY
MARGARET M. MORRISEY
JEAN GATTO

July 14(/j

ANN FEHRENBACH
LORENA MAY DUFF
ELLEN T. LOGUE
HAROLD SLOANE

Minneapolis

Home Office

Indianapolis

Pittsburgh

Home Office

Atlanta

Home Office

Philadelphia

Home Office

Home Office

San Francisco

Los Angeles
Des Moines

Boston
Home Office

MALCOLM SCOTT Home Office

NADINE PAWLUK Home Office

HUGH MACKENZIE Field Man
PETE CARNES Atlanta

CECILIA PETRONGOLO Philadelphia

July n/A

BEN Y. CAMMACK S. W. Dist.

DELORES A. LARSON Minneapolis

CAROL R. WELLER Home Office

WINNIE K. KIRK Dallas

July I6th

MARGARET WELLS Philadelphia

ANN HARRINGTON Minneapolis
T. BIDWELL McCORMICK Field Man
WILLIAM B. GRANT Vancouver
ABRAHAM BLATT Home Office

BEATRICE J. JACKSON Seattl.

FLORENCE R. EARLS Home Office

LEONICE A. B. LOVECCHIO New Orlcaiii
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Lucille Ball will return to the

RKO Radio Studio, where for

seven years she was under con-

tract after her discovery as a

Goldv/yn Girl, for a co-starring

role in INTERFERENCE, Irwin

Shaw's story with a background

of professional football. Victor

Mature previously was signed to

SALESMEN'S
STANDINGS
"This Is America" Sales

1947-48

Week Ending June 17, 1948

100% Salesmen

POS. SALESMEN BRANCH

1. Goldfarb De nver
2. Kutinsky New York

3. Knox Washington
4. Decker Montreal

5. Burke Kansas City

6. Swin Denver
7. Silverman New York

8. Penser New York
9. Thorn Portland

10. Conley Minneapolis

I I. Middleton St. John

Over 90%

12. Engelman Portland

13. Canelli New Haven
14. Kahn Washington
15. Soldsmith Cleveland
16. Richardson Cleveland

Over 80%

17. Hoese Salt Lake City
18. Smith Buffalo

19. Bjorkman Minneapolis
20. Warren Salt Lake City
21. Folliard Washington
22. Lefko Philadelphia

23. Powell Los Angeles
24. Rea Winnipeg
25. Winters Minneapolis

Over 70%

26. Kimmel Chicago
27. Belles Cleveland
28. Black Indianapolis
29. Griffin Salt Lake City
30. Silverman Pittsburgh
31. Beck Philadelphia
32. Labow Toronto
33. Youngerman Philadelphia
34. Wild Cleveland
35. Lipsner Minneapolis
36. Blakeley Oklahoma City
37. Frankel Pittsburgh
38. Appelman Denver

play a gridiron great in this ro-

mantic drama. Miss Ball's role is

a strong, dramatic one and in di-

rect contrast to most of her

_creen appearances as a comedi-

enne. Lucille Ball's last appear-

once at RKO was in 1942 as co-

star with Henry Fonda in the late

Damon Runyon's production of

THE BIG STREET. Robert Sparks

is producing INTERFERENCE
and Jacques Tourneur will direct.

Filming is scheduled to start July

12.

THE TWISTED ROAD has

been selected as the final title

for the production filmed as

"Your Red Wagon." Produced

by John Houseman and directed

by Nicholas Ray, THE TWISTED
ROAD stars Cathy O'Donnell,

Farley Granger and Howard Da
Silva.

W. E. Watts, brilliant young
Broadway stage director and
radio producer, is the third new
film director of similar back-

ground on the roster with his

assignment to the direction of

FOLLOW ME QUIETLY.

He follows in the footsteps of

Nicholas Ray, director of THE
TWISTED ROAD and THE
LONG DENIAL, and Joseph

Losey, director of THE BOY
WITH GREEN HAIR, both of

whom have justified the confi-

dence of Production Chief Dore

Schary in their cinema capabili-

ties.

Watts, who directed such stars

as Jane Cowl and the late Leslie

Howard in several of their stage

successes, directed a number of

documentary films for the U. S.

Government before coming to

Hollywood. Recently he has been

dialogue director on some of

RKO's outstanding films, includ-

ing THE LOCKET and CROSS-
FIRE.

Kent Smith has the starring

role in FOLLOW ME QUIETLY.
This is described as an off-beat

mystery melodrama with a San

Francisco background. Marty

Packin has completed the screen-

play from the original story by

Francis Rosenwald and Anthony
Mann. Producer Sid Rogell has

scheduled the start of filming for

July 6.

Pat Hall, tall blonde cover girl,

makes her debut in EVERY GIRL
SHOULD BE MARRIED. In this

comedy romance she plays a gaU
about-town. She hails from Ore-

gon and has been one year in

Hollywood.

The
Fugitive

Sales Against

Possibilities

(Extended To Week End. Sept. 9)

16th Week End. June 17 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. CLEVELAND 2

2. OKLAHOMA CITY ... I

3. PITTSBURGH 3

4. SIOUX FALLS 7

5. PHILADELPHIA 5

6. LOS ANGELES 6

7. Indianapolis 4

8. Salt Lake City 8

9. New Orleans 9

10. Portland 10

11. Dallas II

12. Denver 12

13. Detroit 23

14. New York 15

15. Washington 13

16. Milwaukee 18

17. Omaha 14

18. Des Moines 16

19. Kansas City 17

20. Chicago 19

2 I . Memphis 20

22. Seattle 22

23. Charlotte 21

24. Boston 26

25. Cincinnati 25

26. Minneapolis 24

27. St. Louis 27

28. San Francisco 28

29. Buffalo 29

30. New Haven 31

31. Atlanta 30

32. Albany 32

CANADA
1. MONTREAL I

2. WINNIPEG 2
3. Calgary 3

4. St. John 4
5. Vancouver 5

6. Toronto 6

DIVISIONS

1 . Eastern I

2. Western 2

3. North-South 3

BAMBI
Sales Against

Possibilities

(Extended To Week End. Sept. 9)

15th Week End. June 17, 1948

Pos. Pos.

Ttlit Last

Week Branch Week

1. CLEVELAND 2

2. BUFFALO I

3. DES MOINES 3

4. SALT LAKE CITY 4

5. PORTLAND 7

6. NEW HAVEN 5

7. San Francisco 6

8. Denver 8

9. Washington 9

10. Milwaukee 12

I I . Boston 10

1 2. Kansas City I |

13. Detroit 14

14. Los Angeles 13

15. Seattle I6

16. Minneapolis 15

17. Oklahoma City 22

18. Omaha I7

19. Sioux Falls 19

20. New York 18

21. Albany 24

22. Cincinnati 20

23. Pittsburgh 21

24. St. Louis 23

25. Indianapolis 26

26. Dallas 27

27. Memphis 25

28. Philadelphia 28

29. Chicago 29

30. Charlotte 30

31. New Oi leans 3|

32. Atlanta 32

CANADA

1. TORONTO
I

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. Montreal 3

4. Calgary 4

5. Vancouver 5

6. St. John 6

DIVISIONS

1 . Western
j

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3
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Reading From

Left to Right

How's this for billing on the

LOUIS - WALCOTT fight and

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE —
Champions of the Human Race

and the Jungle!

Ye Ed's Uncle Ed Quinn of

Spokane used to say to us in

the 90's as we came out of Daven-

port, with 800 persons, into

Spokane, then having a popula-

tion of ten or fifteen thousand,

"You can't make a city boy out

of a small town boy." And true

enough. In the "America" LET-
TER TO A REBEL you see every

side of the small town from be-

yond the railroad tracks to the

homes of the wealthiest citizens.

The small town has a ringer of

course in certain sections of the

big cities, little communities
where the citizens are banded to-

gether not unlike the whistle

slops of the hinterland. There is

one difference, however. In the

big city it is possible to lose one's

self, and the left wingers, the

slackers, second fronters and
others on the fringe of human
decenty can hide out in their cav-

erns. Although they have teed up
in the rough, they can get away
with it sometimes year after year.

At the crossroads no such luck.

There the village grocer, the

banker, the town mayor, the local

editor, all and sundry are part

of their lives. Pretty soon they

become at least a fair citizen;

otherwise they pull stakes and hit

for the city hideouts far, far

away. After awhile someone in

llieir family dies; sooner or later

ihey have to come back where the

light of public judgment squirts

into their eyes.

A small-towner who has
nothing to be ashamed of in

later years, although he might
better have stayed on the home-
grounds, who has drifted to the

city usually yearns for his old

boyhood haunts, and his heart is

there no matter how far his wan-
derings or how great his success.

Of our little town ye ed re-

members best Jake Granger, the

grocer who advertised as the

Home of Good Goods. Milk-

shakes were a nickel a throw, and
Jake imported the first ice shaver

in those parts. There was Ed
Imus head of the First National,

Jjick Farrel, the town marshal,

who we saw in more than one
shooting affair in this frontier

town with nine saloons, a red

light district, and a pesthouse far

o\er the hill beyond the court-

house. Our first school teacher

was Miss Barber. When ye ed

was photographed in 189.5 out in

front of the schoolhouse on the

hill, the photographer seemed
hours in getting organized. Ye
Ed was yearning for a trip to the

men's room and we stood with

our legs crossed in the final epi-

sodes of the photographing. We
had the itinerant evangelists, the

Billy Sundays who pitched their

tents and urged all, the black

sheep, the town drunk, the crook-

ed lawyer, to mush up the saw-

dust trail to faith in God and
eternal happiness. Then the medi-

cine men came with their snake
oil and that made from roots and
herbs. They had a j)latform pitch

too and after raking in a few
bucks on fake remedies promptly
shook the dust of the streets via a

team from the nearby livery

stable. Ah, yes, the livery stable

of those days was the counterpart

of the drugstore and the barber

shop of later years. Life swirled

around the livery stable, where
the swells rented surreys and
there was horsetrading and traf-

fic in breeding.

Indians came in from the

reservation with herds of wild

cayuses. You could pick up one

for three bucks and have him
broken by a cowboy for another

two. Frequently into our midst

came the wandering printer.

Often he settled down for a few

months and sometimes got the

best of the sweetest girl in town.

Also came and often from afar

the professional footracer and

pro ball player. Of all the base-

ball players to hit our town and

play for us in the Big Bend
league Ye Ed remembers best

Cap. Aronson, who could stow

away more beer than any citizen

we ever encountered.

The wobblies or I Won't Work,
drifted into the wheatfields, and

stirred up all possible strife, even

as the Reds of today. Little Hawk
Creek overflowed its banks every

spring and in our day we saw
half a dozen bridges torn away.

A cool spring in the town was
the mouth of Hawk Creek and

here too was a hangout into

which watermellons were
dropped to cool, and beer bottles

and kegs as well. There was of

course the war hero, ours was old

Major Worts of the Civil War.
There were the fire laddies, the

ne'er-do-wells who skipped out of

town just ahead of the law. There
were the college boys coming
home for the summer with their

pegtop pants and inspiring

stories of college life. There was
the guy who didn't know the gun
was loaded, and the funeral of a

boy that followed. We caught

freight trains out of town, rode

horses into the mountains,

worked in the wheatfields. many
of us too small to harness the

horses at 4 a.m. Every once in a

while a real bad man brought ex-

citement along Main Street and

buildings must still bear the scars

of fl\ ing bullets. Every little town

has had its "Chicago" fire,

burned to the ground, and kids

thrilled to the roaring flames.

Even as in the cities we had our

gangs, and one favorite sport was
to gather at night and throw
rocks on the roof of the Chinese

laundry. There were the town
sports and the town toughs. The
men who believed in law and
order had their hands full al-

ways. There was the town water-

tank on the hill, a giant on stilts

some 70 feet above ground.

Climbing the winding steps of

this tank classified you as a sissy

or a real guy. Frequently we
rolled watermellons around the

corner from the Home of Good
Goods. One time Jake Granger
say Ye Ed filling his pockets with

wahmts, a free-loader then, too.

and with half a dozen customers

looking on he picked us up and
hung us by our heels while the

walnuts rolled around the sugar

and cracker barrels.

In this little town of Davenport
where we once took the census,

carried hod, watered the city

lawns during summer, there was
no such thing as labor trouble.

There was no envy as we remem-
ber of those most successful.

Every afternoon the single pas-

senger train brought in the out-

side newspapers and we followed

sports in all its phases. Every
summer there was the usual

drowning, the guy who ventured

too far out, the overloaded row-

boat. Tragedy came in many
forms. There were bank failures,

rape and robbery, some religious

bigotry. But mostly life flowed

evenly. Sometimes blessings fell

on the undeserving: but the

sweating plowman and the weary
woodsmen found at the end of a

day some satisfaction in a task

well performed, although to some
exceedingly humble. The weekly
Tribune boasting of the first

linotype in the country mirrored
the happenings and found always
something of which the com-
munity could boast as no other

could. Then I'll remember my
town as the county seat of Lin-

coln County, a little burg where
brave pioneers settled on home-
steads and into which more
wheat was hauled than any other

in the world, a town of streams,

and lakes and mountains where a

Well, all is quiet again on the

western front.

There has been quite a cele-

bration going on here in Salt

Lake. The reason — the annual

Exhibitor's—Distributors Round-

up which has been a very gay
and festive affair.

The big attraction was the golf

tournament — and congratula-

tions to Siff Davison, our branch

manager, who brought home the

bacon by winning second place.

Giff had a net score of 66 with

a handicap of 2
1

; and his prize

was a wonderful watch. This

watch has everything on it.

Bob Hoese, our salesman for

the Utah territory, came in third

place with a gross of 98 and his

handicap was set at 30, which

gave him a score of 68 and he

tied for third and fourth places.

Bob's prize was also a very nice

watch.

Perhaps, with a little more
practice, Giff can come in first

place next year . . . well, he can

dream can't he?

Jack Paar, the young RKO co-

median, was also here. He acted

as master of ceremonies at the

dinner-dance which was held at

the Hotel Utah. This brought to

a climax this year's festivities.

The welcome mat is out to

our new girls — Janet Carlisle,

cur new stenographer, and Flora

Vail, our new contract clerk. Wel-

come, girls, hope you like RKO
enough to stay with us for quite

a while.

Well, that's all for now from all

of us here in Salt Lake.

P. S. I wonder who won the

1947-8 NED DEPINET DRIVE,

Hmmmmm!
—DORIS JOHNSON

I/^ICaTiOn
TIME

rebel would have to listen to his

own harangue. LETTER TO A
REBEL is going to call up memo-
ries; it must have been the kind

of a picture Fred Ullnian

dreamed up when the title "This

Is America" flashed across his

horizon.
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Keep an eye on Frank Strana-

han in the British open this week.

As we write (Tuesday), Frank is

off to an excellent start with a

70. He's one of the favorites

over there.

Editor Herb Graffis of Golf-

ing, published at Chicago, has

written to ye ed for stills from

MUSCLES AND THE LADY,

which he expects to use in an

early issue. Herb's "Golfing" has

a circulation of 60,000, largest

of any golf paper in the world.

He is one of the top sports

authorities in the country, and

besides editing Golfing is sports

editor of Esquire.

At the screening of the

LOUIS-WALCOTT fight picture

at the Home Office one of the
big rounds of applause came
when the cameras whipped
around to Ned E. Depinet, Walt-
er Branson and Harry Michalson
at the ringside.

Raynor Leaving
Bill Raynor is leaving the Home

Office advertising department
under S. Barret McCormick and
will go to the Coast on July 1 0th.

Bill came on from Los Angeles
some two years ago where he
was doing publicity following ser-

vice in the navy. All old-timers
of the organization will remem-
|ber Bill's father, W. E. Raynor,
now deceased, who was in sales

and theatre management for
more than a quarter of a cen-
tury. Raynor, Sr., was manager
of Pathe's New York exchange
for a decade or more. Young Bill

Sas taken a keen interest in

Home Office activities outside
of his advertising tasks. Good
juck to you along the way, Bill,

bnd RKOers will hope that the
3aths will cross again. Bill is driv-
jng to the Coast July 1 0th and
las offered to take along an
:\KOite who will share the driv-

Foote Luncheon
Marjorie Foote of the Pay-

master's Department was guest

of honor at a surprise luncheon
at the Candlelight Room at the

Hotel Victoria on Thursday, June
24. Her various friends at RKO
presented her with a lovely 24
piece crystal set, wreath pattern,

in 3 sizes of clarets, sherbets, and
water goblets. Miss Foote be-

came the bride of Richard Cope-
land in Freeport on Saturday,

June 26, 1948.

FLASH Expert
The law of average, form play-

ers, prognosticators and experts

on the tenth floor all took a back
seat on their pre-fight forecasts

on the outcome of the Louis-

Walcott fight, to Gladys Klein-

man. Gladys picked the round on
the nose and when Louis backed
up her exporting by putting Wal-
cott to sleep in the eleventh,

Gladys picked up the tenth floor

fight pool. For the followers of

Jamaica, Belmont, Monmouth
and Narragansett, Gladys might
be persuaded to pass out some
red hot tips.

Wafer Spouter
Field Man Ralph Banghart says

the elephant presented to the
City of Boston was a veritable

shuffling shower bath, for when
he got near water and had a

snootful he let go over all and
sundry, on one occasion even
drenching Mayor Curley of Bos-

Musdes and Lady
INTERESTING

At a golf two-some Frank
"Muscles" Stranahan, weighing
1 75 lbs. of he-man, tees-off with

Louise Suggs, national women's
champion, weighing a mere 118
lbs. Along the various holes it is

a duel of power versus precision.

These two amateurs are con-
sidered tops of the game. Intri-

cate shots are enlivened by slow
motion. Every golfer will find this

subject enjoyable and entertain-
ing.

—FILM DAILY

Buck Boosters
Field Man Ralph Banghart of

Boston has been with audiences
for six or seven closing minutes
of BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE.
"They love it, grown-ups as well

as kids," says Ralph. "After every
closing sequence there is a round
of applause."

By TERRY RAMSAYE in

MOTION PICTURE HERALD
A notably interesting experiment in an ideological address

to the militant youth of the motion picture audience is pre-

sented in a seventeen-minute short entitled "Letter to a Rebel,"

now issuing in the RKO "This Is America" series. It is a quietly

ironic argument for what we have on this page so often called

the American Way. Its folksy, plain-boiled address is a con-

vincing stranding together of commentary and picture into a

narrative form which tends to ease-over the strong content

of preachment that maybe we are getting along pretty well

in this country, even if there are a number of things to be
criticized. A lot of grownups will agree and maybe some of

the youngsters who want to make the world over may pause,

and even think.

A sardonic but good humored lecture in behalf of capitalism

and the American Way, pleasantly illustrated by a complementary
documentary order of picture narration, is presented in "Letter to

a Rebel," now coming up in RKO's "This Is America" series. Its seven-

teen minutes is interspersed with glints of philosophic whimsy. The
narrative device is the writing of a letter by a small town editor to

his militantly radical son in college, who has ventured to offer an

editorial piece about his idea of remaking the world to his dad's

paper.

To the adult who is minded like the old editor the picture will

convey tinges of entertainment along with ideological approbation.

The youth who are obviously addressed with picturized argument may
be challenged, may argue back, resentful of message. There is ma-
terial for promotional controversy. It might be entertaining to have

the picture reviewed by the sort of college youngster under treat-

ment by the screen.

The picture is done with technical and editorial dexterity and
carries an unobtrusively competent musical score. Produced by Jay
Bonafield, photographed by Larry O'Reilly, supervised by Phil Reis-

man, Jr., narrated by Dwight Weist, written by Oviatt McConnell,
edited by David Cooper, musical score by Nathaniel Shilkret. Fully

manned like a feature, and many of them, longer than essential to

the telling. —MOTION PICTURE HERALD

Letter to Rebel
TOPS

The American story of free-

dom, abundance and opportuni-

ty, here depicted with telling ef-

ect and with high entertainment

value as well, is, as the foreword

by Eric A. Johnston aptly says,

"the greatest drama in the world

today." More, and here again

the quote is from the foreword,

"it is a story that never should be
taken for granted."

Through the medium of a

country editor's letter to his col-

legiate son, whose first editorial

in the college daily assails "mean
and crafty capitalism" and the

"corrupt tools of a depraved
economy," the case of Ameri-
ca's system of free enterprise is

presented vividly, forcefully . . .

and honestly.

Driven home is the thought
that today's youth must not sell

America short, that its way of

life is a heritage from the past.

a legacy to the future.

Short, sponsored by the
MPAA, was largely filmed in

Monroe, Orange County, and
documentary flavor is enhanced
by the fact that only three pro-

fessionals are in the cast. Script

by Oviatt McConnell is a honey,
and that goes for Larry O'Reilly's

direction and camera work.
Dwight Weist does a swell job
with the narration, Jay Bonafield
produced, Phil Reisman, Jr., su-

pervised, David Cooper edited.

—FILM DAILY
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Russell Janney, author of THE
MIRACLE OF THE BELLS, will

be heard over the NBC network

as guest star of "The Author

Meets the Critics," on Sunday,

July 4, 5:00-5:30 p.m. John K. M.

McCaffery Is moderator. The

critics are the Rev. William C.

Kernan, executive director of the

Institute for American Democra-

cy, and Merle Miller, author oF

"That Winter," an editor of

Harpers Magazine and a former

staff member of the service

magazine, Yank.

Bert Was Here
Our long-time friend and K:l-

low-cltizen Bert Relsman par.sed

through New York City on llie

v/ay to his headquarters in Cara-

cas, Venezuela, following a check-

up at the Mayo Clinic in his

home state of Minnesofa. Bert

has orders to take good care of

himself. With Bert out there in

left field we don't hear from him

often, and when we finally did

it was about his recent Illness.

All your friends will be thinking

about you Bert.

Marian Dornfest

Of f/ie H. O. Dies
The Home Office was sad-

dened last week when word was

received of the death of Marian

Dornfest of Lou Miller's depart-

ment. Miss Dornfest died in the

Long Island College Hospital In

Brooklyn of a heart ailment. She

had been ill for several weeks.

Miss Dornfest came to RKO
Radio in 1930 when still in her

leens and a few years ago joined

Mr. Miller's department.

Her legion of friends at the

I lome Office and fellow workers

throughout the organization join

in heartfelt condolence to her

father and a sister who survive.

Carroll Improved
Bob Carroll of the art depart-

ment who specializes in art work

for the foreign department is out

of danger in St. Vincent's Hospi-

tal, New York City. Bob met

with an accident which resulted

In a fractured skull and cracked

collar-bone. The skull injury ne-

cessitated a major operation. It's

a tough break. Bob, and we're

glad you are out of danger and

on the road to recovery.

Flicker Flashbacks
From a Biograph production

of 1909, "The Criminal Hypno-

tist" comes this drama of a hyp-

notist who gets poor Ingrid under

his spell. When in this condition

she steals valuables from her

father who decides to follow her.

She leads him to the hypnotist

and all ends happily. In "The

Innkeeper's Daughter" Repulsive

Rogan holds a secret love for the

Innkeeper's daughter and goes

so far as to try and kiss her. This

is too much for the girl and she

races home. Repulsive swears re-

venge on the girl who jilted him.

In the end he meets the girl and

tells her he has changed and

begs for her forgiveness.

—MOTION PICTURE HERALD

Samuels Southbound
Leo F. Samuels, sales executive

for Walt Disney Productions, has

gone to Atlanta and Dallas pre-

liminary to the opening of MEL-
ODY TIME in those cities. This

RKO Radio release will have Its

Southwestern premiere on July

22 at the Palace Theatre, Dallas.

' Not the McCoy "

I

On one of his theatre stops,

Harry Reiners was telling us,

Frank Buck received quite a

I

surprise when a young fan

stepped up to him and said,

"You're not the real Frank

Buck." Frank told the young-

ster that he was the McCoy
and that the boy wasn't

around when BRING 'EM
BACK ALIVE was made. i

JULY 3, !<;
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RKO RADIO'S EXCHANGE OF^IDEAS!

We have laid plans to make July and August the highest revenue

producing months on Disney product that the Portland branch has

ever had. Results of our planning have already borne fruit, in that

the salesmen, bookers and myself have secured a large number of

dates. We have set up two shows consisting of five cartoons each.

We refer to them as Disney show "A" and Disney show "B." Here-

with is the opening paragraph of our letter to exhibitors:

VACATION TIME IS DISNEY TIME. Show business has been

attacked by two little gremlins, daylight saving time and summer

vacation time. To combat ihe combined strength of these two little

business buster-uppers we have armed ourselves with a double-

barreled flit-gun—THE WALT DISNEY SUMMER CARTOON
CARNIVAL. We have combined five of the best single-reel Disney

cartoons into the most entertaining 40-minute "customer-bait" fea-

turette on the market. We have tested it in all types of theatres and

it works every time. —DICK LANGE, Portland

. . . THAT MPAA-SPONSORED RKO "This Is America" short,

"Letter to a Rebel" belongs on every screen in these U. S. . . .

There's never been a better short in the series, nor one which
so aptly fits the series' name . . . You can spot book it, by the

way. . . .

Shttu'mttnship itrintfs 'Km BtMck A-Buifiny

. . . BACK IN 1933, a bad box-oflice year, Terry Turner, then
exploitation chiei for RKO Theatres, brought Frank Buck's
"Bring 'Em Back Alive" into the Mayfcrir Theatre ... He spent
$10,000 for a lobby display, learning later that the sum was
more than the company had in the bank . . . But showmanship
paid off . . .The Mayfair's gross jumped to $24,000 from an
average weekly take of one sixth that figure . . . Picture sub-

sequently made box-office history.

. • . CONVINCED THAT an entire new generation would wel-

come the Buck thriller and that it would have tremendous re-

peat appeal as well, RKO has re-released the film with Terry

again in the exploitation driver's seat . . . Old fashioned show-
mcmship applied to the pic's natural drawing power has
achieved outstanding returns in initial territorial openings with

grosses in many situations topping any picture of recent months
. . . Turner's technique has been to line up local newspapers
and other media behind the type of campaign that contributes

something to the commvmity, increases the sale of papers, and,

of course, hypoes interest in "Bring 'Em Back Alive."

. . . BOSTON'S HEARST PAPERS went all out in support of

a contest to name an elephant which RKO cmd Buck presented

to the city's zoo . . . 33,700 entries were received . . . The Cin-

cinnati zoo was presented with a new gorilla, Buffalo's animal
colony is richer by one zebra, Rochester has two screaming
monkeys and Syracuse boasts a magnificent young ocelot . . .

Personal appearances by Buck have cdso proved a stimulus

. . . Wise exhibitors are interpreting the results of the "Bring

'Em Back Alive" promotion as final evidence in support of a
theory that is daily gathering more adherents . . . Showman-
ship brings 'em back a-buying tickets.
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GUTHRIE GEARED FOR "BAD MEN
71

Buffalo Awaits

Zonal Meeting
BUFFALO NY JUL 7

EDITOR FLASH
BUFFALO SET FOR INITIAL

ZONE MEETING STOP AWAIT-
ING ARRIVAL OF HOME OF-
FICE DELEGATION HEADED
BY ROBERT MOCHRIE PLUS
NAT LEVY HARRY MICHAL-
SON A A SCHUBART FRANK
D R U M M PLUS DISTRICT
CHIEFS GUS SCHAEFER MOR-
RIS LEFKO ROBERT FOLLIARD
AND BRANCH MANAGERS
THREE DISTRICTS STOP BUSI-

NESS MEETING TO BE HELD
GROVER CLEVELAND ROOM
HOTEL STATLER LUNCHEON
IN TERRACE ROOM.

REGARDS
HANK HOWARD

Half of Grosses

From Figlit "Pic"

In Some Theatres
In situations where the LOUIS-

WALCOTT fight picture is play-

ing with our percentage attrac-

tions, making figures available,

a study of the returns show that

our special Is responsible for as

much as half the grosses. There
has been a sharp upswing in in-

take in every situation where box-
office reports are available.

Many branches are doing as

well or exceeding the last fight

picture as to number of contracts
and billings. General evidence of

[Continued on Page Two)

Biggest Day There Since Land Rusli of '89;

Jacqueline Wtiite Among tlie Celebrites

Attending; Ducats l\4oving Fast

GUTHRIE, July 6th—Tomorrow, Wednesday, July 7th, will be the biggest day in

Guthrie's history since the famous landrush in 1889 and the reason is the world pre-

miere of RKO's RETURN OF THE BAD MEN. Already the Melba Theatre has been

sold for three performances and the way the ducats moved indicates a fourth capacity

performance.

The celebrity cast of visitors for the premiere includes the one and original Jesse James who within

*re past few days has been absolutely identified by Al Jennings, who himself was an Oklahoma outlaw

CT more than state-wide reputation in the early Sooner days. Jesse will be flanked in the parade by

Crvus Lee Houk, who has kept the old warrior's secret for fifteen years and now acts as his advisor

and Terry Turner. From the Hollywood Studio comes Jacqueline White who has made a great reputation

for herself the past few years in NIGHT SONG, BANJO, MYSTERY IN MEXICO, SEVEN KEYS TO
BALDPATE and now RETURN ,

OF THE BAD MEN. One of the

hotest western combinations un-

der southern skies, Ray Whitley

and his Gower Gulch Boys, will

be on hand to "tote " the burden

of the stage shows and radio

broadcasts.

Roundup clubs from the north-

ern section of Oklahoma will be
represented In the big street pa-

rade at noon and there will also

be stage coaches, floats and

other conveyances of the '89

period. M. D. Marshall organized

the high school bands while Fred

Trapneli looked after the round-

up clubs, and Al Powell, man-
ager of the Melba Theatre, was
the man who directed the ad-

vance seat sale, only actual

capacity sold and at advance
prices. Two radio broadcasts

covering 15 principal stations are

scheduled, one at 12:30 noon
telling of the huge street parade

and day s event, with the 7

o'clock show at night, a 30-mIn-

ute performance coming from

the Melba stage, before a pre-

miere audience. Bill Bailey, well

known announcer, will be the man

behind the mike for KTOK and
associated Oklahoma network

stations.

Thursday the entourage moves
to Oklahoma City and Friday

(Continued on Page Two)

AS announced in the trade papers last week. Dore Schary

tendered his resignation as Production Head of RKO.
In a statement to the press, Mr. Schary said:—

•

"Today I have resigned my position at RKO studios as

vice-president in charge of production. This resignation is

effective immediately.

"To my co-workers at RKO I express my affection and
respect. They have worked loyally and well. e have be-

tween us tried to do the job we pledged ourselves to do. and

I am appreciative and grateful to aU who kept that pledge."

Mr. Schary "s future plans were not announced. During
his association with RKO. Dore earned many friendships in

the company and best wishes of the RKO organization go to

him for his future activities.
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Half Grosses
(CoH finned from Page One)

its popularity and the demand
for bookings is revealed in the

fact that ai many prints are be-

ing utilized for the second bout

as for the first and added re-

quests are being received daily.

Branch Manager Dave Silver-

man of Pittsburgh says many ex-

cellent reports have been re-

ceived from exhibitors and that

the first-run at the Warner

brought the top intake in a long

time, with a moveover to the

Newsreel for a second week.

Southwestern District Manag-

er Ben Cammack says the two-

reeler gave the Melba, Dallas,

the top gross in the city for Sun-

day.

J. L. Watters of Sioux Falls

says the exchange has bookings

In the smaller towns well into and

even through August. As Louis

apparently meant it when he said

he was retiring, the film should

have a longer life than that of

the usual heavyweight battle. The

retired champ remains In the

spotlight and continues to domi-

nate the sports pages. The out-

standing break of the week-end

was Life's series of pictures.

"Continue to sell the fight pic-

ture as deeply and widely as

possible," said Harry Michalson

in discussing current results at

the box-office.

All the reviews are excellent.

hHere are a few excerpts from a

news story in the Motion Picture

Herald:
".

. . . The film producers un-

like the television producers had

a chance to edit the picture,

eliminate the dull spots and fur-

nish it with sprightly commentary

and trick shots . . . The 18-mInute

two-reeler was a fine, workman-

like job that managed to build

up the bout . . . The motion pic-

ture with its closeups and back-

stage shots afforded a fine com-

parison with the televised pres-

entation of the event which, while

clear, never reached film quality

and permitted no editing . . .

The film is especially effective

in the close shots. For the first

time, also, narration is superim-

posed on the natural sound. Bill

Corum was the narrator. On sev-

eral occasions a scene is repeat-

ed In slow motion to give the

audience an opportunity to see

action in detail. Patrons are given

a fine view of the blow that

floored Louis in the third round.

And the knockout is shown both

in normal action and in slow mo-

tion.

"Produced by Jay Bonafleld,

Fight Picture

One of the Best,"

Says Fitzgibbons

J. J. Fitzgibbons, famed

showman of the Famous Play-

ers Circuit of Canada, has

written to Leo Devaney in ap-

preciation of the LOUIS-

WALCOTT fight picture. He
says:

"Thanks very much for your

letter of June 28th in which

you quote excerpts from wire

which you received from Bob

Mochrie with reference to the

Louis-Walcott Fight Picture.

We all agree that this is one

of the best produced fight

picfures released to date.

BOXOFFICE ROUNDUP

the short wastes no time on the

long minutes when Louis stalked

Walcott who kept dancing away.

The subject flicks from round to

round, presenting only the high-

lights. Afterward the Pathe cam-

eras visit Louis' dressing room

and record the champ's state-

ment that he would not fight

again."

Several branches report thai

critics and sports writers urged

the public to attend local show-

ings. Much general favorable

comment has fallen to RKO
through the way the fight film

was made and distributed. H

meant extra display for our

trademark and It keeps RKO in

the spotlight for both its show

manship and sportsmanship.

"Bad Men"
(Continued from Page One)

RETURNS OF THE BAD MEN
opens In Tulsa at the Rialto Thea-

tre. Not only will Jesse James

make appearances in front of the

theatres but there will' also be

remote broadcast from KTOW,
Oklahoma City, and KOME, Tul-

sa, Interviewing the famous old

Robin Hood of the Southwest.

Five shows are scheduled for

each city and Interest Indicates

banner business.

Additional cities to be cov-

ered by Miss White and Ray

Whitley and his band include:

Enid, July 1 0th; Chlckasha, July

Nth; Lawton, July 12th; Amarll-

lo, Texas; July 13th; Wichita

Falls, July .14th; Fort Worth, July

15th, and Abilene, Texas, July

16th. Bob Hickey of Chicago and

Eddie Terhune of Dallas will do

the legwork and try to make

everybody happy.
—BOB HICKEY

Simultaneously with its

sixth week at the Astor, Nev/

York, Walt Disney's MEL-

ODY TIME caught the towns

of Bay Shore and Patchogue

far out on Long Island and

our show ran rings around

the two previous perfornners

in these towns whose popu-

lation is greatly augnnented

by vacationists at this sea-

son. The picture played last

Thursday, Friday and Satur-

day. These were the first

two openings outside of the

Astor, where MELODY

TIME will go a seventh stan-

za. There will be further re-

sort engagements on the

Island and between July

15th and 21st MELODY

TIME will hit the big summer

situations and beach resorts

around the country.

Our second top clicker on

Broadway, FORT APACHE at

the Capitol, continues to run on

as long as an Indian trail. A

fourth week is assured and a

fifth likely. Variety has APACHE

placed third among the nation's

box-office leaders. Third week

at Atlantic City, second weeks

at Spokane, Denver, Wichita,

Portland, Ore., Topeka, Indian-

apolis, Ft. Collins. Day-daters al

Springfield and Richmond. Ex-

cellent Lancaster, Scranton, Wil-

kes Barre, Ambrldge, Batavia,

Dunkirk, Ithaca, Charleston, S. C,

Independence, Ft. Smith, Cairi-

den, Henderson, Owensboro,

Easton, Chester. Branch Manag-

er Joe Smith of San Francisco

says APACHE holds everywhere

in tey out-of-town spots. Grosses

at the Byrd and State, Richmond,

best since January 1st.

Territorials are under way for

Frank Buck's Original BRING 'EM

BACK ALIVE. Frank has been

making new news via a further

contemplated picture and is

anxiously awaiting resumption of

his personal appearance tours

under the RKO banner. Latest

holdover situation from the New
England premiere Is that of the

20th Century, Buffalo.

Samuel Goldwyn's BEST

YEARS OF OUR LIVES is prov-

ing a great summer attraction,

practically a hundred percent

hold-over show, 4th week St.

Louis, 3rd Baltimore, Cincinnati,

Denver, second weeks Buffalo,

Washington, Atlanta, Pittsburgh,

Fall River, Cincinnati, Portland,

Ore. Excellent Abiline, Amarillo,

Wichita Falls, Dallas, Hot

Springs. Opening day of the sec-

ond week at the Town, Baltimore,

topped opening day of the first

week by more than $200. At the

Keith's, Washington, came back

after previous eight-week run at

advanced admission prices and

has been playing to more per-

sons daily than when It played

originally when business In gen-

eral was far better than now.

I REMEMBER MAMA— Fifth

v/eeks at Seattle and Portland,

second at Spokane. Hits all time

high for 25 years at the third-

run Alexandria, San Francisco.

Excellent Akron, Cheyenne, La-

ramie, Battle Creek, Kalamazoo.

MIRACLE OF THE BELLS —
Tops except for BELLS OF ST.

MARY'S at the Queens Theatre,

Saint Stephen, N. B. Excellent

Rutland, Toledo, Ann Arbor,

Pontiac, St. Joseph.

FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE
— Second weeks Detroit and

Rochester.

BERLIN EXPRESS — Second

week Detroit. Excellent in five

Los Angeles houses, day-daters,

and at Uniontown, Beaver Falls,

St. Joseph, Quincy and Oakland.

BAMBI— Excellent at Tlvoli and

Eglinton, Toronto. Held over.



Frawuk Buck Visits Mtaeltester
ROCHESTER WON'T FORGET "BRING 'EM BACK

,\- ALIVE." (1)—Temple Theatre front for Frank Buck's

Original BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE . . . (2)—Buck ap-

pears at the presentation ceremonies in the Seneca
If. Park Zoo of Rochester where he presented an ocelot

^ to the youngsters of the city in advance of opening

^ of the picture. First time you've seen Buck in a cage

^ ... (3)—Buck places the young beast in his specially

prepared cage. Need we say that Buck handled the

^ animal like a veteran . . . (4)—Following the cere-

monies Buck is crowded by the autograph hunters

. . . (5)—Attending the Zoo presentations were Ira

Sapozink, Democrat-Chronicle; Andy Anderson,

City Manager of RKO Theatres; Ted Howard, Man-
ager of Temple Theatre and George Strassel, Di-

rector of the Zoo . . . (6)—Buck is busy on the phone
with the assistance of Andy Anderson and Ted
Howard in an effort to locate a polar bear (female,

age 7 to 10 years) for purchase by the Rochester Zoo.

—HANK HOWARD



SLAM-BANG BALLYHOO AND HEP EXPLOITATION
SWEEP 100-THEATRE PREMIERES TO ASTOUNDING
GROSSES! . . . Big cities and small towns in Cincinnati,

Cleveland and Indianapolis Exchange areas register

grosses better than with new pictures — towns like

Cincinnati, Dayton, Columbus, Lexington, Hamilton

. . . Cleveland, Youngstown, Toledo, Canton, Marion

. . . Indianapolis, Richmond, Wabash, Muncie, Louis-

ville! . . . Super RKO exploitation from flash theatre

fronts, public events, tieups and radio promotion out

of this world help boom one of the screen's greatest

all-time attractions to the sure-fire quick-money
special of today!

^UtjCC

From Bangor, Me., to Stamford, Conn.; from Boston,

Mass. to Binghamton, N. Y. — 57 towns
set, as we go to press, for the biggest

blowoff of all — in the Albany, Boston,

Buffalo areas!

GIGANTIC TERRITORIAL

PROMOTIONS TO BE HELD

ALL OVER THE NATION!



llSW/ REPEATS !
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We// Teed Off!

The Sportscope MUSCLES
AND THE LADY has been

well teed off in the key cities

and highly favorable reports

of the subject are coming in

from every sector. Frank

Stranahan is proving a great

favorite with the ladies even

though they may not know

golf. Like Frank, Miss Suggs

is now an international favor-

ite. Keep this one going

around the course. By mid-

August every key city should

have played it.

IACaTiOn
TIME

MMMN

(D—MARILYN SAHNER—queen oi the distance swimmers, is

the national filteen-hundred-meter champion . . . (2)—SUZANNE
ZIMMERMAN—national women's backstroke champion . . .

(3)—PATTY ELSENER—one of the nation's foremost divers puts
all of her aerial artistry into the jack-knife . . . (4)—BILLIE
ATHERTON—member of the Championship Relay Team of the

Multnomah Club, Portland, Oregon . , . (5)—ANN CURTIS—
fastest woman swimmer in the world. She's the only American
girl to hold a world's swimming record today and the first

woman to win the Sullivan Award as the nation' outstcmding

amateur athlete.

Urfjvs itu.sinoss 3Mott to Sw **Jf€»fe«»/"

Early next month hundreds of theatres throughout the country

will play a new "This Is America" short called LETTER TO A REBEL.

Business Screen editors got an advance look at It a few weeks ago,

and we're anxious to report that it is the finest motion picture on

American business and free enterprise that we have ever seen.

LETTER TO A REBEL is a true story about a letter to his son by

the publisher of the Monroe (N.Y.) Gazette. It is in every way
interesting, believable, convincing and human. It is the type of picture

American business should, but rarely does, sponsor.

RKO-Pathe photographed the film in Monroe, using authentic

local scenes. Only the publisher, who has a face wound received in

the first world war, and his son, are played by actors. All the rest

—

the druggist, garageman, automobile dealer, restaurant owner, etc.,

are played by themselves.

Letter to a rebel shows what free enterprise means to

Monroe and its people. It describes "capitalism"—not as a nasty

word, but according to its real meaning; and it shows how capitalism

works in the average town.

During its theatrical runs, we urge business men everywhere to

see it, and to suggest that their employees see it. Local theatre

managers will usually provide information several weeks in advance
on when it will be shown. —BUSINESS SCREEN MAGAZINE

XEWS
from

RKO-PATHE
By Adriana Musa

LADIES IN WADING the

June Sportscope release analyzes

by slow-motion shots the strokes

and methods of five of America's

most talented mermaids: Marilyn

Sahner, Ann Curtis, Suzanne Zim-

merman, Patty Elsener and Biltie

Atherton. The slow-motion cam-

era records the perfect coordina-

tion of powerful arm strokes and

eg motions of the girls. All of

these national champions are

eligible to participate in the try-

outs in Detroit during July for

the forthcoming Olympics in

London this summer.

The short was photographed

in Florida along with last month's

Sportscope release, MUSCLES
AND THE LADY which featured

Louise Suggs and Frank Strana-

han, recent winners of the British

amateur championships.

LADIES IN WADING was pro-

duced by Jay Bonafield, directed

by Joseph Walsh, narrated by

Andre Baruch, written by Burton

Benjamin, photographed by How-
ard Winner, edited by Harold

Oteri, with music by Nathaniel

Shllkret.

Leffer to Rebel

Excellent. This is one of the

pictures recommended by the

MPAA as a contribution to in-

dustry public relations. It will be

available for day-and-date book-

ings by all exhibitors whether or

not they are regular users of the

This Is America series. The story

revolves on a small town editor's

comments in reply to a college

paper editorial by his radical-

minded son. It is presented with

convincing naturalism. The effect

of the narrative, illustrated pic-

torially as it goes along, is cumu-
lative. Without realizing it, the

spectator finds himself agreeing

with the father with considerable

emotion. Any exhibitor can enlist

widespread public support for

the picture. It is worth a special

effort that will not only pay off

in cash, but will also leave a last-

ing impression that the exhibitor

himself is a defender of the

American way of life.

—BOXOFFICE
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Radio Critic Is

Keen for O'Brien

BROADWAY BEATS TRAIL TO "FORT"
John Ford Ptoduction Approaching Its

Fourth Week at the Capitol

W'HEN the Capitol, Loew's-MGM top theatre on

Broadway, buys an outside picture, that is news!

When that picture justifies the astute acumen of

Loew bookers—that is news.

The picture is John Ford's RKO Radio-Argosy release,

FORT APACHE — THAT IS NEWS FOR YOU.

Lucille Small in her broadcast

program "Show Business" over

the New York Station of WWRL
went all-out for FIGHTING
FATHER DUNNE, including

story and star performance. Miss

Small said:

"The new picture at the Vic-

toria is Fighting Father Dunne.'

It's the story of a St. Louis priest

who starts a home for the city's

newsboys. After a series of fights

with the circulation gang of a

rival paper, Pat O'Brien (who

plays the title role)—finally suc-

ceeds in raising funds for a new
home for his brood—no—this

isn't the happy ending. There
are further complications to try

the good Father. One of the boys
gets mixed up in a robbery.

"It's a fast moving film—with

Pat O' Brien giving an admirable
performance. Una O'Connor as

the Irish woman who becomes the
caretaker of the home — and
Chas. Kemper, the priest's

brother-in-law help the picture

over the few rough spots with
their bright humor. The kids do
well too — with special com-
mendation to young Darryl Hick-
man.

"Here's an interesting side-

light:

It happened at a preview.
Several young boys were loiter-

ing around the theatre lobby
wondering if they could crash
the preview without paying. Fin-

ally, a bright-eyed youngster
edged away from the group and
v/as halfway down the aisle be-
fore a strong-armed ticket taker
caught him.

'Where do you think you're
going?" he demanded.

'It's all right,' said the small
fry. 'I'm the critic from 'Boy's

Life'."

Opening on one of the

rainiest days in the all-tinne

rain—tops period of mid-

June—FORT APACHE did

business that many manag-

ers would welcome in fair

weather. Attending the

rainy premiere night was

Irene Rich, one of the galaxy

of stars of the picture, and

her party.

Fonda Fronts

Henry Fonda's starring

engagement as the hero of

"Mister Roberts," hit of the

current Broadway season,

proved great advance pub-

licity for FORT APACHE.

Fonda was most coopera-

tive. He lunched with the

film critics, and the girls and

boys reciprocated with

plenty of space. In all his

interviews for the Broadway

show in the drama pages

"Hank" rang in plenty of

plugs for APACHE.

These interviews domi-

nated the drama pages of

the Sunday and week-end

papers. Fonda was live dra-

ma news because "Mister

Roberts" brought him back

to the stage from Holly-

wood after a long stay away

from the Broadway boards.

By RUTGERS NEILSON

and a real hit!

So well did the Fonda-

"Mis+er Roberts" publi-

city pile up that Henry

became "Mister Roberts"

to Broadway and New
York. The Capitol Thea-

tre capitolized on this an-

gle and in its ads billed

the star as Henry ("Mister

Roberts") Fonda. With
the stage show a sell-out

at every performance

•from premiere night the

selling value of the tie-in

proved good selling.

The time that Fonda gave

RKO for magazine inter-

views paid off as the articles

began to break coincident-

ally with the Capitol Thea-

tre playdate. Others are

breaking and more are com-

ing along. All this is fine for

the national promotion and

seat-selling on the John

Ford attraction.

One of the most success-

ful novelty "stunts" that

Fonda did was to visit the

RKO projection room with

his entire "Roberts" cast to

see a screening of FORT
APACHE. A writer and

photographer for THIS
WEEK, Sunday magazine

supplement of some twenty

key-city Sunday papers,

were in attendance to catch

the reactions of this stellar

audience. One of these

shots showing Fonda and

Guy Kibbee of the cast is

pictured in No. I 2 in the lay-

out. Also shown is a shot of

Fonda buying a benefit tick-

et from New York's tiniest

Girl Scout. These pictures

broke in the metropolitan

papers.

Also on the Fonda agen-

da were radio appearances

that added to the penetra-

tion of the fact that his lat-

est and best picture bears

the title of FORT APACHE.

Rich Rewards

Irene Rich, screen veteran

that she is, came through

true to form in press depart-

ment cooperation. She was

one of Hollywood's most

popular stars to brace the

inaugural telecast and re-

ception of the N. Y. Daily

News' TV Station WPIX. Of
this Kate Cameron said:

"Irene Rich was the

first of the Hollywood
contingent to arrive and

while she may be desig-

nated a veteran, after her

thirty years as an actress,

she is one of the most
glamorous figures in the

theatrical proFession to-

day."

While at the reception

she had a chat with Antoin-

ette Donnelly, women's and

beauty editor of the News

—

Chicago Tribune Syndicate,

which resulted in a special

interview for a Sunday Sec-

tion health feature. Miss

Rich was a guest of honor at

the officers' installation

luncheon of the Associated

Motion Picture Advertisers'

at the Hotel Astor, where
she was photographed with

Commissioner Robert Mc-
Guire, who is motion picture

(Continued on Page Eight)

IACaTiOn
TIME

Tim'
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"Interference" Is

First Offering To

Cover Pro Football

By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, July 9: — With footballs flying all

around the lot, you might think gridiron practice had

started early in these parts—but it's only a flock of the

pigskin boys keeping in trim for their scenes in INTER-

FERENCE, which Producer Robert Sparks sent before the

cameras yesterday with Jacques Tourneur directing.

While professional foot-

A Triple Tie-in For Holt Films

ball forms the interesting

background of this dynamic

piece of film fare, the story

centers on the human drama

in the lives of the players

themselves, instead of on

the conventional Big Game.

Pete Wilson, high-priced

star of the New York Chiefs,

is devoted to his wife Liza

—but Liza, scheming and

selfish. Is concerned only

with her own career as a

decorator, and is quite will-

ing to two-time Pete to gain

her ends.

This situation worries

Pete's pal Tim McCarr, also

a Chief star, and It disturbs

Anne, the club manager's

pretty secretary, who is se-

cretly in love with the big

halfback. When Pete's

hopes of getting the head

coach's spot at a big uni-

versity are shattered and

the job is offered to Tim In-

stead, Pete Is hurt. But he

gets a stunning blow when

he learns he has a bad heart

and must take It easy if he

wants to live.

Afraid to let either Liza

or the manager know the

truth, Pete is in a tough spot.

and the drama builds up to

a high-tension climax as he

tries to map out his future.

Victor Mature, who
scored such a hit with the

critics for his acting In "Kiss

of Death," Is playing the

part of Pete, and Sonny

Tufts portrays the loyal Tim,

with Lucille Ball as the sym-

pathetic Anne and Lisabeth

Scott as the conniving wife.

Sparks and Tourneur are

hand-picking a flock of well-

known players for the many

prominent supporting roles,

and the company will spend

two weeks at Los Angeles'

Wrigley Field, filming the

practice and game sequenc-

es.

The first offering to treat

the field of pro football, IN-

TERFERENCE looms up as

a box-office natural, for it

has a huge ready-made audi-

ence of grid fans as well as

the heavy draw of Its four

popular stars. Add that to

the pull which any good

dramatic human - Interest

story exerts on the ticket-

buyers, and you've got an

attraction that's bound to

do a whale of a business

everywhere.

Several thousand news dealers across the nation will be-

come unofficial advance agents for Tim Holt as a result of a
comprehensive three-way tie-up engineered by RKO Radio with

the new Tim Holt Western Adventures Magazine and the star's

forthcoming rodeo appearances.

A special publicity kit containing publicity stories, photo-

graphs, ads, cards, stickers and other display material on Holt

and his RKO films has been prepared for distribution to news-
stands in every city on the rodeo's itinerary starting July 4 in

Pecos, Texas.

Thus, the star's films, his rodeo and the new magazine which
carries his name will be tied together in a direct sales campaign
to the public which marks a new high in the exploitation of a
western star by a major film company.

''Melody" Race
When the "Ethel Smith" and

MELODY TIME handicaps were
run at Monmouth Park in New
Jersey there were goodly credits

in the center spread of the pro-

gram. The event also was given

very fine mention several times

over the loud speaker with thea-

tre credit. Miss Smith was tele-

vised over WATV presenting a

bunch of roses to the winning

jockey, Eric Querin. This extend-

ed as far north as Boston and as

far south as Baltimore. There also

was A. P. camera coverage.

Muscles and Lady

Good. Frank "Muscles" Strana-

han and Louise Suggs, champion
golfers, tee off at the beautiful

course at the Boca Raton club in

Florida. They demonstrate their

skillful drives and their ability to

get out of sand traps. A few slow

motion shots illustrate their win-

ning form.

—BOXOFFICE

Present "Mary"

"Mary of Scotland," the RKO

Radio drama co-starring Katha-

rine Hepburn and Fredric March

which John Ford directed from

the Maxwell Anderson stage

play, will begin a special engage-

ment at the Sutton Theatre, New

York, on Thursday, July 8.

Three Hollywood personalities

who helped bring it to the

screen are in the current screen

limelight. Ford is director of

FORT APACHE. Anderson col-

laborated on the screen play of

Sierra's forthcoming Ingrid Berg-

man starring production JOAN
OF ARC. The screen play of

"Mary of Scotland" was shaped

by Dudley Nichols, who directed

and produced The Theatre

Guild's screen adaptation of

MOURNING BECOMES ELEC-

TRA.
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FLASH NEWS OF JOAfy OF ARC
To keep you posted on progress on one of the

most important pictures of all time, FLASH tcill

bring you items here each ireek touching all sorts

of phases of this amazing production.

Jose Ferrer, who is rated in

advance reports as making the

most exciting screen debut of the

year with his role of the Dauphin
in JOAN OF ARC. is certainly

one of the most versatile actors

of our time. Broadway has seen

him in everything from "Char-

ley's Aunt" to '"Cyrano," from
Danny Kaye's successor in '"Let s

Face It" to the unforgettable

lago of "Othello." Last week, he

took over another role that is an

actor's dream — playing Romeo
in a special production of

"Romeo and Juliet" at the John
Drew, Easthampton. Next weak,

he takes to the boards in the

outrageously funny Broadway
hit of a few seasons back, "Twen-
tieth Century." Such range may
indicate how he is able to com-
bine high comedy with strong

character acting for his screen

role of the weakling monarch.

A recent Leonard Lyons col-

-n in the New York Post told

e amusing story of Joan's ring,

-ems that in the forthcoming
icture, Ingrid Bergman wears

ring which is a replica of the

rass ring worn by St. Joan. Re-

archers found the designs used

n the original ring and copied

hem for use in the film. Miss
ergman likes the ring and di-

ector Victor Fleming decided to

resent a gold one to the star.

Fleming ordered a gold ring at

Cartier's, but sent it back three

imes because each time the gold

ing looked like gold and not

nough like brass. She was wear-

ng it on her last trip to New
Ifork and—it still looks like gold.

The fall issue of the quarterlv

inagazine, Screen Album, testi-

•ies to the overpowering interest

bf fans to know everything about

Ingrid Bergman with two pages
|)f reminiscence in text and pic-

ures of Bergman before com-

g to the United States. JOAN
F ARC, of course, is discussed

the text.

The magic of the Bergman
ame is so potent that you may
eglect the fact that the cast of

JOAN OF ARC is studded with

performers who are top names in

their own. One of these is Hurd
Hatfield, who zoomed into fame
a couple of years ago with his

characterization in the difficult

part of Dorian Gray, the man
v.ho always looks young and
beautiful although his portrait

took on the searing effects of a

life of dissipation. Hatfield, in

town briefly last week, told us

that he accepted a comparativelv

minor role—that of the s\Tnpa-

thetic priest—in JOAN OF ARC.
passing up more formidable as-

signments because he wanted to

be a part of a film he is certain

will be a milestone in movie his-

tory.

Another long-established fav-

orite who is seen in an important

portion of JOAN OF ARC is the

e\er-lo\ely Irene Rich. Miss

Rich, who has been active about

town since her ariival a few

weeks ago, was guest of honor
last week at the installation of

officers of the Joan of Arc post

of the American Legion, i See

cut. ) In a speech of congratula-

tions to new officers. Miss Rich
mentioned JOAN OF ARC as a

picture of which the entire world

would be very proud—but that

there would be a special pride

felt by this organization of ex-

seriicewomen which bears the

name of the great girl warrior.

Later Miss Rich, accompanied
by her daughter. Frances, and
Warde Donovan, the musical

comedy and radio star, attended

the Old Knick Music Hall, one of

New fork's most unusual night

clubs. One of the features of the

entertainment is the running of

an ancient silent film, the picture

of the moment being a meller of

nearly three decades ago called

"Lucretia Lombard." featuring

Norma Shearer and Monte Blue

and starring Irene Rich, looking

younger but no less lovely. Miss
Rich had a hilarious time watch-

ing her 1922 self. Certainly dif-

ferent from working in a 1948
Technicolor spectacle like JOAN,
she admitted.

—JOHN SPRINGER

Joe Louis is now busy seeking

to cut down his golf score in

preparation for big-time golf.

Joe hopes to compete regularly

with the best in the game.

Frank Stranahan got most of

the publicity in the British open
due to the fact that he was the

favorite, but he did not finish

very high in the first flight. Frank,

however, has a way of bouncing

back and he II be a strong con-

tender in the forthcoming ama-
teur championship at Memphis.
A full page RKO Radio ad on

MUSCLES AND THE LADY
broke this week in Bob Harlow's

Golf World, published at Pine-

hurst. Copy carries the line "In-

quire at your local theatre for

playdates." The Golf World is

published for the key men of

golf, not the duffer, and there will

be plenty of inquiries to follow.

Irene Rich, who appears in JOAN OF ARC, congratulates Estelle Sumergrade, new commander
of the Joan of Arc post of the American Legion, while Frances Rich, the star's daughter, Warde
Donovan, Broadway and radio star, and retiring commander Edna Schmidt beam approval.
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F^ugiiiv^ Ser^ettinfj for Ctorgy

His Excellency Archbishop W. M. Duke of Canadian Northwest and many of his Clergy from

all parts of British Columbia arrive at the special screening held for them at the RKO exchange

in Vancouver. This screening the Saturday before the FUGITIVE opened enabled the Archbishop

and the Clergy to highly recommend RKO and the FUGITIVE to church-goers the next day

—

Sunday. His Excellency above also discussed RKO'S FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE as fine

future entertainment. Vancouver Daily Province as usual gave one full page in color of Dolores

Del Rio with glowing write-up in advance of picture's opening.

—LLOYD MUIR

SALESMEN'S
STANDINGS
% 25 LEADERS
t'Short Subject" Sales

/ 1947-48

Week End. June 24, 1948

COS. SALESMEN BRANCh!

1. Decker Montreal

2. Gwin Denver

3. Goldfarb Denver

4. De Frenne Des Moines

5. Knox Washington

6. Folliard Washington

7. Kahn Washington

8. De Vliia Boston

9. Yaeger Des Moines
10. Boyce Salt Lake City

I I. Thorn Portland

12. Richardson Cleveland

13. Dyson Kansas City

14. Harrington Dallas

15. Levinson Los Angeles

16. Middleton

Over 90%

17. Warren

18. Canelli

19. Bjorkman

20. Ringler

21. Winters

22. Pisani

23. Rea

24. Smith

25. Clarke

26. Engelnnan

27. Watters

28. Griffin

29. LIpsner

30. Blakeley

St. John

but less than 100%

Salt Lake City

New Haven

Minneapolis

Kansas City

Minneapolis

St. Louis

Winnipeg

Buffalo

Chicago

Portland

Sioux Falls

Salt Lake City

Minneapolis

Oklahoma City

Woodland Cafe

Good. Disney satirizes the

night club era of the '30s. Light-

ning bugs serve as neon signs for

a cafe. The band is composed of

beetles playing in the style of

Cab Calloway. All the insects in

the forest join in a sizzling jann

session. A gouty bumble bee
symbolizes the "sugar daddy" of

the period. Heard are "12th

Street Rag," "I'Amour de
L'Apache," "My Man," "Truck-

in." One of the highlights of the

short is an amusing interpreta-

tion of an Apache dance by a

spider and a fly.

—BOXOFFICE

ShmvtiMaMt "s Trmlo Hwivt€' Editorial
Another picture doing phenomenal business at N. Y. Capitol

Theatre, is RKO's "Fort Apache." So much so that circuits

and exhibitors everywhere should pencil it in now as a potential

top-grosser. It seems hardly likely that its early business will

taper off. On the contrary, it is our prediction that it will in-

crease through fine word-of-mouth and as publicity and news-
paper comment spreads from the first-run areas into the grass
roots.

The
Fugitive

Sales Against

Possibilities

(Extended To Week End. Sept. 9)

18th Week End. June 24, 1948

Pos. Pes.

This Last

V/eelt Branch Weet

1. SIOUX FALLS 4

2. OKLAHOMA CITY I

3. PITTSBURGH 3

4. CLEVELAND 2

5. LOS ANGELES 5

6. PHILADELPHIA 6

7. Denver .
, 7

8. Salt Lake City . 9

9. Indianapolis . 8

10. New York ., 17

I I . New Orleans . 10

12. Kansas . 19

13. Dallas ., , II

14. Washington .16

15. Omaha .. 14

16. Portland . 12

17. Detroit . 13

18. Milwaukee 15

19. Des Moines IB

20. Boston . 22

21. Charlotte 20

22. Chicago . 2 I

23. Seattle 24

24. Memphis 23

25. Cincinnati 25

26. Buffalo 28

27. New H aven .30

28. Minneapolis 26

29. St. Louis . 27

30. San Francisco . 29

31. Atlanta 31

32. Albany
. 32

CANADA
1. MONTREAL I

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. Calgary 3

4. St. John 4

5. Toronto 6

6. Vancouver 5

DIVISIONS

1 . Eastern I

2. Western 2

3. North-South 3

Vacation Time
id'PidmHTlME
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Pos.

ee^

I

2

4

o

3

8

9

I I

12

16

13

14

15

18

I 7

19

21

20

23

25

22

28

24

26

27

29

30

31

12

I

2

3

4

5

3

RKO gals having failed to come through with any bathing beauty pictures we are falling back
on the gents. Here are some hard-working film men art the Allied Theatre Owners of New
Jersey meeting at West End. N. J., June 28-30. They ore in the usual order Herman Silverman,
Irving Dollinger, chairman of the Board of A.T.O.; Dr. Henry Brown, exhibitor of New York and
Lakewocd; Len Gruenberg, Leon J. Bamberger and Charles Boasberg. Below Mrs. Edward
Lachman, wife of the president of Allied Theatre Owners of New Jersey, Inc.; William L. Ains-

worth, president Allied States Association; Edward Lachman, president Allied Theatre Owners
of New Jersey; Haskell Block, secretary; Leon f. Bamberger and Wilbur Snaper, vice president.



IT'S JUNE-TIME and honeymoon-time once again and what ro-

mantic tales are being heard! Here's one concerning Grace Clauter

and Ray Doherty that really sounds like a movie script. Grace, who
is a secretary in Mr. McCormick's office, and Ray, who is an

assistant in the Personnel Department, met at the last RKO
Christmas party and this story has the traditional happy ending. To
celebrate the happy occasion a luncheon was tendered the couple by
more than 100 RKO friends at Trader Tom's on June 17th and they

were presented with a treasure chest which was filled to overflowing

with silver dollars. Grace and Ray were married on June 20th and

are spending their honeymoon at Nantucket, Mass. All good wishes

are sent to this popular couple from RKO. In the photo layout are:

(D—Mary Tutlle, David Mack, Ray and Grace, S. Barret McCor-
mick. Bill Whitman, Tom O'Connor and Edward Avery . . . ( 2 1

—
Ray, Grace, S. Barret McCormick and Bill Whitman . . . (3-4-6)—
Group shots of those who attended luncheon . . . (5)—Closeup of

the happy couple.

—HAZEL KORMAN

TfV BIST

To play the stellar role of Vic-

tor Mature's best friend, on and

off the gridiron, in Irwin Shaw's

story of professional football,

INTERFERENCE, Sonny Tufts

has been signed. The rugged

actor will portray a blocking

back, who clears the path of op-

posing players and after-hours

entanglements for his more color-

ful companion. A dramatic and

sympathetic role, it offers Tufts

one of his finest assignments to

date.

The two male stars will be aid-

ed by Lucille Ball and Lizabeth

Scott. Jacques Tourneur will put

the Charles Schnee screenplay

before the camera July 8 with

Robert Sparks producing.

Don Hartman, who has gone
to extraordinary lengths to pro-

vide a rennarkabie cast for

EVERY GIRL SHOULD BE MAR-
RIED, his first writing-producing-

directing effort at RKO Radio,

has signed the world-famous and
fabulous New York news photog-

rapher, Weegee, for a colorful

part in the comedy.

Weegee has won international

renown for his extraordinary news

pictures. Many of thenn appeared
in Weegee's volume of photo-

graphs entitled "Naked City."

After 20 years of news pho-

tography, Weegee traveled to

Hollywood in April to become an

actor. It was while he was in

San Francisco on a lecture tour

that Hartman spotted him and
gave him his first film break. The
part is a natural for Weegee. He
will play a street photographer,

and joins a cast headed by Cary
Grant, Franchot Tone, Diana

Lynn, Betsy Drake, and Alan
Mowbray.

Johnny Indrisano, fight referee

and former middleweight champ
contender, will coach Bob Ryan
for the fight sequences in THE
SET-UP. Robert Wise will direct

under Richard Goldstone's pro-

duction reins.

It must be gratifying to Robert

Mitchum to know that the Studio

cannot keep up with the demand
from film fans for his portraits.

The only time that ever hap-

pened before was when Frank

Sinatra came to Hollywood to

make his first picture. You'll be

seeing handsome Bob in BLOOD
ON THE MOON.

Lloyd Nolan leaving his "pri-

vate eye" and police detective

roles, took a more off-beat as-

signment when he was signed by

RKO Radio for the role of the

soft-hearted but efficient coach

of a professional football team
in INTERFERENCE. Nolan re-

cently completed work in MGM's
"Sun in the Morning" and in

"The Street With No Name" for

20th Century-Fox. Paul Stewart,

also making a switch in charac-

terization, has been signed to

play the key role of a breezy

magazine photographer in IN-

TERFERENCE. The role is in dis-

tinct contrast to his portrayals

of the heavies in WEEP NO
MORE and THE WINDOW. Re-

cently, he was also signed to do
the narration for the Howard
Hughes production, "Vendetta."

Poor Margaret Vv'alker. The week has

really been hard on her, with thunder

and lightening (the thing she hates

most in this world). Last time we saw

her, she was propped up at a big table,

way back in the poster room, continu-

FLASH! FLASH! THE SECRET

IS OUT AT LAST . . .

Our pretty little bookkeeper,

Doris Droste, is now wearing a

gorgeous and sparkling diamond

on that third finger of her left

hand. The lucky young man who

presented her with the lovely

ring is Bob Johnson the exhibitor

from Fairfield, III. So far as the

plans go . . . the BIG DAY is

set for September 1st.

Me thinks they'll have many,

many future years of happiness,

as they both are WONDERFUL
PEOPLE! GOOD LUCK, KIDS!

—YER" PAL . . . "B"

ing her work as usual.

Since Aileen Steinhauer returned

from her vacation she has been up in

the higher class of people. She has

worn her hair in an up-sweep every

single day. Very becoming though,

Aileen!

If you hear a mumble-jumble of

voices over by the billing machines,

it's only Bob Coleman trying to con-

fuse our new girl, Shirley Martin.

Our Sue Scott has been wearing

some darling new dresses.

—JEANIE THARP



Coniittg Events

I REMEMBER MAMA
Chicago premiere at RKO
Palace, Chicago, July 14th,

highlighted by Daily News'

"Most Beautiful Mother in

Chicago" contest

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE

—National territorial pre-

mieres aimounced by Bob

Mochiie begiiming in July.

ZONAL MEETINGS
called by Bob Mochrie: Buf-

falo, July 12th; Canadian,

Toronto, July ISth; New Or-

leans, July 19th; Chicago,

July 21st and Son Francisco

July 26th. NED DEPINET
DRIVE winners to be an-

nounced at respective gath-

erings.

*

THE PEARL will open

July 6th at the Aztec Thea-

tre, San Antonio, followed

by other big towns in the

State, and backed with a

Showmanship Company
campaign.

State-wide Oklahoma pre-

miere of RETURN OF THE

BADMEN July 7th, with

more than 100 cities in Okla-

^ homa and Texas partici-

pating.

THREE LITTLE PIGS, Walt
Disney's great cartoon to

be re-released in mid-Sep-

lemper. Set for Music Hall

dote late in summer.

Campaigns rolling for

JOAN OF ARC, heralded by
Ned E. Depinet as "The mo-
tion picture event of the

century."

VACATION TIME IS

DISNEY TIME.

•AN

PL

LOS ANGELES—For five days prior to the opening of BERLIN EXPRESS in Los Angeles the

motorized locomotive and reproduction of railway car, shown above, heralded the picture as

a street ballyhoo with bell ringing and engine whistle blowing through all the principal streets

of Los Angeles and Hollywood. It attracted throngs of p>eopIe and compelled attention. BERLIN
EXPRESS is scheduled day and date at the Orpheum, Belmont, El Rey, Vogue and Culver

Theatres.

—FRED CALVIN

ALBANY—In a four way tie-up among Radio Station WROW, The Jerry and Sky Program, The
Standard Furniture Co., sponsors of the radio show, and the Grand Theatre in Albany, Frank

Buck's Original BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE was sold to the moviegoers of Albany. After a week's

contest on the radio program, the two "Hillbillys" are shown above riding a steer through the

streets cf Albany, aboard a truck ((by police request), and plugging the radio show, the picture,

theatre and playdote. At the extreme right, standing guard, is Theatre Manager Milt Schosberg
of Fabian's Grand.

—HANK HOWARD

Top Theme Song

RKO Radio's THE TWISTED
ROAD, originally tilled "Your

Red Wagon," features the popu-
lar song of that name, published

by Leeds Music Corporation.

This has been extensively record-

ed by the following top radio,

stage and juke box personali-

ties: The Andrews Sisters (Decca);

Tony Pastor (Columbia); Count
Basie (Victor): Ray McKinley
(Majestic): J. Paris Trio (MGM);
VIviane Greene (Trilon): Butch

Stone (Modern); Starllghters

(Capitol). "Your Red Wagon"
Is also being featured by all the

top name bands of the country.

July 17th

E. HEIDELBERG
F. J. HENINGER
NELLIE M. COX
EDITH GILBERT
LOVA M. FREDREGILL

Home Office

Seattle

Atlanta

Oklahoma City

Des Moines

Juh IS'*

FESSE F. LOGAN
MARGARET M. HOPKINS
JOHN DcCOSTA

July 15'"

SAMUEL H. DECKER

Dallas
A'bany

Lc; Angeles

Montreal

PATRIOA A. MITCH Chicago

Vi'ALTER H. \>i'ATSON Cincinnati

RUBY THOMAS Charlotte

July lOih

LEE MARCUS Home Office

SHIRLEY A. P. COTOGNO New Orleans

ERIC LARSON San Francisco

LA\'ERNE NEELEY Pittsburgh

EUNICE M. RICHARDSON Montreal

July 2l!(

r . I. KUTINSKY New York

W. G. SIDENSTECKER Detroit

LAUREL O. RINGLER Kansas City

NLARIE KLAG Cincinnati

MURRAY L. DEVANEY Montreal

July llnj

AGNES SCHMALL Chicago

F. PASCH,ALLL E^s Moines

JOHN \-. RUTH Cincinnati

EDWARD HOLLAND Field Man
MARY L. CROSTON Los Angeles

July li'd

ANNA E. ELLIOTT Albany
DPOC'EY L. KILLEANEY Sioux Falls

ROBERT CUTWATER Home Office

II



Joan of Arc leads the French in the storming of the

"impregnable" British -held fortress of Tourelles;

one of the mighty scenes from the most spectacular

drama in a decade.

Joan Arc
INGRID

BERGMAN
COLOR hif TECHNICOLOR
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MOCHRIE QUICKENS PULSE OF RKO SALESMANSHIP
Initial Regional Meeting Emphasizes Sales

and Showmanship, plus Top Product

—

Meeting: Stimulating! Enthusiastic!

Toronto Next on Schedule

••B1DHE\" TOPS!
When the final figures were

totaled on the opening day
of the world premiere of RE-

TURN OF THE BAD MEN at

the Melba Theatre, Guthrie,

it was found that the picture

had tripled the house's previ-

ous record for a single day.

Buffalo, July 12, 13, 14: Shielded from the Buffalo

heat and humidify by the air-conditioned accomodations

of the Grover Cleveland Room at the Hotel Statler, Rob-

erf Mochrie, v.p. and general sales manager of RKO, today

opened the initial of five regional meetings. Noting the

advantages of a smaller gathering with its informal and

intimate atmosphere, he launched immediately into the

business matters for which the meeting was called.

Mr. Mochrle's talk was more of a fireside chat driving

home the important points: history and condition of the

film industry; present-day problems of the domestic and

foreign markets: cost of production; the RKO situation,

and its place among the major companies.

After a brief resume of our past product, the sales

chief listed and picturesquely described a number of new
top pictures for the coming year. Never letting an oppor-

tunity pass where he could tie together the big three of

top pictures, top sales and top showmanship, Mr. Mochrie

stirred an enthusiasm unusual in regional meetings with a

jdirect and sincere heart-to-heart appeal.

He also announced that awards had been won in the

NED DEPINET DRIVE by members of the sales forces in

the districts of Gus Schaefer, Robert Folliard and Morris

Lefko. The names- of the winners and the prizes won will

not be divulged, however, until the entire list of Drive

winners is announced.

In winding up the three day regional meeting Bob
Mochrie reread a wire from Mr. Depinet, on the coast

which enthused the meeting. With this as an inspiration Mr.
Mochrie pledged every effort to fulfill Mr. Depinet's

expectations for the rest of 1948 and th coming year.

{Continued on Next Page)

"BAD MEN" TERRITORIAL

PREMIERE TOPS ALL!
Traffic-Stopping Crowds— Record-Busting

Business Thrill Guthrie and Oklahoma City

By BOB HICKEY

OKLAHOMA CITY—July I I th.—RETURN OF THE
BAD MEN can now be listed as another RKO smash hit

for the "Showmanship Company." Since the opening in

Guthrie on Wednesday house records have been toppled

in all situations. Terry Turner and Ralph Williams, Oklahoma
City branch manager, are certain that RETURN OF THE
BAD MEN will outgross its forerunner, BADMAN'S TER-
RITORY which was released two years ago.

After the great premiere in Guthrie on Wednesday,
when the picture attracted three capacity houses and en-

tertained more than 25% of Guthrie's population of

10,018, the next situation to topple was Oklahoma City,

when, for the first time in the history of the Center Theatre,

the opening show played to standees.

Oklahoma City Record

Opening-day figures for such hits as BISHOP'S WIFE,
FORT APACHE, TYCOON and others went into the dis-

card. Even Friday, the second day, was better than

opening-day figures for any RKO picture, except

BISHOP'S WIFE. And the Saturday and Sunday grosses

are certain to give RETURN OF THE BAD MEN a move

{Continued on Page Six)



INITIAL REGIONAL MEETING OF RKO AT BUFFALO—(1)—Larry Gardner.

Sales Manager, Boston; Ross Cropper. Branch Manager. Boston; Dave Silver-

man, Branch Manager, Pittsburgh; Frank Drumm, Assistant to Nat Levy; Russ

Brentlinger, Branch Manager, Indianapolis; Gus Schaefer. Northeastern Dis-

trict Manager; Jack Chinell, Branch Manager, Buffalo; A. A. Schubart, Man-
ager of Branch Operations; Barney Pitkin, Branch Manager, New Haven;
Robert Mochrie, Vice President and General Sales Manager; Harry Michalson,

Short Subject Sales Manager; Robert Folliard, Eastern District Manager; Nat

Levy, Eastern Division Manager; Hatton Taylor, Branch Manager, Detroit; Eli

BUFFALO MEETING
(Continued from Page One)

"Let's look at our jobs with a professional attitude," he

suggested, "let's be good at it. Let's do more than we are

told to do. Let's do our utmost."
Harry Michalson, short subject sales manager, revealed the

Importance of short subjects under present industry conditions, hie

spoke of the fight pictures as an example of top selling and promised
further successful strides for the "This Is America" series, hie em-
phasized the playing of RKO shorts with RKO features, and repeated

the old adage "you have 1o ask before you can get."

Eastern Division Manager Nat Levy added the final complement
to a comprehensive regional meeting in his discussion -of playdates

and revenue. For, he showed, it is unalterably true that in addition to

top product, top sales policy and top selling, the "money in the

bank" so frequently referred to by Mr. Mochrie, can only be
achieved by proper and early dating in order to net the revenue due
the company.

Tuesday and Wednesday were devoted to a more detailed analy-

sis of business problems. Separate meetings were held for the

three districts represented at the meeting. The first meeting held

was by Robert Folllard's district with Charles Zagrans, branch man-
ager of Philadelphia, David Silverman, branch manager of Pittsburgh,

and Joe Brecheen, branch manager of Washington.
Meeting number two was held for Gus Schaefer's district, with

Ross Cropper, branch manager of Boston, Jack Chinell, branch man-
ager of Buffalo, Barney Pitkin, branch manager of New hiaven and
Max Westebbe, branch manager of Albany.

The third meeting held was that of Morris Lefko's district, with

Stan Jacques, branch manager of Cincinnati, Harry Walders, branch
manager of Cleveland, Hatton Taylor, branch manager of Detroit,

and Russ Brentlinger, branch manager of Indianapolis. All meetings
were attended by Frank Drumm as assistant to Mr. Nat Levy.

All arrangements were under the expert supervision of A. A.
Schubart, manager of branch operations, an old hand at meetings,
conventions etc. Branch Manager Jack Chinell of Buffalo un-
officially represented the city of Buffalo in extending to all RKOites
a hearty welcome as evidenced by the newspaper coverage of the
regional meeting. _HANK HOWARD

Epstein, Sales Manager, Philadelphia; Max Westebbe, Branch Manager, Al-

bany; loe Brecheen, Branch Manager, Washington; Charles Zagrans, Branch
Manager, Philadelphia; Morris Lefko, Eastern Central District Manager; Harry
Walders, Branch Manager, Clevelnd; Stan Jacques, Branch Manager, Cincinnati;

Al Folliard, Sales Manager, Washington . . . (2)—Luncheon after the first

morning session of the initial regional meeting . . . (3)—Bob Mochrie opens
the initial regional meeting and sets a mood of informality, but down to

business . . . (4)—Nat Levy talks of playdates and revenue with a smile mean-
ing "money in the bank." . . . (5)—Harry Michalson emphasizes the old adage:

"You have to ask before you can get."

GORELICK VISITS "BALTIMORE ESCAPADE" SET AT STUDIO.
Sam Gorelick, Chicago branch manager, spent his vacation
this year in Hollywood, and visited ovir picture sets. Here he
is with Robert Young, watching Shirley Temple and her hus-
band, John Agar, hold forth in a scene in BALTIMORE ESCA-
PADE. The ladies are, left to right, Sam's daughter Rita and

her friend, Dorothy Rubin.

Bert Reisman lipped—Takes

Union of South Africa Post
Phil Reisman, vice-president of RKO in charge of

foreign distribution, has aimovmced the promotion of Bert

Reisman to the post of representative of RKO Radio in

the Union of South Africa. He will headquarter in Johan-

nesburg. Bert has been manager of the RKO Radio office

in Venezuela.
Louis Lioni, who has been RKO's representative in

the Union of South Africa, will take over RKO's office in

Holland, with headquarters in Amsterdam.
Succeeding Bert Reisman in Venezuela will be Herb

E. Fletcher, a newcomer to RKO. He was formerly with

Warner's foreign department serving as manager in

Trinidad and Columbia, and later Peru and Bolivia.



Our Top Gtossers Show

Sustained Summer Strength

Newest entry in our record of box-office notables is

RETURN OF THE BAD MEN, of course, with its gratifying

perfornnance in its territorial premieres at Guthrie, Okla-

homa City and other Oklahoma points, and in its first

invasion of Texas. Not Only did BAD MEN at the Melba

in Guthrie and the Center in Oklahoma City exceed all

expectations, but the fine figures rolled up on the opening

days have continued to characterize engagments of this

attraction throughout the territory. As noted elsewhere,

the picture in its first day tripled any single day's receipts

in the history of the Melba, also grossing three times as

much that day as any RKO picture has ever done in that

house in any three days. Moreover, wherever the picture

has played the same house as its predecessor, BADMAN'S
TERRITORY had played, RETURN OF THE BAD MEN has

consistently outgrossed the former. The picture has held

over at both the above houses. Is doing fine business at

other spots in this territory, has broken records In Its open-

ing days In the Texas towns, and will soon be seen In several

RKO spots around the country. At the Warner Theatre In

Pittsburgh, where It opened to fine business, it has been

held over for a second week.

We remarked last week that BEST YEARS OF OUR
LIVES is proving a great summer attraction. Further evi-

dence Is attested as the figures for another week roll In:

a fourth week at Denver; third week at the Town Theatre,

Baltimore; 2nd weeks at Lincoln, Neb., Jacksonville, Birm-

ingham, and at Keith's in Washington; moveovers In Boise,

from the RIalto to the Rio, and Paducah, Kentucky, from

the Columbia to the Kentucky Theatre; currently playing to

fine business in Ft. Worth, Dallas, Denver, Wichita Falls,

Cleveland and Mobile.

That other heavy grosser, which neither summer heat

nor banner opposition can stay. FORT APACHE, likewise

yields current figures pleasing to contemplate: the Or-

Dheum In Denver flashes that the first week's gross is the

argest in many months, and the picture is being held a

second week; It broke the house records In Marysviile, Cal.,

and topped all percentage figures in th El Camino, at San

Rafael. In fact, throughout the California territory—fol-

lowing its wonderful first run engagement in Los Angeles

—

It is doing exceptionally fine business: witness, San Jose,

Stockton, Pasadena, Santa Barbara, Santa Anna, San
'edro, Pomona, Beverly Hills, Huntington Park and San

Bernardino. Rosy figures also come from the Music Box

In Portland, with prospects of a fourth week following a

itwo-weeks first-run; from the Fox Theatre in Tucson, and
from the 2nd week in Tacoroa, Wash. It has just enjoyed
itwo great weeks in Denver, and fine patronage in Van-
couver, Toronto, Troy and Schenectady. It Is in its 3rd

iweek at Spokane, and In 2nd weeks at St. Louis (phenomenal
ibusiness), Asbury Park, Richmond, Va., Wichita, Kan.,

Glendale, Cal., Inglewood, Cal., Ocean Park, Cal. FORT

{Continued on Page Four)

EFFECTIVE "MIRACLE OF THE BELLS" PUBLICITY—When
the Washington Starte Junior Chamber of Commerce started

their "Invite A MilUon" campaign Field Man Russ Morgan
contacted Henry Camp, Seattle campaign chairman and Harry

Giblett State chairmcm (photo 1) and made arrangements to

send a giant post card to ValU. The purpose of this campaign

was to invite a million tourists to Washington this summer.

The Chamber of Commerce made up 100 marts of the card

leaving Seattle and of VaUi receiving it at the Studio (photo

2). These mats and stories were sent to leading newspapers

in the northwest MIRACLE OF THE BELLS was given the

lead in all of these stories. The pubhcity was very effective

as this promotion started as week before the picture opened
in the northwest territory.

—RUSS MORGAN
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(1)—The parade moves up

Portland's busy Congress

Street. The little girl in the

piiate costume was one of the

prize winners • • . (2)—Two
ushers carry banner heralding

the personal appearance of

Buck at the Empire , . . (3)—

Buck rides in Marine Corps

jeep at the head ol the parade.

—RALPH BANGHART

BUCK IN PORTLAND

BICYCLE AND PRttES GWEM AWMH
THROUGH COURTESY OF MONTGOm" vJ(kM

Praises Shorf

The following is an excerpt

of an unsolicited letter con-

cerning LETTER TO A REBEL,

which was passed on to us by

Sid Kramer.

"I remained to see it twice

to retain the full nneaning of

its very patriotic thenne. There

is one written statement at the

opening of the picture and

this is quoted from Eric John-

ston. The remainder of the

theme is on the sound track in

the form of a letter from a

father to his son discussing the

relative merits of the Ameri-

can system of Free Enterprise.

It is truly wonderful."

PORTLAND—The exploitation

campaign for BRING 'EM BACK
ALIVE in Portland was climaxed

by the personal appearance of

Frank Buck at the Empire Theatre,

preceded by a bicycle parade.

Children who role their gayly

decorated bicycles vied for prizes

donated by Montgomery Ward
Co. Following the parade and

judging of the entrants, the prizes

were awarded by Frank on the

stage of the theatre. A separate

promotion in Portland was con-

ducted by the three Gannett newspapers, Morning Press Herald, Evening Express and Sunday

Telegram, in which two youths, selected for some outstanding deed, were sent to camp for two

weeks as the guest of Frank Buck. These two youths were introduced from the stage with Buck.

June RKO Winners
Jerry Bloedow, manager of the

RKO Orpheum in Des Moines,

and Louis Grossman, manager
of the RKO Alden, Jamaica,

have been declared the RKO
Theatre Circuit's "Stunt of the

Month" winners for June, 1948.

Each month, Sol A. Schwartz,

vice president and general man-
ager of RKO theatres has the

happy duty of awarding two

showmanship certificates and two

checks for $25.00 each to the

in-town and out-of-town manag-
ers who execute the most out-

standing activity in his particular

group.

Summer Crosses Strong
{Continued from Page 3)

APACHE long runs still playing include 6th week in Oak-

land, Cal., and 4th week at The Capitol in New York City,

with every indication of going into a 5th week.

Writing of the strength of I REMEMBER MAMA, Man-
ager J. P. Smith of San Francisco says that it continues to

break records in the subsequent-run houses in that city.

MAMA has just gone into 2nd weeks in Birnninghann, Ala.,

and Spokane, Wash. It is playing two theatres, day and
date, in Richnnond, Cal.; good business at Akron, Ohio, and
exceptionally fine business at the Metropolitan Theatre,

Winnipeg, Can., after which it moved to the Famous Play-

er's Uptown, where it is now in its 2nd good week.

MELODY TIME:—continuing to delight audiences in its

eighth week at the Astor in New York City; will start up

in many summer spots immediately, and will get started

shortly in the big cities around the country.

FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE:—Very good 2nd week
at the Liberty in New Orleans, where it played with the

FIGHT PICTURE; 2nd weeks, also at Philadelphia and De-
troit; held over in Kansas City; moved over in Rochester
from the Palace to the Temple; very good first week at the

Brandeis in Omaha, at Providence, Cleveland, San Fran-

cisco (where it benefited by the personal appearances of

star Pat O'Brien, and doing well at Tucson, Kansas City and

Trenton.

Against record heat BAMBI gave a very good account

of itself at the Tivoli and Egllngton, Toronto, and held over

for 3 days; also went big at the Drive-In Theatre, San Jose,

Cal.

Twinned with the FIGHT PICTURE, on a programme
filled out with MY PAL and two DISNEYS, at the Studio

Theatre in Sacramento, TARZAN AND THE MERMAIDS
showed excellent results. Among many other fine engage-

ments reported may be noted that at Melba, Texas.

BERLIN EXPRESS:—Plays five theatres day and date

in Los Angeles, and is held two additional days in all five

houses; in Trenton, N. J., playing day and date at Lincoln

and Palace to good business; also good showing at the

Green Bay in Seattle.

THE BISHOP'S WIFE: — At the Monarch Theatre,

Medicine Hat, Alberta, played to the biggest RKO gross

ever attained in that situation.

THE FUGITIVE:—Excellent in the Telenews, at Dallas.

MIRACLE OF THE BELLS:—Continues to show excel-

lent business in all engagements.
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Comedy Sure Fire

In "Every Girl" and

"Baltimore Escapade
By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, July 16:—Running neck and neck, our

two big romantic comedies, EVERY GIRL SHOULD BE

MARRIED and BALTIMORE ESCAPADE, are coming in

for a photo-finish. Next Tuesday should see them both com-

pleted and in the cutting rooms.

I ve been watching the rushes

on these offerings, and I can

tell you right now they'll raise the

nation's laugh pressure quite a

few degrees. As you know, Don

Hartman Is one of Hollywood's

most talented comedy writers,

and in his triple-threat capacity

on EVERY GIRL as producer, di-

rector and collaborator on the

hilarious screenplay with the late

Stephen Morehouse Avery he

has injected fun into every foot

of film.

The plot starts out on the

premise that a modern maiden

has a perfect right to go after

the man she wants, and no silly

hypocrisy about it. Our sensa-

tional new "find, " Betsy Drake

(and believe me, she is a find),

is the maiden; Gary Grant's the

man she pins her hopes on (what

girl wouldn't), and the result is

a continuous riot.

Franchot Tone portrays a

more or less unwilling accomplice

in her plans and Diana Lynn is

cast as her shopgirl pal, with

Alan Mowbray and a host of

highly capable players in sup-

port. The sparkling story, the

swell cast and hHartman's clever

handling make up the ingredi-

ents of a mighty nifty piece of

screen entertainment, and I'm

predicting it will rank right up

there with the finest comedies of

the year.

BALTIMORE ESCAPADE also

makes use of a determined maid-

en as the central figure for a

side-splitting picture, but the

idea is treated from a totally

different angle. Its period is

1905, when young ladies were
still supposed to be seen but not

heard, and its heroine is a teen-

ager with explosive convictions

on the subject of Women's
Rights.

What happens to her, to her

scandalized boy-friend and to

her family (her father's a clergy-

man), gives the plot a framework
on which Producer Richard Berg-

er and Director Richard Wallace
have hung a flock of laughs and
rib-tickling situations.

Shirley Temple gets her best

comedy opportunities to date in

th Is one, and Robert Young, di-

verging sharply from his recent

dramatic parts, gets his share

of the merriment as the harassed

father. John Agar, who scored

with his pretty bride in FORT
APAChHE, scores again here, and
Albert Sharpe, Josephine Hutch-
inson, Johnny Sands and the rest

turn in excellent performances.

These two shows are aimed
right at a market which today is

demanding laughter in larger

quantities than ever before, and
they're certain to score a couple

of bulls-eyes. The previews on

these will be a pleasure to catch.

On The Double
The The Home Office pub-

licity department handled the

sudden booking of John Ford's

MARY OF SGOTLAND on the

double quick. Robert Boehnel

of Rutgers Neilson's staff plant-

ed three pictorial column cuts in

the Sunday Herald Tribune and

the Saturday World Telegram;

two column cuts in the Sun and

N. Y. Star; single column cuts in

the N. Y. Post and Sunday Jour-

nal American and special stories

in the Daily Mirror and the Morn-

ing Telegraph; all in addition to

the usual playdate readers.

C. L. WOOD
A. W. WHITE
MARGARET JOPLING
FRANCES M. DeZAGO
LILLIAN CURRY

Udy I'ith

KATHERINE GUY
DONNA MARIA CABA
JACK LABOW
JOHN DAVIS
WILMER TIDWELL
AMELIA RISPOLI

July 26th

P. J. REITH
I. B. SLADE
DELLA COHEN
J. G. AURRICHIO
MILDRED McDonald

July nth
HARRY HUFT
SHIRLEY SERGOTT

July 28lh

LELDON M. REED
MABEL SMITH
M. KILMARTIN
ANN SEGNALLA

July 19th

KATHRYN HAYES
IRENE McKENDRY
JANE ROGERS
ROBERT MIDDLETON
HAZEL WALLACE
HARRY CAPPEL

July lOth

C. A. WELLNITZ
ELEANOR B. WYGNALSKI
BESSIE SIMS
ALICE LEVINE

Dallas

Home Office

Winnipeg
Home Offico

Cincinnati

Memphis
Portland

Winnipeg
Chicago
Seattle

New York

Pittsburgh

New York
Home Office

Home Office

Home Office

At'.anta

Detroit

Oklahoma City
Washington
Minneapolis
New Haven

Atlanta
Vancouver
Memphis
Toronto
Dallas

Home Office

Milwaukee
Detroit

Home Office

New York

Russell Front Cover
The forthcoming dual appear-

ance of Rosalind Russell on two
Broadway screens — all RKO
Radio pictures — was heralded
nicely on Sunday by a full color

study of her as a front cover
on the New York Sunday News,
July 18th.

In the text covering the front

feature, both MOURNING BE-

COMES ELECTRA and THE
VELVET TOUCH were men-
tioned in all five million copies
going out to many times that

many readers in the Metropoli-

tan area.

ELECTRA Is scheduled as the

next attraction at the Mayfair
and THE VELVET TOUCH will

be a mid-August exhibit at the

Rivoli.

Tone Returns
Franchot Tone returned to

Hollywood on Monday (July 12)

from New York to resume his role

In EVERY GIRL SHOULD BE
MARRIED. In Manhattan he

wound up "Jigsaw."

The
Fugitive

Sales Against

Possibilities

(Extended To Week End. Sept. 9)

19:h Week End. July 1. 1948

Pos.

ll.iS

Week

Pos.

Last

Wee^Branch

1. DENVER 7

2. SALT LAKE CITY 8

3. SIOUX FALLS I

4. PHILADELPHIA 6

5. PITTSBURGH 3

6. OKLAHOMA CITY 2

7. Cleveland 4

8. Los Angeles 5

9. Indianapolis 9

10. New York 10

I I. New Orleans I I

12. Omaha 15

I 3. Kansas City I 2

14. Washington

15. Dallas

16. Milwaukee , .,

17. San Francisco

18. Portland
.

19. Minneapolis

20. Detroit

21. Des Moines

22. Boston

14

13

10

30

16

28

17

19

, ,, 20

23. Chicago 22

24. Memphis 24

25. Charlotte 21

26. Buffalo .... 26

27. Seattle 23

28. Cincinnati 25

29. New Haven 27

30. St. Louis 29

31. Atlanta 31

32. Albany 32

CANADA
1. MONTREAL I

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. Calgary 3

4. St. John 4

5. Toronto 6

6. Vancouver 5

DIVISIONS

1. Western 2

2. Eastern I

3. North-South . 3
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TERRY AND THE BAD MEN-SDME NOT TALE!

GUTHRIE, July 7th—Well, Jackie, RETURN OF THE

BAD MEN got oil to a blazing start here in Guthrie today

as arranged by these two cowhands, "Picket Bill" Hickey

and "Wide Head" Eddie Terhune, he with the radar ears,

and brother am I steeped in Oklahoma folklore.

Brother Jackie, I rode with Jesse James in the parade

that started and ended under a blazing sun, and Jackie,

believe it or not, Jesse was a much better man than me,

despite his 102 years. We had mounted folks all around

us and a band that is still trying to play the "Stars and

Stripes," but I must admit it was loud!

The drummer, a ten year old gent, was much more

intent in getting his peepers on old Jesse than he was

on his drum, and frequently everybody was missing

steps here and there.

And what characters you meet! For instance, there was

one named Pistol Pete who wears his hair in long braids

down to his hips. He wears two six-shooters and they

say he wears them irons even when he is feeding his

chickens. They also say he hasn't slept in bed but eleven

days in all his years, which they also says accoimts for

his eleven children. Then there was another scout, a

mere eighty-four year older from Texas, who gave me

a whack on the seat of my pants that about floored me

for sure. He loudly boasted that he could lick any dude

in the joint despite his eighty-four years and looked straight

at "Grandma" Hickey, who took to the high timbers.

Jackie, you may not think this old fellow down here is

Jesse James, but don't ever make the mistake of saying

it out loud down this away. Today I met Frank James'

daughter, an elderly lady and niece of Jesse. I have met

a number of old, old folk descendants of the Younger

s

and the Daltons, and they all say that Jesse James, whom
they call Uncle Frank, is the real McCoy, and they have

known it for years. I have listened to some real live stories

cf Sam Bass, a real bad boy whom the James boys almost

skinned alive. 1 have listened in awe to the exploits of

Billy the IGd and the famous Chisolm Trail Gong that

really whooped up things, so if I come back in high boots

with that "look pardner" expression, don't rile me, son.

Bob Hickey and Ed Terhune have done a great job

in lining up dates in hundred lots. This town was sold out

for the three shows, two days in advance, and if that is

any indication of the response we ore going to get down

here look for some heavy grosses, hades heat or no.

So on to Chicago to find out, with the Chicago Daily

News and Wally Heim, who is the most beautiful mother

in Chicago—which we hope will make them REMEMBER
MAMA and especially where it is being shown.

TERRY TURNER

Guthrie Taps
(Cont inned front Page One)

over to the State Theatre, where It will hold for a second

week.

Jesse James was on hand for an appearance In Civic

Center In Oklahonna City and attracted thousands of

people, who came to see the old outlaw. Station KTOW
broadcast the event. A check Indicated that practically all

sets In Oklahoma City were tuned to that station at 12:15

o'clock.

Tulsa, Too, Topples!

The famous old warrior, who fought In the War Between

the States, the Boer War and also World War No. I with

the Canadian Army, was also a sensation In Tulsa, where he

appeared at noon Friday. The streets adjacent to the Rialto

Theatre were so packed with people it was necessary to cut-

over traffic until the crowd had gradually subsided.. Station

KOME handled the event, and here again in Tulsa, the 1st

performance was a complete sell-out, with standing room
only the rule.

Jacqueline White, Ray Whitley and his boys made five

separate radio appearances. In both Oklahoma City and

Tulsa, as well as doing five shows each day. Eddie Terhune,

of Dallas, was at the wheel of a special Buick convertible,

which made possible the visits of Jesse James from Guthrie

to Oklahoma City and also Guthrie to Tulsa.

New Figures at Enid!

Enid on Saturday provided one of the big days of the

tour. Here over 100 members of the Enid Rangers and also

the Enid Roundup Club assembled for a parade, which

covered a route through the downtown district at noon.

City Manager Paul Shipley handled the campaign In great

style and had special sound trucks working all day. The four

stage shows at the Chief theatre were before capacity

audiences and a new house record was established for

Saturday In Enid.

The unit will finish In Oklahoma Monday night at Lawton

and then jump Into Texas for six days In Amarlllo, Wichita

Falls, Fort Worth and Abilene. Ray Whitley and his boys,

who have been doing a wonderful job of entertaining, will

conclude their engagement Sunday night In Abilene.

Great co-operation has been forthcoming from the

Griffith Circuit, especially from General Manager Claude
Motley and Roger Rice, publicity head. In Oklahoma City,

Howard Fetterer and Phil Keough handled the campaign
for the Center Theatre. Down in Texas Bill O'Donnell, gen-

eral manager for Texas Consolidated Theatres, and Frank

Starz, publicity director for Interstate Circuit, will both

aid the tour through the Lone Star state.

I plan to finish at Enid Saturday night and to return

to Chicago, where I will start campaigns on RETURN
OF BAD MEN, as well as on Frank Buck's BRING 'EM

BACK ALIVE.

It was a great summer In Oklahoma and the tempera-

ture really never went much above I 00.



IT WAS A GREAT DAY IN GUTHRIE,

WITH BAD MEN, REAL AND FICTIONAL, ^;

AS WORLD PREMIERE OF RETURN OF

THE BAD MEN GOT UNDER WAY-

WITH TEMPERATURE 102 IN SHADE

(More pictures on next tico pages)

Here's how RETURN OF THE BAD MEN World Premiere hit

Oklahoma's Guthrie: (1)—Fred Trapnell, head of Guthrie
Rcund-Up Club, a parade color-bearer . . . (2)—Back in the

limelight alter 64 years of hiding, Jesse James, the original,

real-life bad man, heads the parade in auto with Terry Turner
and Lee Howk, Jesse's manager . . . (3)—Closeup, Jesse and
Terry . . . (4)—Star Jacqueline White signs autographs, while
Terry watches over . . . (5)—The cow-girl contingent brought

its own glamour . . . (6)—Float entered by "Sons and Daughters
of the 89ers" . . . (7)—Guthrie High School Band—one of sev-
eral harmony outfits in the parade . . . (8)—As the parade
moved into the Guthrie business district . . . (9)—Ray Whitley
was there, and brought his Six Bar cowboy singers with him
. . . (10)—Jacqueline White, one of the stars in BAD MEN, who
made personal appearances at the Melba Theatre, where the
Oklahoma territorial world premiere was held.
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FLASH NEWS OF JOAN OF ARC"
To keep you posted on progress on one of the

most important pictures of all time. FLASH will

bring you items here each treek touching all sorts

of phases of this amazing production.

Dominating the newsstands

this week is Look Magazine's

stunning full-color cover of Ing-

rid Bergman in her JOAN OF
ARC armor, illustrated in the

black-and-white miniature on this

page. The magazine has five

[jages of text and pictures on the

^tar and the film, along with two

more pages in which Look pre-

dicts a rash of JOAN OF ARC
fashions. John Fredericks"

sketches are matched with por-

traits of Bergman in costume, to

show how the picture will in-

fluence fashion.

The Look story quotes Miss

Bergman as saying of JOAN, her

favorite character. "Now that 1 ve

finallv plaved her on the screen.

I look back and think: It wasn t

like acting at all. 1 understood

what she said, and so well that I

just became Joan and let her

come to life.
"

I'ncidentallv. the impressive

reader audience of Look is over

seventeen million.

Edith Gwynn, the acid corre-

spondent for The Hollywood Re-

porter, reports on the amazing

publicitv coverage of JOAN OF
ARC. The film at this point, she

savs. has commitments with na-

tiiinal magazines with circula-

lations totaling billions. Miss
Gwynn quotes RKO s Nat James
as having figured out that this

amounts to 3^ -j plugs to ever\

man. woman and child in the

U.S.A.

Louella Parsons, now in Paris,

sent back word to her colunui on
some of the doings of Ingrid

Berginan abroad. Miss Bergman,
along with such other stars as

Rita Hayworth. Charles Boyer.

Annabella. Hedv Lamarr and
Edward G. Robinson, went to

Paris for a gala charity fete at

the Eiffel Tower.

The Bergman, alwavs a favor-

ite, has become something of a

national heroine in France since

becoming so stronglv identified

with France s great Joan. One of

her other activities in Paris was

a visit to a Paris museum which

featured an exhibition of articles

identified with the actual Maid
of Orleans. Picture coverage of

the museum visit will appear

shortlv in a top screen magazine.

Miss Bergman and JOAN
made news in another and un-

expected manner last week when

the Ne\\ York Times carried a

IRENE RICH enjoys seeing herself on the screen in a movie

made twenty-six years before JOAN OF ARC, her latest pic-

tvire. Starting left, John Springer, RKO; Frances Rich, the star's

daughter; Miss Rich; Warde Donovan, co-star with Anne
Jeffreys in the stage musical, "My Romance."

1
We Need Not Fight Russia

It Icrbor: Hfi

fm ELEANOR HOLM
f By BOIT ROSE

|S..KII>I»JH.H«N

LOOK MAGAZINE'S cover for its exciting JOAN OF ARC issue.

I nited Press dispatch crediting

the star with changing the ap-

pearance of the women of Eng-

land. Seems that the hair dressers

have been having a stormy ses-

sion trving to introduce to the

tight little isle the new look in

short coiffures, with the British-

ers stubbornly holding out for

long hair. But in a fortnight.

Miss Bergman had accomplished

what the fashion dictators had

been unable to manage in more

than six months of trying.

The ladies took one look at

what Miss Bergman calls her

"Joan of Arc Coif"—extremely

short, cap-like, with soft brushed

bangs—anH proceeded to beat a

trail to their beauty parlors. An-

toine. the royal hairdresser, re-

ports. "One woman in every ten

wants the Tngrid cut. " and the

percentage is rapidly rising.

You U be seeing more about

the influence of the Bergman bob

in vour newspapers shortly.

The active and charming Irene

Rich took off this week for a few

davs in Chicago where she will

help Terry Turner beat the drum

for 1 REMEMBER MAMA. Al-

though MAMA is the primary

purpose, she won"t miss anv op-

portunities, she informed us. to

do her bit towards making Chi-

cago JOAN OF ARC conscious.

She feels that JOAN OF ARC is

one picture that everyone must
see—and not. she hastens to add.

just because she's appearing in it.

Incidentallv. so pleased at her

appearance was the management
61 the Old Knick. the night club

which recently showed her 1922

starring picture. "Lucretia Lom-
bard." I see cut I . that they are

scouring the vaults for other

early Rich films — "Brass."

"Beau Brummel " and others—in

hopes the\ can lure her back as

a guest. Paul Killiam. manager-

m.c. of the club, claims Miss

Rich is the most popular cele-

brity who has ever visited the

club—which has become a sort

of Mecca for well-knowns seeking

something different in night

spots. Killiam further adds that

he ll appoint himself a JOAN
OF ARC promotion man just be-

cause he knows the picture is

dear to the heart of Irene Rich.

—JOHN SPRINGER

II
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SNAPPING THE DISNEYS—(1)—Sharon, 11; Mrs. Disney, Walt and Diane, 14 . . . (2)—Roy bids

bon voyage to brother Walt.

SAN FRANCISCO—This is the first picture of Walt Disney and his family to be re-

leased in the past seven years. It was taken on the Matson liner Lurline as the family

sailed for Honolulu. Disney is combining business with pleasure on this trip to Hawaii.

He plans to include in his new series of productions TRUE LIFE ADVENTURES, first of

which will be released this winter under the title of SEAL ISLAND, one of which might well

be the forty-ninth or fiftieth state in the United States.

Jack Paar and Jeff Donnell

have joined the potent cast of

the professional football dranna,

INTERFERENCE, In which Vic-

tor Mature, Lucille Ball, Llzabeth

Scott, Sonny Tufts and Lloyd

Nolan are starred.

Jack Paar, who came to the

films with a highly successful ca-

reer as a stage and radio come-

dian to his credit, steps into his

third featured role in as many
months. He will portray a press

agent for a pro football eleven

in this Irwin Shaw story. Paar

recently completed film assign-

ments in WEEP NO MORE and

VARIETY TIME.
Jeff Donnell was called back

from Maine, where she was

spending a summer vacation fol-

lowing the completion of a lead

role in a straw-hat production

of "Excursion" at Ogunquit. She

recently appeared in WEEP NO
MORE, and ROUGHSHOD. In

INTERFERENCE Miss Donnell

portrays the wife of gridiron

hero, Sonny Tufts.

*

Lex Barker, the screen's new
Tarzan, is the tenth actor to por-

tray Edgar Rice Burroughs' lord

of the jungle. He makes his Tar-

zan debut in Sol Lesser's produc-

tion TARZAN AND THE AR-
ROW OF DEATH. Previous

screen Tarzans were Elmo Lin-

coln, Gene Polar, P. Dempsey
Tabler, James H. Pierce, Frank

Merrill, Buster Crabbe, Herman
Brix, Glenn Morris and Johnny
Weissmuller.

Lois Andrews, who has com-
pleted her role in WESTERN
HERITAGE, will have the leading

role in "School for Brides,

fifth attraction on the Subway
Circuit, opening at the Flatbush

theatre, in Brooklyn on July 13.

Charles Korvin, co-starred in

BERLIN EXPRESS, will appear in

"Candlelight," at the Bar Har-

bor Playhouse, Bar Harbor,

Maine, week of August 9.

Chester Conklin, star comic of

the "Keystone Kops" era of si-

lent films, and Eddie Borden,

former vaudeville headliner, head
the list of ten oldtime troupers

engaged for THE VELVET
TOUCH. In this Rosalind Rus-

sell starring vehicle, they will be
seen as stagehands in the crucial

backstage sequences.

Ingrid Bergman is more than

star of Sierra Pictures' forthcom-
ing drama JOAN OF ARC. She
is also co-owner of the inde-

pendent producing company
formed under the corporate

title of Sierra Pictures, Inc. With
her in this venture are two other

Hollywood leaders, Walter Wan-
ger and Victor Fleming. All three

receive credits on the screen,

Miss Bergman as star, Wanger
as producer and Fleming as di-

rector of this Victor Fleming pro-

duction.

COMING EVENTS
I REMEMBER MAMA

Chicago premiere at RKO
Palace, Chicago, week of

July 14th, highlighted by

Daily News' "Most Beauti-

ful Mother in Chicago" con-

test, to be followed by ter-

ritory play-dates.

*

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE

—National territorial pre-

mieres announced by Bob

Mochrie beginning in July.

ZONAL MEETINGS
called by Bob Mochrie: Ca-

nadian, Toronto, July 15th;

New Orleans, July 19th;

Chicago, July 21st and San

Francisco July 26th.

*

THE PEARL which opened

July 6th at the Aztec Thea-

tre, San Antonio, will be

followed by other big towns

in the State, and backed

with a Showmanship Com-

pany campaign.

Stale-wide Oklahoma pre-

miere of RETURN OF THE

BADMEN throughout July,

with more than 100 cities in

Oklahoma and Texas par-

ticipating.

THREE LITTLE PIGS, Wall

Disney's great cartoon to

be re-released in mid-Sep-

lemper. Set for Music Hall

date late in summer.

Campaigns rolling for

JOAN OF ARC, heralded by

Ned E. Depinet as "The mo-

tion picture event of the

century."

VACATION TIME IS

DISNEY TIME.
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Esther Arnowi1-z Is all a-dither

as her wedding day draws near-

er and nearer!! (Careful Esther,

worry causes wrinkles on the

brow ... Do you want to look

like an old lady ' when you mus-

ter that "I DO"?)

Ollle Lessing has just returned

to the office after a two-week

vacation at his home in Webster

Groves, Missouri.

Walter Frierdich has resigned

from RKO to take on a partner-

ship with his father's building

and construction firm In Colum-

bia, Illinois. We will all miss

Wally, but our best wishes are

with him on this new venture.

We were all sorry to hear of

the death of Genevieve Cox's

mother. We all offer our condol-

ences to you Genevieve, over

your loss.

Helen Todd was presented

with a Silver (tinfoil) watch and

chain, and a gold (gilded) brick
'

on" her RKO anniversary. The

"watch" was presented by the

inspectresses and the gold
brick" by the shipping depart-
ment. Too bad your gifts weren't

the real McCoy, Helen, but it

goes without saying . . . "All that

glitters Is not gold '

. . .

While ninty-nine and nine-

tenths of us enjoyed our three-

day vacation, Mollie Inger, office

manager, enjoyed the solitude of

the office by working all alone.

Methinks perhaps this coming va-

cation of Mollie's will be more
than well earned.

FLASH! Fi^SH! THE SECRET
IS OUT AT LAST . . .

Our pretty little bookkeeper,
Doris Droste, is now wearing a

gorgeous and sparkling diamond
on that third finger of her left

hand. The lucky young man who
presented her with the lovely ring

is Bob Johnson the exhibitor from
Fairfield, Illinois. So far as the
plans go . . . the BIG DAY Is set

for September 1st.

Methinks they II have many

I

many future years of happiness,

as they both are WONDERFUL
(PEOPLE! GOOD LUCK, KIDS!

\
P.S.—You both have this ole

j
gal's approval—so be happy.

i

—"B"

Standing: Larry Gross. Maureen Ryan. Frances Aliano. Maiy James, Gecrge Held, Connie Schaumbcrger, Russell Trade.

Herman Seymour. Helen McMahon. Seated: Peggy Morrisey, Jack Lewis. Arthur Brilont. Catherine Stokas, Florencs

Earls. Muriel Bell, CAROL, Rutgers Neilscn, Lola Wouisell, Hazel Ecrman. Jclm Springer. Mamie Gedge. Harry

Blcdr. Alice Reaves and Sam Hart. Inset: Carol gets a firecrackar frcm Neilsoa.

HOME OFFICE—The sound of wedding bells fills the air ihese days and the latest couple for whom

they are pealing their joyous song are Carol Waller and Arthur Simon. Carol, who is Rutgers

Nellson s secretary, Is that charming young lady whose pleasant smile and disposition to match have

endeared her to all. Carol and Arthur were married on July 4th and spent their honeymoon In Connecticut.

A group of Carol s friends at RKO tendered her a luncheon et The Hickory House on June 30th and

she was presented with a lovely corsage and a gift of money which was placed in a cardboard firecracker

with the advice to use it to Shoot the Works. " Congratulations and best wishes are sent to Carol and

Arthur from all their RKO friends.

Eighth Floor
Here is the heartiest of handshakes

to Mary Jo Staley, recently of Kan-

sas City who has joined the staff. The

office is mighty pleased to have her

here with us. Incidentally Mary like

another Missouri Gal has a very fine

dramatic soprano voice.

The vacatian schedule seems to have

pulled the staffers to the various vaca-

tion heavens and at the moment Louise

and Loch Russell are up in the wood;

of Canada while Rose Wilson is bask-

ing in the warm sun of Asbury Park.

The latest recipients to the television

receivers is Ray Hennlng and Charlie

Havens who claim that they have been
watching history being made every

night during the past month. Of par-

ticular thrill to them were the political

conventions and the discusions on edu-

cation as presorted ever -He videc

screens.

Well, its over now and Rose De
Marco can thank her lucky stars that

she wasn t the victim of a serious mis-

hap. While out on the beach. Rose

accidentally stepped on the remains

of a broken bottle and had to seek

help from the medicos. Luckily firsf

aid was applied on time to crever-

more serious injur/.

—HARRY KAR?

27th Floor

Congratulations and all good wishes

^o Donald Relmer who has been trans-

ferred from the position of clerk In the

Checking Department, under the supe.--

v's'on of Milion Piatt, to the post of

sfirdent manager in a Manhattan RKO
Thcutre. Donald is thrilled about this

promotion, and our wish is that this

is just another step in the steady climb

to the TOP!

Replacing Donald Relmer, John

S!mansky is now box-office statement

clerk. Good luck to you, too, John.

How sorry we all felt to hear that

Geor.^e Tickle recently injured his leg

very, very badly. Sure hope it mends

rapidly, George, because your co-

workers mrss you very much, indeed.

Smiling Jack Kennedy, with expand-

ed chest and lots of enthusiasm, walked
In the other day with a newspaper
clipping which presented a picture of

his niece, Patricia Kennedy of Boston,

and an article stating that she had won
a Latin award in high school. Who
wouldn't be proud?

Just want to say, if I could have my
way. everybody wculd ^ave perfect

vacation weather.

—DOROTHY HAMBURGER

Alpine Climbers

Very good. A treat for Disney

fans, with his three most popular

characters starred. Mickey
Mouse, Donald Duck and Pluto

set out on a mountain-climbing

expedition. Each has his own mis-

fortunes. Mickey tangles with an

enraged mother eagle when he

attempts to steal her eggs; Don-

ald begins picking wild mountain

flowers, but is distracted by a

mischievous goat; Pluto becomes
involved in a hilarious episode

v/ith a St. Bernard dog. In the

closing scene, Pluto persuades

the St. Bernard to empty the con-

tents of his whiskey keg. In an al-

coholic glow, the dogs begin

howling at the moon.

—BOXOFFICE

VjKATIOMTm
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BAMBI
Sales Against

Possibilities

(Extended To Week End. Sept. 9)

18th Week End. July J, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Weel^

1. CLEVELAND I

2. BUFFALO
. 2

3. PORTLAND 4

4. NEW HAVEN 6

5. DES MOINES 3

6. SALT LAKE CITY 5

7. Washington 8

8. San Francisco 7

9. Denver 9

10. SeatHe I I

I I . Milwaukee 10

12. Minneapolis 18

13. Boston 12

14. New York 21

15. Oklahoma City 13

16. Detroit 15

I 7. Kansas City 14

1 8. Los Angeles . 16

19. Omaha 17

20. Sioux Falls 19

21. Albany 20

22. Indianapolis 23

23. Cincinnati 22

24. Philadelphia 25

25. Pittsburgh 24

26. Dallas 27

27. St. Louis 26

28. Memphis 28

29. Chicago 29

30. Charlotte 30

3 I . New Oi leans 3 I

32. Allania 32

CANADA

1. TORONTO
I

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. Montreal 3

4. Calgary 4

5. Vancouver 5

6. St. John 6

DIVISIONS

1 . Western I

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3

]\EWS
from

RKO-PATHE
By ED RICE

Larry O'Reilly, director-

photographer of LETTER

TO A REBEL, and his home
town of Monroe, are the

subject of an Interview now
being distributed nationally

by the United Press.

The UP story tells how the

people of Monroe (fifty

miles from New York City)

have appeared In three re-

cent THIS IS AMERICA
shorts. Some scenes of

PHOTO FRENZY and FUN-
NY BUSINESS were shot

there, as well as most of

LETTER TO A REBEL. Of
the two hundred people who
appeared In the latter film,

only three were actors; the

rest being O'Reilly's fellow

Monrovians.

In the Interview, O'Reilly

says that the reason he got

such whole hearted co-op-

eration In shooting LETTER

TO A REBEL was that

"everybody in Monroe
thought it was a good thing

to do a picture that would

show the American way of

living."

Although LETTER TO A
REBEL Is one of the THIS IS

AMERICA series, Eric John-

ston's Motion Picture Asso-

ciation is also promoting the

short as the second of the

Association's series on the

story of America.

Since LETTER TO A REB-

EL, O'Reilly has completed

one TIA, HOPE'S HAR-
VEST, and begun another,

FRIEND OF THE FAMILY.
Script of the first, about our

nation's food production, Is

by Ardis Smith; the second,

about the proclivity of the

American family to pets, is

by Jerome Brondfield. Pro-

ducer Jay Bonafleld will re-

lease both shorts towards
the end of the summer.

From M. P. DAILY
Benefits of capitalism and the prinnacy of the American Way are

described in "Letter to a Rebel," a "This Is America" subject made
by RKO Pathe v/ith the sponsorship of the Motion Picture Associa-

tion of America. The subject Is the second in the series sponsored

by the MPAA to illuminate the essential aspects of free enterprise

In America. Each of the major companies is expected to develop a

subject on a similar theme.

As explained at a trade press screening here by David Palfrey-

man, MPAA director of theatre services and trade relations, these

subjects are Intended to "Improve the public relations of the industry

and show how it can perform a public service."

"Letter to a Rebel" employs the dramatic technique of having a

small town country editor write a letter to his radical son who has

written an article for his college paper using such leftish shibboleths

as "mean and crafty capltallsis," etc. The father's letter takes up in

simple, understandable terms the vital facts of capitalism, and private

enterprise, deplcling their v/orkings and the benefits which "rebel"

sons derive from them, in scenes of every-day life in a typical small

city, Monroe, N. Y. Tov/ns-people comprise the cast, for the most
part, only three professionals being used In the picture. It Is a well-

done, effective presentation of a vital facet of the American Way,
deserving of anyone's screen. It carries a foreword by Eric Johnston,

MPAA president. \-\

SALESMEN'S
STANDINGS
"This Is \inerioa" Sales

1947-48

Week Ending July 1, 1948

POS. SALESMEN BRANCI-I

100% Salesmen

1. Goldfarb Denver

2. Kutinsky New York

3. Knox Washington

4. Gwin Denver

5. Silverman New York

6. Penser New York

7. Thorn Portland

8. Conley Minneapolis

90% but less than 100%
9. Engelman Portland

10. Canelll New Haven
I I . Kahn Washington

12. Richardson Cleveland

13. Hoese Salt Lake City

80% but less than 90%
14. Goldsmith Cleveland

15. Powell Los Angeles

16. Smith Buffalo

17. Bjorkman Minneapolis

18. Lefko Philadelphia

19. Folliard Washington
20. Decker Montreal

21. Warren Salt Lake City

22. Rea Winnipeg

23. Winters Minneapolis

70% but less than 80%
24. Belles Cleveland

25. Kimmel Chicago
26. Black Indianapolis

27. Griffin Salt Lake City

28. Beck Philadelphia

29. Wild Cleveland

30. Labow Toronto

31. Youngerman Philadelphia

32. LIpsner Minneapolis

33. Frankel Pittsburgh

34. Appelman Denver

iPom-

RKO can pick 'em. Frank

Stranahan and Louise Suggs

walked off with the British Ama-

teur and British Women's Ama-

teur championships respectively

following the completion of our

sportscope MUSCLES AND THE

LADY. Now three of the maidens

featured in LADIES IN WAD-

ING Suzanne Zimmerman, Patty

Eisner and Ann Curtis have made

the Olympic Team and are fair-

ly certain to gather reams of

publicity when the games start

because of their undoubted ex-

cellence in their particular activi-

ties. Cash in on this extra pub-

licity to sell LADIES IN WAD-

ING. Everybody likes to see

champions in action.

7 REMEMBER MAMA" CONTEST TO FIND

THE LOVLIEST MOTHER IN CHICAGO



MAYBE SHE ISN'T SEAUTIFIli BUT

Do You Know The Loveliest Mother?
News Opens Contest to Find HerDaily



The executioners of Joan of Arc prepare to chain her to

the stake at which she will be burned to death, in the

gripping climax to the most spectacular drama in \ears.

Joan OF

INGRID

N
COLOR by TECHNICOLOR
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On and On Goes the RKO Parade
In Broadways Ace Showhouses!

With MELODY TIME chalking up an eighth week before it brought to a close a run at the Astor

Theatre which gave delight to all classes of audiences, and with sensationally popular FORT APACHE
set for a fifth week at the Capitol Theatre, where it early ran up sonne of the biggest grosses the

house has gathered in recent years, other RKO box-office-bigs are set in, through newly consummated
bookings, for a succession of engagements in metropolitan first-run situations that will keep RKO
banners flying high, well into the new season.

SALES CAVALCADE IN

CANADIAN CONFERENCE

At Brandt's Mayfalr Theatre—which years ago when

under the company banner housed numerous RKO hits

—

there will be a succession of presentations starting with

RETURN OF THE BAD MEN, which Is booked to open

there on August 4th. BAD MEN, as all readers of FLASH
must now know, has done sensationally big business In

every section of the country where It has opened. If the

popularity of the attraction thus far Is any Indication, there

is some nice business waiting for It In New York.

Probably next in the list of New Yor!( openings will be

Rosalind Russell in THE VELVET TOUCH, starring also

Leo Genn, Claire Trevor and Sydney Greens+reet. This

attraction—which has been widely praised by trade and

press critics who have seen it in arranged projections

—

is set to hold its prenniere at the Rivoli Theatre, either

August 13th or 20th, depending upon the business done

by its predecessor in the house. The length of THE VELVET

{Continued on Page Ten)

Mochrie and Staff Hold

New Orleans, Chicago Meets
Robert Mochrie, accompanied by division

chiefs and home office executives, completed
the third and fourth in the series of five zone

sales meetings with conferences held at New
Orleans July 19th and 20th and at Chicago
July 21st through the 23rd. Reports on these

meetings will appear in next week's FLASH.

TORONTO. July 17, 1948: The necessity for deep and

thorough selling and full and complete contract liquidation,

with every manager, salesman and booker exerting his

utmost in point of energy and ability to build up respective

branch revenues to the highest point possible, was the key

note of the speech made by ROBERT MOCHRIE, Vice-

President and General Sales Manager, on the occasion of

the second of the Regional Sales Conferencse, held at the

Royal York Hotel, Toronto, on Thursday and Friday of

last week.

In company with Charles Boasberg, Divisional Manager; hi. J.

Michalson, Short Subjects Sales Manager; together with Carl Pepper-

corn and Aage Schubart, of the New York home office, Mr. Mochrie
arrived from Buffalo on Wednesday night, where he had just com-
pleted Eastern Division meetings with Nat Levy and his branch

managers.

The Toronto meeting was opened by Mr. Mochrie outlining the

progress of the company during the past year and emphasizing the

necessity of giving particular attention to the completion of sales

against open and unsold possibilities and the dating and liquidation

of contracts on certain important features. He reviewed the results

obtained by the various branches and discussed with the branch

managers certain problems peculiar to their individual territory, ex-

pressing himself as well pleased with the results from the Canadian
District generally.

H. J. Michalson Short Subject Sales Manager, who followed Mr.
Mochrie, paid special tribute to Leo M. Devaney, Canadian District

{Contmued on Next. Page)
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CANADIAN ZONE MEETING, ROYAL YORK HOTEL, AT
TORONTO. In the usual order are, top: George Degnon, field

man; Ted Carey, assistant to Leo M. Devaney; Meyer Nack-

imson, branch manager, Winnipeg; Jim Davie, branch mana-

ger, Vancouver; lack Bernstein, branch manager, Toronto; Leo

M. Devaney, Canadian district manager; Harry Michaelson,
short subjects sales manager; Robert Mochrie, vice-president;

Charles Boasberg, North-South Division Sales Manager; A. A.

Schubort, manager of Exchange Operations; Carl Peppercorn,
assistant to North-South Division Sales Manager; Murray L.

Devaney, branch manager, Montreal; Harry Cohen, branch,

manager, St. John; Art Elliott, branch manager, Calgary. (Lower

photo) Harry Michalson, Ben Geldsaler, manager of booking
department. Famous Players Canadian Theatres; Charles

Boasberg, Morris Stein, Genral Manager Eastern Division,

Famous Players Canadian Theatres; J. J. Fitzgibbons, presi-

dent. Famous Players Canadian Theatres; Robert Mochrie, Leo

M. Devaney, R. Bolstad, vice president. Famous Players Ca-

nadian Theatres; A. A. Schubart, Carl Peppercorn, Larry Bearg.

General Manager, Western Division, Famous Players Cana
dion Theatres.

SALES CAVALCADE
{Continued from Page One)

Manager, for the excellent results from the district, both in point of

sales and revenue, and commented particularly upon the healthy

dating status, particularly in the key centers throughout the territory.

In the course of his talk, Mr. Michalson outlined the short subjects

available for 1948-49, and expressed the belief that the Canadian
District would not only equal but would exceed the fine record

established during the past year.

Charles Boasberg, Divisional Manager, in his opening remarks,

expressed his thanks and appreciation for the fine job turned in by
the Canadian sales organization in sales and liquidation on the

1947-48 products, and also on the excellent results procured during

the NED DEPINET DRIVE.

Mr. Boasberg made a very thorough and a very compiete analysis

of the results of the six individual branches, offering constructive

thoughts and suggestions with respect to various problems in the

Canadian territory as a whole. Before closing his remarks, he out

lined the new sales policy for the forthcoming season and invited ful

and frank discussions, suggestions, ideas and advice from the dele

gates present.

A very pleasant, very welcome surprise was the "sneak" prevlev

showing of the Leo McCarey production, GOOD SAM, starrim

Gary Cooper and Ann Sheridan, which was presented to a capaclt

audience at the Famous Players new de luxe Nortown Theatre. I

addition to the representatives of the Canadian district attendin

the sales conference, there were about 25 guests who represent

Famous Players, Odeon Theatre and other circuits; also independer

operators. The picture was widely acclaimed and enthuslasticall

acknowledged as one of the most outstanding comedies ever pre

duced. It was the concensus of opinion that GOOD SAM w
establish new records in any and every type of theatre in which

is presented.

Leo M. Devaney expressed his thanks and appreciation to Robe

Mochrie for the fine, constructive talks delivered during the varioi

{Continued (>ii Page Eleven)
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Romance Keynote of

Goldwyn "Enchanted
By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, July 23:—There's an unbroken law

in Hollywood that a Sannuel Goldwyn picture must be an

exceptional piece of screen entertainment. From here It

looks certain that his current production for us, ENCHANT-
MENT (formerly "Take Three Tenses"), will more than meet

that high standard.

The other day I was privileged to view a partial as-

sembly of the footage, now nearly completed under the

direction of Irving (BACHELOR AND BOBBY-SOXER)
Reis, and I can assure you it's going to set a new high for

film romance.

Two separate love affairs are contrasted and counter-

pointed throughout the show. One, during the recent war.

has a young R.A.F. officer and an American girl ambulance-

driver as its central figures. The other, taking place some
forty years earlier, involves a British lieutenant and a pretty

orphan girl whom his father has adopted.

The two romances are linked in the person of the

lieutenant, who at the period of the modern story Is a

lonely and embittered retired general and the great-uncle

of the American girl. Hoping to keep his young relative

from making the same mistake that he did, the general

comes out of his retirement to take a hand In the affair,

with the dramatic climax laid against the exciting back-

ground of war-torn London.

David Niven and Teresa Wright have the romantic roles

the earlier sequences, and Evelyn Keyes and Farley

[Granger co-star with them as the modern hero and heroine,

(ivith Jayne Meadows, Philip Friend and Shepard Strudwick

|n the featured cast. John Patrick wrote the screenplay

from the novel by Rumer Sodden.

Filmed in the typically expansive and realistic Goldwyn
settings, the alternate love stories combine to make a

Sotably fine film with a tremendous appeal for any audi-

ence and especially for feminine theatre-goers. Niven, Miss

lA^right and Miss Keyes are established favorites with the

creen fans, and by the time the picture is released young
Granger will be right up there with them as a result of his

errific performance in THE TWISTED ROAD, which critics

ire already hailing as another "Seventh Heaven."

So you can chalk up ENCHANTMENT as another out-

tanding hit in the best Goldwyn tradition. And when it

saches the screen I'll be saying "I told you so."

in

'amberger Vacations Weegee's Book
Leon J. Bamberger, accom-
anled by Mrs. Bamberger and
eir daughter, Lois, are vaca-

jning at Lake Minnetonka, Min-
jsota, where they are the guests

the Bambergers' daughter,

rs. Sheldon Kaplan, of the Min-

apolis office of B.B.D. & O.

Weegee, the famed news pho-
tographer who makes his bow as

a film actor in EVERY GIRL
SHOULD BE MARRIED, will use

his experiences before the cam-
era as an introduction to his third

book of photographs. It will be
called "Weegee's hlollywood."

From Down Under He Brings

Depinet 2nd 10-Year Pact!

Greetings and reminiscences are in order in this meeting be-

tween Ned E. Depinet and Douglas Lotherington, RKO General Sales

Manager in Australia. Mr. Lotherington, who recently arrived from
down under " for sales conferences with Phil Reisman, Vice President

in charge of Foreign Distribution, also brought with him a ten-year
renewal of the contract of Hoyt's Theatres, Australian chain, for the
RKO product. This is the second time that the Hoyt's management
has signed a ten-year agreement to play RKO pictures throughout
their houses; and eleven years ago, when the first contract was
brought in, was the last time Mr. Depinet had seen Doug. Compli-
ments from Ralph Doyle, RKO's Managing Director in Australia, were
extended his old friends by Mr. Lotherington.

luty Jli/

F. R. NIELSEN
MAX VC'ESTEBBE
BEULAH COHEN
MARIE HANSEN
BETTYE CASSTEVENS

August \st

J. R. LAMANTIA
ELMER SEDIN
TERRY TURNER
MARI LYNNE DUNCAN
OPAL VAN SICKLE

Home Office

Albany
Home Office

Chicago
Dallas

New Orleans
H. O. Rep.
Home Office

Atlanta
Dallas

August 2nd

A. P. FOLLIARD
CATHERINE WAGNER
MARY BENITZ

August 3rd

F. VIZZACHERO
I. CRAMER
LOIS B. DECKER

August ^th

AL STERN
PETER VC'. GEIGER
BEN LASSEN
MILDRED A. RITTER

August ^th

GRACE SWEENEY
KATHLEEN GRAVES
KATHRYN A. STEWART
EMMETTE HUNDLEY

August 6th

MARGARET HAYES
CLARA D. SAWYER
TENNIE M. LOWRY
OLIVER H. WATSON

Washington
Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

Philadelphia

Chicago
Salt Lake City

Home Office

Home Office

Home Office

Detroit

Portland
Home Office

Albanv
Dallas

Boston
Dallas
Dallas

Francisco
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Busy O'Brien Boosts

Golden Gate Business

The campaign for FIGHTING
FATHER DUNNE at the RKO
Golden Gate Theatre in San

Francisco was highlighted by the

personal appearance of Pat

O'Brien on the stage of the thea-

tre. Business junnped with the

star's day of personal appear-

ances—an unusually busy time

for all concerned.

Pat arrived in San Francisco

on Tuesday, July 6th, and was

met at the depot by the execu-

tive group of the Knights of Co-
lumbus. This body presented to

him a trophy in token of his many
outstanding film achievements.

The incident received publicity

in two local papers.

That morning he made a visih

to the local headquarters of the

Catholic Youths Organization,

where he was presented with an-

other trophy, by Father Shea.

This also broke in two papers.

Later that morning he made a

guest appearance over Station

KYA, where he was interviewed;

and at noon he was the guest of

honor at a luncheon for critics

of the press, held at the Palace

Hotel.

At 3:00 p.m. he cut a 15 min-

ute platter with Bob Fouts, a very

popular sports commentator. This

record was replayed over the

PAT O'BRIEN recaiving special trophy

from San Francisco chapter of Knights

cf Columbus (or his many fine screen

characterizations upon his arrival in

San Francisco at the 3rd and Town-

send depot.

"FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE" SPECIAL SHOWING AT GOLDEN THEATRE. We had about
2500 newsies at this special morning showing and broke the newspapers with art. In addition

to this we distributed badges (inset) to each of the newsboys to wear for four days prior to

the opening of the picture. Supervising the entire campaign were Dave Cantor and Joy
Golden, West Coast RKO theatre director. Assisting were Helen Wabbe, theatre publicist

and Mark Ailing, manager.
—JOE LONGO

air at 6:15 Saturday evening.

At 4:00 p.m. he was the guest

of Bill Baldwin for a special

broadcast over Station KSFO;
and later he cut another 15 min-

ute platter for a special Golden
Gate Theatre re-broadcast on

Thursday.

At 5:15 p.m. he was the guest

star on the NBC "On the Band-

stand" program. At 11:15 p.m.

he was the guest star on the

ABC(KGO) program of Ira Blue,

popular sports commentator.

Other miscellaneous activities

included a special screening at

University of San Francisco Col-

lege for the entire faculty; a

special screening at the Presenta-

tion Convent for more than five

hundred nuns and priests; a

special screening for the execu-

live board of the local Knights

of Columbus chapter; a special

screening for more than 2,500
newspaper boys at the Golden
Gate Theatre, resulting in sev-

eral fine newspaper breaks; and
a city wide tieup with the Owl
and Rexall Drug Stores, which
used window streamers for the

event.

—JOE LONGO

Your correspondant has been very

remiss about writing for FLASH, but

someway I've gotten out of the habit,

bad business, too, with K.C. the center,

core, and Heart of the U.S.!

Winston Brown is stepping capably

along as our new office manager

—

but oh the details he has to learn

about! Robert Krause has joined our

family as the new head booker, Vir-

ginia Houghton, office manager steno,

Bonnie Aumiller, biller, and Thelma

Manthei, PBX have all been with us

several months and seem so much part

of the family that I had to stop and

thinic who the new ones might be.

And those who quit the film game
—well, they always return! Sale;man

Karl Howe came back into the fold

lest March. Sorry, Karl, in being so

slow about telling the world you were

back home again.

We are sorry to know that inspec-

tress Esther Coldwell has to take a

leave of absence because of her health.

We'll miss that sweet grin, but you live

close enough to stop in and tell us

hello and report on yourself, kiddo.

Ruth Snowden has joined our family

until Esther can return.

Branch Manager Jimmy Lewis leaves

for the meeting in Chicago and we're

Timely Tie-in

A tie-in has been arranged

with the Rexall Drug Company
whereby they will devote the en-

fire front cover of the September

issue of their Rexall Magazine to

Donald Duck, Jose Carioca and

the Ara cuan with credit for MEL-

ODY TIME. This magazine has a

circulation of one million copies

and will be distributed through-

out the Rexall chain.

I/SiCaTiOm
TIME

all looking forward to the news abou'

the new product. Cause Jim can im

part the news so that we all acquirf

his own enthusiasm.
|

— L. PHILLIPP



"FORT APACHE" OPENING IN PORTLAND—For

the engagement of FORT APACHE at the Orpheum and

the Oriental in Portland, Oregon, the owners of the Mt.

Hood Pageant at Brightwood, Oregon, were contacted

and the nnost picturesque tribe of Indians, dressed in full

regalia were invited to conne to Portland for the opening

day of the picture. The front of the theatre was blocked off,

and a real Indian pow-wow was held there during the day.

Grass mats covered with bear skins were placed in front of

the theatre, on which the Indians went through their tribal

rituals (photo 2). They were also used in the lobby (photo I)

and presented on the stage. This stunt attracted large

crowds in front of the theatre and the picture played to

capacity audiences all during opening day. We also had a

family of Navajos in front of the theatre a week before the

opening.

We inserted boxes in all of our FORT APACHE ads

about the appearance of the Indians. Both the Oregonian

and the Journal gave us stories and pictures.

The Indians were invited to one of the city parks the

following night where FORT APACHE was also given

publicity.

This stunt was promoted at no cost to us, or the theatre,

and was handled with the co-operation of theatre manager
Alton Robbins and advertising director Russ Brown.

—RUSS MORGAN

TALLIES SCORED IN BOX-OFFICE ROUND-UP
In a wire that he sent to all district and branch man-

agers at the end of last week, Robert Mochrie, v. p. and

general sales manager, remarked that "judging from the

way the public is flocking to RETURN OF THE BAD MEN
they want rootin' tootin' Westerns." (Of course, Mr.

Mochrie was referring only to the type of highclass West-
erns that RKO turns out!). He went on to call attention

to the fine results obtained in the areas where BAD MEN
had opened to date—Oklahoma City and other key towns

in the Oklahoma territory; Kansas City, where the opening

day almost equaled FORT APACHE, and beat all other

pictures in the past four months; New Orleans, twenty-five

percent better than FORT APACHE opening day, and
Washington, also a better figure, and best in five months.

The story goes on: Branch Manager Lamantia, writing

from New Orleans, says "BAD MEN opened to outstanding

grosses at the Orpheum Theatre, and is continuing to do
absolutely top box-office business. At the conclusion of

its week the picture moved to the Liberty. Bob Folliard,

Eastern District Manager, after commenting on the excel-

lent week enjoyed at the Warner's In Pittsburgh, wrote of

the terrific business to which It opened at Keith's Wash-
ington, a business which Branch Manager Brecheen char-

acterized as "looking like old times in this theatre."

It is to be emphasized that In all situations in which

the picture has played to date it has played only the

"Top A" theatres. In which we present the best of our

product. Some of the engagements to be noted since

those heretofore referred to are: San Francisco, after a

big first week now in a second week at the Golden Gate
theatre; Milwaukee, second week; Syracuse, moves to the

Empire after a week at the Keith's; finished good weeks at

the Palace, Cleveland; Orpheum, Kansas City; Albee,

Providence; and now doing well in current engagements
at the Hollywood, Ft. Worth, Warner's, Erie and at the

Albee, Providence. And as related on the first page of this

issue, BAD MEN is soon to open at the Mayfair Theatre,

Broadway, New York—another house conforming to the

rule of only playing the best, "Top A" pictures.

While speaking of Broadway, let us recall that MELO-
DY TIME has just completed a marvelous run of 60 days
at the Astor Theatre on the Big Stem, a grand showing

for any picture in this day and age. Among its early open-
ings we noted the Town Theatre in Baltimore. Here the

picture has done much better than many "Top A" attrac-

tions recently played—and it holds over for a second week.
The picture has been playing two good engagements in

(Continued on Page Ten)



'"LETTER TO A REBEL'

BELONGS ON EVERY

SCREEN IN THESE U.Sr
- PHIL M. DALY in Film Daily

# The most important short in years!

•''Folksy, plain -boiled . . . notably interesting/'
says Terry Ramsaye in M. P. Herald

•"Deserving of anyone's screen/' adds M. P. Daily

•"High entertainment value . . . Presented vividly,

forcefully/' reports Film Daily
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from

RKO-PATHE
By ED RICE

The Great American charley

horse (more properly, the Ameri-

can love of sports) is the subject

of the latest This Is America,

SPORTS GOLDEN AGE, re-

leased July 23.

From eight months to eighty

years Americans are flexing their

muscles, enjoying a four billion

dollar sports spree. The urge to

play, to compete, to beat old

man par is firmly rooted in our

way of life.

The film opens with a discus-

sion by Joe Fan and Joe Junior

about the sports kings of their

respective decades—the Twen-

ties and the Forties. To Joe Fan

there is no one better than Ruth,

Dempsey, Man O War, Red
Grange, Bobby Jones. But Joe

Junior refuses to believe we ve

gone off the athletic gold stan-

dard, and cites DiMaggio, Louis,

Citation, Lujack, Hogan as his

heroes.

Although we have been called

a nation of spectators rather than

participants, the film points oui

that a quarter of our sports

spending is on fishing, our num-
ber one sport, and that we spend
more on hunting, the second
most popular sport, than on all

spectator sports combined.

The film covers practically

every sport to drive the Ameri-
can eager beaver to the liniment

bottle, from professional sports

like baseball, wrestling and horse

racing, to every type of amateur
sport imaginable—tennis, bowl-

ing, swimming, fishing, curling,

skiing, golf, Softball, Jai Alai, etc.

SPORT S GOLDEN AGE was
produced by Jay Bonafield, su-

pervised by Phil Reisman, Jr.,

written by Burton Benjamin, nar-

rated by Dwight Weist, edited

by David Cooper; musical super-

vision was by Herman Fuchs and
recording by Francis Woolley.

CHAMPIONS passing in review in SPORT'S GOLDEN AGE are, left, Ruth;

center, Rockne and right, WeissmuUer.

Donald's Dream
Voice

Very good. Donald Duck is

a failure as a brush salesman,

because none of his prospec-

tive customers can understand

his peculiar speech. Desper-

ate, he purchases a box of

voice pills that have him

speaking in beautiful pear-

shaped tones. Unfortunately,

Donald soon is down to his last

pill. It falls from his hand as

he is about to swallow it. His

efforts to retrieve it are highly

amusing.

Muscle and Lady

At Boca Raton, Florida, Frank

Muscles" Stranahan and Louise

Suggs, the nation's finest ama-

teurs, meet for a round of golf.

Miss Suggs is the national wom-

en's champion and Stranahan is

the amateur who plays like a pro.

It is a duel of power versus pre-

cision. Many of the scenes are

photographed in slow motion

bringing out poetry of motion

and perfect play of these cham-

pions. All golf enthusiasts will

find this an enjoyable and enter-

taining subject.

—MOTION PICTURE HERALD

SALESMEN'S
STANDINGS

25 LEADERS
"Short Subject" Sales

1947-48

Week End. July 8, 1948

POS. SALESMEN BRANCH

100% Salesman

1. Decker Montreal

2. Gwin Denver

3. Soldfarb Denver

4. De Frenne Des Moines

5. Knox Washington

6. Folllard Washington

7. Yaeger Des Moines

8. Thorn Portland

9. Kahn Washington

10. Boyce Salt Lake City

I I. Watters Sioux Falls

12. Harrington Dallas

13. Dyson Kansas City

14. Ringler Kansas City

15. Levirson Los Angeles

Over 90% but less than 100%

16. Biorkman Minneapolis

17. Winters Minneapolis

18. Warren Salt Lake City

19. Rea Winnipeg

20. Canelli New Haven
21. Pisani St. Louis

22. Smith Buffalo

23. Clarke Chicago
24. Engelman Portland

25. Richardson Cleveland

26. De Viiia Boston

27. Lipsner Minneapolis

28. Blakeley Oklahoma City

29. Cummins San Francisco

I

Fight Short In

Record Shipment!
Excellent business on the

Louis-Walcott fight short has

been reported by all RKO
Radio foreign offices. It was

due in large measure to the

smoothly - functioning service

department, which operates

under Harry Ehrreich, accord-

ing to the managers. Films ar-

rived in record time every-

where.

All previous records in ship-

ping by RKO were broken

with the print heading for

India. The print arrived 47V2
hours after leaving New York;

clearing the customs and cen-

soring was rapidly accom-
plished, and within 51 hours

after it left La Guardia field

it was being screened for the

Bombay press.

Shirley Temple

On Five Covers

Shirley Temple, co-star of

FORT APACHE, is August's cov-

er girl of five fan magazines.

These are Photoplay, Motion Pic-

ture, Movie Stars Parade, Screen

Album and Modern Screen. In

four of the five, Shirley is shown
with her baby, Linda Susan.

Also in the TIA; left to right, Man O'War, DiMaggio, Grange. Elsener and Louis.
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Day and night excitement kicks off

75-theatre opening beginning with

World Premiere at Guthrie July 7. •

.

Bands, parades, ballyhoo . • • Blanket

radio coverage ... Special newspaper
and poster campaigns Cow-
boy stars, singers, personalities (in-^

eluding Jesse James himself (?)

. . . Explosive exploitation for

THE GREAT BIG ACTION
WESTERN OF 1948!

I RYAN ANNE JEFFREYS

[SACQUELINE WHITE
by «HARLH O'NEAL • JACK NATTEPORD and LUCI WARD
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RKO Parade
{Continued from Page One)

TOUCH run is indefinite.

At about the same time Frank Buck's Original BRING
'EM BACK ALIVE will get off to its New York first-run

showing at the Republic Theatre, the date as presently

set being August 2 I st.

A few days later, on August 25th, following the run

of RETURN OF THE BAD MEN, the second attraction will

break in the Mayfair Theatre, when RKO presents George
Raft, Williann Bendix and Marilyn Maxwell in the New York

premiere of RACE STREET, a typical and ideal Raft

vehicle.

Following this attraction, and depending on the length

of run of each picture, there will follow at the Mayfair

RACHEL AND THE STRANGER, in which Loretta Young,

William Holden and Robert Mitchum are presented,

in its first presentation in New York; this in turn to

be followed by the first popular price engagement in the

city of Eugene O'Neill's MOURNING BECOMES ELEC-
TRA—starring Rosalind Russell, Michael Redgrave, Ray-

mond Massey, Katina Paxinou, Leo Genn and Kirk Douglas

—since its two-a-day, reserve-seat engagement under the

joint auspices of The Theatre Guild and RKO last winter.

Meanwhile, The Radio City Music Hall will get set for

a season of mirth with its booking of LEO McCAREY'S
GOOD SAM for its initial New York engagement. This

crisp and crackling entertainment, in which Rainbow Pro-

ductions, Inc. presents Gary Cooper and Ann Sheridan,

will probably break about Labor Day. It is booked to follow

the production which follows the present attraction at the

Music Hall.

Round-Up
(Continued from Page Five)

the New York territory, at Prince-

ton and Patchogue, L. I. It is

opening during this current

week-end in many situations —
and more may be expected later.

THE BEST YEARS OF OUR
LIVES continues to elicit glow-

ing reports from our branch man-

agers in various sections: it has

gone into a fifth week in Denver,

where J. C. Emerson writes of

its fine performance against very

strong opposition; Renfro, of

Omaha, writes that it "finished

its first week at the State in Lin-

coln as a very fine performance,

and is still running"; and Rosen-

blatt reports a good dual en-

gagement opening at the Des

Moines and Roosevelt Theatres,

Des Moines. To be chronicled are

the third week in Birmingham;

2nd weeks in Mobile, Jacksonville,

Cleveland and Boise; held over

at Erie, Pa., Lincoln, Neb., Char-

lotte, and Shreeveport. Other
theatres reporting good engage-

ments include Jamestown, N. Y.,

Greensboro, N. C, Fairmont,

Pa., Fort Worth, Tex. and Ok-

lahoma City.

And now for FORT APACHE
— still the top grosser in the in-

dustry! it is finishing its fifth

week in the Capitol Theatre in

New York City—and that Is a

long time for any attraction to

hold in this big-time showcase

of the metropolis! A 5th week
v/as also rolled in Portland and

a 3rd week in St. Louis; and a

string of 2nd weeks that include:

Akron, Hartford, Boise, Toronto,

Passadena, Beverly Hills and San

Bernardino; and day and date in

two theatres in Bethlehem, Pa.,

and another holdover in Stockton,

Cal. Reported are many fine

single weeks, from which we jot,

at random: Vancouver, Char-
lotte, Superior, Salisbury, Md.,

lucson, Kenosha, Green Bay,

Oskosh, Schenectedy, Troy,

Charleston, S. C, Brockton,

Lynn, Woonsocket, Stamford,

Danbury, Waterbury, Torring-

ton, Utica, Allentown, Perth Am-
boy, Morristown, Oswego, Potts-

ville, Hazelton, Newport News
and Walden, Mass.

I REMEMBER MAMA — fin-

ished its 6th week at Seattle and
its 3rd at Birmingham, Ala. It

played nine days at the Holly-

wood Theatre, Sioux Falls, "excel-

lent against stiff outside opposi-

tion, horse-racing, ball, etc.,"

writes salesman J. L. VVatters of

that city. In Sacramento, where

IT played the Senate and Alham-

bra Theatres a week each, day

and date, it held over a second

week at the Alhambra, and

moved over from the Senate to

the Hippodrome. MAMA also

had a moveover at Salinas, Cal.

and rolled up good engagements

at Tulsa, Sioux Falls, Zanesville,

Muncie, Ft. Wayne and McKees-
port.

THE MIRACLE OF THE BELLS

—The Louisville engagement has

gone into a second week; and

good results are reported in the

following engagements: Cumben-
land, Holyoke, New Castle, Can-

ton, Ft. Collins, Colo., Colorado

Springs, Berkeley, Ureka, Cal.

and San Mateo, Cal.

FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE
—reports its second week at the

Adams, Detroit, and played day

and date at the Pantages and
Hill Street, Los Angeles. It has

good engagements recorded at

Jersey City, Newark, Boston and
Waterloo, Iowa.

BERLIN EXPRESS—took itself

a second week at Philadelphia,

and moved over to the Playhouse

after playing one week at the

Orpheum, Portland. Harry Cohen
reports from Los Angeles that

it completed its moveover en-

gagement in the Palace, playing

five days at that theatre.

THE FUGITIVE—Branch man-
ager Smith writes from San Fran-

cisco that although booked at

the Hardy theatre, Fresno, for

only four days it played there a

full week. "In Alexandria and
Crown Theatres, San Francisco,

it played, single bill, to com-
pletely satisfying results."

THE PEARL—playing a few
pre-release territory engage-
ments in some Texas towns is

showing fine results. At the Aztec
in San Antonio it outgrossed
most recent "Top A" pictures;

and grossed well in Brownsville,

McAllen, Harlinger and Laredo,
all Texas.

BAMBI
Sales Against

Possibilities

(Extended To Week End. St

19th Week End. July «.

Pes.

This

Week Branch

pt. 9)

1948

Pot.

Last

Week

1. DENVER 9

2. BUFFALO 2

3. CLEVELAND 1

4. PORTLAND , 3

5. DES MOINES 5

6. SAN FRANCISCO 8

7. Salt Lake City 6

8. New Haven 4

9. Washington 7

10. Seattle . 10

1 1. Milwaukee , 1 1

12. Minneapolis . 12

13. Kansas City ,17

14. Oklahoma City 15

15. New York 14

16. Boston 13

17. Detroit 16

18. Omaha 19

19. Albany 21

20. Los Angeles 1

1

21. Sioux Falls

22. Indianapolis 99

23. Cincinnati 9Z J

24. Philadelphia z4

25. Pittsburgh 25

26. Dallas 9AZO

27. St. Louis 27

28. Memphis 28

29. Chicago Z 7

30. Atlanta . 32

31. Charlotte JU

32. New Orleans 31

CANADA
1 WINNIPEG 2

2. TORONTO 1

3 St. John . 6

4 Montreal , 3

5 Calgary 4

6 Vancouver 5

DIVISIONS

1 Western 1

2 Eastern 2

3 North-South ,
. . 3
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"I REMEMBER MAMA" LOVELIEST MOTHER CONTEST FOR
CHICAGO OPENING. (1)—Four of the five winners; the Hfth,

mother of seven boys, was in a hospital. L. to R., Fifth prize

winner, Mrs. Gertrude McAlpine; Fourth prize, Mrs. Jan Mohr;

First prize, Mrs. Rita Fornon; Third prize, Mrs. Alice N. Goepp-

ner . . . (2)—At the luncheon, Wolly Heim, field man; Tom
Collins, rcto editor of Daily New; Terry Turner, Bob Hickey,
and Leu Mayer of RKO Theatres in Chicago . . . (3)—At

speaker's table, Frank Smith, RKO Theatres; Basil Walters,

eecutive editor of Knight publications; Irene Rich; Everrette

Norlander, managing editor of Chicago Dodly News; Merriot

Taylor, Woman's Page editor, and Val Louder of News' Keen
Teen column . . .(4)—Members of the Keen Teens (editors of

high school and college papers) at special screening two weeks
before opening . . . (5)—Port of the group of 100 mothers, who
were runners-up in the contest, and who were guests of Irene

Rich for RKO at limcheon.

Chicago Mama Contest sales cavalcade

Brought 6,000 Photos
Chicago, July 15th, 1948—Culminating a three weeks campaign

of ever-increasing Intensity, the loveliest mother in Chicago was

awarded a check for $500, first prize, on the stage of the RKO Palace

Theatre last night. Irene Rich, herself a lovely mother, made the

award, which signified the occasion of the opening of I REMEMBER
MAMA at the local theatre.

The contest was staged with the cooperation of the Chicago

Daily News, and was prosecuted with vigor for three weeks. It

attracted wide-spread attention, the photos of no less than 6,000 con-

testing "lovely mamas ' being entered. The newspaper ran front

page and women s page breaks daily, and profuse layouts of the

contestant s photos as the contest proceeded.

Notable radio help was given by Station WIND, which ran 8

one-minute announcements each day for two weeks before the

picture's opening, plugging the contest and I REMEMBER MAMA.

—WALLY HEIM

{Continued from Page 2)

sessions of the sales conference, and, additionally, Mr. Devaney
thanked Messrs. Boasberg and Michalson for their contribution to

the success of the regional meetings, providing his assurance that

everything would be done by the Canadian District and its managers,

individually and collectively, to maintain the high standard of per-

formance from the point of sales and revenue for the future.

J. J. Fitzgibbons, president of Famous Players Canadian Corpora-
tion or Corp. R. W. Bolstad, vice-president and Comptroller; Morris

Stein, Eastern Division Manager; Lawrence Bearg, Western Division

Manager; and B. E. Geldsaler, chief buyer and booker of that

organization, were invited guests at the Thursday luncheon, with Mr.

Fitzgibbons delivering a fine inspirational talk to the managers on
the succes of RKO as a whole and the fine leadership of Charles

Boasberg. He forecasted an even better record for the future.

Before the meeting closed on Friday, Mr. Mochrie awarded prizes

that had been won in the Canadian districts in various classifications

in the NED DEPINET DRIVE. However, the names of these winners

and the prizes they won will not be divulged until the entire list of

Drive winners is announced.

The members who attended the meeting in Toronto were Leo M.
Devaney, Canadian District Manager; T. L. Carey and John Bernstein,

Toronto; M. L. Devaney, Montreal; Harry Cohen, St. John, N. B.;

Meyer Nackimson, Winnipeg; Art Elliott, Calgary; and James Davie
Vancouver. —GEORGE DEGNON
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TWISTED ROAD" TRADE RAVIEWS

'Wi// pay off substantially"
"Twisted Road" is a sensitive and compelling ronnan+ic drama,

produced with a great deal of sympathy and understanding. It is

an intensely moving motion picture—by no means a crude tearjerker

—rather, a human story that is real, disturbing, and, after a fashion,

beautiful. It is an off-the-beaten track presentation that will need

specialized exploitation for the best boxoffice results. RKO, ap-

parently, is keenly aware of this fact and is planning a personalized

campaign. The effort is bound to pay off substantially, for the film

is the kind of attraction that will grow in importance through the

influence of critical approval and enthusiastic word of mouth ad-

vertising. A most promising publicity peg is the romantic team of

Cathy O'Donnell and Farley Granger—two youthful artists who are

as talented as they are attractive.

John Houseman's production, under executive producer Dore

Schary, is as deliberately simply and free of artifice as the story

itself, In details of casting it is really extraordinary in the sense that

it backs the young romantic combination with a group of players,

most of whom are equally new faces. Their fresh artistry heightens

the dramatic impact. Nicholas Ray performs an impressive job of

direction that is characterized throughout by intelligent understate-

ment and a markedly successful attempt to keep the characterizations

credible.

Edward Anderson's novel, "Thieves Like Us," provides the basis

for the story. It is the simple tale of two young people in love. The

boy is a convicted murderer who escapes from prison in the company
of two older professional gunmen. The girl is the daughter of the

outside pal who arranges things for the crooks—at a price. The drama
of their pathetic alliance unfolds against the background of robbery,

discord within the gang, and an efficient, we'.l-organized manhunt.

The denouement, of course, is the capture of the boy—a finish that

almost miraculously build' sympathy and an awareness of the reasons

for his plight, just as it creates suspense and action excitement.

There is not a performance in the film that is anything less than

magnificent—beginning with the two young people, Cathy O'Donnell

and Farley Granger. The girl has an intensity about her that needs no
dialogue to give it expression. Her capacity for feeling a situation

is transmitted to the audience with rare feeling for the acting art.

Granger's youthful gangster is an intelligent characterization that

reveals every detail of the confusion, the unhappiness and the re-

sentment of humanity that lead to his death under the spray of a

machine gun. Howard Da Silva, as the nervous, cigar-smoking,

whiskey-drinking, petulantly proud gangster, is superb. Jay C. Flippen

ably enacts the other convict.

Helen Craig, the informer who precipitates Granger's death, is

a commanding figure whose qualities of feminine tenacity and loyalty

to her convict husband are fully realized in the brilliant portrayal.

Will Wright as Miss O'Donnell's bibulous father contributes another
arresting characterization. Marie Bryant, singing "Your Red Wagon,"
provides a colorful sequence. Ian Wolfe, William Phipps, and Harry
Harvey round out the fine company.

The technical credits are accomplished with the utmost finesse;

notably the expert low key photography of George E. Diskant, the
moody art direction of Albert S. D'Agostino and Al Herman, the
vivid score of Leigh Harline, and the deft editing of Sherman Todd.

—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

''Built for emotional wallop"
Screenplay has been well built by Charles Schnee and Nicholas

Ray from a novel by Edward Anderson for emotional wallop and
suspense. It is eloquently played in its main issues by Farley Granger
and Catherine O'Donnell. Howard Da Silva as an alcoholic thug who
resents the publicity others get while the press passes him by is

outstandingly fine, and in support Jay C. Flippen as his sidekick shows

well.

Dore Schary production, v/ith a strong flavor of the better

European films, was well mounted by producer John Houseman.
Ray's gripping direction marks him as a triple-threater in his field.

He has maintained the nailbiting pace brilliantly, with the exception

of an overstress on talkiness in spots. Film carries an effective musical

score by Leigh Harline, elegantly projected by musical director Con-
stantin Bakaleinkcff. Highly artistic effects were also achieved by

cameraman George E. Diskant, art directors Albert S. D'Agostino and

Al Herman, set decorators Darrell Silvera and Maurice Yates, and

special effects man Russell A. Cully.

—VARIETY (Daily)

''Many exploitation possibilities"
Hand-in-hand with the folk literature glamorizing such outlaws

as Robin Hood and Billy the Kid are other stories not so glamorous

and keyed more closely to reality. In the latter category is "The

Twisted Road," v/hich recounts the short lives of three escaped
"lifers."

In an effort to shake free from the stereotype, the makers have

tried to weave in a sociological and psychological viewpoint, but

they seem self-conscious about trying to tell a low brow story in

high brow terms. Result is that the film story swings back and forth

from mediocre to excellent. Honest photography is fused with intelli-

gent acting and adept direction, producing an amalgram of stark

strength and primitive beauty.

While holed up with T-Dub (Jay C. Flippen) and Chicamaw
(Howard Da Silva), Bowie (Farley Granger) falls in love with Keechie

(Cathy O'Donnell). The three convicts carry off a series of bank

hold-ups. Eventually, the trio is wanted for murder. Chicamaw forces

Bowie to pull another job. Keechie, now married to the young es-

caped convict fails in preventing Bowie from going with Chicamaw
and T-Dub. Latter is killed v/hile they storm a bank. Chicamaw quar-

rels with the kid. Chicamaw too meets with death while trying to

rob a liquor store. Mattie (Helen Craig) betrays Bowie's hideout in

exchange for her husband's pardon from prison.

Miss O'Donnell and Granger seem to respond most willingly to

Nicholas Ray's direction. There's no doubt that these two young
players, under contract to Sam Goldwyn, will be top names in a

short while. Excomic Flippen turns in a good job as a hardboiled

gangster. Rest cf the cast handle their roles with easy expertness.

—FILM DAILY

It's terrific stuff"
With lavishment of more care and skill than are commonly de-

voted to a film presenting an all-star cast, producer John Houseman
has turned out here a devastatingly grim study of crime and some
criminals portrayed with exceptional skill by players whose names may
generate marquee power as a consequence of these performances,

and he has turned it out in top-feature length.

It's terrific stuff, from the Hollywood point of view, combining
shrewd writing and forceful direction with superb acting. Outright

addicts of tragic melodrama may be expected to find out about the

picture and attend en masse.

The script by Charles Schnee opens with three bank robbers

escaping from prison and re-entering upon their interrupted careers.

They are temporarily successful, but first one and then another is

shot down by police bullets, until only the youngest (Farley Granger)
is alive and at large. Meanwhile, he has married the underprivileged
daughter of the drunken brother of the first criminal to be slain (Cathy
O'Donnell), and they try to find refuge somewhere in the country
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SO their baby can be bcrn in safety. They are successful in evading

the police, but the wife of still another convic^, unescaped as yet,

informs the authorilies of Granger's whereabouts, in exchange for

which information her husband is to be released, and the police shoot

him down.

The romance between Granger and Miss O'Donnell is presented

as natural, pure and unsullied, with manifest purpose of contrast with

everything else in the picture, which includes violence of extreme

order and total disregard for right by everybody else in the cast.

—MOTION PICTURE HERALD

'Should do excellent business"

Audience Slant: (Adult) Socko drama that just misses greatness

because of letdown about halfway through. Marked by outstanding

acting and photography.

Box-Office Slant: Should do excellent business. Good word-of-

mouth probably will help a lot. Has universal adult appeal.

Plot: Three men escape life terms in a prison with the aid of an

old farmer and his daughter. One of the lifers is a young fellow who

got off on the wrong foot when only 16 because of a bad environ-

ment. He and the farm girl, who also has suffered from not being

raised properly, eventually fall in love and get married. They survive

the killing of the two other lifers and a big manhunt until the young

fellow is killed by police just as his wife is ready to give birth.

Comment: RKO and Dore Schary, who was in charge, have a

socko drama that just misses greatness because of being overlylong,

particularly toward the end. The picture gets off to an extremely

fast start and maintains that terrific pace for over half the running

time. Then a letdown occurs. Nevertheless, it is marked by outstand-

ing acting and photography. Howard Da Silva is magnificent as the

one-eyed killer suffering from an inferiority complex, and dominates

every scene in which he appears. Miss O'Donnell and Granger are

tops in their demanding roles. Diskant's camera work achieves

artistry throughout the film. "The Twisted Road" should do excellent

business; good word-of-mouth probably will help a lot. Picture has

universal appeal for adults.

—SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

"Best in celluloid melodrama"

All of the tense excitement of a rough-and-tough gangster yarn

plus the tenderest kind of boy-meefs-girl theme are combined herein

to produce a picture notev/orthy for its entertainment value. Employ-

ing the stock story outline of the youthful ex-convict, the prison

buddies who are now forcing him to commit more crimes, and the

girl who knows his number will soon be up, the film is a synthesis of the

best in celluloid melodrama and the most poignant in screen romance.

As such, its appeal should be wide among every segment of theatre-

goers. And although the situations and characters are often of the

formula variety, the producers have endowed the picture with enough

pace, sensitivity and imagination to overcome these weaknesses.

Farley Granger and Cathy O'Donnell are the boy and girl, and their

performances are standouts. Ably directed by Nicholas Ray.

—BOXOFFICE

''Gifted team of young players"

A gifted team of young players stands out in making the perform-
ances thoroughly realistic. Farley Granger and Cathy O'Donnell are
in the lead roles, selling the portrayals with a sock. Both should have
bright futures.

The script by Charles Schnee is based on Edward Anderson's

June Bright, whose face and
figure have adorned 35 national

magazine covers in the last two

years, as well as countless bill-

boards and newspaper ads, has

been pencilled in to play a top-

•flight fashion model in INTER-

FERENCE.
Although this will mark her

novie debut. Miss Bright was a

use trouper during the war ana
participated in little theater ac-

T viTies in Niew Y cr< wniie work-

ing as a Conover model.

THE JUDGE STEPS OUT has

been selected as the final release

title for the production filmed

as "Indian Summer." Co-starring

Alexander Knox and Ann Soth-

ern, this comedy romance was

directed by Boris Ingster and

Produced by Michel Kraike.

Pat O Brien turned over to a

boy s orphanage a gross of clay

pipes he received from a fan in

Ireland while he was filming THE
BOY WITH GREEN HAIR. The

lads will use them to blow soap

bubbles.

When David Niven will com-
plete his role in Samuel Gold-

wyn's production of ENCHANT-
MENT this summer he leaves for

England to film "The Scarlet

Pimpernel."

FRANCES KELLY LUNCHEON. The theme of this joUy evening
held in the Iceland Restaujont was for best wishes to a fine

gal, Frances Kelly, who left RKO to await her blessed event.

Frances was formerly of the North-South soles department Her
surrounding well wishers ore as follows: Standing from left to

right, Chris O'Brien, Mary Madigan, Belle Fox, Sarah Blazer,

Helen Ventarola, Blanche Witherstine and Terry Edwards.
Seated ore: Jocm O'Coimor, Beverly Grundry, Peggy Coleman.
Frances, Emilia Caruso, Helen White and Delia Fay.

Frances received a becrutiful aqua robe and was further

honored with a baby shower by the gals in the departments.
0^xr best wishes are extended to Mrs. Kelly for now and olwcrys.

—WALTER DORAY

novel, "Thieves Like Us," and tells the story of a young escaped con-

vict who falls in love and marries a girl whose circumstances are little

better than his own.

Nicholas Ray adapted the novel and directed, demonstrating a

complete understanding of the characters. Howard Da Silva clicks as

a ruthless, one-eyed bank robber, and Jay C. Flippen is equally top-

notch for his delineation of a criminal. Helen Craig, Will Wright and
Ian Wolfe give capable backing.

Production values supplied by John Houseman are in keeping
with story background. The film's title is derived from song of same
handle used in a nitery sequence, with Marie B'yant doing the vocals.

—VARIETY (Weekly)
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FLASH NEWS OF "JOAN OF ARC"
To keep you posted on progress on one of the

tnost important pictures of alt time, FLASH will

bring you items here each week touching all sorts

of phases of this amazing production.

"Jose Ferrer is regarded by Broadway crilics as the greatest

actor since John Barrymore." That's an exact quote from See Maga-

zine's four-page JOAN OF ARC text-and-picture story in the Septem-

ber issue now on the stands. The story further goes on to say that

both Ferrer's and Ingrid Bergman's performances in the fihn are

worthy of Academy "Oscar" awards. See's story has a number of

hitherto-unpublicized items about incidents in production of the

film and is strikingly illustrated with sequences which put the accent

on the film's spectacle and action.

•t? 4? 4*

E. V. Durling, in his King Features syndicate column ( appearing

in the New York Journal-American and hundreds of other papers),

disagrees with the comments that Ingrid Bergman is the first physi-

cally "big girl" to play "Joan of Arc." Durling claims that Geraldine

Farrar was as big, if not more so, than Miss Bergman. Durling has

probably forgotten about Sarah Bernhardt, Julia Marlowe and Julia

Arthur, all of noble proportions. And such more recent "Joans" as

Katharine Cornell. Judith Evelyn, Diana Barymore, Vera Zorina and
Sylvia Sidney are not tiny.

*h Hi?' 'h

The Bergman measurements, according to Durling, are as follows:

height, five feet, eight and a half inches; weight, 135 pounds: bust,

36 inches; waist, 27; hips, 37; wears a size 16 dress and flat-heeled

shoes, size 8AA.

•I? 4" 4*

Everybody wants to get in on the publicity of the biggest film of

our day! Last week, Paul Hollister, director of publicity, received a
communique from an executive of a company which has canned
beans bearing the trade name, "Joan of Arc." The bean people
thought that a tie-up with the picture would be highly advantageous.
Mr. Hollister regretfully turned them down. Just couldn't visualize an
alliance of beans with Bergman.

Ingrid Bergman smilingly displays her JOAN OF ARC coiffure.

with everything about JOAN OF ARC. In every way, it"s the biggest
picture of our time.

•sl? 4* 4*

It was a Sidney Skolsky column which reported that it took longer
for Ingrid Bergman to film the movie, JOAN OF ARC, than Ihe
entire length of the run of her triumphant Broadway appearance in
"Joan of Lorraine."

4» 4* 4"

4" 4" 4»

The Ingrid Bergman "Joan of Arc" coiffure continues to make
news. As reported last week. Miss Bergman's hairdo caused quite a
commotion among the lassies of the British Isles. Fashion experts
found it the one thing necesary to jog the English girls into accepting
the new look in short hair. Now Keystone, top news photo syndicate,
is distributing four pictures of Miss Bergman in the "Joan" bob with ,

accompanying captions telling the English fashion story. Antoinette R|Q|C 10111^ MPADonnelly is doing a similar photo-text feature for her columns in the UUIIIO iVlin
New York Sunday News and Chicago Tribune and the other papers
serviced by the News-Tribune feature service.

Although movie and Broadway columns have reported on Pia
Lindstrom"s movie debut in JOAN OF ARC. don't expect to see any
stdl pictures of the child. The little girl has a small part in the movie,
but Ingrid Bergman has vetoed any pictures for magazines or
newspapers of the debut. And no one has a better right. The little
Lindstrom is the daughter of Miss Bergman.

—JOHN SPRINGER

4" 4* 4»

Miss Bergman's "Joan of Arc" coiffure is clearly shown in the
photograph reproduced on this page. This is a still shot from the
production, and not a posed fashion photo.

4" 4* 4?

A recent Feg Murray "Seeing Stars" cartoon (New York sees it

in the Journal-American) disclosed that the horse which Ingrid
Bergman rides in JOAN OF ARC is the largest ever used for a major
role in a movie. It's an Iowa Percheron. That's definitely in keeping

Public Relations

Harry Blair has joined the pub-

lic relations committee of the

Motion Picture Associates.

Blair, veteran of Rutgers Neil-

son's publicity staff, replaces Ed-
ward Schreiber who has left the
industry. He has been affiliated

with the trade publications of the
film world for many years and is

well-known on both coasts.

RADI6

Lucille Ball's "My Favorite
Husband" series on CBS be-
comes a regular weekly comedy
feature starting on Friday, July
23, 9:00-9:30 p.m., EDT. Pro-
gram emanates from Hollywood
where Miss Ball is currently co-
tarring in INTERFERENCE.
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The
Fugitive

Sales Against

Possibilities

(Extended To Week End. Sept. 9)

20th Week End. July 8, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. PITTSBURGH 5

2. DENVER I

3. PHILADELPhllA 4

4. SALT LAKE CITY ,. 2

5. SIOUX FALLS 3

6. LOS ANGELES

7. Oklahoma Cify 6

G. Cleveland 7

9. Indianapolis - 9

10. New York 10

I I. Buffalo 26

12. San Francisco , 17

I 3. Kansas City I 3

14. New Orleans II

15. Omaha 12

16. Washington 14

17. Dallas 15

18. Minneapolis 19

19. Milwaukee 16

20. Portland 18

21. Detroit 20

22. Des Moines 21

23. Boston 22

24. New Haven 29

25. Chicago
, 23

26. Charlotte 25

27. Memphis 24

28. Cincinnati 28

29. Seattle 27

30. St. Louis -. 30

31. Atlanta 31

32. Albany 32

CANADA
1. MONTREAL

I

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. Calgary 3

4. St. John 4
5. Toronto 5
6. Vancouver 6

DIVISIONS

1 . Eastern 2

2. Western
I

3. North-South 3

BLIND GRADUATES "SEE" "MELODY TIME" WITH AID OF BRAILLE. Twenty-five graduates
cf the New York Institute for the Education of the Blind attended a showing of MELODY
TIME, as the guests of Walt Disney, at the Astor Theatre, as a part of their Commencement
Week activities. The group "saw" the film with the aid of special programs, set up in Braille;

special cartoons of the Disney characters, drow.i and perforated by Marian Daly, of the Insti-

tute; and a proctor to each four students.

(1)—Class leaders and their teachers are greeted by Leonard Laurer, of the managerial staff

of the Astor Theatre, as the graduating class cf the Institute attend MELODY TIME as their

Commencement theatre party. The group are, left to right. Dr. A. M. Natesh, a scholarship
student-instructor from India; Louis laquinto, an instructor; Class Salutatorian Herbert Seib-

ertson; Marian Daly, an instructor; Class Valedictorian Robert Whitstock; Eugene Lupino,
information director . . . (2)—Marion Daly, staff member of the Institute, shows special draw-
ings of MELODY TIME characters, which she drew and perforated with Braille so the 25

blind members of the Institute's graduating class could get an idea of the film, to Herbert
Seibertson, left, and Robert Whitstock. in tha lobby of the Astor Theatre. "Johnny Apple-
seed" and "Pecos Bill" were the favorites of the group . . . (3)—At the Home Office Rutgers

Neilson, acting for Walt Disney, receives the original Braille drawing of the Disney MELODY
TIME characters from artist Marion Daly . . . (4)—Robert Whitstock, with Marion Daly, are

the first to leave the special bus which brought 25 graduates of the Institute to the theatre

party. By vote, the group selected Walt Disney's MELODY TIME as the picture they wished
to attend.

i
Since our favorite FLASH corre-

spondent, Joyce Marcus, resigned from

her position, I've been assigned to take

over. It would be nice if the news was

as hot as the weather here, this being

"sunburn" season.

We're all glad to see Mr. Cohen

back chipper as ever after a few days'

illness.

Sally Miller has returned from her

vacation in Chicago, ambitious os

a iways.

With vacations conning up, everyone

is pitching in and assuming additional

duties.

Betty Emery, the district manager's

secretary, is vacationing at Salt Lake

City. Harry Novae, head shipper, is

planning a trip to Yosemite in August.

North Carolina is calling Clara

Poythress, our efficient little biller, who
plans to leave for there soon. Barbara

Behrens, our file clerk, is going to take

over her job.

The booking department has made
arrangements to show movies for the

employees here at the office every

Wednesday night. The girls were hastily

repairing their make-up after THE
TWISTED ROAD, a good picture,

we thought.

The LOUIS-WALCOTT FIGHT PIC-
TURE has been keeping us busy.

Genevieve Henderson, our book-
keeper, is suffering from bronchial

pneumonia. We all hope she'll be with

us again soon.

—NINA McFARLAND

Vacation Time

if



Joan demands that the troops get rid of their woman

camp-followers and give up gambling and swearing if

they expect God's aid in the Battle of Orleans— one of

the most thrilling scenes in motion picture history!

Joan Arc

COLOR by TECHNICOLOR
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MOCHRIE MAGNETISM AT FINAL RALLY
^ff#*. Httihrnn R«*siffns. Witt f'nniintif

As M*r^sid»nt Vntit Stovlittotdvrs

The resignation of N. Peter Rathvon as President of Radio-

Keith-Orpheiini Corporation was submitted to a meeting of the

Board held in New York last Friday. July 23rd. Mr. Rathvon

was asked bv the board and b\ Howard Hughes, who recently

became the largest stockholder in RKO. to continue in office

until the next meeting of the stockholders, now scheduled to

be held early in September. Mr. Rathvon promptlv agreed to

this request stating: "I have the highest regard for Mr. Hughes
and shall be glad to continue to serve as president for a

reasonable period of time."

Mr. Rathvon, who was a vice-president of the Atlas Corpora-
tion and has, for many years, been a close personal friend and
business associate of Floyd Odium, became associated with

RKO in 1939 when Mr. Odium and the Atlas Corporation be-

came the dominant financial factors in the company. Mr.
Rathvon has served as a director, chairman of the executive

committee of the company and as vice-president. In June. 1942.
he was elected president of the parent company and in 1946.
following the untimely death of Charles W. Koerner. took
active charge of studio production, making his headquarters
in Hollywood.

During his long association with the companv. Mr. Rathvon
has earned the highest esteem of the officers, executives and
personnel at RKO and all good wishes of the entire organization
will go with him.

While no announcement of his future plans have been made
it would not be surprising if Mr. Rathvon continues actively as
a major figure in the motion picture industrv.

Melody Time" Tuneful at B. 0.
Walt Disney's MELODY TIME continues as one of

the most tuneful box-office nunnbers of the season. Every-
where it is hitting those high notes in dollars and in many
situations has topped the receipts of FORT APACHE,
the perennial industry pacesetter. First of the big resort
situations played have brought exceptional returns and
they attest to the urgency of moving in quickly in all

summer situations. Resort towns where MELODY TIME has
scored heavily are Hyannis, Mass., and Wildwood, N. J.

(Continued on Page Thirteen)

Delves Into Various Phases of

Industry Problems; Tribute

Paid Turner Field Men
SAN FRANCISCO, July 27—The fifth and final in a

series of regional convention meetings was held here at the

world famous St. Francis Hotel. Robert Mochrie, vice presi-

dent and general sales manager, opened the meeting in

his usual dynamic manner, holding the attendees

with a skillful magnetism

Salesman Seach

Dies From Burns

he delved into

varied phases

(Ed's Xote—RKOers the world
over will indeed be saddened by
news of the death of Salesman
George R. Seach of San Francisco
as told in the folloicing wire from
Field Man Joe Longo. It is the

secoyid tragic death iyi the branch
family this year. According to

our statistical card Mr. Seach had
been ivith FBO, Pathe and RKO
since 1916. Heartfelt condolences
are extended to siirviviyig mem-
bers of the family.)

San Francisco July 26

Jack Level, Flash

George Roberf Seach, city

salesman, passed away this after-

noon at St. Luke s Hospital as

the result of second and third

degree burns about the hands

end body, received during a

freak accident ten days ago while

attempting to adjust the fuel line

in his brother's car. He was 62,

was a city salesman for RKO
Radio for 27 years and prior to

that a salesman for FBO. Funeral

services were held at Halsted's in

San Francisco. Mr. Seach is sur-

vived by a son and daughter and
four sis'''ers and brothers.

the

many varied phases of

the condition of the indus-

try, RKO Radio Pictures,

etc.

Pictures, past, present

and future were carefully

analyzed and presented with

the "down-to-earth" show-

manship that Mr. Mochrie is

so capable of doing.

Glowing tribute was paid

(Continued on Page Seveti)

"Sam" Good!
By HARRY BLAIR

Let there be no doubt about
i+ . . . GOOD SAM Is a great

audience picture. Anyone who
doubts that Leo McCarey has

another big hit should have been
present Monday evening at the

special trade preview in the RKO
58th Street Theatre. There was
one long procession of hearty

laughs from the enthusiastic

audience.

(Continued on Page Five)



L. to R.—Dave Prince, Hubert Lyons, Ira Stone, Doug Desch, Rovy Branon, R. V. Reagin, Sol Sachs,

Fred Ford, Charles Boasberg, Robert Mochrie, A. A. Schubart, Sid Kramer, Carl Peppercorn, Rogers
Lamantia, Ralph William, Ben Y. Cammack.

NEW ORLEANS, July 19th—While Mark Twain said,

"No one ever done anything about the weather," Terry's

old friend, Seymour Weiss of New Orleans' finest, the

Roosevelt hHotel, did all he could and so, In New Orleans,

Robert Mochrie, vice president and general sales manager,

opened the third of five regional meetings going into the

business matters In his usual direct way. This Intimate

gathering Included Dave Prince, Southeastern district man-
ager, with Rovy Brannon of Charlotte, hlubert Lyons and
Ira Stone of Atlanta and Rogers Lamantia, New Orleans,

Ben Y. Cammack, Southwestern district manager, Sol Sachs

and Doug Desch of Dallas, Ralph Williams, Oklahoma City,

and R. V. Reagin, Memphis.

Mr. Mochrie went into RKO's condition and place of

importance in the industry, conditions at the present time
both at home and abroad and our own problems here in the

South. Especially the importance to us here was his masterly

presentation of the coming releases and his firm belief in

the value of the coming product, which really enthused his

listeners and elicited from each and every one a sincere

pledge to make every effort during the remainder of the
year to make RKO the outstanding AAA I Film company
of the Industry, hie read a wire from Ned E. Deplnet who as

always spurred those present to redouble their efforts.

Mr. Mochrie spoke then on the men connected with the
industry in their various capacities as "Professional Film

i Mt^fj iantEl Rally
Men" using the simile of the surgeon who was not In surgery

just to collect the "fees" that he could charge for opera-

tions, but rather one who was proud of his ability and ac-

complishments and proud to be the best In business.

Sid Kramer spoke on the importance of our short sub-

jects, particularly lauding the South In Its handling of the

fight picture and emphasizing the added revenue derived

through our salesmen urging the inclusion of an RKO short

with every feature.

Mr. Mochrie then announced the local winners of the

NED DEPINET DRIVE which will be published on the com-
pletion of these regional meetings.

Tuesday was devoted to split meetings under Charles

Boasberg, North-South division manager, in a detailed

analysis of Individual problems. Mr. Mochrie attended.

A. A. Schubart, that ever efficient arranger of conven-

tions, made all arrangements and Rogers Lamantia wel-

comed the group to New Orleans, where, on Monday even-

ing, we all took advantage of the deep South's hospitality

at the famous Antoine's Restaurant.

We all attended a hlollywood sneak-preview of GOOD
SAM and the consensus was that THIS was the best com-
edy of the year. And so thanks to Robert Mochrie, Charles

Boasberg, A. A. Schubart, Sid Kramer and Carl Peppercorn
for a wonderful and inspired meeting followed by the

pledge of everyone In Ihe South to really go to town!

—FRED FORD



RKO district chiefs and branch

managers assemble with

Home Office executives for re-

gional meeting at the Black-

stone. Chicago. July 21, 22

and 23. Standing left to right.

Lou Elman, Milwaukee, man-

ager; Sam Gorelick, Chicago

branch manager: Herb Green-

blatt. Midwestern district man-
ager; Ray Nolan. Prairie dis-

trict manager; Thomas Wil-

liamson, St. Louis manager;
Seymour Borde, Chicago sales

manager; John Walters, Sioux
Falls soles manager; Sher-

man Fitch, Sioux Falls man-
ager; Max Rosenblatt. Des
Moines manager; Jimmy
Lewis, Kansas City manager;
C. J. Dressell, Mirmeapolis
manager and A. A. Renfro,

Omaha manager. Seated, left

to right, Harry Gittleson, Wal-
ter Branson, Robert Mochrie,
Harry Michalson and A. A.

Schubart.

Mid-west and Prairie Districts

Regional Meeting in Chicago

on July 21, 22 and 23 was at-

tended by Robert Mochrie,

vice president in charge of

domestic distribution; Short

Subject Sales Manager Harry

Michalson; Walter Branson,

western division manager; A.

A. Schubart, manager of ex-

change operations, and Harry

Gittleson, assistant to Mr.

Branson. The Home Office Ex-

ecutives are seated around a
table in the Chinese Room of

the Blackstone Hotel, left to

right, Gittleson, Branson,
Mochrie, Michalson and

Schubart.

RKO Spirit Flares ut Chieaga 3§eeting
CHICAGO, July 23rd

—
"It's four down and one to go"

said Robert Mochrie late today when he departed on a

plane for San Francisco, where the final regional will be

staged starting Monday. "Chicago has been one of the

outstanding meetings, with plenty of the old RKO spirit

and I look for these two districts, the Midwestern and

Prairie, to come thru with great sales records In the

next twelve months," said the vice-president and general

sales manager.

Late Tuesday night Mr. Mochrie, Harry Michalson and

A. A. Schubart arrived by plane from New Orleans, where

they had just wrapped up the southern regional. Wednes-
day morning they greeted the Mid-west sales executives of

RKO in the Chinese Room at the Hotel Blackstone and even

at this early hour were full of great vigor and vim. Here In

Chicago they were joined by Walter Branson, Western

sales manager, and Harry Gittleson, his assistant.

The RKO executives at hand from the Mid-west includ-

ed Herbert H. Greenblatt, Chicago, and Ray Nolan, St.

Louis, district chiefs; Branch Managers Sam Gorelick, Chi-

cago; Lou Elman, Milwaukee; C. J. Dressell, Minneapolis;

Sherman Fitch, Sioux Falls; Max Rosenblatt, Des Moines;

Jack Renfro, Omaha; Jimmy Lewis, Kansas City, and Tom
Williamson, St. Louis. Also present were Seymour Borde,

Chicago sales manager, and Johnny Watters, Sioux Falls

sales manager.

Mr. Mochrie presided at the general meetings, which

reviewed past and present product, as well as a look Into the

future with the many big pictures coming up for release.

The RKO situation and Its place In the major motion picture

field, and the present problems of the domestic and foreign

(Continued on Page Five)
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from

RKO-PATHE
By ED RICE

Three THIS IS AMERICA
shorts are now In the cutting

room, with one QUALITY
STREET (tentative title) ainnost

finished and ready for scoring.

This film, which will be the next

TIA to be released by producer

Jay Bonafield, is the story of a

street, New York's glamorous

Fifth Avenue, from its beginning

in picturesque Washington
Square, through the glamorous

midtown area embracing Rocke-

feller Plaza and Central Park,

to its dead-end at the Harlem

River.

The film was shot by director-

photographer Harry Smith, from

a script by Richard Hanser. Art

Steckler was contact man.

The other two pictures in the

hands of editor Dave Cooper are

FRIEND OF THE FAMILY and
HOPE'S HARVEST (tentative),

both directed and photographed

by Larry O'Reilly. The first film,

written by Jerome Brondfield, is

about the American love of ani-

mals. Film shows some of the

weird pets we have—anteaters,

deer, bears, alligators, as well as

the more prosaic pets, cats, dogs
and fish.

HOPE'S HARVEST, by Ardis

Smith, reports on the part Ameri-

can farm produce plays in the

world economy. Most of the foot-

age was shot by O'Reilly on his

recent jaunt through the middle

and southwest.

Gamble taken by producer Jay
Bonafield and Sportscope Direc-

tor Joe Walsh paid off in the

recent SPORTSCOPE release

LADIES IN WADING. In select-

ing girls for the short last spring

they bet on champions, and the

result is that the film features

three girl swimmers who are now
representing the United States in

the Olympic games in London.

The girls are Ann Curtis, Suzanne
Zimmerman, and Patty Elsener.

Theatre men should take advan-
tage of this break in exploiting

the film.

The wide trade publicity

earned by LETTER TO A REBEL
has appealed to many big in-

dustrial companies, who are in-

terested In having the film shown
in areas in which they have fac-

tories. After a premiere screen-

ing for the National Federation

"GOOD SAM"
(Continued from Page One)

Not in a long, long time has

one picture packed so many

laugh-provoking situations as

GOOD SAM which is geared

down to family level and a screen

treat to all ages. This, plus dia-

logue that rings true at every

point plus sterling performances

by a hand-picked cast and know-

ing direction by the great Leo

McCarey himself adds up to

potent box-office.

Gary Cooper has never been

more perfectly cast than the

well-meaning but too trustful hus-

band of Ann Sheridan who here

turns in a brilliant light comedy

portrayal as a small town matron

who is not so taken in by the

oddments of humanity who at-

tach themselves to her willing

spouse. Inspired casting also re-

sulted in the two most likeable

screen children to emerge in a

long time in the small persons of

Lora Lee Michel and Bobby

Dolan, Jr.

Most of the others in the cast

are well known such as Edmund

Lowe, Ray Collins, Joan Lorring,

Clinton Sunberg, Louise Beavers

and the veteran Matt Moore and

all up to their usual high standard

i.i right as rain portrayals.

GOOD SAM was also well re-

ceived by a group of leading

trade paper critics who attend-

ed the screening and were in-

spired by the contagious laughter

of the audience. Here is a pic-

ture which will not only make

money for the exhibitors but also

win back many motion picture

fans.

of Sales Executives, at which Eric

Johnston, president of the Mo-
tion Picture Association, intro-

duced the film, a screening was

held by Tom Watson, president

of International Business Ma-
chine, at a company conference;

further screenings have been
held for U. S. Rubber, Kenyon
and Eckardt, and Standard Oil.

More such screenings are sched-

uled.

TIIAVELEII^

William B. Levy, world-wide

supervisor for Walt Disney Pro-

ductions, left for the Disney

Studios in Hollywood, to attend

a series of meetings pertaining

to release plans for MELODY
TIME and to set up advance
campaigns for Disney's forthcom-

ing feature production, SO
DEAR TO MY HEART.

Myrna Loy, currently on the

screen in Samuel Goldwyn's THE
BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES de-

parted by airplane for Europe.

Her itinerary will include London,

Paris and Rome. She returns to

Hollywood in about three

months.

Doug G. Lotherington, RKO
Radio General Sales Manager
for Australia, arrived in New
York, for a series of conferences

v/Ith Phil Reisman, Vice-Presiden

h

in Charge of Foreign Distribu-

Hon.

Edgar Kennedy, soon to be

seen prominently cast in the fea-

ture-length vaudeville potpourri,

VARIETY TIME, is vacationing in

New York. He recently starred at

Lake Hopatcong, New Jersey in

a new play, "For Better or for

Worse."

Philip Dorn, co-star of I RE-

MEMBER MAMA, is vacationing

in New York.

Jerry Hoffman, of Indepen-

dent Artists, arrived from Hol-

lywood last wee!; for conferences

with home office executives in

connection with THE VELVET
TOUCH.

*

Frederick Brisson, executive

producer of Independent Artists,

returned to the United States

following a seven-week business

inp through the principal Euro-

pean countries.

Upon reaching New York, Brls-

on will engage In home office

conferences with RKO Radio ex-

ecutives on the forthcoming pre-

miere o^ THE VELVET TOUCH,
and then return to Hollywood.

CHICAGO REGIONAL
(Co)ifiiiiicd I'roiii Page Three)

markets vvere thoroughly discussed.

Mr. Mochrie also announced the awards that had been

won by exchanges and salesmen in the NED DEPINET
DRIVE in districts presided over by Herb Greenblatt and

Ray Nolan. However the full and complete list of winners

will not be announced until after the San Francisco meet-

ings.

Separate meetings were held by Walter Branson with

each district, where they went into sales records of the

various branches and all the salesmen. At these meetings

the men also listened to stirring talks by Messrs. Greenblatt

and Nolan. It was the first meeting for Walter and hHarry

and they both were in good form and "shot" the works in

their discussions with the RKOites.

Mr. Mochrie had an opportunity during the meetings

to make a talk in behalf of the Will Rogers Memorial
Sanitarium Drive. Thursday noon Chicago distributors and
theatre men held a luncheon at the Blackstone to discuss

raising a fund for the Saranac Sanitarium and naturally Mr.

Mochrie was called upon to tell of the sessions in the east

in behalf of the Drive.

During the Chicago stay the RKO men attended a

special dinner at the International hHouse, Drake hlotel.

Social activities were limited, due to the short period and
the vast amount of work to be completed in three days.

Messrs Branson, Michalson and Gittleson left by City
of San Francisco Friday night and will reach that city Sun-

day morning. Mr. Schubart left by a late plane, after clean-

ing up all details of the meetings.

—BOB HICKEY
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"Melody Time" Campaigns

Rolling in tlie RKO Theatres

RKO out-of-town theatre managers are finding Walt Disney's

MELODY TIME just what the doctor ordered for summer exploitation.

Music, soft drinks, records and books are being made the basis of

numerous tie-ins, while some stunts have been set for invading the

playgrounds and beaches.

hlerewith is outlined some of the current summer promotion by

cities:

Syracuse
As per home office advice con-

tacted the Darling Ice Cream
people and arranged for them to

distribute a novelty frozen stick

and a Donald Duck comic book

to all the children attending the

opening matinee. The ice cream

is to be given as the children are

leaving the theatre via a coupon

deal.

Made a contact with the Mor-

ris Distributing Co. who have the

agency for the RCA Records.

They have agreed to put seven

window display cards in their

music stores along with a window
display of all song records.

Made arrangements with the

disc jockeys on Radio Stations

W.A.G.E. to play the songs and

give plugs.

A leading jeweler who has an

outside loud speaker that he uses

to plug his record department
will give us some plugs on songs.

Four color plates on Pecos Bill

used on front cover Post Stan-

dard Sunday Magazine section

with copy on picture and theatre.

Rochester
Tieing up all music stores on

song hits.

Tie-up with News Co. banner-

ing trucks and cards on news-

stands with copy on picture and

book "Little Toot."

Tie-up with local Blue Boy Ap-
ple Sauce Co. using copy on

Johnny Appleseed which will give

displays in stores and free cred-

its in newspaper ads.

Placing limerick contest on

radio station with the coopera-

tion of local music store which has

two programs a day which will

give a lot of coverage and
gratis spots.

Davenport
Three Music store windows on

records and albums.

Door hangers and illuminated

stage letters.

Juke box in foyer playing tunes

from film one week ahead.
Boy and girl on tandem bike

visiting playgrounds distributing

special laff cards.

Cross plug with Station

WQUA disc jockey on MELODY

TIME records.

Des Moines
Special theatre screening for

the sand-lot baseball boys. This

is being handled by Al Coupee,
top sports announcer for KRNT
Radio Station and will be called

the "KRNT Tryout and Talent

Hunt." Good for plugs daily on

all sportscasts and at the ballpark

where tryouts will be held.

HIave promoted a station

v/agon which will be bannered

with plenty of Disney characters,

to cover bathing beachs, pools

and backgrounds and parks. Also

to be parked around busy street

corners when not in use.

Painted announcements on lob-

by doors (inside) for three weeks

In advance.

Character cutouts In front lob-

by doors one week In advance.

Record player in lobby one
week In advance playing tunes

from picture.

Special die-cut window cards

tc be posted, with the majority

around the suburban areas to

cover the Ice cream stores, drug-

stores and the general hangout
places for the younger set.

50 type-set cards to be posted

in store magazine counters and
on newsstands with theatre tie-

in copy.

hiave contacted all leading

record distributors and they will

have window displays on Disney

records, with theatre copy tie-in.

Distributors will furnish all lead-

ing disc jockeys with records and
are pushing to have as many of

the records as possible In the

juke boxes for playdate.

KRNT radio station, "Money
Man," passes for prizes In turn

for plugs.

KCBC radio station
—

"Strictly

off the Record" midnight music.

Will furnish passes and records
to station to be given away on
their "Mystery Melody" part of

the program.

Chicago
Have a promotion completed

with 25 of the Loop Walgreen
Drug Stores for a MELODY TIME
sundae. Will receive window,
counter and fountain displays.

BAMBI
Sales Against

Possibilities

(Extended To Week End. Sept. 9)

20th Week End. July 15, 1948

Pos. Pot.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. DENVER I

2. BUFFALO 2

3. SEATTLE , 10

4. CLEVELAND , 3

5. DES MOINES 5

6. PORTLAND 4

7. New Haven 8

8. Salt Lake City 7

9. Milwaukee II

10. Washington 9

I I . Minneapolis 12

12. San Francisco 6

13. Kansas City 13

14. Oklahoma City 14

I 5. Sioux Falls 2 I

16. New York 15

17. Detroit 17

18. Boston 16

19. Omaha 18

20. Albany 19

21. Los Angeles 20

22. Indianapolis 22

23. Cincinnati 23

24. Philadelphia 24

25. Pittsburgh 25

26. St. Louis
. 27

27. Dallas 26

28. Memphis 28

29. Chicago 29

30. Atlanta 30

31. Charlotte . 31

32. New Orleans 32

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG I

2. TORONTO 2

3. Calgary 5

4. Montreal 4

5. Vancouver 6

6. St. John 3

DIVISIONS

1 . Western 1

2. Easte/-n 2

3. North-South 3

The
Fugitive

Sales Against

Possibilities

(Extended To Week End. Sept. 9)

2Ut Week End. July 15, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. DENVER 2

2. PITTSBURGH I

3. SIOUX FALLS 5

4. SALT LAKE CITY 4

5. PHILADELPHIA 3

6. LOS ANGELES 6

7. Oklahoma City 7

8. Indianapolis ... . 9

9. Cleveland 8

10. New York 10

I I . Buffalo II

12. Kansas City 13

I 3. Washington 1

6

14. San Francisco 12

I 5. New Orleans 14

16. Omaha IS

17. Dallas 17

18. Milwaukee 19

1 9. Minneapolis 18

20. Des Moines 22

21. Detroit 21

22. Boston 23

23. New Haven 24

24. Memphis 27

25. Seattle 29

26. Chicago . 25

27. Portland 20

28. Charlotte 26

29. Cincinnati 28

30. St. Louis 30

31. Atlanta 31

32. Albany 32

CANADA
1. MONTREAL I

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. Calgary 3

4. St. John 4
5. Toronto 5

6. Vancouver 6

DIVISIONS

1. Western 2

2. Eastern I

3. North-South 3
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77 RKOers in

Ranks of M. P. A.

No less than 77 RKOers and

those from affiliated companies

are members of the Motion Pic-

ture Associates, with 56 of them

signed during the recent mem-

bership drive. Leon J. Bamberg-

er, who is chairman of the public

relations committee, of which

Harry Blair is a member, played

an important part in this drive.

Motion Picture Associates has

been functioning for 29 years.

It is concerned with relief work

Ir the New York exchange area

for the benefit of those identi-

fied with or who have been iden-

tified with the motion picture

industry. MPA sent 12 youngsters

to camp in 1947, distributes

regular weekly checks to needy

cases, provides artificial limbs,

has paid for numerous opera-

tions, supplied hospitalization and

has helped support the Will Rog-

ers Memorial hHospital.

hHere are the RKO members:

Harry Archinal, Leon J. Bam-

berger, Harry Blair, Charles

Boasberg, Jay Bonafleld, Walter

Branson. Eugene Buckley, David

Canavan, Irving Cane, William

H. Clark, John Dacey, William E.

Dahler, Ned E. Depinet, Joseph

Dl Lorenzo, Fred Duerr, Lynn Far-

nol. David Goldman, Leonard S.

Gruenberg, John Hearns, David

Heend, Harold Hendee, Phil

Hodes, Paul Hollister, William

Howard, Arthur F. Joswig, Sey-

mour S. Kaplan, Jack Kelr, Phil

Keir, Malcolm KIngsberg, Sidney

Kramer, Lou Kutinsky, Irving Les-

ser, Nat Levy, Wm. B. Levy, B.

Lion, Dan Loventhal, Irving Lud-

wig, S. Barret McCormIck, Mil-

ton L. Maler, Harry Mandel,

Robert C. Maroney, Harry Mich-

alson, Robert Miller, Robert Mo-
chrie, Frank J. Mooney, James
Mulvey, Rutgers Nellson, Thomas
F. O'Connor, Jack Osserman,

Carl Peppercorn, Harry M. Plm-

steln, Milton Piatt, Seymour Poe,

Matthew Polon, Nat Rochlln,

James Roth, Arthur Sachson, Leo
Samuels, Sol Schwartz, Robert

Sherman, Morton Slegel, Edward
Sniderman, John L. Stewart, Jr.,

Leslie E. Thompson, Garret E.

Van Wagner, J. Miller Walker, J.

Henry Walters, Herbert E. Wap-
paus. Emanuel Waxberg, S.

Wexo, John M. Whitaker, Gor-
don E. Youngman, William Zim-
merman, Lee Koken, O. R. Mc-
Mahon and John A. Cassldy.

Pom-

Olympics Stir

Sports Interest

With the Olympics under way
ail of America and most of the

v/orld will turn to sport and the

Sportsmanship Company is sitting

pretty with thrill-packed subjects

woven around a score of sports

activities. Right up front Is the

latest AMERICA titled SPORT S

GOLDEN AGE. Then we have
our variety of Sportscopes, our

specials and of course the how-to
Disney cartoons.

As new heroes are born many
of our sports subjects can be re-

vived and in some key situations

it may be possible to stage an
Olympics" or "Sports" week

embracing several RKO subjects

and including Olympic newsreel

shots from London.

Suzanne Zimmerman, Patty El-

sener and Ann Curtis are expect-

ed to score heavily for the United
States at London, all of which
gives the Sportscope LADIES IN

WADING added prestige and
timliness.

Frank Stranahan of MUSCLES
AND THE LADY has just won
the Canadian amateur cham-
pionship and continues up with

the pros in other tournaments.

Any newspaper or current

magazine will help you in selling

sports subjects right now, for

they're all carrying Olympics
stories and pictures and the first

results will be followed by front-

page headlines by the dallies.

Louise Suggs has joined the

Macgregor company of Cincin-

ratl, manufacturers of spoi«*s

equipment, Including golf, and
is now holding clinics on the west

coast. Here s a new value for

MUSCLES AND THE LADY and
an opportunity for spot bookings
in towns where Louise appears.

*
Johnny Humm who won the

Long island amateur champion-
ship last week Is the son of the

late John Humm who for a

decade was treasurer of the old .

RKO's Stars Do

Special Columns

rie.o iV'an LiCjc M^'r ot Van-

couver sends along three copies

of the Winnipeg Free Press in

which three RKO stars were

guests columnists during the visit

of Frank Morriss. long time noted

Free Press critic, with Perry Lieb-

e"- at the Studio. The guest stars

were Irene Dunne, Maureen

O Hara and Pat O Brien. Morriss

usually visits Hollywood and the

RKO Studio twice a year. The

columns carried many plugs for

RKO and Its product. The Winni-

peg Free Press is one of the lead-

ing journals on the continent.

August 7th

K.-\THERI.NE COX
RLTH FISHER
PHILLIP J. .MADER. JR.

RLTH BECKER
RIT.\ BREDNICH

Vi . V DERHA.M
SEVMOLR BORDE
VIRGIL T. COLLINS
THO.MAS S. MOFFETT
SHELDON FOGLEMAN

.4iiiHi.' 9lh

C M. NIELSEN CALL
N". HL™>I.M
AGNES NANCE
HELEN Mc.MAHON
GERALDI.NE FAWLEY

August \Oth

FLORENCE HARRIS
CLARA RASINSKI
EDWARD STOKES
MARY \ ANCE

August Wth

GEORGE ALLEMANN
A. A. RENTRO
CATHERINE GIBBS

Home Otn,:f

Home Ofice

Denver

Cinctnnai:

Ne*" Haven

Home Office

Chicago
Charlotte

Dallas

Indianapolis

Home Office

Chicago
Atlanta

Home Office

Chicago

Des Moines
Buttalo

Home Office

Dallas

Home Office

Omaha
Home Office

EMILY J. PURDV Philadelphia

A. M. RLT)MAN Salt Late Cit\-

I OKERLL'ND Denwr
BERNARD FRA.NZMAN Home Office

F. A. LUTKIN Home Office

CLARA PYTHRESS Los Angeles
MARY MARTHA G. COALE Home Office

Pa+he Company. Johnny s uncie

is an RKOite, Nick Humnn of

Chicago who has been with

Pathe and RKO since 1922.

Time lists among Howard
Hughes' employees Charlie

Guest, his old golf pro.

Moclirie Magnetism

\Conlinued from Page One)

to Terry Turner's representa-

tives and the tremendous

contribution they can make
tc the proper exploitation

of pictures, resulting in the

highest possible grosses in

any situation, large or small.

The branch manager has

a wonderful sales weapon in

the Terry Turner field man
and should use him to every

advantage in every situation

more now than ever be-

fore, ' said Mr. Mochrie.

Mr. Michalson spoke of

the ever increasing need of

short subjects as part of the

present day theatre pro-

gram and of the great ad-

vance realized in his depart-

ment, at the same time ex-

horting his listeners to keep

a constant vigil for new
markets which are opening
up every day.

A happy climax to the

day's meeting was the pres-

entation of the NED DEPI-

NET DRIVE prizes which will

be announced in next week's

FLASH.
On Tuesday, Western Di-

vision Manager Walter
Branson took over and de-
livered a straight-from-the-

shoulder talk anent pictures,

playdates and fast liquida-

tion.

A separate meeting was
held by District Manager
h! e r b Maclntyre, with
Branch Managers Harry
Cohen, Los Angeles; Joe
Smith, San Francisco; Ed
Lamb, Seattle, and Dick

Lange, Portland.

Another separate meet-
ing was held by Al Kolitz,

district manager of the

Rocky Mountain territory,

with Branch Manager Giff

Davison, Salt Lake City, and
Joe Emerson of Denver.

The omnipresent and ever
efficient A. A. Schubart
supervised all operations

with his typical and infinite

skill.

—JOE LONGO
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WeAlERTERS
<^A\RKO RADIO'S EXCHANGE OF-^IDEAS!

Salesman Cobb advises me fhat we have already had direct

reaction to the letter written by Eric Johnston to the Chambers of

Commerce throughout the United States regarding LETTER TO A
REBEL. The Chambers of Commerce in Boulder City and Henderson,

Nev., have already contacted the Theatres in these two towns re-

questing that this subject be shown and therefore we were successful

in securing playdates from the exhibitor and we are following through

with all accounts making every endeavor to secure a deal on a

LETTER TO A REBEL from every theatre in the territory.

—HARRY COHEN, Los Angeles

Wo/f's L/7e Siory

In Comics Magazine

The October number of

True Comics gives over an en-

tire section of the book to

"The Amazing Story of Walt

Disney." Illustrated in color,

the story picks Walt up from

his school days and carries him

to his first job as an appren-

tice in an advertising agency

in Kansas City through the

first world war in which he was

an ambulance driver, being

too young at the time to en-

list, and on through another

war and the Disney studio's

part in it and down to the

present. Youngsters will read

and reread the story of how
Walt conquered all obstacles

to create the world's finest en-

tertainment.

Art Baker, well known radio

personality, has been signed for

the key role of a wealthy dilet-

tante who lures Lizabeth Scott

away from her husband, Victor

Mature, in the dramatic yarn

about professional football, IN-

TERFERENCE.

Charles Kemper was inked to

enact a brief but important role

in BALTIMORE ESCAPADE. He
plays John Agar's boss in a 1905

livery stable which has just added
a "horseless carriage" repair ser-

vice. While the part is essen-

liaily comedy, it also has a villain

touch as his gossip brings trouble

to Robert Young and Shirley

Temple.

Martha Hyer, soon to be seen

in THE JUDGE STEPS OUT and

ROUGHSHOD, has been cast

in the leading feminine role with

Tim Holt in GUN RUNNERS.
This is the third time Mis Hyer
has appeared opposite Holt,

having previously been featured

with him in THUNDER MOUN-
TAIN and OUTLAW VALLEY.

Frank McDonald, who has a

long list of successful outdoor

pictures to his credit, has been
signed to direct GUN RUN-
NERS.

Leo McCarey's song "A Little

Better Than the Best" was special-

ly composed by him for his Rain-

bow Production, GOOD SAM.
He composed this forthcoming

release, starring Gary Cooper
and Ann Sheridan, while on the

sets between shots. Joan Lorring

sings it on the screen.

Waily Brown, master of cere-

monies and former straight man
of the film comedy team of

Brown and Carney, has been
signed to play the second male
lead in LIFE CAN BE FUNNY,
in which Leon Errol is starred.

Several months ago Brown left

RKO Radio to resume his vaude-
ville and night club work.

ROOKIES IN BURMA was his

last picture for this studio.

With a long background as di-

Buck Resumes His

"Bring 'Em" Tour

Accompanied by Eastern Field

Supervisor Harry Reiners, Frank

Buck will resume his personal-ap-

pearance tour starting next Tues-

day. First stop will be in Wash-

ington where his original BRING

'EM BACK ALIVE will open at

the Metropolitan on the follow-

ing day, August 4th. Next p. a.

is set for Baltimore where the

jungle thriller opens on the 5th

at the Hippodrome. Frank and

Harry will then swing over to

Pittsburgh for the area premiere

spearheaded by the Warner

opening on August 7th.

The Pittsburgh area preni

cities include Butler, Altoona,

Wheeling, Erie, Johnstown,

Sharon, State College, Washing-

ton, Fairmont, Greensburg, War-

ren, Franklin, Vandergrift, Brad-

ford, Morgantown, Uniontown,

New Castle, Charleroi, Indiana,

Monessen, Donora, Hollidays-

burg, Elwood City, McKeesport,

Clarksburg, Beaver Falls, Park

ersburg and Meadville.

Harry has arranged for major

promotion at Pittsburgh, includ-

ing the gift of an animal to the

zoo.

Following the Warner open-

ing, Frank will go to Harrisburg

end Reading and return to New
York via Philadelphia where he

will meet the local press.

A ''Pecos" Break
Look magazine for August 3rd

features a two-page article on

"Pecos Bill" of MELODY TIME.

The fabulous exploits of Pecos

are told in type and illustration

over two pages with full credits

of course. Nail this number of

Look—it's a fine piece of timely

selling literature.

rector, writer and teacher at uni-

versity theaters across the coun-

try, Everett Glass is now turning

his talents to motion pictures. He
has been signed to play the dean
of American college coaches in

INTERFERENCE. The part is sug-

gestive of the famous gridiron

mentor, Amos Alonzo Stagg.

Kuit> Smith's
"lit*h«»l" Knuttlvtist

KATE: Ted, I hope you'll take

time out from your fishing trips

to see at least one movie this

summer . . . one particular movie.

It's called LETTER TO A REBEL.

Ted: I certainly will, Kathryn.

And I think the man who made
that short film deserves a vote

of thanks from every loyal Ameri-

can for his movie-making in the

little town of Monroe, New York.

It's safe to predict that it will

become the most widely shown

picture of the next twenty-four

months.

KATE: Yes, Ted, and LETTER

TO A REBEL is going to be a

movie that no true American

should miss. It will be the second

of a series of short subjects on

the American Way of Life in

Action. In keeping with its aims,

this movie was filmed in a typi-

cal American small town ... a

picturesque place of some three-

thousand persons in Orange
County, New York.

TED: You know, Kathryn, LET-

TER TO A REBEL will be remark-

able in more ways than one. In

the first place, Mister O'Reilly

i; a movie-maker who doesn't

have to lose sleep over budget
and temperament matters. He
has the entire town at his beck

and call ... no one bothers him

about pay, camera angles or

Hollywood screen tests. His cast

includes three regular actors and
about two-hundred townspeople
who are donating their time and
services freely.

KATE: And for a mighty fine

cause. That's why Mister O'Reil-

ly got such whole-hearted co-

operation in his movie-project.

Everybody in Monroe realized

the importance of making a pic-

ture to show life in America as

Ihe good thing it really is. In

other words, they wanted to go
on record in favor of the good
old American way.

TED: It's based on real life,

too . . . which should make it even

more interesting. There's only

one ficticious incident ... a

strike at the town lumber yard.

Actually, no strike occurred

there. But, in the interests of

movie suspense, the owner

agreed to a make-believe one.

KATE: Well, the entire show

represents the answer of the edi-

tor of the weekly newspaper to

his son, who is writing some
derogatory editorials in his col-

lege paper about the American
way. But the editor's answer is

not for one man alone . . . but

for all of us who know from ex-

perience that the American way
is the best way.
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FLASH NEWS OF JOAN OF ARC"
To keep you posted on progress on one of the

most important pictures of alt time. FLASH tcill

bring rou items here each iceek touching all sorts

of phases of this amazing production.

It's amazing the number of

critics and columnists who are

willing to go out on a limb anrl

predict an Academy Award for

Ingrid Bergman in JOAN OF
ARC well before the picture is

released. The latest is Dorothy
Manners who continues to write

the Parsons" column during

LoueUa s absence. Miss Manners
lists five actresses as the strong-

est possibilities, with the Berg-

man name prominent in the list.

Probably the last thing anyone

concerned with the making of

JOAN OF ARC had in mind dur-

ing the filming of the picture was

that it should turn out to be one

of the fashion-setting milestones

of the movies. That s what's

happened though and the big

names in the style world are

really jumping on the band-

wagon. This week's New \orker
described what John-Frederics is

turning out in the line of milli-

nery. Inspiration Bergman, natch.

The New \orker reports on
visored hats. Joan of Arc tiarra

hats, wide hats and narrow ones,

hats with drapery and without

and another which "produces a

swathed effect that cries out for

women who can look like Berg-

man." The New \orker doesn t

mention it but RKO's fashion

experts assures us that John-

Frederics is also producing
JOAN OF ARC gloves, bags and
jerkins.

*
Ward Morehouse, theater crit-

ic and columnist of the New York
Sun. asks himself who is the

theater's most versatile actor.

Then he answers "Jose Ferrer"

and proceeds to list a few of the

amazingly varied roles which

Ferrer has played on the stage

before his screen debut as the

Dauphin in the Bergman pro-

tiuctioii.

Ingrid Bergman sets an all-

time high for being on the re-

ceiving end of bad names in

JOAN OF ARC. according to

Frskine Johnsons syndicated

column. Johnson lists the names
and they're enough to make poor

Ingrid cringe. Here are some of

the epithets hurled at the Berg-

man: "Limb of Satan, heretic re-

lapse, infamous woman, apostate,

idolatress, schismatic, involver of

demons, damned strumpet, salt

cow. witch, sorceress, fiend from
hell, perfidious, scandalous, mon-
ster, crafty damsel."

And maybe you thought Miss

Bergman was always a self-pos-

sessed woman of great poise. Feg
Murray, in his "Seeing Stars

'

syndicated cartoon series, dis-

pels that idea by revealing that

she had to give in and wear

Technicolor makeup for JOAN
OF ARC—because she blushes

so easily. It's a departure for

Bergman who is used to wearing

makeup only to aid characteriza-

tion—never for just appearance's

sake. She's the one actress who
doesnt need it. Incidentally,

Murray also revealed that Miss

B. has 13 letters in her name and
has made 13 Hollywood pictures.

He lists them in his famous
"spell-out-the-name" manner:

Monday night, July 26, found

the RKO gals happily attending

a super-successful bridal shower.

The lovely bride-to-be—is none

other than Doris Droste. My vo-

cabulary is somewhat low these

days and to search for the proper

words to tell of all the beautiful

shower gifts Doris received

would leave rne wordless — but

take my word people, the gifts

were lovely. The shower was held

in the Rathskellar of Tom Wil-

liamson's home and given by Pat

Williamson and Bobbe Akins.

*

Our own Eileen Mason up-'n-

done it. Yep—rumor has it that

Eileen is spending her vacation

on a honeymoon. All the details

will be yours as soon as Eileen

returns to the office.

* *

Our office manager, Mollie

Inger, is on a well-earned vaca-

tion. Mollie is spending her two

weeks at home resting.

We offer our sincere condol-

ences to our cashier, Mildred

Green, in the passing of her

father, Mr. West.

* *

That meeting in Chicago must

have been tops as our District

Manager. Ray Nolan, and Tom
Williamson, branch manager, re-

turned from Chicago happy

about the whole deal.

—B"

Off To England
David Niven, co-star of Sam-

uel Goldwyn's ENCHANTMENT,
arrives in New York from Holly-

wood on Thursday, July 29, leav-

ing the same day for England on

the Brittanic. Also arriving on

Thursday for passage on the

Queen Mary is Hoagy Car-

michael, prominently featured in

Goldwyn s THE BEST YEARS OF
OUR LIVES.

Thanks Viv!

Ye Ea ra; re-^.,"."sa r'om the

vacation wars and extends a

hearty thanks to Vivian Moses of

the pressbook department who

along with our Tom Agneta did

the stint of editing FLASH for

two weeks. Viv has edited every-

thing from a daily newspaper to

a national magazine and he s

been dealing with our printer,

Prospect Press, for some twenty

or more years. So he was right

at home in the editor's chair, in

fact he didn't like the chair and

sent it to Pat Lee for repairs. The

editor checked in needing a little

repair work. On the last day of

our vacation we always buy one

more round in the locker room

and wind up with a hangover.

Ye ed garnered the first fruits of

his garden in the large varieties

in the form of tomatoes and cu-

cumbers. We picked up a neat

trick in ridding the ground of

moles, or at least we gave it a

trial. A neighbor, Mrs. Henry

Dietz, said to plant razor blades

along the raised trail of Mr.

Mole. This also solved the prob-
lem of what to do with old razor

blades . . . Lou Miller, Walter
Derham, Eddie McGuire and Hal
Sloane came in one week-end for

a golf game and we tied Lou at

86. A member who played In

the foursome with ye ed and Hal
alleges that Lou changes balls

on every green when he putts.

The first law of golf as we learned
it was never to touch a golf ball

in play with a hand, or a foot.

We believe Hal Sloane of the

pressbook department has the

best golfing form around these
parts . . . Walter and Ed have
great form in the early stages of
golfing, always starting out with

a whisky sour. At the house we
rolled out a keg of beer and on
the last poker hand we had three

kings back to back. . . . Long
Island, far out, Is building up fast,

but acreage can still be picked
up for a song. Giant bulldozers

are ripping up trees for new
fields—one week you see a for-

est or jungle, the next week a

field all planted. Bulldozing prices

are $30 an acre for rough clear-

age.

UkationTime

Arch of Tr I umph
Casabla N ca

Sarcrto G a Trunk
Bells of St. Ma R y's

Gasl I ght

Adcma Ha D Four Sons

For WhomThe B ell Tolls

Sp E llbound
Inte R mezzo
Ra G e in Heaven

Dr. lekyll and M r. Hyde
Joan of A rc

N otorious



'BAD MEN' PREM UNDER WAY IN GUTHRIE. Opening broadside is fired in the territorial premiere as the parade files past
the Melba Theatre, scene of the world premiere of RETURN OF THE BAD MEN.

"LONG DENIAL"

PROVES A TREAT

AT SNEAK-PREVIEW
By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, July 30:—Some 2500 film fans had

themselves a treat last night at the RKO-Hillstreet Theatre

when we sneak-previewed THE LONG DENIAL at the big

down town house.

Smart and sparkling and dressed up with dialog that

crackles and amazing performances by a splendid cast, this

show is a real sweetheart. I tried to watch and see how the

audience was taking it, but that was impossible; the story

moves along so fast and the situations are so intriguing that

I couldn't take my eyes off the screen. However, the fre-

quent roars of laughter around me and the tense silence

during the dramatic moments proved it was going over
solidly.

As you probably recall, the

plot hinges around the romantic

triangle of two women and a

man, with the older woman con-

vinced the man prefers her

younger rival, quizotically taking

the rap for her on a suicide try

and "confessing" to the shoot-

ing.

The man in the case flatly dis-

believes the "confession," and

the subsequent developments
stem from his frustrated efforts

to persuade a sardonic police in-

spector that there's something
very phony about the whole deal.

Melvyn Douglas portrays the

man, and his performance is a

delight—witty and disgusted and
emphatic by turns, but always

perfectly In character.

Maureen O'Hara delivers bril-

liantly in the part of the self-

sacrificing older woman. She
does the finest acting I've yet

seen her do, and her gorgeous
singing voice is a revelation.

Gloria Grahame turns in a grand
job as the shrewd but apparently

flutter-brained young singer who
is the storm center of all the dis-

turbance, and this one role as-

sures her of a high place in fan

favor.

Bill Williams is swell as a com-

"GOOD SAM" IN SNEAK PREVIEW
TORONTO

TERRY TURNER
RKO RADIO PICTURES

ONE OF THE MOST IMPRESSIVE SNEAK PREVIEWS I HAVE
EVER ATTENDED WAS THAT OF LEO McCAREY'S GOOD
SAM AT FAMOUS PLAYERS NEW TORONTO SUBURBAN
THEATRE, THE NORTOWN, LAST NIGHT, WHERE THE
CAPACITY AUDIENCE AND THE FAMOUS PLAYER EXECU-

TIVES THAT WERE PRESENT WITH THE BRANCH MAN-
AGERS OF THE CANADIAN DISTRICT IN SESSION AT THE
ROYAL YORK HOTEL WATCHED THE AUDIENCE ROCK
WITH LAUGHTER FROM THE OPENING SEQUENCE TO
THE FINAL FADE OUT.

GEORGE DEGNON

bative ex-G. I.; Victor Jory is ex-

cellent as a fatuous attorney, and

Jay C. Flippen nearly steals the

show with his characterization of

the disillusioned inspector. In

fact, the portrayals all through

are superlative, and the combina-

tion of these, Mankiewicz' deft

screenplay and Ray's flawless and

enormously effective direction,

make THE LONG DENIAL a film

we can be very proud of.

The applause at the end of the

showing was heartening, and the

comment cards are crammed with

raves over the splendid enter-

tainment qualities of the offer-

ing. But the best comment of all

was one I overheard in the lobby

afterward from a picture-wise

patron to his wife:

"You know, Mary, this preview

reminds me of Lubitsch at his

best."

Holt Build-Up
Tim Holt, now starring in a

series of outdoor action dramas,

is the subject of a monthly car-

toon magazine published by

Magazine Enterprises, Inc. which

has assumed an average half-

million newsstand sales per issue.

The title of the magazine is Tim

Holt Western Adventures and

full credit is given to his most

recent releases Including THE

ARIZONA RANGER and GUNS
OF HATE.

Tarzan Yell

Some 5,000 records of the new

Tarzan war whoop as uttered by

Lex Barker In the title role of Sol

Lesser's TARZAN AND THE
ARROW OF DEATH are being

sent to 226 Tarzan fan clubs In

the United States and abroad to

acquaint members with the new
Tarzan.
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RACE STREET" TRADE RAVIEWS

"Should chalk up plenty shekels"

"Race Street" is another of those fast-nnoving melodrannas set

against a background of crime and violence which suits George
Raft so well and provides bangup entertainment for fans who like

their screen fare on rugged side. Story has been told with accent

on expectancy, smartly turned out for action-lovers, and as an action-

package film should chalk up plenty of shekels at turnstiles.

Raft is introduced as a San Francisco bookie who is out to find

murderer of his pal, another bookie who refused to listen to a "pro-

tection" proposition. Also gunning for murderer is William Bendix, a

detective lieutenant, friend from boyhood of both Raft and murdered
man, who opposes Raft's methods in running down his quarry because

he's on the side of law and order.

Script written by Martin Rackin is calculated to keep spectator on

qui vive, and Edwin L. Marin's direction is quite in keeping with this

intention. As a result, film is swift in its unfoldment, packing a maxi-

mum of story values in its 77 minutes' running time and is a mark

of achievement for Nat Holt, who handled production reins with

authority. Holt milked possibilities of his subject so that it emerges
a slam-bang affair with strong wind-up.

Both Raft and Bendix turn in smooth performances which count,\

and on distaff side, in co-star role, there is Marilyn Maxwell, who
provides romantic element until Raft discovers she's in with man
he's hunting. Frank Faylen, in this role, makes the most of a brief

but menacing appearance. Henry Morgan scores, too, as murdered
pal, and Gale Robbins, warbling "I'm In a Jam with Baby," is stand-

out. Atmospheric players are appropriately cast.

Technical side is well handled throughout, particularly photog-

raphy by J. Roy Hunt and art direction by Albert S. D'Agostino and
Walter E. Keller, with decorations by Darrell Silvera and William

Stevens. —VARIETY (Daily)

"Right on the beam"
Audience Slant: (Adult) Smoothly-told tale, with gangster film

overtones, has enough suspense and brawling to satisfy those in

search of lusty entertainment.

Box-Office Slant: With Raft and Bendix on the marquee this is a

rip-snorter for key city downtown situations.

Plot: The story of a good guy with twisted ethics who tries to

revenge the killing of one friend and dies helping another friend

—

this one a detective.

Comment: A hard-boiled production, this, with plenty of suspense

and lots of beatings, guns in evidence, and one shooting. Altogether
a smooth job in writing, acting and direction which will certainly ap-

peal to those who prefer the rough stuff. All the gangster trimmings
are here—the lurking henchmen, the big leader, the double-cross,

and the hero's retribution at the end. San Francisco is the locale, and
it provides an interesting background with its somewhat vertical

streets. These shots were made on location. Raft and Bendix make
a fine team as the "investment" man and his detective friend. Marilyn
Maxwell—a dark brunette in this—is a charming two-timer and Frank
Faylen is properly ominous as the operator of a new protection
racket. The film is right on the beam for downtown city situations

and will be played for years in the grinds.

—SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

"A safe bet"

An assortment of bookmakers with an allegiance to George Raft
as kingpin come to grips with unfriendly intruders trying their heavy
hands at the "protection" racket in a rather smoothly developed,
melodramatic affair that shapes up as a reasonably safe bet for most
locations.

Raft has an eye on Marilyn Maxwell, not knowing that she is mar-
ried to Frank Faylen, head of the "muscle men" bent on cutting in

on the bookie business. William Bendix has a prominent assignment

as the honest cop out to clear up matters in legal fashion. He has

been a friend or Raft's since for many years. So, too, was Henry
Morgan (not the H. M. of radio], first to be murdered by the racke-

teers. Raft sets for vengeance, is killed in the final blazing-gun

climax, by Faylen, and the latter is brought to book by Bendix.

Martin Rackin's screenplay is set in San Francisco and partly

employs the fashionable documentary technique. Two musical num-
bers in a nightclub setting are worked in nicely and are a definite

asset. These are "Love That Boy" and "I'm in a Jam with Baby," with

Gale Robbins and Cully Richards vocalizing. Dore Schary was in

charge of production, Nat Holt produced and Jack J. Gross was
executive producer, according to the credit list, which names Edwin

L Marin as director. —MOTION PICTURE DAILY

'Intrigue, action, suspense"
Good entertainment for general audience and a swell dish for

Raft and Bendix fans; Credibly enacted with plenty of intrigue, action

and suspense.

Here's one of a sworn avenger pitted against a musclin' crowd
responsible for a buddy's death, with the arm of the law claiming

encroachment.

Raft, wealthy race-track handicapper, is set upon retiring and
marrying Marilyn Maxwell, an assumedly wealthy widow of a war

hero. He has backed the Turf Club, a swanky night spot, where Gale
Robbins, his sister, and her fiance perform. New gang of high-class

racketeers try to muscle in with "protection" for the local bookies.

Raft is so advised by Bendix. Thinks lightly of it until a friend, Henry
Morgan, also a bookie, is found murdered. Personally wants to avenge
his buddy's death with pleadings from his sister and Bendix falling

upon his deaf ears. He is mauled over by a couple of toughies as a

warning to lay off. This only riles Raft and makes him more anxious

than ever to find the boss-man himself. He's forewarned by Bendix

that Miss Maxwell is a double crosser and wife of the mob leader,

Frank Faylen. Same is confirmed when Raft chances to overhear a

conversation between the accused pair. Showdown takes place when
Raft and Bendix are trapped in the former's apartment. During the

gun-battle, in trying to protect Bendix, Raft is fatally wounded. With
the gang subdued, he dies, content the gang will pay for his buddy's

death.

An effective production, adroitly directed. This is one of Raft's

best, with Bendix a convincing detective. —FILM DAILY

"An excellent cast"

"Race Street" has all of the qualities of previous George Raft

pictures in that it has the star as a tough guy with a golden heart, a

theme of the underworld and the protection racket in the book-

making business, a couple of murders and plenty of fisticuffs.

An excellent cast is on hand to breathe life into the proceedings.

William Bendix is his usual winning self as a detective friend of Raft,

Marilyn Maxwell is a pleasure to the eye, and several of the smaller

parts are well portrayed with Henry Morgan (not the comedian)

outstanding. Two musical production numbers are interlaced in the

story. Raft fans should not be disappointed.

Nat Holt was the producer, and Edwin L. Marin directed. Martin

Rackin wrote the screenplay.

Bendix questions Raft, San Francisco race track handicapper, on
whether he has heard anything about a protection racket in the

area. Raft denies any knowledge, but he finds out what is up when
his close friend, Morgan, is killed. Raft refuses Bendix's help and goes
out alone to fight the gangsters.

He fights again terrific odds, but always is backed up by Bendix.

Finally, it turns out that Raft's girl-friend, Marilyn Maxwell, actually

is the wife of the ringleader. The racketeers are rounded up, but Raft

is shot.

—MOTION PICTURE HERALD
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"Fast moving melodrama"

This melodrama, concerned with a train of events in the wake of

the theft of a diamond pendant, may start slowly, but it winds up in

fast moving vein. Audiences undoubtedly will have their interest

heightened by the fact that the Mexican locale is the real thing, and

that the cast includes able Mexican players.

Leads, of course, are Americans, being handled neatly by William

Lundigan, erstwhile Syracuse radio announcer; Jacqueline White and

Ricardo Cortez. Robert Wise's direction is good.

William Lundigan (Steve Hastings) is detailed to Mexico City to

solve the disappearance of Walter Reed (Glenn Ames), another in-

surance investigator, while trying to trace a stolen diamond pendant.

Enplaned with Lundigan is Jacqueline White (Victoria), a night-club

singer, and Ames' sister. Lundigan keeps his identity to her a secret.

Miss White seeks her brother at his home but finds it deserted.

Lundigan trails her and is slugged in the very house with the unseen

culprits escaping. Miss White gets a singing job in Ricardo Cortez's

(Joe Norcross) night club. Her success infuriates Jacqueline Daiya

(Dolores), the owner's girl-friend. Club's bartender questioned, Lundi-

gan learns Ames also attended bar there but had disappeared during

a shooting fray. Invited by Norcross to a party at his home, Lundigan
and Miss White hear of the informing bartender's death. Miss

White's jealousy is aroused when she discovers Lundigan and Miss

Dalya in a flirtatious incident. In making amends, Lundigan discloses

his real identity. While together, a Mexican boy brings her a package
pertaining to her brother. Tony Barrett (Carlos), Lundigan's taxi

driver, drives them to a ranch and they find Ames seriously wounded.
Jose Torvay (Swigart) and double-dealing Barrett arrive and demand
the pendant before Ames has a chance to tell Lundigan where it is

hidden. Boy's little sister innocently discloses the hiding place. Police

arrive just as Cortez is about to rub them out.

—FILM DAILY

"Interesting and amusing"
When a private detective is sent to Mexico to find stolen jewels

and locate missing agent, then becomes involved with the pretty

sister of the missing man, the usual melodrama can be expected.
Produced at the Churubusco Studios in Mexico City, RKO has made
"Mystery in Mexico" an interesting and amusing adventure.

William Lundigan heads the cast as the investigator assigned
to the case. En route he meets Jacqueline White, also going to Mexico
to search for her missing brother. Romance starts to bloom. After
several adventures and as many lovers' quarrels, they find the brother,
who has been in hiding, and then expose the gang who have been
attempting to re-steal the jewels.

Produced by Sid Rogell and directed by Robert Wise, the picture
offers, in addition to its story, several ventures into Mexican life, and
a photographic tour of Mexico City. In supporting roles are Ricardo
Cortez as a night club owner and gang leader, and Tony Barrett,
who befriends Lundigan only to spy on his activities. Lawrence Kimble
wrote the screenplay from a story by Muriel Roy Bolton.

—MOTION PICTURE HERALD

"Okay program material"

"Mystery in Mexico" is okay program material. It's a story of
stolen jewels, insurance detectives and mayhem filmed in Mexico
City, the background locale. The treatment is a bit too flip at times,
but good menace helps balance, and release intentions are fulfilled.

William Lundigan, insurance investigator, is sent to Mexico City
when an operator disappears there after having worked on a stolen
jewel case. Enroute via air he makes the acquaintance of Jacqueline
White, the operator's sister.

Devious Latin ways of the heavies make Lundigan's work tough
and he undergoes some solid punching before windup clears the
heroine's brother and brings the villains to justice. Story gets a scenic
lift from locale, and meller elements are made stronger as played
against some of the rawer sections of Mexico City.

Robert Wise's direction has given the piece a good pace and
develops sufficient thrills to maintain interest in the script. Sid Roger's

MYSTERY IN MEXICO"

—TRADE RAVIEWS

production, with Joseph Noriega as associate, is fitted to all market

demands. Jack Draper contributes good photography.

Lundigan and Miss White make a good team, and femme also

pipes a song chorus in Latin nitery. Ricardo Cortez is the suave

heavy with endless henchmen. Tony Barrett contributes good char-

acterization as a Mexican taxidriver on Cortez' payroll. Jacqueline

Dalya and Walter Reed are capable. Interesting performances come

from native performers, including young Jaime Jimenez, Antonio

Frausto, Dolores Camerillo and Eduardo Casado.

—VARIETY (Weekly)

'Top rate supporting material"

An international effort, it having been filmed at the Churubusco

studios in Mexico City, this compares favorably with any comparably

budgeted output of Hollywood. It is top-rate supporting material

and is blessed with enough established names so that its booking

can help the pulling power of any dual bill, especially in situations

where the top feature requires bolstering. The screenplay is briskly

written and its ably contrived whodunit elements are relieved by

spots of bright dialog. While the cast toppers were sent from the

film capital, the remainder of the cast was recruited from among

Mexican screen talent—and it's a tossup between the two groups

for acting honors. Another noteworthy asset is the authentic back-

ground which gives the picture the semblance of lush production

mountings. Plot concerns efforts of insurance detectives to recover

stolen jewels. Efficiently directed by Robert Wise.

—BOXOFFICE

"Makes for a better dualler"

The Sid Rogell production will prove more interesting than the

average second feature because of its Mexican background. The

film was shot at the Churubusco Studios, and the locale of Mexico

City and its environs is intriguing to watch. A point for attention is

the clever use of Mexican actors in the cast. In effect, Rogell and his

associate, Joseph Noriega, have camouflaged the deficiencies of the

screenplay with atmosphere and color. It makes for a better if not

an outstanding dualler.

The piece opens with a shooting in Mexico City and quickly

moves into the office of a Los Angeles detective agency. William

Lundigan, an investigator, is given the job of finding out whether

another agent is the victim of foul play or has scooted off with a

valuable necklace on which the firm holds a policy. The quickest way,

apparently, to gel at the truth is to woo Jacqueline White, the

missing detective's sister, who has booked herself on a flight to

Mexico City. South of the border, Lundigan finds mystery in abun-

dance, but even as he pursues his brash conquest of Miss White he

keeps his feet on the ground long enough to unseat a gang that has

been operating behind the facade of a respectable night club.

Jacqueline White is gay and breezy in the feminine lead, and
Ricardo Cortez is his suave self as the major domo of the bistro. Tony
Barrett almost steals the show as the Mexican chauffeur who turns

heavy. Jacqueline Dalya gets a lot out of the other woman role, and
Walter Read registers briefly as Miss White's brother. The Mexican
artist, Jose Torvay, Jaime Jimenez, Antonio Frausto, Dolores

Camerillo, and Thalia Draper, are all excellent.

Robert Wise has an even pace to his direction. Jack Draper does
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"MELODY TIME" TUNEFUL AT THE BOX-OFFICE

lA

RADIO

Shirley Temple and John Agar,

who are romantically teamed In

FORT APACHE, will co-star in

"Ctiristmas in July," drama pre-

sented over WOR-Mutual on the

"Family Theatre ' program, on

Thursday, July 29, 10:00 to 10:30

p.m.

Bastien Visitor

Booker Jean Bastien of Mon-

treal Is in New York this week on

vacation. Jean who Is a husky

and handsome guy sometimes

gets mail from the hlome Office

with the label of Miss. Jean is a

Dodger fan and was scrambling

for tickets to the Giant-Dodger

game Monday night, hie plays

some baseball himself. Bastien

has been in New York on several

occasions.

MELODY TIME following

its 60-day run at the Astor,

home of Samuel Goldwyn's

marathon attractions, is pil-

ing up fine summer grosses,

including many holdovers.

Second v/eeks at the Town,

Baltimore; Orpheum, Kan-

sas City; Minneapolis, St.

Paul, Indianapolis, Roches-

ter, Syracuse, Dayton, Pitts-

burgh. Top grosser in first

week at Keith's, Washing-

ton, for five months. At our

major theatre in Cincinnati

where we operate five first-

run houses, the Albee, MEL-

ODY TIME rolled up a fine

first stanza and moved over

to the Shubert. Double-

header at Bridgeport, with

Warner grosses the best

since BOBBY SOXER. Also

a splendid camera job, and the art direction of Gun+her Genso is

first rate. Paul Sawtell's musical score includes a dit+y that is charm-

ingly rendered by Jacqueline White. Samuel E. Bee+ley's editing is

good.
—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

"Okay product"
"Mystery in Mexico" is okay secondary product for the double

bills. The whodunit plot gains interest from on-the-scene filming in

Mexico City and there is sufficient pace to hold attention in general

situations.

Plot concerns itself with stolen jewels, insurance detectives and

mayhem in Mexico's capital city and manages to crowd a lot of

meller tricks into 65 minutes.

When an insurance operator, who has been working on a jewel

case, disappears in Mexico City, the firm sends William Lundigan

1 below the border to take up the trail. En route, he becomes ac-

quainted with Jacqueline White, the operator's sister, and they join

fortf&s in looking for the missing man, while carrying on a sideline

amatory affair. Finale brings principals together satisfactorily with

the jewels recovered, the villains done in and the missing man saved.

Lundigan and Miss White make an okay team as romantics and
thrill chasers. Femme also pipes a song chorus in a nitery scene.

Suave villainry is headed up by Ricardo Cortez. Tony Barrett con-

tributes a colorful performance as Mexican taxi driver who is on

Cortez's payroll. There are several interesting portrayals by native

players, including young Jaime Jimenez, Antonio Frausto, Dolores

.Camerillo and Eduardo Casado. Jacqueline Dalya, Walter Reed and

.others measure up.

Sid Rogell, with Joseph Noriega as associate, gave the melodra-
matics an okay production backing and whodunit factors are made

{grt
stronger as played against the Mexico City locale. Lawrence Kimble
scripted from a story by Muriel Roy Bolton. Jack Draper contributed
good photography.

*™
_ —VARIETY (Daily)

ici

{Continued from Page One)

played the Merritt to good

business. Southeastern Dis-

trict Manager Dave Prince

says fine opening and audi-

ence reaction at the Para-

mount, Atlanta. Excellent

Palace, Dallas, Metropoli-

tan, hHouston, Albee, Provi-

dence (in latter situation top

week in two months).

RETURN OF THE BAD
MEN has now broken in sev-

eral territories outside of

the Southwest area premiere

with a springboard of Okla-

homa City. Excellent in deep

south, at Orpheum, New
Orleans; in far west at San

Francisco, now In second

stanza at the Golden Gate;

tops in east, at Roger Sher-

man, New hiaven, and at

the 20th Century, Buffalo;

excellent in Mid-west, at the

Orpheum, Des Moines,

Waterloo and Dubugue and

the Brandeis, Omaha. Now
in second week at the River-

side, Milwaukee, excellent at

the Utah, Salt Lake City.

FORT APACHE—Rounds

out five great weeks at the

Capitol, New York. Second

weeks Charlotte, Aihambra,

Richmond, Quincy, Akron,

Toronto, Hartford. Excellent

Manchester, Niagara Falls,

New Britain, New London,

Newburgh, Stamford, Wat-

erbury, Allentown, Utica,

Poughkeepsie.

BEST YEARS OF OUR
LIVES—Continues as one of

the box-office wonders of

the show world. Sixth week

Denver, third week Birming-

ham, second weeks Okla-

homa City, Lincoln, Char-

lotte, Atlantic City. Two
theatres at Des Moines, with

moveover to a third. Excel-

lent Louisville, Meridian,

Savannah, Beaver Falls,

Lynn, Alexandria, Cam-
bridge, Fairmont, Altoona,

Erie.

I REMEMBER MAMA—
After two weeks at the Mel-

ba, Birmingham, moved to

the Capitol. Good at Tulsa,

Fi. Wayne, Charleston.

MIRACLE OF THE BELLS

—Second week Louisville,

excellent Ft. Wayne, Evans-

ville.

SALESMEN'S
STANDINGS
"This Is America" Sales

1947-48

W eek Ending July 15, 1948

POS. SALESMEN BRANCH

100% Salesmen

1. Goldfarb Denver

2. Kutinsky New York

3. Knox Washington

4- Swin Denver

5. Thorn Portland

6. Silverman New York

7. Conley Minneapolis

8. Penser New York

Over 90% but less than 100%

9. Engelman Portland

10- Canelli New Haven
I I- Kahn Washington

12. Richardson Cleveland

13. Hoese Salt Lake City

Over 80% but less than 90%
14. Goldsmith Cleveland

15. Decker Montreal

16. Powell Los Angeles

17. Smith Buffalo

18. Lefko Philadelphia

19. Bjorkman Minneapolis

20. Folliard Washington

21. Warren Salt Lake City

22. Rea Winnipeg

Over 70% but less than 80%
23. Belles Cleveland
24. Winters Minneapolis
25. KImmel Chicago
26. Griffin Salt Lake City
27. Black Indianapolis

28. Beck Philadelphia

29. Wild Cleveland
30. Labow Toronto
31. Youngerman Philadelphia

32. Frankel Pittsburgh
33. Appelman Denver
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Well, It's not so good to be

back after two long weeks of va-

cation, but I will try to keep you

up to date

on everything

that has been

happening.

It was good-

bye to Lee

Heldlngsfeld
who left for

Texas with his

wife, Bonnie.

Goodbyes will

be said to Sue
Scott when she leaves the office

for her two weeks to be spent

quietly at home In relaxation.

And that goes for Jack Ruth, too,

of the shipping department, who
is enjoying his time now.

We sang the old familiar re-

frain of happy birthday this

week to our cashier, Marie Klag,

who received quite a few little

presents and cards. Her co-work-
er, Alleen Steinhauer, baked her

a delicious angel food cake which
everyone seemed to get a finger

in.

Our Ethel Toike of the Inspec-

tion department is getting to be
quite the one. She now receives

free drinks from unknown char-

acters at the baseball park. And,
even though the Reds continue
to lose every time Ethel shows
up, nothing seems to be able to

keep her away from baseball.

By the way Shirley Martin car-

ries on you would think she was
only a midget. She doesn't seem
to be satisfied with her own of-

fice chair and cushion, but she
has to acquire a larger chair with

three cushions piled one on top
of the other, with Shirley dan-
gling on the very peak.

Bob Coleman has now joined

the Flash Gordon Club. He sent

away for a compass ring, and
wears it every day to make sure

he doesn't get lost.

-BEANIE THARP

General Electric

"Rebel" Tie-up

A new approach in the mer-

chandising of short subjects is

illustrated in the case of LETTER

lO A REBEL. A special screen-

ing was arranged for the Indus-

trial Relations Division of the

General Electric Company with

the result that LETTER TO A

REBEL Is being called to the at-

tention of I 5,000 supervisory em-

ployees In General Electric

plants throughout the country.

They are being asked to inquire

from local RKO Radio exchanges

about playdates so that they can

Inform an additional 182,000

G. E. employees to attend the

theatre where it is being shown.

In addition, they are asking thea-

tre managers to book the sub-

ject. G. E. workers are advised

about the playdates In the form

of an ad carried in the com-

pany's house organ.

Eighth Floor

There is a new look in office

machinery down here with Ann
Moore demonstrating her ability

to handle the latest in calculation

equipment like the man on the

flying trapeze—with the great-

est of ease. Ann claims the new
machine works like a wonder.

Apparently on a busman's holi-

day, Bernard Flore has taken time

off from his vacation pleasures

to stop by and say hello. Bernle

also revealed that he had been

a casualty during his weeks of

relaxation when his thumb was

caught between the blade of a

cutting knife necessitating medi-

cal care.

Oh, another casualty was
Louise Russell who also suffered

the common symptons of vaca-

tion trouble when she was bitten

by a bee near her chin. Louise

used band aids for several days
to cover the scar.

Here is a juicy morsel of news
revealed by Alice Jones. The
staff will be interested in learn-

ing that her brother Frank Snow,

a wounded veteran convalescing

at the Pawling General Hospital,

was entertained by Governor
Dewey at his farm in that com-
munity.

Kansas City "Jo" Sfaley saw
her first view of the great White

Flaming Torch

Screen Emblem
THE VELVET TOUCH, first of

the features by the new produc-
ing firm of Independent Artists,

will bear on its main title on the

screen the distinctive emblem
which will identify all of this

company's product—a flaming

torch and the slogan, "Liberatas

Artis" (freedom of the arts). This

slogan was chosen to symbolize
the organization's policy of giv-

ing full sway to the creative tal-

ents of Its members.

THE VELVET TOUCH will have
Rosalind Russell as its principal

star. She Is also co-owner of In-

dependent Artists with Dudley
Nichols and Frederick Brisson.

Way the other evening and real-

ly came away impressed. Of
course she had seen views of

Broadway in the movie newsreel

but seeing It as It really Is, was
a sight never to be forgotten.

"Jo," a dramatic soprano, one
day hopes to carve her name
on the marquees of the Street.

Back from vacation in Con-
necticut Is Sylvia Shecter and
from New Jersey Charlie Havens.
Apparently both had swell times

for they look well rested.

—HARRY KARP

"FORT APACHE" BALLY IN RICHMOND: As port of the promotional campcrign on FORT
APACHE in Richmond, Va., recently. Neighborhood Theatre Circuit's ad director, David Kom-
sky, had the city's downtown area covered lor several days by these "Indians" and the "cov-
ered wagon" (inset). Probably due to the extreme heat, the cover on the "covered wagon"
was lowered for the photo—or could it have been that the wagon's occupants wanted to

show up as distinctly as the "Indians"?
I

At any rate, the ballyhoo attracted plenty of attention and the picture played a big week's
engagement day-ond-date at the Byrd and State Theatres, then moved to the Capitol for a
second holdover week. —BILL PRAGER
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COMING EVENTS
RETURN OF THE BAD

MEN opens at Brandt's

Mayfair August 4th. RACE

STREET to follow, then

RACHEL AND THE STRAN-

GER and MOURNING BE-

COMES ELECTRA.

THE VELVET TOUCH
world premiere at the Riv-

oli Theatre, New York, Aug-

ust 13th or 20th.

Frank Buck's Original

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE

gets off to its New York

first run at the Republic

around August 21st.

Leo McCarey's GOOD
SAM world premiere at the

Radio City Music Hall

around Labor Day.

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE

—National territorial pre-

mieres now include Pitts-

burgh August 7th with 40

key towns lined up.

ZONAL MEETINGS come
to a close in San Francisco

this week. NED DEPINET
DRIVE winners will be an-

nounced in next week's

FLASH.

THREE LITTLE PIGS, Walt

Disney's great cartoon to

be re-released in mid-Sep-

temper. Set for Music Hall

date late in summer.

Campaigns rolling for

lOAN OF ARC, heralded by

Ned E. Depinet as "The mo-
tion pictiire event of the

century."

VACATION TIME IS

DISNEY TIME.

AT AMPA BIG MEETING AT THE ASTOR—(l)—Irene Rich and Judge Edward C. Maguire,
N. Y. City Commissioner of Commerce . . . (2)—Miss Rich steals the show with her brilliant

talk . . . (3)—One of the RKO tables. Left to right, clockwise: Joan Cassidy, Harry Mandel,
Arnold Rittenberg (exhibitor), Herman Winterich (N. Y. Mirror), Miss Rich, Rutgers Neilson, Doug-
las Travers and Jay Bonafield of RKO Pathe, Harold Hendee, Harry Gittleson and Carl Pep-

percorn.

BAMBERGER T.O.A. LOBBY DISPLAY HANGER. In connection with the Theatre Owners
of America drive during September, at the request of Attorney General Tom Clark to com-
bat juvenile delinquency, Leon J. Bamberger was requested to cooperate by designing a lob-

by display hanger that could be used by theatres throughout the United States. 30,000 of

these have been printed.

This design was originated by Leon and the art work done imder the supervision of

Stanley Sherwin of our art department. The size is 13'/2 x 21 V2; colors:—map is white, let-

tering red, background blue; heads in four colors.

In addition to the use of this design in the lobbies, it will also be used in the trailer and
on the cover of a song written by Melvin Gold of National Screen Service.

I^JtCATIONTm
WHAT THEY SAY—Local newspaper criticism imanimous in

praise of MELODY TIME.—R. J. FOLLIARD, Branch Manager,

Washington, D.C.



Joan's reckless courage inspires her followers to snatch

victory from almost certain defeat in a gripping scene

from the production hailed "mightiest entertainment ever

achieved by the screen".

Joan Arc
INGRID

DERGMAN
COLOR by TECHNICOLOR
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SALT LAKE CITY DRIVE WINNER
Bob Mochrie's presentation of the crizes for the NED DEPIMET DRIVE at the zonal meetings brought to a close

the annual family feud in which, this year, there were honors for all concerned. Sales par v/as probably the toughest

in the long history of the drives. There was a change for worse in the general box-office status. Old Man Winter set

up unexpected hazards and some out-of-bounds markers were up as not all the intended product was released

for the period. But the RKOers in their own sales Olympics well earned the crowns of wild olive, along with plenty of

cash prizes, promotions and other awards.

It seems to us that from year to year a new wave of winners sweeps forth from a territory which has been out

of the money for a while. And, so to speak, this year the turn of the Rocky Mountain territory, and Al Kolltz and his

cohorts carried the torch. The redoubtable Giff Davidson of Salt Lake City brought the Mormons home first for the

capital prize, which is to our sales Olympics what the marathon is to the Greek Olympics. Branch Manager Joe Emer-

son with the all-out aid of his entire staff brought Denver in for third place, giving the district 2 out of 4. {Cont. Pg. 2)

Committee in Cliarge of

RKO Studio Operations

SID ROGELL C. I. TEVLIN B. LOCKHART

With the approval of 'he Chairman of the Board of RKO Cor-

poration and the concurrence of Ned E. Depinet, and Howard
Hughes, N. Peter Rathvon, retiring president, has named Sid Rogell,

Bicknell Lockhart and C. J. Tevlin as the studio executive commit-

tee to administer studio operation, pending the forthcoming stock-

holders meeting.

Sid Rogell, personally known to many FLASH readers, is a vet-

teran RKO executive, joining the company in 1936 as studio mana-
ger. The same year he was promoted to the post of an executive

producer. A practical showman, with extensive experience in all

phases of production and an able administrator, he has been per-

(Continued on Page Seventeen)

Top Half of

Batting Order

Up on Broadway
RKO Radio's heavy end

of the batting order is mov-
ing up on the box-offices of

Broadway. First at bat in

the new contingent is RE-

TURN OF THE BAD MEN,
v/hich got off to a flying

start at Brandt's Mayfair on

Wednesday. Brandt's May-
fair is a big-league house

where the marathoners

"Gentlemen's Agreement"
and "Time of Your Life"

played. THE VELVET
TOUCH comes into the Riv-

oli any day now and follow-

ing "Date With Judy"
(Continued on Page Ten)

Delegation Returns
Waiter Branson ana Harry

Michalson returned from the

Coast Thursday with A. A. Schu-

bart due in Monday. Harry Git-

tleson returned last Tuesday. Mr.

Mochrie is in Hollywood. The
delegation went from San Fran-

cisco to Los Angeles following

the zonal meeting in the Golden
Gate City. There was "dog-days"
weather for most of the long

trip and the five scheduled meet-

ings conducted by our vice-presi-

dent and general sales manager.

N. E. D. to Coast
Ned E. Depinet planed from

New York Tuesday for confer-

ences with Studio officials at

the Coast.

Denver Salesmen
Lead Short Sales
Three salesman out of the

Denver branch where Joe Emer-

son is manager are outstanding

for their accomplishments in the

sale of 1948-49 short subjects.

Sam Appelman has closed 30 out

of 54 possibilities, Marvin Gold-

fcrb has closed 29 out of 46 pos-

sibilities and Merle Gwin has

even topped these marks. Gwin s

record is 63 out of his 66 possi-

bilities. Here indeed is super-

selling by a trio from a single ex-

change who are almost stride for

stride in closing deals.



SAN FRANCISCO—Thrilling and fitting climax was the fifth

and final regional convention meeting in San Francisco where
the Hrst and third prize winners of the 1947-48 NED DEPINET
DRIVE were announced. On the left below, we have THE
WINNER—Giff Davison, branch manager of the victorious Salt

Lake City branch, ,and on the right, winner of the third prize,

Joe Emerson, manager of the Denver branch, with Al Kolitz,

district manager of both these lucky Rocky Mountain branches
in the center. Group picture of the West Coast and Rocky

Mountain branches with the New York contingent photoed at

the St. Francis hotel. Seated from left to right ore: A. A. Schu-

bart, Harry Michalson, Robert Mochrie, Walter Branson, J. H.

Maclntrye and Harry Gittleson. Standing from left to right:

Branch managers Giff Davison (Salt Lake City), Joe Emerson
(Denver), Dick Lange (Portland), Joe Smith (San Francisco), Ed
Lamb (Seattle), Al Kolitz, district manager, O. H. Watson,
sales manager (San Francisco) and Harry Cohen (Los Angeles).

—JOE LONGO

Giff Davison's Coliorts Champs for

1948; WMmz City, Denver,

Cliarlotte in Big Four

[Conlinued from Page One)

The veteran Ralph WIl- the southwest give another

liams of Oklahonna City section top representation,

brought the Sooners on with with second place. Down in

a wild rush for one of the the solid south Dave Prince's

great finishes in modern southeastern district has
Drives and the stalwarts of been threatening for nnany

moons and another veteran

of the RKO sales wars, Rovy

Branon of Charlotte, made
good their many threats

with a driving finish for

fourth place.

Sherm Fitch's Sioux tribe

through these onslaughts

was forced out of the big

four, but the Drive winners

of last season had plenty of

solace, for the tribe took a

group first and several sec-

ondary prizes.

Celebrating his first year

as branch manager. Chief

Jack Bernstein of Toronto

brought in the Terriers as

champions of Canada. Mur-

ray Devaney, also a compar-

ative newcomer to the man-

agerial ranks, and his Mon-

trealers fought it out to the

last split-second of the Drive

clock.

Most of the branches were

able to get into the money

(Continued on Page Five)
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THREE GROUP CONTEST WMNNERS
Atlanta Dallas

fm ro Itp 1

1

im mtip I i I

Pittsburgh Minneapolis Sioux Falls Des Moines

H. M. LYONS S. SACHS D. SILVERMAN C. DRE3SELL S. FITCH M. ROSENBLATT

DISTRICT MANAGER WINNERS
Reeky Mountain Canadian Southeastern

iirst

A. KOLITZ L. DEVANEY D. PRINCE

REST SALESMAN IN EACH DISTRICT
Eastern Central

R. RICHARDSON

Northeastern

Prairie

E. DYSON

Southeastern

0^

W. CANELLI T. WATSON

Western

H. LEVINSON

Metropolitan

Southwestern Midwestern

M. ANDERSON

Eastern

Photo appears

in

Three Group

Contest

Winners

H. SILVERMAN ;. REA D. SILVERMAN
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Midwestern Western Eastern

Denver Dallas

S A.-

Washington

T. B. MCCORMICK E. TERHUNE

Toronto Lcs Angeles

W. PRAGER

Cincinnati

Minneapolis

R. HICKEY

Atlanta

D. CANTOR

Dss Moines

G. GAUDETTE

Chicago Philadelphia Vancouver

H. REINERS

Pittsburgh

E. HOLLAND a. WIEDER

San Francisco

G. DEGNON F. CALVIN

Drive Winners
(Continued from Page Two)

in at least one contest, al-

though a few were shut out.

But all the glory does not go

to the leaders. As they say

at the Olympics In London,

"The essential thing In life

is not conquering but fight-

ing well." All RKOers gave

their best and although all

didn't win they had a part

in spurring the victors on to

greater accomplishments.

As the folks In the field

know, Bob Mochrle was able

to be right out In their midst

to announce the winners and

present the prizes in his

Inimitable manner. As our

correspondents have said,

cur vice-president and gen-

eral sales manager at the

zonal meetings paid a glow-

ing tribute to the Drive par-

ticipants.

This number of FLASH!

carries photographs of the

major prize winners along

with the plaques. Also we

present complete Drive sum-

mary of contests which have

been finished to date and

thumbnail cuts of the out-

standing performers

FLASH on behalf of all

RKOers extends congratu-

lations to the winners. The

entire Drive under captains

Branson, Levy and Boasberg

v/as a typical RKO Radio

"battle of the boroughs"

and when the tocsin sounds

again everybody will come
Lip fighting.

ALBANY
7th PRIZE—DISNEY CARTOON BILLINGS $150.00

ATLANTA
1st PRIZE—GROUP I (ONE WEEK'S SALARY AND ONE-HALF
WEEK'S SALARY) . . . ONE WEEK'S SALARY to the Branch
Manager, Salesmen, Office Manager, Bookers and Assistant
Bookers, and ONE-HALF WEEK'S SALARY to all other em-
ployees of the branch.

BOSTON
lOth PRIZE—SHORT SUBJECT BILLINGS $250.00
THIS IS AMERICA SALES—$50.00 CLASS—

W. H. Gardiner 50.00

BUFFALO
7th PRIZE—FUN AND FANCY FREE SALES $150.00
3rd PRIZE—WALTER MITTY SALES 550.00
4th PRIZE—MAGIC TOWN SALES 400.00
4th PRIZE—SHORT SUBJECT BILLINGS 450.00
THIS IS AMERICA SALES-^75.00 CLASS—A. Febrey. .. 75.00

{Coniimied on Page Six)
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CHARLOTTE
4th PRIZE—(ONE WEEK'S SALARY and ONE-HALF WEEK'S

SALARY) . . . ONE WEEK'S SALARY to the Branch Manager,

Salesmen, Oflice Manager, Bookers and Assistant Bookers,

and ONE-HALF WEEK'S SALARY to all other employees of

the branch.

CHICAGO
THIS IS AMERICA SALES—$50.00 Class—D. Kimmel ....$50.00

CINCINNATI
— NONE —

CLEVELAND
THIS IS AMERICA SALES—$75. CLASS—A Goldsmith $75.

THIS IS AMERICA SALES—$75. CLASS—R. Richardson. .. 75.

THIS IS AMERICA SALES—$50. CLASS—F. Belles 50.

THIS IS AMERICA SALES^50. CLASS—R. WUd 50.

BEST SALESMAN (Eastern Central District)—

R. Richardson $50.00

DALLAS
2nd PRIZE—GROUP I (ONE-HALF WEEK'S SALARY AND
ONE-QUARTER WEEK'S SALARY) . . . ONE-HALF WEEK'S
SALARY to the Branch Manager, Salesmen, Office Manager,
Bookers and Assistant Bookers, and ONE-QUARTER WEEK'S
SALARY to all other employees of the branch.

DENVER
3rd PRIZE—(TWO WEEKS' SALARY AND ONE WEEK'S SAL-
ARY) . . . TWO WEEKS' SALARY to the Branch Manager,
Salesmen, Office Manager, Bookers and Assistant Bookers,

and ONE WEEK'S SALARY to all other employees of the branch.

5th PRIZE—FUN AND FANCY FREE SALES $350.00

3rd PRIZE—DISNEY CARTOON BILLINGS 275.00

5th PRIZE—WALTER MITTY SALES 300.00

6th PRIZE—MAGIC TOWN SALES 150.00

1st PRIZE—SHORT SUBJECT BILLINGS 750.00

THIS IS AMERICA SALES—$100.00 CLASS—
M. Goldfarb 100.00

THIS IS AMERICA SALES—$100.00 CLASS—
E. M. Gwin 100.00

THIS IS AMERICA SALES—$50.00 CLASS—
S. Appelman 50.00

DES MOINES
2nd PRIZE—GROUP III (ONE-HALF WEEK'S SALARY and
ONE-QUARTER WEEK'S SALARY) . . . ONE-HALF WEEK'S
SALARY lo the Branch Manager, Salesmen, Office Manager,
Beckers and Assistant Bookers, and ONE-QUARTER WEEK'S
SALARY to all other employees of the branch.
8th PRIZE—DISNEY CARTOON BILLINGS $125.00

8th PRIZE—SHORT SUBJECT BILLINGS 300.00

DETROIT
6th PRIZE—FUN AND FANCY FREE SALES $200.00

INDIANAPOLIS
THIS IS AMERICA SALES—$50.00 CLASS—

H. Black $50.00

KANSAS CITY
THIS IS AMERICA SALES—$100.00 CLASS—

W. A. BURKE $100.00
BEST SALESMAN—(Prairie District)—Earl Dyson 50.00

LOS ANGELES
4th PRIZE—DISNEY CARTOON BILLINGS $225.00

THIS IS AMERICA SALES—$75.00 CLASS—
J, Powell 75.00

BEST SALESMAN (Western District)—Harry Levinson .... 50.00

MEMPHIS
BEST SALESMAN—(Southwestern Dist.)—M. Basse $50.00

MILWAUKEE
5th PRIZE—SHORT SUBJECT BILLINGS $400.00

BEST SALESMAN (Midwestern Dist.)—M. Anderson 50.00

MINNEAPOLIS
2nd PRIZE—GROUP II (ONE-HALF WEEK'S SALARY and ONE-
QUARTER WEEK'S SALARY) . . . ONE-HALF WEEK'S SALARY
to the Branch Manager, Salesmen, Office Manager, Bookers

and Assistant Bookers, and ONE-QUARTER WEEK'S SALARY
to all other employees of the branch.

THIS IS AMERICA SALES—$100.00 CLASS—
Donald Conley $100.00

THIS IS AMERICA SALES—$50.00 CLASS—
William C. Winters 50.00

THIS IS AMERICA SALES—$50.00 CLASS—
Wendell Bjorkman 50.00

THIS IS AMERICA SALES—$50.00 CLASS—
Milton A. Lipsner 50.00

NEW HAVEN
4th PRIZE—FUN AND FANCY FREE SALES $400.00
6th PRIZE—WALTER MITTY SALES 150.00

3rd PRIZE—MAGIC TOWN SALES 550.00

7th PRIZE—SHORT SUBJECT BILLINGS 325.00

THIS IS AMERICA SALES—$75.00 CLASS—
William Canelli 75.00

BEST SALESMAN (Northeastern Dist.)—W. Canelli 50.00

NEW ORLEANS
BEST SALESMAN—(Southeastern Dist.)—T. S. Watson ....$50.00

NEW YORK
2nd PRIZE—SHORT SUBJECT BILLINGS $625.00
THIS IS AMERICA SALES—$100.00 CLASS—

L. Kutinsky 100.00

THIS IS AMERICA SALES—$100.00 CLASS—
H. Silverman 100.00

THIS IS AMERICA SALES—$100.00 CLASS—
C. Penser 100.00

BEST SALESMAN (Metropolitan Dist.)—H. Silverman .... 50.00

OKLAHOMA CITY
2nd PRIZE—(THREE WEEK'S SALARY and ONE AND ONE-
HALF WEEK'S SALARY) . . . THREE WEEK'S SALARY to the

Branch Manager, Salesmen, Office Manager, Bookers and
Assistant Bookers, and ONE AND ONE-HALF WEEK'S SALARY
to all other employees of the branch.
1st PRIZE—FUN AND FANCY FREE SALES $1,000.00

2nd PRIZE—WALTER MITTY SALES 750.00

2nd PRIZE—MAGIC TOWN SALES 750.00

THIS IS AMERICA SALES—$50.00 CLASS—
Chester A. Blakeley 50.00

OMAHA
— NONE —

{Continued on Next Page)
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PHILADELPHIA
THIS IS AMERICA SALES—575.00 CLASS—

Samuel Lefko S75.00

THIS IS AMERICA SALES—S50.00 CLASS—
Patrick Beck 50.00

THIS IS AMERICA SALES—S50.00 CLASS—
Emanuel Youngermcm 50.00

PITTSBURGH
1st PRIZE—GROUP II (ONE WEEK'S SALARY and ONE-HALF
WEEK'S SALARY) . . .ONE WEEK'S SALARY to the Branch
Manager, Salesmen, Office Manager, Bookers and Assistant

Bookers, and ONE-HALF WEEK'S SALARY to all other em-
ployees of the branch.

5th PRIZE—DISNEY CARTOON BILLINGS $200.00

THIS IS AMERICA SALES—S50.00 CLASS—
D. C. Silverman 50.00

THIS IS AMERICA SALES—S50.00 CLASS—
Irving Frankel 50.00

BEST SALESMAN (Eastern District) D. C. Silverman 50.00

PORTLAND
1st PRIZE—DISNEY CARTOON BILLINGS $425.00

6th Prize—SHORT SUBJECT BILLINGS 350.00

THIS IS AMERICA SALES—SIOO.OO CLASS—
G. Engelman 100.00

THIS IS AMERICA SALES—SIOO.OO CLASS—
Peter Thorn 100.00

ST. LOUIS
— NONE —

SALT LAKE CITY
Isl PRIZE—(FOUR WEEK'S SALARY and TWO WEEK'S SAL-

ARY) . . . FOUR WEEK'S SALARY to the Branch Manager,
Salesmen, Office Manager, Bookers and Assistant Bookers,

and TWO WEEK'S SALARY to all other employees of the

branch.
3rd PRIZE—FUN AND FANCY FREE SALES S550.00

2nd PRIZE—DISNEY CARTOON BILLINGS 350.00

4th PRIZE—WALTER MITTY SALES 400.00

5th PRIZE—MAGIC TOWN SALES 300.00

9th PRIZE—SHORT SUBJECT BILLINGS 275.00

THIS IS AMERICA SALES—S75.00 CLASS—
R. H. Hcese 75.00

THIS IS AMERICA SALES-^50.00 CLASS—
I. D. Griffin 50.00

SAN FRANCISCO
6th PRIZE—DISNEY CARTOON BILLINGS $175.00

3rd PRIZE—SHORT SUBJECT BILLINGS 500.00

SEATTLE
— NONE —

SIOUX FALLS
1st PRIZE—GROUP III (ONE WEEK'S SALARY and ONE-HALF

T WEEK'S SALARY) . . . ONE WEEK'S SALARY to the Branch

Manager, Salesmen, Office Manager, Bookers and Assistant

R Bookers, and ONE-HALF WEEK'S SALARY to all other employ-

[C ees of the branch.

OC 2nd PRIZE—FUN AND FANCY FREE SALES $ 750.00

1st PRIZE—WALTER MITTY SALES 1,000.00

a 1st PRIZE—MAGIC TOWN SALES 1,000.00

WASHINGTON
THIS IS AMERICA SALES—SIOO.OO CLASS—

Olmsted Knox $100.00

THIS IS AMERICA SALES—S75.00 CLASS—
Horry E. Kahn 75.00

THIS IS AMERICA SALES—S75.00 CLASS—
Al Folliard 75.00

CANADA
CALGARY
— NONE —

MONTREAL
2nd PRIZE—NED DEPINET DRIVE ONE WEEK'S SALARY
1st PRIZE—FUN AND FANCY FREE SALES S300.00

2nd PRIZE—MAGIC TOWN SALES 175.00

THIS IS AMERICA SALES—S75.00 CLASS—
A. E. Elliott 75.00

THIS IS AMERICA SALE3—S75.00 CLASS—
S. H. Decker 75.00

sr. JOHN
1st PRIZE—WALTER MITTY SALES S275.00

THIS IS AMERICA SALES—3100.00 CLASS—
R. Middleton 100.00

TORONTO
1st PRIZE—NED DEPINET DRIVE TWO WEEK'S SALARY
2nd PRIZE—FUN AND FANCY FREE SALES 5200.00

1st PRIZE—DISNEY CARTOON BILLINGS 100.00

2nd PRIZE—WALTER MITTY SALES 175.00

1st PRIZE—MAGIC TOWN SALES 275.00

VANCOUVER
2nd PRIZE—DISNEY CARTOON BILLINGS S75.00

1st PRIZE—SHORT SUBJECT BILLINGS 225.00

WINNIPEG
2nd PRIZE—SHORT SUBJECT BILLINGS $150.00

THIS IS AMERICA SALES—$75.00 CLASS—
James P. Rea 75.00

THIS IS AMERICA—S50.00 CLASS—
Jack Labow 50.00

BEST SALESMAN (Canada)—James P. Rea 50.00

FIELD EXPLOITATION
T. B. MC CORMICK—DENVER—

1st PRIZE NED DEPINET DRIVE FOUR WEEK'S SALARY
ED TERHUNE—DALLAS
2nd PRIZE NED DEPINET DRIVE ...THREE WEEK'S SALARY
2nd PRIZE—FUN AND FANCY FREE $250.00

WILLIAM PRAGER—WASHINGTON—
4th PRIZE NED DEPINET DRIVE ONE WEEK'S SALARY

GENE GAUDETTE—MINNEAPOLIS—
1st PRIZE—GROUP III, NED DEPINET DRIVE

ONE WEEK'S SALARY
3rd PRIZE—FUN AND FANCY FREE $200.00
CHARLES KINNEY—ATLANTA—
1st PRIZE—GROUP I, NED DEPINET DRIVE

ONE WEEK'S SALARY
ED HOLLAND—DES MOINES—
2nd PRIZE—GROUP III, NED DEPINET DRIVE

ONE-HALF WEEK'S SALARY
ALAN WIEDER—PITTSBURGH—

1st PRIZE—GROUP II, NED DEPINET DRIVE
ONE WEEK'S SALARY

3rd PRIZE—WALTER MITTY $150.00

{Continued on Page Fifteen)
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FLASH NEWS OF "JOAN OF ARC"
To keep yoH posted on progress on one of the

most important pictures of alt time, FLASH will

bring you items here each week touching all sorts

of phases of this amazing production.

"La Bergman Shoots the

Works !

"

That's tlie title of one of the

most striking color picture fea-

tures ever printed by the New
York Sunday Mirror — the film

covered, of course, being JOAN
OF ARC. The Mirror spread in-

cludes a color cover of Ingrid in

armor on horseback, riding with

one of her generals. Ward Bond.

The inside double-truck page

shows four high-spot scenes from

the film — all reproduced in

striking color. One shows Joan

overcome with horror at the

scene of battle: another is the

magnificent coronation scene; in

a third she is on trial for her life

and the final shot has her chained

to the stake.

The accompanying text for the

article details the long Bergman

interest in the life of the Maid

f)l Orleans, follows her triumphs

in the stage play about Joan and

discusses her difficulties in ar-

ranging a movie version. The

Mirror speaks of JOAN OF ARC
as have so many others—as "In-

grid Bergman's greatest role."

While Miss Bergman contin-

ues to reap plaudits in the press,

the actor foremost in her sup-

port is also making news. Al-

though he will be an unknown

quantity to film audiences until

the release of JOAN OF ARC.

Jose Ferrer is an actor whose

every move makes copy for the

theatre columns. Currently the

reviewers are excited about his

production of "The Importance

of Being Earnest" in Olney,

Maryland. With the stylized

Wilde comedy, he uncovers still

another facet of his amazing ver-

satility. The critics acclaim it as

one of the top jjroductions to have

reached the sununer stage.

Frances Reid, lovely actress-wife

of Philip Bourneuf (he has an

important role in JOAN OF
ARC ) appears opposite Ferrer

and Phyllis Hill I she's also in

JOAN and is Mrs. Ferrer in pri-

vate life ) garnered nice notices,

tt)o. Movie fans are in for a rare

treat when they see the superla-

tive talents of Mr. Ferrer given

full range in his movie debut

vuth Miss Bergman.

Irene Rich item of the week

—

and if you want to accuse this de-

partment of having a soft spot

for Miss Rich, you couldn't be

more correct. The lovely Miss

R. was a well-photographed and

publicized guest at the World's

Fair of Music last week at the

Grand Central Palace. She spent

n)ost of her time at the French
stand where she discussed JOAN
OF ARC, in which she has an
important role, or need we re-

mind you. Her host was Robert

Franc, representattive of Cine-

monde, France's foremost film

publication. Miss Rich was in-

terested to note that Cinemonde
is already covering the JOAN OF
ARC production. (See Cut)

—JOHN SPRINGER

"Velvet Touch"

Scheduled For

World Capitals

By HARRY BLAIR

American producers, while aim-

ing their product for the domes-

tic market, should not overlook

chances for distribution abroad

states Frederick Brisson of Inde-

pendent Artists, upon his return

from a two months visit to

Europe.

Brisson's trip was so success-

ful that THE VELVET TOUCH,
first Independent Artists produc-

tion, starring Rosalind Russell,

will be shown in most of the world

capitals within six months of its

New York opening, an amazing

achievement considering the

large backlog of U. S. product

abroad.

"Despite having an RKO dis-

tribution which I consider the

best in the world, I felt it

important to personally work on

the European situation with the

result that I have returned with

some exceptionally good deals,"

said Mr. Brisson. "It is not a bad
situation to have some frozen

funds since it may be necessary

to make some pictures on loca-

tion in foreign countries," he ad-

ded.

THE VELVET TOUCH will be
dubbed in France where Mr.

Brisson says the dubbing has

achieved a high standard of

quality. In Belgium, where It is

posible to get all money out of

FRED BRISSON

the country, the picture has been
booked to open at the Roosevelt

and Churchill theatres In Brus-

sels in November, tops in thai

country.

Mr. Brisson also made some
good deals In Scandanavia but

reports that the situation In Italy

and Spain Is still quite difficult.

Everywhere, he said, Hollywood
I', a magic word and the Ameri-
can film stars are acclaimed. He
has taken an option on the ser-

vices of a young continental ac-

tor, Phlllipe Gerard, to play the

romantic lead in Independent

Artists next picture, a Dudley

Nichols production, which he de-

scribed as a "Comedy love

story." Also on schedule Is

"Madly in Love," based on an

idea by Rosalind Russell; "New
Model," a story of the automo-
bile Industry by Harry Kurnltz

and Collier Young; "Lucky Pen-

ny," screenplay by Allen RIvkIn

and Laura Kerr, and a film bio-

graphy of Carl Brisson, noted

operatic and stage star.

While in England, Mr. Brisson

completed arrangements for the

filming of the life of the late

Barney Barnato to be called

KING OF DIAMONDS and

which will show the spectacular

career of the man who rose from
dire poverty to control of vast

South African diamond and gold

mines.

Mr. Brisson also appointed

David Griffith as London repre-

sentative for Independent Artists

and Raoul Levy in Paris.

He hopes to remain in New
York with his wife, Rosalind Rus-

sell, for the Broadway premiere

of THE VELVET TOUCH at the

RIvoli.

UtCATIONTm
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Comedy Upsurge

Makes "Variety

Time" A "l^ust"

No longer do we hear the old

gag about who killed vaudeville,

for vaudeville and the variety

shows are coming back. The pub-

lic is hungry again for the cust-

ard pie—well, almost, for it is

demanding screen laughs and a

little slapstick goes a long way

to make the folks happy.

The comedy trend is revealed

in the current success of laugh

shows, in the zest of exhibitors

to hook up Disney cartoons and

other comedy shorts for a sec-

ond feature, or even to headline

them. The trend is shown in the

comment of the critics and in

the headlines of the trade press.

People want laughs" was the

headline in the Hollywood Re-

porter the other day, with the

article given over to interviews

with small-town showmen who

were hollering for light shows.

'Studios in full cry for comedies,'

another paper headlined. Comic

carnivals, laugh and action shows,

Disney festivals, laugh weeks and

laugh jamborees are being head-

lined In the trade publications.

In George Bilsons VARIETY
TIME we have an all-laugh, all-

music revue that gives the pub-
lic just what it is looking for. It

is a timely, hour-long offering

that catches laughter on the

upsurge.

Previewed recently at the

Golden Gate Theatre In Whlt-
tier, Calif., the new picture drew
enthusiastic responses from the

customers. Here are a few
samples of the comments:

"Had a good time and a lot

of fun. Why not more along the

same lines?" "Very unusual, clev-

er and entertaining." "Makes an

interesting diversion; would like

to see more of same." "Some-
thing different for a change."
"Wonderful. Would like to see

more like it." "Excellent idea;

very funny." "Should please ev-

eryone. Has lots of laughs and
moves fast." "Let's have more
like this." "Refreshing and enter-

taining. How about more gay
relaxation of the same kind?"

Looks like VARIETY TIME is

just what the doctor ordered.

^tcCormick A^nnounc^s "Joan** x\d

Catnpaiywt A.s lMtdustry*s Greatest

Ingrid Bergman in the character of Joan in JOAN OF
ARC, is months ahead of release date, probably the most

publicized personality pictorially in the history of the In-

dustry. Were the picture to open today millions would be

drawn to the box-office solely through the armored Ingrid

as seen In dramatic gestures that do with her portrayal.

These will be Increased a thousand and a million fold in

advertising alone, for S. Barret McCormick has announced

that the national campaign will be the biggest effort ever

made to presell a motion picture to the world.

There will in fact be two campaigns, the preselling

schedule, just starting, and the general release campaign

to follow. The former consists of a series of three full page

ads in striking multi-color In all leading publications and

two styles of half-page ads In the comic sections In all the

top newspapers in the country.

You saw the first of the preselling ads on the back cover

of FLASH several weeks ago. This four-color ad will appear

in Look for August 17th, on sale August 3rd; Life issue

August 16th, on sale August 13th; Time, issue August

30th, on sale August 26th; Liberty, September, on sale

August 18th; Cosmopolitan, September Issue, on sale

September 1st; Movie Story, September Issue, on sale

August Nth; Motion Picture, issue September, on sale

August I Ith; Movie Life, October issue, on sale September

7th; Movie Star Parade, October Issue, on sale Septem-

ber 7th; Movleland, October issue, on sale September

1 0th, and Screen Guide, October issue, on sale Septem-

ber 1 0th.

The newspaper supplement campaign gets under way

October 3 I and continues through November.

The grand total circulation now totals over 90-mIllion

copies Involving a record-breaking expenditure for the

motion picture industry.

These ads singly are but little drops of ink, but they

will swell and swell with the passing days and weeks Into

a river fed by Ink In varied colors. Watch for them. Start

to hoard them now. Pile them up for the most impressive

sales kit ever assembled by the hand of a film man.

S. Barret McCormack said It In his bulletin to you with

the full release schedule:

THE NATIONAL ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN FOR

"JOAN OF ARC" WILL BE, WITHOUT QUESTION,

THE BIGGEST EFFORT EVER MADE TO PRESELL A
MOTION PICTURE TO THE WORLD.

As we have urged before, subscribe for the top maga-
zines. If you buy only the copies with our ads you may miss

copies with our publicity. They go hand in hand.

COMING EVENTS
RETURN OF THE BAD

MEN opens at Brandt's

Maylcrir August 4th. RACE
STREET to follow, then

RACHEL AND THE STRAN-

GER and MOURNING BE-

COMES ELECTRA.

THE VELVET TOUCH

world premiere at the Riv-

oli Theatre, New York, Aug-

ust 13th or 20th. Set for

many key situations over

Labor Day.

Frank Buck's Original

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE

gets off to its New York

first run at the Republic

aroimd August 21st.

Leo McCarey's GOOD
SAM world premiere at the

Radio City Music Hall

around Labor Day. Also will

ploy in many key spots over

Labor Day.

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE

—National territorial pre-

mieres now include Pitts-

burgh August 7th with 40

key towns lined up.

THREE LITTLE PIGS, Walt

Disney's great cartoon to

play the Radio City Music

HaU with GOOD SAM
either September 3rd or

10th.

Campaigns rolling for

JOAN OF ARC, heralded by

Ned E. Depinet as "The mo-
tion picture event of the

centiiry."

VACATION
DISNEY TIME.

TIME IS
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TOP HALF
(Continued from Page One)

which opened Thursday at

the Radio City Music Hail

comes GOOD SAM along

with THREE LITTLE PIGS.

Frank Buck's Original BRING

'EM BACK ALIVE is mov-

ing from the bench up to

the box-office and will open

at the Republic on August

2 ! st. And we're moving in-

to the New York front fur-

ther, for Samuel Goldwyn's

BEST YEARS OF OUR
LIVES has opened its RKO
metropolitan circuit run over

35 houses where it previous-

ly played at advanced ad-

missions. It now comes back

as a top A release at regu-

lar prices. FORT APACHE
will follow over the RKO
metropolitan circuit.

Elsewhere Walt Disney's

MELODY TIME Is proving

one of the industry's pace-

setters. Second weeks at the

Hillstreet and Pantages, Los

Angeles, Orpheum, Kansas

City, Palace, Chicago,
Keith, Boston. At Columbus,

Palace to Grand. At Day-

ton, Keith to State. At Min-

neapolis, Orpheum to Pan.

At New Orleans, Orph-

eum to Liberty. At Toledo,

Rivoli to Pantheon. Two
weeks at Warner, Pittsburgh,

at the Golden Gate, San

Francisco, and Keith's,

Washington. At Cincinnati

moved from the Albee

to Shubert to the Lyric. Two
weeks at the Melba, Bir-

mingham, and the Utah, Salt

Lake City. At Portland, Or-

egon, day-dater at Orpheum
and Oriental moved to the

Music Box. Eight days at the

Center, Oklahoma City,

moved to the State. First

v/eek at the Paramount, At-

lanta, best in last eight

months, says Southeastern

District Manager Dave

Prince. Double at Bridge-

port, Warner and Merritt,

topping MAMA by a wide

margin. Eastern Central Dis-

trict Manager Morris Lefko

says fine at the Indiana, In-

dianapolis, and Albee, Cin-

cinnati, and "I am sure we
have a tremendous box-of-

fice picture in MELODY
TIME." Excellent Jamestown,

Colorado Springs, Milwau-

kee (Riverside), Omaha
(Brandeis) and at the Palace,

Stamford.

RETURN OF THE BAD
MEN—Second weeks Oak-

land, Detroit and Minneap-

olis. Topped opening of

FORT APACHE at the Ma-

jestic, Dallas, says Branch

Manager Sol Sachs. Excel-

lent Cedar Rapids, Kings-

port, Tenn.

FORT APACHE— Still in

a class by itself. Branch Man-

ager Ross Cropper of Bos-

ton says first two days at

Springfield, Mass., the Para-

mount, best in many years

despite heat wave. Two big

weeks at the Warner Strand,

Hartford. Tops at Reading,

Youngstown, Worcester,

Pittsfield, Burlington, Fitch-

burg, Newburgh. Our best

grosser in past two years at

the State, Jersey City, two

weeks. Second week Louis-

ville.

BERLIN EXPRESS— Sec-

ond weeks Philadelphia and

Birmingham.

FIGHTING FATHER
DUNNE—Day-dater at Tor-

onto, excellent at Fall River.

BEST YEARS OF OUR
LIVES— Second weeks at

Byrd and State, Richmond.

Two weeks Atlanta, Atlantic

ROSALIND RUSSELL will ap-

pear on

—

Program: STOP THE MUSIC

Network: ABC

Time: Sunday, Aug. 8—8 to 9

P.M., EDT

Credit: THE VELVET TOUCH
Estimated Listening Audience:

II. 800,000

Please tune in!

City. Held over Laurel, Miss.

Three weeks Birmingham. Ex-

cellent Montgomery, Colum-

bia S. C, Kansas City,

Wheeling, Sharon, Knoxville.

I REMEMBER MAMA—
Two weeks Wichita.

TARZAN AND THE

MERMAIDS—Second weeks

Seattle, Montreal.

MYSTERY IN MEXICO—
Now generally playing

around the country and ex-

cellent audience reaction is

reported. Trade reviews car-

ried in last week's FLASH
rated this high as a program

picture.

New Errol Series

Leon Errol will report to the

RKO Radio Studio on Monday,

August 9, to begin work on the

first of the six two-reel Errol

comedies scheduled by this stu-

dio for 1948-49. It Is titled

CUTIE AND THE BEAST.

Cenn in London
Leo Genn, co-starred oppo-

site Rosalind Russell in Independ-

ent Artists' THE VELVET
TOUCH, is currently in England

to discuss a possible London

stage appearance this Fall.

BUCK AIDS
Frank Buck will aid the Fresh

Air Fund by attending some of

the Fresh Air camps for under-

privileged children in August.

Decision to do his bit in

spreading good cheer in the

summer camps followed his ap-

pearance at the opening of the

Fresh Air Fund train exhibit at

the Pennsylvania Station, New
York. There, by the information

booth, a model railroad built by

the Lionel Corporation chugs

slowly around a fifty-foot land-

scape, and visitors drop bills and

coins into the cars, to be de-

voted to the Fresh Air Fund.

Buck plans to show the kiddies

at the Fresh Air Camps some of

his films.

I am glad to know that one of

the chief attractions of camping

for Fresh Air kids is the possi-

bility of seeing animals not be-

hind bars."

27fh Floor

Excuse me for bragging, but

I must say that when it comes

to a production record, the for-

eign department is way out there

in front. You see our gracious

receptionist, Mary Ackerman, is

a grandmother for the third time

with the arrival of a baby girl;

Mattie Gould's sister submitted

two boys for approval, and the

former Clara Gimbel has a little

boy, too. All the luck in the world

to the parents and new babies.

Friends of George Tickle will

be sorry to learn that he is still

in the hospital, but the leg in-

jury is healing very gradually.

Sheldon Becker looked mighty

cute in that soldier boy uniform.

(I hope he removed those offi-

cer's pins before anything could

happen.) Sheldon is now a mem-

ber of an artillery regiment of

ihe national guard and for the

next few weeks will be "broken

in."

Ned Seckler just arrived here

from Brazil and we are all indeed

happy to see him again and

hope he will enjoy his short visit.

—DOROTHY HAMBURGER
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4 STUDIO SHOWS

ARE ACCLAIMED! seasons comedy

"Sam" Is Hailed

By Field as Top

By Perry Lieber

HOLLYWOOD, August 6:—This has been a banner

week for Your Company, with three trade showings win-

ning high acclaim from the reviewers and with the sneak

previev/ of a fourth picture scoring solidly with the cash

customers.

On Monday Leo McCarey's GOOD SAM was

trade-shown at the Academy Award Theatre, and last

night Richard Berger's RACHEL AND THE STRANGER
and George Bilson's VARIETY TIME were unveiled at the

same house, while at Whittier's Golden Gate Theatre Sid

Rogell previewed his recently completed BODYGUARD.
GOOD SAM, with Gary

Cooper and Ann Sheridan

co-starring, was unanimously

hailed as a high spot in the

year's fun and entertainment

field by all the trade-paper

critics and syndicate writers.

"A film with all the charac-

teristics of a big popular

success," "A class comedy
that will attract important

box-office," "A zestful, hap-

py affair, it will capture pub-

lic fancy in all situations,"

are typical quotes from the

reviewers, who also lavished

praise on the teaming of the

two stars and on McCarey's
handling of the gay story

and the sparkling lines.

RACHEL AND THE
STRANGER likewise elicited

warm approval from the

critical fraternity, who went
to town on the realism and

effectiveness of the roman-

tic comedy-drama and its

setting on the Ohio fron-

tier in the early 1800's. The

performances of the stellar

trio of Loretta Young, Wil-

lia Holden and Robert Mit-

chum in their pioneer roles

and Norman Foster's direc-

tion, also came in for heavy
kudos, and the general con-

census was that RKO has

another big money-maker
here.

The novelty and hilarious

comedy of VARIETY TIME
made a bio hit with the ar-

biters, who predicted that

its varied assortment of

musical, dancing and come-
dy numbers and the clever

v/ork of Jack Paar as its mas-

ter of ceremonies would win

plenty of favor from the-

atre-goers all over the coun

try.

Bringing Lawrence Tier-

ney and Pricilla Lane back to

the screen, BODYGUARD
proved itself an exciting of-

fering and delighted the

Golden Gate patrons. Tier-

ney turns in a forceful per-

formance as the discredited

ex-cop who is framed for a

murder and who strives to

trap the real killer, while

Miss Lane gives a fine por-

trayal as his loyal fiancee.

It's a pleasure to see the

husky actor in this kind of a

role, on the right side of the

law.

Richard O. Fleischer's di-

rection and the work of

Philip Reed, June Clayworth

and Elizabeth Risdon in the

featured cast add to the

entertainment qualities of

the film, and the comment
cards welcomed the return

of the two stars and hailed

the show in such words as:

"An excellent picture of sus-

pense and intrigue, with a

lacing of humor."

Well up +o the high stand-

ard Rogell has set in turn-

Every district and branch chief

has wired in hailing GOOD SAM
as a sure-fire hit. These wires as

they came to the htome Office

were forwarded to Robert Moch-

rle at the Coast and are not

available at present for reproduc-

tion In FLAShl. From the activity

letters, however, there Is addi-

tional comment and herewith are

excerpts from these laudatory

paragraphs:

The preview cards on GOOD
SAM and the audience s reaction

v.'ere outstanding. Their com-

ments on the preview cards were

as fine as I have ever seen and

these will be used in the news-

paper ads. I was also advised

by all of the other branches in

the district that the reaction to

the sneak preview was excellent

and that there were many laughs

that many times drowned out the

dialogue. I am sure that here Is

a fool-proof box-office picture

geared for outstanding grosses.

—MORRIS E. LEFKO, Dist. Mgr.

It was indeed a pleasure to

be the recipient of the laudatory

comments after the sneak pre-

view. Many exhibitors openly ex-

pressed themselves that this was

one of the finest comedy pro-

duction they had seen for some

time, and that they are looking

forward to having this picture

put them "back In business"

again.

—D. C. SILVERMAN, Pittsburgh

I have attended a great number

of trade screenings In my time,

but honestly I have never attend-

ed one that was so satisfactory in

every respect. Maybe everybody

was just In the mood to see a

good comedy, i don't know about

that, but I do know that those In

ing out our lower-budgeted

product in recent years,

BODYGUARD is a real

thriller, and one that will

click heavily with the action

fans everywhere.

the capacity crowd thoroughly

enjoyed themselves. Should be
a sensational grosser for us.

—R. F. BRANON, Charlotte

Never was an audience more
enthusiastic over a picture. No-
thing but praise for this one.

—H. M. LYONS, Atlanta

It was a great thrill to see the

audience reaction to GOOD
SAM. It is a socko feature com-
edy.

—S. C. JACQUES, Cincinnati

People leaving the showing

were in an hilarious mood. They
had enjoyed the picture to the

utmost. Few pictures can cause

this feeling In an audience. The
word - of - mouth publicity for

GOOD SAM should be of im-

mense value.

—A. A. RENFRO, Omaha

Entertainment from start to

finish and unquestionably one of

the big pictures of recent seasons.

—J. W. LEWIS, Kansas City

Highly praised with applause

and comments from the entire

audience. Many patrons were un-

able to get into the theatre which

seats but one thousand

— R. V. REAGIN, Memphis

Have received many phone
calls from various people who
v/ere invited expressing their

thanks for having been included

In our invitation list. They all ex-

pressed their belief that this pic-

ture is really what the doctor or-

dered for the box-office.

—J. B. BRECHEEN, Washington

Preview terrific. Am truly

proud to be part of the organi-

zation to help distribute this

great motion picture.

—SIFF DAVISON. Salt Lake C.

Audience reaction and exhib-

itor's comments excellent. From
the laughter, this would seem to

be the kind of picture the public

wants and is seeking, and I am
sure with the word of mouth
praise GOOD SAM will get, it

v/lll finish among the top pictures

of the year.

—CHARLES ZASRANS, Phila.

The title itself brought a spon-

taneous outburst of applause and
the audience action was superb.

The RKO sales representatives

unanimously feel that in GOOD
SAM we have one of those na-

turals which we can sink our teeth

into and sell in the best RKO
tradition, then It will be received

by the public and by public ac-

claim become one of the box-

cfflce leaders of the year.

—JOE SMITH, San Francisco
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Terry \ ovations at Mtonte ^AntOMty

Liittte Ftock^ Fintls \n Soiace^

Duchs Hourty tor \earest Bar
\^ ell Jackie, this summer I

took me a vacation, or leastawise

thats what they call it. I m pretty

run down after a flock of premi-

eres and I'm sort of talking to

myself on occasions, which doc-

tors say aint no good for you.

I'm also doing a Leon Errol walk

once in a w hile and seeing things

double so I says to myself says I,

"Look chum, maybe you'd better

try out that back porch at Flush-

ing for a spell, lay flat on your

back and see if you see one star

at a time." So I'm announcing

at home via long distance and

where there is a wife and three

daughters, that I am about to

Large in and take over for a

spell of a couple of weeks. Now
vou'd think that such new s w ould

rouse a lot of "Hurrahs " among
them women but all I could hear

was a lot of "Hmmmmmmms,"
if you know w^hat they mean.

So I barge in, and what
happens. I'm laying down flat,

looking up at them stars and
Terry II comes screaming in.

''Daddy, you is laying on mv
doll, and my favorite one at that."

\^ ell. I releases the doll which
is flatter than a pancake by this

time and the phone rings. I'm

leaving the stars again and
answering. "Whosit?" and a

very annoyed young male voice

snaps "Is Nancy there?" Now I

figures Nancy ain't at the going

out stage yet and even up to get-

ting phone calls from young jerks

so I inquires. "Whosit calling?'"

and he savs "What s it to ya?
"

and hangs up. Well I figures

"this is life"' and go back to mv
star gazing when the fire alarm
phone goes off again. I sprint it

in one flat from the porch to the

phone, and Susie, the eldest

daughter, coyly snaps, "It ain't

for you Daddy, it's for me, so

go back to your couch." and a

male voice with a slightly "in

between" tone says "That's tell-

ing him Toots." That burns me
and I says, "Say, you half man
half woman, one more crack like

that out of you and . .
." but

they is cut off and the eldest has

run to Mamma and I'm in a hell

of a mess. It seems I has in-

sulted the hero what took the

Latin medal at school and was
all ready to buy ice cream sf)das

for two, and what a beast I is.

Well I give up answering

phones but there ain't no sleep-

ing to be had because the joint

sounds like three alarm fires all

day so I take a walk. From the

second storv window I'm get-

ting, "Now, don t stop in any

saloons because we is having din-

ner promptly at six and I don't

want the food to get cold." I

feel I'm pretty lucky to get out

with my life, so I andy down to

the Shannon Bar and Ye Grille

where I want to see the Dodgers
kill them boids from St. Louis

via television. Now it's a pretty

good game and so is the local

argument I'm having, and it

looks like the bums is doing all

right for theirselves. when in the

ninth inning up comes a guy
named Musial. and it seems there

is a bright new ball game AND
IT'S SIX 0"CLOCK RIGHT ON
I HE BEEZER.

Now I thought just as you
woulda thought Jackie. Is I a

man or a mouse? Well, later I

finds out I'm a rat. because the

dinner is not onlv cold but gone.

The four ladies of the house has

retired "and fuming" and I'm

punching around the ice box for

a snack. So I chalks the first

day off as a dead loss.

The second is to be a pip. be-

cause the four ladies is expecting

companv for dinner and am I in

the way? I can tell there must be

boys coming for even the girls

are working, otherwise I found

out later that dishes could pile

high in the living room and they

surround them like so manv
statues. Well Jackie, when com-
pany is a comin' you're in

trouble. I'm leaving the dining

room, cause if I don't mv toes

will be caught in the Hoover. I'm

running head long out of the

living room because the dustin'

is choking me to death. You're

afraid to stop long in the kitchen

because you re sure to knock one

of them dirty dishes to the floor,

and brother that calls for a real

yell from the Comanches. I trv

the bed room but it ain't made
up so I'm in the wav. You can t

wade through the girls rooms
because they haven't picked up
anything since Nancy found a

dime four years ago and don't

want to be disappointed. If you
walk into little Terrvs room it's

plain doll murder and a Mickev
mouse is liable to conk vou on
the head. And the phone is ring-

ing every minute. I'm figuring,

if the office wanted me what suck-

ers thp\ would be to call. So I

and) down to Shannon's Merry
Bar and Grille. I had me a de-

lightful lunch there and keep my
eye peeled on the "tickaroo"

because I can't miss today, as I

has been told, "it would look

terrible to the company."

Well there's Patty Murphy and

"Killer"' Gilfoyle, who in his one

and onl\ fight swung so hard

and mightv did he. that he missed

the head of his opponent and

broke his own jaw, which even

you must admit t'was somewhat
of a record. There's "One Eyed'"

MacGee and Archibald McFay,
although you never addressed

him by his first name except you

had a baseball bat ready and

could hit a homer with every

stroke. Well, that"s some of the

high class company I met among
others and before game time we
sort of cut up the country and

almost had O Dwver elected to

the Presidency, when the game
started. Now, wouldn't you know"

it goes extra innings, and here

I am w ith company at the house

and the Bums coming up in the

ninth. What would you
Jackie? I wasn't hungry. I wasn't

real thirsty and I don t like com-

pany. So. here I am the second

day. missing that dinner, the

stars, the company and you'd

think they was defrosting the

ice box from what I m finding.

Now it seems I just gotta cut

out baseball via television, put

the Shannon Cozv Bar and \e
Grille "off bounds" if anybody
in the house is ever gonna speak

to me again, and maybe the folks

in the block, w"ho is looking out

the windows and mutterin" as I

go by.

So a couple of days later I try

the Yatch Club with the family,

who is all bubbling about the

day we is going to have. Well,

when we gets there they la\ out

a blanket for me I in the sun yet)

.

Mamma rushes off with "Miss
Two to prepare her for the pool

and the eldest and the voungest

had said "Hello" to two voung
jerks, and, you guessed it Jackie.

1 am left to "berl'" all h\ myself

in the sun. Fortunately the Yatch
Club has a bar, which I somehow
found, and the bar has a tele-

vision, and the bar and television

has a lot of men customers and
there I am. stuck again, against

my will, but it is one hell of a

game.

And so it went Jackie. I ain't

had a minute to study the stars.

I missed the compan\' and a flock

of dinners and after two weeks
I'm looking in the mirror and
I'm just as uglv as I has alwavs

been. I weigh three pounds more
Init that back porch is still a

The July number of Golfdom,

business paper of golf which

reaches all the clubs and pros,

carries an article on MUSCLES
AND THE LADY and tells the

golf key men how to contact

local theatres and arrange for

dates. Herb Graffis, editor of

Golfing, put this one over for

us. The two magazines are pub-

lished out of Chicago.
* * *

Several branches report cur-

rent engagements of the LOUIS-

WALCOTT fight picture.

* *

Olympic stars featured in our

Sportscopes, Including swimming

and basketball, are coming

th rough with victories at London.

Louis Suggs, now turned pro,

is making benefit appearances

around the country.

Out ye ed's way, the kids are

still pinging away at the baskets

In the parks and pretty general-

ly the country over basketball is

a year-'round game. The regular

season Isn't so far away and it

seems to us that dates for BAS-

KETBALL HEADLINERS for fall

playing time should be set In.

Our Olympic basketbailers, most

of whom appear In our speciai

two-reeler, are on their expected

winning streak in London and all

the publicity they receive will

benefit our sports subject. Clip-

pings from the sports pages cov-

ering the London tournament will

be a sales aset.
* *

The "America" SPORTS
GOLDEN AGE has been booked
into the Rivoli Theatre along with

THE VELVET TOUCH, which will

open a run in mid-August.

"Lu Lu and somedav I'm gon-
na get me some time at home,
la\ flat on my back and learn all

about the stars.

—TERRY Tl RNER
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The

Sales Against

Possibilities

(Exfended To Week End. Sept 9)

22n i\ Week End. July 22. 1948

Pos Pos

This Last

V/eek Branch Week

1. OKLAHOMA CITY . 7

2. DENVER 1

3. PITTSBURGH 2

4. LOS ANGELES 6

5. SALT LAKE CITY 4

6. PHILADELPHIA 5

7. Sioux Falls 3

8. Milwaukee 10

9. Buffalo 1 1

10. San Francisco 14

1 1. Indianapolis Q

12. Cleveland c

13. New York 10

14. Kansas City 1 2

15. Portland 27

16. Washington 13

1.7. Omaha to

18. Dallas 17

19. Minneapolis 19

20. Des Moines 20

21. New Haven 23

iL.
_
Detroit 2 1

23. Seattle 25

24. New Orleans
1 5

25. Rosfnn

26. lvlc^ll)L.}|llb 9/1

27. Chicago 26

28. Cincinnati . 29

29. Charlotte 28

30. St. Louis 30

31. Atlanta 31

32. Albany 32

CANADA
1. MONTREAL 1

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. Calgary -. 3

4. Toronto 5

5. St. John 4
6. Vancouver

, 6

DIVISIONS

1

.

Western
1

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3

Licks Heat Wave!
VANCOUVE R—FORT APACHE

brought Vancouver's Orpheum busi-

ness out of the summer heat wave to

lead the city in grosses with its opening.

The above front of Ivan Ackery's Or-

pheum drew exceptional attention . . .

Bill Bailey, Famous Players display

man, worked for days to perfect this

opening. Vancouver Sun ran a success-

ful coloring contest with a scene from

the picture for Billy Finlay's Sun-Ray

Club during the run with pass prizes

and cash for winner.
—LLOYD MUIR

SUN-RAYS—Here's a r.ew coloring contest for you. Jj

a scene from the celebrated Indian picture, "F^

Apache," which opens today lor ore week at I

Orpheum Theatre. Represented in the scene are Shirl

Temple, Dick Foran, Victor McLaglan and John Ag
grouped in the frontier post commissary. Miss Templi

costume oUers scope for varied colors, the army mei

costumes are blue. Get out your crayons and pail

and color this sketch. Prizes will be av/arded to the Ix

according to ages of 7 and under, 8 to 10 and U to

Send the coloring to Uncle Ben's Colcri.ng Contest. T
.^up. Vancouver. Slcte name, address and age.

SALESMEN'S
STANDINGS

25 LEADERS
"Short Suhjecl" Sales

1947-48

Week End. July 22, 1948

rOS. SALESMEN BRANCH

100% Salesmen
I. Decke Montreal

2. Goldfarb Denver
3. Swin Denver
4. De Frenne Des Moines
5. Knox Washington
6. Folliard Washington
7. Yaeger Des Moines
8. Kahn Washington
9. Dyson Kansas City

10. Harrington Dallas

I I. Thorn Portland

12. Ringler Kansas City

13. Levlnson Los Angeles

Over 90''o but less than I00°o

14. Bjorkman Minneapolis
15. Winters Mineapolis

Rea Winnipeg
Canelli New Haven
De Vizia Boston

PisanI St. Louis

20. Griffin Salt Lake City

21. Smith Buffalo

22. Watters Sioux Falls

23. Hoese Salt Lake City

Warren Salt Lake City

Cummins San Francisco

Srover Washington
Llpsner Minneapolis
Engelman Portland

Blakeley Oklahoma City

Fuller Minneapolis

31. Richardson Cleveland
32. Black Indianapolis

16.

17.

18.

19.
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TRADES TICKET "THE VELVET TOUCH" A

STRONG PIECE OF BOXOFFICE MERCHANDISE
"A certain boxoffice bet"

"The Velvet Touch" is an unusual and excellent mystery melo-

drama, which would rate attention under any circumstances for the

taste and high quality of its production, the imagination of its

direction and the interesting quality of its performances. The fact

that the Independent Artists presentation offers also a provocative,

compelling and suspenseful story is an element which combines

with the box-office lure of Rosalind Russell to form a certain box-

office bet. Frederick Brisson's production supervision reflects a crafts-

manlike approach to the multiple problems of filming an honest,

thoughtful work with an eye for audience reaction. To the minutest

detail he succeeds admirably. Most particularly he is to be com-

mended for entrusting the direction to newcomer John Gage. There

is nothing of the neophyte in the way Gage paces the drama, nor

in the effective manner in which he punctuates the climaxes.

Gage's work, also, is accountable for the arresting performances of

both the top and supporting players.

As is the case with several other major production caught by

your Hollywood Reporter reviewer in recent weeks "The Velvet

Touch" offers a commendable example of the trend toward squeez-

ing all possible production values into films without going overboard

on budget. There can be no illusions about the investment; it must

be plenty. The point is that it is all on the screen and best, apparently,

has been made of inflated times. Consequently, the film is geared

for financial success even in an unpredictable motion picture market.

Rosalind Russell gives another great performance to the screen

in the role of the troubled actress. Her moments of inner torture are

beautifully contrasted with the sophisticated veneer she affects for

the world at large. Leo Genn has the difficult role of her suitor—

a

part that he plays with dash and sympathy. Claire Trevor, flip, wise-

cracking, but venomous, is superb as the other woman. Leon Ames
proves ideally cast as the producer, and Sydney Greenstreet scores

decisively as the police inspector. Dan Tobin stands out in the sup-

porting cast with a clever caricature of a Broadway columnist, and

Esther Howard does wonders as a gabby newspaper vendor. Frank

McHugh, Theresa Harris as Miss Russell's maid. Lex Barker and Nydia
Westman are but a few of the dependable character actors whose
portrayals impart atmosphere to the film.

Edward Donahoe, as associate to Brisson, shows surety in his

supervision of the technical department. Joseph Walker's camera
work is done with his usual excellence, and William Flannery's pro-

duction design is outstanding, particularly in his authentic realiza-

tion of the theatre as a workshop. Leigh Harline supplies a vivid

musical score. Roland Gross and Chandler House perform a flaw-

less job of editing.

—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

"Handsomely mounted production"

A good performance by top cast, handsome production, will

provide a heavy assist for this one: should prove itself a strong draw
for the female trade.

On the credit side of this production by Independent Artists

is a story that should find its best acceptance with the female audi-

ence contingent. Rosalind Russell plays at being an actress with

almost all the emoting stops pulled out. There is fine work by the
supporting players and also a handsomely mounted production.

—FILM DAILY

"Especially fine dramatic entertainment"
Audience Slant: (Adult) A strong dramatic offering with special

appeal for the women, who will find satisfactory entertainment in

the story of a woman's fight to protect her love.

Box-Office Slant: If sold correctly, this should satisfy not only
the Rosalind Russell fans but should also bring in above-average

returns because of the word-of-mouth it will create.

Comment: Special attention to the important details, such as
story, cast and production values, are evidenced in this first picture

turned out by the independent producing company (known as Inde-
pendent Artists), formed by Rosalind Russell and her husband, Fred-
erick Brisson. It is an auspicious start for a new company, especially

at this time when the general public is choosing its screen fare only
after careful deliberation. This is a good picture; one that the aver-

age adult will find exceptionally fine dramatic entertainment. It

contains the ingredients that usually appeal, especially to the women,
and has a cast of outstanding players. Numbered among them are
such performers as Claire Trevor, Leon Ames, Sydney Greenstreet
and Leo Genn. Most of the picture is all Miss Russell's show and she
gives a fine delineation of the actress caught between the love of
two men. Direction is a first for John Gage, and it is first-rate.

—SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

"Russell unexcelled at comedy or drama"
Rosalind Russell's first production for Independent Artists, the

company she owns in partnership with her husband, Frederick Bris-

son, and Dudley Nichols, comes along as corroborative proof—if

any were needed after "Mourning Becomes Electra"—that she is

mistress not only of light comedy, the field in which she acquired
unexcelled fame, but also of emotional drama. Her performance,
with which she proves the point is clearly the selling point to be
stressed by showmen offering the attraction. It is a murder story
concerning Broadway stage people, and set mainly in a Broadway
theatre.

Miss Russell portrays a Broadway star who accidentaly kills her
manager, with whom she wishes to break contractual relations, and
decides to keep the fact a secret. Another actress, Claire Trevor,

is prostrated on discovery of the manager's body, and while in a

coma is assessed with guilt of his murder. Reviving after protracted
hospitalization. Miss Trevor tells Miss Russell she knows who did the
killing but realizes she will be wrongly convicted on circumstantial

evidence, and thereupon commits suicide. Miss Russell decides to

allow the dead girl to bear the burden of her guilt, and goes on to

scale the heights of stage success, but finally the mounting pressure
of conscience moves her to voluntary confession.

Miss Russell's powerful portrayal of the emotional stresses accru-
ing from the killing gives the picture its principal value, although
Miss Trevor, Leo Genn, Sydney Greenstreet, Leon Ames, Frank
McHugh and others are competent in roles that build up the central

interest. Brisson produced and John Gage directed, each making
his debut in the indicated capacity, from a script by Leo Rosten
based on a story by William Mercer and Annabel Ross.

—MOTION PICTURE DAILY

"Strong piece of boxoffice merchandise"
In "The Velvet Touch" Independent Artists are turning over to

RKO a strong piece of box-office merchandise. This debut piece of
the Dudley Nichols - Rosalind Russell - Frederick Brisson combine
doesn't take any chance on not being a hit. It has a little of everything
that goes to make up entertainment. There's suspense, comedy, drama
and melodrama in just the right proportions. The story has been
tailored carefully so that in each instance Miss Russell is presented
in such a manner as to give you the feeling that authors studied her
past successes carefully. It should pay off handsomely.

Lea Rosten's screenplay of the Walter Reilly adaptation of the
William Mercer-Annabel Ross story is masterfully constructed. It fairly

reeks of suspense throughout and is endowed with just enough com-
edy to properly balance the highly dramatic sequences of the pic-
ture. Rosten's dialog is superb.

Briefly, story relates the conscience battle of a top-flight Broad-
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T^H BtVT'

Pat Rooney welcomes his

comedy tap-dance routine in

VARIETY TIME as evidence that

vaudeville Is back In favor. He
• es the company he's keeping
" the potpourri of entertainment

that brings to the screen lime-

ight figures who have given plea-

_re far and wide. These are

--ankie Carle, Miguelito Valdes,

-5rold & Lola, Jesse & James,

_.nn, Royce & Vanya—all pre-

ented with the genial Jack Paar

as master of ceremonies.

Vaudeville never died, and

never will die, " avers Pat, who
''^

his late sixties still cuts his tap

:apers with the sprlghtliness of

ears past. "A form of entertaln-

ent that has give us Jimmy Dur-

-e, Sophie Tucker and Bill Rob-

on is its own justifiction. You

More on "Good

Sam" Previews
They pracically tore the house

down when the picture was com-

pleted. All the buyers agree we

have an outstanding comedy at-

traction.

—C. J. DRESSELL, Minneapolis

Reception nothing short of

sensational. I am sure the picture

will set new box-office records.

—B. Y. CAMMACK, Dist. Mgr.

C. Levy Returns

Charlie Levy, eastern publicity

representative for Disney organ-

ization, has returned from a trip

including the key cities of Dal-

las, Boston and Washington.

might say that they put vaude-

ville under wraps for a while, and

now she's back in form. Television

will use vaudeville talent more

and more as it develops."

Rooney says that when they

took vaudeville away they took

away the college of the amuse-

ment world.

ay actress who commits a murder and gets away with it

Rosalind Russell is at her best in this one. Her delivery of com-

ely lines sparkles. Her handling of dramatic sequences had the

review audience talking about next year's Academy Award, ana

ightfully.

Two leading men, one fairly new to screen, turn in sterling per-

ormances. Leon Ames as the producer who led Miss Russell to stage

ame and is finally murdered when her affections turn toward another,

cores soundly. Leo Genn, seen previously in "Mourning Becomes

lectra," gives the screen something that has been lacking in screen

vers for the past few years. That something is dignity and the

omen will love it.

Claire Trevor, as the actress in Ames' life supplanted by Miss

tussell, handles difficult dramatic assignment with ease and aplomb,

iydney Greenstreet as a menacing, yet understanding, detective,

s a mighty crowd-pleaser. Frank McHugh is fine as a theatrical

lanager.

Rest of cast turn in well rounded performances under the able

uidance of director John Gage, who, in this directorial debut shows

luch promise.

Photography of Joseph Walker is first-class. C. Bakaleinikoff

irected an excellent musical score.

Supervising editor Roland Gross and film editor Chandler House

rove themselves able craftsmen. William Flannery's production

esign and the set decorations of Darrell Silvera and Maurice Yates

nhance the film.

J
Services ot associate producer Edward Donahoe and production

lisistant Leonard Gesas reflect credit on both.

—VARIETY (Daily)

{Continued from Page Seven)

GEORGE DEGNON—TORONTO—
1st PRIZE—NED DEPINET DRIVE (Canadian Contest)

TWO WEEK'S SALARY

FRED CALVIN—LOS ANGELES—
1st PRIZE—FUN AND FANCY FREE $300.00

HUGH MAC KENZIE—CINCINNATI—

1st PRIZE—WALTER MITTY $300.00

WALLY HEIM—CHICAGO—
2nd PRIZE—WALTER MITTY $200.00

DOUG BECK—PHILADELPHIA—
1st PRIZE—MAGIC TOWN $300.00

LLOYD MUIR—VANCOUVER—
2nd PRIZE—MAGIC TOWN $200.00

JOE LONGO—SAN FRANCISCO—
3rd PRIZE—MAGIC TOWN $150.00

SUPERVISORS
ROBER HICKEY, BEST ALL AROUND EXPLOITATION

JOB DURING DRIVE THREE WEEK'S SALARY
1st PRIZE—FUN AND FANCY FREE $150.00

DAVID CANTOR—
2nd PRIZE—FUN AND FANCY FREE $100.00

1st PRIZE—MAGIC TOWN 150.00

HARRY REINERS—
1st PRIZE—WALTER MITTY $150.00

DISTRICT PRIZES
L. M. DEVANEY (Canadian District)—

2nd PRIZE—NED DEPINET DRIVE .. .TWO WEEK'S SALARY
DAVID PRINCE (Southeastern District)—

3rd PRIZE—NED DEPINET DRIVE ONE WEEK'S SALARY
L. S. GRUENBERG (Metropolitan District)—

SHORT SUBJECTS BILLINGS $250.00

B. Y. CAMMACK (Southwestern District)—

MAGIC TOWN SALES $250.00

H. H. GREENBLATT (Midwestern District)

MAGIC TOWN SALES $350.00

R. J. FOLLIARD (Eastern District)—

DISNEY BILLINGS $150.00

J. H. MACINTYRE (Western District)—

DISNEY BILLINGS $250.00

SHORT SUBJECT BILLINGS 150.00

GUS SCHAEFER (Northwestern District)—

FUN AND FANCY FREE SALES $300.00

WALTER MITTY SALES 250.00

A. L. KOLITZ (Rocky Mountain District)—

1st PRIZE—NED DEPINET DRIVE .. .THREE WEEK'S SALARY
FUN AND FANCY FREE SALES $300.00

WALTER MITTY SALES 350.00

HOME OFFICE REPRESENTATIVES
FRANK DUFFY— 1st PRIZE

NED DEPINET DRIVE THREE WEEK'S SALARY
PAUL BACK - MILTON YEOMAN—2nd PRIZE

NED DEPINET DRIVE TWO WEEK'S SALARY
(Will receive one week's salary each).

GEORGE JACOBY—3rd PRIZE

NED DEPINET DRIVE ONE WEEK'S SALARY

,1!
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MARY OF SCOTLAND" SCORES AT SUHON
MARY OF SCOTLAND is humming merrily on the Sutton Theatre screen where

ThHE PEARL played many a weeks successful engagement a short while back.

This Katharine hHepburn-Frederic March starring vehicle, from Maxwell Anderson's

play and directed by John Ford, of present APAChHE fame, is now in its fourth week

with another in the offing.

The illustrations above show the dignified lobby and ads used by the Sutton which

might easily be copied by other theatres playing this RKO Radio picture.

^R. N.

BAMBI
Sales Against

Possibilities

(Exfendod To Week End. Sopt. 9)

2lst Week End. July 22, 1948

Pot. Poi

Thij Lajt

Week Branch Wee)

1. DENVER I

2. CLEVELAND 4

3. PORTLAND 6

4. BUFFALO 2

5. SEATTLE 3

6. NEW HAVEN 7

7. Des Moines 5

8. San Francisco 12

9. Salt Lake Cily 8

1 0. Milwaukee , 9

I I . Washington 10

I 2. Minneapolis I I

13. Kansas City 13

14. New York 16

15. Oklahoma City 14

16. Detroit 17

I 7. Boston 18

IB. Sioux Falls 15

19. Philadelphia 24

20. Omaha 19

21. Los Angeles 21

22. Albany 20

23. Indianapolis 22

24. Cincinnati 23

25. Pittsburgh 25

26. St. Louis 26

27. Dallas 27

28. Memphis 28

29. Chicago 29

30. Charlotte 31

31. Atlanta 30

32. New Orleans 32

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG I

2. TORONTO 2

3. Calgary 3

4. Montreal 4

5. Vancouver 5

6. St. John 6

DIVISIONS

1 . Western I

2. Easte/-n 2

3. North-South 3
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GROUP WINNERS

GROUP I — Atlanta first,

Hubert Lyons manager; Dal-

las second, Sol Sachs man-
ager.

GROUP II — PiHsburgh
first, Dave Silverman mana-
ger; Minneapolis second.

Fay Dressell manager.

GROUP III—Sioux Falls

first, Sherm Fitch manager;
Des Moines second. Max
Rosenblatt manager.

By ED RICE

An item in Film Daily reports

,-hat LETTER TO A REBEL is

getting more press space than

[he average A feature.

Besides highly complimentary

knd continuous trade paper

reaks. the film has received

leature treatment by the Hearst

pnd United Press wire services.

The latter story, an interview

vHh director-photographer Lar-

O'Reilly, also was picked up

Kate Smith for her radio pro-

pram. Other stories Include lead

ferns in both New York Times

|nd Herald Tribune Sunday
lotion picture sections, and

Tories in daily editions of the

lournal - American, Star and
Jews. Stories in business and
|ewspaper trade papers have al-

appeared.

CRIME LAB. THIS IS AMER-
ICA short about police detection

nethods, received a full page
lyout in a King Features story

lin by over two hundred news-

jpers ... A recent issue of the

zhine Screening News devoted
/e pages to the Sportscope
lUSCLES AND THE LADY, tell-

Ig the circuit s managers how
exploit the short most profit-

Dly. The short features Frank

rranahan and Louise Suggs,
jiders of several American and
hitish golf titles . . . Ann Curtis

jid Patti Elsener, of LADIES IN
/ADING, took second and third

laces respectively in their events
the Olympic swimming races
London.

COMMITTEE
I Continued from Pa^e One I

sonally responsible for many of

RKO's box-office successes.

Bicknell Lockhart began his

career as a management consult-

ant and v/as asociated with some
of America s largest industrial

organizations. Business interests

have reguired his attention in

all parts of the world with the

resultant knowledge of world

markets and international indus-

trial operation. Prior to becom-
ing associated with the various

Ftoward Hughes interests a few
years ago, Mr. Lockhart was op-
erating vice president of Mac-
Donald Brothers, Inc., nationally

known engineering firm.

C. J. Tevlin entered the mo-
t'on picture industry in 1917 as

a traveling auditor for Fox Films,

later being associated with Par-

amount Pictures and Realart

Productions in a similar caoaclty.

Later he was appointed sales

representative for individual pro-

ducers. Among his clients were
V/illlam S. Hart, Hal Roach and
Howard Hughes. In 1941 Mr.
TevI in came to Hollywood as

president of General Service

Studios. He also functioned as

executive vice president of Ben-

edict Bogeaus Productions, Inc.,

and in a similar capacity with the

Hal Roach Studios. He has been
active in Independent production,

and also represented Mary Pick-

ford In connection with her pro-

duction activities and Uni'-ed

ertists holdings.

From Jerauld's

Column in B. 0.

"Good Sam" Excellent
GOOD Sam, M'lrn Gary

Cooper and Ann Sheridan, pro-

duced and directed for RKO re-

lease by Leo McCarey, was given

a sneak preview at the RKO
58th St. July 26. Audience reac-

tions were excellent. Some of

the scenes were greeted with

riotous laughter. It was obvious
that the domestic troubles

brought on by Cooper's improvi-

dent generosity and Miss Sheri-

dan's finished portrayal of the

wife who stands up with a

sense of humor in the face of a

long series of disappointments
were going over in a big way.

—BOXOFFICE

In the layout Samuel Hacker is shown with: 1—(left to right)

—Charles Penzer, Anita VUlamil, manager of the Normandie
. . . (2)—Charles Penzer, Jack Gelber, Interboro Circuit; Jack
Harris, Walter Reid Circuit, and Herman Silverman . . . (3)

—

Lou Kutinsky, Adolph Weiss, L.I. Circuit.

Independent's Hacker Meets Trade

When the Rosalind Russell starrer, THE VELVET TOUCH,
Independent Artists' first production, was trade shown in New
York at the Normandie Theatre, Samuel Hacker, the Company's
recently appointed New York representative, was a special

guest.

Sid on Vaeash
With the return of Harry Mich-

alson from the Coast, Sid Kramer
will get away on his annual va-

cation. This year Sid with his

family, Mrs. Kramer and his two
youngsters ,wlll motor to Colo-

rado Springs. It will be the first

visit of Sid's family to the world-

famous vacation-land.

Letters 6th
The America LETTER TO A

REBEL has gone Into its sixth

v/eek at the State, New York
along with Easter Parade." It's

just an example of how RKO Ra-
dio shorts can be booked In with

the best features of competitive
companies.

Apple Juice In

^Melody" Tie-In

The maker of Red Cheek

App!e Juice is the latest con-

cern to join the MELODY
TIME list of special promo-

tions. The company is conduct-

ing a national campaign based

on the MELODY TIME char-

acter Johnny Appleseed. Their

accessories include window

and counter displays, newspa-

per advertising and direct-

mail promotion, with major

credit space to the Disney at-

traction.
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When FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE played its recent engagement at the Victoria Theatre, Man-
aging Director Maurice Maurer took full advantage of the gigantic frontal sign. Veteran Una
O'Connor, of the cast, was in town and held a theatre party on premiere night. The inserts

show Miss O'Connor with star Pat O'Brien, in a close-up scene from the film, and Miss
O'Connor, in real life, as snapped on opening night.

1st Run Cartoon
Branch Manager Harry Cohen

of Saint John has dated ten first-

run Disney cartoons in the key

outlet at hialifax, to play during

August, and eleven to his

other key theatre, the Capitol,

in Saint John, between now and

September 14. Five of these are

dated with features of other dis-

tributors. This gives the branch a

total of 21 first-run cartoons for

these two houses.

At Calgary, Branch Manager
Arthur Elliott has had the first re-

lease of the 1 0th series of car-

toons PLUTO'S PURCHASE
played with "Sitting Pretty" at

the Capitol, Calgary, the ace

house. "Sitting Pretty" ran for

fifteen days, which is the longest

run that this theatre has enjoyed

in ten years and the rental for

the Disney cartoon established

an all-time high for Disneys in

the territory.

Centel Honored
Marcel Gentel, RKO Radio

Pictures' General Manager for

France, has been awarded the

Medaille Militaire by the French

Government, for "action above

and beyond the call of duty dur-

ingt time of war.
"

No details are presently avail-

able regarding the brand of ex-

treme heroism Gentel displayed

in order to win this distinction,

which is the highest military de-

coration France can award in

such cases.

Sports Golden Age

Smartly assembled to be all

embracing and highlighted with

brief shots of notables, here is

detailed the various aspects of

sporting activity from archery to

yachting with emphasis on Joe

Q. Fan, Joe, Jr., and the billion

dollar industry their muscle flex-

ing and ticket-buying has cre-

ated. It is a slickly handled sur-

vey of the scene combining a

dozen different approaches and
delineations of various pursuits

with vivid glimpses worked in via

knowing editing. Number 10 in

the sixth series, this one is a

diverting, informative addition

to any showman's program.

—FILM DAILY

ANTICIPATING. The theme of this luncheon held at Trader Tom's Restavirant was for best

wishes to a couple of popular girls Norma Galvin Commerton and Jennie Carabello Barriero,

who left RKO, each to await their visit from Sir Stork. Both girls were formerly of the tabu-

lating department. At the luncheon Bessie Gibson and Christina O'Brien played the piano and
everybody got into the act in a community sing. The girls were each given the same gift, a

blue satin robe. In the usual order, standing: Ruth Gaffney, Carol Bodden, Bessie Gibson.
Christina O'Brien, and Mary Laverty. Seated: Mary Guerra, Sylvia Schecter, Evelyn Reside,

Etta Teleky, Florence Nielsen, Dorthoy Larkin, Margaret Laug, JENNIE and NORMA, Dorothy
Madis, Catherine Smith, Theresa Weidner, Kay McBride, Catherine Neilsen and Vera Lane.

Insets are Jeannie (left) and Norma (right).

1
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August I4th

L. C. ROBINSON Home Office

ANNA WILLIAMS Chicago

GENE GAUDETTE Field Man
CHARLES E. LAUGHLIN Sioui Falls

August I5lh

WINFIELD C. GARDINER Home Office

WM. B. LEDBETTER Dallas

ANNA MADDEN Home Office

GRAYCE BENNETT Sioux Falls

LILY TITLIS San Francisco

MARGARET T. BARNETT Denver

MARILYN DEMPSEY Home Office

NANCY DIORTA New York

INEZ TEAT Washington

GERRY MARY FINN New Orleans

August I6th

SAM GORELICK Chicago

S. BARRET MCCORMICK Home Office

MELANIE M. MILLER New York

MYRTLE DUNCAN PARKER Charlotte

RAY CARROW Detroit

August \7lh

DORA DANHEISER
D. D. DESCH
CLIF RODGERS
MARIE HANLAN
LORENE SHAFFER

August Mlh

MARGARET MOORE
M. B. CLARK
SUE MULLEN
E. BORKES
G. E. YOUNGMAN
LLOYD MUIR
ALMA LOUISE CHANCE
JAMES LEWIS OWENS

August \9th

MINNIE C. KUENSTLER
BERTHA AGNES LEAHY
PETER THORN
WILMA D. POWELL
FRANK M. WINSOR
VIRGINIA ANN COKER
CATHERINE LINTERIS

August 10th

HANNAH GANNON
CHARLES BOASBERG
FRANCES ATLAS
GEORGE HENSLEY
GLORIA FRIEDMAN

Home Office

Dallas

Salt Lake City

St. John

Los Angeles

New York

Philadelphia

New York

Indianapolis

Home Office

Field Man
Charlotte

Atlanta

St. Louis

Sioux Falls

Portland

Buffalo

Charlotte

Atlanta

Boston

New York

Home Office

New York

Cincinnati

New York

Harry's 2nd Ace
Playing in the Mortimer Scope

'emorial Tournament on his

-ome course of the Vernon Hills

Country Club, Tuckahoe, Harry
^'mstein of the legal department
cored a 188-yard hole-in-one

Dunday. Harry used' a number
"wo iron for the long single

I
itroker. Three years ago he aced
he 7th hole of the same course,

he ace cut down two 7's and
"abled Harry to finish the round
" 83. These two aces have cost

^3rry plenty at the 19th hole,

ut he is back for more and is

ntered in the World-Telegram
Hole-in-one tournament.

Hp Frani an Fiith .4 r <*n u c» /

BRENTANO'S "MELODY TIME" WINDOW— There are a score of angles in

MELODY TIME via which prominent window space may be garnered. The top

bookshop for prominence of windows in New York is that of Brentano's be-

tween 47th and 48th street on Fifth Avenue. Here is a Brentano window with

music and book angles covered during the run of MELODY TIME at the Astor.

Such a window can be duplicated in any city in the land—and it will mean

money at the box-office. Disney accessories plus the store's own book, print

or music property will turn the trick.
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Joan's hopes of victory suffer a bitter shock during her

first inspection of the army; a scene from one of the

most eagerly awaited dramas in screen history

!

Joan Arc
INGRID

COLOR by TECHNICOLOR



MOCHRIE RATES PRODUCT OUTSTANDING
High in entertainment and box-office drawing power

is the evaluation put on six new RKO Radio pictures seen

at the studio by Robert Mochrie, just returned. The Com-
pany-n^ade and outside-produced units already completed
or in the cutting room will be ready for early winter and
early 1949 release. All are geared for popular appeal and
have definite angles for merchandising, the RKO chief

said enthusiastically.

HHeading these features is the Ingrld Bergman techni-

color production "Joan of Arc" which is one of the few
few great industry milestones. The v/orld premiere run will

be- announced soon.

Mr. Mochrie hails the new Gary Grant starrer "Every

Girl Should Be Married" as a gay, sparkling comedy with

a romantic angle tailor made for Grant, with a fine per-

formance by the new screen find Betsy Drake and by
Franchot Tone, Diana Lynn, Alan Mowbray and others.

This Don Hartman production will be RKO's Christmas
release. "Baltimore Escapade," co-starring Robert Young
and Shirley Temple, also is in a riotous comedy vein. A
third unit from RKO's own studio which Mr. Mochrie saw

{Continued on Page 15)

New York Zonal Meeting
As we go to press Thursday morning, the New York zonal

meeting is being held at the Hotel Aster, marking the final

business sessions in the series conducted bv Robert Mochrie.

The session was scheduled to get under way at 9 a.m. and last

throughout Thursday and into Friday.

Attending from the Home Office in addition to Mr. Mochrie

will be Harry Michalson. Charles Boasberg. Carl Peppercorn

and A. A. Schubart. Present from the New \ork exchange

will be Len S. Gruenberg. metropolitan district manager: Phil

Holes, branch manager; Herman Silverman, sales manager:

William Hartman. office manager, and Salesmen John Dacey.

Charles Penzer and Lou Kutinskv.

Hollister Returns it

Publicity Director Paul Hollis-

ter returned from the Coast Mon-
day following a visit of several

v/eeks at the Studio. He saw the

forthconnlng product and confer-

red with officials on various cam-

paigns, results of which we hope

to carry In an early number of

FLASH.

Firsts! Firsts! Firsts!
The first revival picture ever played at the Radio City Music Hall! 250 day-and-date openings

in the most Important key situations, record recognition for a short subiect! Will play some 20,000
bookings In the United States and Canada, probably exceeding the playing time for the original release!

You must have guessed It by this time. Of course the picture is Walt Disney's THREE LITTLE PIGS
/hich will follow the Music Hall date with GOOD SAM with nation-wide and Canadian runs.

Harry Michalson, just back from the Coast, estimated for us the above number of opening dates

and the figures on the season's runs.

Mr. Michalson Is equally optimistic about the sale and dating of the "America' LETTER TO A
REBEL. Around half of our branches already have reported all key cities dated and others are mak-
ing fine progress. From Information gathered at the reglonals, Harry believes REBEL will play close to

one hundred porcont. Ha'Ty says REBEL n.ris received more free newspaper space than any short sub-

ject In his memory, and It Is prominent space too, lengthy newspaper by-llne stories and often boxed
articles. Plenty of magazine space and radio time too. Following a screening for the American Tele-

phone and Telegraph Company, word has just come In to Mr. Michalson that the "America ' has been
recommended to all employees, and this hand- tailored treatment has been given It by many other

big business concerns.

Velvet Touch"

In Resort

Runs
Former Governor Al

Smith used to get the "feel

of victory" during the red-

hot elections in which he

participated. And tried and

true showmen have been

saying that THE VELVET
TOUCH has the feel of the

box-office. They have been

saying that the Rosalind Rus-

sell starrer Is going to catch

on fast and pick up momen-
tum as it goes along. Their

thoughts have been given

verification via the first pre-

release summer resort situa-

tions where the gun has been
jumped on the Rivoli en-

gagement. The first week at

the Stanley, Atlantic City,

(Cont. on Page Seven)
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S. Barret McCormick has announced the advertising sched-

ides of several forthcoming productions. While RKO Radio has

been riding in the ad sections of the big magazines and t!ie

newspapers as well during the summer, the month of September

will see a many-fold increase, with the Company often repre-

sented bv two or more ads for as many pictures appearing

simultaneously in the foremost weeklies. To catch these pages

it is essential that the magazines be picked up regularly from

newsstands or subscriptions be taken. The torn pages tacked

to a bulletin board would of course make an impressive office

display.

The first of the advertising breaks are for MOl^RNING

BECOMES EEECTRA with full pages scheduled for both Life

and Look, the latter for the September 13th issue and the

former for the September 14th number. Life is always on sale

two or three days ahead of publication date and Look a couple

of weeks ahead. MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA has as

all RKOers know been a unit of almost a score of PIC-TOUR

ads dating back to October, 1947.

National magazine advertising for THE BOY WITH THE
GREEN HAIR also will break in mid-September and copy

has been concentrated largely in the three great weeklies. Life

Look and the Saturdav Evening Post. Two-color copy will be

utilized with the first ad appearing in Look for September

2oth and Life September 20th, Avith advance sale as noted in

the preceding paragraph. A unit of copy will be breaking in

one of these three publications regularly right up to Thanks-

giving. First Saturday Evening Post ad is for the issue dated

October 2nd on sale September 29th. BOY WITH THE GREEN
HAIR has benefitted from unit copy in the PIC-TOL RS dating

back to May 1st and continuing up until August 3rd.

For the fast-moving melodrama RACE STREET, em])hasis

has been given to the color comic sections with countr)-wide

coverage, placements beginning in mid-September. There also

will be black and white page in Look for September 28tli. on

sale September 14th, and RACE STREET has been a factor

in the PIC-TOUR ads from February through June.

The coverage for RACHEL AND THE STRANGER em-

1 traces several groups of magazines and the color comic sec-

tions as well. Currently there are breaks in Life, Look and

tbe Saturday Evening Post, full pages black and white. Full

])ages for the monthly magazines in September and October in-

clude Woman's Day, Cosmopolitan, True Story, Woman's Home

Companion, Everywoman's and Family Circle. These includ-

ing Movie Life, Movie Stars Parade, Motion Picture, Movie

.Story, Photoplay, Modern Screen and Screen Stories.

Schedule for the color comic sections is nation-wide in scope

and RACHEL AND THE STRANGER has frequented the PIC-

TOUR pages regularly since March.

MR. AND MRS. DAVID NIVEN. David

Niven, who has just completed EN-

CHANTMENT for Samuel Goldwyn,

with Mrs. Niven as they sailed for

Europe.

Reisman Drive

Winner Is Peru

Winners of the Phil Reisman

Beat Last Year Drive are an-

nounced by the foreign depart-

ment as follows: First prize: Peru,

Erich Steinberg, manager; Sec-

ond: Egypt, Gregory Georgous-

sy, manager; Third: Slam, Wil-

liam Palmer, manager.

Special "Top Men" prizes for

the best individual effort went to

T. S. Ananth, assistant to manag-

ing director, India; John M. Ed-

dy, manager, Maracaibo, Vene-

zuela; Jose M. Henridques, act-

ing sales manager, Rio de

Janeiro, Brazil; Austin Levy, man-

ager, Melbourne, Australia; C.

E. McGuInness, salesman, Bel-

fast; Armand Pallvoda, manager,

Switzerland; Michael Drachous-

soff, publicity director, Belgium;

Goesta Friberg, salesman, Stock-

holm; L. R. File, salesman, Lon-

don; Don Jellie, salesman,

Brisbane; C. P. Lee, sales mana-
ger, hlong Kong; Ricardo Mad-
rigal, booker, Cuba.

In the 16 mm class, Ned Seclc-

ler, manager, Brazil, and William

Palmer, manager. Slam, shared

honors.

The competition, which cover-

ed 31 foreign brariches, was for

the period starting April 4 ancJ

ending July 3, 1948. Robert
FHawklnson served as chairman
and Marc Spiegel as drive chair-

man.

"Pearl" Dual

Run at Los A.

LOS ANGELES- -John Stei

beck s colorful story of old Mex-

ico ThHE PEARL will have Its

v.estern premiere in Los Angele:

al ihe Palace theatre Thursday

evening, August 12th.

Los Angeles which boasts of

the largest Mexican population

outside of Mexico City lends it-

self to much local support. The

Comite de Beneflcencia Mexi-

cana, the official charity organi

zation of the southwest, headed

by the Mexican Consul General

Dr. Francisco Villagran, is spon-

soring the premiere, preceded by

an outdoor dinner in the patio

of the Casa Abode, the oldest

house in Los Angeles, located on

tlie celebrated Olvera St. Guests

will include the Consul General,

several LaHn American consuls,

tvlayor Bowron of Los Angeles,

Pedro Armandariz, star of THE
PEARL, Lucille Ball, now working

in the RKO production INTER-

FERENCE, and Desi Arnaz, Lena

Rommey, Leo Carillo, whose

great grandfather conspired in

the Casa Abode, site of the din-

ner, many years ago to overthrow

the Spanish regime, then control-

ling the city of Los Angeles,

Antonio Moreno, Ricardo Mon-

talban, and representatives of the

oldest Spanish speaking families

In the city.

The Spanish newspapers. La

Opinion and Pueblo, are running

daily stories, with art layouts, and

the many members of the Comite

Beneflcencia working on the pro-

motion assure a sell out on open-

ing night.

The story of THE PEARL Is well

known to Mexicans as well as

members of the other Latin •

American countries, and their i

interest at this time in seeing the

picture makes us feel that we ;l

should have a very successful on-
|

qegcment at both the Palace :

and Four Star theatres In this

—DAVE CANTOR &
j

FRED CALVIN

i

l/kcATIONTm
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Travelers

Rosalind Russell and her hus-

band Frederick Brisson, star and

producer respectively of THE

VELVET TOUCH, left New York

for Hollywood on Saturday, Aug-

ust 7, after a four-month absence.

They plan to return to New York

-later this nnonth when their first

Independent Artists feature pre-

mieres at the Rivoli Theatre.

* * *

Marc Davis, directing animator

for Walt Disney Studios, has

sailed on the S. S. Queen Mary

Friday to study the current art

situation abroad. He will visit

England, Ireland, France, Bel-

gium, Switzerland, Holland and

Denmark. While in the latter

country Mr. Davis will do re-

search in connection with the

forthcoming Disney picture on

Hans Christen Anderson.

* * *

William B. Levy, world wide

sales supervisor for Walt Disney

Productions, has returned from

Hollywood after a series of con-

ferences with RKO Radio offi-

cials in connection with Disney s

next feature length production,

SO DEAR TO MY HEART.

Marilyn In Europe
Marilyn Maxwell, co-starred

with George Raft and William

Bendix in RACE STREET, next

Mayfair Theatre attraction fol-

lowing the run of RETURN OF

BAD MEN, Is In Europe with the

Jack Benny troupe.

RACE STREET marks Miss

Maxwell's first picture since she

terminated her MGM contract.

I^KATKHlTmB
u^aeifTiME

TRADE SHOW SNAPSHOTS—At recent special screenings of our forthccming films, outstanding celebrities have
been among the guests. These previews covered A SONG IS BORN, VARIETY TIME and RACHEL AND THE STRAN-
GER. Photos 1 and 3 vi?ere taken at the Coliseum Theatre on the occasion of the sneak preview of Samuel Gold-

wyn's A SONG IS BORN . . . (1)—Left to right—Sigmund Spaeth, "Tone Sleuth;" Maggi McNellis, radio personality;

Benny Goodman, Dorothy Kilgallen, famous columnist, and radio favorite, and Marc Connelly, writer cmd playwright
. . . (3)—Left to right— Clyde Newhouse and his wife. Maggi McNellis, Goodman, Miss Kilgallen and her husband,
Richard Kolmar ... (2 and 4)—At the New York Exchange showing of VARIETY TIME . . . (2)—Len Gruenberg with

veteran vaudeville star Pat Rooney. one of the stars in VARIETY TIME . . . (4)—Trade press with Rooney—left to

right—Harlow Peters, Showman's Trade Review; Joseph Cohen, Variety; Pat Rooney, Fred Hiit, Motion Picture

Herald, and Lou Pellegrin. Motion Picture Daily . . . (5)—At the Normandie Theatre where RACHEL AND THE
STRANGER was shown—Left to right—Max Wallach, Orpheum. N.Y.C.; Charles Penzer, Ann Levy, RKO Radio, and

Irving Dashkin, Savoy, Jamaica.

A WALGREEN STORE GOES "MELODY TIME '—Here is the front of Wolgxeen's main store

in Memphis, located about one and a haU blocks from the Orpheum Theatre, with a deluxer

Disney break. This gave the Orpheum Theatre a Main Street location. This remarkable bit

of promotion was engineered by our field man, Fred Fcrd. It stirred up plenty of comment
and only Fred, who is qwet and peaceful like and won't talk, knows how it was put over.
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COMING EVENTS
THE VELVET TOUCH

world premiere at the Riv-

oli Theatre, New York,

Wednesday, August 25th.

Set lor many key situations

over Labor Day.

Frank Buck's Original

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE

gets off to its New York

first nm at the Republic

around August 21st.

Leo McCarey's GOOD

SAM world premiere at the

Radio City Music Hall

around Labor Day. Also will

play in many key spots over

Labor Day.

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE

St. Louis territorial premiere

September 1st, with 30 situ-

ations lined up to date.

STATION WEST to have

world premiere openings in

Chicago and Milwaukee in

October.

*

THREE LITTLE PIGS. Wall

Disney's great cartoon to

play the Radio City Music

Hall with GOOD SAM
either September 3rd or

10th.

Campaigns rolling for

JOAN OF ARC. heralded by

Ned E. Depinet as "The mo-

tion picixue event ol the

cent\iry."

VACATION
DISNEY TIME.

TIME IS

"S/reef" Prem
RACE STREET, latest of the

George Raft dramas, will be the

next attraction at the Mayfair,

following the current run of RE-

TURN OF THE BA DMEN.

In this adaptation of Maurice

Davis' original story published in

the Turf and Sports Digest, Raft

will portray a race track handi-

capper, a man staunchly honest

even in his peculiar profession,

loyal to friends but relentless in

vengeance.

Co-starred with Raft are Wil-

liam Bendix and Marilyn Maxwell.

They are supported by Frank

Faylen, hienry Morgan, Gale

Robbins, Freddy Steele, Cully

Richards, Russell Hicks, Jim No-

lan and Mack Gray.

Gale Robbins sings the two
songs specially composed for

RACE STREET. They are "Love
That Boy " and "I'm In a Jam
With Baby." It is the first picture

in which she is given the oppor-

tunity since coming to Holly-

wood following a career in the

East as night-club and radio

singer.

Direction is by Edwin L. Marin.

"Age" Af Rivoli

SPORT'S GOLDEN AGE,
tenth in the current "This Is

America" series, will be an add-

ed attraction with the forthcom-

ing Broadway engagement of

Independent Artists' THE VEL-

VET TOUCH, at the Rivoli The-

atre. Produced by Jay BonafieJd

and supervised by Phil Reisman,

Jr., SPORTS GOLDEN AGE fea-

tures leading sports figures, past

and present.

Flicker Flashbacks

Good. The old-time films are

always good for a laugh. Jack
Paar's acid wit enhances the comic
quality with good effect. Two story

subjects are treated in the fea-

turette. The first shows the man-
ner in which Marconi's wireless

traps a thief. The other dramatic
hand waving drama concerns El-

dora, the flower girl. She falls in

love with a man of wealth and
social position. His father fright-

ens her out of continuing the re-

lationship, but when she attempts

suicide he has a change of heart

and reunites the lovers.

—BOXOFFICE

"Melody"—Bon Marche Tie-in

Field Man Russ Morgan of Seattle tied in the run of

Walt Disney's MELODY TIME at the Fifth Avenue with the

big Bon Marche department store. The store gave a back-

to-school party and stage show in their auditorium. The

fashion revue was built completely around MELODY TIME

and featured Johnny Appleseed, Pecos Bill and Sluefoot

Sue, with Johnny as M.C. Apples with MELODY TIME book-

lets tied to the stems were passed out to the audience.

The booklets carried theatre playdates. Door prizes were

Disney drawings and RCA Victor MELODY TIME albums.

Apples were displayed in all the windows, the store's

cooking school and school departments.

MELODY TIME tunes were played in the Crystal Din-

ing Room during the fashion shows and by the street floor

string singonietta. In fact the store went all out for a

MELODY TIME night.

The advertising included full page copy in the Sunday

papers, and the store's radio time was devoted to our pic-

ture. All the leading disc jockeys were contacted and fea-

tured MELODY TIME tunes two weeks before opening. The

Harper-Magee company turned over their two-hour nightly

KRSC record show as a phase of the promotion. The pic-

ture opened to capacity business at the Fifth Avenue.

(1)—Henry Ross, advertising director of Bon Marche, intro-

duces usherettes from the Fifth Avenue Theatre, who helped

give out the apples and prizes. They were wearing MELODY
TIME banners.

(2)—On stage before passing out the apples. Field Man

Russ Morgan, the usherettes, Johnny Appleseed and Fifth

Avenue Theatre manager. Jack Hamacker.

(3)—Johnny Appleseed singing the tunes from the picture.

(4)—Pecos Bill and Sluefoot Sue furnish music for the

show, all tunes from MELODY TIME.

(5)—Shot of the audience, and Henry Ross giving out the

prizes, which were Disney drawings.

(6)—One of the ten large downtown store windows which

were promoted in co-operation with the Harper-Magee Com-

pany, distributors of the RCA Victor MELODY TIME albums.

We gave these merchants a screening, and offered prizes for

the best MELODY TIME promotions.

(7)—Passing out the apples. Booklet cover is reproduced.





The camera record of the Washington and Baltimore Highlights: (1)—Dr. Wil-

liam Mann, famous director of the National Zoo in Washington; Mrs. Anne
Archbold, a sponsor of the zoo and herself a veteran of many African saioris;

Frank Buck; E. S. Ward, well-known animal dealer; photographed at the

luncheon Dr. Mann gave for Frank . . . (2)—Buck and Dr. Remington Kellogg,

director of the U. S. National Museum, Smithsonian Institution, look over the

museum's display of rhinoceroses . . . (3)—Buck and Dr. Kellogg at the gorilla

and chimpanzee display . . . (4)—Frank with Hazel Markel at the WTOP-
CBS mike . . . (5)—Frank Buck and Bill Brundidge on the WOL-Mutual sports

show . . . (6)—In Baltimore, Frank Buck at the microphone on the stand at

Druid Hill Park in conjunction with the dedication of the city zoo's new
Reptile House . . . (7)—Frank presents a 14-foot python to Baltimore's Mayor
Thomas D'Alesandro, Jr., while S. Lawrence Hammerman, vice-president of

the Board of Recreation and Parks, looks on.

Frank Buck Blazing Trail of Publicity
WASHINGTON—Spearheading the opening of his picture in

more than 20 key cities and lesser situations during August in the

Washington, D.C., exchange area, Frank "BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE"
Buck made a 3-day personal appearance safari to Washington and
Baltimore last week. The appearances were timed to coincide with the

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE premieres at Warner's Metropolitan in

Washington and the Hippodrome in Baltimore, both on August 5,

Accompanying the famous explorer on the jaunt was Harry Reiners,

Eastern field supervisor.

From his arrival via Eastern Airlines in Washington on Tuesday

night until his final departure for Pittsburgh with Reiners on Friday

morning. Buck had a schedule filled to overflowing, including civic

celebrations, newspaper and radio interviews, visits for press pur-

{Co7itinued on Page Seven)
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"Velvet Touch"
i Continued from Page One)

Is with one exception the

top week for the house this

summer, taking in product

from all companies. Eastern

District Manager Bob Fol-

liard says: "Warners are well

pleased with the business

and we will get a moveover
at the Virginia Theatre." By

far our top grosser this sum-

mer at the Casino Theatre,

Wildwood. And Branch

Manager Barney Pitkin of

New Haven says the open-

ing at Saybrook, Ct., an-

other summer situation, was

tops for the summer with

one exception. Exhibitors

have the feel for this one and

there is a rush for dates by
the operators in summer
houses.

Next territorial run for

Frank Buck's BRING 'EM
BACK ALIVE is spearhead-

ed from St. Louis with the

hub being the St. Louis

Theatre to run starting Sep-

tember 1st. Bob Folliard

says the Buck show in first

engagements in Washing-
ton, Baltimore, Pittsburgh,

Roanoke, Oil City, Altoona

land elsewhere were very

Igood. Topped MITTY and
CROSSFIRE at the Latonia,

noil City, said Branch Man-

HORNE'S DEPARTMENT STORE in Pittsburgh used these four street windows to display the

original Disney art from MELODY TIME, which included the four sequences. Store called pub-
lic's attention to these displays via large newspaper ads.

ager Dave Silverman. Excel-

lent at Evansville, Ind.

Bob Folliard says RE-

TURN OF THE BAD MEN
opened exceptionally strong

at the Stanton and has been

held for a second week. The

same goes for the Mayfair,

New York. At the Albee,

Cincinnati, outgrossed

DOses with famous zoo and animal personages, and stage appear-

ances. In Washington he had newspaper coverage from Oscar Davis

^f the News, John White of the Times-hHerald, Jay Carmody of the

star and Dick Coe of the Post, hie appeared on the People in Town
'

hadio show with Hazel Markel on WTOP, the 50,000-watt CBS sta-

rion, and on Bill Brundidge's most popular of all sports shows on

/OL-Mutual. For press stories and pictures he lunched with Dr.

'illlam Mann, director of Washington s famous National Zoo, and

fjiso visited Dr. Remington Kellog, director of the U. S. National

Museum (Smithsonian Institution.) His appearance at an evening

Itharity ball game was cancelled due to the terrific down pour of

lain that had prevailed all day, but at no time dampened Buck's

Inthusiasm.

In Baltimore, newspaper Interviews started off at 9 a.m. for the

lun papers. Four stage appearances at the Hippodrome were sched-

uled in conjunction with the film's premiere there, and a 20-minute

iterview with Bill Dyer on radio WITH was a between-show high-

ght. During the day, also, radio tapes were made with Homer Todd
|f WCMB and Dave Jacobs of WSID in Buck's back-stage dressing

3om, for playbacks that night and day.

Highlight of the Baltimore visit came at 6:00 p.m., when Buck

3S guest of honor at Druid Hill Park ceremonies in conjunction with

|e dedication of the city zoo's new Reptile House. Here he spoke

gfore a crowd of many hundreds, and gained great newspaper cov-

|age and art breaks when he handed Mayor Thomas D'Alesandro a

-foot python, much to the delight of the spectators. Radio cov-

lage was received on these ceremonies, also. —BILL PRAGER

APACHE by $200 and

MAMA by $600, moved to

Lyric. Second weeks De-

troit, Rochester, Dayton,

Oakland, Waterbury. Strong

at Grand Rapids, Johnson

City, Kingsport, Savannah,

Dallas, St. Joe, Hartford,

Vallejo, Spokane. Three thea-

tres at San Diego, State,

Loma and Fox.

Walt Disney's MELODY
TIMES continues its tuneful

pace at the box-office. Sec-

ond weeks Boston, Chicago,

Columbus, Los Angeles (Hill-

street and Pantages), New
Orleans, San Francisco,

Birmingham, Toledo, Buffalo,

Oklahoma City, Salt Lake

City, Seattle. Held over

Erie and Milwaukee. Excel-

lent Cedar Rapids, Sioux

City, Springfield, O., Colo-

rado Springs, Ft. Wayne,
Las Vegas, Santa Barbara,

Madison, Norwich, Water-
bury, Tulsa, Harrisburg,

Ocean City, Reading, Pa-

ducah, Danbury, Torrington,

Manchester, Williamsport,

Youngstown. At Portland,

Ore., day-dater at Orphe-

um and Oriental, moved to

Music Box.

FORT APACHE — Sec-

ond weeks at the Albee,

Brooklyn, and Proctor's,

Newark, first picture in a

long time to hold over in

these situations. Fine open-

ing over the RKO Metro-

politan Circuit Wednesday.
Second weeks Pittsfield,

Louisville, Jersey City,

Springfield, Mass., Worces-
ter, Toledo, played two
theatres Modesto. Excellent

Youngstown.

BEST YEARS OF OUR
LIVES—Seventh week Den-

ver, third week Atlantic

City, second weeks Minne-

apolis, St. Paul, Toledo,

Wheeling, Lincoln. Out-
standing at Byrd and State,

Richmond, $200 better than

combined gross of APACHE
in the two houses, moved to

Capitol, and holdover fig-

ures $ 1 ,000 better than any-

thing we have had in this

theatre In the last eight

months. Branch Manager
Dave Silverman of Pitts-

(Coiitinued on Page Ten)
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"Bad Men" Is Exciting Film

Fare Says Journal-American
Bang! Bang-bang! The hard-riding, quick shooting outlaws of

the wild woolly West are sweeping across the screen of the Mayfair

Theatre today.

The whole kit and caboodle of 'em arrived yesterday in a film

branded, appropriately enough, "The Return of the Bad Men."
There were the Dalton boys; Billy the Kid; Jim Cole and

Johnny Younger; the Sundance Kid. Only Jesse James and his

brother were missing.

At first, it looked like a convention of the ornery varmints, meet-

ing to organize a union for protection and security. But it seems the

boys were bent on some plain and fancy robberies in the new Okla-

homa Territory—stage coaches, banks, trains.

Into the breach steps Randolph Scott, a square shooter, on the

side of the law. He's the new U. S. Marshall out here.

And with the gang of outlaws is a big gal who is my idea of

something to look at—and admire. Name of Anne Jeffreys.

Scott thought the same way. But a prim miss, Jacqueline White,

had staked out a prior claim on him.

I was just wondering who was going to win Scott—Anne or

Jacqueline—when, near the end of the picture. Miss Jeffreys solves

the problem by getting herself shot. For keeps. But not before she

had turned square.

Meanwhile every few minutes, a passel of rough-riding ranchers,

shooting iron in hand and mounted on galloping cayuses, would
come tearing through town.

Best job of acting, seems to me, was turned in by Robert Ryan
as the Sundance Kid, one tough hombre. Randoph Scott scored
with usual good performance. And that old codger, "Gabby" Hayes
captured plenty of chuckles.

There is an exciting scene as the 1888 land rush gets under way

—

with covered wagons bouncing around the plains. Those early settlers

sure had it rugged.

And there's a helluva hand-to-hand battle between Scott and
Ryan just before the 17th or 39th man is shot to death.

Scott finally captures or kills the whole shebang of outlaws. Only
Ihe Sundance Kid is a match for him. Or was—until Randy beat him
to the draw.

"The Return of the Bad Men" is good news for movie fans who
want action for their money. And I said action. Bang! Bang-bang!

—JOURNAL AMERICAN

"Pace and Action/' says the Sun
There's a Western at the Mayfair, one that collects all the West-

ern gangs and has them working together. This is not just a trick.

"Return of the Bad Men" has a believable plot. It calls for the pres-

ence of the Daltons, the Youngers, Billy the Kid and a few probably
fictitious outlaws. These last are the most vicious.

"Return of the Bad Men" does not glamorize its bandits. These
late nineteenth century gangsters are shown as the stupid, quarrel-
ing, brutal men they must have been. No spectator can be torn
between sympathies here. These outlaws are treated with proper
lack of respect and liking.

The film has a good script for a Western, in spite of occasional
confusion about locale. This slight confusion may have developed
on set or in cutting room. One has to wonder occasionally in just

what town or State the action is taking place. Even this does not
keep the story from developing naturally in the straight, honest
style that suits a picture of the outdoors.

This is a film crackling with gunfire. Some one, usually a bandit
called Sundance, is always shooting at some one else. He usually
hits his mark. Sundance is hated even by his fellow criminals. His
murders are deliberate and useless. Sundance just likes to kill. It is

this unpleasant hobby which makes Vance Cordell give up his move
to California. Vance stays in Oklahoma in order to find Sundance
and shoot him down. And then, when he has the chance, Vance gets
theatrical and stages a lusty fight with the killer.

The Mayfair's film describes the opening of new lands in the
West and the outlaws who always watched such proceedings with
interest. Randolph Scott is the marshall here, Robert Ryan the
dreaded Sundance. It is Vance Cordell, the marshal, who realizes
that all the Western gangs are working the new lands in teams, ter-
rorizing towns and banks, leaving the ranchers in peace. This is a

FRANK BUCK, of BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE fame, discusses

the interest of Lions International, in work with underprivileged

children, with Fred W. Smith (left), retiring president of the

Lions, and Frederick H. Lewis, executive director of the New
York Herald Tribune's Fresh Air Fund. Mr. Buck participated

in the official opening of the Fund's train exhibit, at Pennsyl-

vania Station, which is part of the paper's drive to rcdse funds

for the work. Always interested in child welfare, Frank hopes
to take an active part in the campaign and is planning to

visit the summer installations established for the underprivileged

children to entertain them with animal and jungle lore.

Augull list

J. J. DACEY
JOSEPHINE REINERT
CATHERINE STOKAS
DOROTHY E. MORROW

Atii;usl 22nd

RUBY NELL BROWN
MARY L. MELLINI
THOMAS E. LOWE
DAVE McDonald
SEYMOUR S. KAPLAN
SOPHIE ROTH

August 2ird

MINNIE WARREN

New York
Home Office

Home Office

Washington

Charlotte

Home Office

Washington
Los Angeles
New Haven

San Francisco

Katisas City

K. G. HOWE Kansas City

August 24//j

ANNA REIMER New York

ALBERT GLAUBINGER Pittsburgh

SYLVIA REISS New York

MOLLIE F. ROSENFELD St. Louis

LORRAINE STEURER New York

DORIS DRENNON Oklahoma City

August 25(A

T. B. WILLIAMSON St. Louis

A. C. GOTTSHALK Philadelphia

ALICE JANE McGONEGAL Home Office

STELLA STONE Cleveland

August 26th

MAC KASTENBAUM New York

OLIVE ANN WEBSTER Buffalo

BERTHA KOEHNEMAN St. Louis

JEAN BASTIEN Montreil

August 27th

F. E. DYER Charlotte

HANNAH LEVY New York

REUBEN E. HOOD Charlotte

JOHN BLUND Home Office

FRANK SCHEEDEL Home Office

DORIS KRITCHEK Home Office

SIDNEY LIEBERMAN Home Office

Western with pace and plenty of action as well as the good pho-

tography that always seems to go with tales of the wild and West.

—EVENING SUN
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FLASH NEWS OF JOAN OF ARC"
To keep you posted on progress on one of the

most important pictures of all time, FLASH tvill

bring you items here each tveek touching all sorts

of phases of this amazing production.

Here's how the reporter for the

Paris France-Soir went over-

board on July 2nd—in describing

the tremendous fete which they

call "Grande Nuit de Paris." The

fete was held in the presence of

the President of the Republic.

Let's pick up the story where

Charles Boyer, the master of

ceremonies, is introducing his

visiting colleagues from Holly-

wood.

"Rita Hayworth . . . Hedy

Lamarr ( who spoke of her little

boy) . . . Edward G. Robinsin

(who discoursed on the subject

of his wife's painting) . . . and,

at last, Ingrid Bergman. When
this young woman, with her

broad countenance, appeared in

a long gown of white mousseline,

very simple, without makeup,

five million hearts beat with a

profound emotion. It was a mir-

acle of the theatre. One would

have said that Joan of Arc her-

self was entering." 'I asked my-

self whether it is true,' said Miss

Bergman. 'A few hours ago I

was Joan, your Joan, and I am
afraid of not having known how
to be your heroine. Especially

when I speak your language. For

I speak it so badly. But I speak

it with my heart.'

4*

"A formidable ovation showed

her that that that was the right

way indeed to speak French."

cerity and said:

"At the moment when Ingrid

Bergman set foot on the soil of

France it seems as though she

was resolved not to abandon the

personality of the Maid of Or-

leans. Without make-up, with

large blue eyes, so alert that the)

seem to be constantly inquiring,

one believed that he saw sud-

denly revived the tall figure of

Jeanne just as she was—Just as

Ingrid Bergman recreated her."

The newspaper "L'Aube" said

:

"She has inherited the place

vacant by her compatriot, Greta

Garbo. But everyone near her

will tell you that her youthful

grace and astonishing simplicitv

eclipses by far the delicate charm

of the 'Divine.'

"She was astonished to see so

many people waiting on the plat-

form of the North Station."

"I'Aurore" quoted her as say-

ing: 'I shall come back to France

in September. I want to visit

Domremy, Vaucouleurs, all the

places which know Joan of Arc'

"Everyone recognized that the

actress is the latest incarnation

of our national heroine."

"INTERFERENCE"

FINAL TOUCHES

AT THE STUDIO

By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, August 13: With Jacques Tourneur

putting the final directorial licks to Robert Sparks' tenta-

tively-titled INTERFERENCE, this handsomely-mounted

and suspenseful romantic drama will head for the cutting

rooms early next week.

The rushes on this show

have been something to see,

and I'm willing to wager the

finished article will do
double-barrelled business in

the country's theatres, since

it's aimed at the millions of

gridiron fans as well as at

the ranks of the regular pic-

ture-goers.

For one thing, it's totally

unlike any football film

you've ever viewed. Most
such offerings heretofore

have followed a convention-

al pattern of six reels of col-

legiate atmosphere and a

final reel of the hero-who-

runs -
I 00 - yards - for - the -

v.'inning - touchdown - in - the-

iast-ten - seconds - of - play

type.

But INTERFERENCE is

different. It's the first to

have a background of pro-

fessional football instead of

the college game, which

makes for a far more inter-

esting and novel setting.

And it's the first to subor-

dinate the football sequenc-

es in favor of the human
drama inherent in the off-

the-field lives and problems

of the players themselves.

As a result, the produc-

tion shapes up as a piece of

smash entertainment with a

powerful appeal to every

kind of audience. The story

packs a husky wallop in its

account of a big-league star

whose annbitions for a secure

future go glimmering when

fate and a selfish, two-tim-

ing wife combine to frus-

trate him.

And the cast—well, look

at that line-up of box-office

names; Victor Mature, hot

as a firecracker right now;

Lucille Ball, a sweetheart

with the fans everywhere;

Elizabeth Scott, one of Hol-

lywood's newest and bright-

est luminaries; Sonny Tufts,

another solid favorite;

Lloyd Nolan, Paul Stewart,

Jack Paar, Jeff Donnell and
a flock of top-line profes-

sional pigskin packers head-

ed by the famous Kenny
Washington.

There's an array that will

sell plenty of tickets. And
along with the stirring plot

and realistic treatment and
Tourneur's proven ability to

build up screen suspense,

this means you're going to

have a real money-maker in

this one.

Ladies in Wading

Good. The ladies in wading
are a bevy of swimming and div-

ing champs. They slither through

the water with ballet grace and
display the aquatic skill that has

brought them prominence. Ann
Curtis, the only American girl

holding the world's swimming rec-

ord, shows how the fastest wo-

man swimmer in the world cuts

her way through the water. The
background is the elegant Boca
Raton club in Florida.

—BOXOFFICE
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It was in the days of bath tub gin,

when everything went, vaudeville was

going, and bookers were reaching for

any freak that could commend a head-

line. Blowsie and myself had just

finished with a supposedly Hindu

Fakir by the name of Rahman Bey,

so we grew whiskers on his assistant

and called him Hamid Bey. We also

started to grow a beard on Hamid's

assistant with his name filed away as

"Oyster Bey," if and when necessary.

However we were in the throes of

a buildup for Hamid Bey. We had

buried Rahman Bey under water and

run into one hell of a ruckus with

the late Harry Houdini, which inci-

dentally upped our Rahman's salary

no end, so we looked for new fields

for Hamid. The fact that both Rah-

man and Hamid were natives of

Milan, Italy, seemed to make no dif-

ference to the headline writers, so we

decided to bury Hamid underground

instead of underwater for five or six

hours.

We chose the front lawn of Leona

LaMar's home in New Jersey. If you

don't know who Leona LaMar was,

you're not up on your mind readers,

because this gal was known far and

wide as "The Girl with 1000 Eyes."

and also happened to be one of my

clients.

Blowsie gathers himself a busload

of photographers, reporters and bath

tub gin, and we're off to New Jersey.

There we had hired six negro grave

diggers, who deserted up pronto,

when Hamid showed up in the fan-

ciest night gown you ever did see,

and our grave diggers discovered that

"our ghost" wasn't even dead yet.

However, we coaxed them back

with some of the gin, and the dig-

ging commenced. They went one foot,

then two, three, four, five, six and

seven feet. At the six foot level they

made a ledge, making room for planks

under which our Hamid was to have

air room, until we ressurected him.

Secretly, we placed a buzzer sys-

tem in the grave that Hamid would

ring three times if something went

wrong. How we were to get six feet

of earth off top of him in time was

something that our feeble engineering

minds never thought of. During the

digging process Blowsie made merry

with the press and the bath tub gin

In -Miss LaMar's parlor, and then all

was ready.

Hamid did a couple of "Allagazams"

over his noggin, while a Turk we ha<l

imported did a few "Oopla ooplas"

and we lowered our Hindu Fakir (via

Milan Italy) into his grave. Tliem

that could see watched, but most

stuck to the gin, figuring they would

get their share and watch him dug

up.

The planks were placed at six feet

and so was the buzzer with the bell

on top and the boys then started fill-

ing in llie six feet of earth. Boy it

must have been tons and it went in

much faster than it had come out. All

finished, I looked around and I am
alone, except a cop who had sud-

denly come on the scene.

"What's doing Bub?" said he.

"Just buried a man," says I (look-

ing around for Harry, who by this

time is leading a chorus of Sweet

Adeline inside).

"Who died?" says he.

"Nobody" says I.

"What da ya mean," says he,

"ya burying somebody and nobody is

dead."

"Well you see officer" ( I'm getting

polite now) its a stunt if you know
what I mean. The guy we buried

ain't dead."

Now he's edging close to me and

I can hear Blowsie hitting the high-

est note of his career.

"Is you got a permit to bury any-

body, dead or alive?" says he.

The guy really looked like a men-

ace by this time and I yells "Harry"

and 1 must have yelled loud, cause

the choral society inside went into

a mumble.
"Yeah, yeah" says Blowsie, coming

on a run, but he too, kinda of slows

up when he sees "The Law" has

joined our group.

"^X'hat did you do with the permit

for this stunt." I storms at him, wink-

ing both eyes like a stop signal.

"Damned if I didn't leave it at the

hotel," says Blowsie and THE LAW
seems a little satisfied.

"Take the gentleman inside Harry

and fill ... I mean give him a

drink." Now even The Law was

drinking bath tub gin in those days

and Harry takes him off my hands

and delivers him to Mickey Finn

inside.

Skipping over the hours, it's time

to dig, but we ain't had no buzz from

our Hamid. The time is up and over

by a full hour, when I gets a knife,

peel the covering off the two wires

and press them together. NO RING.
THE BUZZER DON'T WORK.

I skimp around to the back to get

my grave diggers, but you know what

a great entertainer Blowsie is. He
had divided up the gin with the grave

diggers and they ain't in no mood to

dig, much less go near any grave.

I get Harry's eye and beckon him

outside.

"In case you don't know it Caruso,"

I says," that buzzer don't buzz. Also

our Hindu Fakir, who ain't no Hindu
may not be fakin."

"What do you mean?" says Blow-

sie, who is crestfallen, because he

has got everybody stiff, including

THE LAW, and has done it in such

a pleasant manner.

"I mean you and me gotta start

diggin now, first the grave, and may-

be diggin for parts unknown if that

Fakir ain't fakin."

And brothers, we dug. Right now
1 wouldn't take a grave diggers' job

foi anything in the world, but we
finally made the planks.

"Is you all right," I'm hissing

through the spaces between the

planks. NO ANSWER.
We ripped them planks up just

as the crowd started pouring out of

the house and surrounding the grave.

The former Miss Mason, sec-

retary to Mr. Nolan, has returned

from her HONEYMOON VACA-
TION. Eileen is looking as happy
and lovely as all new brides

should. Her new name is quite a

sudden change from Mason . . .

it is now . . . Mrs. A. J. Pian-

tanida. Best of luck and good
wishes to you, Eileen, be as hap-

py in fifty years as you are today.

Our office manager, Mollie

Inger, is back after her two-week

vacation at home. Seems like

Mollie was gone from our happy
little gathering longer than two
weeks, and golly, Mollie, we're

glad to have you back!

B ' Rapp, contract clerk, is

now vacationing in Florida with

her mother and sister. Have a

wonderful time, gal . . . vacation

for me too!

Edis Brown, steno, is vacation-

ing at home and thereabouts.

Methinks that Edis will have many
exciting adventures to tell when
she returns. Now her Willie will

find out what a lovely wife he

has.

Mollie Rosenfeld presented

Esther Arnowitz with a sur-

prise wedding shower on Aug-
ust 1st. From what we hear the

shower was a real surprise and

success, and Esther received

many lovely gifts. Her wedding
is set for August 22.

We of RKO offer our sincere

condolence to Guy Pisani, sales-

man, on the death of his brother

Pete.

Since Doris Droste is planning

her honeymoon in Colorado, and

since Colorado is my home, Doris

and Bob will be well chaperoned
by just plain

_"B"

YEP, OLD JOHN LAW HAD COME
TO AND WITH THEM.

I gripped "Hamid the Fakir" be-

hind the head and pulled him up
erect. The upright position releases

the tongue, which becomes inverted

when a person has subjected them-

selves to voluntary catalepsy, and the

release of air sounds like the letting

oft' of a steam engine. Our Hamid
eyes opened and he looked around and

then to me and said in "Perfect

Hindu:"
"WHATSA MATTA. DID WE

MAKA DA TIME HOKAY."
"Didn't I tell you everything was

gonna be all right," chirped "Caruso"

Reiners as we chugged along home,

with a new headliner and headlines.

But the next day, Harry suggested

that in the future it would be a good

idea for me to LAY OFF THIS
RESSURECTION BUSINESS.

Fifteenth Floor
Smooth winds and a warm sun

have rapidly tanned the com-
plexions and created a new out-

door look on the gang here on
the 15th floor. Conversatlon

stems of activities at Long Beach,
the Rockaways and lots of .grand

seashore and mountain sites which
all add up to wonderful vaca-
tion time! It appears that the

gals and guys here are making
everything of It.

Romance is ever present to

add delight to us all. Specifically

v/e mean the engagement of

Marilyn Morris of the contract

department filing section. Mari-

lyn wears a happy smile and her

beautiful ring well. We wish her

lots of good fortune for the

future.

Congratulations are in order
for Eddie Stokes, supervisor of

the contract department. Eddie's

wife presented him with a 6 lb.

7 oz. baby girl born at the Man-
hattan General Hospital. Eddie's

family now numbers two boys

and baby Patricia! Congratula-

tions Eddie and thanks for the

cigar!

On the promotion angle we
wish Bob Tapper good luck in the

north-south sales department. Bob
was upped from the contract de-

partment and he's now doing a

mighty fine job of it in north-

south.

See what I can do to get this

column rolling again; been a

busy season to date but I'll do my
best to gather all the tid-bits of

interest in the future.

—WALTER DORAY

"Velvet Touch"
(Continued from Page Seven)

burgh says neighborhood

grosses right up with the best
|

house records. Excellent

Sharon, Poughkeepsie, Dur-

ham, Chattanooga.

THE PEARL—Bob Folli-

'

ard says playing at the Play-

house,, Washington, and Al-

dine, Philadelphia, business

good in both situations. All

newspaper reviews excellent. ei

hield over at Philadelphia. («-

TARZAN AND THE
MERMAIDS—Topped nnany •;

big ones at Loew's Majestic,

Bridgeport. Tops at the kj|

Cinema, Vancouver.

1,
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Trades Tag "Variety Time"

58 IVIinutes of Hilarity

"A laughter package"
Carrying a heavy load of substantial comedy nannes, this one

is likened to a vaudeville show of yore. Plenty diverting. It should

give all 'round satisfaction.

This is a laughter package compiled from a selection of shorts

wherein are featured such worthies as Edgar Kennedy and his wife,

Florence Lake, and in-laws; Leon Errol, Pat Rooney, another dance

routine, bits of pix from the Flicker Flashbacks series, a comedy

dance team, Hans Conreid giving a parody of a French singer and

Miguelito Valdes and Orchestra rendering "Babalu," with a torrid

dance routine for the finale.

The material is varied. Jack Paar acts at times as master of

ceremonies, then again as bit player. He manages to get off any

number of neat humorous sallies.

The basic idea of concocting a package of fun seems a good

one and the film should provide the general run of audiences with

an assortment of lightness and whatever else they go for in the

way of comedy. It is a variety show—plus.

—FILM DAILY

T/ifs one can't miss"

"Variety Time" is a well-balanced vaudeville show on film. Made
lup of acts and skits that have proven to be "hits" in old comedy

jnd feature films, and tied together by use of an M. C. it's hard

jto see how this one can miss.

Selection of acts to be used and choosing order of sequence

in which acts and skits follow each other in film reflects credit to the

bowmanship of producer George Bilson who, with this effort, proves

bimself a handy man to have around any studio.

Preview audience reacted to the show much as did the vaude

judiences of days past with applause following stints of such top

[performers as Pat Rooney, Miguelito Valdes, Harold and Lola,

Ijessie and James, Frankie Carle and his orchestra and Lynn, Royce

pnd Vanya.

Pat Rooney's soft shoe routine is a crowd pleaser. Jesse and

Uames win applause for their spirited tap routines while the serpent

Wance of Harold and Lola proves effective.

Edgar Kennedy comedy evokes laughter from start to finish

[yith sequences from a Leon Errol comedy running the Kennedy funny

jjlenty of competition.

Old-time silent movie sequences give film a nice change of pace.

Jack Paar, debuting as M. C, ties the film together with patter.

Hal Yates directed Edgar Kennedy sequences from his own script

Ind megged Leon Errol scenes from Hal Law's screenplay.

Film editors Les Millbrook and Edward W. Williams have turned

a yeoman-like job in tacking this one together.

Charles Pyke's art direction is adequate while special effects

Vernon L. Walker and Russell A. Cully fill the bill.

Music is a credit to C. Bakaleinikoff.

—VARIETY (Daily)

18 minutes of hilarity"

Vaudeville is supposed to be dead, but the type of vaudeville

ptertainment which RKO has combined in "Variety Time," while it

Say not revive vaudeville itself, is certain to provoke a lively

ijsponse from overjoyed exhibitors noting the wonderful reception

jjis 58 minutes of hilarity and entertainment is going to receive

pom theatre patrons.

"Variety Time" has no plot, but is frankly a series of sketches

|ld together by some delightful patter very engagingly delivered

personable Jack Paar, who makes his screen debut an auspicious

one, neatly assembled and very fast-moving.

Obviously not intended as an ordinary supporting feature,

"Variety Time" supplies the kind of entertainments that a lot of

movie goers undoubtedly look for along with the main feature. If

it is the beginning of a trend, it's a good beginning, and by itself,

it's a pretty good idea, too. As vaudeville, it has the advantage of

being able to attain perfection in each act.

Hal Yates directed the Edgar Kennedy and Leon Errol comedy

skits, both traditional for the two comedians, and both very funny

slapstick. Kennedy is trying to build an addition to his house, and

what with assistance from his scatterbrained wife, Florence Lake,

his brother-in-law and mother-in-law, there's cement all over the

place. Errol poses as a butler to fool his wife's rich aunt, who is

opposed to divorce and doesn't know her niece has remarried. The

situations are chiefly of everyone getting into everyone else's bed-

room, and it's good fun. Jack Norton does his wonderful drunk again.

Other highlights include delivery of a French song by Hans Con-

ried with an hilarious translation by Paar, a comedy dance routine

by Lynn, Royce and Vanya, some tricky acrobatic dancing by Jesse

and James, tap-dancing by Pat Rooney, and a wonderful "Babalu"

by Miguelito Valdes, interspersed with the now famous snake dance

by Harold and Lola.

Technical credits are all high-grade, particularly expert editing

by Les Millbrook and Edward Williams.

—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

"Definitely off beaten path"
Vaudeville itself may be dead, but the spirit of that old-time en-

tertainment form is captured with complete success in this novelty

offering, which supplies supporting fare that is definitely off the

beaten path and can be booked anywhere with the assurance that

it will prove a satisfactory running mate to a more orthodox feature.

It's a series of unrelated skits, musical acts and blackouts, linked to-

gether in revue form by Jack Paar, radio and screen comedian who
functions as master of ceremonies. Included are two typical slap-

sequences featuring Edgar Kennedy and Leon Errol; clips from old-

time films, with Paar supplying droll narration; dancing of the tap,

acrobatic and eccentric variety, and music by Miguelito Valdes,

Frankie Carle and his orchestra. Producer George Bilson deftly

assembled the wealth of material and tied it into a neat package
of saleable merchandise.

—BOXOFFICE

than in many years and practical-

ly all the leading magazines car-

ry sports articles— in fact the big-

circulation weeklies hardly dare

to come out without sports fea-

tures. Added up, this means that

our various one and two-reelers

centered around a variety of

sports are more timely than ever.

The Olympics, the close races

in the big leagues along with

early season football practice and

the staging of gridiron benefit

games before the summer is over,

and the August championships

in tennis and golf are factors

making Americans more sports

conscious than ever. Sports cov-

erage by newspapers is greater



CHEVALIER STARRER GETS THIRD SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT
When Rene Clair's-Maurlce Chevalier starring vehicle, SILENCE IS GOLDEN (in French v/ith English titles) was

played at the Art Theatre, the management took full advantage of the art work used by the 55th Street Playhouse

and the Bijou Theatres.

The illustrations above show the Art Theatre front a nd lobby together with the display of original Guy Arnoux

paintings which proved such a hit at the Bijou premiere. The inserts show the type of ads used in the daily press.

—RUTGERS NEILSON

SALESMEN'S
STANDINGS
"This Is America" Sales

1947-48

Week End. July 29th, 1948
100% Salesmen

1. Goldfarb Denver

2. Kutinsky New York

3. Knox Washington
4. Swin Denver

5. Thorn Portland

6. Silvernnan Nev/ York

7. Conley Minneapolis

8. Penser New York

Over 90% but less than 100%
9. Engelman Portland

10. Canelli New Haven
11. Kahn Washington
12. Powell Los Angeles

13. Decker Montreal

14. Hoese Salt Lake City

15. Richardson Cleveland

Over 80% but less than 90%
16. Goldsmith Cleveland

17. Smith Buffalo

18. Lefko Philadelphia

19. Folliard Washington
20. Bjorkman Minneapolis

21. Warren Salt Lake City

22. Rea Winnipeg

Records An Assist

For "Melody Time"

Field Man Keith Bain of At-

lanta worked with Sam Wallace,

head of the Yancy Company,
RCA Victor distributors in At-

lanta, for record promotion on

MELODY TIME. More than a

cozen window displays, in color,

v/ere set up and all of the local

radio stations cooperated in

plugging the tunes. An elaborate

mailing piece centered around

the records was utilized. The Vic-

tor promotion paid off in record

sales as well as the box-office of

the Paramount.

Over 70% but less than 80%

23. Belles Cleveland

24. Kimmell Chicago
25. Griffin Salt Lake City

26. Winters Minneapolis

27. Black Indianapolis

28. Wild Cleveland

29. Beck Philadelphia

3C. Labow Toronto

31. Youngerman Philadelphia

32. Frankel Pittsburgh

33. Appelman Denver

Steven Flagg, who supports

Rosalind Russell in THE VELVET

TOUChI, the Independent Art-

ists RKO Radio released roman-

tic comedy which is the next

Rivoll Theatre attraction, has

been cast In INTERFERENCE,

now before the RKO Radio

cameras. Flagg will portray an

indolent young playboy in IN-

TERFERENCE, which co-stars

Victor Mature, Lucille Ball, Liza-

beth Scott, Sonny Tufts and Lloyd

Nolan.

*

Robert Warwick, who will sup-

port Tim Holt in GUN RUN-

NERS, celebrates his forty-fifth

year in show business. He was

one of the top stars of the Broad-

way stage in the years prior to

and just after World War I.

When sound came to films, War-

wick turned to motion pictures.

Ann Sheridan will soon make

her first apoearance on the

screen of Radio City Music Hall

in GOOD SAM. In New York

for a week of interviews while

summering in Connecticut, Miss

Sheridan visited the famous play-
^

house and expressed her delight

with the honor of having her first

appearance in a Leo McCarey

directed and produced picture

tally with her being seen in this

world-famous center of entertain-

ment.
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PITTSBURGH'S SUN TELEGRAPH

SAYS "REBEL" BEST OF ITS KIND

American Way Shown

In Superb Short Film
By KARL KRUG
Sun-Telegraph Drama Critic

"LETTER TO A REBEL": Hollywood, hoodwinked for a long time

by Stalin's conniving little emissaries in $5000-a-week (and more)

writing and production jobs, had to learn the hard way. But learn

they did out there after a lot of us kept plugging away at the mess

until Congress finally got busy.

It becomes, then a most pleasant duty today to call your atten-

tion, with all the sincerity at my command, to a short subject which

the Stanley Theatre will begin showing next Thursday in conjunction

with the return engagement of "Life With Father." This short fea-

ture, the best dramatic thing of its kind I have ever seen, is labeled

"Letter to a Rebel," and it's a big feather in the Americanization

campaign of not only RKO-Radio, but of the entire motion picture

industry.

You good American parents with youngsters of high school and

college age, should jot down a memo right now to see "Letter to a

Rebel." Not only does it reveal that Hollywood was really beginning

to fight back at the enemies from within when 20th Century-Fox

released "The Iron Curtain." It also discloses that the movie makers,

or at least some of them, are alert to the Red menace encountered

by the boy and girl away at school.

An Edifor Gives Advice to His Son

For as a small town newspaper editor in "Letter to a Rebel"

oints out to his son, a college student who writes editorials against

he capitalistic system, a lot of words don't mean what they seem

o mean, don't mean what they once meant. Words, for instance,

ke "liberal," "democracy" and "radical."

It takes but a bit of research to unearth that the word "liberal,"

ow so freely bandied about in a wide variety of contexts, once

eferred to a real patriot with strong democratic tendencies. Today,

ar too many self-styled liberals are against these tendencies as you

ay readily see by the old definition of "democracy" as our Found-

g Fathers used it—a Government in which supreme power is re-

ined by the people.

The editor suggests that his son, who has been using these words

a way to make Moscow chuckle, look them up in the dictionary,

/laking what follows all the more convincing is the fact that this film

as been produced in the documentary style, showing the working

f free enterprise in an average American town.

In fact, the footage was shot in Monroe, N. Y., with most of the

arts filled by townspeople playing their real life roles. Among

lem are police chief Bill Mack, Shorty Stevenson, grocer; Al Plank,

arageman; Pete Mitchell, restaurant owner, and Al Pheiffer, druggist.

i\eal

Townfolks Turn fo Acting

Under the superfine direction and photography of Larry O'Reilly,

lese Monroe folks turned actors help change the mind of the editor's

iberal'' son. That son had forgotten that one ancestor, a revolu-

pnist, fought at Bunker Hill and died at Brandywlne. That another

ffid been an anti-slavery crusader in the I 850's.

to a Rebel" for a high short subject honor at year's end ... So
bundle the youngsters into the old bus (which free enterprise made
it possible for you to own), hie them to a viewing of "Letter to a

Rebel, " and let this small town editor's final advice to his boy serve

them, too. It goes like this:

".
. . And some day you'll see that it's not just your country, son.

It's yours and a lot of other people's. Criticize it—but make it better.

This is your heritage from the past, your legacy to the future . .
."

Incidentally, the addition of "Letter to a Rebel" to a program
holding the delightful "Life With Father" means that the Stanley's

incoming bill will be nothing less than four-square American. The
Lindsay-Crouse stage classic, made into a brilliant film, is based
on solid, happy American family life, and "Letter to a Rebel" reveals

how we may keep it that way.

In a sentence, a double cinematic barrage aimed pointblank at a

scourge that for a long time threatened the very existence of the

screen . . . and still does unless an eternal vigilance is maintained.

Business Leaders Praise

'Letter to a Rebel' Film
"Letter to a Rebel "

is a fine movie about our American Way of

life.

This is the opinion of Roy A. Hunt, president of Aluminum Co. of

America; James M. Bovard, president of Carniege Institute, and
Dr. Vincent W. Lanfear, dean of the school of business administration,

University of Pittsburgh, who attended a preview screening yesterday

of the new RKO short subject.

The film, which shows the workings of free enterprise in an aver-

age American town, was viewed by representatives of Westinghouse
Electric Corp., Koppers Co., United States Steel Corp., H. J. Heinz

Co., Aluminum Co. of America, and other prominent businessmen

in the Warner Bros, screening room, Clark BIdg.

The picture is dramatization of a letter written by a small-town

newspaper editor to his son, a college student who believes that

Americans today are the corrupt tools of a depraved economy. The

father explains that free enterprise has given America its high stand-

ard of living and Is progressively improving our country.

Charles C. Carr of the Aluminum Co. of America, who read the

original script for the short, said:

"This is the first commercial picture on this theme and should

do much to combat the forces that are trying to break down our

economic system."

"Letter to a Rebel," an RKO Pathe THIS IS AMERICA short,

will be shown in the Stanley Theatre, beginning August 5, with the

feature, "Life With Father.
"

Following receipt of the Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph by

FLASH, Field Man Alan Wieder sent correspondence with the

Aluminum Company of America which has sent notices to all

its employees. Managers are writing to employees urging them

to see the picture and giving exact playdates. "No short sub-

ject in my memory has received such backing," says Alan.
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The
Fugtttpe

Sales Against

Possibilities

(Extended to Week End. Sept

23rd Week End. July 29, 1948

Pos.

This
Last

Week Branch Week

1. OKLAHOMA CITY , 1

2. DENVER /

3. PITTSBURGH J

4. LOS ANGELES 4

5. SALT LAKE CITY 5

6 CLEVELAND 1 /

7. Philadelphia 6

8. Sioux Falls 7

9^ Indianapolis 1 1

9

8

12. San Francisco 1

13. New York 1 J

14. Kansas City 1

4

1

6

1 5

1 7. Omaha 17

18

1 Q
I 7

20

25

90 MAmnnl^; 26

23. New Haven 21

23

24

22

^ -, • 1
•

Z. O

28. Charlotte 29

27

32

31. St. Louis 30

32. Atlanta 31

CANADA
1. MONTREAL 1

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. Calgary

4. Vancouver

3

6

5. Toronto 4

6. St. John 5

DIVISIONS

2

2. Western 1

3. North-South 3

BAMBi
Sales Against

Possibilities

(Extended To Week End. Sept. 9)

22„d Week End. July 29, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This lajl

Week Branch Week

1. DENVER I

2. PORTLAND 3

3. CLEVELAND 2

4. SEATTLE 5

5. DES MOINES 7

6. BUFFALO , 4

7. New Haven 6

8. Salt Lake City 9

9. San Francisco 8

10. Washington II

I I . Milwaukee 1

12. Detroit 16

13. Minneapolis 12

1 4. Kansas City 13

15. Sioux Falls 18

16. Oklahoma City 15

17. New York 14

18. Philadelphia 19

19. Boston 17

20. Omaha 20

21. Albany 22

22. Los Angeles 2

1

23. Indianapolis 23

24. Cincinnati 24

25. Pittsburgh 25

26. Dallas 27

27. Memphis 28

28. St. Louis 26

29. Chicago 29

30. Charlotte 30

31. Atlanta 31

32. New Orleans 32

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG I

2. TORONTO 2

3. Montreal 4

4. Calgary 3

5. Vancouver 5

6. St. John 6

DIVISIONS

1 . Western I

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3

Shades of RKO! It's been a

long time since we Cleveland

Indians have had a smoke on our

peace pipe, but dust it off, and
away we go

—

CALIFORNY 'ER BUST, that

is Doris Andell's nnotto for the

next week, after which tinne she

leaves for a nnost envied vacation

in "Sunny" California. (Give our

best to that bee-u-ti-ful hunk of

man. Lex Barker—the new Tar-

zan—huh. Dor?)

John Sabat, head booker, is

still sputtering around that —
heavenly—smelling ceegar of his,

and AFB (Mr. Braeunig, Office

Manager to youse guys) has yet

to look first in his vest pocket

for his cigarettes, or on the desk

in front of him for his specs. (Ex-

cuse us boss couldn't resist that.)

No wonder the gals in the ship-

ping roonn are so anxious to get

to work early these days, what
with the new red-headed shipper,

Jerry.

And speaking about work, Shir-

ley Goldman, the other half, ab-

sent-mindedly addressed an en-

velope to Fort Apache, Ohio,

instead of Fort Wayne, Indiana.

That's Shirley, always ready for

a plug.

While Shirley Silverman is on

her vacation, Stella Stone is tak-

ing over the telephone desk. Stel-

la says she hears bells all the

time, and we're sure it's not "The

Miracle of
—

"

That's it for this week, so with

a loud wa-hoo, this is your raving

— we mean roving — reporters

warning you to be on the look-

out for more weekly news and
gossip from Cleveland.

—BARBARA R.

—SHIRLEY G.

Big Mouth Bass

Good. The technique employ-

ed in catching the large-mouth

bass is illustrated by Al McLane,
fishing editor of Field and Stream

magazine. McLane's luck with the

rod and reel is amazing, for he is

always shown pulling in a prize

bass. The scenic quality is high

all the way, adding much to what
might have been just another fish

story. A pleasant leisurely flavor

predominates since there are no

shots of frenzied activity. The ef-

fect is restful and perfect for the

summer mood.
—BOXOFFICE

Tickell Proves

Coop Advertising

Is Still A Clicker

Old bits of showmanship are

often the best, always sure-fire.

The coloring contest and the co-

op ad are no more outdated

than yesterday's songs and jokes.

Away up there in Fort Wil-

liam, Ontario, some 2,000 miles

from our Vancouver office where

Field Man Lloyd Muir directs ex-

ploitation for all the territory.

Manager Fred Tickell of the Cap-

itol Theatre proved the other day

that the co-op ad is money in

the bank. He tied in I REMEM-
BER MAMA with local adver-

tisers for a full page in the Times-

Journal.

Here indeed is another Fam-

ous Players exploitation and

showmanship-minded manager.

Three Little Pigs

Very good. This wonderful car-

toon walked off with an Acade-

my Award 15 years ago. It still

has the charm and wit that

brought it international fame.

Bringing it back now is a sound

idea, for the attraction proves a

v/elcome nostalgic item as well as

a genuine delight for those who

have not yet seen it. Re-releas-

ing the short may revive interest

in "Who's Afraid of the Big Bad

Wolf?" which was a song hit on

the strength of its use in the car-

toon.

—BOXOFFICE

Dig That Cold

Edgar Kennedy finds a collec-

tion of gold coins in his base-

m.ent. He hides them under a

neighbor's lawn in order to evade

a legal technicality. Then his ob-

ject is to discover them and

claim ownership. The man next

door puts up a lot of resistance

to keep Kennedy away, but the

comedian breaks through via

an underground route and dyna-

mites. It develops that the gold

is not real, allowing for that fa-

mous Kennedy slow-burn, with

gold coins trickling through his

fingers as he rubs his hand over

his angry face.

—BOXOFFICE
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MOCHRIE
i Continued from Page One)

v/as "Interference, " co-star-

ring Victor Mature and Lu-

cille Ball. This he said is a

fast moving, exciting story

of professional football

which oozes with gridiron

atmosphere, romance and

I

drama.

From the outside produc-

lers Mr. Mochrie saw Walt

Disney's ' So Dear to My
Heart," a delightful, down-

to-earth story of a boyhood

in Indiana a generation ago.

iThe human cast includes

Burl Ives, Bobby Driscoll,

iBeulah Bondi, Luana Patten

land hiarry Carey. The RKO
[sales chief rates the forth-

coming Disney feature as

[even better than "Song of

the South" which technique

ft parallels.

Mr. Mochrie saw David

iven and Teresa Wright in

amuel Goldwyn's "Enchant-

Tient" which he says is one

af the most tender love

jtories ever made and one

["he public will acclaim. Mr.

viochrie says Samuel Gold-

yn is very proud of this

reat picture and rates it as

he finest love story he has

ver produced.

f

I

\^Sport's Golden Age

j
Good. America's active parfi-

'pation in sports and the avid

terest that accounts for tre-

endous sports audiences makes

^ jr an interesting montage of

lany indoor and outdoor activi-

es. More a roundup appraisal

an story line treatment, the of-

ring covers as broad a canvas

sports events and personali-

s as a brief running time can

low. Audiences of all ages will

<id something of interest here.

—BOXOFFICE

By ADRIANA MUSA

GLAMOUR STREET, pro-

ducer Jay Bonafield's next

THIS IS AMERICA release,

will be scored this week. It is

a story about America's

richest street— Fifth Ave-
nue in Nev/ York. From its

beginning in swank Wash-
ington Square the riches of

the Avenue are unfolded,

and then after 143 blocks

ends ignominously at the

Harlem River shedding all

its exclusiveness.

N. V/. Ayer is screening

LETTER TO A REBEL for the

presidents of the various

companies included in the

National Association of

Electric Companies, and

asking these men to have

their local theatres book the

film.

An all-star bowling pic-

ture entitled STRIKES TO
SPARE is the next SPORTS-
COPE release. The short

oresents leading bowlers

from coast to coast. Bowl-

ing, America's number one

participant sport, should

make STRIKES TO SPARE
DODular with movie goers.

STRIKES TO SPARE was

produced by Jay Bonafield,

supervised by Joseph Walsh,

narrated by Andre Baruch

and edited by Marie Mon-
tagne.

CRIME LAB, recent THIS
IS AMERICA release, re-

ceived some very fine ex-

ploitation from the Tivoli

Theatre in Brooklyn. In addi-

tion to using their marquee
(see cuts) an outside lobby

display was put up, a letter

sent to the Captain of the

84th Street Precinct invit-

ing the entire personnel to

CRIME LAB, recent THIS IS AMERICA short produced by Jay

Bonafield, received top billing over two fecrtures in this

Brooklyn Theatre. Part oi the short was filmed along the

Brooklyn waterfront in 84th precinct territory. CRIME LAB was
directed by Edward Montagne, written by Richard Hanser,

and photographed by Neil Sullivan.

view the short, a 30x40 was

used in the inner lobby,

press books were distrib-

uted to an organization

within the neighborhood and
a reader was placed In the

Brooklyn Eagle. This highly

entertaining short continues

to receive complimentary
tradepaper breaks as well

as a deluge of letters from
police chiefs throughout the

country expressing approv-

al.
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"Hvatiy. Wiiiiny and Able** tor \cw Season I

It's a new season at the box-office. Overcoats have appeared along Madison Avenue, the pro football

teams are in action, tops of autos are piled with baby carriages and cots as they hit home from the mountains

and the seashore to prepare for the opening of school. All RKO Radio key cities are alerted and we have the

pictures "readv and able" to produce at the box-office. We'll take New York as a sample of the country. On
this coming Saturday, August 21st, RACE STREET moves into the Mayfair. and Frank Buck's Original

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE into the Republic. Two openings on a single'dav! The VELVET TOUCH bows

in at the Rivoli next Wednesday, August 25th. GOOD SAM and the THREE LITTLE PIGS will give

us a flying start with a "double" at the Radio City Music Hall. And we've got a Broadway sign coming up

that's virtually a show in itself. It's centered around JOAN OF ARC. S. Barret McCormick is going to give

us the details for next week's FLASH. Yea, we're ready, our national advertising is inspirational, the Turner

Dragoons are set for their spectacular campaigns, Leon Bamberger has his fine mailorder pieces out ahead

of the sales force, the sales force itself reports an upswing and all RKOers far and near have that old urge

to get on with the game and forget the side issues.

Move Quickly with New Releases;

First of Wave Is Strong at B. 0.

Our Company is moving quickly with new releases.

The VELVET TOUCH broke in Providence where at the Albee
' furned in the best opening gross in the last seven weeks. Branch

Manager Ross Cropper of Boston says the first playdate in the terri-

tory, that at Falmouth, Mass., brought an outstanding gross and that

VELVET TOUCH is now sold and booked in practically all summer

ituations to play before LABOR DAY. FLASH readers will remem-
er that VELVET TOUCH had a top opening week at Atlantic City

t the Stanley and then moved to the Virginia.

RACE STREET has left the barrier and in its first playdate the

ntake was excellent. This situation is the Shore Theatre, Atlantic City,

here STREET is now in a second stanza. Business also was fine in

he nearby resort situation of Wildwood.
GOOD SAM in its first engagement, at Atlantic City, will be

overed in another story.

Branch Manager Ross Cropper says the early bookings in the

erritory on FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE are doing well. Up with the

ery best grossers in three days at the Scenic Theatre, Keene. Started

econd week at the Art, Springfield, exceptionally good. Now in

econd canto at Fall River.

THE PEARL, another newcomer, a topnotcher at the Playhouse,

Vashington, Branch Manager Joe Brecheen reports. Now in third

^eek. See story by Dave Cantor on this page.
MELODY TIME continues to click the turnstiles to a merry tune,

hird week Seattle. After day-dater at Orpheum and Oriental, Port-

ind, Ore., now in its second moveover week at the Music Box. Held
2cond week in one of three theatre day-dater at Long Beach. At
alt Lake City, I I days at Utah, moved to the Studio. Held over at

ttle Rock. Moved from Ark to Capitol, says Branch Manager Reagin

{ContinKcd on Page Eleven)

Flash !

Word reaches us

at press time

that GOOD SAM

in a pre-release

summer-situation

run at the

Warner's Stanley.

Atlantic City,

topped all openings

for the summer.

"Pearl" Capacity

At Los Angeles

LOS ANGELES—With a typi-

cal Hollywood premiere taking

place in downtown Los Angeles,

RKO s western premiere of THE
PEARL opened at the Palace

Theatre with the type of en-

thusiasm that assures a very suc-

cessful engagement for the pic-

ture in this area. Preceded by a

dinner in the patio of Casa
Adobe, the oldest house in Los

Angeles, with important Mexican

civic and social dignitaries pres-

ent, the picture opened to a

capacity audience, with half of

the receipts going to the Comite
Benefencia Mexicana, largest

Mexican charity group in Los

Angeles.

Crowds lined the streets and
waited for hours for the appear-

ance of Pedro Armendariz, and
his reception after the picture

not only spoke well for his popu-
larity with the Mexican popula-
tion of this city, but also assured

a fine audience for the picture.

Important guests included Dr.

{Continued on Page Eleven)

Pfigt*'''2 RKO Ra€tia*s Mniiustry Atlvortising Loa€tership I
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THE VELVET TOUCH advance teaser campaign, via radio, payed off as a tremendous crowd-puller for the picture's

opening day at the RKO Albee theatre. Providence. For one week in advance, on a IS-minute sidewalk quiz show,

participants and listeners were asked, "Have you got The Velvet Touch." The answer of course was no. The audience

was then told to come to the theatre on opening day for the answer and a gift. Del Monte, with its large distributing

organization, co-operated in the stunt and provided cans of coffee for the participants. The opening show crowd is shown

in the photo and in the center, handling the microphone, is Bill Morton, publicist of the Albee.

"Velvet Touch" a Crowd Puller at Providence
By RALPH BANSHART

PROVIDENCE—By localizing the tie-up with Del Monte coffee, Manager Dave Levin and Publicist

Bill Morton of the RKO Albee theatre, Providence, landed a tremendous crowd-puller on the opening

day of THE VELVET TOUCH. Using a daily quarter-hour street interview donated by WNAF during the

noon hour Monday through Saturday as an advance for the picture, persons were asked if they had

the "velvet touch" and with the answer usually in the negative they were told they would learn the

answer, and receive a gift, in front of the theatre on opening day. Del Monte supplied pound cans of

coffee in addition to iced coffe in the lobby. In addition, Del Monte planted numerous lithos in windows

throughout the city. The distributor also agreed to carry the promotion daily through the run of the pic-

ture at the Albee. These daily street interviews were handled personally by Morton and the picture and

theatre credits were numerous.

More air time was promoted on a Hollywood gossip program, the only such show broadcast in

Providence, for a movie star biography contest based on the stars of THE VELVET TOUCH. The first 10

listeners correctly identifying the star described on three seperate 15-mInute broadcasts were awarded
a guest ticket. To publicize these radio programs spot announcements were used by the station.

A half-hour program, in addition to the foregoing nine quarter-hour shows, was tied in with the

opening. The show, broadcast over WEAN, awarded guest tickets to contestants for answers to sports

questions.

The theatre and picture company set a top budget newspaper campaign and the Sunday Journal

broke an advance story with a follow-up four-column picture spread on the front page of its amusement
section.

Rhode Island's largest department store, The Outlet, turned over one of its main street windows for

an effective tie-in display based on the numerous Rosalind Russell fashion stills In the regular picture

company kit. The Tilden-Thurber Jewelry Company used to great advantage stills of Miss Russell wear-
ing jewelry, devoting three windows for the display. Five leading downtown restaurants used theatre

and picture playdate copy at the bottom of their menus. A large wall banner was erected on the
theatre wall which catches the eye for blocks down Westminster street.

RKO Ranks With

Country's Great

Natl. Advertisers

The Magazine Advertising

Bureau's third annual coni-

])ilation of the top U.S. ad-

vertisers reveals facts that

should be j3ut before every

lirospective RKO customer.

In national magazine ad-

vertising there are only 21

concerns in the nation which

spent more for placements in

1947 than RKO Radio.

For total expenditure in the

three major media, magazines,

newspapers and ra:Iio, RKO
ranks 45th among the one

hundred leaders.

RKO is a larger advertiser

than such companies as Coca-

Cola. Eastman Kodak, Arrow
Shirts, Pepsi-Cola, Socony-

Vacuum, Firestone Tires, etc.

RKO ranks in magazine ad-

vertising right up with con-

cerns like Campbell Soup, Lig-

gett Si Myers, Schenley, the

Borden Company and many
others. General Motors, fore-

most in the country in nation-

al magazine advertising, little

more than doubles our yearly

expenditure.

Nowhere in this list of 100

leading advertisers of 1947

does there appear the name
of a single motion picture

rompan)' other than RKO
Radio.

RKO is far and away the

leader for this industr\.

FOREMOST IN NATIONAL
ADVERTISING IN THE IN-

DUSTRY is no idle boast. It's

down in black and white in the

Magazine Advertising Bu-

reau's official table now mak-

ing the rounds of advertising

and allied publications.

There never has been a

picture or a product that sold

itself. So talk up RKO as a

great national "first ' in ad-

vertising. Sell our ad schedule

and our actual ads when you

sell the picture. In many in-

stances they will sell it for

you. Sell our advertising man-

ager, S. Barret McCormick,
too, for Barret has no doubt

wrote, directed and placed

more motion picture advertis-

ing than any living person, his

experience going back to the

Allen Theatre, Cleveland,

where fully 30 years ago his

local theatre copy attracted

national attention.



NEW YORK ZONAL MEETING—Herewith is the Metropolitan district group which met at the Astor

Hotel last Thursday and Friday for the last of the mid-summer gatherings conducted by Robert Mochrie.
The trip and business sessions were strenuous indeed for our sales chief as well as Harry Michalson
who attended all but one rally. A. A. Schubart in charge of arrangements also made the entire trip. In

the group, at top, John Dacey, Charles Penser, Lou Kutinsky, Len Gruenberg, Phil Hodes, Bill Hartman,
Herman Silverman, A. A. Schubart. Lower, Gruenberg, Harry Michalson, Bob Mochrie, Charles Boasberg

and Carl Peppercorn.

The America" SPORTS
GOLDEN AGE has a consider-

able episode devoted to Babe
Ruth. This includes early shots,

Babe hitting for the distance,

utcgraphing for the fans and
he Babe at the Stadium dedica-

Mon ceremonies this summer.

One of the sports editors re-

ports that Ben Hogan has not

oeen playing in recent golf tour-

naments because he is at Holly-

vood making a golf subject. Hey,
ley, heads up! And we have a

Hogan subject. Incidentally Ben's

new book Power Golf" Is in the

best-selling class and it offers

possible book-store tie-ins.

Producer Joe Walsh of Sport-

scopes was telling us the other

day that Frank Stranahan has re-

ceived many letters from fans

who saw MUSCLES AND THE
LADY. Frank also reports con-

siderable interest in the subject

in England. In the latest Golfing

m.agazine there is a large clip

reproduction from MUSCLES
with credits. Frank Is now at

Memphis practicing for the na-

tional amateur, which he has a

good chance to win. Watch the

sports pages!

RKOers at the Home Office

are organizing for their annual

bowling tournament, a two-

league affair, ladies and men.

The Company representatives

make up one of the largest

leagues in the city. RKO teams
have bowled annually for some
fifteen years.

Theatre Awards
RKO Theatres' July Stunt of

the Month Showmanship awards

were won by Harold Heller, man-

ager of the RKO Dyker Theatre,

Brooklyn, for the Mr. Blandlngs

Builds His Dream House' Trea-

sure Chest idea; and by Max

Mink of the RKO Palace, Cleve-

land, for his special department

store tie-up with MELODY TIME.

Both men received an RKO

Theatres Showmanship Certifi-

cate and checks for $25 from Sol

A. Schwartz, vice-president and

general manager of the circuit,

for performing the most unusual

theatre activity during the month

of July.

Mochrie Trip
Roert Mochrie planed to At-

lanta Wednesday on a business

trip. He will be back at his desk

In New York Thursday morning.

Dorofhy's Trip

Dorothy Renz of the cashier's

department Is back from a vaca-

tion spent at Washington and
historic places in Virginia. Her
party drove via auto from Wash-
ington into this vacation-land.

''Set-up" Goes
THE SET-UP, with Robert Ryan

in the starring role, is announced
as the second production to go
before the cameras under the

studio's new regime.

Producer Richard >Goldstone

has scheduled It to start on Sep-

tember 15 under Robert Wise's

drrectTon.
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COMING EVENTS
THE VELVET TOUCH

world premiere at the Riv-

oli Theatre. New York,

Wednesday, August 25th.

Set ior many key situations

over Labor Day.

it -k *
RACE STREET will open

at the Mayiair Theatre on

August 21st.

*

Frank Buck's Original

BRING EM BACK ALIVE

gets off to its New York

first nm at the Republic

Theatre on August 21st.

Leo McCarey's GOOD
SAM world premiere at tlie

Radio City Music Hall

around Labor Day. Also will

play in many key spots over

Labor Day.

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE
St. Louis territorial premiere

September 1st, with 30 situ-

ations lined up to date.

Omaha area prem August

25th, all key runs set.

•k -k -k

STATION WEST to have

world premiere openings in

Chicago and Milwaukee in

October.

THREE LITTLE PIGS, Walt

Disney's great cartoon to

play the Radio City Music

HaU with GOOD SAM
either September 3rd or

10th.

Campaigns rolling for

JOAN OF ARC, heralded by

Ned E. Depinet as "The mo-

tion picture event of th«

century."

k k k

VACATION TIME IS

DISNEY TIME.

Rush Slapstick

Into Production

Var. Scribe Says

In a special article by Whitney

Williams in Variety (Weekly) last

v/eek, the headline was as follows:

STUDIOS RUSH SLAPSTICK
FIX IN HEAVY TREND TO
BELLYLAFF GROSSES.

And the first three paragraphs:

HoHywood is in the midst of

the biggest furious-comedy cycle

since the days of screwball fun-

fests seven or eight years ago.

It all stems from the suddenly-

awakened awareness on part of

producers that if boxoffice is to

be revitalized comedies will do

the trick, and the more slapstick

and farcical the material the

longer lines outside the boxoffice.

Slapstick Rules Lots

Result is that at least one of

these wild-eyed vehicles is on

every schedule, with some lots

dipping more deeply into the

hopper for more than one.

There's just a little more evi-

dence that VARIETY TIME is

riding in on the crest of a vast

comedy wave. All type of pic-

tures over many years have had

their particular vogue or cycle,

it seems, and now its vaudeville

on the screen. "Variety" in VA-

RIETY TIME means just that, and

TIME means "timely." VARIETY
TIME is likely to catch on like

one of those screwy songs that

suddenly burst into popularity

ever night. And the tradepapers

sey as much. Don't miss VARIETY
TIME reviews in last week's

FLASH!

On the Way!
Branch Manager Fay Dressell's

sales staff of Minneapolis is well

on its way to a one hundred per-

cent mark in the sale of the

"America" LETTER TO A REBEL.

The branch has 401 possibilities

and is now well past the half-way

marker. "I am sure that with the

excellent publicity this subject is

getting that we will have one

hundred percent play off in this

territory," says the Branch Chief.

For BASKETBALL HIGHLIGHTS
the exchange has closed on 301

situations, with 146 booked.

"'Variety' Time Highly Amusing"
From a bunch of old clips and a few new sequences producer

George Bilson here has fabricated a tuneful and highly amusing

review of old-and new-time vaudeville, scored with the music of

today and selected with an eye toward a very broad audience.

The younger set can thrill to the boogie-woogie rhythms of

Frankie Carle and his orchestra and the tap-dance routine of Jesse

and James. For the oldsters there is Pat Rooney in a soft-shoe dance

number.

To keep everyone happy and to give the show the necessary

touch of slapstick, there's an Edgar Kennedy and a Leon Errol comedy

as well as a comic routine by Hans Conreid and Jack Paar and an

effective musical number, taken from an RKO picture of a few years

back.

The whole show is set within the framework of a stage to give the

impression of an old-time variety show, widened by the medium of

the motion picture. The majority of the acts have fine entertainment

value, embellished with a sentimental touch from the days of yester-

year.

Jack Paar of radio fame is master of ceremonies, but he actually

has little to do other than to toss off a few jokes and to introduce

the numbers. He does one very entertaining sequence with Hans

Conreid which ought to bring down the house. He also provides the

commentary for the silent reels, which are well chosen. There is a

drama dating back to 1911; a Pathe News Paris fashion show of

1922, and "The Fugitive," a Western drama starring William S. Hart.

—MOTION PICTURE HERALD

''Severest Critic"

Tribute to ''Town"

One of the "severest critics"

of American motion pictures in

England is Dilys Powell of the

London Sunday Times.

On Sunday (August 8th) Dilys

Powell wrote in the Times of "Le

Silence est d'Or" (Man About
Town) the following:

"Films more remarkable than

this piece, set in the early I900's,

about a middle-aged cynic in

love with a naive girl who dis-

covers he has unwittingly advised

a younger man how to win her,

were shown at the Brussels Festi-

val last year. But one understands

perfectly why the jury made Le

Silence est d'Or' their choice.

They were paying tribute to a

great director home in France

again after a long period of work

In England and Hollywood. And
they were recognizing a piece

which does something almost for-

gotten in the contemporary ci-

nema, which pleases the players

please. Maurice Chevalier as the

experienced lover at a loss. Fran-

cois Perier as the novice. Mar-

celle Derrien as the little simple-

ton whose natural femininity en-

tongles them both. And, after a

slow start, the film, pretty trifle

that it is, never fails to be gay,

amusing, agreeable."

Wilder Theatres'

Support to "Rebel"

For the engagement of the

"America" LETTER TO A REBEL

at the Commodore Theatre,

Portsmouth, Va., Manager Mel-

zer F. Diggs obtained the interest

of the Portsmouth Chamber of

Commerce. Through this tie-in

large space was obtained in

Portsmouth and Norfolk news-

papers.

In sending the newspaper clip-

pings to Harry Michalson, Branch

Manager Joe Brecheen of Wash-

ington said:

"I think Sidney Bowden, gen-

eral manager of the Wilder Thea-

tres, and Manager Melzer F,

Diggs of the Commodore cer-

tainly did an excellent job in

lining up publicity which they re

ceived on this important sub

ject."

Fred Ford III

Fred Ford of the Terry Turner

Dragoons was taken suddenly i

last week and is now in the

Methodist Hospital at Memphis

where he is resting well. Come
on Frederic, we're all hoping that

you'll soon be rejoining the flying

Turner squadron.
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Doray to Wed
A contract aeparTment ro-

mance will culminate in a v/ed-

ding on Oct. 23rd when Walter

Doray and Alice Wray of the

contract department will be mar-

ried. The engagement was an-

nounced in FLASH some time

ago. Miss Wray has been with

the Company for over four years

and Walter joined RKO in Oc-

tober, 1942, returning after the

war. Walter has been the 15th

floor FLASH correspondent for

some time and has written many
stories of engagements, wed-

dings and other activities cen-

tered around his fellow workers.

Only recently Walter himself re-

ceived a promotion and now is a

member of the western sales de-

partment.

First picture to start at RKO
Radio under the studio s new re-

gime will be FOLLOW ME
QUIETLY, it was revealed today

with the signing of William Lun-

digan for the top male role and

the assignment of Richard O.
Fleischer to direct it.

Lundigan, who recently com-
pleted the stellar role in MYS-
TERY IN MEXICO, will portray

a young police lieutenant who
succeeds in uncovering the iden-

tity of a mystery killer and track-

ing him down after his activities

have paralyzed the city's forces

of law and order.

Director Fleischer co-produced
RKO Radio s Academy Award-
v/inning documentary feature,

DESIGN FOR DEATH, and more
recently directed Lawrence Tier-

ney and PrisclUa Lane in BODY-
GUARD.

Lillie Hayward has completed
the screenplay of FOLLOW ME
QUIETLY from an original story

by Francis Rosenwald and An-
thony Mann.

Producer Herman Schlom has

scheduled the starting date for

August 18.

il

Dorthy Fisher of

Cincinnati Is Dead

CINCINNATI — The entire

personnel of our RKO Exchange

were terribly shocked and

grieved on receiving the news of

the death of Dorothy Fisher. Dor-

othy, who had been with RKO
for twenty-seven years under the

employment of Stanley Jacques,

started as an Inspectress when
only sixteen years of age, and

soon after became the biller.

Dorothy had been III for over two

years, but we had all expected

her recovery which would bring

her back for a permanent stay

with RKO. There was a call for

blood doners for Dorothy not

more than two weeks ago, result-

ing In a very nice response from

cur office and other exchanges

around us. From our office there

were Marie Klag, Sue Scott, Lee

Heldlngsfeld, Bud Welgel, and

Jack Ruth. We were told that

Dorothy would soon be able to

leave her bed and sit up, but It

was the very next day that we
learned of her death at 2:30

P.M., Friday, August 6. The fun-

eral was held in Covington, Ky.,

August 9, which Alleen Steln-

houer, Marie Klag, Sue Scott.

Ruthie Becker, Lil Lazarus and
Mr. Jacques from our office at-

tended. Walter Watson and Bud
V\/eIgel were pallbearers.

There are not words to say

what a wonderful person Dorothy

Fisher was or how well liked she

was by everyone who knew her.

Ir Is, naturally, very hard for all

of us to actually believe she is

no longer with us, but remember-
ing her In our hearts and In our

thoughts and speaking her name
when reminiscing over the good
times will be our one dedication

tc Dorothy.

—JEANIE THARP

Frank Buck will appear on

the "Twenty Questions" program

MBS network, Saturday, August

21st, 8 to 8:30 P.M., EDT, with

credits of course to BRING EM
BACK ALIVE. This program has

an estimated listening audience

of 4,800,000.

Shiyen's Editorial in Boxoffice

Says 'Rebel' Absorbing, Inspiring

FINE, INDEED !

After a screening of "Letter to a Rebel" at the -ecenl

ccnvention of International Business Machines Corp.

Talesmen, Charles E. Love, general ssales manager, made
the following comment in a letter to Eric Johnston, who
spcnsored this RKO-Pcrthe two-reel short subject:

"It would be a fine thing if every American man,
woman and child could see this film. It was very well

received, the consensus being that it represented a fine

portrayal of what it means to be a citizen of the United

States cmd how importcmt it is that our heritage be pre-

served cmd extended."

Indeed it would be a fine thing. And exhibitors can
help to make that possible. By showing this film they will

be rendering a grecrt sei-vic^ to t^pmselves as well as

to their communities and government.

In these days when there is so much talk about sub-

versive plotting cmd planning aimed at undermining our

fcrm cf government, it behooves every good American
to do what he ccm to thwart such activity. "Letter to a
Rebel" affords a positive means cf counteracting sub-

versive propagcmda. It is cm absorbing cmd inspiring

little drama that tells an interesting story entertainingly.

Pcrtrons will be grateful for having had the opportimity

to see it.

Hoagy a Hit

Hoagy Carmlchael Is making

a great hit with London audienc-

es. He went to England for a

four-week engagement at the

London Casino, but since he

made a personal appearance on

the stage of the Carlton Theatre,

Haymarket, for the opening of

NIGHT SONG, he has been

hounded by autograph hunters.

He also went over big on the

British radio on the BBC s fam-

ous in Town Tonight ' program.

This comes at a peak listening

hour and Is heard by millions of

people throughout the British

Isles. Hoagy talked about his role

In NIGHT SONG and, despite

the BBC ban on advertising, got

In a nice and lengthy plug for

Sam Goldwyn s THE BEST YEARS

OF OUR LIVES. It was his voice

and lazy raconteur style that got

past even the BBC censors, usu-

ally on their toes for even a

sidelong plug.

AmgusI 2Slh

HARR'i' J MICHALSON Home Office

M McHL'GH ^X•ALKER Cincinnati

BETTY SKOLNICK Boston

ROGER S. .MITCHELL Charlotte

August 19th

H. E KAHN
W. E DAHLER
ARTHUR LEE VCHITE

Auguil iOlh

VC ALLV HELM
FRANCES ATLAS
DAVID FITZGIBBONS
CLALT)E HAIR
ALFRED CLARKE

August 31 St

MARION SAVAGE
ScptemhiT 1st

H McARTHUR
LEO M DEVANEY
MARIE HOLLENBECK
ALBERT POLLACK
DOROTH-i- E. MOE
RENEE BRECKER

Washington
Home Office

Toronto

Field Man
New York

Denver
Indianapolis

Denver

Home Office

St. John
Can. Dist. Nlgr.

Alhanv
Home Office

Minneapolis
New York

Septcrnber Znd

EDITH FEIG New York
MILDRED LANDREAU Los Angeles

CLAIRE A. NIEDERBERGER Pittsburgh

MARY LANGE Kansas Citv
GEORGE ANT>ERSON Indianapolis
LE.NA LORA Milwaukee
THERESA MOYLAN Boston
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FLASH NEWS OF "10AN OF ARf
"

To keep you posted on progress on one of the

most important pictures of alt time, FLASH will

bring you items here each tveek touching all sorts

of phases of this amazing production.

The triumphs of Ingrid Berg-

man are world famous and those

of Victor Fleming, Jose Ferrer

and others involved in the mak-

ing of JOAN OF ARC have been

chronicled here. But in the roster

of names associated with the pro-

duction of the biggest picture of

our time, none is more distin-

guished by achievement than

Walter Wanger, producer of tlie

film.

The Wanger name in the past

has been the trademark for some

of the finest films to come from

Hollywood. Among these might

be mentioned such outspoken and

exciting dramas as "The Presi-

d e n t V a n i s h e s," "Private

Worlds," and "Blockade," which

were the first films to tackle such

grown-up themes as Fascism in

the United States, insanity and

the Spanish Civil War. Wanger
made "Trail of the Lonesome
Pine," the enormously ,, success-

ful first outdoor picture in Tech-

nicolor, and "Arabian Nights,"

another particularly lavish color

film. Three of the all-time great

pictures— "The Long Voyage
Home," "You Only Live Once"
and "Stagecoach"—were made
under the Wanger banner as well

as countless others of far more
than routine interest— "Scarlet

Street," for instance, and "Mary
Burns, Fugitive," "Algiers,"

"Foreign Corr e s p o n d e n t,"

"Stand In," "Trade Winds," and
"Smash Up."

But JOAN OF ARC can't miss

being the greatest of them all

—

the tallest plume in the Wanger
cap. Incidentally, columnists con-

tinue to predict the Academy
Award for it—latest prediction

being made by Erskine Johnson

in his World-Telegram column
of August 17.

The stage "Joans" are making
news this week. 13espite the sizes

of the casts which make them
difficiult for summer theaters to

tackle, at least two summer man-
agers are taking advantage of the

interest created in JOy\N by tlic

forthcoming movie to revive

plays about the warrior maid.

Winifred Lenihan, who created

the role of Shaw's "St. Joan,"

has come out of retirement to

play it at Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts. Luise Rainer, who
played .Shaw's "Joan" in Vienna
and has since played Maxwell
Anderson's "Joan of Lorraine,"

is ajjpearing in the latter play at

Princeton this week.

Both theaters are displaying
the striking full-color "Joan of
Arc" ads. In addition, publicity

men at the McCarter Theater,
Princeton, are planting pictures
of Miss Rainer with Ingrid Berg-
man, taken at a recent RKO-spon-
sored screening of a French film

about "Joan of Arc," in all news-
papers in the vicinity. Miss Rain-
er and Miss Lenihan have both
been invited to the world pre-

miere of JOAN OF ARC. to be
presented in New York in the
late fall.

4"

Jose Ferrer's schedule con-
tinues to be full. After a recent

series of plays in Olney. Mary-
land, and East Hampton, New
York, Ferrer will next appear in

the pre-Broadway tryout of a
new Theatre Guild play, "The
Silver Whistle," to be presented
in Westport, Connecticut. Ferrer
is scheduled to star in the play
when it reaches Broadway. He is

also listed as director of "Clut-

tcrbuck," a Broadway-bound
comedy, and will continue his

work as director for the New
York City Center Repertory
Theater.

Other JOAN OF ARC cast

members who are currently busy
in the summer theaters are Philip

Bourneuf, who co-stars with
Frances Rcid in "The Road to

Rome" at the Bucks County Play-

house, and Hurd Hatfield, who
has the lead in "Rope," being
presented at the Actors Theater
in LaJolla, (-alifornia.

•I?

Irene Rich, just returned from

Barret's Birthday
Russ Trado and Grace Clauter

of S. Barret McCormick's office

presented the boss with a deluxe

birthday cake last Monday,

August 16th, that date marking

another year for Barret. Barret

came to RKO Radio in 1931, but

he had been with the old Pathe

Company for many years pre-

viously, so he can pile up veter-

an's years with the best of them.

There has been a lot of storm

and strife and much ink has rolled

through the presses in this quart-

er of a century but Barret hasn't'

changed much, except for add-

ing a little weight.

Neilson's Vacastt

Publicity Manager Rutgers

Neilson got away Tuesday for a

few days vacation along with

Mrs. Neilson. "Rut" usually hies

away to Atlantic City so we pre-

sume he's back this year in his

old haunts. With GOOD SAM
opening there he'll probably be

out giving the Terry Turner

Dragoons a hand. Rut has had

one of the busiest seasons in all

his thirty years in the business.

RKO Radio pictures have been

coming into New York with regu-

larity, and of course each and

every opening requires a care-

fully-developed campaign. Hol-

lywood folk come and go almost

daily. So we hope Rut will really

relax for a while and watch the

v/aves roll by.

B-r-r-r At 37
Frank Drumm with Mrs. Drumm

spent this year's vacation on an

auto tour into Canada, including

Quebec. Frank was at Cornwall

for several days where the tem-
perature at night went down to

37 degrees.

a Maine vacation, is trying to

decide between several stage and
screen offers.

•I?

And Miss Bergman, of course,

continues to take Europe by
storm. No star has ever been so

royally received on her every aj)-

pearance in Paris, London and
the other cities she has visited.

—JOHN SPRINGER

By ED RICE

The presidents of five hundred

electric companies for whom LET-

TER TO A REBEL was screened

are publicizing the film via com-

pany bulletins in their home

cities. Their local theatres are

also being asked to play the

short.

A stunt staged by Vic Sicilia

manager of the Rivoii Theatre,

Muncie, Indiana, in promoting

PHOTO FRENZY (TIA, Series 6,

No. 5) was so successful that it

is worth repeating in other thea-

tres which have not yet played

the short. Mr. Sicilia held an

amateur photographer's night.

More than 300 lens hounds

turned up to photograph the pro-

fessional model on the stage . . .

PHOTO FRENZY also received

a plug In the July U. S. Camera.

I AM AN ALCOHOLIC is

now being studied by New York

University and the Research

Council on Problems of Alcohol

for aid in understanding the

problems of chronic drinkers.

Director and photographer

Larry O'Reilly and Editor Dave

Cooper have just finished final

cuts of the next two TIA's, A
FRIEND OF THE FAMILY (pets),

and HOPE'S HARVEST (wheat)

. . . Director Eddie Montagne,

whose last two TIA's were

CHILDREN'S VILLAGE and

CRIME LAB, begins a short

about juvenile delinquency, using

Morristown, New Jersey, as loca-

tion.

FAMILIES FIRST, a short pro-

duced by RKO Pathe for the

New York State Youth Commis-

sion, will also be distributed

through the Theatre Owners

Association in the fall.
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"EVERY GIRL" IS

SURE TO BE ONE

OF SEASON'S HITS
By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, August 20:—Some time back I pre-

dicted that Don Hartman's production of EVERY GIRL
SHOULD BE MARRIED would prove one the laugh-hits of

the season. Although it's been less than a month since the

final scene was shot, Triple-Threater Hartman has whipped

out a complete rough cut of his fun-fest, and he ran it off

for a group of the advertising boys the other afternoon.

In this business it's traditional
~

that you can't judge a comedy
from a projection-room viewing,

simply because the crowd psy-

chology of a paying audience is

lacking and many a really funny

scene is apt to fall flat. But that

tradition didn't hold in this case.

Right from the clever main title

that presents the two femme stars

along with the credits, to the

final unexpected tag, this show s

a wow; and it kept the FC&B
gang, who are pretty hard-

jboiled. in stitches all the way.

As you know, the plot's all

about a determined young lady

/ho decides to select the man
she wants and entice him into

latrimony whether he likes it

ir not. Cary Grant is the victim;

Travelers

Dick Powell whose STATION
p'/EST is the fourth picture for

iur Studio arrived in New York
l]rom Hollywood on Monday.

Marilyn Maxwell is returning

om London on the Queen Eliza-

eth. She will remain in New York

3 attend the premiere of her
test picture, RACE STREET, at

)e Mayfair Theatre.

Jerry Hoffman, publicity di-

ictor for Independent Artists,

bo has been at the Home Of-
-e working with executives on
1 e forthcoming VELVET
3UCH, has returned to Holly-

pod.

the new "find. " Betsy Drake, is

the heroine, and the campaign
she puts on to get him will tickle

the cash customers from Bangor
to San Diego.

Grant does a terrific job as

the busy baby doctor who finds

himself waylaid at every turn by
the persistent marriage-minded
maiden, and Betsy delivers a

smooth and brilliant performance
v/hich more than justifies the

chance Don took in giving an

"unknown ' a stellar role. The
girl s got a personality and an

acting ability that will astonish

you, and she's certainly going
places.

The other two stars also con-

tribute plenty to the picture.

Franchot Tone as Betsy's wolfish

employer and Gary's synthetic

rival clicks in a hilarious way, and
Diana Lynn is splendid as Betsy's

dubious but loyal pal. Alan Mow-
bray as a stuffy floor-walker and
Elisazeth Risdon as Grant's nurse

iihev/ise add to the gaiety of the

proceedings, and so does a fam-
ous actor whom you'll all recog-

nize in the role of "Old Joe, "

al-

though at his own request he gets

no screen credit nor publicity.

Hartman's direction keeps the

siory rollicking along from one
gay situation to the next, and his

production mounting and the

sparkling screenplay he and the
late Stephen Morehouse Avery
wrote blend perfectly with the
swell work of the principals. Add
that all up and you've got a ro-

mantic comedy that'll mean big

money in the bank, when this hits

the circuits this winter.

Independent Artists Help

Promote "The Velvet Touch"
Rosalind Russell, star, and Frederick Brisson, producer,

of the Independent Artists organization, which also includes

Dudley Nichols, teanned nicely with us in the advance pro-

motion for their company's first feature, THE VELVET

TOUCH, which opens at the Rivoli next Wednesday. Miss

Russell, who has been vacationing in Connecticut, came to

town and spent a week in the city devoting the major part

of each day to radio appearances. Among these were:

Bill Slater's "Luncheon at Sardi's," Bill Leonard's "This Is

New York," Louella Parsons Show, the Betty Crocker

"Magazine of the Air," Tex McCrary and Jinx Faulken-

berg's "Hi Jinx" pr4)gram, the Chesterfield "Supper

Show," twice nightly for a week, and transcriptions for a

United Nations program and the Community Service

Society, both to be heard In the near future.

Both Miss Russell and Mr. Brisson showed showmanship

in their cooperation especially on the latter's return from

a sojourn to Europe on behalf of THE VELVET TOUCH.
An RKO representative went down the bay on the cutter

and got the camera boys into action aboard the S. S.

America.

Aboa.'"d ship was Louella Parsons, famous motion pic-

ture editor of the Hearst newspapers. Brisson's poses with

her crashed Hearst papers from coast-to-coast. The Bris-

sons staged a very photogenic salutation pose for the bene-

fit of the press. This picture also hit the bull's-eye with such

appearances as on the front page of the New York Daily

News with VELVET TOUCH caption credit (See picture

No. 6). This shot also went into all syndicate services and

hit many papers.

Brisson secured some very fine trade press coverage

through a press conference the day he returned.

Just before leaving New York, Miss Russell visited the

Home Office for chats with Ned E. Deplnet, Robert

Mochrie, John Whitaker, S. Barret McCormick and the

writer.

A highlight of THE VELVET TOUCH advance was the
Rosalind Russell color portrait study that appeared on the

Sunday News on July I 0th. Another color cover is sched-
uled for early publication on the New York Sunday Mirror.

The News picture is being featured on Fifth Avenue in the
window of the famous jewelers, Rubel, who costumed Miss
Russell jewelry-wise for THE VELVET TOUCH.

The Home Office publicity department serviced the
New York newspapers and syndicates with a barrage of
good photographs and nice stories, the plugs starting three
weeks prior to the opening and pyramided to the premiere.

—R. N.



(1)—Warner-Pathe News photographs the Brissons . . . (2)—The famous kiss

close-up that scored with the press . . . (3)—Aboard the "S. S. America." left

to right: Brisson, Miss Russell, Louella O. Parsons, and her husband. Dr. Harry

Martin . . . (4)—Brisson and Louella . . . (S)—The Brissons come ashore from
the "America" . . . (6)- -The Brissons ond Montague Salmon managing director

of the Rivoli . . . (7)
—

"Luncheon at Sardi's" broadcast. Bill Slater, m.c. Miss
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When Dave Cantor

Afe Sing Sing Ham
Now "Mutter and Mumble"

Cantor, our Western field super-

visor, is a quiet and "de luxe"

polite young man, but Mister

Cantor just don't like ham. Not

for any other reason except he

just don't like it.

Now the writer was taking shows

to Sing Sing some years back to

entertain the alumni of Gilhuleys

and McSorleys and Mister Can-

tor yearned to visit the big house

on the hill, just to see, as he ex-

plained it, "how them that wuz
caught lived."

Now the entrance to Sing Sing

is enough to chill any man's soul,

what with a series of gates, elec-

trically controlled, rolling shut

behind you and to Mister Can-

tor's timid soul, it sort of shrunk

his personality, what with cran-

ing his neck back over his

shoulder and asking assurances

that someone knew the combina-

tion and could get them open

again.

When they had locked every-

thing that would shut, including

Mister Cantor's mind, they in-

vited one and all visitors to eat,

"with the boys" and we plunked

down on a long bench, clean

enough it was, but with a distinct

odor of Chanel No. 5 with a lysol

touch, if you know what I mean.
Curiously, "they don't have no
menus" at Sing Sing, and the

waiters just slapped down a big

hunk of cold ham on the platter

and gave each hunk a generous

skirt of ketchup. It was done so

quickly and with such excellent

precision that one squirt caught

Mister Cantor right in the eye

and with the other good one, he

gets a load of the load of ham.

"Now it's not for any other

reason," purred Mr. Cantor, "but

if you don't mind, I just don't

care for ham," and with that he

looked up at the waiter, whose
half ear (the other half having

been chewn off in a pillow fight

no doubt ) stood out like a bleed-

ing thumb and who seared our

Mister Cantor with the one good
eye he had left.

"Whey da ya tink yar bo, in de

Waldorf?" scowled our tempor-

ary "Charles of the Hit/." and

without further ado, and without

waiting to even cut or slice this

delightful hunk of ham, our

David took it all in one gulp,

murmering with the last "dug"
that sunk the ham like a hole in

one, "Okay. Bub, anything you

say." We might add that Mister

Cantor has not had ham since,

nor has he accepted any further

invitations to visit our national

homes of correction.

COITRA GE
Hal Olver, circus P. A. with

the big show at the time of the

Hartford fire, told me an inci-

dent of courage that tore his

heart out, and might give you a

little twinge. Hal was just leav-

ing the lot when this terrible

tragedy burst out in flames be-

hind him. He ran wildly, search-

ing for a phone, and finally burst

into a private home and asked

permission to use the phone in

the hall, which of course was

granted quickly.

As he started to pick up the

phone, he glanced down, and

there was a little girl, horribly

burned, but pleading:

"Please sir, will )ou call my

Momie for me?"

"Certainly I will, what is the

number?"

She gave the number in a weak

voice, and as Hal dialed she

reached with the unburned hand

for the receiver. A voice on the

other end answered, then :

"This is Elsie. Don't worry

Momie. I'm all right." And as

Hal took the phone from the

child, she slumped to the floor,

dead.

T. T.

Rockway Cowboys

Young cowboys and cowgirls

and their parents living in the

vicinity of the RKO Strand Thea-

tres, Far Rockaway, caught them-

selves a rootin', tootin' shootin

wild west screen rodeo on

August I 7th, at 9: 1 5 o'clock. Tim

Holt in LAND OF THE OPEN

RANGE and another western

were accompanied by appropri-

ate all-color cartoons. Local cow-

punchers were invited to come

in costume, check their shooting

arms and tie-up their ponies at

the hitching post.

Reading From

Left to Right

Ye ed as a Long Island farmer

hereby issues his summer crop

report. Not so good. A blight has

caught the tomatoes and melons

are off this year. We notice in

our community that farmers are

employing planes to do their

spraying. On the smaller farms

often enclosed by woods this

takes careful manipulation and

daring fl\ ing. But new pilots are

growing up everywhere. A vet-

eran visited us Saturday and

wanted to take us up on a flight

with his wife and four children.

The guy is being trained by the

government. He hops in the plane

with no more concern than get-

ting into his Ford. Our neck of

the woods out Port Jefferson way
is flying crazy. Planes are in the

air continuously.

When David Wark Griffith

died the other day, ye ed's only

production chief faded out after

a momentous life. Yea, ye ed was

a Hollywood actor. And hang on

for we'll make it brief and the

pain easy. Pushing off in the

summer of 1915 from the Uni-

versity of Missouri with one Jack

Murray of Nova Scotia and Fred

Fischer of Oklahoma, we started

'round the world. We had cam-

eras and we hit the whistle stops

and photographed the local citi-

zens, them that would fall for our

sales chatter. We reached Salt

I.ake City after a few adventurous

weeks, and broke. Then we hit

the rattlers for Los Angeles, and

brothers and sisters as a former

hobo who has rode them all. here

is a stretch that's the worst in the

country to beat your way across.

We made Las Vegas, picked up a

few bucks and climbed aboard

a rattler for Los Angeles. We got

off a freight and started walking,

in fact we started running, for

the yard bulls were out in force

tliat morning. When just out of

the yard we bumped into a long

line of human beings, well, al-

most, and we were soon among
them. They were soldier extras

bound for L'niversal City where

Mr. Griffith was to follow his

"Birth of a Nation" with the

"Fall of a Nation." That was the

first army ve ed was ever in. We
slept in tents, ate slum and pulled

down a buck a day as we charged

across the valley of death. It was
valley of death to ye ed, for after

a week and seven bucks, aug-

mented in a crap game, we found

a racket to our liking. There was

five bucks offered by Mr. Griililh

to any member of the light-head-

ed brigade who would iix the

charge fall wounded or even

dead near a stick of planted dy-

namite. The dynamite was mark-

ed. Sometimes you would fall be-

fore it went off, other times

you'd be there for effect when it

did go off. Ye ed picked up forty

bucks as a dead actor and with a

new twelve dollar suit took the

road for San Francisco and its

world fair. It was Hollywood's
loss. Ye ed was soon flat broke
in Frisco and an old University

of Missouri school of journalism

graduate was at the time hot on
the trail of any student who
would go into Canada and work
on a paper, for most of the Can-
adian boys were off to the wars.

Through Murray, the U.M. grad-

uate traced ye ed to earth and

wired fare to Regina, Sask. Sum-
mer had come and gone by then,

and we well remember that when
we stepped off a passenger train

at Regina sans overcoat that it

was .50 below. Th&t was the win-

ter of 1915. In June we came on
to New York via freight to join

the national guard headed for the

Mexican border. As we walked

down Broadway "The Fall of a

Nation" was just opening. Ye
ed entered and saw the dynamite
falls. But all in all as an actor ye

ed was a flop. So was Mr. Grif-

filh s picture.

The Olympic games went off

with perfect precision and it

seems to us with larger crowds
attending than there would have

been had the games been held in

this country, which is pretty

sports mad itself. Our basketball

team came through as expected

and this should aid bookings this

fall on our HEADLINER. One
feature of the Olympics should

be retained—the oath of sports-

manship. While our peniten-

tiaries and reform schools are

ciowded with guys who steal a

few bucks, petty chiselers in

various phases of sport steal

many times more and smile it

off. After being down a good
man) bucks to some of them, we
favor the Olympic oath as we
push off on the golf course or in

any other betting arena. We pre-

fer putting some of the birds in

a cooler for a while and turn

free the guys who never had
much of a chance in life anyway.

VacationTime
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SALESMEN'S
STANDINGS

25 LEADERS
"SIioil Subject" Sales

1947-48

Week End. August 5th, 1948

100% Salesmen

1. Decker Montreal

2. Soldfarb Denver

3. Swin Denver

4. De Frenne Des Moines

5. Knox Washington

5. Yaeger Des Moines

7. Folllard Washington

8. Kahn Washington

9. Harrington Dallas

10. Thorn Portland

I I. Dyson Kansas City

12. Ringler Kansas City

13. Levinson Los Angeles

Over 90% but less than 100%

14. Frankel Pittsburgh

15. Bjorkman Minneapolis

16. Winters Minneapolis

17. Rea Winnipeg

18. Canell! New Haven

19. PisanI St. Louis

20. Griffin Salt Lake City

21. Smith Buffalo

22. De Villa Boston

23. Watters Sioux Falls

24. Hoese Salt Lake City

25. Grover Washington
26. Warren Salt Lake City

27. Cummins San Francisco

28. Blakeley Oklahoma City

29. Lipsner Minneapolis

30. Engelman Portland

31. Black Indianapolis

32. Fuller Minneapolis

The Babe "Mary's" "Double" "Pearl" At L. A.

Eighth Floor

Co-worker Joe Gallina should

have consulted with Frank Buck

before venturing toward the

park. It all happened during the

Lions Convention here in the big

town that Joe eager for some re-

laxation and a bit of fun headed
towards the Central Park Zoo.
Joe thrust a finger into the polar

bear's cage and a portion of it

v/as nipped off.

Here's a hearty hello to titian

haired Lilliam Haimowitz who has

beconne a full fledge member of

the RKO staff d uring the past
week.

Now vacationing is Carline
DeMattos. Here's hoping that
she will have a grand time in the

country up at Beacon, N. Y.

Friday the 13th was Rose De-
iMarco's birthday. She was feted
at Guide's' restaurant, also re-

Iceived a corsage of gardenias
from the girls in the office.

—HARRY KARP

Springing out of the hinter-

lands in 1916, ye ed in New

\ork was anti-Yanks and pro

Tigers and Cobb. We though Tv

the greatest ball player who ever

swung through a stadium gate.

We saw man} of those hectic bal-

tles between the Yanks and the

Tigers in the days of Manager
Miller Huggins. In the dual of

Ty vs. Babe we went to the

Stadium expecting to see the

Georgia Peach the more illustri-

ous. One day all this changed. Tv

cracked one to right center and

rounded first like a frightened

deer. W atching the sphere with

undiniinishing speed he rounded

second. Out there in the garden

the great Babe hobbled the ball

and Ty burned the paths toward

third. But Babe"s throw came in

all the wav and Tvrus was out.

MARY OF SCOTLAND, RKO
Radio's John Ford - directed

drama co-starring Katharine

Hepburn and Fredric March, is

currently on two Manhattan

screens. It is rounding out a six-

v/eek engagement at the Sutton

Theatre and starting at the Art

Theatre.

We have always thought the Babe
purposely juggled the ball. Again

that day Ty was thrown out at

the plate by Babe. These two

plays stunned the Tigers and they

were beaten. Ruth and Cobb were

the greatest players who ever

trod the paths. The Babe was the

better. He was simply born to

stand above the mob. Now the

crowd is silenced and the Sta-

dium deserted. But to us the Babe

is still at bat and only the ages

will drive him back from the

plate. No pitcher ever did.

MOVE QUICKLY
^Continued jrom Page One)

of Memphis, an unusually good
gross and confirms our opinion

that the picture will do well in

this territory." Branch Manager
Hubert Lyons of Atlanta says

best in a year at the Palace,

Jacksonville. Branch Manager
Russ Brentllnger of Indianapolis

says MELODY topped our recent

big attractions at the Grand,
Evansville. Eastern Central Dis-

trict Manager Morris Lefko says

MELODY is doing fine business

in the district and gave the Unit-

ed Artists in Detroit one of the

best weeks it has had in a long

time. Two theatres at Miami.

Second weeks Buffalo, Toledo.

Excellent Albany, Lawrence,

Manchester, Binghamton, Akron,

Canton, Youngstown, Ft. Worth,
San Antonio, Colorado Springs,

Leavenworth, Memphis, Danbury,

Davenport, Tulsa, Harrisburg,

Reading, Williamsport, Erie.
Southwestern District Manager
Ben Cammack says nice openings
In the Holly, Fort Worth, and
the Aztec, San Antonio. At the

Iowa Theatre, Cedar Rapids,

best week in last three month,
pictures from all companies, with

one exception. Has been out-

standing In the first engagements
over the Butterfield circuit, in-

cluding the small towns of Trav-

ers City, Ludington, Manistee
and Alpena.

FORT APACHE turned in big

Springer Wesf
John Springer of Rutgers Neil-

son's publicity department is

planing to the Coast Saturday

on a vacation trip. John, who is

our national and fan magazine

contact. Is going to visit the

Studio of course and he has

promised to send in a special

column for FLASH.

business in twenty houses of the

RKO Metropolitan Circuit. First

two days at the Loew Poll, New
Haven, best since NOTORI-
OUS In 1946. Held over.

RETURN OF THE BAD MEN
—third fine week at the Mayfair,

New York. Big first week at the

Stanton, Philadelphia, held over.

Topped BEST YEARS for week
at the Weis Theatre, Savannah.
Excellent three theatres San

Diego, Fox, Loma and State,

moved to Adams. Excellent

Houston, Hartford, Clarksburg,

Hagerstown, Seattle. Second
week at Oakland.

BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
—Completing sensational elght-

v/eek run at the Broadway Thea-
tre, Denver, one of the longest

runs in one theatre in screen his-

tory in Denver. Second weeks
Va ncouver, Montreal, Tampa,
Minneapolis, St. Paul, Chicago,
Toledo. Excellent Chattanooga,
Poughkeepsie, Raleigh, Johns-
town, McKeesport, Petersburg.

Branch Manager Roger Lamantia
of New Orleans says holding over
In practically every situation.

[Continued from Pa^e One)

Villagran, consul general of Mexi-

co, in United States, Dr. Jose

Diaz, president of the Comite
Benefencia, Jose Lusano, publish-

er of La Opinion, Mexican daily

newspaper, Bruno Newman, one
of the leading Mexican civic

leaders, as well as Police Com-
missioner of Los Angeles, Dun-
can Renaldo, Leo Carriilo, Lina

Romay, Adele Mara and others.

Jack Paar acted as master of

ceremonies, and his introduc-

tion of Armendariz was the high-

light of a very successful pre-

miere.

—DAVE CANTOR

Harts to Coast
Sam Hart, special assistant in

the radio department, with Mrs.

Hart and son Donald are at the

Coast this week. Sam Is on his

annual vacation. Every year he

'makes it a point to get around
to some far point of the country

and he never misses a world s

baseball series. When a young-
ster of eighteen, Sam hitch-

hiked across the land and back.

Sam is a great baseball fan and
rather anti-Bums and it's diffi-

cult for ye ed to convince him
that Brooklyn is going to win the

pennant.

Mr. and Mrs. Tom Williamson are

celebrating their twenty-third Wedding
Anniversary on August 25th. This day
is cause for a double celebration as it

is also Mr. Williamson s birthday. Con-
gratulations and best wishes to you
both.

We are happy to have our cashier,

Mildred Green, back after a month's

leave of absence. Mildred is looklsg

more rested than she has for many
weeks.

Welcome to our happy office, Jane
Archambault! Jane is taking Doris

Droste's place as bookkeeper after

Doris leaves to be married.

Estelle Michaiek is on vacation and
from her pre-vacatlon plans she's tour-

ing New York. Have fun gal . . . and
don't worry about your assistant biller

. . . methinks she'll have plenty for you
to do when you get back.

Lou Ratz is vacationing also. His

plans are still unknown to the writer as

yet. But I think somewhere I heard
rumored that Louis is looking for a

new car to sink his dally dollar in.

I keep cheering myself up with the
fact that I have only three-hundred
and seven days until I'm on vacation
myself . . . Oh! boy . . . someone
else will have to sign . . . that . . .

—•B"



{!)—Popular Gabby Hayes, one of the picture's stars, snapped as he chatted with our noted French
star, Maurice Chevalier, at a luncheon of the Circus Saints and Sinners, where the westerner with the

whiskers scored a big hit . . . (2 and 4)—Details of lobby frontal displays at the Mayfair . . . (3)—Head-on
shot of the mammoth corner sign at the Mayfair which can be seen way down in the neighborhood of

Times Square ... (5 and 7)—Box-office line when the doors opened premiere day . . . (6)—Details of the

Mayfair marquee.

Stills, Star Photos Pull Them in for ''Bad Men"
RETURN OF.THE BAD MEN, which truthfully has ten -times as many thrills as BAD MAN'S TERRITORY, will run

up three weeks at Brandt's Mayfair. That even a big town goes for high-class Western pictures is proved by BAD
MEN'S "good business." That good use of stills and pic'ures of stars still pulls them in the lobby is proved by the

fine comments made along Broadway of the frontal displays. Matter of fact, several of the trade paper people

told our trade paper contact, Harry Blair, that these lobby displays were exceptional. Those in the field might

like to pass this word along with the above layout as proof. — R. N.

"Youth" Aid
In keeping with the spirit of

the MTA Salute Young Annerica

Youth Month Septennber i-30,

RKO Radio will release during

that period several short sub-

jects with special appeal to the

juvenile trade. These will include

PAL'S ADVENTURE, second in

ihe new two-reel series starring

Ted Donaldson and Sharyn Mof-
fctt; A FRIEND OP THE FAh^l-

LY, 12th in the current "Ameri-
ca" series dealing with house-

hold pets, and the long awaited
re-release of Walt Disney's im-

mortal THREE LITTLE PIGS.

Harry J. tvlichalson in com-
menting on these releases, said:

"One of the primary objects of

the motion picture industry is to

attract more young people to

the theatre with the right kind of

entertainment. This, not only

from the standpoint of added

boxoffice but as part of our re-

sponsibility in helping to com-
bat juvenile delinquency. Our
constant aim is to provide an as-

sortment of short subjects which

appeal not only to the teen age
groups but to the whole family

as well."

In line with AMPA's recent

announcement of cooperation on

Salute to Young America"
Youth month Charles P. Skouras

national chairman, a red, white

and blue lobby hanger has been

created by Leon J. Bamberger.

This lobby hanger is being dis-

tributed to exhibitors free of

charge, through National Screen ,

Service. The same design is be-

ing used in the National Screen

trailer and as cover design for

the official song "I'm the Youl

in the U.S.A.," written especially!

for this TOA sponsored cann-

paign to combat juvenile delin-l

quency.

—HARRY BLAIRI
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The

Fugitive
Sales Against

Possibilities

(Extended to Week End. Sept. 9)

24th Week End. Aug. 3, 1948

Pos.

This

Week

Pos.

Last

Week

2

3

4

Branch

1. DENVER

2. PITTSBURGH

3. LOS ANGELES

4. SIOUX FALLS

5. SALT LAKE CITY

6. CLEVELAND

7. Philadelphia

8. Indianapolis

9. Milwaukee

10. New York

I I . San Francisco .

12. Buffalo

1 3. Oklahonna City .

14. Kansas City

15. Washington

16. New Haven

1-7. Omaha 17

18. Portland 16

19. Minneapolis 19

20. Dallas 18

21. Des Moines 20

22. Seattle 24

23. Boston 21

24. Memphis 22

25. New Orleans 25

26. Detroit 26

27. Cincinnati 27

28. Charlotte 28

29. Chicago 29

5

6

7

9

I !

13

12

10

. I

"l4

15

23

30. Albany

31. St. Louis

32. Atlanta

30

31

32

CANADA
1. MONTREAL I

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. Calgary ." 3

4. Vancouver 4

5. St. John
, 6

6. Toronto 5

DIVISIONS

1 . Eastern
I

2. Western 2

3. North-South 3

Sneak "Born"

RKO Radio will hold evening

sneak previews of Samuel Gold-

wyn's A SONG IS BORN star-

ring Danny Kaye, in its various

exchange centers on Monday,

August 23. This will serve as the

regular trade showing and give

exhibitors a chance to obtain

definite audience reaction. The

New York screening will take

place in the RKO Colonial Thea-

tre, 63rd and Broadway, ar 8:45

P.M.

"Badmen" riding the streets of San Francisco four

days prior to the opening of RETURN OF THE
BADMEN at the Golden Gate Theatre.

OH SOLDIER BRAVE, OH HERO TRUE, HERE'S A KISS FROM US TO YOU. So reads the headUne of an item forwarded
via June Squires to FLASH. And the story goes on: With best wishes still ringing in his ears, popular Bemie Fiore

look temporary leave ircm the office gang to answer his Uncle's call to the colcrs. The staff of the typing department
and others couldn't let Bemie leave without expressing their feelings for his good fellowship and pleasant disF>osition.

They joined in feting him at a luncheon. Attending the tribute party to scldier boy Ficre were, seated, left to right

Rhoda Donde. Dotty Krcwell, Terry Radice, Rose De Marco. Julia Blume, Bemie, Alice Jones, Marie Donahue, June Squires,

Lee Cappelli, Anne Moore, Mary Guena, Louise Russell. Standing, left to right, MoUie Wechsler, Sylvia Schecter, Joe

Gallina and Carline DeMattos . . . We hear that Bemie is with the air corps at San Antonio, A.F., 12304068 Squadron
BNIO, Flight 347.



Protection"

eteer kill

best pc

if he
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Toughest on the force

on homicide. When
he gets a killer,

dead or alive,

the law calls

it justice!

R K O
Presents

GEORGE RAFT

WILLIAM BENDIX

MARILYN MAXWELI
DORE SCHARY In Charge of Production

Produced by NAT HOLT • Directed by EDWIN L. MARIN 'Screen Play by martin





Joan, betrayed by her king and his evil counsellors, is

warned that the British are closing in— a moment of

high suspense in the drama that floods the screen with

matchless spectacle.

Joan Arc
INGRID

N
COLOR hy TECHNICOLOR
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Travelers
66 99

Nat Levy planed to Detroit

Monday night and following a

visit there will go to Cleveland.

Charlie Boasberg is on a south-

ern trip this week which will in-

clude visits to Charlotte, Jack-

sonville and Memphis.

hHarry Michalson was in Phil-

adelphia Wednesday.

Paul hHollister nnade a quick

flying trip to Chicago during the

mid-week.

Buck fo Defroif

Accompanied by Eastern Field

Supervisor hHarry Reiners, Frank

Buck will leave New York Wed-
nesday for personal appearances

at Detroit with BRING 'EM

BACK ALIVE. From Detroit,

Frank will go to St. Louis for the

area premiere in that territory.

The erigagement at the St.

Louis Theatre there will be tied

in with a big Legion parade

which will include thirty bands.

GaadSum ^^and ^^Velvet Tauch
Shaw Strength in Early Runs
RKO Radio has fired a double-barrelled shot as Labor Day looms up to mark the

official beginning of a new season. GOOD SAM has hit the bull's eye In its first pre-

release engagement at Warner's Stanley, Atlantic City, where the first week's intake is

the best for any RKO picture since BOBBY-SOXER two years ago. Now In second stanza

and likely to go a third and a fourth. Terry Turner with Eastern Field Supervisor Harry

Reiners and Doug Beck of Philadelphia were on hand for a special campaign. GOOD
SAM bowed in powerfully at Philadelphia and Wildwood on Wednesday and is opening

in Buffalo on Thursday.

The second of our double-barrel fireworks is THE VELVET TOUCH, which has held

over practically one hundred percent in the few situations played despite the current

heat wave. Extra playing time includes San Francisco, Cincinnati, Providence and

Rochester. Publicity Manager Rutgers Neilson had many celebrities lined up Wednesday
night for the Rivoli engagement, New York. Pictorial layout in next week's FLASH.

RACE STREET had a big opening week at the Mayfair in New York where the intake

was far ahead of its predecessor, RETURN OF THE BAD MEN. The only previous engage-

ment for STREET was at Atlantic City where two big weeks have been rung up at the

Shore Theatre.

MELODY TIME continues as one of the summer's most outstanding attractions. At
Richmond after big week at the Byrd and State moved over to the Capitol. Second
weeks Toronto, Lincoln. At the Garden, New London, equalled APACHE and topped
MIRACLE OF THE BELLS, MAMA, FUN AND FANCY FREE. Tops at the Loew Poli,

Hartford. Branch Manager Harry Cohen of Los Angeles says the Disney show is giving

a good account of itself throughout the territory. Opening at the Hollywood Theatre,

Fort Worth, topped FUN AND FANCY FREE by $600.

FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE—Branch Manager Dave Silverman of Pittsburgh says

fine in all situations. He writes in his activity letter, "I have {Cont. on Page Seven)

"Joan" Inspires Manufacturers Strongest Line-up, Says Lieber

By PAUL HOLLISTER

Now we can reveal a few basic facts of the most

sizeable merchandise promotion ever built up in connection

with a motion picture.

Last winter we approached various influential mer-

chandise groups, told them of the forthcoming film JOAN
OF ARC, showed them stills, and invited them to create

merchandise for fall and winter inspired by the unusual

colors and costuming of the picture.

With one voice they said: "Can't we see the actual

{Continued on Page Six)

By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, August 27:—Singing the box-office

blues may be a popular pastime in some screen circles, but

it's definitely off-key as far as Your Company's concerned.

Right now we've got the strongest line-up of unreleased

product in RKO Radio history, a flock of eighteen sure-fire

hit shows that will make any ticket-window roll over and say

"Uncle." I'm firmly convinced that no other company in

the business has anywhere near the sales potential we have
today, and when you look over the list you'll agree with me.

(Continued on Page Two)
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• • • THE HEADLINE in Your Favorite Industry Newspaper yes-

terday clarioned: "$750,000 Ad Budget For 'Song Is Bom' "...

Before reading the story chances are you thought, "I'll bet that's

Goldwyn" . . . And, sure enough, it was . . . For Sam Goldwyn

has established in the collective mind ol this industry that be-

sides making good pictures he believes in letting the world

know he has made them . . . $750,000 worth of advertising will

help considerably to attach importance to "A Song Is Bom" . . .

It tells exhibitors, in fact, that the picture is very good . . . The

days of spending big money to put over bad pictures are over

. . • Exhibitors today pay maximum attention to big ad cam-

paigns because they know their significance . . . They know

that the picture must have something, otherwise no such dough

would be spent . . . Goldwyn thm the years has produced some

mighty fine product . . . "The Best Years Of Our Lives" was a

topper . . . But instead of letting it sail along on its reputation,

Goldwyn kept pounding home, via a record ad campaign, the

importance and the value of that particular piece of money-

making entertainment ... It pcdd off, of course . . . Those who
have seen it tell Phil M. "A Song Is Born" is swell entertainment

... It must be, otherwise the master showman. Mister G.. would

not be going to town with a $750,000 ad bankroll.

(Ed's note)—All the trade publications have given space
to the announcement of Samuel Goldwyn's vast campaign
. . . GOLDWYN AIMS HIS "SONG" BALLY AT 150,000.000,

said the Daily Variety, devoting almost a column to the

details . . . Weekly Variety featured the co-op angle . . . Motion
Picture Daily played up the "new pattern," with emphasis on
Sunday Supplement advertising such as the American Weekly,
This Week and the comics . . . James A. Mulvey said the

campaign is the most direct producer support of a playdate
ever provided for an exhibitor. In addition, he pointed out that

the "hot" music and musicians featured in the picture have
been used to provide the most varied and comprehensive
radio campaign yet devised. Some 16,000 transcriptions and
records, varying in length from 15 minutes to 20 seconds, have
been shipped to the field staff, via Terry Tumer. Mr. Mulvey
said . . . One of the trade publications emphasized the cam-
paign of teasers and double-truck ads for trade papers, selling

the picture and the campaign to exhibitors following the
nation-wide trade showing.

it's tAt/GZ/'VlftKE again..

Strong Line-up
{Continued from Pa^e One)

JOAN OF ARC
First, of course, JOAN

OF ARC, the Ingrld Berg-

man starrer in Technicolor

which, believe nne, is going

to- set an alltinne high In re-

cord-smashing, backed by

the unparalleled advertising

campaign that Barret and

the FC&B boys are shifting

Into high gear to make
every theatre patron in the

country Joan-conscious.

EVERY CIRL SHOULD
BE MARRIED

In the tentatively-titled

EVERY GIRL SHOULD BE

MARRIED we've got a

smash romantic comedy
that's a dilly, with Gary
Grant at his sparkling best,

and Franchot Tone, Diana

Lynn and the brilliant new
find, Betsy Drake, helping

him make this a milestone in

fun-films.

TWO COLDWYNS
Then we have coming up

two of Samuel Goldwyn's

finest productions, Danny
Kaye's Technicolor musical

riot, A SONG IS BORN,
and the David NIven-Teresa

Wright-Evelyn Keyes-Farley

G' r a n g e r starrer, EN-
CHANTMENT, which the

smart boys are already pre-

dicting will be Goldwyn's
greatest romantic triumph.

TWO ROMANTIC
Contrasting with these

are a pair of gripping ro-

mantic dramas, THE LONG
DENIAL, starring Maureen
O'Hara and Melvyn Doug-
las, and the tentatively-

titled TWO LIVES HAD HE
(formerly "Weep No More")
with Joseph Gotten and
Valll In the stellar roles.

ESCAPADE

BALTIMORE ESCA-
PADE, starring Robert
Young, Shirley Temple and

John Agar, is another gay

candidate for romantic

comedy honors.

THE WINDOW
THE WINDOW, with

Barbara Hale, Bobby Dris-

coll, Arthur Kennedy, Paul

Stewart and Ruth Roman In

the stellar roles, is one of

the most dramatic films

you've ever viewed.

ACTION PICTURES

We have Dick Powell and

Jane Greer in STATION
WEST, Robert MItchum,

Barbara Bel Geddes and

Robert Preston In BLOOD
ON THE MOON, and Rob-

ert Sterling, Gloria Gra-

hame and Claude Jarman,

Jr. In ROUGHSHOD, a trio

of action-crammed out-

door supers.

TWO OFF BEATEN TRACK
Th en we have THE

TWISTED ROAD, starring

Cathy O'Donnell, Farley

Granger and Howard Da
Sllva in a memorable ro-

mance that critics are call-

ing another "Seventh Heav-
en," and the remarkable Pat

O'Brien - Robert Ryan-Bar-

bara Hale-Dean Stockwell

vehicle in Technicolor, THE
BOY WITH GREEN HAIR.

PROCESSION

And these honeys are only

part of the procession, for

we also have shows like the

dramatic football picture,

INTERFERENCE starring

Victor Mature, Lucille Ball,

LIzabeth Scott and Sonny

lufts; Sol Lesser's TAR-
ZAN'S MAGIC FOUN-
TAIN, Introducing the new
"Tarzan," Lex Barker; THE
JUDGE STEPS OUT, an ap-

pealing romance starring

Alexander Knox and Ann
Sothern; the Lawrence Tler-

ney-PriscIlla Lane dramatic

thriller, BODY GUARD, and

the amazing Academy-
Award-winning document-
ary, DESIGN FOR DEATH.

That, gentlemen. Is a

group of attractions we can

be mighty proud of, and one

that will leave a golden trail

jingling Into theatre cash-

registers for many months

to come.
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Emerson Planning

1949 Disney Weeks

Branch Manager Joe Emer-

son of Denver already has

launched plans for DISNEY
APPRECIATION WEEKS for

la+e in fhis year and running

into 1949. In the Denver terri-

tory the nnajority of exhibitors

date well ahead and so the

branch is lining up engage-

ments now. The special weeks

are from December 24th to

January 7th. Manager Emer-

son has set a quota of 750

bookings and the slogan is

A DISNEY ON EVERY
CHANGE IN EVERY THEA-
TRE IN THE BRANCH AREA.

Apple Delegates

3,000 Strong See

Disney's "Melody"

The 3,000 key men of the In-

ternational Apple Association

have scattered from their annual

meeting, held this year in the

Pennsylvania Hotel in New York,

and they have become walking

24-sheets for Walt Disney's MEL-

ODY TIME.

Victor H. M. Joseph, general

chairman, says in part In a letter

to Charlie Levy following the

screening before the delegates:

"The first function for our

guests was the showing of the

Walt Disney film. Our guests

enjoyed this film immensely:

they left the Improvised theatre

whistling and humming many of

the songs. Many of our guests

requested information about the

purchase of records. They were

all exhuberant In their praise of

this film and I know, from their

comments, that they will strongly

recommend this picture to their

friends and acquaintances. It is

my guess, that because of this

showing to our guests, that at

least 3,000 additional people will

see this picture, who normally

would not have done so."'

UkatmnTime

Theatres Seek "Rebel" Review

Local Good Sam is Mailing Basis
with the national election

coming up and polls of various

types now In full swing, Harry

Mandel, ad-publlclty director of

the RKO Theatres, has launched

a popularity contest tied in with

GOOD SAM. The contest is one

to find the GOOD SAM of every

city. He may be rich, or he may
be Mr. Average or he may be a

city employee such as policeman,

fireman or mailman, teacher, etc.,

recommended as a candidate

simply because of his good
deeds. Harry describes Gary
Cooper as "a right guy, with an

Inherent desire to help everyone.

He II do anything to relieve an-

other person of trouble.
"

In the RKO Theatres "Ideas"

the plan of city-wide elections

Is told in full, from announcement
to ballot, rules, accessories, mis-

cellaneous bits of promotion and
suggested newspaper story.

The RKO Theatres' through

this timely promotion have in-

deed jumped the gun on national

elections. No matter what party

the citizens belong to they like

to pay homage to a "good guy."

Booker's Assist
Booker Delbert Buckley of the

Saint John branch showed beau-

coup initiative and ambition

when in a dating session with the

head of the Walker Circuit in

the evening he took it upon him-

self to negotiate for the sale of

the reissue of BAMBl. He was
successful in selling this subject

to Mr. Walker for the entire cir-

cuit consisting of seven situa-

tions, securing top terms where
the subject did not play origi-

nally. In three situations where
BAMBl played the first time, the

booker secured the same terms

as for the original engagement.

1A

RADI6

^WHMMlAiiMli

Irene Dunne, Oscar Homolka
and Barbara Bel Geddes will re-

create for radio audiences their

roles In I REMEMBER MAMA,
when Columbia's "Lux Radio

Theatre" returns to the air to be-

gin its 1948-49 season of broad-

casts on Monday, August 30,

9-10 p.m., EDST. Program eman-
ates from Hollywood.

Branch Manager Jimmy Davie

of Vancouver has pounced on a

review of the America ' LETTER

TO A REBEL to use as the basis

for a fine mail campaign. Under

the head "NEW FILM BOOSTS
CAPITALIST SYSTEM' the

screen critic for the Vancouver

Province, widely known news-

paper, went all-out in terms of

praise, and the write-up was

given two-column display space

on the first page of the second

section, undoubtedly the most

Important inside page In the

paper.

Jimmy sent mailing pieces with

tear sheets to exhibitors, news-

papers publishers and radio sta-

tion managers in the entire Van-

couver exchange area. The

branch chief believes this will

serve a two-fold purpose, first

by increasing the number of

bookings over the usual total and

second provide valuable ammu-
nition for the sale of the entire

series for 1948-49. It Is doubtful

if any other distributor in the

Vancouver territory received this

amount or type of publicity for

a short subject.

In commenting on the tie-in

Canadian District Manager Leo

Devaney says,

"I believe this promotion will

do a good public relations job in

the small towns, especially with

the newspapers, and help the

theatre manager in his later con-

tacts."

Manager Davie is indeed en-

titled to an orchid for the manner
in which he handled the Province

review.

Staff Sergeant
Larry Gross, artist In the press-

book department, has returned

from two weeks of training In the

air reserve. Our Larry, long a

sergeant, received a promotion

to staff headquarters while on

duty. Next step for Larry is in

the officers' ranks and now he Is

out to get a lieutenant's bars.

Besides keeping up military train-

ing since the war, Larry Is taking

several night courses at Colum-

bia. The guy's a political com-

mitteeman in his district too, and

Is active in church singing and

local dramatic clubs.

COMING EVENTS
THE VELVET TOUCH

world premiere at the Riv-

oli Theatre, New York,

Wednesday, August 25th.

Set for many key situations

over Labor Day.

Leo McCarey's GOOD
SAM world premiere at the

Radio City Music Hall

around Labor Day. Also will

play in many key spots over

Labor Day.

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE

St. Louis territorial premiere

September 1st, with 30 situ-

ations lined up to date.

Frank Buck in big cam-

paign. Omaha area prem

August 25th, all key runs

set. Broadway-Capitol, De-

troit, August 27th, with

Frank Buck p.a. Mineapolis

area prem September 15th,

Chicago, Sept. 29th.

STATION WEST to have

world premiere openings in

Chicago and Milwaukee in

October.

THREE LITTLE PIGS, Walt

Disney's great cartoon to

ploy the Radio City Music

Hall with GOOD SAM
either September 3rd or

10th.

Campaigns rolling for

JOAN OF ARC, heralded by

Ned E. Depinet as "The mo-

tion picture event of the

century."

VACATION TIME IS

DISNEY TIME.



...in the intimate story of Broadway's most excit-

ing actress, who played her most enticing scenes

OFF SJAGEl

A FREDERICK BRISSON production

also starring

lEOfiEl CLMBETRPI

»Er(lREENSTREET
with

LEON AMES • FRANK McHUGH

WALTER KINGSFORD • DAN TOBIN
Directed by JOHN GAGE • Screenplay by LEO ROSTEN

An INDEPENDENT ARTISTS Picture • Released by RKO RADIO PICTURES

£^INDEmiDENT

NOW AT BROADWAY'S
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FLASH NEWS OF "JOAN OF ARC"
To keep you posted on progress on one of the

most important pictures of all time, FLASH tvill

bring you items here each week touching all sorts

of phases of this amazing production.

"Joan" Inspires Manufacturers

I Continued from Page One)

color?" With the film In the cutting room that was theoreti-

cally "impossible." So, Ingeniously, Victor Fleming made us

a 15-minute strip of "out-scenes," not used in the film. We
showed this to upwards of 700 New York specialists in the

fashion trades. It certainly started something.

Instant response came from the largest maker of man-

made fabrics In the world: Burlington Mills, who promptly

created and announced to the whole garment trade a

special line of authentic "Joan of Arc colors"—and who

announced the line In the New York Times and hHerald-

Tribune.

Stimulated by Burlington, manufacturers began design-

ing new models. The JOAN Inspiration caught on, not only

in dresses, but In hats, belts, gloves, lounge wear, hosiery,

costume jewelry, scarves, coats, shoes.

This week an RKO report to the foremost retail stores

in America goes into the mails. It lists over 165 manufactur-

ers who are offering models Inspired by JOAN—In color

or design or both.

Such representative houses as John-Frederics, who
made a collection of 12 JOAN hats, Jullliard (foremost

woolen house In America), Cadwallader (scarves), Phelps

Associates (bags and belts), Coro (costume jewelry). Vogue
(belts), Daniel Hays (gloves), Jerro (mules), Seligman & Latz

(the foremost halrdresslng chain operating In the leading

U. S. department stores), all caught the ball, each in his

own specialty. Dress and coat manufacturers far too num-

erous to list here are offering JOAN fabrics In the smartest

creations of the fall. Leading department stores are already

planning Important fall fashion promotions of designs of

their own. Unlike the average film, which is useful to the

local store only at the local playdate, JOAN offers a back-

ground of timely news interest for faH which is exciting

the self-interest of the leading stores, irrespective of local

playdate. For JOAN, as everybody keeps saying, is more
than a great picture—It's an International news event.

Bantam Books is bringing out a first edition of 500,000

copies of a life of Joan of Arc by Frances Winwar (Berg-

man cover). William Sloane Associates are publishing an

ingenious picture-and-dlalogue book derived straight from
the film. Two children's books, now on the press, and each
bearing a Bergman cover, will run into 2 million copies.

All manufacturers are prepared to coordinate with our

branches and field men.

Meanwhile, Burlington has a page In color on the

"Joan" fabrics in September Madennoiselle. International

Silver has a page In color in October 15 Life on a famous
sterling pattern named Joan of Arc. The Seligman & Latz

1^
PATHE

Clamour Street

By ED RICE

. FAMILIES FIRST, short

about juvenile delinquency

problems produced by RKO
Pathe for the New York

State Youth Commission, is

now playing first run thea-

tres In New York City and

the rest of the state. The

Metropolitan Theatre Asso-

ciation, Brandt and Skouras

circuits have also booked the

short, which Is available free

through 20th-century Fox.

FAMILIES FIRST will be

made available to theatres

In other states, through the

TOA.
The short was directed by

Edward Montagne and pho-

tographed by Neil Sullivan,

who made CRIME LAB for

RKO Pathe's THIS IS

AMERICA. Montagne also

directed the outstanding

short CHILDREN'S VIL-

LAGE. Montagne and Sulli-

van are now shooting a de-

linquency story for THIS IS

AMERICA In Morristown,

N. J.

FAMILIES FIRST is avail-

able in one and two reel ver-

sions, the first for theatre

use, the second (In 16 mm)
for community showings.

Screening of LETTER TO
A REBEL by N. W. Ayer
advertising agency for the

500 presidents of member
companies of the Electric

and Edison Institutes was so

successful that a second

Picturesque, fashionable, glam-

orous Fifth Avenue in New York,

a thoroughfare whose fame ex-

ceeds that of Paris' Champs
Elysee, is the subject of this en-

tertaining, enlightening This Is

America short. New Yorkers as

well as audiences in other parts

of the country should delight in

viewing the mansions, decorous
mercantile establishments. Radio
City, Washington Square, Cen-
tral Park and other scenes, in-

cluding historic parades, which

are a part of this street that

divides the East Side of town
from the West.

Topping off this eye-treat is

an effective narration that throws

considerable light on the historic

and business factors which have
made the avenue what it is.

—MOTION PICTURE DAILY

Flicker Flashbacks
"

Good

Jack Paar has a go at nar-

rating these primitive film activi-

ties. At frequent intervals he gets

off a couple of nifties, hterewith

is presented in tab form "Caught
By Wireless," a Biograph flick-

er, circa 1909, and "Eldora, the

Flower Girl," a romance culled

from the Edison collection of

1912.

—FILM DAILY

showing is being held for

copy heads of the organiza-

tions.

establishments plan a program of 800 newspaper adver

tisements on the JOAN coiffure during October.

All of which—and there's far too much more to list ir

this brief space— Is helping to roll up for JOAN the great

est tidal wave of national interest a picture ever had. Anc
the picture rates it.

The official "Joan" fabric colors are:

Coronation Green Dauphin Blue Majesty Red
Banner Red Orleans Tan Castle Gray
Brocade Pink Lorraine Green Joan Blue

Court Beige Trumpet Gold Archer Brown
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Show Strength
I Continued jrom Page One i

received many compliment-

ary reports from exhibitors

and they advise me that this

has been the best Pat

O'Brien release in a long

time." Second week Spok-

ane. At the Hollywood Thea-

tre, Sioux Falls, tied in with

Knights of Columbus, top-

ping TYCOON, SINBAD,

NOTORIOUS, WONDER-
FUL LIFE.

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE

—Excellent first stanza at

the Republic, New York,

held over.

FORT APACHE — Sec-

ond weeks New Haven,

Bridgeport. Opening day at

the Loew Poli, Bridgeport,

exceeded every picture we,

have played in this theatre

except BELLS OF ST.

MARY'S.

BEST YEARS OF OUR
LIVES—Sensational at Van-

couver, B. C, says Branch

Manager Jimmy Davis. Only
length of running time pre-

vented a new house record

for opening week. Second
week's opening only a few
dollars under first. People

are raving about the pic-

tore. Held third week and
likely to go four. Also third

week at Toledo. Held for

ninth record-breaking week

September 4th

E. H. E.VIERY
E. E. BKLER
GEORGE E. JACKSON
JOHN J. WEISS. JR.

ScptembtT "yth

W H. GARDINER
FAY POLLER
IRVING I. FRANKEL
MARGARET SNELL
ED\X ARD FISHER
MARY C. SCHROEDER

SipUrnbiT 6th

MILDRED .M. BROOKS
K.ATHERINE EBLING
SIG^JTARD LOTHMAN

September 7th

J J. McFADDEN. JR.
JOHN J. CLARKE
A F STERN
ELEANOR PORRINO

September Sih

JOHN FARMER
GEORGE HEURUNG
RLSSELL MORGAN
ROBERT AHART
ROSE AZARES
MARY D.ROSE

September 9th

.NED E. DEPINET Home Office

H. H. GREENBLATT Mid.stn. Dist. Mgr.
ROBERT BATEY MiUaakee
LUCILLE LAUGHLIN Mdwaofcee

September lOth

R V REAGIN Memphis
L S GRL'ENBERG N'et. Dist. Mgr.
ELIZABETH I. LARIN Phtlidelph.a

EDITH H FENTY Home Office

Los Angeles
Boston

Portland
Chicago

Boston
Home Office

Pittsburgh

Oklahoma Cttv

Philadelphia

St. Loots

Toroato
Detroit

Home Office

Philadelphia

Chicago
\linneapolis

New Haven

Home Office

Minneapolis
Field Man
New York
New Y'ocfc

San Francisco

at the Broadway, Denver.

"Excellent in all suburban

runs, ' says Branch Manager
Sol Sachs of Dallas.

RETURN OF THE BAD
MEN — Second week Hill-

street and Pantages, Los

Angeles. Equalled APACHE
in opening day at the Ma-
jestic, Houston.

Bantam Book on ''Station West''

Miniature ''24^' For Our Picture

Dick Potvell

and Jane Greer

Motion PiC\>jii

A BantaiH Boo'

Compitle and

Uratriiiged

LUKE

SHORT

Last winter Bantam Books brought out the volume of which the

cover is reproduced herewith. This carries the storv of which has

been the basis for our forthcoming STATION \^TST. The book,

which virtually gives us a miniature 24-sheet, has already reached

the phenomenal sale of over 400,000 copies. With the actual release

of this attraction coming over the near horizon, this sale will un-

doubtedly be accelerated. Besides being an excellent story, the re-

markable sale is no doubt due to the superb kodachrome picture on

the cover showing Dick Powell and Jane Greer, nith full picture

credit of course. Bantam Books will make a special drive in each

one of the playdate cities and towns throughout the country, and

everyone knows that book-tie-in is as certain to be a clicker as a

coloring contest or a co-op ad. Fred Schaefer. head of the press-

book department, will devote space to this Bantam book, so the

promotion will be called directly to the attention of exhibitors. Our

sales force should of course be armed with a copy. It makes the

neatest little flash sales aid in ye ed's memory . Get yourself one of

these volumes and examine it for yourself. Besides the cover there

is a blurb for the picture on the fly-leaf. Then the back cover has

some high-powered sales data devoted to this adventure feature,

concluding with the line. "Be sure to see the motion picture produc-

tion." The back cover also carries a character shot of Dick Powell.
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You Are A Lucky Exhibitor If In A

Position To Book ''Good Sam"—Trades
"This one rates way up and above

"

A splendid, warm, human en+erfainment with emphasis on com-

edy. This is Leo McCarey at his best. Cooper and Miss Sheridan

in top form. A rewarding delight of delights for buyer and seller.

Good is a word that permeates this Leo McCarey production

from start to finish. It is a splendid entertainment with spirited and

skillful handling at every turn. One of the superior writing jobs of

the year, this one rates way up and above a lot of the screen fare

that has been offered as the first half of the year turns the corner.

Conceived with imagination, taste, subtlety and an understanding

of people and purposes that blends with drama deriving from do-

mesticity and life in current times and terms, the McCarey hand

in the production and direction end of the picture keeps the balance

shifting from laughter to introspective examintion of character and

then poignancy and then more laughs. It is the type of story that

generates warmth and good feeling at once, then piles comic mo-

ment until a high peak of inner satisfaction and delight is the reward

of the viewer. "Good Sam" is something that the patron will beome
enthusiastic about, the exhibitor more so.

It is a simple story but it is touched with some great moments of

life and living splendidly enacted and delightfully examined and
explained away. It is a piece about the good in man and the rewards

of good in man and the rewards of goodness and giving although

in the process some heart-wracking moments are encountered.

This, then, is the story of a good-natured giving guy, who gives

and gives, of his money, his time, even unto his shirt, hie turns no

one away, hie gets the dirty end of the stock as times. But the inner

light of doing unto others shines brightly and after close to two
hours of examining his life, family, home and immediate circle it pays

off rewardingly. And not only is it a story that is shaped in the

script by McCarey and John Klorer to pay off, it will also pay off

where it counts in this business.

This "Good Sam" was screened a la Hollywood preview the other

night while an air conditioning strike was in progress and the theatre

a mild version of the well known Black Hole. Yet the house was near
capacity. The rafters rung. The humor was latched onto immediately,
lasted. At its conclusion there was prolonged applause.

In "Good Sam" Gary Cooper is in finest form. Finer is Ann
Sheridan who interprets a role with finesse, polish and a naturalness

that may well bring on a mirage of an Oscar on the horizon. Playing
wife to Cooper and mother to Lora Lee Michel and Bobby Dolan, Jr.,

she is excellent all the way. Surrounding the principals is a smartly
selected supporting cast of worthies who more than prove their

worth.

Something in the nature of cinematic history is made in "Good
Sam." Probably for the first time the anatomical aspect, the humor,
the problems and the pride and fulfillment of pregnancy and child-

birth are treated in realistic, tasteful style with no silly notions in-

volved in the process.

Cooper is a department store executive. Miss Sheridan has her
heart set on a house of their own. Her brother lives with them. He is

a veteran and their home life, what with the children is no bed of
roses. The sleeping problem is just that. Cooper's innate feeling for
people gives Miss Sheridan cause for consternation since his actions
generally manage to put out the family.

But when Cooper's goodness pays off things shape up satisfac-
torily but not before Christmas Eve becomes a time of momentary
precariousness and the Salvation Army brings the potted "Sam"
home from still another excursion into goodness.

"Good Sam" is a fine thing, and should make a deep impression
everywhere—including the box office. FILM DAILY

"Unusual fund warmth and humor"
An unusual fund of warmth and humor enriches "Good Sam," a

comedy-drama showing how charity towards others can be exer-

cised to the point of a fault. Producer-director Leo McCarey has

shown some adroit showmanship, from both merchandising and his-

trionic viewpoints, in teaming Gary Cooper and Ann Sheridan.

They complement one another smartly.

The screenplay provided the pair is an easy-going affair that

meanders almost plotlessly in and out of situations, turning up chuckles

and cracker-barrel wisdom. Emphasis is on characterization—rather

than dramatic involvements—and some superb ones come up.

Cooper as a small city family man who believes in being every-

body's friend develops into an oddly memorable character as he

stumbles in and out of the predicaments that are the consequences

of his beliefs. As Miss Sheridan, his wife, says succinctly, the trouble

with Cooper is that "he's his brother's keeper and he has too many
brothers." The pungent truth of this observation is demonstrated in

the Ken Englund screenplay by a parade of incidents, such as the

generous offering of the family car to the neighbors, only to have

it returned smashed, or the offering of sanctuary in the Cooper home
to every passing friend and stranger.

As is inevitable, events finally take an unfortunate turn for

Cooper. He not only is robbed of a charity collection, but finds

he may forever lose his new "dream-home" because debtors are

a little sluggish in their repayments. A joyous finale ends the drama,
however, in which Cooper discovers that his generosities of the past

were really bread upon the water. A Rainbow film, the story centers

mostly around the two principals, but fine assistance in supporting

roles are offered by Ray Collins, Edmund Lowe, Joan Lorring and
Clinton Sundberg.

—MOTION PICTURE DAILY

"Undoubtedly one of year's big grossers"

Audience Slant: (Family) Anybody—male or female, young or

aged—who doesn't enjoy this picture is nothing but a testy old

curmudgeon.

Box-office Slatn: The marquee strength plus wonderful word-of-

mouth will undoubtedly make this one of the year's big grossers.

Comment: What we have all been hollering for right along is

more comedy—comedy on the human side that can be enjoyed by

all classes. Well boys, here she is, a comedy that offers entertain-

ment for everybody. It has the widest audience appeal of any film

in many moons. Leo McCarey, John Klorer and Ken Englund have

conjured up a story and screenplay that is a veritable mosiac of

characterizations. The numerous bit parts stand out like jewels ,and

Cooper and Ann Sheridan make a delightful married couple. They

are both in their happiest vein. Englund's dialog is wise, witty and

mellow—a combination that can't be beat, and of course, McCarey's
direction is tops. The element that makes this comedy hold such

wide appeal is that the incidents are such as can happen to all of us,

and an audience feels close to the screen participants. The sequence
in the bus will have them howling. There is nothing more to be said

except this: if you are in a position to book "Good Sam," you're a

lucky exhibitor.

—SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

0/ the best for the exhibitor"

Leo McCarey, that master of the deft touch in screen treatment,

offers in "Good Sam" a highly entertaining item for the family,

which in itself is a recommendation of the best for the exhibitor.

For that same exhibitor, the film presents a pair of box office names
which will do considerable credit to the marquee and the cash

register, in the persons of Gary Cooper and Ann Sheridan.

Mr. McCarey produced and directed with his accustomed skill,
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from a screenplay by Ken Englund, and an original story by Mr.

McCarey and John Klorer. The supporting players offer little for nnar-

quee attention, although they perform quite satsfactorily. Edmund

Lowe whose name may have some value, has but a minor role.

Good Sam, in the person of Cooper, department store general

manager, is apparently too good for his own good, and that of his

wife. Miss Sheridan. Her dearest wish, for a home all their own, is

constantly faced with the obstacle of Sam's insatiable love for

people—all people—and his Samaritan-like instinct, which shortens

his purse and his wife's temper in like measure.

Sam gets into and out of a whole series of problems because

he cannot refrain from helping people in need, from his brother-in-

law to the stout lady running for the bus, to the neighbors who
borrow his car, etc., etc. The climax is capped when he is taken in

—

and taken for—the employee Christmas fund. Then he finds his

wife has moved into the new house he cannot pay for. He lands in a

bar, swaps clothes with a bum, and the Salvation Army brings him

home, where he learns that bread cast upon the waters sometimes

catches fish.

—MOTION PICTURE HERALD

"Will capture public fancy"

"Good Sam" is a class comedy that will attract important box-

office. A zestful, happy affair, it is the type of entertainment that

will capture public fancy in all situations. Marquee worth of its two

star names, Gary Cooper and Ann Sheridan, gives it initial ticket-

selling value, but the film's most potent factor is word-of-mouth

bally hoo it will attract. It's another money film for Leo McCarey.

Competent performers, each of whom handles his role with an

apparent relish, ride high and mighty through a story that is cram-

med with chuckles and heart. Schmaltzy at times, in just the right

amount, always told with crisp, zingy dialog that's honest and

natural, "Good Sam" spins a yarn of a man who just had to be

his brother's keeper—and the whole world is his brother.

Ken Englund did the bright script from a story by McCarey
and John Klorer. It depicts the complications of Miss Sheridan's

life as the wife of the good Samaritan. Cooper, whose investments in

humans never seem to pay off, keeps his family poor, despite a

good job, through the bigness of his heart. Eventually Sam's open-

lieartedness leads to trouble with his wife but just as things look their

blackest his philosophy starts returning dividends enabling Miss

Sheridan to get her dearest wish—a home of her own—and general

happiness for all involved.

The Cooper-Sheridan teaming under McCarey's helming is de-

lightful. Miss Sheridan makes the witty, slightly beaten, but un-

bowed wife a standout performance. It's a great job. Cooper makes
full use of his comic awkwardness and size to give Good Sam
heart and understanding. It's a characterization among his very best.

Among the featured and supporting players, both credited and
uncredited, are a wealth of bangup performances, each contributing

to the entertainment worth of the film. Included are Ray Collins,

the understanding rector; Clinton Sundberg, mechanic, and his wife,

Minerva Urecal, who rate a hearty response; Louise Beavers, the

maid; Joan Lorring, a love-saddened girl whom Cooper takes under
his wing; Dick Ross, Miss Sheridan's screwball brother; Matt Moore
and Netta Packer, helpless neighbors; Edmund Lowe, Cooper's
boss; Todd Karns, a standout as a young father, and Carol Stevens,

his wife; Irving Bacon, William Frawley and Harry Hayden, town
characters. Lora Lee Michel and Bobby Dolan, Jr., portray Sam's
precocious kids for chuckles.

McCarey has started his story slowly but pace continues to

mount as Good Sam's Samaritan keep his life, and that of his family's,

anything but monotonous. The McCarey feel for humanizing of

characters is always evident in the players' work, making a solid

foundation for the fun.

Physical mounting under McCarey's supervision is a class job,

always in keeping with the characters' circumstances. An ace lensing

chore by George Barnes; sight values achieved by John B. Goodman's
art direction and the set decorations by Darrell Silvera and Jacques
Mapes; sock music score by Robert Emmett Dolan and other tech-

nical credits help to make "Good Sam" fancy screen entertainment.

—VARIETY {Daily3

"A rosy financial future"

A bevy of truly magnificent characterizations and their accom-
panying scintillating dialog. The picture shuttles between heart-

warming philosophies and rib-tickling humor to offer an entertain-

ment combination which should win it a place among the season's

most popular and profitable features. In many of its phases it re-

flects the same masterful touches with which Producer-Director Leo
McCarey endowed his never-to-be-forgotten "Going My Way."
Gary Cooper delivers a finely shaded delineation in the title role of

the over-zealous Samaritan whose hair-trigger sympathies and bound-
less generosity keep him and his family in constant jeopardy. In

supporting cast and the lushness of mountings the film is further

equipped to further enhance its rosy financial future.

—BOXOFFICE

Fifteenth Floor

Vacation time is closing in and

signs of fall are already appear-

ing. Notice the golden rod

sprouting along the highways.

Make hay while the sun shines

folks, It was a cold winter last

year!

Looking around us in the con-

tract department we have a wed-

ding to report. Mildred BIsgeler

of contract became Mrs. Bernle

Cohen on Saturday evening, the

21st of this month. Mildred was

honored with a shower and re-

ceived a splendid array of gifts

from many of her friends. Nota-

ble among them was a complete

set of dishes presented by the

department. I was able to attend

the ceremony and might say that

Mildred made a very lovely bride

and Bernle was right smart In

his tails. The whole gang of us

wish the bride and groom the

best of good luck and happiness

for now and In the future.

Leaving the contract depart-

ment after a year's service with

RKO Is Michael Shopenn. Mike

leaves to attend the College of

Forestry at Syracuse University.

Sounds like a great opportunity

with plenty of excitement to look

forward to. As a farewell we ex-

tend to Mike our hopes for his

success and good fortune at col-

lege and as a forest ranger.

The accounting department has

acquired a new look with Its

gleaming paint job. We find

here, too, news of a bride In the

WHAT THEY SAY—For sustained suspense, intense interest and thrill-com-

pelling drama. I never expect to see a more impressive picture than "The
Window." I think we have a great grossing potential and that it will get us

a ton of money.—LEO DEVANEY. Canadian District Manager.

Trade Showings
RKO Radio will hold trade

showings of the second In Its

new season's group of pictures

starting Tuesday, August 31,

with MOURNING BECOMES
ELECTRA and BODYGUARD at

various times, dependent on the

exchange, with the New York
screenings set for I 1 :00 A.M.
and 2:30 P.M., respectively. STA-
TION WEST and DESIGN FOR
DEATH will be shown on Sep-
tember I, with the New York
screenings scheduled for I I ;00

A.M. and 2:30 P.M., respective-

iy-

"Appleseed" Break
The legendary character of

Johnny Appleseed, as brought
to the screen In MELODY
lIME, released by RKO Radio,

Is an Illustrated feature In the

September Issue of Pageant
magazine, now on the stands.

Seven pages are given over to

the exploits of this famous Ameri-
can pioneer, with full credit ac-

corded Disney's Technicolor fea-

ture with music.

person of Mary Raffaele, who
v/as married Sunday, August
22nd. Mary was the guest of the

gals of the accounting depart-

ment at a luncheon held for her
at the Candlelight Room of the

Hotel Victoria. She received a

complete set of dishes as well as

a rolling pin which was auto-

graphed by all the members of

the department. Our best wishes

and hopes are also extended to

Mary that she and her husband
will find much happiness In store

for them in their future together.

—WALTER F. DORAY
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Money Talks
It's an old saying that I heard about

in a story about Bert Williams, the

famous negro comedian. I applied it

years later in a deal and it worked.

Bert was a great comedian, and also

a very lazy one. When Mr. Williams

laid hisself down, they do say he

meant to stretch hisself for a long

definite period into dreamland, and

very few things could disturb him.

On this particular occasion, Bert

has just laid his form down for a ten

hour stretch. He turned off the lights,

opened the transom for a full sweep

of air and had sunk into his first soft

moan, when a friend, a very close

friend, and an inveterate crap shooter,

pounded heavily on the door.

"Who dere?" cooed Bert.

"It's me, Johnnie."

"How much?" moaned Bert.

"One hundred."

Bert slowly unwrapped two fifties

from the roll, rubber banned it, took

aim at the transom, and drawled:

''Here tis."

Years later, I thought of that yarn,

and how the sight of actual cash will

keep down a torrent of conversation,

when I had three sets of Siamese

Twins working in difTerent parts of

tiie country. I happened to be getting

a goodly sum for each of the three

pair, when some unthinking mother

in Mattoon, 111., up and had herself

a pair.

Now I knew that a baby pair, say

in a store show, next to the theatre,

where I was playing a grown pair,

would have a terrible effect on the

booking office and my subsequent con-

tracts, so I'm on a train and on my
way to Mattoon.

I arrived on Sunday, and sought

out the doctor who had delivered

lliem. "Yep, they were in the hospital

okay, but the house was surrounded

by carnival men, all with contracts

with fabulous amounts."

"Why, one of them offered the old

man $10,000 for the post card privi-

lege," said the startled Doc.

"How much cash?" I asked.

"Come to think of it, not a quarter,"

he said.

"Do you know the local banker?"
I asked.

"Sure we play cards every night."

"Lets go see him," and within ten

minutes, the Doc, the banker and me
are having a drink.

I asked the banker if he could open
up the bank and get me $2M in nice

jiew crisp ten dollar bills. After an-

other snort, he reckoned that he could

fwilh no interest involved yet) and
so I waded through the bevy of carni-

val boys and into the house of the

newly born Siamese Twins.

I found the father in the dining

room, literally knee deep in contracts

Barred Off Lot

"Grandma" Hickey and me were

chewing the fat one day about circus

days, when "Grandma" comes up with

a yarn about a circus P.A. and old

John Robinson, who owned The Rob-

inson Circus.

Now, Mr. Robinson was a great

circus man, but detested drinking in

any form, but water, but had some-

how acquired a press agent, who,

somehow liked every thing but water.

He was known in circus parlance as

a "Dick .Smith." who grabbed a bottle

of most anything, and stuck with it

until it was empty, and he was full.

Nevertheless he was a great press

agent of his day, and the old man
just could not do without him.

And each day the old man would

come storming on the lot calling for

his press agent, and every day he up-

braided the general manager for not

being able to find liim. It went some-

thing like this:

"Where is that blankety blank press

agent of mine?" the old man would

bark.

"I havent seen or heard of him all

day," would be the answer. The old

man would storm away but you could

be sure the performance would be

repeated, if not the next day, then

surely the day after tomorrow for our

P.A. was a confirmed "bottle man."

One day the general manager didnt

feel so hot himself when the Old Man
came storming on the lot.

"WHERE IS THAT BLANKETY
BLANK PRESS AGENT OF MINE?"
he screamed at the top of his voice.

The G.M. started to give his old

spiel but hesitated, and thought he

would "put a little English" on his

reply.

"IF YOU MUST KNOW" he said.

HE IS OVER THERE. ASLEEP IN
THE ARMS OF MORPHEUS."

"IS ZAT SO," raved the old man,

"IN THAT CASE YOU'RE FIRED.
DIDNT I TELL YOU TO KEEP
DAMES OFF THIS LOT."

Reading From

Left to Right

and he looked at me as if to say.

"What another one."

"Quite a few contracts," said I, to

open up the conversation.

"UMPH," he said, by way of closing

it.

"Any cash offered in any of these

deals," I asked.

"Not a one cent piece," said he.

with considerable disgust.

Now came the Bert Williams trick,

for without saying another word, I

started laying out those 25 crisp new
ten dollar bills, taking a little time

between each lay down. The old man's
eyes were popping and before he could

have a stroke I said:

".Sign my contract and all these

are yours for nothing."

Beli.'ve it or not, he liked to broke
his arm signing, and without reading

a word of it.

And so in two hours, together with

a trained nurse and the cutest silked

lined basket you ever did see, I was
on my way to New York with the new
pair of Siatnese twins. And all thanks
to the story I heard about Bert Wil-
liams.

The duke of soinpen over in

England has been played up pic-

torially as engaged to the young-

est princess. The couple were

photographed at the races the

other day and the duke appears

very beautiful, but there are

probably people in England hun-

gry enough to eat his high grey

hat.

For several decades American
sports writers have written about

the longest gridiron pass in his-

tory. Now it is settled. The long-

est pass in football annals was

completed for INTERFERENCE.
During the pass the pigskin was
in the air for six days and trav-

eled 9 miles. The camera filmed

Victor Mature in the act of

throwing the pass on location at

Wrigley Field in Los Angeles.

Six days late the scene was com-

pleted when a closeup showing

Kenny Washington, who won
fame as a football player at the

University of California at Los

Angeles, catching the pass was
made on a stage at the RKO
Radio studio in Hollywood some
nine miles away.

If Caesar's wife was above sus-

picion, why shouldn't those fea-

tured at the hearings in Wash-
ington be likewise?

Ye ed has dropped out of the

bowling league until some guy
invents bowling alleys without

bars.

Unlike other human beings an

editor is not supposed to make a

mistake. If the wrong letter gets

in somewhere he soon hears

from some of his ardent fans.

Years and years ago when we
were editing the old Pathe Sun a

manager called our attention via

phone to a mistake in his name.
"You have made a mistake," he

said, and knowing what was com-
ing we came back, "So have you
by winding up in last place in

our sales drive."

Rutgers Neilson sends a post-

card from Atlantic City with a

photo reproduction of the Ele-

phant Hotel, "The only elephant

in the world you can go through

Leon Guest Speaker
Leon J. Bamberger will be

guest speaker at a luncheon

nneeting of the hlundred Million

Club at Town HIall on Thursday,

September 9th. The organiza-

tion's name is derived from as

many pieces of mail. It is the

"advertising club" of direct-

mail.

Velvet the Style

For Usherettes

Rosalind Russell-inspired vel-

vet accessories are worn by the

ten pretty usherettes of the Rivo-

li Theatre throughout the run of

THE VELVET TOUCH.
On their white blouses, the

girls wear a velvet bow. Their

black gloves made by Superb
Gloves and inspired by the

gloves worn by Miss Russell in

the film, have a white silking.

Their blouses Judith Mann de-

signed.

Vital to the development of

the plot of THE VELVET TOUCH
are the gloves worn by Miss Rus-

sell. A different style of gloves

Is required for each of her di-

versified wardr'obe. Their size

and material gamut ranges from

shoulder-length to wristlet, and
from doeskin to brocade velvet.

and come out alive." A giant ele-

phant is in the foreground.

Chic Sales' literature on the

great American institution, the

backhouse, has received a set-

back from which it may never

recover. One of the mailorder

houses has introduced its cata-

loge on the newsstands at $1 a

copy, and pretty soon it may be

Sears-Roebuck or Montgomery
Ward. The catalogues will be so

expensive that no longer can the

backhouse clan while away time

perusing the harness section, on

which Chic often dwells in his

best-seller.

TIME

mtmamm
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DailiesLike *^Race Street

"Tense and faut"

A de-lish doll, Robbie Lawrence, and that dapper hoss nnan, Dan

Gannin, are running one-two at the track and at the Turf Club . . .

Detective Barney Runson is now sporting a new disguise; he looks like

a guy waiting for sonnething to happen ... An out-of-town mob will

muscle in on the local bookies—but soon . . .

"Race Street" is now running on the screen at the Mayfair

Theatre. It's a film about gamblers, dames, rackets, cops, horses,

gangsters, night clubs.

A real beauty, Marilyn Maxwell, has changed her act—and also

the color of her hair—for the Robbie Lawrence part in this picture.

Once merely something pretty to have around, Marilyn is going in

for acting in a serious way.

And doing very well, too, on my form chart.

The Mayfair screen is frequently filled with big, husky, hard guys

—

with soft hat brims pulled over their eyes. There are suspicious bulges

in hip pockets; much shoving around; much muttering out of the

corner of the mouth: "Didjer hear anything, huh?"

George Raft gives the Dan Gannin role in "Race Street" the

regular Raft gangster routine.

There's the same dead-pan expression, with an occasional hard,

sharp look. Same barked commands; same nonchalance.

The same well groomed appearance; same cocky walk, as though

he were about to go into his dance.

There were fist fights in this film—and good ones, too. There were

gun fights—and good ones, too.

A sort of Johnny Broderick character falls to the lot of Bill Bendix.

Of course, most detectives I've met are smarter and speak better than

the cop he portrays. But Bendix does better than all right by the script

he has to work with.

To lay it right on the line
—

"Race Street" is a typical gangster

picture. It's tense, taut and, at times, exciting. Especially when the

boys begin to bump each other off.

—JOURNAL-AMERICAN

"A refreshing idea"

Three San Francisco schoolboys grow up, choose different occupa-

tions, stay friends. As Race Street opens, George Raft is a big-time

bookie with the legend "investments" on his office door; William

Bendix, a blood-hound type detective on the local police force; Henry
Morgan, a middle-sized bookie with a class haberdashery as his front.

A fancy Eastern mob moves in, tries to force its "protection"

down the local bookies' throats. They won't buy; Morgan is killed re-

fusing; now Raft and Bendix vie to discover their friend's killers, and
avenge his death.

Well, as Bendix tells Raft over and over again, it is his, Bendix's,

duty to do so; Raft will only make a mess of it, and of himself. But

Raft won't listen. So Bendix beseeches Raff's sister, night-club singer

Gail Robbins, and Raft's girl, woman-of-mystery Marilyn Maxwell,

to try to talk him out of it—which, one at a time, they do. Still Raft

won"t listen.

For those nostalgic for that glorious and lovely and ever-beckon-
ing city, "Race Street" is not a total loss. Also, it contains at least

the seed of a refreshing idea: Eastern mobsters dressed like Men of

Distinction, with phraseology and deportment to match.

—NEW YORK STAR

"Lot of melodramafic bite"

Illegal betting on the ponies has been exposed in no uncertain

manner, at the Mayfair "Race Street" pits a big-time bookie against

an extortionist in a supposed account of San Francisco gambling.
Since George Raft, William Bendix, Frank Faylen and the comely
Marilyn Maxwell have leading roles in a curious cops and robbers

show, it has lot of melodramatic bite. On the whole, the backgrounds
of a great city are more effective than the sequences of straight

violence.

The latter are not unstressed. There are murderous sluggings in

this Nat Holt production, and there is an ending which is reminiscent

of far finer Raft portrayals. From start to finish "Race Street" has

an ominous quality which is certain to attract gangster film fans. Even

the relationship of the handicapper and the sleuth who tries to pro-

tect him from a gang of musclemen has considerable urgency. Bendix

makes the most of the detective role.

Martin Rackin has elaborated on a yarn of the protection racket

in his continuity. The "insurance" men move in on the West Coast
bookies, demanding a percentage of their take. Having made their

points clear by killing one man and practically liquidating another,

they corner the chief handicapper by the old device of having a

woman turn him in.

—HERALD TRIBUNE

"Heaping dose of melodrama"
Damon and Pythias. Frisco detective Barney Runson had Dan

Gannin, a bookmaker, who laid down his life for him. The relationship

between the two serves as the story of "Race Street," melodrama at

the Mayfair.

Slit-eyed George Raft plays the bigtime bookie, threatened by
Eastern gang leader Phil Dickson (Frank Faylen) unless he pays for

"protection." Gannin is between the devil and a bluecoat. Detective

Lt. Runson (William Bendix), his lifelong pal. The cop wants Gannin
to name those threatening him, so the law can crack down on them.

Gannin refuses, adhering to the underworld code of personally

settling such feuds.

When a brother bookmaker (Henry Morgan) is murdered, Gannin
won't cry copper, deciding to go on a one-man revenge spree. His

plans are upset by a treacherous sweetheart (Marilyn Maxwell), who
brings about his downfall.

"Race Street" offers a heaping dose of melodrama, but makes
the serious mistake of trying to create a sympathetic relationship

between a friendly flatfoot and an uncooperative lawbreaker. There

is no real apparent basis for that. Withholding information from the

police is an offense, but here it is a virtue. The cop wants the bookie

to talk. "I like you, Barney," is the pat reply, "but go eat your ice

cream."

Bendix is animated and convincing as the lumbering flatfoot,

fighting doggedly to break the case.

Included are a couple of rough-and-tumble sequences, a Raft

trademark.

Gale Robbins, as Raft's sister sings with her partner (Freddy

Steele) at the bookmaker's tiny riightclub, an "oleo" for the melo.

—DAILY MIRROR

"A tight melodrama"
"Race Street" is a reminder of the gangster film, mob rule, mob

murder, of pre-war vintage, but it tackles the gang busting in a much
less thrilling way. On the Mayfair Theatre's screen, it is a tight melo-

drama, a suitable vehicle for those tough guys, George Raft and Wil-

liam Bendix.

In the days of the old gangster film cycle, a moll hung around in

the background, dressed to the teeth in fuss and feathers, diamond
bracelets up to her elbows, not bothering her brain about business,

usually falling in love with a young punk in the organization and end-

ing up with a load of lead in the head for making a fool of her

generous but neglectful sugar daddy.

"Race Street" eliminates the moll. The feminine character is one

smart dame, quietly dressed, softly spoken, a business partner of the

gangster, who happens to be her husband. Played by Marilyn Max-
well, in dark wig, her job is to make a sucker of Raft, leader and
spokesman for Frisco's bookies. She succeeds but success doesn't do
her much good when Bendix gets her in tow.

—DAILY NEWS
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27fh Floor

A delightful surprise greeted

us when Julie Goldmann told us

of her recent engagement, and

it is with pleas-

ure that we
extend wishes

for the very

best of luck.

A hearty
welcome back

to George
Tickle who was

hospitalized
all those weeks

with a serious

leg injury. Take good care,

George, and before long the leg

will be practically perfect again.

When I returned from my va-

cation a short time ago, there

seemed to be something differ-

ent about the reception room.

Then I was informed that Phyllis

Aurrichio, one of our lovely

pages, was promoted to the

15th floor in another capacity.

Good luck, Phyllis. Meantime, we
are indeed glad that pretty Bar-

bara Schulbaum remains with us

to see that messages are con-

veyed promptly and properly.

By the way, it's about time a

formal welcome was issued to

Hilda Cohen who has been ably

assisting Beatrice Rappaport.
Hilda has been with us for sev-

eral months now, and her pres-

ence is appreciated around here.

Lee Spatola had her long

raven tresses snipped a little, had
a permanent wave, set her hair

differently, and looks very nice—
in spite of the fact that it is tak-

ing her plenty of time to get
accustomed to her new appear-
ance.

—DOROTHY HAMBURGER

HELLO — we did get back
even if It's vacation time. Just
three more to go, outside of our
Office Manager Winston Brown's
vacation—and that he Is having

a time figur-

ing It out.

Frances
Smith, book-

ers s t e n o
,

i
o i n e d our

family three

weeks ago, re-

placing Betty

Hughes. Betty

went on her

vacation i n

July and told us of her coming

SALESMEN'S
STANDINGS

25 LEADERS
"Short Suhjecl" Sales

1947-48

Week End. August 12th, 1948

100% Salesmen

1. Goldfarb Denver

2. Kutinsky New York

3. Krtox Washington

4. Swin Denver

5. Silverman New York

6. Conley Minneapolis

7. Thorn Portland

8. Penser New York

Over 90% but less than 100%

9. Kahn Washington

10. Engelnnan Portland

I I. Powell Los Angeles

12. Canelli New Haven

13. Decker Montreal

14. Hoese Salt Lake City

15. Goldsmith Cleveland

Over 80% but less than 90%

16. Lefko Philadelphia

17. Smith Buffalo

18. Folliard Washington

19. Bjorkman Minneapolis

20. Warr«n Salt Lake City

21. Rea Winnipeg

Over 70% but less than 80%

22. Belles Cleveland

23. KImmel Chicago

24. Griffin Salt Lake City

24. Winters Minneapolis

26. Black Indianapolis

27. Frankel Pittsburgh

28. Wild Cleveland

29. Beck Philadelphia

30. Labow Toronto

31. Youngerman Philadelphia

32. Appelman Denver

The

marriage when she returned. On
the Wednesday before she left,

a miscellaneous shower was held

at the home of Minnie Warren
and Bet+y received many lovely

things.

The inspection department Is

having plenty of work between
vacations and the new girl in-

juring her foot. But we are glad

to report Mrs. Snowden is com-
ing along fine.

Haven"+ seen hide nor hair of

our four salesmen for the past

three weeks. But judging by the

contracts that arrive each day,

they are really covering the ter-

ritory.

—LOUISE PHILLIPPI

Fugitipe
Sales Against

Possibilities

(Extended to Week End. Sept. 9)

25th Week End. Aug. 12th, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. DENVER I

2. PITTSBURGH 2

3. LOS ANGELES 3

4. SIOUX FALLS 4

5. PHILADELPHIA 7

6. BUFFALO 12

7. Salt Lake City 5

8. Cleveland 6

9. Indianapolis 8

10. New Haven 1

6

1 I . Milwaukee 9

12. San Francisco II

13. New York 10

14. Oklahoma City 13

15. Kansas City 14

16. Washington 15

17. Portland 18

18. Omaha 17

19. Minneapolis 19

20. Dallas 20

2 1 . Des Moines 21

22. Seattle 22

23. Memphis 24

24. Boston • 23

25. Cincinnati 27

26. Detroit 26

27. New Orleans 25

28. St. Louis 31

29. Chicago , . 29

30. Charlotte 28

31. Albany 30

32. Atlanta 32

CANADA
1. MONTREAL I

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. Calgary 3

4. Toronto 6

5. Vancouver 4

6. St. John 5

DIVISIONS

1 . Eastern I

2. Western 2

3. North-South 3

BAMBI
Sales Against

Possibilities

(Extended To Week End. Sept. 9)

24th W eek End. Aug. 12th, 1948

Pos. Pot.

This Last

Week Branch Wee^

1. DENVER
I

2. NEW HAVEN 2

3. DES MOINES 6

4. PORTLAND
. 3

5. SEATTLE 5

6. CLEVELAND 4

7. Buffalo 7

8. Salt Lake City 9

9. San Francisco 8

10. Washington 10

I I
. Milwaukee 12

12. Detroit ,11
13. Sioux Falls , 16

14. New York 13

15. Minneapolis 14

16. Oklahoma City
, 17

1 7. Albany
,

, 22

18. Kansas City 15

19. Philadelphia IB

20. Omaha 21

21. Boston . 20

22. Pittsburgh 19

23. Los Angeles 23

24. Cincinnati 25

25. Indianapolis 24

26. St. Louis 28

27. Dallas 26

28. Memphis 27

29. Chicago 29

30. Charlotte 30

3 I
. Atlanta . 31

32. New Orleans 32

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG

I

2. TORONTO 2

3. Montreal 3

4. Calgary 4

5. Vancouver 5

6. St. John 6

DIVISIONS

1 . Eastern I

2. Western '. 2

3. North-South 3

UnuTioNTm
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Top Campaign

On "Melody"

In N. W.
MELODY TIME has really

proved to be vacation time

in the Pacific Northwest, as

the Disney show has gone

into third weeks at Seattle

and Portland. Field Man

Russ Morgan staged a top

campaign for the Portland

engagement, opening at the

Orpheum and Oriental thea-

tres.

In cooperation w Ith the

Western Airlines, two free

trips to Hollywood were

given as first prize in a Walt

Disney MELODY TIME col-

oring contest. This contest

was sponsored by the Fred

Meyer Stores, who went all-

out in their backing of the

competition. The Company

made up 100,000 heralds

and distributed them

through their eighteen groc-

ery and drug stores. The

stores ran two full-page

newspaper ads, and devot-

ed all of their radio time to

this promotion. They also

had MELODY TIME win-

dows in all of the stores.

The popular Peter Muni

daily KOIN radio show,

sponsored by the Fred

Meyer Stores, was turned

over completely to the pro-

motion of the contest. Field

Man Russ Morgan made

several appearances on this

program.

With the cooperation of

the Harper-Maggee Com-

pany a screening was held

Coming
Soon

(1)—Judges RKO Branch Manager Dick Lange, Hamrick-Evergreen Advertis-

ing Director Russ Brown and Terry Turner Dragoon Russ Morgan select the

winners . . . (2)—15-year-old Chinese Ida Bell Mar is chosen as the winner of

the two Western Airline flights to Hollywood, and a trip through the Walt
Disney Studios. She is shown demonstrating her Chinese style of painting to

Field Man Russ Morgan and her mother. Second and third prizes were auto-

graphed Walt Disney drawings and RCA Victor MELODY TIME albums. There
were over 5.000 entrees in this contest.

for the RCA Victor MELO-
DY TIME album dealers.

They were offered prizes for

the best MELODY TIME
promotion and some of

them really put in some at-

tention getting windows.

The Harper-Magge Com-
pany also gave their two-

hour nightly disc show on

station KEX, playing MELO-
DY TIME records and the

albums, also giving prizes of

Disney drawings, MELODY
TIME albums and theatre

passes. Theatre playdates

were mentioned several

times on these programs.

Leading disc jockey Sammy
Taylor conducted a MELO-
DY TIME contest on his

nightly WKJJ show. Prizes

were MELODY TIME al-

bums, two Disney drawings

and theatre passes.

Both the Oregonian and

the Journal gave the en-

gagement special stories

and art, also stories and pic-

tures of the coloring contest

v/inners.

Field Man Russ Morgan
handled this big campaign
with the cooperation and as-

sistance of Western Field

Supervisor Dave Cantor.
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RACHEL" WELL ABOVE AVERAGE IN ANY

SHOWMAN'S LEDGER SAY THE TRADES

"Box-office prospects are bright"

The presence of Academy Award-winning Loretta Young in the

name role is easily the prime selling point of this story about life

and manners on the Northwest Territory 'way back when. With

William Holden and Robert Mitchum alongside, and with all three

giving impressive performances in unfamiliar story material, box

office prospects for the picture appear bright. Adjectives like

"different," "unique" and "distinctive" can be employed with ac-

curacy in advertising copy, for the period dealt with is not one widely

known and some of the practices of the time may be news to many.

The picture opens with Holden, a settler who has cleared him-

self a home in the wilderness outside the stockade which shelters

the village from the Shawnees, mourning the death of his wife and

resistant to the cheering influence of Mitchum, a hunter given to

guitar and song. But when a year has rolled around, Holden, mind-

ful that his young son, Gary Gray, is growing up unschooled and

ambitious to follow Mitchum's example, goes to the stockade in

search of a woman to take his dead wife's place as teacher of his

son and worker on his lands. Women are in short supply at the time,

so he buys Miss Young, a bond-woman, for "eighteen dollars and

four owing," and, because "it ain't fitten for a man and woman to

live under one roof even if she is a bond-woman," also marries her.

Back on the clearing, Holden and the boy treat her as a ser-

vant, despite her efforts to establish her right to widely regard until

Mitchum, returning from the forest, sizes up the situation, during a

long visit, and finally makes Holden a cash offer for Miss Young.

The men fight, and the wife leaves for the stockade, followed by
both, each pleading his case, but before the issue is resolved there

is an attack by Shawnees, who burn down the cabin and barn, but

miss the three, who have found safety in the cellar. When rescue

arrives, Mitchum rides away and it is made clear that Holden and
his son have accepted Miss Young as wife and mother.

It is a curious type of offering, in comparison with contemporary
product, and it is curiously handled, with the treatment leisurely and
casual up to the Indian attack which brings on the end. It conveys
with considerable clarity an impression of conditions and conven-
tions which pertained in the Northwest Territory, holding interest

chiefly on that ground, and if it registers a point it seems to be that

strangers who marry for reasons of economic urgency eventually

fall in love with each other and live happily ever after.

The picture is presented by Dore Schary, was produced by
Richard H. Berger, with Jack J. Gross as executive producer, and
was directed by Norman Foster from a script by Waldo Salt based
on a story by Howard Fast.

—MOTION PICTURE HERALD

'"Exceptionally well handled comedy, drama"
An exceptionally well handled comedy, drama action story em-

bellished with fine performances: should render full satisfaction to
audience.

In a performance comparable in many respects to her achieve-
ment in "The Farmer's Daughter," Loretta Young once again proves
her capacity for delineating a fine role with the right note prevailing
constantly.

"Rachel and the Stranger" is adapted from Howard Fast's novel
of backwoods Americana, the Ohio frontier country in the early
part of the 19th Century. It is a simple, yet forcefully told story of
primitive domesticity which assumes dignity, feeling and even in its

concluding stages some fine excitement. Waldo Salt's screenplay
retained the essence of the time, place and people with a good bit
of local custom thrown in. Norman Foster's direction sets up a com-
pelling story with simplicity and forcefullness against natural outdoor

settings.

In basic elements the story is somewhat familiar but it is so well

done this time that it emerges on a note of freshness. Male players

involved in the proceedings—Holden, Mitchum and young Gary
Gray—are in fine form.

The widowed Holden and motherless Gray find it rather hard

going on their farm which they have carved out of the wilderness.

Holden decides a woman is needed about the place. He goes to

the nearby town and finds Miss Young, a bonds-woman, whom he

forthwith buys and marries. This is not to young Gray's liking but

she applies herself to the chores and attempts to ingratiate her-

self with the pair. They tolerate her for a spell until Robert Mitchum,

a wilderness cruising hunter given to singing and guitar strumming,

pops up on the scene and shows her a good deal more attention

that her immedrate "family." This perks up Holden, somewhat. Miss

Young discloses hitherto unrevealed talents in music. Soon Holden
shows a jealous streak.

With Mitchum about the place the triangle assumes comic aspects

which are handled in good taste and inoffensively disposed of to the

end that at length Miss Young decides she will go back to town. As
she is journeying there young Gray warms to her and Holden and

Mitchum decide they have been playing at damfools long enough.

The problem must be brought to a head.

An Indian attack, however, occurs at this time. Gray is sent for

aid. Mitchum and Holden dash back to the farm. Miss Young joins

them. The fight with the Indians is vivid, exciting stuff handled in the

best manner. The Indians are driven off but the place is burned.

It is Miss Young's application to this last element that brings the

light of love to Holden's eyes and she is accepted.

The dramatic ingredients of this script are well blended with

inserts of comedy, song and action.

—FILM DAILY

"Star names are good"
"Rachel and the Stranger" holds an agreeable entertainment

path in narrating story of pioneer days and love in the wilderness.

Star names are good, some marquee luster being provided by

Loretta Young, William Holden and Robert Mitchum, which should

sharpen b.o. response.

Mood of the picture is pleasant.

Narrative maintains its even pace in telling story of a pioneei

who buys a bride to do the chores and teaches niceties of life tc

his motherless son. The bride is only a servant until a hunter, frienc,

of the groom, appears and makes a play for her. Such attentior

sparks some interest in the husband and the triangle spins an antici

pated course, with the Indian raid bringing the husband and wif«

together as lovers for the finale clinch.

Within the bound of the script, everyone concerned do good, i

not outstanding jobs. Even pace maintained by Norman Foster's di

rection is in keeping with writing but his handling of the night rai(

on the settler's cabin by redskins is solid action stuff. Flaming arrow
and war whoops pinpoint pioneer danger.

Holden enacts the dour settler, so deeply in love with his dea^

wife he fails to appreciate, or even notice, the charms of his ne'

bondswoman bride. Miss Young has only two costume change
and her makeup is true to role, but she makes some glamor shin

through. Mitchum is the aimlessly wandering hunter—Romeo wht
like the angel in "The Bishop's Wife," makes the husband aware c

wifely charms by his own admiration of them. Gary Gray is goo
as Holden's wild young son. Others make only brief appearance

There is an appeal to the five songs that aptly fit story demand
Mitchum lends an untutored pleasing vocal nonchalance to "C
He Oh Hit Oh Ho." "Just Like Me" and "Foolish Pride." He joii

with Miss Young on "Tall, Dark Stranger" and "Summer Song
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Samuel Goldwyn has pur-

chased the rights to and is hav-

ing a screenplay made of the

uch discussed New Yorker short

;tory called "Uncle Wiggily in

onnecticut," by J. D. Salinger.

The purchase was from Jules

nd Philip Epstein, hlollywood

cenarists, who have been under

ontract to Warner Brothers. It is

lot a comedy, but a ttory of

enderness and heartbreak, ac-

ording to Goldwyn. Teresa

right and Dana Andrews will

e starred. The Epsteins have
ontracted to complete their

creenplay, based on the New
orker original, for Goldwyn by
he first of the year.

Sons of two famous movie
tars appear together in INDIAN
GENT.
Tim Holt, son of Jack Holt,

tars in the picture. Noah Beery,

r. plays an Indian chief. The
latter's father died two years
go, after 30 years as a star

Both sons have made a point

f not trading on their fathers'

names in carving their film ca-

reers.

Jim Backus will make his film

debut in INTERFERENCE. The
radio-and stage- trained actor

will play a heart specialist who
advises Victor Mature that he

must give up professional foot-

ball if he wishes to live.

Dorothy Patrick, blonde form-
er Powers model who before
coming to Hollywood was also

identified with Eastern "little

theatre" groups, has been signed
to play opposite William Lundi-

gan in FOLLOW ME QUIETLY.
Her last picture was Metro's
"Till the Clouds Roll By." Her-
man Schiom and Richard Fleisch-

er are respectively producing
and directing.

Bearing out earlier studio pr'e-

dictions that a cast of major
screen personalities would be se-

lected to make OPERATION
MALAYA one of the top offer-

ings of the 1949 program, it is

announced that Merle Oberon
has been signed as feminine star

of this international melodrama
by Manchester Boddy, Los An-
geles editor and publisher.

Based on an actual and hith-

erto secret phase of the war ef-

fort, OPERATION MALAYA de-

scribes the dangers and excite-

ment attendant on smuggling

rubber into the United States

during the early hours of the

world conflict, an operation that

played a vital part in the later

Allied victory.

Isrnfi

Ml have a folksy flavor as cleffed by Roy Webb and Waldo Salt,

.after also was responsible for the script, from a story, "Rachel,"

)y Howard Fast, and Webb did the smooth background score.

Richard H. Berger's production, under executive supervision of

pio« acic J. Gross, utilizes exteriors almost completely, with the rustic

[tie abin and a wilderness fort the only sets required. Scenic values

r,lii« re good and Maury Sertiman gave them sharp lensing.

—VARIETY (Weekly)

IVe// above average'
i"* Because the circa, motivation and locale of the story are re-

eshingly different, the picture possesses charm and quaintness which
•r" lould assure its enthusiastic reception by the large numbers of

cket buyers attracted by the high-voltage marquee magnetism of

L' ill

1^ ^°P''"6'"s- That star appeal and the favorable word-of-mouth re-

ction probably will place the offering in the well-above-average
n^' olumn in any showman's ledger. Concerning itself with the hardy,
I

eiiai >od-fearing pioneers of the northwest territory of a century ago,
HI*' le yarn primarily is a romance but there is plenty of accent on
**'*umor and an exciting climax featuring an Indian raid supplies a

•
,1*11^'^°'^^ action sequence. Then to all additional diversity there are

lyis? Weral homespun but thoroughly enjoyable musical interludes.
feaH* srformances generally are excellent while production values, pho-
fJei"* )graphy and other technical details reflect quality. Norman Foster

rected.

—BOXOFFICE,"Hef

5*

Field Man Lou DuFour with the aid ol the Orpheum manage-
ment in Kansas City arranged this promotion with the dis-

tributors of Hallmark dolls. The picture, Luana Patten and
the playdate come in for mention in the reading matter.



The Most Famous Short

Subject Ever Made!

Sensational return of the

best loved, biggest-money
short on record! Booked for

pre-release showing in

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
and already set for 200 other

major first runs in its first release

week! . . . Bigger boxoffice today

than ever— with new and old

audiences to attract! ... Sell it

like a top feature attraction

and CASH IN!

YOUTH MONTH
SALUTING

YOUNG AMERICA

Re -Released by RKO RADIO PICTURES, Inc.



1949 ReleiBses Pr€BcticiBHy Camplete
Production of RKO's 1949 releases is practically com-

plete, Ned E. Depinet said on returning to New York Monday
following four weeks at meetings with studio executives and
Howard Hughes.

"Eighteen of the twenty to twenty-four top bracket pic-

tures that RKO customarily distributes each year are either

finished and ready for release or undergoing final steps of

editing and scoring," said Mr. Depinet. "The additional fea-

tures which will complete the year's program are now being
readied and will go before the cameras in the near future."

Mr. Depinet said: "Despite world conditions RKO has

passed through its roughest waters and the future looks much

brighter." He said that it was a source of great satisfaction to

see how well the studio was functioning under the production

committee consisting of Sid Rogell, C. J. Tevlin and Bicknell

Lockhart. "There is careful planning to get the fullest value

from every dollar spent," he said, "and proper consideration

is being given to showmanship and the box-office in every

picture planned."

Without revealing details of future plans, Mr. Depinet

said: "Howard Hughes is making important contributions to

the present and future plans of RKO that will be gratifying

both to the exhibitors and the great RKO family throughout

the world."

Turner to Set

"Station West"

TRIBUTES TO BETSY DRAKE
Exhibitors and fans can prepare to hail a new screen comedy

star— in the person of Betsy Drake, lead in EVERY GIRL SHOULD
BE MARRIED—as indicated by the results of previews. Fan com-
ments from these previews, as well as rave comments from the

syndicated column of hHedda hlopper and comment in the Los

Angeles Times, detailed below. Indicate that a new comedienne of

stellar brilliance has appeared on the picture horizon.

Says Hedda Hopper
We all know that Cary Grant
in act; but in "Every Girl

Should Be Married," his discov-

ery, Betsy Drake, proves that he

can pick talent, too. She reveals

a refreshing, natural talent. RKO
should have hired Cary to head
its talent department."

Betsy Drake Sensation'"'
Phillip K. Scheuer, writing in

the Los Angeles Times, says:

WESTWOOD VILLAGERS
SEE STAR BORN: — A curious

Ithing happened Thursday night

at the Westwood Village Thea-
fer. A Jean Arthur film ("A For-

eign Affair") ended and a pre-

view came on. The preview was
RKO's just-completed comedy,
'Every Girl Should Be Married,"
vhich introduces Betsy Drake.

A/hen the preview ended, spec-
ators (this writer among them)

(Continued on Page Tiro)

Terry Turner will leave over

the week-end for Chicago where

he will make advance plans for

the world premiere of STATION
WEST. The break will come in

October with openings at the

Palace, Chicago, and in Mil-

v/aukee and cities out of Chica-

go. The major phase of the ex-

ploitation campaign will be a

tie-in with the United States

ai my.

From Chicago Terry will swing

into Des Moines, Omaha and sev-

eral other branches.

Velvet Touch" Sparks Rivoli B.O.
By RUTGERS NEILSON

THE VELVET TOUCH !s as smooth an attraction as

Broadway audiences ever met. . . .

Opened smoothly at the Rivoli and is running smoothly

and will finish smoothly some many weeks hence!

V/hen the Rivoli's Managing Director, Montague Sal-

mon, nifties up in classy "Esquire" attire and personally

works in the lobby with the RKO crew, we know that Monty
knows he has a hit attraction.

So it happened!

Crowds were there! It was an exciting premiere. Paying

customers stood ten deep in the SRO sections for all the

evening premiere shows.

Heat highs that August evening were records that

shattered those in the weatherman's books. Nevertheless,

thousands braved that top temperature to come to the

Rivoli and delight in Independent Artists' first picture.

High Big-Town officials mingled with Broadway's best

and Wall Streeters nudged elbows with the pen-and-pencil-

(Confinued on Page Seven)

Extrti llV^^tis an Bratifttvtiy
Many RKO field heads in the last three weeks have reported a

steady up-swing in business at the box-office. Now with cool weather
and Labor Day marking a new season it begins to look like old times,

hlere in New York, RKO Radio has three attractions well into extra

weeks. At the Rivoli, THE VELVET TOUCH is turning in the top re-

ceipts of the summer and a third week is assured. RACE STREET
caught on from the jump-off at the Mayfair and is now in a third

strong week. Frank Buck s Original (Continued on Page Two)
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EXTRA WEEKS Tributes EVERY GIRL" IS

YELL OF THE YEAR
By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD. Sept. 3:—You wanted the laugh-hit

of the year. Well, gentlemen, you certainly have it in

EVERY GIRL SHOULD BE MARRIED—A fact that was

hilariously proved this past week in a triple-header preview

before three very diverse audiences.

Monday night Producer-Director Don Hartman took

the film to the Loyola Theatre in the Westchester region,

where an average neighborhood crowd that had come to

see "Lady in Ermine" roared and howled at the sparkling

situations in which our four stars found themselves, and

frequently drowned out the dialog for minutes at a time

with their uproarious reactions.

i Continued from Page One)

BRING EM BACK ALIVE is in

a third stanza at the Republic.

The opening of GOOD SAM
at the Radio City Music hiall has

been set back for another week.

Other engagements herald good
things for SAM once it's in the

Hall, and maybe the change of

date with the change of weather

will be all to the good for our

laugh hit. Branch Manager
Charlie Zagrans of Philadelphia

says of the run at the Stanley:

"Top grosses in several of the

hottest days in the history of the

local weather bureau. The write-

ups in the Philadelphia papers

are out of this world." GOOD
SAM is In a third week at Atlan-

tic City and a second at Buffalo.

The VELVET TOUCH is in a

second week at the RKO Keith's,

Washington, where Branch Man-
ager Joe Brecheen says the pic-

ture got off to a good start,

equalling the grosses of MELODY
TIME for the first three days.

Second week St. Paul.

Walt Disney's MELODY TIME
has racked up second weeks at

Si. Louis, Philadelphia, Oakland,

Springfield, Mass., and Brooklyn.

MELODY TIME Is listed by the

Motion Picture Herald as one

of the box-office champions for

August.

Samuel Goldwyn's BEST
YEARS OF OUR LIVES has

rounded out nine weeks at the

Broadway, Denver. Previously the

picture played eight weeks at

advanced admission prices, and
later played day-daters in eight

(Continued from Page One)

were exclainning over the arrival

of the freshest, most distinctive

personality since Miss Arthur.

Betsy Drake isn't "pretty" in

the Hollywood sense and her

movennents are sometlnnes awk-

ward. But she is photogenic in

the true cinema sense of the

word. Her first screen perform-

ance is extraordinary, for she not

only copes delightfully with

words, words and more words but

holds her own every second op-

posite such seasoned scene steal-

ers as Gary Grant and Franchot

Tone. I guess 1'!! have to fall back

on that old cliche, "a born ac-

tress."

theatres In the suburbs. Fourth

v/eek Vancouver, second weeks

Salt Lake City and Nashville.

THE PEARL Is in a third big

week at the Palace Theatre, Los

Angeles.

Branch Manager Joe Emerson

of Denver says APACHE In the

Fox situations is nothing short of

sensational, the best grosser of

the year Including product from

all companies.

The next night the show

was sneaked before a typi-

cal downtown audience,

many of thenn foreign-born,

at the RKO-Hillstreet. The

regular feature, RETURN
OF THE BAD MEN, had

drawn a big percentage of

youngsters, but everyone in

the place from eight to

eighty was rocking in the

aisles at the Grant-Tone-

Lynn-Drake antics.

And last night EVERY
GIRL got the acid test at

the Westwood village

house, where a sophisticat-

ed college crowd, there to

view "A Foreign Affair,"

turned its laughter loose in

very undignified style and

demonstrated that when it

comes to good comedy
there's no class distinction.

Moreover, we invited a

special group of top maga-
zine reviewers to the Village

screening, critics from Life,

Look, Cosmopolitan, Red
Book and a dozen other pub-

lications, and these hard-to-

please experts went into

raves over the show. A break

like that means we'll get

plenty of unpurchaseable

free space in their columns,

and it's indicative of the

sort of enthusiasm we can
expect from the reviewers

generally when the picture

goes into release this winfer.

And another proof that

EVERY GIRL is something

extraordinary In fun-film cir-

cles lies in the unique com-
ment-card response it

brought forth. Not just the

customary "Gee, this was

swell" sort of thing, but

heartfelt reactions like these

sample quotes:

"Best I've seen in many,

many years; good story, well

produced, superbly acted,

and Miss Drake is marvel-

ous." "My husband bought

me an ice cream soda after

the show and we felt for a

while, at least, that the world

is not going to pot." "Any-

one who didn't like this is

just plumb crazy." "Betsy

Drake's the best comedy
find in years; she's terrific.

Keep her natural." "Please

don't change a thing; just

the kind of entertainment

we need in the world today

to take our minds off con-

flict."

When you have theatres

full of people feeling like this

about a show, you know you

have a hit on your hands.

And it looks like EVERY
GIRL is the Yell of the Year.



MANAGER SAM FELDMAN AND PUBLICIST BILL FIELD of the Strand, Theatre, Portland, used a cow-
boy and cowgirl appropriately bannered to ballyhoo the opening of RETURN OF THE BAD MEN. These
two gaily clad westerners rode through the city on opening day distributing heralds announcing the

picture's opening.—RALPH BANGHART

"Song Is Born" to Top All Kayos, Say Field Heads
(First repor+s from Trade Screenings)

A howlinj success with a capacity house and standees.

—BEX Y. CAMMACK. S. E. Dist. Mgr.

Picture extremely well received w ith a good ovation at the ending.

—GIFF DAVISON, Salt Lake City

Exhibitors say it will do as well or better than previous Danny
Kayes.

—JOSEPH C. EMERSON, Denver

Will outgross all previous Danny Kaye releases.

—S. C. JACQUES, Cincinnati

Should be the best Danny Kaye picture.

—M. M. ROSENBLATT, Des Moines

Audience reaction was splendid.

—J. W. LEWIS, Kansas City

Should do a fine business at the box-office.

—HARRY COHEN. Los Angeles

With all the name bands in the country in this elaborate Goldw yn

technicolor special, I'm of the opinion that not onh the Dannv Kave
fans, but the followers of the band leaders represented will tear the

doors down to see the picture in most sections of the country.

—ROVY F. BRANON. Charlotte

Theatre was jammed and everyone seemed to enjoy the picture to

the utmost. For genuine 100% entertainment I don't see how" you
could improve on it.

—A. A. RENFRO, Omaha

All have been unanimous in praise of this musical comedv.
—SOL SACHS. Dallas

Previewed to a most enthusiastic audience, especially the younger
set which definitely thought the name bands terrific. Know we will

get top grosses on this attraction.

—JOHN G. CHLNELL, Buffalo

Screened before enthusiastic packed house. Lots of bellylaughs

throughout picture. Many favorable comments about the music and
the musicians. Applause uproarious at conclusion. Verdict is we
have another Danns Kave smash hit.

—TOM WILLIAMSON, St. Louis

Great response from the audience. Applause and cheers proof
positive of how all the public will receive Goldw vn's latest creation.

—CHARLES ZAGRANS. Philadelphia

Enthusiastically applauded. Both myself and theatre manager
stationed in different parts of the lobby heard nothing but over-

whelming praise of the picture.

—D. C. SILVERMAN, Pittsburgh

DRIVE WINNER VISITS . . . A. L Kolitr, Rocky Mountain district

manager whose area walked off with top honors in the recent NED
DEPINET DRIVE, visited the studio recently to get the lowdown on
future pictures. He chatted with Victor Mature on the set of INTER-
FERENCE, which—according to Vic—will be a prize-winner for

everyone.

ASSISTANT MANAGER TONY MASELLA of Loew's PoU, New
Haven, rounded up an old covered wagon for a ballyhoo
on FORT APACHE. Driver was in a U. S. cavcdry uniionn
with an Indian rider following. The city and suburbs were
covered over a period of two days, day before opening cmd
opening day. Stunt got local write-ups and attracted much
attention, with the old wagon in sharp contrast to the regular

street traffic.
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Bookie King tagged for

rubout! . . . Homicide Ace

on the murder spot! . .

.

Dark-Haired Dish the decoy in

"buy or die" ultimatum by

"protection" racketeers! —
Rough, rugged action to

make your blood run

hot — and cold!



(1)—CROWDS SURROUNDING LOBBY AND STREET during the premiere of THE PEARL at the Palace
Theatre, in Los Angeles . . . (2)—Jack Paar, RKO star and radio comedian, with Mrs. Paar, Herb
Maclntyre and Mrs. Maclntyre enjoying dinner in the patio of the Casa Adobe, oldest house in Los
Angeles, during the festivities honoring important Mexican dignitaries . . . (3)—Patio where dinner was
held honoring Mexican civic and social leaders, preceding premiere . . . (4)—Lina Romay, popular

Mexican star, with Senor Villa-Gran, Mexican Consul General, at patio dinner.

RKO Has Three in

"Best" Direcfors,

Film Daily Listing

RKO Radio pictures came in

for considerable trade publicity

last week with The Film Daily's

announcement of THE BEN BEST

DIRECTORS of 1947-48. in an

elaborate special edition, the

Film Daily gave the results of its

poll of the leading press and

radio film critics and commenta-

tors. The largest number of votes

went to John Huston for "The

Treasure of Sierra Madra," 154

ballots. George Stevens for his

I REMEMBER MAMA received

the fourth place award with 125

votes. Edward Dmytryk for

CROSSFIRE was eighth, while

Henry Koster for THE BISHOP'S

WIFE was ninth. Dmytryk re-

ceived 99 votes and Koster 92.

Gabriel Flgueroa came in for

honors for his photography on

THE FUGITIVE, with George

Barnes on the honor roll for his

lensing of MOURNING BE-

COMES ELECTRA.

Reader's Digest

Version of "Dear"
One of the finest advance

breaks ever accorded a nnotion

picture will fall to Walt Disney's

SO DEAR TO MY HEART. The
Reader's Digest will run a con-

densation of the story in their

Christmas number, on sale in

mid-November. The condensed
story will be illustrated with Dis-

ney art. The Reader's Digest has

something over three million in

circulation. Charles Levy, eastern

publicity director for Disney, is

v/orking out the details, promo-
tional aspects of which will be
announced later.

Condolence
i^KOers at the Home Office

were saddened on return to work
Monday morning to learn of the

death of Mrs. Malcolm Scott,

wife of Malcolm, who is assistant

to Sid Kramer in 16 mm sales.

Mrs. Scott died at Lake Mohawk,
N. J., Saturday after an illness of

several months. Two youngsters
survive their beloved mother.
The deepest sympathy of all in

the organization is extended to

Malcolm and those in Mrs.

Scott's family.

X

By ED RICE

Shooting on WE ARE DELIN-

QUENT, current THIS IS AMERI-

CA being directed by Edward

Montagne, is almost completed.

Montagne and crew (which in-

cludes cameraman Neil Sullivan

and contact-man Frank Mayer)

have been working in Morristown,

N. J.

Strictly documentary in tech-

nique, the film relies as much as

possible on actual locations and
actual people involved in delin-

quency problems. Montagne's

Note of Thanks
Delia Cohen of the contract

department extends her appre-
ciation to her many friends in the

organization for their messages
of sympathy following the death
of her beloved mother on August
20th. Miss Cohen's father died a

few months ago.

eye for types was so accurate

that one of the people he used

in an arrest scene was picked up

a few hours later by the police

for a minor offense.

Shooting of the film has re-

ceived extensive coverage in

Morristown, Newark and other

New Jersey papers, with the

Newark News running a Sunday

feature story.

A FRIEND OF THE FAMILY,

THIS IS AMERICA short about

our nation's love of pets, is now

ready for scoring. Supervisor Phil

Relsman, Jr., who has been

bothered by talking dogs who

want to do the narration, states

firmly that Dwight Welst will be

used as usual.

A TIA about nursing is now be-

ing filmed on various locations by

Director - Photographer Harry

Smith. The film shows how nurses

are trained, and goes into many
of the types of work they do. The

script is by Dudley Hale. Smith's

last assignment, GLAMOUR
STREET, has received top drawer

reviews. Boxoffice says it is "Very

Good . . . Easily one of the best

(about New York)."
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BAMBI
Sales Against

Possibilities

(Extended To Week End. Sept. 9)

25ih Week End. Aug. 19, 1948

Pos. Pot.

This . Lait

Week Branch Week

1. DENVER I

2. NEW HAVEN 2

3. SEATTLE 5

4. DES MOINES 3

5. PORTLAND 4

6. BUFFALO 7

7. Cleveland 6

8. Salt Lake City 8

9. San Francisco 9

10. Sioux Falls 13

I I . Milwaukee I I

12. Washington 10

13. Detroit 12

1 4. Minneapolis 1

5

15. New York 14

16. Albany 17

17. Oklahoma City 16

18. Kansas City 18

19. Omaha 20

20. Philadelphia 19

21. Boston 2!

22. Pittsburgh 22

23. Los Angeles 23

24. Indianapolis 25

25. Cincinnati 24

26. St. Louis 26

27. Dallas 27

28. Memphis 28

29. Chicago 29

30. Atlanta 31

31. Charlotte
, 30

32. New Orleans . .. . .32

CANADA
1. WINNIPEG

I

2. TORONTO 2

3. Montreal 3

4. Calgary 4

5. Vancouver 5

6. St. John 6

DIVISIONS

1 . Eastern I

2. Western 2

3. North-South 3

The
Fugitive

Sales Against

Possibilities

(Extended to Week End. Sept. 9)

26th Week End. Aug. 19, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. PITTSBURGH 2

2. SAN FRANCISCO 12

3. BUFFALO 6

4. DENVER 1

5. LOS ANGELES 3

6. SIOUX FALLS 4

7. New Haven 10

8. Salt Lake City 7

9. Philadelphia 5

10. Cleveland 8

1 1. Indianapolis 9

12. Milwaukee 1 1

13. New York 13

14. Oklahoma City 14

15. Kansas City 15

16. Seattle 22

17. Washington 16

1 Q
1 0. tJmana 18

19. Portland .17

20. Dallas .20

9 1 19

22. Des Moines 2 1

23. Boston z4

24. Memphis 23

25. Cincinnati 25

26. New Orleans 27

27. Detroit , ,26

28. Atlanta 32

29. Albany 3!

30. St. Louis 28

31. Chicago 29

32. Charlotte .30

CANADA
1. MONTREAL 1

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. 3

4. Toronto 4

5. Vancouver 5

6. St. John 6

DIVISIONS

1. Western 2

2. Eastern .. 1

3. North-South 3

"Velvet Touch" Sparks Rivoli B.O.
[Continued from Page One)

ers of the press, as the invited guests came within focus of Monty

Salmon's spotlight-smile of welcome.

Independent Artists was represented by Samuel Hacker, the com-

pany's Eastern representative, and his charming wife, as proxy for

Rosalind Russell, Frederick Brisson and Dudley Nichols.

Sister Elizabeth Kenny, whom Miss Russell immortalized on the

screen in our company's SISTER KENNY, paused in her ever-active

polio fight to pay tribute to her dearest friend's film out of Hollywood.

Colncidentally (truly so) Sister met a newcomer to Australian

fame—none other than the 1948 "Miss Australia" (Judy Gainsford).

Miss Gainsford attended the premiere, as a high spot of her enter-

tainment here, as a guest of our company's foreign department, with

Publicity Director Don Prince as escort.

Hollywood representatives included two top personalities of the

cast of JOAN OF ARC—Jose Ferrer, the Dauphin, and Irene Rich,

who plays Catherine Le Royer In Walter Wanger's great Sierra

production starring Ingrid Bergman.

Big busines attended In the persons of representatives of the

Bankers Trust and mercantile and textile groups. The velvet industry's

representatives included foremost manufacturers and retailers.

Walter Winchell, radio and syndicate columnist, was one of the

first of the Fourth-Estaters to appear—dashing up to a loge seat

to catch the early evening show.

Seymour Berkson, genial general manager of the world-wide Inter-

national News Service, and his charming wife Eleanor Lambert were
also arrivals. Miss Lambert is fashion coordinator of the New York
Fashion Institute, and also of the current New York Jubilee Celebration.

Others of the press were Buell Patterson, director of the United
States News: Annie Laurie Williams and Thyra Samter Winslow.

Charles Ventura, society editor of the World Telegram, moved around the lob-

by greeting many friends as a jovial party headed by Charlie Knickerbocker

(Count Igor Casini), his lovely sister-in-law screen star Gene Tierney, Brother

Count Oleg Cassini and Charles' wife, the former Elizabeth Darra Waters entered.

A delegation of City officials attended, led by the new Commissioner of

licenses, John Cannella; Commissioner of Commerce Edward C. Maguire, and
Deputy Commissioner Dominick F. Paduano, of the Department of Water Supply,

Gas and Electricity. Len Gruenberg represented the Sales Department.
Blanche Yurka and Eva LeGalllenne, both of whom have played Ibsen, attend-

ed (You will recall that Miss Russell plays Hedda Gabler in Ibsen's play within a

play in the movie).

It was a delight to greet Bert Lytell, who was the male lead with Rosalind
Russell on Broadway in "The Second Man," the play which led to her hlollywood
fame.

Today, Lytell, who was formerly president of Actor's Equity, is now Shepherd of

the Lambs (which numbers two of our publicity department in fold—Arthur
Brilant and the writer), came to reminisce.

Theatre folk there! Yes, indeed.

Others in attendance were Clarence Derwent, president of Actors' Equity
and our own Frank Buck.

Many of the Broadway clan came to revive memories because of the theatrical

theme and setting of the picture. These included Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Logan,
and Fifi Dorsay.

The Sardis, host to Broadway's great, were on hand to see their famous restau-

rant make its bow In this show-business bouquet. Sardis menus carried a courtesy
advertisement as shown in the cut.

Mrs. Millicent Mcintosh, dean of Barnard College — Miss Russell's alma

(Continued on Next Page)
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Top Campaign

For "Years"

At Vancouver

A top campaign engineered by

Field Man Lloyd Muir and Roy
McLeod, manager of the Vogue
Theatre. Vancouver, was an as-

sist for a three-week run of BEST

YEARS OF OUR LIVES at Van-

couver. Major stunt was a two-

week essay contest staged in

cooperation with the Vancouver
News-hferald. Essays consisted of

one hundred words or less on

HOW WOULD YOU INSURE
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIFE

IN VANCOUVER'S TRAFFIC.
Ads were used daily, and entries

poured in as writers sought one
of the seventeen prizes listed.

Judging was by James Plaskett,

Vancouver Traffic and Safety

Council, Roy McLeod, manager
Vogue Theatre, and Branch Man-
ager Jimmie Davie.

Eight special recordings for

advance and current trailer were
used in all Odeon chain houses.

These were played with house

lights on at intermission, remind-

ing patrons to see BEST YEARS
at the Vogue. Secured backing

of the City Hall for one hundred
street cars to be carded, also the

posting of cards on telephone
poles. Cards and stills were used

in 2 1 Cunningham Drug Store

windows, and 12 cards in Owl
Drug Store windows, all carrying

playdates.

The campaigners secured radio

spots on news broadcasts, racing

results, baseball games, lacrosse

games. The newspaper ads in-

cluded teaser build-up in ad-

vance of opening display ads.

Panorama scene of crowds
trying to get into the Vogue
Theatre to see BEST YEARS.
This was token the eighth day
and to guote the manager Roy
McLeod . . . "We haven't had
ONE COLD SEAT in this thea-

tre since the pictvire opened,
absolute capacity business."
Lower, James Davie, Vancou-
ver, James Plaskett, executive
secretary, Vancouver Traffic

and Safety Council, and Roy
McLeod, manager of the

Vogue, Vancouver, trying to

pick a winner cut of the hun-
dreds of letters entered for THE
BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
by Vancouver's News-Herald.
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Edwin Max, a recruit

Eastern stocic companies and
radio, will make his film debut in

FOLLOW ME QUIETLY. Playing

one of the strangest characters

in his career, he will be seen as

"The Judge," a psychopathic kill-

er who has elected himself to

choose who shall die.

Although he appears continu-

ally throughout the picture and
is one of the principals in the

dramatic climax, he never speaks

a line and it is not until almost

the final climax that his face is

FOLLOW ME QUIETLY is be-

ing produced by hierman Schlom

and directed by Richard Fleisch-

er. William Lundigan and Dor-

othy Patrick have the top roles.

Robert Mitchunn has been as-

signed by RKO Radio to one of

the top male roles in OPERA-
TION MALAYA. Merle Oberon
previously was set as the feminine

star of this international melo-

drama by Manchester Boddy, Los

Angeles editor and publisher.

Mitchum will appear as a

soldier of fortune who knows
Malaya and its people, a rough,

tough adventurer whose aid is

invaluable to American interests

in the jungles and cities of the

Malay Peninsula.

1A

RADIO

A timely break for GOOD
SAM this coming Sunday, Sept.

5th. Catch Louella Parsons' ABC
network program from 6:15 to

6:30 p.m., PDT. This broadcast

has an estimated listening audi-

ence of 4,600,000.

(1, 2, 3)—Palomar Theatre front and walking ballyhoo. TARZAN played to capacity business the first week and was
held for a second.

Animal Display for "Tarzan'' at Seattle
Field Man Russ Morgan of Seattle in cooperation with Jack Engernnan, advertising

director of the Sterling Theatres, worked out an effective campaign for the run of TAR-
ZAN AND ThIE MERMAIDS at the Palomar Theatre engagement in Seattle. Spearheader

was the announcement of animals to be displayed at the Palomar. Promoted cages of

alligators, monkeys, tame skunks, cockatoos, etc., from the local pet shop. Also promoted
free ice cream bars and announced same to the first 500 kids for a special Saturday

matinee and a "Silver King" bicycle as a giveaway for this special "Tarzan" Kiddie

Show. The campaign included walking ballyhoo of man dressed in "Tarzan" garb, hand-

and-hand with one clothed in a gorilla skin. They carried appropriate copy calling at-

tention to the picture during Thursday, Friday and Saturday afternoon. This stunt created

quite a bit of attenion. The animals, ice-cream and bicycle were obtained at no cost

to the theatre. Newspaper publicity and radio time added impetus to the campaign.

Theafres Bulletin

Devoted to Shorts

The RKO Theatres' "Ideas"

bulletion for this week has been

given over to two short sub-

jects, Walt Disney's THREE LIT-

TLE PIGS and the "America"
LETTER TO A REBEL

All advertising Is listed for the

Disney picture, along with an an-

nouncement of a special trailer

prepared by the theatre depart-

ment. Advertising-Publicity Di-

rector Harry Mandel urges that

THREE LITTLE PIGS be adver-

tised widely with stress on the

"Big Bad Wolf" song.

For the LETTER TO A REBEL,

a special letterhead carried a

message to various organizations

along with announcements and a

brochure for posting on bulletin

boards. This "America" will be

played over the Metropolitan cir-

cuit starting in the New York half

on September 8th.

THREE LITTLE PIGS will be

played in most RKO spots early

in September.
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Jackie, press agents always tell

you about the stunts that do come off,

but seldom mention the ones that

fizzle out. Dead duds, we call 'em, son.

Well I'm gonna tell you about a

dud ( but first take that cartoon of

yourself from over my name, you

hairless ape).

This stunt had to do with one Maji

Ali, and at the particular time I

speak of, he was doin' his stuff in

one of those sheds at Coney Island.

His stunt consisted of swallowing a

great quantity of water first, then

followed that with several gallons of

coal oil. He also swallowed a few

nuts along with that, small silk flags

of all nations and then the customers

were readied for "ze beeg climax."

"Ze beeg climax deluxe" was (1)

emiting the flags as the customers

named them (2) popping up the nuts

(31 igniting the coal oil as it gushed

forth, and then putting out the fire

with the water that followed.

Now Jackie, that is some feat, and

if you don't think so, try it, and be

convinced. I took a "looksee" at the

gent, and being young and having a

lough tummy. I thought it was simply

great, and that I had me another

headliner. So I signed up Hadji

( who was an Arab of some kind and

species) and started to stunt him for

the press. I remember. Harry Hersh-

field. the cartoonist and jokesmith,

was in on one of the stunts and con-

gratulated me on finding another head-

liner.

After a series of stunts, we fe-

nagled a booking in a small house,

on the lower East Side. Then came

the day of the opening. Of course,

we had dressed the act up with

great finery, with a swell announcer.

We even had Hadji dressed up fit to

kill, and Jackie we really had the

house packed, because we had an-

nounced via handbills that our Hadji

could swallow five herrings whole,

and at one time yet.

I was kind of proud of myself as

Haji swallowed everything but the

manager and vaudeville bookers I

had dragged along for future book-

ings.

As I say. everything was going

along something grand, that is, until

Hadji started to rid himself of all he

had swallowed "in his own inimi-

table way " as we were wont to ad-

vertise it.

It would seem Jackie that our

audience were so wrapped up in

Hadji's method of ridding himself

of Hags, nuts, coil oil and water,

that they went right along with the

act, only using the lobby instead of

the theatre for their great finale, and

the last thing I heard that manager
say, as I was rounding the corner

at a fast clip was:

'"Not only did you ruin the good

Publicists Vacash
Jack Lewis, feature writer in

the publicity department, left

Friday for a vacation in the far

v/est. At Los Angeles he will meet
a brother and they will go north

via auto to pack-train deep in

the wilderness of Colorado . . .

Bob Boehnel, newspaper contact,

has returned from his vacation

spent with his family at Amity-
ville where they purchased a

home a few months ago. Eileen

Comerford, secretary to Terry

Turner, has returned after a va-

cation spent In the mountains

along the Delaware River.

How Bad Can He Be
ISow I ve hearti of "pigeons." \'\e

heard Blowsie call his "mouthpiece"

McGuire. "soft touch." and I've

found some real "Lulu- " at gin rum-

my among the field force, for instance.

"Mouse" Banghart at about 3300.

"Abe Lincoln" Beck at about 2400,

"Horse Collar"' Heim at about 1500

and "Catfish" Ford at about 2.500,

but when one takes DON WITHER-
BOTTOM PRINCE. Directoire Extra-

ordinaire of the Foreign Publicitee,

for 7271 (Seven Thousand Two Hun-
dred and Seventy One Points, that ist

that "Loon of the Limehouse" de-

serves the cup. Whether you hand it

to him or hit him with it is your

"cherce."

Briefly, t'was the Sabbath, and Mrs.

Turner and the little ones had hopped

off for Canada for a much needed

rest, following my two weeks at home.

So. having nothing else to do and

Blowsie being at his usual habit of

dining his bags of a Sunday. I phoned

Don Throckmorton Witherbottom

Prince, and asked him what was he

doing, his Mrs. also being away.

"Nothing. " said he. "except writing

a book." so I invited him to a delight-

ful lunch of sardines, sliced tomatoes

and a cup of bitter coffee (it had

been standing several days). After a

swift repast and a dab here and

there of a dish in the sink, we ad-

journed to the card room, where I

like to broke my arm from dealing

to pile up the score of 7271. I must
say thai Don Whitherbottom took it

badly, insulting me every minute,

claiming I had B.O., that the lunch

was terrible, etc., but the score con-

tinued to pile up. For dinner we had
"franks and beans." fresh out of a

can. and Don Whilherboltom tried

the card table again. This time, com-

pletely frustrated, he blew into a high

frenzy, allowed that he must finish

his book and dashed off in high

dudgeon. He really should lake up
cro(|uel.

T. T.

will I got with my customers, but

iny iheaire and customers as well."

NOTE:—Hadji closed his lour after

the first performance.

Reading From

Left to Right

Ye ed has had some corre-

spondence with Jiinmy Lewis of

Kansas City whose boys think

the reviews as published in

FLASH should be printed on

one side of a sheet only. We have

queried several branch manag-

ers; most merely use two issues

when they tear out pages for

th.eir scrap book-thus the reviews

appear on but one side of a

|)uge. If more issues are required

we'll supply them, but it would

be expensive to print the reviews

on one side only. Will appreciate

s'lme further views on this prob-

lem.

John Farmer, who arrives with

the early birds, including Ned
F. Depinet. came in the other

morning sporting a busted fin-

ger. Seems his daughter who was

playing doubles in tennis with

the old man swung a racket that

caught John on the hand. Our
office manager plays a lot of

tennis as well as golf. We have

always contended that the back-

hand (right) in tennis if played

correctly exactly corresponds

with the left hand in golf—it's

the same straight arm. only one

is right and the other left, which
takes a long, sweeping arc.

The New \ ork subway stations

are now being packed with soft

drink stations, automatically serv-

ing coca cola, orangeade, etc. So
the public is in for some more
contributions. At our subway
station out on Long Island we
must have been gypped out of

five bucks in the last couple of

years through the failure of gum
and salted peanut apparatus to

function. The\ gobble up your

coin and over the year the com-
panies operating them with the

cooperation of New ^ork City

must pick up thousands and
thousands of dollars through the

'"out of order" racket, only the

sign isn't always there. Some-
times we feel like doing a Carrv
Nation and smashing a machine
with a hatchet. What saps the

public to be robbed and made
to like it. or at least to take it.

l5ro()kl\n first! That .s what we
told 'em, you can t beat a team
with 2.0()().00() persons on il.

Kven a second-rater with a flam-

ing spirit is not easy to stop.

Brooklyn has no great stars, but

they're all good, and they've got

the depth. Old Knute Rockne
used to win with Notre Dame by
throwing in his reserves, which
were often just as good as his

first team. Any team that can

beat St. Louis four straight in

two days on their home baili-

wick can be considered "in."

We got hold of one of our

home town papers the other day,

a town we haven't seen for over

thirty years, little Davenport,

Wash. As we looked over fami-

liar and strange names, we won-
dered where a lot of the old-tim-

ers are now. We know many of

the citizens of our day went out

to make good in many fields. As
we look back we thought of those

most likely to fail, and who no
doubt did. First were the kids

who took up piano lessons and
became highl) adept on the keys.

Most of them picked up a few

bucks playing in saloons and the

red light districts, and drifted

away to the boom towns. Then
we had our kids who grew up
in the gambling fraternity, went

out to deal blackjack and faro.

They probably finished out their

string as barkeepers, for the

boom towns faded out. Those

who could never have gotten far

were the local pool sharks. In the

summer most of the kids went

into the harvest fields and lumber

camps, but the pool sharks stuck

pretty close to town and never

got far away from the side pock-

ets. We remetnber of no pool

shark ever having gone away to

college. If you will look up the

biographies of the great Ameri-

cans we feel certain that you'll

find that none ever went forward

from Jake's Pool Room where

the clock ticked off endless hours

and where the hero was a guy

who ran down the fifteen balls.

A hard-working Dad of RKO
Radio was telling us the other

day that he plunked down one

hundred and fifty smackers for

a power lawn mower. And the

Old Man has a son around 15

who has been laying around all

summer awaiting the gong for

prep school. What worries us is

that when Pop pushes the power

machine around he'll wake up

the boy.

y/KATIONTiMB
I



Pictured in the above layout—(1) and (3)—Detail of frontal lobby displays . . . (2)—The mammoth May-
fair sign covering the corner of the theatre building and visable from Times Square up . . . (4)—Detail

of the Mayfair marquee . . . (5)—Miss Maxwell poses for the shipnews photographers as she alights from
the Queen Elizabeth . . . (6)—The RACE STREET star obliges the custom officer with a photograph.

—R.N.

ON BROADWAY IT'S "RACE STREET"
George Raft's latest RKO Radio release, RACE STREET, goes into its third week at the Mayfair theatre, as this

issue of FLAShH comes off the press.

By pure coincidence, but a lucky one, Marilyn Maxwell, feminine star of the attraction, arrived from Europe

practically on playdate and news pictures and mention of RACE STREET broke in the Metropolitan press.

September 1 \th

WALLACE F. SICKELS Milwaukee
September Xlth

E. F. JERKINS Memphis
MARGARET A. DVRNESS Seattle

HE' FN HO'THAUS Indianapolis
ANNA MARIE CASSONE Home Office

IILLIAN M. ANTOINETTE Albany
Sfftcmh.T I'ith

TRACE DOHERTY Home Office

JERCME A. LEVIN Los Angeles
CALVIN DON MORRIS Dallas

September 14(/>

PHILIP H. REISMAN Ho-. Offi-e
Ki^NNETH HANRAHAN Qeveland
EIRABETH FAXON Minneapolis
THE' MA MANTHEI Kansas Cit,-

September 15fA
C. M. KILGALLEN Home Office
lORETTA DUFFY Boston
SUE C. SCOTT Cincinnati
PATRICK B. BECK Philadelphia
HELENE LAREAULT Montreal
BETH M GALT San Francisco

September \6th
DOROTHY SWING Denver
CARL PEPPERCORN Home Office
CARRIE M. LACROSSE Indianapolis
CLARA THOMPSON Chicago
CLALJDINE ASHFORD Dallas

Leon's Schedule
Leon J. Bamberger already is

scheduled for five guest appear-

ances at exhibitor conventions

during September and October.

First gathering is that of the Pio-

neer Theatre Circuit Managers

at Carroll, la., September 22nd.

Then he goes on to Chicago for

the meeting of the Theatre Own-
ers of America, September

24-25. From there he will swing

down to St. Louis for the rally of

the M.P.T. of Western Missouri

ond Southern Illinois, September

27th. On September 28-29 Leon

v.'ill be at Kansas City for the

Kansas-Missouri Theatre Associ-

ation convention, hie will be at

Louisville, Ky., on October 28-29

for the meeting of the Kentucky

Association of Theatre Owners.

CincinnatiCHARLES WEIGEL
September 17th

J. T. SMITH Washington

E. S. WINWARD Salt Lake City

W J. FOLEY Milwaukee

VARNIE W. GREENLEAF Charlotte

O. DIETL Minneapolis

HANNAH DAVIS Los Angeles

The farewell party for Walter

Watson went into full swing after

hours when Sue Scott spread the

bright yellow

table cloth on

the table for

the lunch and

beverages.
Wilbur Heth-

erington, who
is on his sec-

ond week's va-

cation, showed

up for the lit-

tle get togeth-

er and helped to make it a lively

party by waltzing with every girl

present. Walter was presented

with a little radio as a token of

appreciation for his services with

RKO for twenty-one years, and

for the laughs and good times

he has brought us. We all hate

to see him leave us, but what

must go, must go—and as the

old saying goes, "The good
things in life never last long

enough." The party was de-

scribed very well by Aileen Stein-

hauer who remarked, "Much tal-

ent was displayed," referring of

course to the dance which she

and Bob Coleman put on for our

benefit. Katie Meyers also joined

in Then there was Ethel Toeike

and Wilbur hietherington who
danced very well together, not

to mention Betty Bonham and
Louise England who enjoyed

themselves just sitting around

taking it all in. As for Marie Klag,

she was quite contented getting

up for a dance now and then.

We welcome to our office a

new salesman for the Columbus
territory. He is Lloyd Krause, who
we hope will do a good job and

sell lots of those pictures.

—JEANIE THARP
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Herald Lauds

Bad Men" Book
I948's Big Western Epic. More thrilling than "Bad Men's

Territory." The West's Most Ruthless Bad Men Ride Again.

The ten Worst Killers of the Untamed West. There is a nice

combination of thrills and dignity in the presentation of this

typical western. The advertising is rather inspired, in that it

has punch plus style. You can use a lot of posters and none

of them will offend the kind who sometimes resent the "shoot

'em up" western, yet you'll pull them in off the street with the

promise of a better than average picture. 24-sheet is fine for

cut-outs or special display and so is the 6-sheet; window card

follows same style. Herald repeats the theme found in news-

paper ad mat No. 303, identifying the ten bad men by name

with picture of each. It's worth while to advertise all ten

—

and name them so the western fans can start counting their

favorites. Some of the other advertising is "just western" and

so doesn't fall into the class of these outstanding examples.

We've seen a lobby display here on Broadway, following the

style of the 24-sheet poster, that was attractive enough to sell

tickets to non-movie fans. Film has been pre-sold with maga-

zine advertising in usual RKO procedure. "Gabby" Hayes is

featured, and a contest to locate the best beard like his—or

a street ballyhoo with a bearded prospector, is suggested. Old

copies of historic "dime novels" make good lobby trim. Fix up

your drink bar with typical setting of western saloon, with

attendants in costume. "Wanted" posters and typical sheriff's

advertising can be used for teaser campaign. Coloring contest

on Mat 3-X is also good. —MOTION PICTURE HERALD

Comics, Weeklies

For Rachel' Ads
Our increasing use of color

comic sections as part of our

national advertising program is

shown by the schedule on

RACHEL AND THE STRANGER
a? announced by S. Barret Mc-

Cprmick.

In addition to Independent

Comics and the Metropolitan

Group, covering the entire coun-

try, leading weekly magazines

including Life, Look and the Sat-

urday Evening Post supplement

such monthly publication's as Cos-

mopolitan, True Story, Woman's

Day, Family Circle, Everywoman's

and Woman's Home Companion.
Top fan magazines are also on

the schedule.

This entire group, totalling 14-

mlllion circulation, is in addition

to a unit in the Pic-Tour ads, ap-

pearing since last March, result-

ing in an additional circulation of

44-million of a grand total of

58-million of intensive coverage.

Two Roto Hits

Two of our top stars, Rosalind

Russell and Ann Sheridan, were

revealed in unusual candid news

pictures in consecutive issues of

the New York Sunday News roto

magazine. On Sunday, Augustj

22nd, Ann Sheridan, co-star withj

Gary Cooper in Leo McCarey'sj

GOOD SAM, and on Sunday,

August 29th, Rosalind Russell,

star of Independent Artists' THE
VELVET TOUCH, was pictured

painting a landscape in central

Park.

With THE VELVET TOUCH
currently at the Rivoli and

GOOD SAM scheduled for the

next attraction at the Music Hall,

these breaks were nicely timed

for the millions of Sunday News
readers by George Held, syndi-

cate contact on Rutgers Nielson's

publicity staff.

Vacation Time

Leo Genn Thinks

Of Second Home
Enthusiastic about his new

stage play In London, Leo Genn,

who plays opposite Rosalind Rus-

sell, in Independent Productions'

THE VELET TOUCH, admitted

In a cable this week to Rutgers

Neilson, that he Is a bit home-
sick for the United States.

As "a stranger In a strange

land," Genn said he came to the

United States for the first time,

to play in THE VELVET TOUCH
and "now am beginning to think

of America as a second home."
The reception and aid he ob-

tained here have established

many warm thoughts, he said.

Genn returned to the London
stage after an absence of eight

years and said he "heartily en-

joyed" the experience and "the

fine part and good play" he ob-

tained.

If's fl Qirl
Can't very well name this one

Terry! For it's a daughter, born
to the Russell Morgans (field man
a+ Seattle), weight 7 pounds, 7

ounces. There is a big count of

young Terrys among the Dra-

goons. Congratulations are ex-

tended to Russ by all his fellow

workers.

BRIDAL PARTY—Herewith is Mary Rcdfaele of Ed DeWitt's department and fellow workers

at a luncheon given to Miss Raffaele who was married to Fred DeCiccio on Sunday, August

22nd. Gifts were presented to the bride along with best wishes from these many friends. Left

to right, Harriet Moskowitz, Fetchie Carney, Virginia Sykora, Evelyn Moss, Mary Raffaele,

Antoinette Metzger, Margorie Standivick, Jessie Sullivan, Arline Sidell, June Vespoli, Shirley

Pomerantz, Louise Vulcano, Connie Ruggiero, Dorothy Mercer, Catherine Barry and Eleanor

Bigelow.
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Campaign Gamut for Disney's

Melody Time" at Golden Gate
Few if any screen attractions have provided the basis for more

tie-ins than Walt Disney's MELODY TIME and for the run at the

Golden Gate. San Francisco, advantage was taken of practically

all of them. Here is a brief summary:

COLORING CONTEST—Planted with the San Francisco News.
Announced with a two-column art break and single column story.

CARTOON CONTEST, Station KNBC — Ran daily Monday
through Friday as a feature of the Jolly Bill and Jane radio prcgram,
heavy plugging each day. Listeners submitted their own conception
of Johnny Appleseed " the first week and Pecos Bill the second.

Prizes RCA Victor albums and passes.

LETTER-WRITING—Theme, "Why I would like to visit Walt
Disney's Studio. " KSFO promotion—for two weeks in advance—on
Bill Baldwin's Show. All—expenses-paid trip.

DANCING CONTEST—Held aboard the SS Coxe which cruises

in San Francisco Bay. Prizes, RCA Victor albums.

MELODY TIME QUEEN — Jay Golden, West Coast Division

Manager; Al Citron of Koret Mfg. and Allesandro Bacarri (Mona
Lisa Studios) acted as judges to select a queen from 16 contestants
assembled in the Rotunda of the City hHall at noon. Event was
heralded with city-wide newspaper stories and follow-up art. Mr.
Golden presented a MELODY TIME trophy to the winner, who ap-
peared at the Farmer s Market Fiesta.

GOOD DEEDS CONTEST—Over Station KSAN. contest con-
ducted by Uncle Clint, with gift awards. Gratis plugs.

Many other gratis spinnings were secured from disc jockeys and
programs.

WINDOW DISPLAYS—Seven displays in the larger downtown
and district areas.

.POSTERS—Fifty beautiful colored and illustrated posters dis-

tributed to record dealers for counters and windows.

NEWSPAPER ADS—The Leo J. Myberg company backed up
their promotion of the tunes from MELODY TIME by using dealer
ads in the papers. This was a terrific flash, and marked the first time
such support v/as forthcoming from a record distributor.

TIME SIGNAL—Arranged with Wally King to say Melody Time
is now at" each time he gave the time signal on his daily

program over KSAN. In two weeks with an average of 20 times
daily, this made a total of over 200 plugs.

15-MINUTE RADIO PROGAMS—For the two weeks prior to

opening and for two weeks current with showing devoted our own
weekly Thursday show over KSFO to playing Pecos Bill" and
.'Johnny Appleseed" albums, interspersed with interesting material
about the film.

BUDDA'S SATURDAY NITE KFRC NETWORK SHOW — An-
nouncements used two weeks in advance as well as during the showing.

DON DAVIS-KFRC—Donated two 15-minutes programs to play
the picture via tunes.

TACK CARDS— Blitzed the town with "Summertime is MELODY
TIME" at the RKO Golden Gate.

"

BUILDING BANNERS—H ung two weeks In advance, very color-
ful flourescent.

LOBBY SET PIERCES—Cutouts of Disney characters against a
black velour background and brilliant letters [for copy) used almost
«ne month in advance. Very striking display.

TEASER AND REGULAR TRAILER—Spotted for good advance.

NEWSPAPER ADS AND PUBLICITY—The special campaign ar-

ranged for this picture was started July 18th; however, booking
[•moved back a week and gave longer advance.

SPECIAL ART BREAKS—Many garnered In all papers prior to
pening date; generous use of publicity stories.

PICTURE OF THE MONTH—Title bestowed on MELODY TIME
oy the Calling All Girls magazine.

(1)—One of the highlights of the extensive MELODY TIME campaign put on

in San Francisco was the "Melody Time" Cruise around the San Francisco

bay aboard the SS COX. MELODY TIME tunes were played over the loud-

speaker and the three-piece band (in photo) also played the hit tunes for

dancing with special Victor Record Albums awarded to the best dancers . . .

(2)—One of the 200 snipe cards spotted in choice locations throughout San
Francisco for one week prior to the opening . . . (3)—One of the choice windows
landed with the Sherman Clay Music Company in conjunction with a special

tie-up made with RCA Victor Company in San Francisco, using 200 of these cards.

HALLMARK DOLLS— As suggested by pressbook, contacted

local representative for much activity.

NOVELTY FROZEN STICK & DONALD DUCK COMIC—As
per wire from Blanche Livingston made the contact with the East

Bay representative and they supplied 3,000 frozen sticks and as many
comic books which were distributed gratis to children.

JUKE-BOX TIE-UP—Secured free plug over 168 juke-boxes in

restaurants, etc. by Jackpot." Announcement was made that the

number would be picked out by Helen Wabbe, publicity director

of the Golden Gate.

The entire campaign was supervised by Jay Golden, assisted by
Helen Wabbe and Manager Mark Ailing.

—JOE LONSO
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NED E.

"GOOD SAM" INTO EXTRA WEEKS
GOOD SAM is in full swing, and so are the box-office turnstiles.

In several of the RKO situations our comedy is topping BOBBY-
SOXER for last Labor Day and in most other situations the intake

is the best in several months. There are holdovers all along the line,

practically one hundred percent.

Here are some extra-time playdates: Cleveland, Palace, 2 weeks;

Columbus, Palace to Grand; Trenton, Lincoln to Trent; Cincinnati,

Albee to Shubert; Des Moines, 2 at Orpheum; Kansas City, 2 at

Orpheum; Los Angeles, 2 at Hillstreet and Pantages; Minneapolis, 2

at Orpheum; New Orleans, 2 at Orpheum, first picture in six months,

product of all companies, to play two weeks; Omaha, 2 at Brandeis;

Providence, 2 at Albee; Rochester, Palace to Temple; St. Paul,

moveover; San Francisco, 2 at Golden Gate. Big weeks at Orpheum,

{Continued on Page Twelve)

PRESIDENT OF RKO
Floyd B. Odium, chairman of the board of Radio-Kei+h-

Orpheum Corporation, announced on Wednesday that the

board of directors had elected Ned E. Depinet president

of the Company in place of N. Peter Rathvon whose resig-

nation became effective on that date. Inasmuch as Mr.

Depinet was the choice of all parties concerned, it naturally

follows that he will be re-elected President following the

stock-holders meeting to be held soon.

Every reader of FLASH is familiar with the highlights of

Mr. Depinet's career over a period of forty years in this

business, how when a youngster in Erie, Pa., he pulled stakes

for far-away New Orleans and got his first job as a theatre

ticket-taker, and through successive steps advanced into

selling and then into executive capacities in distribution.

Over these two score years Mr. Depinet made acquainten-

ances the country over. These quickly ripened into friend-

ships, until today there is no person in the industry more
widely known nor better liked.

Ned Depinet has, indeed, guided the destinies of many
men, through good times, depression and war. RKO's his-

tory of the last 18 years is entwined with his life. There are

scores in the organization who have been associated with

him back through this period and before, when he was with

Universal, First National, Warner Brothers and Pathe. These

and the hundreds of others of Mr. Depinet's friends in the

film business and in other industries, high and low, will

rejoice at his election.

This good news was widely heralded by the trade press

and newspapers on the birthday of our new president,

which was Thursday, September 9th.

"Rachel" 5ef for Early Dates
RACHEL AND THE STRANGER, starring Loretta Young, William

Holden and Robert Mitchum, will break over the RKO Circuit start-

ing on September 15 and 16th. Playdates include such major situa-

tions as Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, Dayton,

Des Moines, Grand Rapids, Kansas City, Los Angeles, Minneapolis,

New Orleans, Omaha, Providence, Rochester, St. Paul, San Francisco,

Syracuse, and Washington. Date for New York follows the current

run of RACE STREET at the Mayfair. (Continued on Page Twelve)

RKOers to Aid Memorial Hospital
RKOers of the Home Office along with affiliated companies have

joined forces for the most intensive charity drive in our history. Every

person In the several organizations will be asked to participate In the

"Save Will Rogers Memorial Hospital" campaign from September

{Continued on Page Twelve)
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Paul MalHster Resigns
Paul Hollls+er has resigned as national publicity director

and eastern studio representative of RKO Radio to engage

In public relations work, according to an announcement

Tuesday by Ned F. Deplnet. Neither post will be filled,

Perry Lleber continuing as Studio publicity director In

hlollywood and Rutgers Neilson as New York publicity

manager.

Variety Club Honors Lefko
PITTSBURGH—The Pittsburgh Variety Club Tent No. I honored

Morris Lefko with a testimonial banquet on the occasion of his pro-

motion from Pittsburgh branch manager to district manager of the

Eastern Central District. Dave Silverman, newly appointed Pittsburgh

branch manageri was general chairman of the event. With exhibitors

from all the key cities In attendance, some 200 listened to fitting

tributes to Morris.

Moe Silvers, head of the local Warner Circuit,' Was toastmaster

and was loud in his praise of the RKO system of promotions from the

ranks as exemplified by both Morris Lefko and Dave Silverman.

Nat Levy, eastern sales manager, struck the proper chord when he

said "It Is a great and healthy thing for our industry when a young

man such as Morris Lefko can keep his sights on a definite objective

—

attain It and go still further."

Also In Pittsburgh for the testimonial dinner were District Man-

agers Bob Folliard and Herb Greenblatt, Branch Managers Harry

Walders, Hatton Taylor and Russ Brentlinger from Cleveland, Detroit

and Indianapolis, respectively. Also from Cleveland were Salesmen

Art Goldsmith, Ray Wilder, Frank Bellls and Office Manager Otto

Braeunig.

Morris Lefko left an indelible imprint during his managership In

Pittsburgh. As one exhibitor put It, "Morris Lefko was tough but

everyone liked and respected him." That Is praise. Indeed.

—ALAN WIEDER

Seated: Nat Levy, Morris Lefko and Moe Silvers. Standing:

Bob Folliard, Dave Silverman and Sam Feinberg. In inset,

Morris' young son, Robert, beaming alter the many tributes

paid his dad.

"PRO" FOOTBALL

STORY SOLID HIT
By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 10:—A few days ago Producer

Robert Sparks and Director Jacques Tourneur wound up

camera work on their tentatively-titled INTERFERENCE.

Yesterday I had the opportunity of viewing an incomplete

rough cut, and I'm very happy to report that the boys have

a solid hit in this exciting and realistic story of pro football.

In script form the stormy

career of the hero, a big-

league professional star, and

his wife's troubles, made ab-

sorbing reading. As it's been

filmed, the plot takes on

conviction and sustained in-

terest that stamp the show

as a certain winner.

The quintette of stars turn

in really swell pierformances.

Victor Mature, who proved
his acting prowess in the

widely - praised "Kiss of

Death," does a grand job as

the crack halfback whose
hopes for a secure future

come tumbling about his

ears, and Lucille Ball marks

her return to our lot with a

smash portrayal of the sym-

pathetic secretary who
opens Mature's eyes as to

what is going on.

LIzabeth Scott, as Ma-
ture's two-timing and selfish

wife, delivers a stand-out

characterization, and so
does Sonny Tufts as Ma-
ture's backfleld buddy and
friendly rival, while Lloyd

Nolan scores as the team's

strict but fair-minded coach.

Supporting the five prin-

cipals Is a great aggrega-
tion of players, with Paul

Stewart as a news camer-
man. Jack Paar as the team's

press-agent, Jeff Donnell as

Tufts' wife, and Gordon
Jones and the famous Ken-

ny Washington heading the

group of ex-college and pro-

fessional gridders who lend

snap and vividness to the

actual game sequences.

As I've told you before,

this is the first football pic-

ture to concentrate on the

human-interest angles of the

players' lives. Instead of

subordinating the players to

the game Itself. And this

Innovation pays off in a big

way, as you'll admit when
you see the finished film,

for INTERFERENCE emerg-

es as double-barrelled enter-

tainment, appealing to adult

audiences for its inherent

drama and thoroughly be-

lievable complications, and

to the younger patrons for

its stirring and authentic

gridiron atmosphere.

A combination like that's

hard to beat. And Tour-

neur's highly competent di-

rection and Charles
Schnee's effective screen-

play from the Irwin Shaw
story play their part In add-

ing box-office oomph to the

picture. It's a honey and no

fcoling.
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Travelers

RKO Radio stars Gary Gran-

Ann Sheridan and Franchot Tone

are currently enroute to Europe,

via steamship and airlines to ful-

fill screen and business commit-

ments.

Fred Raphael, music exploita-

tion director for Walt Disney

Productions, has arrived in New
York to work with RKO Radio

home office executives on the

forthcoming feature musical, SO
DEAR TO MY HEART, with

color by Technicolor.

Charlie Boasberg was in To-

ronto during last mid-week on cir-

cuit deals and after a brief stop-

over at his headquarters in the

pLiiome office went to Oklahoma
Xity.

Verne Galdwell, Disney stud'c

executive, returns to the We;-
Coast over the week-end afte-

conferences with S. Barret Mc-
Cormick on the forthcoming

campaign for SO DEAR TO MY
HEART, with color by Techni-

color.

Frederick Brisson, Executive

Producer of Independent Artists'

THE VELVET TOUGH, arrived

in New York on Wednesday for

conferences with home office

executives to set up plans for

[future distribution of his com-
pany's product.

Frank Buck Is vacationing at

his home in St. Angelo, Texas,

following a series of personal ap-

Ipearances In connection with

BRING EM BAGK ALIVE in the

ISt. Louis territory. Following his

[vacation. Buck leaves for the

[Sudan Territory In Africa where
|he will organize a safari for the

jurpose of capturing live animals

for American zoos and at the

same time will shoot another film

\n Cinecolor on wild animal life

jncountered in the Sudan.

lOO^o Fight Sale

Branch Manager Harry Gohen
if Saint John and his- staff have

cored a sales knockout for the

.OUIS-WALGOTT fight picture,

.ast week they delivered the final

aymaker In the form of three

:eals, boosting the total number
f deals to 90, as against the

3me number of possibilities. This

larks the second time for a

OUIS-WALGOTT fight picture

'at sales have equalled possl-

litles.

llVattgerHails'^Jaan ^GreatEvent
By HARRY BLAIR

Walter Wanger, in New York for conferences with RKO Radio executives on JOAN OF ARC, stated

that the enormous investment in this Technicolor spectacle is an expression of confidence in the future

of the motion picture business.

JOAN OF ARC, he said, was the result of "three people's desire to do something fine," referring

to Ingrid Bergman, its star, Victor Fleming, the director, and himself, all of whom have a joint share

In Sierra Pictures. He revealed that $4,600,000 has already been expended, not counting prints and
advertising which will bring the total cost to around $7,000,000, making it one of the most expensive

productions ever filmed.

"Publicity on reduced budget tends to discourage box-office," Wanger said. "The public Is not

concerned with costs. It Is looking for entertainment. ' He also pointed out that big pictures have the

greatest re-issue value.

Mr. Wanger referred to JOAN OF ARC as Far more than a great motion picture. It Is a great

event. It will make us all proud to be connected with motion pictures. " He added: We should all have

more pride In our Industry. We do a great service to the United States and the rest of the world.
'

Mr. Wanger announced that JOAN OF ARC will have Its world premiere In November and that

several leading Broadway theatres are now under consideration. "Few pictures have built up so much
advance anticipation,' he said, pointing out that JOAN will attract a brand new type of movie
audience and help build prestige for the Industry.

Continuing with a note of great optimism, the veteran producer said: I have been In this busi-

ness a long time and there have never been greater opportunities. ' He called on the producers to take

a more realistic viewpoint and to gamble on new trends. "We should not concentrate on cutting

costs but rather on seeking new Ideas. We must keep pace with the great strides made by Industry In

general and In the fields of advertising and merchandising.
"

More showmanship is also required on the part of the exhibitors, he feels. Theatre operators should

visit Hollywood more often, he said, and talk with studio executives and creative talent in a con-

structive exchange of ideas. Hollywood has the greatest concentration of talent of any place in the

world, he added, but it is not co-ordinated. Mr. Wanger feels that the different studios should also

work more closely together for the good of the business as a whole.

He also thinks that major companies should encourage independent production for the good of

the industry. "We are all tied up together," he said.

Mr. Wanger also feels that there Is too great a breach between Hollywood and the east. New York

studios, he pointed out, offered a great opportunity to try out talent and developed many of today s

big names in the business.

He concluded with the thought that through proper public relations we should have greater recogni-

tion in Washington. "We should make it clear, " he said, "that in motion pictures we have one medium
more Important in a cold war' than that of any other country.'
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Backed by the most

concentrated magazine

and newspaper campaign

in boxoffice history!

combined readership of

I OYER 150,000,000!

WHERE ^ ^.

WHEN . ^.

Akron Beacon Journal

Albany Times Union

Atlanta Journal

Augusta Chronicle

Baltimore American
Baltimore Sun
Birmingham News &

Age-Herald
Boston Advertiser

Boston Globe
Boston Herald

Boston Post

Bridgeport Post

Buffalo Courier-Express

Cedar Rapids Gazette
Canton Repository

Charlotte Observer
Chattanooga Times

Chicago Doily News
Chicago

Herald-American

Chicago Sun & Times

Chicago Tribune

Cin'cinnoti Enquirer

Cleveland Plain Dealer

Columbus Dispatch

Dallas News
Dallas Times Herald

Dayton News
Denver Post

Denver Rocky Mt. News
Des Moines Register

Detroit Free Press

Detroit News
Detroit Times

Duluth News Tribune

Erie Dispatch

El Paso Times

Ft. Wayne Journal
Gazette

Ft. Worth Star-Telegram

Fresno Bee

Galveston News
Grand Rapids Herald

Hartford Courant
Houston Chronicle

Houston Post

Jacksonville Times-Union

Indianapolis Star

Kansas City Star

Knoxville Journal

Lincoln Journal-Star

Little Rock Gazette
Long Beach Press

Telegram
Los Angeles Examiner
Los Angeles Times

Louisville Courier-Journal

Macon News Telegraph
Memphis Comm. Appeal
Miami Herald

Milwaukee Sentinel

Milwaukee Journal

Minneapolis Tribune

Nashville Tennesseon

Newark Star Ledger

New Bedford
Standard-Times

New Haven Register

New Orleans
Times-Picayune

New York Herald Tribune

New York Journal

& American
New York Daily News
Okla. City Oklahoman
Omaha World Herald

Oakland Tribune

Orlando Sentinel Star

Peoria Journal-Star

Philadelphia Bulletin

Philadelphia Inquirer

Phoenix Republican

Pittsburgh Press

Pittsburgh Sun Telegraph

Portland Oregonian

Portland (Ore.) Journal

Portland Sun Telegram

Providence Journal

Reading Eagle

Richmond Times Dispatch

Roanoke Times

Rochester Dem. &
Chronicle

Rockford Star

Sacramento Bee

St. Joseph News Press

St. Louis Globe Democrat

St. Louis Post Dispatch

St. Paul Pioneer Press

Salt Lake City Tribune

Son Antonio Express

San Antonio Light

San Diego Union

Son Francisco Chronicle

San Francisco Examiner

Savannah News
Scranton Scrontonion

Seattle Post Intelligencer

Seattle Times

Shreveport Times

Sioux City Journal

South Bend Tribune

Spokane Spokesman
Springfield (Mo.)

News Leader

Springfield News Sun
Springfield Republican

Syracuse Herald
American

Syracuse Post Standard
Tacoma News Tribune

Terra Haute Trib-Sfar

Toledo Times

Topeko Capitol

Tulsa World
Washington Post

Washington Star

Washington Times Herald
Wichita Beacon
Wichita Eagle

Wilkes-Borre

Independent

Worcester Telegram
Youngstown Vindicotor

This is a partial list of news-

paper comic sections and

supplements. All ads will

appear between Oct. 1 and

Oct. 31 — heading for
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VELVET TOUCH" RAVIEWS

' Wf// hit fhe jackpot
"

Roalind Russell herself declared during a recent press confab that,

after doing such weighty films as "Mourning Becomes Electra,"

"Sister Kenny" and "The Guilt of Janet Ames." it was nice to get

into the lighter vein again via "The Velvet Touch."

But—don't reckon that the Rivoli's new offering is one of these

frothy affairs with parlor—comedy lines. It's a murder drama, and

the beauteous gifted screen star who plays a beauteous gifted stage

star, is the murderess. And the crime is committed in reel—and it's

not a dream, so you know there's something really to worry about

for both Miss Russell and her audience.

This sophisticated, adult drama marks the actress's debut under

the independent producership of Frederick Brisson. Since Roz is Mrs.

B., the spoils (and we think the picture will hit the jackpot) are to be

divided.
r l •

As the story starts, it is closing night on Broadway of a hit

comedy. Valerie Stanton (R.R.) who gives a performance every minute

of her life, is taking gracious bows, meanwhile infuriatedly determined

to quit her producer Gordon Dunning (Leon Ames) with whom she had

been associated for ten years. She has fallen in love with a British

architect (Leo Genn)—so she wants no more of Dunning's romantic

ardor; she'll give him back to the jilted Marian Webster (Claire

Trevor), a clever featured actress. Also, she wants to accept a rival

producer's offer to star her in "Hedda Gabler" which would be a

challenge to her talents. Dunning scoffs, and announces without

Valerie's consent, that she'll have a new comedy on the boards soon.

They quarrel violently in his study above the darkened theatre. And,

in desperation and self-protection, she bangs an award statuette over

his head—and he's dead. And the film dissolves into a brief flashback

account of their combined careers, coming back to reality when

Capt. Danbury of Police Homicide (Syndney Greenstreet) calls in

the entire cast for questioning.

Miss Russell is just plain magnificent as Valerie. She's wonderful to

look at and an actress of true distinction. Femme filmgoers will admire

her wardrobe, and her swagger. England's Leo Genn makes a charm-

ing architect, in the Bart Marshall manner. Leon Ames is a forceful

heel as Dunning. Claire Trevor gives the mousy Marian a smattering

of real character. Sydney Greenstreet's a darling copper, and other

pleasant people in the cast are Frank McHugh, Dan Tobin, Lex Barker.

Walter Kingsford, Nydia Westman and Theresa Harris. Leo

Rosten's tight, smooth, engrossing script, has been intelligently di-

rected by a newcomer to the ranks, John Gage. Incidentally. Sardi's

is just about the chief locale.

—NEW YORK POST
Irene Thirer

"Unusual and agreeable flavor"

Back-stage settings frame a superior screen melodrama in "The

Velvet Touch." The new offering at the Rivoli makes much of a homi-

cide, a hunt and a conscience, but it leavens familiar violence with

arresting shots of the Broadway scene. Meanwhile it gives Rosalind

Russell a honey of a role as she conks a vengeful producer, is cleared

on any possible charge of guilt and makes her confession in the final

act of "Hedda Gabler." To Miss Russell's immense credit, she per-

forms this arduous assignment brilliantly. Whether she is dining at

Sardi's, or enacting snatches of Ibsen, she holds the film in a taut

focus.

Acting is what gives "The Velvet Touch" an unusual and agreeable

flavor. There is not a characterization in the work which does not

have authority and persuasion. Claire Trevor offers a somber por-

trayal of the woman who inadvertently takes the rap for an unpre-

meditated killing. Sydney Greenstreet is corpulently grim as the

sleuth who loses the trail of a murderess until she gives herself up
voluntarily. And Leo Genn. Leon Ames. Frank McHugh and the

others in the company have a perfect instinct for capturing the

flavor of theatrical doings in melodramatic terms.

Leo Rosten has not written the most original scenario on record,

but he has managed to make most of the talk sound authentic and has

introduced those small touches of business which do so much for a

movie plot. He has been fortunate in his director. John Gage has

played scenes for their fullest value. A chit-chat producer's party

is as fluent as the actual murder around which the story revolves.

There are several trying sequences as the heroine is making up her

mind about confessing, but on the whole "The Velvet Touch" is very

smooth.

Miss Russell has lost none of her familiar tricks over the years, but

they serve her in good stead here. She can turn on terror glamour

and hatred with equal validity. What is more important, she can

follow a role through as though she knew where she was going. Genn
has an anomalous role as the fellow who unwittingly inspires the

killing and Ames, being the victim, gets lost early in the show. The
latter is still very good in his portrayal of a charlatan impressario.

An old tale has new inflections in this Independent Artists Picture.

—HERALD-TRIBUNE
Howard Barnes

">\ constellation performance"
The always beautifully dressed great lady of the theatre, the gla-

morously pathetic Trilby seeking to break away from her unprincipled

producer in order to find true love—the magnetism of their names
together on a theatre marquee guarantees a year's run easy—is a

relic of a happier age. (Today's stage star looks for a first-rate play

no mat+er wnat producer's got it, to keep her in flat-heeled shoes;

she is a more or less happily but firmly married woman, and her grav-

est worry is finding the proper schools for her growing children.)

Rosalind Russell has just resurrected her, however, for THE
VELVET TOUCH has put her in chic modern dress and dialogue

and surrounded her by a handsome, tasteful, and conscientiously

authentic back-stage production, and has then given her good cause

to suffer. In order to break away from her unprincipled producer,

poor thing, she has to kill him.

If this be indeed the great lady of the theatre's farewell appear-

ance, it is only right that she depart in elegance. Thus the cop who
nails her finally is no slug-'em-first, talk-afterward Johnny Broderick,

but the suave and fastidious Sidney Greenstreet, a confirmed first-

nighter who clearly received his training at Scotland Yard, his accent

at Oxford, and still sends to Bond Street for his clothes.

Thus the architect she strives to break away from is no designer

of Cape Cod cottages, but the sensitive and masterful Leo Genn who
speaks of his calling in poetic images and who doesn't just happen to

be attached to the U. N.: no lesser organization would have the vision

to demand his services.

Only Leon Ames, her unprincipled producer, seems to not quite

have it, and be no more than a competent character actor sent in

unequipped by nature to fill out his sweepingly florid role. It is to

be expected that Claire Trevor have a touch of the common about
her; she is, after all, only a supporting actress in Miss Russell's com-
pany, and hates her, besides.

Russell herself is wonderful. She gives a constellation performance
in a first-magnitude stellar role. THE VELVET TOUCH is her own
independent production; it is what she wanted, and she hasn't stinted.

She wanted to look good and gamut-run at the same time, and she

comes through fur and furs flying. She is in turn charming, amusing,
poised, shattered, happy, sad, and puts on an exceptionally tearing

display of hysterics—all this while wearing luxuriously well-bred

clothes and in particular a ravishing black-feathered hat.

If the audience can look upon the whole thing its own emotions
steady, still it must be grateful to Miss Russell for laying out the old

clap-trap so beautifully, for digging it up tenderly with her diamond-
studded spades.

—NEW YORK STAR
Cecelia Ager
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"4 big, handsome drama"

"The Velvet Touch" is the kind of story one would expect an

actress to choose as her first independent production. That is exactly

what "The Velvet Touch" proves to be, a big handsome dranna turned

out by Rosalind Russell and her husband, Frederick Brisson. The story,

like setting and acting, is theatrical. The Rivoli's filnn calls for good,

rousing, oldfashioned acting. That is what it gets. Miss Russell, as

she should, plays with an air, one of confidence and enjoyment. Her

mood may be contagious.

The plot is a sketchy one, involving an unnecessary flashback lead-

ing up to a murder. "The Velvet Touch" starts with that murder, show-

ing a quarrel between two former sweethearts. A stage star, fearful

lest her old love talk to a new love, hits the discarded suitor over the

head with a theatrical version of an Oscar. The man, producer of all

Valerie Stanton's Broadway hits, promptly dies. Valerie walks out,

unseen, unheard, unsuspected. "The Velvet Touch" tells of the months

that follow, of another death, of fear, of dread, of conscience. The

ending, a final curtain in more than symbol, is as highly theatrical as

the beginning.

"The Velvet Touch" is designed to give actors a chance to act,

the kind of acting that calls for tears in the night, half-suppressed

hysteria, gaiety covering torment of soul. Miss Russell has herself a

time with it. She has, in "Mourning Becomes Electra," played another

woman tortured by conscience. Pictures and heroines are alike. This

Valerie Stanton, toast of all Broadway, whether as comedienne or

great dramatic actress, is rather a gala role. Miss Russell has a

chance at flirtatious romance, wild anger, brooding despair. She has

also a chance to wear some handsome costumes, all, alas, in the New
Look.

She has not, this star who is wife of the producer, gobbled all the

juicy scenes. Claire Trevor has quite a few for herself, and some of

those strange New Look dresses too. It is Miss Trevor who discovers

the producer's body, enjoys uncontrolled hysteria, and later faces

Valerie Stanton in a moment of violent hatred.

Leo Genn is here, too, as an arrogant architect who fancies him-

self as a lady-killer. He is quite right about this too, as the picture

shows. This is Genn's first Hollywood appearance in comedy. The

comedy mood in this film may be somewhat forced. Genn does well

by his share. Sydney Greenstreet is very much present as one of

those detectives who win out by waiting. Leon Ames is a nasty fellow

who gets killed. "The Velvet Touch" is an actress's choice, highly

colored in plot and mood and acting, in spite of its excellent black-

and-white photography.

—NEW YORK SUN
Eileen Creelman

"Star has distinctive charm"

Miss Russell picked herself quite an assignment when she chose

to play Valerie Stanton, stage actress, beautiful, clever, brittle, ego-

tistical and, also, a murderess. The star's distinctive charm and her

vitality are hard worked in this role that requires her to be ever-

present and compels her to be over-active in giving her all emo-

tionally.

Valerie's victim is her producer, the man who made her famous,

the man with whom she was more than friendly in their successful, if

turbulent, partnership. Her crime, unpremeditated as it is, is moti-

vated by anger during a quarrel over her intentions to star for another

producer and to marry another man.

No one in the theatre sees Valerie Kill Gordon Dunning; no one in

the theatre connects her with the crime. Someone else is accused; that

someone commits suicide. Apparently getting away with murder.

Miss Stanton sits tight, a wretched, frightened woman, letting the

investigation take its course.

It's clear to the audience that the cagy inspector, played by Sid-

ney Greenstreet, can read Miss Stanton's mind and with him we wait,

but not so patiently as he, for her to break down and admit her guilt.

—NEW YORK DAILY NEWS
Wanda Hale

"It's good fun"

There's an old saying in show business, that everyone wants to

play Hamlet. Rosalind Russell, star comedienne, gets the yen for

bigger and better things, such as Ibsen, and you'd be surprised what

happens.

But go to see RKO's "The Velvet Touch," at the Rivoli. It is not

misnamed, for its possesses the smooth feel of adept knowhow. Fred

Brisson, Roz's husband, produced. It's his first independent job, a

thoroughly adult piece and an omen of better things to come.

Roz is the actress who goes arty. Her producer says no, so she

brains him, nice gal, and goes to work for a rival, who stars her in

"Hedda Gabler."

I do not want to spoil the fun by spilling the plot. But I can tell

you Claire Trevor, the dead guy's former gal friend, is conveniently

accused of the manslaughter, which leaves La Russell free to dig

her teeth into Ibsen and play around romantically with Leo Genn,
while Claire takes the rap.

Roz really goes to town in this photoplay with a brilliant per-

formance. Sydney Greenstreet, in a secondary role, also shines. It's

good fun.

—NEW YORK DAILY MIRROR
Lee Mortimer

"Colorful, sustained drama"
There's a lot of highly polished acting and production in "The

Velvet Touch," the Rosalind Russell film at the Rivoli. This, by the

way, is the first picture made by Independent Artists, a new produc-
ing company formed by Miss Russell and her husband, Frederick

Brisson.

Producer Russell has done right by actress Russell who recipro-

cates with a slick and smooth performance. The role fashioned for

her is a meaty one; it gives her a chance to be tragic and romantic
in turn and, of course, to suffer something fierce.

A well-knit screenplay tells the story of a successful Broadway
stage star who kills the producer with whom she's been closely asso-

ciated for ten years.

The lady had wanted to break away from him both professionally

and romantically; when he refuses to let her go she bashes in his head
with the nearest blunt instrument. (It may or may not be significant

of something or other that the murder weapon is one of those award
statuettes.)

But not once is she suspected of the crime. She'd worn gloves
while wielding the statuette, and no one had noticed her comings
and goings because the fatal argument had taken place on the busy
closing night of her play.

The only person who has an inkling of the truth—another actress
embittered by jealousy—goes into a state of shock and later commits
suicide.

So it seems that the star is going to get away with murder after
all. She carries on with plans for a new romance and a new stage role,

and the police captain in charge of the investigation is prepared to
call the case closed.

But what she hadn't counted on was an active conscience. And
it's the secret mental torment she undergoes that winds up the plot
to the satisfaction of the Johnston office.

It all makes for colorful, suspenseful drama, even though neither
the script nor the characterization create any sympathy for the
harried heroine.

British actor Leo Genn as Miss Russell's heart interest; Sydney
Greenstreet as the police captain; Claire Trevor as the other woman
and Leon Ames as the producer round out an effective cast, and
the finish provides good theatre with a play-within-a-play presenta-
tion of "Hedda Gabler."

—JOURNAL-AMERICAN
Rose Pelswick
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BAMBI
Sales Against

Possibilities

(Extended To Week End. SepK 9)

26ih Week End. Aug. 26, 1948

Pot. Pol.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. NEW HAVEN 2

2. DENVER I

3. BUFFALO 6

4. DES MOINES 4

5. SEATTLE 3

6. PORTLAND 5

7. Cleveland 7

8. Salt Lake City 8

9. Sioux Falls 10

10. San Francisco 9

I I. Washington 12

1 2. Milwaukee I I

12. Minneapolis 14

14. Detroit 13

15. Albany 16

16. New York 15

17. Oklahoma City 17

18. Kansas City 18

19. Omaha 19

20. Philadelphia 20

21. Boston 2!

22. Pittsburgh 22

23. Los Angeles 23

24. Indianapolis 24

25. Cincinnati 25

26. St. Louis 26

27. Dallas 27

28. Memphis 28

29. Chicago 29

30. Charlotte 31

31. Atlanta 30

32. New Orleans 32

CANADA
1. TORONTO 2

2. WINNIPEG
I

3. Montreal 3

4. Calgary 4

5. Vancouver 5

6. St. John 6

DIVISIONS

1 . Eastern I

2. Western 2

3. North-South 3

The
Fugitive

Sales Against

Possibilities

(Extended to Week End. Sept. 9)

27th Week End. Aug. 26, 1948

Pos. Pos.

This Last

Week Branch Week

1. PITTSBURGH I

2. SAN FRANCISCO 2

3. SIOUX FALLS 6

4. BUFFALO 3

5. LOS ANGELES 5

6. DENVER 4

7. New Haven 7

8. Philadelphia 9

9. Seattle 16

10. Salt Lake City 8

I 1 . Milwaukee 12

12. Cleveland 10

I 3. Indianapolis I I

14. New York 13

1 5. Kansas City 1

5

16. Oklahoma City 14

I 7. Washington I 7

18. Omaha 18

19. Portland 19

20. Dallas 20

21. Minneapolis 21

22. Des Moines 22

23. Boston 23

24. Memphis 24

25. Cincinnati 25

26. New Orleans 26

27. Atlanta 28

28. Detroit 27

29. Albany 29

30. St. Louis 30

31. Charlotte 32

32. Chicago 31

CANADA
1. MONTREAL I

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. Calgary 3

4. St. John 6

5. Toronto 4
6. Vancouver 5

DIVISIONS

1 . Western I

2. Eastern 2

3. North-South 3

Frank Buck in Veteran's Parade

Watched by 300,000 Persons
ST. LOUIS—Frank Buck led the 49th Annual National Encamp-

ment of Veterans ot Foreign Wars parade and the ovation he re-

ceived enroute was tremendous. There were 20,000 marchers in

line including 100 bands and scores of picturesque floats, including

a moving 24 sheet BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE stand.

Planes roared overhead, bands blared, and showers of paper

fell from office buildings as the long colorful parade of the Veterans

of Foreign Wars moved over a 24 block route down town.

Crowds, four to six persons deep, lined the sidewalks, office

workers crowded to windows, 300,000 watched the four-hour parade.

Frank was guest of Bob Hannegan and saw the Brooklyn Bums

win a double-header. Frank ad llbbed with Harry Carey and Gabby
Street while broadcasting the ball game on a 54 station hook-up,

getting in terrific plugs for the area premiere of BRING 'EM BACK
ALIVE.

Frank was interviewed by Bob Leonard on KXOK, by Ray Manning
on WIL, by Louise Munche on WEW, by Harding on KSTL, on

"Who's Who In St. Louis " program.

Frank met all the boys of the press and was interviewed by the

Star-Times and the Globe-Democrat.

Frank made two personal appearances, at the St. Louis Theatre to

packed houses, and to this writer it appears that the St. Louis Theatre

will have a record-breaking week.

—LOU DUFOUR

(1)—Frank leads the parade a. . . (2)—In the reviewing stand.

Major Gn. C. C. Chauncey, Brig. Gen. Emil C. Kiel, Commo-
dore L. W. Perkins, Frank Buck, Mayor Kaufman, Col. C. P.

Van Nest, Capt. Roland P. Kaufman, St. Louis Naval Air Reserve
. . . (3)—Frank, George Vierheller, St. Louis Zoo director, Harry
Carey, Gabby Street broadcasting Brooklyn-Cardinal game
on a 54-station hook-up, with plug for BRING 'EM BACK
ALIVE . . . (4)—Guests of Bob Hannegan, Hannegan's two
daughters. Bob Hannegan, Frank, George Vierheller, Mrs.

Hanegan, Lou Dufour, RKO field man . . . (5)—Lobby display
at St. Louis Theatre . . . (6)—Frank and Mayor Kaufman . . .

(7)—Moving 24-sheet . . . (8)—Police motorcycle detachment
followed by automobile with Frank Buck . . . (9)—Westville,

Oklahoma, float . . . (10)—Utah float . . . (11)—Wisconsin girls

band and contingent . . . (12)—Pennsylvania contingent . . .

(13)—Wisconsin float . . . (14)—Missouri contingent.

THE STAND OUT
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^TOP the FIR$T HALF^

1WW
with the second/ .

THOUGHTS WHILE
"Waiting for Someone to Invite

Me for Lunch"

Two field men will be "Proud

Pappies" ere long—Mouse Banghart

in Boston, with sons 11 and 10 yet,

and Wally "Horse Collar" Heim, in

Chicago. "Princess Laughing Water"

Banghart and Mouse are thinking of

calling their third "Miracle."

Sir George Degnon, our Canadian

field man in the east, and who was

once secretary to Buffalo Bill, told me
that one of his prime duties as "sec-

retary" to the once King of the West

was to get a demijohn of bourbon

into the house without Mrs. Buffalo

Bill knowing anything about it.

Fred "Gabby" Calvin, our Los An-

geles field man, was associated with

Charles Coburn in the legit for a

number kA years before we got him

and "Mutter and Mumble" Cantor

tried his hand at publishing prior

to one of his flairs with bankruptcy.

Blowsie's Dad was a driver for the

trotters, in the days when Blowsie

had hair over his head, and he has

inherited his Dad's love for the trot-

ters. His two partners and mouth-

piece, Eddie McGuire and Don -With-

erbottom Prince, are not too hot for

the trotters, after having taken Blow-

sie's tips for a month or so. In fact,

his mouthpiece says he is ready for

the cleaners and Don Whitherbottom

is, as he says, "a bit weary of going

downstairs to always purchase, and

never collect."

Bill "Deacon" Prager used to be

a haberdasher way up in Seattle, and

was recommended for field work by

"Mutter and Mumble," after he

swindled the "Deacon" out of some

much needed shirts.

Eddie "Radar Ears" Terhune was

a theatre manager before we got him,

and, "Chatty" Bidwell McCormick
was such a good promoter for eatables

in exchange for advertising trailers

in lieu of cash, that he almost had to

move his family to the streets to take

care of his loot.

"Colonel" Russell Morgan, a fair

lo middlin' bourbon tippler (he thinks

1 don't know), was a theatre man-
ager down Birmingham way and pro-

moted one of the largest Mickey
Mouse Clubs on record down that-

away.

Joe Longo, our Frisco field man
via Boston, was with Loews when
we got him, and had not been much
further than Revere Beach or South

Boston when we shipped him to the

Ciolden Gate. Was he surprised to

(ipd so many "Eyetalians" out there

too? He thoiight they were all in

Boston.

\Si e got music, too, in the field

force. "Mouse" Banghart used to toot

the cornet in a hand. "Horse Collar"

Heim used to beat the drums, also

in a hand, and I think it was Hugh
"Busier" MacKensie who tried out

the violin or piano at the Cincinnati

Conservatory of Music. "Buster' later

gave that up for a rear navigating

seat on a British bomber and sweat

it out for 30 or more runs over Kraut

territory.

"Abe" Lincoln Beck did the Mur-
mansk run so often that he has Bob
Folliard. Charlie Zegrans and McFad-
den on the point of buying row boats.

Hank Howard is our intellectual,

having been dramatic professor or

something of the sort at New York
University, and except that he got

hungry, he woulda stuck at it.

Rev. Bob Haley, our* field man out

Cleveland and Detroit way, came to

us via the theatre department. After

his army hitch. Bob became one of

the few P.A.'s in the world to marry

a motion picture critic.

Lou "Dr. Itch" DuFour of St.

Louis and Kansas City, is a product

of the carnies and world fairs. He
rolled up quite a sizeable chunk out

of the Chicago World's Fair, and then

started, to produce legitimate shows.

The chunk dissolved and "Dr. Itch"

is now a member of a "chunkless" set.

Fred "Catfish" Ford came to us via

the M. A. Lightman outfit in Mem-
phis. Before that the had been a

film peddler (ugh).

"Bluebeard" Bert, out Chicago way,

now safely sailing on his fifth mar-

riage (what a man) came to us via

the big top, where he was a banner

man and fixer, and if you don't think

he's a fixer, tell me someone who
didn't get through Chicago, east or

west. "Bluebeard" don't dare go near

a circus lot anymore for he is liable

to see two or three of his ex-wives

flying above him.

"St. Vitus" Gaudette is also a mu-
sician of note having secured his

sheepskin by playing the cymbals. He
gets his name "St. Vitus" by always

trying to go north or south, or east

or west at the same time. Charlie

Winchell of the Minnesota Amuse-
ment Company told me he once saw
"St. Vitus" try to sit while standing,

which you must admit is hard, even

to try. The nicest thing about "St.

Vitus" Gaudette is his wife, named
Terry. Having come to us via the

bands, "St. Vitus" idea of heaven is

to have four bands assembled and
he to direct them all at one time, each

playing different melodies.

Ed "The System" Holland, I sup-

pose the dean of our force, is strictly

a jelly roll or crearn puff gent. He
knows every bake shop in his terri-

I017 as well as he knows the theatres,

and he got his name of "The System"
because he had one. But then the

horses had one, too, and they couldn't

tell him and he couldn't tell them . . .

well you know how it is, when it ain't.

And that about winds it up with the

exception of "Don Juan" Muir of

the Canadian Northwest and Keilh
Bain of Atlanta on which we ain't

got much . . . yet. Hi de ho.

Reading From

Left to Right
Often, too often, our sports

writers go overboard in trying

to assure our international sports

teams a victory, even though they

lose. For instance just before the

Davis cup matches a sports writ-

er in the World-Telegram said

''win or lose to the Aussies in

the Davis Cup challenge round,

the United States will remain
king of the famous international

competition that had its incep-

tion in 1900.'" And he went on
to show how previous victories

would retain our "kingship,"

even though we lost over last

week-end. Even against little

Australia, he must build up a

case. And we yipped loud over

our Olympics victories, although

little Sweden was right up next

to us. Folks are pretty much the

satne the world over (although

the German and Japs completely

fooled us with their undreamed
of cruelties. ) Comparatively many
small countries have better ath-

letes. Many of our great Ameri-
can athletic stars, especially in

football, are first-generation boys
from abroad. Surely it is no
great shakes for the United States

to take over Sweden and
Australia.

Come Labor Day and people

scram back from the resorts at

double time. Even by noon on
Labor Day the beaches of the

far places are all but deserted.

Suddenly those abroad from the

big cities pack up and head for

home as though they were out

ahead of a storm. Two weeks

after Labor Day only a few na-

tives remain to soak up what is

usually beautiful weather. The
others seem happy to have the

suniiner done with, to be back
at the strenuous life. Coming in

65 miles from the Island Monday
evening we found little traffic,

less than on previous Sundays.

The vacationists had pulled

stakes early.

Although the heat wave got us

down a little, the hottest day we
ever remember was away back

in 1916. Our national guard out-

fit landed at McAllen, Texas, on
the fourth of July, and we were

ordered to march five miles out

of town and clear the cactus. We
parked our rifles and were busy

amidst the rattlesnakes and scor-

pions as the sun beat down. Or-

dered to fall in, ye ed couldn't

find his rifle. Capt. Vogel called

us a hell of a soldier, a hero

without a gun, and we were

placed under arrest, and opened

the war on July 5th by sawing

wood at the camp kitchen. Right

there and then we turned sour

on Texas, the Rio Grande and

points south. They tell us now
that the McAllen valley is a gar-

den spot of the country, but we
always think first of the heat,

and a high fence in town in the

out-of-bounds district which we
used to scale with a can of beer.

The hero of the Mexican border

fracas was the bird who could

get over the high fence without

spilling the suds, all the while

ducking an m.p.



(3, 4, 5 and 8)—Music Hall shadow boxes ...(!& 6)—Miss Sheridan and Gus Eyesell . . . (2)—Miss Sheridan with S.

Barret McCormick . . . (7)—Rutgers Neilson acts as guide to the charming Ann on her Music Hall and Home Office visit.

Shadowboxes Announced "GOOD SAM" at Music Hall
For some weeks shadowboxes have announced Leo McCarey's GOOD SAM as the next Radio City Music Hall

attraction.

Ann Sheridan, co-star with Gary Cooper In this film, most cooperatively came down from her Connecticut hlllls

summer home to work with the publicity department. The vignette insert shows Ann In a canoe fishing on the

mile-long lake fronting her cottage.

While in New York enroute to Europe, Ann stopped in at the home office and Rutgers Neilson took her over to the

Music Hall to chat with Gus Eysell, manager of the Music Hall, and sign in the famous guest book of the showplace of

the nation.

The photo showing Ann signing the book broke the other day in the New York Journal-American, with plenty

of GOOD SAM credits.

The Music Hall and our publicity department have been on their toes supplying the papers with art and stories,

much of which has broken and further is being staggered to maintain interest up to playdate and thereafter, we
hope, for many weeks. —RUTGERS NEILSON

Charles Paine's

Daughfer Matried
Charlie Paine of the contract

department and Mrs. Paine re-

ceived pleasant surprise news last

week via phone from their

daughter Anne hienrietta of Riv-

erside, Calif. Miss Paine and
Wm. P. Thomas were married in

the St. Cecelia Chapel of the

Mission Inn, Riverside. You may
remember FLASH carried an

item some two years ago that

Miss Paine had obtained a pilot's

'icense. She was with the TWA
t Los Angeles for some time.

hiie in the east she was gradu-
ted from the College of New
^ochelle. The groom, a son of

RADIO

Dick Powell, star of STATION
WEST, was one of several guest

stars on the "Tex and Jinx" NBC
program on Wednesday, Sep-

tember 8th, from 9:00 to 9:30

p.m., EDT.

Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Thomas
of Pasadena, is a graduate of the

Yale University School of Fine

arts.

IRENE ON AIR

Irene Rich, featured in JOAN
OF ARC, will be guest on the

Betty Crocker Magazine of the

Air broadcast on Friday, Sep-

tember 17, over the complete

ABC network. The broadcast will

take place from Bamberger's de-

partment store in Newark in

connection with their Annual

hlousewares and hlome Appli-

ance Week promotion.

This is the largest promotion

of its kind in the country and all

affiliates of the Macy chain and
the May Stores tie in with it over

225 radio stations. The event

has been heralded with 145,000

Reiners Trip

Eastern Field Supervisor Harry

Reiners left Wednesday for a

swing around most of the key

situations in his territory, starting

with a visit to the Washington
exchange.

booklets by mail; 50 letters to

New Jersey Club groups and
special newspaper and store

advertising.

The Betty Crocker show is one
of the highest rating daytime

programs and has an estimated

audience of over 7-million home-
makers. It is heard over the full

ABC network from 10:25 to

10:45 EDT.
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"GOOD SAM" INTO EXTRA WEEKS
(Continued from Page One)

Sioux City, Orpheum, Waterloo, Orpheum, Dubuque, Strand, Mar-

shalltown, Orpheum, Davenport, and Iowa, Cedar Rapids. Third

weeks Akron, Nashville, Provo. Fourth big week at the Vogue, Van-

Century, Buffalo. Sectjnd weeks Town, Baltimore, Warner, Pittsburgh,

Empire, Birmingham, Center, Oklahoma City, and Asbury Park. At

Richmond day-dater Byrd and State, moved to Capital. Held at the

Colley and Newport, Norfolk. Second weeks Portsmouth, Fall River,

Milwaukee. Big at Albany, Portland, Me., Wildwood.

RKO's trio on Broadway continue into further extra weeks, with

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE in a fourth stanza at the Republic, RACE
STREET in a third and continuing at the Mayfair, and THE VELVET

TOUCH to go a fourth week at the Rivoll. The VELVET TOUCH has

scored with holdovers at Syracuse, Washington and Pittsburgh and

excellent in double-header at Norfolk, Newport and Colley, and at

the St. James, Asbury Park. After lapse of time brought back to

Atlantic City for a third week.

FORT APACHE—excellent at Canton, O., and Evansvllle, Ind.

RETURN OF THE BAD MAN—Second week at the Grand, Chi-

cago. After day-dater at the State and Cabart, Long Beach, moved

to Rivoll. Excellent at Charlotte, at the Paramount, Portland, Ore.,

and Hippodrome, Baltimore.

MELODY TIME—Third week at the Aldine, Philadelphia. Second

weeks Spokane, St. Louis, Springfield, Mass. Excellent Niagara Falls,

Duluth, Charleston, S. C, Louisville, Lynn, Worcester, Tacoma, Jersey

City, Schenectady, Pueblo, Allentown, Bethlehem, Troy. At Oakland,

one week at the Paramount, moved to Franklin and Tower. Branch

Manager Ross Cropper says the run at the Paramount, Springfield,

equalled the top grosses of the best season, carried over to the

Broadway, which has not played a carryover for many months.

BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES—Third week Salt Lake City. Second

weeks Akron, Nashville, Provo. Fourth big week at the ogue, Van-

couver, B. C.

THE PEARL—Third fine week at the Palace, Los Angeles.

RKOers to Aid Memorial Hospital

(Contimted from Page One)

i5th to October 15th. Some twenty-five representatives meeting

Wednesday morning In the office of Robert Mochrie, general chair-

man, pledged their all-out co-operation, with the goal the sale by

each individual of a raffle book carrying twelve chances at a dollar

each, two to go free to the persons disposing of a book. A score of

valuable prizes are to be drawn for later in the fall. These Include two
1949 autos; one all-expense trip to Hollywood and return, two per-

sons; one $1,000 saving bond; two $500 saving bonds; five $100
saving bonds and season passes to Ebbett's field, Yankee Stadium
and Polo Grounds.

The Will Rogers Memorial Hospital, it was pointed out by Mr.

Mochrie, Is the Industry's own institution and Is administered for the

purpose of saving the lives of its own people. While in Its long

history it has cared for those of the entire amusement Industry, in

the last few years most of those occupying Its 95 beds have been
those of the film business. Readers of FLASH will remember that

many RKOers stricken with tuburculosis have been cared for at

the institution. RKOers lives have been saved too in what is said to

be the best sanitarium of Its type and the best administered in the
country.

Funds have been low for some time and a few months ago the
sales managers of the various companies got together to save this

institution, named in honor of one of the most beloved Americans of
modern times. Will Rogers. Various plans to raise the necessary
funds have been,.^tried, with the most successful that of area raffles.

It is the raffle In this area in which all now are asked to participate.
It is hoped that the sale will average one book per employee; many
will take more than one book and every person is asked to make a
sincere effort to aid the fund through the sale of one or more chances.

Mr. Mochrie believes a successful raffle with all participating will

raise sufficient funds to put the organization on a solid basis for some
time. Right now less than half the beds are occupied because of
Insufficient administrative funds.

Campaign Manager Leon J. Bamberger will send a letter of

SALESMEN'S
STANDINGS PCJ^<4N^

25 LEADERS ^I^BImLlL/
"This Is America" Sales l+'s back to work at Cleveland

•.^.^ branch, with vacation time almost
1947-48

Week Ending Aug. 26, 1948 .

0+^° Braeunig back at his desk,

deeply tanned after his vacation

100% Salesmen in Michigan ... John Sabat look-

ing rested up too.
1- Kutinsky New York Cashier's Typist Pauline Hale-
2- Knox Washington ^-^ seems to have enjoyed her
3- Penser New York weeks away from the RKO
4- Conley Minneapolis family. The highlight of Bi'ller

5. Goldfarb Denver Helen Wesner's vacation was her

Over 90% but less than 100% daughter Rita's marriage \A/e

v/ish good luck to the newlyweds,

6. Gwin Denver and Helen—that wedding cake

7. Decker Montreal was good. 'mm! Bob (Man about
8. Kahn Washington Town) Haley was slightly confused

9. Canelli New Haven the past two weeks, he says.

10. Silverman New York Seems that when he awoke each
11. Engelman Portland rr,orning he had to figure out

12. Powell Los Angeles just what town he was in! Bob
13. Hoese '.. Salt Lake City was escorting Frank (BRING EM
14. Goldsmith Cleveland BACK ALIVE) Buck on a whirl-

wind tour of the midwest in con-
Over 80% but ess than 90% ,• -.i ,l r

nection with the tamous movie.

15. Lefko Philadelphia We had a visitor at the ex-

16. Smith Buffalo change Tuesday in the person

17. Folllard Washington of Miss Winerstein, who works

18. Bjorkman Minneapolis in Bill Dahler's department at

19. Rea Winnipeg the Home Office. She was ac-

20. Warren Salt Lake City companied by her cousin, whom
21. Griffin Salt Lake City she is visiting in this city. The

girls chatted with Harry Wald-
Over 70% but less than 80% ers, branch manager, and then

22. Belles Cleveland ^'^re introduced to Office Man-

23. Kimmel Chicago ^ger Otto Braeunig who smilingly

24. Winters Minneapolis showed them what makes Cleve-

25. Black Indianapolis land branch tick. Our visitors

26. Frankel Pittsburgh ^ound it all most interesting.

27. Furrer Cincinnati Shirley (Gabby) Silverman, our

28. Youngerman Philadelphia receptionist, did a gOod job cf

29. Tunick Cincinnati pinch-hlttlng while our biller was

30. Wild Cleveland or, vacation. Still, she was glad

31. Beck Philadelphia get back to the phone—one

32. Labou Toronto just can't sing while billing!

33. Carettle Pittsburgh 'S all for now, folks.

34. Appelman Denver —MYRTLE (Scotty) ROSE

explanation to every employee and separate departments will hold

meetings at which the scope of the campaign will be gone into. The

appeal is an urgent one. In the past we have seen our acqualntenances

or friends rushed off to this hospital. No one knows who will be next.

William H. Clark is campaign treasurer, Ed Smith, Jr., assistant

treasurer, and the various floor captains include:

JOHN FARMER, 2, 6, 7, 8, 22, warehouse. Palace Building, Home
Office departments at 630 Ninth Avenue.

HENRY HORTON, 9th floor.

S. BARRET McCORMICK, lOth floor.

WILLIAM HOWARD, Nth floor.

GORDON YOUNGMAN, 12th floor.

WILLIAM ZIMMERMAN, 14th floor.

WALTER DERHAM, 15th floor.

O. McMAHON, 16th floor.

THOMAS O'CONNOR, 17th floor.

ROBERT HAWKINSON, 27th floor.

J. J. HERRIES, RKO Pathe.

SEYMOUR POE, Producers RepresentaHves, Inc.

LEO SAMUELS, Walt Disney Productions.

AL CROWN AND HARRY ARCHINAL, Samuel Golo'wyn Pi.

tures.
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Next Friday (Sept. 17) GLAM-
OUR STREET, current THIS IS

AMERICA, will be the high spot

of a Golden Mile ' celebration

in New York City's Golden Anni-

versary Celebration.

During the evening all stores

on Fifth Avenue will run special

window displays about the Jubi-

lee. A parade of the famous Fifth

Avenue double-decker buses will

go from 34th street to 59th

street, carrying Mayor William

O'Dwyer and other city officials

and notables. The Mayor will see

GLAMOUR STREET at a screen-

ing following the parade, at the

Brass Rail Restaurant.

GLAMOUR STREET was pro-

duced by Jay Bonafield, directed

and photographed by Harry

Smith, written by Richard Han-

ser, supervised by Phil Reisman,

Jr., and narrated by Dwight

Weist.

The five Embassy Newsreel

Theatres In the New York area

are sending out almost 100,000

postcards and throwaways ad-

vertising playdates of LETTER
TO A REBEL, THIS IS AMERICA
short about the workings of free

enterprise in a typical small town.

RKO-Pathe now has available a

free mat, post-card size, for use

by theatres in promoting the

short locally. Similar mats will be
available for all succeeding THIS
IS AMERICA shorts. Theatre

managers should write to RKO-
Pathe, 625 Mad ison Avenue, New
York 22, for further information.

Vacations
Harry Gittleson has returned

from a vacation spent with Mrs.

Gittleson at Cornwall, New York.

In the old days Harry went in

for tennis and other games, but

[this year nothing more strenuous

[than barnyard golf . . . Herb

SCENES FROM "THE RETURN OF PAL" . . . (1)—Gary falls from the rocks and is caught
cn the limb of a tree . . . (2)—The dog. Pal, jumps from the rocks and rescues Gory . . .

(3)—The return of Pal . . . (4)—Gory and Pal.

Gary Gray lit ^^Mtetum af PaV^
Harry J. Michalson has announced that there will be at least six in the MY PAL series of two-reel

releases during the current and 1948-49 season. This is based on the fact that the first release has

been booked by more than 8000 theatres in the United States and Canada.
There is a definite need for exceptional short subjects to help stimulate the box-office," said

Harry. The MY PAL series will receive feature treatment and, despite their high cost, should be
profitable to both distributor and exhibitor alike, he continued.

Second in the series, titled PAL'S ADVENTURE, again offers "Flame," the wonder dog, as star

performer; the dog has the support of Ted Donaldson and Sharyn Moffett, with release set for Sep-

tember 24.

RETURN OF PAL, for holiday release, besides starring Flame" will also have Gary Gray, sensational

child actor who scores a great success In our high-budget feature RACHEL AND THE STRANGER.
Gary Gray will also appear in the fourth, as yet untitled release, to be Issued some time in February.

Lew Landers, well-known feature director, directed MY PAL and the entire series is being produced
in Hollywood by George Bitson, whose latest feature production, VARIETY TIME is winning critical

praise. A complete line of accessories is being offered exhibitors booking the MY PAL series.

Wappaus and family spent their

vacation at Miller Place, Long

Island, an historic spot where the

early New England settlers rowed

across Long Island Sound to farm

... Ed McGuire and family spent

a week at Lake George. Ed al-

most got in a game of golf after

traveling to Rutland, but found

a state championship under way
and could not get around . . .

Harry Markman, assistant super-

visor of shorts, leaves this week

end with his family for a cottage

near Monticello . . . Mike and

Mrs. Poller have returned from

a vacation sojourn along the Jer-

sey Coast and in the Connecti-

cut mountains . . . Emanuel Wax-

berg and family pushed off

Thursday via auto for the Coast.
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"SONGS" ANOTHER GOLDWYNNER - TRADES
"Coldwyn ready with light entertainment"

They say it's entertainment the customers are wanting these days

—nothing weighty, ponderous, morose or overly mindful of the

manifold disturbances of a troubled world. If that's the case, Samuel

Goldwyn stands ready with this Danny Kaye and music laden offering

in Technicolor to fill the prescription.

It's undiluted entertainment, practically guaranteed not to pro-

voke a serious thought in the entire I 13 minutes.

In his pursuit of the lowdown on jazz and its modern offshoots, the

professorial Kaye comes upon such exponents of tricky rhythms as

Benny Goodman, Tommy Dorsey, Louis Armstrong, Lionel Hampton,

Charlie Barnet, Mel Powell, Buck & Bubbles, the Page Cavanaugh
Trio, the Golden Gate quartet and Russo and the Samba Kings.

He also comes upon Miss Mayo, night club singer, who happens to

be dodging the cops who want to question her in connection with a

gangland murder of which her boy friend is suspected. She uses the

professorial study house as a hideout and completely captivates Kaye

to ensure her being permitted to remain there.

Her duplicity is uncovered when Steve Cochran, as the suspected

murderer, attempts to marry her because a wife can't be made to

testify against her husband. By then. Miss Mayo is genuinely in love

with Kaye and considerable farcical melodramatics are required to

bring the two together despite gangland guns.

Kaye, bereft of his familiar zany dancing and singing specialties,

plays the guileless professor in a way that may make the changeover
popular with those who were about sated with his earlier roles.

Miss Mayo is excellent as the night club singer and supporting

roles are ably filled by Hugh Herbert, J. Edward Bromberg, Ludwig
Stossel, Felix Bressart, O. Z. Whitehead and Esther Dale. The music

and songs are top notch and sure to account for a big boost to ticket

sales. The picture is replete with exploitation possibilities.

The Technicolor points up the rich production, traditional with

Goldwyn. Thomas Monroe and Billy Wilder get the story credit.

—MOTION PICTURE DAILY

"Stands solid, swell entertainment"
The greatest jam session of them all sends this one; Kaye is

spotted as a comic; musically, in the modern manner, the show stands
solid, swell entertainment.

A couple of million dollars worth of musical talent alone is

luxuriantly displayed about Danny Kaye as he cavorts through this

comedy wherein he does not revert to his usual style of comic song
delivery for further effect. The tunesmiths range the full gamut of
modern musical endeavor—you name it, they play it—the devotees
of the cult will be sent, but sent. That's def.

Goldwyn has given the musical proportion of the show an ex-

travagant treatment and it is brought home with fine skill and
achieves the status of provocative entertainment. Glance at the
credits and cast. They are topmost in each division.

It contains easily what might be considered the greatest array of
horn tooters, piano players, drummers, singers, characters and the
like, including a Goodman named Benny masquerading as a musi-
cologist behind a mustache. When they are in the groove and bounce
and have a tremendous "sesh" they are vastly entertaining. It was
smart showmanship to spot their various talents throughout the script
and call them by their real names in all but one case.

It is a very hep yarn that engages Kaye and Virginia Mayo. Strewn
here and there are bits and snatches of dialogue that are brittle
and spicy. Howard Hawks' direction secured some fresh slants and
they register.

Headman at the "Totten Music Institute," Kaye, surrounded by
six worthies including Goodman, is engaged in making an encyclo-
pedia of classical music, in print and recorded. The intrusion of Buck
and Bubbles with musical questions and their demonstration on the
Steinway sets the profs to thinking seriously about their job in the
light of modern tastes. To this end Kaye goes afield for research in

the swing dens and bistros.

In short order he encounters in person the complete blue book of

the trade and Virginia Mayo, torch singer in a nitery. He invites all

and sundry, plus instruments to the Institute. First to show up is Miss

Mayo, on the lam from the cops who want her so they can put the

cuffs on Steve Cochran, her boyfriend, wanted for a murder.

She installs herself in the bachelor domicile the same night and

from then on the comedy structure is built up a la boy and girl to a

point where Kaye buys her an engagement ring and declares he

wants to marry her.

But Cochran has been busy in New Jersey, too. While Kaye was

recording musical history, tracing the pattern of jazz from the Congo
to 52nd Street, he was making plans for Miss Mayo.

A conspiracy is hatched wherein Miss Mayo is to get Kaye to

meet "father" Cochran to get his consent. The profs and Miss Mayo
go to him and the real dirt comes out. Back home the disillusioned

Kaye, with Dorsey, Armstrong, Hampton, Powell, et al, on the premises

is held at bay while Cochran uses persuasion on Miss Mayo.

There is a final wall-shaking jam session which turns the trick for

Kaye and Miss Mayo. It really sends everybody; Kaye into Miss

Mayo's arms, Cochran to the jug.

—FILM DAILY

"Will chalk up hefty grosses"

"A song Is Born" represents Danny Kaye's fourth and final picture

under the banner of producer Samuel Goldwyn, with the comedian

now at Warners. With a star-studded cast featuring some of the top

name bandleaders and vaude acts in the country, plus the usual lush

production mountings given by Goldwyn to the Kaye films, there's

no question that "Song" will chalk up hefty grosses in all situations.

"Song" presents a group of professors compiling a history of

music and the stripper is a nitery thrush. Situation gives Goldwyn a

chance to toss into the film the aforementioned name maestros and

vaude acts whose work, for a change, is integrated neatly into the

script. When Kaye is working with them before the cameras, in fact,

the picture is standout entertainment.

Kaye himself does his usual neat thesping job as the youngest

of the bachelor pedants, who gets his first intro to feminine wiles at

the hands of a worldlywise nitery singer, played engagingly by Vir-

ginia Mayo. He demonstrates again that he's a real clown in the old

tradition, handling the pathos as deftly as he does the comedy.

Script makes good use of the various musicians involved. They're

spotlighted neatly at the beginning, as Kaye tours various Broadway
niteries to get an idea of swing and jazz, which is completely unknown

to the professorial group. They really click in several numbers in

which they play together, result being a "dream band" seldom heard

before. Benny Goodman, the only one not playing himself, is particu-

larly standout as one of the professors. One sequence, in which he's

invited by Mel Powell and Lionel Hampton to sit in on a number
they played together when "members of Benny Goodman's band"
is the comedy highpoint of the film.

Rest of the cast follow the comic's fine thesping under Hawks'

capable touch for comedy. Miss Mayo, slimmer but beautiful as ever,

surprises with some top acting in this one. Professors, including Hugh
Herbert, J. Edward Bromberg, Felix Bressart, Ludwig Stossel and
O. Z. Whitehead, milk their lines and situations for the maximum of

laughs. Steve Cochran is sufficiently menacing as the gang chief.

Buck and Bubbles, colored vaude act, turn in a couple of neat tricks

as a pair of window-washers.

Two new songs cleffed for the film by Don Raye and Gene De
Paul are good, with the title tune showing hit potentialities as groaned
by Louis Armstrong with the "dream band" backing. It's the hot jive

numbers played by the musicians, expertly arranged by Sonny Burke,

though, that are standout. Rest of the production credits are up to

the usual top Goldwyn standards, with Gregg Toland's Technicolor
lensing especially good.

—VARIETY (Weekly)
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An ingratiating hodgepodge of mirth and melody which will

please most customers and will have the jivesters jumping in their

seats. Dyed-in-the-wool Kaye fans may be a trifle disappointed be-

cause the carrot-topped comic isn't afforded an opportunity to

utilize the long string of fun-making tricks he has displayed in previous

pictures. Film is mounted with characteristic Goldwynian opulence and

its appeal is further enhanced through the use of Technicolor photog-

raphy. Smartly merchandised, the offering can be parlayed into top

money in all bookings. Howard Hawks directed.

—BOXOFFICE

"Big, lavish, specfacular"

Samuel Soldwyn has a lot of show packed into "A Song Is Born"

a big, lavish and spectacular revue featuring a cast studded with

this merger of jazz headliners—but in "A Song Is Born" they are

the biggest names of the popular music world. It isn't a new wrinkle

—

but is worked logically and intertainingly into script. Top them with

the personable Danny Kaye and the result is a mighty appetizing

offer for the exhibitor, whether his operation is deluxe, neighborhood

or main street. It is strong in name and entertainment value.

The picture in the best Goldwyn manner uses bright dialogue

and frothy situations against background that reflects production

perfection whether the scene is the front hall of the professors' insti-

tute or a Harlem dive. The direction of Howard Hawks blends the

varied elements with a sure hand as the script deftly interweaves the

music, romance, and comedy.

The yarn gets into action when Danny Kaye, one of a group of

professors engaged in tracing and recording the history of music,

decides to investigate the phenomenon of contemporary jazz. He

summons a group of noted musicians to a round table conference.

One such entertainer is Virginia Mayo, who uses the meeting as the

way of eluding the police who are on the trail of her underworld boy

friend, Steve Cochran. To make sure that she can remain in the

institution, she feigns an amour for Kaye, which he takes seriously.

Meanwhile Cochran wants to conclude a marriage ceremony in order

to take advantage of the law that a wife may not testify against

.her husband. The romantic complications build to a highly amusing

conclusion.

For Danny Kaye the role of the Milquetoast professor is an op-

! portunity to show himself in a rather straight role. Needless to say,

(the talented Kaye plays it beautifully. Virginia Mayo brings per-

Isonality, looks and incisive acting talent to the part of the blues

singer, playing it for a decided personal success. Benny Goodman is

[delightful as one of the professors—the only member of the musical

[aggregation to play an actual role.

The others, Tommy Dorsey, Louis Armstrong, Lionel Hampton,
Charlie Barnet, Mel Powell, Buck and Bubbles, the Page Cavanaugh
rio, the Golden Gate Quartet and Russo and the Samba Kings, are

'themselves. Their own specialties are magnificently highlighted, but

their individual appearances are topped in an exciting musical col-

laboration that traces the history of jazz. It is something that will

ong be remembered.

The professors are the charming portrayals of Hugh Herbert, J.

dward Bromberg, Felix Bressart, O. Z. Whitehead and Ludwig
itossel. Esther Dale scores as a salty-tongued housekeeper, and Mary
ield amuses as the money-bags of the foundation. Steve Cochran
egisters effectively as the gun man. The rest of the large supporting

ast is just as good.

Gregg Toland's photography, enhanced by the assistance of

ssociate Technicolor director William Fritzsche, is excellent through-

ut. George Jenkins and Perry Ferguson are credited with the dis-

inguished art direction credit. Emil Newman and Hugo Friedhofer
ollaborate brilliantly in the accomplishment of the superb musical
irection. Daniel Mandell's editing is expert.

—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

^Musicians beat any other combination"

For those who like their jazz hot and who appreciate that good old

rockin' rhythm, Samuel Goldwyn here has assembled a company of

musicians that probably beats any other combination ever seen on

the screen before. They let go with everything they have and the

hepcats should have a field day.

To do this—and the marquee can but benefit from these names

—Mr. Goldwyn has called together the most distinguished jazz

musicians of our day and their accomplishments give the picture

quality. Here are Benny Goodman, Tommy Dorsey, Louis Armstrong,

Charlie Barnet, Lionel Hampton, Mel Powell, Buck & Bubbles, the

Golden Gate Quartet and others. They all play and sing to their

hearts' content and with exquisite skill. Virginia Mayo is a very

beautiful temptress to Kaye's professorial eye and Hugh Herbert,

Felix Bressart, Ludwig Stossel and O. Z. Whitehead stand out as

members of the scholastic crowd.

The story tells of a group of professors working on an Encyclo-

pedia of Music. One day, having been shut in for years, they find

out about jazz and Kaye sets out to discover its origin and develop-
ment. Of course, he runs into trouble in the form of Virginia who pro-

ceeds to move in with the professors. The girl is mixed up with a

group of gangsters and unwillingly leads Danny on. Punctured with

laughs and music, their road finally leads to marriage.

Previewed at the Colonial theatre, New York. The audience,
including many exhibitors, clearly enjoyed the fine rhythm and in

spots there were howls of laughter.

—MOTION PICTURE HERALD

Eighth Floor

So long and lots of good luck

tc Seymour Becker who has left

the organization and is moving

on to Florida to make his home.
Seymour proved to be an in-

valuable assistant to the staff

and as a token of appreciation

our friend was presented with

a fine gift.

And while we say hasta luego

to Sy we also say hello to Roy
Schenberg and Lee Hearne who
have just been initiated Into the

Showmanship Company.

The sick list has been pretty

extensive and Included Sylvia

Shecter, Ray Hennig, and Alice

Jones. However they appear to

be chipper at the moment.

June Squires picked an ideal

week for her second week's vaca-

tion and now that she Is back

again her good friend Lee Cap-
pell is off for a week of relaxa-

tion.

Rhoda Donde who has been
here but a short time from her

homeland In Britain has just been
made very happy Indeed by the

visit of her sister from across the

brine. Rhoda's present preoc-

cupation is to show as much of

the big tov.-n to her sister as she

can.

Kansas City "Jo" Staley ap-

pears like a symphony In brown
with her new fall outfit and brown

SeflemhcT ISlh

ROSE ROLLAND
LILLIAN SIMMONS

Scplembcr 19/A

L. CAMP
LUCILLE FEOLA
DELORES TOLLIVER

Seflcmber lOlh

V. R. VAN STORY
E. HESS BISER
RAYMOND McKITRICK
HELEN E. ANDERSON
VIRGINIA BARRY

September l\st

J. J. ANDREWS
EDIS L. BROWN
ED HUMENIK

September 12nd

C. A. McGEARY
JEAN S. SHESKIN
MELVIN B. DANHEISER
MARJORY HERMANN

Spelember lird

SALLY MILLER
EVELYN FISHER

September 24th

M. H LAUG
DOROTHY HAMBURGER
MARY PRICE
DOROTHY PASQUA

Montreal
Chicago

Atlanta
Denver

Sioux Falls

Philadelphia

Kansas City
Des Moines

Dallas
Omaha

Chicago
St. Louis

Home OiBcp

Home Office

Home Office

Home Office

Oklahoma City

Los Angeles
Atlanta

Home Office

Home Office

Home Office

New Orleans

accessories. Soon she expects to

make the rounds of musical

agencies in search of an operatic

career.

—HARRY KARP



Captured by

the British,

Joan answers false

charges of heresy

in one of the great

dramatic scenes

from the mightiest

entertainment

in decades.

COLOR yy TECHNICOLOR
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.4 MESSAGE EMiOM OVR PRESIDEAT
I take this immediate means of acknowledging the many

telegrams, letters and phone calls from the great RKO
Family throughout the world that have come on the occasion

of my election as President of your company. To each and

everyone of you my deep appreciation and gratitude for your

good wishes and expression of loyalty and confidence.

In our company where so many of us have worked to-

gether for so long a time there is a bond and an understanding

that has hound us together through good years and lean years.

We have that something, all too rare in modem business,

called Company Spirit . . . which stripped down to the waist

means w e're proud of our company, proud of our product and

proud of ourselves. This is our company, our livelihood, our

future. We manage it and run it for our stockholders and

ourselves, all of us have a stake in its success.

World economic conditions and other forces bevond our

personal and immediate control have added burdens and

financial hazards to the entire motion picture industry that

will test our strength and ingenuity in the months to come.

Never before has team work been more needed. Never before

has showmanship, somid management, sensible economy and

loyalty had such vii-tiies as now.

W e are doubly fortimate, at a time like this, in having in

Howard Hughes, our principal shareholder, an owner who is

a working member of our organization with ambition like

ours, to see RKO at the head of the parade.

There is a Ijig job to be done. This can be accomplished

only with the help of everyone in the organization. Knowing
full well such help will be forthcoming and with faith in our

united effoi-ts. I am assuming my new duties with confidence

and determination.

—NED E. DEPINET

World Premiere of "JOAN" At Victoria Nov. Iltli

By JACK LEWIS

JOAN OF ARC, starring Ingrid Bergman, presented by Sierra Pictures, will have its world prenniere at the new

Victoria Theatre, New York City, on Armistice Day, Thursday, November II. This Victor Fleming Production, with

color by Technicolor, is based on Maxwell Anderson's stage play, "Joan of Lorraine," and has been heralded as the

most costly and spectacular in the history of motion pictures.

Announcement of the world premiere was made jointly September 14th by Walter Wanger, president of Sierra

Pictures; Ned E. Depinet, president of RKO; and Robert W. Dowling, president of City Investing Company, owners

of the new Victoria Theatre.

Negotiations for the presentation of JOAN OF ARC were conducted by Robert Mochrie, RKO Radio vice presi-

dent in charge of domestic distribution, and Maurice Maurer, executive of City Entertainment Company, subsidiary of

City Investing Company. Mr. Maurer made frequent flights to Hollywood to consult with Mr. Wanger on the con-

struction of the theatre and the film's presentation plans. {Cnntinued on Page Eight)

FLASH— 'RACHEL" second day at the Uptown. Salt Lake City, topped first . . . Fifth day at Lincoln holding up

big ... In RKO Theatre regular Wednesday opening topped openings of GOOD SAM over Labor Day in most situa-

tions, quick comparisons show. These situations include Waterloo, Syracuse, New Orleans, Grand Rapids, Kansas City,

Cincinnati, Davenport, Denver, Dubuque, Des Moines, Marshalltown, Omaha, Providence, Sioux City ... In almost

every instance bettered top openings for the year. More runs starting Thursday and Friday . . . And more good
news—GOOD SAM off to a great start Thursday morning at the Radio City Music Hall.
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^^Rachet" Joins Big Fall Hits
With THE VELVET TOUCH, RACE STREET and

GOOD SAM going at top box-office speed, RKO Radio

has thrown In a fourth all-star clicker, RACHEL AND THE

STRANGER, and that All-America A SONG IS BORN and

the triple-threater JOAN OF ARC won't be far behind

RACHEL AND THE STRANGER Is perfornning sensational-

ly In the fast RKOarray of fall product.The first four days at

the State, Lincoln, have bettered the grosses of many of

our top pictures and for this period is running ahead of

everything for six months. The opening Tuesday at the

Uptown Theatre, Salt Lake City, was also big. We hope to

pick up a last-minute "flash" paragraph covering the many

openings of RACHEL scheduled for Wednesday.

RACE STREET, which gives way to RACHEL AND THE

STRANGER at the Mayfair on Saturday after four weeks,

opened exceptionally well at the Stanton, Philadelphia,

Eastern District Manager Bob Folllard reports. Fine first few

days grosses are assurance of a second week. Excellent at

the Paramount, Springfield, Mass. These are first engage-

ments outside of the August two-week run at Atlantic City.

The third week for THE VELVET TOUCH at the Rivoli,

New York, was right up with the second, although the

second week Included Labor Day. Now In fourth stanza and

goes a fifth. Second weeks at the Palace, Chicago, at Oak-

land and big at the Palace, Stamford.

Variety reports GOOD SAM in the number two spot

for the nation, and gaining rapidly on the leader. Third

weeks Pantages and Hillstreet, Los Angeles, Golden Gate,

San Francisco, Empire, Birmingham, Center, Oklahoma City

and 20th Century, Buffalo. At Stanley, Philadelphia, 4

weeks and I day. At new Or-

leans, two weeks at Orpheum,

moved to Liberty. At Long

Beach opened in four theatres.

State, Town, Santa Fe and Ca-

bart, moved to Rivoli. Second

weeks Orpheum, Des Moines, Or-

pheum, Kansas City, Orpheum,

Minneapolis, Palace, Cleveland,

Brandeis, Omaha, Albee, Provi-

dence, Keith, Washington. At

Cincinnati moved from Albee to

Shubert. Excellent Troy, Niagara

Falls, Princeton. Southwestern

District Manager Ben Cammack

says first week at the Center,

Oklahoma City, topped only by

BISHOP'S WIFE since the thea-

tre opened on Dec. 25, 1947.

Southeastern District Manager

Dave Prince says GOOD SAM
business at the Empire best for

first week at either the Empire

or Melba in over two years. Few

pictures even during the war

time excelled the gross, says

Dave. Exhibitor Frank Merritt

anticipates four weeks in this

first-run house.

MELODY TIME—Second week

Spokane, excellent at Pueblo,

Allentown, Bethlehem, Troy, Ni-

agara Falls. Rounded out three

fine weeks at the Aldine, Phila-

delphia.

RETURN OF THE BAD MEN
—Second weeks Chicago and

Louisville.

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE —
Following fine run at the St. Louis

Theatre, Tom Williamson says ex-

cellent in outlying towns.

BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES

—Fifth week Vancouver. Fourth

week Salt Lake City. Third week

Akron, second weeks Hartford

and Victoria. Branch Manager

Dave Silverman of Pittsburgh says

big in subsequent runs.

THE PEARL—Branch Manager
Harry Cohen of Los Angeles says

completed third week at the

Four Star and Palace, continues

Indefinitely at the Palace and
goes four extra days at the Four

Star.

FORT APACHE — Branch

Manager Joe Emerson of Denver
says sensational in small towns,

one of the top grossers for many
years.

The
Fugitive

Sales Against

Possibilities

(Extended to Week End. Sept. 9)

28th Week End. Sept. 2, 1948

Pos. Pos.

this Last

Week Branch V/eek

1. SIOUX FALLS 3

2. BUFFALO 4

3. PITTSBURGH I

4. SAN FRANCISCO 2

5. NEW HAVEN 7

6. SEATTLE 9

7. Milwaukee I I

8. New York . 14

9. Denver 6

1 0. Los Angeles 5

1 I. Cleveland 12

12. Indianapolis 13

13. SaU Lake City 10

14. Philadelphia 8

I 5. Kansas City I 5

16. Oklahoma City . 16

17. Omaha 18

18. Washington 17

19. Portland 19

20. Dallas 20

21. Minneapolis 21

22. Des Moines 22

23. Cincinnati 25

24. Detroit 28

25. Boston 23

26. Memphis 24

27. New Orleans 26

28. Atlanta 27

29. Albany 29

30. Charlotte 3!

31. St. Louis 30

32. Chicago 32

CANADA

1. MONTREAL I

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. Calgary 3

4. St. John 4

5. Toronto 5

6. Vancouver 6

DIVISiONS

1 . Eastern 2

2. Western I

3. North-South 3

TiaPthe FIR$THALF
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Robert Ryan Is

Exhibitor Choice

Stars of Tomorrow
The Motion Picture Herald's

eighth annual poll naming the

stars of tomorrow gives our

Robert Ryan the sole honor

for male stars. Tenth poll in-

stalls the gentler sex in nine of

its top ten placements, and

Ryan runs fifth in the selec-

tion, with the poll conducted

by mailballot and reflecting

the findings of theatre opera-

tors, both independent and

circuit. This is the only poll in

its history which gives but one

placement to a male star. The

Herald for September Nth

gives over four pages to the

poll, including a long biogra-

phy of Robert Ryan.

Many Dates For

Our "Variety Time"

That VARIETY TIME is going

to ride high on the crest of the

current laugh wave is evidenced

by the large number of bookings

obtained by branches in all ter-

ritories.

The old-time vaudeville fever

has even spread to the radio

where a half-hour program brings

back the voices of favorites of

the early twenties when the RKO
Palace Theatre was in its heyday.

Trade publications report that

the Hollywood cameras are now
focusing on the brighter side of

life and that the hottest cycle

of the hour is comedy. The belly-

laugh, the two-a-day patter and

song and dance have made the

surprise comeback of the last two

decades. The song "Who Killed

Vaudeville" Is now "They

Couldn't Kill Vaudeville."

VARIETY TIME packages the

I old-time headliners. Reports from

the branches say more light en-

tertainment has been packed into

its sixty minutes than- in any simi-

jlar attraction in their memory.

Here s one around which to

center a Laugh Day or a Laugh

Week. Dig up the old gags and

lad lines and emphasize the show

lias one made strictly for laugh

llpurposes. This gloom-chaser rates

Ithe widest bookings in the short-

jest time of any one-hour attrac-

l[tion now on the market.

CELEBRATING ELECTION RETURNS—Quickly following the election of Ned E. Depinet to the

Radio-Keith-Orpheum presidency. Home Office officers, executives and associates hosted him
at an impromptu parly at the 21 Club. Coinciding as it did with Mr. Depinet's birthdcry, the

congratvilatory party was a virtual double-header. In group (1)—Mike Poller, Phil Hodes, Nat
Levy, Charles Boasberg, Mr. Depinet, Walter Branson, Harry Michalson, Len Gruenberg and
Robert Mochrie . . . (2)—Rutgers Neilson, Horry Mcmdel, A. A. Schubart, Mr. Depinet, S. Bar-

ret McCormick and Leon Bamberger . . . (3)—A happy Ned Depinet . . . (4)—Major Thompson,
J. Miller Wcdker, Gordon Youngmcm, Mr. Depiinet, George Leisure, legal firm of Donovan.
Leisure, Newton, Lumbard and Irvine, W. H. Clark, Garrett Von Wagner and standing,

Malcolm Kingsberg . . . (5)—Robert Mochrie, Gordon Youngmon, George Leisure and Mr.

Depinet . . . (6)—L. Lawrence Green, director, Mr. Depinet, and Harry N. Durning, director . . .

(7)—Messrs. Leisure, Depinet and Clark ... (8) — Malcolm Kingsberg, Bob Sherman, Solly

Schwartz, Mr. Depinet, H. E. Newcomb, O. R. McMahon, Senator J. Henry Walters and stand-

ing, Wilhom Howard, Horry Mondel, ond Matthew Polon . . . (9)—Horry N. Durning, Phil

Reismcm, Mr. Depinet, Robert Howkinson, Jock Ossermon, and L. Lawrence Green.



Newspaper Campaign Reaching

Over 150,000,000 Readers!
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THE INDUSTRY'S OWN INSTITUTION—Scene s of the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital which
RKOers and employees of other companies are now aiding via a huge raffle. Everyone is

participating in this SAVE THE WILL ROGERS HOSPITAL CAMPAIGN. In the group CD-
Planning the new industry-wide fund-raising campaign for Will Rogers Memorial Hospital,

members of the distributors' committee confer with officials of the hospital at a meeting at

Radio City Music Hall. Left to right, seated: James R. Grainger, RepubUc Pictures; Walter
Vincent, president of Will Rogers; Harold Rodner, Warner Bros, exec Vice-pres. of Will

Rogers. Standing, G. S. Eyssell, Radio City Music Hall, Will Rogers director; Robert Mochrie,

RKO Radio; William F. Rodgers, Loew's, Inc. and E. G. Grainger, Shea Enterprises . . . (2)

—

Like a beacon of light in the dark. Will Rogers Memorial Hospital sheds its rays of light and
hope in the beautiful sunset of the Adirondack s . . . (3)—Rear facade of the great building

located in the heart of the beautiful Adirondack resort region . . . (4)—All rooms at Will Rogers
are private, abuting on a semi-private sun porch which connects to the adjoining room. In

the male wing, patients relax during a prescri bed rest period . . . Tuesday night is movie night

and the latest films are shown in the great lobby with its twin fireplaces. All ambulatory
patients and bed patients who can be moved come down to see the product of the industry

to which they all belong.

lA

RADIb

The big ether programs are

Ir. full swing again. Unlike our

magazine schedule, the broad-

casts important to us cannot all

be announced in advance. It is

essential then to catch the major

radio programs and hear for

yourself the breaks that accrue

to RKO stars and pictures. There
should be just as much in sales

assists in these as in national ad-

vertising and publicity.

First of the big fall programs
which aided us was that of Dick

Powell and Joan Lorring in "Get-
tysburg," drama with which the
NBC "Cavalcade of America"

SALESMEN'S
STANDINGS

25 LEADERS
"SHORT SUBECT" SALES

1 947 - 48

Week End. Sept. 2. 1948

100% Salesmen

1. Harrington Dallas

2. Gwin Denver
3. Knox Washington
4. Hamilton Calgary

returned to the air to begin its

1948-49 season of broadcasts, on
Monday, Sept. I 3th.

Irene Rich, featured in JOAN
OF ARC, appears on the Betty

Crocker program, ABC network,

Friday, September 17th, 10:25

to 10:45 AM EDT, with credits

of course to our mighty attrac-

tion.

5. Goldfarb Denver

6. Folllard Washington

7. Furrer Cincinnati

8. Kahn Washington

9. Decker Montreal

10. Frankel Pittsburgh

I I. Levinson Los Angeles

12. Winters Minneapolis

13. Dyson : Kansas City

14. Ringler Kansas City

15. De Vizia Boston

16. Biorlcman Minneapolis

17. Griffin Salt Lake City

18. Rea Winnipeg

90% but less than 100%

19. McKitrick Des Moines

20. Canelli New Haven

21. Pisani St. Louis

22. Walters Sioux Falls

23. Smith Buffalo

24. Grover Washington
25. Lipsner Minneapolis
26. Blakeley Oklahoma City
27. Hoese Salt Lake City
28. Fuller Minneapolis
29. Youngerman Philadelphia

30. Black Indianapolis

31. Walton Dallas

Travelers

Walter Branson left New York

last Saturday on a business trip

the first stop of which will be

Los Angeles.

Frederick Brisson, executive

producer of Independent Artists,

returns to Hollywood following

conferences at the Home Office

with Ned E. Deplnet and Robert

Mochrie.

William Holden, co-starred

with Loretta Young and Robert

MItchum in RACHEL AND THE
STRANGER, will arrive in New
York on Friday, September 17,'

from Hollywood. He comes East

to attend the premiere of this

RKO Radio romantic comedy at

ihe Mayfair Theatre the follow-

ing day.

Bert W. Palmertz, RKO man-

ager for l-he Philippines, left for'

Hollywood Sunday, returning to '

his headquarters via New York

following a visit to his native

Sweden.

Terry Turner left New York

Wednesday afternoon for India-

napolis. Besides Indianapolis he

will visit several exchange cities

in the mid-west.

This week marks the end of all the

vacations. Gene Tunick, our city sales-

man, who traveled the longest way,

came all the way back from Cali-

fornia in his silver convertible. He had

a gorgeous tan. Ruthie Becker traveled

far when she took off on the train for

a week in New York City, and Wilbur

Hetherington enjoyed himself in his

own back yard.

There are quite a few favorite ex-

pressions in the air this week. Bud

Weigel is usually heard saying, "It's

just one of those things." Shirley Mar-

tin can invariably be heard every

hour or so, "Here, here." Thelma Os-

born enjoys repeating "I don't feel

like working today." But, Sue Scott

takes the cake with her "famous imita-

tions," as she so calls them.

Something new has been added to

Mr. Jacques. He can now be seen with

a slight trace of a mustache, which

may be more distinct by next week.

If you see a long red scar on Helen

Cole's left leg, it's only the mark of

an accident she had on her vacation

down at Carolina Beach while fishing.

—JEANNIE THARP
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"Dear to Heart"

World Premiere

In Three Areas

Walt Disney's new picture SO
DEAR TO MY HEART will get

off to its world prenniere around

Christmas time in three exchange

areas, Cincinnati, Indianapolis

and Cleveland, and in four states,

Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia

and Indianna, when plans now be-

ing laid will have been com-

pleted.

Indianapolis will probably get

the kick-off date with Cincinnati

and Cleveland territories going

within a day or two, and more

than 150 theatres are expected

to participate in the grand event.

The tenative plans, having

been approved by Robert Mo-

chrie of RKO and Bill Levy and

Vern Caldwell of the Disney

office, call for a great number of

events in Indianapolis, Columbus,

Cleveland and Cincinnati with

governors, mayors and deans of

many colleges participating.

Terry Turner is now out in the

field laying the groundwork and

general plan, and will be assisted

in the execution of the plans by

Harry Reiners, Hugh MacKenzie,

Bob Haley and Charlie Levy of

the Disney office.

William Kernan

Is Dead at 72

William J. Kernan, seventy-

two, assistant treasurer and pay-

master of RKO Service Corpora-

tion, died Saturday. September

Nth, at St. Vincents Hospital,

New York City. Mr. Kernan had

been with RKO and its predeces-

sors for over thirty-two years,

having been one of the oldest

veterans in point of service in

the Company.

Surviving are his wife, Mrs.

Ellen I. Kernan; a son, William

E. Kernan, and three brothers,

John B., Joseph F., and Edward
H. Kernan. William E. (Bill) was

formerly employed in the theatre

publicity department. To these

surviving members of the family

FLASH on behalf of the entire

organization extends heartfelt

condolence.

A Requiem Mass was offered

at Holy Trinity Church, 2 I 3 West
82nd Street, Tuesday. Interment

was in Calvary Cemetery, West
Roxbury, Mass.

Home Office

San Francisco

Dallas

September lyth

J. C. DUNN Toronto
ESTELLE ATTAWAY Los Angeles

JOHN A. LE\-EL Home Office

MARIE LEBLA.NC Montreal
RUTH MALINOFSKY' Home Office

MCTLMA DAVIS Cincinnat.

WILLIAM DAVID SCHUFORD Charlotte

BARBARA NOODELMAN Minneapolis
ROBERT DESSOMMES New Orleans

September 16th

ELIZABETH RICE
PEARL SEXTON
TRAVIS S. MAXWELL

September 17th

B. WRIGHT
CATHERINE BARRY
ALTER K. HAMBURG

DANIEL F. WAGNER
September ISth

H. C. McENTEE
PAUL J. BACK
DORIS LEE
GERTRUT)E K. SMITH
ROBERT WYTON

September 29th

M. E. GOGGIN
BETTY L PETERSON
ROBERT C. MARONEY
HELENA .MILLER KING
RICHARD KLUSAW

September 30th

W. H. CLARK
ESTHER OSTROW
E. A. LAMB
LOUISE ENGLAND
JA.MES LELANT) POWELL
CHARLES CORDELL

October I si

M. NACKIMSON
MAURICE BASSE

Cleveland
Home Office

St. Louis

Uen\er

Home Office

Omaha
Atlanta

Home Office

Toronto

Home Office

Dallas

Home Office

Des Moines
Omaha

Home Office

Home Office

Seattle

Cincinnati
Los Angeles

Salt Lake City

Winnipeg
Memphis

"Mama" a Record

Newspaper Tie-in

The most extensive tie-in ever

arranged for a picture at Edmon-
ton was that scored for I RE-

MEMBER MAMA, with Field

Man Lloyd Muir making the ar-

rangements through Walter Wil-

son of the Capitol Theatre and

Publisher Hal Straight of the Ed-

monton Bulletin.

There were more than three

thousand entries in a most-

beautiful-mother contest with the

winner planed to Hollywood for

lunch with Irene Dunne and other

RKO stars, and entertained by

others at the Studio. Harriet

Persons sponsored a luncheon at

the Brown Derby.

Edmonton always has been

tough for newspaper tie-in, and

Lloyd feels that this one may
have broken the ice for RKO in

this northern Alberta city of

140,000.

On several days the Bulletin

gave two-column page-one space

to the promotion. All in all the

stories and pictures were fea-

tured on 22 front pages, which

Famous Players in Canada say is

a record for all of Canada.

Gala "Station West"

World Premiere Set

For Chicago Oct. 19

BY TERRY TURNER

Torches will flare and trumpets will blare as con+ingents

from the army, state militia and American Legion, high-

lighted with hlollywood stars, will wend their way through

Chicago's crowded loop to the RKO Palace Theatre the

evening of October 19 where the world premiere of STA-

TION WEST, RKO's story of the West in the I880's, will

be held. That single performance will be for the benefit

of the Chicago Herald American's Benfit Fund, which looks

after the veterans of the Mines and other Hospitals in that

locality.

This single performance will ^^^^^^^^^^^
start about 8 P.M. and wind up

about 2 A.M., for Ash DeWitt,

editor, Lou Livingston, promotion

editor, and Roy Topper, column-

ist, having been given the green

light for the event by Walter
Howey, executive Hearst editor,

will call every bit of talent from

the Chicago theatres, night clubs

and hotels for one of their out-

standing gala shows, which never

fail to more than please.

Frank Smith and Gerry Shin-

bach are taking care of the thea-

tre end, and Bob HIckey and
Wally Helm are arranging the

parade details.

Herbie Greenblatt, our "Beau
Brummel district manager out

Chicago way, is lining up the

Riverside, Milwaukee, for a dual

premiere on October 21, taking

the Hollywood celebrities there

after a full day of appearances at

the Palace on the 20th, and so

enthused is our "Herbie," that he
has also lined up a number of

Great States houses, such as

Jollet, South Bend, etc., to im-

mediately follow Milwaukee.
Now all Perry Lieber, our West

Coast ambassador, has to do is

to line up some names for the trek

to Chicago, Milwaukee and
points "smaller." STATION
WEST will have the same grand
campaign that the Herald Ameri-
can gave FORT APACHE which

holds the record of RKO Palace,

that is, until STATION WEST
opens. More Later.
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The radio these nights is blaring

out the stories of early gridiron games

the country over, many of them put

on in a big way as benefits. The sea-

son will be in full swing before Octo-

ber first. Many of the college stars

featured in our last year's two-reel

football special are now in the pro

ranks. All this adds up to repeat book-

ings possibilities.

The gym boards are resounding to

the pounding of ruliber soles as

basketball gets under way. Our

BASKETBALL HIGHLIGHTS has

still a great way to go in playoffs

and sales. Basketball is the greatest

of participant sports and the sport

which attracts more patrons than any

olher will have had its biggest season

of all. Many of the American players

\\\\o were on the championship Olym-

pics team are featured in our basket-

bail subject, and this takes on new
importance this fall.

In bygone years tlie falling leaves

brought down the golfing curtain in

tlie north. But now golf like many
other sports overlaps, and our MU.S-

GLES AND THE LADY has plenty

of life north of the Mason-Dixon line.

Louise Suggs is now in California

where she will be giving exhibitions

for a month. Contact Macgregor, 1366

So. Flower St., Los Angeles, for ex-

act exhibition days. From October

L5th to November L5th Louise will

be in Texas and Oklahoma City.

In some communities the hunting

season opens around the first of Oc-

tober, and it's a good plan to be giv-

ing some thought to emphasis on out-

door subjects in which the shotgun

and rifle figure. A few Sportscopes

packaged for a nimrod night will

mean extra patronage at many box-

offices.

L. to r.—Lawrence G. Chait, direct mail manager Wall Street loumal; Clara M.
Bjorkman, public relations. Standard Oil oi New Jersey; Harry B. Mendelsohn,
president Guardian Tobacco Company; Leon J. Bamberger, sales piomotion
manager RKO Radio; Charles B. Konselman, president Direct Mail Advertising
Assn., advertising manager A & M Karagheusian; Walter Grueninger, president.

The Hundred Million Club; Fred Stone, art director. Parents Magazine; Helen Buckley, treasurer. The Hundred Million

Club.

RKO IS THE MOST CONSISTENT USER OF DIRECT MAIL IN THE INDUSTRY—So Leon J. Bam-

berger told those attending the first meeting of The Hundred Million Club at the Town Hall. Leon

made one of those talks with which RKOers are familiar. Part of his address was carried in direct-mail

publications and house organs. The Hundred Million Club derives Its name from as many pieces of mail.

BRISSON BACK FOR CONFERENCES
Frederick L. Brisson of Independent Artists, producer of its first picture THE VELVET

TOUCH, and wife of its great star, Rosalind Russell, arrived back in New York last week for

several weeks of business conferences with Ned E. Depinet and Robert Mochrie.
Brisson was met at the Twentieth Century by those pictured above: Left to right, George

Held, publicity syndicate contact; Rutgers Neilson, publicity manager, Brisson, Samuel
Hacker, Eastern representative of Independent Arists, and his assistant, Ed R. Svigals.

World Premiere of "JOAN" At Victoria Nov. 11th
(Continued from Page One)

The Victoria Theatre is now in process of complete reconstruction under the guidance of E. D. Stone, the archi-

tect who designed the interiors of Radio City Music hiall. It is the first Broadway theatre to be modernized since

the war. Virtually a new showplace, it represents the last word in modern research as applied to air conditioning,

lighting, seating, projection equipment and decorations. Its seating capacity will be I 100.

hluge murals in its lobby will delineate stirring scenes from JOAN OF ARC, whose notable supporting cast of

featured players numbers Jose Ferrer, Francis L. Sullivan, J. Carrol Naish, Ward Bond, Shepperd Strudwick, Hurd
hHatfield, Gene Lockhart, John Emery, George Coulouris, John Ireland, Irene Rich, and Cecil Kellaway. It was produced
by V\/alter Wanger and directed by Victor Fleming, who directed "Gone V/ith the Wind."

The opening of JOAN OF ARC is being preceded by one of the largest and most intensive national advertising

campaigns in motion picture history. Local advertising will be on a comparative scale, S. Barret McCormick said.
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TWO LIVES HAD HE

SPARKLING LOVE STORY
BY PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 17:—The last three pictures that we've shown around here vividly illustrate what a

great variety of product Your Company is turning out to meet the preferences of the cash customers.

EVERY GIRL SHOULD BE MARRIED recently proved

BARGAIN DOLLARS—Henry DuPre, director of special events

on the 50,000 wait Cclumbia Outlet in New Orleans, La., por-

traying the GOOD SAM of New Orleans by selling dollar bills

for ninety cents in front of the Orpheum theatre the morning of

the opening of the current RKO hit. Stunt created a lot of talk

and drew a crowd that required the help of the New Orleans

police department. Mr. DuPre had plugged his appearance in

front of the Orpheum for a week in advance on his fifteen

minute "Dawnbreaker" program. Stunt was arranged by John

Dostal, manager of the Orpheum, and Irv Paley, advertising

director of the RKO theatres in New Orleans.

—ED TERHUNE

ITS lA(/0// HIKE AGAIN..

RKO "A^™^/(mmMOLS.

itself a smash romantic comedy hit, as I've told you, and

STATION west's trade showing won the film hefty ac-

claim as top adventure-romance fare.

And now comes TWO LIVES HAD HE (formerly

"Weep No More"), which Producer Robert Sparks sneaked

before a critical audience last night at the Westwood

Village Theatre and its collegiate patronage, where it

stamped itself as a really terrific love story.

I don't believe Joseph Gotten could give a bad per-

formance if he tried, and his work as the frustrated heel-

hero of this unusual picture is a masterpiece that drew and

held the attention of the crowd like a magnet. Valli, who

co-stars with him as the handicapped heroine, delivers

what I'm convinced is the finest portrayal she has given

on the American screen. And the supporting players are

consistently fine.

As you know, the plot turns on a grifter's carefully-

planned scheme to make one last financial killing and

retire. What happens to him when he falls in love and

belatedly tries to change his ways forms the stirring

climax of the picture. The role is the sort Gotten can sink

his teeth into, and its odd combination of romance right

from the heart and mounting suspense as Gotten's enemies

steadily close in on him, make it a truly memorable film

experience.

Robert Stevenson's direction takes full advantage of

the dramatic tension of the story, in addition to getting the

most out of his brilliant cast. Spring Byington contributes

a telling portrait as Gotten's talkative landlady, and Jack

Paar, in his first straight screen characterization, comes

through in great style.

Paul Stewart also scores heavily as Gotten's unreliable

pal whose carelessness brings about the ruin of his friend's

plans.

When as tough an audience as this takes to a picture

the way the Westwood patrons did, you know the show's

in the bag. TWO LIVES HAD HE is just what feminine

theatre-goers and romance fans everywhere are looking for.



Pictured in the layout with Dick are: (1)—Irving Zatkin. Morris Lane Circuit;

Jack Gelber, Interboro Circuit, and Clem Perry. Rugoii and Becker Circuit . . .

(2)—Joseph Priori, Film Daily: Al Picault, Harrison's Reports; Deena Reed,

Showman's Trade Review; Allen Ames, Independent Film lournal, and Mel

Konecoff, The Exhibitor . . . (3)—Phil Hodes and Len Gruenberg.

Dick Powell Visits N. Y. Exchange ! f**^

Capitalizing on the fact that Dick Powell was in town, appearing

in person at the Capitol Theatre, Rutgers Neilson invited the star of

STATION WEST to attend the exhibitors trade show of this picture

at the New York Exchange.

It so happened that Dick had not seen the picture In Its complete
state, and was very happy to attend.

He had the pleasure of meeting a number of exhibitors as well

as our RKO exchange executives and the trade press.

By ED RICE

Officials of RKO Pathe are

completely exhausted.

They advertised for a "talking

dog, bear or horse to narrate

animal film in well-known docu-

mentary series. Must have good

voice. No birds or cows."

Talking animals called all last

week. The first day there were

500 calls, and in the next two

days the ad ran another 200 calls

were logged.

The picture for which the talk-

ing animal was needed is FRIEND

OF THE FAMILY, the next THIS

IS AMERICA. The film is about

the American mania for pets. Al-

most every American home has

a pet—a dog, cat, canary, gold-

fish, or pony. Some even have

bears, deer or anteaters.

The man in charge of talking

animals said, "Since people nar-

rate films about humans we

thought we'd give animals a

chance to narrate a film about
animals. We didn't want actors

who imitate animals."

Among the calls received was
dog that knew barroom terms

—

Scotch and soda, bourbon, etc.

Among the dozen animals picked

for auditions were a dog whc-

croons like Crosby, a monkey
a donkey and an ocelot. A bear

named Big Boy Bateman prom-
ised to show for an audition, al-

though he said he had to use

bifocals to read.

The result of the ad and the

audition was a major publicity

break, the like of which happens
rarely in the short subject field.

The Immediate response to the

ad was a United Press wire story,

spots on dozens of radio news
programs, including the Fltzger-

alds on ABC, CBS's This Is New
York, and interviews on two
mutual news broadcasts In one
night.

The audition was covered by
four New York City newspapers,

the United Press, Acme, INP,

Look magazine, Telenews, CBS
and Mutual. The other two major
networks, ABC and NBC, basing

their stories on the U.P. release,

also reported the audition on
their news programs. Local tele-

vision programs picked up the

picture service photos of the

audition for news broadcasts.

How well did the animals talk?

Well, it was this way . . . They
talked their heads off—at home,
the owners claimed. Faced with

the mike and a roomful of re-

porters they all got stage fright.

Jerrie, the burrow, turned out to

be a chain smoker, but was too
bashful to open his mouth. After
the audition, Buffle, the Crosby
imitator, was taken aside over to

a corner by his owner. "You
sound like a dog!" she said.

SONNY TUFTS IN BETWEEN PLANES in Seattle spent the

entire time beating the drums for RKO's forthcoming INTER-

FERENCE. In the photo. Sonny is shown giving a few pointers

on how to handle the old pigskin, to a group of odr port neigh-

borhood kids. In all photos. Sonny posed with a football, and

let everybody know that they had something to look forward to

in grand screen entertainment in INTERFERENCE.

—RUSS MORGAN

WEDDING BELLS—Anne Eugenie Loisel, secretary to John E.

Redmond of the Theatre statistical department, was married

to Frederick Heck on Saturday, Sept. 4th, at St. Mary's Church,

Flushing, Long Island. The picture attests to a beautiful bride

and handsome groom. RKOers extend congratulations and best

wishes to the newlyweds.
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BAMBI
Sales Against

Possibilities

(E. tended To Week End. Sept. 9)

27th Week End. Sepl. 2. 1948

Pos Pot.

Till Lail

We ek Branch Week

1
n

9 IN tW nA V t IN 1

-> ^FATTI FOC/ \ 1 1 Lu c

4^ J

5. UbNVbK

6. rUK 1 LAInU 6

7 New York 1 L

QO

.

Des Moines A
. 4

9 Cleveland . 1

1 0. oait Lake K^ny o

1 1

.

San Francisco 1 U

1 2. ueiroiT .

1 A
\ 4

1 3. Milwaukee , 1 Z

1 4. Albany

1 ^ ^A'ashington 1 1

Minneapolis 1 3

Oklahoma City 17

1 o. Kansas L^ity 1

8

1
1 7. Omaha 19

Philadelphia 20

21. Pittsburgh 22

22. Boston 2!

23. Cincinnati 25

24. Indianapolis 24

25. Los Angeles 23

lb. St. Louis 26

27.
r\ II

Dallas 27

28. Memphis 28

90Ll. Chicago 29

30. Atlanta 3!

31. Charlotte 30

32. New Orleans 32

CANADA

1. TORONTO 1

2. WINNIPEG 2

3. Calgary 4

4. Montreal 3

5. Vancouver 5

6. St. John 6

DIVISIONS

1. Eastern 1

2. Western 2

3. North-South 3

GOOD SAM
COURTESY AWARD

DRIVE
CAREFULLY

NERS DAILY IN S.

Safety Tie-in for "Good Sam"
SAN FRANCISCO—A "Safe Driving" tie-in on GOOD SAM was effected

with the San Francisco Chapter of the National Safety Council and was de-

veloped through the channels of newspaper, radio and street exploitation. The

articles reproduced from the Chronicle marks the second daily promotion of

this kind in four years with any San Francisco newspaper, the first being I

REMEMBER MAMA. One thousand of the half cards were placed on poles of

Market and adjacent streets, tied back-to-back. Radio spot announcements
were placed by the Safety Council.

—JOE LONGO

WHAT THEY SAY—Only one word describes THE WINDOW — BEST. It far

outstrips any picture of its type we have ever seen. Bobby Driscoll rates an
Academy Award for the most sensitive, believable portrayal of an imagina-

tive, intelligent, and resourceful youngster we have ever seen. Fred Ullman
shows that the terse, concise treatment which he imparted to the Americas can
be successfully transferred to the entertainment field.—J. F. DAVIE, Vancouver

WHAT THEY SAY—From the opening reel of THE WINDOW to the closing

scene we were kept on the edge of our seats. Two exhibitors who were in town
viewed the picture with us and their reactions were wonderful. Should be one
of the outstanding box-office attractions from our Company this season. Mr.

Ullman in his first feature production has certainly delivered to us a corker.

—ARTHUR ELLIOTT, Calgary
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OLD GRAND DAD
THE FATHER
Bv DAVE CANTOR

Back in the days of the Roar-
ing Twenties, when Broadway
was the glamour street of Ameri-
ca, and big time vaudeville was
the most popular entertainment

medium, the Siamese Twins were
breaking box-office records
throughout the country, ably

abetted by Mr. Terry Turner. At

that particular period of the cen-

tury, the forties between Sixth

Avenue and Broadway were fair-

ly active with many unusual
characters, both sexes, and the

many little hotels on the side

streets boasted quite a guest list.

The King James Hotel on 45th

Street listed Mr. Turner as a top

guest, as well as his cohorts of

that day.

The particular evening of this

episode was a hot one. The writer

rode the lift to the top floor, and
entered the apartment with a

rear view. It was deluxe, an up-

right piano, slightly marred by
forgotten cigaret butts, and ve-

lour covered divans with a faded

antique tinge. Mr. Turner was
heavily |)erspiiing over a type-

writer, partly written sheets of

paper were strewn about the

floor, half finished cigaret stubs

littered the table and ash tray,

and a bottle of Old Grand Dad,
long past its prime, stood alone,

opened at the top. When my ar-

rival was noticed Mr. Turner
yelled "Scram, get lost," in his

most persuasive manner, "I've

got work to do." Knowing by
past experience that a subtle hint

saved many an active moment. I

got lost in the maze of lights,

noise and activity a short dis-

tance up the street, known to all

ah Broadway, and to assure all of
my standing in those days, the
evening proved quite entertain-
ing.

The next morning at a very
early hour, I was awakened by a
big blast

—
"Get up, look what

I've done." Through blurry eyes,
there stood Mr. Turner with a
sheaf of papers bound together

Reading From

Left fo Right

Sign Joan "Pearl" Awards

I> you or is you ain't, as Teny
Turner would say. St-arcliing for a

hirlli rfrtificale wliicli is a neces-

sary phase of the pension plan, yc

ed found that in the little town which

had a population of 400 when he was
horn, iiuluding Indians, gamblers

and prostitutes, there was no record

of any kind. The county auditor of

Lincoln County. Wn., sent back a

brief form letter, signed by Deputy
Trixie Roijinson, "If it is not pos-

sible for the attending physician or

midwife to register the birth at Seat-

tle, it will be necessary," etc. It is

going to cost ye ed one buck to find

out if he was born or no, and then

he may never learn the truth.

The gridiron season is officially here.

A guy from Notre Dame looks like

a world beater. His name makes him
really sound dangerous—Swistowicz.

In this vale of tears you can never

be too sure of anything. When you

think you are a loser, you may be

headed for the front of the parade.

When you tiiink you are a winner, you

and headed "How I Gave Birth

To Siamese Twins, By Their

Proud Mother," and as he hand-

ed the manuscript to me ex-

claimed,"What a night, I just got

through giving birth to Siamese

Twins." By that time as I looked

around the floor it was fairly

covered with half written sheets

of paper, half finished cigarets

were much greater in number in

the overflowing ash tray, and the

bottle of Old Grand Dad had long

since expired. I began i^eading

the story, and was amazed to

find myself shaking with emo-

tion as I lived thru the hectic

days of this unusual mother, her

anguish, her pain, then her sur-

prise and pride in having two

daughters, and her final realiza-

tion that they were joined to-

gether. Gontinuing reading I re-

alized that here was a story soon

to become a booklet to be sold,

a dollar a copy, in the theatres

of America wherever the Twins
would appear, thousands upon
thousands of copies would be

sold, and a goodly portion re-

turned to Mr. Turner. Truly an

amazing situation.

With the passing of years I

often think of the many readers

of this famous booklet, their sus-

pense and then ultimate joy at

reading such a sincere first-hand

account of an historic moment.
But with the passing of these

years, I've held my secret well.

I'm the only one who has ever

known who the father was. Yes,

you guessed it, "Old Grand Dad."

Fourteen-year-old Joan Evans,

a girl without Broadway stage

or Hollywood screen experience,

has been selected by Samuel

Goldwyn to play the title role in

h i s forthcoming production

ROSSEANNA McCOY. Assign-

n".ent of the role to Joan ended
a seven-month talent search by
Goldwyn representatives. Re-

cently Joan flew to California

and, practically without rehears-

al, made a test opposite Farley

Granger, who will play the male

lead in the picture. She was
signed immediately on the

strength of her performance.

Miss Evans is the daughter of

playwright and author Dale Eun-

son and Katherine Albert, maga-
zine writer.

iTiay be falling back to the rear. We
heard a Giants-Dodgers game on the

air the other night and Barney, pitch-

ing for Brooklyn, looked like he

wouldn't last out the inning. He
threw wild to second for one error,

walked two men, had three balls on

a batter with the bases loaded and

only one out. The Bums had two or

ih.ree pitchers warming up at double-

lime. A strike and then on a bad

pitch the batter reached out for the

sphere and hit into a double play.

Barney's full game was one of the

classics of all time, a no hitter. Never

be too sure that you are a winner

or a loser. Fortune fades fast. All luck

isn't bafl and the tide turns quickly.

\X itii election coming up Terry

Turner tells us it's essential to watch

campaigns that require a lot of news-

paper space. Colunms are tighter tiien

at any other period of the year.

Out our way audiences for tele-

\ ision are springing up in instru-

ment and equipiuent stores. While

the show is on from fifteen to twenty

little kids s<|uat on the Hoor, their

mothers remaining outside. Store

owners consider the free shows fine

advertising. Regulations of some kind

iiuist be broken right along.

In an argumeiil about the bookies

the other day, one of our friends al-

leged that they have some bad streaks

with big losses. We contended that

a bookie can't lose, as he started with

nothing and if he loses he only loses

his winnings.
* * *

We hear of a second celei)ration of

Mr. Depinet's election to the presi-

dency. This was in "Little 2L" our

own 21. in fact the number of Harry
(;iltleson's office on the 14th floor

FLASH has at least one

lour boss please take notice)

field. .Seymour Borde made an

as to the game of barnyard golf

we mentioned as a phase of

(iittleson's vacation. That's

shoes, Seymour, as we heard

galloping golf is craps.

reader

in the

inquiry

, which

Harry

horse-

it. and

MEXICO CITY—RKO-Aguila
Films' THE PEARL ("La Peria")

made a clean sweep at the an-

nual dinner of the Mexican Mo-
tion Picture Academy on Sep-

tember 3 with no less than five
' Ariels " as the award is known
here.

LA PERLA was named the best

picture of 1947 plus the follow-

ing: best direction, Emilio Fer-

nandez; best photography, Gab-
riel Figueroa; best male star,

Pedro Armendariz; best char-

acter role, Juan Garcia,

Art Simon, RKO General Man-
ager for Mexico, has booked LA
PERLA as opening attraction at

the new 3850-seat theatre, Tacu-

baya, with great fanfare where
it Is attracting capacity audi-

ences In spite of the fact that

the picture has already had over

one hundred days playing time

in Mexico City.

27 til Floor

GOOD-BYE TO: Handsome
Bert Palmertz who has returned

to Manila, humorous Ned Secl:ler

who is back in

Rio de Janei-

ro, and friend-

ly Arthur Sim-

on who is back

In Mexico.

BON VOY-
AGE TO: Ned
Clarke who is

on his way to

Johannesburg,

South Africa,

and will be
back In about five weeks.

HELLO TO: Charming Bert

Reisman who will be leaving for

Johannesburg, South Africa,

shortly to take up residence there

as our representative.

NEW LOOK DEPARTMENT:
Thought Harry Ehrreich's reac-

tion to the ladles' new look coif-

fure was cute: "They all look as

If they went through a lawn-

mower." However, there was just

a little gleam of admiration in

his eye.

Speaking of the new look. Jack

Kennedy now wears reading

glasses which are quite becoming.

Jack Osserman, Latin America
Division Manager (that's my
boss), is leaving Friday, Septem-
ber I 7, and will take a vacation

trip with Mrs. Osserman through

some of the New England States

and part of Canada. Here's hop-

ing for perfect weather and a

really fine trip.

—DOROTHY HAMBURGER
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I Headed For Hollyivood

By JOHN SPRINGER

The last time I saw Hollywood

—

like ihe last time I saw Paris—I was

just another soldier heing given the

hospitality treatment. Although I had

no connections with RKO at the time,

and liad no expectations of any, it

turned out to be the first studio I ever

visited. A pretty little contract player

named Nancy Gates was an unofficial

guide and we visited the set of "In-

visible Army" (later released as

BACK TO BATAAN.) The gateman

told us that tlie principals in the pic-

ture were John Payne and a girl

named Blondie. John turned out to

be Wayne and the "girl named
Blondie" was that superb actress,

Beulah Bondi.

August and September, 1948—and

Springer heads for Hollywood again.

Naturally this time, it's RKO again

so, in company with the ultra-luscious

Cristine Cooper (she had the second

lead in RKO's '"Bed of Roses" before

cancellation of that production), I

set out on a civilian lour of the studio.

Only two pictures in the works

—

INTERFERENCE, the big football

saga, just finishing; FOLLOW ME
QUIETLY will) handsome Bill Lun-

digan and delectable Dorothy Patrick

jusl geltini; under way. The INTER-
FERENCE people—Lucille Ball, Vic-

tor Mature, Lizabeth Scott, Sonny
Tufts and the others—all over the

lot for last-minute appointments in

the portrait gallery, interviews, etc.

Everyone is looking forward to the

new product coming up—leading off

ibis week with the Bob Rvan prize-

fight picture, THE SET UP.

Ryan, just finished with another

studio's picture, is already in train-

ing for THE SET UP and a regular

gym is to be constructed so that he

can work out on the lot. Incidentally,

Bob conlinues to be just about the

besl-liked man at the studio—not only

with audiences but with everyone on
the lot.

* * *

EVERY GIRL a Smash — Perry

Lieber, the perpetual optimist and
any movie's best audience, isn't the

only one crowing after the sneak pre-

view in Westvvood of EVERY GIRL
SHOULD BE MARRIED. George

Nichols, Linn Unkefer, Mabel Hill

—

just everyone around the lot is

wreathed in smiles. It's evident that

a new big hit has been born. After

having seen it, I'll go out on a limb

and predict that it will far outshine

Gary Grant's last big RKO hit. THE
BACHELOR AND THE BOBBY-
.SOXER, at the box-offices. Grant has

one of those roles in which he's so

ideally cast, with Franchot Tone,

Diana Lynn and others scoring

sirongly, too. But tlie talk of the pic-

lure will be Betsy Drake, making her

first bid for film fame. Betsy looks a

little like a cross between Nancy
(iuild and Dorothy McGuire, talks a

little like a cross between jean

Arthur and Margaret .Suilavan. acts

a little like all of them—but winds

up as a completely individual and
completely delightful personality who
really registers. Don Harlman's

screenplay and deft direction put

ENERY GIRL SHOULD BE MAR-
RIED with tlie comedy tops.

* * *

Jane, Barbie, Brenda and the Bills

—A radiant visitor to the lot—Jane

Greer, making her first trip to the

studio since the birth of her baby.

Jane, with a new short haircut, is

more gorgeous than ever. She insists

it's all due to motherhood. Having

played glamorous bad girls in such

films as STATION WEST and OUT
OF THE PAST, Jane would now like

to do some comedy. She's one of the

most sparkling wits since the late

Carole Lombard.

A very proud mother is Barbara

Hale, dancing at Giro's with her popu-

lar husband. Bill Williams. Bill and

Barbie have both recently finished

movies soon to be released bv RKO
(Barbie's are THE BOY WITH
GREEN HAIR and THE WINDOW,
while Bill is in THE LONG DENIAL)

.

But they'd much rather talk about

their baby and how fast she has

grown. Barbie tells me that pictures

of herself and baby which I recently

planted in fan magazines are already

dated. Just to prove it, she made a

trip to the RKO gallery for some more
shots of tiie baby. You'd never recog-

nize her now. I meet Ernie Bachrach

at tile gallery while Barbie and Cris-

tine Cooper are being shot: Bachrach

is the cameraman whose pictures put

RKO in No. 1 place with art editors.

An old friend from New York, Nina

Foch, at the next table at Chasen's.

With Nina are another of the most

likable movie couples in Hollywood

—

Bill Holden and Brenda Marshall.

Bill has a number of movies coming

up, but both he and his dark-eyed

wife are particularly partial to

RACHEL AND THE STRAN(;ER,
in which Bill does such a fine job

opposite Loretta Young.
« * *

The Gentleman from Mexico

—

Pedro Armendariz bemoans the loss

of the luxuriant mustache he sported

in THE FUGITIVE. THE PEARL
and FORT APACHE. The Mexican

star had to shave it off in the in-

terests of realism when he was cast

as a Cherokee Indian in a Walter

Wanger picture being produced.

Cherokees. they tell us. just don't

wear mustaches. However, the picture

is almost finished and Pete tells us

the mustache will be back as full and

iiandsoine as ever within five days.

A good man to know—this Pedro

Armendariz. Hollywood bars close at

2— it was midnight in my army days

—

but the Armendariz room has the

makings for a little after-hours re-

fieslinienl. Pedro is particularly in-

terested in the word on his friend and

co-star. Hank Fonda. Like the rest

of Hollywooii, he feels a proprietary

interest in Hank's stage triumph in

"Mister Roberls"—even more so since

he and Hank became film frienils

while making liie John Ford pictures.

No Circus for Annie — Familiar

fa(cs pop up in unexpected places

in Hollywood. Driving in Beverly

Hills. I noticed one of those sleek

town cars that automatically draws

the attention. Looking at the car. I

drive by slowly, paying no attention

to the driver until a laughing voice

calls over, "Come out from behind

those dark glasses. Springer—I know
you. What are you doing out here?

"

It's Rosalind Russell, very happy over

the big business her VELVET TOUCH
is iloing in its opening engagements.

Another car goes by as we talk. At
the wheel is Lawrence Tierney, whose
new RKO picture is BODYGUARD.

Enthusiastically made all kinds of

promises to Ann Sheridan in New
York thai we'd get logelber in Holly-

wood. But when I phone her at her

Encino home, she's out on her motor-

cycle, having wardrobe fittings or

working at the studio. When she calls

back, I'm out. We finally get to-

gether but only on the phone. Ann
leaves the next day for England where
she is to make a picture with Gary
Grant. She's very happy about Eng-
land and the picture, but her one
unhappiness is that she won't be able

to go with the circus. Ever since she

was a child, Ann has been circus-

crazy and, while she was in New
York, we arranged with a magazine
that she travel with the circus all

down the West Coast. She was to have
done everything from clown to ele-

phant rider, winding up in Hollywood
on the big circus premiere where she

was to be joined by a couple of

hundred other top stars, all doing
their stuff with Barnum. Bailey and
Ringling Brothers for a hospital char-

ity in tlie biggest gala night Holly-

wood has known.

The Big Top's Night of Nights

—

The circus just won't ever seem the

same again. How can you go back to

just ordinary barkers when you've

seen Bob Preston, Preston Foster.

Edgar Bergen, Ronald Reagan, Keen-
an Wynn, Dan Dailey and others do-

ing their stuff:" Will equestrian acts

seem as glamorous without Claudette

Colbert, Barbara Stanwyck, Bob
Stack, Ray Milland and others? When
the clowns come in, how will you get

along without the assistance of Bing
Crosby, Danny Kaye, Harpo Marx,
Gregory Peck, Ed Wynn, Van John-

son, Carmen Miranda and others?

Will elephants be so impressive when
they're not being ridden by Greer
Garson. Lex Barker, Maureen O'Sul-

livan. Margaret O'Brien, Esther Wil-

liams, Hedda Hopper and others?

They all—as well as Rosalind Rus-

-sell, Irene Dunne. Loretta Young,
Bob Hope. Ronald Colman. Jeanette

MacDonald. Burt Lancaster, Jenni-

fer Jones. Alan Ladd, Dorothy La-

mour, Lucille Ball. Rory Calhoun, Guy
Madison, Diana Lynn, Gail Russell,

Anne Baxter, and many too many
more to mention—made circus night

in Hollywood something never-to-be-

forgotlen. Even the audience was the

height of glamour that night. Imme-
diately bounding us in our seats were
such people as Barbara Bel Geddes.
Ann .Sothern. June Allyson, N. Peter

Rathvon, Errol Flynn, Red Skelton.

Jane Bryan, .Sonja Henie, Harold
Lloyd and Bebe Daniels.

There's no point trying to de.scribe

it—let's just say it was the perfect

last night for a terrific session in

Hollywood.

Theatre's Awards

For "Sam," "Time"

The RKO "Stunt of the Month"
Showmanship awards and ac-

companying checks went to Leon
Kelmer, manager of the RKO
Albee Theatre, Brooklyn, and
William J. Weagly, manager of

the RKO Orpheum Theatre,

Sioux City, Iowa, for performing

the outstanding showmanship
events during the past month.

A showmanship certificate was
awarded to Leon Kelmar for his

slaging of a "Little Toot" Birth-

day Party in conjunction with the

playing of MELODY TIME and
for his overall campaign on "Ab-
bott and Costello Meet Franken-

stein." Bill Weagly received simi-

lar honors for his GOOD SAM
campaign, judged best in the

out-of-town divisions.

HOME OFFICE handsome baritone,

Pat Sanpietro of the purchasing de-

partment, slipped the ring on the fin-

ger of Domenica Demiere on Saturday,

September I Ith, at the St. Francis de

Paola church in Brooklyn. A delegation

of Pat's friends from the Home Office

attended and presented the happy
couple with a beautiful gift. Pat and
his bride are on their honeymoon at

Lake George, New York.

—HERB SEIDLER
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iKOs PIC-TOUR
OF THE

MONTH
"THE JUDGE STEPS OUT"

MOON BECKONS, as lovely BARBARA BEL GEDDES ponders prob-

lems of heart in RKO's Blood on the Moon, which also stars hard-hitting

ROBERT MITCHUM and husky ROBERT PRESTON as frontier

rivals in lusty far-west saga, filmed in rugged Rocky Mountain region.

SWAYI NG HAMMOCK is perfect background for tender moment in RKO's
The Judge Steps Out. .ALEXANDER KNOX is love-stricken jurist, co-

star ANN SOTHERN is roadside waitress who knows that the qmckest

wav to a man's heart is the shortest distance between two kisses.

SOMETHING'S BREWING and it's plenty funny, as CARY GR.\NT and

Producer-Director Don Hartman plot laughs for Gary's latest comedy,

from Ladies' Home Journal storv, "Everv Girl Should Be Married."

Also starred: FRANCHOT TONE, DL\NA LYNN, BETSY DRAKE.

LOOK OUT, it - loaded! And so is suspense-packed scene from RKO's

Station West, as tough guy DICK POWELL tangles with tougher gal,

JANE GREER. She's a double-dealing gambling hall queen who over-

plays her band . . . he's an adventurer with a few deadly tricks of his own

!

THESE BIG RKO PICTURES WILL

SOON BE SHOWN AT YOUR THEATRE

RKO



Betrayed by her king and deserted by her followers, Joan rides to her

doom through the streets of Rouen . . . in the production already being

hailed as "the greatest of all time."

INGRID

DEROMAN
COLOR hn TECHNICOLOR

Coming in 1949
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Gigantic Electric "Spectacular"
The newest and most striking "Spectacular" electric display sign

to dominate New York's famed White Way has been erected in the

heart of Times Square at the corner of Broadway and 43rd Street

to herald the forthcoming premiere of JOAN OF ARC, starring

Ingrid Bergman, which will have its world premiere at the New
Victoria Theatre, Armistice Day, November Nth.

Occupying two sides of Times Square's most prominent corner,

a full city block in length, and towering eight stories in heighth, the

sign is dominated by an heroic figure of Ingrid Bergman as JOAN
OF ARC in full battle armor. This figure, which in itself is 70 feet

in height, is painted and modeled on transluscent plastic, illumi-

nated by over 900 flood lamps. Joan's battle-flag, with which she

{Continued on Page Six)

Other Photos

^"Rachel"* Rates First
At Raxaffice' Variety
"Smart showmanship by RKO," says Variety. "Both

the public and the crix went for 'Rachel and the Stranger,'

with returns so big it is zooming to No. I position nation-

wide."

That tells briefly in the words of the bible of this busi-

ness what RACHEL AND THE STRANGER is doing at the

nation's box-offices. Your first flash of RACHEL'S success

came in a wire from Mr. Mochrie, and since that time,

September I 7th, RACHEL has held up remarkably well and

proved that we have a top-grossing picture. The wisdom

(Continued on Page 14)
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"My Pal" Series

To 8,000 Houses

In a talk with Harry Michalson

our short subject chief told us

that the 1947-48 MY PAL series

already had been sold to 8,255

theatres, as of September 2nd.

Mr. Michalson put emphasis on

the accessories for these sub-

jects, which will be of feature

calibre. The accessories for each

subject will include one sheets,

8x10 stills, I I X I4's, ad and

scene mats and a pressbook.

PAL'S ADVENTURE, for which

accessories are in the work, was

screened Tuesday in the Home

Office projection room. The two-

reeler has a suspenseful plot that

would do credit to any feature

and there are several poignant

surprises. For instance in one

episode when Ted Donaldson be-

lieves he will be suspected of the

theft of Pal, he puts the dog in

a patrol wagon and two police-

men on a search for the dog find

him in their own vehicle. But the

animal, for which there is a re-

ward, makes a quick getaway, on

ihe trail of Donaldson. This inci-

dent is typical of the action in

a swift-moving plot woven around

the every popular combination of

a boy, a girl and a dog, number
two in the most important tri-

angles.

There will be a similar line-up

of exhibition aids for many of the

new SCREENLINERS, Mr. Mich-

alson said. The first two of these

subjects will be announced soon.

The "America" LETTER TO A
REBEL has been booked into

practically every key situation in

the country. "The district and
branch managers have done a

fine job in this respect" said Mr.

Michalson, "but we still have a

long way to go for a one hundred
percent performance which the

subject rates." To date there

have been 4,500 bookings for

LETTER TO A REBEL.

This two-reeler is being given

publicity and backed by promo-
tion on a calibre that would due
credit to a feature. Few features

get a plug such as was given

REBEL in Walter Winchell's col-

umn In the Daily Mirror for Wed-
nesday, September 22nd. Walter
said:

"The short called 'Letter

to a Rebel' (in the 'This is

America' series) is a Yankee
Doodle Dandy. See it and

Mochrie to Studio
Robert Mochrie planed to

Hollywood Sunday for con-

ferences at the Studio and a

view of forthcoming product.

tingle."

Sale of the BASKETBALL
HEADLINERS has passed the

7,000 mark and will go well over

8,000, the shorts chief says. This

special along with FOOTBALL
HIGHLIGHTS should be well

played by December 1st to avoid

overlapping with new subjects.

Quick action is urged for these

two timely two-reelers.

The difficulty of timing a Sport-

scope for an "in-season" release

has been overcome with the hunt-

ing subject TEXAS REDHEADS.
This will hit the nation's thealres

right on the dot with the opening
of the duck season in most states.

The nimrods now have their guns

oiled up and the first of the ducks

have arrived from the north.

TEXAS REDHEADS was made in

the center of duck concentration

in the lower Rio Grande valley of

Texas.

While the LOUIS-WALCOTT
fight picture has pretty well ran

its course there are still a few
dates each week. The Memphis
branch headed by R. V. Reagin
turned up with an odd booking
combination in a few spots. Both

LOUIS-WALCOTT fight pictures

were booked simultaneously for

a unique double-header. The sub-

ject may possibly be booked in

v/Ith minor fight pictures this fall

and winter, particularly where the
letter need bolstering.

"Bring 'em Back"

Territory "Prem"

For Kansas City

Branch Manager Jimmy
Lewis of Kansas City has dat-

ed Frank Buck's Original

BRING "EM BACK ALIVE into

the Roxy Theatre, of the Dur-

wood Circuit, Kansas City,

for October 14th. This will

cerve as a spearheader for a

territorial break. Mr. Lewis is

lining up a goodly number of

day-daters which to date in-

clude Marshall, Garden City,

Great Bend, Noisington, Tope-

ka, Moberly, Webb City, Jef-

ferson City, Leavenworth, Si.

Joseph and Springfield.

Hughes Closes

For Polan Banks'

Sheridan Starrers
Significant of the type of independent deals to be set up by

Howard Hughes under our studio's new regime is the announcement
that Hughes has completed negotiations with Polan Banks Produc-

tions for three top-budget features starring Ann Sheridan.

These pictures, to be made within a period of two years, will be

filmed from stories by Polan Banks, who enjoys the distinction of

having sold nine out of his ten novels for motion pictures.

First of the trio will be CARRIAGE ENTRANCE, his most recent

work, which already is in its fourth printing. The others will be

WOMEN MUST WEEP, his forthcoming book, and an original screen

drama, THE NEWPORT STORY.

Screenplay of CARRIAGE ENTRANCE is nearing completion and

will be the next vehicle of Miss Sheridan.

Filming of CARRIAGE ENTRANCE starts at the RKO Radio

studio early in January, Immediately upon the star's return from

Europe where she is co-starring with Cary Grant in "I Was a Male
War Bride."

All the Banks stories are strong dramas with high-power feminine

appeal. Each has a different and colorful locale. CARRIAGE EN-

TRANCE is laid in the South just before the turn of the century.

WOMEN MUST WEEP takes place on an American army post in

the Philippines in the early I900's. THE NEWPORT STORY has as

background the famous summer citadel of the "Four Hundred" at

the peak of its glamour.

Ann Sheridan, who has rated among the top ten In the Gallup

box-office poll for some time, is expected to reach her highest rating

in the immediate future through her portrayals in GOOD SAM and
Howard Hawks' "I Was a Male War Bride." As a result, two other

major studios were bidding with Polan Banks Productions. But it was
Howard Hughes who clinched the important Independent deal for

RKO Radio.

TOP the FIR$T HALF

f

1

nrra
luith the second/
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Editorial comment from New York trade-

papers on Mr. Depinet's election to the

presidency of Radio-Keith-Orpheum.

MOTION PICTURE HERALD

NED DEPINET
The election of Mr. Ned E. Depinet fo the presidency of Radio-

Keith-Orpheum Corporation, last week, has set in motion quiet

ripples of approval circling out over the industry. Interestingly,

significantly, the reaction as recorded in the unofficial conversations

across the luncheon tables has been that "it is about time."

Through some years of what might be gently called tentativity in

the affairs and operations of RKO there has been a decided aware-

ness of a stable and stabilizing factor in the experienced person of

this Mr. Depinet. In him there is a notable fusion of dynamics and
discretion, attributes of which his company has at times had great

need.

Importantly to RKO and this industry, Ned Depinet's exclusive

interest, activity and concern is the industry of the motion picture

in which he is so abundantly experienced.

THE INDEPENDENT

A Man and Out Industry !

The entire motion picture industry is to be congratulated
on the election of forward-looking, dynamic Ned Depinet
as president of RKO.

This will be most welcome news to exhibitors who have
always regarded Depinet as a good friend, thoroughly fa-

miliar with their problems ... a man whose word is his

bond. He is a credit to the industry.

Depinet's selection bids well for the future of RKO.
With a man of his calibre in the driver's seat, RKO should
go to it

!

[STAMD-OUT

u> PHIL M. DALY
RKO Raist*s Its Sights

• • • IN AN INDUSTRY so keenly conscious of the contribution

to company success made by top drawer leadership—leader-

chip that is efficient as it is inspirational, and as astute as it

is aggressive—the election yesterday by RKO Corp's board

of Ned E. Depinet to the presidency speaks, and eloquently,

for itself. ... To Ned's legion of friends in and out of the industry,

his step up naturally is a source of personal satisfaction. . . .

It comes as a fitting climax to a brilliant career in the field

of the motion picture. . . . But there is more, much more, to it

than that. ... It is by wcry of being a further assurance that

RKO, imder the banner of Howard Hughes, proposed to find

in its past accompUshments and achievements a spur to

greater endeavor, and its sights raised for a greater goal still.

Sole by FLASH editor . . . complete biographical data followed

• • • A DISTINGUISHED CAREER, you wUl agree, and one

marked by a procession of merited, earned advances. . . .

Yes, RKO has chosen well, extremely well. . . . and the entire

industry, not the company alone, stands to benefit.

SHOWMAN'S TRADE REVIEW

NATURALLY
Definitely topping the "good news" items of the week

is announcement that Xed E. Depinet has been elected

president of Radio-Keith-Orpheum. This action by

directors of the corporation comes as no surprise to

people in all branches of film business. Indeed, it would

have been a tremendous surprise if the RKO directors

had failed to avail their company of the know-how,

brain and manpower of one of the outstanding motion

picture executives of all time for the presidency.

Naturally, the tremendous number of exhibitors, film

salesmen, distribution and production executives who
have affection as well as high regard for Depinet's great

ability received the news with a feeling of deep personal

gratification.

Ned is a "picture man" through and through. He is

a product of this industry and we all can take great

pride in that fact.

We join in the roars of the film crowd as it congratu-

lates RKO on naming Depinet president and voices

best wishes to Ned.

I
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"SPECTACULAR"
(Continued from Page One)

led the armies of France in the

siege of Orleans, is held aloft by

the heroic figure. This waving

banner, composed of 6,000 white

lamps, studded with golden fleur

de lis, runs the full length of the

sign facing Broadway. The title of

the picture and Miss Bergman's

name are spelled out in gigantic

19 foot electric letters, filled with

seven rows of lamps and outlined

v/ith double rows of Neon.

The display as a whole repre-

sents one million watts of dazzling

illumination from 22,000 lamps,

ranging in size from 15 watts to

1,500 watts.

Broadway throngs attracted by

this masterpiece of illumination

will also see highlights of JOAN
OF arc's immortal career on

the largest mural ever created

for outdoor exhibition. Running

the full length of the sign, ap-

proximately 180 feet and 24 feet

high, it was executed by skilled

artists from an original mural

decoration created expecially for

the display by the distinguished

illustrator and muralist, Arthur

Lidov. The original drawing made
on a scale of one half inch to the

foot required the artists working

on the scaffolds to enlarge the

original painting twenty - four

times its original size in depicting

the heroic battle scenes and

other highlights from the motion

picture.

The supporting structure for

the huge spectacular Is made up

of more than fifty tons of steel

and five tons of lighter metal.

Its construction and erection re-

quired three months of time and
the services of numerous skilled

engineers, mechanics, electricians

and artists. The equipment, such

as switches, flashers and other

electronic apparatus necessary to

operate the display is housed in

a roof-top power plant requiring

the constant supervision of skilled

Illuminating engineers.

This striking display was con-

ceived by Walter Wanger, presi-

dent of Sierra Pictures, produc-

ers of JOAN OF ARC and was

constructed and erected by

Jacob Starr, president of the

Artcraft Strauss Sign Company,

from designs by Foote, Cone &

Belding, advertising agents for

RKO Radio Pictures and Sierra

Pictures and S. Barret McCor-
mlck.

The Mural—Scenes oi

the largest mural ever

created for outdoor ex-

hibition. Running the full

length of the sign, the

distinguished illustrator

and muralist, Arthur

Lidov, has depicted for

millions the immortal ca-

reer of Joan of Arc.
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George Raft will appear

the Loueila Parsons program,

ABC network, Sunday, Septem-

ber 26th, 6:15 to 6:30 P.M.,

PDT. Listening audience Is

4,600,000. Tune in and catch the

timely break for RACE STREET.

Howard in Chicago
William hioward, assistant

General manager of RKO Thea-

tres, was in Chicago Monday
where he will start his tour of the

Company's theatres in that city.

Champagne, Detroit and Grand
Rapids.

Exhibitor Visitor

Bill Staples, manager of the

Queen Theatre in Saint Stephen,

N.B., was a visitor at the FLAShH

office last Monday. Branch Man-

ager hiarry Cohen of St. John

asked the showman to drop in.

Mr. Staples is here with his wife.

He is the son of Charles Staples,

one of the veteran exhibitors of

the community. The young show-

man worked for a Maine circuit

after serving In the navy during

the war, and took over his fath-

er's place when the latter retired.

The Queen plays some fifty per-

cent of our product. The favoril"e

star In the territory which has

some 12,000 persons is Robert

Mitchum. Part of the "America
'

BORDER WITHOUT BAYO-
NETS was filmed In Saint Steph-

en.

Dick Haestier to the United Nations

Dick Haestier of Don Prince's foreign publicity department has
received high honors from the United Nations. Dick has been
selected to be a writer for and editor of the U. N. Bulletin,

their official magazine. Dick has left the Company to take

ever his new task. FLASH on behalf of all RKOers extends

hearty congratulations to Dick and we know he'll do a grand
job as a citizen of the world organization. Al Stem (left) will

take over Dick's duties on The Legion. Al, formerly captain

in world war two, has been with RKO since the war.

Disney Has Something

l^ew in "Dear to Heart"

Made for Every Audience
By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 24:—One thing you can always

depend upon in this business is that Walt Disney will come

up with something brand new in the way of screen enter-

tainment.

The ol' Marster's done it again in SO DEAR TO MY
HEART, his newest Technicolor hit, which is a striking de-

parture from anything he's ever done in the past and which

I'll guarantee will knock the box-offices for a loop all across

the country. It's from Sterling North's best selling novel.

Unlike any previous Dis-

nine pal, and the late Harry

Carey in his last perfornn-

ance as the stock judge at

the Fair.

As in all Disney produc-

tions, music plays a big part,

with nine songs featured

through the film. Ives, whose

plaintive voice and guitar

have earned him the title

—

"America's Troubadour,"

sings half a dozen of them.

Including both old folk tunes

and catchy new numbers.

Dan Patch, the noted

racehorse of that era, also

comes Into the story, and

the boy names his black ram
Danny after the pacer. In

the animated sequences the

horse, the ram and the boy
take part in sparkling day-

dream scenes, with a new
Disney creation, the Wise
Old Owl, playing a top role

In these fantasies.

any previous

ney show, this one Is filmed

chiefly In live action, with

the animating sequences as

embellishments to the warm-

hearted and altogether de-

lightful story of a small boy

on an Indiana farm In the

I900's.

The terrific appeal of the

picture lies In Its sympa-

thetic narrative of the boy's

dreams and dlsappolnt-

n"!ents, told in a fashion that

awakens nostalgic memories

In every spectator. Much of

the tale revolves around a

black lamb that the boy

adopts, against his grand-

mother's better judgment,

and tenderly raises It with

Ihe hope of winning a prize

at the County Fair. The

whole offering has a "hom-
ey" quality and an irresisti-

ble charm certain to make
If a universal favorite with

every kind of audience In

big city and small town alike.

Bobby Drlscoll, the young
hero of Disney's SONG OF
THE SOUTH and of our own
dramatic THE WINDOW,
plays the part of the farm

lad and Beulah Bondl por-

trays the grandmother, with

Burl Ives as the village sing-

ing blacksmith, Luana Pat-

ten as Tildy, the boy's femi-

Harold Schuster directed

the live action and he, Asso-

ciate Producer Perce Pearce

and Cartoon Director Ham-
ilton Luske, deserve plenty

of credit for the all-around

excellence of this distinctive

picture. And you can bet

It'll be a real standout at-

traction on the coming sea-

son's array of great product
under the RKO Radio ban-

ner.
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RKO SALES PERSONNEL IN UNITED KINGDOM Muffets Disney

HEAR IMPRESSIVE PRODUCT ANNOUNCEMENT Ads Are Breaking

LONDON—Presiding at one

of the most important sales con-

ferences in RKO Radio's export

history. Bob Wolff, chairman and

managing director, detailed the

company's future policy in Bri-

tain, supported by the most

magnificent program of top pic-

tures ever handled by a major

company in one period.

Mr. Wolff opened his address

v/ith a reviev^ of RKO's activities

since the advent of the Ad
Valorem tax in August, 1947. The

Imposition of the tax had found

RKO Radio with a backlog of

really first-class pictures, headed

by the mighty Samuel Goldwyn

production, THE BEST YEARS
OF OUR LIVES. Immediate in-

structions were given to the sales

force that exhibitors were to be
treated on the most equitable

terms and no advantage was to

be taken of the shortage of pic-

tures to force higher rentals. This

policy had won universal approval

and the result was that today
RKO stood higher In prestige

with British showmen than ever

before. Many prominent exhibi-

tors had personally expressed to

Mr. Wolff their appreciation of

RKO's trading policy.

RKO's Chairman and Manag-

ing Director stated that business

for the past twelve months had

easily beaten the record figures

set up two years ago. hie thanked

the sales force for its fine record

and for the untiring efforts that

had made this possible.

Mr. Wolff then dealt with cur-

rent Industry problems and out-

lined the future policy of RKO.

Among those present at this

conference — the first held by
RKO Radio since Mr. Wolff's re-

cent double trip to the United
Slates—were representatives of

associated producing companies
representing Samuel Goldwyn,
Walt Disney, Independent Artists

and Sol Lesser; George Dawson,
RKO's secretary-director; Joe
Vegoda, general Sales Manager;
Ernest Simon, executive assistant

to the managing director; David
Jones, director of publicity; de-

partmental managers, and Branch
Managers Gordon Chester (Lon-

don), Max Green (Birmingham),

Bill Bailey (Leeds), Jack Morris

(Cardiff), Eddie Burns (Glasgow),

C. N. Wilkinson (Liverpool), Jim-

my Arnott (Newcastle), W. S.

Browning (Manchester), and
Bertie McNally (Dublin).

In surveying the great program
of films which RKO Radio will

offer exhibitors in the coming
months. Bob Wolff described

Sierra Pictures' JOAN OF ARC,
in Technicolor, as undoubtedly

one of the great motion pictures

of our time. JOAN OF ARC is

already being hailed as one of

the most momentous offerings to

come from the Industry for many
years.

Mr. Wolff concluded his sur-

vey of features with a special

reference to RKO's shorts pro-

gram. With Disney's outstanding

subjects, Edgar Kennedy and
Leon Errol comedy two-reelers,

Sportscopes, Flicker Flashbacks

and the British two-reelers, RKO
\i in a strong position in this im-

portant field of activity.

Fraternity Will

Publicize "Rebel"

The fraternity Pi Lambda Phi,

with headquarters in New York,

is going to give our "America"
LETTER TO A REBEL publicity

that will reach its nine thousand

members. This should open the

way to theatre cooperation with

local chapters of this American
college fraternity. HIere is the

letter in full writer by Execu-

tive Secretary Robert J. Salisbury

to the RKO Theatres:

Gentlemen:

I recently had the pleasure of

witnessing one of your shorts in

the series THIS IS AMERICA,
entitled "Letter to a Rebel." I

think your treatment of this very

timely topic was superb.

We would very much like' to

bring the message of that short

to our nine thousand members,
one thousand of whom are on the

American college campus today.

Our fraternity publishes a quart-

erly magazine. The Tripod, which

is distributed to all members of

the fraternity. We would like very

much to obtain from you a copy
of the script for the "Letter to a

Rebel" short and to get your

The Walt Disney organization

is continuing Its promotion with

the Quaker Oats Company for

the forthcoming SO DEAR TO
MY HEART. First of the series of

ads, centered around Muffets,

appeared in the Metro Sunday

Roto Group on September 19th.

This group has a circulation in

excess of seven million.

The three column x 150 line

copy appeared in the Baltimore

Sun, Boston Globe, Buffalo

Courier Express, Chicago Trib-

une, Cleveland Plain Dealer, Des

Moines Register, Detroit News,

Minneapolis Tribune, Philadel-

phia Inquirer, Pittsburgh Press,

Syracuse Post Standard, Wash-

ington Star and Los Angeles

Times.

PRICE DIRECTOR

Will Price, who has long been

established as one of Hollywood's

top dialogue directors, has been

elevated to the post of director

on SAM WYNNE, which RKO
Radio Is readying for early pro-

duction.

Price first came to Hollywood
in 1937 from Birmingham, Ala-

bama, where he was in charge

of all Federal Theater Projects

south of New York, to act as

test and dialogue director for

"Gone With the Wind." He
functioned in this dual capacity

for the 2V2 years this Selznick

production was In the process of

preparation and filming.

Switching over to RKO Radio,

he undertook a similar chore for

THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE
DAME. During its production he

met and later married Maureen
O'Hara, who was making her

American screen debut as one
of Its stars.

permission for us to reproduce

it in its entirety with appropiate

credit in our magazine.

We would appreciate the op-

portunity of doing this as it will

enable us to perform a real ser-

vice in keeping with the present

day situation and bring before

our members a very realistic ap-

proach to the problem.
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'Rachel' Rates High

On Its Merit Alone
By ALTON COOK.

R

. the
oE-

The main topic about "Hfechel
and the Stranger" is the beleag-
uered Robert Mitchum and his
marijuana case. So Jet's get rid

of that before considering any-
thing else a^out the "hew piiture
at the Mayfair.

There are Jhree Mitchum pic-
tures pending and the one chosen
for Immediate release* has our
Mitchum as a frontiersman who
Smokes a pipe if he smokes at all.

There Is no opportunity for the
wits in the audience to yejl cracks
about "reefer" as' Re draws a cig-
aret. Prom the evidence of t^S
picture, they can only have rer
grets^that such- a good actor was
the man to be caught In imsa»
vory headlines. Any of us might
have a 'little list of other -actors.

Just as a note from the record,
public opinion has done ^no box
office damage to idols recently in-
volved in the 'laws about things
one must not do. Gene Krupa and
Enrol Plynri were haled before the
judicial frown and each emerged
with popularity heightened, if it

was changed at all.

With that footnote out of the
way. we can get down to "Rachel

and the Stranger." a good picture
about the troubles men had when
they went' out in the Ohio wilder-
ness a century and a half ago and
tried tp carve themselves a tarm.
The ambitious "farmer is William

Holden, whose wife died long
before her small boy had been
learned reading and writing. That
was the main reason why the stern
young farmer rode to town, to get
himself another wife to keep the
boy from growing up wild—
"woodsy," the picture calls it.

The only available woman in
town was a bond slave, so the
fafmer haggled and ^bought her.

He married heft, too, .because the
parson said it was not fitten that
he should have an unmarried
woman in the lonely cabin. The
girl happened to be as beautiful as
Loretta Youn^ and Robert Mitch-
um was "^he handsome stranger
who awakened jealousy in the
stolid farmer and his boy. There
you have the story except that you
must add a first class Indiaii fight
as the climax.
The menace of the Indians runs

through the picture but that Is a

minor theme,. It is.maiiily an in-
telligprit treatment of the conflict
between a man who married a girl

as a ^horewoman and another
\^ho thought of her- as a wife.
Robert Mitchum is a good choice

for the footloose huntsman who
hesitates about speaking for his
good friend's wife until he is con-
vinced that she is just a bond
slave. William Holden never loses
his stolid quality even In . the
seizures of seething jealousy. Prom
Norman Poster, the director, the
audience can be thankful for
many details, principally for his
restraint in the handling of a little

boy's tears when the son was t6m
between love of his dead mother
and the new , on?. . Poster was
aided by the vivacious talent of
Gary Gray in the role of that
little boy.

This picture has a lot of ele-
ments to confuse its character. It'
was written by Howard Past, con-
victed for his leftist activities, and
it stars Robert Mitchum, embroil-
ed 'in the latest Hollywood scan-
dal. Dismiss those Items. It is sim-
ply a good picture.

pRachelandThe

Stranger'Makes

Pleasant Movie
By JUSTIN GILBERT

The human heart being the

emotional stewpot It Is, a pinch

of spice is often needed to bring

Its contents to a boil.' That paprika

is Bob Mitchum, a roving Injun

scout in "Rachel and the

Stranger," at the Mayfair.

The Northwest of the early

1800s, through which Bob rides,

wasn't much for romance. Fron-

tier dangers and chores made
men seek muscled women rather

than alluring beauties. Being a

woman was apparently the

hardest task of all.

Bob's friend, whom he visits

once a year, grieves over the

death of his young wife, a fever

victim. The widower, "Big Dave"
Harvey (William Holden) is

forced to replace her because his

son, Davey (Gary Gray) needs
attention and "book larnin'." A
parson (Tom Tully) talks him
into marrying a sweet-faced
bondswoman (Loretta Young),
cautions him to give her a "little"

consideration.

The rough ways of the West,
plus tender memories of his wife,

have forged a flint heart on Har-
viey on which Rachel can strike

no spark. Even his youngster
shows his continual contempt and
resentment.

All this changes almost instant
ly when Scout Mitchum, whom
Harvey and his son admire, ex-

hibits more than a passing inter-

es* in Rachel. Suddenly each out-

does the other to impress the

bride.

This serio-comic little drama
has been executed smoothly. Its

treatment of the hapless girl Is

extraordinarily sincere. Because
of this, the film emerges as pleas-

ant entertainment rather than

just another frontier drama.

Holden Is thoroughly believ-

able as the rough-hewn West-

erner whose dawn-to-dusk strug-

gles have emotionally blunted

him. Gray Is one of the most
appealing "barefoot boy" types

Hollywood has yet put forth.

Cow-eyed, frozen-faced Mitchum
sings and moves through this in

slow motion, uttering innumer-

able one-syllable words. But the

rolrf doesn't call for inuch more
and his efforts are adequate.

A Shawnee uprising Is Included

to keep the film from being too

domestic.
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ON THE Screen
By OT1S .L. GUERNSEY JR.

Woman in the Cabin

A homely story of frontier life

A „,akes a pleasant excursion

into the past in •'Rachel and the

•^itran^er" With Loretta Young,

W liram 'Holden, Robert Mitchum

and Gary Gray domg a most all

the talking in a very small produc

tion, the Mayfair's new fflm P^e

sents a rough sketch
f
homefea^^

ins in the Northwest Teiiitory m

hi early nineteenth centuij. I

contains a Shawnee raid a nst

fight and some f
her fast dom^s^^

but most of it IS a genu^

ous study of emotions in the wil

^nrnpc;.; Under Norman Fosters

SSn t?e Waldo Salt scn-iptJias

been built into nmety minutes oi

unpretentious good fun.

• * *

Loretta Young is Rachel, a

bonSaid bought and married by

a wSer who needs a woman to

lo tie chores

young son. Holden Plays the for

bidden husband, devoted to the

memory of his dead wife and un-

^^hng^o -tice S-harm^^^^^^^^

Sn^wooMneX^^^^^
indifference is breached by tne

loSeliness of their position far^ou

in the woods, and by the airivii

S fha^dsome hunf who repre-

sents competition. It is
..^/"^^e

ing romance, touched uP with the

atmosphere of i^o^g^-hewn wal^s^

Etump-filled clearmgs and the

nearest fort miles away.

_SUNDAY NEWS.

Drama of Pioneers
On MayfaiV Screen

By KATE CAMERON

over?oMGy'arhfadr/tL^fAV'°^f before going
of "Rachel and the Stran^^^^^ WodSn
the Mayfair Theatre yesterday ^^^^ '^""^^^S at
Directed by Norman FosterfV-——ider the supervising eye of Eich- f"^-„!;^"7«^<^

jo^rig Gar^

THE NEW YORK TIMES,

Robert Mitcham is well cast a.-

a guitar-playing hun^ei a h tie

"mnnrisv for the taste oi "

settled farmer, but a better 3Udg.

of women than his twice-marned

?riend. He is the catalyst wh ch

sets off the reaction between the

wiSower and the bondsmaid, and

he is also handy to have around

J-henthe Shawnee turkey-ggb e
,

heard in the moonlight. Gaiy

gray does his best with the ro e

,of a kid who resents his foster-

mother but he IS a device too

iramfliar to be welcome. Elsewhere

this script avoids the usual movie

outlines in a light and refreshing

entertainment.
• • •

There are other names in the

cast list, including those of Tom

Tully and Sara Haden Playmg a

parson and his wife. They and the

others appear only briefly m this

picture, which is set almost ex-

clusively in .the cabin and its im-

mediate surroundings. In Fosters

staging this helps to maintain a

feeling of isolation. At the same

I
time the camera moves around

enough, and frames enough m-
'

teresting patterns, to hold the at-

tention of the eye. In this film

;the crises vary from the tone of

'voice in which "good morning' is

said to a humorous rough-and-

I
tumble between two ine>tpert

'fighters, to a whooping, flammg

Indian battle. "Rachel and the

.Stranger" demonstrates once again

that motion-picture quality is not

a matter of large casts and lac-

quered curls. Produced under Dore

Schary's regime at RKO, it is a

good thing in a small, plain-

wrapped package.

under the supervising eye of plict- j f"^^^^. y^^^S Gary Grav
Burger, the Howard Fast bovwhn''^^* T the^ roleVth^

story of pioneer days evolves on t^Hn^ .u ""^f"*^ another woman
uig- aaventure of a man who carved VnnMi %

Fairwavs fhnf i,^ ;„

„ jYnaej-j
a century ago.
Waido Salt has made an inter-esting screen play of the vtll

niaterial, Foste? h^ad handfed Sdirection expertly and the caVf i^t

St"'*'' p-

ana off the screen, gives a vpr,rgood account «f ,^ ''^^y

x,i.t<.uuin in tne role of Tim

the mafh^^' anything but

sSeen Th/f ^ ^« <>" the

Dlalin;. f f * ^"endly, guitarPiaying, foot-loose hunter anr

enc^fnT; T^^'^^^^ Pres-ence m the Harvey home brightens

er' and'
^^rd-workingfarm!

tu
^"^^'"s family and awakens

*^%h"sband's appreciation ofgood and affectionate wifeTom Till ,T „„j c._ „ .

good account of th^K"'/
very good and affectionate wife.

'

who is soldirtn mA •
^''''^'^oman

i

^o*" Tully and Sara Haden plav

THE SCREEN IN REVIEW^

Pioneers in Ohio
The adaptation of Howard Fast's

short story, "Rachel," which came
to the Mayfair's screen on Satur-

day as "Rachel and the Stranger,"

is one vote against some of the

pnide and explicit criticism of the

Hollywood product. For this ro-

mantic adventure dealing with the

pioneers who wrested the Ohio
wilderness from nature and ma-
rauding Indians, has the necessary
complements of fine story spin-

ning, subdued and natural charac-

terizations and excellent movie-
making.

And, in keeping writh its pastoral
quality, it is unencumbered by ex-

cessive gunplay, spurious heroism
and' a ctist of thousands. Unlike
the fate of many adaptations, Mr.
Fast's tale has been transferred to

film fairly faithfully, and, though
it has been tailored, it is a cus-

tom-made and most satisfactory
job.

Since this corner is not certain
where specific credit should go, it

Is only fair to note that Waldo
Salt, who wrote the script; Nor-
man Foster, who directed and
Richard Berger and- Dore Schary
who held the producers' reins,

have not treated the yarn as one
of flambuoyant derring do.

Adhering to the original theme,
the film captures the loneliness of

the post - Revolutionary frontier
and especially the loneliness of
Big Davey Harvey, who realizes

that his motherless son is fast be-
coming "woodsy" without proper
schooling. Acquiring a bondswo-
man, whom he marries, the farmer
now has the servant and teacher
he needed. But a friend of the
family, the cheerful, guitar-strum-
ming hunter, Jim Fairways, a man
with an "itching foot," stops by
on a seasonal visit, and by paying
more than cursory attention to the
bondswoman, awakens the farm-
er's latent romantic interest in

that self-effacing lady.

As has been mentioned before,

the story is simplicity itself and
with the exception of a climactic
ShavvTiee raid on the cabin, "Ra-
chel and the Stranger" is a re-

strained and intelligent delineation
of the mores of those pioneers.
The principals, including Loretta
Young, as the put upon bondswo-
man, jivho fights her way into the
heart of the man who bought her;
William Holden, as the dour farm-
er, whose love she finally gains;
Robert Mitchum, as the handsome
hunter and Gary Gray, as the en-
ergetic tow-headed youngster of

the household, lend stature and
conviction to their roles. "Rachel
and the Stranger" may not be his-

tory precisely, but as a cinematic
footnote it certainly is far more
palatable thai* most texts.

A. W.
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'Rachel and theSfranger/

Mitchum at the Mayfair
By ARCHER V^INSTEX

Before anyone can look calm-
ly at "Rachel and The Stranger,"
at the Mayfair Theatre, he will

first attempt to re-orient Robert
Mitchum in his mind. Fi-orti the
first this observer deplored the
marijuana rUckus because Holly-
wood could ill afford to lose one
of its least commonplace ypung
actors. So many, many others
could be spared without loss to

the public"!

As the picture opens in the
Northwest frbntier, Mitchum
comes singing through the woods,
twanging his guitar and leading
his horse. Again one- notes the
easy physical grace of the man,
and then checks off a new, con-

siderable talent. He sings, very
well -indeed. Since there is no-
thing here, or anywhere in_ the
picture, to remind you in any
way of his current trouble, the
actor's talent soon dominates. He
is a footloose hunter, stopping by
the cabin of his farmer friend,
William Holden.

,

The story at the cabin is a
simple tragedy of the backwoods.
A mother has 4ied, leaving hex
son, Gary Gray, to run v.']&, and
her husband to grieve. Soon the
husband goes to a nearby settle-

ment to get a wife to help with
the boy.
Loretta Young, a bondwoman

is bought and m.frried. She is.

severly handicapped. The boy
resents her preser.ce. The hus-
band treats her like a servant.
And she can't shcot a rifle the
way the former wife could.

Unfortunately these are. rou
tine difficulties, and they are pre-

sented in a routine fashion, albeit

sincerely, and they are solved in

an equally obvious manner. The
^irl improves, and- Mitchum re-

turns in time to reveal by his
own interest what the husband
has been missing. The men fight

with each other and then they
all fight together against raiding
Indians . Nothing unexpected
ever happens to jog your interests

The happy ending is much too pat
for comfort.
This is the kind ot picture you

want to like. You know they're

trjirig to say things simply, hu-
manly, and honestly. The per-

formers don't put on a show; the
writers, Howard Fast and Waldo
Salt, are trying to add cultural

and human values to the frame-
work of - frontier existence.

By EILEEN CREELAIAN-

'

I
1

1
Stranger.'

^ Komance
f ^^^^^^^^^ heavy start, turns to

"Rachel and the St^^^f^^'' ^^odrama and romance,

comedy, and at the end to melod ^^J^
the virtue of simplicity and of smce y

^ ^^^^^

of four peVe ^^=iJ\Sd. There was Big

west Territory ^^ as
^^^f beloved young ^^•lf e-

Davey, >^'ho ^ust 1°^^
hi\^^^^

^^^^^
,

There was small D^vey, «t a
(galled it

The story
!,Jrry as^in for his son's sake.

deciding he must marry as g ^.ond-

He visL the ^^of
ade \u>^^a y^^.^^

SS^bSuiah ^on,an and fff P'^P'Tiong. Too many pic-

is a film which ^Vro^^^J^^ conflict ^between
the^ t-o

Savey does not D^vey men ^^^^^ ^^^InZ^'^^^o^

I^achel's position gro
\ melodi^ma. Th^s^ Pa^^

Scml winter of h^f,^^
Ttf YouS appears as the

S\fo;=cS^-mostqo^^^^ ^

happy change^
^""'f'stSiS^and Gary Gray

^ rl_, th^likab^obstinateboy.
X«Tv York Journal-American ^ -—

^

'Rachel and the Stranger*

A Pleasant Picture

About Frontier Days
By Rose Pelswick

"Rachel and the Stranger," at

the Mayfair. is a pleasant little

picture, a love story set against I

the background of old Western

frontier days.

'Way at the finish there's a brief

but bang-up Injun fight with

flaming arrows, war whoops and

all the rest of it, but for the most

part it's a likeably placid narra-

tive about a girl and two men.

Loretta Yoims, William
Holden and Robert Mitchum are

the leads, with Holden doing

an especially good job in the

role of a-f rontiersman, a

widower with a young son, who
decides that what the lonely

cabin ne^ds is a woman to do the

chores and to teach the young-

sters book larnin' and other so-

cial graces.

So off he goes to the stockade

where he buys and marries a

bondswoman. Her purchase
price, incidentally, Is $22.

Comes a Stranger
Miss Young, of course, plays the

bondswoman. And she trudges]

off to the cabin only to find that

her new husband and step-son

consider her a servant.

But then, one day. comes a
hunter in a Daniel Boone get-

up and toting a gui-tar. He

takes so lively an interest in

the young'woman that her hus-
band promptly sits up and takes

notice too.

The ending is easily anticipated,

but the leisurely working out of

the problem is well handled; prob-
ably the best scene in the film is

the one in which the two men
take turns trying to court the

young woman.
Mitchum plays the part of the

hunter in his customary easy-go-
ing fashion and frequently breaks
out into some amlabie folk songs.

Miss Young, minus glamorous
make-up, is charfhing-as the hard-
working frontierwoman and young
Gary Gray does nicely as the
hard-to-win-over step-son.

Among the songs, accom-
panied by gui-tar and spinnet,
are "Rachel." "Tall, Dark
Stranger," "Foolish Pride,"

"Summer Song," "Just Like Me"
and "Oh He Oh Hi Oh Ho."
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CLFVELAND—The combination GOOD SAM and the ever
popular short THREE LITTLE PIGS that won laurels for Walt
Disney is still pulling them in for a second week at the Cleve-

land RKO Palace Theatre. Top photo shows a line on opening
night of the second week, and lower photo a sample of nine
windows on the short, all in downtown Cleveland, and along
the main drag, Euclid Avenue. In addition to these windows,
the Victor Record Company gave us full co-operation with
personal contact to every disk jockey in town, 'as well as
distribution of 500 window streamers and counter disolays for

the record outlets. One of the highlights of the GOOD SAM
campaign was a search for the local "Good Sam" as reported
by one cf his friends. This was handled by Brook Taylor on
radio station WJW, offering a first prize of $15.00, and second

of $10.00, and 25 runner-up prizes of theatre ducats.

—BOB HALEY

THE TWIN CRIPPLERS-

ARTHRITIS & RHEUMATISM

DID YOU KNOW THAT:

. . . One out of every 20 Ameri-

cans—more than 7 million persons

—is a victim of arthritis or some

other form of rheumatism?

. . . Only one out of every hun-

dred arthritic and rheumatic pa-

tients receives hospital care?

. . . Less than 200 free beds in

the Nation's hospitals are spe-

cifically alloled to the study and
Ireatmcnl of rheumatic diseases?

. . . I'er (Capita, Congress spent

about 9 cents for forest trails. 20

cents for plant and animal diseases

and 10 cents for Dept. of Agri-

culture research last year, while

from (ill sources less than one-

tenth of a cent was spent for re-

search in rheumatic diseases.

. . . The country's greatest scien-

tific organization—the National

final Title

THEY LIVE BY NIGHT Is an-

nounced as the final title for the

drama whose working titles were
"The Twisted Road" and "Your
Red Wagon." It co-stars Cathy
O'Donnell, Farley Granger and
Howard Da Silva, and is based
on Edward Anderson's novel,

"Thieves Like Us."

Research Council— in cooperation

with the ARTHRITIS & RHEL-
MATI.SM FOUNDATION is plan-

ning a resean h program to find the

cause and cure of rheumatic dis-

ease?

Your contribution will make
possible a victorious battle to

curb the Twin Oip|)lers. Send it

to: THE ARTHRITIS AND
RHEUMATISM FOUNDATION.
.S.Vi FIFTH AVE.. NEW YORIv
17. NEW YORK.

Reading From

Left to Right

When Leon J. Bamberger at ihe

invitation of Harold D. Field spoke

before the managers of the Pioneer

Theatre Corp., at Carroll. la., he wa-

returning favors of bygone years. Leon

was in Minneapolis in 1921 as exploi-

tation representative for Paramount

I'iclures and worked with the elder

Field who was then one of the part-

ners in the F & R Circuit of Minne-

apolis and the Northwest. Harold al

that lime was just a youngster. Har-

old has been urging Leon for some

lime to come to Carroll for the

meeting of the circuit officials and

managers, representing a chain of

2l' theatres, most of them in Iowa,

with circuit liead<iuarters in Minne-

ai)olis.

The season's earliest ballU- nf llu'

liowl on record is that between the

forces of Truman and Dewey for the

ii-f of ihe Hollywood bowl.

.\s Maine goes so goes the Inml.

I he moose anrl the woodcock.

Ye ed hati his first experience with

leimites the other day in our country

shack. At least we were lolcl they

were termites. They were like ants

only they had wings. An exterminator

expert looked over the corner of the

l)uilrling where they were free-loading

and quickly unhorsed a contract for

extermination, calling for $17.5 for

boring and the use of chemicals.

That's about all the building was

worth, so we tried some kerosene and

knocked them out in five minuter.

Trying moments come these day>

if you walk out on vacant lots and

see the armoured kids in their rocky

arena. In weight grid teams vary from

youngsters who tip the beams at no

more than 90 pounds to those up to

150 pounds. With the big guys in

the open field, the little guys have

to feint a tackle and get out of the

way. The end runs and forward passes

and open field play have made the

gridiron game more dangerous than

in the old days of mass play, it seems

to us. It's more fun for the spectator

as played now, but there are so many
clashes with opposing players going

al full speed that many a scare, sup-

posedly a thrill, is thrown into the

crowd. Where there is so much vari-

ance in weight as on the sandlots.

an onlooker is kept in Constance fear

that some kid won't come up. .Surely

our sandlots need a police patrol to

regulate play. Kipling said the British

won their wars on the playing fields

of Eton; there's war over here every

day on vacant lots.

COMING EVENTS
BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE,

Kansas City territorial pre-

miere October 14th, spear-

headed with run at the Roxy

Theatre, K. C.

STATION WEST world

premiere at the RKO Pal-

ace, Chicago, the evening

of October 19th, tied in with

the army, state militia,

American Legion and the

Chicago Herald American's

Benefit Fund.

THE MOTION PICTURE

EVENT OF THE CENTURY

—"JOAN OF ARC" world

premiere on Armistice Day,

Thursday, November 11th,

at the new Victoria Theatre,

Broadway at 46th Street.

Walt Disney's SO DEAR

TO MY HEART in world pre-

miere around Christmas in

three exchange areas, Cin-

cinnati, Indianapolis and

Cleveland, and in four

states, Ohio, Kentucky, West

Virginia and Indiana, with

at least 150 theatres par-

ticipating in the grand

event.

Samuel Goldwyn's A
SONG IS BORN, starring

Danny Kaye, Virginia
Mayo, notional premiere

on day-and-date basis early

in November backed by the

most concentrated newspa-

per campaign in box-office

history, reaching a com-

bined readership of over

150,000.000.
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SOL SACHS

A Sachs Tribute

Drive at Dallas

There may be no Gallup poll

io the effect, but it is pretty

generally recognized that tried

and true friendship between

branch officials and personnel

and exhibitors

is a constant

source of sales,

bookings and

cash over the

counter. What
percentage of

over-all busi-

ness is tied in

with the above
factor is not

known but it

must be con-

siderable. This

is a business of sentiment and

old ties and friendships do and

always will play a big part in it.

Sales drives honoring an in-

dividual, and appreciation weeks

are as old as the business. They

always have been productive of

results. The most successful of

all sales drives over the longest

period is the NED DEPINFT

DRIVE. Our drives in tribule to

division, district and branch

chiefs, and various members of

branch staffs, have been record-

ed as successful time after .time

in FLASH.

First of the tribute-drives of

which we have any record this

fall is that honoring Sol Sachs,

veteran branch manager at Dal-

las. The SOL SACHS ANNIVER-
SARY WEEK has been set up in

the territory for the period of

November 28th to December
4th.

In launching the drive for

dates, the branch has made up

a list of features for which prints

are available, beginning with the

season of 1939-40 through the

season of 1946-47, plus the kid-

die matinee features. This list of

features has been mailed to ex-

hibitors with a calendar. This has

space under each day of the

week for the exhibitor to enter his

feature and short dates. V^hen
the two items are mailed (they

are of course also carried by the

salesmen) a letter goes with them
reguesting all possible dates for

the designated period. There

is also a follow-up copy of the

dating calendar printed on yel-

low stock. This goes to those ex-

hibitors who do not respond to

the first mailing.

;

Southwestern District Manager
I
Ben Cammack has suggested to

Branch Manager Ralph B. Wil-

HOW TO MAKE YOUR HUSBAND A

"GOOD SAM"

Leta me sleep in A. M.

Remembers News

Lets Me Win Arguments

Listens When I Talk

Opens Doors, Etc.

Helps With Dishes

Mails Letters Promptly

Puts Clothes Awaj

Mows Lawn, Etc.

Minds Children

Flowers

Candy

Kisses Goodbije

Kisses Hello

Doesn't S<juawk At Me

1. Playing Bridge

2. About Car

Praisfis Cooking

Notices Hats, Etc.

Notices New Drapes, Etc.

MY ONXTM IDEAS

Takes Ma To See

6«ry COOPER Ann SHERIDAN
IN

L£0 McCAREYS

"GOOD SAM''

... And It's all with

Ann and Gary in Leo

McCarer'i ever lovin'

pew comedy I Remember

he broushi you "THE

8HLS Of ST. HURYV

and "GOING MY WAY"!

COOPER
ANN

SHERIDAN
!

inLEOMcCAREY'S

PLUS

CHAIiUC CHAN in

"GOLDEN EYE"

STARTS WED., SEPT. 15th

SEE DIPLOMA ON OTHER SIDE
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LOWELL—Sam Torgan, manager, and Frank Boyle, publicist, of RKO Keiths Theatre in Lowell,

Mass., are constantly coming up with new and novel ideas for heralds to sell their attractions and the

piece they designed for GOOD SAM was particularly effective. Designed to appeal to the women, the

GOOD SAM herald was headed "How To Make Your Hlusband A Good Sam." One side of the

herald contains the selling copy for the picture and theatre and a list of items for the ladies to check

on their husbands. On the other side was printed diploma which the ladies could award to their hus-

bands who successfully passed the Good Sam test.

The Sunday Telegram ran a Good Sam contest open to all readers. Nominations were made by

letter by the readers and the newspaper chose the winner. The prize, a valuable watch, was donated
by a leading down town jeweler. The "Good Sam" award was won by Fireman Sam Wood, World
War I veteran and father of eight children. The Telegram devoted two columns to the contest and
award on the final day. —RALPH BANGHART

liams of Oklahoma City that this

same plan be instituted for that

exchange. Ben states in his activi-

ty letter that the results of the

Sachs' plan have been excellent.

Several exhibitors have given the

salesmen solid feature and short

bookings during the special week.

The whole plan could well be

put into effect in other terri-

tories, with variations of course.

Details need to be worked out

well in advance of the drive

period, as was done at Dallas.

TfWBtST

Discovered and groomed to

stardom by RKO Radio, Barbara

Hale has been tabbed for the

most important role of her screen

career as the feminine romantic

lead in THE CLAY PIGEON,
which also stars Bill Williams.

The assignment is a triple tri-

umph for Miss Hale, in that it

reunites her with RKO after the

expiration of her contract sev-

eral months ago, furnishes her

with a top role after three pre-

vious stellar portrayals, and co-

stars her once more with Bill Wil-

liams, her husband, with whom
she earlier appeared.
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^^Rachel"' Rates First
{Continued from Page One)

of RKO theatre chiefs in rearranging bookings is revealed

in the returns showing that RAChlEL Is running away ahead

of most recent top pictures, product from all companies

playing the same theatres. "Audience reaction sympathetic

right across the country," says Variety.

hiere are some quick comparisons. Two weeks at the

Boston Theatre, Boston, with the first week outgrossing any

picture played in this theatre since starting their picture

policy four months ago. This period includes the run of

FORT APACHE.

At the Iowa, Cedar Rapids, only two pictures, product

of all companies, have grossed more this year.

At Cincinnati, big first week at the Palace, moves to

Shubert. Excellent first week at the Palace, Cleveland. At

Columbus moved from Palace to Grand. One of the fore-

most grosses since January 1st product of all companies

at the Orpheum, Davenport. Only two pictures at the

Keith, Dayton, have done better in the last six months,

moved to State. Big first week at the Orpheum, Denver,

holds. Big weeks at the Orpheum, Des Moines, and Or-

pheum, Dubuque. Only two pictures in last four months

bettered the Intake at the Regent, Grand Rapids. Second

big week at the Orpheum, Kansas City. Fine at the Strand,

Marshalltown. Big first stanza at the Orpheum, New Or-

leans, moved to Liberty. Topped by only two pictures in

six months at the Brandels, Omaha, holds.

Only two better this year at the Albee, Providence,

holds. HHIghest grosser in last four months at the Palace,

Rochester, moves to Temple. Only two in past three months

better at the Orpheum, Sioux City. Fine at the Keith,

Syracuse, moved to Empire. Only one better in last three

months at the Orpheum, Waterloo. Opened better than

GOOD SAM at the Orpheum, says Jimmy Lewis of Kan-

sas City. Three hundred dollars more than FARMER'S
DAUGhHTER at the Palace, says Stan Jacques of Cincinnati.

Turnaway business on Wednesday, says Max Rosenblatt

of Des Moines. Better than GOOD SAM says A. A. Renfro

of Omaha. Fine manager and audience comment reported

by Renfro, Reagin, Emerson and others. Our top grosser

in many months at the State, Lincoln, holds. Best opening

In six months at the Rialto, Boise. hHIghest grosser in five

months at the hlollywood. Ft. Worth. hHeld over. Excel-

lent Palace, Memphis. At Salt Lake City moved from Up-

town to Rialto. At the Mayfair, New York, away ahead of

any RKO picture to play the house, hield over. Great New
York newspaper reviews, carried word for word in this

number of FLASH, pages 9, 1 and I I

.

GOOD SAM is in number three place for the nation,

according to the Variety survey, giving RKO Radio a first

and a third nationally. Excellent first week at the Radio City

Music Hall. Completing three big weeks at the Hlllstreet

and Pantages, Los Angeles, and the Golden Gate, San

Francisco. Goes into third at the Keith, Washington, the

20th Century, Buffalo, R iverside, Milwaukee, Town, Balti-

more. At Long Beach, one week at the State, Town, Santa

Fe and Cabart, moved to Rivoli and In second week at that

house. Fourth weeks at Pittsburgh and Birmingham. At

Oklahoma City, two at the Center, moved to State.

Twenty-two days at the Stanley, Philadelphia. At Fall River,

Durfee to Capitol. Excellent at the Cataract, Niagara

Falls, Fremontr Las Vegas, Century, Petersburg, W. Va.

THE VELVET TOUCH continues its marathoner at the

Rivoli, now in fifth week. At Oakland moved from Para-

mount to Grand Lake. Excellent at the Gloria, Charleston,

and Palace, Stamford.

RACE STREET—Eastern District Manager Bob Folliard

says "Another fine engagement in this district, at the

Hippodrome, Baltimore. Excellent first two days. Continues

good business at the Stanton, Philadelphia, now in third

week." Big weeks at the Paramount, Springfield, Mass.

BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES— Fifth week at the Vogue,

Vancouver. Three weeks at the Colonial, Akron.

MELODY TIME—Second week San Diego.

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE—Opening at the Melba,

Birmingham, topped YEARS, MAMA, MIRACLE, TAR-

ZAN. Held second week. Good business at the Pan, Min-

neapolis, and Orpheum, St. Paul, says Branch Manager Fay

Dressell. Frank Buck to make p. a. at the Alhambra, Mil-

waukee, October 1st.

THE PEARL—Fifth week Los Angeles. Third week at

the Four Star and Palace, continues at the Palace.
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By ADRIANA MUSA

Producer Jay Bonafield re-

leased another in the THIS IS

AMERICA series September 17th

titled FRIEND OF THE FAMILY.

This two-reeler about America s

pets was photographed and di-

rected by Larry O'Reilly, super-

vised by Phil Reisman, Jr., writ-

ten by Jerome Brondfield and

edited by Dave Sooper. FRIEND

OF THE FAMILY received na-

tion-wide publicity from the talk-

ing dog stunt a couple of weeks

ago.

GLAMOUR STREET, current

THIS IS AMERICA short now

playing the theatres, received

favorable comment from Mayor

O'Dwyer, members of the Board

of Estimate, city department

s+ore heads, and from the presi-

dent and vice president of the

Fifth Avenue Association after

a special screening held at the

Brass Rail Friday night Septem-

ber 17th as part of the celebra-

tion of the city's Golden Jubilee.

The screening climaxed a ride

up New York's "Golden Mile" in

a convoy of five gold-festooned

double-decked buses filled with

city officials and members of the

Fifth Avenue Association. Street

light bulbs were gilded as part

of the celebration and store win-

dows emphasized the golden

theme in their displays.

GLAMOUR STREET, the story

about the history of Fifth Ave-

nue, was produced by Jay Bona-

field, supervised by Phil Reisman,

Jr., directed and photographed

by Harry W. Smith, written by

Richard Hanser, narrated by

Dwight Weist, edited by Dave

Cooper with recording by Fran-

cis Woolley.

The White Plains Hospital

School of Nursing has been se-

lected by RKO Pathe as the

setting for a documentary film

on nursing education. The film,

tentatively entitled NURSE, is

Big Moufh Bass'

CA
Latest THIS IS AMERICA poster, that for FRIEND OF THE
FAMILY, centered around the American mania for pets. There
probably isn't a home in the country that hasn't housed a pet,

so the new AMERICA has a ready-made audience of prac-

tically every living person.

October Tth

October 2nd

ETHEL TOELKE
M. L. JACKSON
RUTH ARNOLD
SHIRLEY MINK JOHNSON
JEAN M. PIGUE

October 3r</

SADIE HOLMES
October -tth

HATTIE F. PIEKARSKI
IRENE McCarthy
OLIVE D. GRASER

Cincinnati

Memphis
New York
Washington

Memphis

Boston

Buffalo

St. John
Omaha

WILLIAM LEE POWERS New York
ELLEN McMAHON Los Angeles

BARBARA ADAMS Atlanta

October 6th

BYRD KNIGHT Atlanta

T. C. COX Atlanta

JAMES DEARING Atlanta

October 7lh

.M. SANKEY CONDON Home Office

HUGH ROSSER Montreal

October 8lh

SAM HART Home Office

G. J. SCHAEFER N. E. Dist. Mgr.
PAULINE HALEPIS Cleveland

one of a series on THIS IS

AMERICA. Harry Smith is di-

rector and cameraman. Art

Steckler is the contact man, script

is by Dudley Hale who also wrote

SWITZERLAND TODAY.

Good

Luring, hooking and landing

big-mouth bass on a Connectlciil

lal-e makes for interesting look-

tec in this briefie. The fish i,

quite a battler. Al McLane of

Field and Stream demonstrates

the finer points of filling the cree!

with big ones. Mrs. McLane rows

the boat, catches a six-pounder.

Okay fare for everywhere.

—FILM DAILY

'Ladies in Wading'

Fine

A quintette of shapely misses

run through their aquatic special-

ties at the Boca Raton Club in

Florida. They are superb in their

individual styles of swinnming

and highboard activity. The cann-

era, never once at rest, follows

them aloft, the length and
breadth of the pool. Every foot

of the way the view is rewarding.

—FILM DAILY

Mistaken Identity

BILL McCLURE is a fellow who
gets around. After several years

in the home office of what was

Then RKO Pathe News he finally

got an opportunity to cash In on

his wartime experiences as a

cameraman for the U. S. Army
when, some months ago, Warner
Pathe freed him of his desk job

and sent him abroad. Bill made
all the trouble spots. He shot the

v/ar in Palestine and when the

Italian elections came around he

and his camera were busy In

Rome. But, trouble and all, from

war-time Germany to post-war

Italy, Bill never got a scratch.

Last week an ironic fortune

brought Bill to the end of his

lucky road in Berlin. It had been

hot in the German capital, so he

got himself a crew-type haircut.

Then came the day of the big

anti-Communist mass demonstra-

tion. Bill was there with his cam-
era. Some Germans took one

look at his haircut, decided he

looked like a Russian. Others

spied the red Pathe rooster on

his camera. They went into ac-

tion. On Friday Warner Pathe

received Bill s film with a note

recounting the Incident. The

damage—one black eye, some
bruises and a measure of hurt

pride.

—MOTION PICTURE HERALD



BENNY GOODMAN • TOMMY DORSEY • LOUIS ARMSTRONG • LIONEL



Says the TRADE PRESS!

"Big boxoffice comedy . . . No

question that it will chalk up

hefty grosses in all situa-

tions." —VARIETY

"The greatest jam session of

them all . . . The show stands

solid . . . Swell entertainment."

—FILM DAILY

"Undiluted entertainment,

practically guaranteed not to

provoke a serious thought."

-W. P. DAILY

"Mirth and melody which will

please . . . top money in all

bookings." —BOXOFFICE

"Company of musicians prob-

ably beats any other combina-

tion ever on screen. They let

go Mith everything, and hep-

cats should have a field day."

—M. P. HERALD

*'In eye appeal this is up to

the best standards of the pro-

ducer who makes the classiest

pictures in the world— Sam-

uel Goldwyn."

—SHOWMEN'S TRADE
REVIEW

"Brilliant star-studded tune

film . . . Lavish and spectacu-

lar . . . Mighty appetizing offer

for exhibitor whether deluxe,

neighborhood or main
street." -HOLLYWOOD

REPORTER

"Another Kaye, another buck

. . . glittering boxoffice bait . .

.

Enough jazz greats to cause

shutdown of 52nd Street hot

spots." —DAILY VARIETY

"Has more than its share of

modern music . . . hilarious

sequences . . . feature cast and

musicians . . . plenty of mer-

chandising opportunity."

—THE EXHIBITOR

"Big boxoffice comedy with

music . . . loaded w ith names

of sure-fire drawing power . .

.

A money maker."

-INDEPENDEIST
FILM JOVR!SAL

^r\K\ niiAni ir nAHMTT KUri nn\A/ri I
BUCK & BUBBLES • THE PAGE CAVANAUGH TRIO

ON • CHARLIE BARNET • MEL POWELL • the golden gate quartet • russo& the samba kings
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TERRYJURHER

MISS TERRY Lt-igh Heim, the 7

lb. 5 ounce fair daugliter of Wally

and MiWred Heim. our field staff out

Chicago way. bowed into this world

at precisely 12.57 A.M. (Central

Standard Time) Friday. September

17, and at precisely that time Daddy

Wally completely blew his top, got

a hot case of "telephonitis" for his-

self and about 4 A.M. I felt the heat

by hearing the fire gong at 4 A.M.

"Buster" MacKenzie, who had re-

tired with a headache and a 4000

point deficit in a gin game (he says

he plays very seldom and I can be-

lieve it), got the first alarm and the

first "Hello" on the phone and was

l-romptly told to "Go to hell and

get off the phone and put Terry on"

so the news could be properly told.

"How much does it weigh. Wally?"

"Fourteen pounds, .5 ounces."

"How much? I mean the baby and

not your horse collars."

"Oh, 7 pounds. 5 ounces, and my

horse collars don't weigh so much."

So now the Dragoons are very

proud to welcome another young lady

to the fold (gives it a little sex)

to sort of keep matters balanced.

The female contingent is proud of

Terry Leigh and Terry H and the

gentleman's row takes in Terry (a

nephew) Terry Reiners Cantor, Terry

Howard, Terry Terhune. Why "the

jernts lousy wit Terrys."

RKO Bnu'lvM's 00 Strnttfj Start Soasnit

The RKO bowling season officially kicked off last Monday night

over at the Radio City Bowling Alleys when a delegation of

60 keglers toed the chalk line to begin another season of attempted

mayhem on the woodpile. This marked the sixteenth consecutive year

that the Home Office personnel have come up with the strongest

line-up in the industry, beginning way back in 1932 when the

Company was located at the Palace Building. This year the men's

contingent will consist of eight teams of five men each while the

weaker sex will make up fcur teams of five women . Teams line-up

follows:

Capitol Aver. Strand Aver. Orpheum Aver, Regent Aver.

McEntee 177 Dahler 176 Mulhall 173 Hoffman 173

Mayes 165 Ferguson 158 Agneta 158 Humenik 161

Keir 1 1

1

Altholz 124 Herskovitz 140 SanPetro 127

Simms 156 Urfer 155 Maroney 145 Falz, E. 153

Brown 145 Maher 145 Fabel, F. 140 Copley 143

754 758 756 757

Columbia Aver. Palace Aver. Maiestic Aver. Empire Aver.

Farmer 172 Espen 170 Grosso 169 Gavin 165

Angotti 162 Salverson 160 Flair 163 Haight 165

Zablocki 130 Klepack 135 Miller, F. 132 Ritacco 139

Stokes 151 Fall, A 147 Cane 151 Hinkes 146

Mooney 141 Havens 143 Crehan 140 DeSota 142

756 755 755 757

Herb McEntee , Emil Espen and Walter Hoffman will serve as

the men's committee for ihis year.

Ladies w th their averages for last year follow:

TEAM NO. 1 TEAM NO. 2 TEAM NO. 3 TEAM NO. 4

Vander Lei+h 138 Farrell 138 McBride 125 Bodner 125

Karras 1 19 Scheedel 121 Civlello 129 Schenck 124

Chlids 106 Coleman 105 Laverty 104 Coccia 1 14

Larkin 103 Moskowitz 96 Mercer 96 Byers 100

Jacoby 79 Brennan 85 Eisberg 90 Cronley 81

545 545 544 544

The committee for the ladies is composed of M. Vander Leith,

P. Bodner, M. Schenck, M. McBride and M. Farrell.

—AGNETA

^ In Mexico League

An eight pound, 2 oz. bundle

of "Irish Happiness" arrived for

the family of Pat Byrne, City

sales manager, on Sept. 9th. Mrs..

Byrne and baby Patrick Francis,

Jr., are both doing nicely—but

from the looks of the proud

father, methinks Pat will wear a

larger hat size this winter. Con-

gratulations to both Mr. and Mrs.

Fat Byrne.

We hear via the "Stork Grape-

vine" that Wally Hannburg, sales-

man, is also expecting the "Stork

Express" to stop at his home any

day now.

Irene Whelchel, telephone re-

ceptionist, has definitely set the

date for her marriage to Charles

L. Rix for November 13th. Bet

Irene will be the prettiest bride

Si'. Louis has seen for many a day.

Esther Arnowitz Neumann is

back at work after her recent

marriage and honeymoon.
Mighty happy looking, too.

Edis Brown is being seen re-

cently with her knitting always

handy. Guess what she's making
on those knitting needles—you're

right—soxs for her own little

feet!

Estelle Michaiek, biller, tells us

Here is Mr. and Mrs. Sam Hart and

son, Dcnald. seeing the sights in

Tijuana, Mexico, on their recent va

cation trip to the West Coast. We
haven't heard from Sam about Mexi

can baseball, but being a rabid bug

he no doubt caught some of the league

games south of the border.

that her vacation was really a

super wonderful one. Methinks

those boardwalks of Atlantic City

really held untold charm for

Estelle.

Our cashier, Mildred Green,

always wears such charming and

clever earrings each day, but,

here's a tragic story. One day,

Mildred forgot her earrings for

the first time in almost fifteen

years — don't let that happen
again sezs . . . this ole gal,

_"B"

SPINELLA LUNCHEON. Members of the theatre audit and
co-op advertising departments gathered together at the Brass
Rail for a rousing send-off luncheon to Ty Spinella who up
and took unto himself a beautiful bride on Sunday, September
12th. In addition Ty was also presented with a deluxe set of

airline luggage. In the layout, standing: Warren Angus, Tony
LaMonica, John Melchers, Harry Furey, Mike Capuana and
Dee Pantone. Seated: John Flair, Fred Jaffe, Charles Fretz, TY,

Frank Gentile, John McDonald and Gerry Marlow.
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The story of the fantastic sports

era of from I 920 to I 930 has now
been told in "Sports Golden
Age," the authors of the volume

a score of writers on assignment

from Allison Danzig and Peter

Brandwein of the sports depart-

ment of the New York Times. The

book, which is now being widely

sold, has a story somewhat par-

allelling that of the "America"
SPORTS GOLDEN AGE, at least

the phase of the "America" in

which dad tells about the old

time greats of the sporting world.

Sports writers are giving over

many columns to the book. These

writers would it seems be Inter-

ested In seeing the two-reeler if

a special showing could be ar-

ranged. Then, too, our "America"
title is getting v/ide publicity.

Joe Louis is weaving in and
out of the limelight; now he plans

a comeback in defense of his

title, or to regain the one he

gave up. With bouts of lesser

Importance than the heavyweight
battles being staged this winter

and filmed for theatre showing,

it may be possible to book in as

support some of the previous

Louis fight pictures.

American sportswriters are in

a quandary, what with the French-

man Marcel Cerdan easily taking

our middleweight championship
and Pancho Gonzales, from Mexi-

co via Los Angeles, the new ten-

nis champion. Even with sheer

numbers you can't always win,

for good men come from all

countries.

Diamond Ring

Contest Aids

"Velvet Touch"

HURST'S DIAMOND SHOP. Ciedit Jewetcn

fwo PiufBcr Huesr whijc eosf dumond sings.

•ai^S or VSCOC emk. - Jl i» protuW hy HUKSFS .

OiiMCND SHOP team Ikt 'sfage of HHO 'OfiPHWM
rHfATfff. fpt th4 **p(aiWions. fto b* *>*,Uwi

:it of Mt tani Ux 25 ward, (esi).

, trffiaimne what tfc* 'VfiVfT /Ot/CW .i.

What IS the "VELVET TOUCH? DoYosKiiowi
Cmlrii data al i,i<(o,|)li( ot, Iht dm alar 'THf VflVfT
TOUCH " ends -*i %iicr»ing al the RKO OUPHEUM Th^aftt-

Watcfc BUI StQi odi fof dam geying awafdt liam ihe

theaJw't slage.

D«ciiieti ef tke iud$et is finot' trC the cas» u** dupficoie

Here's how Hurst's Jewelry Company of Kansas City was lied in with THE VELVET TOUCH
for the run al the Orpheum Theatre. The jewelry company gave over two front windows and
two side windows tying in via a diamond ring contest. The herald and official entry blank for

the contest, based on the query "What is the velvet touch," ore superimposed on the photo-

graphs.

Squire's Cubs
Squire Fred Schaefer, chief of

the pressbook department, rev-

eled in the Life magazine write-up

on Leiand hiayward. Years ago

Hayward was a cub in pressbook

work under the Squire. Another

Schaefer cub, and there are

many, was John O Hara, writer

for the New Yorker, and author

of several volumes. O'Hara
worked at RKO. The Squire years

and years ago broke In Archie

Butt as a cub reporter in Louis-

v'lie. Mr. Schaefer was on the

Louisville Commercial at the

time. Later Butt became military

aide to President McKInley. Mr.

Schaefer entered the motion pic-

ture business in 1918, moving
over to RKO from United Artists

around 1930.

ITS tA(/G//WE AGAIN..

RKO "ASTHEmmsMc^^.
ONE OF THE PRIZE-WINNING MELODY TIME windows for

the Seattle engagement. The Horper-Maggee Company, dis-

tributors of the RCA Victor MELODY TIME albums, conducted

a windows' contest and tied up just about every window in

town. This was in addition to the Bon Marche tie-up.

—RUSS MORGAN

"Dig That Cold'

OK Kennedy Kapers

Brother convinces Edgar Ken-

nedy his method in acquiring

legal rights to a pot of gold

coins is the best of all possible.

This results In some excavating

of Neighbor Billings lawn and
winds up with a blast only for

Edgar to learn that the metal

was fake stage moola. The usual

gamut of situations is run through.

It stands up well with what has

been previously offered.

—FILM DAILY



RKO
Showmanship
Dominates
Broadway

FRONT COVER PHOTO
—Night view of the colos-

sal display, one million

watts of dazzling illumi-

nation from 22,000 lamps
towering in the heavens
like a cluster of stars.

ABOVE— A "Spectacu-
lar" that dominates
Broadway like the Statue

of Liberty dominates the

Bay.

LEFT—At the Crossroads
of the World where
1,250,000 persons pass in

every 24 hours. One hun-
dred thousand vehicles

a day travel along this

Mazda Lane,
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StA 4 MEL" AGArX ES AATiOA YAHMETY
Variety in its national box-office survey says of RACHEL

AND THE STRANGER: "Continues to pace the field with

a nice overall total nationally, and sock trade in most loca-

tions. Picture is packing San Francisco, and big to snnash

returns reported by Variety correspondents in some nine

important keys."

Yes, RACHEL is doing boom business in every section of

this country, and in Canada. We quote a few district and

branch managers:

Joe Smith, San Francisco:

"Opened to about $ 1 00 less than GOOD SAM. Second
day outgrossed SAM by $600." First week's gross at Gold-

en Gate our highest in four months, holds second week.

A. A. Renfro, Omaha:

"First week only $100 short of GOOD SAM." Now in

big second stanza.

Dick Lange, Portland:

"Despite heavy fall rains opened at the Paramount and
Oriental to one of the best openings in many months.

Second day not far behind." Moved to Music Box. Tre-

mendous business in all three houses.

Joe Emerson, Denver:

"Opening in Cheyenne turned in greatest gross since

BACK TO BATAAN when there were 20,000 soldiers in

town—$500 above FARMER'S DAUGHTER."
Ross Cropper, Boston:

"Exceptionally well in Boston, Providence and Lowell."

Third week Boston Theatre, Boston, first two weeks best

intake since new policy was inaugurated. Holds second at

Albee, Providence. Booked four days at Keith, Lowell, holds

seven.

Ben Cammack, Southwestern district manager:

"Booked four days in the Hollywood, Ft. Worth, held

three more for highest gross since FORT APACHE. Fine

openings in the Metropolitan, Houston, and Aztec, San
Antonio.

Morris Lefko, Eastern Central district manager:

"First four days at the {Continued on Page Two)

Fanfasia's" 4th Stars far ^'Staiian lY€*st"' Promior^
Walt Disney's FANTASIA Is

coming back like the sparrows of

Capistrano. Opens again at the

Republic, New York, on October
2nd, marking the fourth Broad-

way presentation. On its first in-

troduction to moviegoers at the

Broadway Theatre, in November
of 1940, it created a furore,

running a full year and playing to

1,017,532 persons of all ages In

lis 1,016 performances. Return-

ing to New York in 1944 it en-

joyed a six-week run at the Re-

public Theatre. At the same thea-

tre two years later, it played for

12 weeks.

Return from L. A,
Robert Mochrie and Walter

Branson were back at their desks
at the Home Office early this

week following trips to the West
Coast.

By TERRY TURNER

CHICAGO, Sept. 29th—Activities surrounding the world premiere of STATION
WEST at the RKO Palace Theatre, Chicago, and the Riverside Theatre, Milwaukee, are

jelling here and it looks like the picture will have a sendoff approaching that given FORT
APACHE which still holds the record of the Palace here.

With the Chicago Herald-American, its editors and promotion men solidly behind the venture as

well as its leading columnist, Roy Topper, it seems that every night club and floor show and there are
many will be on hand for the single show the evening of October 19th to get the picture on its merry
way. From Hollywood, Perry Lieber is lining up a number of folks for the trek to Chicago, namely three
members of the cast, Jane Greer, Big Boy Williams and Vic Oliver. Janie is bringing her own pianist

and will surprise the locals with some grand songs of the type she did with name bands before her entry
into pictures. Big Boy Williams and Vic Oliver, who play the heavies in the picture, will appear in

costume.

Bob Hickey and Wally Helm as well as "Bluebeard' Bert are now working out a torch light parade
which will have units from the U. S. Army, the militia and a mounted guard of the Black Watch. The
stars will of course participate in open cars and the Loop will be jumping that night under the glare of
flares.. Roy Topper has lined up some of the Roy Rogers' Boys from the local rodeo so all the rootin'

and tootin' should let the folks from the Windy City know that STATION WEST is really on its way.
There will be a single performance the evening of October 19th for the benefit of the Chicago Herald-
American Benefit Fund priced from two to five dollars with all seats reserved, then the stars will appear
in person at four shows on October 20th moving to Milwaukee for four frolics on the 21st. Now all we
need is customers and everything will be hunky dory.

Show business kind of invaded Chicago this past week what with Frank Buck here to make personal
appearances with BRING EM BACK ALIVE at the (Continued on Page Thirteen)
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"Rachel" Winning

Many New Honors

The reviews the country over

on RACHEL AND THE
STRANGER have been highly

laudatory. Last wee k in FLASH

we reprinted the New York daily

reviews word for word, with the

exception of a review in one

paper, and this critic never has

been very favorable toward RKO.

Branch managers say the critics

have gone out of their way to

praise RACHEL AND THE

STRANGER. They report as well

favorable comment by theatre

managers and patrons. All phases

of the attraction have caught the

fancy of the fickle public. RACH-

EL is one of the few sleepers

that have hit the very top. Variety

gave our show first place at the

box-office last week.

RACHEL AND THE STRANG-

ER Is reaching out for further

honors. Parents Magazine has

selected RACHEL "as the out-

standing family audience picture

of the month." William Holden,

who came east for the picture's

New York premiere at the May-

fair, accepted a bronze plaque

signalizing the distinction on be-

half of RKO Radio, and will de-

liver It to the Studio when he

returns to Hollywood.

Parents Magazine has for many
years called the attention of Its

million-plus readers to pictures

that can be enjoyed by the en-

tire family.

The Sunday New York Mirror

for September 26th has selected

RACHEL as the Mirror Movie
of the Week. An entire page Is

given over to the review and

reproduction of stills.

Maybe the story in RACHEL
gets back to the fundamentals of

American life, back to the pio-

neer country before the pinkos

started In with their dirty tactics.

At any rate it Is a story of brave

and hardy pioneers, their hearts

and their homes. It seems par-

ticularly appropriate just now.

last year at the Orpheum

Paul." Second weeks both

"RACHEL" PACES NATION
(Continued from Page One)

Palace, Cleveland, $900 over GOOD SAM."

Gift Davison, Salt Lake City:

"Tops for all time at Boise, Rialto Theatre, moved to Reo.

Slightly under TYCOON at Idaho Falls, one of our highest

grossers. Big opening Provo."

Fay Dressell, Minneapolis:

"One of best openings in

theatres Minneapolis and St.

situations.

Dave Silverman, Pittsburgh:

"Opener at Warner's State, Johnstown, topped BACHE-
LOR by big margin. First two days in Altoona topped

MIRACLE."

Second weeks Birmingham, Pittsburgh, Baltimore, Cin-

cinnati. At Dayton big at Keiths, moved to State, now fin-

ishing run to highest gross in the last six months with one

exception. Second big week at the Orpheum, Denver, where

only a handful of pictures play two weeks. At New Orleans,

big at Orpheum, moved to Liberty, now in second week.

Second week Orpheum, Kansas City. At Champaign, 4

days at Virginia, highest in three months, moved to Or-

pheum. Second week Palace, Chicago, Pantages and Hill-

street, Los Angeles. Excellent Atlantic City, Jamestown,

Toledo, St. Louis, Sioux Falls. Top opening for the year at

the Grandin and Lee, Roanoke. An all-time high at Heilig,

Eugene, Ore., and the Holly, Medford. Outstanding at

Utica and Schenectady.

RACHEL doing equally well in Canada, with first engagements

reporting top grosses, including Toronto and Hamilton.

Second week for RACHEL at the Mayfair, New York, right up

with first, goes into third.

In Variety's number three spot Is GOOD SAM, again giving RKO
Radio two out of three box-office bests for the entire country. Goes
into third week at the Radio City Music Hall. Now in second week of

marathoner at the Woods, Chicago, where we have our first date

since January. Many of the long-run Goldwynners played the Woods.
Completing three great weeks at the Keith, Washington. At Syracuse,

Keith to Empire. Twenty-four days at the Warner, Pittsburgh. Ex-

cellent Savannah, Youngstown, Beaver Falls. Branch Manager
Lamantia of New Orleans said finished third week at the Liberty,

top business for this theatre including war period. Also tops at

Alexandria and Shreveport. Best business for all time for us at the

Freemont, Las Vegas, Harry Cohen reports.

THE PEARL—Fifth week Los Angeles, three at Four Star and
Palace, continues at Palace. Second week at United Nations, San
Francisco.

THE VELVET TOUCH, RACE STREET, RETURN OF THE BAD
MEN, MELODY TIME and TARZAN AND THE MERMAIDS are
showing considerable strength. VELVET TOUCH completed five-week

run at the Rivoll, New York, with RACE STREET winding up three
stanzas at the Stanton, Philadelphia. At Hamilton, TARZAN AND
THE MERMAIDS topped all previous TARZANS.

WHAT THEY SAY—"VARIETY TIME" is a topflight comedy and can be
used to advantage by every exhibitor everywhere. I intend to circularize the
territory on this subject and will not be satisfied until it plays at least eighty
percent of the possibilities in the Calgary territory.

—A. E. ELLIOTT, Calgary

Travelers

Frederick Brisson returned to

Hollywood from New York on

Sunday, September 26, following

his participation in the Air Force

Association's "Operation Wing

Ding' show at Madison Square

Garden. Mr. Brisson returned

to the film capital on an Air

Force plane. In company with

screen personalities starred In Its

show.

Before returning to Hollywood,

Mr. Brisson appointed William

Ruder as National Director of

Advertising, Exploitation and

Publicity for Independent Artists,

v/orking out of the Independent

Artists' home office in New York.

He also announced that the sec-

ond picture by his company for

RKO Radio release, SECOND
MARRIAGE, an original by Dud-

ley Nichols, would be ready for

the cameras by the first of De-

cember.

Frances L. Sullivan, soon to be

seen in support of Ingrid Berg-

man as the Bishop of Beauvals In

JOAN OF ARC, will sail for Eng-

land on October I . He expects to

be abroad for three weeks and

to return with his wife and son

in time to attend the world pre-

miere of JOAN OF ARC at

New York's Victoria Theatre on

Armistice Day, November II.

William Holden, who came

East to attend the premiere at

the Mayfair Theatre of RACHEL
AND THE STRANGER and to

participate in the Air Force

Association show on Saturday at

Madison Square Garden, depart-

ed on Wednesday, September
29 from New York for Detroit.

Jane Greer, Dick Powell's co-

star In STATION WEST, arrived

In New York from Hollywood on

Wednesday. She was honored

the following day as "Miss Valen-

Tle" by the thousand members
and guests of the Men's Tie

Foundation meeting at the Wal-
dorf-Astoria for the organiza-

tion's annual dinner - dance.

Georgie Price was the master of

ceremonies. "Won't You Be My
Valen-TIe," composed for the

occasion. Is dedicated to Miss

Greer.

II
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Wanger Coming

Walter Wanger arrives in New
York from Hollywood on Mon-
day morning, October 4, to com-
plete ar'-angements for the world

premiere of Sierra Pictures'

JOAN OF ARC. Mr. Wanger,
who produced JOAN, will be

accompanied by his wife, the

screen star Joan Bennett, and
their three daughters.

For one of the children, the

New York visit will constitute a

first "public appearance.' She
is three-month-old Shelley. The
other children are Melinda, 13,

and Stephanie, 4.

Sierra Pictures is owned by Mr.

Wanger, Miss Bergman, and Vic-

tor Fleming, who directed JOAN.

» 4

FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE entertains the newsboys of Albany. Through the courtesy of Milt

Schosberg, manager of Fabian's Grand Theatre in Albany, and with the cooperation of the

Albany Times-Union, two hundred newsboys were invited to a special showing of the pic-

txire. The above photo was then published in the Times-Union.

—HANK HOWARD

BERGMAN ON "JOAN" PILGRIMAGE

Left to right—Judge George Beldock, Henry Bloom, "Manager
for Day," and Joan Lorring.

Ingrid Bergman, star of JOAN
OF ARC, recently made a pil-

grimage throughout spots hal-

lowed by memories of St.

Joan d'Arc. Above she is

greeted by Mayor M. Pinget

of Domremy, birthplace of the

Saint. She was made the first

Citizen of Honor of the little

town. With the mayor and
Miss Bergman are Father Don-
coeur, who served as technical

expert in the filming of JOAN,
Elias Lapinere, our European
Publicity chief and several

children dressed in the cos-

tume of Lorraine. At left, is

Miss Bergman and her Di-

ploma of Citizenship.

Lorring Tours

Joan Lorring, who scores a

great hit in GOOD SAM now at

the Radio City Music hiall, made

several personal appearances re-

cently in connection with Nation-

al Youth Month. Through ar-

rangements made by hiarry Blair

of the Home Office publicity de-

partment and Myron Siegel of

Century Theatres, Miss Lorring

crossed the river to Brooklyn and

took part in special Saturday

matinees staged by the Patio and
Farragut theatres. The young star

made a great hit with the kids

and added up to good advance
ballyhoo for this Leo McCarey
production when It starts playing

around the circuits, since con-

siderable newspaper coverage
resulted.

Caf Nap Pluto

After a hectic night out Pluto

comes home to be tormented at

an ungodly hour in the morning

by a cat that wants to play frisky.

It's torment upon torment with

Pluto having a hard time of it

as a sandman keeps appearing

and tossing the sleep stuff into

his eyes. Doings conclude with

both animals given quietus.

—FILM DAILY

''Flicker Flashbacks"
Okay

One from Biograph, vintage

1908, and another featuring

Fiarry Houdini, of somebody's
1921 lineup, make up this issue

of the series. Latter is chapter 27

of a serial. They're okay for

laughs. —FILM DAILY

III
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"Escapade" Comedy

For Entire Family

By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD. Oct. I: — A sneak preview at the

Hillstreet Theatre In Los Angeles the other night provided

the answer to every shownnan's plea—give us a picture

for the entire family. That picture is BALTIMORE ESCA-
PADE (Tentative Title), starring Robert Young, Shirley

Tennple and John Agar.

This scintillating comedy
about a modern-before-her-

tinne young girl who keeps

her preacher-father continu-

ally in hot water with her ad-

vanced ideas will appeal to

all moviegoers, from young-

sters through hard-to-please

teen-agers to grandma and

grandpa. It has everything

for all types of entertain-

ment seekers.

Following on the heels of

her hit performances In THE
BACHELOR AND THE
BOBBY-SOXER and FORT
APACHE, Shirley Temple
really blossoms into her own
as a full-fledged, qrown-up

boxofflce star.

Robert Young, In a role

completely different from

those he played in THEY
WONT BELIEVE ME and
CROSSFIRE, has never giv-

en a finer performance.

John Agar, who won a

great fan following In his

first picture, FORT
APACHE, really goes to

town in this, his second role.

He has a refreshingly new
personality that is bound to

appeal irresistibly to all

movie fans, a fact that Is

now being proven by his

constantly Increasing fan

fail.

Josephine Hutchinson,

who always delivers a de-

pendably fine performance,

is excellent as the mother.

Albert Sharpe, the famed
Finian of Broadway's FINI-

AN'S RAINBOW, is superb

as the hard-headed Scotch

vestryman and all other

members of the well-bal-

anced supporting cast de-

serve high praise for their

work.

Richard Wallace deserves

a big hand for his direction.

His unerring sense of com-
edy values and knowledge

of human nature show clear-

ly in his deft handling of the

many hilarious sequences

with which the picture

abounds.

That it Is the type of en-

tertainment the public wants

these days was thoroughly

demonstrated by audience

reaction during the showing

and the enthusiastic com-
ment cards they turned in.

Typical of the comments
made by persons in all age
groups are these few picked

at random:

"A great picture with

great acting." "It was per-

fect in every way." "It is

the best picture we've seen

so far this year." "Should

be more pictures like it."

"Very refreshing and whole-

some. Good entertain-

ment." "This is the type of

picture America needs." "A
picture the whole family

could see and enjoy. We
need more of them." "Clev-

erly acted by all con-

cerned." "There was not a

dull moment in it." "Shirley

Temple was wonderful, her

best picture to date. John
Agar is more than perfect

tor a newcomer on the

GREGG TOLAND, 44,

CAMERA MAN, DIES

Courtesy NEW York Times

HOLLYWOOD, Cal., Sept 28—
Gregg Toland, one of the world's

leading motion-picture photo-
graphic experts and pictorial su-

pervisor of many of Hollywood's

best films of the last two decades,

died today of coronary throm-

bosis at his home after a brief

illness. He was 44 years old.

He was taken ill last week-end

on returning from a location trip

to Sonora, Calif., in preparation

for the film "Roseanna McCoy,"

in which he hoped to incorporate

the latest of his many advances

in film technique.

Among films on which Mr. To-

land directed the photography

were "The Best Years of Our

Lives," "The Liitle Foxes,"

"Grapes of Wrath," "The Long

Voyage Home" and "Citizen

Kane." The latter film evoked

widespread attention for its un-

usual pictorial techniques.

With Goldwyn 22 Years

Although Mr. Toland had

worked for most of the principal

producers, his main contractual

association for the last twenty-

two years had been with Samuel

Goldwyn productions, for which

he completed the film "Enchant-

ment" only a few weeks ago.

Mr. Toland's special interest

was extending the depth of focus

of motion-picture cameras to per-

mit depiction of both close and

distant objects with clarity in the

same scene, and thereby obviate

extraneous camera motion in

scenes of great scope.

This technique involved reduc-

ing the lens apparatus to a mini-

mum and increasing the intake

of light through such devices as
hypersensitive film. In "Roseanna
McCoy" he planned a project ten
years in experimentation, the "ul-

timate focus" lens, with the phe-
nomenally low focal length of
f.64, which would depict clearly
objects from six inches to hun-
dreds of yards away.

His Work in "Citizen Kane"

In "Citizen Kane," in which he
used a wide-angled lens and deep
focus, he also introduces such

screen.

And there It is, gentle-

men! Another great picture

tc add to the great RKO
Radio product exhibitors

and the public will be clam-

oring for.

technical innovations as deliber-

ately emphasizing static group-

ings, normally a cinema photo-

grapher's bugbear, for dramatic

effect; shooting from very low
angles to give dramatic height to

his subjects; and placing actors

in several different planes, virtu-

ally impossible in conventional

photography, with resultant high-

lighting of movement and action.

Born in Charleston, 111., Mr.

Toland came to Hollywood in

1919 at the age of 15 and started

as a messenger for the old Fox
Film Company, soon working up

into the photographic department.

During the recent war he was
commissioned in the Navy for

special film work and made a

number of documentaries, chiefly

in South America. Just before his

death he had checked the final

proofs of a forthcoming book on

Brazil, composed largely of still

pictures he took.

In 1934 Mr. Toland married

Helen Barclay, former wife of

McClelland Barclay, the artist.

They had one child, a daughter,

Lothian. They were divorced in

1945. A few months later Mr. To-

land married Virgian Thorpe, a

film actress. They had two sons,

Gregg and Timothy.

Coach Herman Hickman of

Yale calls his line "The Seven

Dwarfs" and one day the team
arrived for practice with the

names of Dopey, Sneezy, Grum-

py, etc., lettered on the helmets.

Thereupon the Negro backfleld

ace, Levi Jackson, Impishly let-

tered on his helmet the name of

Snow White . . . And of course

we have "Thumper" Ted Williams

of the Boston Red Sox.

"Pluto's Purchase

Good

Pluto, sent to the butcher for

salami, thinks It's for him but

learns, after a trying session with

Butch, ^the bulldog, that it was

Intended as a birthday present

by Mickey for—you guessed it

—

Butch. It shapes up effectively.

—FILM DAILY
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By ADRIANA MUSA

GLAMOUR STREET, TIA re-

lease now playing the nation's

theatres, received a number of

radio plugs as a result of the

special preview of the short for

Mayor O'Dwyer and city officials

as part of the Golden Jubilee

Celebration last week. Spots on

Barbara Welles daily progrann,

WOR; Pat Barnes, ABC; Lyie

Van, ABC; Norman Brokenshire,

NBC; and Bill Taylor, WOR.
GLAMOUR STREET was direct-

ed and photographed by Harry

Smith, written by Richard Man-

ser, with supervision by Phil Reis-

man, Jr.

LETTER TO A REBEL, THIS

IS AMERICA short, was given

the support of the American

Association of Advertisi ng
Agencies last week. Don Belding,

of Foote, Cone & Belding, presi-

dent of the AAAA, directed a

letter to all agencies throughout

the country stating that the short

is of unusual merit and should be

promoted in any way possible.

The premiere of BEHIND
rOUR RADIO DIAL, a 25 min-

ute short produced by RKO
Pathe for National Broadcasting

Company, at the NBC Conven-

tion in Sun Valley received high

praise from NBC delegates. Jim

.Nelson, NBC director of adver-

tising and promotion, wired Phil-

lips Brooks Nichols, manager oF

RKO Pathe's Commercial Film

and Television Department; "Sun

Valley film response exceeded all

our hopes including formal mo-

tion of praise by affiliates.

George Rosen of Variety who is

here told me he is writing socko

review. Please thank all your

crowd who worked so faithfully

and imaginatively." Variety

writes: " 'BEHIND YOUR RADIO
DIAL' is unquestionably the out-

standing showcase on behalf of

radio industry to date . . . the

reaction of the delegates to the

films' 25 minutes of sock enter-

tainment values is expected to

revamp network thinking with

likelihood of 35mm. theatre dis-

tribution throughout the country

Producer Jay Bonafield's THIS
IS AMERICA October release

will be a two-reeler on juvenile

delinquency titled WHO'S DE-

LINQUENT. The short was di-

rected by Eddie Montagne, writ-

ten by Ardis Smith, photo-

graphed by Neil Sullivan and is

now being edited by Dave Coop-

LETTER TO A REBEL, recent THIS IS AMERICA short produced
by Joy Bonaiield, received top billing at the Embassy Newsreel
Theatre on Broadway. Although LETTER TO A REBEL is one
of the THIS IS AMERICA series, Eric Johnston's Motion Picture

Association is also promoting the short as the second of the

Association's series on the story of America. LETTER TO A
REBEL was directed and photographed by Larry O'Reilly and

written by Oviatt McConnelL

"Clamour Sfreet' 'Athletic Vatities'

Good

This Is America inspects New
York's Fifth Avenue. It is com-
prehensive yet smart and histori-

cal with many sights caught by

the camera and much pertinent

information coming off the

soundtrack.

—FILM DAILY

Good

Polo bignames and bigtime,

water sports for youngsters and
greyhounds, and racing are in-

cluded here. Reel has the usual

fine Sportscope handling, quality.

—FILM DAILY

"Home Canning'

Good

Edgar Kennedy and family de-

cide to do some of what the title

indicates. In due course of time

and event they thoroughly louse

things up—all for good comic
effect. Endeavoring to save

money via their domestic enter-

prise, they come out taking a

beating. —FILM DAILY
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Robert Young, who recently

completed BALTIMORE ESCA-
PADE with Shirley Temple and

John Agar, has been signed by

Polan Banks Productions to co-

star with Ann Sheridan in CAR-
RIAGE ENTRANCE.

Filming of CARRIAGE EN-

TRANCE, a story laid in the

South just before the turn of the

century, will start at RKO early

in January following Miss Sheri-

dan's return from Europe.

After an extensive search dur-

ing which dozens of professional

boxers were screen-tested, Pro-

ducer Richard Soldstone has se-

lected young Hal Fieberling,

former Pacific Coast annateur

heavyweight chanfipion, for the

pivotal part of Robert Ryan's

ring opponent in the prizefight

drama, THE SET-UP.

Fieberling, a veteran of 50

ring battles, held the Pacific

Coast title in 1938 and 1939 be-

fore enlisting in the Marine

Corps. He retired from the ring

last year because of a broken

hand, and has since appeared in

several fight pictures including

"Winner Take All" and "In This

Corner."

Richard Quine, whose profes-

sional career has been booming
since his discharge from the

Coast Guard in 1947, wins a top

role with Bill Williams and Bar-

bara Hale as his first indepen-

dent acting chore in topical

melodrama, THE CLAY PIG-

EON.

Quine, wfio decided to free-

lance after his seven-year con-

tract with Mtetro-Goldwyn-Mayer
expired last June, will portray a

double-dealing Navy veteran in

the picture, which is being pro-

duced by Herman Schlom and di-

rected by Richard Fleischer.

Quine recently completed roles

in "Command Decision " and
"Words and Music" at MGM.

Independent Artists has an-

nounced today that an original

by Dudley Nichols. SECOND

Letter Week
The U. S. postoffice depart-

ment will participate in the ob-

servance of NATIONAL LETTER
WRITING WEEK, October 17-

23. The event is being brought to

the attention of the public

through the use of slogans and in

other ways. No doubt your local

postoffice can give you data on

the special week.

Letters written during NA-
TIONAL LETTER WRITING
WEEK should get special atten-

tion. It's a good occasion to

write to unsold accounts and ac-

counts delinquent in dating.

lA

RADIO

Big radio shows are back on

the air. Watch for RKO breaks,

regularly. Coming, Robert Young

on the Sealtest Variety Show,

NBC, Thursday, October 14,

6:30 to 7:00 PM, PDT, credits to

BALTIMORE ESCAPADE. Esti-

mated listening audience, 13,-

000,000.

Lucille Ball will appear on the

Suspense program, CBS, Thurs-

day, October 14, 6:00 to 6:30

PM, PDT, credit to INTERFER-

ENCE. Estimated listening audi-

ence, 14,700,000.

The musical score of SO DEAR
TO MY HEART will be premiered

on the Jack Smith radio show on

Friday, October I st, over the

Columbia Broadcasting System.

The broadcast will originate

over Station KNX in California

and will be heard over CBS in

New York at 7:15 P.M.

The Jack Smith show is a coast-

to-coast program and is carried

by 83 Stations.

Bobby Driscoll will be Jack

Smith's guest on the program.

MARRIAGE, will be next in the

series of top-budget features to

be filmed for RKO Radio release,

it will go before cameras late

next month with Nichols produc-
ing and directing. SECOND
MARRIAGE, set against a mod-
ern America background, chroni-

cles the romantic adventures of

a widower. Comedy will high-

light the story throughout.

WeMERTERS
RKO RADIO'S EXCHANGE OF^JDEAS!

Sunday evening we screened MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA
for the members of the Civic Theatre. Their reaction was not only

articulate but I have received letters of the highest praise. I have
permission to use these letters for publicity and advertising.

— R. H. LANGE. Portland

27fh Floor

Now that the print and nega-

tive department, under the super-

vision of David Heend, has

moved completely and perman-
ently to the

27th floor, a

hearty wel-

come is ex-

tended to the

entire staff.

Who made
up that attrac-

tive trio at

Toots Shor's

the other day?
They looked

oh so much
like Sheldon, Gloria, and Julius.

Hm-mm-mm?

Sheldon Becker is all a-dither

again, with a very good reason

of course, as he has been select-

ed to direct a play. If his direct-

ing is as good as his acting (re-

member his performance in THE
SURVIVORS last Spring), we
have a treat in store for us.

Josephine Brancato looked

mighty purty In that orchid on

Tuesday (September 28), it being

her second wedding anniversary.

Is it true that Milton Piatt at

long last has found a suitable

apartment? And is it true that

the occupancy will be expanding?
Huh? Lots of good luck to Milton

and his lovely Clara, a former
RKO lassie.

—DOROTHY HAMBURGER

October 9th

GLADYS HALL
DOUGLAS BECK
MARVIN GOLDFARB
VERLA KUHLMEIER

October \Oth

DOROTHY THACKER
DOROTHY C. PASHBY
MARION G. CRAWFORD
WILLIAM BRANSFIELD
DOROTHY B. DRIGGS
MARILYN CLOUSE

October 11 (A

MATTIE V. MOORE
ANTOINETTE ZAGARI

October \2th

HYMAN GrtUBER
D. POSTILNICK
DOROTHEA FOLK
DOROTHY WOOD

Dallu
Field Man

Denver
Sioux Falls

Cincinnati

Memphis
Portland

Washington
New Orleans

Dallas

Charlotte

New York

San Francisco

New York
Sioux Falls

Dallas

October illh

ELIZABETH A. WOLOHOJIAN Boston
SALVADOR V. RUSSO New Orleans
EDWARD TERHUNE
EVELYN WRIGHT

October I4th

GERTRUDE COHN
GLORIA RODOMISTA
HENRY WACKER
AGNES B. CARSON

October 15/A

L. E. TODD
E. J. SMITH. SR.
CHARLES T. HURLEY
GERTRUDE L. EUFINGER
GERTRUDE BERNSTEIN
P. ZEMLA
RUTH HOWARD
DORIENE HUNT
KATHERINE HARROLD

Field Man
Detroit

Home Office

Home Office

Buffalo

Detroit

Charlotte

Buffalo

Washington
Home Office

Home Office

Detroit

Philadelphia

Toronto
Indianapolis

"Yes Indeed, the popularity of Frank Buck is everlasting and ever

new," Rutgers Neilson reminds:

"Galen Drake, radio commentator, on a recent broadcast in list-

ing books for escapist reading from the busy work-a-day world

recommended Frank Buck's 'Bring 'Em Back Alive'." Also Rut reminds

that "Gig Maison with his dog and monkey act in vaudeville and

television Is still keeping his star simian under control with the magic

words 'Frank Buck.' Yes indeedy Frank Buck is an institution and

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE is an entertainment institution."
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Bamberger's Busy

Convention Schedule

Leon J. Bamberger will have

hod a two-week stretch of con-

ventions when he returns to the

Home Office Friday. From Car-
roll, la., where he spoke before

managers of the Pioneer Theatre

Corp., he went to Chicago, for

the Theatre Owners of America
convention, then to St. Louis, for

the M.P.T.O. of St. Louis. Eastern

Missouri and Southern Illinois,

then to Kansas City for the meet-
ing of the Kansas-Missouri Thea-
tre Association. Leon has a busy
October program as well. At
Carroll, la., Leon conducted an

all-day discussion on theatre ad-

vertising and publicity in many
of its phases, hie addressed the

St. Louis and Kansas City con-
ventions.

Reagin Anniversary
The Memphis force is setting

up an anniversary week in honor
of Branch Manager R. V. Reagin.

The REAGIN
WEEK is that

beginning De-

cember 5th.

Exhibitors con-

tacted to date

have been
most coopera-

tive in dating

both features

and shorts.

Mr. Reagin
has been w ith

RKO Radio since 1927, or just

over 20 years. He was promoted

from office manager to salesman

early in his career with this com-

pany and was appointed branch

manager last year.

The special weeks In the south-

v/estern territory now include

Dallas and Memphis and there

is likely to be a third In Ben Cam-
mack's district, one honoring the

veteran Ralph Williams of Okla-

homa City.

Area Prem for

"Alive" At Son F.

Branch Manager Joe Smith

of San Francisco is setting up

dates for an area premiere on

Frank Buck's Original BRING
'EM BACK ALIVE. Day-daters

up to last Saturday Included

several Fox West Coast houses

and ten situations from the

T & D Junior Circuit. Western

Field Supervisor Dave Cantor

and Field Man Joe Longo are

working on the campaign.

TOA BANQUET TABLE—Leon, Herbert Greenblcrtt, midwestern district manager, RKO Radio;

Mrs. C. W. Phillips; C. W. Phillips, Eagle Lion; Tom Friday, general counsel, Comeriord Thea-

tres, Scranton, Pa.; Mrs. Willioon E. Hollander; William K. Hollander, director of advertising

and publicity, Balobcm & Ka\z Theatres, Chicago; Mr. cmd Mrs. Max Roth; Mrs. Herbert

Green blatt.

NATIONAL CONVENTION TOA—Charles P. Skouras, of Los Angeles, head of Notional Thea-

tres; Leon; Frcmk O. Starz, publicity director. Interstate Theatres, Dallas; Henry Reeve of

Dallas TOA, and John Balobcm, Chicago, general chairman of the Notional Convention.

AT PIONEER CIRCUIT MEETING—Left to right Harold Field, president- Leon, and Don Smith.
district mcmoger.
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35 RKO Stars in

The Sunday News

Magazine Section

Establishing a precedent-shattering industry record, RKO's caval-

cade of stars before the color cameras of the New York News s:;t

an ail-time mark for 12 months. In the year beiv/cen the annual sales

meetings, in the Home Office area. 35 RKO stars have been photo-

graphed by the News cameramen for use in the newspaper's Sunday

magazine section which reaches an estimated 20,000,000 readers

v/irh a 5,000,000 circulaiion, all of v,hom are potential motion p'cture

patrons.

Although there ere but 52 issues of the magazine, in the year

:pan, and there is terrific competition for this free space, RKO
averaged better than one full-page every other i;sL;e. Comparative

space in the magazine sells to advertisers for $11,500 a poge, not

counting the biography, interviews and blacl;-and-whi;e pictures

used in conjunction with the star's visit to the popcr.

The value of the color pictures alone, to RKO, is $345,000, if

ihe space could be bought. Inasmuch as the pictures constiiuie edi-

torial matter, the space, of course, is not for sale and must be won

on news merit and contact work.

Not only is every other motion picture company in compeiitlon

for this very valuable space, but the range of subjects before the

News color cameras includes the legitimate stage, night club enter-

tainers, the sports world including baseball players, golfers, football

players, hockey stars and race horses; elaborate maps, rare plants

and birds, the circus, political candidates, fashion photos, unusual

scenic shots. Army and Navy subjects and even the White House.

In addition, the 52 issues have certain "stock" covers, used

periodically, including the annual calendar, special Christmas and

Easter themes, as well as Fourth of July and Memorial Day issues

and other especially dated photographs.

This intense compeiitlon, of course, results in the editors main-

taining a very high degree of editorial selectivity which, in turn,

builds up solid readers interest.

Considerable planning goes into each arrangement for photo-

graphing an RKO star. The project starts with our publicity depart-

ment contacting the picture editors of the paper. They, first, must be
sold ' on the subject.

When it Is established that the star Is currently newsworthy and
photogenic for color purposes, the planning of the picture Is begun.

Several conferences result in decisions on what the star will wear

and what poses will be struck. Such factors as the star's complexion

and coloring and current activities enter Into these discussions.

Then, the star is brought to the News studio and a number of

shots are made, one finally being selected by the critical and expert

editors.

In addition to the actual posing for the color pictures, arrange-

ments are made to have the star interviewed by the paper's city

desk reporters. Black-and-white pictures for the daily paper are made.
Special interviews, such as with the beauty editor, are set up. A
tabloid biography of the star Is prepared for use In conjunction with

publication of the color photograph.

All In all, it spells a lot of work, planning, creative thinking and
constant maintenance of contacts with editors. George Held is

Rutgers Neilson's contact with the publication.

**STATION WEST"
(Continued from Page One)

Grand and also at the Alhambra

in Milwaukee and the Theatre

Owners of America holding

forth at the Drake which our

busy Mr. Leon Bamberger will

probably tell you all about later.

The Drake was literally jammed

with Skourases, the Gambles and

the Balabans and although I

couldn't make the ballroom I

think I did see about everyone

and his brother at the bar. Isn't

It peculiar how everyone happens

to pass through a bar at con-

ventions.

Here also was the delightful

Katy Overstreet, the Belle of

Kentucky and vice president of

the Fourth Avenue Amusement
Company of Louisville. You
reach Katy somehow through all

the wolf calls and whistles but you
don't last long as some guy with

a million or a string of theatres

has her by the arm just as you get

the first half of "hello" out and

she's on her way to the other half

of the greeting in another part of

"I he room. There was quite a bit

of talk about the box-office suc-

cess of RACHEL AND THE
STRANGER and also about our

forthcoming JOAN OF ARC and

also of Barret McCormlck's ex-

tensive advertising campaign.

When they asked me when I

thought they would get the pic-

ture I put on my wisest look of

deep thought and meditation the

way you do when you don't know
a damn thing about it and said,

"Let's you and me have a drink,'

which ansv/ers about everything.

So now that everything looks

to be ready for launching out

here I II hop back home for a look-

see at the Turners, trusting as I

board the Century that Susie has

the lawn properly cut, the storm

windows up for the winter, leav-

ing absolutely nothing for me to

CO.

I
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Reading From

Left to Right

RKOeis strolling down Broadway

will indeed be inspired by the tower-

ing JOAN OF ARC sign, so high, to

exaggerate a little, that waterfowl on

llieir southward flight over the city

may ljump into it. This mammotri

monument to RKO showmanship

could well be a symbol of our new

onward march. Incidentally in the

article last week in FLASH on the

sign's technical highlights, we forgot

to credit Harry Blair with the author-

ship. S. Barret McCormick gave Harry

the vast series of details.

Don't be too hasty brother sports

writers. No doubt you have Ijeen

reading about the luck of the Irish

in the Purdue game, and some sombre

words about the doubt of Notre

Dame's speed and power. Take it easy.

With a lead of eight points toward

the middle of the last quarter the

Notre Dame quarter started heaving

passes from his own twenty. Then

with eight minutes to go and the

same lead he repeated the perform-

ance after a 75-yard march. The Irish

could well have played safe and

probably won by a more comfortable

margin. And remember the breaks

usually fall to the brave. It appeared

to us from the whistle that Notre

Dame would win.
* * *

Agony for us at the radio last

Saturday afternoon was that of trying

to catch the big grid games, the base-

ball "crucials" and a golf tourney

at Tacoma, with the missus insisting

on tuning in on Just Plain Bill, the

barber of Hartville. This bird is al-

ways bobbing up on the dials around

4:30 p.m when the sports items are

hot.

As a book collector over a good

many years we pause to mention that

of late there have been many collec-

tors on comic strips springing up.

Daily and Sunday comic strips from

the late 90"s are now in big demand.
This is a little more evidence that

the comic strip, in whose recorded

pgges RKO was the pioneer adver-

tiser of motion pictures, is taking on

new significance.
* * «

It has been many, many years since

we were on a sucker list. The first

time was back in the 90's when we
sent away for a freckle cream, which

we kept safely hidden under the mat-

tress back in our $7-a-month-rental

home in Davenport, Wn. Later we
used to answer those '"send-no-money"

and "get-big-mail" ads. Recently we
have received by the Uncle .Sam

courier route a number of booklets

on sex, sexology, sex and love, ab-

normal aspects of sex, special phases,

sex classics, etc. This material

reaches us around our birthday when
we arc fast skidding down the western

hori/on.
* * *

.Stores out Patchogue way, some
70 miles from New York, have a

regular delivery into the City. A friend

Exhibitor Eleeson
Orlando R. Eleeson, salesman

at Sioux Falls, has resigned and

will enter the exhibitor ranks. Mr.

Eleeson will take over the opera-

tion of the theatre at Wagner,
South Dakota. RKOers wish him

v/ell in his new venture.

recently bought a kitchen set out

there and the store delivered it into

New York. This we can't under-

stand ... A gyp racket in used cars.

Via phone a New York dealer told

a party in the country that $1900

would be paid for a Ford as de-

scrilied. The owner drove in and
reached the dealer's headquarters.

Sixteen hundred dollars was offered.

The dealer said a "new salesman"

must have made the $1900 offer. The
gag is to wear down an owner, pref-

erably a lady it seems, through a long

trip and then buy the car at much
less than offered via phone. The first

offer via phone came in answer to an

ad placed by the car's owner.

We welcome two newcomers,

Julius Brown, who has taken over

the job of second booker, and

Kenny Blake,

who is our stu-

dent booker

now. Bobie

Coleman
moved up to

third booker;

Lee hleidings-

'Id is now our

Dayton sales-

man, occupy-

i n g Mark
Cummins' job.

Mark is leaving to take care of

his theatres.

The salesmen were In this week
for a meeting which found Joe

McKnIght doing fine since his

operation. Jack Furrer still whis-

tling his favorite tunes, Lloyd

Krause was busy selling pictures

as our new Columbus salesman.

Last Wednesday was Sue

Scott's birthday. Aileen Stein-

hauer baked her a delicious angel

food cake. Marie Klag gave her

jewelry, Joan Evans presented her

with a lovely box of stationery

and Ruthie Becker gave her a

pretty little handkerchief. Then,

Bud Weigel's birthday was the

very next day. The office and

Joan Evans lit up a beautiful

v/hite cake which was awaiting

Mr. Weigel when he came back

from lunch. Of course, it was all

gone by quitting time.

Betty Bonham, inspectress,

looks quite cute In her new short

hair-do, and that also includes

Johnny Costello who just got a

nice short hair-cut.

—JEANIE THARP

A HAPPY PARTY FOR A HAPPY BRIDE—Kitty Chiarello of the western sales department

was the honored guest at a luncheon at the Stockholm. Following the limcheon the gals of

the sales and contract departments held a shower for Kitty, at which she received an abun-

dant assortment of beautiful gifts. The gathering of smiling well wishers are as follows: Left

to right, Morgot Devaney, Ann Wittier, Fay Rosenthal, Adelaide Biegler, Antoinette Chiarello,

Lee Cappelli, Rose Lourenzano, Kitty (seated), Grace Melore, Helen Ventarola, Enes Carbonaro,

Emily Runco, Marie Nelson, Tess More and Chris Lisko. Kitty's nuptial took place Saturday,

Sept. 25. The whole gang of us wish her the best of happiness and good fortune for the future.

—WALTER DORAY
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COMING EVENTS
BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE,

Kansas City territorial pre-

miere October 14th, spear-

headed with run at the Roxy

Theatre, K. C.

STATION WEST world

premiere at the RKO Pal-

ace, Chicago, the evening

of October 19th, tied in with

the army, state militia,

American Legion and the

Chicago Herald American's

Benefit Fund.

THE MOTION PICTURE
EVENT OF THE CENTURY
—"JOAN OF ARC" world

premiere on Armistice Day,

Thursday, November 11th,

at the new Victoria Theatre,

Broadway at 46th Street.

Walt Disney's SO DEAR
TO MY HEART in world pre-

miere around Christmas in

three exchange areas, Cin-

cinnati, Indianapolis and

Cleveland, and in four

states, Ohio, Kentucky, West
Virginia and Indiana, with

at least 150 theatres par-

ticipating in the grand

event.

Samuel Goldwyn's A
SONG IS BORN, starring

Danny Kaye, Virginia
Mayo, national premiere

on day-and-date basis early

in November backed by the

most concentrated newspa-

per campaign in box-office

history, reaching a com-

bined readership of over

150,000,000. World premiere

at the Astor, New York,

October 19th.

Re-release next April of

Samuel Goldwyn's THE
PRIDE OF THE YANKEES,
one of the biggest money
hits in box-office history.

SALT LAKE CITY— It was a

week of celebration here when
this Utah city was invaded by
THE RETURN OF THE BAD
MEN, and Manager Bob Work-
man of the Capitol theatre and
Intermountain Theatre's Publicity

Director Helen Garrity pulled all

the stops and let loose a cam-
paign which took top business

for the city that week.

First, all the usherettes, door-

men and popcorn girls were
decked out in Western regalia

a week in advance of playdate;

then specially garbed horsemen.

made up to represent all the

desperadoes in the picture, pa-

raded the downtown streets and

took part in the Utah Pioneer

Days Celebration parade, which

event coincided with the open-

ing of the film at the Capitol.

To climax the publicity, the

street was roped off in front of

the theatre by the police and a

demonstration of old time square

dancing, with all of the partici-

pants decked out in colorful cos-

tumes, was held just before the

start of the first evening show.

Participating in the event were

members of the Old Timers Club

with their own suitable music and

experienced caller. Viewed by

thousands of persons attracted

to the front of the theatre by this

unusual event, which had the

sponsorship of the Sons and
Daughters of the Utah Pioneers

organization, it drew widespread
interest and attention.

The campaign included sub-

stantial newspaper advertising

and was rounded off by good
radio coverage.

—T. BIDWELL McCORMICK



Coming in 1949

Joyfully,

Joan kneels

before her king

whose crown

has been won
through her

courage—a scene

unmatched for

breath-taking

magnificence

!
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"Station West"

Chicago "Prem" i

On a Vast Scope

^'Mtavhot'' Again in Variety's
Big Thr€*o^'"Rae0> Strt^et*" Is
Canting Fast As JV^n' Cantontl^r

Variety gives RACHEL
third week in succession.

AND THE
As anyone

By TERRY TURNER

With the Chicago Herald
American blasting the news daily,

and Frank Smith and Gerry Shin-

bach having premiere tickets on

hand and on sale with the tlrst

blast, the world premiere of

STATION WEST at the RKO Pal-

ace Chicago, October 19 and
20, and at the Riverside, Mil-

waukee. October 21, looms up
a: the Important event for RKO
In October.

To date (Oct. 5) Perry Lieber

has come up with four stars from
the picture, Jane Greer, Agnes
Moorehead, Big Boy" Williams

and Gordon Oliver, adding Ellen

Drew and Lucille Ball. Jack Parr Is

{Continued on Page Four)

Reporting business definitely on the upbeat,

STRANGER a place among the top three for the

who has followed Variety's box-office survey knows, a perfornnance of this kind is highly

noteworthy. More so when you consider that RACHEL led the parade in two of these
three stanzas, the first two. Variety says of the entire September survey, "RKO launched Rachel and
the Stranger' in a batch of cities the final two weeks of September. Results exceeded fondest hopes,

with business pushing Rachel' Into fourth position, nation-wide, for the month."

For the week GOOD SAM got the fourth place honors and our comedy placed second In Variety's

September "golden dozen.
"

Variety for Wednesday continued:

"This top six (referring to the first six) in nation-wide ratings shows five major companies getting

Into the money, RKO landing two spots.'

Variety says of the third week for RACHEL at the Mayfair:

Third session ending Friday looks to stay in chips at around

Holds one more.'

From the field:

Eastern District Manager Bob Folliard:

"RACHEL Is top money picture in the district. Exceptionally fine at

at Warner, Pittsburgh, $700 better than GOOD SAM. Good at Keith's, Washington
situations." Holds In above key cities.

Southwestern District Manager Ben Cammack:
"Completed a week In the Metropolitan, Housl'on, to splendid gross. Same at Aztec, San Antonio.

Topped GOOD SAM In opening at the Center, Oklahoma City, holds.

Jack Chlnell, Buffalo:

Exceptionally fine business In the Warner house, Jamestown, topping FORT APACHE, MIRACLE

after solid for second.

Eark Philadelphia, first week
and all other

""Siranger"' Albmn of Sottgs

A fine new selling impetus for RACHEL AND THE
STRANGER in the form of a souvenir album of songs is

being published by the Leeds Music Corporation. The song

folio in addition to six songs from the picture carries the

story, many colorful stills of the stars and spectacular

scenes. The covers are tremendously impressive.

The folio, which is the product of Arnold Shaw, director

of publicity, advertising and exploitation for Leeds, is one

of the most attractive of its kind ever put out. Sales should be

tremendous and the souvenir album also should be the basis

for numerous dealers windows. The initial printing is

30,000 copies and these will go through Leeds to music

jobbers and dealers. The souvenir album retails for SL

Here indeed is a chance for some formidable promotion
between theatres and music shops and our sales and field

force can aid the good cause.

OF THE BELLS, TYCOON and

BISHOPS WIFE, In fact out-

grossing any picture released by

RKO since BACHELOR AND
THE BOBBY SOXER, which

played this city In September,

1947.
"

Joe Brecheen, Washington:

"Fine first two days at Keith's,

excellent reviews.

"

Giff Davison, Salt Lake City:

Big at Idaho Falls, Butte and
Pocatello.

"

Dave Silverman, Pittsburgh:

"Our first three engagements
definitely establish this produc-

tion as one of our important

money getters of the present

time. Right up with top grossers

at the State, Johnstown, and the

Capitol, Altoona. Highly satis-

{Continued on Page Two)

Industry Documentary

Broadcast Will Have

"Best Years" Reference
When the entire motion plc-|

ture industry joins in a one-

hour documentary show over

the entire network of CBS
there will be a special refer-

ence to Samuel Goldwyn's
BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
and representing officials of

the Soldwyn organization and
RKO. it is a project new in

type for this industry and the

program will be one well worth

hearing. The time is Wednes-
day, November 3rd, from 10

p.m. to II p.m. Make a note
of the date and hour and catch

the show.
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"Electra" Run to Give

RKO Three Marathoners

In New York's Mid-Town
With the coming of the frost on the punnpkin, any day now,

RKO Radio will have at least three long-run pictures playing

simultaneously in New York's mid-town. Samuel Goldwyn's

A SONG IS BORN, in which Danny Kay-Os "em and Virginia

May-Os 'em, is one of the big three to bow in, with its world

premiere scheduled for the Astor on October 19th. Of course

all New York knows now that JOAN OF ARC has the holiday

premiere of Armistice Day, November Nth.

Robert Mochrie has announced an engagement for MOURN-
ING BECOMES ELECTRA at the Mayfair starting on Saturday,

October 16th. This will be the first presentation of MOURNING
at popular-priced admission. The film version will of course

be the new one edited to a suitable length for regular engage-
ments. Running time has been reduced to a little less than

two hours.

We have other big pictures looming up on the fall and
early winter schedule which are further assurance that RKO
Radio's electric marquee banners will be flying on Broadway
in large numbers through into 1949. Walt Disney's SO DEAR
TO MY HEART, THE BOY WITH GREEN HAIR, STATION
WEST, EVERY GIRL SHOULD BE MARRIED, THEY LIVE BY
NIGHT and ENCHANTMENT are currently being advertised

and there are others which may be moved in with this first team.

WALTER WANGER COMES EAST FOR WORLD PREMIERE
OF "JOAN OF ARC"—WALTER WANGER arrived in New
York from Hollywood on Monday morning to complete arrange-

ments for the world premiere of Sierra Pictures' JOAN OF ARC.
Mr. Wanger was accompanied by his wife, the screen star JOAN
BENNETT and their three daughters, shown upon arrival.

RACHEL," "RACE STREET"
(Continued from. Page One)

factory at Warner, Pittsburgh."

Ross Cropper, Boston:

"Excellent first two days at the

Paramount, Springfield. Held

over. At the Strand, Taunton,

booked for four days, held for

seven, something that has seldom

happened in this town in recent

months."

"Opening day in London
topped FARMER'S DAUGHTER
by $100."

Dick Lange, Portland:

"Chalking up sensational busi-

ness in various situations in Ore-

gon."

Third week Toledo and Boston.

Second weeks San Diego, Seat-

tle, Birmingham, Pittsfield, Chica-

go, San Francisco, Atlantic City,

Harrisburg, St. Louis, Fresno,

Baltimore, Hamilton. At Long
Beach played the Fox, Loma and
State, and moved to the Adams.
Big at the Byrd and State, Rich-

mond. At Roanoke day-dater at

the Grandin and Lee, moved to

Jefferson. Held over at the Para-

mount and Oriental, Portland.

Two weeks at Hillstreet and Pan-

tages, Los Angeles. At Trenton

day-dater at Lincoln and Palace,

moved to Trent. Minneapolis,

Orpheum to Pan. Although the

Pan plays many first-run pictures

the week for RACHEL was one
of the best in the past year. At
New Orleans, big at Orpheum
and in two weeks at the Liberty.

Excellent Albany, Utica, Lewis-

ton, Me., Colorado Springs, Ft.

Collins, Greeley, Pueblo, Stam-
ford.

And we have another contend-

er moving up. You'll remember
that RACE STREET had four fine

weeks at the Mayfair and three

at the Stanton, Philadelphia, and
good engagements at the Hippo-
drome, Baltimore, and in Olean,

Hornell, Altoona, Jamestown,

Sharon and elsewhere. RACE
STREET is coming on like the box-

office thoroughbred it is. Branch

Manager Stan Jacques of Cin-

cinnati says:

"Both the opening and second

days at the Palace substantially

outgrossed the first two days of

RACHEL AND THE STRANG-
ER. The first day also equalled

the first day's gross of GOOD
SAM, which played the Albee.

We had a feeling all along that

this picture was going to do lots

of business."

Dave Silverman, Pittsburgh:

"From reports I have received

of business the picture is doing

in this territory and throughout

the country, I am looking forward

to a healthy engagement here

in Pittsburgh."

At Cincinnati, Palace to Shu-

bert. At the Rivoli, New Bruns-

wick, highest in theatre in last

six months, product of all com-
panies. Excellent opening Tues-

day at Proctor's, Newark. Fine

opening at the Orpheum, Des

Moines, excellent at Greenville,

s. c.

GOOD SAM, eternally mov-
ing in Variety's select circle, has

chalked up a third week at the

Radio City Music Hall, third at

ihe Woods, Chicago, second
weeks at Oakland (two theatres),

St. Louis, Wilmington, Dayton.
Big at the Strand, Cumberland.
Top opening at the Regent,
Grand Rapids.

BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
— "Phenomenal at the Queen, St.

Stephen, says Branch Manager
Harry Cohen of Staint John, each
day's business at b.o. exceeding
previous day, with the final day
outgrossing the opener by $81.

Branch Manager Charles Zagrans
of Philadelphia says fine grosses

In regular-admission runs through-

out the territory. Second week
Louisville.

THE VELVET TOUCH — Big

opening at the Boyd, Philadel-

phia, says Eastern District Man-
ager Bob Folliard. Held over.

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE —
Big week at the Grand, Chicago.

RETURN OF THE BAD MEN
—Second week Toledo.

VARIETY TIME — Fine audi-

ence reaction reported from first

engagements. Bears out sneak-

prevlew reports forwarded in let-

ter some time ago by Robert

Mochrie. All exhibitors pleased

with entertainment qualities of

this comedy. It's a spearheader

for the current comedy cycle

and should get wide distribution.
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"Enchantment" Ad RKO Well Represented at Conventions
Campaign Is Big,

Pyramid the Space

Samuel Goldwyn has an-

nounced another of h!s far-reach-

ing national advertising cam-

paigns for the forthcoming EN-

CHANTMENT. Copy has been

deployed over a wide range of

national magazines and news-

paper supplements. Units will ap-

pear more often than is the case

with the previous Goldwyn pic-

tures for the campaign will be

launched with small space ads

in the leading weeklies and pyra-

mid into full pages. Because EN-

CHANTMENT is a love story,

particular emphasis has been

placed on women's appeal maga-

zines and fan magazines.

The magazine campaign gets

under way on November 15th.

Complete schedule has been for-

warded to the field by S. Barret

McCormick's department.

The ENCHANTMENT cam-

paign is just one more reason why

RKOers must be magazine-mind-

ed, following through on the

schedule to pick up the actual

pages In the respective maga-

zines for the sales kits. Once in a

while you'll find two and even

three pages of a publication

carrying the RKO trademark.

That's all but making a pressbook

out of some of our big national

weeklies. For instance spot the

Look for October 26th, RKO ads

on THEY LIVE BY NIGHT, A
SONG IS BORN and SO DEAR
TO MY HEART.

1'Run V/inners

First pool winners we heard of

on Wednesday's game needed

only a one-run inning to take the

money. Harry Gittleson had a

two-team combination, with the

one-run total. Maude Sankey,

secretary to Robert Mochrie,

picked up an eighth-inning slip

that had gone begging and

brought home the family bacon

via the lone tally. Old-time New
Englanders were all down on Bos-

ton, mid-westerns whooped it up

for Cleveland. Ye ed following

his bet-on-the-underdog policy

was off to a good start on the

series. No free-loader ever gave

odds on anything.

ST. LOUIS—Arriving in St. Louis from Chicago after attending the T.O.A. National Convention,

Leon J. Bamberger got out his bat and went to work selling RKO at the M.P.T.O. Convention of St.

Louis, Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois on September 27th and the Convention of the Kansas-

Missouri T.O.A. in Kansas City September 28-29. At both luncheons, Leon v/as the principal speaker.

Leon brought a message from our President, Ned E. Depinet, and Bob Mochrie, building his material

into a most Impressive and constructive speech interwoven with his witty remarks. The exhibitors were

entertained and impressed by his speech.

More than 200 theatre owners, managers and operators attended each convention. M.P.T.O. held

forth at the Jefferson Hotel, St. Louis, Missouri, and the K.M.T.O.A. at the Hotel Muehlebach, Kansas

City.

RKO was well represented at both conventions. Pat Byrne, city sales manager, St. Louis branch,

and Helen Thomas, booker, Kansas City branch, assisted the writer In the distribution of the playing

cards and, believe me, the exhibitors look forward to this gift.

Mr. Bamberger is to be congratulated for the great job he did at both conventions and likewise

Jim Lewis and Tom Williamson and their boys for the splendid help and cooperation.

—LOU DUFOUR

IN PHOTO LAYOUT, left to right—Lou Dufour, field man; Pat Byme, St. Louis city soles man-
ager; Leon; Branch Manager Tom Williamson and Salesman Guy Pisani.

AT ANNUAL CONVENTION of Kansas-Missouri Theatre Oweners Association, Kansas City.

Left to right, John Wangberg, RKO salesman; Homer Strowig, exhibitor of Abilene, Kan., re-

tiring president of MTOA; Jimmy Lewis, RKO branch manager, Kansas City; Leon; Earl Dy-
son, RKO salesman; Lou Duiour, RKO field man; Winston Brown, RKO office manager,

Kansas City.
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"TARZAN" ON PERSONAL

TOUR OF ALL KEY CITIES
By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 8:—Film editors and other blase behind-the-scenes workers

usually keep their opinions to themselves but they're really sounding off now and I've

never heard the like of it.

STATION WEST"

(Continued from Page One)

also a possibility for Master of

Ceremonies, the Herald Ameri-

can having asked for him be-

cause of his fine job in the windy

city on the premiere of MIRA-

CLE OF THE BELLS.

Everyone who has had a peek

of this opus in the middle west

seems to have a feeling that it is

headed for a FORT APACHE

trail as far as box-office is con-

cerned and while that is shoot-

ing the darts high, it could be.

Now let us have a look at the

parade Bob Hickey, Wally Helm

and Harry Bert are lining up.

(1)—33rd Infantry lllinios Na-

tional Guard.

(2)—The Black Horse Troop.

(3)—Three Armored Cars.

(4)_Two Half Tracks.

(5)—Six Jeeps.

(6)— 170 marching men.

(7) — Two American Legion

Bands.

(8)—Three High School Bands.

(9)—Six Cadillac convertibles

for the stars.

(10)—Contingents from three

or four riding schools.

Now, when you add to that

about 20 Andy Frane's ushers,

all spotlessly uniformed, and car-

rying torches through the Loop

to light up our shindig, maybe

you'll agree with me that Chi-

cago will be "looping their

LOOP" the evening of October

19th.

Don't think that's all the show,

for Lou Livingston and Roy Top-

per of the Herald American are

lining up a show that will run

until the wee hours of the morn-

ing. Let's have a looksee at their

tenative lineup:

SOPHIE TUCKER and Teddy

Shapiro from the Chez Paree.

OLIVETTE MILLER AND THE
ENTIRE SHOW OF 40 from

the Biege Room of the Hotel

Pershing including

Chuck and Chuckles; Blandy

and Jaurez; Dick Mays and the

Biege Beauties.

BILLY BISHOP AND HIS

They're all doing nip-ups

over Sol Lesser's latest RKO
radio release, TARZAN'S
MAGIC FOUNTAIN, and

the new Tarzan—Lex Barker.

And after having seen a

very rough cut of the pic-

ture, brother, I am adding

my stentorian voice to the

chorus.

Everything about TAR-
ZAN'S MAGIC FOUN-
TAIN has been filmed in the

best tradition of that con-

sistent money-maker, the

Tarzan picture. It is jam-

packed with thrills, action

and suspense. Edgar Rice

Burroughs, the author, says

there is enough action in

TARZAN'S MAGIC FOUN-
TAIN for six Tarzan books.

Lex Barker was the perfect

choice to carry on the Tar-

zan tradition. A former

Princeton tackle and war

veteran who was General

Mark Clark's aide and was

severely wounded in Italy,

Barker is six feet four inches

tall and weighs a trim 197

pounds. Not so muscular as

to give male filmgoers an

inferiority complex, he is still

rugged enough to be a con-

BAND.
FLORENCE AND FREDERICK.

BILL DARLOW and ALICE
MANN from the Walnut Room
of the Bismarck Hotel.

ABE BURROWS from the

Mayfair Room of the Blackstone

Hotel.

Billy Carr and His Beauties

from the Cuban Village.

LIBERACE, the sensational

pianist—and says ROY TOPPER
who is staging the show "THAT
AINT ALL."

vincing king of the jungle.

And he is handsome in a he-

man way that will appeal to

men and women alike.

Barker will be introduced

to the public as the new Tar-

zan through one of the

greatest introduc"!-ory cam-

paigns ever given to a screen

newcomer. Plans are now
being completed for him to

leave late this month for a

personal appearance tour

that will take him to every

key city in the United States.

Backing up this tour will be

a gigantic radio, newspaper

and magazine .campaign. A
sample of the terrific hit

Barker makes with fans was

seen recently when he ap-

peared on the Abbott &
Costello Kid Show over

KECA and the ABC network

from coast to coast.

While the Tarzan pictures

have always been popular,

believe me. Lex Barker as

the new Tarzan will lift them
to a success peak they've

never before attained.

This week another exploi-

tation natural of the type

So, summing it all up, even at

this early date, it looks as though

we will send this picture off at

a merry gait. Roy Pierce, man-

ager of the Riverside in Milwau-

kee, who will get the stars the day

after Chicago, will journey to the

Windy City with Larry Lawrence
of the Journal and Buck Herzog
of the Sentinel in tow, to get

good advance stories of the stars

arrival and to give us what we
hope will be a walloper day in

"Cheeseville," or Milwaukee to

with which RKO has had

such success in the past went

into production.

This is THE CLAY PIG-

EON, starring Bill Williams,

Barbara hHale and Richard

Quine. Richard Fleischer,

who directed the current

hienry Morgan hit, "So This

Is New York," is directing

and hierman Schlom is pro-

ducing.

THE CLAY PIGEON is

the story of a Navy veteran

who, upon recovering from

amnesia, discovers that dur-

ing his blackout he was

framed on a treason charge.

How he tracks down the per-

sons responsible for the

frameup provides the ac-

tion, thrills and suspense that

makes a sure-fire winner.

The picture is being filmed

according to the best docu-

mentary technique and will

offer the newsreelism that

made "T-Men," "The House
on 92nd Street," "Call

Northside 777" and other

pictures of this type such

hits.

you.

"Uncle Remus" Reiners leaves

with me Sunday for Chicago to

augment the Chicago trio of

Hickey, Heim and Bert and
"Buster" MacKenzie, our exhub-

erant field hand at Cincinnati,

will join us for the parade activi-

ties, probably to use his beam-
ing kisser to light up the parade
providing a torch burns out.

So Jackie save us some space

for pictures for this outing. It

should be a humdinger, if we
don"t run into a blizzard.



By ED RICE

The American Humane

Society will screen FRIEND

OF THE FAMILY at its Na-

tional convention In New
Orleans this week for hu-

mane workers from all over

the country.

Blitz, the canine winner of

the RKO-Pathe search for a

talking animal, is slated to

appear on a quiz program

to be broadcast over Mutu-

al. Blitz Is now boning up on

the Encyclopedia Britannica,

to prove that his mental

powers are as good as his

vocal powers.

High praise for LETTER

TO A REBEL comes from

Walter WInchell, who says

in his syndicated column:

"The short called LETTER

TO A REBEL (in the This is

America series) is a Yankee

Doodle Dandy. See it and

tingle . .
."

PHOTO FRENZY, TIA

about camera fans, was

screened by the Ray Com-
pany, manufacturers of pho-

tographic equipment, for an

enthusiastic audience o f

dealers and manufacturers.

All of them are promoting

the film in their home cities.

Narration for WHO'S DE-

LINQUENT, next TIA re-

lease, was scored this week

by Dwight Weist, In the New
York RKO-Pathe Studios at

106th Street and Park Ave-

nue. Theme of the film Is the

growing crime rate among
America's teen-agers, with

^he responsibility laid direc-

Frcm the "America" FRIEND OF THE FAMILY, dcwn-tc-earth two-reeler centered around the

ration's pets. And what kid has never had a pst. Not a one in the world, we would say. For

many months now the "Americas" have been made up of the elements entwined with human
life, such as their safety, their love of liberty, their sports, stories of the family, of delinquent

children, crime, food, photography. FRIEND OF THE FAMILY is going to be a highly popular

rubject with vast exploitation possibilities.

ly to both parents and so-

ciety. Script was by Ardls

Smith. Dave Cooper was

editor; his assistants were
Doug Yost and Dave Mc-
Cruden. The film was pro-

duced by Jay Bonafleld and

supervised by Phil Relsman,

Jr.

As the entire industry already knows, the Interstate Circui t of

Texas has a rather extensive and critical short subject booking de-

partment now operating under the supervision of Loia Cheaney.

Weekly, reviews of the short subjects of all companies screened

during the previous week are sent out to all of their theatres in

their periodical, "Interstate's Shorts Magazine." These reviews are

not extracted from trade papers or other sources but are made only

after the pictures have been actually screened by the short subject

personnel of the Interstate Circuit.

It is therefore heartening to find that one of the most important

circuits of America gives four stars, their highest rating," to the

This Is America FRIEND OF THE FAMILY, and the following is their

review on the picture.

Ail phases of ihe great part pets play in family life of the arverage

American citizen is surveyed to make a delightful short subject. Pet

shops kennels, dog and cat food manufacturers, dog toys, coats and

harnesses, pet cemeteries, hospitals, dog shows, the ASPCA and

dog training instruction for owners get ample coverage. For pet

lovers, this subject is a bonanza.
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"Station West" Shaped For Sturdy

Public Reaction Say The Trades

"Stands at ttte top of its class"

This RKO Radio production stands at the top of its class. As a

high though not colossal budget Western it is another proof—if

one be needed—that well-nnade stories of the West result in ex-

cellent motion picture entertainment.

For the most part this is Dick Powell's picture and he does well

indeed in a straight dramatic role. Robert Sparks, the producer, sur-

rounded Powell with a fine cast, led by Jane Greer. The direction

by Sidney Lanfield made for a natural film, avoiding both the ex-

tremes of artificiality and exaggerated realism. On analysis, the story,

from the novel by Luke Short with the screen play by Frank Fenton and

Winston Miller, is not strikingly different from many other Westerns.

However, the presentation is fresh and there is plenty of suspense

and excitement to please audiences without exhausting them.

Powell turns up in a small Western town after two soldiers had

been murdered transporting gold. For a while it is not clear what

his connection with the matter is; then the audience learns that he is

an Army intelligence officer sent, under cover, to investigate. At

the end he has the desired information and all the culprits are dead.

Meanwhile he has several meetings with the beautiful but sinister

head of a gambling house and gang ring-leader, Jane Greer; a fierce

fist fight with Guinn "Big Boy" Williams; several gun battles; and

assorted complications with the captain in charge of the local army
station, Tom Powers, and his lady friend, Agnes Moorehead. Other
supporting roles include a singing hotel clerk, effectively played by
Burl Ives, and Gordon Oliver and Steve Brodie, associates in the

crimes, and Raymond Burr, a weak lawyer. The photography, both

of the beautiful exterior country and the realistic interiors, is very

good. Most of the action takes place in a relatively small number
of settings and this contributes to the over-all effectiveness of this

film.

—MOTION PICTURE DAILY

"Has good portion of action"

Leisurely developed western story offers Powell in Western role.

Has good portion of action.

Developed leisurely in the story department and with a directorial

hand in the proceedings that manages to inject the required touches,

this Western offers Dick Powell in a period of boots, guns, saddles
and what-have-you. He plays it out well enough. His support is able.

Luke Short's novel concerns an army officer who is working under
cover in Rock Pass, a Western military outpost. He is investigating

the murder of two soldiers who v/ere guarding a gold shipment.

Powell, the soldier in mufti, arrives at the place and makes himself

unpopular with the local saloon crowd. Almost at once he has a

terrific brawl with Guinn Williams, beats him up pretty badly. He has
contacted his superiors, meanwhile, and soon gets a job with Jane
Greer, proprietress of the local joint. She's known as "Charlie."

In charge of her transportation interests, Powell and Regis Toomey
attempt to make a run with a gold shipment. They are held up.
Toomey is killed, the gold stolen. But coming to, Powell immediately
locates the yellow stuff and learns who is up to what.

He plays a pretty precarious game from that point on and as the
conclusion nears he solves his case. Miss Greer, who was behind the
dirty work, dies in his arms. He rides off. Sidney Lanfield directed.

—FILM DAILY

"Slickly produced, staged, acted"
RKO has succeeded in doing almost the impossible: injecting

some novelty into the western theme. They've done it by turning out
"Station West," a sort of FBI drama in chaps—a slickly produced.

well staged, well acted, and touch-minded show that's going to be

well received.

Despite the fact that the film ends on what is the most thinly-

worn of all cliches, this Dore Schary production holds principally be-

cause of story twists and characterizations that are different—and
interesting.

Dick Powell, as Lt. John Haven of the Military Information Dept.;

Jane Greer, as Charlie, the bo4s that runs the mining town of Rock
Pass; Agnes Moorehead, Burl Ives, singer; Tom Powers, Guinn
Williams, and others do a top-notch job at making "Station West"
authentic, rough and exciting.

Rock Pass houses a band of gold thieves who have made things

so tough for the shippers that even Wells Fargo has had to shut down.
Two soldiers have been killed while escorting the gold. Powell comes
to town to find the murderers. Before he uncovers them he has the

entire town in an uproar. He quiets the town by killing off what
seems to be a good half of the population.

This is a rough show. Even the love story has to be told over pistols

at one point in the story. Powell is convincing and Miss Greer's per-

formance could make you believe anything about her. Ives' talent

as a ballad singer is skimped, however.

Producer Robert Sparks has set a handsome frame for displaying

the story by Frank Fenton and Winston Miller, and Sidney Lanfield's

direction is appropriately taut. Harry J. Wild's photography merits

special mention.

—MOTION PICTURE HERALD

"Pace fast, action tough"
Except for its period western setting and costumes, "Station

West" could be a modern private eye versus crook melodrama. In

either setting it would be an interesting, if cryptic, tale, complete
with all the ingredients necessary to shape it for favorable boxoffice.

The pace is fast, the action tough and the plot twists good under
the helms of Sidney Lanfield as director and Robert Sparks as pro-

ducer. They pair ably in making the film a zingy piece of entertain-

ment.

Dick Powell, one of the screen's best tough-guy gumshoes, wears
his jeans easily. Jane Greer is the luscious s.a. bait that's always
around to make a private eye's work more difficult and more in-

teresting.

Lanfield's direction gives zip to the picture, moving it along
rapidly in developing the Luke Snort novel, scripted by Frank Fenton
and Winston Miller. Script is packed with punch lines that rate

genuine chuckles. Plot deals with Powell, as undercover military in-

vestigator, hunting clues to the murder of two soldiers, killed while

guarding a gold shipment. Miss Greer is the pioneer counterpart of

the modern racketeer. She operates the western gambling den and
has her finger in all of the town's pies. There's a smouldering ro-

mance that never reaches full flame between the two principals, but
Miss Greer meets death to pay for past misdeeds.

Agnes Moorehead, Tom Powers, Gordon Oliver, Steve Brodie,

Guinn "Big Boy" Williams, latter engaging in a terrifically exciting

fight with Powell; Raymond Burr, Regis Toomey, Oiin Howlin and
John Berkes are included among the cast capables that furnish ex-

cellent support. Burl Ives pleasantly injects "The Sun is Shining Warm"
into the score and Miss Greer sells "Sometime Remind Me to Tell

You."

Production is an ace job by Sparks, shaping film for sturdy public
reaction. Harry J. Wild contributes topnotch lensing.

—VARIETY (Daily)

"A box-office natural"

The popularity of Luke Short's stories is attributed to an artful

combination of sturdy sagebrush action values and intriguing char-
acterizations—elements that fairly cry out from the printed page for
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motion picture adaptation. "Station West" follows this invariable

Short pattern to highly entertaining results. The Robert Sparks' pro-

duction builds effective and dynamic momentum through the inter-

esting people whose adveni'ures are depicted. Consequently, the

gunplay, the riding, the fisticuffs and all the other traditional western

components fit logically and dramatically into the plot. The story

itself is inclined to be rambling and involved; simplification might

better have served the interests of the screenplay. The ambiguities,

however, are neatly camouflaged by Sparks' colorful background and

Sidney Lanfield's show-wise direction. Lanfield draws striking per-

formances from his principals, and he uses their conflicting personali-

ties to heighten the suspenseful motivation. In the outdoor division

"Station West" is a boxoffice natural, both from the viewpoint of

its material and the exploifable angle in Dick Powell's appearance in

a western role.

The piece casts Powell as an army lieutenant working in mufti as

he sets about the job of tracking down the killers of two soldiers, hie

arrives in a mining community and finds the village presided over by

Jane Greer, beautiful operator of a gambling emporium. The army
post is run by a temperamental officer whose personal affairs are

mixed up in nis job. The problem of the community is to get the

gold shipped out in the face of organized bandits. Powell gets at

the bottom of the affair by worming his way into the organization

and by capturing the affections of Miss Greer.

Powell's standard tough guy character makes an easy transition

from the fedora of the "private" eye to the ten-gallon hat of the

sagebrush hero. The actor does a vigorous, dominating job. Jane
Greer is a luscious looking lady heavy as she sustains a demanding
characterization admirably, Agnes Moorehead impresses as a widow
with a gold mine. Burl Ives clicks with his folk songs, and Tom Powers

is a standout as the post commander. Gordon Oliver provides com-
petition in the romantic division as Greer's partner in crime. Guinn
"Big Boy" Williams, Raymond Burr, Regis Toomey and Olin Howlin

make up the unusually competent supporting cast.

Harry J. Wild's camera gives much to the vitality of the produc-

tion. Heinz Roemheld supplies a musical score with zip that is caught
in the direction of C. Bakaleinikoff. Frederic Knudtson is credited with

the deft editing.

—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

"Modern touch, good entertainment"

A zingy whodunit plot has been adapted to a western setting,

giving "Station West" a modern touch that makes for good enter-

tainment. B.O. returns should please.

Sidney Lanfield's direction equips the film with a fast pace and
tough action. The plot twists are accomplished with slick dialog, the

punchlines provoking genuine chuckles of appreciation. Players enter

into the spirit of the "new-look for westerns" style wihh which film

has been clothed. Dick Powell, one of the screen's better tough guy
investigators, gives a slick interpretation and Jane Greer makes for

a luscious co-star in the actionful doings.

Topnotch script by Frank Fenton and Winston Miller.

Picture is launched on a suspense keynote and mood Is sustained

throughout. There's a terrific fight between Powell and Guinn "Big

Boy" Williams in early footage that establishes toughness of entire

movement. Repartee that passes between principals gives a lighter

touch that further emphasizes the building tension.

Two songs are advantageously spotted. Miss Greer takes able

care of "Sometime Remind Me to Tell You." Burl Ives, laconic hotel

keeper, injects his folk style on "The Sun Is Shining Warm." Both

tunes were cleffed by Mort Greene and Leigh Harline.

Backing the interesting work of the stars are Agnes Moorehead,
Tom Powers, Gordon Oliver, Steve Brodie, Guinn "Big Boy" Williams,

Raymond Burr, Regis Toomey, Olin Howlin, John Berkes and others.

Film has been given smartly valued production supervision by
Robert Sparks, who has geared it for a ready acceptance by ticket

buyers. Class lensing by Harry J. Wild and an excellent score by

Heinz Roemheld are slick assists.

—VARIETY (Weekly)

UNITED STATES POSTAGE
If you have a Girl Scout daughter, she has probably told you with a good deal

of pride that a special three-cent stamp is being issued this fall to honor Juliette

Lew, founder of the Girl Scouts cf the U.S.A. As it happens. RKO has good

leason to be proud, too, since the stamp was originally a brain child of Leon

J. Bamberger. Mr. Bamberger, who represents the motion picture industry on

the Public Information Committee of the national Girl Scout organization,

started plugging for a stamp well over a year ago, when the Girl Scouts were

celebrating their thirty-fifth anniversary. Many people thought the idea was
dandy and went to work on it. Result: Girl Scout Week this year (October

31 through November 6) starts off with a real flourish, as the Juliette Low
stamp is unveiled with great ceremony at the post office in Savannah.

Georgia, birthplace of Mrs. Low and of the Girl Scouts of the U. S. A.

Pic-Tour Insert

To the Branches

Copies of the striking 12-page

Pic-Tour Insert which was carried

'ir. full by last week's anniversary

issue of the Motion Picture Her-

ald have been forwarded to the

branches. In this Insert the PIc-

Tour pages which usually carry

four units are devoted to one

picture only, the enlargement

giving the page added attention

Impetus. The booklets mailed via

S. Barret McCormlck's depart-

ment provide a veritable little

year book" of current and com-
ing attrac+Ions.

"Som" a Champ
Our GOOD SAM and

RACHEL AND THE
STRANGER continue to lead

the nation's box-office parade.

RACHEL has been heralded

by last Variety as the champ
for two successive weeks with

GOOD SAM In third place

and now GOOD SAM wins

box-office honors as one of

the Motion Picture Herald's

big six for September. Selec-

tions are made on the basis of

gross revenue at the key city

theatres throughout the coun-

try.
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Branch Chiefs to

Back "Delinqiient"

Just Like "Rebel"

Several branch chiefs in letlers

to Harry Michalson have ex-

pressed themselves of being con-

fident of getting the same exten-

sive cooperation from educators

and agencies on the "America"

WHO'S DELINQUENT as they

did for LETTER TO A REBEL.

Charles Zagrans of Philadel-

phia says the ground work will be

laid for a quick and complete

playoff of the subject. Screenings

will be held for police commis-

sioners, school officials, social

service agencies, newspaper and
radio people and others.

Branch Manager Jimmy Lewis

of Kansas City says that while

September was dedicated to

Youth Month, the campaign
should be a year-'round job. He
expects cooperation from the

chamber of commerce and vari-

ous civic organizations.

Branch Manager Rovy Branon

of Charlotte plans to make play -

ing time a phase of the Youth
Month period. He has written a

letter to the heads of theatre cir-

cuits and booking agencies as

v.'ell as important individual ac-

counts. He rates the subject c,s

one of the best of the AMERICA
series.

WHO'S DELINQUENT will

make every booster and backer

proud of himself. It is a goodwill

builder second to none-for RKO,
the theatre that plays it and the

industry from which it sprung.

It was welcome back to Claca Supe
after a seven month's absence from

v/ork because of illness. Glad to see

you back winding

those reels again,

Clara.

We are also

happy to hear

that Wilma Davis

is home again,

recovering from
her operation,

hlope to see you
soon, Wilma.
We all think

Lw. f ' 4^^tL y°^^ '^^^

l^^^H coming, Betty
Bonham, hope it

stays short for a long time to come.
A big birthday party was given in

the inspection department for Ethel

Toeike and Louise England. We are

N

BROADWAY GIVES "RACHEL" A WELCOME
By RUTGERS NEILSON

EW YORK S Broadway audiences are proving what numerous out of town spots have proved that

our Company's production RACHEL AND THE STRANGER is a real show, good entertainment

and a box-office attraction.

Opening on the show street on a Saturday nighf with capacity business the picture is clicking

merrily.

The mammoth sign on the Mayfair corner was used to full advantage by S. Barret McCormick and

his ad crew. The newspaper ad campaign was attention-getting and let the cash customers know where

to get a good show for their money.

Advantage was taken of the national tie-up with the Auto-Lite Spark Plug company wherein Loretta

Young and her "double' were featured in full tabloid size newspaper pages in the local papers, timed

to the RACHEL playdate.

Further capital of the double ad tie-in was made because the "double " just happened to live in New
York's Bronx section and was agreeable to attending the premiere with a theatre party. Her presence

created considerable excitement on the Main Stem. It further developed that she is one of John Robert

Powers most popular models. Her picture was taken for local newspaper usuage.

The Robert Mitchum Fan Club got up a theatre party in honor of the picture"s co-star whose fine

performances have won their admiration through a long list of releases by RKO and other companies.

The new RACHEL AND THE STRANGER music folio featuring the songs rendered by Robert Mit-

chum in the picture was released in time for the New York premiere, permitting the decoration of ad-

jacent music store windows with a tie-in for the Mayfair engagement.

Harry Blair assisted the publicity manager in handling the opening night festivities with Jack Lewis

and Robert Boehnel taking care of the New York newspaper planting and writing assignment.

ABCUr THE PICTURE LAYOUT ON
PAGE 11 . . . (D—Popular New York

model Ellen Brocks, featured in the

national Auto-Lite Spark Plug adver-

tising tie-up as a Loretta Young dou-

ble, arrives at Brandt's Mayfair. (2)

—

A typical window display featuring

the RACHEL AND THE STRANGER
A.lbum shows the enterprise of the

publishers. This window is on West

43rd street at the famous house of

Schirmer. (3)—Wide-angle night shot

of the mammoth Mayfair comer sign.

(4 and 5)—Clcse-up studies on the

cpanig night crowds on busy Broad-

way . . . (6)—William Holden, one of

the picture's co-stars, accepts on be-

half cf RKO Radio the Parents Maga-

zine medal of commendation from Phil

Wilcox, Director of Motion Picture Re-

Icticns for the publication. (7)—Brandt

circuit managerial aides Irving Trench-

er, Richard Brandt and Sam Kantor

chat with Ellen "Lcretta Young" Brooks

and Publicity Manager Rutgers Neil-

scn . . . (8) — Harry Brandt, head
of the circuit bearing his name and
president cf the Theatre Owners of

Amsrica, is introduced to Miss Brooks

by Neilson ... (9 and 10)—Members
cf the Robert Mitchum Fan Club held

a theatre parly . . . (11)—A forty by
sixty display on the Parents Magazine
cward and presentation was featured

in the Mayfair lobby . . . (12)—The
Auto-Lite Spark Plug full tabloid page
Eize ad featuring the Loretta Young
dcuble idea lied in with RACHEL AND
THE STRANGER. PubUshed nationally,

this reproduction is from the New York
Sunday Jcurnal American. It also ap-

peared in ether metropolitan dailies

. . . (13)—In the Persian Room of the

famous Hotel Plaza, co-star Holden
exhibits the Parents Magazine medal
to Frank Wangeman, manager of this

Hillcn hotel. The picture was made
especially for the Journal-American as
well as the Plaza magazine and hotel

management publications.

TERRYJURHER

Jackif. am 1 rfiiii>> .'' W liatfver iliat

is. Or is I slipping? Don't answer that.

But can you imagine passing up a

namesake, me, that has enough for

an over sized baseball team.

That Russell (Bourbon) Morgan
ami his frau up and have an offspring,

and what do they name it, I ask you?

TERRY .SUE MORGAN. Jackie.

Yep, TERRY SUE INIORGAN, and
don't that sound grand. Of course

sure they all enjoyed themselves and
that the cake was delicious.

We welcome Maurie Brake, a cute
chick who will take over the job of a

secretary. Here's hoping you like us,

Maurie, and happy landing!

Well, our hayride turned out to be
a huge success, even though there

v/ere only twelve in all. Everyone came
dressed in his oldest clothes. A lot of

harmonizing in singing old songs went
on with Gene Tunick in the lead as

usual. Sue Scott looked different in

her blue jeans, big plaid shirt and her
litlle blue tam which she insisted kept
her head warm. Marie Klag was all

ready for the horse, dressed in her
jodphurs and suede jacket, but the
closest she got to a horse was climbing
up on the hay truck and bruising a leg.

After the hayride, Marie's first remark
v/as "When are we going to have an-
other one?"
When Johnny Costello of the shipping

department was asked what he has
been up to lately his only reply was
"Oh, it wouldn't be printable in

FLASH," so I suppose that goes for

Jack Ruth and Paul Fagely too.

—JEANIE THARP

(Bourbon) Morgan, who was prob-

ably celebrating the event at the

Screen Club in Seattle, neglects to

tell me the name until I blast with

TERRY LEIGH HEIM and then in

one sober moment he. weighs in with

this letter:

Dear Terry:

Just lo keep the records straight,

(iiid to l.eep my redheaded spouse

</iiirl . . . quiet that is after she read

}oiir last week's TALES in FLASH.
After perusing this column several

times, she looks up and says: "Where
the hell is TERRY SUE?-- I tried lo

explain that I hadn't mentioned our

redheaded daughter's cognomen, he-

cause I didn't know how she would
be accepted into what I thought was
a very masculine clique. Well my ex-

planations you might as well throw
into Mrs. .Murphy's chowder, because

all I get is: "Is she is or is she ain't'?
"

Well . . . she is: TERRY SUE
MORGAN, which we think is very

euphonic, if I know anything about
euphony. Anyway it looked good in

the columns of four of our leading

northwest amusement editors.

If till kindest regards.

Yours very truly,

RUSS MORGA\
So, chalk up another TERRY and

this time TERRY SUE. Let's see.

there is Terry, a nephew, Terry II

(that's mine). Terry Howard, that's

Hanks, Terry Reiners Cantor. thal'>

Dave's, Terry Terhune, that's Eddie's.

Terry Heim, that's Wally's, ami now
Terry Sue Morgan. Of course there's

a mongrel pup over in Philadelphia

that "Abe Lincoln" Beck and his Judy
have named Terry, hut I'm after liiat

animal with the cutest biscuits you
ever diti see. They'll knock you dead.
Well. Jack, crops are good this season.

—T. T.
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Spark plu§s also look iliki. liut

i^AUTO UTE SPARK PLUGS
are li^f/e^!4^3efAkme^''J^



The re-release, in

April, 1949, of one

of the biggest

money hits in box

office history. .

.

presenting on the

screen the immortal

Babe himself!

VELOZ and YOLANDA • RAY NOBLE and his ORCHESTRA

Direcied by SAM WOOD
Screen Play by Jo Swerling and Herman J. Mankiewiez

Original Siory by Pavl Ga///co

—^RELEASED THROUGH RKO RADIO PICTURES
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ERROL, KENNEDY

COMEDIES ATTRACT

THE FANS IN IOWA
Manager Ben Brink of the

West Point Theatre, West
Point, la., has written to

George Bilson in praise of the

Errol and Kennedy two-reel-

ers. The Iowa theatre manager
says:

"We use every Leon Errol

and Edgar Kennedy comedy
you produce and would use

twice as many if they were

available. We feature these

two comedians in our ads and,

believe me, it has weight in

bringing them in."

Ingrid in Coronet
Ingrid Bergman is featured un-

c'er the headline of ' First Ladies
'

in October's Coronet magazine,

which hails her role in JOAN OF
ARC as "yet another pinnacle"

In her career.

June a Visitor

June Gordon, stenographer at

ihe Montreal branch, was a

Home Office visitor last week,

returning via New York from a

vacation in Florida. This was

June's first trip to New York and

great was her excitement, more
so than a phase of the Florida

hurricane.

Four Attractions

RKO has four attractions in

mid-town New York this week,

GOOD SAM at the Radio City

Music Hall, RACHEL AND THE
STRANGER at the Mayfair,

FANTASIA at the Republic and

the JOAN OF ARC "Spectacu-

lar" in the heart of Times Square.

"Mama" Phenomenal

Branch Manager A. E. Elliott

of Calgary tells about a run

of I REMEMBER MAMA in

the Famous Players' Theatre,

the Monarch, in Medicine

Hat. Business he says was

nothing short of plienomenal,

the gross for three days top-

ping the previous high, SPAN-
ISH MAIN, by $200. The pic-

ture was moved over to the

Roxy for an additional three

days, marking the first time

that the Calgary office has

been able to secure a six-day

run on a feature in the City.

RANK BUCK P. A.

T GRAND, CHICAGO

The following photos show in part some o: the extensive activity in which Mr. Buck partici-

pated despite an injured back: (1)—Frank wit .i airline stewardesses Bea Shaw of Texas and
Marge O'Connell of Ohio on arrival at Chicago airport . . . (2)—Mr. Buck on stage of the

R.K.O. GRAND Theatre . . . (3)—Frank plays with a leopard at the Lincoln Park Zoo . . . (4)—

Mr. Buck pets tiger at Lincoln Park Zoo . . . (5)—Mr. Buck poses for Herald-American "gag"
shct with model Shirlee Jewel. This broke on Herald-American picture page for three column
break on opening day ... In addition to this Mr. Buck was host to the Herald-American news-
paperboys, which broke in paper. Also breaks in Topper's column of Herald-American; Norine
Foley's column of Chicago Daily News and Kupcinet's column of Sun-Times.

—WALLY HEIM

CHICAGO—Frank Buck was in Chicago this week for personal appearances In connection with the

showing of BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE at the RKOGrand Theatre. In addition to his four appearances
on stage opening day, he also did radio and press Interviews. He was on the Don McNeil "Breakfast

Club" over the ABC Network; on the "Bob Eison on the Century" show which Is recorded and tran-

scribed over the air in Chicago and seven other key cities and over radio station WCFL "The Voice

of Labor" 50,000 watt station.

ITS VA(/0// HIKE AGAIN.

RKO "ASTHE/rfmmjmas.
Strikes to Spare

Terming bowling the No. I

participant sport, the footage in

this Sportscope offers a more or

less regulation assortment of shots

wherein the ball is being pitched

down the alley and the next cut

shows the pins toppling. Young

and old, male and female are at

it. There Is super duper kegllng

by Andy Varlpapa and other

names familiar to the enthusiasts.

—FILM DAILY
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PETER PAID PAUL
By "CHATTY" BIDWELL McCORMlCK

I read with considerable interest

and no little mirth Terry's anecdotes

on the various fieldmen including the

paragraph that

I almost had to

move my family

to the streets to

lake care of the

ioot" from trail-

ir advertising

sales that I ac-

cepted in lieu of

rash when I was

in business for

myself before

coming with
RKO. Well that

might have been

the case, had I

not just in the nick of time converted

ibis "loot" into a house.

It all came about something like

lliis: I was accumulating the stuff —
everything from pies to pineapples —
because nobody in those days (you re-

member the '30's) seemed to have

cash, and like the proverbial country

newspaper editor, I was taking pro-

duce for my advertising. Of course I

was passing some of the stuff along to

I be theatres who were running my
nailers. I was supplying 26 theatres

with their giveaways and country

stores. But it just seemed to come

in faster than I could get rid of it.

Even my young son one night won a

huge basket of edibles at the theatre

where 1 had just managed to get rid

of it to the manager in lieu of cash

for running my trailers.

Well, as I was saying, those groc-

eries and things were building up so

fast I was getting worried about stor-

age space, so I put an ad in the paper

offering to trade a living room set

for a lot on which to build a house.

I soon traded the davano set for a

lot I didn't want, but in those days

I never turned down anything. Then

I found a man who would trade his

((|uily in a desirable pair of lots for

my clear ones. He only owed $1123.00

ill back taxes, so I talked the city into

accepting $500 ( which I didn't have)

in settlement of the taxes and sold a

lille insurance company enough screen

advertising to pay off the city. With

llic lots now clear, I traded an electric

refrigerator for excavating the base-

ment; an architect a suit of clothes

and an overcoat (tailormade) for

drawing the plans of a seven room

Spanish bungalow complete with patio

and attached garage.

A cement contractor took a piano

for putting in the foundation and

walks and a carpenter, whom 1 knew

supplied the labor in exchange for a

washing machine and the balance in

groceries over a two year period. To a

plumber 1 supplied a year's coal and

to the electrician I gave dental work

which J had previously agreed to ac-

cept in lieu of cash and as the dentist

couldn't find any more of my teeth

to fill because of having pulled so

many already to pay for a previous

trailer ad campaign.

Tile bath and kitchen were done in

lieu of cash for expounding the beau-

lies and desirabilities of this art on

lavish trailers (which were also paid

At last the country is being

given back to the Indians—and

the Braves . . . hleads up in the

Southland for hlogan, Stranahan,

Suggs, etc., as the golf swing

around that circuit opens soon,

chance to spot book the Sport-

scopes . . . Also the hunting sea-

son has opened with a bang, and

we have many Sportscopes de-

voted to the mighty nimrods . . .

A good test of geographical

knowledge is to tune in on a

sports broadcast Saturday even-

ing and see if you can locate

the colleges and schools as win-

ners and losers are rolled off the

tongues of the gridiron experts.

One that always gets us is Slip-

pery Rock. Also we can't place

little Connecticut, which held

mighty Yale to a 7-0 score. Is this

a university or a state college

and where located? Locate these

schools as they are called off-if

you can . . . Shades of the im-

mortal Poes of Princeton. The
Princeton eleven apparently

played safe and for nothing more
than a tie with Brown. With less

than two minutes to go the Tigers

kicked on the first down from

their seven yard line. They might

well have run the ball out on a

couple of plays. Brown came
right on to score with a field goal

in the last five seconds. To play

safe is often the worst gamble of

all.

for in trade in lieu of cash) while a

lumber company succumbed to a siza-

ble advertising campaign to inveigle

the public into building with boards

instead of brick. This left me no alter-

nalve but to trade somethng to the

brickyard owner for some fourteen

thousand face and countless common
brick. He settled for gasoline, tires

and oil while just at the psychological

moment the brickmason's car went on
the blink and I was able to have it

rebuilt at a garage that was owing me.

Painting, cabinet work and even the

roof were promoted in the same man-
ner and a local nursery landscaped

I he place beautifully.

The only mistake I seemed to have

made was that I made no provision for

storage space for more trade that was
accumulating in lieu of cash and hard-

ly had T moved in that I realized that

I was still being stalked by the Frank-
enstein monster I had created and had
to sell the place lo raise money to rent

a warehouse.

Mail Magazines

With Disney Ads

Supplementing RKO Radio's

extensive advertising campaign

on Walt Disney's SO DEAR TO
MY HEART, various publications

are mailing special copies carry-

ing ad copy to a selected mail-

ing list of company sales execu-

tives and theatre circuit heads.

This includes "Time," "News-

week," "Life," "Look," and the

"Saturday Evening Post." In each

case the special copy is accom-

panied by a letter from the maga-
zine calling attention to the dis-

tinctive ad campaign on this lat-

est Disney Technicolor musical

feature.

"America" Cifation

RKO Radio has been awarded

a citation by the American So-

ciety for Friendship with Switzer-

land in conn'ection with SWITZ-
ERLAND TODAY, produced by

RKO Pathe as part of the ThIlS

IS AMERICA series. The citation,

which stresses the general excel-

lence of this 20-minute subject,

will be presented to Harry J.

Michalson on Thursday by Pro-

fessor Stephan Duggan, Director

Emeritus of the Institute of Inter-

national Education.

October \6lh

W. C. WINTERS
VIVIAN RIPLEY
WALTER FARIOLE
NANCY FRANCO

Minneapolis
Detroit

Boston
Omaha

October \7th

MARY P. LANDERS Atlanta

MILTON J. YEOMAN H. O. Rep.

ADIS CODY San Francisco

PAT SANPIETRO Home Office

October ISlh

R. C. TEVIS
GEORGE SULLIVAN

St. Louis
Washington

October 19//,

LEO F. JENSEN Los Angeles

CORA SCROGGS Atlanta

EVELYN WINTERS Omaha
E. WILLIAM ANDREWS. JR. Atlanta

October 10th

DON PRINCE
CECIL HEWISON

October l\sl

MARTHA F. WILLIAMS
EUGENE TUNICK

October 21nd

MARY J. GUERRA
ROBERT BOEHNEL
ERNEST LIFFERS
PEARL KOHLHEPP

Home Office

Detroit

Atlanta
Cincinnati

Home Office

Home Office

Home Office

New York

Reading From

Left to Rigtit

The '-America' WHO'.S DELIN-

QUENT should be one of the great

two-reelers of all time. This will hit

home to almost every living person,

for there has been a bad streak at

one time or another in everyone. Of

course the guys from the right side of

the railroad tracks have fared best,

but even these have gone wrong. Who

doesn't remember the black sheep of

the local minister! As we grew up in

our little town of some 800 in Wash-

ington, we tried to emulate the big

boys, the gangs, ahead of us. All of

us could at one time or another have

been sent to jail, but ye ed remembers

none of any of the local gangs who

became a second Jesse James, or who

ever crossed the law after he grew up.

The gangsterism which we have al-

ways regretted the most was that of

rocking the Chinese laundry. The

Chinese were our best friends, show-

ering down with China nuts on their

new year's and providing free fire-

works. Yet suddenly on some cold

winter night we cut loose with rocks

on the roof of the shacks of our be-

loved laundrymen. In broad daylight

we rolled watermelons around the

corner from the sidewalk display of

Jake's Granger's Home of Good Goods.

Frequently we stole pencils, especially

the large fancy ones that came out

occasionally in those days. We raided

nearby farms for apples, peaches and

melons. We burned down straw stacks.

We hunted and fished out of season.

We often destroyed local property.

In our local jail there were two

crooks, one of whom played a banjo

while the other sang to us, as we
gathered on summer days outside the

iron door far down Main Street. At

their request, we lifted a hammer and

saw from a nearby blacksmith shop

and the two sawed their way to free-

dom. In school we sometimes filled

our inkwells with liquor. We stole

beerbottles from the rear of saloons

and took them around front and sold

them. Well, who wasn't delinquent.

Somehow we got away with all these

petty crimes, and more. Other kid

aren"t so fortunate. They are yanked

from their homes. Their punishment

often outweighs the petty crimes they

commit. What these young gangs need

is guidance. The cops that should

guide their destiny in their teen

should be athletic organizers, minion

of the law who can turn their energ

into playground games. The kindl)

judges and humane courts that so

called bad youngsters face wouldn

be needed if every little kid was givei

a chance to be a sandlot hero. Ath
lelics and education are the cure fo

the neighborhood bad boys. Most o

them will outgrow their meanness i

they get half a chance.
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Return of warm, sultry weather
and resumption of school after

summer vacation are giving Broad-
way firstruns an extremely spotty
appearance this week_ Presence of

several longrun pictures which ap-
parently have stayed over too long
also is contributing to the offish

tone. Even the addition of five

new bills is not helping as much
as would have been expected.

• Rachel and Stranger" at May-
fair and "Good Sam" at Music
Hall shape as standout newcom-
ers. "Rachel" is heading for sock
.S40,000 to give Mayfair its best

opening week since "Time of Life."

with interest in Robert Mitchum
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National Boxoffice Survey
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V
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this stanza, with resumption of

school, interefst in American
League p-^nnant race, start of foot-

ball season, and vveakish product
.blamed. All four factors undoubt-
edly contributed to -the dull tone

at the wickets becaijse brisk

weather was all in the exhibitors'

favor.

Despite this general downbeat
"Rachel and Stranger" (RKO), con-

tinues to pace the field with a

nice overall total nationally, and
sock trade in most locations. Pic-;

ture is p;icing San Francisco, and
big to smash returns are reported
by Variety correspondents in sotne

nine important ,keys.
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Gaatl Snnt uml I €»#r^# Touvh
A^rt? Taps in Juri^iy Survey

RACHEL AND THE STRANGER, GOOD SAM, RACE
STREET and THE VELVET TOUCH all made Variety's na-

tional box-office survey this week with RACHEL and SAM
again in the runner-up spot. VELVET TOUCH was reported

brisk in Birmingham, Detroit and Philadelphia, with big sec-

ond stanza at the Boyd. Second week at the Albee, Brook-

lyn, fine weeks at the Rivoli, New Brunswick, and Orpheum,
Davenport. Excellent opening at the Keith Memorial,

Boston.

RACE STREET was reported tops in Cleveland, Newark
Minneapolis, Omaha, Rochester, Providence, Sioux City,

Trenton and Waterloo. Topped RACHEL by $1300 at the

Palace, Cincinnati, moved to Shubert. Excellent opening at

the Paramount, says Branch Manager Dick Lange of Port-

land.

GOOD SAM is now rolling in a fourth week at the

Woods, Chicago, third stanzas Salt Lake City and St.

Louis, second weeks at Lincoln and Toledo. After triple-

theatre week at San Diego, holds in one house. Big at the

Weis, Savannah. Moveover at Boise. Excellent Charleroi,—^——^— Dayton and New Brunswick.

Depinet, Michalson

To Eyssell's Dinner

Ne3 E. Depinet and Harry

Micraison planed out of New
York Thursday morning for Kan-

sas City where they will be

among the 250 persons converg-

ing there to attend a testimonial

dinner honoring Gus S. Eyssell,

executive manager of Rockefeller

Center and president of Radio

City Music Hall. Eyssell, a native

of Kansas City, who rose from

printer s devil to head the world's

largest theatre and direct a multi-

million dollar real estate develop-

ment, will be honored on the 30th

anniversary of his entrance into

show business.

Before returning to New York,

Mr. Michalson will visit exchanges

at Detroit and Chicago. He will

be back at his office the latter

pert of next week.

Second week at Salt Lake

City topped second week of

DAUGHTER. Biggest gross

on record for a Sunday at

Provo.

RACHEL AND THE
STRANGER fourth week at

the Mayfair, New York,
third stanzas at St. Louis,

Seattle, Philadelphia and
Long Beach, holding second

week at Adams after play-

ing the Fox, Loma and State.

Second weeks Buffalo, Oak-
land, New Bedford. Branch

Manager Ross Cropper says

carried over to the Broad-

way at Springfield, after big

week at the Paramount. At
Pittsfield carried from Cap-
itol to Colonial. Fine open-
(Continued on Page Two)

Stars Headed

For Station West

Chicago Premiere

By TERRY TURNER
CHICAGO, OCTOBER 12th

—We are rounding the far turn

and heading into the home
stretch with the world premiere

of STATION WEST at the RKO
Pelace Theatre here Tuesday
evening, October 19th, for the

benefit of the Chicago Herald
American Benefit Fund.

They're bunched as they hit

the top of the stretch and the

jockeys, Jane Greer, Lucille Ball.

Ellen Drew, Agnes Moorehead,
Big Boy Williams, Gordon Oliver

and Jack Paar start to lay on the

whip to the aged flanks of their

steeds, many of which have been
racing for years but never seem
to get anywhere.

There's Blowsie Reiners who
raced two years ago under the

name of Uncle Remus in white

face due to the Jim Crow law
in Georgia. He's got the rail

followed closely by Grandma
'

h'ickey who used to run under
the name of Spendthrift until

even the name gave him the

shudders, and coming up fast

neck and neck Is Bluebeard Bert

and Horsecollar Helm. Wait iusi

a minute there Is Buster MacKen-
(Continued on Page Six)

Wanger Host to

Trade Publisliers

Walter Wanger was host at a

luncheon for trade publishers and

editors Thursday at the 21 Club.

The luncheon was followed by a

screening of JOAN OF ARC at

the Home Office.

Robert Mochrie represented

RKO and others present from the

Company were S. Barret McCor-
mick, Rutgers Nellson and Harry

Biair. Al Vaughn of the Wanger
organization was at the luncheon.

Martin Quigley, Sr., Martin

Qulgley, Jr., Terry Ramsaye,

Maurice "Red' Kann and Sher-

win Kane represented the Quig-
ley organization.

Abel Green attended for Va-

riety.

John W. Allcoate, Don Mes-
ereau, and Chester Bahn repre-

sented the Film Daily.

James Jerauld was the Box

office representative.

Ely Sugarman and Tom Ken-

nedy represented the Showman's
Trade Review.

J. Emanuel and Mel Konecoff
were the J. Emanuel Publications

representatives.

Harry Brandt and Morton Sun-

shine were present from the In-

dependent Film Journal.

Moe Wax was the Film Bulletin

representative and Al PIcault

from Harrison s Reports.

Memorial Hospital Campaign Extended

RoDerT Mochrie in a personal message has advised

RKOers at the Home Office that the campaign to save

the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital has been Extended
from October 15 to and including Friday, November 12.

Interest in this vital drive has been somewhat dampened by the

world series, early football games and the holiday, and RKOers
haven't as yet sold a comparative share of the raffle books which

represent handsome prizes including two automobiles, one all-

expense trip to Hollywood and return two persons; one $1,000 sav-

{Coiitinued on Page Eleven)
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ings at Portland and New
Bedford, says Ross. Branch

Manager Barney Pitkin of

New Haven says first en-

gagement in territory at

Stannford best in many
months. Splendid opening at

the Palace, Dallas, says

Southwestern District Mana-

ger Ben Cammack. Highly

elated with early openings

in territory, says Branch
Manager Dave Silverman of

Pittsburgh. Second week at

the Warner, Pittsburgh, top-

ped second of GOOD
SAM, held a third. Excellent

Vv'arner, Erie, and Proctor's,

Troy. Owner John Osborne
of the Court, Wheeling, was

so pleased with the opening

that he called Dave to ad-

vise him of the gross. Out-

grossed SAM by $500 in

first week at the Golden
Gate, San Francisco. "Real-

ly big," says Branch Mana-
ger Joe Smith, "up with the

top business on any prod-

uct." "Gratifying results,"

says Branch Manager Jack

Bernstein of Toronto. Sec-

ond week Capitol, Hamilton.

In London, only $16 below

FARMER'S DAUGHTER,
v/hich had the benefit of a

midnight show. Held over

Windsor and St. Catha-

rine's, topping DAUGHTER
in latter situation by $50.

FORT APACHE—Second
v/eek Nashville. At the Ten-

nesee in Knoxville fine four-

day run and moved to Bijou

for three more, big.

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE
—Big first two days at the

Rialto, says Branch Manager
Giff Davison of Salt Lake
City. Branch Manager Joe
Smith of Portland says off to

a fine start at the Golden
Gate, with showmanship
again paying off at the box-

office. A lively campaign
was engineered, with the

front decorated in jungle

style.

BEST YEARS OF OUR
LIVES — Branch Manager

Mrs. Lyons Dead

RKOers at the Home Office

were saddened last Friday on re-

ceiving word from Office Man-
ager Ira Stone of Atlanta that

Patricia Lyons, wife of Branch

Manager Hubert Lyons, died

Thursday after a long illness. She

was 45. Surviving besides Hubert
ij a daughter, Loris. Funeral ser-

vices were held Saturday. Heart-

felt condolences are extended to

the family by FLASH on behalf

of all persons in this organization.

Leon to Milwaukee
Leon J. Bamberger has been

scheduled to speak at the annual

convention of the Independent

Theatre Owners of Wisconsin and
Upper Michigan in the Hotel

Schroeder, Milwaukee, October
14-15.

Friend of Family

Good

Number 12 of the sixth Series

of "This Is America," content this

time Is devoted to a lengthly ex-

position of the American inclina-

tion to collect pets—furred, finny

and feathered; their care and
feeding, the proportions of the

industry the hobby has created in

packaged foods and the like. The
footage Is varied and treats in-

terestingly of the various species

of canines, felines and fish. It has

been smartly produced to catch

the eye and appeal to every audi-

ence segment.

—FILM DAILY

Disney Unit Show

Branch Manager Barney Pitkin

of New Haven has worked out a

unit show of Walt Disney's THREE
LITTLE PIGS and two other Dis-

ney cartoons to replace the sec-

ond feature on programs head-

lined by GOOD SAM. Barney
believes this combination will turn

In exceptional grosses in the

double-feature situations.

Dave Silverman of Pittsburgh

says outgrossing everything

in past year at the Rivoli,

Altoona, and Grand, Mt.
Pleasant, Pa.

FANTASIA — Clicks off

excellent second good week
at the Republic New York
and is assured of a third and
perhaps additional weeks.

NEW DISNEY-KAMEN PACT

EXPANDS FABULOUS WORLD

FOR AMERICAS' CHILDREN
Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, Pluto, and other famous Walt Disney

characters, who have for a long time been world-wide tradesmen as

well as movie heroes, will continue their tremendous off-screen activi-

ties for another seven years under direction of Kay Kamen, by terms

of a renewed contract just signed with Walt Disney Productions.

The pact discloses the importance of the Disney creations in the

merchandising world and the enormous volume of business Mickey,

Donald, Pluto, and Walt's other animated characters promote by

virtue of their global popularity.

Over 2,000 widely varied manufactured articles bearing the Im-

print or image of the Disney characters are currently being turned

out and distributed by 150 firms in America and by another 500 in

Europe and the rest of the world.

Everything from breakfast foods and fruit juices to pajamas and

Halloween masks is on the list for which the cartoon celebrities have

become salesmen through reflected screen glory. The catalogue of

items familiar to kids and their families on every continent contains

such further items for use or amusement as toys and utensils, clothing

and foods, baggage and balloons, record albums and jewelry, candy

wrappers and wallpaper, greeting cards and decorated soaps, silver-

ware and watches and purely ornamental ceramic figurines.

Mickey Mouse, forerunner of Disney's off-screen expansions, is

credited with an amazing history in the world of business and eco-

nomics. The tiny star whose playful antics bring laughter to every

corner of the earth and who has notably increased the neighborllness

of people everywhere, has performed commercial as well as cinematic

marvels.

His commercial career began back in 1928, not long after his

screen debut at the old Colony Theatre in New York in the memorable

"Steamboat Willie."

On his factual business record, Mickey's fame and emblem in the

industrial field were so potent during the depression years of the

early '30's that the New York Times in an editorial rated him "the

world's super salesman. " And many another public citation gave him

similar praise. The exact facts are that he lifted several firms out

of bankruptcy, helped make work for legions of jobless folk, and

coaxed reluctant dollars back into circulation.

Similar tributes have been heaped upon the little fellow's head

more recently, as his salesmanship record continued to grow. And in

Mickey's footsteps as merchandising comrades have come the

vociferous Donald, mild and peaceable Pluto, giddy Goofy, the

droll Dwarfs of SNOW WHITE, gentle Bambi and cunning little

Thumper, Dumbo the frisky elephant, and other more recent additions

to the Disney fold.

Starting in the United States in 1932, the merchandising member
of the alliance soon spread the rapidly expanding licensing for use

of the Disney characters to other countries. Now the business has

grown so large that Kamen will confine his territory to the Americas,

with the rest of the world covered by local Dlsney-owned companies
and agents, it is announced.

With still further expansion of manufacture and usage projected

by the Disney-Kamen pact, the kids of virtually every land may expect
to see the newer Disney cartoon personages, as well as the old

favorites, in even greater variety in home and school, shop and play-

ground, through what has been termed one of the most prolific

combinations of creative genius and merchandising imagination the

world of trade has ever witnessed.
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"Variety Time"

Favorite Witli

All Audiences

VARIETY TIME Is playing

around the country generally

now and it is fully evident that

RKO's production pioneering ef-

forts are going to play off hand-

somely. There are reports that

other studios are going to copy

our "sleeper," so popular has

become good old fashioned slap-

stick comedy in the modern

scheme of screen entertainment.

Let's take a look around and

pick up some of the reaction to

VARIETY TIME.

Branch Manager Barney Pit-

kin of New Haven sends in a copy

oF the hHartford Times for Sep-

tember 30th with a review on

VARIETY TIME hailed as a

"tuneful, entertaining vaudeville

hour."

Barney reports that the Regal

manager said the audiences thor-

oughly enjoyed VARIETY TIME

and he says he believes the same

reaction will take place through-

out the territory.

Branch Manager Dick Lange

of Portland says the manager of

the Warner house at Salem, Ore-

gon, the Elsinore, wired to him

to "Give me more like this." The

various sequences with one ex-

ception went over big.

Branch Manager Hatton Tay-

lor of Detroit says he caught VA-
RIETY TIME twice over the week

end at the United Artists and

that "There is no question but

that the feature was liked and

brought about considerable more

laughs than the average B come-

dy. It was playing with VELVET

TOUCH and it was a well-bal-

anced show audience-wise. Man-

ager Frank Perry of the United

Artists says the public liked the

comedy."

William K. Howard of the

RKO Theatres says the reaction

at Newark was excellent—much

favorable comment by the pat-

rons. They liked the picture at

Trenton, too.

Comment at the Palace, Roch-

ester, was more favorable than

that for the main feature.

Audiences at the Avon, Utica,

Bergman Foreword
Ingrid Bergman contributes a

foreword to Frances Winwar's

novel "Joan of Arc," just issued

by Bantam Books. In what she

calls "A little speech before the

curtain," the star of Sierra Pic-

tures' $4,600,000 JOAN OF
ARC, writes: "To one who, as

far back as she can remember,

has always been enchanted by

the story of Joan of Arc, the

publishing of this book is an

event of moment. Every book,

every play, every commentary

upon Joan's life that I could lay

hands on, I have read and re-

read with hope that I might one

day portray her. When finally it

was my good fortune to play

Maxv/ell Anderson's Joan of Lor-

raine on the stage, this lifelong

ambition was fulfilled. Then from
this play stemmed an even great-

er opportunity—to play Joan not

only to the thousands within the

theatre but to millions round the

world who follow the screen. Now
by happy coincidence, as the cur-

tain is rising on our film JOAN
OF ARC, Frances Winwar has

chosen to tell you anew the im-

mortal story of Joan's life. I hope
that this book will become a

cherished treasure to a wide
public."

Friend of Family

Very good. The millions of pet

enthusiasts in America, and that

includes those who don't own a

pet but would like to, will enjoy

this short dedicated to man's

best friend and other domesti-

cated animals. There are approxi-

mately 50 million pets in the U.S.

and pet shops number 10,000.

The footage shows breeding

farms, pet shows, dog clinics and

the more than 600 societies dedi-

cated to the welfare of wild life.

In addition to dogs and cats,

canaries, tropical fish and even

domestic skunks occupy a promi-

nent part in many homes.

—BOXOFFICE

ate up our comedy show.

Management at Dubuque says

reaction "Better than excellent.

Had phone calls wanting to know
v/hen the picture came on."

Favorable comment from audi-

ences at Orpheum, Des Moines,

says Branch Manager Max Rosen-

blatt.

Tf1/ BIST

George Tobias and Alan Bax-

ter have been signed for top sup-

porting roles in THE SET-UP,

prizefight drama depicting 80

crucial minutes of an aging box-

er's life, in which Robert Ryan is

starred.

Tobias, whose capable char-

acterizations have highlighted

more than 40 first-rate films, will

portray a scheming prizefighter's

manager who becomes the victim

of his own greed. The role marks

hir first appearance at RKO since

he played top roles in SINBAD
THE SAILOR and THE JUDGE
STEPS OUT.

For THE SET-UP, Alan Baxter

is returning to Hollywood after

a year of stage, screen and radio

appearances in New York. During

his Gotham stay he appeared in

one film, "Close-Up," and in

several plays including Rose

Franken's "The Hallams. " He was
considered ideal by Producer

Richard Goldstone and Director

Robert Wise for the important

role of a tinhorn racketeer who
taints the fight game.

October llrd

H. MILLER Boston

BERT SEGAL Winnipeg

October l'\th

DOUGLAS GENTRY Philadelphia

MARY FELDMAN New York

CORAINE SCHAUMBERGER Home Office

October l^lh

R r nRT IMMr. L . !_/ 1\ \_j 1*1 ivi Home Office

Home Office

E. RABINOWITZ Home Office

W. R. MITCHELL Toronto

HARRY COHEN St. John

EBBA V. ALEXANDER Los Angeles

HERBERT F. DOHERTY Washington

LAWRENCE SCHILT Home Office

ROSALIE SALINA Toronto

RENFREW S. ALLEN Home Office

JOSEPHINE ANN KNOBBY Kansas City

HELEN HELLIKER St. Louis

October 26th

J. T. HOGAN Toronto

MINNIE PFIEFFER Home Office

October 17th

I. P. STONE Atlanta

H. F. TAYLOR Detroit

FLORENCE CROSBY Atlanta

BETTE NEWMAN Dallas

DORIS WILLIAMS Home Office

October ISth

A. J. FEBREY Buffalo

W. F. SIDENSTECKER Detroit

P. D. FIELDING Oklahoma City

HOPE PHILLIPS Washington

October 29th

RUTH HANSEN Minneapolis
FRANCES ATLAS New York
MARCHALL D. McHUGH Toronto
LILLIAN TAKATZ New York
ANGELINA HALSEY Seattle

JOAN MORRIS Philadelphia
MILDRED HARRISON Indianapolis

TVPthe FIR$T HALF



Here's how The New York Enquirer announced tha Santly-Joy drive on the score for SO DEAR TO MY
HEART. The banner head covered an entire page, with story as reproduced above, inserted in song covers.

"SAM" CONTEST

AT RKO THEATRES

RKO out-of-town theatres play-

ing GOOD SAM have been con-

ducting extensive cannpaigns in

connection v/ith this picture, hon-

oring local Good Sams, which

have resulted in excellent breaks

everywhere, reports hiarry Man-
del, RKO's national publicity and

advertising director.

The idea was to pick the town's

Good Sam—the most popular

man in the community — who
never says "no" to his neighbors

and who is always lending a help-

ing hand to those who need it.

Each town adapted the stunt to

their own needs, using newspaper
cr radio tie-ups, and often both.

A great deal of interest was
created and local chambers of

commerce and other civic or-

ganizations co-operated whole-

heartedly. The Good Sams re-

ceived cash and other prizes and
a personal gift from Gary Coop-
er; and in many instances the

persons who nominated them also

shared in some of the awards.

In Cincinnati, Nate Wise, in

charge of advertising, tied in

with Station WSAI, giving stunt

a great amount of air time. The
contest here Invited listeners to

write into the station, via the

Jon Arthur Show, nominating
v/hom they thought was deserv-

ing of the title of Cincinnati's

Good Sam. This show gave the

contest plugs for nine consecu-

live days and in addition the

station cross spotted five an-

nouncements daily, so that about

100 announcements in all were

ULed. WCPO also made spot an-

nouncements and used it on their

Man on the Street" program.
There were stories and layouts

in all the three papers and the

theatres advertised via trailers,

lobby and newspaper ads. The
winner received a handsome
Gruen watch as well as a table

m.odel RCA Victor radio (pro-

moted) and a personal gift from
Gary Cooper. To encourage in-

terest in the contest a $50 cash

prize was offered to the writer

v/ho nominated i'he winning Good
Sam. Judges were the secretary

of the chamber of commerce and
officials of the community chest.

In Omaha, Nebraska, Manager
Lawrence Caplane of the RKO
Bi-andeis Theatre tied in with sta-

tion KOIL (ABC) to find the

Good Sam of Omaha. Ballots

v/ere distributed by the theatre

and radio station, which plugged
contest for two and a half weeks,
with spot announcements on two
daily programs on a "Man On
the Street" program and on a

quiz show. The winner, a local

grocer, noted for his benevo-
lence, was interviewed on the air

and awarded such promoted priz-

er as radio, wrist watch, camera,
clothes, dinner, case of beer, etc.,

and a money clip, a gift from

Gary Cooper. Over 5000 ballots

v/ere deposited in the special

lobby box used for voting.

For the RKO Orpheum, in Den-

ver, Colorado, Manager William

7. hiastings made a tie-up with

the Rocky Mountain News, and

a local jeweler in its search for

Denver's Good Sam. Newspaper
published nomination blanks daily

and sponsors of each nominee
chosen for the finals were given

complimentary tickets to see

GOOD SAM. The winner was
given a choice of a $ I 00 diamond
ring or watch and the person who
nominated him was given a dupli-

cate prize. There were also sec-

ond and thrid prize winners, who
received promoted merchandise.

In Lowell, Mass., Manager Sam
Torgan of RKO Keith's Theatre

tied in with the local paper The
Telegram, looking for Lowell's

Good Sam, who would receive a

valuable award and a personal

gift from Gary Cooper. Con-
testants were required to write

a short letter about the Good
Sam of their neighborhood and
send it to The Telegram.

Every letter that in the opinion

of the editor showed a serious

intent to nominate Good Sam
was awarded guest tickets to see

GOOD SAM at Keith's.

For the RKO Palace, Cleve-
land, Manager Howard HIigley

made a Good Sam tie-up with a

radio station, whereby listeners

200,000 at Press

Party, Says Turner

There will be 200,000 per-

sons at the STATION WEST
press party in Chicago, Terry

Turner tells us. The stars' party

will be televised over WGN-
VT, the 50,000 watt leading

Mutual station. Folks in the

Windy City tell Terry that

there are more than 40,000
sets in the territory, and that

they count five to a set at ttie

time we go out over the air.

v/rote into the station telling of

a person who did a good deed
that day. The doer of the best

deed, at the end of the contest,

received promoted merchandise.

Radio was also used for the

GOOD SAM tie-up by Bill Mor-
ton for the RKO Albee, Provi-

dence. Here listeners were asked

tc send in their nomination for

the city's outstanding individual

who deserved the title of Good
Sam. The man who received the

most letters was declared the

winner, and was awarded prizes.

Other campaign reports on

GOOD SAM contests are still

being received by hiarry Mandel
and the results everywhere have
more than justified the time and
er.ergy expended on this exploita-

tion stunt.
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COMING EVENTS
BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE.

Kansas City territorial pre-

miere October 14th, spear-

headed with run at the Roxy
Theatre. K. C.

MOURNING BECOMES
ELECTRA first run at popu-
lar prices at the Mayfair.

New York, starting Satur-

day, October 16th. with Fri-

day evening preview.

STATION WEST world
premiere at the RKO Pal-

ace, Chicago, the evening
oi October 19th. tied in with

the army, state militia,

American Legion and the

Chicago Herald American's
Benefit Fund.

Samuel Goldwyn's A
SONG IS BORN, starring

Danny Kaye. Virginia
Mayo, national premiere

on day-and-date basis early

in November backed by the

most concentrated newspa-
per campaign in box-office

history, reaching a com-
bined readership of over

150,000,000. World premiere

at the Astor, New York.

October 1 9th.

Industry documentary
broadcast, November 3rd,

10 p.m. to 1 1 p.m., CBS, with

references to Samuel Gold-

wyn's BEST YEARS OF
OUR LIVES.

THE MOTION PICTURE
EVENT OF THE CENTURY
—"JOAN OF ARC" world
premiere on Armistice Day,
Thursday, November 11th,

at the new Victoria Theatre,

Broadway at 46th Street.

Walt Disney's SO DEAR
TO MY HEART in world pre-

miere around Christmas in

three exchange areas, Cin-

cinnati, Indianapolis and

Cleveland, and in four

states, Ohio, Kentucky, West

Virginia and Indiana, with

at least 150 theatres par-

ticipating in the grand

event.

Re-release next April of

Samuel Goldwyn's THE
PRIDE OF THE YANKEES,
one of the biggest money
hits in box-office history.

7 RKO STARS
(Continued from Page One)

zie coming up fast on the outside

moving like the wind and even
taking time out to glance back

at any filiy in the race. Alls we
can say this Is one race that

better end In a dead heat or

some of these horses will be ask-

ing our best handicapper Ed hlol-

land to move over In Omaha. We
have a great western handicap-

per In the stands with us today,

Father Divine Muscles Perry Lie-

ber, who comes up with the crack

that STATION WEST "Will WIN
and alls we need Is a PLACE \o

SHOW."
Enough of this horse play and

leave us get down to business.

First we Is going to have a Jim
Dandy parade, torchlight at that,

starting at State and Wacker
Drive about 7 PM on the evening
of the premiere. From there and
headed by the motorcycle police,

the American Legion Color

Guard and the Board of Trade
band It will move down State

Street to Madison, west on Madi-
son to Dearborn, north on Dear-

born to Randolph, west on Ran-

dolph to the RKO Palace where
the microphones of four or five

stations will be waiting for the

stars to broadcast from a plat-

form in front of the boxoffice.

The stars will' appear immedi-
ate following the showing of

STATION WEST and then there

will follow one of the greatest

stage shows ever planned by Roy
Topper, columnist of the Herald
American, and Lou Livingston,

their promotion editor. The acts

will represent every night club in

Chicago as well as scenes from
the shows playing in town and
tFie stars from the hotels top
flight entertainment rooms.

On the following day the stars

will do four or five frolics at the

RKO Palace and then move on
for the same thing at the River-

side Theatre in Milwaukee.
It looks as though the world

premiere of STATION WEST will

be the first ever televised as ar-

rangements are under way now
with Frank Schrelber, general

manager of WHN, the Chicago
Tribune Station and the leading

station in the Mutual Network,
to do just that thing. The cocktail

party for the stars, press and
radio will be the first event tele-

vised from the Sarah Siddon
Room of the Ambassador East

Monday afternoon October 18th

and then the station will trot out

their mobile unit to catch fifteen

or twenty minutes of the parade
and also the activities in front of

the theatre as the stars arrive

and the parade breaks up.

Well that's about all for now
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Jack, for this time next week you the SO DEAR TO MY HEART
will have the entire story, and my Handicap in Indiana and Ohio

prancing steeds will move on for come this January. Heigh- ho Silver!
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By Ed Rice

WHO'S DELINQUENT?
TiA released today promises

to be one of the most popu-
lar in the series. As a pene-

trating presentation of the

problems of juvenile delin-

quency it ranks with the

highly successful ChHIL-

DREN'S VILLAGE. Both pic-

tures, incidentally, produced
by Jay Bonafield, were di-

rected and photographed
by the team of Edward Mon-
tagne and Neil Sullivan.

The story of WHO'S DE-

)Pom-

With Missouri defeating

Methodist on the gridiron,

Texas losing to Oklahoma, Rice

to Southern California and Texas

A. and M. on the short end of

the score against L.S.U., we
v'ouldn't be surprised to see

Texas secede from the union.

Never in all pigskin history have
the Texas teams taken such a

drubbing on a single Saturday

. . . We hear that hereabouts

only Bob Mochrie was picking

Cornell over hiarvard. Not a

single one of the "experts" gave
Cornell a chance . . . Interest in

sports in general continues on the

upsurge and our football and
basketball specials should reach

new highs in number of bookings.

The hunters have commenced
their annual bombardment, too,

and the pro golfers start their

swing through the south with the

playing of the North-South cham-
pionship at Pinehurst early in No-
vember. And Dallas and Okla-
homa City branches can tie in

with Macgregor and Louise Suggs
if they watch the Suggs schedule
in those two states for the bal-

ance of October and all of No-
vember.

LINQUENT? is one that

could happen — or is hap-

pening—in almost every lo-

cality . . . After two young
boys steal a car and run

down a policeman, the edi-

tor of the newspaper in

Grantwood, a typical Amer-
ican town, suddenly be-

comes aware of stories

about juvenile delinquency

that have been appearing

in his paper.

The editor assigns one of

his crack young reporters to

look over the recent police

haul of teen-agers. In the

prison the reporter finds a

dozen boys and girls who
have been picked up on var-

ious charges. He learns that

almost three hundred teen-

agers have been arrested in

the last few months—a con-

dition typical of many Amer-
ican towns.

The editor assigns all his

reporters to get to work on

the juvenile delinqjf^ency sit-

uation: they find that delin-

quency usually begins in the

home, but the whole town
bears the responsibility. The
probation officer isn't

equipoed to handle youthful

offenders, the judge doesn't

have time to guide them,

the schools are over-crowd-

ed, playgrounds aren't suf-

ficient, gin mills attract too

many youngsters.

The film ends with the

townspeople meeting in an

effort to solve the problem

of WHO'S DELINQUENT?

It's a grim story—yet one

that happens every day.

WHO'S DELINQUENT?
was directed by Edward J.

K/lontagne, supervised by

Phil Reisman, Jr., written by

Ardis Smith, narrated by

Dwight Weist, photograph-

ed by Neil Sullivan, edited

by David Cooper, recorded

by Francis Woolley, with

musical supervision by Her-

man Fuchs.

CITATION for excellence of SWITZERLAND TODAY to Hany
Michalson (center) on behalf of American Society for Friendship

with Switzerland, represented by Stephen Duggon and Simone
Ziegler.

n

PHIL M. DALY
• For maximiun space-grabbing returns at a minimum outlay
has the year produced a better gimmick than RKO Pathe's

want ad for talking animals, employed in behalf of "Friend
of the Family," one of the "This Is America" series? ... It

points up anew that when the promotional cards are down,
it's the idea that counts. . . .

SALESMEN'S
STANDINGS

25 LEADERS
"SHORT SUBECT" SALES

1948 - 49

Week Ending Sept. 23. 1948

1. Dyson Kansas City

2. Ringler Kansas City

3. Gwin Denver
4. Warren Salt Lake City

5. Ferguson Dallas

6. Nielsen Omaha
7. Goldfarb Denver
8. Thorn San Francisco

9. Winters Minneapolis

10. Griffin Salt Lake City

I I. Wangberg Kansas City

12. Appelman Denver
13. Carettie Pittsburgh

14. Boyce Salt Lake City

15. Goldsmith Seattle

16. Desch Dallas

17. Kimmel Chicago
18. Hoese Salt Lake City

Friend of Family

The story of America's pets is

told -in this appealing and in-

formative subject which is likely

to touch a responsive chord In

millions of pet enthusiasts. As the

subject points out, the industry

which deals In dogs, cats, ca-

naries, tropical fish, etc.. Is a

$1,000,000,000 one. An interest-

ing array of facts are brought out

—there are 50,000,000 pets In

the country, 10,000 pet shops;

that some myriad-colored min-
nows cost as much as $250 each,

etc.

—FILM DAILY

19. Walton Dallas

20. Ebert Indianapolis

21. Bjorkman Minneapolis
22. Archibald San Francisco
23. Dudelson Pittsburgh

24. Blakeley Oklahoma City
25. Fuller Minneapolis



-The picture

that thousands

paid $2.40 top

to see in its road
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and in selected cities
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"Fast-moving^ entertaining celluoid"

"Bodyguard" is an out-and-out action show in which producer

Sid Rogell achieves fast-moving melodrannatic effect by twisting the

chase device into 62 minutes of fast-moving, entertaining celluloid.

There is nothing fancy or new about the story, but the dialogue is

breezy and flip and there are ample provisions for action sequences.

The direction of Richard O. Fleischer keeps the pace lively and

consequently holds the spectator's interest even when the show falls

into its rather obvious finale. As a dualler or in the top position of

action house bills, "Bodyguard" will please fans who like their screen

fare punctuated by speeding cars, fisticuffs and gunfire.

Lawrence Tierney has the title role, a homicide detective who is

tossed off the force. He is approached by Philip Reed who wants

him to act as bodyguard for Elisabeth Risdon, owner of a meat

packing business. After refusing the assignment Tierney finds himself

catapulted into an investigation when he becomes the suspect in

the killing of another police officer. The trial leads back to Reed

and eventual disclosure of a scheme to pump meat with water so as

to increase its weight. It also uncovers evidence that fastens the

guilt for the murder of an inspection agent on Reed.

Tierney gives a vigorous performance of the ousted policeman,

and Priscilla Lane, as pert and attractive as ever, shows what an ex-

perienced actress can do with an unpretentious part. Philip Reed is

suavely sinister, and June Clayworth stands out as his conspirator.

Elisabeth Risdon does extremely well as the business woman.

The Rogell production shrewdly uses real backgrounds for the

show giving it a quality of arresting authenticity. These are fully cap-

tured in the camera work of Robert de Grasse. Albert S. D'Agostino

and Feild Gray perform the art direction chores admirably and the

music by Paul Sawtell under the direction of C. Bakaleinikoff captures

the pace of the yarn. Elmo Williams' editing is tight.

—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

"Has #fie virtue of action"

Lawrence Tierney has a pretty rough and tumble time of it trying

to prove his innocence of a murder charge in "Bodyguard." The

picture is a melodrama that has the virtue of action that keeps it

constantly moving. Sharing the lead with Tierney is Priscilla Lane,

with others in the cast including Philip Reed and June Clayworth.

Quitting the police force after a quarrel with his lieutenant,

Tierney finds himself hired as a bodyguard to an elderly lady who
heads a meat-packing plant. Shortly thereafter, Tierney gets

mysteriously clouted on the head, and wakes up to find himself

beside the body of the murdered lieutenant. Tierney is now con-

fronted with the double task of eluding the police and finding the

murderer. The task is marked by brawls, tough-talk, escapes and some
more brawls. Eventually the old lady's nephew is found to be at the

source of the skullduggery as well as some crooked meat deals. The
screenplay by Fred Niblo, Jr., and Harry Essex, has Tierney make this

discovery just in time to save his sweethearl-. Miss Lane, from the fury

of the killer who is running amok in the meat plant.

Sid Rogell produced; Richard O. Fleischer directed. The story

was by George W. George and Robert B. Altman.

—MOTION PICTURE DAILY

"Tlirill-action content pronounced"

Police melodrama has slightly new story angle; warrants attention

by exhib whose patrons go for thrill-action fare.

A slightly new angle in the concoction of this police melodrama
—story department—gives it enough merit to warrant attention by
the exhibitor who has patronage given over to this type fare. It is

played according to the book. The thrill-action content is pronounced.

At the beginning Tierney is a cop at odds with his bosses at

headquarters and quits the force after an argument. Later he is

propositioned by Philip Reed who wants him to take on the job of

bodyguarding his aunt, Elisabeth Risdon. Latter runs a meat packing
plant. Tierney takes it after no little persuasion by Reed. Same night

somebody takes pot shots at Miss Risdon. At four A.M. she leaves

her mansion to visit the plant. Tierney follows, is slugged, wakes up

TRADES LIKE

"BODYGUARD"
in his car which is in the path of an oncoming streamliner, a dead

cop beside him. He manages to save himself.

The police figure he killed the cop. But his girl, Priscilla Lane,

works at headquarters and supplies him with what dope he needs.

Seems the dead cop was involved in some dirty work. One thing leads

to another and first thing you know Tierney is racing madly to the

plant to rescue Miss Lane and get the real killer who turns out to be

Reed. Richard O. Fleischer directed.

—FILM DAILY

"Plenty of action
"

With Lawrence Tierney and Priscilla Lane heading the cast,

"Bodyguard" is a melodrama which has action that keeps it con-

stantly moving. It is the story of a former policeman and his attempts

to clear himself of a murder charge.

Quitting the police force after a quarrel with his lieutenant,

Tierney finds himself hired as bodyguard for a wealthy elderly lady.

Soon thereafter, he is knocked unconscious and wakes up to find him-

self lying next to the murdered lieutenant. Tierney is confronted with

the double task of eluding the police and finding the real murderer.

The task is marked by brawls, tough talk, escapes and more fights.

Eventually the old lady's nephew is found to be at the source of the

trouble as well as involved in some crooked financial dealings with

his aunt's money.

The screenplay by Fred Niblo, Jr., and Harry Essex has Tierney

make this discovery just in time to save Miss Lane from the fury of

the killer.

The supporting cast includes Philip Reed, June Clayworth and

Elisabeth Risdon. Sid Rogell produced, Richard O. Fleischer directed,

and the story was written by George W. George and Robert B.

Altman.

—MOTION PICTURE HERALD

"Action, suspense, gunplay"
With meat prices at their current astronomical figure, there's a

certain topical fascination about a story of racketeering and murder
played out against the background of a meat-packing plant. It's done
in hard-bitten, out-of-the-side-of-the-mouth fashion and jams a lot

of two-fisted action, suspense and gunplay into the comparatively

brief running time, rendering the feature readily merchandisable as

supporting material. Toplined is Lawrence Tierney, onetime screen

badman ("Dillinger"), who herein is cast as a hot-tempered police

officer kicked off the force and framed for murder. In his capacity

as watchman over the safety of a meat tycoon he is successful in

dodging the law long enough to pin the crime on the guilty party.

The supporting cast is capable and Richard O. Fleischer turned in an

efficient directorial job.

—BOXOFFICE

"An action-crammed melodrama"
"Bodyguard" is an action-crammed melodrama which provides

strong supporter fare of type fans go for. Yarn of a Los Angeles
detective who's suspected of murdering his former superior, follow-

ing his discharge from force, has been well fashioned for suspenseful
buildup, and given every assistance in reaching its goal both from
production and acting end.

Tierney puts over part forcefully, and has Priscilla Lane making
her first screen appearance in two years—for a clever co-star, in
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Bachelor Blues

Good. The rubber-legged Leon

Errol can always be depended

upon to provide some laughs

with his tried-and-true antics and

slapstick material. Dorothy Gran-

ger is type cast as the jealous

wife and Wally Brown is also in

the cast. Leon forgets his 15th

wedding anniversary and later

learns that his marriage certifi-

cate was never signed so he and

the Mrs. are not really wed. After

some mixups, they learn they can

continue their marital fights in

peace.

—BOXOFFICE

Davison Sets up

Weeks for Disney

Branch Manager Siff Davi-

son of Salt Lake City has set

the weeks of December 21

through January 4 as Walt

Disney Appreciation Weeks.

The branch objective is a

Disney on every program.

Giff also is setting up Disney

festival shows, using four or

more Disneys as the second

feature for kiddie's' programs.

Kibbee Here
Guy Kibbee, featured In John

fords FORT APACHE, is in

New York for conferences in con-

nection with a forthcoming

Broadway stage appearance.

"Bodyguard" Reviews

(Continued from Page Ten)

role of his fiancee who helps him get lowdown on what's really

behind his frame. Philip Reed is nephew who tries to kill Tierney

in exciting windup, Elisabeth Risdon is okay as his aunt, and June

Clayworth, making most of rather a thankless role, also scores. Steve

Brodie is in for fleeting episode.

• Sid Rogell, handling production reins, exhausted potentialities of

melodrama, handing film strong production values, and Richard O.

Fleischer accomplished rugged direction, getting over point after

point of solid scene-surprises which carry plenty of sudden impact.

Screenplay by Fred Niblo, Jr., and Harry Essex, too, is for the most

part well shaped. Paul Sawtell's musical score accentuates melo-

dramatic scenes, Robert de Grasse's camera work at all times is

excellent and art direction by Albert S. D'Agostino and Feild Gray

suitably executed.
—VARIETY (Daily)

"Sturdy offering for action houses"

"Bodyguard" is an adaptable melodrama, capable of going

upstairs or downstairs on dual bills according to the situation. Action

houses should find it a sturdy offering around which to swing a bill,

and classier general situations can spot it advantageously as a sup-

porter.

RKO's tough guy, Lawrence Tierney, is an okay character in this.

Script has good twists to keep interest alive. Direction by Richard

O. Fleischer keeps the film on the move nicely spotting action and

making development credible. Aiding Tierney clear himself of murder

charges and expose a killer who took any means to safeguard his

swindling in the meat packing trade is Priscilla Lane, the hero's

sweetie and secretary in the police department.

Philip Reed is a capable heavy and Elisabeth Risdon, as the aunt

he is defrauding, is good. June Clayworth, Steve Brodie, Frank Fenton

and Charles Cane answer script demands favorably.

' Producer Sid Rogell has turned this one out on a budget ample

to carry the subject without over-expenditure on frills that do not

matter. Technical assists are in keeping, including good lensing by

Robert de Grasse; scoring by Paul Sawtell and Elmo Williams' tight

editing.

—VARIETY (Weekly)

Memorial Hospital Campaign Extended

(Continued from Page One)

Ing bond, two $500 saving bonds, five $100 saving bonds and season

passes to Ebbett's Field, Yankee Stadium and Polo Grounds. There

are twelve chances at a dollar each In the books, two to go free to

the persons disposing of a book.

Branch Manager Phil Hodes of the New York exchange has made
the suggestion that If $1 was too much for a person to pay for a

chance, two people could split a ticket, paying 50 cts. each, and If

a prize was won It could be sold and the money divided. In the same

manner ten persons could chip In to buy the entire book, all participat-

ing equally in a prize If drawn from their book.

The Variety Clubs of America have agreed to help save the Will

Rogers Memorial Hospital by adopting It as their very own project,

provided the decision of their board of directors Is endorsed by all

the local Variety Clubs throughout the nation. They would, however,

continue the operation of this'institution only In the event that the

present campaign Is successful to the point of paying off all current

indebtedness and providing operating funds for at least a year until

the Variety Clubs can organjze their own methods of fund-raising for

It. That Is why It is so very essential that the present raffle, entitled,

"SAVE THE WILL ROGERS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL," be made so

successful.

On November 4 at Claremore, Oklahoma, a new commemorative
3c stamp will be Issuediln honor of Will Rogers. This will show the

smiling and benign countenance of dear old Will together with his

famous saying: "I never met a man I didn't like." Yes, this great

American who loved ;all mankind, ambassador of good-will and

America's beloved cowtjpy humorist, philosopher and motion picture

star, was so typical of the very best elements In show business that

the beautiful sanltarium-and hospital at Saranac Lake was named In

his honor by the show people who conceived and built It.

RKOers are familiar with this Saranac Institution. Several RKOers
stric|:en by the dread disease of tuberculosis have been hospitalized

there. Not over a year or so ago one of the Home Office employees
died there. Many employees have visited the hospital, the industry's

own Institution and one administered for the purpose of saving the

lives of its own people. It is said to be the best sanitarium of Its type

and the best administered in the country.

Campaign Manager Leon J. Bamberger tells ye ed that the

campaign is in full swing in a dozen territories around the country.

When Leon was in Chicago raffle books were being sold to the

exhibitors attending the national convention of the Theatre Owners
of America. There is quite a rivalry now to see what city will turn in

the most cash in proportion to its film company personnel.

Practically all of us participate regularly In raffles of some kind

for which prizes' are offered. None of these could be for a more worthy

cause than the saving of this ho#0ital. The very funds that are being

raised may go to -save the life of a contributor.

Herewith Is an appeal-)|t»ac:ii^y Floor Captain Bill Zimmerman and

which alWk)©F-'captai?i1? arS* being asked to emulate:

The need of the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital Is pressing. Its

continued existence Is vital to the people of the motion picture In-

dustry for whom it has already done so much and for whom It is

maintained. We are privileged to contribute toward the maintenance

of the hospital through the means of the Will Rogers Drive.

With the October 15th deadline very near, our performance in

the sale of the booklets has been disappointing. It is considerably

below the RKO standard of achievement. We are also far behind

the other companies in the industry.

You are therefore urged not only to dispose by October 15th of

the booklets already assigned to you, but also to sell as many addi-

tional booklets as you can. Let us put RKO where it should be, up
with the leaders In this great humanitarian effort.
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SCENES FROM THE SCREENLINER "JAN AUGUST AND HIS PIANO MAGIC"
—Scenes from the first of the unique and entertaining new SCREENLINER
series starring the internationally famous Jan August. In this delightful picture,

which has all the production value of a feature, and which has a story. Jan

August offers his incomparable musical interpretations. The lyrical and popular

numbers are introduced in a novel manner. Two million records of his "Miser-

lou" recording have been sold and one quarter of a million records of his

"Dark Eyes" and "Oye Negra" discs have been purchased. All three are

offered in this initial SCREENLINER in which August demonstrates a high

degree of perfection at the piano.

Three Screenliners

Are Announced by

Harry Michalson

Harry Michalson has announced

the first three of the new

SCREENLINER series of single

reel black and white subiec+s, the initial

unit of which will be nationally re-

leased on October 29th. The plan for

the new series was given to the field

by Mr. Michalson at the Drive meetings

and the early subiects give promise

even beyond his hopes at that time.

JAN AUGUST AND HIS PIANO

MAGIC will inaugurate the series.

August is a top name in the show busi-

ness and besides 56 consecutive week',

on the "Jan August Show" over Mutual

Broadcasting Corporation, coast to

coast, for the Revere Camera Corpora-

tion, has been a guest star on a dozen

coast to coast programs, has appeared

in numerous hotel shows across the

country, night clubs, the Roxy theatre

in New York and the Oriental in Chi-

cago. This master of piano magic is

going to give his starring unit some in-

direct box-office aid via a nation-wide

tour starting in November and ending

in San Francisco in March of 1949.

Second of the SCREENLINER series

is BLOCK PARTY, with release date set

for November 26th. Stills from this at-

traction are not as yet available, but

we can say that there'll be color, gaiety

and the carnival spirit running through

every foot of the film. BLOCK PARTY
is set in Mulberry Street in New York's

Little Italy. The block party as pictured

in the second SCREENLINER lasts four

days and sprawls over several streets

and is a combination of sideshow,

dance, music, and fun festivity and

religious ceremony. It will be a timely

subject for release around our own
holidays. Thanksgiving, Christmas and

New Year's. The title in itself will be

a draw at the box-office.

The third unit of the series for re-

lease during 1948 brings to the screen

the famous comic combination of Tom
Howard, Harry McNaughton, Lulu Mc-
Connell and George Shelton, known

far and wide for their popular Co-

lumbia 'Broadcasting System Program.

The title is IT PAYS TO BE IGNO-
RANT. This zany crew of veterans of

the vaudeville stage and top perform-

ers on the air for many years give the

laugh to the experts. They may not

know their Shakespeare, but they can

tell you how often a monthly magazine

comes out and what kind of a tree

bears apples. This misinformation

quartet is heard weekly each Saturday

night over a coast to coast CBS hook-

up being broadcast from between 130

and 140 stations. This is a cooperative

program arranged by each station, and

their sponsors represent a wide variety

of manufacturers and distributors, open-

ing the way for local tie-ins.

Accessories on a scale seldom pro-

vided for one reelers will be made
available for the SCREENLINERS,
these including one sheets, sets of four

8x10 stills, press sheets, one and two

column scene mats and ad slugs.

The series title SCREENLINERS is an

excellent one, a title easily remem-

(Co)ifi)inr(l on Poffr Fovrlfcn)



Pays to Ignoranf QDIZ PROGRAM

,NQTIMPROMPTli

'It Pays to Be Iporant' V

Very Weil Rebearsei

By WSEPH HACKET.
"It f^ys to Ee Isnoranu" th"

quasi-qulx show «.hich haa pai

Uyed A master-file of com and i

iquartet of old \-aiide\illians inh

: radio popularftj , sounds inr

pcomptu but it. isn't. Behirwl t>j

ad lib quality of th« progrsm-

iwbldi uses such bnin-icascn a

i^how often is a nwmtlily mag*
Iziae pubU5i»cd?" as s^vinsbaard

jCor fa£s and non-sequiture by it

panel of addled "experts"—are i

carefully composed scnpt. re*;

:aion5 and r^iearsali-

-When people hear t-^at t wrtt

the script." said Mrs. Ruth Hoi«

37, "they ask *whai sczlptl

But actually there's very. htU

ad Ubbtfis- I iua*.try to wrtte fo

the style of my (atJ>er aad th

others."

Her father 63-year-old lemoe

! voiced Tom Howard, qulzmastBi

snd the <rthers are Harry Bii

Xaughton, a comnion coaceptia

of as &ngU«h type; George She

toC;. a OOTomoo cocccplUxi of

Brooklyn type, and Uihi McCor
»ell. bott of such fo^vr^.en^s a
"she's neve- made 'Who's Who
but she's In 'Wbats Thb?*.*

i Writes Ifi-F^ Script.

Mrs. Howell writer a veeUE
script of about sixteen pa*c3 i

sU hours, originating: rnoet'of th

a^-answenng questions an
|»x>rtang in >okcs anvaxsed b
Howard tn his forty-odd years t

show biistness. She has fou
jlCanbat^n-phonc^book-si^ed catj

'logues ot jokes w*th inJcx head
btchidlztg^: airr^ilaoc. add HI

boeaty, batchelor, coUod^. (can

beltng, laa^ui:; -"; —- rv^ ncaj

;tion, smokeir.^ - mtn
,and waitor.

:
-Also.--' s-*!..' --s -

box <xi my *.i ;, r > .^-mv as
whenerer we hear or rt*(l »
ji It pKS. When it's fuD. w ad

', the }^C3 to the boc^ Of eour*
we caa make endless sintche.

Uke where you s*y ^e bab
^v-aIlowed my fountain pen' an
sodc orte says 'what'd you do'

and >-ott say 1 a?ed a pencil.' .

5»itch could be with a dgaretl
lighter. "Viihafd >'oa do?' 'Use
rcJitches.'

'"

She subrattj the ecnpt by Su
-iay to Ho*ard, who retypes ar
T»v!^ it and t-:-^^; it to e

THE "IT PAYS TO BE IGNORANT" CAST IN ACTION. The photographic insert is rimmed by a story of

the quiz program which appeared in The New York Sun for Saturday, October 2nd. The Sun gave seven
full columns, almost a full page, to the program under the banner head above, with only about half of

the article by Joseph Mackey reproduced. Photographs of the rehearsal were augmented with captions,

the entire layout being one of the most extensive the Sun has given over recently to a radio laugh pro-

gram. This space in the Saturday Sun attests to the wide popularity of this CBS fun festival. The quartet
of funsters are, upper left, lemon-voiced Tom Howard, Lulu McConnell, husband seeker, Harry McNaugh-
ton, droll Englishman, and George Shelton, Brooklynesque type. The SCREENLINER inset is the theme

illustration originated by our pressbook department.
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TERRYJURHER

Jackie, you woult!n"t believe just by

looking at me, and. despte the fact

that I am so pretty, that I onct planked

down .$100,000.00 (One hundred thou-

sand bucks, that is) to guarantee an

acts' contract, and made $100,000.00

(One hundred thousand clams, that

is) on the deal. I will admit that the

<leal did start my series of wrinkles

and established me as one of the

greatest nail biters of all time, but

it is really quite a yarn, so leave us

spin il for you.

It was in the days of the Siamese

Twins. There was a set in Manila.

Lucio and Simplicio Godino, who had

been adopted by the great ship build-

er, Theodore Yanco. Mr. Yanco was

admittedly one of the richest men in

the Philippines, and took the boys

front their parents, who had exhibited

I hem in every manner and shape of a

side show. He educated them and

did not want them to work, but as

I he boys grew older, they "wanted

out," and to make a living for them-

selves. I heard about it and cabled

lliem. Well, skipping a lot of time

and a flock of cablegrams, which by

I lie way are expensive, so lay off of

lliem Jackie, they handed me this

(leal. They wanted $2500.00 (twenty-

live hundred, that is) a week for a

hjriy week deal to be played in 52

weeks. Now, even a baby can tell you

Jackie that is $100,000.00 in anybody's

arillimelic book. I had me a partner

at that time, one Arthur Klein, who
by the way was one of the best agents

HKO ever knew, and he paled per-

ceptibly when the news came in, but

I cabled back "Hokay." Then came
I heir cable "We must bring our band
of 12 pieces and you must pay their

fare as well as ours," to which I

cabled Hokay. Another week elapsed,

and I received another cable which
read, "My brother and myself want
10 marry two sisters and we want them
to come, and you pay their fare," to

which I wired Hokay, and Klein went
into a faint. Now I'm all set, I think,

and I'm receiving another cable: Deal

set, now post $100,000.00 (One hun-

dred thousand, that is) in any Manila
bank, or a bond for that amount, and

we are ready to leave.

Now I'm not showing that cable to

Arthur, cause hes getting to look like

he could use another partner, but I

cables Hokay, which is one word, and

much cheaper, so I'm making a round

of the bonding companies. You know
Jackie, there is a saying that bankers

is weened in ice houses and deep

freeze gadgets, but them bonding com-

pany executives must have a lot of

relatives near the north pole. Finally,

I gets one well oiled on Grand Dad,

and by putting up $25,000.00 (Twenty
five thousand, that is) in ca.sh I

waggle a bond and I'm set with an-

other Hokay cable to Manila.

Klein is out to book and sell, and

comes back loaded down with a flock

of "Nos,'" and "I should say nots," a

lot of them emanating from our own

Arthur Willi and sundry other bookers.

However, I'm off to Canada, be-

cause I'm going to meet this troupe

in Vancouver. I have in tow Frank

"Minnie" Braden, now head thumper

for the Ringling show, and we stop at

Montreal, well, just for fun, because

there was a lot of fun in Montreal in

them days, and I figure, you might as

well die laughing. In Montreal, among

others, I met a Fred Denny, who had

him a band atop the Mount Royal and

having a feeling that my band from

Manila might be a trifle outdated I

had Denny give me a complete pro-

gram of numbers. Frank "Minnie"

Biaden was busy ordering hisself a

case of ale (which missed the train

and almost killed Minnie) and soon

we are off to Vancouver, with one date,

a percentage one, in a theatre down

in the Chinese district that had been

closed a year.

Well they arrived on the Empress

of Asia, looking like a bunch of

bananas, along with some wires from

Klein in New York that about the

only person interested in the Godina

twins seemed to be a guy named Turn-

er. Well I set up that band on a stage

in Victoria, B. C, and asked them to

play their best numbers and believe

it or not, "In the Shade of the Old

Apple Tree" and "Wait Till the Sun

Shines Nellie" is among them. I'm so

mad I'm about to blow my top as well

as my bank roll, which is already

blown, but the Toscanini comes out in

me as I throws Denny's program at

them with, "And know every damn
one of them by heart in the morning

or back to Manila you goes." I give

them the tempo and I must admit I

was a picture directing them, little

yellow boys, but after I see they have

at least the idea, I stomp off to a

saloon to drown my sorrows, and

"Minnie" and me made a right good

job of it. In fact "Minnie" did .so

good he didn't catch the opening five

days later.

I'll skip over quite a bit of the

campaign, because this yarn is getting

too long now, but we did open and

broke every record the house had held,

when open, including that one held by

Jack Dempsey on a tour he made after

becoming champion.

You'd think that would help. So

did I, but here I am in the Vancouver

hotel, in debt up to my ears, with a

house record on my hands and not

another date in sight. You know,

Jackie, twelve or fourteen little brown
men, far away from home, can give

you an awful sad look, and as day

after day slid by with no word of,

"Where do we go from here."

1 think it was 3 A.M. Vancouver

lime when the phone rang, and Arthur

Klein is on the phone.

"Terry, 1 don't know whether I did

right or not but I just signed a deal

with RKO."

"Say that again," savs I, "and what

deal?"

"1 made a special deal with RKO
for $5,000.00 (Five thousand dollars,

that is) and also NET. for 40 weeks
to be played in 52 weeks and you

Jt^atlinff from
Lt>ft to Right

Now the comics have invaded the

White House, at least the Demoncratic

National Committee has issued an

official "life story" of President Tru-

man, using the color picture and

dialogue style of the comic books .

According to Printers Ink:

Comic characters of King Features

.Syndicate and Puck — The Comic

Weekly were put to work last month

to explain the basic physics of atomic

energy to the thousands of visitors to

New York's Atomic Energy Show, a

part of the Golden Jubilee Exposition.

At the request of leading atomic

energy scientists, who felt that some

of the exhibits at the Grand Central

Palace would be too technical for

many visitors. King Features' artists

created a giant strip cartoon sequence

of 24 panels. In this sequence, the

familiar people of the comics, Blondie

and Dagwood. Jiggs and Maggie, Pop-

eye, Mandrake and others, explain

nuclear fission and chain reaction sim-

ply but graphically.

Mandrake acts as master of cere-

monies while the Bumstead family

allows itself to be reduced to atom

size to explore the mysteries of mole-

cules and atoms. The final panel, de-

picting splitting of the atom, is on a

glass pane wth violently flashing

colored lights to illustrate the release

of basic energy. Giant cutouts of Puck
characters also serve as informal

guides to other exhibits.

Panels and cutouts were designed

by Joe Musial, head of King Features'

comic art department, with the aid of

Lt. Gen. Leslie R. Groves, ret.. Dr.

John R. Dunning, Scientific Director

of Columbia University, Dr. Louis M.
Heil of the Cooper physics department

and other scientists.

Now plans are being made to pre-

sent the entire Atomic Energy Show
in cities throughout the nation during

the next two years. When the tour

develops. Puck's comic strip people

will be working for the Atomic Energy

Commission.

New evidence that the comics are

playing an ever-increasing part in

American literature bobs up every

little while. And of course RKO was
the pioneer in advertising in the com-
ics and still is the dominant company
of the industry in that respect.

open at Oakland. California, in ten

days. Is that OKay?"

Well, Jackie, did you ever see the

sun come up at 3 A.M. in the morn-
ing. Well, Mrs. Turner's little sun
came up that early. .So did Frank
"Minnie" Braden, which meant that

Minnie also missed the Oakland open-
ing.

27fh Floor

There is not much news this

week, but what there is is good,

so we are all happy about it.

Julie Goldmann will be married

on Saturday, October 16, and

as a wedding gift her friends in

the office presented her with two
beautiful pieces of luggage. The
best of luck from all of us to

Julie and the lucky groom.

—DOROTHY HAMBURGER

The eyes and ears of the nation

have focused on Cleveland these

past few days, bringing visitors

from all parts of the land to at-

tend the world series. We will

leave it to history to record the

fact that the Indians scalped the

Braves to become world cham-
pions of 1948.

One of the well-known per-

sonalities to visit the exchange
was Cliff Edwards, famous "Uke-
lele ike" of many westerns.

Other visitors were Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Osserman, and we
were all happy to see Mr. Osser-

man again when he visited the

branch.

Sam Hart of the Home Office

was again a visitor to Cleveland

over the week-end, this time to

watch our Cleveland Indians bat-

tle the Boston Braves in the world

series. Sam is always RKO's rep-

resentative in the fall classic and
hasn't missed seeing a series in

its entirety or in part for many
years. He never fails, however,

to drop in on the RKO exchange
gang to pay his respects no mat-

ter where he happens to be.

Phil Miles, Goldwyn repre-

sentative, made his initial visit

to Cleveland Monday. He is

working with field man Bob Haley
on the latest Sam Goldwyn spec-

tacle A SONG IS BORN.
Our usual RKO welcome goes

out to the new bookers' stenogra-

pher, Josephine Pisano.

MYRTLE (Scotty) ROSE

Three Screenliners

(Continued from Page Twelve)

bered and one that connotes some-
thing with vivid action and off the

beaten path in short subjects. Over a

period of many, many years, Harry

Michalson has engineered the pur-

chase and making of distinctive series

of shorts. SCREENLINERS are going

to be right up front with other RKO
series which have dominated the added-
attraction phase of theatre programs
for a dozen or more years.
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Cameras Roll on

"Set-up," Thriller

Of the Fight Game
By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 1 5:—Cameras started to roll

this week on THE SET-UP, starring Robert Ryan. This is the

second picture to start recently in resumption of increased

activity since the purchase of RKO Radio by Howard

Hughes. The other picture now shooting is THE CLAY
PIGEON, with Bill Williams, Barbara Hale and Richard

Quinn in the top roles which I told you about last week.

An extremely realistic pic

Sfronger in Besf
J-E-R-R-l-p-l-C !

ture of the fight game, THE

SET-UP is based on the

popular narrative poem by

Joseph Moncure March. The

script was written by Art

Cohn, veteran of many

years of sports reporting,

notably on the Oakland

Tribune, and one of the most

widely read sports authori-

ties in the country. Richard

Goldstone is producing THE

SET-UP and Robert Wise is

directing.

THE SET-UP Is the story

O'^ a veteran, second-rate

fighter in his middle thirties

who realizes that he will

never be anything but a

second-rater but that he is

doomed to continue in the

ring until he drops. His wife

knows that, too. She urges

him to fight for the few hun-

dred dollars needed to set

them up in a small business

and then quit the fight

racket. The fighter believes

that this can never happen

but when he finds, before a

fight, that he is being vic-

timized by a crooked man-

ager his problem is irrevo-

cably solved for him. And

in the powerful climax it is

apparent that his retirement

from the ring could have

in no otherbeen effected

way.

For Robert Ryan, who v/as

undefeated heavyweig ht

champion at Dartmouth
College for four years, the

role is a natural and a worthy

followup for his recent bril-

liant performances in BER-

L.IN EXPRESS, RETURN OF
THE BAD MEN and THE
BOY WITH GREEN HAIR.

Co-starring with Ryan as

his wife will be Audrey Tot-

ter who has just signed for

the role.

One of the biggest casts

of small roles ever offered

in a picture will be used In

THE SET-UP. James Ed-

v/ards, the Negro actor who
v/on fame with Barbara Bel

Geddes In DEEP ARE THE
ROOTS on Broadway, is

playing the role of Choco-
late Brown, a fighter.

Alan Baxter, who played

a leading role In Rose Frank-

en's THE HALLAMS on

Broadway during a year of

stage, screen and radio work

h New York, has been
brought back to Hollywood
1o portray the owner of

Ryan's opponent In the ring

bout which climaxes the

story.

The opponent will be por-

trayed by Hal Fleberling,

one-time Pacific Coast
States amateur heavyweight

champion and veteran of

Six Daily News
RACHEL AND THE STRANG-

ER wins a place in Broadway s

six best pictures for September.

The selection was made by Kate

Cameron of the Sunday News
with the comment that "the

movie season has brightened con-

siderably. ' Miss Cameron says

of RACHEL:
"Rachel and the Stranger" is

a picture of pioneer days in the

Northwest, where only the most

rugged of those who ventured

into the wilderness could with-

stand the hardships that ensued

in trying to turn it into farm-

lands. The picture has been di-

rected with skill and humor by
Norman Foster from a story by
Howard Fast, with Loretta

Young, William Holden, Gary
Gray and Robert Mitchum in the

leading roles."

"Sam" Sermon

Reverend Herbert V/. hanger
of the Scarsdale Community Bap-

tist Church, Scarsdale, New York,

has written to the Home Office

for the script on GOOD SAM.
Reverend Hansen said he had

seen our comedy and felt that

it was an excellent picture." He
intends to preach a sermon re-

lated to the ideas in the film that

the person who does good is apt

TO get into trouble. We hope to

be able to report on the sermon
later.

four years service in the U. S.

Marine Corps.

Another outstanding

member of the supporting

cast is Wallace Ford, who
plays the important role of

Gus, a rubber.

THE SET-UP has much to

distinguish It as a picture.

Covering as it does 80 cli-

mactic minutes in the life of

a prizefighter, the running

tl.me of the picture will be
exactly 80 minutes. There

will be no flashbacks and not

a second's variation in the

time of the story from be-

ginning to end. Never be-

fore in film history has such

a technique been used.

You can depend on it

—

THE SET-UP will create a lot

cf talk and all of it will be a

great tonic for the box-of-

fice.

VANCOUVER — George "Gabby-
Hayes describes the terrific action in

his latest picture RETURN OF THE
BAD MEN to the Vancouver press and
radio contacts. Gabby also took to the

airwaves on a coast to coast network
interview of his work in this top RKO
western. Alderman Hallord Wilson on
behali of the city, and press, met
the train and escorted Hayes to his

hotel for a reception there. All Van-
couver newspapers carried pictures

end stories of popular Gabby next -

day, plugging RKO's BAD MEN.
Hayes was just passing thru on a
fishing trip, and stayed over an extra

doy to visit hospital for vets, and
children's swimming classes.

—LLOYD MUIR

SALESMEN'S
STANDINGS
"This Is America"' Sales

1 948-49

tTeek Ending September 30. 1948

1. Gwin Denver

2. Warren .... Salt Lake City

.3. Goldfarb Denver

4. Winters Minneapolis

5. Carettie Pittsburgh

G. Appelman Denver

7. Boyce Salt Lake City

o. GriflGn Salt Lake City

9. Hoese Salt Lake City

10. Nielsen Omaha
11. Thorn San Francisco

12. Engelman Portland

13. Goldsmith Seattle

14. Ringler Kansas City

L5. Canelli New Haven
16. Wild Cleveland

17. Blakeley . . . Oklahoma City

18. Fuller Minneapolis

19. Grover Washington
20. Ferguson Dallas

21. Ebert Indianapolis

22. angberg .... Kansas City

23. Dyson Kansas City

24. Jackson Portland
25. Glaubinger Pittsburgh

II



\ The World Premiere of

JOAN of
INGRID

jVeif VICTORIA THEATSE#Af8s4g</eNqy. 11, 1948
rhousandsii^

CoioriirecHHicoion.
ARTKRArr- STUAUSS MICTORIA THEATRE ^iE5S

DURING ALTER-\TIONS

ioSE Ferrer

AKTKRflfT - STRAUSS
,

All the showmanship that has made RKO THE SHOWMANSHIP COMPANY is going into th<

campaign for JOAN OF ARC. Only a stone's throw from the gigantic electric spectacular whic]

was conceived by Walter Wanger, president of Sierra Pictures, the block housing the Victoric

Theatre, where JOAN will have its world premiere on Armistice Day, has been given over to ai

announcement of the rebuilding of the theatre for the engagement. When a theatre is complete!
reconstructed and made a new showplace for a single engagement, that is news. And the

phase of the campaign is being utilized for the six-story sign, for the subway posters and in news
paper advertising. See the reproduction of the big newspaper ad announcing the reconstructio:

on page five of this number of FLASH. The Victoria in its new look will represent the last word i:

modern research as applied to air conditioning, lighting, seating, projection equipment an
decorations. "Coat of Mail," a metal fabric made from the scrap stamping of aluminum film reel;

will sheathe the interior. Many innovations will be introduced, according to Edward D. Stone

the architect who contributed to such projects as Radio City Music Hall, Center Theatre, the Mi
seum of Modern Art, and other landmarks of design. These include huge murals in the lobb
delineating stirring scenes from JOAN. The decor of the Victoria has been developed around th

"Coat of Mail." Special carpeting is being woven with a design which carries out the theme (

the fabric. The carpet will be created in shades of red to match the red fabric on the moder
spring back chairs of the theatre. Even stair rails and standee rails will have this soft sinuou
carpet design as a covering. With a world-wide publicity campaign and the national adverti
ing heralding the event long under way and the heart of Broadway given over to outdoor di

plays on the largest scale ever, it is readily apparent that JOAN OF ARC IS THE MOST PU)
LICIZED PICTURE IN SCREEN HISTORY.
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Depinet Speaker

At Eyssell Dinner

KANSAS CITY—Ned E. Depinet and

Harry Michalson arrived in Kansas

City to attend the Testimonial Dinner

for Gus S. Eyssell comnnemorating his

thirty years as a showman.

Three hundred of his friends gathered

in the ball room of the Hotel Muehle-

bach to tell Gus a little something

about what his friendship has meant
tr. 'them.

Mr. Depinet. one of the principal

speakers, paid a tribute befitting a

king to his old friend Gus Eyssell, both

eulogies and anecdotes. He mentioned
their long acquaintance, that Gus
started taking tickets at the Isis Thea-

tre 30 years ago, and from tha't time

had worked his way up to become
President of Radio City Music Hall in

New York and Executive Manager of

Rockefeller Center. He also mentioned
that one of RKO's pictures holds the

record gross for one week's business

at the Music Hall.

Mayor Kemp of Kansas City handled

the formal welcome. Elmer C. Rhoden,

president of Fox Midwest Theatres,

was chairman, and Ed Sullivan the col-

umnist acted as Toastmaster.

—LOU DUFOUR

i70^000 SEE ^^STATIOJM WESr^PARADE
BY TERRY TURNER

CHICAGO, Oct. 20th—More than one hundred and seventy thousand people stood

four deep along the main thoroughfares of Chicago's Loop last night to view the Holly-

v/ood torchlight parade that preceded the world premiere of RKO's STATION WEST
at the RKO Palace Theatre. Police Commissioner Prendergast who gave us this figure

also said that it was a conservative one. Television cameras caught the line of march from

seven thirty to eight P.M., including not only the stars but all the military mounted and

foot guards. Green, white and red torches atop jeeps and carried by a large group of

Andy Frane's uniformed ushers gave the entire event a Mardi Gras effect and the stars

riding high up in open convertibles had the time of their lives. (Cont. on Page Six)

Mochrie to Memphis
Robert Mochrie will ad-

dress the Tri State Theatres

Association Convention in

Memphis, October 25-26.

]\etv Mi€Px^€^ffice Mit Group Fartning
Two new entries this week in RKO's new group. Samuel Goldwyn's A SONG IS BORN

and our own STATION WEST are added to the current success cycle which includes

RACHEL AND THE STRANGER, RACE STREET, GOOD SAM and THE VELVET

TOUCH. BLOOD ON THE MOON will be swinging into this group soon along with

the spearheader of all time, JOAN OF .ARC. There's no company around that can

top this line-up or even half equal it.

Branch Manager John Chinell of Buffal'o says the accounts he has talked to share

his enthusiasm for BLOOD ON THE MOON and looks for it to do as good if not better

than the substantial grosses of RACHEL AND THE STRANGER.

RACHEL continues to be just about tops for the industry. Fourth week St. Louis and

Seattle, second weeks New Bedford, Buffalo, Tacoma, Oklahoma City, Springfield,

Atlantic City, Raleigh, Hamilton, Greensboro, Wichita, Asbury Park. "Phenomenal" in

the Fox situations," says Branch Manager Joe Emerson of Denver, "audience reaction

excellent, and everyone is now climbing on the bandwagon." Branch Manager Dave

Silverman of Pittsburgh says the second week (Continued ov Page Ten)

''Song Is Born" Smash Opening
Samuel Goldwyn's A SONG IS BORN got away

on its world premiere day Tuesday to the best opening

at the Astor in the past year, product of all companies.

Variety says, "Opened in smash style, first day looking

to hit which is as big as last two Kaye pix in view

of lower scale. For sock opening novel advance cam-
paign stressed K-Day for Danny Kaye, helped get this

off in fine shape." Ran 20% ahead of BISHOP'S WIFE.

''Electro" Big at the Mayfair
"Surprisingly strong," says Variety of the first

week of MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA at the
Mayfair. "Trimmed version at pop prices, plus new
campaign for N. Y. prem stressing sex angle, started

this off over the weekend with a bang. Looks to reach
big Stays, natch." MOURNING BECOMES
ELECTRA also made Variety's national box-office sur-

vey through this showing of the trimmed version.

1
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Mary E. Tuttle Is

Personnel Director

Miss Mary E. Tuttle, who has

been assistant director of per-

sonnel for RKO, has been pro-

moted to the position of director

of personnel. In that position Miss

Tuttle assumes full charge of all

Home Office personnel activities

as manager of the Personnel De-

partment. David Mack, who has

been director of personnel, has

tendered his resignation to be-

come director of personnel ad-

ministration at William R. War-

ner and Company. Miss Tuttle

has been in personnel and allied

fields for several years. She is

a graduate of Mt. Holyoke Col-

lege.

Loretta Coffey Is

Paymaster For RKO
Miss Loretta Coffey who has

been acting as RKO paymaster

for some months during the ill-

ness of the late W. J. Kernan

has been appointed to that posi-

tion, and will have charge of the

payrolls for both RKO Service

Corporation and RKO Radio.

Miss Coffey has been with RKO
for some twelve years.

"Joan" on Parade
JOAN OF ARC dominates the

current (October 18) issue of

Parade magazine, Sunday sup-

plement in 21 leading metropoli-

tan newspapers, with a striking

color cover of Ingrid Bergman in

the title role, by Gloria Strang,

in addition, this forthcoming re-

lease rates an inside full-page

picture story, reaching over

million readers.

Extraordinary

"Joan" Honors

For the first time in the history

of Parents' Magazine the ex-

traordinary achievement medal
has been awarded to a motion

picture. And that picture is

JOAN OF ARC. An announce-

ment of this great honor will be
published in the January issue,

out in December. A full color pic-

ture of Ingrid Bergman will be
used in this award number of

Parents' Magazine.

October iOlh

ROBERT KRAUSE

October Hit

GRETCHEN KELLEHER
MARGARET WALSH
JESSIE PEEL
DOROTHY J. ROBINSON

No tiber 1st

Y. L. ENGLISH
ESTHER F. GLOWACKI
Bt ANCHE J. WAGES
MARIE A. LARSON

November 2nd

SHERMAN FITCH
E. T. DeWITT
JAMES PATTERSON
BLANCHE RENNIE

November ird

EDWARD A. SMITH
JOHN L. WATTERS
DOROTHY BENINCASA
CARL KEEN

November ^th

WILLIAM MORGAN
November "jth

ANNA WITTLER
GEORGE W. SAMPSON
JOHN McLUCAS
AILEEN BERTHIAUME

Kansas City

Des Moines
Home Office

Dallas

Seattle

Dallas
Milwaukee

Atlanta
Los Angeles

Sioux Falls

Home Office

Seattle

Vancouver

Buffalo

Sioux Falls

New York
New York

Indianapolis

Home Office

Detroit
San Francisco

San Francisco

WeMERTERS
RKO RADIO'S EXCJIANGE OF-.IDEAS!

A lot of local exhibitors and circuit buyers are singing the blues,

claiming a downtrend in box-office receipts. I have been endeavoring
to lift their spirits by vividly illustrating RKO's position in the industry.

I noted in a recent Variety an article showing the army's taste in

films, based on paid admissions. Of the ten most popular films shown
overseas, RKO has had four. Of the ten shown in the United States,

RKO has six, a good average, I repeat and repeat to them.

—JOE SMITH, San Francisco

SUIEET GENEVIEVE
C MY GENEVIEVE )

AN ARGOSY PICTURES PRODUCTION • yi^<»»o4 RKO RADIO PICTURES

FORT APACHE

"FORT APACHE" REVIVES "SWEET GENEVIEVE"—A new printing oJ the

American song classic, "Sweet Genevieve" has been issued by Stasny Music
Corporation in connection with FORT APACHE, in which it is featured. The
current song cover is in striking red, white and blue and features a large

scale scene from this popular John Ford production as well as a portrait of

Morton Downey, well-known tenor, by whom it is being repopularized.

Short Sales Off

To a Good Start

First tables for short subjects

and THIS IS AMERICA sales for

1948-49 reveal some excellent

performances in both classifica-

tions. In the shorts table for Sep-

tember 23rd there are eight sales-

men who have sold better than

70% of their possibilities, these

being Dyson and Ringler of Kan-

sas City, Gwin of Denver, War-
ren of Salt Lake City, Ferguson

of Dallas, Nielsen of Omaha,
Goldfarb of Denver and Thorn of

San Francisco.

In the AMERICA table for

September 30th there appears
1he names of six salesmen v/ho

have sold 50% or better of their

possibilities. They are Gwin of

Denver, Warren of Salt Lake
City, Goldfarb of Denver, Win-
ters of Minneapolis, Carettie of

Vancouver Week

For Walt Disney

Last year Office Manager
Bill Grant of Vancouver in-

augurated a JIMMY DAVIE
DISNEY APPRECIATION
WEEK which resulted in a

total of 101 Disney bookings

and considerable extra rev.

enue. Vancouver is setting up

a similar week for this year,

the week of December 24-30,

and Grant again is requesting

exhibitors to cooperate in

making the occasion a great-

er success than last year.

Pittsburgh and Appelman of Den-

ver.

Warren of Salt Lake City and
Goldfarb of Denver appear high

up front in both classifications.

This is excellent selling indeed
for this period of the new season

and congratulations are extended
to all of the 25 who are repre-

sented in the respective tables.
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COMING EVENTS
Samuel Goldwyn's A

SONG 13 BORN, stoning
Danny Kaye, Virginia
Mayo, noiional premiere
on day-and-date basis early

in November backed by the

most concentrated newspa-
per campaign in box-oflice

history, reaching a com-
bined readership of over

150,000,000.

Industry documentary
broadcast, November 3rd,

10 p.m. tc 1 1 p.m., CBS, EST,

with references to Samuel
Gcldwyn's BEST YEARS OF
OUR LIVES. Officials of

RKO and Goldwyn will be
present or represented.

THE MOTION PICTURE
EVENT OF THE CENTURY
—"JOAN OF ARC" world
premiere on Armistice Day,
Thursday, November 11th,

at the new Victoria Theatre,

Broadway at 46th Street.

Wah Disney's SO DEAR
TO MY HEART in world pre-

miere around Christmas in

three exchange areas, Cin-

cinnati, Indianapolis and

Cleveland, and in four

states, Ohio, Kentucky, West

Virginia and Indiana, with

at least 150 theatres par-

ticipating in the grand

event.

Re-release next April of

Samuel Goldwyn's THE
PRIDE OF THE YANKEES,
one of the biggest money
hits in box-oflice history.

Hospital Fund

Beneficiary Of

"Joan" Premiere
The United Hospital Fund, now

seeking almost three nnillion dol-

lars in its current campaign to

help its 86 member voluntary

Clockwise: Eli Sugarman, Showmen's Trade Review; Rutgers Neilson, James Jerauld, Boxof-

fice; Jack Alicoate, Film Daily; Abel Green, Variety; Martin Quigley, Sr., Quigley Publications;

"Red" Rathvon, film editor; Martin Qviigley, Jr., Mel Konecoff, Independent; Terry Ramsaye,
Quigley Publications; Jay Emanuel, Jcry Emanuel Publications; Mort Sunshine, Film Journal;

Chester Bahn, Film Daily; "Red" Koim, M. P. Daily; Walter Wanger, Robert Mochrie, Mo
Wax, Film Bulletin; Al Picoult, Harrison's Reports; Hcffry Blair, Tom Keimedy, Showmen's

Trade Review.

^Machrie S^^s **Jaan** A.s In tlustry #/oo#f
JOAN OF ARC will be an ambassador of prestige and goodwill for the industry, answering

and silencing many of its critics, Robert Mochrie said before a gathering of tradepaper pub-
lishers and editors at a luncheon at the 21 Club last Thursday. Mr. Mochrie told the publishers
that the picture merited the support of the entire industry because in itself it is a substantial

contribution to better public relations. He said the film would be among the industry's all-time

top grossers, not excepting "Gone With the Wind." Mr. Mochrie scrid the Victoria Theatre is

being almost entirely rebuilt, with appropriate decorative motifs, to house JOAN OF ARC.
Walter Wanger told the gathering thcrt when fiscal problems were encountered during its pro-

duction he went to Alex Ardrey, of Bankers Trust Co., the largest investor, with 53,000,000 in

the production, and suggested that $1,000,000 could be saved by making the picture in black
and white. Ardrey rejected the idea and urged Wanger to go ahead with Technicolor. Not
only that, but after seeing the picture Ardrey told Wanger, Bankers Trust was so proud to be
associated with it he wanted a JOAN OF ARC banner to display in the bank. He got it.

A screening of JOAN followed the luncheon.

hospitals in Greater New York,

announced Tuesday that it will

be the beneficiary next month of

the special pre-premiere per-

formance of the $4,600,000 Tech-

nicolor JOAN OF ARC, starring

Ingrid Bergman.

The long-av/aited event, to be

attended by prominent state and
city officials and leaders of Nev/

York society as well as stars of

stage and screen, will take place

Wednesday evening, November

10, in the newly remodeled Vic-

toria Theatre, Broadway and 46th

Street.

The special performance bene-

fitting the UHF is being made
possible by Sierra Pictures, pro-

ducers of the film, which com-
prises its three chief personalities.

Miss Bergman; Victor Fleming,

the director, and V^alter Wan-
ger, the producer. The Victoria

1 heatre is being donated for the

performance by Robert W. Dov/-

WHAT THEY SAY—We came out of the screening room deeply impressed

with THE BOY WITH GREEN HAIR. We are proud to be associated with the

Company that is responsible for this picture. The picture received similar high

praise from the Famous Players executives who looked at it. Our showing on
it will be sensational.

—JACK BERNSTEIN, Toronto

ling, president of the City In-

vesting Co.

Ticke+s for the benefit, scaled

from $3 to $10, may be procured

from Miss Jessie Fanshawe, 136

E. 64th Street, Telephone REgent

4-2353.

Mrs. Vincent Astor is chairman

of the Fund's benefit committee.

Committeewomen are the Mmes.
Frank Adair, Winthrop W. Aid-

rich, William Armour, Arthur Bal-

lantine, F. Meredith Blagden,

Cornelius N. Bliss, Ralph Boots.

J. Cheever Cowdin, Frederic de
Rham, Robert Ellinger, Marshall

Field, Edward Gerry, William B.

Given, William S. Paley, Charles

Shipman Payson, John T. Pratt,

Jr., Harold E. Talbott, Edward
Warburg, Sheldon Whitehouse,
John hHay Whitney, and William

Woodward.





Super exploitation premiere's RKO's big new first-run

Western at the Palace, Chicago, and the Riverside^

Milwaukee . . . Army, Militia, Legion civic groups in gigantic

parades tied in with front-page newspaper sponsorship!

. . . Stars and other celebrities at functions of all kinds! . . .

lanket radio and promotional coverage! . . . Red-hot

\ray for the kind of openings that ^*The Showmanship
Company" made famous!

Hear Burl Ives

as the troubadour

of Rock Pass!

Screen Play by FRANK FENTON and WINSTON MILLER
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CHICAGO—For the first time in cinema history a

press reception for hlollywood stars was televised, and

here are photos taken at the party staged for the RKO
celebrities, who came to Chicago for the world premiere

of STATION WEST at the RKO Palace Theatre Tuesday

night, October 19th.

"STATION WEST" PARADE
{Cortthrued from Page One)

The event generated so much enthusiasm locally that

George Murphy, Lee Bowman and Charles Buddy Rogers

who were having a tidbit In the Ambassador East joined the

parade and made an appearance on the stage along with

Jack Paar, Guinn "Big Boy" Williams, Gordon Oliver, Claire

Trevor, Jane Greer, Agnes Moorehead and Lucille Ball.

Frank Smith, middle west division manager for RKO Thea-

tres, said there were more stars on the stage for this pre-

miere than at any other time to his knowledge.

This morning the crowds started to line up early as the

stars will do four appearances today and then move on to

Milwaukee for Thursday and four frolics there. The hierald

American did a masterful job of exploiting the premiere,

the parade and all other activities topping In space and

front page splashes even that campaign given to FORT
APACHE.

Harry Reiners did a fine job as marshal of the parade
bringing the head of the line of march right into the tele-

vision cameras precisely on the dot. Bob Hickey and Wally
Heim came through with enough parade contingents to

make the event a walloper and Harry Bert did his usual

masterful job in transporting all the stars without a hitch.

More later on this.

>
The Sarah Siddon Room at the Ambassador East was

the scene of this unusual and historic event, especially from

a TV standpoint.

(1)—A little wind greets Agnes Moorehead, Claire Trevor

and Jane Greer on arrival.

(2)—From Hollywood a happy trio of stars—on arrival at the

Chicago Airport via TWA—Jane, Claire and Agnes.

(3)—At the top—Bob Keith and Gordon Oliver, at the bot-

tim. Jack Paar and "Big Boy" Williams.

(4)—The male contingent arrives via Super-Chief—Oliver.

Williams, Paar and Keith.

(5)—Roy Topper, noted Chicago Herald-American columnist,

chats with four of the RKO stars—Lucille, Claire, Jane, and
Agnes.

(6)—Frank Smith, Midwest Division Manager of RKO Thea-

tres, and Claire.

(7)—Agnes Moorehead discusses movies and Hollywood

with Samuel Lessner, movie critic of the Chicago Daily News.

(8)—Being an Army picture the big "Brass" is much inter-

ested in STATION WEST, so here we have Major Gen. Richard

Smykal, Attorney Wm. Reising, Claire, Major General Joseph

Teece and Brig. Gen. Kenneth Buchanan.

(9)—Jane with some members of the Chicago RKO family

—

Jeanne Hendrick, George Jacoby, Home Office representative.

Miss Greer and Samuel Gorelick. Chicago branch manager.

(10)—The Army meets the stars. Brig. Gen. Keimeth Buch-

anan, Jane, Maj. Gen. Joseph Teece, Agnes. Maj. Gen. Richard

Smykal and Dave Garraway, noted NBC Disc Jockey.

(11)—Lucille takes time off during the cocktail party to be

interviewed by John McCormick of WBBM (CBS) Chicago.

(12)—Lucille with Lou Mayer, publicity man for RKO Thea-

tres, Chicago, and Samuel Lessner. movie critic of Chicago

Daily News.

(13)—Williams being interviewed at the cocktail party by
Fred Kasper of Station WENR (ABC) Chicago.

(14)—A star twosome at the mike. Lucille and Williams are

interviewed by Mark Russell of Station WJJD.

(15)—Brig. Gen. Kenneth Buchanan finds his army experi-

ences very humorous, especially when he tells them to Williams.

(16)—Helen Joyce, noted woman commentator of WLS, gets

in a word or two with Brig. Gen. Kenneth Buchanan and Wil-

liams.

(17)—Fred Kasper of WENR (ABC) wants to know from

Oliver why he did not win Jane in STATION WEST.
(18)—Mark Russell of WJJD, Chicago, and Oliver find plenty

in common to discuss in a special interview.

(19)—Mark Russell of WJJD and Jane.

(20)—Russell and Agnes Moorehead.

(21)—Russell and Claire.

(22)—A happy foursome at the press reception. Agnes. Terry
Turner, Jane and Topper.

(23)—Ann Morsters, Chicago Herald-American columnist,

recently returned from a three month trip, is surrounded by
Lou Shainmark, managing editor-Herald-American, her father,

J. A. Marsters, and Irv Kupcinet, noted columnist of the Chicago

Sun-Times.

(24) -—Dave Garraway, Chicago's most popular disc jockey

from WMAQ (NBC), poses with Clcdre and WilUams.

(25)—Lucille and Jack Poor.

(26)—Sam Gorelick and Claire.

TOP the FIR$T HAtr



"STATION WEST" COCKTAIL PARTY TELEVISED
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'Station West' Premiere Brings Glittering Stars to City

BIG BOY WILLIAMS

B m'-I'M m'r m:'-im ~ m m- m m
Chlcagoans will have a chance to see the

4>rightest stars of the entertainment field next
Tuesday when The Herald-American stages
the gala world premiere of the film "Station
West" to benefit its fund for hospitalized vet-
erans.
Six big stars from Hollywood, whom you see

pictured above, will appear in person on the
stage of the RKO Palace to help make this a
star-spangled event.
All seats are reserved and tickets are now

on sale at the Palace and in room 304 at The
Herald-American.
In addition to the six Hollywood celebreties,

other stage screen and radio stars will appear.
Reserve a seat NOW for the show. Tickets

sell at only $2.40, $3.60 and $6. Address
mail orders to The Herald-American Bene-
fit Fund,- 326 W. Madison st.

t-HcilJe Ball V ^.

1 iNHMKiMn
ELLEN DREW
S B i! ^

AGNES MOOREHEAD
•IS m m m wmp ^ H p B m

r,i,-i£^ iod don't oe imposed upon bj I

icUlbti. unworthy lodlvlihal). '

' ^^^^^^^

Theater « Tu»£°

Ml. ^^^^^ ^^rziiE

RKO PALACE THEATER

« P.A\.

TUESPAY, OCT./?

IN P£(^50/V

Tickets on sale NOW at the Palace
Theater and at The Herald-Amer-
ican, Room 304. Address Mail
Orders to The Herald-American
Benefit Fund, 326 West Madison.

.<T.

Proceeds to He rald-AmerleanJfntfif Fund. LI'

Sponsored bv th.
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stars, Film Aid,

H-AFund
. BY PRED SLATER

A worthy caus* and a host
of wonderful people promise
to make the world premiere
of "SUUon West" .one of
Chicago's biggest theater «-
venta of the year.

RJCO Radlo'i ' wesUyn
thriller, st&rrlnc Dick
Powell and Jan* Greer, will

have Its IlrA public screen-
ing at the RKO Palace
Theater Oct. IB.

Four big stars from ths

cast, plus the biggest names
of radio and stage, will head
a premiere stage extrava-
ganza which la ezpActedto
surpass the four-hour star-
T'pangled presentatloa at

'.e world premiere of "Fort
apache" her* last March.

GORDON OLIVER

I

PRMtRHO ,

™ ,taee treal J"
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JANE GREER
B I

Stars to W4

B-Uenefit

Fttiii for \ets

B

'.'.e world premier* of* Foi
Apache" her* last March.

S'A'ELL^ BENEFIT FUND
All proceeds from this

motion picture and stagemotion picture and stag
treat, like the "Fort Apache'
premiere, will go to The
Herald - American BeoefU
Fund.una.
The event comes Just twc

months before the distribu-

tion from that fund of casb
Christmas gifts to petlenti

In veterans admlnlstrallor
and service hospitals In the

Chicago area.

Ambulances, special buses
and other equipment for use
of hospltall2«d veterans her*
also have been purchased
with the fund.

PRICES MODERATE
Prices for this gala pre*

I

mlere performance are
scaled at only $2.40, $3.6C
and je, Including tajt. All
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I
first served bisla.
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'
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:

t'
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'
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By ADRIANA MUSA

The TIA on nursing as a career

for women tentatively entitled

NURSE has been scheduled for

December release according to

producer Jay Bonafleld. Location

for the filming of this picture was

the White Plains Hospital. It

centers on one girl from the time

she makes her application until

she is a graduate and working.

It follows her through her studies

of basic sciences at the University

of Connecticut, with which the

hospital is affiliated, beginning

nursing practice, recreation, cap-

ping, further training and gradua-

tion. It also shows the various

fields open to a woman In the

profession. NURSE was directed

and photographed by Harry

Smith and written by Dudley

Hale.

Another plug from Walier

WInchell: "The dandiest of the

Yankee Doodle flickers are the

This Is America' shorts.
"

October SPORTSCOPE re-

lease FROZEN FUN fs a round-up

of America's popular winter

sports. From Alta, Utah, to Lake

Placid, New York, fun-loving

Americans ski, skate and bobsled.

FROZEN FUN was produced by

Jay Bonafleld, supervised by Joe

Walsh, narrated by Andre Ba-

ruch and edited by Harold Oterl.

*

RKO Pathe is In the TV swing

with three television shorts com-

pleted and now being televised

for Whitman chocolate, other

shorts being shot for McCann-
Erickson and CBS Television.

*

WHOS DELINQUENT? cur-

rent TIA release has been

screened for members of the Na-

tional Conference of Juvenile

Delinquency. Among the en-

thusiastic organizations who saw

the picture are: Boy Scouts .of

America, Girl Scouts of Ameri-

ca, Campfire Girls, National

Urban League, Y.W.C.A. Y.M.-

C.A.. and the Federal Council

of Churches.

"BLOCK PARTY" A SPECTACULAR SHORT—Herev/ith are a few scenes from the new
SCREENLINER which is set in Mulberry Stree', in New York's little Italy. All of America is

familiar with some type of block party, but this cne is carried out on the laraest scale of

all. And the first of the SCREENLINERS is off to a major booking. JAN AUGUST AND HIS
PIANO MUSIC has been salectsd by the owners of the Astor Theatre and the Goldwyn or-

ganization as the ideal short subject to play with A SONG IS BORN, which has opened a
marathon run at the Astor.

SALESMEN'S

2n LEADERS
"SHORT SUBECT" SALES

1948 - 49

W eek Ending Oct. 7. 1948

1. Dyson Kansas City

2. Ringler Kansas City

3. Gwin Denver

4. Warren Salt Lake City

5. Ferguson Dallas

6. Desch Dallas

7. Nielsen Omaha

8. Goldfarb Denver

9. Appelman Denver

10. Thorn San Francisco

1 1. Griffin Salt Lake City

12. Wangberg Kansas City

13. Winters Minneapolis

14. Goldsmith Seattle

15. Saeger SeatHe

16. Carettie Pittsburgh

7. Boyce Salt Lake City

CENTERED ON

SPORTS

18. Steinman

19. Hoese
20. Walton
21. Snider

22. Kimmel
23. Blakeley

24. Canelli

25. Eberl-

Minneapolis

Salt Lake City

Dallas

Oklahoma City

Chicago
Oklahoma City

New Haven
Indianapolis

Aids Cancer Fund
All proceeds from the com-

mercial sales of an album of music

from Samuel Goldwyn's A SONG
IS BORN will go to the Damon
Runyon Cancer Fund.
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Boasberg South
Charles Boasberg planed for

Jacksonville Tuesday afternoon

on a business trip.

Branson West
Walter Branson is in Los An-

geles this week working on deals

in cooperation with Western Dis-

trict Manager hierb Maclntyre.

Joe Louis has canceled his re-

tirement and will defend his

heavyweight boxing crown again

in June next year. In the mean-
time Joe starts an exhibition tour

at Atlanta on October 28th,

which will embrace thirteen cities

and end in Boston November
23rd. Joe will begin his tour

v/eighing 220 pounds and looking

quite fit — he weighed 214 for

the Walcott fight—and should

finish the trip in good condition

to start serious training later. Of
course we can say that Joe Louis

is an RKO star, we've got the

last fight picture and we've got
others. Maybe we can bring one
or more out of retirement timed
with Joe's tour or the winter's

hot-stove publicity on heavy-
weight fights . . . Harry Michal-
son during a visit to exchanges In

the mid-west witnessed the Michi-
gan - Northwestern grid game.
Sid Kramer tells us that Harry
may be scouting for the forth-

Inferior Decorator

Very good. A delightful and
little bumble bee, adds merri-

ment to this amusing Donald

Duck cartoon in color. The bee
interrupts Donald in his paper-

hanging by making a dive into

one of the flower designs on the

wallpaper. Donald gets the bee
stuck in the glue pot so the insect

gets revenge by calling in rein-

forcements from the nearest hive.

—BOXOFFICE

coming football special . . . But

we learn too that Harry's son

Howard is a student at Michigan
. . . Metropolitan District Man-
ager Len Gruenberg has had low

gross in both the Warner and
Fabian golf tournaments . . . Len

has been playing in the low 70'5

and has teamed up with a pro in

several pro-amateur tournaments,

playing out of his home course

of Sunnydale in Westchester
County.

NEW HIT GROUP FORMING
{Continued from Page One)

at the Warner, Pittsburgh, turned in a larger gross than the average

first week. "Continues to wow 'em," says Branch Manager Joe Smith

of San Francisco. "At the California, Stockton, outgrossed FARM-
ER'S DAUGHTER, held for full week and moved to the State, the

first picture to be accorded this treatment. Holds our top-grossing

honors for house, including war years." "Continues to roll up good

grosses," says Branch Manager Ross Cropper of Boston. "Best in a

long time at the State, New Bedford, carried to the New Bedford

for a second week. Fine in small towns, including the Scenic, Keene,

and at the Peoples Theatre, Maynard. "

In the split-week 105th St.,

Cleveland, went eight days, another indication of what RACHEL
will do in the subsequent run situations. Excellent Newark. Played the

Colley and Newport, Newport. Eighteen days at the Earle, Philadel-

phia, and 18 at the Warner, Pittsburgh. Played State, Santa Fe and

Town, Long Beach, moved to Rivoli. At San Diego played Fox, Loma

and State, moved to Adams. Held over Columbia, Greensboro and

Chapel Hill. Fine early days in these situations and will hold over m
many, Evansville, Huntington, Ft. Wayne, New Haven, Akron, Wheel-

ing, Beaver Falls, Morgantown, Erie, Reading, Indianapolis, Ports-

mouth, Louisville, Windsor, Dallas, Portland, Me., Troy, Savannah,

Bakersfield, Santa Ana, Riverside, San Bernardino, Tucson, Corvallis,

Fresno, Burlington, Youngstown, Pueblo, Bangor, Greenville, High

Point, Canton, Cumberland, Quebec, St. Catherines, St. John, Santa

Barbara, Ocean Park, Glendale, Halifax, Oil City.

Third week for RACE STREET at Cincinnati, Palace to Shubert

to Lyric. Second weeks Hartford and Pittsburgh. Branch Manager
Dave Silverman of Pittsburgh says opening day at the Warner
equalled that of MIRACLE which had a Saturday start. Eight days at

the Orpheum, New Orleans, moved to Liberty. Extra days at Omaha,
Providence. At Rochester, Palace to Temple. Branch Manager Joe

Smith of San Francisco says opened at Golden Gate considerably

better than any picture which has played the house since It discon-

tinued vaudeville policy, with the sole exception of FORT APACHE.
From Orpheum, Minneapolis, moved to Pan for four additional days.

Excellent Richmond.

THE VELVET TOUCH—Second week at the Albee, Brooklyn. Ex-

cellent weeks at the Rivoli, New Brunswick, and Jhe Keith Memorial,

Boston. Two theatres Miami, Florida and Sheridan. Excellent Bur-

lington, Colorado Springs, Springfield, Mass., Fresno.

GOOD SAM— Fourth week Salt Lake City, 3rd week St. Louis,

second weeks Pittsfield, Macon, Denver, Glendale. At Toledo ten

days at the Rivoli, moved to Pantheon. At San Diego, played Fox,

Loma and State, moved to Adams. Excellent San Pedro, Huntington

Park, Ventura, Inglewood, Ocean Park, Bakersfield, Alhambra, Bel-

vedere, Beloit, Superior, Duluth, Lincoln, Provo, Fresno, Dallas,

Houston, Johnstown, Camden, Wilmington, Madison, Charleroi (held

over), Altoona. BOBBY SOXER only picture in several years to top

GOOD SAM at +he Bibb, Macon. At the Michigan, Lansing, topped
APACHE, BISHOP S WIFE, MAMA, MIRACLE. Highest opening

gross ever recorded at the Academy, Provo. Branch Manager Fay

Dressell of Minneapolis says first Twin City subsequent run, Uptown,

Minneapolis, sensational.

FANTASIA—Fourth week at the Republic, New York, third stanza

turning in excellent gross.

BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES—Branch Manager Fay Dressell says

excellent In Twin City subsequent runs. At the Camden Theatre,

Minneapolis, where Fay had trouble securing three days Sunday
playing time, held over and played two extra days to an all-time

record for this house. Branch Manager Max Rosenblatt, Des Moines,

says YEARS still holding the most even pace in top grosses throughout
the territory and all comments from exhibitors excellent.

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE—Branch Manager Joe Smith of San

Francisco says good week at the Golden Gate, and holding well in

all out-of-town situations.
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HOLT A SHOWMAN

AS WELL AS STAR
By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 22:—This week I'm going to doff

my hat to Tim Holt, who, as I write this, is starting to film

STAGECOACH with Jeff Donnell as his leading lady.

Lew Landers is directing and Herman Schlom is producing

this picture which is Tim's eleventh western for RKO Radio

since returning from combat duty with the Army Air

Forces.

Tim Holt is an ideal example of what happens when a

star who Is a showman cooperates with showmen.

Tim is now Number Three on the list of top cowboy
box-office stars, the same spot he held down when he

entered the service during the war.

On th studio's monthly fan mail report for September,
covering 29 personalities, Tim also was third, being topped
only by Robert Mitchum and Cary Grant in the total num-
ber of letters received. During this month Tim received

approximately six times the number of fan letters that he

did a year ago.

The reason for Tim's popularity, aside from the fact

that he makes Grade A westerns, is clearly apparent. Here
is a star who isn't content to make a picture and let it go at

that, forgetting about the industry until it's time to make
another picture.

Tim spends most of his time between pictures making
intelligently planned personal appearances at theatres, or-

phanages and veterans hospitals and In active participation

in the Tim Holt-LaMar-Jennlngs Rodeo performances.

In his rodeo appearances Tim works with "Lightning,"

the Palomino he rides in his westerns, and with "Sheik," a

LIppizaner stallion. In exhibition stunts to prove that he is

thoroughly entitled to his enviable position as a western
star. All of these appearances are Invaluable as a means of

keeping In close personal touch with his fans and of adding
to his following.

Yes, Tim Holt's fan following is growing by leaps and
bounds. Right now he is established box-office in all terri-

tories where westerns are surefire sales but with his con-
tinued showmanship cooperation it's a cinch that those
territories will expand to unheard of boundaries just as his

fan following grows.

Parade Magazine states in its best October Films section:

IIAC HEL A>D THE STRAXGER
A warm sincere s+ory about frontier days, this movie should

delight the whole family. Rachel (Loretta Young) is a bond-
woman bought by widower David Harvey (William Holden) to

care for his son. It takes Robert Mitchum, in the role of a

woodsman, to make David appreciate Rachel.

Press, Public Go For "Variety

Time" Playing Aibee, Providence
By RALPH BANSHART

BOSTON—RKO Theatres District Manager Ben Domingo and

Albee Theatre Manager Dave Levin report that many fine comments
were heard during the engagement of VARIETY TIME at the popular

Providence, R. I., house. Both say they would like to see more features

of this type. The fact that the picture made a hit with the public is

borne out by the very fine review by Brad Swan in the Providence

Bulletin and the lead story in the Sunday Journal by Paul Howland.
This Sunday feature is usually devoted to the picture of the week."

Here is Howland s review:

Fihn Breathes New Life

Into Lamented Vaudeville
THE movie?, on who?e beaten brow

the mark of Cain has been stamped
for what they did to vaudeville, are

reaching out and lifting that Lazaru*

of the entertainment field from the

grave. The ceremony of lifting is

being performed right now in "\ ariety

Time" at the Albee and it is quite a

hilarious haul.

Goodness knows, the movies get

away with murder, but few would
allow them the full credit for bringing

alx>ut the so-called death of vaudeville.

There is a school of thought which
puts forward a swig of suicide as a

contributing factor. The "legitimate."

musical comedy and revue particularly,

was by no means guiltless of bringing

on the catastrophe, if it could be called

that. For vaudeville has never actually

been dead in the complete sense that

Marley was. In other shapes, forms
and places than on the haloed Keith
and Orpheum stages, it has kept alive.

But it is a graceful and gracious

gesture on the part of one of the

banditti to give a helping hand to

one it held up and robbed in ancient

days. It is a gesture that movie audi-

ences should welcome for the sake of

variety on their own programs. \S"e

are told that "\ arierv' Time" is not to

be an isolated phenomenon, that there

will be more vaudeville on the screen

of this "straight" feature-length type.

It should be welcome.

MINE OF MATERIAL
.SEEN FOR SCREEN
To the moviegoer a double bill, of

which half is vaudeville lor any other

kind of non-fiction fiilm > . is more to

be desired than the usual pair of epics.

As long as dual features seem to be

a "must." it would be much better

for variety's sake to have one of them
of a different character than two
stories afford. As often as not the

stories don't differ too much except in

worth.

In producing vaudeville on the

screen there would seem to be an
almost limitless field from which to

draw excellent entertainment. As a

sample, there is to this writer one of

the richest and most provocative

sources in the movies themselves, es-

pecially the old-timers.

Now and then part or complete re-

vivals of old films have been released

and we've always wished there could
be more. Not only for one's educa-
tional improvement in the contempla-
tion of screen techniques and acting,

but for the enjoyment of intentional or
unintentional comedy i mostly the lat-

ter i the reward would be rich.

PRAYER ANS\»T;RED
WITH FLICKER H.\M

"\ ariety Time" answers that prayer

with a generous helping of well-pre-

served flicker ham. One of the juicy

slices features two humble sister seam-
stresses. One of them chooses the right

road with an honest carpenter who
whittles away evenings by the fireside.

The other takes to the primrose path

with a villainous pointed beard.

Nothing more comical of the kind
could be imagined than the prodigal

pantomime of the erring sister, the

sort of galuptious acting that charac-

terized the nickelodeon days and was
by no means confiined to the minor
thespians. If you have seen revivals

or mere clips from silent productions,

such as "The Birth of a Nation." items

by Mary Pickford and Theda Bara.

you will know what we mean. The
celluloid ham was certainly sweet in

those days.

As laughable as the oglings and
heavings of the sister who goes wrong
are the scenes of her temptation in

the villain's luxurious home which is

fitted out with a pair of butlers in

uniform, and potted plants. There, in

a cramped comer behind a curtain,

are squeezed a lot of grinning ladies

and gents holding up glasses and ap-

parently having a wonderful time.

The camera was rigid then and
showed only what was directly in front

of it. Today it would take a similar

scene by moving easily to one side to

reveal at the left of sweeping Ziegfeld

draperies a rousing bacchanal bv Cecil

B. DeMille.
But a skimpy litle curtain spread

across a tiny comer was sufficient in

film days of yore. When it is drawn
the poor heroine views the gay but
insidiously wicked spectacle with
astonishment and aversion. But at re-

peated showings she finally succumbs
and falls into the arms of the pointed

beard, thoroughly tempted.
Later she is thrown out by the

butlers and dies a horrible and lonely

death in a shack. At the same time her
sister is seen living in a happy state

amid her children and the shavings
dropped on the floor by the diligence

of her carpenter husband. No mistake
about it it's a great moral lesson!

WILLIAM S. H.\RT
EXCERPTS Fl^NT

In addition to this creaking drama
of social significance are some jittery

excerpts from a William S. Hart west-

em which are funny too. notably for

Mr. Hart's intense physiognomy and

(Continued on Page Thirteen)
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Seattle Features

"Velvet Touch"

In Fashion

SEATTLE— The Bon Marche,

Seattle's leading departmenf

store, has just completed a week

of 24 VELVET TOUCH fashion

shows. An estimated 20,000

women attended these shows.

The M.C.'s commentary was

based entirely on Rosalind Rur,-

sell's THE VELVET TOUCH. All

attending were convinced that

they had something to look for-

ward to, in grand entertainment.

In Miss Russell's latest picture.

The first VELVET TOUChl
fashion show was held in the

Georgian Room of the Olympic
Hotel. The remaining 23 were

held during the week at the

store.

Photos are those of the Olym-
pic Hotel show, also one of the

VELVET TOUCH folders that

v/ere placed on the tables. These

folders were also sent out to the

store's customers. The store al'.o

ran THE VELVET TOUCH ads

in both Sunday papers.

The song, THE VELVET
TOUCH, was used as theme
music for these shows.

This promotion was handled In

cooperation with Henry Ross, ad-

vertising director of The Bon

Marche.

—RUSS MORGAN

"Joan" Continuify

Now in Book Form
Complete continuity of actual

scenes from Sierra's JOAN OF
ARC Is the latest Innovation In

book publishing. William Sloane

Associates will on October 25

publish a book of photograph re-

productions from this attraction,

together with accompanying ex-

cerpts of text taken from the

screen play. It is called "Joan
of Arc."

Each left-hand page will carry

the pertinent screenplay material

io illustrate the scene on the

right-hand page.

With this treatment, readers

v/ill be able to follow the ab-

sorbing story of JOAN OF ARC
in the same manner in which it

unfolds on the screen. The book
will have the two-fold purpose of

serving as an introduction to the

picture, and a record of the

drama to those who have seen it.
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Walt DISNEY entertains members of the Reid family from

Australia in his studio office. The children are playing with

statuettes of Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck which Disney

presented to them. John, 7, (center) who cannot speak, was en

route to the Institute of Logopedics, Wichita, Kan. With him is

his sister, Morgo, 10, brother, Bobbie, 4, and his father, Ralph,

an Australian newspaperman.

ittgriti B€»rgnt€twM Fiys Bavk
After four months in Europe, Ingrid Bergman has returned to
the United States, arriving at New York International Airport
by SAS, Scandinavian Airlines System. Miss Bergman con-
tinued to her home in Hollywood. She will retimi to New York
for the world premiere of JOAN OF ARC on November 11.
Miss Bergman was accompanied by her husband. Dr. Peter

Lindstrom, and their ten-year old daughter Pia.

Walter Winchell

An "America" Fan

A couple of weeks ago

Walter Winchell said in his

column:

"The short called 'Letter to

a Rebel' is Yankee Doodle. See

it and tingle."

In his column for October

14th Winchell said:

"The dandiest of the Yan-

kee Doodle flickers are the

'This Is America' shorts."

Winchell s comment on the

drama and pictures is quoted

more often, we believe, than

the comment of any other liv-

ing persons, so these quotes

are worthy of being put into

the hands of exhibitors.

"Variety Time"

(Continued from Page Eleven)

l!ie extremely luscious abandon of a

barroom \vonne De Carlo. Hart and
his horse hippity-hop around and it s

all quite delightful and essentially not

so different from westerns of today.

Not all the good of "Variety Time
"

comes from the past. Specialties in

today's music and dance contribute

effectively to the miscellany. Jack Paar,

as master of ceremonies, is most help-

ful and engaging in his introductions

and comment. His best thing is the

translation of a French love song into

something that could be recited with-

out qualms in the little red school

house.

This will give an idea of the vaude-

ville layout which in \ ariety Time
"

makes a start, if start it be. of bring-

ing that form of entertainment to the

screen. In its scenes from old flickers

it revives the equivalent of the

"sketch"" or playlet which unlike the

rest of vaudeville has really died. The
numberless living singles and teams
which could be employed in these

shows, together with the reminiscenes
of old. would help to give screen

vaudeville the variety it once had on
the stage.

BETWEEN SESSIONS, (after a long session) at the gathering of the Independent

Theatre Owners of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan in Milwaukee, RKOiles

relax in a little gin rummy. Waller Blaney, office manager who greeted all

exhibitors who registered with a box of RKO souvenir playing cards, lays down
a gin hand to the consternation of Raoul Baker, RKO salesman, as Leon

Bamberger kibitzers and keeps score.
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Audrey Totter will co-star v/ith

Robert Ryan in THE SET-UP,

playing the compassionate wife

of a prizefighter who is on the

downgrade. She is being bor-

rowed from Metro - Goldwyn -

Mayer for the sole feminine part

In this film which spotlights 71

masculine characterizations.

Marya Marco, 2 1 -year old

Eurasian actress who for more

than three years was a prisoner

of the Japanese in an internment

camp at Luzon, has been im-

portantly cast in THE CLAY
PIGEON. She joins a cast headed

by Bill Williams, Barbara Hale

and Richard Quine. Marya sur-

vived countless privations during

her internment, and has turned

to acting after a long period of

recuperation in Hollywood.

RADIO

Luana Patten Is now appearing

regularly on the Hallmark radio

programs. She takes part in the

Commercial with each broadcast

carrying a credit line for SO

DEAR TO MY HEART. This is a

CBS broadcast starting at 10

p.m. EST each Thursday.

Standerwiek Farewe II Luncheon
The accounting department and other company friends of Marjorie Stander-

wiek turned out in full force to attend a luncheon given in her honor at

"Trader Tom's," and to wish her well on her coming marriage to Myles
Drisccll of Brooklyn. Margie received numerous wedding gifts from her RKO
friends, among which were a beautiful rose comforter, a small Emerson Radio
and a lovely vase. Margie became Mrs. Myles DriscoU, Saturday, October 9,

at a Nuptial Mass held at St. Brendan's Church, Brooklyn, a beautiful bride in

her white satin wedding gown, and Myles a very handsome bridegroom. They
will make their home in Albany, after honeymooning upstate New York. We
will all miss Margie and wish both her and Myles good luck and happiness.
At the luncheon, in the usual order, seated are: Mary Price, Mary DeCicco,
Gertrude Berg, Jerry Dvorak, Louise Alexion, Evelyn Moss, Mary Britt, Ray
Kenny, Shirley Pomerantz, Gus Simms. Jerry Dempsey, Lucy Gang, Katherine
Barry, Eleanor Bigelow, Art White, MARGIE, Gussy Leu, Eddie Urfer, Vinny
Gallo, Arlene RcsenthaL Harriet Rosenbaum, Louise Vulcano, Elaine Eyring,

Jce Eyring, Bill Portman, Kate Bodner, Fred Duerr, Jean Sheskin. Helen
Schachner, Doris Rosenzweig, Josie Barraco, Louise Canessa. Standing: Agnes
Tracey. Jerry Flynn, Harriet Moskowitz, Paul Copeley, Mike Nigro, Arlene Sidell,

Mel Rydell, Jessie Sullivan, June Vespoli, Mary Brady, Gloria Bellows, Leon
Tannenwald, Virginia Sykora. Fethie Carney, Bill Russo, Constance Ruggiero,
Herb Mayes and Dottie Mercer. —ELAINE EYRING

Trial of Donald

Duck

Good. An amusing cartoon

starring the obstreperous little

duck. As Donald sits in the wit-

ness box, his attorney paints a

picture to show how he sought

shelter from the rain in an ex-

pensive restaurant which charges

him a fantastic price for a cup
of coffee to go with his picnic

lunch. He refuses to pay the bill

but Is ordered to spend ten days
washing dishes which he then

proceeds to break.

—BOXOFFICE

Now that vacations are al.

over, we have settled down to

work at our own jobs again.

Everyone was very cooperative

in taking on a few extra duties

during vacation season. It's a

good thing no one stayed away
too long though or he wouldn't

have recognized our nice, clean,

newly painted and remodeled

office. We all managed to sur-

vive through "paintltis" and hav-

ing blow torches at our feet while

the floor was being patched and

mighty glad we did because it

really looks swell. The new Vene-

tian blinds and pastel green walls

make the office quite easy on the

eyes. By removing the partitions

and Installing a new booker's

booth, we have really streamlined

the traffic situation In the office.

Mr. Maclntyre, our district

manager, is back at his desk after

a few days' illness. We were glad

to see him back.

We want to v/elcome Edna

Fishback as bookers' stenogra-

pher. That gal just flies through

stacks of contracts.

Also, belated welcome to

Helen Redlich, the salesmen's

stenographer, who replaced Au-
drey Duce. Audrey resigned be-

cause of ill health of which we
were sorry to hear but Helen took
over like a veteran sales steno.
She's very attractive, too.

The welcome mat is extended
to the two new girls in the in-

pection department—Mae Lar-

on and Helen Andrews.

Dorothy Kish is convinced that
miracles do happen . . . She and
her hubby just found an apart-
ment.

Marty Larson celebrated her
birthday a couple of days ago.
You don't look a day older,

Marty!

Mr. De Costa, our office man-
ager, has breathed a sigh of re-

lief now that the remodeling is

all finished and joins us all in ex-

tending a cordial invitation to
any of you RKOIians who happen
to be down Los Angeles way to
drop in to see us in our nice

"new" office.

—NINA McFARLAND



What

was the

whispered

Truth . .

.

that destroyed

one man and turned

mother and daughter

into bitter rivals for

love of another?

Your emotions will be

shocked, shaken by the vio-

lence of this drama . . . the most

powerful stage play of our

generation . . . now a

mighty and thrilling

motion picture!

if

M

W

ROSALIND RUSSELL

MICHAEL REDGRAVE

RAYMOND MASSEY • KATINA PAXINOU

LEO GENN • KIRK DOUGLAS
in EUGENE O'NEILL'S

Mourning Becomes Electro
with NANCY COLEMAN • HENRY HULL

Produced and Directed by DUDLEY NICHOLS

R K O
RADIC



Tke Featured Personalities in

tlie Roles Tkey Play in tke Screen's

Most Notatle Production!

JOSEF»RER

as The Dauphin,

Chorles VI!

FRANCIS L SULLIVAN

as Couthon

J. CARROL NAISH

as John of Luxembourg
WARD lOND

OS Lo Hire

SHEPPtRD STRUOWICr

OS Father Mossieu

HURD HATFIELD

\ as Father Posquerel

GENE LOCKHART JOHN EMERY

OS Georges de lo Tremouille ieon, Duke d'Alenton

GEORGE COULOURIS

as Sir Robert d*> Boudricourl

JOHN IRELAND

ios Jean de lo Boussoc

CECIL KELLAWAt

OS Jean LeMoistre

ROBERT BARRAT

as Jocques D'Arc

LEIF ERICSON

OS Jean Dunois

IRENE RICH

as Cotherine Le Rfl

Coming

in 1949
SELENA ROYLE

05 Ucbelle D'Art

RICHARD HFY gfQRGE ZUCCO W***" lOmn,
Duke de Clermont Constoble of Clervoux RICHARD OtRR

Qy^onj 1^0,0/

as Jean de Metz

IAN OFArc
INGRIX)BERGMAN COLOR k

TECHNICOLOl



RKO Is First

in Filmdom's

Famous Fives

Throughout the year RKO
Radio has been the dominant

company in the best" selections,

".eluding Film Daily's Best Ten.

nd now comes the results of

Film Daily's second poll for bests,

FILMDOMS FAMOUS FIVES,

nd . here again RKO is out in

ront by a country mile.

This is the seventh annual Film-

om's Famous Fives poll, with

oting in the symposium includ-

ng the nation s leading critics

nd reviewers who professionally

rite and comment upon motion

ictures for newspapers, maga-
nes, news services and press

yndicates, together with radio

ommentators whose special field

the film. Selections are made
defy on the basis of artistic per-

ormance and screen merit.

For the "best performances

)y feminine stars, Irene Dunne

s Mama In I REMEMBER
/lAMA wins first for her heart-

•arming portrayal. Rosalind Rus-

ell as Lavinia Mannon in

MOURNING BECOMES ELEC-
RA places fourth, to give RKO
wo out of five places. Ingrid

lergman for her role of Joan

'ladou in Arch of Triumph'

in second place. So in reality

Tree of the five chosen stars are

om the RKO ranks.

For the best performances by
ale stars our Gary Grant wins

fth places honors, for his role

; Dudley in Samuel Goldwyn's

Continued on Page Tiro)

Shatvwnanship Stills PoLys Off^

^'^StiMtian liVest^^ Is fiiven the
ttKO Tre€Btment in the Ejaap

They're still paying off on showmanship, and always will. With the box-office blues

spreading around, and in the face of the usual pre-election slump, Terry Turner took a

segment of his crew into Chicago along with a galaxy of stars brought on from the

Studio by Perry Lieber and put STATION WEST into the newspaper and box-office

headlines in a big way. "Chi perks up," was the way Variety summed up Its box-office

report, followed in headline with "STATION WEST PREM LUSTY" ... (We aren't

permitted to quote figures). Nov/, if ever, is the time the show world needs this kind

of treatment, and Terry's Dragoons gave it to them right in the heart of the Loop,

which in itself is enough to scare away the milktoast boys. With one exception the

gross for the first week for STATION WEST at the Palace was the best in the last four

months. Holds over. Several of the celebrities were taken over to the Riverside In

Milwaukee where STATION WEST racked up a good week. Good week at the Majestic

in Houston and bows into Canada at the Victoria and Nortown, Toronto, a "double."

The RKO Theatres have dated STATION WEST in many of its top theatres in the best

situations over Thanksgiving. So STATION WEST seems to be on the "express" line and

on the right track. Herb Greenblatt says "I have seen the picture twice and it is good
enough to nUv any top theatre in the country." (Continued on Page Two)

Wanger Address
Wal+er Wanqer, producer of

JOAN OF ARC for Sierra Pic-

tures In which he is co-partner

with Ingrid Bergman, its star, and
Victor Fleming, director, will ad-

dress the Associated Motion Pic-

ture Advertisers at the next meeh-

ing of the organization on Friday,

November 5.

Sehubart Trip
A. A. Schubart has returned to

the Home Office following a trip

into the mid-west where he visit-

ed several exchanges.

Article on Mickey
The issue of Time magazine

for November 1st will carry an

article on the 21st birthday of

Mickey Mouse.

Can Overcome Problems by Sweat,

Hard Work, Mochrie Tells Exhibitors

MEMPhllS—Robert Mochrie was the principal speaker here of

the meeting of the Tri State M.P.T.O.A. at the Shisca hlotel, return-

ing to the scene where he first came to the southland in the late

I930's, never having been below Washington, D. C, before.

Mr. Mochrie after referring to the high cost of production and

the foreign situation said he was not here to sing the blues. I am
part, " he said, "of an industry which reaches 70 or 80 or 90 million

people in this country. That number of people come into the theatres

every week. While In the theatre the people forget their worries and

troubles when they are looking at something beautiful on the screen,

something thrilling or something funny. This Industry has been reach-

ing these millions for a number of decades and I find that an industry

that gives this service to 80 million people can come through to

triumph in its minor problems. I have seen the people of this country

surmount many obstacles and overcome great hardships by a lot

of sweat and hard work.

(Continued on Page Ten)

\
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(Continued from Page One)

THE BISHOP'S WIFE.

RKO Radio continues In the

winning column right down the

line, best performances by sup-

porting actors, by juvenile actors

and actresses and "finds of the

year." Oscar Homalka as Uncle

Chris in I REMEMBER MAMA
places second among male sup-

porting actors; Steve Brown as

(Continued from Page One)

Our Goldv/yn entry, A Utica.

SONG IS BORN, is going

strong In New York and Chi-

cago. "Landed a big . .

."

says Variety of the opening

week at the A s t o r
,
New

York, "comparatively great

In view of current condi-

tions." "Terrific . . . looms"

MOURNING BECOMES
ELECTRA—Goes Into third

week at the Mayfalr, New
York.

RKO First Showmanship Pays Off Joan Promotion

Witli Burlington

Mills on Upswing

RKO Radio is continuing to

direct attention to the forthcom-

ing release of Sierra Pictures'

JOAN OF ARC through an un-

usually penetrating long range

merchandising campaign con-

ducted by Rutgers Neilson with

Lola Woursell as fashion coordi-

nator.

A highlight of this promotion

is a tie-up with Burlington Mills,

largest maker of man-made fab-

rics in the world. This company
has created and announced to

the whole garment trade a special

line of authentic JOAN OF ARC
colors which serve as the basis of

numerous women's wear facets.

Stimulated by Burlington, manu-

facturers began designing new

models. The JOAN OF ARC in-

spiration caught on, not only in

Nels in I REMEMBER MAMA ^^^^ Variety of the opening

week at the Woods, in

Chicago.

GOOD SAM is building

right along. hHerb Green-

blatt says the comedy is do-

ing record business in the

subsequent run theatres in

the Twin Cities. Ben Cam-

mack said SAM at the Ma-

up were THE BISHOP'S jestic, Dallas, bettered FORT

for best juvenile actor places

fourth; June Hedin best juvenile

actress places fifth for her role

of Dogmar in I REMEMBER

MAMA, and Barbara Bel Geddes

ranks first as "the find of the

year." /

For outstanding screenplay,

two RKO Radio writers tied for

sixth place, missing the select

circle by a single vote. Tied as

WIFE," written by Robert E.

Sherwood and Leonardo Berco-

vici, and CROSSFIRE, penned by

John Paxton.

In the best performances by

feminine stars, Valli was just nosed

out by a single vote of the

APACHE and THE BISH-

OP'S WIFE. Giff Davison

says the two weeks at the

Uptown and two at the Ri-

alto. Salt Lake City, repre-

sent one of the best runs

bracketed-five. This was of course that we have had in a long

for her delineation of Olga Tres-

kovna in MIRACLE OF THE

BELLS. As three of our stars

placed, Valli's sixth gives RKO
four out of the six best perform-

ances by feminine stars.

Miss Bergman's performances

have given her rating among the

five outstanding femme stars for

five years— 1943, 1944, 1945,

1946, and 1947-48.

The tabulation of the famous

fives was carried in the Film Daily

for Monday, October 25, with

comment by Editor Chester B.

Bahn.

Based on various Oscars, best

pictures and best support, 1948

has been RKO's year. We're al-

ways in there where it counts

most. We've been the most con-

sistent performer in quality and
quantity and variety of product.

time—four weeks is excep-

tional.

Joe Emerson says SAM
exceeded RACHEL at the

Orpheum, Denver, a run of

which he was very proud.

Fourth week Toronto, Vic-

toria and Nortown. Second

weeks Detroit, New Bed-

ford, Springfield, Mass.
Double at Portland, Or-

pheum and Oriental. Third

week Boise. Excellent, Pitts-

field, Binghamton, Lansing,

Santa Barbara, Phoenix,
Santa Ana, Williamsport,

Cumberland, Pomona, Sioux

Falls, Jacksonville, Green-
ville, Ft. Worth, Tulsa, Stam-

ford, Dunkirk, Pawtucket,,

THE VELVET TOUCH—
Second week Springfield,

Mass.

FANTASIA—Rolling into

fifth week at the Republic,

New York.

RACE STREET—Second
week Buffalo. Excellent Fres-

no, Danbury, New Britain.

THE PEARL — Fifteen

days in Oakland.

BEST YEARS OF OUR
LIVES—Sensational in Can-

ada, second weeks at Hali-

fax, Toronto, Winnipeg, Ed-

monton. Saskatoon, Regina.

Topped all our big one at

the Rialto, Edmonton, gross

on the sixth day only $36 dresses, but in belts, hats, gloves

less than opening day. Play-

ing Fifth Avenue, Montreal,

second run, has broken every

house record, and record-

breaking performance con-

tinues into second week.

Second week Detroit.

RACHEL AND THE
STRANGER—Over the hill

and far away ahead of

everything. Second weeks

Louisville, Atlanta, Pittsfield,

Glendale, Pomona, Wilming-

ton, Fall River, Lawrence,

Mass. Third week Detroit.

Two theatres at Norfolk,

Springfield, Mo., and Sacra-

mento. Excellent Manches-

ter, Pawtucket, Huntington,

Lexington, Evansville, Indi-

anapolis, Inglewood, Santa

Monica, Huntington Park,

Oshkosh, Green Bay, Ken-

osha, Danbury, Reading,

Rockford, Joliet, Spokane,

Halifax, Calgary, Fall River.

WHAT THEY SAY—I think it is developing to the point where there will be
a demand for more product like VARIETY TIME. Its reception by the movie
fan is very refreshing.

—A. A. RENFRO, Omaha
. A J^.X ^ X t. A A .

lounge wear, hosiery, scarves,

costume jewelry, coats and shoes.

At the present time, no less than

165 manufacturers are offering

models inspired by JOAN OF
ARC, in color or design, or both.

Such representative houses as

John-Frederics (hats); Julliard

(formost woolen house in Ameri-

ca); Cadwallader (scarves); Phelps

Associates (bags and belts); Coro

(costume jewelry); Vogue (belts);

Daniel Hays (gloves); Jerro (slip-

pers); Seligman & Latz (foremost

hairdressing chain operating in

leading United States depart-

ment stores) and others. Dress

and coat manufacturers too num-

erous to list are offering JOAN
fabrics in the smartest creations.

Leading department stores are

slaging fashion promotions built

around the official JOAN fabric

colors; Coronation Green, Ban-

ner Red, Brocade, Pink, Court

Beige, Dauphin Blue, Orleans Tan,

Lorraine Green, Trumpet Gold,

Majesty Red, Castle Gray, Joan

Blue, Archer Brown.

In addition to the considerable

newspaper advertising on these

promotions Seligman — Latz has

already started an ad program

of 800 newspapers featuring +he

JOAN OF ARC coiffure.
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Florida Exhibitor

Wants More of Tim
I. Rosby of the Vernon

Theatre, Vernon, Florida, has

written to Office Manager Ira

Stone of Atlanta in apprecia-

tion of the Tim Holt Westerns.

"It is not often" he says "that

I have time to write a letter.

I think, however, that your

company is due one for I'd like

to tell you that ARIZONA
RANGER was very well re-

ceived here. I think you've got

something in this father-son

combination of Jack and Tim

Holt. Tim is rapidly rising to

the top in the estimation of

myself and patrons. Give us

more of Tim—and Jack too."

"Judge Steps" in

Magazine Campaign
RKO Radio's advertising

schedule on THE JUDGE STEPS

CUT, starring Alexander Knox

^d Ann So+hern, was announced

cy S. Barret McCormick. Spear-

headed by the "Pic-Tour" ads

v/hich have been appearing In

Life, Look and Collier's since

August, the campaign now in-

cludes Life and Look for full-

page ads as well as in leading

fan magazines extending over the

holiday period and totalling over

39 million copies.

Watch for this ad copy as well

a; for all our ad copy. It's a

thrill indeed to see these RKO
pages in the foremost publica-

tions.

"Life" in London
LONDON — With the long-

awaited opening of THE SECRET
LIFE OF WALTER MITTY, Sam-

uel Goldwyn and RKO Radio

once again take the top spot in

London's West End entertain-

ment world.

The Danny Kaye Technicolor

comedy opened at the Prince of

Wales Theatre. Coventry Street,

on Monday. October I I ,
before

one of the most distinguished

audiences attracted by any film

oremiere in recent months. The

occasion was comparable with

Drevious Goldwyn premieres

,uch as THE BEST YEARS OF
DUR LIVES and THE BISHOP'S

WIFE.

I
Crowds packed Coventry

Street to watch leading person-

lities of the film industry, the

tage, society and the diplomatic

'orld who had accepted invita-

ons to be present at this latest

lanny Kaye presentation.

MPcpitt^t^ 3Michalsatt at Eyss^ll T^siimaniai
Ned E. Depinet and Harry Michalson represented RKO at the Gus S. Eyssell

testimonial dinner in Kansas City, commemorating Mr. Eyssell's thirty years

as a showman. Mr. Depinet was one of the principal speakers. In the photo-

graphic layout: (1)—Mr. Depinet arriving from New York via TWA . . . (2)

—

Ray Nolan, Prairie Distrct Manager, Harry Michalson, Frank Buck, Mr. Depi-

net and Jimmy Lewis, Kansas City Branch Manager . . . (3)—Mr. Depinet,

Spyros Skouras, Ed Sullivan, master of ceremonies, and Elmer C. Rhoden

. . . (4)—Frank Buck telling Mr. Depinet about the big opening of BRING 'EM

BACK ALIVE at the Roxy Theatre, Kansas City. Lower right, reproduction of

one of the pages of the testimonial program.



RKO's big new first-run Western

launched with blazing campaigns at Palace,

Chicago, and Riverside, Milwaukee! . . .

City-wide parades . . . Front-page news-
paper sponsorship . . . Stars, functions,

fetes...Top radio, exploi-

^^^^^^ tation coverage !...Red-

^ .^^^^^Hiti^^ hot hooray for the kind

of openings that 'The

Showmanship Com-
^# ^^^H^^^^ pony" made famous!

DICK POWELL JANE GREER
Hear Burl Ives

as the troubadour

of Rock Pass!

lOM POWERS • GORDON OLIVER -SIEVE BROOIE
m; k o
RAPIC

Ij
DOPE SCHARY in Charge of Production

Produced by ROBERT SPARKS ,
, ,^

,

'S^x directed by SIDNEY LANFIEiO $....« L^hI»mB
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"So Dear" Music

Angles Stressed

The music campaign on Walt
Disney's SO DEAR TO MY
HEART is in full swing. Since Oc-
tober 21st, there have been

broadcasts for the hit song num-

bers from Los Angeles averaging

three and four shows a day and

featured in the top Coast pro-

grams. The radio performances

which include "Lavender Blue,"

"So Dear to My Heart" and

"It's Watcha Do With Whatcha
Got" are at various periods of

the day and night. These broad-

casts have been dated through

to November 3rd and others will

follow. Herewith Is the listing:

October 30th
ABC—noon, Pat+ Barnes, LAV-

ENDER BLUE; MBS— 12:00, BC
Powders, LAVENDER BLUE; CBS
—5:00, Treasury, Tommy Ryan,

LAVENDER BLUE.

October 31st
NBC— 10:30, Horn & Hardart.

LAVENDER BLUE; NBC— 11:45.

Campana (Bob Houston), LAV-

ENDER BLUE; NBC—7:00, Jack

Benny Show (Day), LAVENDER
BLUE; MBS— 12:00, Show Shop,

LAVENDER BLUE.

November 1st
NBC— 10:00, Carnation (Bud-

dy Clarke), LAVENDER BLUE;

ABC—9:00, Jimmy Blaine, LAV-

ENDER BLUE.

November 2nd
NBC—8:00, Bob Smith, LAV-

ENDER BLUE; NBC— 12:15, Bet-

fy Harris. LAVENDER BLUE.

November 3rd
NBC— 9:00. Honeymoon in

N. Y., LAVENDER BLUE; ABC—
10:00, Peggy Lee (Phiico), SO
DEAR TO MY HEART; MBS—
12:30, Larry Fotine, LAVENDER
BLUE.

During the same period the

music will be heard over 29 other

shows in New York and Chicago.

The original songs have also

been recorded by leading artists

land form an integral part of ilie

advance promotion.

Opening Day

Crowd shots

at the Mayfair,

New York City-

Starts Third

Big Week Next

Saturday

October 30th

JOHN G. FURRER
MARY E. RYDER

Cincinnati
n Francisco

7lh

ETHEL V. VC'ILLIAMS
HOWARD E. CLARKE
EDWARD DILIBERTO
ANNA L. CHAMBERS
CHARLES DENISON

Novemht-i 8th
G. H. JONES
VC. C. HETHERINGTON
LILLIAN DUKE
ALICE I. DOERFLER

Denver
Los Angeles
Ne«- Orleans
Los Angeles

Butfalo

Kansas City
Cincinnati

Washington
Oklahoma City

ember 9th

DONALD Q. HORN
ROBERT LITTLE
RALPH E. LARSEN

.\\.v,"iKr UU/'

HAZEL DOERR
AILEEN STEINHAUER
LENA B. DUNCAN
JANE F. FAUVER
JANET CARLISLE

Denve-
Charlotte

Cleveland

Portland

Cincinnati

Dallas

Washington
Salt L.ike City

J. C. DcWAAL
FRED B. NORMAN
JOHN R. WELTNER
HENRIETTA MATTHEW'S
ALEXANDER GEIAS
LOIS KERN
BARBARA NISIVACO

Noveiuhe

GOLDSTEIN
Wlh

November

NORMAN NIELSON
SADIE POLLER
FRANK E. BELLES
HARRY G. PAYNTER
FAY LENKEIT
MARIE C. GILBERT

llih

H. O. Rop.
Home Office

Pittsburgh

Dallas

Boston
San Francisco

Chicago

Omaha
New York
Cleveland!

Toronto
Atlanta
Chicago



OPENING DAY SHOTS of the Astor, New York, where Samuel Goldwyn's A SONG IS BOSH is oli on

a typical Goldwyn marathon run. Variety says. "Shapes big on first playdates this stanza, being great

both in New York and Chicago."

Exttihitars^ Public^ Criiies, Eihe ^^Varioty Time*
Reports of the highly satisfactory reaction to our comedy

VARIETY TIME continue to roil in from exhibitor, the public and

critics alike.

Dave Levin of the RKO Albee, Providence, says:

"This feature was enthusiastically received by our audiences

and the many belly laughs heard throughout the house indicate

that this was entertainment that hit the spot. The comments from

patrons were very fine. The work of Jack Paar is very smooth and his

commentary during the clips of the old-time movies was hilariously

recieved."

Critic Bradford F. Swan said in his review:

The second feature, "Variety Time," has some Interesting mo-

ments, what with Jack Paar's sly commentary as master of ceremonies

and some clips from old-time films.

It's really a variety show, a revue, laying special emphasis on

comedy. One attempt at seriousness is offered by Miguelito Valdes

singing "Babalu," with a fetching dance number by Harold and Lola.

Mr. Paar keeps interspersing his comments, and is especially good in

translating a French song sung by Hans Conreid and in wise-cracking

for an old V/illiam S. Hart film and an early screen melodrama.

Larry Caplane of the RKO Brandeis, Omaha, says:

"The reaction has been very good. The audiences let out with a

lot of laughs and they are especially appreciative of the MC, Jack

Paar." The reviewer Jake Rachman says in the Omaha Evening

World:

There's something decidedly different on the Brandeis screen

this week in addition to the dramatic feature. It is "Variety Time." an
excursion to vaudeville via celluloid.

This is a revue composed of specialty acts.

Jack Paar, the wisecracking comic of radio acts as a sort of
master of ceremonies. Acts include Edgar Kennedy, Leon Errol,

Frankie Carle and his orchestra, Pat Rooney famed headliner who
came out of retirement; Harold and Lola, a pair of first-rate dance
stylists; Jesse and James, blackface dancers; Lynn, Royce and Vanya,
comedy team; Miguelito, Valdes and troupe in "Babalu."

This is a novelty that is refreshing and different.

Mark Ailing of the RKO Golden Gate, San Francisco, says com-
ments on VARIETY TIME were all favorable and the audience reaction
was exceptional. There were plenty of good laughs. Critic Emilia

Model of the San Francisco News said:

Being smart show people, the Golden Gate management aug-

ments the feature with a delightful novelty in "Variety Time."

Not in the flesh, but in motion picture, we see beloved vaudeville

acts, presented in the style of a variety bill.

Frankie Carle has the spot generally given to the acrobats. Edgar

Kennedy comes on in a comedy skit. Pat Rooney in soft shoe, Jesse

and James in ditto, Leon Errol and Company in a skit; an adagio

team; Jack Paar (emcee) in his own specialty with Hans Conried in

stellar spot; a song act by Miguelito (Babalu) Valdez; and a winder-

upper with Harold and Lola in a Snake Dance make up the bill.

Branch Manager Jack Chinell of Buffalo says comments were

very good and the picture was well received by the critics. From

the Buffalo Evening News:

"An agreeable added feature is VARIETY TIME, a revue of

specialty acts and other highlights from RKO films, with the per-

sonable Jack Paar, radio comic, as master of ceremonies. Hilarious

excerpts from early-day silent movies made a special hit."

The critic of the Buffalo Courier—Express said:

"The 20th Century is also showing something called VARIETY

TIME based on the oldtime vaudeville bills and apparently aimed to

meet the demand that television is expected to develop. It includes

slapstick by Edgar Kennedy and Leon Errol, hoofing by Pat Rooney

and band playing by Frankie Carle and his boys. It is staged with

showmanship and is at least a lively improvement on the lower-case

B's that are usually offered on the double-features."

Wm. J. Weagly of the RKO Orpheum, Sioux City, says:

Sitting through the picture, early this evening, with a light

audience in the theatre, I heard more "belly laughs" than I have

heard for a long time. A gentleman and lady of about middle age
came in and sat right in front of me. They started with a few refined

snickers, gradually going to deep chuckles and finally into unre-

strained haw-haws. There was no doubt that this couple enjoyed the

picture, especially the Edgar Kennedy and Leon Errol bits, which
are very funny. The rest of the audience gave loud proof of their

enjoyment as they joined in the laughter.

M. A. Anderson of the RKO Theatre, Los Angeles, says:

"Audience reaction to this subject is most favorable. It is light

and entertaining and there is enough variety to have a broad audience
appeal."



Star imiilii.xt/ tar ^^Statian II WY** Pretniere !



1 70,000 Line Chicago Loop f

'Station West' Premiere Million $

^StationW^^
They Haven't Forgoita

Chicago Loop play(

folks premiere night

Palace when a torch)

dotted with Hollywoc

Ball. Agnes Mooreht

Gordon Oliver, Guir

Murphy. Charles "Bt

Jack Paar. The camp

was expertly execu

supervisor for the f

supervisor. Wally H

Kenzie. According

Gorelick. the campc

to a merry high p

territory.



"Station West" Stars' Parade!

Glittering Stars to City
_

Stars Do Their Bit for Veterans

Tmi for If/v

Film M

~*suaBEf.TFrrru?!!>
I

|

fo more than 170.000

DN WEST at the RKO
tde swung by, heavily

[ties, including Lucille

Greer, Claire Trevor,

y
' Williams, George

ers, Lee Bowman and

med by Terry Turner,

irry Reiners, eastern

Hickey, middle west

Bert and Hugh Mac-

Jreenblatt and Sam
le picture on its way
gait throughout the
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WeAlERTEBS
RKO RADIO'S EXCHANGE OF^IDEAS!

We are now starting to obtain bookings for the NED DEPINET

DRIVE. All of the salesmen in the past week contributed greatly in

obtaining smalltown dates for the latter part of the year and the

early part of February.

—D. C. SILVERMAN, PITTSBURGH

For WHO'S DELINQIJEIST we have arranged two screen-

ings for the Parent Teachers Association, board of education

and the leading women's clubs. At the screening we are going

to request that they advise their associates throughout the

state concerning this '^'"America."

—M. M. ROSEI\BLATT, Des Moines

Mochrie At nUemphss
{Continued from Page One)

"I was delighted to see both exhibitors and exchange representa-

tives talking together like brothers today, and helping to break down

the fence between you. This fence can be entirely broken by hard

trying by both of us. As business goes, we are all in the same boat,

if you suffer we suffer.

"We are all a part in the business of entertaining the people of

America, and the thing that will solve our troubles is a willingness

and ability to use cur wits. Lef's all work together. We must. The

screen is no good without a picture, and the picture is no good

without 9 screen. Each individual picture has an entertainment value

of some kind.

"Another item I wish to discuss is public relations. Your town plays

a big part in forming public relations. If you go from town to town it

doesn't take an astute person to be able to tell the difference be-

tween good public relations and bad public relations. On the same

picture in one town where there is a smart relations man it will be

grossing very well, but in another town with a bad public relations it

will be suffering at the box-office. When i was a salesman we would

get together and discuss the exhibitors. We would refer to one

as a good showman and another as a lazy showman. Today they refer

to them as a tough trader or an easy trader. When theatres are clean-

er and more attractive than the homes of some of the people who
enter them, that exhibitor has showmanship.

"When I make a speech of this kind I never exploit my own
pictures, but today I am going to take the liberty if I may of de-

parting from that practice. I cannot refrain from saying a little about
a picture which is about to be released. It is JOAN OF ARC, and
I take the liberty of speaking about that picture for a couple of

reasons. In my opinion this is one of the best pictures I have ever seen,

and when shown to the people they will prove me right. This picture

is made In Technicolor, and is in the class of the few great pictures

of all time. It Is a truly a great picture. I know. It opens in New
York November I I th and from there plays several large cities."

Mr. Mochrie was Interviewed by both the Commercial Appeal
and the Press Scimitar, also by Fred Christens of Radio Station

WMPS.

My lands but the past month

has flown away—but in that time

v/e have had some distinguished

visitors.

Mr. Depinet came to Kansas

City for the special dinner hon-

oring Gus Eyssell—and we were

all pleased that he came to the

office for a little while, even if

we didn't get to talk to him.

Our district manager, Ray

Nolan ("Hello Children"), v/as

also here for several days.

Last week Mr. Schubart spent

tv/o days with us, and I wonder

v/hy he doesn't virit more often.

We all had the pleasure of meet-

ing or regreeting him.

Friday, the 15th, was an ex-

citing one from the start of the

day—Asst. Cashier Lettie Todd

had kept her secret all week, until

the morning paper listed the mar-

riage licenses, then oh, the ques-

tions. She was married Saturday

afternoon with only her family In

attendance—and we all went to

the reception that night. The sur-

prise of it all kept us from haviing

a shower, but we bought a dark

blue satin quilt as a wedding gift.

Congratulations to bridegroom,

Delwin Lopp, and best wishes for

a life time of happiness to them
both.

Booker Gib Jones was home
on the sick list for over a week,

but we are glad to report he is

okay now and back stepping 'em

off.

We are sorry, Norinne (Inspec-

tress Norinne Thornton) to hear

of the serious illness of your

brother and his wife. We hope
they are getting along okay now.

This week's FLASH carried the

salesmen's standing in short sub-

ject sales and we are all proud of

the showing our boys are making
v/ith Dyson number ONE, Ringler

number TWO, and Wangberg
number TWELVE, — looks like

we'll have to build a fire under
HOWE so they will all be listed

in the first twenty five. Dyson,
Ringler, and Wangberg are also

in the first 25 in sales of THIS IS

AMERICA.

—LOUISE PHILLrPPI

Cowboy Artist
Not Frederick Remington, but our

own cowboy artist, Larry Gross of the

pressbook department. Larry vaca-
tioned on a dude ranch somewhere
upstate and is mounted here ready
for a "Paul Revere" should an emer-
gency arise. The previous part of his

vacation was spent with the air corps
reserve.

"Joan" Bantam
RKO Radio's extensive promo-

tion campaign for JOAN OF
ARC includes a tie-up with Ban-
tam Books on a popular priced
rewrite of Frances Winwar's "The
Saint and the Devil" by the

author and sold as "The true his-

tory of the world's most glorious

girl." Starting November 10, one
day in advance of the New York
opening of JOAN OF ARC at

the Victoria Theatre, there will

be 1 ,000 posters sized 11x14
displayed by various newsdealers
in the metropolitan area. There
will also be 500 full-color blow-
ups of the book cover to attract

further attention. There are 8,000
newsdealers in and around New
York who stock the popular Ban-
tam Bocks and who will help pub-
licize the picture adding up io

enormous coverage.

"Local-Boy-Wlio-

Made-Good" Angle
The Manager of the Alpine

Theatre, Terra Alta, W. Va.,

gives emphasis to his THIS IS

AMERICA subjects by mention-

ing the producer as "local boy
who made good." Jay Bonafield

Is referred to as a "Preston

County lad, formerly of Tunnel-

ton."

Jay was born in Tunnelton and
v/ent to Tunnelton High School

where he played state champion-
ship basketball. He came to

New York In 1928.
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By ED RICE

The world premiere of

WHO'S DELINQUENT?,
current THIS IS AMERICA,
was held in Morristown, New
Jersey, Thursday night be-

fore an audience composed
of townspeople, press rep-

resentatives and leading wel-

fare organizations.

Morristown, which ap-

pears as "Grantwood" in

the film, had served as loca-

tion. Most of the parts in

WHO'S DELINQUENT?
were played by townspeple.

Among the people at-

tending the premiere were

Mayor Clyde Potts and

Chief of Police Anson Beck-

with, both of Morristown,

director Edward Montagne
and assistant director Frank

Mayer of RKO-Pathe, and

Mrs. William F. Knouff, ex-

ecutive director of the Na-

tional Conference on Pre-

vention and Control of

Juvenile Delinquency.

The world premiere of

TEXAS REDHEADS, current

RKO-Pathe SPORTSCOPE,
was held last week in Har-

lingen, Texas, where it was

filmed. For non-sporting

fans, Texas redheads are not

girls but the world famous
panhandle mallards. The film

was directed by Joseph

Walsh and photographed by
Howard Winner. David

Cooper was editor. Jay
Bonafield produced both

WHO'S DELINQUENT?
and TEXAS REDHEADS.

WHO'S DELINQUENT?
was screened for the Na-

tional Conference for the

Prevention and Control of

Juvenile Delinquency today,

October 27. Among the

Drganizations represented
//ere the Boy Scouts of

MONTAGE from the "America" WHO'S DELINQUENT? This "America" is being given the ex-

ploitation treatment similar to that of many other recent RKO-Pathe two-reelers, including

LETTER TO A REBEL. It seems such a good follow-up to the Youth Month campaign that Leon

Bamberger is going to call the subject to the attention of every exhibitor organization. There

will be sent to the president and secretary of each a press sheet and a letter.

America, Girl Scouts of

America, YMCA, YWCA,
the Campfire Girls, Federal

Council of Churches and the

National Urban Societv.

SALESMEN'S
STANDINGS
"This Is America" Sales

1948-49

Week Ending October 14. 1948

1. Gwin Denver

2. Warren Salt Lake City

3. Goldfarb Denver
4. Winters Minneapolis

5. Carettie Pittsburgh

6. Canelli New Haven
7. Engelman Portland

8. Appelman Denver
9. Boyce Salt Lake City

10. Hoese Salt Lake City

I I. Griffin Salt Lake City
12. Blakeley Oklahoma City
13. Nielsen Omaha
14. Thorn San Francisco

15. Goldsmith Seattle

CENTERED ON

SPORTS

16. Ringler Kansas City

17. Wild Cleveland

18. Rea Winnipeg
19. Fuller Minneapolis

20. Ebert Indianapolis

21. Dudelson Pittsburgh

22. Grover Washington
23. Ferguson Dallas

24. Glaubinger Pittsburgh

25. Wangberg Kansas City
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WHY NOT A SAM HART DAY! Yea, our own Sam Hart is one of the most

rabid of world series' fans. He catches all the series' games and here he is at

Cleveland just before opening of the 3rd game. Lower right, Sam with Ford

Frick, president of the National League. Lower left, Izzy Rappapcrt, noted

Baltimore exhibitor who plays all cur lop shows, Lou Boudreau. manager of

the Indians, Bob and Leonard Goldstein, part owners of the Cleveland Club

and prominent motion picture producers.

It was goodbye to Bob Coleman for

two weeics. Bob and Mary Ann Zim-

merman w!l! honeymoon at Daytona

Beach.

Folks were seen gazing out of the

window the other day at Bud Weigel's

new Crosley which he now uses daily

as his transportation back and forth

to the office. Joe McKnight, our Ken-

tucky salesnnan, insists that it looks like

a part off of his motor.

Piul Fagaley has become an instructor

in good posture and the proper way to

walk. He was last seen up in the front

office giving Shirley Martin Instruc-

tions.

Mr. Jacques favorite nickname for

Bob Coleman now is, RON (Meaning
Ronald Colman, of course).

Little Ethel Toelke. inspectress,

looked mighty sharp this v/eek In her

new white sweater.

Kenny Blake has a new system for

starting his car. He has Helen Cole
step on the starter while he uses the

screwdriver on the motor. Now we
have heard everything, Ken.

This has been quite the week for

colds. Katherlne Meyers, Alleen Steln-

hauer and Jules Brown have suffered

so far—let's hope it stops there.

—JEANIE THARP

lA

RADIO

Waiter Wanqer, President of

Sierra Pictures, and Producer of

JOAN OF ARC, will appear on

the following network programs:

Program: NANCY CRAIG
Network: ABC
Time: Fri. Oct. 29—1:15 to

1:30 PM EST

Credit: JOAN OF ARC
Program: BETTY CROCKER
Network: ABC
Time: Mbn. Nov. I— 10:25 to

10:45 AM EST

Credit: JOAN OF ARC

Program: SARDI'S

Network: MUTUAL
Time: Thurs. Nov. 4— I to

1:30 PM EST

Credit: JOAN OF ARC

Please tune in!

miURHER

"He s mils" -cil 1. Jackie, when I

t\iA inti'ocluced Alvin "Shipwreck"

Kelly lo tlic world as the nation's

fir>t long distance flag pole sitter, hut

I \e often thought, during the head-

aches of these premieres, ihat maybe

Alvin Iwarnt "so nuts" after all, cause,

maybe sometimes I would like to hide

in a Irc'e or on top of a pole.

This bldke came to me whilst 1

was at Loew s, and Anna Elmer, m\

assistant at the time almost blew her

lop when Alvin sidled in and an-

nounced that he could sit atop a Hag

pole for days and nights without end.

"Here we go again," she said, as

she scrammed out of the office to leave

me and my new sta. alone.

\(iu. frankly. I aint never heard of

anvonc u anting to perch hisself atop

a llagpole for days without end and I

liiok this mugg over, who by this time

i~ red faced over Anna's blistering

"oil Id ISuffalo" crack.

" I'hal dame don't think 1 can do

il." says he. "hut I can and foiiler-

more I'm ihe champ."

"How come'?" says I.

"Well, I usetl to be a flag pole

1)2 inter ancl a chimney sweep and them

high spols don't bother me none,"

say he. in his splendid flow of English.

"Can you sit on a flag pole 13

in\.S 1.3 NIGHTS, 13 HOURS, 13

MI.NUTES AND 13 SECONDS?"
says I, growing a little curious.

"I can do dat standing up. pal."

says he. advancing on me, but I'm

already ilizzy from even thinking

about it, and I wave him back.

"IJut how can you and me make

an honest and fast buck or two out

if it'?" queries I.

"That's a cinch," says he. "Alls

\ou got to do is make a deal wida

hotel and charge a buck for hums

10 come up and chat wit me," and

befoic I could reply." "we puts a

Iclcphoiie up by me and recei\cr

down by them and I tell "em all

about the weather from where Tm at,

and then you and me cuts the buck

ill half and you takes one and 1

lakes (le udder.'"

"Well son." says I. feeling a feu

bucks lurning my way, "wliat about

Old .Mother Nature, or aint you heard

of hei'?"

"Suie I have, and 1 got her all

figgerrd out too. ^dii sec I don't

ciil nolhing a week bi-lmi' niv act

and for the 13 days during my at I

and drink nutlin' but lea and then

without sugar or cream."' Then Kell)

-;rl[)i ed to his waist which sent Anna

oul screaming once again, just when

>he had slarled to ease back into tin-

oflice and it was quite evident from

this lad's "built" that he was strong

enough for the stunt, no matter hou

crazy it must seem lo you.

I fir-l tied up with Claridge Hotel

on Broadway, but Commissioner En-

right, who had had his troubles wilh

me, so he said, remarked thai he

would not attempt to bring Kelly oil

the pole but promptly saw off tlie pole

under him. "That sent me to Newark,

where me and a hotel manager (both

under the influence of Old Grandail)

arranged to lei Kelly try it atop his

high class jernl.

\^ e!l, Kelly rigged up his pole, and

up he went, with an audience of three,

his wife, the hotel manager and me.

The newspapers, although promptly

informed of this great event, chose to

ignore us, so busy were they the same

day heralding Lindbergh's departure

for Europe. A couple of cartoonists

caught on and pictured Kelly atop

the pole, waiting to catch a glimpse

of the great flyer. Four days slipped

by and the street group grew from

one hundred to one thousand and

then from a thousand to ten thou-

sand and pretty soon all thraffic jam-

med and peddlers were oul wilh

binoculars selling a look at Kelly for

five cents, then ten cents and then

even a (|uarler.

Folks, or "bums" as Kelly called

them, soon wanted lo get close to our

great artist anil the price started at

twenty-five cents, then jumped to

fifty and by closing night had zoomed

to one buck and a half. I know, he-

cause I sold the tickets, kept the

money and then collected the tickets.

Trust nobody. On the eleventh night,

after midnight, a terrible storm came

up and Kelly was swaying from side

10 side (so they tell me, because I

was in bed at the Park Central) and

my phone rang. Il was Kelly.

"Say. this pole is swaying some-

thing terrible," he screams," and I'm

gonna scram down.

"

"Jusl a minute Kelly," says I in

a hurl voice, as I shut ihe window

to keep the howl out. "So you're

gonna come down. Think Kelly, think,

what the people will say about US.

They'll say WE can't take it. Have

you no pride? Think of me and what

shame you will put me to," and I

tied off into a sob.

"Okay Boss. I'll stick it out." re-

plied the thoroughly contrite Kelly

and we went on to fame and a $1.S00

closing night on the roof. Of course,

all the guests had checked oul of

the place long before the closing night

and the manager was looking for a

new berth, }>ul .Alvin "Shipwrecked"

Kelly opened as the headliner at

Loew's Stale. Newark, the following

Monday, where his following could

gel a close up of him and where I

wa> paid in one lump sum come a

.Saturday night, without collecting

each fare,
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Alhambra Stages

Youth "Salute"

In conjuncflon with "Salute 1o

Youth Month" for September,

the RKO Alhambra Theatre at

7ih Avenue and 126th Streel

staged an effective campaign,

resulting in much publicity and
even more good will for the

theatre.

Suggested by Albert Jeffrey,

assistant manager, the idea was
to elect a "Junior Mayor of Har-

lem." In this area, where juvenile

delinquency is a grave problem,

any plan concerning it is eagerly

received. Consequently Manager
Earl Brown decided to enlist the

aid of the P.A.L., the local radio

stations, newspapers, civic lead-

ers, clergy, boy scouts and Y.M.-

C.A. Before the event wound up
all of hiarlem got together to

make it a momentous occasion.

Sherman hiibbitt, a prominent

leader of the community, known
Qi the "Mayor of hiarlem," Rev.

Nathaniel Harrington of the Sal-

vation Army and Borough Com-
mander Fritensicy, Inspector

Smith, Deputy Inspector Boyland

and Sergeant Eldridge of the

Police Department unanimously

pic':ed Leonard Jackson of 72

West 99th Street as Junior

Mayor for his outstanding work

in helping the police department
and city agencies in their effort

to improve conditions in Harlem.
Afler the choice was made. Man-
ager Earl Brown and his assistants

Albert Jeffrey and Joseph Brown,

and Cleo Charity, house man-
ager, really went to town.

Willie Bryant, disc jockey on

WHOM's "After House Show,"
broke the story on the air, and
continued to plug it throughout

the entire campaign. This is the

very popular Harlem program
and over 50% of the residents

tune in on it. Another radio boost

ceme from WMCA on "Harlem
U.S.A." program, which is spon-

sered by "Mayor" Hibbitt. In

the newspapers, stories and pic-

tures were used in The New Age,
The Pittsburgh Courier, and the

Amsterdam News, with Life

Magazine, represented by Gor-
don Parks, taking pictures of the

entire proceedings.

One of the outstanding stunts

was a big parade on Saturday,

September 25th, starting from
"Mayor" Hibbitt's office, East

to 7th Avenue, south to 120th

Street, north to 135th Street and
then south to the RKO Alhambra
Theatre. Taking part in the pa-

"JOAN OF ARC" WINDOWS—The John Gerber Company, one of Memphis'
most exclusive department stores, gava JOAN OF ARC a blast of 12 windows,
featuring JOAN colors. The windows were utilized for JOAN displays for a
week. When the picture plays in Mem ^his the Gerber Company will go out
again in window promotion and the use of newspaper space honoring this

great attraction—FRED FORD

redo were the "Mayors" of Har-

lem, sixty policemen, led by Dep-

uty Inspector Boyland, the St.

Martins Cadets with a forty piece

band, the Boy Scouts and rep-

resentatives of the RKO Alham-

bra Theatre, which included Mr.

Jeffrey and Mr. Charity. The

cafs in the parade carried huge
signs reading "RKO Alhambra
Theatre Welcomes the Boy May-
or of Harlem." Hundreds of peo-

ple lined the sidewalk to watch

this parade, and upon its arrival

at the RKO Alhambra Theatre,

Charlie Banks, emcee, lined up

the celebrities and introduced

them. When the ceremonies were

ever, the children who were
guests of "Mayor" Hibbitt went
into the RKO Alhambra for a

special show.

Television shots were taken of

the event in the 'Mayor's' office,

and movies were also taken by
private individuals which later

were shown at the Y.M.C.A.

Beside the above mentioned
people who participated, RKO
Alhambra's manager. Earl Brown,

Is indebted for the success of this

outstanding "Salute to Youth
Month" campaign to Mr. Carter
of the St. Martin's Cadets, Mr.
Cook of the Y.M.C.A., Frederick

S. Weaver, publicity director for

the "Mayor," Miss Chappell, his

secretary, Mr. Caufield, program
director of WMCA, and to the

local leaders of the Boy Scouts.

Negotiations have been com-
pleted whereby Irving Cum-
mings, Jr. will produce IT'S ONLY
MONEY with a cast headed by

Frank Sinatra, Jane Russell and

Groucho Marx, with Irving Cum-
mlngs. Sr. directing.

The production is scheduled to

go before the cameras Novem-
ber 22 as another top-budgei^

feature to get under way at RKO
under Howard Hughes' regime.

IT S ONLY MONEY is a com-
edy with music adapted from the

original story by Arnold Albert

and Leo Rosten. Melville Shavel-

son is writing the screen play and
Sammy Cahn and Jule Styi e

have been signed to write the

music score, including several

songs for Sinatra and Misr Rus-

sell.

IT'S ONLY MONEY will marl
the return to acfion of veteran

director Irving Cummings who
was forced into temporary re-

tirement three years ago by ill-

ness, after making such hit film--,

as "The White Parade," "Lillian

Russell," "Down Argentine Way"
and "The Dolly Sisters."

I MARRIED A COMMUNIST
is scheduled for a mid-November
slart. Director John Cromwell
and Producer Jack Gross are

lining up a big-name cast for

this attraction based on the origi-

nal story by George W. George
and George Slavin.

Carol Hughes will play the

second feminine role in RKO
Radio's Tim Holt starrer STAGE-
COACH KID. This is her first as-

signment since returning to Hol-
lywood from a season of summer
stock.

Stars' Vacation
Bill Williams and Barbara Hale

plan a voyage to South America
upon completing their co-star-

ring roles In THE CLAY PIGEON.
Traveling by freighter for their

inilial voyage below the equator,

the pair will take three months to

visit coastal cities with Rio de
Jcineiro as terminus of their trip.

i
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PRE-NUPTIAL PARTY FOR RKO NEWLYWEDS—with Sadie Hawkins Hawkins Day just around Ihe corner and leap

year about to run out, another all-RKO romance has crossed the finish line. The scene, in this instance, having

shifted from Dogpalch north to New York close to half a hundred co-wcrkers and friends were on hand to honor

the victors, Alice Wray and Walter F. Doray. at a luncheon at the Hotel Bristol. The romance started back in 1946,

when both Alice and Walt were members of the contract department, saw its happy climax when vows were ex-

changed at St. Joseph's R. C. Church, Oradell, N. I. Both bride and groom are RKO veterans, Alice having been with

the contract department since 1944. Walt started in 1942 as a page, enlisted in the Army late that same year where

he saw service in the South Pacific, the Philippines, and lapan. When he was discharged in 1945. Walt had risen

to the grade of staff sergeant and returned to the contract department. Since then he has risen rapidly in the ranks

and is now in the western sales department. Those present to toast their good wishes to the smiling and happy

couple were: Left table, left side: Bernice Frank, Mollie Ram, Fred Abrams, Mildred Cohen, Frances Dezago, Elaine

O'Sullivan, Eleanor Betei.jany, Grace Melore. Right side, front to back: John Reichardt, Harriet Worsley, Lucy Spadaro.

Marilyn Dempsey, Florence Gatto, Mary Madigan, Ethel Flynn. Right table, right side: Mickey Slaff, Allen Batzer, Bill

Adler, Sig Lothman, Robert Tapper, Henry Kappler, Anne Cassone, Marilyn Morris. Right side, front to back: Allan

Stein, William Sciortino, Anthony Martone, Ed Greis, Julie Stein, Vera Lane, Mary Goggin, Antoinette Chiarello, Enes

Carbonaro. Standing, 1. to r.: Art Joswig, WALT and ALICE, Peter Geiger, Ed Stokes. Harold Maliner, Josephine Aver-

sano, Joan O'Connor, Peggy Coleman, 0)ga Onarato, Delia Fay, Bill Gavin, Howard Shalferman, Henry Trunk. Milton

Piatt, Al Pollack and Harry Kappel.

—PETE GEIGER

RKOites RING THOSE BELLS! ^ ^ Alice Peters and Frank Boyle were given a surprise

luncheoti at the Hotel Bristol which was attended by 53 RKOites who gifted them with a bag of

silver dollars. Alice is assistant to John J. Jones and has been with RKO for two and one half years.

She is leaving to become a home maker. Frank has been with RKO for twelve years starting at the

Fordham Theatre and working his way up to his present position with the Theatre Operating Depart-

ment under J. S. Yeransian. This was interrupted with four years in the anned services where he dis-

tinguished himself by being decorated with the Bronze Star and the Purple Heart and attaining the

rank of first sergeant with the famous New York 77th Division. The ceremony took place on October

lUth at St. Mary's Church, 214th Street, Bronx, at 5:00 o'clock. The reception was held at Mayers Park-

way Restaurant following the ceremony. Bride and groom are honeymooning in the Pocono Mountains.

—MICHAEL COJOHN

There have been more inter-

sectional gridiron games this sea-

son than at any time in our

n-.emory. All of this means a wider

interest in our football special

than ever before. Top teams now
take in all parts of the country,

North Carolina, Michigan, Cali-

fornia, Notre Dame, the Army
. . . We had a bet on Yale the

other day, Yale over Vanderbilt

with Vanderbilt the favorite. Van-

derbilt had a dream team if there

ever was one, big, fast, and cer-

tain. What struck us most was
that I I men of the Vanderbilt

iouad were married, many had
children. Pretty soon we'll be hav-

ing father and son combinations

on our college teams. Then we'll

have something like this, "Young
Spike Jones ran laterally across

the field and then heaved the

pigskin far down the arena to

his Old Man. Pop Jones gal-

loped over the goal line standing

up. The father-son combination

is one of the greatest in the his-

tory of Old Siwash" . . . Joe Louis

Is now swinging some political

haymakers along the comeback
trail ... Ducks, Unlimited, the out-

fit which has been trying to save

the breeding grounds of wildfowl

in Canada, has come through

this season . . . The ducks swing-

ing south this year far outnum-

ber those of recent seasons. Ye
ed was out last Saturday with the

old Lefevre. Let's hear from

Sherm Fitch about the honker

tribe southward bound —- honk,

honk! Sherm usually gets one of

the big boys going down the

Dakota airway.

California Fails

Most everything grown in Cali-

fornia may be bigger than the

same thing grown anywhere else,

as they claim. Golden State hors-

es v/eren't big enough, however,

so a trainload of Percherons and

Belgians had to be imported from

Iowa for JOAN OF ARC.
The coal black Percheron which

I'ngrid Bergman rides in the title

ole of this picture stands 17

: ands and weighs 1800 pounds.

Other horses had to be big

enough to carry a stalwart knight.



"Fighting Fatlier Dunne" Newsboy Parade at Vancouver
(1)—Parade of over two hundred Vancouver News Herald news-

boys arrive at the special show of FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE
at the Cinema Theatre, Parade of newsboys stretched ihree

deep for city block and escorted by police motorcycles covered

a downtown Vancouver route of ten blocks, before arriving for

show and stage presentations before capacity crowd . . . (2)

—

Vancouver's Fighting Father Peter McGuire presents News
Herald carrier with the FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE NEWSBOY

TROPHY. Raymond Kross, newsboy, pictured above received

the trophy on the stage of the International Cinema Theatre in

Vancouver before a capacity matinee crowd . . . (3)—Group of

happy newsboy winners in front of Cinema Theatre after stage

presentation. Six nmner-ups received autographed photos from

Pat O'Brien and passes for their parents to see FIGHTING
FATHER DUNNE.

—LLOYD MUIR

Sinatra, Russell, Marx

Will Star In New
Tune-filled Comedy

By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, October 29:—A show that has all the

earmarks of a hilarious fun—and tune-fllled connedy with

music is coming to a boil under the title of IT'S ONLY
MONEY, and Producer Irving Cummings Jr. plans to send

it before the cameras on November 22 with his veteran

director-father at the helm.

The terrific stellar cast to

I date includes Frank Sinatra,

'jane Russell and Groucho

Marx (a trio that'll make any

box-office sit up and beg),

but the two Cummingses are

busy lining up additional blg-

Ijname players for other top

spots, while Sammy Cahn
and Jule Styne are whipping

up several song numbers for

Frankle and Jane.

The story, which Melville

Shavelson is scripting from

the original by Arnold Al-

bert and Leo Rosten, is a

dilly that should pack a laugh

In every foot of film. Sinatra

and Miss Russell portray a

pair of bank tellers. They are

engaged but Sinatra is fight-

ing shy of matrimony on his

present income, despite the

airy attitude of their best

friend, Marx, a waiter In an

Italian restaurant, who is al-

ways urging them to take a

chance and live dangerous-

By accident Sinatra res-

cues a bookie from an attack

by a pair of hoodlums. Of-

fered a reward, he is horri-

fied and refuses. But his

grateful pal proceeds to bet

the money on an elaborate

parlay for him, and soon Ihe

STunned teller finds hImselP

the possessor of sixty thou-

sand dollars. hHe and Marx

set out on a wild buying

spree In preparation for the

marriage that will now take

place. They drive up to the

bank In a flashy new car

—

only to learn that there's a

shortage of thirty thousand

on the bank's books and all

the employees are under sus-

picion.

From there on the compli-

cations. Including Marx's

hectic romance with the

Perfect Person
Marge Jones, famous stage

producer, said on the Tex and

Jinx radio program: "Ingrid

Bergman is the most perfect

person and artist I have ever

known."

wealthy widow who owns the

bank, get wilder and wilder,

right up to the side-splitting

climax. And if IT'S ONLY
MONEY doesn't turn out to

be the biggest comedy
smash of the coming year,

a lot of us are going to be

plenty fooled.

You all know the elder

Cummings' reputation for

having directed some of the

top laugh-hits in Hollywood

annals. With a story and a

cast like this, he's a cinch to

give Your Company a show
that will have exhibitors

everywhere drooling. And
remember, you read it here

first.
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UN REPURTAGE EXCLUSIF :

BERGMAN'S TOUR
HERALDED BY PRESS

Here are reproductions of two of Europe's most widly circulated fan publications recent issues of which

were given over practically in their entirety to Ingrid Bergman's tour. Cine Revue, Belgium's top fan

paper, devoted five pages to Ingrid along with the cover, while Cinemonde of France was Bergman
from cover to cover. Ingrid was honored in a spectacular fashion in Paris. Our JOAN having been
chosen Best Foreign Actress by France's Cinemonde and Film Francois, was presented with a tiny copy

of the famous statue La Victoire before the original in Paris' historic Louvre Museum in the presence of

five hundred notables of the artistic and diplomatic world. Miss Bergman journeyed especially from

London for the event, the second visit she made in a month. Last was when she made her pilgrimage

through the JOAN country. Both voyages paid off handsomely in terrific publicity in dailies, magazines,

on the radio and newsreels.

Lobby for "Joan"

Has 4,000 Lights

Enfrance lobby from Broadway

of the Victoria Theatre, now in

course of reconstruction and re-

decoration for the world pre-

miere of Sierra's JOAN OF ARC,

starring Ingrid Bergman, on Ar-

mistice Day, November I I ,
will

be decorated with mirrored sand-

blasted glass and white marble.

The lobby v/ill glow under a con-

tinuous ceiling light, consisiing

of 4,000 points of illumination, in

contrast to the usual garish de-

sign of Broadway lobbies. Many
design innovations appear for the

first time in the restyled Victoria.

Its architect is Edward D. Stone,

who has contributed to the archi-

tecture of the country with sucii

projects as Radio City Music

Hall, Center Theatre, the Muse-
um of Modern Art and otiier

landmarks of design.

S. E. Post Plugs

Bergman Article
The Saturday Evening Post on

their spot radio broadcast which

Is devoted to material in current

numbers of the Post has been

giving plugs to the forthcoming

feature story on Ingrid Bergman.

The story was mentioned in

broadcasts running from October
27-29 which advertises their Oc-

JOAN is the most mer-

chandised picture in

many years—Story in

next week's FLASH!

tober 30th issue. This will carry

the story on the JOAN OF ARC
star. Be sure and garner this num-

ber of the Post for your sales

ki^ on JOAN.
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**Sany Is Barn** S^ts Galtiwyn I^ae^ at B.O.
A SONG iS BORN is getting under way at the box-offices of the nation on a

par with the previous Danny Kaye starrers for Samuel Goldwyn. As we go to press

wires are coming in covering a good many new openings, typical of which is that at

the 20th Century, Buffalo. Branch Manager Jack Chinell says: SONG OPENED TO
HIGHEST GROSS SINCE 1946 WITH THE EXCEPTION OF BEST YEARS OF OUR
LIVES WHICH PLAYED AT ADVANCED ADMISSIONS. PICTURE EXTREMELY WELL
RECEIVED. The glittering Goldwyn attraction goes into third weeks at the Astor, New

- York, and the Woods, Chi-

cago. Great first week at

the Allen, Cleveland, holds

for second. Second week at

Dallas. Reports next week on

further openings many of

which were scheduled for

Wednesday.
GOOD SAM is clicking

off extra playing time in

practically every situation.

Played the OrpheLim and

Oriental, Portland, and held

additional week at the

RKO BOARD AGREES TO SPLIT ITS STOCK
Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corporation through Ned E. Depinet an-

nounced in Hollywood on Saturday, October 30, that the corpora-

tion's board of directors has

authorized its executives to enter

a Voluntary agreement with the

Department of Justice, subject

to approval of the United States

court wereby its production and
cistribution properties eventually

will be separated from its thea-

tre properties.

The court will be asked to en-

ter a decree which has been
tentatively approved by the De-

partment of Justice in the anti-

trust suit. It would incorporate

provisions agreeable to both the

Department of Justice and to

PKO. The decree Is contingent

upon the stockholders approval

within 90 days of a plan of re-

crganlzation which will create two
new companies, one to hold the

RKO Theatres and the other j-o

hold Its production and distribu-

tion assets both owned by the

existing stockholders.

The board approved in prin-

ciple a tax-free reorganization of

RKO heretofore approved by the

U.S. Treasury Department. The
plan will be submitted to the

stockholders at a meeting to be
called for that purpose. Preced-
ing all action by the board on
the reorganization matters the

board accepted the resignations
:f Messrs. Floyd B. Odium, Harry
'A. Durning and L. Boyd Hatch,

;3ch of whom Is a director of

Atlas Corporation. The resigning

(Contivned on Page Tivo)

A Statement From
Ned E. Depinet

To all RKO employees:

You are about to read official an-

nouncement in the public press of

a proposed reorganization of RKO
which will cause a separation of

our picture producing and distribu-

ting activities from our theatre

operations. The reorganization was
recommended by the management
and has been approved by our
Board of Directors. It is believed

that under existing conditions sep-

arate operation will be more satis-

factory and profitable.

Fortunately these units have al-

ways operated more or less inde-

pendently. We have had a Picture

Company and a Theatre Company,
and. with few exceptions, our em-
ployees have worked either for one
or the other. For that reason, the

separation to be undertaken will

be a relatively simple one. It isn't

as if we were dividing one organi-

zation into two. Furthermore, there

is no reason to believe that the

activities of these two units will be
changed by the separation. They
will continue their respective opera-

tions largely as in the past.

W e have always had theatre men
and women and film men and
women, and they will continue in

those capacities. It is my firm con-

viction that under separate opera-

tion the Picture Company and the

Theatre Company will grow and
prosper and that the men and
women now in our organization
will have equal if not bigger and
better opportunities.

—NED E. DEPINET

an

Orpheum. Branch Manager
Rovy Branon of Charlotte

says held over at the Caro-
lina, Greenville, and at Char-
lotte. Not many pictures

last a full week in Charlotte

and it is seldom that one Is

held over. Rovy says "Ex-

ceptionally fine business and
well received by all types of

(Contiv)ifd o» Page Three)

Depinet at AMPA
Ned E. Deoinet will be a aai;

guest at Friday's AMPA luncheon

meeting in the Georgian Room
oF the Hotel Piccadilly. Walter
Wanger, Producer of Sierra Pic-

tures' JOAN OF ARC, will speak
or, Industry public relations and
his v/ife, Joan Bennett, will be
guest of honor. Many prominent
motion picture executives will be
present. A capacity turnout is

assured with advance reserva-

tions essential.

Moc/ir/e to Coast
Rooerr iVocrr^e leir oy plane

Sunday night for the Coast on a

business trip.

Turner on Trip
Terry Turner ,eTt New York

Tuesday for visits to Cincinnati

and Indianapolis where he will

continue to plan the campaign
for Walt Disney's forthcoming

SO DEAR TO MY HEART.

Oberon Returns
Merle Oberon reached Holly-

wood on Wednesday, November
3, following an extended visit to

the capitals of Europe. She is now
studying the screen play of I

MARRIED A COMMUNIST and
holding consultations with Direc-

tor John Cromwell and Producer
Jack Gross.

Windows Galore for "Joan" Prem
Winoov/ oispiays In many or New Yor< 5 most popu ar mercantile

establishments are helping to meke the metropolis aware of the im-

pending visit of JOAN OF ARC to the Victoria Theatre. The world-

famous Macy s had three windows during the period from October 18

to November 2, to be followed by a second display running from

November 8 to November 22.

Cartler, famed jeweler, will have a two-fold display. A special

exhibit which was Included in their Fall exhibition of Jewels opens to

the public on November 8, following a press showing on November 4.

This exhibit will include a gold ring made by Cartler for Ingrid

Bergman and worn by her In the Sierra Pictures production. This ring

Is an authentic reproduction of the ring worn by Joan of Arc In the
(Continued cn Page Sixteen)
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'Fugitive" To Be

Shown in Vatican
— John Ford's "The

will be presented at

ROME
Fugitive"

a special showing In the Vati

can on Saturday, November 6,

which screening is without

precedent. An audience of

500 persons will Include Car-

dinals and other highest dig-

nitaries of the Catholic

Church, also teachers and stu-

dents of Catholic universities

and colleges. The Italian

dubbed version of "The Fugi-

tive" starring Henry Fonda

and Dolores Del Rio will be

presented by RKO for Italian

release during the latter part

of November. It Is an Argosy

production.

Pheasant Trouble

Branch Manager Sherm Fitch

of Sioux Falls reports the annual

"pheasant trouble" in his terri-

tory. So many non-resident hunt-

ers invade the territory that those

of the exchange on the road find

it difficult to find a place to

sleep.

RKO BOARD
(Conti7ined from Page One)

directors stated the reason for

their resignations wasto avoid any

possible conflict between their

duties to Atlas Corporation and

their desire to see RKO proceed

with this advantageous settle-

ment.

To fill two of the vacancies

made by the resignations of

Messrs. Odium, Durning and

hiatch, Messrs. hloward hHughes

and Noah Dietrich were elected

to the board. The Chairmanship

of the Board, made vacant by

Mr. Odium's resignation, was not

filled at this meeting.

The agreement which would

be made effective by the judg-

n-ient and the reorganization is

believed by the management of

RKO to be for the best interests

of the company and its stock-

holders under all of the present

circumstances. The management
has no doubt that this arrange-

ment will permit the continued
successful operation in a highly

competitive market both of the
RKO Theatre and of the produc-
tion distribution companies.

Jack Cullen announces Ihe winners of THE MELODY TIME Mystery Voice Contest to his CKMO air audience as Jim

Davie and Charlie Doctor discuss the originals from MELODY TIME donated by Wall Disney as first and second prizes

with studio visitors. Top Vancouver disc jockey Jack Cullen rates contest as best he has yet handled for listening audi-

ence interest.

VANCOUVER—A Mystery Voice Contest was arranged for MELODY TIME with CKMO Vancouver

Radio Station. Ace Disc jockey Jack Cullen turned over his two hour show "The Owl Prowl" to the promo-

tion of this contest. Two voices were selected in secret of an old time movie, and played over this

program daily for two weeks. Listening audience were requested to write a Mystery Voice Melody Time

Contest c/o CKMO naming the "voices." The prizes, one for the lady contest winner, and one for the man
contest winner, received a personally autographed original drawing from the picture.

All thru the day on newscasts and other programs alike CKMO requested listeners to be sure and
tune in on Jack Cullens "Owl Prowl" airing nightly. VVhenever a tune from the picture MELODY TIME
played, additional plugs were given the contest build-up. Many hundreds of letters poured In. The

winners were announced by Jack Cullen, Jim Davie RKO branch manager, and Charlie Doctor, Capitol

theatre manager for Famous Players, over the air in a special interview for MELODY TIME.
Charlie Doctor also arranged a specially built animated electric lobby display two weeks in advance

of the MELODY TIME playdate that drew enthusiastic attention by both children and adults alike. Van-

couver became completely "papered" with 100 one sheets and 100 window cards with select corners

and stores. Manager Doctor says, "We had to double our floor staff on the week-end to handle both

matinee and evening patrons.' —LLOYD MUIR

RADId

Ingrid Bergman, who will come
to New York from hHollywood to

attend the world premiere of

Sierra Pictures' JOAN OF ARC,
will the following day (Novem-
ber 12) be heard by millions of

radio listeners in the title role of

"Camllle." It will be presented
by the Ford Theatre over the

CBS network from 9:00 to 10:00

P.M. "Camille" has always been
considered an Ideal role for the

great tragediennes of the stage.

Miss Bergman's assumption of

the part in the coming radio

presentation recalls the fact that

the incomparable Sarah Bern-

hardt considered it one of her

two favorite roles. The other,

curiously was "Jeanne d'Arc."

RKOERS AT EXHIBITOR GATHERING—RKO Radio was well

represented at the meeting of the Kentucky Association of

Theatre Owners at Louisville, October 27-28. Left to right. Sales-

man Otto N. Ebert, Indianapolis, Morris Lefko, Eastern Central

District Manager, Katherine Overstreet, president of the Louis-

ville Amusement Co., and Leon J. Bamberger.
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SONG IS BORN
(Continued from Page One)

audiences." Held over at the

Main, Lafayette. Second

v/eek Indianapolis. One of

the best openings at Loev/'s

Palace, Mennphis, In a long

time, says Branch Manager
Reagln. Second weeks New
Bedford, Toledo, Detroit. Ex-

cellent Pawtucket, Lewlston,

Burlington, FItchburg, Zan-

esville, Flint, Danbury, Shar-

on, Vallejo, Columbia, S. C,
Huntington, W. Va. Finest

week's gross at the Worth,

Ft. Worth, since TYCOON
which played last January.

STATION WEST goes a

second week in double head-

er at Los Angeles, Holly-

v/ood and Downtown Thea-

tres. Big first week at the

Golden Gate, San Francis-

co, holds over. Excellent

opening in Waterloo. Ben

Cammack says equalled

GOOD SAM in one of first

engagements In the terri-

tory, Majestic, Houston.

RACHEL AND THE
STRANGER — Third week
Detroit, second week Fall

River. Playing two theatres

at Miami. Branch Manager
Ed Lamb of Seattle says

maintaining high grosses In

key cities following run at

Seattle. Excellent Lawrence,

Glens Falls, Amsterdam,
Newport, Portsmouth,

Springfield, O., Norwich,

Torrington, • Charlerol, Ap-
Spleton, Racine, Ithaca, Lynn,

Uniontown, Paducah.

RACE STREET—Excellent

at Oakland. Good Opening
at Keith's, Boston. Branch

vianager Roger Lamantia of

Mew Orleans says complet-

3d its second week at the

_iberty to a very substantial

gross. Fine business at the

lOfh Century, Buffalo, says

branch Manager Jack Chl-

lell, held over. RKO Thea-

|res at Rochester and Syra-

use above average.

FANTASIA — Goes Into

ixth week at the Republic,

Jew York.

BEST YEARS OF OUR

ROBERT MOCHRIE AT MEMPHIS— Herewith are photographic shots of Robert Mochrie who
addressed members of the Tri State M.P.T.O.A. at a luncheon at the Chisca Hotel, Memphis.
Mr. Mochrie was interviewed by both the Commercial Appeal and Press Scimitar, and was
also interviewed by Fred Christens over Station WMPS . . (1)—Mr. Mochrie addressing
the delegates . . . L to R, Southwestern District Manager Ben Y. Cammack, Max A. Cormet,
Mayor of Newton, Mass., and President of the Mississippi MPTOA, Gale Sullivan of MPTOA,
and M. A. Lightman, master of ceremonies and president of the Malco Theatres, Memphis
. . . (2)—Orris Collins, retiring president of the MPTOA of Arkansas, Tennessee and Missis-

sippi (Mr. Collins is owner of the Capitol, Paragould, Ark.), William Ruffin, Jr., new president

of the Ruffin Amusement Co , Covington, Ten., Mr. Mochrie, and Ted Gamble of the MPTOA
. . . (3)—Mr. Mochrie, RKO Salesmen M. L. Basse, Tommy Baldridge and Glenn Calvert,

Field Man Fred Ford, Branch Manager R. V. Reagin . . . (4)—Fred Christens interviewing

Mr. Mochrie, Station WMPS. —FRED FORD

Life and Look

Ads for "Blood"

Timed Witli Prem
If you ve been watching the

big magazines you've seen the

LIVES — Canadian District

Manager Leo Devaney says,

is now playing generally

throughout the territory at

regular admission prices and

In almost every Instance has

scored holdovers. Third

v/eeks Halifax, Toronto,
Winnipeg, Edmonton, Sas-

katoon. Second weeks Regi-

na, St. John. At the Para-

mount, St. John, 30 percent

above any previous RKO
picture to play the house.

At the Capitol, Amherst,

two and one-half times any-

thing we played there this

year. For three days out-

grossed "Gone With the

Wind" by $20 and latter

played four days at ad-

vanced prices. Second weeks
Pittsfield, Springfield.

first national advertising guns for

BLOOD ON THE MOON, co-

starring Robert Mitchunn, Bar-

bara Be! Geddes and Robert

Preston. Ad units have appeared

in the PIC-TOUR copy for

August 3rd in Look, and then

August 9th in Life, Sept. 4th In

Collier's, Sept. 28th in Look, Oc-
tober 4th in Life, Oct. 30th in

Collier's, and, coming up, No-
vember 15th in Life.

And now we break in with full

pages In Life and Look, Novem-
ber 8th for the former, and No-
vember 23rd for the latter. These

are right on the dot for timeli-

ness, for BLOOD ON THE
MOON will have its world pre-

miere at the Globe, New York,

in mid-November. Then, too, a

windfall, through the extra pub-

licity given Barbara Bel Geddes
who in Filmdon's famous Fives

heads the list as "the find of the

year."

S. Barret McCormIck has de-

ployed the ad copy over a wide

range of additional publications,

the Motion Picture Magazine
Group, Dell Screen Unit, Modern
Screen and Screen Stories; Faw-

cett Screen Unit, Motion Picture

and Movie Story, and the Hill-

man Movie Group, Movieland
and Screen Guide. All of the

above catch the January issues.

Further January copy goes in the

Popular Fiction Group, com-
prised of Ace High Western, Ad-
venture, All Story Love, Big Book

Vv/estern, Detective Tales, Dime
Detective, Dime Mystery, Dime
Western, Fifteen Western Tales,

44 Western, Love Book, Love

Novels, Love Short Stories, New
Love, New Sports, New West-
ern, Railroad, Rangeland Ro-

mance, Romance, Sports Novels,

Star Western, Ten Story West-
ern. The entire group listed in

this paragraph are monthlies and
in addition we catch the bi-

monthlies Black Mask, Famous
Fantastic Mysteries and New De-

tective.

The campaign extends into

February via the Thrilling Fiction

Group, comprising Detective

Novel Magazine, Masked Rider

Western, Exciting Sports, Popu-

lar Western, Popular Cross-

word, Texas Rangers, Thrilling De-

tective, Thrilling Love, Thrilling

Wonder, Thrilling Western,

Rodeo Romances, Triple West-
ern, Everyday Astrology, Giant
Western, Mystery Book, Popular

Love and Rio Kid Western.

The circulation for the month-
ly, bi-monthly and weeklies Life

and Look, groups is 16,274,645

and those publications carrying

the PIC-TOUR copy have a cir-

culation of 27,356,866, or a

grand total of 43,631,51 I.
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Pal's Adventure

By ED RICE

Jay Bonefield, producer of the

THIS IS AMERICA series, an-

nounces the schedule through the

beginning of 1949 will be as fol-

lows:

COUNTY FAIR— Release No-
vember I 2: A story about a fami-

ly preparing its entries for its

Icral fair. This short offers con-

siderable exploitation possibill-

llcs with 4-hl clubs and Granges.

Script is by Jerome Brondfield.

NURSE (Tentative title)—Re-

lease December 10. The film

points out the shortage of nurses,

emphasizing their importance In

America's health and welfare. The

s'ory is told from the view point

o!^ one girl. The promotion cam-
paign is being supported by the

American Association of Nurses

and various hospital and medical

organizations. Script is by Dudley

Male; Harry W. Smith is director

and photographer.

NATIONAL DEFENSE (tenta-

tive litle)— Release January 7:

/America's new v/ar-peace army.

Script Is by Jerome Brondfield

and Dudley Hale.

The National Conference on

Prevention and Control of Juve-

nile Delinquency is sending out

letters and WHO'S DELIN-
QUENT? press books to 7,000

civic and welfare leaders advis-

ing them about the film and sug-

gesting that they help local thea-

tre managers promote It in their

own communities.

Announcements have also gone
out to 1600 Humane Societies

Good. The cure-fire boy and

his dog theme Is used to good

sentimental advantage In a fea-

turette which Is made to order

for neighborhood and family

houses. Ted Donaldson, who is

featured in Columbia's "Rusty"

series, has name value and gives

a natural and appealing perform-

ance and "Flame, " the wonder

cog, is a magnificent and intelli-

gent animal. Ted is innocently in-

volved in a theft. He rescues a

lost dog who helps clear him and

wins him a reward as well.

—BOXOFFICE

Pluto's Fledgling

Good. A clever little cartoon

v.'iih a particular appeal to the

youngsters. Little Orville Is just

a baby bird who makes several

disastrous attempts to fly like his

bigger brothers and sisters. The

first time he falls in Pluto's water

dish. The big dog is unable to

reason with the stubborn bird and

finally tries to help him fly. Pluto

accidentally launches himself In

the air and gets buffeted around

in many directions.

—BOXOFFICE

about FRIEND OF THE FAMILY,
the THIS IS AMERICA release

preceeding WHO'S DELIN-
QUENT? Theatre men should

take advantage of these mail

campaigns to make local tie-ups

in promoting both shorts.

' a4H07H£R NEW SEPifS

EMLINERS

^ !)Wfcg,>.J DISTRIBUTORS OF*
THfTCREEN'S FbRffAOST SHORT SUBJECTS.

Hats Off to An
Outstanding Short

Subject Salesman

By H. J. MICHALSON

From time to time henceforth,

I will be writing you about out-

standing sales performances on

the part of individual salesmen.

1 here are several such men
throughout the country and In

due course I will catch up with

oil of them, but it gives me a

great deal of pleasure indeed to

start with Merle Gwin of our

Denver branch.

Merle's record on the 1948-49

season as of October 14, 1948 Is

as follows;

THIS IS AMERICA 82.4% sold

MY PAL 64.7% sold

EDGAR KENNEDY'S 97.l%sold
WHITLEY REISSUES 91.2% sold

LEON ERROL S 97.1% sold

FOOTBALL HEADLINERS
OF 1948 92.6% sold

BASKETBALL HEADLINERS
OF 1949 92.6% sold

SCREENLINERS 88.2% sold

SPORTSCOPES 97.1% sold

SHORT SUBJECT
CONTRACTS 100% sold

DISNEY REISSUES NO. 1 75% sold

DISNEY 9th SERIES 81% sold

Merle tells me that he is con-

vinced that he will be 100% sold

on MY PAL's, FOOTBALL
l-IEADLINERS OF 1948, BASKET-
BALL HEADLINERS OF 1949

and the SCREENLINERS, and
from the looks

of his record I

have no doubt
but that he

will be. Also,

I have no
^'U^

'

doubt that he

//ill deliver

more deals on

^he AMERI- g|CAS even
though, as you
can see, he is MERLE GWIN
cjlieady pretty well sold.

To further point up the superi-

ority of his performance, twelve
of his situations are in the city

of Denver, double billing on every
change. The remainder of his

situations are small towns in

mountainous country with the

population from 500 to 1500 in

many of the towns, with the usual

assortment of double bill and
single bill changes, and many of

the situations being one theatre
towns.

As you all can appreciate, this

is really selling deeply and widely.

Merle has always contended
ihat the way to sell AMERICAS
i' to get the exhibitors to play

lhe subjects and he has also con-

tended that once they are started

his troubles are over and his

deals become more or less auto-

matic. He is constantly striving

\o attain his goal even though
like everyone else he has his share

of hard-headed exhibitors who
offer a great deal of resistance.

Merle tells me that his success

in selling short subjects Is trace-

able to the fact that he is short

subject minded and considers

short subjects an Important and
remunerative part of every thea-

tre's program. Also, by selling

early in the year and having the

playoff come regularly, he knows
that every subsequent year's sale

is that much the more easy to

conclude because of the absence
cf a delinquency problem.

His liquidation on shorts is ex-

cellent and at all times he is busy
securing dates on short subjects

but emphasizes that he dates by
individual subject title rather

than by series, finding it much
easier to explain and get dates in

that manner than to speak of
short subjects in general.

If you are wondering about the

DISNEYS where he is well on his

v/ay to a complete delivery, which
I know is not too far off, he has

the same $3.00 minimum to com-
bat in the small towns that you
men are familiar with, but by per-

severence and complete selling

he is overcoming that resistance,

too, and in future seasons will

have no trouble at all.

Please understand, too, that

the other salesmen in the Denver
office are doing extremely well

too, but about them some other
t;me.

HATS OFF TO AN OUT-
STANDING SHORT SUBJECT
SALESMAN!

Who's Delinquent?

With teen-age delinquency one

of America's disturbing prob-

lems. This Is America comes up

with a timely and constructive

subject in "Who's Delinquent?"

The subject uses the technique of

having a smalf-town editor assign

his staff to an investigation of

delinquency. They find that the

problem usually begins at home
but that society bears a responsi-

bility. Among other causes are

slums, overcrowded schools and
and insufficient playgrounds. The
subject ends with the townspeo-
ple meeting and taking steps to

solve the pi^oblem.

—M. P. DAILY



Joan of Arc' Should Rank

Among All-Time Great
By JAMES M. JERAULD

^HIS is a magnificent picture, and it ought]
to be one of the outstanding financial!

successes of this generation. There are
those in the trade who now predict "Joan
of Arc" will be one of the four great pic-

tures produced to date in this country and
will take its place with "The Birth of a
Nation," "The Covered Wagon" and "Gone
With the Wind," which coincidentally also

was directed by Victor Fleming who held
the directorial reins on "Joan." Fleming
can count this as his top achievement, as

can Producer Walter Wanger.

"Joan" is unquestionably a remarkable
film. In these days of uncertainty and dis-

couraging outlook it may satisfy a world
hunger for inspiration based on unwaver-
ing faith. The Maid of Orleans led an
army, expelled invaders from France and
crowned a king. Then she was betrayed,

tried by cynical churchmen, bribed by the

English and burned at the stake.

The first half of the film is the period

of her inspiring leadership—faith tri-

umphant; the second half is a portrayal
of refined torture that leaves audiences

Tradepress Rates

Tlmp—literally. The film runs for two
hours and 25 minutes.

Ingrid Bergman gives an extraordinary
performance as Joan. The characteriza-

tion is completely real and convincing.

The rising tide of her success brings her

to a spectacular battle in which a castle

is captured and the English defeated.

Even in the midst of the Technicolored
pictorial splendor of this medieval sequence

the camera never loses touch with the

principal characters. The calm intervals

serve to build up the drama of the spectacle.

Again, when the Dauphin (Jose Ferrer)

is crowned king in a cathedral, there is a

spectacle of outstanding beauty with

enough intimate touches to maintain the

suspense. Ferrer merits a word for a fine

job of acting as the weakling king who
accepts a bribe and turns Joan over to his

enemies.

.< .-t5 Miii..

ONE OF THE GREAT PICTURES OF ALL TIME, MAGNIFICENT IN ITS LESSON
Or GREAT FAITH AND HIGH COURAGE, AND BLESSED WITH INSPIRED POR-
TRAYALS, MASTERFUL DIRECTION, UNSURPASSED PRODUCTION VALUES AND
THE FINEST TECHNICOLORED PHOTOGRAPHY.

A picture for all the world to see . . . that, in simple truth, is "Joan of Arc."

Assuredly, too, one of the great pictures of all time . . . and with its magnificent

lesson of great faith and high courage as timely tomorrow, and tomorrow's tomorrow, as

it is today.

Seldom indeed has the cinematic art been so intelligently, so skillfully and so effec-

tively employed anywhere to fashion a picture as devout, as inspirational, as heartening,

as stirring . . . and, importantly to the showmen who will play it, as entertaining.

That, admittedly, encompasses quite a bit of critical territory, but what else would—
or could—one write of a picture such as this—a picture whose climactic emotional impact

is such as to leave you limp, a picture whose near-perfection of story is capped by m3%-
.lificent performances, by sheerly brilliant direction and by Technicolored photography

which eclipses all that has gone before?

Write this down boldiy: Victor Fleming's direction, sensitive, imaginative, adept, is

the kind that a director's dreams are made of.

And this as boldly: Ingrid Bergman's Maid of Orleans, for histrionic artistry, well nigh

stands alone. It is a First-Lady-of-the-Screen performance, as much of the soul and heart

as it is of the mind.

In history—and in drama, too—there is no character offering greater challenge to an

actress than Joan. The why of that is no mystery; the explanation is found in the sim-

plicity of the inarticulate peasant maid of 17 who was to rslly France, lead the army of

its uncrowned King, Charles VII, to victory, enthrone him only to be betrayed by his

v/eakness and avarice, and finally, to be captured, sold for British gold, tried as a heretic

by the villainous, scheming and ambitious English tool, Pierre Cauchon, French Bishop

of Beauvais, and burned at the stake in the marketplace of Rouen by the English civil

authorities.

Forget for but a fleeting moment the simplicity of the Maid of Orleans and succumb

to the temptation to "act" the role and you instantly destroy not only the credibility of

the character but of the Voices who bring to Joan the commands "from the Lord of

Heaven" which she, not always understanding, nevertheless implicitly obeys.

To Miss Bergman's everlasting credit, there is no forgetfulness. Amazingly in retro-

spect, you remember that she gives you a Joan fully drawn at all times, with deft resort

lo light and shade. There is something electric, too, in the bond established between

player and auditor. Not infrequently time and space fall away: You are not witnessing

3 re-enactment through the motion picture's wizardry, you are storming Orleans with the

Maid, you are standing beside her as Charles is crowned, you are in the trial chamber

as the justice of God and man is flouted, and, at last, you are among those held back

by English soldiery as the flames lick, leap and mantle her frail body.

Yes, let it be said again: Miss Bergman's is a First-Lady-of-the-Screen performance, as

much of the soul and heart as it is of the mind.

There is "Oscar" lustre, most certainly, also to be discerned in the delineations of

others numbered among the principals of the cast of thousands provided by the producer,

Walter Wanger. But before turning to them, a few grateful, sincere words addressed

to Wanger. For "Joan of Arc" is produced as a great picture should be—with loving

care, with high resolution and with a touch of genius, if you please. By admission, the

production represents a $4 603,000 Investment. Let it be said that not only does the

picture look it, but that Wanger received honest value for his money in every department.

And he should recoup. With a tidy profit, be it added.
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The remainder of the picture is faith

betrayed. Scene after scene shows an arch-

bishop and prelates trying to force the girl

into a confession of witchcraft and heresy.

There is no relief in this tension. It is

expertly handled. Through it all Miss Berg-

man maintains a hypnotic grip on the

audience. Even the burning at the stake,

instead of being merely horrible, is so ef-

fective as drama that it fills the beholder

with mixed feelings of pity for the victim

and disgust that anything like it could

have happened even in the remote Middle

Ages.

There are a number of distinguished per-

formances, one of them being the despic-

able Bishop of Beauvais played by Fi-ancis

L. Sullivan. Cecil Kellaway, Ward Bond,

J. Carrol Naish, George Coulouris and Gene

Lockhart also register indelibly.

And the wise showman will readily rec-

ognize how much there is in the picture

that lends itself to dignified, yet produc-

ive exploitation. In the forefront thereof

is its scope and spectacle, the magnitude

of which has seldom, if ever, been sur-

passed. Scene after scene is so tremendous

in range and in details as to make them

breath-taking. Two outstanding examples

will suffice to illustrate: The battle at the

walls of besieged Orleans, when the armor-

clad Joan leads the Dauphin's inspired

army to victory; and the resultant corona-

tion of Charles as King of France.

The picture will open November 11 at

the Victoria Theatre, New York, and will

be roadshown as carefully and as slowly

as was "Henry V."

Joan

.can stii. le'l, .i cameraman to do u

As to supporting performances, there are standouts by the talented Jose Ferrer, here

making his film debut as the weak Charles; by England's able Francis L. Sullivan as the

story's—and history's—heavy, Cauchon; by J. Carroll Naish, playing the one-eyed John

of Luxembourg, who sells Joan to the English, following her Burgundian capture, for

10,000 pounds, and by Ward Bond, the perfect choice for General La Hire, Joan's devoted

friend and comrade-in-arms.

There are numerous others among the nearly 250 speaking parts who register effec-

tively, and some among the 77 more important roles who register indelibly. Cecil Kella-

way, the single friendly judge at Joan's trial; Shepperd Strudwick as the sympathetic

Bailiff, and Leif Erickson as the Bastard of Orleans, are to be counted among the latter.

In time, the story, adapted by Maxwell Anderson and Andrew Solt from the formers

"Joan of Lorraine," spans less than three years, beginning with Joan's departure from

her Domremy home, in response to urgings of Voices, and ending on that fateful May 3D

In the year of grace, 1431. Fleming, perhaps deliberately, starts his action slowly, but the

pace quickens once Joan finds her way to the Dauphin's court at Chinon, and from the

storming of the Forts des Tourelles, one of the greatest film battle scenes ever conceived

and executed, the director carries the story forward with driving dramatic power.

The Anderson-Solt script on the whole is a skillful writing job. Naturally, the stage

play has been well embroidered, expanded. The two have chosen well in this respect,

although to some the attempted seduction scene, late in the picture, may raise a doubt.

And one is apt to regret the failure to include the historic incident in which Joan's sword

of the five crosses is found buried under the slabs of the Church of St. Catherine at

Fierbois as she foretold.

There are, in addition to the Battle of Orleans, other exquisite examples of motion

picture pageantry. The coronation of Charles In the Cathedral at Rheims would be one.

(Continued



The story of joan of Arc is one
that has challenged the imagination of

great writers and the talent of great

actresses down through the centuries.

Now in the Sierra production of Walter
Wanger for RKO release comes the
moist glorious fullfillment of the Joan
legend—a magnificently staged pan-
oramic insight into the life and times
of the simple French peasant girl who
left such a controversial impact on
history. Maxwell Anderson, whose play

last season gave himself and Ingrid

Bergman an extraordinary opportunity
to familiarize themselves with Joan,

IS the co-author of the screenplay.

His script 15 a beautiful writing job-
literate, wise, understanding, and sym-
pathetic. Always it is mindful of the

dramatic and action requisites of the
screen. It has vigor and movement
which blend into impressive medieval
pageantry as the (;lrama turns to the
famous battles in which the Maid led

. ^

PANORAMA OF MAID'S LIFE
Production, Acting

Direction Superb

her army against the English con-
querer. In these sequences Wanger's
production becomes a marvel of mo-
tion picture skill. They are notable
for their realism and vivid authenticity.

A wiser choice than Victor Fleming
for the directorial assignment is im-
possible to imagine. Fleming is at

home in the atmosphere of Joan with
its mob scenes and spectacle elements.

But more than this, he is a director

whose .sensitivity can merge subtle

characterization and human ernotions

into the pageantry. It is a tribute to

his own finesse and the writing that

not one of the many, many characters

ever comes into focus whose identity

and his purpose are not perfectly clear

As a boxoffice attraction, "Joan of

Arc" comes at a time when there are

no spectacles to equal it in the motion
picture market. This is but one size-

able advantage of a motion picture

laden with popular and exploitation

appeal. It i^ a hit in every sense of

that much abused word.

The Bergman Joan is a performance
that audiences will long remember.
It is a tour de force, but Bergman is

ever its mistress. Simplicity is its key-
note as the magnificently gifted act-

ress first fumbles and then knows the

words that inspire her countrymen to

battle and to victory.

Francis L. Sullivan, in the role of her

inquisitor, the Bishop of Beauvais,

deftly phrases his villainy. J. Carrol

Naish, the one-eyed Count of Luxem-
bourg, who captures Joan, gives an-
other of his distinguished character
portrayals, while Ward Bond scores

decisively as a rough, plain-spoken
soldier who succumbs to Joan's charms.
Shepperd Strudwick is appealing as the
humble priest who befriends her tn her

final moments. Gene Lockhart is the

wily advisor to the Dauphin. Cecil

Kellaway and Leif Erickson are ex-
cellent.

In a picture of many striking per-
formances the most notable is that of

Jose Ferrer, the New York stage actor
who makes his film debut as the
Dauphin. His flexible voice and under-
standing of the capricious French king

etch a completely fascinating charac-
ter. Ferrer makes him a real person.

The cast above gives an idea of the
acting talent assembled for "Joan of

Arc" and to do each actor justice

would require an enormous amount of

space. Write "superb" next to each
name and you have an impression of

their style of histrionics.

Technically "Joan of Arc" is a mas-
terpiece—a film made possible only by
the unerring craftsmanship of the top
men involved. There is Joseph Valen-
tine's camera work providing a photo-
graphic feast for the eye. Richard Day
is credited with the authentic and ex-
citing art direction. William V. Skall

and Winton Hoch serve expertly as the

Technicolor photographers, assisted by
Technicolor associate director Richard
Mueller. Hugo Friedhofer's brilliant

musical score is given colorful arrange-

ment by Jerome Moross and splendid

direction by Emil Newman. Frank Sul-

livan's editing of the big attraction is a

major contribution.

Here l-he art direction of Richard Day touches new heights. Several of the scenes
at the Dauphin's court are veritable French tapestries come to life. And for simon pure
drama the several trial sequences are in a class by thenjselves, with that In which Joan
abjures so poignantly done that it is impossible to forget. Towering above all, of course,

.s the picture's finale, the Maid's martyrdom.

A scene not only to test the artistry of an actress, that, but one holding the greatest

challenge to a director. Miss Bergman and Fleming combine to give you an emotional

experience unique in the field of the motion picture as, with the flames surging upwards,
Joan cries, "Jesus, Jesus!," and kisses a professional crucifix held on high by a priest.

Some paragraphs back, there was a comment on the Technicolored photography which
should—and undoubtedly will—bring an "Oscar" to Joe Valentine. Never has Techni-
color been more intelligently utilized, with the coloration adeptly matched to the scene.

It is a bit of pioneering bound to have a lasting effect. For instance, the burning at the

stake is made all the more effective by muting the color generally, emphasizing only the

yellow of the flames, the red tunic of the executioner. In the picture, too, you find

one of the finest close-ups in the annals of Technicolor, with Miss Bergman's tearful face

enlarging until it fills the screen. Here again the lighting and coloration fuse as something

al which to marvel.

Will "Joan of Arc" sell tickets at the box office. Well, having read this, what do

YOU think?

The line for exhibitor, as for patron, the right. Hu -y . . . hur-

CAiT: Ingrid Bergman, Jose Ferrer,
I Kel' '^urd. Ho"



A REVIEW
by RED KANN

MOTION PICTURES project themselves onto a plane perhaps loftier than

they heretofore have attained with "Joan of Arc." For here is an immensely
impressive production vi^hich succeeds in re-living the timeless story of

the Maid of Orleans—her courage, her heroism and her faith—illuminated by the

simplicity and the dramatic comprehension of Ingrid Bergman. In a noted career,

she has never approximated such a performance.

It becomes a very great deal to observe of any player that she can impart the

breathing vitality of her role from a screen which is shadowy, after all, to a spectator

in a darkened projection room. This takes artistry and craftsmanship of high order, but
Miss Bergman surmounts the severity of the challenge. She is the perfect Joan.

Moreover, she is the perfect Joan in an

4^

emotionally touching and constantly absorb-

ing dramatization of her short and destined

life—martyrdom at the stake at 19 after con-

summation of the divine mission of leading

the armies of France to that point in victory

which sends the Dauphin to the throne.

For her earthly rewards are abandonment
by the king she caused to be crowned and

political reprisal leading to execution at the

behest of the English enemy in conspiracy

with political churchmen. For spiritual rec-

ompense is reward beyond the deeds and

minds of man to contain. It suffices.

One of the rare impacts in this "Joan

of Arc" is the rollback in time which Victor

Fleming captures by his direction. In his

meticulous attention to detail so richly

brought to canvas by authoritative research,

he succeeds in making his audience a directly

interested party to the heroic drama. When

a director can accomplish this, his right to

acclaim and distinction becomes assured.

CI Necessary to a faithful rendition of Joan,

ot course, are the pageantry of 15th Century
France, the decisive battle in which the siege

of Orleans is lifted, the clanking of armor
and mace and a whole vast background of

pomp and circumstance spread out on the

screen. But more essential is a steady and
understanding hand sufficiently competent to

guide the story of the simple country girl

through these magnificent trappings without

loss of power or essential threads.

Fleming manages this extraordinarily well.

The story of Joan is told in steadily progress-

ive chapters, blending into the pageantry

and the spectacle but it is Joan's story which
remains the dominant theme.

"Joan of Arc" must be considered first and

awav in terms of its central character. In

A Commentary
by TERRY RAMSAYE

THE outstanding, challenging product

fact of the year's announcements
of the motion picture is Ingrid

Bergman in "Joan of Arc." The es-

sential facts for showmen and the millions,

are Bergman and the story of Joan of Arc
which stands so uniquely high in the drama-
tic traditions of history. Into this produc-

tion addressed at the box office. Miss Berg-
man as the premiere actress of the period

has been poured in the crucible of cinema
with the golden grace of the Maid of Or-
leans. It makes a rich alloy.

The result is a screen presentation unique

and special, with no precedent in the art.

"Joan of Arc" is adventure, spectacular

adventure, and also a speculative adventure

in production. The known and measured
and immediately measurable value is Miss

Bergman. She is the picture, the rest is the

handsome, elaborate frame.

No other star vehicle in memory has pre-

sented quite so much, and so urgently im-

portantly, of the star. It is difficult after

coming from the screening to remember the

sequence or even scene in which the Berg-

man as her Joan does not appear, vitally,

dominantly.

Considered as a solo performance, the

Bergman role of Joan recalls to mind but

a single parallel, remote, somewhat irrele-

vant and long ago. It was the amazing pre-

sentation in which Mr. Charles Chaplin de-

livered one of his greatest, and least appre-

ciated comedies, "One AM," played through

the entirety of two suspenseful reels utterly

alone save for the taxi driver who shoe-

horned him into the opening scene.

I^xhibition and the other vendors of "Joan

of Arc" are fortunate, consciously so no

doubt, in the dominant essentiality of Miss

Bergman. The millions know her as a per-

sonality of appeal and competence.

The story, if it is to be called story rather

than history, is a great saga of the middle

fifteenth century, a fecund, stormy era in

the history of Europe and of France, which

incidentally, remains quite as stormy still.

In the expansive telling of this picture the

place of Joan in history is sketched by lights

on the political arena into which she cast

herself. There is hint of the place of En-
gland on the continental map, and why the

weakling, debauched and incompetent and

corrupt Dauphin she caused in her zeal to

be crowned at Rheims came on the scene,

out of what duplicities.

There is a deal of sound history in the

piece. That is well for the ultimate career

of the production and its possibilities of a

long working life as a document outliving

its initial career as an amusement offering.

Few pictures, probably none, have been

quite so thoroughly documented. That is

by reason of the simple fact that the great

accent of attention to the Maid of Orleans

and her martyrdom resulted in the collec-

tion of the records entire, at an early date,

and their preservation as an archive at the

Vatican.

In consequence, the record on "Joan" tells

us rather more, and more authentically, than

we can know of many a later figure of au-

gust importance in history.

CJ That the picture should be so much
Bergman is a substantially automatic con-

sequence of the star's personal absorption

in the role. It is said that her employment
for and participation in this picture were
conditioned upon the requirement that the

picture be "Joan," coming out of her experi-

ence in the stage play entitled "Joan of

Lorraine." One must hasten to observe, how-
ever, that the picture is no rewrite of that

hut in fact as entirely original as possible

in a story, a story which incidentally cuts

the very nature of the subject, it follows

Miss Bergman stands superbly alone. But
dramatic strength is decidedly augmented in

three of the major supporting performances,

at least. Jose Ferrer as the weakling

Dauphin, later Charles VII, makes his film

debut here. A long stage experience serves

him well; he is excellent. Francis L. Sul-

livan, British actor known on this side prin-

cipally for his Jaggers in "Great Expecta-

tions," is Cauchon, Bishop of Beauvais, who
condemns Joan to the stake as part of his

unholy alliance with the English invader.

Suavity and intelligence punctuate his per-

formance. J. Carroll Naish, the renegade

Burgundian who sells the Maid to the Eng-
lish, is villainy itself.

In lesser characterizations, all of them re-

flecting Fleming's ability to extract that

which he felt required, are many others in-

cluding Selena Royle, Robert Barrat, Romen
Bohnen, George Coulouris, John Emery,
Irene Rich, Richard Ney, Leif Erickson,

George Zucco, Richard Derr, John Ireland,

Gene Lockhart, Nicholas Joy, Hurd Hatfield,

Ward Bond, Shepperd Strudwick and Cecil

Kellaway. They combine into one of the best-

rounded casts Hollywood thus far has as-

sembled for one attraction.

IJ "Joan" cost $4,600,000 to make. It is

evident to any eye that this cost, or most of

it, is on the screen where it belongs. Pro-
duction values are magnificent and the Tech-

nicolor photography, accredited to Joseph
Valentine, who is one of Hollywood's

outstanding cinematographers, resplendent.

Slavko Vorkapich was associate director.

Maxwell Anderson collaborated with An-
drew Solt on the screenplay, in itself a task

of gigantic proportions. Walter Wanger pro-

duced it under the aegis of Sierra Pictures,

Inc. All of these executives and craftsmen,

and others not specifically mentioned, may be

proud of their handiwork, which opens at the

Victoria theatre, New York, on November
11, and thereafter will be distributed at

advanced prices by RKO Radio.

Seen at RKO Radio home office projection

room screening for trade paper editors. Re-

viewer's Rating: Superior.

back through an encrustation of dramatic

versions and tradition to the historic record.

One is to gather that Mr. Walter Wanger
started down the long dollar-bespangled road

to "Joan" first seeking Miss Bergman and

getting the pictorial consequences and sub-

ject therewith.

Q If one were to follow in all the details

the story of the story and the making of

the picture it would be discovered that there

seemed to be a point in which it took com-

mand of itself, that there was manifested a

certain expression of Will that might in

truth have come from The Maid herself. Per-

haps sornewhere in that is the reason that it

is a picture decidedly without any order

of precedent or parallel.

That will be communicated to the audi-

ences in terms of audience understanding.

Again, this is a picture from which the spec-

tators will derive in proportion to what they

bring to it. It can be a two-hour expanse of

dramatic action amid Technicolor record-

ings of intensity and sometimes splendours,

flaming with the art of a famous star, or it-

may be for others a deeper order of experi-

ence in which they will for the time become

unconscious of the devices of the telling, not

knowing whether the picture is black-and-

white, or color, or caring, and sitting trans-

ported into that time and place of tragic ad-

venture and final triumph five hundred years

agone in fevered France.

The keynote and essence is faith. The
faith of Joan is about all that survives, if

one winnows the story, down to the bitter

end where she crumbles, heroically, in the

fire. The world she leaves behind her

stands indicted.
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JOAN OF ARC
Elsewhere in this issue a detailed

report is offered upon a motion pic-

ture which seems destined to consti-

tute an emphatic challenge to the

attentions of the industry and the

public at large, all around the world.

The subject is "Joan of Arc".

This picture is in line with a

tradition of large - scaled under-

takings which has found expression

from time to time down through

the history of motion picture pro-

duction, milestones in the progress

of the art. It is based on a series

of historic incidents which for

centuries have been recognized as

being of the essence of high and
moving drama.

For many years the story has

sparked the • imagination of pro-

ducers seeking something "big" to

do. Many plans have been drawn
and many tentative scripts have
been written, here and abroad.

Now, finally, Hollywood with a

skilled and experienced personnel

brings the dramatic events of the

career of the peasant girl, Joan of

Domremy, to the screen in a setting

scaled to landmark significance.

— M. p.

M-

Gt
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van, „ . ^arroi /Maisro,

Stiiidwick, Cecil Kellaway, nurd Hatfield.

Sierra Productions' "Joan of Arc" emerges on the

screen as a triumph in picture making. The tragic story

of the martyred Maid of Lorraine has been filmed with
all the sweep and pageantry of that colorful period and
has all the necessary ingredients for maximum box office

returns. "Joan," as played by Ingrid Bergman with
tremendous feeling an.l genuinely inspired artistry with
the support of an impressive cast, is eminently suited

for the entire family in all situations.

This story of spiritual faith unfolds against a back-
ground of heraldry in 15th century France with the
viewer quite unaware of the abundance of necessary
historical research and detail in sets and costumes by
reason of its carefully duplicated authenticity. The
ostentation of the royal court and its courtiers; the
splendor of castles and cathedrals; the villages and
peasants ; the towering forts, encampments and battle

scenes are brilliantly captured by t.ie Technicolor cam-
era. This must-see, expensively-mounted film should be
given arr opportunity to reach the widest possible audi-
ence.

Joan, a peasant girl in a small French village, receives a heavenly
command to lead an army of he'- count ymen, drive out the English
invader and crown the Dauphin King of France. By her profound faith
and prophecy of defeat to r rench arms, hsr mission is enzouraged and,
ultimately, she wins over to her cause the Dauphin, a group of warrior
knights and an army of followers who see in her the fulfilment of a
prediction that Fran-e would be saved by a m lid of Lorraine. Her
army defeats the English at Orleans. As King Charles VII, the Dauphin
is bribed into signing a truce with the English. Later, Joan is cap-
tured and sold to the Frcn.-h Bishop of Beauvais, a tool of the English,
to be tried as a heretic. After maintaining a stout deferse at her trial,

she is eventually worn down to the point where she is persuaded to
repudiate "her voices." When her faith prevails and slie diso«-ns her
confession, Joan is turned over to the English civil authorities as a
relapsed heretic to be burned at the stake.

If any members of this worthy cast are to be singled
out for special honorable mention, Jose Ferrer, making
his film debut as the weak Dauphin, and Francis L.
Sullivan as the villainous Bishop, will be long re-
membered. Victor Fleming handled the directorial reins
e.xpertly, giving proper pace to the action. If the trial
appears to run overlong, it might well have been neces-
sary to comply wit.i all ecclesiastical complications.
Walter Wanger produced.

-^k'- -J. . -it Qi. ."On, K.
.ay. Color by 'I^nnicolor.

Plot: Joan of Arc (Ingrid Bergman), is dis-

covered as a 16-year-old peasant girl, who,
though acutely aware of her complete ignor-

ance of military and political tactics, yields

to "The Voices" of a heavenly command to

drive the English army from France and re-

gain the kingdom for her uncrowned King
(Jose Ferrer). She persuades the governor

of the province, though initially he spurned

her appeal as fantastic, to give her a horse

and an escort of two soldiers of fortune to

make the perilous journey through enemy
territory to the fortress of the King. He re-

ceives her at his fcivolous court as a jest, but

also comes to put his faith in her. Thus, at

seventeen, this amazing girl commands the

first army she ever had seen in a victorious

battle which, in a matter of days, lifts a siege

that had defied the military might of France
for months. It was the beginning of a swift

end to a war that had lasted 100 years. After

putting the crown upon the head of the King,

Joan is held in virtual captivity at his court

after the weak monarch treacherously sells

out to the enem^-. In one of several later

sorties against the enemy, she is captured

and is brought to trial before a corrupt court

presided over by the Bishop of Beauvais
(Francis L. Sullivan), who is in the pay of

the English to burn her at the stake. Threat-
ened with torture—with the rack before her

—goaded and harried and mistreated in an
effort to convict her of witchcraft by her own
word (since no other evidence can be found)

she is finally led to the pyre in a public witch-

burning.

Comment: Consummate artistry and mature
craftsmanship in all departments of the arts

and skills which go into film production have
combined to achieve the greatness which dis-

tinguishes this extraordinary screen dramati-

zation of one of history's most romantic and
sublime biographies. Joan of Arc was a Chris-

tian and was elevated to sainthood in the

Catholic Church, whose faith she professed,

but the drama of "The Maid of Orleans"
here portrayed is not limited to belief or ac-

ceptance of any one creed or religious sect.

Indeed, here is exciting drama, as irresistible

as it is sublime, as stirring to the emotions
as it is uplifting of the spiritual instincts of

all mankind—whatever the individual's re-

ligious beliefs or prejudices. In the picture

"Joan of .^rc" there is such uniform excel-

lence of all its parts, that only superlatives

are adequate for comment on arty of its de-

tails. Since Ingrid Bergman is the star and
portrayer of the central figure in this mov-
ing drama, it is likely that this gifted actress

shall be the center of comment and praise

from both critics and theatregoers. And Miss
Bergman's characterization—so richly en-
dowed with artistry and talent for eloquent
detail and graphic emphasis executed with
meticulous taste and restrained power—merits
all the applause she undoubtedly will receive.

But unstinted praise also must go to Di-
rector Victor Fleming's flawless treatment
for realization of all of the potent drama,
emotional impact, spectacular pictorial com-
position and the spiritual values of a bio-

graphical drama whose romance might over-
shadow its sublimity, or, conversely, whose
soaring spirituality might vitiate its robust
humanity, in the hands of any but such a
master as the director proves himself to be
in this notable work. .\lso, to Producer Wal-
ter Wanger; to stage actor Jose Ferrer,
screen veterans John Emery, Ward Bond,
Roman Bohnen and the others in principal
and minor roles of this splendidly acted play.

Also, to script writers Maxwell .Anderson
and .-Andrew Bolt, the outstanding camera
work by Joe Valentine, the color photography
by Technicolor, the art direction and the film

editing. Unless all signs fail, "Joan of Arc"
is destined for such popular and enduring
box-office success as to place this stunning
picture of 145 minutes of enthralling drama
among the rare fe\v that have attained true
rank as "all-time greats" of the screen.
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[ RKO-Sierra Pictures ] — Screen reaches new heights

HOLLYWOOD in its time has turned out many good pictures and
not a few were exceptionally fine.

But you can count on the fingers of one hand those which have
so nearly attained the image of truth in depicting significant human
experience that they stand as landmarks in the art and history of the

screen.

To those few there must be added now "Joan of Arc."
It is singular because of many things, most of them expertness in all

phases of motion picture making. But its greatness derives from its

story, from subject matter that permits it to rise to new heights. It is

the story of human faith, not bound by earth.

It needed to be attempted only by the inspired.

TNGRID BERGMAN'S portrayal of Joan of Arc in this Walter
Wanger production is a remarkable accomplishment. She makes

real the historic, yet nonetheless incredible feats of the 19-year-old
French peasant girl who, through divine faith, rallied the beaten armies

of France, led them to victory over the invading English, gave a throne

and realm to King Charles VII, who had neither before, and by her

martyrdom fired the people of France with a patriotic fervor that united

them and won them freedom from the invader.

That is a role that less capable or less inspired talents than Miss
Bergman brings to it would have made of it just another fairy tale, even

though the role follows faithfully the things that Joan of Arc actually

did. They are documented and as much a part of history as the feats

6f William the Conqueror, George Washington and Napoleon Bonaparte.

Yet, however documented, Joan's were feats that the practical mind

tan barely fathom. Miss Bergman's performance, fervent and restrained

^s it is, recreates them and makes both Maid and miracle believable.

Historical facts t'nay be forgotten when Miss Bergman takes over. She brings

to the screen a characterization which makes faith real and martyrdom under-

standable. This reviewer can think of no otiicr living actress who could fill

the role as well.

VICTOR FLEMING'S direction is of equal importance.

The story offers endless opportunities to employ common theatrics,

any one of which if succumbed to, would have been fatal to the picture.

Fleming's discernment, historic fidelity, good taste and disciplined imagination

spurned them all.

Whether in the simple scenes of a 15th Century peasant cottage, or in the

courts and castles of French royalty ; whether in the sweep of medieval battle

scenes or the constricted view of a sainted maid put to inquisition, imprison-

ment and death at the stake, there is an air of reality in the director's handi-

work that carries its own conviction. The audience can well say : "This is

the way it was."

The sure touch of the director is laid upon every member of an enormous
and vital cast. Supporting players throughout the two-hours and 25 minutes
of running time are in precise perspective always. Individual roles take on
character and emerge as distinct and rounded personalities but the lesser

never intrude upon the more significant. Casting in all respects is excellent.

Jose Ferrer's performance as the weak, vacillating, money- and pleasure-
loving Dauphin of France and, later., its unreformed king, is a distinguished

piece of acting, having many revealing touches to make and keep it human
and very understandable.

So, too, is Francis L. Sullivan's depiction of Cauchon, venial and scheming
Bishop of Beauvais, persecutor^ of Joan as a heretic and sorceress, who sits

in judgment upon her and succeeds in getting her condemned to the stake.

LESSER roles are filled with polished performances that blend like well-
matched jewels. There is J. Carrol Naish as the Duke of Luxembourg,

who sells Joan to the English after his soldiers have taken her prisoner

;

Shepherd Strudwick, as the cleric bailiff who remains at Joan's side during
her trial and imprisonment ; Cecil Kellaway as the vice-inquisitor and tone
triendly judge at Joan's trial; Hurd Hatfield as a monk who travels with
Joan's army ; Ward Bond as a general of the French army ; Gene Lockhart
as a court financier ; Selena Royle as Joan's mother ; Irene Rich, a family
friend ; Roman Bohnen, uncle of Joan's

; John Emery as a French general,
loyal to Joan, and George Coulouris, as a royal official.

The screen story of Joan is sustained, unrelenting drama, fundamentally
that of a dramatization of the spiritual in contrast to the material and worldly.
For many it will be a taxing emotional experience, viewing it. To others it

cannot escape being, at the very least, a memorable cinema experience, evok-
ing sympathy and adding to understanding.

It has moments of quiet beauty and lengthy sequences of noisy violence.
Battle scenes are vividly portrayed and teem with action seldom equalled on
the screen. Technicolor adds its vitality to all, greatly appreciating medieval
sets of courts and countryside, battlegrounds, forts and street scenes, as well
as costumes, armor plate and the banners and trappings of armies.
"Joan of Arc" can well be a source of pride to the industry and a refutation

of the army of its captious critics.

'T'HE screenplay is by Maxwell Anderson and Andrew Sok, with much of
* the dialogue taken from historical records.
All technical work is of a kind with the distinguished production. Joe

Valentine was director of photography ; Richard Day, art director ; Herschel
McCoy and Dorothy Jeakins, costumers ; Frank Sullivan, film editor; William
Randall, sound engineer, and Eddie Salven, assistant director.
"Joan of Arc" may well be expected to be an outstanding grosser around

the world. It is as timeless as the story of Joan itself and can be issued and
re-issued endlessly.

.

' ... .11 i.,rtei- Bill I'.enru-i; .

«*P*»fjiailoi of Rouen Cecil Kellaw^iv

"Joan of Arc" is a big picture

iff every respect. It has size, color,

pageantry, a bold, historic bas-re-

lief done up in the best 1948 Hol-

lywood tradition. It has authority,
conviction, an appeal to faith and a
dedication to a cause that leaves
little wanting. It has honesty, be-
cause whatever the captiousness
about sensitive British feelings and
even the more delicate ecclesiastic
sensitivities, the more the auditor
reviews it the more he becomes
aware that few cinematic punches
Were pulled. And then, of course.
"Joan of Arc" has Ingrid Bergman
and a dream supporting cast.

It will do class and mass busi-
ness. After the class runs—and a
$4,600,000 negative cost necessi-
tates such merchandising—it will
click d^wn the line. "Joan," in ad-
dition, should tap a new market of
classroom and other educational-
religioso segments. Its longevity
for the 16m market is also obvious,
and whether by accident or design,
the breaking up of the film into five
segments conjures up a strong Jiew
Value for television presentation.
This quintuplet cinematui-gical
device is an apparent transmuta-
tion of the Maxwell Anderson
stage technique of subdividing the
action into a celluloid approxima-
tion of five stage acts.

However, the prime concern
right now of impresario Walter
Wanger,' producer-director Victor
Fleming and star-copartner Ingrid
Bergnian are the theatrical rights.
That $4,600,000 in this day and age
of restricted domestic and foreign
markets is quite an economic
stake. It's the type of film which
the trade and public, however, will
recognize as noteworthy. • distin-
guished and deserving of utmost
financial support.

There are shortcomings to
"Joan." of course, but these are
negligible relatively. Miss Berg-
man makes her title role almost
always convincing, even in those
moments when the dialog or other
screenwrighting is against her. For
there are moments when, in other
hands' and under a less impressive
sum total, that an untoward note
might have crept in.

In broad sweeps, director Flem-
ing takes the Maid from her birth-
place in Dorenvy 'n Lorraine to
victory in Orleans, and her final
ignominy when she is tried at
IloLien for witchcraft and burned
et the stake. It vs to the credit of
all thai they h;;ve sustained the
pitch even with common knowl-
euge i;hat there can be no "happy"
ending, although the faith and the
stoicism of the Maid is such as to
endow the production, and all who
will view it. with a new value.

There will, of course, be those
who will look -askance at the
clergymen-peers whose political
skullduggery and avarice tran-
scended their ecclesiastic obliga-
tions, for their machinations in the
prolonged trial at Rouen are com-
pletely lacking In piety. There
may also be those who may ques-
tion the credo that holy wars are
to be condoned.

But since this is history trans-
lated in the modern idiom, but
not to be interpreted, necessarily,
as having bearing on the contem-
poraneous, the average film fan
will view "Joan" in its funda-
mental light of an heroic chapter
out of the world's annals, done in

the most ultra and undei' most
sympathetic Hollywood auspices.

Fleming has don^ an e.xcitlng

job in blending the symbolism, the
medieval warfront heroics, and the
basic dramatic elements into a gen-
erally well-sustained whole. Where-
as the trial, which pitches the Maid
to the stake, is prolonged, he has
not erred in moving Jeanne d'Arc
from her birthplace in Lorraine in

1428 into Vaucouleurs where she
finally interests the governor of
that province into expediting her
rontart with The Dannhin As

the action moves fiom Vancoiileurs,
to the decadent Court of Charles
Vir (Jose Ferrer does an.extremely
effective job in painting the weak
Dauphin I. Fleming pi ojects and
progiesses the action" in broad
shadings so as to make Joan's mis-
sion well nigh realistic.

There are certain misfires jind
false keynotes which militate
against the desired consistency,
such as Jose Ferier's tiptop imper-
sonation of The Dauphin, later to
become the King of France, who
makes Ws characterization so much
the complete nitwit that the audi-
ence may well wonder at the com-
plete obseisance of Joan to this
weakling sovereign, regardless of
the fact he is a symbol of the realm.
The c h u r c h 1 y gradations are
also sciipt shortcomings. Granted
that "the voices" which have
guided The Maid of Lorraine come
from Valhalla the manner in

which she is deserted in her dark-'
est days—in hei" dungeon, beset by
a would be rapacious gaoler, her
ecclesiastic inquisitors, and at her
final burning at the stake—is not
moderated by any explanation why
the sainted Joan is deprived of the
same heavenly succor winch at-

tended her earlier days when this

peasant maid was moved to be-
come the warrior heroine of
France. The trial, truly an inquisi-
tion, is a prolonged affair, his-

torically and cinematically. Most
of the dialog is punchy film-wise,
and superb as a documentation, for
celluloid or other purposes.
The majesty of the earlier se-

quences is compelling almost all

tlie way. Wfcen Joan edicts that
"our strength is in our . faith,"

when she leads her army in the
Battle of Orleans, when she is be-
trayed by the Burgundians in

calunmy with the English, when in

the earlier scenes she wins the
grudging alliance of the Governor
of Vaucouleurs and the courtiers at

Chinon, Miss Bergman makes Joan
a vivid albeit spiritual personalit.v.

Whether captors or her allies,

her supporting cast play their roles

to the hilt. Jose Ferrer as tlie

Dauphin. Francis L. Sullivan as

the arch-heavy. J. Carrol Naish as

her captor, the sympathetic Shep-
perd Strudwick as her bailifl'. Ward
Bond. Gene Lockhart. John Emery,
George Coulouris. John Ireland.

Cecil Kellaway, and a number of

other standout players in rela-

tively bit parts, make their chores

stand out.

The color by Technicolor is mag-
nificent. The production is lavish

and looks every bit of its

$4.000.000-plus. The pageantry
and all the trappings bear the

earmark of historic faithfulness,

and there is an aura of authenticity

and honesty about most of tlie un-

folding as to impress "Joan " as

truly extraordinary in every re-

spect.

The picture bespeaks class, size

and scope all the way. It's a much
needed addition to the contem-
poraneous film scene, certain pf

reintensifying geneial interest in

the American motion picture in-

dustry—still the world's leader, for

all the sporadic excitenients that,

occasionally, but with no con-

sistencv, emanate from Italy or

Britain. Abel

Hi
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Herald Reviews

"Good Sam" Pr. B.

Nev/ comedy from Leo Mc-
Carey, who gave us Going My
Way and "Bells of St. Mary's."

With Gary Cooper in the role of

a good fellow who was every-

body's fall guy, with Ann Sheri-

dan as the ever-loving wife, you

have the makings of an all-star

comedy. The 24-sheet and 6-

sheet will make good cut-outs for

marquee display, and the news-

paper advertising follows a simi-

lar theme. Larger ads are too

large for use outside of key cities,

and you can find what you want

in one, two and three-column

sizes. HHerald has good style and
will be cost-free if you sell the

back page to a cooperating mer-

chant, who may also distribute.

Group picture of Good Sam"
and his family may promote a

contest for best family phpto-

graphs in similar pose. Every RKO
theatre has used the suggested

Good Sam," and this is loaded
with good newspaper tie-ins, as

well as radio. There are free

radio transcriptions available in

the pressbook. A "puzzle mat,"

No. 2-X, looks very interesting

and might get a lot of attention

a throwaway for the younger
set. Salvation Army and Com-
munity Chest drives, now in sea-

son, should prosper with "Good
Sem" as a sales approach. You
can get a local radio commenta-
tor to explain "Good Sam" as the

proverbial Good Samaritan who
gets the worst of it for his good
intentions, but with the twist that

everybody likes "Good Sam."
Best recommendation is the top
success of the two preceding Leo
^'lcCarey pictures, as to the audi-

ence quality of this attraction.

—M. P. HERALD

Lieber Elated

Over Campaign

"Station West"
(Ed's \ote—Bach home after a trip

to Chicago with a galaxy of stars for

the STATlOy WEST memiere. Perry

Lieber dropped ye editor a letter in

u-hich all RKOers will be interested,

as it pertains to RKO Showmanship.
Here is Perry's letter in part.)

In the many, many years that

I ve been with RKO and watched
Terry Turner and his gang handle

premieres from coast to coast,

I've never seen a job to compare
v/ith the one they did in chicago

for the world opening of STA-
TION WEST. The boys really tore

the town apart, and I'm not fool-

ing; they splashed stories all over

the front pages and the drama
pages until the place was dizzy.

I brought the tear-sheets home
with me, and just for fun I took

a ruler and measured up the total

amount of space the boys

crabbed.

Jackie, the total came to 1705

column inches—something like

ten and a half solid pages.

Add to that impressive figure

eighteen personal appearances

by the stars on radio programs,

some of them transcontinental,

plus a torchlight parade through

the Loop that was seen by around

175,000 persons, plus two tele-

vision broadcasts, and you've got

what I'd call coverage. Is it any
wonder they call us "The Show-
manship Company?"

Jackie, it was a great experi-

ence to leave my Hollywood desk

and see Terry, Harry Reiners, Bob
Hickey, Wally Heim and Hugh
MacKenzie go into high gear and
stay there throughout the whole

affair. It was a great perform-

ance, and my hat's off to the

Field Force.

I
"Joan ^^Boxoffice Review

I
Too Late for Page Layouts

^ "Joan of Arc" will rank as one of the great films of this

>• generation on several counts—importance of theme, splendor

of production values, pictorial beauty, skillful handling of emo-

l tional buildup, and honesty of characterizations. Victor Fleming,

who directed, also was director of "Gone With the Wind."

Walter Wanger, the producer, has established a reputation for

courage in presenting topics of social significance, even though

they may be controversial, as this might be. Ingrid Bergman,

as Joan, seems to have derived inspiration from the historic

story. The battle scenes, enhanced by Technicolor, are tremen-

dous. As sheer spectacle, they top those of "Henry V." The

latter part of the picture, devoted to the trial and burning of

Joan, are emotionally devastating — a mood of sustained

tragedy. The picture will be roadshown for a long time.

—BOXOFFICE

Still kidding about Bud Weigels
Crosley, he even adnnits that our new
pencil sharpener was previously used

as the motor.

Marie Klag believes in being kind

to all people. She was heard saying

to one of our billers, Shirley Martin,

the other day, "Please bill this for nne,

no hurry, just any tinne within the next

five minutes."

Mr. Jacques has a very favorite ex-

pression, "Glad to see you, son."

We welcomed Hugh MacKeniie, our

field man, back from Chicago this

week. He was there a few days for the

premiere of STATION WEST.

Well, we can't forget Halloween be-

. cause of the soapy windows and doors.

Our front door read, "Wilbur was
here," but Wilbur Hetherington didn't

know a thing about it.

Little Joan Evans looks quite sharp

in her new brown taffeta dress with the

up-sweep hair-do.

—JEANIE THARP

November \ith

CHLOE KROPP St. Louis

ALBERT TUCHMAN Home Office

HARRY EHRREICH Home Office

ROBERT TILLEY Detroit

November l^th

EVA HANSEN Salt Lake City

HELEN HERSKOVITZ Home Office

KATHERINE HAUER Chicago

November l'>th

R. J. FOLLIARD
J. F. DVORAK
MILFORD L RYDELL
ESTHER E. BINDER
FLORENCE HILBORNE
MARGARET A\ ALLONE
iVL^RILYN JOY SMITH
DOROTHY RENZ

East. Dist. Mgr.
Home Office

Home Office

Home Office

Detroit
New Haven
Pittsburgh

Home Office

November 17 th

C. A. SMITH
BENJAMIN POLIN
JEAN G. THARP
DORIS L. JOHNSON

Home Office

Home Office

Cincinnati

Salt Lake City

November I8lh

HENRY M. SMITH Salt Lake City

November \9tb

HARRY REINERS Field Sup.
ELLEN HULL Washington
MARY LOU GREGORY Charlotte

EILEEN FOUTS Salt Lake City

Son to Bangharfs
A third son was born to Field

Man Ralph Banghart of Boston

and Grace Banghart on Satur-

day, October 30th, weighing in

at exactly 8 pounds. This is the

Bangharfs third child and the

new youngster will have a great

time keeping up with his two

brothers, Jimmie and Jackie.

—TERRY TURNER

Cleveland was happy to play

host to Malcolm Scott of the 16

mm. department, when he

dropped in on the exchange. Mr.

Scott, who is visiting a number of

branches, was helpful in guiding

our 16 mm. department through

some of their problems.

Three happy smiling faces were
seen when Peg Steiner, Gordon
Campbell and Eileen Campbell
returned from wonderful vaca-
tion trips to Florida.

Just wondering if maybe the

streets are paved with gold down
south, Gordon, judging by that

Plymouth coupe you returned
with!

I hope it's just coincidence
that Jean's bookkeeping machine
went on the blink so often last

week, and that each time a dif-

ferent good-looking mechanic
showed up to fix it!

Our ex-booker Blanche Brent

stopped in to see us the other
day, and brought eight weeks o'd
Robert Michael with her. The first

thing she did was show him the
booking books — well, there's

nothing like being initiated early!

Congratulations are in order
to Florence Mantel who celebrat-

ed two years of happy wedded
bliss on the 26th. She received an
orchid from hubby on the occa-
sion, lucky gal!

—SCOTTY ROSE

Kaye Song Plugs
Exhibitors are being advised

by letter that Samuel Goldwyn's
A SONG IS BORN song lyrics

from the hit numbers in this Tech-
nicolor picture are being fea-

tured in the December issue of

Hit Parader magazine. The let-

ter, from Charlton Publishing

Corporation, also states that Vir-

ginia Mayo, co-star with Danny
Kaye, will grace the cover, in

four colors. Likewise, Screen

Songs magazine will also feature

the lyrics with Danny Kaye on
the cover. These two publications

have a combined circulation of

one-half million monthly.

Zoo Bear to Woods
Hollywood — This sounds like

carrying coals to Newcastle.

Dinah, " 500-pound brown bear,

is being taken to the High Sierras

to appear with Farley Granger
and Joan Evans in Samuel Gold-
wyn's RKO Radio release, ROSE-
ANNA McCOY.
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CUMB ONTHEBANOmON!
Join These Exhibitors Who Have Already

Dated And Planned Their Sensational

Campaigns On "A Song Is Born".

NEW YORK, Astor

CLEVELAND, Allen

CHICAGO, Woods
PROVIDENCE, Albee
ALBANY, Palace

UTICA, Olympic
BOSTON, Astor

BUFFALO, 20th Century
DETROIT, Adami
INDIANAPOLIS, Indiono
NEW HAVEN, Poll

BRIDGEPORT, Pol.

WATERBURY, Poli

OKUHOMA CITY, Center
ERIE, Shea
ST. LOUIS, Shubert

RICHMOND, Byrd & State

HARTFORD, Strand

MINNEAPOLIS, Orpheum
ST. PAUL, Orpheum
PHILADELPHIA, Stonley
DULUTH, Granada
NASHVILLE,

Knickerbocker

STAMFORD, Palace
ORLANDO,

Beechom & Roxy
GRAND RAPIDS, Regent
BALTIMORE, Towne
WHEELING, Capitol

CINCINNATI, Albee
TOLEDO, Rivoli

DALLAS, Majestic

HOUSTON, Majestic

SAN ANTONIO, Majestic
FORT WAYNE, Emboyd
TULSA, Orpheum
ALTOONA, Capitol

RACINE, VeneHan
FORT WORTH, Worth
SCRANTON, Strand

WILKES BARRE.Comerford
EL PASO, Plaza

SHAWNEE, Rifz

WOODWARD, Woodword
KNOXVILLE, Pike & Tower
LITTLE ROCK, Arkansas
ROANOKE, Gronado&Lee

PITTSBURGH, Fulton

YOUNGSTOVvT^I, Palace
MADISON, Copital

AAANCHESTER, Strand
AKRON, Palace
PORTLAND AAe„ Strand
CANTON, Polace
KANSAS CITY, Orpheum
DES MOINES, Orpheum
SIOUX CITY, Orpheum
COLUMBUS, Palace
LOS ANGELES,

Hillstreef & Pontages
GALVESTON, Martini

JACKSONVILLE, St. John's
JAMESTOWN, Shea
TERRE HAUTE, Orpheum
A»\ARSHALLTOWN, Strand
DAVENPORT, Orpheum
ROCHESTER, Palace

CEDAR RAPIDS, lowo
SAN FRANCISCO,

Golden Gate
SPRINGFiaO Ohio.

Regent

DOVER, Dexley

SYRACUSE, Keith

OMAHA, Brandies

LOWELL, Keith

NEW ORLEANS. Orpheum
WASHINGTON D. C.

Keith

WATERLOO, Orpheum
DAYTON, Keith

TUSKEGEE, Rialto

NEW PHILADELPHIA O.,
Quaker

MIAMI, Embassy
MIAMI BEACH, Variety

BIRMINGHAM, Melbo
LAKELAND, Polk

NEW BEDFORD Mass.,
New Bedford

WEST PALM BEACH.
Florida

LANSING, AAichigon

FLINT, Capftol

BOOK IT NOW

!

And Watch Those Boxoffice
Votes Roll In!
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Mivadirtff from
Lett to Right

WHERE ARE THEY NOW (After

50 years) — Old Joe Trescassi, the

sports-minded Frenchman with the

finest hunting dogs in town, Irish and

English setters. On goose hunting trips

on which ye ed went along as a mascot

he was called by Joe the "Grasshop"

(Grasshopper) ... Ed Imus, presi-

dent of the First National Bank who

shocked the town in the mid-nineties

by smoking the first cigarettes ever seen

thereabouts . . . The three "ladies"

from beyond the railroad tracks who

were the first "ladies" to ride bicycles

in our little town . . . Major Worts, the

Civil War veteran whom we looked up

to with reverence . . . Jack Farrell.

the town marshal, who often shot it

out with the local badmen . . . Ike

Harris, who owned the Vendom Hotel

and bar and who backed the semi-pro

baseball team, the bar being its

off-the-field headquarters. Ike could

not keep his composure without a long

black cigar in his teeth . . . Jarbo

Poison and Johnny O'Conner, the town

sports, who dealt faro and blackjack

at ten bucks per day, and later drifted

of! to the goldfields of Nevada . . .

Jake Granger, the Home of Good

Goods, grocery store, where we swiped

nuts and crackers . . . Joe Plunk, the

town drunk who beat a trail from the

saloon era to his shack beyond the

brewery . . . And the old farm hand,

Pete Hoffer, who came in from the

wheatfields each fall with four or

five hundred dollars and turned it over

to Ike Harris, staying drunk until the

money was gone . . . Fritz Baske, the

lad who went away to Michigan Uni-

versity and came back after gradua-

tion with pegtop pants and a cane

. . . Miss Barber, our first-grade school

teacher, who kept us after school for

three hours one day for housing a

frog in an inkwell . . . The Cagle boys

who marked cards in the big poker

game when §17 changed hands . . .

"Chip" Jones the industrious farmboy

who came into town for school every

winter and sat up most of the nights

studying . . . He went away later to

Washington State College . . . Mrs.

Ditmar, mother of Clubby Ditmar,

who was the wheat queen of eastern

Washington . . . Clubby got the nick-

name when his leg was broken in a

sandlot gridiron game and went away
to Spokane for an operation, hut came
back with one leg shorter than the

other . . . "One Lung" Phillips, the

kid who played in the backfield . . .

"Moose" Bowen who used to get tip

in the a.m. and hunt wild geese in

tlie wheatfields adjoining the town,

getting to school before 9 a.m. . . .

Miss Tucson, the teacher who was

ever stretching herself above the waist

for purposes of developing her bust.

We called her "Stretch" Tucson . . .

Prof. George Craig whom we gypped

when he sent the school track team to

Seattle. We collected Pullman fare

but sat up all night in the coaches . . .

Ed Martin the sharpshooting lawyer

who could get you free on a murder

charge for his price . . . Tom Lennon

who ran the livery stable where a good

part of the town's social activities were

centered. Tom had the best breeding

horses in the county . . . Barney

O'Leary, the guy who started smoking

and chewing tobacco when he was

6 and who dropped dead at 20 . . .

The old pesthouse behind the court-

house where all smallpox cases were

taken iti the nineties . . . Saw Willie,

the Indian who brought in huckle-

berries from the reservation via horses

every fall . . . Sally Kenyon, the first

feminine cattle thief in the community

. . . Dick Oswald, the town cut-up who
often stood on Main Street pointing

into the skies as a crowd gathered

. . . John Fusion, foreman of the rail-

road construction gang . . . The Big

Bend Railroad which ran through our

town operated between Spokane and

Coulee City and kids who hung around

the tracks dreamed of the day when
they could become a section hand,

sleeping in the cars on sidetracks

along the route . . . Pete Petrie who
was shot to death by another kid who
didn't know the 22 was loaded . . .

Ed Paulson the traveling printer who
got the best of the prettiest girl in

town . . . The hobo ball player Cap-

tain Arnison who guzzled beer the

long day and night . . . The town

Opera House . . . When traveling

shows came ye ed hid in the coalbin

a couple of hours before the curtain

was run up . . . Eddie Estep who
was the piano-playing kid of the town

and went through life tickling the

keys in the honky tonks . . . Herb
Ostrawski whose father ran a gen-

eral merchandising store which Herb
occasionally raided and we went to

the old brickyard to eat candy .

The old swimming hole down by the

slaughter house . . . The big kids wet

the underwear of the little jerks and

tied it into knots . . . The spring that

was the headquarters of Hawk Creek

Here we speared tadpoles and frogs

and in the dogdays of summer floated

watermelons on its waters to cool

them off ... Ed Quinn, my uncle of

Spokane, who managed the Spokane

ball team of the Inland Empire.

Uncle Ed frequently sent old base

balls to us and we looked on him as

the greatest sportsman in the world

. . . And my mother who once huddled

under a bed in Spokane around '80

when there was an Indian raid . . .

and my Old Man, a scourge to petty

thieves and gamblers as the sheriff

. . . Bullies and badmen gave him a

wide birth, for in that hectic country

of the quick and the dead, law and

order came first with him . . . Yea.

where are they all now, scattered to

the four seas, dead and buried,

crowned with the laurel wreaths and

downed with despondency . . . Each,

except at rare intervals, went through

life with his holerard down and who
shall say that one played his chips,

white, red or blue, better than the

other.

TEROIRHER

THOUGHTS WHILE WAITING
FOR SOMEBODY TO TAKE ME
TO LUNCH—
—and if you dont think that is a

major problem around these diggins

you're crazy. Theres generally a three-

some (unless we can conjure Bill

Levy into a check, and you do that

by giving him the executive treatment)

of Blowsie, Don Throckmorton Whiter

bottom Prince and me. We generally

make a fish joint (to sort of get our

daily exercise by picking out the

bones) and then we try to outsit each

other at checktime. So far, that Prince

(who was reared in that "setting it

out" atmosphere) is about seven up

on us. Blowsie and him used to order

some sort of a Chilean wine until ]

decreed that anybody ordering Chilean

or any kind of wine automatically be-

came the host. That crack put Prince

on the wagon and Blowsie to thinking

about his high blood pressure. Some-

times we get stuck with "Free Load-

ing" Jack Level, who glories in hi?

record of never having picked up a

check. You know how the waiters lay

them face down on the table. Well,

as Jackie explains, he accidentally

picked up one onct, thinking it was

a napkin, and it damn near gave him
a nervous breakdown. Occasionally

we get Harry's "mouthpiece," one Ed-

die McGuire, generally en route to

the trotters, but he gobbles up them
rye and ginger ales so fast. Harry said

he had to spend the entire evening

chasing his "mouthpiece" around the

grandstand to keep him from joining

the horses, so we take him on special

occasions only. Right now Don Throck-

morton Whitherbottom is on the

wagon "till Yuletide" (as he Limies

it) in order to save enough money to

buy his wife a Xmas card, and Blowsie

aint drinking (except with his im-

partial friends, whoever they might

be) and me too. I have given Old

Grandad the heaveho for several

months until the ERP or some other

government agency can unload my
sugar for stricken Europe. Tis said I

have enough to keep Berlin in

schnapps for a decade. Reminds me
of the time in Chicago when Roy
Topper, columnist of the Herald

American, and myself discovered a

rare drink, that erupts one under the

title of "Stinger." There is a medico
in that town in whom I have great

faith and about once a year I drop

into his pill factory for a check up.

I had made a date with him for very

early morning on the day after I met
Topper, and as I says the day before

we discovered the "Stingers." We
started about 4 P.M. and about 8 P.M.
I aint feeling no pain, so to speak,

and that Topper is hollering "Let's

live dangerously," and we is making
all the jernts, of which Chicago has

many. About 9 P.M. I remembers the

medico, and about midnight I impart

the information to what is a gathering

by this time, that I am going into a

hospital in the morning. About this

time, them stingers has gone into re-

verse and I'm feeling kind of sorry

for myself and so is everybody else.

Nobody asks me what my trouble is

and I don't volunteer no information

because I dont know myself, and be-

sides I dont feel no pain and if the

truth be known, I am numb. Being

by friends, they all decide to sit up
the night through with me and take

me to the hospital, and idea which
holds bright prospects, because them
Chicago bistros never close, and we
have come upon a bartender that is a

whizz at making them stingers. Well
to gloss over the details of a few
more hours (and you aint missing

much except "Fill 'em up Joe," and
the likes) I make the hospital and
walk in like a Zombie to meet a

battalion of nurses. "Step in here,"

one says and bring me that back.

Well I steps in there for her, and
I'm stepping in here for them, and
I'm stepping back there for her and
her, and finally I says "Ladies, you
know there is a limit," dignified like,

and then they push me into a room
and five medicos troop in, including

my friend, who says, "Terry what did

your father die from?" "Old age,"

says I. "Hmmmm," says he, "and what
did your mother die from?" "Old age,"

says I, and he goes on about my
dozens of aunts and uncles and the

answer is always "Old age" except for,

"he forget to take that last breath,"

and pretty soon I still hear them
mumbling but I'm in bed and really

coasting into the land of nod. Believe

it or not, I didnt even feel the needling

for blood sampling but I'm coming
out of the ether about 5 P.M. and I

still hear the mumbling. Through the

haze I can see the quintet of medicos
and finally I hear my medico say, "I

cant understand it. This morning he
had enough sugar to start a planta-

tion, and now hes negative."

"Oh, Doc," says I, "Maybe what I

had to drink yesterday had something
to do with it."

"What was that?" says he.

"A new concoction of brandy and
mint called a stinger," gurgles I.

"Nurse," says he," We'll keep this

bum here for three or four days just

for the scare he caused me, and let

the dietitian really plan his meals for

the next four days." And Jackie, one
last question: Did you ever have one
of those dames plan your meals?
You really get to feel sorry for horses

and rabbits.

Farrell Leader of

Feminine Bowlers
Mary Farrell continues to lead

the feminine bowlers in RKO's
big league of Home Office pin-

tcpplers. Miss Farrell has a fine

season's average of 139 for the

first 18 games. Besides Miss Far-

rell, the top ten include, with

averages, CIviello, 132; Bodner,

127; McBride, 127; Karras, 126;

Schenck, 123; Coccia, 116; Lar-

kin, 116; Scheedel, 116; Blres,

I 12. The Timberdoodles five cap-

tain by McBride is leading the

league with 14 won and 4 lost.
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"Enchantment," New

Goldwynner Cheered

By Fans and Writers

By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 5:—Last summer I told you tha+

Samuel Goldwyn's ENCHANTMENT was beginning to look

like a terrific hit, though it was still before the cameras.

Today I can tell you it's even better than that, and I'd like

to make a little bet that Mr. G. has the greatest romantic

drama of his producing career in this tenderly compelling

tale of two interlinked love affairs.

Sneak showing recently in

Long Beach and Pasadena

brought back nearly 600

comment cards that ran

rrore than 90°o raves—an

amazing percentage in these

highly critical days—and a

special preview for the coun-

try's top magazine writers

the other evening had those

hard-boiled commentators

cheering.

Most of the picture's ac-

tion takes place in a stately

o'd house in London, the

Dane family home. When
the story opens its only oc-

cupant is lonely General Sir

Roland Dane, living in the

memories of an earlier day
hen he was a dashing young

subaltern in love with his

father's charming ward, Lark

Ingoldsby.

Thanks to the plotting of

Selina, Roland's selfish sister,

he affair is broken up and

ark is driven from the

ouse, going to Italy and

ever returning. But when
Poland's pretty American
grandniece, Grizel Dane,

:omes on the scene during

Vorld War II and her ro-

mance with a young British

yer faces disaster, the old

General takes a hand to see

hat the mistake he and Lark

nade is not repeated.

David Niven as Roland,

Teresa Wright as Lark, Eve-

lyn Keyes as Grizel and Far-

ley Granger as the young

pilot make up the stellar

quartet, and their perform-

ances are superb. The com-

ment cards were highly en-

thusiastic about all four and

about the work of Jayne

Meadows as the arrogant

Selina, with Leo G. Carroll,

Philip Friend, Sheppard
Strudwick and Henry Steph-

enson In supporting roles all

coming in for plenty of

praise.

Irving Reis' sympathetic

direction and the lavish

mounting Goldwyn has giv-

en the show, along with John

Patrick's finely - written

screenplay of the Rumer
Godden novel, also do their

share in making ENCHANT-
MENT a really great picture.

For sheer audience appeal it

is tops, and I can't ever re-

rr,ember viewing a film with

such emotional power.

Here's one the public will

certainly go for, and the

Christmas opening sched-

uled for New York and Los

Angeles should launch this

new Goldwynner with a

bang.

VANCOUVER—Photo of lobby displcry designed by Charlie

Doctor, manager of Capitol Theatre Vancouver. This electrically

controlled sign, shows "Pecos Bill" revolving on back piece

rotary, each time figure hits top gun goes off. This dominated

whole concourse lobby for two weeks advance and was men-

tioned in columnists write-ups of two daily newspapers as at-

tention-getter.

—LLOYD MUm

Samuel Goldwyn announces

the assignment of Dana Andrews

and Teresa Wright to the co-

starring roles in his forthcoming

production, AWAKENING,
based on an original story by

Walter Relsch. This marks their

first appearance together again

since their portrayals in the pro-

ducer s Academy award-winning

film THE BEST YEARS OF OUR
LIVES.

Andrews, who is now in Eng-

land completing "B r i 1 1 a n i a

Mews" for 20th Century-Fox, will

return to Hollywood to begin

work on the Goldwyn lot, follow-

ing the Command Performance

in London. Miss Wright, who re-

cently returned to the screen

a-'-e'- a two-year absence, has

just completed her role opposite

David" Niven in ENCHANT-
MENT.

Reisch, whose screen writing

credits include "Ninotchka,"

Gaslight," and "That Hamilton

Woman," has reported to the

Goldwyn lot to prepare the

screenplay of AWAKENING.
The production is scheduled to

go before the cameras early next

year.

li
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JOAN OF ARC WILL BE

PRESENTED 7 TIMES DAILY IN

CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCES

starting at

9 A.M. • 11:30 • 2 P.M. • 4:30

7 • 9:30 AND 12 MIDNIGHT

World Premiere THURSDAY Nov. 11th

A VICTOR FLEMING proouciion

COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR CAST OF THOUSANDS

wiih JOSE FERRER

FRANCIS L SULLIVAN I CARROL NAISH • WARD BONO • 5HEPPERD STRUDWICK

HURO HAIFIELD • GENE LOCKHART • JOHN EMERY • GEORGE COULOURIS • JOHN IRELAND

ond CECIL KEILAWAY . boitd upon. Ihe Itogt ploy Joon o( Lorro.n. by MAXWELL ANDERSON
«rfcnploy by MAXWELL ANDERSON ond ANDREW SOLI

a<i d.reil.on by RICHARD DAY dirnloi ol phologfophy JOSEPH VALENTINE. A.S.C

Produced by WAITER WANGER Directed by VICTOR FLEMING

prc.tnied by SIERRA PICILJRES. lot • rel.oied by RKO RADIO PICTURES

VICTORIA THEATRE, B'way at 46th

"Joan" Windows
(Cotitiuucd from Page One)

15th Century. Walter Wanger, producer of the film, had the ring

made by Cartler especially for Miss Bergman and after the picture

vas completed he presented it to her.

The Cartler exhibit on JOAN OF ARC also includes a sketch in

color of the ring, the armor helmet made of aluminum and worn by

l/igrid Bergman in the picture and a pair of aluminum armor gloves.

The display will also feature a lighted kodachrome with a credit card.

In addition to this display on the third floor, Cartier will have a

lighted kodachrome with a credit card in one of its Fifth Avenue
windows, beginning November 10, to coincide with the benefit pre-

miere of JOAN OF ARC at the Victoria Theatre.

Macy's first displays were three windows showing Burlington Mills

fabrics in "Joan of Arc" colors. The windows included three of the

original costumes from the film and other props. The second promo-
tion, starting November 8 with three windows on Broadway con-

tinuing the exhibit originally on view at the Metropolitan Museum of

Art. This includes the original painting by Bernard Boutet de Monvel,

the full suit of armor made for Miss Bergman by Leonard hieinrlch,

chief armorer at the Metropolitan Museum, and worn by her in the

film; five of the original battle flags from the Technicolor production;

the sword and scabbard made by Mr. FHeinrich and carried by Miss

Bergman In the battle of Orleans; two original costumes, one worn
by the Earl of Warwick (Alan Napier) and the other by the Due de
Alencon (John Emery) and other small miscellaneous props from the

production.

The Saks Fifth Avenue promotion will consist of five windows on

the 49th Street side scheduled November 9-16, coincident with the

world premiere. This will consist of a Juilliard wool promotion of

coats and suits by Vernon Bros. These are pastel tweeds Inspired by
the muted colors in the oroduction and are being promoted for

Spring.

Saks will have banners, stills and miscellaneous JOAN OF ARC
props in these windows adjoining Rockfeller Center. A large ad in

the New York Times will call public attention to the display with full

credit to the picture.

Through International Sterling negotiations for windows featuring

JOAN OF ARC silverware in B. Altman, 34th and Fifth; Stern's 42nd
and Sixth with possibility of Macy's, John Wanamaker and Loeser's

in Brooklyn.

Some of the other displays already arranged are as follows:

Scrlbner's, Fifth Avenue

Brentano's Fifth Avenue

Weber & hteilbroner, Broadway and 48th,

Drama Book Shop, 48 W. 52 Street

R. J. Goerke, Elizabeth, N. J.

November 8-18

November 5-19

November 8-15

November 8-
1 5

November 3-10 (8 windows]

In addition to the book store displays, one thousand one-sheet

posters reproducing the book cover are being posted on newsstands

throughout the metropolitan area and in the Whelan drugstores, with

coop ads in New York newspapers projected the day before opening.

Fifty-two prominent florists will feature a JOAN orchid specially

created in honor of this great release, all the windows including

window cards with name of attraction, star and theatre.

Alex Taylor, sporting goods house, is featuring the medieval

croquet set used In the garden party scene.

The foregoing gives an idea of the window merchandising in the

metropolitan area which has been arranged as the premiere day

nears, and which will be utilized further during the Victoria engage-

ment.

htammer Galleries at 54th St. and Fifth Avenue will have a

special display on JOAN with the beautiful figurine impression of

Ingrld Bergman as Joan by the sculptress Barbara Loveday.

—RUTGERS NEILSON
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'*JOAI\ OF ARC" ROLLS
J

By RUTGERS NEILSON

CAN OF ARC premiered on Broadway in a blaze of lights,

crowds, excitement and glorious praise!

Armistice eve 1948 was an event of events in Broadway
history!

New York—and the world—had been JOAN OF ARC conscious
for a long, long time. Advance advertising and publicity in every
known type of media had penetrated public attention, interest and
want-to-see for months. All of these herculean efforts were pyramided
to the event itself—the world premiere!

Times Square was born anew! The JOAN OF ARC spectacular
electric signs dominated the amusement avenue of the world. The big
corner word, pictye and light display at Broadway at 43rd street was
joined by the tremendous area frontal si. n on the Victoria theatre.

A battery of beaming high intensity searchlights shot into the heavens
with arcs of brightness visible for miles.

Crowds Arrive Early
Curious and captivated crowds began to converge upon the amus-

ment area from Times Square to Duffy Square at the early supper hour.

Careful planning with the New York Police Department had the

Victoria vicinity protected with mounted officers and patrolmen.

Special "police barrier" hawsers fenced the theatre sidewalk to permit

the unimpeded arrival of the guests of the evening—celebrities In

every walk of life—society, civic, stage, screen and Mr. and Mrs.

John Q. Public—and family.

In keeping with the spirit of JOAN as a leader and helper of

humanity, the special event was a benefit performance for the United

Hospital Fund—humanitarian aid to the peoples of our greatest city.

Roy Larsen, Life, Time and Fortune executive, heads the United

Hospital organization.

Mrs. Vincent Astor headed the ber^eflt committee with an array

of committees from the social reg's'S'.

All Alerted For Action
At eight o clock Wednesday evening, the big sea'"chlights began

beaming the sky. It was none to soon for the multitudes. The lights

further sparked the excitement of the waiting crowds on the Broadway
scene!

MeanwhI'e every trade of artisan was adding the last minute

(Continued on Page Sixteen)

3 in a Row
With JOAN OF ARC, A

SONG IS BORN and BLOOD
ON THE MOON running on

one side of the street within a

radius of less than two blocks,

and the giant spectacular sign

on JOAN but a stone's throw

away, RKO Radio has the

greatest electrical smash in

Mazda Gulch history. JOAN
and SONG are on the west

side of the street between
45th and 46th Streets on
Broadway, and BLOOD ON
THE MOON is nearby in the

next block at the Globe. In

addition to the Broadway
fronts, there is a giant JOAN
sign extending westward from
Broadway along 46th Street.

Across the street the Palace

is aflame with displays for

the twin RKO bill, LAST DAYS
OF POMPEII and SHE.

82 Dates Set

For "So Dear"

By TERRY TURNER
INDIANAPOLIS. Nov. 9th — The

Hoosier Hotshots and the Cincinna*

Climbers beg to report that to date

and with nnore than two months to go

they have lined up exactly 82 dates be

tween them for the world premiere o

Walt Disney's SO DEAR TO MY
HEART scheduled for its kickoff at

the Indiana Theatre. Indianapolis.

January 19th. Now that's some dating
brothers and sisters, and we can all

take off our collective skimmers to

Maurie Lefko. district manager; Russ

Brentlinger, branch manager at India-

napolis, and "Battling" Stan Jacques,
branch manager at Cincinnati, and
their staffs for starting this lineup so

early and so effectively.

That's dating boys and girls, and it

looks like ISO before the final bell,

if we are to listen to our Hoosier Hot-
shots, who "belleared" me last night
v.lth Cornell English:

(Continued on Page Four)

M^€*pin4*t Film ihiiirtmtn

At the invitation of Nelson A. Rockefeller, General Chairman
for Brotherhood Week— 1949, sponsored by the National Conference

(Continued on Page Two)
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Confer oMt Pretniore of *\Joan

Robert Mochrie and Maurice Maurer, executive of City Enter-

tainment Company, subsidiary of City Investing Company,
owners of the new Victoria Theatre confer on the world premiere
and engagement of JOAN OF ARC. Negotiations for the pres-

entation of JOAN at the Victoria were conducted by these

executives.

Statotttvttt hy AWf E. i9cpin€>t

Fottowittfj Docree TorMnituaiioMt

On learning of the entry Monday morning In the United States

District Court of the consent decree terminating, so far as RKO Is

concerned, the anti-trust suit brought by the Federal Government
which has been pending for over ten years, Ned E. Deplnet stated:

"I am very pleased that our Company has taken this Important

step which In my judgment Is clearly In its Interest and in the interest

of Its stockholders. In my view, the most significant provision of the

consent decree Is RKO's representation to the court that, subject

to stockholders' approval, it proposes voluntarily to divorce Its ex-

hibition business from its production and distribution business. This

will have far reaching and, I believe, very beneficial effects on our

future.

"In a short time our Theatre Company will commence operations

as an Independent circuit. I believe the consent decree Is the only

way RKO can be assured of retaining substantially all Its so-called

wholly-owned theatres. It also has the right under the decree to ac-

quire without further court approval certain additional theatres In

which RKO and other exhibitors presently have an Interest. Our
interest In the theatres which we must sell Is in most cases that of a

minority stockholder and those theatres are operated by others. In

my judgment there will be no finer group of theatres anywhere in

the United States than the RKO circuit. Traditionally, our theatres
have been successful and their Individual locations and the character
of their operation assure that they will continue to be strong com-
petitors In every market in which they are located.

"Our Picture Company has at all times successfully maintained
its competitive position throughout areas in which it has no affiliated
theatres. Historically, It has always held a place of eminence in the
industry and Its reputation has been established by consistent delivery
of top quality pictures. I have not the slightest doubt that, operating
separately. It will continue as one of the Industry's most reliable
sources of high-grade picture product.

"Fortunately RKO has since Its organization operated Its theatres
Independently of Its production and distribution business. We have
had a Picture Company and a Theatre Company and from an ad-
ministrative standpoint each has had Its own management and staff.
For that reason the separation to be undertaken will for RKO be a
relatively simple one. With each unit specializing in Its own field, I

am confident that RKO Pictures and RKO Theatres will each be lead-
ers in the advancement and growth of motion picture entertainment."

Edgar Kennedy Dies

Edgar Kennedy, famed RKO
comedian, who was one of the

original Keystone Cops, died

Tuesday at the Motion Picture

hiospital, San Fernando, Calif.,

at the age of 58.

Mr. Kennedy had appeared in

more than 500 pictures since his

screen debut in 1911. Hie was

under contract to RKO for some

18 years and appeared in more

than one hundred two-reel com-

edies.

He began his career as a boxer

after completing his schooling in

and around San Francisco and
his home town of Monterey and
at one time he held the amateur
championship of the Pacific

Coast. His boxing activities at-

tracted the attention of Mack
Sennett and so Mr. Kennedy took

a fling at playing In Keystone

Comedies. He went from silent

films Into vaudeville and from

there to the Broadway stage and
road shows. For several years he

stepped out of the acting game
and directed such popular co-

medians of the day as Laurel and

Hardy and Charley Chase. He
has probably appeared In more
two-reel comedies than any play-

er on the screen, having averaged
six a year since 1930 at the RKO
Studios alone. He has alternated

these with feature comedy roles

In top budget pictures on his

home lot and on loan-out. He
made many personal appearance
tours and during World War II

played camps all over the country

with his wife and daughter. Mrs.

Kennedy was his vaudeville part-

ner.

The RKO comedian was a

good-natured, and devoted fami-

ly man who liked the outdoors
and made and kept many friends.

He always was ready to reach

out a helping hand to the needy.

He was a personal friend of

Harry Michalson and many others

at the Home Office. Mr. Michal-
son saddened by the death of the
comedian, who had been III for

some time, said the entire indus-

try and millions of fans mourned
the passing of one who had
brought so much happiness into

the world. He was one of the
loyal members of the big RKO
family scores of whom he knew
personally, at the Home Office,
Studio and In the branch offices,

and all RKOers join In heartfelt

condolences to the surviving

members of his family, his wife
and two children.

Kmih«»rht»nfi M^<e<>A

(Contiyuied from Page One)

o-f Christians and Jews, Ned E.

Depinet has accepted the chair-

manship of the Motion Picture

Committee. The dates of the

15th annual observance of Broth-

eihood Week are February 20-27,

1949.

Leon J. Bamberger will act as

executive assistant to Mr. Depi-

net in lining up the industry forc-

es for Brotherhood Week.

"Preparations will get under

way at once," Mr. Deplnet said,

to assure one of the most com-

prehensive Industry-wide partici-

pations In the fifteen years since

Brotherhood Week was inaugu-

rated."

An advertising and publicity

director will soon be announced

as well as other committees to

be appointed. The first an-

nouncement to exhibitors
throughout the nation will be In

the form of a letter which they

v/ill shortly receive from Mr.

Depinet himself.

Photograph shows Mr. Depinet

chatting with Mr. Rockefeller at

a luncheon given recently by the

General Chairman for the vari-

ous division chairmen.

A "kick-off" luncheon for the

workers in the motion picture In-

dustry will take place in the

Jansen Suite of the Waldorf-As-

toria Hotel, New York, on Tues-

day, November 23.

Just as last year, the news reels

will play an important part in

carrying the message of Brother-

hood Week, each one treating It

in a different manner. There will

be lobby posters for the theatres,

press sheet, with suggestions for

special observances, and each

participating theatre will be

awarded a certificate by the

National Conference of Christi-

ans and Jews.

True Cosmopolitan
Hollywood—Jayne Meadows,

the Broadway star who plays a

featured role in Samuel Gold-

wyn's RKO Radio release, EN-

CHANTMENT, starring David

Niven, Teresa Wright, Evelyn

Keyes and Farley Granger, has

lived on every continent except

South America and has been

around the world twice.



RKOers and associates were well represented at the AMPA luncheon . . .

(1)—Industry personalities at the dais included David Blum, Ned E. Depinet,

loan Bennett, Max Youngstein, Walter Wanger, William Heineman, Evelyn

Coleman, Harry McWilliams . . . (2)—Mr. Wanger . . . (3)—Left to right, Ed

Araus^ Publiv ta Gaa€l
Speaking before the largest AMPA turnout of

the year. Walter Wanger told the advertising-pub-

licists that this industry must quit crying the blues
and get back to showmanship fundamentals in

merchandising our good product. He told the gath-

ering that we are in a great calling and would con-

tinue to go forward each year, but said that to

reach our goal we must make use of spectacular
advertising and publicity along with using plenty
of elbow grease. Mr. Wanger said we must get back
to the people, back to the show business. We must
let our hair down he said in a business that is built

on the risk and the gamble. He said we must make
a furore over our pictures and arouse the public
as to their values. Every picture that has been
highly successful has been backed by expert show-
manship, he said. Mr. Wanger praised the contri-

li

Greenburg, Harold Holt, Leon J. Bamberger, Rutgers Neilson, Garrett Van
Wagner, S. Barrel McCormick, Al Vaughn, George Scher, George Hacker and
Al Siconolfi . . . (4)—Left to right, RKOers, John Springer, Lola Woursell,

Jack Level, Miriam Brandon, Vivian Moses, Miss White (Monogram), Harry
Blair, John Whitaker, Fred Norman and Mamie Gedgc.

M^iviur^s^ Wawtger Urgos
butions of men like Samuel Goldwyn, Walt Disney
and David O. Selznick. Ned E. Depinet, he said, was
steeped in all the tricks of the show business from
pink lemonade days onwards. Wanger said JOAN
OF ARC had cost $4,600,000 without prints and ad-
vertising, but that with brilliant handling the out-

lay would be quickly recuperated. President Max
E. Youngstein of the AMPA introduced the speaker
and remarked that of all the motion pictures he
had ever seen JOAN OF ARC was one that truly

merited the term "great." In closing Mr. Wanger
said ours could be the most respected of industries

and not the most maligned, and that we must show
deep respect for those who respect us and scorn
for those who hurt us. Mr. Wanger's talk on the need
of dynamic showmanship today was widely cov-
ered by the trade papers.
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82 "SO DEAR" DATES
(Continued from Page One)

"You aint seen nothing yet," which interpreted into modern

English, which frequently has to be done with Cornell grads, means

there are going to be a lot more dates. When you consider that

HITLER'S CHILDREN kicked off with about 55 and SNOW WHITE

with about 60 these boys out here are cooking with gas.

The results of the frequent screenings we have been giving out

here on SO DEAR TO MY HEART are absolutely astounding. To

date we have screened for all of the brass on the Cincinnati Post,

with which we hope to have a tie-up, also the brass of "The Nation's

Station" WLW, who will give us their "A" treatment on this baby,

the staff of Purdue University where we hope to have another

effective tie-up and today here in Indianapolis, the entire editorial

staffs of the Indianapolis Star and News, owned and published by

Eugene Pulliam, who will be Walt Disney's host while he is in Indiana.

Leave me quote you a few remarks after the screening. Number

one and a nasty crack if I ever heard one comes from the lips of

Bob Dunnville, executive vice-president of station WLW, who opens

up with fhls crack, "There must be some mistake, what are you doing

with this picture?" To which I replied with all my dignity, "And why

not?" To which he adds the snide remark, "All you ever bring me is

turkeys, how come you got this one?" To which I replies, with ever

increasing dignity, "My executives is human and Is allowed to make

mistakes once in a while and I'll ast you to keep your tatter trap shut

tight lest they discover their mistake and give me the reissue of

'Squaw Man' instead." Seriously, there have been absolute raves

about this picture, so strong that I called Roy Disney, Bill Levy and

the "Head Man" to tell them about it. Bob Dunnville was quite

frank as was Marshall Terry, anolher vice president of WLW, in

stating that It was better than SONG OF THE SOUTH, MELODY
TIME, or in fact any recent Disney picture. The boys from the

Cincinnati Post absolutely raved about it in the same vein and there

was a smatter of tears in the eyes of some of these hard boiled city

newsroom men when the story had been told.

Perhaps the most amazing results occurred yesterday at Lafayette,

Indiana, where we screened for the executive staff of Purdue in their

auditorium, which by the way is a close rival for the Radio City Music

Hall with its 6200 plush seats. "Boy, oh boy, what a 'cinema citadel'."

Wells, anyways Mr. Frank Hockema, executive dean of Purdue

and vice president of the university, was literally dragged out of a

meeting and a very Important one with the plea to the other members

of the meeting that he would only stay five minutes and be right

back. Well, brothers and sisters he not only stayed the five minutes

but through the entire picture and then twenty more for an informal

meeting for plans we have with Walt and the University. I don't

think that gentleman would be squeamish about it when I report to

you the truth that I saw him wipe his eyes a few times, and he wasn't

complaining of no cold. Others attending this special screening were

Tom Johnston, public relations director; E. V. Baugh, executive

secretary of the Purdue alumni; Al Stewart, director of the school

of music; Fred Harlan, director of the school of drama; John Dita-

more, director of the Purdue Music Hall, and A. Henderson, director

of Purdue's radio station WBBA. I can report honestly that the picture

literally swept them off their feet and the screening In Itself, which

by the way had not been requested but urged by our "Buster" Mac-
Kenzie, will make Purdue one of the bright spots In the forthcoming

premiere.

So we ere rapidly getting our plans in shape for one of the biggest

and best area premieres in our history and, as I recall it, we have
had quite a few. Walt will be on hand and Joe Reddy, at the Disney

Studio aiding Vern Caldwell, and Bill and Charley Levy in the New
York office are co-operating to the fullest to make It so. As for me
I am startling my wide coterie of friends, mostly bartenders, by
intoning in a rich and deep baritone, the same as I employed in

working for the late Billy Sunday (which by the way, I must tell you
about one of these days), "No, thanks, Joe none for me, but set

'em up for my friends." The astonishment I read on some of those
kissers is frightening. Why one insulting barkeep, whose favorite

tag line in life seemed to have been "Its closing time bums" offered
me his St. Christopher medal, saying "You must have taken the last

rites and leave this help you on the way."

The "Song" Radio

Campaign in S. W.

One of Greatest

DALLAS, Nov. 7th—One of

the greatest radio campaigns

Qver arranged in the southwest

for an RKO picture has been set

for A SONG IS BORN which

is now current in Texas and Ok-

lahoma City. Due to the wealth

of radio material it was possible

to make effective tie-up with

practically all the leading sta-

tions, their managers and disc

jockeys. Publicity agents for the

theatres were also highly active

In placing contests and following

thru to see that Samuel Gold-

vyn's production reached a vast

radio audience.

In Oklahoma City where the pic-

ture opened Tuesday, Nov. 2nd,

the radio contest was set with

KOMA, the 50,000 Watt CBS
outlet, with the gratis disc jockey

material being divided between

KOMA, KTOK and KBYE. The

radio campaign was augmented
by window displays and news-

paper ads by Murray Wallpaper
Co. and all the music stores. Al-

vin Hendricks, Center Theatre

Manager, was responsible for

this great campaign.

Dallas was the first city in the

southwest to play the picture and
here thru the co-operation of

Frank Starz, publicity director for

Interstate Theatres, and Bob
Kelley, Dallas publicity director,

two radio contests were set with

Station KSKY and KXIL. These
two stations and also WRR used
all the disc jockey material. A
Harris & Co., one of the big de-

partment stores, came thru with

several windows and also news-

paper ads, while all music stores

and record shops were covered.

Houston's Majestic theatre

was a November 4th opening

and here the radio contest was

set with KTRH, 50,000 Watt Co-

lumbia station. Material was also

used by KXYZ, ABC outlet, with

window displays in Levy Bros. De-

partment stores, Bute Wallpaper

Co. and all the record shops.

Conrad Brady was co-ordinator

for the Interstate Theatre.

San Antonio also opened on

Thursday, November 4th, and

Jack Chalman, Interstate pub-

licity man, aided in arranging

radio contest with Station KTSA,

Columbia outlet. Material was

also used by KABC, 50,000 Watt

ABC station. The Vogue Dress

Shop came thru with a series of

window displays and also all music

stores.

Tulsa, Oklahoma, will open
November 18th and Eunice Mc-
Daniel of the Ralph Talbott thea-

tres has set radio contests with

Station KFMJ and KOME. The

Wolf Department Stores will have

a series of windows, as well as all

music shops.

Fort Worth is the sixth and

last big city to open, the date

being November 19th and here

Dan Gould, Jr., Interstate pub-

licity man, has set radio contest

and all material with Station

KFJZ. Several of the big stores

will have windows displays.

All in all It means that A
SONG IS BORN will have plenty

of advance ballyhoo and do a

healthy business at the box-office

throughout the Lone Star and

Sooner states.

—EDDIE TERHUNE

a4H07HfR NEW SER\fS

fwmJRKO-.
ElslUNERS

K-^^--^W.L. ,r DISTRIBUTORS OF*

th^^Treen's forewost short subjects. J
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Strikes to Spare

BERLIN POWDER KEG: Wrlt-

e- Richard Hanser and Camera-

man William Deeke leave next

v.-eek for Germany to do a story

cn the situation in Berlin. Hanser,

v'ho served with the Division of

Psychological Warfare in the

ETO and is an expert on German
affairs, wrote an earlier TIA

about the American occupation,

GERMANY TODAY. Mansers

recent TIA assignments included

CRIME LAB and GLAMOUR
STREET. Deeke was the man who
scent three months on ice in pho-

tographing OPERATION WHITE
TOWER, the story of the Wash-
burn expedition climb up Mount
McKinley.

*
GLAMOUR STREET, recent

THIS IS AMERICA about the

world s most exotic thoroughfare.

New York's Fifth Avenue, is fea-

tured in a brochure sent out by

the Fifth Avenue Association to

over 1400 members in the Metro-

politan area and throughout

America.

Jay Bonafield announces the

following changes in production

personnel: Effective Monday,
November 8th, Lloyd Durant will

assume new responsibilities as

assistant to production manager,

Douglas Travers . . . Effective

Monday. November 8th, Burton

Benjamin has been relieved of

his responsibilities as assistant to

production manager, Douglas

Travers, to become producer of

the new SCREENLINER series.

Burton begins production shortly

on a one-reeler on the day in

the life of a jet pilot. Special

cameras will record the 800 mph
performances of the world s fast-

est planes. Among the unusual

sequences to be photographed
will be shots of a pilot blacking

out under the pressure of a 9-G
gravitational pull as his plane

goes into a dive.

Tarzcn Bow Expert
Holiywooo—Lex Barker, who

"-akes his debut as the new Tar-

zan in TARZANS MAGIC
FOUNTAIN, needed no coach-

ing in archery for this So! Lesser

croduction for RKO Radio re-

ease. In addition to being a foot-

ball star at Princeton, Barker cap-
tained the university archery

teani.

Good. With bowling at an all

time high in popularity, this v/ill

interest both men and women

sports enthusiasts. In fact, as the

picture shows, females often ex-

cell the males in pin smashing. Jo
Etien of Los Angeles and Cath-

erine Fellmuth of Chicago dem-
onstrate some strikes and trick

shots and the reel ends with Andy
Veripapa scoring with some prac-

tically impossible shots.

—BOXOFFICE

Texas Redhead

A thorough description of the

cuck-hunting process which will

prove most interesting to the

gun-toting sportsmen. The red-

heads are a species of duck which

fly to the Gulf of Mexico where
the hunters lie in wait to shoot

them in season. When the ducks

approach the carefully placed

decoys, the hunter shoots and
then the Labrador retriever brings

in the birds.

—BOXOFFICE

W/io's Delinquent

Good. This explores the delin-

quency problem which is facing

n'any American homes today.

Film holds interest for the aver-

age moviegoer. The background

Is a typical American town, where

juvenile delinquents are just as

common as in large cities. A re-

porter interviews a dozen boys

and girls who have been arrested

and learns that delinquency usual-

ly begins in the home.

—BOXOFFICE

,
OUR GRfArf^;-.

CENTERED ON

SPORTS

SALESMEN'S
STANDINGS

25 LEADERS
"SHORT SUBECT" SALES

1 948 - 49

Tf eek Ending Oct. 28. 1948

Lefko to Hospital

Salesman Sam Letko of Phlla-

celphia Is again confined at the

Will Rogers Memorial Hospital

at Saranac Lake. Sam passed

through New York from Philadel-

phia Wednesday. He believes he

v.'ill be OK again by spring, and

1. Dyson Kansas City all RKOers hope so, indeed, Sam.

2. Ringler Kansas City

3. Gwin Denver

4. Warren Salt Lake City 15. Snider Oklahoma Cit-y

5. Ferguson Dallas 16. Boyce Salt Lake City

6. Soldfarb Denver 17. Walton Dallas

7. Neilsen Omaha 18. Watters Sioux Falls

8. Desch Dallas 19. Thorn San Francisco

9. Appeiman Denver 20. Hoese Salt Lake City

10. Wangberg Kansas City 21. Cummins San Francisco

1 1. Winters Minneapolis 22. Ebert Indianapolis

12. Blakeley Oklahoma City 23. Engelman Portland

13. Griffin Salt Lake City 24. Steinman Minneapolis

14. Carettie Pittsburgh 25. Canelll New Haven

WHAT THEY SAY—I have seen JAN AUGUST AND HIS PIANO MAGIC
not once but twice, and I can truthfully say that I enjoyed it the second time
as much if not more than when I saw i! the first time. Insofar as I am con-
cerned you can put Jan August in every one of the Screenliners. This particu-

lar short is really a splendid subject, and I am going to make certain that it is

screened at the trade showings on all of the features that we will have during
the next few days.

—DAVE PRINCE, S. E. Dist. Mgr.

WHAT THEY SAY—"JAN AUGUST ' is a fine entertainment subject and
totally different from the run of the mill short subjects. We are bearing down
now to date this subject in important situations quickly, knowing that the word
of mouth comment will aid our sale and liquidation throughout the territory.

—JOSEPH G. EMERSON, Denver

I
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2 Former RKOers

Open New Theatre

At Yankton, 5. D.

Two former veteran RKOites
v/ho have gone into the exhibition

field recently opened the new
Yankton Theatre, at Yankton, S.

D., and their souvenir program of

coming attractions was practi-

cally one hundred percent RKO.
Seven of the eight coming at-

tractions carried the RKO trade-

mark.

The showmen are T. R. (Tommy)
Thompson and W. A. (Bill) Burke.

Tommy was for many years a

branch chief for us at Kansas

City and Bill was office manager
and then salesman there.

When Ned E. Depinet wired

congratulations, Bill Burke wrote:

"You will notice that RKO pic-

tures play a most prominent part

in our list of attractions, and will

continue to do that, you may be
sure.

"After distributing RKO for so

many years, we are now going
io prove that what we have been
telling the exhibitors was true and
can be proved by performance."

'Fugitive" Fine

Run at Winnipeg Speciavulur TtviiB Biii I

Branch Manager M. Nackimson

of Winnipeg reports a highly

successful engagement of THE

FUGITIVE at the Lyceum Thea-

tre, Winnipeg. An extensive cam-

paign was put on for this first-

run house.

Teaser ads were used in the

three daily papers three days in

advance of opening. A special

screening was held for the local

priests and critics. The FUGITIVE

was advertised In an English

speaking Catholic weekly paper

and in the French Catholic weekly

paper. These newspapers were

distributed in the churches. The

manager of the Lyceum used al-

most a solid display of stills for

the theatre front. These caught

the attention of practically every-

one who passed the theatre.

Field Mao Russ Morgan "Good Sam"
Field Man Russ Morgan of Seattle entered the GOOD SAM

ranks via a benefit performance for a widowed mother of seven

children. FHere's the complete story as recorded (with pictures)

In large space in the Seattle Post-Intelligencer:

Heart warming news came to Mrs. Gladys Jones, 29, wid-

owed mother of seven children, yesterday.

RKO Radio Pictures, Inc., will put on a benefit premiere
movies for her, Russ Morgan, RKO field representative told the

mother. Dan Redden, manager of Paramount Theater, said the

premiere will be held in that theater.

The picture "Good Sam," starring Gary Cooper and Ann
Sheridan, is the story of a Good Samaritan—a comedy with

a wistful tone.

The premiere showing will be at the Paramount at I I p.m.

November 3 and net proceeds will go toward finishing the

new house that Mrs. Jones' husband, Thomas Jones, Sr., had
barely started when he died suddenly last January.

"It would be nice If we could raise $2,000 at the premiere,"
Morgan wished aloud at he talked to the young widow yester-

day, "We'd like to get enough money to get your house finished

and to pay up your property If possible."

Ticket sale for the premiere begins tomorrow In all of
Seattle's Hamrlck-Evergreen theater box offices.

The general public is Invited to see the premiere and help
the Joneses at the same time.

Mrs. Jones and her seven children are making the best of
things in one room of a garage at 16201 15th Ave. S. W. Their
unfinished home—which White Center Lions Club members
and friends from all over Washington State have been helping
to complete— is at 16002 16th Ave. S. W.

Mrs. Jones was almost overcome with gratitude when she
heard about it.

"Everybody has been so good to us," she exclaimed. "It

seems too good to be true. It's like reading a story about some-
body else."

The RKO Theatres is giving

Broadway one of Its gayest and

most exciting twin bills and thea-

tre front In years. The Theatre

folk brought from the cans two

mighty spectacles of another dec-

ade, THE LAST DAYS OF POM-
PEII, and SHE, and along with a

unique animated front and news-

paper advertising that sparked
with adjectives and illustration

literally packed 'em In at the

historic Palace.

The double-barreled fireworks

program was Inaugurated Satur-

day morning, Oct. 30th, and since

the 9:30 opening hour has been
drawing steadily and in large

numbers. The overwhelming re-

sponse accorded the double spec-

tacle show has wen the combina-
tion a second holdover week.

The extraordinary program
with the backing of similar RKO
showmanship also has been run-

ning at the Grand, Chicago.
Branch Manager Sam Gorelick

says:

"The surprise of the year is

the twin booking at the Grand.
The theatre had a holdout almost

constantly for several days.
"

The spectacle shows will be
shown generally throughout the

country. Many top stars are fea-

Pom-

A crowd of 10,000 turned out

last Thursday night at Atlanta to

watch a boxing exhibition by

heavyweight champion Joe Louis.

Joe, the RKO star of course, is

now on a tour of the country . . .

College basketball is going to

take on more of an intersectlonal

complex this year than ever.

Teams from Yale, North Carolina

State, City College of New York

and Long Island University will

make their first west coast ap-

pearance during the season. In-

tersectlonal games will open in

December In the huge San Fran.

tured in the two attractions. One
of the co-stars of SHE is Helen
Gahagan, now a prominent politi-

cal figure.

The Palace front is a crowd
stopper of the first magnitude. In

the center around the box-office

there Is an overhead blower
shooting flames around hand-
pcilnted figures. There Is a sound-
record volcano and channel lights

the full length overhead. The
box-office is enclosed with color

blow-ups with mirror trim.

On each side there are enun-
clator signs, with 22 changes of

copy. Above are scenes hand-
painted, with erupting volcano
and letters In gold simulating

stone for spelling out the Pom-
peii title. The Pompeii scene is

flanked by lights showing moving
lava and throwing fire on figures

12 feet high. SHE is similarly

highlighted on the other flank.

The title SHE carrying as it

does but three letters was given

emphasis through the use of six-

foot sheets of glass on which
shaded letters were painted in

color. On a double bill of this

kind some device was needed for

the shorter title.

Two barkers enumerated the

highlights of the big double-head-
er.

Errol Western"
For the first time since he be-

gan making two-reel comedies

for RKO Radio 15 years ago,

Leon Errol will "go western" in

one of the two-reelers. Title of the

western short subject Is THE
CACTUS CUT-UP, now being

directed by Charles E. Roberts.

cIsco Palace. Yale, headed by Its

high scoring forward, Tony Lavel-

li, will meet St. Mary's Dec. 20

and Stanford Dec. 2 I . All of this

means added momentum for our

basketball specials . . . Joe Louis'

life story Is running in Life Maga-
zine and the New York Times . . .

Our football special will have the

benefit this year of representing

teams from every section of the

country, for look how the leaders

are scattered: Notre Dame,
Michigan, North Carolina, Army,

California, Georgia Tech, Penn-

sylvania, Penn State, Southern

Methodist, Oklahoma, Missouri,

Nevada, Oregon, etc.
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PARENTSMagazines

^ m,,

BANTAM BOOK POSTER—The Bantam Book pubUshers are
using this colorful window poster for their STATION WEST
edition. This is a reproduction of the cover of the book which
already has reached the phenomenal sale of over 500,000
copies. Bantam books is putting on a special drive in each of

the playdate cities.

^2«fA^ PARENTS' Magazine ^ifi:

Outstanding family

audience production

of the month!...

We strongly recommend
that every member of

the family see it!

DORE SCHARY prwiR

mum HOLDE/V

ROBERT mC\\UI\l[

CHRISTMAS COVER FOR "HEART"—When a WaU Disney
attraction falls for release around Christmas, that means extra

publicity, and especially in national magazines. No less than
the Pictorial Review is going to give over its Christmas cover
to SO DEAR TO MY HEART. The cover, reproduced herewith,

appears on the Review for December 19th. Scholastic Magazine
will use a special drawing from SO DEAR TO MY HEART as
a cover of their Thanksgiving number. Young America recently

gave a page to the new Disney picture.

SPECIAL "RACHEL" ONE-SHEET—Herewith is a reproduction

of the special one-sheet being distributed by S. Barret McCor-

mick's department to branches. It covers in a dramatic maimer

the RACHEL AND THE STRANGER Parents' Magazine award,

the Medal of the Month, for the best picture for family audiences.

This is a unique bit of showmanship, indeed, and is certain to

gain and hold attention.

DISCUSSING ENTERTAINMENT plans for the annual Front

Page Dinner-Dance of the New York Newspaper Women's Club,

at the Waldorf Astoria, Nov. 19th, Peggy Foldes of the RKO
Theatres publicity department, chairman of the club's enter-

tainment committee, meets with John "Information Please"

Kieran, who will serve as emcee for the occasion. RKO is al-

ways well represented at this star-studded party and to last

year's long list of celebrities we contributed Barbara Bel Geddes,
Marilyn Maxwell, Barbara Hale and Bill Williams.
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Sermon on ^^Qood Sam^^
(Ed's note: Reverend Herbert W. Hansen of the Scars-

dale Community Baptist Church, Scarsdale, /Veto York, used

• our GOOD SAM as the basis for the foUoxcing sermon

preached on Sunday, November 7th, It certainly is refreshing

to have a minister use GOOD SAM as the basis of his sermon

and to urge his congregation to see the picture.)

Sctipture: Luke 10:25-37

7V.V/: "But a certain Samaritan,

as he journeyed, came ivhere

he lias; and when he saw him,

he had compassion on him.

And Kent to him, and hound
up his icounds, pouring in oil

and nine, and set him on his

oiiii beast, and brought him
to an inn, and took care of

him."

Luke 10:33-34

I saw a most interesting motion

l)icture recently at Radio City. It

\vas called ''Good Sam" and con-

cerned itself with an incurable

Good Samaritan, affectionately

known as Good Sam.

I He was a man who took the

advice of his minister seriously.

He believed in the example of the

Good Samaritan. He believed in

the charity or love that Paul com-

manded in the 13th chapter of

First Corinthians. He believed in

practicing the Golden Rule,

taught by all great religious lead-

ers.

Whenever he did good, he got

into trouble. If he substituted for

one of the ushers in the church

to take up the offering, he

dropped the plate because he was

so clumsy.

H he loaned his car to his

(leighbor who had defective eye-

iight, that neighbor would turn

jver another car with which he

.oUided and Sam would be sued.

If he paid his neighbor's bill

IS a matter of convenience, the

leighbor would not pay him
. )ack.

If he held a bus for a hurrying

voman in thick traffic, the wom-

I

in would be running into a drug

tore, not trying to catch a bus.

You ought to see this picture,

f you have an opportunity, be-

ause the character portrayal is

o true to life. It reminds one of

be humor and character por-

rayal of "It Happened One
light."

Eventually Sam's wife, who
as a pretty easy going person

she would have to be an eas\-

I A |°'"c person to live with him )

.

' * egan to tell him that he had too

uch faith in people. People ini-

1^

pose on the do-gooder. He be-

comes a '"soft touch." There an*

people who do not deserve the

help they ask for.

It got to the point, after he bml
given away or loaned the mone\
he and his wife had saved up to

buy a new house, where his wife

was calling him a "double-cross-

ing, two-faced, sneaking Samari-

tan." She had to get his minister

to tell him that "charity begins

at home."

His wife said he was in lover

with the human race . . . "He
won t swat the leeches who cling

to him . . . marriage is a case of

give and take ... he gives every-

thing away and I just have to

take it . . . he's his brother's keej)-

er. and he has too many brothers

. . . he wants a house by the sidi-

of the road . . . and to be a friend

of man . . . and I do the cook-

ing."

At last Sam himself took to

drink because his doing good got

him into so much trouble. He
started quoting Scotch proverbs

to himself, ""Do a man a good
turn and he'll never forgie you."

He remembered that the Arabs
say, "Do no good and you'll suf-

fer no ingratitude."

He bought a drink for a bum
who told him, "YouVe not really

helping me. All you are doing is

bolstering your own ego. So you

bought me a couple of lousy

drinks and now you feel good
about it!"

On mv way home after seeing

this picture I came upon a stalled

car with some young people in

it who signalled me. They wanted

a push to get started. I suppose

I've pushed other cars a hundred

times to get them started. But this

night, after seeing "Good Sam,"

1 would have to break a piece off

my own front bumper which cost

me some inconvenience and some
money!"

/,

The Good Samaritan

Will Be Imposed On
The Good Samaritan will be

imposed upon unless he is care-

ful to protect himself.

I knew a man once whose wife

divorced him because he was too

generous. He was "generous to

a fault.'" He spent or gave away
his pav check every month, be-

fore he could get it home to her.

He loaned it to people who im-

posed on him. He bought his w ife

expensive presents which they

could not afford. Then he ex-

pected her to run the home and

bring up the children, with no

money.

It is evident that some "do-

gooders' should be spoofed. Not

only will people impose on the

Good Samaritan, but some of the

things people want you to do are

perfectlv ridiculous. I know, be-

cause as a minister I am in this

business of helping other people.

Shailer Matliews used to say

good people do not always have
good sense."

The man w ho does a good turn

to-da\ and does it well will be

asked to do another good turn

to-morrow. The next day he will

be asked to do two good turns

and pretty soon he will be giving

the major part of his time to

helping other people. I know, be-

cause I do it. I in a Good Sam.
But I want to make the point, that

unless the Good Sam knows how
to protect himself, and has sense

enough to know when he is being

imposed on, he will be pushed
around.

//.

The Good Samaritan

Will Get Into Trouble

There is always the "Liability

of the Good Samaritan." I was
once on the board of a neighbor-

hood association. There was a

long flight of steps in the neigh-

borhood which was a hazard.

Some of us thought they ought

to be repaired. Some thought the

neighborhood association should

do it.

There was a lawyer on that

board. He cautioned against do-

ing anvthing at all. But if we did

anything, we should build a whole

new flight of steps, because, he

said, "If you go in there as a

sort of good-natured meddler,

and fix those steps and don't do a

very good job, then if someone
subsequently gets hurt on them,

you are liable for that injury.'"

Another man said, "^ e ought to

be careful about the liability of

the Good Samaritan." The law-

yer turned to me and said, "\ou
might get a sermon out of all

of this." I said that I did not very

often get sermons from what law-

yers said, but that 1 might possi-

bly get one here.

If you try to help out in a

family dispute for instance, you
are apt to get to the place where
you are going to have to say some
pretty plain things. Somebody
isn't going to like you I .Ma\ be all

parties concerned will hate vou
for a while.

I have an address that I give to

other ministers which deals with

my life as a Good Samaritan.
That address is called "KEEP-
ING IN TROUBLE."" The min-
ister who trys to be a personal
counsellor becomes involved in

other people's troubles, and it

keeps him in hot water a lot of

the time himself.

///.

Good Samaritanism

Pays Rich Dividends

1 don t want to spoil the pic-

ture. "Good Sam." for vou, but

if you have seen it or see it in

the future, you know that the

picture teaches that Good Sa-

maritanism pays big dividends
in satisfaction. Perhaps we ought
not to make ourselves feel good
that way. Is it just a way of bol-

stering up our own ego? I do
not believe so.

In the book of Galatians there

i^ a text that has always been my
motto

—
"Let us not be weary in

well-doing: for in due season we
shall reap, if we faint not."

I often get tired of trying to

do good, especially when people
impose on me. or won"t take ad-

\ ice which anyone with common-
sense ought to follow quickly. I

"suffer fools gladly"' as do all

those who try to be Good Sa-

maritans.

But every once in a while this

Good Samaritanism pays the big
dividend of satisfaction. You do
something for somebody and that

somebody appreciates it for the

rest of his life. He can never do

enough for you. He can never

repa) what he considers his debt.

You w ill not go wrong if you

say, "To do good is my religion."

Only sometimes you must expect

to be imposed on. You must know

}ou w ill get weary in well-doing.

You must expect to get into trou-

ble. But, most important of all.

you will reap the richest divi-

dends of satisfaction, if you don't

faint. \ou will be helping other

people in the spirit of Christ, who

"went about doing good."
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ROBERT PRESTON
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BLOOP Oj/if

with

WALTER BRENNAN • PHYLLIS THAXTER

FRANK FAYLEN • TOM TULLY
Executive Producer SID ROGELL
Produced by THERON WARTH
Directed by ROBERT WISE
Screen Play by LILUE HAYWARD

He met his

match—and
his fate

—

^ in her arms!

Lusty, violent,

savage tale of

the deadliest

range war ever

to EXPLODE
on the screen!

Straight

from the

rip-roaring

pages of

the famous

Saturday

Evening Post

serial story

of blood

and thunder

in the old

West!

Broadway Engagement at Brandt's Globe Theatre
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"Song Is Born" Tops at B. 0. Nationwide, Says Variety

Samuel Goldwyn's A SONG IS BORN through new

openings in key cities has, Variety says, "Enabled the Danny

Kaye picture to make such a strong showing that it has

edged into top position nationwide." Our new leader has

gone into four weeks at the Astor, New York, and the

Woods, Chicago, second weeks Toledo, Oklahoma City,

Milwaukee, Bakersfield, Seattle Minneapolis, St. Paul, Bal-

timore, Pittsburgh, Buffalo, New Haven, Hartford. Detroit

Birmingham, St. Louis, Bridgeport, Kansas City, Los Ange-

les (Hillstreet and Pantages), Cincinnati, Cleveland, Des

Moines. Big at Albany. Duluth, Danbury, Torrington, Scran-

ton, Wilkes Barre, Altoona, Erie. VVheeling, Richmond

(Byrd and State) Roanoke, two theatres, Grand Rapids.

This represents almost a hundred percent holdovers where

there is a possibility for such.

RACE STREET has bobbed up again in Variety's golden

dozen. Branch Manager Hatton Taylor of Detroit says

phenomenal at the Palms State, Detroit, best since Octo-

ber, 1946, and held over. Second weeks Nashville, Chicago,

Boston, San Jose. Branch Manager Ed Lamb of Seattle

says equalled RETURN OF THE BAD MEN at Coliseum,

Seattle, held over. Excellent Fall River, Wilmington, Cam-
den, Pawtucket, Ithaca. Playing over the RKO Metropoli-

tan circuit of 35 theatres and turned in one of best grosses

in past several months.

STATION WEST—At Long Beach played State, Towne

and Cabart and moved over to another house. Second

weeks at Downtown and Hollywood, Los Angeles. Second

week at the Golden Gate. San Francisco. Two theatres

at San Diego, California and Loma. Excellent Stanley,

Pittsburgh.

GOOD SAM — Second weeks Sacramento, Detroit,

lAllentown, Charlotte, Columbia, Pomono, San Bernardino,

ISeattle, Eugene. Excellent San Jose. Hagerstown, Water-

bury, Torrington, Council Bluffs, Easton, Elmira, Bethlehen".

I

RACHEL AND THE STRANGER—Held over at Ingle-

wood. Beverly Hills, Salinas, San Jose, and Branch Man-

jager Harry Cohen of Los Angeles says continuing fine

business everywhere. Second week Bridgeport. Excellent

Macon, Topeka, Phoenix, Sharon, Mattoon, Binghamton,

Nashville. Peoria, Superior, Duluth, Allentown, Holyoke

puincy, Scraqton, VVIIJ^^s Barre, Jersey City, Vancouver,

ampa, Niagara faM. Third week Detroit.

II
BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES—Continues sensational

I n Canada 4th weeks Toronto and Winnipeg, second week
I Calgary. Second week at the Odeon, Toronto, only $700

:own from opening week. Final day of first week at the

9rand Calga'"v, was $160 crea"'"e'" t'^ai ooening day.

Brcntlingfr Says "Hfart" ttt*st Disney

INDIANAPOLIS IND 9

ROBERT MOCHRIE
HAVE NEVER WIRED YOU BEFORE REGARDING A MOTION

PICTURE, BUT I JUST SAW SO DEAR TO MY HEART. THIS IS

ONE OF THE FINEST MOTION PICTURES I HAVE EVER SEEN
FOR ENTERTAINMENT VALUE AND GROSSES. BELIEVE THIS IS

THE BEST DISNEY SHOW TO DATE AND I AM CONFIDENT
THAT WE WILL ROLL UP A BETTER GROSS THAN SONG OF
THE SOUTH, WHICH IS SAYING A LOT. EVERYONE WHO SAW
SO DEAR TO MY HEART AT THIS PRIVATE SCREENING FOR
THE PRESS WAS VERY MUCH ENTHUSED. ALREADY HAVE 55

PREMIERE BOOKINGS AND YOU CAN BANK ON 75 BOOKINGS,
WHICH WILL BE BY FAR THE GREATEST PREMIERE INDIA-
NAPOLIS HAS EVER HAD.

R L BRENTLINGER

• • • LAST WEEK crt the Palace cn old Broadway two pictures

reissued by RKO, "Last Days of Pompeii" and "She," did a
record business of 530,000 for the week. . . . Many ask why.
. . . The answer is simple. . . . These two pictures ore MOVING
pictures. They actually MOVE. . . . They are full of action. . . ,

They follow the tested formula of dramatic action and spec-

tacle. . . . They do not preach a sermon. . . They do not try

to educate the public. . . . They are merely MOVING Dictures,

produced for entertainment value, to mcdie money. It's hmny
how much the public wants that kind of entertainment . . .

and then again it "cdn't honny, McGee." . . It's just plan com-
mon sense. . . . The public is getting tired of pseudo preach-
ments. . . . It's getting tired of phony message pictures. . . .

It's tiring of being "educated." . . It just wants to be enter-

tained. ... It follcws that the industry now needs pictures that

(I) will bring people into the thecrter and (2) entertain them.
... If not BIG shows, then LITTLE shows, but let's have more
that really entertain. . . . No matter how corny that idea may
sound to some, it's the com that lines the production-distribu-

ticn as well as the exhibition till. . . So, suppose we get

"picked on" by the super-intelligentsia. . . . After all, it's better

to be "picked on" and be able to make a few bucks than to

make a picture that wins the praise of certain critics for its

daring and unusual handling of a very delicate subject only
to find that the stockholders really prefer com to red ink
entries. . . . Educational pictures do have their place, but they
should be kept in their place . . . and entertainment pictures
should entertain.

Howard on Trip

William Howard, assistant gen-

-al manager of RKO Theatres,

-+ Wednesday on a theatre in-

;ection tour fhrough New Gr-

ans, Chicago, Minneapolis and

Paul. Mr. Howard plans to

tturn to New York next week.

WHAT THEY SAY—Al Kolitz and myself looked at EVERY GIRL SHOULD BE
MARRIED and this is a motion picture of which we can all be very proud. In my
opinion, it has the wholesomeness of THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER with the

comedy of BACHELOR AND THE BOBBY-SOXER. Should definitely be one of

the finest entertainment pictures we have ever released. It will be a pleasure
to handle this.

-JOE EMERSON, Denver
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WORLD PREMIERE, THURSDAY NOVEMBER 11th

CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCES
7 SHOWS DAILY starting at 9 A.M.-11:30

2 P.M.-4:30-7-9:30 and 12 MIDNIGHT

VICTORIA
BROADWAY at 46tli STREET

COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR
CAST OF THOUSANDS

«;). JOSE FERRER
FRANCIS L. SI Ll-IVAN • ). CARROL NfAISH • WARD BOND • SHEI>I'ERI) STRl'DWK K

Hl'RD HATFIELD • CENE LOCKHART • JOHN EMERY • CEOROE COIILOHRIS
JOHN IRELAND .nj C ECIL J<ELLAWA

Y

upo> ikt pi., Jo.n of Loir.in.' k, MAXWELL ANDERSON
tctxupl., k, MAXWELL ANDERSON .nj ANDREW SOLT

• It Jlicctlon l, RICHARD DAY • Jiftclof o( pl.olo<r.pl., JOSEPH VALENTINE A. S C.

ProJuceJ tv DirecleJ Ly

WALTER WANGER • VICTOR FLEMING
• nud I, SIEREA '"ICTL'KES. Int. aIc.kJ k, RKO RADIO I'lCI'liRES

in The New York

SundayTimes
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COOPER-FORD DUO

SEND A WESTERN

BEFORE CAMERAS
By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 12:—Remembering what a terri-

fic business Argosy's FORT APACHE did a few months
ago, you'll be glad to know that the Merian C. Cooper-
John Ford duo have another equally gripping and dramatic

tale of Army life in the old days now before the cameras.

Out In picturesque Monu-
rrient Valley on the Utah-

Arizona border, where much
of FORT APACHE was

n-iade, Director Ford is

shooting SHE WORE A
YELLOW RIBBON In Tech-

nicolor, with four of the stal-

warts who scored so heavily

In the earlier picture again

portraying hard-bitten
frontier cavalrymen.

John Wayne, John Agar,

George O'Brien, Harry
Carey, Jr., Victor McLaglen
and Ben Johnson head the

male cast, with Joanne Dru,

the girl who Is clicking big

right now in "Red River," in

the feminine lead and a flock

of top-notch supporting

players that includes Arthur

Shields, Mildred Natwick,

Forrest Tucker, Tom Tyler

and Jack Pennick.

The story, which packs just

a: many thrills per foot of

film as Its predecessor, has

Wayne for its hero. He plays

the part of Captain Brittles,

a veteran Indian fighter

commanding the cavalry de-

tachment at Fort Starke,

.-'ho sadly faces retirement

in a few days and who hates

to leave the country where
is wife and child lie burled
1 the fort's tiny cemetery.

His sympathetic superior,

/lajor Allard (O'Brien), sends

lim out on one last mission.

he Cheyennes, flushed by

the recent defeat of Custer,

are preparing a great cam-
paign to drive the white men
from their land. And Brittles,

after escorting the Major's

wife and daughter to safety.

Is to round up the nearest

Cheyenne band and head it

back northward.

But the Indians have al-

ready assembled on a huge

scale and, vastly outnum-

bered and handicapped by
the presence of the two
v/omen, Brittles has to return

to the fort. As he Is sched-

uled to retire the next day,

the Major relieves him of

command but sends him out

again with a small force,

under strict orders to avoid

fighting until heavy rein-

forcements can arrive.

How Brittles sees a stra-

tegic opportunity to smash
the Cheyenne attack with-

out bloodshed, and delib-

erately disobeys his orders

to do so, forms the stirring

climax of the vivid film.

A romantic triangle with

Agar, Carey and Miss Dru

is woven into the plot, and
you can bet that Ford, who
did such a magnificent di-

rectorial job on FORT
APACHE, will again turn in

a sensational show—especi-

ally with the added value of

Technicolor In capturing the

spectacular hues of the

Novel Contest For

'Song" In Lowell

A novel use of the Wachsteter

caricatures illustrated in the

pressbook for A SONG IS BORN
v/as planted in the Sunday Tele-

gram by Manager Sam Torgan

and Publicist Frank Boyle of the

RKO Keith's theatre in Lowell,

Mass. Four of the caricatures

were incorporated in a two-col-

umn layout, with space for the

readers to write in the names of

the band leaders portrayed. One
clue to each identity was fur-

nished, and the accompanying

story, besides listing the contest

rules, gave a synopsis of the pic-

ture with' theatre and playdate

credits. Breaking on November

7th, the contest will run for 10

days in advance of the opening

of the picture.

—RALPH BANGHART

Mooney on Trip

Frank Mooney of North-South

contract approval returned from

his vacation at Jekeli island, off

Brunswick, Ga., via the Charlotte

bianch where he sat in on a sales

m.eeting. On election evening

Fiank was at the Virginia Hotel,

Lynchburg, and was invited to

attend a Republican celebration

of victory. Frank (who had a little

Let down on Truman) said he was

on the other side of the fence,

but was told that made no dif-

ference. He promised to attend,

and did after taking a two-hour

walk around town. With so many

red faces when he got back to the

party he just did recognize the

Republican folks who invited him.

Monument Valley region.

Like the former picture,

SHE WORE A YEL-TOO

LOW RIBBON Is based on

one of James Warner Bel-

lah's realistic Saturday Even-

ing Post stories of the old

frontier. And It looks from

here as though Your Com-
pany will have another box-

office sockeroo when this

newest Argosy offering hits

the screen.

Walt Disney Story

By State Department

Will Be Sent Abroad

The Department of State is

going to release a biographi-

cal feature story on Walt Dis-

ney which will be sent, with

photographs, to 106 foreign

countries. The story is currently

being written by Frances Kerr

of the Department of State's

International Press Division.

This is a newly instituted ser-

vice. Walt is fourth on the list

of Americans to be so hon-

ored. He joins General Eisen-

hower, Thomas E. Dewey and
John D. Rockefeller, Sr.

\oyernher 20th

R. C. PRICE
ERIC A. CLARRY
SELIG P. Q. EPSTEIN
PAUL KATZ
HOWARD CLARK

Sovembcr 2 1 ft

WALTER E. BRANSON
CLARA N. PHILLIPS
LAL'RA PRONCmCK
MINNIE LEISTIKOW
DOROTHY MERCER
JESSIE KIMBRELL
CATHERINE R. DRISCOLL

November 21nd

L. P. ROSEN
SYLVIA SCHECHTER

November Zird

REBA RAM
MARY HUGHES

.Sovember

CATHERINE OGLE
MATILDA BECKER

November 2'yth

KATE E. SELLERS
ARMANTDO FERNANDEZ
JOYCE M. FRANCIS
MARY A. BALZER
ANGELO MEDICI. JR.
GORDON ALLEN

\o\ember 26lh

J. E. C.^SHMAN
CHRISTINA L. MAKOWSKI
JUNE JACOBSON
.NLARY E TUTTLE
BILL RUTH PIKE
GLADYS D. DUKES

Atlanu
Detroit

New York
New York

Omaha

Home Office

Des Moines
Philadelphia

Milwaukee
Home Office

Atlanta
Boston

Buffalo

Home Office

Home Office

Pittsburgh

.•Ktlanta

Omaha

Atlanta
Home Office

New Orleans
Home Office

Home Office

San Francisco

Home Office

Home Office

New York
Home Office

Dallas
Indianapolis

Sullivan Returns
Frances L. Sullivan has returned

from a five week trip to England

and will remain in New York for

the gala world premiere at the

Victoria Theatre of Sierra Pic-

tures' JOAN OF ARC. Sullivan is

seen as Cauchon, the Bishop of

Beauvais, who was the dominant
influence in sending the Maid of

Orleans to her doom.
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MtcfE€tiMtfj irown

L€»ft to niffitt

The CBS broadcast The Holly-

wood Picture told the story of a

whole industry by telling the

story of a single picture. THE
BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES,
from the moment when the idea

struck Sam Goldwyn behind the

ears to its days of glory, which
means right up until now. It is

doubtful if any previous motion
picture has been given such a

treatment. The radio program
and the comment thereon will

help to establish further the

prestige of an attraction which
already has won more Oscars

and other honors than any pic-

ture in industry history.

"I consider the broadcast one

of the most entertaining our in-

dustry has ever had on the air,"

said Southwestern District Man-
ager Ben Cammack." "It should

give the public a better under-

standing of the problems of our

business. It created a lot of good-

will not only for Goldwyn and
our Company but the entire in-

dustry as well."

Sam Gorelick says:

"I thought the program ex-

ceptionally fine and I believe

more programs such as this

would help considerably in ac-

quainting the public with our
problems in picture making. Even
my family, who are familiar with
the motion picture business, did
not realize the amount of effort

put forth by our business in mak-
ing pictures."

The New York newspapers
have been carrying lengthy stories

from London on the command
performance of Danny Kaye, who
traveled from Hollywood to ap-

pear before the King and Queen
at a royal show whose proceeds
went to the variety artists' bene-
volent fund. Danny unveiled an
effigy of himself in the Madame
Tussand's wax museum. And the
New York Times led off with
this paragraph covering another
appearance

:

"Two British heroes, Winston
Churchill and Danny Kaye,
shared the limelight in celebra-
tion of Gay Fawkes Day. A lot

of British inhibitions went up in

smoke along with a headless effigy

ol Mr. Kaye. Mr. Churchill joined
the revelers at the biggest bon-
fire in Southern England."
The Rag Society sent Dantiy

a rhyming telegram that said,

Our love for you is burning true
Tonight it will consume you.

But have no fear; the idea here
Is nothing but to boost you.

Danny has been a British na-

tional hero for some time now, all

of which is a world-wide build

up for A SONG IS BORN.

Just at the height of the run at

the Palace of THE LAST DAYS
OF POMPEII the French liner

De Grasse arrived with a con-

signment of silver from the ruins

of Pompeii. Representatives of

Smith College at Northampton,
Mass., were waiting to receive

the latest art loan, a collection

ol five pieces of silver unearthed

.54 years ago.

On November 17th the silver

will be on exhibition at Smith
College, Northampton, Mass.,

marking the 200th anniversary

of the discovery of the buried city

at the foot of Mount Vesuvius.

About 100 objects of the same
provenance on loan from other

museums and also from jjrivate

collectors will constitute the dis-

j)lay of art produced up to 79
A.D. when Pompeii and sur-

rounding areas were buried by
an eruption of Vesuvius.

The Pompeii treasure was
widely heralded in the New York
papers. Harry Mandel, adver-

tising-publicity director of the

RKO Theatres, got a publicity

windfall through its arrival.

The Republicans expected the

Democrats to be run over in the

manner of which Oklahoma de-

feated the t^niversity of Missouri
Tigers on the gridiron last Sat-

uiday. But the Independence
quarterback via Washington
played the whole game alone and
took no chances with his team-
mates. Maybe he remembered
that Roy Regels of one of the

California teams, back two dec-

ades ago, ran the wrong way with
the pigskin, entire length of field

except for a few yards, when he
was tackled by one of his own
men. All of President Truman's
men on the field looked in prac-
tice as if they were going to scoot
the wrong way, so Quarterback
Harry ran, kicked, passed and re-

ceived. On some of his passes he
had to go down field thirty and
forty yards to receive thein him-
self. Around the Home Office

there were a few who got in on
those long odds. We've heard of
Ed McGuire, Fred Duerr, Sam
Hart, Joe Aurrichio, Frank Moon-
ey and Frank Gorman. Odds ran
all the way from five to twenty-
five to one. Ye ed picked Truman
. . . (to lose by 5,000,000). Two
RKOers who went for President
Truman are Ann Levy, secretary
to Metropolitan District Man-

Appelman Injured

Salesman Sam Appelman of

Denver is now resting at his home

in Scottsbluff, Nebraska, after

being hospitalized because of

severe injuries in an automobile

accident. Sam's car was demol-

ished and he received head
lacerations as well as severe

shock and bruises In the accident

just outside of Newcastle, Wyom-
ing. He was confined to the hos-

pital In Newcastle for several

days and was then removed to

his home In Nebraska. Come on,

Sam, all your fellow RKOers are

pulling for you for an early re-

covery!

Vast Heart " Book

Tie-in in the Ylork

The vast book promotion for

Walt Disney's SO DEAR TO MY
HEART includes a Sears, Roe-

buck and Co. tie-in. The Peoples

Club, a division of Sears with a

membership of 450,000 families,

selected In 1947 through their

"Peoples Jury" system SO DEAR
TO MY HEART. They created

their own jacket and title page
for their own edition of 200,000
copies.

The total number of Sears,

Roebuck outlets throughout the

country Is about 1,000—600 re-

tail stores and 400 catalog order

offices. There will be a special

display for the 85 "A" Stores and
additional promotion through

other Sears outlets.

From time to time the Sears

office will be advised of SO
DEAR TO MY HEART playdates

so that full advantage may be
taken In Sears' situations.

The Sears book promotion will

be covered In an extensive man-
ner by Squire Fred Schaefer in

the SO DEAR TO MY HEART
pressbook.

Among Thousands
Hollywood—Jeanne La Duke,

10-year-old Indiana girl, was
chosen from among 12,000 4-H
Club members to play a featured
part In Glenn McCarthy's RKO
Radio release, THE GREEN
PROMISE, starring Walter Bren-

nan. Marguerite Chapman and
Robert Paige.

RADIO

INGRID BERGMAN, star of

JOAN OF ARC, will appear on—
Program: FORD THEATRE OF

THE AIR
Net work: CBS
Time: Fri. Nov. 12 — 9:00 —

10:00 PM EST
The Play: "Camille"
Credit: JOAN OF ARC
Please tune in!

ager Leon Gruenberg, and Dor-
othy Post, booker. They were
among those interviewed follow-

ing election by the New York
Star. Nice going ladies.

Well, the old man of the mountains

is now a grandpappy (Speaking of

our Kentucky salesman, Joe McKnight,

of course). A seven-pound son was

born to Lt. and Mrs. Joseph Charles

McKnight in Yokohoma, Japan. Lt.

McKnight was graduated from the

Columbia Medical Center and is sta-

tioned in Tokyo. They will call the little

newcomer Paul Joseph. So, it's con-

gratulations to the McKnight family!

We gladly welcomed one of our

bookers. Bob Coleman, back to work

Monday. Bob and his bride spent two

weeks at Daytona Beach, Florida on

their honeymoon. He seems to be a

changed man, but only because he has

that Florida tan.

Gene Tunick, our city salesman, does

not know the real value of money,

I'm afraid. Fifty cent piece he was

tossing in the air landed in the fluores-

cent light, and Gene ended up carry-

ing a ladder out in the office to re-

trieve it.

The shipping room is rejoicing over

the election of Harry Truman, all ex-

cept Paul Fagely, who is very sad.

Margaret Walker remarked that if

she never lives to see another election,

she will be satisfied because she had

so much fun during this one.

May Robinson, one of our inspec-

tresses, has been home ill for two

v/eeks. We all wish you a quick re-

covery. May. We are glad to hear that

Wilma Davis has recovered and is back

on the iob.

Katherine Benter, one of our in-

spectresses, is spor-ting some darling

little diamond earrings which she re-

ceived for her anniversary. Very pretty,

Katherine!

It was flower day for Velma Sebree.

All the inspectresses got together and

bought her some beautiful carnations

for "Boss Day." You must be happy
they believe in that day, Velma?

It was goodby to Betty Bonham, also

of the inspection department, who left

for Florida to get married, and remain

down In that beautiful country. Hope
you will be very happy, Betty, and

come back to visit us.

—Jeanie Tharp



Catch this an^^Lif^ for \ovGttthor loth

RKOsPIC-TOUR
OF THE

MONTH

BOSTON DIDN'T APPROVE of her . . . Ll.. ^ : awav Boston jud^e did!

ANN SOTHERN, seductive roadside waitress in The Jud^ Steps Out.,

RKO's taJe of a husband who thousht distant pastures were greener . .

.

and found he was right. ALEXANDER KNOX plays erring spouse.

SHE BRANDED HIM: "ruthless. . . savase . . . hired gunman." Even so,

ROBERT MITCHL M can't help loving BARBARA BEL GEDDES,
gun-totin' wildcat, in RKO's Blood On The Moon. Stor\ con-cems bloodi-

est cattle war ever fought in the West, ROBERT PRESTON co-star*.

HOT-ROD teen-agers are FARLEY GRANGER and CATHY
O'DONNELL, living on the razor-sharp edge of danger . . . stumbling

into crime, tumbling into love . . . too mixed up to know what thev're

doing. ..in RKO"s They Liiv Bv Xi^t, HOWARD DA SILVA co-stars.

PLAYING TWO MEN against each otha- is part of BETSY DRAKE'S
plan to trap GARY GR.\NT in RKO's £t*r>- Giri Shoidd Be Married.

Here she fires baby do:tor Gary's jealousy by inviting attentions of

FR-AJSCHOT TO.NE. DL\NA LYN.N helps gum up "gay goings-on.

THESE BIG RKO PICTURES WILL \

SOON BE SHOWN AT YOUR THEATRE
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«'JOA]^ OF /
(Continued from Page One)

touches to the new, rebuilt and beautified Victoria theatre. This de-

luxe amusement house must be seen to be fully appreciated. No
theatre was ever so perfectly constructed to fit an attraction. With

brilliant red walls draped with blankets of silver-metal fleur de

lis the house breathes the historic period of the picture. The

orchestra floor in stadium style further transforms the wonderful

atmosphere illusion. With the two mezzanine sections retained ,the

capacity overall approximates 1200 seats. Every location offers

clear vision of the screen.

Shortly after 8 o'clock, [Wednesday) all those concerned with the

opening were alerted. In the lobby newsfilm and television crews

plugged in, tested and awaited arrivals. RKO Pathe and Telenews

filmed the highlights and celebrities of the evening. Television was

covered by WJZ-TV with Tex and Jinx McCrary emcing and Allen

Prescott covering the arrivals and frontal crowd activity. The French

Broadcasting System tape-recorded a running description for airing

abroad in the land of Joan of Arc.

The television show opened with Tex and Jinx telling the video

audience about the great job done in the making of the picture by

Sierra Pictures, composed of Ingrid Bergman. Victor Fleming and

Walter Wanger.
Celebrities appearing before the movie and television cameras

included Ingrid Bergman, Victor Fleming, Walter Wanger. Joan

Bennett, Ned E. Deplnet, Robert Mochrie, John Whitaker, Gordon
Youngman, Malcolm KIngsberg, Sol Schwartz, Pat and Elolse O'Brien,

Anna Neagle, Herbert Wilcox, Nicholas Joy and Richard Derr of

the cast, Eric Johnston, Diane Barrymore, Robert Wilcox, Leonard

Heinrich (of the Metropolitan Museum of Art who made Miss Berg-

man's armor) Mrs. Vincent Astor, Mrs. Marshall Field, Roy Larsen,

Mme Lucretia Bori, License Commissioner John Canella, representing

the Mayor, and many others.

At the curb-line the news photo and remote television crews

clicked on the celebrities and crowds, with key publicity staff mem-
bers "spotting" and identifying the social, civic and professional

great.

Red carpets were the pathway from the curb to the auditorium.

The lobby glittered with thousands of incandescents in the ceiling

all mirrored on each end of the lobby. Banks of flowers glorified

the scene.

Broadway experienced one of its greatest traffic jams due to the

rain and the crowds pushing Into the streets adjoining the theatre.

But the police kept good order and all arrived on schedule.

Ingrid Bergman's arrival was greeted with cheers and applause
from the patient crowds who had spent hours marvelling at the great
signs while marking time for the celebrity hour.

Shortly after 9 o'clock the main title—color by Technicolor—was
thrown on the screen and the first-night audience was spellbound
for some two and a half thrilling hours.

Praise was rampant as the delighted guests left the Victoria. Their

enthusiasm equalled that of the theatre audience that had seen the
attraction the night before at the press preview. Critics, columnists,

commentators, in fact ail branches of the press and radio just had
to use superlatives—and most sincerely so, too!

As an eye-witness early this (Thursday) morning we know that the public
opening day line was terrific. And just as this is being written we are on the
phone with the house nnanager of the Victoria theatre and here is the verbatinn
conversation (recorded this Armstice Day morning at noon):

"Hold your phone, tight . . . the house was sold out for the first per-
fornnance before the doors were opened at 8:30 o'clock this morning. The
crowds extended from the box-office down Broadway to 46th Street down
that street to 8th Avenue—something Broadway doesn't remember as
happening in a long time— if at all. There has been standing room only
at every performance and crowds are waiting In line over an hour and a
and a half to get into the theatre."*
Facts above just facts. And v/hat eloquent facts.

JOAN OF ARC is a hit. We all thought so. But when the public proves it.

then it's really convincing.

Hats off to that great showmanship trio — Ingrid Bergman,
Victor Fleming and Walter Wanger.

Bravo!
' Pictures to prove all this in "next week's FLASH!

FLASH—First fan on line at the Victoria was Jane Jordan, 120 River-
side Drive, a dramatic student born in Tucson, Ariz., and now attend-
ing Master Students. She was on line as the rooster crowed at dawn.

^RC' ^ ROLLS
70 Foot Ingrid Bergman Sign

Sends a Husli Over Holiywood,

Says Scliier in Times -Herald
Columnist Ernie Schier of the Washington Times-Herald in his

column "As You Like It" describes the mighty JOAN OF ARC sign
on Broadway, under the above headline, as follows:

It was bound to happen sooner or later, and it finally has.
A movie studio has created something so big that even the press
agents, the men who took King Kong, Frankenstein's monster
and "Gone With the Wind" in stride, are standing around in

awed silence.

The "something" is a sign on Broadway calling attention to

the premiere of Ingrid Bergman's new film, "Joan of Arc," open-
ing on Artnistice day in New York.

I saw this display myself on a recent visit to Gotham and
even then, in broad daylight and only half completed, it was
getting more attention than those gigantic nudes (modestly
draped in neon tubing) which survey Times Square from the top
of a clothing store.

As impressed, stirred, affected, and moved as the display left

me, I 7vas completely unprepared for the statistics which follow:

The sign, conceived by no less a personage than Walter Wan-
ger, producer of "Joan of Arc," is a full city block in length,

running half a block on Times Square and the other half up
Forty-third Street.

The way it's painted you don't notice the bend in the middle.

Instead, you get a kind of three-dimensional effect.

The whole business is supposed to represent a panorama of

Joan's life from her humble beginnings to her death on a burning
pyre. The sign is eight stories high and dominated by a 70-foot

figure of Ingrid in full battle armor, "painted and modeled on
translucent plastic," and illuminated with 900 flood lamps.

Ingrid is holding .Joan's battle flag, a waving banner com-
posed of 6,000 white lamps, studded with golden fleur de lis,

which runs the fidl-leyigth of the Broadway side of the sign.

The title of the picture and Ingrid's name are spelled out in

19-foot electric letters, filled with seven rows of lamps and out-

lined with double rows of neon.

The supporting structure is composed of 50 tons of steel and
five tons of other metals. It took three months to make.

So what have the press agents to say about this? It's "spec-

tacular." Just that and no more.
Since "Spectacular" is also the trade name for the illuminat-

ed advertisements that have made Broadway a mecca for tour-

ists, this is probably the understatement of the year.

Imposing as the sign is, it is rather unnerving to find Holly-

wood's press agents, the men who know adjectives best, standing

by mute, inarticulate, speechless, taciturn reserved, mum, sol-

emn, and reverential.

When a movie studio runs out of words on its own behalf, the

very structure of our society is threatened.

Through wars, hurricanes, and general disasters of assorted

kinds (including movies which laid eggs at the box office) the

film makers have never before behaved this way.
It gives one something to think about doesn't it?

In the interest of world stability and to forestall any further

danger to our existence, I've rummaged through M. Roget's

handy little book and offer, herewith, a few suitable woi'ds to

help the publicity boys out of their trance.

They might, and I beseech them to do so, refer to this display

for "Joan of Arc," as huge, enormous, immeyise, gigantic, stupe7i-

dous, Brobdingnagian, jumbo, Cyclopean, titanic, mighty, vast,

negatherine, towering, ambitious, distinguished, extraordinary,

amazing, picturesque, vivid, prismatic, fresh, rich, gorgeous,

bright-coloi-ed, splendid, litstro)is, and gloiving.

And they wouldn't be stretching the truth—much.
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JOir 111- TIME CHllIP!
JOAN OF ARC is our new spearheader at the box-office, it is the industry's spearheader, it is

likely to be the all-time champ. Right from daybreak of the first day of its official ran at the Victoria

Theatre in the heart .

of Broadway, JOAN has

jammed them in, stacked

them up along Broadway
from the Victoria's en-

trance to 46th Street and
west toward Eighth Ave-

nue. It has been difficult

too in keeping sidewalk

traffic moving by the

:heatre — the JOAN lob-

oy. the JOAN front, the

fOAN atmosphere has

oeen a magnet from the

oenefit night on right

hrough the first week.

Wl Victoria records have
Deen broken. Variety

lays, "Standout is 'Joan

)f Arc' soaring far ahead
)f the best ever done by
be Victoria. Initial week
Doks like hit . . . (cannot
_{Continued o n Page Tico)
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'*JOA]^"ALL-TIME CHAMP!
[ Continued from Page One)

use figures) and may beat
the highest week ever
done at nearby Astor.

Played to lines right from
start . . . Heavily sold and
crix lauded it." Motion
Picture Daily Says,
" 'Joan' snares for

first four days and mop-
ped up from the start."

The photographic dis-

play on the front and
back pages of this

FLASH and the pictorial

layouts on pages 7-8-9

tell realistically how the

Showmanship Company
forces with S. Barret Mc-
Cormick and Rutgers
Neilson at the helm sent

JOAN on its merry way
with the biggest fanfare
in Broadway history. We
haven't space for the re-

views in this issue, but
they'll be carried next
week.

RKOadway
Incidentally it's no

longer Broadway, at

least not currently, it's

RKOadway. Looking up
RKOadway from the
Times Square we have
the inspiring JOAN sign
at 43rd St., then Danny
Kaye in A SONG IS
BORN, then JOAN, across
46th Street, BLOOD ON
THE MOON and across
Broadway the twin bill,

THE LAST DAYS OF
POMPEII and SHE, the
last program in its third

week at the Palace.

"Blood on the Moon"
Variety says of BLOOD

ON THE MOON, which
opened as did JOAN on
Armistice day, "Climbing
to remarkable fancy ....

a rousing figure." There
are two other pre-release
runs for BLOOD. At the

Majestic, Houston, in first

four days grossed more
than some of our top pic-

tures in seven days. The

same goes for the run of

BLOOD at the Golden
Gate, San Francisco. Top
grosser at Golden Gate
since March 1st one ex-

ception. Running away
ahead of RACHEL AND
THE STRANGER in both
situations. Sensational
newcomer gets under
way in many situations

over Thanksgiving.

Revival Combo

The new combination
of LAST DAYS OF POM-
PEII and SHE has gone
into a third stanza at the

Palace, the third at the

Grand, Chicago, and sec-

ond week at the Boston,

Boston. Northeastern Dis-

trict Manager Gus
Schaefer says of the Bos-

t o n engagement, " R e -

ceipts are sensational.

This combination will roll

up big grosses and very
substantial film rentals."

The field will get instruc-

tions on the handling of

these attractions.

"Song Is Born"

A SONG IS BORN is now
rolling into extra weeks with

a fifth set for the Astor, New
York, and the Woods, Chi-

cago. Third weeks Seattle,

Hartford, Detroit, St. Louis.

Second weeks Orlando, At-

lantic City, Bakersfield, Provi-

dence, Philadelphia, Boston,

Atlanta, New Bedford, New
Haven, Duluth, Baltimore, Ok-
lahoma City, Louisville, Mil-

waukee, Birmingham, Bridge-

port, Toledo, Pittsburgh. Ex-

cellent Madison, Williamsport,

York, Manchester, Troy, lack-

sonville. Canton, Waterbury,
Niagara Falls, Racine, Knox-
ville (Pike and Tower, con-

tinues at Tower), Ft. Wayne,
Portland, Me., Erie, Utica,

Charleston, Las Vegas, Sioux
City, Nashville, Indianapolis.

At Long Beach played State,

Towne and Cabart, moved to

Rivoli. At Roanoke played the

Grandin and Lee, moved to

Jefferson. Branch Manager
Dave Silverman of Pittsburgh

says first week at the Fulton,

Pittsburgh, was $500 over
BISHOP'S WIFE, same theatre.

Third week at the Hillstreet

and Pontages, Los Angeles.

"Station West"
•STATION AA^ST— Second

week Oakland, New Orleans.
Excellent Boston, Washington,
Fresno. Two theatres San Di-

ego, California and Tower.
Three theatres Long Beach,
State, Towne and Cabart,

moved to Rivoli. Excellent San
Bernardino.

"Race Street"

RACE STREET—At Seattle

moved to the Blue Mouse after

8 days at the Coliseum. East-

ern Central District Manager
Morris Lefko soys "Excellent

at Palms State, Detroit, during
first week outgrossed many
pictures in their first week at

the Michigan." Held second
week. Excellent Union City,

Columbus, Davenport.

"Good Sam"
GOOD SAM—Second weeks

Seattle, Allentown, Atlanta,

Springfield, High Point. Two
theatres Sacramento, Sena-
tor and Alhambra. Two the-

atres Wichita, Miller and
Boulevard. Excellent Quincy,
Oshkosh. Branch Manager
Dick Lange of Portland soys
our top grosser for ten days at

the. Heilig and Mayflower,
Eugene, except RACHEL.

"Rachel"

RACHEL AND THE STRAN-
GER—Continues up with na-
tional pacesetters. Opened big
over the RKO Theatres' Metro-
politan Circuit Wednesday of

this week. Bridgeport two the-

atres. Held over Greenville,

Elgin, Phoenix, Niagara Falls.

Excellent Charlotte, Decatur,

Knoxville, Allentown, Quincy.

"Velvet Touch"
VELVET TOUCH — Second

weeks in Paramount's Dov/n-
town cmd Paramount's Holly-

wood, Los Angeles. Excellent

Atlanta, Montreal, Albany.

"Best Years"

BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
—Out of this world in Canada,
fifth weeks Toronto and Win-
nipeg, second week Hamilton.
Branch Manager Arthur Elliott

ol Calgary says "At the Grand,
Calgary, second week topped
first week for first time in his-

tory of local theatres." Three
weeks Regina. Three weeks
and two days at Saskatoon.
Also held over at Keith's,

Grand Rapids, first attraction

in several months to hold.

"Variety Time" ^
VARIETY TIME—With con-

tinued turn to vaudeville this

comedy takes on new values
daily. Fine reaction reported
from every new engagement.
Get it sold and ployed now
while all the talk of vaude-
ville's comeback is in the air.

"Design for Death"

DESIGN FOR DEATH—Like
BERLIN EXPRESS, this thriller

is more timely than ever. The
worlord trials and convictions

focused attention on Tokio just

as the cold war has focused
attention on BERLIN. Newspa-
per headlines will help you
sell these shows.

from VARIETY

*Joan' in Sock Teeoff

At Victoria on B'way

World preeming in the rebuilt and

enlarged Victoria on Broadway last

Thursday (11), "Joan of Arc" will

soar to a colossal on initial

week, way ahead of anything ever

done at this small-seater. Victoria

previously had 720 seats and capacity

now is 1,060.

The Ingrid Bergman-Victor Flem-

ing-Walter Wanger opus drew high

praise from the N. Y. dailies. This

was a real help but the picture started

right out early Thursday morning

with long lines, apparently the in-

tensive advance campaign that includ-

ed two giant and costly signs on

Broadway paying off.

Victoria used a starting scale of

95c for weekdays but jumped up past

$1 for matinees and $1.80 at night.

Top was raised to $2.40 for Saturday

and Sunday, which meant the theatre

got $2 per head.

With 2V-1 hours running time, even

the limited seating of house was able

to obtain fairly quick turnover. How-

ever, at each show break "Arc" had

sufficient number of people standing

outside to rapidly fill up almost as

soon as the next show started. Man-

agement figured it was geting six

capacity shows first few days with

absolute seven-show capacity on Sat-

urday and Sunday. House is using

grind policy of seven shows daily.
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JUNGLE FRONT—The manager of the Fox Theatre in Turlock,

Calif., gave Frank Buck's original BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE

this effective theatre-front treatment.

MAGAZINES
In these days you can't be very

sure of yourself as to what is go-

ing on if you are a one-news-

paper or a one-magazine man.

It's essential nowadays to pick up

a second newspaper daily, may-

be four or five or six, even if

just to examine the headlines. So

it goes with magazines. Ye ed has

been pounding away on the

necessity of reading widely in

order to keep up with RKO Radio

advertising, publicity, etc. You
can't be expected to eye ail the

major breaks (even a library can't

do that), but you can catch a few
of them, covers, illustrated arti-

cles in black and white and color,

stories of the stars, of hlollywood,

of RKO.

Life Magazine for November
15th carried ten pages on JOAN
OF ARC including a cover. This

probably represents the major

break for any picture in a nation-

al weekly since their circulation

jumped into the millions. It Is

evident from this that editors rate

JOAN as a picture so Important

to this age that it transcends the

normal boundaries between pub-

licity and paid advertising.

JOAN is historically and spirtual-

ly so vital that it rates ahead of

the advertising sections. Life

Magazine even spent a fortune

advertising its publicity on

JOAN.

The American magazine for

November carries several pages
on l4-year-o!d Joan Evans who
las the title role In Samuel Sold-
wyn's ROSEANNA McCOY. The
article was written by Joan s

Father, Dale Eunson. A full-page

jhotograph of Joan is repro-

iluced in color. This break is be-

ng given emphasis via a letter

rom Robert Mochrie to the field

leads along with a brochure put
)ut by the Woman's Home Com-
panion containing some photos

ind other data on this lucky girl.

hierewith are a few current

>reaks on JOAN given us by
.ibrarian Gertrude Smith:

LOOK, Nov. 23., 3 page pic-

ure layout and review.

SEVENTEEN, November, Berg-

pan full page color pic and fea-

lure story.

WOMAN'S HOME COM-
ilANION, November, picture lay-

j
CUE, Nov. 16, color cover and

Eview.

I

LITERARY CAVALCADE, No-
fember, 6 pages story, excerpts

om play and pix.

Gwin an Exhibifor

Salesman Merle Gwin of Den-

ver has resigned and will become
an exhibitor, taking over a thea-

tre at Benkelman, Nebraska.

Good luck to Merle in his new
showmanship activities and may
the RKO banner fly often over

his new theatre.

Cropper III

Branch Manager Ross Cropper
of Boston has been ill at his home
for the last couple of weeks. Dis-

trict Manager Gus Schaefer re-

ports that Ross still has a heavy

cough but is coming along nicely.

"Joan" in Florida

Terry Turner and Harry Reln-

ers planed for Miami Wednesday
to prepare the campaign for

JOAN OF ARC at Miami and

Palm Beach. JOAN will open in

the two cities on January I 2th, at

the Colony in Miami, and the

Paramount in Palm Beach. Terry

v/lll go into the mid-west from

Miami Monday.

Party For Dorofhy
Another of RKO's pretty girls

has tripped over the matrimonial

clothesline. Now it's our Dorothy

Renz of the cashier's department.

Some thirty girls gave a pre-nup-

tial luncheon party for Dorothy

at the Stockholm on Wednesday.
On Saturday she will be married

to Larry Lepree who like Dorothy

hails from Richmond Hill, and the

couple will go on a two-week

honeymoon trip.

THE SIGN, November, JOAN
cover and 4 pages review and

story.

SCREEN GUIDE, November, 2

pages color and black and white

pix.

SCREENLAND, November,
Bergman cover.

MOVIELAND, November,
Bergman cover, color portrait and
pic layout.

SILVER SCREEN, November,
JOAN color portrait.

MOVIE STARS PARADE, No-
vember, Bergman color portrait

and 2 pages.

MOTION PICTURE, Decem-
ber, cover and feature story.

SCREEN STORIES, December,
cover and 8 pages story and pix.

MODERN SCREEN, Decem-
ber, color portrait and 4 pages
feature story.

LIBERTY, December, full page
of Joan in color, review and pix.

Goldwyn Record

Album for Fund

Climaxing a year of negotiations

with James C. Petrillo's American Fed-

eration of Musicians and this country's

largest record manufacturing corpora-

tions, Samuel Goldwyn announces that

the most extraordinary music record

album ever made available to the

American public will soon be put on

sale throughout the country, with all

proceeds from the sale of the album

going to the Damon Runyon Memorial

Fund for Cancer Research.

Entitled "Giants of Jazz," the album

includes for the first time in one set

ot recordings an array of the great

jezz musicians of the modern era.

Among the outstanding musicians

v/hose recordings are included in the

album are Benny Goodman, Tommy
Dorsey, Louis Armstrong, Charlie Bar-

net, Mel Powell, Page Cavanaugh Trio,

Golden Gate Quartet, Jeri Sullivan

and Benny Carter and Zutty Singleton,

all of whom have become notably

identified with the popular music of

this nation. Moreover, they have all

waived the substantial royalties which

v/culd have accrued to them from the

Sole of the album in order to further

endow the Fund that was founded in

memory of the late noted newspaper-

man.

The participation of the A. P.M. and

the record companies is unparalleled

in its implications, since it .marks the

first time in recent history that they

have found an area of agreement and

concession. The A. P.M. has agreed to

waive all royalties normally due the

Union for the benefit of the Fund.

This is clearly an unprecedented ac-

tion and is rivaled only by the con-
tributions of Samuel Goldwyn, who has

given the entire iazz music sound tract

frcm his latest Danny Kaye production,

A SONG IS BORN, and of Capitol
Records, which with the donated co-

operation of RCA Victor, Decca and
Columbia Records, is manufacturing
the album without profit. In addition,

the printers and engravers concerned
v/ith the project have agreed to con-
tribute their services.

It is worthy of note that RCA Vic-

tor, probably the largest of the par-

ticipating record companies, all of
v.'hich have also relinquished substantial

potential revenues in waiving their

royalties from the sale of these records,

has made an unusual concession. On
behalf of the Fund, RCA Victor has
not only consented to the inclusion of
three of its top recording artists, but
has further given permission for a

rival company to manufacture records
of numbers which are on Victor's list

of current releases.

Considered by experts as the out-
standing record collectors' item of its

kind, it is expected that the album
will sell for many years to come and
thereby provide a continuing source
o' income to the Damon Runyon
Memorial Fund.
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^^Blaad an 3€aan^^ Trades HVinner

"Off-the-beaten-traek western"

"Blood on the Moon" is an off-the-bea+en-track galloper that

can be counted on for satisfactory returns. It serves up a goodly

share of switcheroos, gun and fist battles, spectacular scenery and

Robert Mitchum. Exec producer Sid Rogell and producer Theron

Warth rate kudos for an action entertainment with production values

well above the normal for this type of offering.

Mitchum plays a trail driver who gets involved in one of those

border feuds between Robert Preston and Tom Tully. Preston is in

cahoots with Frank Faylen, a crooked Indian agent, to acquire a

herd by stirring up trouble between ranchers and settlers. Mitchum

and his trusty six-shooter join forces with Preston. Right prevails, how-

ever, and Mitchum and Phyllis Thaxter, who has also been blinded

by the Preston charm, swing over to the forces of law and order.

Latter camp is where Miss Thaxter should have been from the be-

ginning, along with Tully, her dad, and Barbara Bel Geddes, her

sister, who conceives a strong yen for Mitchum after a girl-fights-boy

to-do.

Mitchum, Preston, Walter Brennan as a crusty settler, Tully, Faylen

and the Misses Bel Geddes and Thaxter react strongly to Robert

Wise's able direction of the Lillie Hayward screenplay. Luke Short

and Harold Shumate adapted from Short's Stavepost serial. Fine crew

of baddies includes Charles McGraw, Clifton Young and Tom Tyler.

Full sweep of winter trail scenes and other mountain background-

ing was captured successfully by director of photography Nicholas

Musuraca, and there are more than competent contributions by film

editor Samuel E. Beetley, effectsman Russell A. Cully, art directors

Albert S. D'Agostino and Walter E. Keller, composer Roy Webb and

soundmen John L. Cass and Terry Kellum.

. —VARIETY (Daily)

"Ripe for action fans"

Luke Short's recent novel about a bitter range feud in the old

West has been fashioned into a muscular screen drama whose

thematic treatment departs more or less from the well beaten path

trodden by what have been characterized as "routine horse operas."

Other factors are its mood of brooding suspense, its boldly realistic

minor key photography, its uniformly satisfactory performances by a

solid cast headed by Robert Mitchum, Barbara Bel Geddes and

Robert Preston. Put "Blood on the Moon" down as ripe entertainment

for the action fans, and particularly for those who demand something

more than the strictly elemental.

Mitchum gives a typical Mitchum performance—quiet, icy, un-

ruffled, seemingly lethargic—as the cowpoke who heads north after a

siege of bad luck in Texas, and who finds himself a key figure in a

sanguinary struggle between homesteaders and a cattle baron.

Preston, his friend, had bid him come north. Preston, it develops, has

been playing the homesteaders in leading them against rancher Tom
Tully's men, but Mitchum does not intend to participate in the double-

cross that would make Preston rich and powerful. So the cowpoke
transfers his loyalty, falls in love with Miss Bel Geddes, Tully's spirited

offspring, and, of course, ultimately roughhouses and shoots his

way to a peaceful settlement of affairs between the cattlemen and
the homesteaders. Walter Brennan, in chief support, is characteristic-

ally good as a grim settler. Phyllis Thaxter, Frank Faylen. Charles
McGraw and several others fill lesser roles nicely. Adaptation of the
original was by Short and Harold Shumate. Lillie Hayward wrote the
screenplay. Executive producer Sid Rogell and Director Robert Wise
handled their departments commendably.

—MOTION PICTURE DAILY

"Competent and a good sitow"

Skullduggery rides the range again, this time in a standard west-

ern starring Robert Mitchum with Barbara Bel Geddes as romantic

co-starring foil and Robert Preston in charge of the skullduggery.

All of the regulation equipment is on hand—the cattle herd, the

deluded homesteaders, the stampede, the hero who remembers his

conscience in time, the final rout of the enemy, love abloom and a

happy ending. With a title more lurid than is customary with this

type of film, "Blood on the Moon" is competent and a good show in

its classification.

The plot finds Preston conniving with Frank Faylen. Indian agent,

for Tom Tully's steaks-on-the-hoof at a price far under the market.

Homesteaders are led to believe their grazing land is in peril. Tully

finds it generally impossible to meet the deadline set by Faylen as

Government buyer. Once failing it. the idea is for him then to sell

the herd to Preston's emissary after which Faylen would buy at the

regular price thereby allowing handsome profits for all illegitimate

hands. As a former comrade in arms, Mitchum joins Preston and later

changes his mind for a swingover to the side of justice where Miss

Bel Geddes is located anyway.

The stampede is effective, and familiar. The gunplay has been

heard and seen before and so. too. have the general situations despite

an occasional variation in the story line. No one is called upon to

prove any prowess as a performer so that the acting department also

turns out to be standard. However, Mitchum gets top billing, which is

something exhibitors will evaluate on the basis of their experience

with him.

Theron Warth produced and Robert Wise directed. Lillie Hay-

ward wrote the screenplay from a novel by Luke Short which first

was adapted by Harold Shumate and the author.

—MOTION PICTURE HERALD

"Has enougtt action to be winner"

Audience Slant: (Family) Although somewhat confusing, this odd

sort of western has enough action to be a winner.

Box-Office Slant: Robert Mitchum's current popularity plus the

action angle, should insure extra grosses in average situations.

Plot: A ne'er-do-well westerner gets into trouble by hiring out to

a former friend as a virtual gunman to make a local rancher submit

to a bad deal. The ne'er-do-well, however, gets hold of himself with

the aid of one of the daughters of the rancher, and breaks up the

villain's gang. He also exposes the local Indian agent who was in

connivance with the villain.

Comment: Although somewhat confusing, this odd sort of western

has enough action to be a winner. For a good part of the first quarter

of the story, the audience is in the dark as to what it is all about.

The picture is done much more artistically than the usual western

drama—with subdued conversation, shadowy camera angles, and

the like. In this connection Photographer Nick Musuraca's camera

work deserves special mention. Robert Mitchum is Robert Mitchum

in the role of the ne'er-do-well turned hero, which should please his

legion of fans; and Robert Preston is very good as the villain. Techni-

cal departments are handled with thorough care. Mitchum's current

popularity, plus the action angle, should insure extra grosses in

average situations.

—SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW
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"Punchy and effective"

"Blood on the Moon" veers sharply off the beaten western track

to fornn itself into a suspenseful outdoor drama whose successful mo-

tivation is more the result of characterization, production atmosphere

and tensely keyed direction than of traditional action values. Under

the capable supervision of Sid Rogell, Theron Warth makes "Blood

on the Moon" punchy and effective. It is rough, tough, even brutal,

and these are the points the presentation highlights. The direction of

Robert Wise, fully aware that his subject is somewhat different, con-

centrates on performance and the result is arresting work from the

top flight cast. Their names will be highly valuable in making "Blood

on the Moon" a black entry in the RKO books. The yarn and its title

are definitely above the heads of juvenile fans, but adult devotees

of big league westerns will appreciate its original approach and

subtle plotting.

The story employs Robert Mitchum in the role of a wandering

cowboy who agrees to take part in the conspiracy of Robert Preston.

The latter brews up a feud between two groups of settlers in the hope
of buying up a herd of cattle cheap. Mitchum plays along until he

is unable to tolerate Preston's unrelenting methods. He goes over

to the other side and the fact that a gal is involved makes his regen-

eration that much easier. He brings the plot out into the open and the

folks realize how obviously they have been duped.

Robert Mitchum gives a strong, vigorous portrait of the individu-

alistic weslerner, and Barbara Bel Seddes foregoes the usual Holly-

wood glamour to play the girl in an effecHve, forthright fashion.

Robert Presfon brings his considerable charm to the part of the

heavy and ma!;es him that much more interesting. Walter Brennan, a

hard fe bw to beat in characterizing grizzled pioneers, is at his best.

Phyllis Thaxter, Frank Faylen, and Tom Tully stand out in the excellent

featured cast.

The technical values are all first rate with a solid camera job by
Nicholas Musuraca; aimospheric art direction by Albert S. D'Agosti-

no and V/alter E. Keller; and commendable music credits by com-
poser Roy Webb and director C. Bakaleinikoff. Samuel E. Beetley

performs the tight editing chore.

—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

^"Emphasis on action^ gunplay"
A few cuts above the routine western. Emphasizes action.

Cattlemen and homesteaders are at it again. They are at cross

purposes and have each other lined up in their sights due to the

[plotting and actions of Robert Preston who wants to divert a herd

cattle so he can make some big dough to marry Phy'lis Thaxter. He
las been carrying on with her behind her father's back. She's an inno-

;ent victim of his schemes, supplying him with information that stands

o ruin pater.

But Robert Mitchum comes riding into this elongated story at

rhe outset. He is to meet with Preston and "aid" the homesteaders,

-irst he encounters Tom Tully, father to Barbara Bel Geddes and

YAhs Thaxter. His behaviour fails to click. Later Miss Bel Geddes takes

few pot shots at him which he returns to no harm.

In time Mitchum gets a line on Preston's real plans, beats him up,

patches up with an Indian agent—Frank Faylen—and in conclusion,

lided by Walter Brennan, a genuine homesteader, and Miss Barbara,

who has come to love him, he lifts the siege on a cabin and neutralizes

[he opposition.

As Westerns go this one is a few cuts above the routine offering,

h places much emphasis on action, gunplay and inspecting the basic

Voblem from which the story stems. Performa-ces i're superior to

plot. Direction by Robert Wise delivers what is required.

—FILM DAILY

''This is a sure-fire winner"
Westerns with guts—and the more hard-boiled the better

—

seem to be the trend in current production of sagebrush stuff, a

trend which apparently is paying off handsomely at theatre turnstiles.

By such yardstick, this is a sure-fire winner. What's more, its assets

do not end with its ruthless virility. Not to be overlooked is the fact

that Robert Mitchum currently is as hot at the boxoffice as the pro-

verbial four-dollar shotgun. And let it be noted that he does one of

the best jobs of his acting career as the gunman who gets involved in

a range war, the plot of which is more meaty and involved than one
finds in most gallopers. In other departments the picture keeps pace
with the high standards set by Mitchum, and that goes for the other
mummers, production values, photography and the able direction of
Robert Wise.

^ TfWBlST

Jeffrey Lynn and Martha Scott

v.ill co-star in SAM WYNNE,
next picture to face the cameras
av this studio.

SAM WYNNE Is an adapta-
tion of the new novel by J. H.
Walils, author of THE WOMAN
IN THE WINDOW. New York
City Is the background of this

modern melodrama.

Lynn's role in SAM WYNNE

—BOXOFFICE

marks his first appearance at

RKO Radio. He Is currently seen
with Deanna Durbin in "For the
Love of Mary."

Miss Scott returns to the screen
In SAM WYNNE for her first as-

signment since the birth of a

bcby last Spring. Her most re-

cent screen appearance was
r^ac'e In a starring role In SO
WELL REMEMBERED, which
RKO Radio made In England In

e soclation with J. Arthur Rank.

Richard Gaines and Ka'herlne
Emery, two of Holly\'Ood's finest

character players, will be united
on the screen as husband and
wife in SAM WYNNE.

Both Gaines and Miss Emery
have distinguished earlier RKO
Radio pictures. Gaines recently

completed a stint with Gary
Grant, Franchot Tone, Diana
Lynn and Betsy Drake In EVERY
GIRL SHOULD BE MARRIED.

CENTERED ON

SPORTS
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OVERWHELMING
is the word Press, Radio and

Public are using in praise of

"lOAN OF ARC"
New York Daily News gives its highest acclaim

. . . Life Magazine, this week, devotes ten full

pages in color . . . editorial writers and critics

swell cheers for Ingrid Bergman's greatest suc-

cess . . . See next week's FLASH.

Irene in Two
Irene Rich is in two Broadway

hits, JOAN OF ARC, and "As
the Girls Go."

In JOAN OF ARC, she has the

most notable role of her screen

career as the friend of the Maid
of Orleans. Five blocks north of

the Victoria, at the Winter Gar-
den Theatre, she makes her musi-

cal staae debut as Lucille Thomp-
son Wellington, lady president

of 1953 in Michael Todd's oro-

duction of "As the Girls Go,"
playing opposite Bobby Clark.

This has been a year of

achievement in Miss Rich's ca-

reer. Returning to the screen

after a voluntary retirement, she

realized an ambition to appear
in a John Ford-directed film,

when she was importanti" r^^-f

in Argosy's FORT APACHE. This

was followed by her role of

Catherine Le Royer in JOAN OF
ARC, calling for a sensitive and
sympathetic interpretation as the

intimate friend of Joan before
the humble peasant girl leaves

Bergman Returns
Ingrid Bergman, who came

East last week to attend the world

premiere at New York's Victoria

Theatre of JOAN OF ARC, re-

turned by plane on Wednesday,
November 17, to hlollywood.

Miss Bergman left New York
happy to see her role, the realiza-

tion of a life long ambition, ac-

claimed for its spellbinding

drama and for Its fidelity to a

fervent figure of history whose
deeds have dazzled the imagina-

tions of millions through the past

five centuries. She returned to

the film capital elated with the

thought that many thousands of

moviegoers would share her

screen Interpretation for every
playgoer who saw her on the

stage.

her village birthplace, Domremy.
Miss Rich next came to New
York to rehearse for "As The
Girls Go."

Amusement Industry

Aids the Federation

Major amusement companies

are fulfilling their promises to

help the amusement division

reach Its quota of $400,000 for

the Federation of Jewish Philan-

thropies, Spyros Skouras, presi-

dent of Twentieth Century-Fox

and chairman for the amusement

division's corporate gifts commit-

tee, has announced.

Motion picture exhibitors and

producers, vendors, concession-

aires, legitimate theatres, labor-

atories, music publishers, and

radio and recording companies

are among the branches support-

ing the FJP.

Under the general chairman-

ship of Fred Schwartz, vice-presi-

dent of Century Theatres, many

committees for the amusement

field have been established. In

addition to Mr. Skouras, other

committee chairmen are Malcolm

Kingsberg, Leo Brecher, Walter

Reade, Jr., Leonard Satz, Max

Gordon, Emil Friedlander, hHarry

Mandel and Leslie Schwartz.

The Federation's national

quota for the year has been set

at $16,500,000.

EVERY GIRL SHOULD BE MARRIED is undoubtedly one of the finest and
most laughable comedies I have ever seen. Gary Grant does his usual jam-up
job and Betsy Drake is nothing short of terrific. We screened this one to a
capacity projection room and the laughs were almost continuous.

—BEN Y. CAMMACK, S. W. Dist. Mgr.

WHAT THEY SAY—I was not prepared for the great thrill everybody had
in seeing EVERY GIRL SHOULD BE MARRIED. It certainly is far ahead of

BACHELOR AND THE BOBBY SOXER and "Mr. Blandings Builds His Dream
House" as comedy, and what is more it has mass appeal as well as class

appeal. Certainly the sophisticated dialogue comedies are not getting it, and
the slapstick comedies are having their problems, but here we have a straight

situation comedy with a little bit of everything thrown in, plus marquee power.
I think it will top at the box-office anything we have had this year. When you
can get women of all ages enjoying laughing at themselves over the male
pursuit you just have to sell tickets; and more important, the Betsy Drake role

will have a tremendous appeal to the younger element which constitute the

major portion of our potential audiences.
—HATTON F. TAYLOR, Detroit

It is not often that a picture presents itself as a natural box-office when first

reviewed like BLOOD ON THE MOON. It is one of those rare, mesmeric titles

that sells the public at first glance. Robert Mitchum's performance is the best I

have seen in any of his pictures, the story is fascinating, tense and holds one's

attention to the last. Furthermore, it is timely because the general motion
picture public in this territory goes for outdoor pictures in a very big way.
My reaction is the same as it was when I first saw FARMER'S DAUGHTER,
and I ventured at that time to predict that it would surpass in business any
picture we had released for some time at that period. I am going to say the

same about BLOOD ON THE MOON. —MAX WESTEBBE, Albany
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Just remember. .

.

A WOMAN'S BULLETS KILL

AS QUICK AS A MAN'S

!

Broadway Engagement at Brandt's Globe Theatre
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Parents' Magazine

Medal Award Film

Review, Dec. Issue

So Dear to My Heart

Parents Magazine for Decem-
ber carries a revieic of Walt Dis-
ney's SO DEAR TO MY HEART,
which it hails in an introductory
paragraph as "very top-notch
Disney:' This attraction was De-
cember Parents' Magazine Medal
Film. This is one of the first re-
riews to appear:

SO DEAR TO MY HEART,
S+erltng North's short story "Mid-
night and Jeremiah" was so pop-
ular that the author turned it

into a novel, "So Dear to My
Heart." The universal appeal
of this recreation of an Indiana
boyhood led to a further ex-
pansion of the material, this time
through the magic brain of Walt
Cisney. Since he was venturing
outside the field of legend and
Ifairy story into a true as life tale
of recognizable human beings
Hand how much a part of our own
Hives the characters all are!) Dis-
ley chose to use actors rather
^han animation. With the same
iure instinct that makes his ani-
nals evocative of all the adorable
:rea*ures you've ever known, he
^'hen proceeded to cast the per-
ect player for each part. Bobby

i'l'^x",/'
Jeremiah, as loyal a

ittle fellow as any pet could lav-
sh his affection on. Luana Pat-
en is just the way a lad would
vant her to be, a girl with proper
espect for boyhood values and
lo feminine nonsense. Beulah
!ondi as Granny Kincaid is no
avender-scented shadow, nor a
aricatured eccentric, but a
jenuine grandmother with starch
n her spine, ginger on her
cngue, a twinkle in her eyes and
heart brimful of love and the

ear of the Lord. Burl Ives has
Jrned his natural folksiness into
-ie kmd of uncle always ready to
elp a boy with his pet schemes.
3 connive to bring Granny
round, or to sing meadow-Tresh
5ngs, all with equal affability
pothers

^

will be familiar with
sremiah's run-away kind of en-
iusiasms. It is on this, small-boy
3bit of becoming completely
3sorbed m a scheme that the
ory turns, involving Jeremiah
ranny, a pet black lamb and
e County Fair. Presiding over

1
this nostalgic and delectable

)_y-to_-day excitement of farm
mg IS a very wise and Disney-
•que Owl. Just to point a moral

and then Mr. Owl tells a
' pybook story of his own His
icounting of Robert Bruce's in-

Seventeen's Pic

Of the Month
Edwin Miller, associate editor

of Seventeen, has v/Ired:

"We are very happy to inform
ycu that JOAN OF ARC has
been selected as Seventeen's pic-
ture of the month for January.
A copy of the review will be
mailed to you in a few days for
your information and use in ex-
ploitation."

Record Photo
Robert Mitchum has auto-

graphed the largest fan photo
out by a star. Measur-

ing 85/2 x 9 1/2 feet, the photo is
a scene from BLOOD ON THE
.fv^OON. It shows Mitchum rid-
ing amidst the picturesque scen-
ery of the Arizona ranch owned
by the recipient, Randy "Tee"
Blair "The size of the photo was
not determined by my ego," Mit-
chum explains, "but by the size
c. a blank wall Blair wanted to
till in his ranch house."

Ten Bruisers
Ten husky fellows well known

JOSEPH YOUNG OF AFRICA
the Arko production for RKO
Radio release. They are Primo
Carnero, The Swedish Angel.
Nfan Mountain Dean, Wee Willie
l^avis, Sammy Stein, Max Batche-
lor, Ivan The Terrible" Rasputin.
Bomber Kulkovlch, Karl Daviand Sammy Menacker.

25-Year Men

W
at their annualdmner Wednesday evening in-

cluded A. A. Schubart and Terry
lurner. Tobe eligible requires a

+^y. We hear of another organi-
zation, an Inner sanctum, for the
+orty-year men We know Ned

rPt M r ""^l^"^ ""^"''^V' S- Bar-
ret McCormick wouldn't be far-y. We'll check up on som^

aebtedness to a spider for sav-
;"g his life gives us so captivat-
ing a many-legged creature, cladm k.lts and tam o" shanter, that
he should live down for his
spec.es that little affair with Miss

EDITORIAL PAGE OF THE DAILY MIRROk
KE\V YORK, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1948

"Ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall

make you free."—John, viii, 32.

A Time for Heroes
HEROES APPEAR at moments of deepest hope-

lessness when there seems to be no way out

of despair.

All plans have failed. All hope seems gone.

Then appears a miracle.

The most impossible person performs the most
unbelievable deeds.

Joan of Arc undoubtedly is one of the most
heroic figures in history—and one of the most
saintly.

It was never she who accomplished her mag-
nificent heroism; slie was a guided being; she was
led to the heights by her faith in God.

Neither military force nor statecraft, nor burn-

ing at the stake could combat her Influence. She
lives today, as though she were physically alive, in

the memory of a nation.

Walter Wanger has spent two yeai-s building

this concept of Joan of Arc into a motion picture in

which he sought not merely to photograph the

bodies and movements and acti\ities of men and
women, but their souls.

It is an unbelievably gi-eat achievement.
The picture will be seen by many who will only

note the acting of Ingrid Bergman and her cdl-

leagues, the Technicolor, the costumes, the battles

and so on. To many of them, this will be Holly-

wood at its best.

Others may even be bothered by what they will

call "religion" and "se.ntin.er.t^lity."

Others will criticize the picture as over-emo-
tional and some may object to the handling of the

churchmen.
But none of this detracts from the unique

artistic accomplishment of the picture, "Joan of

Arc," which is that every human being has an inner

life, a spirit, a soul, a union with God—and this

somehow has been brought so vi\-idly to the surface

as to be unmistakably undei-stood.

And at such a time as this, the beauty of the

human soul capable of heroism, of a selfless life, of

giving without receiving, is a tonic.

For we live in a crass age, when years of futile

ware, of destioiction and desecration have hardened
us into an almost universal acceptance of the strong
and the sleek ; the tricky and the abusive.

No other age would have accepted the lying,

cynical politicians who infest all countries with their

glib sophistries.

A hardened world laughs, even compliments
them, at their slick tricks. "He gets away with it"

has become a measurement of right.

It is just at such a moment that heroism usually

asserts itself.

Joan of Arc could not have known what she
was able to do. A peasant girl, illiterate, untrained,

unskilled, she walked into war and statecraft, pulled

together a broken nation, rebuilt an army, defeated
powerful foes, and rescued France from the shame
of defeat by perfidy.

No one can question these tacts. No one can
explain the phenomenon. Lightly, they say: It was
a miracle

!

And miracles do not cease to happen in this

world. But what is a miracle?
How could an ignorant girl who had never

read a book, or a map, or a chart, reorganize and
command an army?

Could such a deed be an accident?
Only the light-minded will explain it away

with such ease.

What really is tnith is '.hat God works Hls
wondei-s beyond human understanding and through
instruments of His choice. That is a miracle.

Walter Wanger, in his :>i<!ture, "Joan of Arc,"
has captured that tmth ann has made it live in

beautiful and exciting actior..
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A SNEAK PREVIEW

FOR "INTERFERENCE"

HAILED AS SURE HIT
By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD. Nov. 19:—Okay, boys, chalk up an-

other swell audience show on the books. Two nights ago a

near-capacity house at the RKO-Hillstreet saw the first

sneak of Bob Sparks' INTERFERENCE (temporary title), and

took to it in a big way. ^ ^
The five stars, Victor Mature,

Lucille Ball, Lizabeth Scott, Son-

ny Tufts and Lloyd Nolan, are

evidently very popular with the

Hillstreet's clientele, for they got

a rousing hand when the main
title came on. And as the story

began to unfold, the crowd set-

tled down to enjoy this search-

ing and realistic film.

Revealing a side of profession-

al football that the public seldom

sees, the script packs a lot of

drama and human interest. And
Director Jacques Toiirneiir has

skillfully built up his situations in

a way that kept the audience

thoroughly entertained and pull-

ing for the hero right up to the

finish.

Mature, who has developed
into a amazingly fine actor in the

past year or two, turns in a solid

performance as the harassed

gridiron star, faced with the dual

problems of a selfish wife and of

an unsuspected physical ailment

that means the end of his foci-

ball career.

Miss Ball is equally good as

the team secretary who hides her

sympathy behind a hard-boiled

mask, and Miss Scott delivers a

sock portrayal as the wife, v/ith

Tufts as Mature's long-time pal

and Nolan as the team's coach-
ing manager also registering

heavily.

Jack Paar and Jeff Donnell are

in there pitching In supporting

roles, and the authentic scenes

in the dressing rooms and on the

practice field lend additional

realism to the production. The
makers busted all the rules of

football pictures by never show-
ing any actual games, but for my
money this is smart business; in-

serting football footage would
only detract from the human
drama that centers on Mature's

conflict with himself.

The comment cards, many of

them from women, strongly sup-

port my own views that In IN-

TERFERENCE we have a really

sv/ell box-office property. It's a

natural for all kinds of timely ex-

ploitation, in view of the wide-

spread interest in the pro game,
and unlike most films with a

sports background it has a strong

appeal to feminine patrons. So
you can depend on this one to

score a flock of touchdov/ns for

Your Company.

'lA

RADIO

Barba'"a Bel Geddes wiii ap-

pear on the Ford Theatre of the

Air, CBS, In the play "The Male
Animal, Friday, November 19th,

9:00 to 10:00 PM, EST. Credits

BLOOD ON THE MOON.
Rosalind Russell will appear on

the Phillip Morris Playhouse Fri-

day evening, November 19th.

CBS, full network. Credits for

THE VELVET TOUCH.
Jane Greer will appear on

Erskine Johnson's "Hollywood
Story" Monday. November 29th,

6:30 to 7:00 PM, PDT, Mutual
Coast to Coast network with

credits for STATION WEST.
The Screen Guild Players, on

CBS coast to coast, will present

SNOV^ WHITE AND THE SEV-
EN DWARFS on their radio pro-

gram for December 23rd. Then-

guest artists will be Edgar Berg-
en and Charlie McCarthy. There
will be a credit line for Walt's
SO DEAR TO MY HEART
v/ell as SNOW WHITE.

LOWELL SUNDAY TELEGRAM—NOVEMBER 7. 1948

U^^^^WhoKnow Their Bandi
KNOW YOUR BAND LEADE1!S^

Calling all «,„,est fa„s: The
lelPgram has another contest for
you that is easy enough to be fun
and, just difficult enough to te<:tyour mettle. Its a sort of Wh^,''Vho u. ftj-jsic contest .

rhouIdbep,eeven,oTam.onfwho

. "on^ J''?'''
"^"^ -'"es me^!I'Oned, so famous are the ha„H

Bej nmng a j. eek from Wed-

hong r^Bo,-n".v hich not onlv>tars Danny Kaye and Vire rr,Ma.vo but al« featu,^s f.ve ofall-time great band-leaders n ,

UJem stin-ed into the picture from'

v^n i^" r"," Gol^.win. The Telegram has sei-u-ec•ancatures of four of the fivc-1,-med musicians and is runnin^
Jem herewith for its readers to"ientify. For the first 2rc^rreit

A^Zn' PS' '''^^^ to see

V^"si^?,^;--tcomi:

.io^oc'oU'S'ino^^.rr^-th'^-'o

.^^jHr'^arWr.™-
and send to the "A KniCrX
BORN" EDITOR, cfo

All entries must ^in t
anroi. icrd ne«t Sunday.

PRESSBOOK CARICATURES for A SONG IS BORN
were made the basis for a novel contest at Lowell.

Manager Sam Torgan and Publicist Frank Boyle of

the RKO Keith's based the contest on the names ofij

the band leaders portrayed, names to be written in I
on coupon. Contest was used ten days in advance

|

of opening.
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By ED RICE

The two biggest farm groups

1,1 the United States, the Nation-

al hlusbandry and Grange and

the 4-H clubs, are giving

COUNTY FAIR, latest THIS IS

AMERICA, a double-barrel send-

off. COUNTY FAIR is the story

of a year in the life of a typical

American farm family.

COUNTY FAIR was screened

for leaders of the 4-H Clubs in

Washington Thursday. The

Grange and its affiliated groups

v/ill see It next week. Grange
headquarters are sending out an-

nouncements of the film to their

7,000 locals.

The editors of forty leading

farm magazines (circulations

200,000 to 2,500,000) have been

invited to see COUNTY FAIR
at special screenings in RKO
branches. Five hundred other

farm magazines are receiving

special COUNTY FAIR promo-

tion kits.

# m
Betty Coroen, the nurse who

plays the lead in GIRLS IN

WHITE, December THIS IS

AMERICA release, appeared
in "New Horizons in Nursing,"

, a special NBC public affairs

i program Thursday night. The

iprogram was carried by the full

iNBC network.

Who's Delinquent?

Good. This explores the delin-

quency problem which is facing

many American homes today.

The background is a typical

American town, where juvenile

elinquents are just as common
: in large cities. A reporter inter-

/iews a dozen boys and girls who
'ave been arrested and learns

hat delinquency usually begins

n the home. —BOXOFFICE

CITATION—for the "America" LETTER TO A REBEL, from the

New York Stale Federation of Women's Clubs, presented by
Mrs. Kennethy S. Stroyer, president, to Phil Reisman, Jr., who
wrote the script for RKO Pathe. Left to right, Mrs. James F. Hub-
bell, chairman motion picture division, Reisman, Mrs. Stroyer,

Arthur McBra of the M. P. A. and Mrs. Dean Gray Edwards,
chairman fine arts committee.

Goofy and Wilbur Texas Redhead

Tl NATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR INFANTILE PARALYSIS

Good. A reissue of one of the

best of the earlier Disney car-

toons. Goofy, the dog, has a

clever little companion, Wilbur,

a grasshopper who acts as lure

on his fishing trips. One day, Wil-

bur takes too many chances and

is swallowed by an angry fish

and, when he escapes that fate,

by a frog. The frog is swallowed

by a stork, but Wilbur returns to

Hie when the stork's egg hatches.

—BOXOFFICE

SALESMEN'S
STANDINGS
"This Is America" Sales

1948-49

Week Endiug Nov. 4, 1948

1. Gwin Denver

2. Goldfarb Denver

3. Warren Salt Lake City

4. Careitie Pittsburgh

5. Winters Minneapolis

6. Engelman Portland

7. Blakeley Oklahoma City

8. Canelll New Haven

9. Appelman Denver

10. Hoese Salt Lake City

! i. Boyce Salt Lake Cily

12. Knox Washington

13. Wild Cleveland

14. Neilsen Omaha
15. Ebert Indianapolis

A thorough description of the

duck-hunting process which will

prove most interesting to the

gun-totIng sportsmen. The red-

heads are a species of duck which

fly to the Gulf of Mexico where

the hunters lie in wait to shoot

them in season. When the ducks

approach the carefully placed

decoys, the hunter shoots and

then the Labrador retriever

brings in the birds.

—BOXOFFICE

16. Black

17. Griffin

18. Thorn

19. Ringler

20. Goldsmith

Indianapolis

Salt Lake City

San Francisco

Kansas City

Seattle

Announce a New

Series of Shorts

Harry MIchalson has an-

nounced a new series of six two-

reel comedies to be known as

COMEDY SPECIALS. First in the

group is CONTEST CRAZY, star-

ring Edgar Kennedy, now in re-

lease. This will be the only Edgar

Kennedy (because of his death)

subject during the 1948-49 sea-

son. The second subject will star

Wally Brown and Jack Kirkwood

and is tentatively titled HEART
TROUBLES. This will be followed

by THE NEWLIWEDS for which

no cast selections have as yet

been made. The fourth picture

v/ill be another Wally Brown-Jack

Kirkwood shov/, the fifth another

NEWLIWED production and the

sixth as yet undecided.

Wally Brown has previously ap-

peared for RKO Radio as co-star

cf the popular Brov/n-Carney fea-

ture comedies. He has since

guested for an entire season on
the Dinah Shore radio program
and has made extensive personal

appearances throughout the

country, with great success. Jack
Kirkwood is a veteran comedian
of stage and radio currently fea-

tured on the Bob Hope show.

A high level of production will

be maintained on the new COM-
EDY SPECIALS program and
the combination of new faces

and new situations is expected to

result in an outstanding comedy
series.

21. Fuller

22. Anderson
23. Cummins
24. Grover
25. Dudelson

Minneapolis

Milwaukee
San Francisco

Washington
Pittsburgh

^HO/HfR NEW SEft\fS

EMLINERS

DISTRIBUTORS OF*
SCREEN'S FORtWOST SHORT SUBJECTS.

1
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jackie—its too bad you cannot get

around to meet some of the ladies in

our exchanges, who try to make ones

visit so pleasant, and seem ever ready

to assist wherever, and whenever, they

can. Now I don't remember their

names, with the possible exception of

"Miss Florence" in our Chicago ex-

change, with whom I come into con-

tact more than usual. "Miss Florence"

possesses one of the finest speaking

voices I have ever heard over a phone

and I don't know what the Berts, the

Heims, the Hickeys, and yes, the

Greenblatts and the Gorelicks would

do without her. This little lady also

has F.B.I, instincts, because she will

find you in the city of Chicago, if you

are to be found, and she never seems

to become excited. Then there is that

bunch of "Irishers" up Boston way.

who always have a cheery "Hello" for

you, especially that Colleen Mary, and

if Boston College, Holy Cross or Notre

Dame are playing you can always get

a bet from them. Then there is that

fine looking lady up in Toronto, who

knows her way around "press wise"

and the little lady in Pittsburgh, who

can get you a rail or train ticket,

when all the hotel porters fail, also

with a smile. There is Sol Sachs' sec-

retary, or right hand, never without

a smile and a "Hey, how you all?"

Tiiere's Maclntyre's secretary, who is

forever pleasant, and even when "Mut-

ter and Mumble" Cantor gives with

his tonsil thumping dialogue. I can't

forget those "lookers" up in the San

Francisco office, especially one "red"

and "brunette" who would be tops

in any line. Eddie "Mouse" Lamb,

up Seattle way, always has a most

pleasant bunch and one crew acted

as models for me in a stunt up that-

away onct. I could go on and on but

not knowing their names, it would be-

come monotonous, ijut what 1 am try-

ing to say is that the personnel of the

branches make a traveling man's life

a lot easier with smiles and genuine

"Helios," and whether you know it

or not, RKO Radio Pictures' exchanges
have them. Now that Dane "Shuhy"
can take a long sweeping bow.

SOCIAL NOTE—How bad can a

man be at gin rummy Jackie';' I figure

liiat Don Whitherbottom Algernon
Prince had struck "below .sea level,"

.so to speak, when he blew some 7,250

"pernts," as Mutter and Mumble Can-
tor would pronounce it, but when
"Busier" MacKenzie, our (Cincinnati

and Indianapolis airdale, blew 12,,'j0()

"pernts" last week, over a period of

two or three sittings between screen-

ings of, SO DEAR TO MY HEART, I

says to meself, says I "Here's one for

the looney house." I discovers early

that "Buster" is scotch and even plays

a buck right off the chin whiskers,

but that 2.5 "pernts" for gin is some-

thing his plaid soul cannot pass up,

so whilst hes awaiting, I'm knocking

his brains out. He says he is going

to teach his Janie to play, so as to

brush up, but I suggested he start

with his five-year-old son, for he cant

count yet, and "Buster" can give him
the fast add up, or even pay him off

in rub])er dollars.

WHY OLD MEN GET OLDER—
I'm minding my business Jackie, which

one has a mind to on a rainy day in

Cincinnati, when I gets a long dis-

tance call from one of the Dragoons.

He is almost breathless with an idea

which just has hit him back of the

head (but unfortunately not hard

enough )

.

"I've got an idea which is hot,

boss," he screams, "and its so hot I

couldn't wait to write it."

".\nd what is your idea son?" ques-

tions 1, in my most fatherly manner.

"Well, I can get a great painting

of Joan of Arc," says he," for about

$60,000.00 or more, and we give it to

the Vatican."

Naturally Jackie, I am stunned, first

to hear how cheap we can get a

painting for, and am about to ask if

he could bring the price down, pro-

viiling we take an even dozen, but

I merely intjuires if the gentleman is

drinking, so soft like, he cant hear

evidently, and thinks I am knocked
dead with the idea (which I am) but

he cant wait, and he blurts: "What do

you think boss?"

I says "I'm thinking how far down
to the street it is from the sixteenth

floor of the RKO Building."

"But I don't mean put the picture

up there boss, but in the Vatican at

Rome. Besides what's on the 16th

floor?"

"THE HEAD MAN" says I.

"But what do you mean by how
far is it to the street from the sixteenth

floor?"

'"Oh nothing," says I, "but seeing

that is about where I will have to

take off, onct I bring up the little

matter of .$60,000.00 or more, I thought

it would be sort of practical for me to

figure out how I could fly and land

safely below, because you know they

do have traffic trouble on that street."

"Gee boss, you dont think he would
throw you out of the window, do you?"

"Well not exactly. He might permit

me to jump. Come to think of it, he

is mighty considerate. He might even

call in a couple of uniformed gentle-

men to lead me out, because then,

there would be no broken bones on
the sixteenth floor. It's so messy you

know."

"Well, Boss, that's the idea and I

just thought I would pass it on to

you."

"Thank you son, thank you," says I,

and I goes to the rain and gloom, what

is Cincinnati's.

MtetBding frown

I^eit to Miiffht

When we see our friends figuring

probable football winners on the basis

of comparative scores we are reminded

of the days back in 1905 when we

proved in a like manner that our little

team of the Davenport, Wash., high

school was better than Harvard and

the Crimson were the champs of the

country that year. Harken then ye

grid dopesters who compare scores

and back your judgment with hard

jack. The big gamblers are picking

the winners pretty well these days.

But they know local conditions, play-

ers, coaches, tradition, and all of that.

If you have never trod a campus or

looked upon the ivy towers of some

college or walked its halls, have gone

there to study or lived nearby, you

will not know the source from which

the institution draws its players (there-

fore their physical and mental possi-

bilities) nor the spirit that hangs

over the chalked arena. You must

know the history of a college to know

its pigskin eleven. Well Davenport

"high" had a student body of around

80, some ten or eleven seniors. Count-

ing the village blacksmith, who was

used as a ringer in the line, and a

couple of college grads we played, the

football s(iuad numbered but fifteen.

Ye ed was the scrawny 111-pound

quarter. We used to bet on the big

games back east even in those days

and were thrown so far off on com-

parative scores so often that we made

a comparison one night to end all

comparisons and sent it in to a big

eastern paper where the story broke

under ye ed's name. That season we
held the Cheney Normal School (now

the College of Eastern Washington)

to a 3-0 score. Washington State Col-

lege downed Cheney by a tally of

10-3 which mean that WSC was no

better over us than 7 points. In the

mid-west that year St. Louis Univer-

sity was burning things up and they

came on to play WSC on a snowswept

field at Spokane, WSC winnings 13-0

and the St. Louis crowd was probably

right when they said "we was robbed."

That year the Carlisle Indians were

on the warpath, but they were beaten

by St. Louis 10-0, as we remember
the tally, although touchdowns and

fieldgoals did now count as they do

now. If we were better than 6 over St.

Louis who stopped Carlisle 10-0 then

little Davenport, with its blacksmith

guard, was 16 points over Carlisle.

Carlisle held Harvard to a low score

that year, and by comparisons we
topped the Crimson, rated the best

in the country. Never gamble on com-
parative football scores. A dinky high

school sophomore could have told you
that more than 40 years ago. You'll

have more fun throwing your money
in a sewer.

Old Vfarhorse"

Leads the Bowlers
Dick Gavin, the old Warhorse

OT the Hardwood, Is out in front

in the men's bowling league by
a wide margin. Dick is averaging

1 77, which is his tops in many
seasons. Jimmy Mulhall is second
to Dick, but Jimmy is just barely

over 170 for the season, which

is nothing to write to the Ameri-
can Bowling Congress about.

Then with their average come,
McEntee, 170; Espen, 169; Flair,

167; Grosso, 164; Hoffman, 164;

Farmer, 163; Danheiser, 163, and
Halght 162. "Homerun" Bill

Dahler is having an off season.

The southpaw is hitting but 162,

just outside the first ten. Salver-

son and Agneta round out the

delegation hitting 160 or better.

Farmer, Hoffman and Grosso
haven't hit their top form. Gav-
in's Empire team is the league

leader. Dick has high season's

game, 258. Irving Cane and
Eddie Stokes are having a good
year. Irving who has bowled but
two seasons has an average of

151—Eddie is at the 152 marker.

Missing in action this year are

Zack Taylor who rode with Roose-
velt at San Juan Hill, and Ernie

Liffers, the Jersey curve-bull ace.

Warren Angus, RKO's top bowl-

er of all time, is competing in a

pro league and despite a bad
shoulder has been averaging 190.

"Cannonbair Eddie Falz is at 141

and is just getting up steam. PuH-

irg up in last place is Phil Keir.

Forty RKOers are competing.

November 17th
EARL DYSON Kansas City

MICHAEL BUVALIK New York
LUCILLE C. WIRTH Pittsburgh

HELEN E. THOMAS Kaniias City

CATHERINE RAWLE Philadelpliia

MARGARET WILLIAMS Albany
THOMAS RINGER Washington

November l&lh
HERMAN SILVERMAN New York
A. M. HERSKOVITZ Home Office

VERDA MAY LEE Washington

November 19lb
EDNA DeWITT Philadelphia

November 30th

E. J. RYAN New York
C. J. WHEELER Dallas

HARRIET E. SANDERS Chicago

HENRY O. PETERSON Des Moines
ALFRED SMITH New Haven
DOROTHY GRASS Home Office

December 1st

CHARLES HAVENS Home Office

SAM APPELMAN Denver

December 2nd
ED McGUIRE Home Office

CHARLOTTE HALBERT Denver

EMILY RUNCO Home Office

December 3rd
HAROLD HENDEE Home Office

JOHN KELLER Indianapolis

ELLA RUE Philadelphia
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MOCHRIE CALLS DISTRICT CHIEFS MEETING
Robert Mochrie has called a two-day meeting of the eleven RKO Radio district managers to be held In the

Flamingo Room of the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, Nev^ York City, next Monday and Tuesday, November 29th and 30th.

Ned E. Depinet will head a large HHome Office delegation v/hlch will attend, including our division chiefs, Walter

Branson, Nat Levy and Charles Boasberg, and hHarry MIchalson, short subject sales manager. District managers from

the field who will attend include L. S. Gruenberg, Metropolitan district; Gus Schaefer, Northeastern; R. J. Folllard,

Eastern; M. E. Lefko, Eastern Central; H. hi. Greenblatt, Midwestern; R. V. Nolan, Prairie; Al Kolitz, Rocky Mountain;

J. H. Maclntyre, Western; Dave Prince, Southeastern; Ben Y. Cammack. Southwestern, and L. M. Devaney, Canadian.

JOAN OF ARC" CONTINUES CAPACITY PACEIt

JOAN OF ARC continues to dominate the box-offices

of Broadway like Its sign-expanse dominates the electric

displays of the famous street. The refurbished Victoria has

been packed from the first show. Everyone passing down

or up or over the canyon that is the Big Stem is attracted

by the gigantic electric spectacular at 43rd Street, the

half-block sign above the Victoria, and still another on 46th

Street around the corner from the Victoria toward Eighth

Avenue. The New York and national advertising campaign,

the posting throughout the metropolitan district and reach-

Driscoll Honored
Charles Levy, eastern publicity

[rector for Walt Disney, will go

Chicago Friday where Bobby

iscoll is guest of honor of the

ongress of 4-hl Clubs. Bobby

ill attend a special dinner in

= honor on Monday, following

hich SO DEAR TO MY HEART
'I be screened. While in Chica-

o Bobby will have as a com-

anion a black lamb. Field Man
Vally Heim has been working on

campaign centered around

obby's visit.

High Dignitaries See "Joan"
By BOB HICKEY

CHICAGO, Nov. 22nd—The High Dignitaries of the Catholic

Church, here for the 43rd annual meeting of the Catholic Church

Extension Society, completely taxed the capacity of the RKO Play-

house Sunday night to attend a private screening of Sierra Pictures

JOAN OF ARC. And it's certain that this audience was one of the

most enthralled and entertained that will ever attend a showing of

this great Ingrid Bergman picture.

The audience included His Eminence Samuel Cardinal Stritch and
he was surrounded by nine Archbishops and 50 Bishops, from all

sections of the country. A number of the Bishops had previously seen

the picture at a special showing in Washington, Nov. 17th, and
their attendance a second time within one week testifies to the great-

ness and magnitude of JOAN OF ARC. Everyone was immensely
moved a"nd it's certain that vast support for this titantic RKO release

(Continued on Page Three)

Ing into the suburbs, the continued comment of the critics

and the word-of-mouth have made JOAN OF ARC the

"must-see" picture. JOAN Is the talk of the town. The ex-

citement attendant on its world premiere and acclaim has

continued through Its second week. JOAN is now in Its third

week and all the show world is watching for a long-run

record as It settles into a marathon stride.

On RKOadway, once Broadway, we have BLOOD
ON THE MOON in a third stanza at the Globe, and

strong In every situation where it has opened to date.

Southwestern District Man-

ager Ben Cammack says, "A
marvelous week in first en-

gagement in the Southwest,

et the Majestic, Houston.

Best gross for us in two

years, topping FORT
(Continued on Page Tuo)

Fly fo Dallas
Several RKOers will attend the

Bob O'Donnell testimonial din-

ner in Dallas on Saturday, Dec.
4th. Reservations to date have
been made on a specially char-

tered plane by Ned E. Depinet,

Sol Schwartz and Charles Boas-

berg.

*V#o«fi af Arc*^ Rave Hcvit^ivs, M^tgyes 4^ J, 6V T, S
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APACHE and RACHEL

AND THE STRANGER."

Branch Manager Joe Smith

of San Francisco says first

week at the Golden Gate ^

outgrossed RACHEL and

GOOD SAM by a consid-

erable margin, held over.

Grand opening at the Home

Theatre, Oklahoma City.

Our third show along

RKOadway within a radius

of less than two blocks is

now in a sixth week. This of

course is A SONG IS BORN

at the Astor. The Goldwyn-

ner also is in a sixth week at

the Woods, Chicago. Fourth

week Adams, Detroit. Third

weeks Philadelphia, St. Louis,

Seattle, Boston. Second

weeks Dayton, Rochester,

Jacksonville, Springfield,

Mass., Bakersfield. Excellent

Bangor, Portsmouth, O.,

Waterbury, Williamsport.

York, Charleroi, Norfolk,

Tampa, Lafayette, Fall Riv-

er, Niagara Falls, At Knox-

ville day-dater at Pike and

Tower, held over at Tower.

RACHEL AND THE

STRANGER—Branch Man-

ager Rovy Branon of Char-

lotte says one of the top

grossers for some time at

the Imperial, Charlotte. Ex-

cellent Madison, Nashua,

South Bend, Hazelton, St.

Petersburg, Ottawa.

GOOD SAM—At Seat-

tle two weeks at the Para-

mount, moved to Bluemouse.

Day-dater at Wichita, then

a moveover. Second weeks

Atlanta, Winnipeg, Berke-

ley. Day-dater at Miami. Ex-

cellent Cambridge, Mass.,

Chester, Lancaster, York,

Danville, Knoxviile, Spring-

field, 111., Ithaca.

"MOON" OVER BROADWAY-Smash display of Globe Theatre front where BLOOD ON THE

MOON is now in a third big week.

STATION WEST — Sec-

ond weeks Baltimore, De-

troit. Branch Manager Jim-

my Lewis of Kansas City re-

ports a good week at the

Orpheum, with excellent

audience reaction reported

by manager.

BEST YEARS OF OUR
LIVES — Gross for fourth

v/eek at the Odeon, Winni-

peg, 25 percent above nor-

mal business. Holds fifth

week. Fifth week at the

Odeon, Toronto. Holds at

the Odeon, London, and at

the Melrose, North Bay

where maximum playing time

has been three days. At the

Capitol, Niagara Falls, big

ten days, holds further in

this town where a picture

rarely plays more than four

days. Outstanding nine-day

lA

RADIO

engagement at Owen
Sound, Center Theatre. In

Toronto territory in three

small towns where it has

played at regular admission

is running away from BELLS

OF ST. MARY'S.

Irene Rich has appeared and

v/ill appear on a succession of

radio and television shows plug-

cmg JOAN OF ARC. Her first

recent guest spot was on the

Martha Deane show over WOR
November 19 and was followed

by the Margaret Arlen show over

CBS on November 20. Miss Rich

was featured on the "Inside

Photograph" Television show con-

ducted by Wendle Barrie

(WABD) on Monday, November

22, and will appear on the radio

shows "Luncheon at Sardi's" on

Monday, November 29, and

Maggi McNeills Tuesday, No-

vember 30.
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High Dignitaries See "Joan"
I Continued from Page One)

will come from these high officials of the Catholic Church.

The list of those in attendance include:

ARCHBISHOPS

Mcst Rev. Gerald T. Bergen. D.D..

Omaha. Nebr.

Mcst Rev. Edward D. Howard, D.D..

SealUe, Wash.

Most Rev. Moses E. Kiley, D.D..

Milwaukee, Wise.

Most Rev. Robert E. Lucey, D.D..

San Antonio, Texas.

Most Rev. J. Francis A. Mclntyre,

D.D., los Angeles. Calii.

Mcst Rev. Henry P. Rohlman, D.D.,

Dubuque, Iowa.

Mcst Rev. Joseph F. Rummel, DJ>.,

New Orleans, La.

Mcst Rev. Paul C. Schulte, D.D.,

Indianapolis, Ind.

Most Rev. Urban V. Vehr, D.D..

Denver, Colo.

BISHOPS

Most Rev. William D. O'Brien, Chi-

cago, m.

Mcst Rev. William L. Adrian, Nash-

ville, Tenn.

Most Rev. Joseph H. Albers, D.D.,

Lansing, Mich.

Most Rev. Robert I. Armstrong,

DJ)., Sacramento, Calif.

Most Rev. Peter W. Bartholome,

D.D., St. Cloud, Minn.

Most Rev. Leo Binz, D.D., Winona,

Minn.

Most Rev. Stanislaus V. Bona, D.D.,

Green Bay, Wis.

Most Rev. John J. Boylan, D.D.,

Rcckford, 111.

Most Rev. WilUam O. Brady, D.D.,

Sioux Falls, SJ).

Mcst Rev. Charles F. Buddy, D.D.,

5an Diego, CaliL

Most Rev. Christopher E. Byrne,

3.D., Galveston, Tex.

Most Rev. L. Abee Caillouet, D.D.,

^ew Orleans, La.

Most Rev. William J. Condon, D,D.,

jreat Falls, Mont.

Mcst Rev. James L. Connolly, D.D.,

all River, Mass.

Most Rev. Thomas A. Connolly, D.D.,

Ian Francisco, CaliL

Most Rev. Francis R. Cotton, D,D.,

)wensboro, Ky.

Most Rev. Leo F. Dworschak, D.D.,

argo, N.D.

Most Rev. Leo M. Fahy, DJJ., Baker,

)re.

I

Most Rev. Edward A. Fitzgerald,

J3., Dubuque, Iowa.

Most Rev. Laurence J. FitzSimon,

.D., Amarillo, Tex.

Most Rev. Albert L. Fletcher, D.D.,

itle Rock, Ark.

Most Rev. Mariano S. Garriga. D.D.,

3redo, Tex.

Most Rev. Daniel J. Gercke, D.D..

jcson, Ariz.

Most Rev, Richard O. Gerow, DJ).,

atchez. Miss.

Most Rev. Joseph M. Gihnore, D.D.,

slena, Mont.

Most Rev. Francis D. Gleeson, S.J.,

D., Juneau, Alaska.

Most Rev. Charles P. Greco, D.D.,

exandria. La.

Most Rev. William A. Griflin, D.D.,

enton, N.J.

I

Most Rev. Henry I. Grimmelsmon,
DJ>., Evansville, Ind.

Most Rev. Ralph L. Hayes, D.D.,

Davenport, Iowa.

Mcs! Rev. Edward F. Hoban, D.D.,

Cleveland. Ohio.

Mcst Rev. Edward J. Hunkeler, D.D.,

Grand Island. Nebr.

Mo£t Rev. Duane G. Hunt. D.D.,

Sell Lak3 City, Utah.

Mcst Rev. Jules B. Jecmmard, D.D.,

Lofayelts. La.

Mcst Rsv. Louis B. Kucera, D.D.,

Lincoln, Nebr.

Mcst Rev. Raymond A. Lane, D.D.,

Mary KnoU, N.Y.

Most Rev. Charles H. LeBlond, D.D.,

St. Joseph, Mo.

Mcst Rev. Joseph P. Lynch, D.D.,

Dallas, Texas.

Most Rev. William T. McCorty,

C.SS.R., D.D., Rapid City, S.D.

Mcst Rev. Thomas J. McDonneU,
D.D., New York City, N.Y.

Most Rev. Eugene J. McGuiness,

D.D., Oklahoma City, Okla.

Most Rev. James E. McManus,
C.SS.R., D.D., Ponce, Poria Rica.

Mcst Rev. Russell J. McVinney, DJ).,

Providence, R.L

Mcst Rev. Sidney M. Metzger, D.D.,

El Paso, Tex.

Most Rev. Albert G. Meyer, D.D.,

Superior, Wise.

Most Rev. Joseph M. Mueller, DJ).,

Sicux City, Iowa.

Most Rev. William T. Mulloy, D.D.,

Covington, Ky.

Most Rev. Hubert M. Newell, D.D..

Cheyenne, Wyo.

Most Rev. J. M. Preciado Nieva,

C.M.F., DJ)., Canal Zone.

Most Rev. W. J. Nold. D.D., DaUas
Texas.

Most Rev. John F. Noll, D.D., Fort

Wayne, Ind.

Most Rev. William P. O'Connor,

D.D., Madison, Wise.

Most Rev. Edwin V. O'Hara, D.D..

Kansas City, Mo.

Mcst Rev. Vincent J. Ryan, D.D.,

Bismarck, N.D..

Most Rev. Louis J. Reicher, D.D.,

Austin, Tex.

Most Rev. Leo I. Steck, D,D., Salt

Lake City, Utah.

Most Rev. Francis I. Schenk, D.D.,

Crcckston, Minn.

Most Rev. James J. Sweeney, Hono-

lulu, Hawaii.

Most Rev. Frank A. Thill, D.D., Sa-

lina, Kan.

Most Rev. Thomas J. Toolen, D.D.,

Mobile, Ala.

Most Rev. Thomas Welch, DJ).,

Duluth, Minn.

Mcst Rev. Vincent S. Waters, D.D.,

Raleigh. N.C.

Most Rev. Charles D. White, D.D.,

Spokane, Wash.

Most Rev. Aloysius J. Willinger.

Pueblo, Colo.

Mcst Rev. Aoysius J. Willinger,

C.SS.R.. D.D., Fresno, Calif.

Most Rev. Albert R. Ztiroweste, D.D.,

BelleviUe. m.

RED BENSON, popular M.C. of the Movie Matinee show, is

just about to become THE BOY WITH GREEN HAIR. Pot O'Brien,

star of the RKO movie of that title, changed Red's flaming

tresses to the emerald-hued type with a frowsy green wig

during some backstage kidding after the radio show on which

Pot guested. Movie Matinee, a daily Mutual Broadcasting

Show, is presented under the auspices of Modem Screen mag-

agine. Both radio show and magazine carried and will carry

future plugs for THE BOY WITH GREEN HAIR.

Will Disttibute 'Green Promise"

THE GREEN PROMISE, initial Glen McCarthy production co-

starring Marguerite Chapman, Walter Brennan, Robert Paige and

Natalie Wood, will be released by RKO Radio.

Key City premieres early in 1949 are in course of planning. The

first showing of the picture will be staged before 1700 members of

the annual 4-H Congress in Chicago on December 2. A special re-

viewing committee appointed by 4-H leaders enthusiastically recom-

mended the showing of the film to the full congress, which comprises

4-H leaders and delegates from the 2,000 national membership.

Written by Monty F. Collins, THE GREEN PROMISE is a warm,

human story of a struggle against nature and of the persistent battle

of the younger generation to overcome the hard and fast prejudices

of their elders.

Non-specialist

Branch Manager Stan Jacques

of Cincinnati tells of a small-town

physician who is really busier

than the proverbial one-legged

bandit throwing a fit on a tin

I oof. Salesman Jack Furrer

brought in the story of a colored

man who recently opened the

Vance Theatre in Lester. W. Va.

He is Dr. \ . AUen Christian, and
is the only physician in town, the

population of which is 909. and
more than fifty percent are col-

ored people. Dr. Christian also

runs a meat market and grocery

store and beginning vnih the new

Bangtiart Here
Ralph Banghart, field man of

Boston, was a home office visitor

Monday evening. Ralph is pre-

paring for an opening of EN-
CHANTMENT around the

Christmas season in Boston. In

1946 for the Christmas season he
had BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
and in 1947 THE BISHOPS
WIFE.

\ear he will open a barber shop
and will do the barbering. Who
said this is the age of specializa-

tion!
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Ranks at the top as entertain-

ment . . . iu()\ ie-making at its

l>est . . . no one could have plaved

ihe inspired heroine as magnifi-

rently as Ingrid Bergman I"

—LIBERTY MAGAZINF.

"7 liive the Costnopolitai} Cilalioii

jor the Best Production oj the

Month to 'Joan of Arc'."

—LOUELLA PARSO^S.
COSMOPOLITA \

PAGE 4

NEVER BEFORE
such spontaneous enthusiasm

for any motion picture!

Newspaper, magazine, radio, columnists

and Syndicate Press writers hail

"JOAN OF ARC"

TRIUMPH OF ENTERTAINMENT

Ingrid Bergman an

Inspired Saint Joan
Maxwell Anderson, author of the stage play, "Joan of Lorraine,"

and scenarist Andrew Solt have sifted the masses of nnaterial that

exist on the strange 15th century adventures of Joan of Arc, as

peasant maid, soldier, political pawn and martyr, and have brought

forth a screen document that has given Walter Wanger the basis of

a beautiful, inspiring and authentic film biography.

Wanger's production of "Joan of Arc," which had its first public

showing at the rehabilitated Victoria Theatre yesterday under the

auspices of RKO, will undoubtedly become a classic of the screen,

in time, as it possesses the qualities that go into the making of a

great and eloquent film.

TIMELESS STORY WELL-TOLD

Under Victor Fleming's skillful direction, it has wide pictorial

scope, with its backgrounds of the Loire valley, its reproductions of

15th century French interiors and its stunning pageantry of royal

court- and field of battle. It also has a timeless story of great faith

and physical courage that raises it high above the average motion

picture. It is beautifully photographed in Technicolor and contains

an inspirational performance by its star, Ingrid Bergman, who also

played Joan on the New York stage in the Anderson play.

Ingrid seems to have fallen under the spell of the mystical rnaid

of Orleans, as her screen performance is ardent and of compelling

sincerity. It has the advantage over her stage playing in that it is

free of the changes of pace and mood that handicapped her inter-

pretation of Joan in the Anderson play, in which she was more the

actress than the Saint.

CATCHES SPIRIT OF JOAN

"Joan of Lorraine" was a play within a play. All the extraneous

material about the actress who represented Joan was dropped by

Anderson when he came to write the scenario for the current produc-

tion. He and his collaborator, Solt, concentrated on Saint Joan, as

did George Bernard Shaw in his beautiful poetic play, "Saint Joan."

In consequence, they have made her live again in the person of

Miss Bergman as she must have been in the days of her adventure

long ago, when she was instrumental in having the Dauphin crowned

King of France at Rheims on July 10, 1429, and leading a victorious

"Joan of Arc" is colossaL color-

fuL eyefilling . . . perhaps never

before has there been reproduced

on fihii such breath-taking se-

quences."

—CI E MAGAZINF.

"HollywoocFs i^rea'.est! Joan oj

Arc is a /ilorious name in history,

hut this picture ivill make Joan

oj Arc a fiiorious ivoman in your

heart!"

—JOHN H. KENNEDY.
Noted Radio Commentator

French army against the combined forces of the English and Burgun-

dian war lords.

ENDS ON A NOTE OF HORROR

The re-enactment of the ignominious trial, instigated by the Eng-

lish and prosecuted by the Bishop of Beauvais, probably the most

thoroughly documented event of the 1 5th century, is presented in

detail with a pitiable Joan refusing to deny the heavenly voices and

apparitions that started her on her strange mission from her father's

farm at Domremy to Orleans and the court of Charles VII.

The film opens with a shot of the Martyrology, the Roman book

that contains the names of all the martyrs of the church and in which

Joan's name was inscribed in 1919, after her canonization by Pope

Benedict XV. The picture ends on a note of horror that is mitigated

by the heroism and nobility of the girl's martyrdom, as she dies at

the stake in the market place in Rouen, with a rudely made cross

pressed to her burning lips.

FINE PERFORMANCES

There are many fine performances in the picture, besides Miss

Bergman's. Jose Ferrer, making his screen debut, is unforgettable as

the moronic Dauphin. Ward Bond gives a forthright performance as

La Hire, Joan's faithful soldier-friend and protector. J. Carrol Naish,

Richard Derr, Shepperd Strudwick, Francis L. Sullivan, Irene Rich,

Roman Bohnen, John Emery and Gene Lockhart, to name a few of

the competent players in the large cast, are impressive in their various

historical characterizations.

The producer, too, must have fallen under the spell of Joan, along

with many a man before him, as he has been reluctant to cut her

screen story down to normal feature-picture length. As it is, the

writers have had to telescope many of the dramatic events of the

maid's spectacular life and death into a two-and-a-half hour film.

For centuries, Joan has been a magnet of interest and spiritual

inspiration ot poets, playwrights, novelists, actresses, historical re-

searchers and just ordinary people. Men have been known to devote

the greater part of their lives to gathering material about her and

adding to the store of general knowledge about the girl whose

mystical qualities have baffled sages.

One such devotee. Father Doncoeur, S. J., of France, who is

probably the world's greatest authority on Joan, was invited to

Hollywood by Wanger to examine the script and sit on the set

during the filming of the story. His approval of the finished product

meant that it was as historically accurate as such a medium could

be in the reproduction of a real event.

—DAILY NEWS, Kate Cameron
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Joan of Arc' held nie spell-

Louiid ... it is in a class In itself

. the picture got me right from

the start, but the final scene

topped everything that had gone

before. \ou've got to see this

liiagiiificent film."

—KATE SMITH

"Hollyuood's greatest . . . more

Inan a masterpiece—it is an epic

that will spark every emotion . . .

the picture is flawless, his.ri'1

Bergman's performance exqui-

site . . . this is something to have

lived to see."

—JOH\ B. KEWEDY
Famous Radio Commentator

A Richly Mounted Movie

With Bergman, Ferrer
A richly mounted pageant in Technicolor, "Joan of Arc" has

opened at the Victoria Theatre for an extended run. Produced by

Walter Wanger and direched by Victor Fleming, it is a lavish spec-

tacle that has been some two years in the making at a reported cost

of more than $4,500,000.

In line with the general opulence of the production, the picture

has been given a large and imposing cast which is headed by Ingrid

Bergman in the title role and by Jose Ferrer who makes his film

debut as the Dauphin.

The screenplay was written by Maxwell Anderson, but it is no

daptation of Mr. Anderson's "Joan of Lorraine" which starred Miss

Bergman on Broadway. The play-within-a-play device was discarded

for a straight drama about the martyred Maid.

The heroic story of the peasant girl, whose religious faith inspired

sullen army to victory, is unfolded against a great many changes

f scene.

The Anderson script takes her from her farm home at Domremy
n Lorraine to Vaucouleurs where she gets permission from the Sov-

rnor to tell the uncrowned king of her mystic visitations; to the

:ourt of Charles Vll where she convinces the Dauphin that she will

Irive the British out of France; to the battlefield at Orleans and

ictory; to her capture by the Burgundians, and to her trial for heresy

Wat Rouen.

j

Among the scenes of medieval pomp and color and chicanery

noves Miss Bergman's Joan, first as the country girl to whom a

niracle has occurred, then as a figure in white armor at the head

)f her troops and finally as the harried victim of persecution and

loubt and jealousy at the hands of the Inquisitors who send her to

>e burned at the stake.

Broadway's Joe Ferrer gives an effective performance as the

l^eakling Dauphin, and among the other principals are Francis L.

lullivan as the villainous count-Bishop of Beauvais, Shepperd Strud-

'ick as Joan's sympathetic bailiff, John Emery as Charles' cousin

nd Gene Lockhart as the King's chief counsellor.

In minor roles are such well known players as George Coulouris,

. Carroll Naish, Selena Royle, Irene Rich, George Zucco, Richard

ley, V/ard Bond, Cecil Kelleway, Taylor Holmes, Aubrey Mather
nd Frederic Worlock.

Much care and attention to detail are evidenced in the sets and
Ds^umes, and excellent Technicolor photography heightens the film's

oduction values.

—N. Y. JOURNAL-AMERICAN, Rose Pelswick

Rndie Harris '•'Broadtray and Vine"
Coast to Coast Broadcast

TOy'Y: . . . And note, Radie haven''t you a postcript?

RADIE: Yes, Tony, I have. The other night I caught

a previeic of J0.4IS OF .ARC and note Vm going to have

a tougher time than ever, giving out its aiiards in

March. For certainly Ingrid Bergman's superb per-

formance of ^''Joan" is an .Academy .Aicard performance

if ever I saic one! To me, it is by far the high spot of

her entire career. Other brilliant performances are

contributed by Jose Ferrer, as the ''^Dauphin'' tmd

Francis L. Sullivan as the '''Bishop of Beauvais." An-

other aicard contender should be cameraman Joseph

Valentine. The scenes of the French countryside—the

Dauphin's court—the battle scenes—the burning at

the stake—every technicolor shot looks like an ex-

quisite painting. W alter Wanger and Victor Fleming

have spent five million dollars on this labor of love,

and they deserve an aicard of their otcn for giving movie

fans a picture uith such magnificent spiritual uplift

at a time when the world is sadly in need of it.

'Joan of Arc' Stunning

Super^Spectacle
The cinematic moment all fans looked for has arrived. Ingrid

Bergman, in "Joan of Arc," is at the Victoria Theatre— is there for

months.

Into it Victor Fleming and Walter Wanger put their best pro-

fessionally and it seems, financially. This super-photoplay has its

moments—some so exciting as almost to be unbearable. It has

Bergman. It is commercial. It will be a box-office smash.

Yes, Wanger and Fleming made a noble effort. They spared

no expense. They assembled a cast so large, the mere credits take

five minutes to reel off. They constructed Cecil de Mille-like sets which

stun the imagination.

On the script side. Maxwell Anderson and Andrew Solt adhered

to the historical record. The important events, the chronological

progression, those whose lives crossed hers, all are there.

Joan, the Maid of Orleans was a child of God, but was also an

eminently physical human, who raised and directed an army. She
carried on negotiations with kings and princes, knew the value of

public relations and public appearances in arousing a lethargic nation.

Here she is often ectoplasm—a beautiful wraith floating through

20 long reels on a cloud.

The photoplay opens some years after Joan first hears the voices,

when she cajoles the reluctant Captain of the Guard to send her

to the court of the Dauphin. The essential moments are there. Her
reception by the skeptical prince, her investiture of command, the

battle for the fortress of Orleans, while Joan leads the revived French
army, clad in shining white armor; the coronation of the King at

Reims, as foretold in the prophecies, his traitorous truce with the
Burgundians, her capture and trial for heresy by renegade clerics in

the employ of the enemy, and, finally, her immolation by fire.

These are stirring events which alternately make the blood run
hot and cold.

But the picture is tremendous. It is worthwhile, memorable, and
Hollywood in one of its best moods and moments. No one there
could do it better than those who produced and acted this. It will

do more than bring back the millions invested in it. It will encourage
a return to works of scope and daring, of spirit and faith.

—N. Y. DAILY MIRROR. Lee Mortimer

1
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'"Nothing I have seen, or listened

to, equals in beauty, in fine act-

ing, or in emotional response of

the audience, to 'Joan of Arc'.

—GEORGE SOKOLSKY,
NEW YORK SUN

"The highspot in the fabulous

Bergman career ... a glowing

performance . . . Her portrayal

is a masterpiece!"

—LOOK MAGAZINE

4» 4" 4*

BERGMAN'S "JOAN" PREMIERED

IS MOVING DOCUMENT OF SPIRIT

By Lawrence Perry

North American Newspaper Alliance

NEW YORK, NOV. 10—Joan of Arc's miracle working has not

ceased. Some 600 years ago she imbued France with a spirit which

eventually ended the hiundred Years' War, the yoke of England

broken forever. Now, on Broadway at the Victoria Theatre, we find

Hollywood redeemed from critical derision, contumely and reproach

through reincarnation on the screen of the immortal Maid in the

person of Ingrid Bergman. The film play, premiered tonight, was pro-

duced with impressive magnificence, sincerity and historical fidelity

by Walter Wanger, and superbly directed by Victor Fleming.

In terms of drama, the new "Joan" is not only a play—it is an

historic document. The things she felt, the things she did, the things

done to her, are the play. All that needed to be done was to record

them with craftsmanlike artistry. This, Messrs. Wanger and Fleming

—also Maxwell Anderson and Andrew Solt, who prepared the script

—have accomplished superbly. For one thing they have awakened

Broadway to the majesty of faith and the works thereof. They have

wrought a stupendous spectacle, flaming with color and pomp and

through Miss Bergman have portrayed a great soul.

Here we have a farm girl, a child in years, reared in poverty, igno-

rant, unable to read or write, her vision and understanding circum-

scribed by the bounds of a rural village, here we have a child

awakened by voices—so she claimed—to the tragedy of a nation

prostrate "in the chains of an alien invader, its armies dispersed, its

hope dead and a weakling heir to the throne meditating flight.

Through forces which never have been explained and never can

be because they are beyond human knowing, this 19-year-old girl

projected her flaming spirit into the dead body of France and gave
it life. She bent a cynical, degenerate French court to her will. In

shining armor, she rallied her countrymen. She directed the reorgani-

zation of an army and—completely untutored in military science

—

led it to victory with the practiced judgment, strategic skill and elan

of a great soldier. She confounded prelates of her church and also

statesmen with her dialectical skill and mental resourcefulness.

Throughout she shone like a star in simple faith and, in the end
betrayed, she died a martyr's death at the stake.

It needed not her eventual beatification by her church to keep
her alive through the ages to this day not only as a name but as an
impulse which among other things has placed the Maid in screen
plays and stage presentations and in novels and historical works long
before the current production at the Victoria. But, in no predecessor,
we believe, was that Impulse so vibrantly signalled as in Miss Bergman,
aided by Messrs. Wanger and Fleming.

Miss Bergman Is a superb Joan, the finest we ever saw In sheer
personal beauty and the registration of spiritual exaltation and dyna-
mic action. Every character in a mammoth cast has been hand picked
and each has justified his or her choice, notably so in the case of
Jose Ferrer, the weak and vacillating Dauphin; Francis Sullivan as
Cauchon; Selena Royle, the Maid's mother; Ward Bond as La Hire-
Nicholas Joy as a Bishop; George Coulouris as Sir Roger de Baudri-
court; and J. Carrol Naish as John of Luxembourg.

Of the play, as a play, we have but one criticism—Its length. Yet
personally we sat tensely throughout. And we are a restless fellow.

Everyone seeing ''Joan of Arc"

liill immediately realize that this

picture is so far superior to

everything that they have seen

that they iiill just sit back and

marvel.

—THE TABLET

Here in a new picture played

in the transcendent beauty by

Ingrid Bergman is the feeling of

ihe flesh and blood of the simple

peasant girl ivho became a saint.

More than that, it is the spirit.

—GOOD HOUSEKEEPING

A fascinating story, colorful

pageantry and fine acting have

been combined to make an ex-

cellent film in "Joan of Arc." The

life of the Maid of Orleans is as

magnificent and vivid a tale as

one will find in the long gloomy

pages of history. The picture

faithfully retells all the important

events and recreates carefully the

setting and circumstances in

uhich they occurred.

—WALL STREET JOURNAL

"Joan of Arc" is a rich, color-

ful and grandiose spectacle . . .

It is something to see.

—JEWISH MORNING
JOURNAL

•I? 4!'

"Miss Bergman always beautiful

and radiant in every scene"

A magnificent production of "Joan of Arc" has opened at the

newly redecorated Victoria Theater, completely transformed for the

showing of this spectacular new film.

"Joan of Arc" lends itself to pageantry. France in the third

decade of the fifteenth century was a time of glittering armor, of

panoplied horses, of impressively robed clergy, of medieval warfare,

of triumphant coronations, and, of course, of witch burnings. Walter

Wanger, the producer, has made the most of all of these. The siege

of Orleans, with Joan in white armor storming the city walls at the

head of 4,000 soldiers, is one of the outstanding scenes.

This Is a resplendent production, combining both the glitter of

court life and the somber beauty of Joan's trial and death. The mood
is an exalted one. Wanger has walked cautiously, in obvious effort to

avoid offense to the Roman Catholic Church. He has surely suc-

ceeded here. The picture should be particularly moving to specta-

tors of that faith, as it deals reverently and exaltantly with one of the

Church's saints.

"Joan of Arc" has Ingrid Bergman as the shining Maid of Or-

leans, and a better choice could hardly have been made. Miss Berg-

man's fresh beauty is as distinctive, and as feminine, in armor as in

Joan's peasant dress. It was wise to choose so feminine a Joan, one

who looked womanly in costume of steel, one whose healthy loveliness

could do without make-up, who could and did look as though saintli-

ness became her. Miss Bergman appears in nearly every scene, always

beautiful, always radiant. Miss Bergman here has the right part. She

can look shy and modest when first she dons boy's clothes, and still

determined. She can lead a battle and still make one believe her a

young girl shocked by the sight of suffering. She can burn at the

stake with a pathetic mixture of terror and courage.

Jose Ferrer presents the film's only other interesting piece of

acting. He plays the knavish Dauphin, spurred on by Joan's revela-

tions for a while, then relapsing into his avaricious traitordom. Ferrer

makes a fine rascal, cowardly, stupid, vain. He also offers the film's

only bit of humor.

"Joan of Arc" had Victor Fleming to direct, which means that

individual sequences move with pace and power. There are many
moved to tears by Joan's martyrdom in smoke and flames.

"Joan or Arc" is a most beautiful pageant, one with religious

significance, with the melodrama of war, the inspiring tragedy of

martyrdom, and a radiant portrayal by Miss Bergman.

—SUN, Eileen Creelman
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^Joan of Arc' Shines

In High Technicolor

"Joan of Arc" is a great Technicolored bundle of spectacle and

sad sentiment. You nnay come away from the Victoria with no new

thoughts on Joan, but you will have seen a large scale medieval battle,

some massively handsome scenery and a lot of striking acting—some

two and a half hours and several million dollars worth.

For the movie version. Maxwell Anderson and Andrew Solt have

tossed out most of the Anderson play, "Joan of Lorraine," in which

Ingrid Bergman played on Broadway last season. Instead, they have

written a straight version of the highlights in Joan's story, distorting

here and there for purposes of compression and movie effectiveness.

The supporting players are just about the largest assemblage of

inotables ever put into a single movie. Almost every speaking role is

n the hands of a player of star caliber or just short of it.

The acting honors, if any one performance can be chosen from

o many superb ones, goes to Jose Ferrer as the dawdling, indecisive

)auphin and Charles VII. He is limited to the first half of the picture,

>ut he dominates all his scenes, from the moment of his meeting with

loan until he betrays her cause, fearful that her power might become

greater than his own.

All of the episodes are studded with acting gems, not many

l>f the roles very large, but even the smallest played with a sure style.

Some that remain most prominently in memory are Ward Bond,

gruff old soldier swept under Joan's spell after his first rejection

f any notion that a girl might lead an army; Francis L. Sullivan, the

t, corrupt old count-bishop intent on Joan's execution, and J.

Carroll Naish, the conspiring captor who sold Joan to the English.

Confined to mere bits are such sterling craftsmen as George

!oulouris, Roman Bohnen, Irene Rich, Frederic Worlock, Cecil Kell-

way, Taylor Holmes and a great many others. The lines of Gene

ockhart are not many, but he builds them into a big part with the

veep of his portrayal of grasping wickedness as the Dauphin's evil

3unselor.

(
—WORLD-TELEGRAM, Alton Cook

Earl Wilson, iV. Y. Post, Syndicate Writer

One of the great pictures—Ingrid Bergman at her

best which is the best. History presented with so much
emotion that you^ll want to cry. It is so entertaining

that you will want to go back to your history books

and re-read.

" loan of Arc is another great

triumph for Ingrid Bergman and

all those concerned in its mak-

—SIDNEY SKOLSKY
Post-Home News

"A film of monumental propor-

tions. Ingrid Bergman reaches

and touches the heights."

—HARRY HERSHFIELD

"There's grandeur galore and

sweeping power in 'Joan of Arc'

Ingrid Bergman makes a superb

cinema superba."

—WALTER WINCHELL

" 'Joan of Arc' is the most thrill-

ing and exciting motion picture

ever filmed!"

—EDWIN C. HILL,
Famous Radio Commentator

4" 4»' 4*

'"Brilliant and Magnificent Moments of

Tremendous Excitement and Shock"

Out of the history and the legends of France's great national

saint and out of the brilliant stuff of pageants which the bold cine-

matist commands. Sierra Pictures has fashioned a stupendous film,

"Joan of Arc," which moved with the pomp of a procession onto the

screen of the Victoria yesterday. Pictorially, it is one of the most

magnificent films ever made, bespeaking the vast sum of money and

the effort expended on it. Dramatically, is has moments of tremendous

excitement and shock. And emotionally it has glimmers of the deep

poignancy of the Maid.

Here we have the phenomenon of the simple Domremy girl follow-

ing the behest of her "voices" to go to the Dauphin of France and

offer herself to lead his armies against the English and the Burgun-

dians. Here we have the moving episode of her finding the Dauphin

at his court, hidden behind the women in a cruel attempt at jest. And

here we have the excitement and the sweep of Joan's recruiting

drive, the shock of the battle of Orleans and the brilliance of the

crowning of the Dauphin.

Mr. Sullivan's elephantine volume and his cruel, cunning arrogance

in his role bring lightning and thunder to a court-room.

In a very large cast of competent actors, Jose Ferrer is electric

too, as the weak and vacillating Dauphin; J. Carrol Naish is cold as

a Burgundian count and any number of others are picturesque as

peasants, courtiers, priests and knights.

The costumes are rich, the settings brilliant, the music fitting

and the Technicolor superb.

—NEW YORK TIMES, Bosley Crowther

"Fleming captures restless excitement"

An ornately impressive screen tapestry has been woven around

the Maid of Orleans, her liberation of France and her martyrdom.

"Joan of Arc," at the Victoria, is monumental historical drama.

While it is purportedly based on Maxwell Anderson's play, "Joan of

Lorraine," the dramatist and his co-scenarist, Andrew Solt, have paid

scant heed to that original in a stately and occasionally tumultuous

pageant. With labored precision they have documented the final

few years in the life of a peasant girl who was to become a saint.

Ingrid Bergman gives a rapt portrayal of the title role. Scores of

principals and hundreds of extras fill in the tinted backgrounds of

some two and a half hours of panoply, martial alarums, betrayal and
persecution. Indisputably "Joan of Arc" has size.

Victor Fleming has captured a restless excitement in his staging

of Joan's military feats against the English at the behest of her
"voices." Through the Battle of Orleans and the crowning of the
slyly weak Dauphin, the film is in the baroque tradition of Hollywood's
expensive costume shows.

—NEW YORK TRIBUNE, Howard Barnes
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More than

mere enteriainment"
"

. . . One of the nnost moving

pictures I have ever seen. As it

progresses it does something

to you, and when it is all over,

and Joan's martyrdom is

stamped upon your conscious-

ness, you experience an exalt-

ant note of personal spiritual

triumph. Miss Bergman's su-

perb acting, so sincerely per-

formed, does it ... A techni-

cal triumph, beautifully and
artistically photographed, and
expertly directed . . . This is

one of those pictures which is

more than mere entertain-

ment. There's something else

there. It creeps into your mind
and heart as the picture moves
to its climax. Then you rise

from your seat, and take 'that

something' away with you."

—GEORGE MATTHEW ADAMS,
an editorial in "Today's Talk" ap-

pearing in more than SO newspapers.

" 'Joan of Arc' is the most thrill-

ing and exciting motion picture

ever filmed!"
—EDWI\ C. HILL,

famous Radio Commentator

' Screen reaches neiv heights . . .

Ingrid Bergman's portrayal of

Joan of Arc is a remarkable ac-

complishment . . . the screen story

is sustained, unrelenting drama
. . . battle scenes are vividly por-

trayed and teem with action sel-

dom equalled on the screen!
'

—MOTION PICTURE DAILY

' 'Joan of Arc" magnificent . . .

production, acting, direction su-

perb ... a hit in every sense of

that much abused word . . . the

Bergman Joan is a performance

that audiences will long remem-

ber ..."

—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

"Ingrid Bergman stands superbly

alone . . . In a noted career, she

has never approximated such a

{•erformance . . . She is the per-

fect Joan!"

—MOTION PICTURE HERALD

"One of the great pictures of this,

or any year ... A screen master-

piece . . . The greatest of per-

formances and spectacle are pres-

ent ... A film that is to reckon

with every award ever issued!
"

—EXHIBITOR

'Joan of Arc' should rank

among all-time great ... A mag-
nificent picture . . . Ingrid Berg-

man gives an extraordinary per-

formance ... Its scope and spec-

tacle have seldom, if ever, been

surpassed . . . Scene after scene

is so tremendous as to make them
breathtaking!"

—BOXOFFICE

" 'Joan of Arc' is a big picture in

every respect . . . has Ingrid Berg-

man and a dream supporting cast

. . . the color by Technicolor is

magnificent. The production is

lavish . . . truly extraordinary in

every respect."

—VARIETY

'"One of the greatest pictures of

all time . . . Inspired portravals.

7nasterful direction, unsurpassed

production values and the finest

Technicolor photographv ... A
picture for all the world to see."

—FILM DAILY

"Here is exciting drama . . . Ir-

lesistible . . . Stirring to the etna-

tions. Its destined to place among
the rare few pictures that have
attained true rank as "all-time

greats!'
"

—SHOWMEN'S TRADE
REVIEW

A Poignant

"Joan" Portrait

They (the publicity releases)

say that all her life Ingrid Berg-

man longed to portray Joan of

Arc on the screen. Now at last,

in the Walter Wanger production

which opened yesterday at the

rcseately refurbished and en-

larged Victoria Theatre, Miss

Bergman's dream has come true.

In coming true, it proves that

Miss Bergman dreamed the right

dream because she is one actress

who knows her own strength. For

a good two hours and a half, in

the massive and earnest Techni-

color pageant that gradually

picks up momentum and interest

in its slow, inexorable advance.

Miss Bergman's wholesome face

is almost continually on the screen

—and is always a tonic sight. Her
special qualities of naturalness,

sincerity and simplicity, her long-

limbed young awkwardness, her

glowing plainness — becoming

more appealing the longer
they're held up to view—eventu-

ally merge into a poignant, full-

siied portrait of The Maid.

If it is not the only possible

portrait, nevertheless it is a satis-

fying one, sometimes stirring, al-

ways visually pleasing. It has the

requisite resoluteness, piety and

faith, and it develops. Miss Berg-

man's Joan, a gawky, raw-boned

peasant girl with what today is

called "drive" at the beginning

cf this most conscientious spec-

t;>cle, has learned much, has be-

come chastened, rarefied and
purefied, has acquired a good
measure of spiritual beauty and
understanding, by the end.

The true Miss Bergman domi-

nates the foreground here, which

is all to the good. The back-

ground is an overwhelming show,

if one settles for length, breadth

and thickness in unstinting, ex-

plicitly authentic production; tre-

mendous cast, surging, sweeping
battle scenes; pomp; and epic

scope, painstakingly, scrupulous-

ly, diligently filled in.

* *

In the large, splendidly and his-

torically correctly costumed cast,

two performances stand out for

their ability to overcome their

physical trappings and become
round, whole, human beings rath-

er than figments of good and
evil, and as such recognizable and
valid in any period, past or pres-

ent. Jose Ferrer's weak, capri-

cious, yet likable Dauphin is a

Martin Starr's

Air Review
The pageantry of medieval

war. The sustaining beauty of

faith, and hope and spiritual

guidance. The grandeur of vic-

tory. The tragedy of bigotry. Out

of these skeins of emotions, pas-

sions, humanities have been wov-

en the tapestry that Is the great

motion picture, — JOAN OF
ARC . . . Produced by Walter

Wanger on a scale unprecedent-

ed even In the lush days of Holly-

v/ood spending, it will leave Its

enduring, Inspiring Imprint on

the scrolls of motion picture

achievement . . . From beginning

to end, JOAN OF ARC pulses

to the rhythmic beat of human
emotions seldom stirred within

you when seeing a movie. In Its

footage Is the meaty tempo of

deep drama, the crescendo of

profound passions, the smooth,

soft flow of poignant beauty.

Yes, and you also have the tran-

scendent feel of godly belief, no

matter what your religion, your

creed . . . But, more Importantly,

all these structual beams have

been forged into a triumph of

g'"eat entertainment . . . JOAN
OF ARC lifts the lovely, sensitive

Ingrid Bergman to heights sel-

dom achieved by the great ladies

of the screen. For hers is a match-

less portrayal that will endure in

movie-goers memories long after

others, of award-winning repute,

have been forgotten . . . Pro-

fessionals, you know, don't often

applaud when viewing a picture

in the line of assignment within

the portals of a private projec-

fully conceived and executed

characterization, a performance

of exquisite polish that registers

brilliantly in every complicated

facet.

The screenplay by Maxwell An-
derson and Andrew Solt is simple

and plain-spoken, without being

lyrical. Fitting the mood of this

mighty cinematic undertaking, it

does not traffic with subtleties,

although in the long trial scenes,

the most interesting part of the

movie, it approaches them. From
any viewpoint, this JOAN OF
ARC is clearly a project of heroic

size, generosity, and sincerity,

and for these attributes alone
should be commended, saluted,

and it is hoped, properly reward-

ed.

—NEW YORK STAR,

Cecelia Ager

tion room. This time, they v/ho

v.'rite and speak about movies ap-

plauded. The ladies, bless ern,

hed tears In their eyes. Yes, and

so did some of the men, too,

when the lights went up. So is

the emotional Impact of JOAN
OF ARC upon you . . . Time will

rot allow for the telling of the

story itself. Most of us, no doubt

recall the basic plot-structure.

Flow the war-beleaguered people

of France dreamed during those

unending years of war with Eng-

land, that some day France would

be saved by a maiden from Lor-

toine . . . The Sierra production,

released by RKO Radio Pictures,

Is based on the great stage play

Joan of Lorraine authored by

Maxwell Anderson. Victor Flem-

ing, known for the unforgettable

direction of "Gone With The

Wind," directed JOAN OF
ARC. Seldom has a star been

surrounded with such superb sup-

port by so many stalwarts of the

theatre . . . There are the talent-

ed people of the New York thea

tre, the British stage and cinema,

the topfllghters of Hollywood.

Thus, a reporter salutes these

players, the two-score or more

doing principal roles, for their

truly magnificent performances

. . . To repeat, there is endurinn

greatness In JOAN OF ARC.

There is artistic supremacy in it,

too, of a nature that will prove

widely mass-appealing . . . Tech-

nicolor gives the saga of faith

and drama and human passions

new depths, a sort of third di-

mension.
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Sisters See "Joan"

JOAN OF ARC will be shown

to almosf 2,000 teaching sisters

o^ the New York Metropolitan

diocese at the RKO 58[h Street

Theatre on Wednesday, De-

cember 8, at 9 A.M. Walter

Wanger will play joint host with

RKO Radio and the RKO Thea-

Ires at this special showing, which

was arranged by Mrs. James F.

Looram, chairman, Motion Pic-

ture Department of the interna-

tional Federation of Catholic

Alumnae.

SALESMEN'S
STANDINGS

25 LEADERS
"SHORT SUBECT" SALES

1948 - 49

ff eek Ending
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3. Ringler
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71 Goldfarb
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10. Winters
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13. Watters

14. Snider

15. Walton

16. Griffin
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CAT NAP PLUTO
The sandman plays an impor-

tant part in this short. The cat

annoys the sleeping dog. Every

time she wakes Pluto up, his sand-

man has to come and put him to

sleep again. Finally the situation

's resolved when Pluto's sandman
.alls in the cat's sandman. When
coth dog and cat are asleep, the

TWO sandmen put one another to

ieep.

—MOTION PICTURE HERALD

Talbot Theatres'

Mrs. McDaniel in

Many RKO Tie-ins

OKLAHOMA CITY — Mrs.

Eunice McDaniel, long time em-

ployee of the Ralph Talbot Thea-

tres, who was recently promoted

TO exploitation director. Is show-

ing a lot of the male press agents

in the Southwest how the job

sfiould be done.

On the much talked about

RKO short subject WHO S DE-

LINQUENT? Mrs. McDaniel tied

In with the Seventh Annual Con-

ference of the Oklahoma Social

Welfare Association by screen-

ing the subject for the entire

delegation and arranging for the

announcement of the screening

to be Included In the conference

programs. Over 1 ,000 members

attended the screening and all

waxed enthusiasm on the merits

of the subject. The Tulsa Tribune

carried a story announcing the

screening and reviewing the sub-

ject.

On the RKO release GOOD
SAM, Mrs. McDaniel took ad-

vantage of the natural title in

sending one of the ushers from

the Orpheum Theatre out on the

main street on opening day of

the picture dressed with a top

hat with a band around the hat

v/Ith the title of the picture on It.

The usher was the GOOD SAM
of Tulsa for the day for he car-

ried with him ICQ dollar bills

which he sold for 75 cents. The

cnly difficulty was that he was

almost mobbed. The Tribune cov-

ered the stunt with a photogra-

pher and reporter and came

through with a nice story and art.

On the Samuel Goldwyn pic-

ture. A SONG IS BORN, Mrs.

McDaniel took advantage of the

wealth of radio publicity material

in setting contests on stations

KOME and KFMJ and planting

gratis material on every station

In town. She arranged a window
i'l the Vandevers Dept. Store with

a display of the prizes to be
given over KOME prominently

shown. She also had displays in

every Record Store in town.

—ED TERHUNE

Jack Adams, usher at the Orpheum Theatre in Tulsa, Oklahoma,
portraying the GOOD SAM of Tulsa by selling SI.00 bills

for seventy-five cents on the opening day of the RKO picture,

GOOD SAM.

Crowd gathered around clamoring to be a part in the GOOD
SAM stunt.

Co-op window tie up in Vandevers Department Store front

window announcing the A SONG IS BORN radio contest on
staticn KOME and the opening date of the picture at the

Orpheum theatre. Prizes are prominently displayed.
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Exhibitors tJrfft»s

Broth«»rhnntl H*>lp

To all motion picture thea-

tre owners and managers

of the U.S.A.:

Mr. Nelson A. Rockefeller,

as General Chairman oj

'^American Brotherhood" for

1949, has requested me to

serve as the Chairman for the

motion picture industry. I

have gladly accepted this as-

signment because in my opin-

ion the splendid work of

American Brotherhood merits

the complete and active sup-

port of every citizen.

In our industry tve may all

be proud of the part we have

already played in bringing the

story of American Brother-

hood to the people. Our con-

tributions to the advancement

of Brotherhood Week have

been most striking. They have

served to spread the message

of true democracy throughout

the country.

We shall again observe and

promote Brotherhood Week
from February 20th to 21th,

1949. Again you ivill be asked

to cooperate as you have in

the past. You will receive in

ample time the materials to

help you in making this Broth-

erhood Week the greatest in

all the 15 years of its na-

tional observance.

You will receive a one-sheet

for lobby display. The story

of American Brotherhood will

again be carried in all the

netvs reels. You will not be re-

quested to show any special

films or to make theatre col-

lections. If it is possible, it

is desired that you arrange

some kind of a Brotherhood

program, suggestions for

which will later be sent to you.

It is sincerely hoped that

YOU will again join ivhole-

heartedly in the efjort to pro-

mote "justice, amity, coopera-

tion and understanding among
Protestants, Catholics and
Jews"—this aim of American
Brotherhood.

Thanking you in advance

for the help that I feel sure

you will give, and with best

wishes, I remain

Sincerely yours,

NED E. DEPIISET

Sparing no effort to provide a

lively lineup of fun-makers for

their first comedy together at

RKO Radio, Producer Irving

Cummings, Jr., and Director Irv-

ing Cummings, Sr., have signed

young Don McGuire for a top

role with Frank Sinatra, Jane Rus-

sell and Groucho Marx in IT'S

ONLY MONEY.
McGuire, a facile comedian,

successfully showcased his talents

as Red Skelton's romantic com-
petition in "The Fuller Brush

Man." In his current role he finds

a similar assignment: to attempt

to crowd out Sinatra as the ob-

ject of Miss Russell's affection.

Twelve-year-old Michael Chap-
in, one of radio's youngest es-

tablished actors, has been hand-

ed an important role in SAM

(D—The climax of the radio promotion for A SONG IS BORN
at the Astor theatre, Boston, were two broadcasts from the lobby
over station WHDH. Fred B. Cole's "Carnival of Music" from
10:00 a.m. to noon, and Bob Elliott's "Back Bay Matinee" from
2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. These broadcasts were plugged for days
ahead by the boys, and also in the papers, and the first 1,000

patrons received gift records donated by the various record

distributors in Boston. In this photo. Cole is on the cdr . . .

(2)—Bob Elliott, popular disc jockey on station WHDH, broad-

casts his two-hour "Salute to A Song Is Bom" from the lobby
of Boston's Astor theatre . . . (3)—The first 1,000 patrons to

attend the premiere were given a souvenir record by Bob Elliott.

Shown here, Elliott has just finished interviewing two Danny
Kaye fans on his "Back Bay Matinee" program, broadcast on
opening day from the theatre . . . (4)—Police estimated more
than 200,000 people Uned the streets around downtown Boston

for the Armistice Day parade, another 22,000 attended the races

at Rockingham, and thousands more watched parades and
football games in Metropolitan Boston. All were reminded about
"K-day" as a plane circled the entire area towing a banner

reading, "IT'S K-AYE DAY AT THE ASTOR THEATRE."

—RALPH BANGHART

WYNNE, which Will Price di-

rects.

Michael will play the son of

co-stars Martha Scott and Jef-

frey Lynn in this story of an ac-

countant who is implicated in

murder.

Familiar to radio listeners as

one of the kids on the Phil Harris

and Alice Faye program, young
Chapin has previously been seen

on the screen in "Call North-

side 777" and with Roy Rogers

in "Under California Skies."

Okla. C. Feasf

Field Man Ed Terhune has

wired to Terry Turner that they

are really carving the white-

meat at Oklahoma City

Thanksgiving. It's RKO WEEK.
Out of the six first-run theatres

RKO Radio will be playing in

three, VELVET TOUCH at the

Center, STATION WEST at

the State and BLOOD ON
THE MOON at the Home.
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"SONG" CONTEST AT BUFFALO
BUFFALO—A SONG IS BORN received the deserved attention

and proper treatment when it played the 20th Century Theatre in

Buffalo, through the efforts of Managing Director Bob Murphy and

Publicity Man Earl hlubbard.

In addition to a top newspaper campaign, including a string of

K-DAYE teasers, the WEBR HI-TEEN QUIZ highlighted the promo-

tion activities. This contest was on the air daily from October 1 8th

to November 6th, inclusive, plugging the playdate for three weeks

and winding up with a hIi-Teen Dance t the Elks Club to which the

oictures testify. Tied in with the WEBR contest was the distribution

D.f 5000 heralds, trailer at the theatre, 40 x 60's at the theatre and

the Hi-Teen Meeting place, the Buffalo Elks Club, and the playing of

l-he music from the picture during the whole campaign.

In addition, another radio station, WKBW, played the 3-15 min.

excellent shows and the 5 open-end interview transcriptions. This

omprehensive campaign included the posting of 23-24 sheets, 600

nndow cards, 20 taxi-cab posters and the sniping of 3000 juke boxes

hroughout the city. A 24-5heet ballyhoo truck covered the entire

;Ity for 6 days, 8 hours per day, in advance of the opening. The

heatre constructed two giant displays over both sides of the mar-

uee, duplicating the 24-sheet art and copy.

—HANK HOWARD

SUSPENSE DRAMA

"SAM WYNNE," IS

GIVEN GREEN UGHT
By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 26:—One of the most unusual

stories we've had here in many a moon—a story that

recently hit the headlines in a actual case in the Mid-West
—got the green light this week when Sid Rogell launched

his new suspense drama, SAM WYNNE, with Will Price

directing and Jeffrey Lynn and Martha Scott heading

the cast.

The unusual plot deals with the

troubles of a bookkeeper in a

Beverly Hills brokerage firm who
Is unwillingly dragged Into a dan-

gerous scheme to help out his

boss, only to find himself sus-

pected of murder. The boss, in a

bad financial hole, Intends to kill

himself so his wife and son can
profit by his heavy Insurance

—

but, knowing that the Insurance

company won't pay off on a sui-

cide, he offers Sam a substantial

sum to come to his home after-

ward and take away the gun so

it will look like murder.

Reluctantly, Sam does as he
is told. But the police are per-

sistent in the subsequent investi-

gation and find some puzzling

evidence, and Sam's nervousness

makes him a prime suspect. What
happens thereafter, and the

startling climax, form the ingre-

dients of a thoroughly absorbing
film, which carries added crowd
appeal because it is handled in

such a way that every patron will

put himself In Sam's place and

share his feelings.

Lynn, of course, plays the role

of Sam and Miss Scott, making
her first screen appearance since

the birth of her baby, enacts the

part of his worried but loyal wife,

with Arline Gray and Mike
Chapin as their two children.

Richard Gaines is cast as the

boss, with Catherine Emery as

his wife and Henry Morgan as

the police lieutenant in charge of
the Investigation. Martha Hyer,
Robert Bray and other rising

young players have strong sup-

porting roles.

Llllie Hayward turned out the
screenplay and managed to re-

tain all the suspenseful human
Interest that characterized the
J. H. Wallis novel on which it is

based. The Beverly Hills locale

and the revealing glimpses of
modern police methods lend ad-
ditional interest to the offering.

From here it's evident that we
have a sure-fire crowd-pleaser In

SAM WYNNE.

A Tie In
Among the scores of promo-

tions, tie-ins and assorted other

deals that liberally sprinkled their

terrific JOAN OF ARC cam-
paign, the Rutgers Neilson crew
set up one with a tie manufac-
turer, featuring a fleur-de-lis

JOAN necktie. These were given

to columnists and, naturally, Rut-

gers got one for Producer Walter
Wanger. With the tie, he penned
a little ditty and, got a rhymed
thank-you back from Mr. Wan-
ger. We offer you Rutgers' verse,

Mr. Wanger's answer and ye
editor's chant:

To you, Walter Wanger,

Most regular guy

—

"Joan of Arc" inspired

This fleur-de-lis tie!

Thank you, dear Rutgers,

For that fleur-de-lis tie;

Who is this "Joan of Arc"
With whom I must vie?

Hear, ye, Walter Wanger,
From this ancient spy

"Joan of Arc" is the gal

Now lighting New York's sky!
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ilHIL I Vnl I lUO ; 'Blood on the Moon';

A Western With Real Peopk

Mitchiim Rides

Again at Globe
By -TUSMN GiLBERT

Bob Mitchum's a cowhand again

in "Blood on the Moon," at the

Globe. Uhlike his role in "Rachel

and the Stranger," he's neither

lightheart^d nor cocky this time.

The, ^als may be disappointed
because sleepy-eyed M i t c h u m
trudges throtigh this one with
heavy heart, misgivings and a
beard
The story concerns unhappy

people, too. It's one rancher
against the other, with a Govern-
ment agent using his Influence
for crooked purposes.
Our Bob's the lonesome cow-

poke invited to join the wrong
side. Down Texas way he lost
his herd and his head, so he rides
north to join the ranch boss in
cahoots with the Government
agent. Of course, it isn't very
long before he discovers he's on
the side of might. And danged
if the side in the right doesn't
have pretty womenfolk attached
to it.

Bob makes a faster switch than
a three-card monte man in action,
into reverse gear against the bad
men. And when Bob, the slob,
with the clean gold heart, starts
shooting, riding and fighting
against the varmints, do you sup-
pose they have a chance?
This one is just about average

Western stuff, though the acting
is more solid. Barbara Bel Ged-
des and Phyllis Thaxter are the
pretties. Robert Preston is the
bad boy, opopsed by honest Tom
Tully. Frank Faylen is the
crooked Government agent.

If you like your Westerns full

of gunplay and fights this one is

for you, plus a cattle stampede
J for good measure.

DAILY NEWS. FR.

A Good, Lusty

Western Now

On at Globe
Bv WANDA HALE

Luke Short's brand on a west-

ern yarn marks it top grade out-

door melodrama. "Blood on the

Moon," tj'pical of the writer, has
a story to tell, a story of greed,
bloodshed, a long hard fight be-

tween an avaricious cattle buyer
and a stubboin cattle raiser.

Mr. Short's western dramas
make good reading, also they
make good, rugged movies, as is

the case with RKO Radio's adap-
tation of "Blood on the Moon,"
now on the 'Globe Theatre's
screen. As it should be, the
magnificent scenery is a com-
plement to the drama but every
so often Director Robert Wise
should have given the cameraman
a hot foot to strp him from
rudely interrupting the moving

]

story.

I True to Short's formula, there

j

are a quick tempered heroine, a
;

smiling villain and a vacillating

I

gunman who doesn't pass his test
in heroics until he dissolves part-

I

nership with his old friend, the vil-

i

lain. Also, there is a. private feud

I

between hero and hsroine, the otit-

come of which is true love.

Nicely filling the top roles are
! Robert Mitchum, Barbara Bel Ged-
( des and Robert Preston. Small

j
bits are w-ell done by Walter Bren-

I

nan, Phyllis Thaxter, Frank Fay-

I

len and Tom Tully. "Blood on the
Moon" is the sort of picture that
appeals to the male trade.

if it's not a contradiction in

terms, Blqod on the Moon may be

described as an adult, realistic, and

fascinating w e st e r n. Indeed, it

turns out to be so startling and
refreshing to see the characters in

a western suffer rigors that ordinary
j

mortals are prey to—the exigencies ;U

of the weather, the necessity ofiii-

eating as well as of drinking, the jcc

motivations of pride, sentiment, i
"^5'

ethics as well as revenge — that

Blood on the Moon may well give

the whole western legend a new
right to life.

tifii

T'

pep
np

So free of western cliches is this

remarkable movie that it does take

a while to orient oneself to it. The
old sign-posts are there all right,

but they ve been well hidden in

a welter of more readily discernible

truths; right casting; honest, know-
ing direction; and a sturdy screen-

play notable for the succinctness of

its dialogue. The characters say not

a word more than they have to, but
each word is relevant, and ad-

vances the situation at hand.
Tiie most plausible performance

in a movie filled with them—and
not because of its present off-screen

overtones— is Robert Mitchum's as a

foot-loose fellow from Texas who's

never been better than the situa-

tion demands because it usuall>^

demands ver>' little, but who can

rise to its requirements any time

it rates it.

Mitchum is no longer merely

beautiful physical coordinafJon un-

coiling a provocativelv lazy style.

He's now acquired tne knack pf

perfect timing; he speaks and
moves at precisely the right

moment, that is, at the most dra-

matically effective moment, after

thinking it over first. Barbara Bel

Geddes adds to the good feel of

this mo\ie with her own steady

forthrightness; and of course Walter
Brennan's hard-bitten, expert-

actor's presence in it confers its

usual boon.
o e •

rhe plot has to do with a vil-

lainous Indian agent's conspiracy

to deprive .Miss Bel Geddes' father

of his herd of cattle, but the

originally misunderstood Mitchum,
after a cattle stampede, fights, a

suspense-chilling chase through the

snows, and an out-numbered siege

but by the wrong-guys, sets it all

to rights. However, the plot of

Blood On the Moon doesn't matter.

It's the treatment that will get yoii

sure.—C. A.
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Mitchum Carries New Cowboy Thriller

t

?i

jn
to

ly-

ey

This has been an uncommonly
|

Reservation territory', hoping thus
good season for horse opera. "Fortlto acquire the herd at a fraction

Apache" and "Red River" \venti°^ worth. For purposes of dra-

over the course with flying colors] ""^^^If ?«J?f-^i^^ <^Uf r
^""^^^ 5°"=""^^

, ^, ^ ,
^011 ^ lanky-tight-lipped strane:erand now the Globe has "Blood onf^p f^om Texal whose conscience

the Moon." Maybe it shouldn't bej won't permit him to hire out as
mentioned in the same sentence" a gunm.an for the gang even
with those other two, but, on a '^^o"?^ ^^is old pal is the leader.

Lillie Haj'ward's

same
two, but, on

much smaller scale, "Blood on the

Moon" stiU stands out from run-

screen plav,
,

taken from a novel by Luke Short, t. .
"-^^P atmosphere of this!

is solidly constructed and bv not
' VS-ced film charged with;

of-the-range action dramas. The over-emphasizing Jim Garry's ir.-
'.''^P^n'^ing' "^"iolence. T. M. P.

|

resison is obvious enough. This pic- '

, - -
\

ik
j
ture has a sound, sensible story to "

i

fherent honesty, she has permitted
!
Mr. Mitchum to illuminate a char-

I

acter that is reasonable and most
;

always interesting. The same can
be said of the rancher's daughter,
whom Miss Bel Geddes represents.
Others who give worthy help in-
clude Walter Brennan. Mr. Pres- i

ton. Phyllis Thaxter, Frank Faylen
'

and Tom Tully.
And a word should be said, too, It

for the direction by Robert Wise.
A comparative newcomer to the,
^directorial ranks, he has managed;

y
I

tell and, besides, it is well acted,
o

I Robert Mitchum carries the burden i

"
!
of the film and his acting is su-
perior all the way.

Just about everything that can
J and should happen in a Western
yihas been crowded into "Blood on
Jt the Moon," including a small scjile

stampede which kicks up a lot of
of dust and excitement. Guns go off
ed all over the place and there is a
.y- bruising fist fight between
on Mitchum and Robert Preston which
'le ought to satisfy most savage in-

n stincts. And, balancing the rough
jst stuff and the action is a nice sug-
ain gestion of romance, so unobtru-
the sively projected by Barbara Bel
had Geddes that €ven the superior
an- small fry should not reuse any ob-
jn- jections.

use In its broadest aspect "Blood on
arj' tbe Moon" is a story about a slick

re- group of rustlers who dupe a com-
lon. munity of homesteaders into help-
ged^mg them prevent a rancher from
of obtaining grazing land for his

Mr. !

cattle after he is forced off

THE >E\V YORK St^.

Blmjd oil ihe "V'ODii.

The Globe is i.nowme a V^'effrrn
with a top-notch cast, <h# kind
of cast usually absent from horse
opera. "Blood on the Moon" is an
action film, with plenty of melo-
drama, hard riding, murder and
sudden death. It has also good
parts for its good cast.
Here, for instance, is PLobertf

Mitchum as a man torn between
loyalty to an old friend and con-
tempt for that man's scheming.
Robert Preston is the schemer,
a light-hearted, personable fellow
with no regret for a killing- or a
theft. Phyllis Thaxter is the girl
who believes in him, even at the
risk of her father's life and for-
tune.' Barbara Bel Geddes is her
peppery sister, Walter Brennan
an old homesteader whose heart
goes ou. of him after his son's
death. Frank Faylen plays a
Government Indian lagent who
has ideas for making a dishonest
dollar or two.

All these characters get into
the conflict at some time, most
of th^m with- gun in hand. Mitch-
um and Preston stage one of the
most vicious screen fights I've
yet had the horror to witness.
Some misguided homesteaders de-
liberately stampede a herd of^
cattle, another wild piece of ac-
tion. The hero, won at last by
conscience, does a neat bit of
kidnaping in a snowstorm.

This is an outdoor drama
wnich moves right along, some-
thing happens every minute and
that something usuallj- in the
homicidal line. "Blood on the
Moon" lives up to its title.
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K HERALD TRIBUNE,

It's cattlemen vs. homesteaders
again in a custom-made Western
at the Globe. "Blood on the

Moon" describes how an unscupu-
lous operator uses this natural
rivalry for his own enrichment in

a story that various only slightly

from the usual opposition of hon-
est farmers against scheming
ranchers. It has such stars as

Barbara Bel Geddes, Robert
Mitchum, Robert Preston and
Walter Brennan in a full-scale

production tmder the direction of

Robert Wise.

This is the sort of picfill-e 'Vhich

opens with a stampede and in

which no two characters meet
without instinctively loosening the 1

guns in their holsters. It casts'

Robert Mitchum as an inscrutable

wanderer who at first sides with

the homesteaders lead by his

friend, Robert Preston. When he
discovers what is really going on,|

he switches sides, thereby gaining
the affection of Miss Bel Geddes!
and the hard-won respect of Bren-

j

nan as a crusty old farmer. Thisj
pattern, as one can see, allows the!

central character to fight withj

every one; in both camps, before

the picture draws to a close. He
does so in a half-dozen gxm duels,

one bang-up fist fight and a cabin
siege.

Since all the characters are rec-

ognizable types, there is no ques-

tion of acting in this range riot.

All the parts are taken with a suit-

! able lack of subtlety, and the sup-

!
porting cast includes Phyllis Bax-
Iter as a Juliet in love with the

;
leader of her father's enemies;

' Frank Faylen as a crooked govern-
'ment agent, and Tom Tully as a
'persecuted cattleman. Wise has
staged the action smoothly, and
jhe varies the usual Western; scen-

jery with a few sequences up in

J the moimtains in the snow. "Blood
jon the Moon" is straight stuff,

iwith a tall stranguh comin'
• through the pass ridin' a horse

with an unknown brand and trou-

jble — bad trouble — due before

jsunup.
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'Blood on the Moon'
Drips With Violence.

"Blood on the Moon" might
have turned out to be Just an or-

dinary Western for Glo'oe custom-
ers but the presence of Robert
Mitchum in the cast raises It sev-

eral notches above that level. This
sleepy-eyed, rigid-faced young
man seethes with suppressed dra-
matic force.

More elaborately expressive }>c-

tors may be acting all over their

corner of the screen but attention
unwaveringly centers on Mitchum.
He is the best of the dead panners
to come along since Alan Ladd
and Humphrey Bogart.
The story pattern of "Blood on

the Moon" is right in the Western
standard. A rascally gang is

scheming against the honest
rancher, forcing him off the range
so he will be compelled to make
a sudden sale of his cattle to them
at an absurdly low price. Mitchum
is a roving cowhand who rides

into town at the summons of an
old friend, never realizing that he
Is joining a gang of scoundrels.
His basic honesty—not to men-

tion the rancher's beautifuj daugh-
ter—quickly shifts his allegiance
and steers the picture toward a
proper quota of fist and gun fights
with his former pals. The action
is riproaring and given some de-
gree of credibility by the sound
acting of this Mitchum.
He is not the only member of

the cast quite a bit above the
usual Western actor. Rgbert Pres-
ton gives the villain a lusty, per-
suasive quaUty and reliable Walter
Brennan brings his glowing
warmth to the role of an old
homesteader. The girls of the pic-
ture are Barbara Bel Geddes and
Phyllis Thaxter.
The lights and chases are run

off in spectacular scenic back-
grounds—all in all a very satisfac-
tory entertainment for the dev-
otees of violence in the great out-
doors. A. C.

* * •

"Blood on the Moon," wiih
Robert Mitchum. Barbara Bel
Geddes, Robert Preston, Walter
Brennan. Phyllis Thaxter, Frank
Faylen and Tom Tully.
An RKO Radio picture, directed

by Robert 'Wise, screen play by
LiQie Hayward, based on the novel
by Luke Short. At the Globe. Run-
ning time: 88 minutes.
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Jackie, you might get a laugh out

of this one. I did, but it cost money.

For you, it's free.

It happened during the time I han-

dled "Two Ton" Tony Galenio, before

the "Louis Massacre."

I had gotten Marvin Schenck, book-

er for Loew's, to put "Two Ton" and

"I Should Have Stood in Bed" Joe

Jacobs into Loew's State, as the head-

liner. I wrote the act, but then had

trouble getting Tony and Joe to-

gether for rehearsals. Joe was too

busy with the night club life at night

and too late for rehearsals during the

day. Tony was too busy behind his

bar at Orange, N. J., day and night,

so it wound up that I would try and

rehearse Tony at his bar between

beers, and catch Joe back stage at

one of the night clubs, which he pre-

ferred to a ringside table.

After a month or so, I had unraveled

the words for Tony and drummed them
into Joe's head by repeating them
myself, we are ready for our grand

opening. There was a master of cere-

monies, then Joe and then Tony, for

some wise cracks (all corny I admit,

and of which Dan Parker left no

doubt) and then into three rounds of

sparring.

Now Jackie, if you don't know it

already, it is very difficult and never

satisfying to an audience to see a

heavyweight go from a drawing room
scene directly to a boxing ring, for

several very good reasons.

The first and most imporlant one is,

that, especially with a big man, he

must work up a sweat, to be loose,

sharp and accurate. Most big men of

the ring are knocked out when they

are cold and dull, and that's why you
see so many one or two round knock-

outs among the big fellows. Let them
work on the sand bag. shadow box or

punch the bag around for ten minutes

and you will have a mean mess in

front of you, or at least a fast moving
object, for a big man.

Well, we couldn't take that time on
the stage and Tony went right from
"one" into full stage and the ring,

stripping down to his boxing trucks as

he left the stage, rounded the wing
and hopped into the ring.

We had hired five sparring partners,

al! negroes, and we intended to rotate

them, so they would all be fresh,

and still have enough time off be-

tween their shows.

Tony insisted on having a talk with

them (privately) before the show,

so we're set and off to the races. The
first show went swell and Tony
knocked his big opponent right

through the ropes for a finish. The
second, third and fourth went the

same, with the spectators howling and
Tony taking a big bow for a finish

while the opponent held his jaw as he
left the ring.

The second day when we arrived,

Mt€»aflinff front

Mjcfi to Jiiff/tt

December llh

S. L. KELLEY
ELEANOR BARLOG
M. KONKLE
ARLENE R. LOBESS
HARVANA GAINES
WILLIAM BALDWIN

December "^th

W. E. WENZEL
HARRY C. COHEN
lOE ABRAMS
ROBERT H. HOESE
KATE CHAPMAN
GERTRUDE lENSEN
CLARENCE PERRY

December 6th

ELEANOR KRASKE
ANA M. VALLADARES
GUY JOHN PISANI
BIRDIAN SHEFFTIN
AlTA MAE PAULK
BLANCHE SMITH

December 7th

M. F. FITZPATRICK
T. WASHBURN
PHYLLIS SELLWOOD
CHARLES C. JESSUP
PHYLLIS aRILLO

December &th

JAMES MONTANA
A. R. LYNOTT
BECKY COHEN

December

RUSSELL TRADO
C. S. SIMMS
RUTH JUNE KELLER

December

GEORGE H, WARREN
CHARLES PENSER
LEVI BLAND

Home Office

Buffalo
Toronto

Milwaukee
Memphis
Winnipeg

Albany
Los Angeles
Home Office

Salt Lake City
Dallas

San Francisco

Detroit

Home Office

Home Office

St. Louis

Minneapolis
Dallas

Pittsburgh

Home Office

Des Moines
Winnipeg
Charlotte

New Haven

New York
Home Office

Indianapolis

9th

Home Office

Home Office

Salt Lake City

\Olh

Salt Lake City

New York
Kansas City

we found no sparring partners and

Tony seemed more surprised than

any of us. We hustled over to the

gym and recruited a few more but

they looked kind of mangy and by

night it looked like we might have to

finish the week with a lot of punch

drunk fighters.

I smelled a rat, and Joe and myself

sneaked down to the dressing room,

where Tony was having his last minute

conference with the latest recruit. It

went something like this:

"Now look pal," Tony speaking and
smooth, "you are a big guy and a

swell looking guy. while I don't look

like nothing. Them bums out there

don't know nothing about fighting, so

you dance around and kind of tease

me by sticking your cliin out. I aint

gonna hurt you none, but them bums
out there will figure you're laughing

at me, and they'll get laughing too

and it will make a big hit. Heres your

dough in advance so leave us give

them a good show."

So we went up stairs to see "the

good show," and it was just that, for

after the big bozo danced around he

stuck his chin out to get the folks

laughing at Tony (which they did).

"Two Ton" timed himself and let

fly with a left hook that danm near

tore the other fellow's head off. He
didn't even bother to turn and look

and see where the other fellow landed

but jumped through the ropes for a

bow that even a Barrymore would
have envied.

The curtain is coming down
on a hectic foothall season with

the greatest teams of the country

representing all sections, all of

.which is a pre-selling factor for

our gridiron special two-reeler.

Then there have been some of

the most thrilling long runs this

year in pigskin history and just

now the upsets are coming thick

and fast.

One of the mystery teams of

many years has been Columbia.

They are good and bad as regu-

larly as Saturdays come around.

A recent article in Look magazine

took the slant that Coach Lou

Little has built up a mighty repu-

tation although over a period of

almost two decades his eleven

has lost more gaines than it has

won. The answer of the magazine

writer is that Lou Little has an

engaging personality and that he

is a inaster in relations with the

press. The author said that when

the sports writers come up to

see a scrimmage at Baker Field

they were always invited to stay

for dinner and that Lou would

rob himself of the choicest bit of

steak to see that some scribe was
hosted to perfection. The author

said Lou cordially acknowledged
every important article written

about himself or squad. Bill

Corum wrote a coluinn about the

blast at Little, Bill stating that

the Columbia coach always went
out of his way to do favors for

his coaching staff and players

and took a keen interest in the

welfare of the players including

their studies.

What we are driving at is the

importance of a high standard
of public relations to an institu-

tion or firm. We don't know
whether Lou Little has got the

best out of the player material

he has had, but we do know that

his squad usually has some of

ihe outstanding stars of the coun-
try and that win or lose his teams
play spectacular ball. Maybe you
don't have to have a winner all

the time if you regularly show a

little extra appreciation to the

press. Anyway we'll say that for a

teain that wins half or less than
half of its gatnes Columbia is a

much-feared outfit from coast to

coast.

Short bobs were quite the rage

this week, at least Katie Meyers

and Shirley Martin made it seem

that way by going to the barber.

Looks real cute and very much
like the "new look." Jules Brown,

one of our bookers, also joined

them by getting a very close hair

cut.

We welcomed a very sweet

little chick to our office this week

to take over one of the biller's

jobs. She is Margie Cook, and

we will try to treat you right,

Margie.

The girls in the office get a

thrill once a week, which is on

Monday, when our Dayton sales-

man, Lee hieidingsfeld, drops in.

It was "Happy Birthday" to

Aileen Sfeinhauer. She found a

few presents awaiting her on her

desk early Wednesday morning.

Sue Scott presented her with a

bottle of wine, Marie Klag baked

her a delicious cake, and Ruthie

Becker put Aileen in her glory

with a pocket-size book of "The

Rope Began to Hang the Butch-

er."

Marriage hasn't changed Bob

Coleman a single bit. He still

races to the front window every

time he hears a siren. He even

has our student booker. Ken

Blake, following in his foosteps.

—JEANIE THARP

27fh Floor

Congratulations are in order

for smiling Jack Kennedy whc

ever the week-end won two foot-

ball pools of $10.00 each. "The

Luck of the Irish" (no plug) I sez.

Joan Mester has set the date

for her wedding which will take

place on March 19, 1949. More

later.

The shape of things to come:

Next month Lillian Cook's daught-

er, Helen, in addition to a visit

by Santa Claus, will be visited by

Sir Stork. Sure hope all the family

v/ill have plenty of reason to re-

joice. Lots of luck to Helen and

Tommy.
Welcome to Enrique Fried-

lander, manager of RKO Chile,

v/ho will be here for several days.

A Thanksgiving thought: May

all of us have plenty to be thank-

ful for between this Thanksgiving

Holiday and the next.

That's all for now.

—DOROTHY HAMBURGER
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By ED RICE

The letter sent out by the 4-H

clubs promoting COUNTY FAIR

will go to more than 85,000

branches. The film will also be

promoted at the 4-H Club Con-

vention in Chicago, which starts

this coming Sunday . . . The Radio

Bureau of the U. S. Department

of Agriculture will send out a

bulletin to over 300 farm radio

program.s about the short. These

promotion aids, plus tie-ups with

the Grange and reviews and

stories In dozens of farm maga-

zines and farm newspaper col-

umns mean the saturation point

in COUNTY FAIR publicity —
if every farmer in the country

isn't plugging the short it will be

because his magazine subscrip-

tions have run out or his radio

broken.

Producer Jay Bonafleld an-

nounces that Larry O'Reilly and

:rew are now at work In the New
forlc Museum of Natural History.

The problems, hazards and joys

f baby sitting are the subject of

new SCREENLINER short, now

eing produced by Burton Ben-

amin for RKO Pafhe. Nell Sulll-

an is cameraman; script Is by

lerome Brondfleld.

Country Fair

The country fair Is one of the

: entry's most famous instltu-

;ns. In an entertaining and in-

^•"mative fashion, the latest This

America subject goes behind

e scenes to show how a typical

-Ti family prepares for the big

.ent. The subject reaches Its

gh spot when fair-time rolls

:und. Cameras catch the thrill

the fair with Its carousels, trot-

g races, etc., and finally the

aging of products submitted by
-mers.

—MOTION PICTURE DAILY

Exhibitors Laud

"Who's Deliquent"

Exhibitors continue to write to

Harry MIchalson in praise of the

America' WHO'S DELIN-
QUENT? Thornton Sargant of

the National Theatres Amuse-
ment Co., with headquarters In

Los Angeles said:

I had a screening of Who s

Delinquent? for Messrs. George
Bowser, Dick Dickson, Dick Spier

end the Southern California man-
agers, all of whom were tremen-

dously impressed with your sub-

ject. I hope that Mr. Skouras will

be able to see it before the week
is over.

All the men know what you
have done in the interest of the

juvenile problem. It is my sincere

hope that your contribution

meets with the public reception

it deserves."

Ethel Miles, secretary-treasurer

of the Midwestern Booking

Agency with headquarters at Co-
lumbus, wrote to Mr. MIchalson

that "I was tremendously Im-

pressed with Who's Delinquent?'

and with its obvious posibllltles."

Branch Manager Harry Wald-
ers of Cleveland is using a mail-

ing card to reach exhibitors for

emphasis on the subject. Harry
stresses the fact that the subject

has been "PRESOLD NATION-
ALLY BY DIRECT MAIL to thou-

sands of city officials and execu-

tive heads of all of the principal

civic and welfare organizations."

Harry then sells the idea to the

exhibitor of following a date with

special screenings to the pre-sold

groups.

Roberf T. Murphy, managing direc-

tor of the 20th Century Theatre, Buf-

feio. arranaed for a special preview of

WHO S DELINQUENT? for local lead-

ers. In a letter to heads of various

organizations and others he empha-
sized juvenile delinquency as a prob-

l&n^ every one of us must face.

Branch Manager Tom Williamson of

St. Louis has had Field Man Lou Dufour

v/orking on a campaign, while he has

personally contacted the circuits and

key accounts.

Lou has screened the subject for

members of the press and the following

groups.

Mayor Kauffman and a group from

the city hall.

A group from the Boy's Club of

St. Louis.

St. Louis Women's Club.

Joe Casino and group from the

Southside Y.M.C.A.
A group from the Social Planning

Council, namely: Jewish Child Wel-
fare Association, Catholic Charities,

Society of St. Vincent DePaul, Sr. Louis

Chapter American Red Cross, Family

Service Society, County Juvenile Court.

Catholic Societies, St. Louis Union,

Missouri Baptist Children's Home
Guardian, Board of Children's Eps-

worth School for Girls, Edwards Child-

ren's Center, St. Joseph Home for

Boys, Sisters of Social Service.

A group from St. Louis University.

A group from the Chamber of Com-
merce.

Msgr. Thompson, parochial high

schools, and several heads of schools,

and editors of high school newspapers.

^iWHO/HfR NEW SERifS

ENLINERS

GLAMOUR STREET
This is a signrseei^g irip up

Fifth Avenue in an open bus,

passing all of the landmarks both

old and new, its majestic churches

and tall buildings. Starting at the

arch in Washington Square In the

bohemian atmosphere of Green-

wich Village, "Glamour Street
'

winds its way past luxurious shops

until it reaches 59th Street where

it- becomes a residential section.

Then Fifth Avenue discards its

air of elegance and finds its own
poor relation. It is Spanish Har-
lom where another language is

spoken and the shops are any-

thing but exclusive.

—MOTION PICTURE HERALD

THfSCREEN'S FOREWOST SHORT SUBJECTS.

Friend of Family
This film shows how animals are

taken Into the home and become
the family's best friend. From six

to 60, Americans are soft touch-

es for a ball of fur or a flash of

bright and animated color. The
pet business has grown into a big

business with breeding farms for

fish of the five and ten cent store

variety to others where the little

minnow is valued at $250 each.

Ihe constant importation of ca-

naries, finches, love birds and
parakeets find a harbor in more
than a million home; throughout
the country. Accessorfes for the

animals, including leashes and
leather collars, consume quanti-

ties of leather every year. There
are portable pullmans in case you
wish to take pets across the coun-

try as well as dog dressing estab-

lishments to make the animal
rrore beautiful.

—MOTION PICTURE HERALD
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Drive
Capts

B. CAMMACK L. DEVANEY R. FOLLIARD H. GREENBLATT L. GRUENBERG

A. KOLITZ M. LEFKO J. MaclNTYRE R. NOLAN D. PRINCE G. SCHAEFERm DEPINET DRIVE ROLLS!
I

Out of the two-day conclave at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel attended by the eleven district nrianagers and some

venty-five from the hiome Office there has come many facets of information vital to all RKOers. First, Robert

^ochrie, the chairman, announced that following deliberations with his sales cabinet it was decided to have the

949 NED DEPINET DRIVE captained by the eleven district managers and as we write this on Wednesday afternoon

\> less than seven of the new Drive captains are on their way to exchanges where on Thursday the opening guns of

jie campaign will be sounded. Additional rallies will be held Friday and thereafter until all the branch offices are

pvered on the first tour.

The Division
t^hiefs to Tour
"Vb division chiefs and Harry Michalson along with their assistants

\\\ be present at some of the first-tour rallies and will accompany

tj Captains throughout their second tour starting January 31st.

cVnplete first-lour schedule is carried in this number of FLASH and

second-tour dates will be announced later.

(Continued on Page Tim)

W. BRANSON N. LEVY C. BOASBERG H. MICHALSON
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''Joan" Destined

To Outgross All

Industry Champs
The ageless JOAN OF

ARC may possibly outgross

any picture ever made. You'll

hear direct from your field

captains of some phases of

its possibilities. We'll just

quote briefly from three of the

great showmen at the con-

clave and from Walter Wan-

ger via wire.

In referring to "the best

Drive product RKO ever had,"

Ned E. Depinet in one of his

homely phrases mentioned

JOAN OF ARC as the bell-

cow of the array of product.

" 'Joan'," he said, "surpasses

any picture since 'Gone With

the Wind.' It will do RKO
the picture business and the

world in general more good

than any picture has ever done

before. It comes just when

the people around the globe

need such an everlasting les-

son in faith, a lesson to show

what the individual person can

do if he has faith in God and

the will to fight on despite all

obstacles. It is an enormous

challenge and responsibility to

all of us. In one sense we are

blessed to have this picture

and in another we undertake

a titanic job to distribute it

properly and make sure every

man, woman and child in the

world will have an apportunity

to see it."

Robert Mochrie said JOAN
with its glory and spectacle

was in the true tradition of

the great milestones in motion

A second major phase of the

meeting was the announcement

cf product through the next six

months, dramatized in its pres-

entation via another Giant Re-

lease Schedule. The highlights of

the pictures falling into the Drive

period will be presented for you

by your Drive captains. It would

take the edge off their Drive

rfillies were these to be covered

in FLASH. We can say that after

a box-office analysis of the prod-

uct, Robert Mochrie was given

a rousing hand when he said:

"We can be proud of the in-

dustry of which we are a part

and the great product we have in

the cans, not just on paper. The

eyes of other film men are look-

ing on us with envy. With our

product we are playing for

money, not marbles, and in this

rapidly shifting industry RKO
Radio will emerge the top dis-

tributing company."

Ned E. Depinet told the high-

ly enthusiastic captains that "We
are entering the Drive at a pro-

pitious moment, with the best

over-all array of product we have

ever had."

From the two-day conclave

came the news that JOAN OF
ARC would be playing through-

out the country by the latter part

of February, with dates already

announced through January in

more than a dozen key cities, and

Robert Mochrie electrified the

gathering with the news that

JOAN had proved such a phe-

nomenal box-office attraction at

the Victoria that it was found

{Continued from Pa^e One)

necessary to also present it con-

currently at the Fulton Theatre,

on a reserved seat basis starting

December 14th. S. Barret Mc-

Cormick followed this Monday

announcement with daily news-

paper ads on Tuesday headed

"Too Big For One Theatre." This

rare day-dating not only gives

us added publicity for the New
York dailies, but in addition con-

tinues the electric spread in the

Times Square district that now

fans out half a block from Broad-

way to Eighth Avenue, the Fulton

being located in the same block

as the Victoria, but is situated

around the corner on 46th Streeh

The giant release schedule will

tell you how RKO will celebrate

the New Year with several major

releases. We'll just say that in the

single week before Christmas in

New York RKO will move with

two Drive headliners, EVERY

GIRL SHOULD BE MARRIED,

bowing in at the Capitol, on De-

cember 23rd, and Samuel Gold-

wyn's ENCHANTMENT set for

a world premiere at the Astor

December 25th, following a

SONG IS BORN. In addition

STATION WEST will have its

metropolitan premiere at the

Mayfair starting Dec. I 8th.

Division Chiefs Walter Bran-

son, Nat Levy and Charles Boas-

berg and Harry Michalson along

with S. Barret McCormick and

Terry Turner gave inspirational

pointers to the Drive Captains

and many others including the

touring Skippers participated in

the round-table discussion.

The NED DEPINET DRIVE is

the one great traditional drive of

the industry, outranking all others

in its scope and its period of

time, this being the twelfth year.

It is generally recognized as the

best organized and most thor-

ough of all drives and as Walter

Branson, the veteran of all our

Drive captains, pointed out,

every unit of product is examined

and considered as a phase of its

success, and each account is a

biick in its house of success.

To get down to the Drive's

very foundation, it was felt that

the greatest power that could be

brought to bear would be thai

cf having the district managers

as Drive captains, for they are

closest to the money sources; they

operate and virtually live with

the branch managers and others

in the field where the battle of

billings rages hottest.

Those selected from the firing

lir.e have, too, either been Drive

captains previously or have seen

their units emerge as winners.

They are all veteran RKOers and

veterans of previous drives. Herb

Maclntyre, Leo Devaney, Dave

Prince, Bob Folliard and Ler

Gruenberg were captains in the

when-men-were-men era, eaci'

covering the entire United State:

and Canada. Herb has been witf

the Company for 2! years; Lec

for 16 years; Dave for 8 years

Bob for 28 years; Len for I'

years. Service of the others in

eludes: Cammack, 14 years

Greenblatt, 15 years; Kolitz, I!

years; Lefko, 18 years; Nolan, 21

years; Schaefer, I I years.

There is the service record o

the captains now in the field out

lining the Drive details, with th

official starting date but tw

weeks away.

The advertising displays, form

accessories are all in the wor

and on a scale with previoi

years. There will be pennar

streamers carrying the title c

each feature Drive unit. The;

along with the special prize she<

from FLASH will reach the fie!

earlier than at any time in th

past history of NED DEFINE

DRIVES.

And so the die is cast and tf

chips are down. The '49 Go

Rush RKO style is on with its f

sweep of handsome cash priz

and the honors that fall to tho

v/ho finish in front. From Decer

ber 1 7th to May 5th is a 20-we '

period that will mean much

each participant. Thar is gc

aplenty in them thar pictun
j

Stake your claim early and he

your ground.

picture history and may be

classed with the two or three

greatest pictures ever made.

Mr. Mochrie referred to the

historic campaign at the Vic-

toria theatre in New York and
said that if the publicity satu-

ration reached for the JOAN
engagement at the Victoria

were duplicated in other key
cities that JOAN would be
the top-grossing picture of all

time.

S. Barret McCormick said

JOAN opened in New York

on November I Ith with the

highest penetration (which

means more persons knew
about it) of any picture in

industry history, including

"Gone With the Wind."

Walter Wanger in a wire

to Mr. Mochrie, which you will

hear more about from your
Drive captains, said " 'Joan'

was the picture for the peo-
ple, all classes, creeds, colors

and ages, and a picture with

no box-office ceiling."



IT THE NEW YORK DISTRICT CHIEFS' GATHERING—(1)—
'he eleven captains of the 1949 NED DEPINET DRIVE, along

Tith Robert Mochrie and Mr. Depinet The Captains of the

19ers (our own Gold Rush) are from left to right, Leo Devaney,
en Cammack, Messrs. Mochrie and Depinet, Herb Maclntyre,

il Kolitz, Ray Nolan . . . (Seated)—Herb Greenblatt, Len Gruen-
erg, Morrie Lefko, Bob Folliard, Dave Prince and Gus Schaefer
. . (2)—Mr. Depinet, Eric Johnston, guest speaker, and Mr.

lochrie . . . (3)—The division chiefs and their assistants, Harry
lichalson and his assistant and Robert Mochrie. Left to right

onding, Charlie Boasberg, Frank Drumm, Harry Gittleson, Sid

Kramer, Carl Peppercorn, Nat Levy, Bob Mochrie, Walter
Branson and Harry Michalson . . . (4)—The roimd-table dis-

cussion, from for side left to right, S. Barret McConnick, Charlie

Boasberg, Nat Levy, Robert Mochrie, Walter Branson, Harry
Michalson, Horry Gittleson, Carl Peppercorn, Rutgers Neilson,

Sid Kramer, Frank Drumm, Dan Loventhal, Bill Zimmerman,
Herb Woppaus, Mike Poller, Leon Bamberger, Ben Cammack,
Al Kolitz, Ray Nolan, Herb Greenblatt, Morrie Lefko, Bob Fol-

liard, Gus Schaefer, Herb Maclntyre, Leo Devaney, Dave
Prince and Len Gruenberg. Not showing in group, Terry Tur-

ner, Bill McShea, John E. Cashman, Lou Miller, Bill Dahler,
Frank Mooney, Irving Cane, Harry Blair and Jack Level.

II V».v#<>f*ft Ciwnafla fmnid Rush
SFU902 39 NL—CNT HR VANCOUVER BC I

JACK LEVEL

RKO RADIO PICTURES INC 1270 SIXTH AVE NYC

JUST RETURNED FROM TERRITORY TRIP COVERING WESTERN

CANADA TERRIFIC ENTHUSIASM DOMINANT IN CALGARY

WINNIPEG AND VANCOUVER BRANCHES AS NED DEPINET

DRIVE STARTING DATE NEARS STOP ELLIOTT NACKIMSON AND

DAVIE STARTED EARLY AND EXPECT TO TOP ALL PREVIOUS

DRIVES. REGARDS
L H MUIR

J\ La TriMMtiaMt

WASHINGTON DC DEC I 323P
RKO RADIO PICTURE INC.

AHN JACK LEVEL

WITH THE KICKOFF MEETING OF THE 1949 NED DEPINET DRIVE
SCHEDULED FOR NINE OCLOCK THURSDAY MORNING IN THE
NATION'S CAPITAL, THE WASHINGTON EXCHANGE IS EX-
PECTANTLY AND ENTHUSIASTICALLY AWAITING DETAILED
INFORMATION ABOUT DATES, PRODUCT, QUOTAS AND PRIZES
FROM BRANCH MANAGER JOE BRECHEEN RIGHT ON THROUGH
THE ENTIRE EXCHANGE PERSONNEL THERE IS A DETERMINA-
TION TO SWEEP OVER ALL COMPETITION LIKE TRUMAN AND
THE DEMOCRATS SWEPT THE NATION JUST ONE MONTH AGO
TODAY. MORE NEXT WEEK AFTER THE 1949 DRIVE STORY HAS
BEEN TOLD, BUT FOR NOW JUST SAY WASHINGTON IS

ANXIOUSLY READY FOR THE STARTING BELL

BILL PRAGER
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A surprise visitor was Eric

Johnston who was accompanied

to the meeting room by Ned E.

Depinet and Phil Reisman. In in-

troducing Mr. Johnston our Presi-

dent admitted that the RKO sell-

ing organization was the best in

ihe industry. Mr. Johnston said

he started in business as a vacuum

salesman and one of the first

things he learned was never to

knock the other fellow's product.

Mr. Johnston said that within

the industry there was too much

talk of bad pictures, and that

such a reference spread like

wavelets from a pebble dropped

into a lake. He said the industry

should correct this fault and talk

only about the good pictures or

the best phases of those which

are not so good.

Speaking of his European trip

Mr. Johnston said the world out-

side the United States still of-

fered a great market for pictures

and that we would make up

ground lost in one place by find-

ing a fertile market in another.

He said the American motion

picture would be a prime factor

in bringing understanding be-

tv/een all people. This remark

was made in reference to his

visit to Russia and other coun-

tries abroad.

Monday evening Chairman

Robert Mochrie sent the dele-

gates on a busman's holiday, each

having a seat in the midst of the

paid customers at the Victoria to

see JOAN OF ARC, which Mr.

Mochrie said, "had seized the

populace of New York and every-

one was talking about it." Mr.
Mochrie also insisted that each
view the giant sign at 43rd
Street.

Leon Bamberger told the dele-

gates that many of the exhibitors

he had met at meetings across
1he country went out of their way
to pay a tribute to RKO repre-

sentatives from Mr. Depinet, be-
loved by the whole country, all

the way down the line.

Southwestern District Chief

Ben Cammack expects the Dallas

branch to set up an all-time bill-

ings record for the period in

tribute to Sol Sachs. The normal

shipments for a Friday, Saturday

and Sunday are 560. Over last

week-end they reached 940, a

gain of 380. The increase will

jump higher with the heavy mid-

week shipments. The Sachs' trib-

ute period is from November 28

to December 4th.

Eric Johnston opened his ad-

dress by referring to Mr. Depi-

net's round-table introduction to

him of some 35 persons, all of

whose names our president called

off without hesitation. Some of

these folks he hadn't seen of

course in months and to pass from

one person to another rapidly

and remember every name was a

feat that amazed the head of the

industry.

Herb Maclntyre pulled away
from Los Angeles just before

Thanksgiving and just a few days
after Mrs. Maclntyre underwent
a serious operation.

Al Kolitz said at least I I (num-

ber of D rive captains) is a lucky

number.

Charlie Boasberg was in his

old-time Drive mood. He started

wearing a sweater when he start-

ed out years ago on one of those

38 - exchange tours, including

Winnipeg.

Aage Schubart had the dele-

gates housed on the third floor

of the Waldorf the first day
where there were a maze of

meeting rooms, a natural for a

Mack Sennett comedy chase.

Former Drive skippers looking

out at the driving snow Monday
morning must have been remind-
ed of mid-winter trips when zero

weather was considered a warm
spell.

Ben Cammack entered this

business in 1 9 I 6 as a poster clerk.

Bob Mochrie took some rib-

bing when it was alleged that he
didn't think the Cornell (his alma
mater) eleven was a good as it

was. But who did?

Ray Nolan told about the bar-
keeper who lost his job because
he couldn't keep the television

sel operating properly.

Terry Turner was called in from

Chicago.

Pioneering drive combination

v/ere the "Immortals" Walter

Branson and Harry Gittleson.

Those were red-letter days, and
you can say "red" again.

Boys who had turkey left over

at home from thanksgiving

couldn't believe their eyes at

Monday's lunch—turkey.

The gathering was a conven-

tion on a minor scale, but never

seemed the same without Rut

Neilson's big "before-entering"

publicity display show, all free.

\
Former Drive captains in the

line-up of eleven, the first team,

include the All-American combi-
nation of Maclntyre, Devaney,
Folliard, Prince and Gruenberg.

One of the few Oscars not under

tlie RKO banner ambled through
the Waldorf-Astoria halls. He
was Oscar the Chef.

A. A. Schubart remains on the

nicotine wagon, not having

smoked now for some two years.

At conventions in bygone days
he would knock off ten or fifteen

cigars a day.

After seeing JOAN OF ARC
at the Victoria it took Bill Dahler

some two hours to reach home in

New Jersey, arriving around 3

a.m.

Ned E. Depinet will have been
with RKO eighteen years next

March.

Like the eleven Drive captains,

Terry Turner pulled out for the

field Wednesday. His short trip

will include visits to Philadelphia,

Washington and Boston, return-

ing to New York Monday, after

v/hich he will go into the mid-
v/est.

SALESMEN'S
STANDINGS

25 LEADERS
"This Is America" Sales

1948 - 49

Week Ending Nov. 18, 1948

1. Gwin Denver

2. Goldfarb Denver

3. Warren Salt Lake City

4. Engelman Portland

5. Carettie Pittsburgh

6. Winters Minneapolis

7. Blakeley Oklahoma City

8. Knox Washington

9. Canelli New Haven

10. Appelman Denver

I I. Hoese Salt Lake City

12. Boyce Salt Lake City

13. Thorn San Francisco

14. Wild Cleveland

15. Neilsen Omaha
16. Black Indianapolis

17. Ebert Indianapolis

18. Milberg Pittsburgh

19. Rea Winnipeg
20. Goldsmith Seattle

21. Fuller Minneapolis

22. Griffin Salt Lake City

23. Ringler Kansas City

24. Grover Washington
25. Hamilton Calgary

Contest Crazy

Good. The last comedy made
by Kennedy before his recent

death. It is timely satire, having

to do with a family which wins an

absurd radio contest only to learn

that Pop has just been employed

by the sponsor. Since the contest

isn't open to relatives of em-

ployes of the sponsor, the family

goes to work to get him fired im-

mediately, and succeed only too

well. Fast, amusing slapstick.

—BOXOFFICE

^ §^H07H5R NEW StRlfS

cRtENLlNERS

Miiii. DISTRIBUTORS OF*

tHfSCREEN'S FOREWOST SHORT SUBJECTS.
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"Green Hair"

Smash Run at

Boston, Holds

By RALPH BANGHART

BOSTON—With the first four

aays topping such big grossers

a: RACHEL and FATHER
DUNNE, and coming within a

very few dollars of FORT

APACHE and a second week

a'reaay assured, THE BOY WITH

GREEN HAIR got off to a mag-

n'ficent start at the RKO Boston

theatre. With the big 3,200-3eat

Hub showplace playing to ca-

pacity practically continually,

GREEN HAIR was very well re-

ceived by both patrons and press.

Boston critics commented:

"A valuable addition to the

unusual and memorable pictures

from Hollywood . . . fun and

gayety and many laughs." . . .

fv'arjory Adams, Globe.

"Very touching and close to

\he heart" . . . Eiinor Hugnes,

Herald.

"Told with shining simplicity

nd freshness . . . Dean Stockwell

ives a flawless performance."

. Peggy Doyle. American.

"See it, it is definitely worth

vhile" . . . Don Ward, Recoro.

A heavy advance newspaper

ind posting campaign, building

p the teaser ads to a smash full

)c.ge two-color ad the day be-

fore opening, was the basis of

e pre-selling campaign. Except

:
- the press, no screenings were

rid so that the secret of why

e boy's hair turned green would

5 kept until opening. No at-

;-npt was made to stress the

-n s message, but rather inter-

was heightened by. selling the

cture as something completely

-ferent from anything hereto-

z'e produced in Hollywood,

ery effort both in or away

cm the theatre was slanted to-

5rd the different' idea, in-

..ding such pre-selling functions

the trailer. Instead of the nor-

al trailer, the theatre drew its

PURDUE AWARDS TO WALT DISNEY TO HIGHLIGHT

AREA WORLD PREMIERE OF ''SO DEAR TO MY HEART"

IN 150 THEATRES, IN OHIO, INDIANA, WEST VIRGINIA, KENTUCKY

Gov. Schreiker Of Indiana On Hand For Festivities

By TERRY TURNER

Walt Disney will be the first American to receive the distinguished service award

from Purdue University on the evening of January 15, an event which will highlight the

giant area world premiere of SO DEAR TO MY HEART in more than 150 theatres in

Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana and ^
West Virginia, starting January

19. Only two other celebrities

have received this award, one

being Lord Halifax, Ambassador

from Great Britain In 1940, and

the second. President Anastasio

Somoza of Nicaragua In 1939.

Purdue, celebrating its 75th Anni-

versary at the same time, will

accord Disney a second honor

of electing him an honorary mem-
ber of Its Alumnae Association,

which was last conferred on the

late Will Rogers.

The citation. In the first award,

as announced by President Fred-

erick L. Hovde of Purdue, will be
in recognition of Mr. Disney's

outstanding achievements in the

world of entertainment. It reads.

He Is an artist, producer, direc-

tor and creator, but, above all,

a welder of the arts of painting,

music and the drama into a new
unity that has made a world pub-

lic sensitive to the values inherent

in motion pictures, hence Purdue

University will present a citation

tc show Its recognition of his

effectiveness in bringing pleasure

to a humanity that needs the

healing power of laughter and
beauty.

Waits appearance on the

campus and at a basketoaii game
between Minnesota and Purdue

the same evening will start a new
fund for deserving students to

be named THE WALT DISNEY
SCHOLARSHIP, to be made a

permanent feature of the Uni-

versity.

Walt, together with Bobby
Driscoll, Luana Patton. Burl Ives,

Beulah Bondl. Clarence Nash
(Donald Duck) and others will ar-

rive In Indianapolis about Jan-

uary 14, to be greeted by their

official host, Eugene Pulliam,

publisher of the Indianapolis Star

and News, and owner of radio

station WIRE, who has literally

thrown his newspapers through-

out the state behind this world

premiere. There the party will

meet Indiana s Governor, v/ho

will journey with them to Purdue
at Lafayette, to be the guests of

the University that evening and
throughout January 15.

The party will visit two other

key cities, January 16 and 17.

returning to Indianapolis to be
the guests of the giant 4H club

on the 18th. Units from "The
Grand Old Opry." a network

radio show, will join them for the

World Premiere of SO DEAR TO
MY HEART, at the Indiana Thea-

Tre January 19, and then move
over to Cincinnati on the 20th,

v/here WLW (The Nation's Sta-

tion) and the Cincinnati Post will

v/elcome them for the premiere
In that city. Forty four members
of WLW's "Hayrlde • or hill billy

show will join with them to make
January 20 a really great day in

that city, the scene of so many
RKO premieres. They will visit

another key city on the 21st and
then go Into Nashville for Jan-

uary 22nd, where Walt and his

Hollywood guests will go on the

Grand Old Opry' network show
that evening. From there they

will return to the coast.

Morrie Lefko. Stan Jacques
and Russ Brentllnger have lined

up I 50 theatres for this, the larg-

est area ever known to RKO or

any other company for that fact,

between the Cincinnati and In-

dianapolis branches.

Our "Buster " MacKenzIe, who
lined up the Purdue festivities,

will be joined by Wally Helm, our

Chicago field hand, along with

Bob Haley, to work out all details

for the event, the Messrs. Relners

and HIckey now carrying the

torch for JOAN OF ARC open-

Inos.

curtain, shot up its center stage

mike, end with a green spot hit-

ting the mike a voice trailer gave

the selling message. Instead of

the regular vari-colored lobby

displays, every piece was In grey

and black with the only color

being the green in the actual

w'gs which were used on the boy s

figure. Besides the advance sub-

v/ay posting, 200 window cards

v/ere placed around the city. A
cross-plug trailer was used at

the Memorial and will be con-

tinued through the run of the

picture.

Dcctmbti lllh

D. C. SIL\ ER.MAN
BERTO PEGORARO
RA.VISAV PATTERSO.N-
CARCLI.NE CONROV
ROSE BELLING
.MVRTLE J. HOYT

Dtccmher \ith

WILLIAM CANELLI
J. E. WHITE
FRANCES RUBACH

Calgary
\'ancouireT

Minneapolis
New York

Los Angeles

New Haven
Milwaukee

BuSalo

\TILLIA.M A. RUSSO
FANNIE ROBI.NSON
SHIRLEY MORROW
\ ERNA SCHUNKXECHT

December Hlh

PEGGY WILDER
RENIE KASDAN

December IJtft

J F. O HARA
S.AM S.NYDER
waLI.A.M R. SCRUGGS
FRANK DLTFY
MO.NROE CARLSON
CHARLIE BRIDGES

December I6lh

.MAY.ME WHELLER Kansas City
GRACE YOUNG Oklahoma City
AGNES CUNNI.NGH.A.M Dallas
ROSE MARIE RIDEN Oklahoma City

Home Office

Atlanta
Home Office

Sioux FalU

Qi icago

New Vort

Boston
Home Office

Memphis
H. O. Rep.

Portland
Dallas

December \7th

CHARLES SEIBEL
HELEN FINCK
PALX S. FAGALEY
M. A- ELLIOTT

Home Office

Bostoo
Cincinnaci

Kansas Oty
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Four to Dallas

Ned E. Depinet. Robert Mo-

chrie, Charlie Boasberg and Bill

Zimmerman will go from the

Home Office to Dallas to attend

the testimonial dinner in honor

of Bob O'Donnell, Saturday, De-

cember 4th.

TfWBlST

Howard Hughes has set JET

PILOT as one of the most im-

portant pictures on RKO Radio's

1949 schedule. Screen play is be-

ing developed by Beirne Lay, Jr.,

author of "I Wanted Wings" and

"I've Had It." He brings to his

current assignment a broad back-

ground of aviation experience,

including service as commanding

officer of the 487th Bomb Group
of America's 8th Air Force in

England during World War II.

Jet PILOT is not aimed as a

service picture, but is a modern
drama involving realistic and il-

luminating facets of the national

defense program.

Stanley Donnen has been bor-

rowed from MGM to stage the

pioduction numbers for IT'S

ONLY MONEY, and is currently

rehearsing Frank Sinatra and
Groucho Marx in dance numbers
for this comedy. Donnen coached
Sinatra and Gene Kelly in many
of their filmusicals.

Soup's On

Good. Donald Duck and his

mischievous nephews are as funny
as ever. The young ones male
life miserable for Donald by steal-

ing the turkey and fixings from
the dinner table. After a wild

chase Donald falls off a cliff.

While he is unconscious, the

nephews dress him up like an an-

gel complete with wings and
harp, and he believes the ruse

for a time. Meanwhile, the neph-
ews finish the dinner,

—BOXOFFICE

"Joan" Capacity

And "Green Hair"

Turns to "Gold"
JOAN OF ARC with its every-

lengthening electric display, the

aurora borealis of Broadway, now
aiigmented by a second theatre,

continues its capacity pace at the

Victoria. The third week has bet-

tered the second by a considera-

ble margin. Now in fourth stanza.

RKO Radio has taken the wraps

from THE BOY WITH THE
GREEN hair and the two first

test engagements herald a NED
DEPINET DRIVE entry which is

rich in the ore that tops quotas.

BOY WITH THE GREEN HAIR
at the Boston Theatre, Boston, for

the first week bettered the gross-

es of all but two attractions, prod-

i.ct of all companies, in the last

SIX months. These are FORT
APACHE and RACHEL AND
THE STRANGER. Holds over of

course. At the Allen, Cleveland,

in first week bettered the product
of all companies in the last nine

months with two exceptions.

A Drive entry that is only get-

ting under way is BLOOD ON
THE MOON which has gone into

a fourth week at the Globe, New
York. Big at the Albee, Provi-

dence, and Towne, Baltimore,

and held over in both situations.

Ten days at the Home Theatre,

Oklahoma City. Top gross in past

fifteen weeks at Proctor's, New-
ark. First two days at the Para-

r->ount, Portland, highest in many
n-onths, says Branch Manager
Dick Lange of Portland.

A SONG IS BORN goes into

seventh week at the Astor, New
York, and the Woods, Chicago.
Fifth week Detroit. Fourth weeks
Atlanta and Boston. Second
weeks Salt Lake City, Miami, San
Diego, Dayton, Omaha, New Or-
leans, San Francisco, Syracuse,

Washington.

GOOD SAM-third week Win-
nipeg.

The sensational surprise com-
bination of LAST DAYS OF
POMPEII and SHE went four days
over four weeks at the Palace,

New York, four weeks and one
day at the Grand, Chicago, and
TYv-o big weeks at the Boston, Bos-

ton.

BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
—Took a record rental for us

from the Odeon, Toronto. Now
in sixth week at the Odeon, Win-
nipeg, and third week in Hamil-
ton.

(Dates slartinii day only)

DECEMBER 2ND—Copt. Greenblalt, Chicago, Div. Mgr.
Branson present . . . Capt. Schaefer, New Haven .

Capt. Leiko, Cleveland, Div.. Mgr. Levy present .

Capt. FoUiard, Washington . . . Capt. Prince, Atlanta
Div. Mgr. Boasberg present . . . Capt. Cammack, Mem
phis . . . Capt. Devaney, Montreal, St. John.

DECEMBER 3RD—Capt. Nolan, Omaha, Branson present
. . . Capt. Kolitz, Denver, Gittleson present.

DECEMBER 4TH—Capt. Maclntyre, Seattle.

DECEMBER 6TH—Capt. Greenblatt, Milwaukee . . . Capt.
Nolan, Des Moines . . . Capt. Kolitz, Salt Lake City,

Gittleson present . . . Capt. Schaefer, Boston, Levy
present . . . Capt. Lefko, Cincinnati . . . Capt. Folliard,

Pittsburgh . . . Capt. Prince, New Orleans . . . Capt.
Cammack, Dallas, Boasberg present . . . Capt. De-
vaney, Toronto, Boasberg and Peppercorn present.

DECEMBER 7TH—Capt. Maclntyre, Portland.

DECEMBER 8TH—Capt. Greenblatt, Minneapolis . . . Capt.

Nolan, Kansas City, Gittleson present . . . Capt. Mac-
lntyre, San Francisco, Branson present.

DECEMBER 9TH—Capt. Greenblatt, Sioux Falls . . . Capt.

Schaefer, Albany . . . Capt. Lefko, Indianapolis . . .

Capt. Folliard, Philadelphia, Levy present . . . Capt.

Prince, Charlotte . . . Capt. Cammack, Oklahoma City.

Capt. Devaney, Winnipeg, Vancouver, Calgary.

DECEMBER 10th—Capt. Nolan, St. Louis, Gittleson present

. . . Capt. Maclntyre. Los Angeles, Branson, present.

DECEMBER 13TH—Capt. Schaefer, Buffalo . . . Capt.

Lefko, Detroit . . . Capt. Gruenberg, New York, Boas-

berg present.

Crew to Berlin

A This Is America crew will

leave this week for Germany to

do a documentary film report

on the Berlin crisis and the air

lifr. In making the announcement.

Jay Bonafield, RKO Pathe vice-

president, stated that the crew

v.'ould include Richard Hanser,

writer and William Deeke, pho-

tographer.

During the late war, Hanser

served on the Western Front with

the Division of Psychological

Welfare (OWI) as an expert on

German affairs. He also wrote

GERMANY TODAY, released

by RKO Radio as part of the

1946-47 "This Is America" series.
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Ned Depinet's

Brotherhood Week

Kickoff Address

<«i||r'

In helping to spread the aims of Brotherhood Week, the industry will help

ilaeli too. Ned Z. Depinel. industry chairman, -old a large delegation at a

kickoff luncheon at the Waldorf-Astoria. Above is Mr. Depinet addressing the

luncheon assemblage. On the dois besides Mr. Depinet were: Dr. Everett R.

Zlinchy, president cf the National Conierence of Christians and lews; Spyros

Skouras. Barney Balaban, J. Robert Rubin, Malcolm Kingsberg. John Whitaker

and Leon I. Bamberger. Below is Mr. Depinet's complete speech.

The 1.5th annual observance of Brotherhood to the people of our

irotherhood Week, sponsored by

he National Conference of

Christians and Jews, will take

iace Februar) 2()th to 27th.

949. When Mr. Nelson Rocke-

eller, who is General Chairman

or the occasion, requested me

serve as Chairman for the mo-

on picture industry. I gladly

ccepted the assignment, because

believe that the observance of

rotherhood Week merits the

pmplete and active support of

ery American.

Today, in a troubled world,

je people search desperately for

I new spirit of brotherhood and

>pe—for leadership in all walks

life in which they can have

1 jst and confidence, because of

integrity, justice and under-

smding.

We in the L nited States are

e of the few nations in a posi-

tln to give not only, material

1 idership. but moral and spiritu-

£ leadership as well—a leader-

- p that will strike at the very

1 its of conflict, disunity, and
I : -understanding which bar the

|j hs to brotherhood.

t ou. gentlemen, may well be

p ud of the part you have played
d ing the past fourteen years in

b figing the storv of American

country. You have helped in

many ways to spread the mes-

sage of true democracv through-

out the L nited States.

Last }ear the motion picture

division enjoyed the vigorous

leadership of Sp) ros Skouras.

Exhibitors and distributors every-

where responded, and cooperaled

enthusiasticallv in displaving the

posters, showing the news reels,

and arranging for special ob-

servances in theatres.

All the news reel editors did

a splendid job in creating a va-

riety of interesting and effective

stories. The posters, ads and pro-

gram suggestions were prepared

in a most striking and showman-
like manner bv Si Seadler and

his associates. The trade papers

were particularly generous in

providing space for the message
of Brotherhood Week.

Therefore, this year we have

a winning team to follow ... a

great record to equal, and to do
our best to exceed. To help ac-

cf'mplish a fine result. I am glad

to tell you we will have the aid of

Gil Golden, adv. mgr. of ^X arner

Bros, and his associates. Golden
has agreed to serve as advertising

and publicity director of Brother-

hood \^ eek for the motion pic-

ture division. I know that under
his direction we will receive out-

standing material, and it will be

distributed to theatres from

coast to coast iu plenty of time.

Last year. Spyros Skouras had
his campaign manager. Sam
^hain. to write his speeches and
to take care of the many details.

Ihis year. I will take the blankets

off our ever-ready jack-of-all-

tiades. Leon Bamberger, who
will be helping me in similar

manner.

There is something that each

and every one of you can do in

the interests of either fund-rais-

ing for the National Conference,

or for the Brotherhood \X eek

campaign, so if vou have not vet

been given a special job to do.

may I suggest that you ask Mr.
Rubin or myself: "^^ hat is there

that I can do to help this impor-

tant effort?"

As I have said manv times at

similar meetings around the

country, we of the motion pic-

ture industry are fortunate that

people congregate in such vast

numbers in our places of busi-

ness, making it easy for us to be

leaders in all worthv civic caus-

es. With this opportunity comes
a responsibility that we must
grasp. The butcher, the baker
and the candlestick maker—the

ordinary business man does not

have such an outstanding oppor-

tunity to do his share.

It is sincerely hoped that each

one of you who is here today will

once more join wholeheartedly

in successfully advancing the aim
of Brotherhood eek. which is

to dramatize and stimulate a

\ ear-round program of educa-

tion for inter-group understand-

ing and better human relations

in the business, social, and poli-

tical life of our countrv. Or. to

put it more concisely, to promote
justice, amity, cooperation and
understanding among Protest-

ants. Catholics and Jews.

There is one other considera-

tion—a mighty important one

—

which I urge upon all within the

motion picture industrv. At no
time have we had a greater need
to improve our public relations.

It is my personal feeling that

rather than regard Brotherhood
^ eek entirely as something which
we can help, we ought to regard

it as something which has come
along just in time to help us im-

prove our public relations by as-

sociating ourselves in the most

dramatic way possible wilii

Brotherhood ^ eek.

\es. gentlemen, it is a pleasure

for me to sene in this campaign
with the support that I feel con-

fident you will give it. and for

which I thank vou.

Driscoll a Guest

4H Clubs Chicago

By WALLY HEIM

CHICAGO—Boooy Driscoll.

star of Walt Disney s newest and

finest hit, SO DEAR TO MY
HEART, was the guest of honor

a: the National 4-H Congress

here. More than 1600 prize win-

ning 4-H delegates were the

guests of Thos. E. Wilson, Na-

tional chairman of the 4-H Clubs

end chairman of the board of

dl'ectors of Wilson and Co.

Meat packers and Wilson Sport-

ing Goods Co.

These youths also saw a special

premiere of SO DEAR TO MY
HEART on the opening night oT

the Congress. With press and

national Congress leaders more

than 2,000 saw this premiere.

Many notables were in atten-

dance at the Congress meetings

a: which Bobby had the seat of

honor at the speaker's table.

Some of the notables were:

Mayor Martin H. Kennelly of

Chicago; Senator Arthur Cap-

per of Kansas; along with the

following sports notables, Lou

Eoudreau, manager of the world

champion Cleveland Indians and

most valuable player in the

A.merican league; Paul Christ-

man and Charlie Trippi of the

Chicago Cardinals' professional

football team; John Lujack of the

Chicago Bears; Frank Aschen-

brenner, outstanding backfield

leader of Northwestern Unlversi-

ly s Rose Bowl contesting foot-

bell team; Bob Feller of the

Cleveland Indians; Babe Didrik-

son, world s outstanding woman
atheiete; Lloyd Mangrum, cham-
pion professional golfer, and Ted
Schroeder, amatuer golf champ.

With this array of notables

and champions Bobby Driscoll

stood out amongst the lot and
stole the hearts of everyone and
the show. Pictures will be carried

Ir next week's FLASH.

•/om the

MARCH

THE NATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR INFANTILE PAIALTSIS
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AMERICA

The striking one-sheet for the "America" COUNTY FAIR, one

of the current down-to-earth series made to order for promotion.

J'

By ED RICE

Next THIS IS AMERICA re-

lease will be GIRLS IN WHITE,

a documentary report on the

nursing profession. First screen-

ings for representatives of the

American Nurses Association

have brought unqualified admira-

tion of the picture, with special

praise for Dudley Hale's script.

The promotion campaign on

this picture is one of the most

extensive ever given any THIS

IS AMERICA.

Following a screening next

week for the staff of the White

Plains (New York) hospital, where

the film was shot, the world pre-

mier will be held in the RKO
Keith in White Plains. A series

of screenings will be held for

members of the American Nurses

Association and affiliated groups,

who are meeting in New York.

The ANA is sending out letters

to thousands of local chapters

through the country asking them

to push the picture locally.

Among those who will attend

next week's screenings are edi-

tors of several dozen nursing,

health, and medical journals, and

women's page syndicate editors,

and representatives of leading

v/omen's magazines.

Screenings are also to be held

next week in Chicago for the

American Hospital Association.

GIRLS IN WHITE was pro-

duced by Jay Bonafield, super-

vised by Phil Reisman, Jr., di-

rected and photographed by

Harry W. Smith, written by Dud-

ley Hale, narrated by Dwight

Weist, edited by David Cooper,

with musical supervision by Her-

nnan Fuchs.

12 Games in

"Grid" Special

Harry Michalson has an-

nounced the inclusion of the high-

lights of twelve top gridiron

games for the special FOOT-
BALL HIGHLIGHTS. The most

famous of sports announcers. Red

Berber, will do the narration, and

prints will be ready in good time

to meet the release date of De-

cember 1 0th.

RKO-PATHE'S expert camera-

men caught the pulsating action

in the chalked-arena battles be-

tween Notre Dame and Purdue:

Tulane and Alabama; Michigan

and Oregon; North Carolina and

Georgia; Michigan and Minneso-

ta; California and Southern Cali-

fornia; Southern Methodist and

Texas; Missouri and Oklahoma;
Notre Dame and Northwestern;

Harvard and Yale; Pittsburgh and

Penn State, and Army and Navy.

The footage is 1450, the run-

ning time 16 minutes.

Here is packed in 1450 feet

the season's great runs, passes,

kicks, tackles and line play. Here
is all the drama carried in the

headlines over a period of sev-

eral weeks. From the first whistle

to the final gun there will be no

horn on any play—just action,

fast, furious and vital to the

final national standings. And the

subject reaches the field as the

all-American selections are being

announced, the bowl games her-

alded and a few regular season

contests remaining to be played.

The Army-Navy game's three

minutes was taken from a mile

of film.

The Associated Press poll:

1. Michigan (192) 3,448

2. Notre Dame (97) 3,325

3. North Carolina (31) 2,281

4. California (5) 2,000

5. Oklahoma (30) 1,906

6. Army 1,799

7. Northwestern 1,421

8. Georgia (5) 879
9. Oregon 769

10. Southern Methodist 683
II. Clemson (6) 629; 12. Van-

derbilt (2) 249; 13. Tulane 216;

14. Michigan State (2) 206; IS.

Mississippi (13) 185; 16. Minne-

sota 120; 17. William and Mary

(4) 107; 18. Penn State 87; 19.

Cornell 76; 20. Wake Forest 68.

Ohio State 63; Santa Clara 58;

Missouri 38; Nevada 20; Georgia
Tech 18; Texas 6; Duke 8; Ken-

tucky 5; Iowa 4; Southern Cali-

fornia and Oklahoma Aggies,

each 3; Villanova, Occidental and
West Chester Teachers College.

County Fair

Very good. This is much more

than a story of the high spot

farmers' lives when they froL:

and exhibit the product of their .

labors at the county fair. It is

really the story of 4-H clubs and

the marvelous job they are doing

i:i teaching young people how

to becomes expert farmers and

farm housewives. Theatregoers In

rural and suburban communities

v/ill thoroughly appreciate It, and

many city folks will, too. It ranks
,

high as a documentary. I

—BOXOFFICE

Tarzan Honored
Lex Barker, who makes his deb-

ut as the new Tarzan in TAR-
I

ZAN'S MAGIC FOUNTAIN,
has been appointed a major m

the Junior Police and Citizens

Corps of Washington, D. C.

WHAT THEY SAY—To keep pace with the quality of our features, we are
certainly showing a big improvement in the quality of our short subjects. I

have seen JAN AUGUST AND HIS PIANO MAGIC three times and thoroughly
enjoyed it on each occasion. I am particularly thrilled at the tremendous im-
provement in the "America" releases. They have more popular appeal than
ever before, and they seem to get better with each release. WHO'S DELIN-
QUENT? cannot help but have very popular response, and while I have not
seen COUNTRY FAIR, I am sure it will have wide appeal.

—S. C. JACQUES, Cincinnati
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1949 j%€erchattdising Mtuys an€l Weeks
Each year Printers' Ink connpiles a list of promotional events, special days and

weelts sponsored by trade associations, manufacturers, clubs, cultural organizations

and other groups. Many of these will fit in with our special promotions and we are

listing the events herewith, 1 06 of them, the largest ever amassed by the publication:

lanuory 13-22, Idaho Potato and Onion
Week
Idaho Advertising Commission,
Boise

January 14-20, Jaycee Week
United States Junior Chamber of

Commerce,
Tulsa

January 14-24, Large Size Week

—

Chain Drug Stores

Chain Store Age,
New York

January 16-22, Printing Education
Week
National Graphic Arts Education

Assn.,

Washington 5

January 17-23, Annual Thrift Week
The National Thrift Committee, Inc.

Chicago 1

January 22-29, Crochet Week, National

National Needlecraft Bureau, Inc.

New York 16

January 26-February 2. Fur Care
Week, National
Harry Jay Treu, Inc.

New York 1

January 30-February 6, Youth Week.
National

International Council of Religious

Education,

Chicago 1

February 2, Social Hygiene Day,
National
The American Social Hygiene
Assn., Inc.

New York 19

February 6-12, Boy Scout Week
Boy Scouts of America,
New York 16

February 11-18, Hot Tea Week,
National
Tea Bureau, Inc.

New York
February 12-22, Americanism Week

United States Junior Chamber of

Commerce,
Tulsa, Okla.

ebruary 12-22, Security Week,
National
Reserve Officers Assn. of the U. S.,

Washington 8

ebruary 13-19, Crime Prevention

Week, National

The National Exchange Club,

Toledo 4

'ebruary 14-28, Heart Week, National

American Heart Assn., Inc.

'ebruary 15-22, Cherry Week,
National

National Red Cherry Institute,

Chicago 4

ebruary 19-26, Sew and Save Week,,
National
National Needlecraft Bureau, Inc.

New York 16

ebruary 20-27, Brotherhood Week
The National Conference of Chris-

tians & Jews., Inc.

New York 16

[arch 4-12, Nationally Advertised
Brands Week—Chain Variety Stores

Chain Store Age.
New York
[arch 5-13, 4-H Club Week, National
United States Dept. of Agriculture,

'.Vashington

arch 6-12, Save Your Vision Week,
National

The American Optometric Assn., Inc.,

New York
-t. Joseph 8, Mc.
3rch 6-12, Table Tennis Week,
National

United States Table Tennis Assn.,
Rock Hill Village 17, Mo.
3rch 12, Girl Scout Birthday
Girl Scouts, Inc., New York

March 14-19, Hobby Week, National

The Hobby Guild of America,
New York

March 20-26, Wildlife Restoration

Week, National

National Wildlife Federation,

Washington 10

March 22, 4-H Club Sunday, National

United States Dept. of Agriculture,

Washington
April 1-8, Laugh Week, National

Humor Business Publishing Co.,

New York 16

April 2-9, Baseball Week, National

The Sporting Goods Dealer,

St. Louis 3

April 3-10, Negro Health Week,
National
Federal Security Agency,
Washington 25

April 6, Army Day
Military Order of the World War,
Washington

April 11-17, Sunday School Week,
National

Laymen's National Committee, Inc.

New York 16

April 12-18, Pan American Week
Pan American Union,

Washington 6

April 14, Pan American Day
Pan American Union,

Washington 6

April 17-23, Honey for Breakfast Week
American Honey Institute,

Madison 3, Wis.
April 17-23, Want Ad Week, NaUonal

Association of Newspaper Classified

Advertising Managers,
New York 17

April 22-28, Coin Week, National

American Numismatic Assn.,

Wichita 1, Kansas
April 23-30, Fishermen's Week,

National

The Sporting Goods Dealer,

St. Louis 3

April 24-30, Pharmacy Week, National

American Pharmaceutical Assn.,

Washington 7

April 25-30, Donut Week, National
Donut Institute, New York 18

April 30-May 7, Boys and Girls Week
National Boys 5. Girls Week
Committee, Chicago 1

May 1, Child Health Day
U. S. Department of Labor,

Washington
May 1, Humane Sunday
The American Humane Assn.,

Albany 5, N. Y.

May 1-7, Baby Week, National
Earnshaw Publications, Inc.,

New York
May 1-7, Be Kind to Animals Week
The American Humane Assn.,

Albany 6, N. Y.

May 1-7, Noise Abatement Week,
National

National Noise Abatement Council,

New York 20
May 1-8, Music Week, National

National and Inter-American Music
Week Committee,
New York 10

May 2-8, Restaurant Week, National
American Management Assn., Inc.,

New York
May 7-14, Golf Week, National
The Sporting Goods Dealer
St. Louis 3

May 8, Mother's Day
National Committee on the Observ-
ance of Mother's Day, Inc.

New York
May 8-14, Hearing Week, National
American Hearing Society,

Washington 7

May 8-14, Raisin Week, National

California Raisin Festival Assn.,

Fresno 16, Calif.

May 9-14, Packaging Week
The Cotton-Textile Institute, Inc.,

New York 13

May 9-14, Packaging Week
American Management Assn.,

New York 18

May 12, Hospital Day, National

American Hospital Assn.,

Chicago 10

May 15, Straw Hat Day
May 18, 1 Am an American Day

by Presidential Proclamation

May 20-30, "Buddy" Poppy Week
Veterans of Foreign Wars,
New York

May 21-28, Foot Health Week
National Association of Chiropodists,

Washington
May 22, Maritime Day, National

Chamber of Commerce of the U. S.

of America,
Washington

May 22-28, Book Week
American Merchant Marine Library

Assn.,

New York 6

May 22-28, World Trade Week
Chamber of Commerce of the U. S.

of America,
Washington

May 28-June 4, Tennis Week, National

The Sporting Goods Dealer,

St. Louis 3

June, Dairy Month
National Dairy Council,

Chicago 6

June 13-19, Father and Son Week
National Father's Day Committee,

New York 17

June 15-22, 4-H Club Camp, National

United States Department of Agri-

culture,

Washington
June 20-25, Swim for Health Week,

National
Swim for Health Association,

New York 17

July 1-8, Iced Tea Week, National

Tea Bureau, Inc.,

New York
July 24-30, Farm Safety Week, National

National Safety Council,

Chicago 6

August 7, Friendship Day
Hall Brothers,

Kansas City 10, Mo.
August 19, Aviation Day, National

By Presidential Proclamation

September 12-18, Lessons in Truth

Week
Unity School of Christianity,

Kansas City 6, Mo.
September 15, Felt Hat Day

Hat Life,

New York
September 16-26, Nationally Adver-

tised Brands Week—Drug Trade
Drug Topics,

New York 18

September 18-24, Dog Week, National

National Dog Week, Inc.,

New York 17

September 2S-October 2, Religious

Education Week
International Council of Religious

Education,

Chicago 1

September 26-October 1, Sweater
Week, National

Knitted Outerwear Foundation,

New York 17

October, Hunters' Month, National

The Sporting Goods Dealer,

St. Louis 3

October 2-8, Loyalty Days
The Golden Rule Foundation,
New York

October 8-15, (tentative) Wine Week,
National

Wine Advisory Board,
San Francisco 3

October 9, Grandmother's Day
Grandmother's Club of Chicago, 111.,

Chicago
October 9-15, Fire Prevention Week

National Fire Prevention Assn.,

Boston 10

October 16, Sweetest Day
Sweetest Day Committee,
New York 19

October 16-22, Letter Writing Week.
National

Paper Stationery and Tablet Mfrs.

Assn.,

New York
October 17-22. Posture Week, National
The Samuel Higby Camp Institute,

New York 1

October 17-24. Bible Week, National
Laymen's National Committee, Inc.,

New York 16

October 18-23. Cranberry Week,
National
National Cranberry Assn.,
Hanson, Mass.

October 23-29, Better Parenthood Week
Parents' Magazine
New York

October 23-29 Honey Week, National
American Honey Institute,

Madison, Wis.
October 23-30, Religious Book Week
The National Conference of Chris-

tians & Jews, Inc.,

New York 16

October 27, Navy Day
The Navy League of the U. S.,

Washington 6

October 29-November 5, (tentative)

Apple Week, National
National Apple Week Assn., Inc.,

Rochester 4, N. Y.

October 30, Apple Day, National
National Apple Week Assn., Inc.,

Rochester 4, N. Y.

October 30-November 5, Girl Scout
Week
Girl Scouts, Inc.,

New York
October 30-November 6, (tentative)

Flower Week, National
Society of American Florists and
Ornamental Horticulturists,

Chicago 5

November 1, Author's Day, National
Mrs. Nellie Verne Burt-McPherson,
Bement, 111.

November 1-7, American Art Week
The American Artists Professional
League, Inc.,

New York
November 5-13, 4-H Achievement
Week, National
United States Dept. of Agriculture.
Washington

November 6-12. American Education
Week
National Education Assn. of the U.S.
Washington 6

November 6-12. Cat Week, National
National Cat Week, Inc.

Columbus 1, Ohio
November 11-30, Red Cross Roll Call
American Red Cross.

Washington
November 13-19, Children's Book Week

Children's Book Council,
New York 19

November 27-December 1, 4-H Club
Congress. National
United States Dept. of Agriculture,
Vv'ashington

November 28-December 5, Prosperity
Week, National
Christmas Club,
New York 17

December 11. Universal Bible Sunday
American Bible Society,

New York 22
December 11-18. International Golden

Rule Week
The Golden Rule Foundation,
New York 17

December 15, Bill of Rights Day
by Presidential Proclamation
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Left to right, Pedro Saenz, "Blowsie"

Reiners. Sylvia Pascual, Joseiine Bi-

gotta, Mrs. Saenz. Terry Turner and

Heliodora Gaicia.

'BY' {

miURHER

SI Sf SEHOR AND
A HAPPY NEW
YEAR TO YOU TOO

Vv ell, Jackie, I got news for you. Me
and Blowsie went Spanish over liie

week end, but in a big way. Heres

how it liappened. Blowsie and me is

walking along the boulevard here in

Miami, looking over the jernt, so to

speak, cause there aint many folks

down here this time of the year, ex-

cept peasants like him and me.

I says. "Blowsie, hows about you

and me taking a looksee at these

senors and senoritas over the week-

end," and, being tired of trying to

beat me at gin, he "'acqueses," so

we're on the plane early the next

morning to Havana, only they calls it

HaBanna over there, and who am I

lo argue if they want to throw their

"R's" around instead of a "V." A\

the airport we is met by a chunky

little man. all smiles, (and lie never

stopped smiling) who introduces his-

self as Senor Pedro Saenz, our Cuban

manager, and one Senor Heliodora

(iarcia, who introduces hisself as, "Le

Directoire Le Publicitee or .Minister

of Propaganda." They has been told

tiiat two of the most handsome men
from the New York office is about

to arrive and the way they looked

surprised you'd a thought we had two

other men hidden in our grips. How-

ever, Pedro took his disappointment

with his usual smile, and we are otT

M ihought for the hotel I but Pedro

has other ideas. First its llie Havana

(Jul), where a windy cliap concocts

one tastv drink after iuioliii r. shows

11- his Masonic card (which I after-

wards found to be a novelty), and

then brings out an order book to take

our order for rum. I am about to

finish his latest mixture of banana

oil and sumpin, when Blowsie blows

him down with, "We'll be back later

with a basket," and "Smiling Pedro
"

has us on the run. I think I am going

to the hotel, but I end up at the

Country Club, and I'm meeting every-

one and walking in every nook and

corner, cause Pedro is always saying.

"Now this is interesting."" We have

lunch there and start all over again

and 1 think in the direction of the

hotel, and we do get as far as the bar

or lounge, which is the exact spot,

which in history will mark the spot

where Blowsie went native.

They have got a cute Cuban chick

there who gives out with native songs

and rhumbas, accompanied by three

fancy dressed caballeros. and the chick

spots Blowsie, and his best "Uncle

Remus in White Face"' smile, slithers

over to the table and kisses him smack

on the top of his bald dome. Right

then Reiners is a native, and a beach-

comber if I ever saw one and requests

that in the future I address him as

".Senor"' and to cut out all that "I'ncle

Remus and Blowsie" business.

Weil, the chick keeps clucking at

him and he is hoping of clicking with

her wlien two ladies arrive. .Senora

(iraziella .Saenz. Pedro's better half,

who almost "out smiles"' Pedro, and

a Senorifa Sylvia Pascual (and dont

put an E or an I on the end of it will

be the back of the hand of Sylvia for

yez). It's now about 8 P.M. and I

suggest to Pedro that it might not be

a bad idea if we had just a general

picture of our room, in case we ever

ihought about sleeping or sprucing up,

1 ut Pedro just dont understand Eng-

lish at this time, and we are off to

a chop house that operates under the

name of LE FLORIDA. There we

meet "Mrs. Le Directoire of Publicitee

and Minister of Propaganda"' who
is quite a looker, and Pedro is order-

ing anothfr concoction, as he explains

"wheech is not sa best but liettair

dan de odder wan." By this time I

a-.-ure you, Jackie, I aint feeling nu

pain and even Blowsie cant "shoe

I orn a word in
"

first, because outside

ot .Si
' we don't know none and the

looJ is something to be reckoned with.

.\ow youd think from this spot at

I I P.M. we'd be on our way to the

i.oel. Jackie, you just dont know
1 e^iro. tor we are breezing our way

a'ong out into the country to a fam-

tni- spot called SANS SOLSIE. a

cabaret cut out in a palm grove and

.loaded with folks. Pedro has another

concoction here (Im not even re-

membering names by now) and soon

we are off again. Tm beginning to

lliink how nice any bed would look

b\ MOW. but Pedro has another idea,

and tliat idea is another cabaret cut

out of a Palm Grove called "'La Tropi-

canna. This place is packed, and

wliilc Pedro i> telling the gent in a

while coat how lo mix the next dream,

we are lij-lening lo a .Spanish orches-

tra, e-pecially imported from .Spain,

and some of our ham donny clatter

and ( lash orchestras should spend an

c\ening listening to this outfit. Its

ahoul 3 A.M. and Pedro is thinking

of another spot, but alls I can see

i- u pillow and a bed and I finally

convince the Pedros, the Garcias and

I he Pascuals that the bodies Turner

and Reiners is about to fall apart

and for the first time we get to our

rooms, with a plea to Pedro to take

ii, the longest mass he can find in the

morning and add a little Masonic

service with it. Oh, yes, Jackie, we
slopped in on the races the same
afternoon at Oriental Park, but maybe
we should just as well forget that.

However it is a beautiful park, even

i* some of the nags would look better

in Iron! of a milk cart. However I am
in bed at long last, behind one of the

busiest days I have ever had. and I'm

warning Phil Reisman right now that

il ever that guy Cook ever gets a load

of Pedro Saenz. RKO will be looking

lor a new boy. Mass and everything

included could only hold Pedro off

until .Sunday noon and we're at it

again. 1 think the town has fourteen

downtown theatres, but Pedro had us

in filteen and some of them, princi-

pally THE AMERICAN, is a dream.

It would take two pages to describe

thi- theatre and the others are not

hard to take. Then it was the ex-

change, where Pedro showed us, "how
wc make publicitee and propaganda"
anil brother they make it, then along

film row and we meet a .Senor Jose A.

\ arela. also his friend a saloon keep-

er, who raves that the baseball game
that afternoon has taken 60.000 people

to the game, and kept the rest at their

radio at home thereby ruining his

business. They are really nuts about

baseball and even make the "Bums"
audience in Brooklyn look a little

lavender when il comes to enthusiasm.

Then lo a few dozen bars I and 1

aint kiddini along the Prada and
ihen to the Paris Cafe, where they

really put on the feed bag a la "La
belle France. " a couple a dozen more
spots, anil Pedro takes off for home,

only after giving us strict orders to

le ready at 8 A.M. the following

morning for the airport, as he has a

couple of oilier spots en route he

would like to show us. And he does,

a lillle cafe on the breast of a water

itvtttliMtfj tvntti

Lett to itiyht

RKO Radio was first in the industry,

in the extensive use of the comics a-

an advertising medium. And John M.

Redding, director of publicity, Demo-

ciatic .National Committee, was first

to Use a comic booklet, the story of

President Truman, in a national poli-

tical campaign. Mr. Redding has said,

"The four-color picture-story booklet

produced for us by Commercial Com-

ics. Inc., proved a most effective pro-

motion piece during our recent cam-

paign.""

A friend of ours recently received

a special invitation from a large New
ork store lo drop into the cocktail

room and do his Christmas shopping.

The iriea. which is new to us, is that

the guesl may do his shopping over

cocktails. He calls for any merchan-

dise he has in mind and it is brought

in for his inspection.

The owner of the printing establish-

ment where FLASH is printed. Charles

Zenker, unboarded a house on the

upper west side a couple of years ago

lo take in a fireman with six children,

all being without a place to live. Re-

cently a seventh child was born to the

couple and new arrival was named

after Mr. Zenker, Charles. Mr. Zenker

always hands out turkeys on Thanks-

giving so one of the largest variety

came handy for this family of nine.

W e won"t know whether the cost of

marriage licenses has gone up or not,

but a friend tells us the "soup and

fish"' accoulerments have been soar-

ing. To look like Digby O'Dell, the

friendly undertaker, at a wedding sels

you back nowadays just $9.18, nine

for the cutaway and 18 cents for city

lax. A tuxedo rental is seven bucks.

falls and as we are reaching the air-

1 orl Pedro is giving out with. "It is

too bad you have such little time here,

because there are so many interesting

places I would like to show you "
I and

the guy aint kiddin") and the last 1

see of this wonderful little chunky man

Pedro is arms waving and all smiles,

yelling "Come back again and I will

Iry to show you a better time.

• Blowsie."" I says, "that guy aim

kidtliiig.""

".And 1 aint kidding,"" says Blow~i'

"when I say he is one of the greati

-

little guys I ever met,"' and I sa>-.

as we swoosh up over the famou-

.Morro Castle, "if that is a sample ot

the foreign department, I'll buy il.

Thanks Pedro, a million for two of

ihe best days I have ever spent in niy

life, and Pedro, we have been place-



JOAN" ON AIR EVERYWHERE
Ingrid Bergman and Walter Wanger had a merry round of

iromotional and publicity activity while in New York, attendant to

he premiere of JOAN OF ARC. Many of the pictures on this page
lave already appeared in the newspapers and syndicates, while

lumber three will be the front cover of Scholastic Magazine.

1)—Kenneth Gould, editor-in-chief of Scholastic Magazines,
^resents Ingrid Bergman with the publications' award for her
>utstanding performance in JOAN OF ARC . . . (3)—Miss Berg-
acm admires the Scholastic Magazines award, one of the many-
he plans to display in a "trophy" room at her home . . . (2)

—

Ir. Gould and Miss Bergman with two of Scholastic Maga-
ine's reporters who ore writing a feature story on Miss Berg-
lan's amazing career ... (4 and 5)—Ingrid Bergman officiated

at JOAN OF ARC day which opened National Flower Week,
in New York's wholesale flower market place, by placing a
huge bouquet, part of 520,000 worth of flowers given to ihe

city's hospitals by the floral industry, in an army ambulance
as army and navy officials and Hospitals Commissioner
Edward M. Bemecker, representing Mayor O'Dwyer, look on
. . . (6)—Miss Bergman is presented with the JOAN OF ARC
orchid, at the National Flower Week ceremonies, by A. H.
Marmon, center, who developed the rare bloom in her honor,
OS Murray Kane, chairmcm of the observance, looks on . . .

(7) — Bergman receiving the Parents' Magazine award . . .

(8)—Leonard Heinrich, chief armorer of the Metropolitan Mu-
seum of Art, presents Miss Bergman with a solid silver candle-
stick which he fashioned himself, portraying the actress as
JOAN OF ARC, in its center. Mr. Heinrich hand-fashioned

{Continued on Page 14)
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'Joan" On Air Everywhere
(Continued from Page Eleven)

Miss Bergman's armor for the notable photo-ploy . . . (9)—Miss
Bergman gives felicitations to Jane Jordan, drama student

as she alights plane for trip back to Hollywood following

premiere. Miss Jordan, who hails from Tucson, Arizona, holds

the distinction of being the very first person on line at the

Victoria Theatre opening day . . . Her photograph was brought

to Miss Bergman's attention and she invited the young lady
to see her off at the airport . . . (10)—Producer Walter Wanger
is interviewed by BUI Slater, of the famous coast-to-coast

Mutual program "Luncheon at Sardi's" . . . (11)—Wanger is

interviewed on the Betty Crocker program coast-to-coast net-

work by Win Elliot . . . (12)—Wanger is interviewed over NBC
by Jinx Falkenburg who with Tex McCrory conducts the

famous and popular "Hi Jinx" program, soon to be broadcast

for a spell from Hollywood. —RUTGERS NEILSON

SET-UP" SIZZLING ACTION DRAMA
By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 3:—A lot of you boys are going

to have the surprise of your lives when you get a glimpse

of THE SET-UP. I got a look at a very rough cut of the

Richard Goldstone production yesterday (although shoot-

ing was finished only a couple of weeks ago), and I can

assure you right now that it's really sensational, and no

fooling.

EIGHTH FLOOR
It's a happy hello again to Ann

Moore who has returned to the office

after an absence of several weeks

due to a major operation. Ann looks

well and the staff is hoping that from

now on trouble has left her far behind.

Good news too is reported from

Louise Russell who says her brother Ed

Wllhelm has recovered sufficiently

from his fight with pneumonia to leave

the hospital bed. For a little while all

of us were pretty worried about him.

Bernard Fiore stepped in the other

day to visit the folks. Our friend who
is stationed in Texas was accompanied
bv his pretty sister and his two-year-

old nephew Raymond who managed to

captivate the hearts of all the gals.

Bernie tells us he'll call again before

entraining for the Panhandle.

Another visitor was Seynnour Becker

v.'ho is supposed to be living in Florida

but who just can't get along without the

cold and snowy climate of New York.

Isn't it about time that Dave Tile-

wick, Irma Eisman, and Francine O'Con-
nor were introduced to the folk. It's

been several weeks now that these

swell people have been with the Show-

manship Company.

Lots has happened to Molly Wechs-
ler of the Herb McEntee staff. First,

she became a grandma when her

daughter-in-law, living In Philadelphia,

was blessed with a wonderful son. Later,

she accepted a son-in-law when her

daughter Edith accepted the vows of

marriage. RKOers will recall that Edith

v/as employed on the tenth floor.

A card from Alice Quinn, formerly

of Mr. Crowell's department, tells us

that she Is now the proud mother of

a daughter Christine; another from
Belle Horowitz gives us the lowdown
that she is also the parent of a fine

lad Cary.

The sick list is well filled again with

Alice Jones, Rose DeMarco, Marie
Donahue, and Estelle Rablnowitz fight-

ing off the effects of the cold germs.

—HARRY KARP

As you know, it tells the authen-

fic, unvarnished story of 80 min-

utes in a prizefighter's life, and

in final form it will run just 80

minutes on the screen. It isn't a

pretty picture, and it will prob-

ably draw a heap of agonized

sauawks from crooked promoters

in the fight game, but it's blister-

ingly real and its drama is the

k'nd that gets under your skin.

The four rounds of the battle

between Bob Ryan and Hal Fie-

berling constitute the most amaz-

ing fight scenes I've ever viewed,

and I've seen plenty of them. Bob
was heavyweight intercollegiate

champ for his four years at Dart-

mouth; Fieberling has an impres-

sive record (he was Pacific Coast

amateur heavyweight champ in

'38 and '39), and between them,

brother, they put on a fist-fest

that's a dilly! For sheer realism

that sequence alone is worth the

price of admission, and you can

bet it'll draw the cash customers.

HONEYMOON BOUND. Dorothy Renz of the cashier's department up and got herself mar-
ried to Larry Lepre in The Little Church Around The Comer. It was an informal wedding. Dot
was attired in a skipper blue suit, navy blue shoes and bag, white hat, blouse and gloves
and topped off with white orchids. The happy couple left immediately after the ceremony
for New Mexico on their honeymoon. RKO ladies held a luncheon for Dot crt the Stockholm
Restaurant wherein she was toasted, feted and presented with some beautiful gifts including
a set of dishes and a sterling silver pitcher and creamer set. In the layout, standing in the

usual order are: Lottie Bernstein, Helen Friedman, Lucy Robinson, Vera Lane, Evelyn Greene,
Ann Eisberg, Grace Metz, Jessie Child. Blanche Witherstine, Mary DiCicco, Mary McBride,
Elaine Eyring, Evelyn Moss, Connie Ruggiero, Dot Mercer, Marcella Carney and Mary De-
monte. Seated: Josephine Cleveland, Adelyn Donovan, Gertrude Bingham, Rosemary Bren-
nan, DOROTHY, Jeanne Mazzara, Lettie Logue,Agnes Tracey and Chris Lisko. Agnes Lynott
attended also but is not seen in picture. —ROSEMARY BRENNAN

for nothing like it has ever been
captured by the camera.

But that fight Is only part of

the intensely dramatic story. The
hero's internal conflict over his

future, the frame-up in which he

is trapped by a pair of racketeer-

ing managers, and their savage
revenge when he double-crosses

them, all make striking screen

fare. Bob showed you, in CROSS-
FIRE and other films, what a

great actor he is, but his portray-

al here is 'way ahead of anything

he's ever done, and it's a per-

formance the critics and the fans

will applaud to a fare-you-well.

Bob Wise's telling and effec-

tive direction, and the swell char-

acterizations turned in by Audrey
Trotter, George Tobias, Alan

Baxter and the other toppers in

the cast, and Art Cohn's fine

screenplay, all deserve plenty of

praise too. This show is one of the

most outstanding things in many
months, and believe me. It'll give

audiences a real thrill.

Sixth Stands!
Ye ed was asking Bob Folliard

if there had been an increase in

his family of «ix children. No. The

six are as was. Bob is the biggest

family man of RKO that we know

of except Clarence McGeary,
veteran of our playdate depart-

ment. "Mac" has a brood of

Jan August

Good. This is an auspicious

opening for a new series. Jan

August can really get harmony

out of a piano and, besides, be

can do as many tricks as a kitten

on the keys, hie plays "MIserlou,'|

"Dark Eyes" and "Oye Negra"

while the piano is being auctioned

cff. The bidding increases in tem-

po as each piece is finished. At

the end the auctioneer asks why

he went to all that effort. August

replies that it was his piano.

—BOXOFFICE
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Fasf on "Joan"
raoio

up at

When his scheduled

quest star didn t show

broadcast time last week, RKO
Radio Contact Fred Norman
rang in a last-minute substitute

and RKO still emerged a winner.

It was the Red Benson "Movie
Matinee' show on the Mutual

Network last Monday. Although

on other days, Movie Matinee

schedules guest stars like Pat

O'Brien, the Monday spot is re-

served for press agents from the

various studios. The publicist dis-

cusses his studio's forthcoming

pictures and then takes part in

a contest with another studio s

publicist—the winner being the

one who can give most facts

about one of his own studio s

pictures within a designated

period of time.

Norman gave the traditional

moment's notice to John
Springer, RKO s general maga-
zine representative. Springer,

competing against a publicist

from Universal-International who
has been winner for several

weeks, was able to unseat the

champion by giving nineteen

-acts in thirty seconds to his op-

conent's sixteen. The picture

500ut which Springer filibustered

as JOAN OF ARC. He remains

-ampion until another studio's

^allenger can dethrone him. Re-

,blic furnishes the challenger

ext Monday, with M-G-M and
^Oth Century-Fox next in line.

Wagner Promoted
Booker Dan Wagner of Denver

has been promoted from his post

I to that of salesman, replacing

1 Merle Swin who has become an

• exhibitor. George Mayo replaces

jWagner as booker. All RKOers
jextend congratulations to Dan
IWagner who goes into action

lunder full fire, just as the NED
pEPINET DRIVE gets under way.

Velvet Displays Aid Engagement
OKLAHOMA CITY—Alvin Hendricks, manager of the Center theatre in Oklahoma City capitalized

m the title of the THE VELVET TOUCH by tying in with the Halliburton Department Store and Sears
md Roebuck on advance "velvet" window displays for the opening November 16th. Mr. Hendricks
also set a radio contest on station KOMA, the 50,000 watt Columbia outlet, with the contest running a
full week in advance of the opening with "velvet" gloves being given as prizes and tickets to see THE
VELVET TOUCH supplementing the prize list. Special RKO teaser trailers were run on the screen of the
3enter for ten days in advance of the time the regular National Screen trailer was run. In display (1)

—

Mannikin, furnished by Sears and Roebuck, in the lobby of the Center . . . (2)—VELVET TOUCH win-
dow in Sears and Roebuck's . . . (3)—VELVET TOUCH display in Halliburton's Department Store, the lead-
ng department store in Oklahoma City.

—ED TERHUNE
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In the Bag for Greenblatt,"

Says Chicago at Drive Raily
CHICAGO, DEC. 3rd—Chicago RKO branch turned out en-

ifnasse Thursday for the initial meeting of the 12th annual NED
(DEPINET DRIVE In Capt. Herb H. Greenblatt's District and to wel-

come Western Sales Manager Walter Branson, Harry Glttleson, his

assistant, and another visitor of distinction, A. L. Kolitz, Rocky Moun-
tain district manager. {CoHtiuKcd OH Page Tivo)

ast Central Off to Glowing Start
CLEVELAND—Under the able direction of Captain Morris Lefko,

supported by Eastern Manager Nat Levy, the 1949 NED DEPINET
pRIVE pushed off with a full and punch packed day of Informational

and instructional activity at the Cleveland exchange, Thursday,

cember 2. {Continued on Page Two)
De-

lenver's "Third" To Be Bettered
DENVER—With the alert Impatience and readiness of well trained

ace horses at the starting post, Joe Emerson's string of winning

)o-getters at the Denver paddock, got off to a flying start Friday (3)

/hen starter-Captain Al Kolitz fired the opening gun of the annual

weepstakes which is the NED DEPINET DRIVE.

{Continued on Page Two)

No "Bridesmaid" for Boston

BOSTON, Dec. 6—With the initial NED DEPINET DRIVE meet-

ig .conducted by District Manager Gus Schaefer, with Division

.anager Nat Levy lending valuable aid, now behind them, the

oston RKOites are out in the field, at the booking desks and in

very department, with only one goal . . . first place in the great

{Continued on Page Two)

BEWARE I

Seattle In There

"The show must go on! ' ex-

claimed District Manager J. H.

Maclntyre as he arrived in Seat-

tle, Saturday morning, December
4th., for the first NED DEPINET
DRIVE meeting to be held on the

Pacific coast. Despite the fact

that Mr. Maclntyre had been on
a train for three days, and had
a very bad cold, the meeting

{Continued on Page Three)

Devaney, Cohen Inspired
MONTREAL, DEC. 3rd—The combined sales staff of the St.

John and Montreal branches listened for a solid five hours to Captain
Leo M. Devaney on the occasion of the new NED DEPINET DRIVE.
Captain Devaney reviewed the activities of both branches in the

sales and liquidation of current product and outlined very compre-
{Continued on Page Two)

Captain Cammack Enthused
MEMPHIS, DEC. 2nd—Received telegrams from Robert Mochrie

and Harry Michalson and read during my first DRIVE meeting. They
were most timely and appreciate your thoughfulness, happy to advise

my kickoff meeting here in Memphis was most successful and am
gratified with the enthusiasm with which my message was received.

{Continued o)i Page Two)

Senators Set
WASHINGTON—with popu-

lar Eastern District Manager Bob
Folliard sounding the keynote for

the campaign at the first meeting
of the NED DEPINET DRIVE in

Washington, D. C, on Thursday,

Branch Manager Joe Brecheen

and the entire sales and office

personnel pledged their whole-

hearted efforts toward putting

{Conthmed on Page Three)

Jacl( Osserman

To Los Angeles

CINCI. "SURE"
CINCINNATI, DEC. 6th—The

1949 NED DEPINET DRIVE
opened today in Cincinnati with

the arrival of Eastern Central

Drive Captain Morris Lefko.

"Captain Maurie" in his address

to the entire office force brought
best wishes from our president

Ned E. Depinet and sparked a

feeling of enthusiasm that was
felt by all with the result that

a unanimous pledge was made
to put this office on top through-

out the twenty-week period of

the Drive.

Later in speaking to the sales-

men and bookers. Captain Lefko

brought forth the Giant Release

Schedule showing the tremendous
line-up of RKO product which he

followed with a wire from Mr.

Mochrie that stated he expected
(Continued on Page Three)

Jack Osserman, who lert do-

mestic distribution a few years

ago to join the foreign depart-

ment to earn in a short time a

promotion to Latin American
supervisor, has been named by
Bob Mochrie to the post of sales

manager at the Los Angeles
branch, where Harry Cohen is

branch chief. Jack's appointment
becomes effective December
13th.

Osserman has been with the

Company since 1932, climbing
trom salesman to branch manager
to district manager, the post he
held when he was transferred to
the foreign department.
{Continued on Page Nine)



"In the Bag for Greenblatt"

{Continued from Page One)

Never before has so much enthusiasm been engendered at a

NED DEPINET DRIVE meeting in Chicago. Branch Manager Sam

Gorelick, Sales Manager Seymour Borde, and Salesmen Joseph Cozzi,

Michael Kassel, John Clark and Richard Scheinbaum and Bookers

Nick Humm, George Busch and Aaron Shiessman were on their toes

and awaiting the early arrival of Capt. Greenblatt and the RKO
executives from New York.

There was pep and spirit from the opening remarks of Capt.

Greenblatt, which were addressed to the entire personnel of the

branch. Capt. GreenblatKs explained to the RKO-ites the inn-

portance of the esprit de corps of the vast RKO organization in

drives and pointed out how each individual's effort produces the

winner and champion.

"The present RKO product is the greatest in the history of the

company," said Mr. Greenblatt. "Spearheaded by Sierra Pictures'

tremendous 'Joan of Arc' the Drive is certain to get away to a flying

start on December 17th and this great momentum will carry thru

twenty weeks to May 5th."

Messrs. Branson and Gittleson also delivered inspiring talks

and late in the day, when much of the work had been concluded

Branch Manager Gorelick pledged Capt. Greenblatt the entire sup-

port of Chicago and also stated that ChllCAGO would win the 12th

annual Drive, regardless of the diligent efforts of the other offices.

And as this sta+ement was made before departure of Mr. Branson to

Omaha and Mr. Gittleson to Denver, Branch Manager Gorelick Is

certain that he and his men will be able to make good and land

the coveted position No. I

.

Friday was devoted by Capt. Greenblatt to a complete checkoff

of cutoff cards and every salesman was given detailed information

how to improve his block. The bookers also came In for another

session and everything is certain to be rolling when the Drive opens.

Capt. Greenblatt will leave Sunday for Milwaukee to hold

meeting there Monday and Tuesday and thence into Minneapolis

—

where the joint Minneapolis and Sioux Falls sessions will be held

Wednesday, Thursday and Friday.

"Get Hot For hierb" and "It's In The Bag for Greenblatt " that's

what the Chicago boys say.

— R. E. HICKEY

East Central Off to Glowing Start

(Continued from Page One)

Kicking off with a meeting of the entire staff, headed by Branch

Manager Harry Walders, Captain Lefko introduced Sales Manager
Nat Levy to the newcomers of the past year, and then In a brief and
to the point statement outlined the ob|ectives of the annual NED
DEPINET DRIVE. Particular stress was given the Importance of

individual effort on the part of every member of the organization,

with individual benefits accruing from team work that would take

a winning spot in the overall drive.

Immediately following the staff meeting. Captain Lefko and Div.

Manager Levy met with the branch manager, office manager, sales-

men, and bookers, forcibly presenting a detailed run down of the
forthcoming product. This comprises a list that when viewed In total

presents a formidable line-up that cannot be equaled in a seasonal

release of product. Captain Lefko brought out the Importance of
follow up dating and liquidation of contracts by the entire organiza-
tion. Announcement of the generous schedule of prizes and of the
quota established for the new effort was enthusiastically received by
the assembled group. Particularly favorable was the reaction to the
announcement that the quota would include the promising returns

from JOAN OF ARC, as it gets under way in the territory. At this

point, Div. Manager Levy gave a glowing account of the great
reception being accorded JOAN OF ARC in Its New York showing.

Sparked by the enthusiasm of the Eastern Central District Drive
Captain himself, the entire exchange was imbued with a spirited

determination that the Cleveland Cagers would be top-side when

No "Bridesmaid" for Boston
{Continued from Page One)

annual sweepstakes. These Boston veterans are getting just a little

bit tired being always the bridesmaid and never the bride . . . they

have been "close" too often . . . this year they vow they'll hit the

jackpot.

After Capt. Schaefer had outlined, picture by picture, the great

Giant Release Schedule, every man and woman pledged his best

effort in the task ahead. They realize that no company can match
bur line up of product, and judging by the turnout of exhibitors at

recent trade showings, they have already been spreading the word.

—RALPH BANGHART

Devaney, Cohen Inspired

{Continued from Page One)

hensively the aims and intentions of the Company for the twenty-

week period of the DRIVE, reviewing in detail the pictures currently

available and the product yet to come from now until the end of the

DRIVE. We were all very impressed and enthused with the inspira-

tional message delivered by Captain Devaney about our product

generally but particularly with JOAN OF ARC which we are confi-

dent will make hiitory in the motion picture industry. All of us pledged

our assurance of loyalty coupled with sincere hard work and promised

the maximum in effort, energy and ability necessary to make the

new DRIVE the most outstanding and most productive in the history

of the Canadian district. We appreciate the very fine encouraging

wires and you have our assurance that everything humanly possible

v/ill be done to warrant your continued confidence in the St. John

and Montreal branches.

—MURRAY L. DEVANEY and HARRY COHEN

Captain Cammack Enthused
{Continued from Page One)

Actually my DRIVE meeting here was a miniature of our Monday-
Tuesday meeting in New York in attendance numbers only as I

delivered to the personnel, manager and salesmen every message I

heard from our executives at the Waldorf meeting. Only hope my
Dallas and Oklahoma meetings measure up to this one.

—BEN Y. CAMMACK

Denver's Third to Be Bettered

[Continued from Page One)

Determined not again to be nosed out of the winners circle and

finishing in show position as was the case last year, the entire Denver

office Is afire with enthusiasm and the will to win.

Cognizant of the great responsibility and honor placed upon him

by his appointment as regional drive captain, Al Kolitz, Rocky Moun-

tain district manager, delivered a masterful talk in an informal and

conducive to cooperation manner before the assembled personnel

of the entire office and sales force.

Lieutenant Harry Gittleson, whose able assistance and counsel

everyone here feels sure no successful drive captain could do without,

was welcomed by the "Determined-to-be-flrst-place Denver office'

with sincere enthusiasm.

—T. BIDWELL McCORMICK

the chips were down in the Drive. Branch Manager Walders, speaking

for the group. In praise of the limitless possibilities offered by the

product available, voiced the determination, that not the prescribed

quota but a figure well beyond would be the goal of the Cleveland
• branch.

—BOB HALEY



Senators Set
(Continued from Page One)

the Nation's Capital exchange
among the "big four" when next

May rolls around.

Convinced that a program of
"30 Weeks Business in 20 Weeks"
will earn a top spot in the Drive

standings, Washington is com-
mitted to such a sales campaign.

1949 sales should reach new
iheighits in the Washington ex-

change area Mr. Folliard told the

group assembled at the branch
meeting. Their reply can be
summed up very briefly:

"Washington is ready for the

starting bell, and will finish

1-2-3-4 when the final standings

are published next spring!"

—BILL PRAGER

Seattle In There
(Continued from Page One)

>tarted promptly at 9 A.M.
'Right on the button," Mr. Mac-
ntyre said, "and that's the way
his meeting's going to be held.

"

Mr. Maclntyre s enthusiasm.

ITor the success of this most im,-

"Dortant of all NED DEPINET
3RIVES was felt by the entire

-lathering of this Saturday morn-
ng meeting, which included

Sranch Manager E. A. Lamb,
.ouis Goldsmith, Bob Cleveland,

alesmen. Buck Tidwell, office

lanager, and Field Man Russ

lorgan.

After Mr. Maclntyre had gone
ver every picture for the 20-

eek Drive period, Mr. Lamb as-

jred him that the Pacific north-

est would hold up their end, for

ie Western district, and that

sattle would be right in there

laring the top prize money.

nishing with the RKO Giant Re-

ase Schedule, Mr. Maclntyre

unched right into those short

bjects, after paying a tribute

Mr. Harry Michalson.

The meeting closed with Mr.

aclntyre pointing out the need

enthusiasm for the job.

—RUSS MORGAN

CINCI. "SURE"
{Co7itinued from Page One)

ncinnati to come through for

J prizes with a new record for

latures and short billings. With
t; spirit shown here he will not

t let down.
Branch Manager Jacques said,

pledge you the complete co-

ceration of our entire staff and
hnestly believe that the Cin-

c nati branch will win high hon-

c in the 1949 Drive."

—HUGH MACKENZIE

BACKFIELD OF NEW HAVEN BULLDOGS—Here is Barney Pitkin's Drive backfield with Cap-
tain Gus Schaeier seated. Left to right, Barney, himself, Lee Kissner, booker, Hugh A. Maguire,

office manager, and Bill Canelli, salesman.

New Haven Kickoff

By Branch Manager Barney Pitkin

NEW HAVEN—The "kickoff"

meeting in the Northeastern dis-

trict was held Thursday, Decem-
ber 2nd, with Captain Gus
Schaefer presiding.

The Captain spoke to all of

the employees of the branch out-

lining the importance of this com-
ing NED DEPINET DRIVE and
was well received by everyone
present.

After the above welcome, we
went into session with the Cap-
tain for a full day. It was spent
with the writer, the salesman, the

office manager and booker,

wherein detailed information was

conveyed to us as to what tran-

spired in New York the early part

of the week regarding this im-

portant Drive.

From my experience in the

past on other Drives, I wish to say

that Gus Schaefer did an excel-

lent job in the important message
conveyed to all of us regarding

the pictures that are in release

and the coming releases.

It was very inspiring and thrill-

ing to us because, knowing Gus
Schaefer, our own district man
ager, over a period of years, v/e

believe in his sincerity and
straight-forward remarks as he ex

pressed throughout the afternoon

and early part of the evening

just what is expected of all of us.

At the conclusion of the meet-

ing, which lasted until about 6:00

P.M., the writer went on record

in assuring Captain Schaefer that

v/ith the outstanding pictures in

release and the others that will

be forthcoming, that the New
Haven Office, inasmuch as it was
the first branch to be visited,

v/ill be the first branch in the

country in the NED DEPINET
DRIVE.

We feel that with honest ef-

fort and keeping our nose to the

grindstone in the selling and dat-

ing of pictures, our pledge a?

Indicated above should be a

reality at the end of the Drive.

LEFT TO RIGHT at Memphis where one of the branch's highest years is under way, spear-
headed by a fine R. V. REAGIN WEEK. Left to right, Maurice Basse, Glen Calvert, R. V. Rea-
gin, manager, Fred M. Ford, Ben Y. Cammack, Tommy Baldridge and Fred Curd, office mgr.
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Canada's Two
Meets in East

TORONTO, DEC. 6th—With

Carl Peppercorn, assistant to

Charles Boasberg attending.

Captain Leo M. Devaney, Ca-

nadian District Manager, opened

the second of the Canadian

1948-1949 NED DEPINET DRIVE

meetings here at Toronto today.

The following of the Toronto

branch were in attendance: Jack

Bernstein, manager; Ted Carey,

assistant to Leo M. Devaney; Bill

Smith, office manager and chief

booker; assistant bookers Jim

Hogan and John Coutts; sales-

men Jack Labow and Robert

Middleton and Mrs. K. M. HI.

Bennett.

Carl Peppercorn opened the

proceedings by telling the entire

Toronto office staff how glad he

was to be in Canada for this big

event. His remarks were fol-

lowed by those of the Drive Cap-

tain Devaney, who told Branch

Manager Bernstein and the en-

tire office staff how much he ap-

preciated their zealous efforts

and outstanding loyalty, which

resulted in the placing of this

office in first position in point

of sales in the Canadian district

during the past year.

Captain Devaney also called

the attention of all those present

to the forthcoming engagement
of the greatest of all motion pic-

ture productions namely JOAN
OF ARC at Montreal and Toron-

to and he made the prediction

that the picture would break all

existing box-office records in

both cities.

The salesmen and bookers were

told of the necessity for the sale

and liquidation of all unsold

product in all situations.

Toronto Branch Manager Bern-

stein when advised of the new
quota for his office for the NED
DEPINET DRIVE went on record

as saying that he would wager
with any of the other Canadian
branch managers that none of

them would equal or excel him in

business his office will do during

the new period. The shuttle sheets

were carefully checked, following

which a vote of thanks was ex-

tended by Captain Devaney and
Branch Manager Bernstein to

Carl Peppercorn for gracing the

DRIVE period with his presence.

MONTREAL, DEC. 2nd—Cap-
tain Leo M. Devaney held the

first of the 1948-49 NED DEPI-

NET DRIVE meetings in Montreal
when he conducted a joint con-

ference at which the managers
of the Montreal and St. John

LEFT TO RIGHT: (Front row)—lack Bernstein, Toronto branch manager; Leo M. Devaney,
Carl Peppercorn, assistant to Charles Boasberg, (Rear row)—James Hogan, assistant booker;

Jack Laliok, salesman; Bill Smith, chief booker and office manager; Ted Carey, assistant to

Leo M. Devaney; Robert Middleton, salesman; John Coutts, assistant booker; Don McHugh,
head office accountant.

AT THE MONTREAL RALLY—Arnold Watson, salesman, St. John, N.B.; Del Buckley, assist-

ant booker, Montreal; John Bastien, booker, Montreal; Hugh Rosser, salesman, Montreal:

Murray L. Devaney, branch manager, Montreal; Arthur Lee-White, salesman, Montreal; Harry

Cohen, branch manager, St. John, N.B.; Harry Decker, salesman, Montreal. Inset, Harry

Cohen, branch manager, St. John, N.B.; Leo M. Devaney, Drive captain and Canadian district

manager; Murray L. Devney, branch manager, Montreal, Quebec. —GEORGE DEGNON

sales attended. Those present

were: Murray Devaney, branch

manager, Montreal; Messrs.

Decker, Rosser and Lee White,

salesmen, and Bookers Bastien

and Buckley, hiarry Cohen, man-
ager, and Arnold Watson, sales-

man, were present from St. John.

Captain Devaney opened his

meeting in Montreal by acquaint-

ing those present, branch man-
agers, salesmen and bookers
alike, with the importance of the

job which faced them in getting

off to a proper start and bring-

ing to a successful conclusion the

forthcoming NED DEPINET
DRIVE campaign. During the

course of his meetings Captain
Devaney stressed the necessity of

early and complete sale and

liquidation on every inch of avail-

able product in every unsold and
unplayed account in the respec-

tive territories, reviewing the pic-

tures presently available and pro-

viding an outline of the product
to come during the DRIVE period.

The Captain was most en-

thusiastic in his reaction to

JOAN OF ARC and stated that

in his opinion It would be the

outstanding picture in point of

length of run and theatre grosses

of any picture to ever reach the

motion picture screen. The shut-

tle sheets of both the St. John
and Montreal branches were
carefully checked and at the con-

clusion of the meetings the man-
agers, salesmen and bookers
stated that they had a full and

complete knowledge of their ob-

ligations and responsibilities.

Murray Devaney, who has fin-

ished second in the last two NED
DEPINET DRIVES, stated that this

was the year he would break the

jinx and finish in the top spot, al-

though Harry Cohen promise

plenty of opposition from his St.

John branch which is currently

leading the Canadian district.

The boys collectively pledged

their loyal support to Captain

Devaney and promised that if

hard work, effort and energy

would bring about the desired

results Canada as a district would

lead the ten other districts, all

of which wou Id be battling for

top honors.

—GEORGE DEGNON
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AT ATLANTA
Left to right Ira Stone, sales manager; Hubert Lyons, branch

manager; Dove Prince, district manager, Mr. Boasberg.

A BIG FOUR AT CHICAGO—Just before the rally, left to right

ore, Sam Gorelick, Herb Greenblott, Walter Branson and Horry
Gittleson.

' Pirates" at Starting Gate

PITTSBURGH, DEC. 3rd—Pittsburgh has been straining at the

starting gate awaiting the bell to ring heralding the beginning of the

1949 NED DEPINET DRIVE. Like Citation we will be far ahead of

all others at the finish.

—DAVID C. SILVERMAN

No Blues From Memphis
MEMPHiS, DEC. 2nd—Captain Cammack's inspired message in

behalf of the NED DEPINET DRIVE was received with sincere en-

thusiasm. Each and every member of the Memphis branch is deter-

mined to put forth every effort to make this the most successful of

any DEPINET DRIVE and with such determination Memphis will be

among the winners.

— R. V. REAGIN

' Win Pledges From Chicago
CHICAGO, DEC. 4th—Just completed three-day opening gun

meeting of the 1949 DRIVE under direction of our Captain Green-

blatt and assistance of Walter Branson and Harry Gittleson. Plans

formulated here after detailed discussions of all phases of sales and
liquidation as well as enthusiastic and inspiring talks on outstanding

RKO product now being played and to be available within the

DRIVE period assure us of a commanding position in the DRIVE and
a final victory over all competition. We have assured Captain Sreen-
blatt and now assure you, Mr. Mochrie, Mr. Branson and Mr. Michal-

son, that these plans will be carried out resulting in an outstanding

job.

—SAM GORELICK, SEYMOUR BORDE, RAY O'BRIEN, MIKE
KASSEL, JOE COZZI, JOHN CLARK, NICK HUMM, GEORGE
BUSCH, AARON SCHLESSMAN AND DICK SCHIENBAU.

ilwaukee Can't Miss
MILWAUKEE, DEC. 8th—Captain Greenblatt finished our first

Drive meeting last nite. Throughout sessions for two days from
morn to late night interest held

a high point. Can honestly say

this most thorough and Inspired

Drive meeting ever held covering

every phase of our business.

Stress laid on the importance of

picking up extra dollars that

make for success with proper
application and great product
to work with we can't miss. We
pledge a job that will assure Mil-

waukee among leaders 1949 NED
DEPINET DRIVE.

—LOU ELMAN, MORRIS AN-
DERSON, BOB BAKER, BILL

FOLEY, WALT BLANEY

EXPRESSIONS speak for themselves when the Cleveland Indians of the Eastern Central Dis-

rict started the ball rolling for the 1949 NED DEPINET DRIVE. Smiling their approval of the

liant Release Schedule introduced at the pre-Drive meeting are Eastern Manager Nat Levy
nd District Captain Morris Lefko (center holding schedule) surrounded by salesmen Frank
elles. Branch Manager Harry Walders, salesmen Roy Wild and Arthur Goldsmith, cmd Office

Manager Otto Braeunig.

Cochran Advisor
Colonel Philip G. Cochran,

who achieved fame as the Com-
manding Officer of the Air Com-
mandos In Burma during World
Warll, has been signed by Sid

Rogell to serve as technical ad-

visor with Belrne Lay, Jr., in the

reparation of the screenplay

for JET PILOT.

I
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'Will have terrific payoff
"

"Every Girl Should Be Married" is one of those rare comic delica-

cies that are always in good season at the b.o. Out of that venerable

theme of the war between the sexes in which the femmes are the

guileful aggressors, Don Hartman has fashioned a sparklingly witty

comedy of modern manners which will set off a chain reaction of

chuckles. With Gary Grant topping a superlative cast including

Franchot Tone and a standout newcomer, Betsy Drake, this film will

have a terrific payoff.

Script and direction, both handled by Hartman, are finely bal-

anced in a clever pace and style cued for universal appeal. Although

toned in smart dialog and subtle touches within a broad comedy

situation, the pic nevertheless dodges the twin pitfalls of ultra-

sophistication and corny slapstick. Starting off in a breezy flippancy,

it rolls smoothly along in the same key throughout.

Miss Drake, a fresh personality with looks and talent who will

generate plenty of word-of-mouth commendation, is the young gal set

upon hooking an eligible bachelor. Accidentally bumping into Grant

in a drugstore, she maps an elaborate pincer strategy after studiously

gathering data on his habits and habitat. When this falls In a series

of tactical reversals, she switches to piquing Grant with jealousy,

using Tone, the boss of the department store in which she works, as the

foil. But Grant still refuses to bite, maintaining an amused indiffer-

ence that occasionally boils Into Irritation at the gal's persistence.

Her inventiveness, however, finally surmounts Grant's intransi-

geance. But before she can haul up the marriage license. Miss Drake

is forced to sharpen the hook and pretty the bait. She enlists the whole

town in her campaign to pressure her man to the altar. At the windup,

she plays the winning trick by hiring a radio actor to pose as her home
town flame coming to take her home. Grant relents, they clinch and
with perfect timing, a preacher announces himself to work out the

wedding details.

In a long part that keeps her within camera range for the full

length of the film, Miss Drake's performance is a tour de force in

the romantic comedy vein. She displays a remarkable range of ex-

pressiveness, going from pathos to frothiness with firm control. Grant,
handling his lines with appropriate acidity, plays with skill and wit.

Tone, in a brief role, and Diana Lynn, as Miss Drake's sidekick, both
contribute strong support.

Matching the script's roguish air, this production is buffed down
to a high polish although no lavish settings are evident. Topnotch
camera work, expert editing and a gay background score Integrate
all aspects of this film for maximum impact.

—VARIETY (Weekly)

"Deliriously funny"
If every motion picture comedy were as deliriously funny as "Every

Girl Should Be Married" there would be no such thing as boxoffice
blues. The Don Hartman production, turned out under the showman-
ly guidance of Dore Schary, is an entertainment tonic—a lilting and
delightful bit of fluff that has the audience with It all the way. The
dialog is bright and refreshing, the situation genuinely amusing, and
It is played with infinite skill by a hand-picked cast. Hartman, in his

triple capacity of producer, director, and co-author of the screen-
play, performs 100 percent in every division. It Is smart, sleek work all

the way through and executive producer Schary rates a particular
nod of commendation for giving him his head. They have made a gem
of a comedy In "Every Girl Should Be Married" and the turnstile
payoff will be highly gratifying to both RKO and its customers. Its

elegant wit is nearly balanced by a sweet, appealing story that will

please folks in the hinterlands as much as it will captivate sophisti-
cated metropolites.

The yarn takes its cue literally from the title by casting Betsy Drake
in the role of a shop girl who comes to the conclusion that the best
way to snare a husband is to work at the job. She picks Gary Grant,

a prominent baby doctor, for her bridegroom. After having learned

all she can of his personal habits and way of life, she plots to meet

him at the swank dining establishment where once a week he eats

alone. She baits him by recounting a fictitious romance with Franchot

Tone, owner of the store. The latter, artlessly, makes an entrance at

that precise moment. Tone, a genial wolf, plays it straight, for his eye

quickly appraises Mis Drake's feminine charms. From this point, it is a

battle of wits among the three parties, but the girl, plucky and deter-

mined, gets her way In a screwball finale that literally sends the

audience out in a marvelous state of hysterics.

Gary Grant is most happily cast as the doctor. His subtle double

takes, delayed reactions, and keen sense of humor make the part one

of his best. Franchot Tone, looking extremely handsome, is charming

as the bounder who freely confesses a willingness to embark on the

marital state after three previous unsuccessful attempts. The big news

of "Every Girl Should Be Married" is Betsy Drake, a newcomer with

a fresh, vibrant personality and a command of the acting medium

that will carry her far. She is a discovery and already a star. Diana

Lynn Is excellent as her pal and fellow conspirator. Alan Mowbray,

Elisabeth RIsdon, Richard Gaines, and Ghick Ghandler register ef-

fectively In support. The unbilled appearance of Eddie Albert for a

single scene is the happy inspiration that gives the finale Its terrific

kick. The Albert fellow winds things up in grand style.

Technically the film comes across with the same smooth style that

characterizes script, direction, and acting. George E. Diskant offers

an artful camera job; Albert S. D'AgostIno and Garroll Glark show

taste in their art direction; and the editing by Harry Marker provides

effective punctuation. Leigh Harline's musical score has zip and humor
which are ably captured In the musical supervision of Gordon Bau

and the direction of G. Bakaleinikoff.

—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

"It's fun to watch"

The female of the species is on the prowl in this amusing comedy.

She's Betsy Drake after Gary Grant, with Franchot Tone employed

for interference, and Diana Lynn for advice.

The thesis here simply is that woman ought to be bolder about

capturing her man; that practically no hold ought to be barred in the

execution of the project because the end justifies the means. Miss

Drake, an attractive newcomer who does well and who will do better

if she learns more about the acting profession, is wholeheartedly com-

mitted to this dictum. What she goes through—and what she puts

Grant through—is outlandish, impossible and far-fetched, which is

precisely the position In which this attraction often finds itself, yet

it's fun to watch.

No one will believe it could have happened in real life, and

beyond doubt it couldn't, but that was not the idea In the first in-

stance. The idea was to show how Miss Drake, saleswoman in children's

wear In Tone's department store, sees Grant, a baby doctor, and

decides he's for her. She checks on his collegiate days, his bachelor

habits, his eating Inclinations, his favorite clothes down the line to his

shorts, which he likes blue, and welds the information into the weapons

of her formidable arsenal. Grant is wise to it all and resists until It's

too late despite deception, fabrication and a lot of other practices

which well-bred young ladies are not supposed to indulge.

Although this film stars Grant, he has far less to do than Miss

Drake, who Is rarely off the screen. There have been very few instances

of a film debut as complimentary as the one extended her. Grant Is

polished and effective as always In a part which is decidedly second-

ary in values. The other principals do nicely under Don Hartman's

controls. He produced, directed and was co-writer of the screenplay
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on which the la+e Stephen Morehouse Avery collaborated, using a

story by Eleanor Harris as the base.

—MOTION PICTURE HERALD

"Should make coin boxes tingle"

Audience Slant: (Family) Another of those light comedies that

audiences are taking to their hearts these days. This has all the usual

attributes and also introduces a new star, Betsy Drake.

Box-Office Slant: Just look at the marquee names: Gary Grant,

Franchot Tone, Diana Lynn, Betsy Drake. That's all you have to know.

Plot: Betsy Drake believes women have just as much right to court

men as vice versa and proceeds to set her cap for Gary Grant, a

baby doctor—and also a hidebound bachelor. She involves her wolfish

employer, Franchot Tone, who is only too willing to be involved. Gary
realizes what Betsy is doing, but when her pal, Diana Lynn, fixes up a

situation in which a supposed home-town boy comes to get Betsy,

he finally capitulates.

Gomment: This is Leap Year, isn't it? RKO seems to know it

—

hence this light comedy of how one girl wins her man by sheer striving.

It's the kind of stuff to delight average audiences, especially the

feminine portion, and takes its place in the growing list of escapist

films now so popular around the country. As a box-office proposition

the picture rates tops, for the marquee will carry an almost irresistible

line-up. Actually, the film is a starring vehicle for a newcomer, Betsy

Drake, who carries the brunt of the acting chores along with Grant.

She gives a competent performance, appearing perfectly at ease

with her extra strong supporting players, and displays a personality

that differs from the familiar Hollywood glamor type. She looks some-
what like a 'teen-age Ingrid Bergman. While the picture may not

prove to be a memorable experience artistically, it sure should make
the coin boxes tinkle.

—SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

"Topflight contender"

"Every Girl Should Be Married" gives RKO a topflight contender

for honors in the comedy field. It's a tailored screen test for new-
omer Betsy Drake, who lives up to the advance ballyhoo the press

agents passed around. It's a picture to please the femmes and tease

Ithe men, with such names as Gary Grant, Franchot Tone and Diana
Lynn for b.o. lure.

\ Don Hartman has scored in his triple role of producer, director

land co-author of the screenplay. Producer Hartman and director

Hartman both shine. Go-author Hartman asks his audiences to be-

ieve some highly improbable situations, but the preview audience
5njoyed even the most ludicrous. Stephen Morehouse Avery colabo-

ated on the script based on a story by Eleanor Harris.

Yarn evolves about a gal's scientific plan to trap her man, in this

:ase handsome baby doctor Gary Grant. Man chaser is Miss Drake.

Her girl friend. Miss Lynn, aids admirably in the chase. Millionaire

Jepartment store owner Franchot Tone enters the picture long

nough to upset Grant, his rival, but it ail ends happily.

Miss Drake occupies the screen, or perhaps we should say adorns
he screen, for a goodly share of the show. Her performance as she
arries out her plan is the work of an accomplished and talented
ctress. Grant shines as the hard-to-get pediatrician. Tone plays his

le as though he enjoyed it and consequently turns in one of his

etter bits of acting. Miss Lynn impresses as the gal who aids Miss
Irake get her man but still favors the moneyed suitor.

George E. Diskant's photography excels throughout, being es-

ecially effective in closeup shots of Miss Drake. Art direction of
klbert S. D'Agostino and Garroll Glark is tasteful while the set

ecorations of Darrell Silvera and William Stevens fill the bill.

Leigh Harline's music and the musical direction of G. Bakelelnikoff
dd to the picture's entertainment values. Glothes designed by
naraff should find favor with wives and cause husbands to look
/ice. Harry Marker film edited in professional manner.

—VARIETY (Daily)

Smartly produced"
"Every Girl" has a pair of names to sell tickets. It is a smartly

December \8lh

RUTGERS NEILSON Home Office

RALPH W. COLI ETT Washington
OLA J. REINSMITH Washington

December 19 ih
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VITO SPERTI New York

December 21st
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DON CONLEY
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Vancouver

Home Office

Kansas City
Home Office

New York

New York
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Philadelphia

Detroit

San Francisco

Cleveland
Pittsburgh
Toronto
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produced job that gets around a department store, into and out of

Grant's office—he's a pediatrician, circulates in a restaurant called

Pierre's, and here and there. The telephone rings frequently. Tone

chases Miss Drake, generally falls victim to her scatterbrained antics.

In good time Grant, who is not inclined to relinquish the freedom

of bachelhood, is smitten, falls for Miss Drake's machinations—but

with his eyes open.

—FILM DAILY

"A reliable comedy"
A pretty shopgirl's notion that a girl should be able to steer the

man to the altar, instead of the other way around, becomes the basis

of a reliable comedy in Dore Schary's presentation of "Every Girl

Should Be Married." The film is designed more for laughter than

logic, and along its course it turns up many farcical situations, some of

striking vitality and others of thin and obvious outline. Bolstering the

picture's exploitable title is an attractive cast. Betsy Drake, making
her screen debut, plays the bemused shopgirl, with Gary Grant and
Franchot Tone the men in her complicated life, with Diana Lynn as her

roommate and companion.
When Miss Drake meets Grant, a baby doctor, she decides that

he is the man she wants to marry. Thereupon Miss Drake launches a

campaign for him that has all the elaborateness of preparations of

an admiral mapping out an intricate naval maneuver. When Grant,
however, seems immune to matrimonial entrapment, Miss Drake
decides upon the further strategy of making him jealous. And to this

end she finds some fine uses for Tone, her wolfish employer. When
it all winds up. Tone, despite his vaunted experience with the opposite
sex, seems much the worse for the adventure. It is a foregone con-
clusion that Miss Drake would win Grant, and by the time she does,

some fanciful bits of comedy have come to pass.

Miss Drake performs with a wistful air and deports herself as an
actress of considerable screen promise. Contributions of Grant and
Tone are highly satisfactory. Production and direction is by Don
Hartman. He also collaborated on the screenplay with Stephen
Morehouse Avery; it was based on an Eleanor Harris novel.

—MOTION PICTURE DAILY

''Sure-fire for audience appeal"
A light, frothy girl-gets-boy comedy, delightfully acted by the

dependable Gary Grant and a refreshing newcomer, Betsy Drake,
which is sure-fire general audience appeal. Grant and Franchot Tone
will insure strong grosses and the picture should clean up in neighbor-
hood houses. While a few of the older patrons may find the contrived
situations implausible, the teen-agers will shout with glee at the
elaborate plan devised by a department store sales girl to ensnare
a noted baby doctor for a husband. The doctor is at first annoyed,
later amused and finally he falls for her persistence. The dialog is

breezy and the picture has been smoothly directed by Don Hartman,
who also produced and collaborated on the script. Miss Drake is a
real find and Grant plays his role in tongue-in-cheek style, exactly
right for a broad comedy film. Eddie Albert, who is unbilled, con-
tributes a standout bit.

—BOXOFFIGE
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By ED RICE

GIRLS IN WHITE was

screened this week for 100 key

figures in the nursing world,

among them the directors of the

American Nurses Association.

The film was very highly praised,

with exceptional praise for its

accuracy in presenting the nurs-

ing profession.

A screening for the American
Hospital Association brought

the same excellent comments.

1 he AHA is sending out a letter

to its 4,000 member hospitals

recommending the picture and
asking them to promote it locally.

A review recommending
GIRLS IN WHITE will appear in

the January SCIENCE ILLUS-

TRATED.

An Associated Press women's
radio program, syndicated to

950 stations, will also promote
GIRLS IN WHITE. The broad-

casts are scheduled for Decem-
ber 15.

WHO'S DELINQUENT? — A
screening for Attorney General
Tom Clark Is slated for this Sat-

urday, in Washington, with an-

other screening the following

week for the National Conven-
tion of Federation of Women's
Clubs.

Among the organizations which

are promoting WHO'S DELIN-
QUENT? via letters and bulletins

to their members are:

The National Community
Chest, (1500 members).

The National Grange (7,000

members).

The League for the American
Home.

The importance of LETTER TO
A REBEL, the TIA about free en-

terprise, is indicated by a com-
ment by an exhibitor writing in

the Motion Picture Herald, who
said, "Everyone should see it.

Have already received demands
to repeat."

DANGER]

New Comedy Is

In Production

Harry Michalson, himself a

rabid basketball and football fan,

believes that despite last year's

fine showing with the gridiron

two-reeler that this year's sub-

'(ect may surpass it for gross.

Many exhibitors have told him
that the selection of competitive
teams was excellent and that the

action is the best paced of all

the specials. Three quarters of

the branches have almost every

key city booked.

Harry says there are many situ-

ations in which the basketball

subject can be repeated. The
short subject chief points out that

it's a good plan just now to go
over the sports pages with a

prospect and point out the domi-
nance of basketoall.

The first of the new series of

six two-reel comedies to be known
as COMEDY SPECIALS is the

Edgar Kennedy starrer CONTEST
CRAZY. The second release has

just gone into production. Titled

HEART TROUBLES It features

Wally Brown and Jack KIrkwood

and Producer George Bilson says

ii" is shaping up as among the

best of our comedies. Incidentally

those who get Life probably

noticed the two-page article last

week on our comedy star Edgar

A Polesie Party

For Pat O'Brien

Pat O'Brien and Dixie Crosby
were tendered a party by Herb
Polesie, producer of our new
Streamliner short, IT PAYS TO
BE IGNORANT, last Sunday
night at the Polesie menage on

Riverside Drive, New York City.

Guests Included: Mayor Wil-

liam O'Dwyer, Pat and Sean
O'Brien, Mr. and Mrs. Joe E.

Brown and daughter Mary, Mrs.

BIng Crosby, Mr. and Mrs. Rut-

gers Nellson, Mr. and Mrs. Bert

Lahr, Mr. and Mrs. Toots Shor,

Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Travers,

of RKO Pathe, Mr. and Mrs. Earl

Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Dean Jag-

ger, Mr. and Mrs. Robin Harris,

Bill Corum, Joe Banjamin, Elliot

Roosevelt and his wife, Faye

Emerson, James Nunson, Peter

Donald, Minerva Pious and
others.

Pat O'Brien was featured by

Polesie on his Mutual network,

"Twenty Questions, " show on Sat-

urday night and THE BOY WITH
GREEN HAIR was given a terri-

fic plug.

Kennedy, it was illustrated with

poses of our beloved comedian

in his slow burn antics.

MORE THAN 1800 school teachers of Northern California attended a special showing of the "America"
WHO'S DELINQUENT at the Grand Lake Theatre in Oakland. Picture was highly praised by attendees.

—JOE LONGO



RKQ EXECUTIVES ATTEND R. J. Q'DONNELL TESTIMONIAL DINNER

The Baker Hotel's Crystal Ballroom had all of the elegance of a

Hollywood movie set Saturday night, December 4th, when the

Variety Club of Texas honored its national chief barker, R. J. "Bob
"

O Donneil, on his twenty-fifth anniversary in Texas, at Dallas.

•And the movie stars, producers, directors and movie executives

were there in abundance to offer their congratulations to the silver-

haired vice-president of Interstate Theatres. Among the executives

; resent from RKO Radio were Ned E. Depinet, Robert Mochrie,

(1)—Our "Boss Man" congroiulating "Mister Show Business."

. . . (2)—Seated, left to right.—Sol Sachs, William Zimmerman,
Robert Mochiie, Charles Boasberg. Standing, left to right,

Douglas Desch, Sol Schwartz and Ben Cammack. (3)—Group
shot in Baker Hotel's Crystal Ballroom.

Charles Boasberg, Sol Schwartz, William Zimmerman, Ben Cammack
Sol Sachs and Doualas Desch.

—ED TERHUNE

It
Blood on the Moon" Srd at Boxoffice Nationally

The current Variety reporrs

that BLOOD ON THE MOON
Is edging up slowly in box-office

momentum and has copped third

position. ' Yes the new Mitchum

starrer is on the upswing and in

almost every instance is exceed-

ng grosses on RACHEL AND
THE STRANGER. Just winding

up a fourth big week at the

Globe, New York. Second weeks

Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Toronto,

Oklahoma City, Portland, Ore.,

Kansas City, Cincinnati, Provi-

dence. At Oakland played the

Paramount and Franklin, held over

at the Franklin. The RKO Thea-

t-^es think so much of the marquee

power of BLOOD ON THE
MOON that they are giving It

New Year's playing time In most

situations. At Portland, top gross-

er since April of 1947 at the

Paramount.

JOAN OF ARC conrinues

SRO and In addition the Vic-

toria management has sent out

an SOS. The theatre is owned
by the same concern which owns
the Fulton. JOAN, now In a fifth

vieek at the Victoria, becomes a

day-dater with the Fulton on a

reserved-seat policy opening next

Tuesday. The advance sale has

been big and the operators of

the two theatres predict a com-
plete sell-out for the opening

day. Tickets are on sale six weeks

in advance.

SONG IS BORN has rounded
cut a second month at the Astor

and will be followed Christmas

week by Goldwyn's ENCHANT-
MENT. SONG also is in an eighth

week at the V^oods. Chicago,
fifth week Boston and third weeks
at San Francisco and San Diego.

GOOD SAM is now In a fourth

week at Winnipeg, and second
v/eeks at Louisville and Montreal.

THE VELVET TOUCH — Sec-

ona weeKS Salt Laice City ana
Pasadena.

RACE STREET—Second wee-.

Toledo.

STATION WEST—Third week
Philadelphia. Second weeks Bir-

mingham and Seattle. Moveovers
Riverside and Pomona. Excellent

at Buffalo.

THE BOY WITH THE GREEN
HAIR—Completes two big weeks

each at the Boston Theatre, Bos-

ton, and the Allen, Cleveland.

OSSERMAN TO L. A.

(Coniiniied from Page One)

For some time Jack has wanted
to get back in distribution In

the U.S.A., where he would be
near his home. And all RKOers
welcome him back to the fold,

home from the foreign sales wars

ttiat took him south of the border

and all over Central and South

America.

MIIIINAUV
the lDe3'b Known
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EVERY "JOAN OF ARC" WINDOW IS A 24-SHEET STAND
<
Everyone can look-in-on these windows—and meet JOAN OF ARC promotions:

Ot Page 10: (1!—The second cf two separate merchandise promotions on

ICAN OF ARC in Macy's New York featured original costumes from the film

as well as dresses in Burlington Mills "Castle Blue" crepe . . .
'2)—Center

window and focal point of Macy's three spectacular displays on Broadway
ccrcurreni with the world premiere of JOAN contained Boute deMonvel's por-

trait cf Ingrid Bergman and the star's criginal suit of armor . . . (3)—Window
Nc. 3 in Macy's proraciion featured the Earl of Warwick's costume and some
cf the original flags. Most of these props were brought from the Metropolitan

Museum of Art where they had been on display for several months . . .

(4)—A tie-up with Macy's 6lh Floor Fabric Center on the Burlington Mills

JOAN OF ARC colors served as the basis for the handsome three-window

display on 34th Street . . . (5!—Original costumes, blow-ups of scenes from

Ihe film and credit cards, in addition to draped fabric, made these displays

cutstanding ... (6) Thanks to Macy's able display manager, John R. Foley,

Ihe windows weie both simple and dramatic with metallic fleur-de-lis provid-

ing a background motif. Grace Dimelow, fashion coordinator of Burlington

Mills, and Dorcthy de Groat, Macy's 6th Floor fabric co-ordinator, as well as

RKO's own Lola Wcursell, were instrumental in making these promotions a
success . . .

(7,'—Of tremendous prestige value to the permiere was the 3aks
Fifth Avenue-Iuilliard-Vemon Brothers promotion on coats and suits. Fea-

tured were Julliard's five spring Pageantry Colors . . . (8)—Saks Fifth Ave-
rue kept its windows simple with emphasis on merchandise it was selling.

The coat pastel tweed with strong JOAN inspiration . . . (9)—Stills frcm ihe

film and small preps, such as shields, spears, armor, gloves, banners, helped
to dress the bank of five handsome Saks Fifth Avenue windows . . .

(10!—Two suits by Vernon Brothers, with the JOAN OF ARC look. Behind this

r'-!e ;ob cf merchandising were the concerted efforts of Saks Fifth Avenue's
7"-' F'oor las'^'on cooHiiatT, Miss Polly Allen, and its coat-and-suit buyer.

Miss Jerry Smiler . . . (11)—D'Amico, one of Fifth Avenue's smart hair-dressers,

used large blow-up studies of Ingrid Bergman to highlight its 22-ft. window
in a coif promotion . . . (12)—Last of the Saks Fifth Avenue windows had a
coat with befurred stole, as well as JOAN props. All hats were by Alice-

May . . . (13)—Roger Kent, one of New York's most popular men's haber-

dashers, at Rockefeller Plaza and Slst Street, did an eye-catching bank of

Iwo windows. This one pmolcved arm'r. flags, s«^gm9''*s orig'^al cnstu'nes,

as well as a large credit card . . . (14)—Second of the Roger Kent displays

ieatured two panels, one of stills from the production, the other of famed
actresses who have played JOAN on stage and screen . . . (15)—Fleur-de-lis

neckties by Ben Mayer, Ltd. inspired by JOAN made a handsome window at

Weber & Heilbroner, men's haberdashers, at Broadway and 48th Street,

featured was a life-size cutout cf Ingrid in armor as well as criginal cos-

tumes and props . . . (16)—Cartier, famed jeweler on Fifth Avenue at S2nd
T'reel, included an arresting display in its Fall exhibit of jewels. Ingrid Berg-

roan's ring made by Cartier and highlighted in the production was on view
with ihe criginal Cartier sketch, armor, Kodachrome of Miss Bergman, and a
blcTck-and-gold TOAN rcctrf designed by Ruth LeCla're . . . (17)—An criginal

watercolor drcwing cf Ingrid Bergman for Parade served as fecal ooint 'or

the Drama Book Shop window at 48 West 52nd Street, opposite "21," rendezvous
of filmdom's great while in Manhattan . . . (18)—Scribner's one cl New York'i

most distinguished book stores, on Fifth Avenue and 48th Street, made up a
handsome window of the William Sloane Associates edition of JOAN, itills

from the film, life-size cutout of Ingrid Bergman and small armor props . . .

(19)—Another brilliant book shop display, Brentano's, at Fifth Ave. and 47th St.

I

ON PAGE 12: (1-6)—Burlington Mills exhibit in the Empire State Building was
an introduction to the buyers and an inspiration for general window displays,

Burlington donated considerable floor space to JOAN exhibits . . . (7)—The
figurine cf JOAN created by Barbara Loveday won the Hammer Galleries

Fifth Avenue window . . . (8)—A. D. Juilliard & Cc, makers of woolens,
ieatured the JOAN color fabrics in their windows . . . (9)—The display in the

French Music Shop at 53rd Street shows how effectively a music or book
shcp can present a still display in window space . . . (10-15)—An example
of what a surburban store can do in promotion was done by the Goerke
Department in some eight windows.

ON PAGE 13: (1-8)—The exhibit of armor, banners and kodachromes at the

Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City visualize how similar exhibits

can be done in out-of-town local museums, public libraries or other civic

institutions. The props available together with the JOAN books in libraries may
be used as a nucleus of such exhibits. The additional value to school and
college students is visualized in picture No. 8 showing the pilgrimage of honor
students of the "Joan of Arc" High School to the JOAN exhibit The posings of

fashion pictures of Toan-inspired fabrics made into garments in and about
the Metropolitan JOAN exhibits suggest the possibility of fashion shows out-of-

town with proper atmospheric use made of the JOAN props and banners as
shown in pictures 4. 5, 6 & 7 . . . (9)—The full page color ad in Life Magazine
by International Sterling showing their JOAN pattern in silverware . . .

(10)—Special simulated window using the suggestions and supplies made avail-

able by International plus the use of a life-size photo enlargement of Miss
Bergman with spotlight . . . (11)—Copy of the large window card issued by
International Silver . . . (12)—Full page cooperative ad taken by Bantam
Books in a tie-up with Whelan Drug Store chain. Blowups of these ads were
used as window stream"-' thr'-ighont the Citv . . . (13)—Photograph of the
full color one sheet which is a facsimile of the front cover of the Bantam Book
on JOAN by Frances Winwcrr . . . (14)—Copies of Magcnine Enterprise's comic-
style edition of JOAN—exhibited in a rack as they will be shown in chain
store super-markets throughout the country . . . (15) Newsstand card used
by Bantam Books OTid RKO in the New York campaign . .. (16)—A typical
ad in behalf of the JOAN "coif" which can be used in beauty parlors through-
out the country.

This Is Your Manual for Window Promotion

In Any Size Town
By RUTGERS NEILSON

OUTSTANDING, tangible look-and-see proof positive of the

startling scope of the JOAN OF ARC nnercantile promo-

tions is reflected in the unusually large number of varied and

prominent window displays secured on the most traversed thorough-

fares of the big New York City.

Full window displays are practically free 24-sheet stands for the JOAN OF
ARC show, won at the cost of Ingenuity, careful planning and creative coopera-

tion, wl+h wholesalers and retailers in the merchandise mart.

The tre-ups which secured this seat-selling space were devised and nego-

tiated by the Honne Office Publicity Department. And, naturally, we have made

our proven promotional plans available for all exhibitions of JOAN OF ARC.
If "it" worked In New York it can be worked anywhere else in the U. S. A.

Selling Is our business. Publicity tells the public about all our attractions In

advance and right along the line—to the box-office.

You too. each reader, can "sell tickets" if you properly evaluate the pre-

selling that Publicity has done and always is doing in every type of media

—

printed, broadcast or telecast!

WHY WINDOWS WIN
Spearhead of the mammoth merchandising campagin was the basic textile

tie-up made with Burlington Mills who offered the general trade a wide selection

of vivid fabric colors which inspired a selective diversity of garments for milady

—today's Joan.
Burlington gave over its entire display area on the fourth floor of the Empire

State Build'n.-i to first-presentations of the JOAN OF ARC color fabrics. This

display told the entire JOAN OF ARC fashion story from A to Z. The exhibit

was the cynosure of critical out-of-tov/n buyers for some nine capacity weeks.

A. D. Juilliard and Company, one of America's great woolen manufacturers,

was brought Into the JOAN OF ARC fashion promotion with a range of five

pastel colors for spring. Juilliard wools became Vernon Brothers coats and

suits and, in turn, became the most Important Saks-FIfth Avenue tie-up with five

dominant Radio City windows.

The world's largest department store, Macy's, led the parade of JOAN
cooperations with show windov/s exhibited In two selling presentations: one

offering on 34th Street with three windows two weeks prior to the premiere of

the picture and the second a set-up of a trio of windows on Broadway coincident

with the Victoria Theatre playdate.

The Macy window displays featured modern merchandise and their medieval

inspirations, the latter being actual production props from the JOAN OF ARC
action drama. These displays were enhanced with deluxe enlargements of

dramatic key situations In stills. On the Broadway frontal display, the famous
Boutet de Monvel original painting of star Bergman commanded peak attention.

In the Initial window display group Macy's featured the Burlington Mills fabrics

with props and photographic enlargements of vivid want-to-see scenes.

Saks-Flfth Avenue, leading woman's store on America's fashion boulevard,

based their windows upon the Juilliard woolen promotion. Saks surrounded their

mannequin displays with actual battle banners from the picture and a unique

scroll-like oresentatlon of punch pictures.

For the JOAN OF ARC coif (hair-do to you dear reader) promotion, the

D'Amico Salon on Fifth Avenue featured giant camera studies of Miss Bergman.
This tie-up can be effected with beauty salons throughout the country. Newspaper
ads tie-ln fwlth this hair-style project.

PIX PROPS PROMOTE
Demonstration of how window tie-ups may be promoted with stores not

necessarily selling JOAN OF ARC Inspired merchandise are those of the famous
Roger Kent clothing chain in their big Radio City area windows. The magnetic
attraction quality of the display wins the selling space. Reproductions of battle

banners provided colorful background while armor and battle weapons com-
manded the foreground with action stills dispersed about the spacious windows.
These displays are being routed to the Roger - Kent stores throughout the

Metropolis.

Opening broadside of a national fleur-de-lis neck-tie tie-up commanded
windows of the 48th Street and Broadway branch of the Weber and Hellbroner
clothing chain. Battle banners again v/ere used in the decorative scheme with

a life-size photo of Ingrid Bergman as JOAN OF ARC in battle action as the
main attention-getter. Hung on horizontal modern-type racks, the neckties with

fleur-de-lis designs gave a plus-plus value to the decorative scheme.
We have had the pleasure of suggesting a new JOAN OF ARC fleur-de-lis

line of neckties which will be merchandised' early in the New Year by Ben
Mayer, Ltd. More about this later with' the national tie-up details involving none
ether than the Dauphin. Jose Ferrer.

One window display, possible only in New York, was Cartier's, prestige
personified. Yes, this famous jewelry house made the signet , ring worn by the
star In the picture and given to her by Producer Walter Wanger. Naturally they
were proud to exhibit it with picture credits, too!

Another one-of-a-kind display was that secured In the notable Hammer
Galleries' main Fifth Avenue window with the exhibition of a unique life-like

figurine impression of La Bergman as JOAN—in all her glorrous armor. Created
by Barbara Loveday, this miniature mannequin mirrored the material aspects
of the woman warrior, Joan.

Alex Taylor & Company, one of New York's largest and best known sporting
{Continued on Page Sixteen)
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"INDIAN AGENT" TRADE RAVIEWS
"C/nc/i to please V/estern fans"

A pleasant even characterizafion as a good guy by Tim Holt, an

amiably amusing one as an Irish Mexican by Richard Martin and

better than average screenplays have made RKO's v/estern series

starring Holt and Martin among the very best in modest budgeters.

"Indian Agent," newest in the series, maintains the high level and

shows flashes of humor that make it a fine production as well as a cinch

to please all oater fans. This one is a natural at the boxoffice.

When Indians, confined by treaty to a reservation, start making

trouble, ranch owners Holt and Martin have their curiosity aroused.

When the Indian chief's squaw leaves her baby with them, they start

investigating. Martin is framed for murder before he realizes that

the Indian agent, his assistant and a freight agent are selling food

intended for the Indians at a high profit to gold seekers. Some fancy

shooting and punching brings about capture of the profiteers and

justice for the Indians.

Holt sheds a little bit of the taciturnity he's previously shown and

emerges more credible for it. Martin is as usual very diverting with

his consistently amusing characterization. Nan Leslie provides nice

femininity, while Harry Woods, Richard Powers and Robert Bray are

nasty as the dastardly villains.

The introduction of new tricks, ideas and even different humor
situations is what keeps a series engrossing. Fortunately, that has been
the keynote of the Holt-Martin series. "Indian Agent" is especially

fertile in new twists.

J. Roy Hunt's camerawork in the open country is first rate and
the balance of the technical credits meet a similar standard.

—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

"Fills bill as film galloper"

"Indian Agent" measures up as an okay Tim Holt saddle adven-
ture. Wherever there's a demand for film gallopers this will fill the

bill and appeal is particularly good for juve trade in Saturday matinee
spots.

Plot deals with a crooked Indian agent, in cahoots with an equally

crooked freighter. They scheme to divert food supplies destined for

the reservation to the more lucrative gold field market. The redskins

are unhappy but the scheme is working without a hitch until Holt
and his buddy, Richard Martin, become suspicious and manage to
deal out some stern, sixgun justice.

Holt is a good western hero, in appearance and actions, and
Martin makes an excellent teammate to handle the lighter moments.
Skullduggery is capably projected in the western manner by Harry
Woods as the freighter and Richard Powers as the agent.

Script has a twist or two to give formula pattern a lift and Lesley
Selander's direction keeps things racing along at the proper pace
for an oater. Herman Schlom's production guidance furnishes good
sight values for budget and lensing is expert.

Noah Beery, Jr., plays an Indian chief in this one and hasn't much
to do. Also with little to do are Nan Leslie and Claudia Drake, since
femme interest is kept to a minimum, which should please the kiddies.

—VARIETY (Weekly)

"Good outdoor action fare"

Audience Slant: (Family) Another Tim Holt western that will

please the family. Good outdoor action fare.

Box-Office Slant: This should do well wherever this series, or
similar action films, are liked.

Plot: Tim Holt and his pal, Richard Martin, uncover a plot to cheat
the Indians of their food supply. This is being done through the

agent running the Indian Reservation. There are several murders and

a threat of an Indian uprising before the matter is straightened out.

Comment: These Tim Holt westerns are consistently good. They

have the quality and the ingredients that make them popular with the

average outdoor action fan, and this latest one is as good as all the

rest. Their consistent top quality of story, production and perform-

ances seems to be bringing them up to the class once occupied by

that favorite Hopalong Cassidy. Tim Holt, who in current westerns

uses his own name in all the characters he portrays, is capable and

an efficient actor, and Richard Martin, his buddy, helps liven things

up and just as capably adds a great deal to the quality of the picture.

In the cast are such fine performers as Noah Beery, Jr., and char-

acter-badman Harry Woods. Direction by Lesley Selander gives the

film plenty of action and excitement. Herman Schlom produced.

—SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

"A profitable booking in every situation"

Manifesting more than average attention to such details as story

line, photography and, above all, the acting department, this entry

in the Tim Holt sagebrush series stands head and shoulders above

most of its predecessors—in themselves very satisfactory western

fare—and looks like a cinch to merit the plaudits not only of Holt

fans but also cf that segment of the theatregoing audience which

does not ordinarily evince much interest in tales of the rugged
outdoors. Holt delivers in his customary competent style, ably aided

in the comedy department by Richard Martin, and the picture

—

running the action gamut from the nefarious operations of a crooked

freight line to an Indian uprising—is well supplied with the kind of

ingredients which ought to make it a popular and profitable booking

in almost every situation. Directed by Lesley Selander.

—BOXOFFICE

"Delivers everything required"

Worthwhile western fare delivers everything required plus a fine

brand of photography. Selander's direction right throughout.

Tim Holt and Richard Martin are in and out of the wagon train

business and soon very thoroughly mixed up with the problem of

starving Indians—a very short order—before much of this western

passes through the projection machine.

"Indian Agent" has a good deal of merit. It delivers every bit of

story requirement. Basic plot is interestingly developed, well played.

Too, it has a particularly fine brand of photography.

Finding themselves foster parents to a papoose left at their ranch

house by an Indian squaw rather than have it starve on the reserva-

tion. Holt and Martin do a little investigating. In the course of their

riding about the scenery they encounter Nan Leslie, who is coming

to town to establish a newspaper and shady characters who are soon I

connected up with the local Indian administrator who has been divert-

ing the food supplies intended by the government for the Indians, for

his own monetary administration. Harry Woods, villain of the piece

gets his due when the conclusion rolls around. Lesley Selander's direc-

tion is right in every sequence.

—FILM DAILY

"Better than average western"
Tim Holt and his sidekick, played by Richard Martin, stumble on

an unhappy situation in an Indian settlement while they are working

as stagecoach guards. The story characteristic of the category is

complete with cowboy and Indian adventure. The film is better than

average and Western fans should be pleased. j a

The hero saves a stagecoach from attack by a group of warring
|

Indians. In this region the Indians, led by Noah Berry, Jr., as their

chief, are supposed to be confined to a reservation. Holt decides that
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IChinell, Fitch

Contest Winners

Branch Manager Jack Chinell's

Buffalo staff has been announced

as the winner of the BAMBI re-

issue sales contest, while Sherm
Fitch's Sioux Falls tribe are the

jwinners of the FUGITIVE sales

Icontest. For Canada in the BAM-
contest Harry Cohen's St.

ohnners were first and Jack

ernstein's Torontos second,
ohen's branch also won the

-UGITIVE contest for Canada
ollowed by Montreal, Murray
pevaney manager.

Following Buffalo those in the

oney for the BAMBI contest

re:

Sioux Falls, second; New
iHaven, Barney Pitkin nnanager,

hird; Denver, Giff Davison man-

ger, fourth; Seattle, Ed Lamb
anager, fifth, and Portland, Dick

ange manager sixth.

Runners-up in the FUTIGIVE
bntest include:

Buffalo, second; New Haven
ird; Denver fourth; San Fran-

sco, Joe Smith manager, fifth;

lpvf»|c

In Lobby for "Rachel" at Eugene
Arthur Turner and staff of the Heilig Theatre, Eugene, Oregon, has submitted to Branch Man-
ager Dick Lange of Portland a three-page out'ine of the far-reaching campaign on RACHEL
AND THE STRANGER at Eugene. As a resuh of the tremendous showmanship effort put be-

hind this attraction together with the fact that the picture was made near Eugene, RACHEL
broke all existing records for box-office grosses in this town. The reproduced photograph is

of some of the local people who had ports as extras. They appeared in the lobby for

broadcast over Station KASH.

Album a "Song" Aid

'eveland, Harry Walders man-

ger, sixth.

Al Kolitz' Rocky Mountain dis-

lict and Len Gruenberg s Metro-

5litan district were the district

Imners for BAMBI, and Kolitz

Ipeated for THE FUGITIVE,

|th Herb Maclntyre of the

/estern district splitting the

fize as was done for BAMBI.

By BILL PRAGER
WASHINGTON — Capitol

Records' "Giants of Jazz" album,

released for public sale this week,

formed the background of an ex-

ceptional radio promotion as a

major part of the SONG IS

BORN campaign at RKO Keith's

Theatre in Washington, D. C.

The album contains all the music

from the sound track of the pic-

ture, with proceeds from its sale

going to the Damon Runyon Can-

cer Fund through cooperation of

the artists and Capitol Records.

i

here must be some reason which causes the Indians to break the law.

liter he and his partner find an Indian papoose in their cabin. The

iby's mother brought her child to them because the Indians were

arving. The Indian agent was stealing their supplies. The sheriff

:spects Holt of a murder committed by the Indian agent and sends

1-n to jail. Holt is able to escape and prove his innocence by leading

e sheriff to the guilty party. Nan Leslie plays a newspaper editor

MO helps Holt expose the culprit.

\
!
Herman Scholm produced and Lesley Selander directed from the

j-eenplay by Norman Houston.

—MOTION PICTURE HERALD

'\ series of rousing adventures"

Tim Holt and Richard Martin, his sidekick, find themselves involved

iia series of rousing adventures while working as stagecoach guards

ii "Indian Agent," a better-than-average outdoor action drama.

Holt saves a stagecoach from attack by a group of warring

liJians. The Indians, led by Noah Beery, Jr., are supposed to be con-

fi;d to a reservation and Holt decides to find the reason causing the

It ians to break the law. Later he and his partner find an Indian

pooose in their cabin. The baby's mother brought her child to them
b^ause the Indians were starving. The Indian agent was stealing their

f('d supplies. The sheriff suspects Holt of a murder committed by the

Irian agent and sends him to jail. Holt is able to escape and prove
hi innocence by leading the sheriff to the guilty one. Nan Leslie

apears as a newspaper editor who helps Holt expose the culprit.

H man Schlom produced and Lesley Selander directed, from a

sc enplay by Norman Houston.

—MOTION PICTURE DAILY

Prior to the SONG IS BORN
opening at Manager Hardie

Meakin's house, the aid of Bill

Faulknor, Capitol Record dis-

tributor for the Maryland-Vir-

ginia area, was enlisted. Tele-

phone calls to the Capitol press-

ing plant at Scranton, Pa.,

brought an airmail shipment of

30 albums to Washington, and
these were distributed to the fol-

lowing platter jockeys: Art Brown,

John Ball, Mike Hunnicutt and
Bob Knight at WOL (Mutual);

Bill Herson and John Bradford at

WRC (NBC); Eddie Gallaher at

WTOP (CBS); Jim Gibbons at

WMAL (ABC); Jerry Strong,

Howard Williams, Jay Owen and
Sam Brown at WINX; Milton

Ford, Tony Wakeman, Willis

Conover, Jody Miller, Jackson

Lowe and Les Sands at WWDC.
From the day the albums were

distributed for a full week prior

to opening and then into the

SONG IS BORN engagement, all

of these platter shows featured

the music from the album, to-

gether with chatter about the

picture, playdate, etc., as fur-

nished to the jockeys with the

albums. Seldom, if ever, has a

motion picture received such

widespread concentrated promo-
tion in a single area. Additional

albums were given to the record

reviewers of the four Washing-
ton dailies, who featured stories

about it in their weekly columns,

v/ith theatre and playdate credits.

In cooperation. Manager Mea-
kln ran a trailer at the end of

SONG IS BORN, advising audi-

ences that the full musical score

was available in the "Giants of

Jazz" album at all favorite music
stores, with proceeds to go to the

Damon Runyon Fund. In eight

important downtown stores, win-

dow and counter displays were
built around a 20x30 colored

blowup scene from the picture

showing all the bandleaders with

Danny Kaye. Aid of sorority girls

from Pi Beta Phi, George Wash-
ington University, was enlisted

to sell albums in a theatre booth
on opening day.

In addition to the promotion
with the Capitol album, other

radio activity was set up. The
NBC station, in a tieup with a

commercial sponsor, devoted a

15-minute evening show the day
before opening to the music from
A SONG IS BORN. The Golden
Gate Quartet and Louis Arm-
strong, appearing at Washington
night clubs prior to the opening,

appeared on television station

WTTG with Arnold Fine of the

Daily News, and on station WINX
with Howard Williams, for inter-

views about the picture. All of

the RKO transcribed 15-minute

shows and open-end platter jock-

ey Interviews were used on the

Mutual outlet, WOL, as part of

an exclusive package deal. Victor

and Columbia record distribu-

tors also cooperated by advising

their important dealers of the

playdate and furnishings material

for displays promoting their ex-

clusive recording of the film's

top tunes.

The above promotion along
the music angle, together with a

record number of strong art

breaks in advance and during the

run in the four Washington daily

newspapers formed the back-

ground of the campaign that had
the nation's capital "SONG IS

BORN conscious" via press and
air for 24 hours every day for

many days prior to the film's

premiere.
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"JOAN OF ARC" WINDOWS
{Continued from Page Eleven)

goods shops, featured a special JOAN OF ARC window in their Grand Central

district store highlighted by the special croquet set as used by Jose Ferrer m

an outdoor sequence. The display was supplemented with scene stills together

with a specially prepared window card done in white lettering on a royal purple

background crediting the attraction, star end theatre. Still No. J.L.4I of the

croquet game is sure-fire for sporting goods windows.

BIG BOOKS BALLYHOO!
Two books are directly tied-In with this great JOAN OF ARC production.

Sloane Associates' deluxe edition of the story is illustrated with actual film

scenes, captioned with script dialogue and with a full color jacket. And the

sfory of JOAN OF ARC by Frances Winwar, published by Bantam Books, carries

a brilliant Bergman as JOAN front jacket and a seat-selling back cover.

In the Drama Book Shop on West 52nd Street near Fifth Avenue the Sloane

edition of JOAN dominated a large window. This particular display was out-

standing because of the exhibition of an original portrait study of Miss Bergman

which was used on the Parade Sunday newspaper supplement cover in some

sixty top-population cities.

Scribner's on Fifth Avenue created a dominant display with the use of a

life-size photographic reproduction of Miss Bergman as JOAN as a foreground

\o a display of books and stills exhibited in fanlike fashion from the front of the

windows back and onto the wall.

Brentano's, internationally famous book store, also on Fifth Avenue, featured

ihe Sloane book as well as JOAN volumes in many languages using stills from

the RKO picture as attention-getters.

Taking full advantage of the great array of JOAN bibliography makes book

windows a natural in any town with the new editions as a plus promotion.

Bantam Book's popular-priced edition of JOAN OF ARC, by Frances Winwar,

came-in for multiple displays in good locations within the big-town-limits. About

1,000 newsstands put up one sheet reproductions of the Bergman-as-Joan cover,

supplemented by an 8 x 10 playdate card selling the theatre along with the star

and the attraction. Half page co-op ads were taken in behalf of the Whelan

Drug Store chain selling the books. In addition large blow-ups were made of

lhe ad proofs and were pasted on the windows in the hundreds of these drug stores.

The JOAN OF ARC special ten cent comic-style book is going to afford a

tremendous promotion and should be available shortly after the first of the year.

Published by Magazine Enterprises, this magazine carefully follows the picture

and was drawn after the artist saw stills and the actual film. The format and copy

received the approval of Sierra. In addition to the newsstand distribution a plan

is being worked out for distribution in chain store super markets. The special

display stand for use in these stores is shown on page II. Details on this will

appear in a future issue of FLASH.

FULL FLOWER FANFARE
JOAN Is an Orchid! Special arrangements were contrived whereby the prize

orchid of this year was called JOAN OF ARC. Through this promotion some

fifty-two flower shops in New York featured this specie created by A. H. Marmon,

orchid grower of Flushing, L. I. On premiere night. Miss Bergman wore a

corsage of the new orchids. And Jinx Falkenburg's hand mike, used on the premiere

television show, was decorated with two JOAN orchids. Speaking of Television,

reminds us that these orchids have been featured on several flower video shows.

Coming up to further cash-In on free window space are several advantageous

locations in leading department stores with International Silverware's special

design labelled JOAN OF ARC. In this list are B. Altman's, Macy's, Blooming-

dale's, John Wanamaker's, in the metropolitan area which are all superior stores.

International's full-color ad page featuring JOAN OF ARC silverware added a

plus to those ten Life color pages and a color cover on JOAN in this top-reader-

circulation magazine. International's alertness to promotional cooperation Is

shown in the pictorial layout.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art opened Its portals to a tremendously inter-

esting exhibition in the armor halL Centered amidst suits of armor of foot war-

riors and horsemen, the RKO exhibit featured the Bernard Boutet de Monvel
painting of JOAN. Kodachromes of important scenes were displayed In a

special shadowbox wall, "guarded" on each side by the actual Bergman movie

suits of armor. As you have read, Leonard Heinrich, armorer of the Metropolitan

Museum of Art, made Ingrid Bergman's suits of "shining steel.
"

Museum officials have been reported as saying that this was one of the best

attended exhibits ever shown. Out-of-town, similar exhibits can be arranged in

museums and public libraries. Local fashion shows of JOAN-inspired clothes may
be staged in such surroundings.

Suburban area stores were also In the display lineup. In front line formation

was the R. J. Goerke Company Department Store in Elizabeth, New Jersey. This

nearby thriving community did a first-rate job with eight full windows featuring

JOAN props and modern merchandise.

Department store promotion in another New York suburb was In the windows
of Macy's, Jamaica, Long Island. This branch of the great New York department
store simulated the displays of the "home office."

NEW YORK SETS PATTERN
We have worked out New York City's window displays and promotions as

demonstrations. Already, we have sent data and photos to Los Angeles, Miami,
Philadelphia and New Orleans as guides for these local JOAN campaigns. This

issue of FLASH gives you the scope of such selling. And it is with pleasure that
v/e do our bit in making the picture business conscious of that "selling-force"
known as . . . S-H-O-W-M-A-N-S-H-l-P . . .

Reading From

Left to Right

For some time we have been going

to lake one of the big national maga-

zines and go through it and print

herewith what is carried of particular

interest to the RKO sales force. Many
of the recent numbers have been so

loaded with RKO ads that we thought

our survey would look phoney. So
we waited. In the current Life there

is but one RKO ad. that for Samuel
Goldw^n's ENCHANTMENT, page

12. Pages 48 and 49. the year's big-

gest football upset, the Army-Navy
game included in our gridiron special.

Page 76, a lie-in ad featuring Pat

O'Brien, star of THE BOY WITH
THE GREEN HAIR. Pages 82 and 83.

a pictorial story of THE BOY WITH
THE GREEN HAIR, one page is

given over to Dean Stockwell with

hair in green. Page 136, part of a

review of television says. "All over

the country variety shows are now
the most popular thing on television,

outdistancing sports and drama. The
shows are a catchall for vaudeville,

opera, musical comedy, ballet and
even jugglers." That sounds like our

VARIETY TIME. Starting with page
140 there is a long article on Euro-

pean zoos, with plenty of inspiration

for getting more BRING "EM BACK
ALI\ E dates. Well, the above is only

rough. As we have said BE MAGA-
ZINE-MINDED.

The "mugs" in an earlier issue of

Life drew our interest and it makes
you think of the youngsters in WHO'S
DELINQUENT. This story was cen-

tered around the old W Capone gang-

sters and their varied careers. One
guy was known as the "Golfbag" thug.

He carried a sawed-off shotgun in his

golf bag. There are a lot of thieves

around carrying golfbags who get by.

however, with no such appelation as

was given the Chicago thug. Most of

the crooks were primed to a career

of crime via petty gambling and
double-crossing. A short course and
they graduated into the upper strata

of stealing and robbery. They were
not the guys who step up boldly to

a cashier and hold him up, but the

cunning type who take few chances.

With polio a serious menace in

many communities all this year. Sister

Kenny has been continuously in the

public eye. She was a visitor in Los
Angeles on December 10th and Rosa-

lind Russell and a group of civic lead-

ers sponsored a dinner in her honor.

Intermittent fog has plagued the

eastern part of England for .some

time. Our believe-it-or-not of a Brit-

ish fog is a bus ride we had during
which a guy with a lantern walked
ahead of the vehicle, along the curb.

It was difficult to even see him. We
read the other day of an umpire at

a soccer game which was about ready

to get under way. He went out on
the field to look things over and be-

came lost.

Beck Vely Busy
Field Man Doug Beck of Phila-

delphia (often referred to by

Terry Turner as "Abe Lincoln"

Beck) was a visitor on the tenth

floor Tuesday. Doug is pi'eparing

for the Philadelphia opening of

JOAN OF ARC, in fact he has

six openings in the work. Like ye

ed, Doug is an old far Northwest
native. Doug was born near Van-

couver, B. C, and when a kid of

12 went away to sea. He spent

one winter with an arctic expedi-

tion and the boat was frozen in

in the far North. Doug was a

hockey star in his early days. The

field man's mother of Vancouver
is now in the east visiting with

Doug and his brother Pat, Phila-

delphia salesman.

For Gene Tunick and Hugh

MacKenzie it's a brand new sec-

retary named Joan Mclntyre.

Welcome to RKO, Joan, and

let's hope having two Joans

around doesn't become too con-

fussing!

Back to favorite expressions

again we find Shirley Martin in-

varably repeating her very own

favorite, "But he doesn't eat at

the LaNormandy."

As for Paul Fagely of the ship-

ping department, he is making a

practice of imitations. His latest

and most famous being "Prell

Shampoo." He will only do it

when in the mood though. Paul

is more the bashful type.

It was congratulations Joan

Evans. She has finally completed

her boyfriend's tie, which she

has been knitting for months.

Nice work, Joan.

Everyone seems to be limping

this week. As for one, Mr.

Jacques insists it's lumbago.

Helen Cole just started her limp-

ing today. When asked why, she

said she threw her hip out oi

joint.

Marie Klag walked in with an

other darling new hat. This onf

is pink and very beconning Marie

It was welcome back to Ruthi(

Becker who just spent a week i'

Miami where she attended he

cousin's wedding. She thought I

was beautiful, nice and warm.

Ken Blake's last words for th

FLASH this week are "Any mi:

spelled words are authorized b

the new Webster dictionary k

Film Row employees."

—JEANIE THAR
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Lamb to Travel

The black lamb Thomas Wil-

son has trained to be Bobby

Driscoll's companion at the

Chicago 4-H conference has

been sent to Purdue University

to await Bobby's arrival. And

everywhere Bobby goes the

little lamb will go, including

those cities visited by Walt

Disney and his troupe during

their trip east from California.

COMING EVENTS
New openings for JOAN

OF ARC to follow fast, the

first including the Karlton,

Philadelphia, Dec. 22nd,

and "double" at Los Ange-

les, Fox Beverly (reserved

seats) and Palace, (continu-

cus performances), both
runs starting Dec. 23rd, and
the Orpheum, New Orleans,

Dec. 22nd.

NED DEPINET DRIVE,
oa daddy of all industry drives,

Dec. 17-May 5.

EVERY GIRL SHOULD
BE MARRIED world premi-

ere at the Capitol. New
York, Dec. 23rd.

Samuel Goldwyn's EN-
CHANTMENT set for world
premiere at the Astor, Dec.

25th. following A SONG IS

BORN.

Brotherhood Week, Feb.

20-27, Ned E. Depinet chair-

man of the motion picture

committee.

j

I
Walt Disney's SO DEAR

to MY HEART in world
premiere in three exchange
areas, Cincinnati, Indiana-

polis and Cleveland, and in

four states, Ohio. Kentucky.
West Virginia and Indiana.

Arith at least 150 theatres

participating in the giant

jvent spearhead engage-
nent at the Indiana Thea-
re, IndianapoUs, Jan. 19th.

Re-release next April of

Jcnnuel Goldwyn's THE
'RIDE OF THE YANKEES.

I

ne of the biggest money
I its in box-oiiice history.

I

Exhibitors Bacl(

Brothertiood Weeic

Ned E. Depinet, chairman of

the motion picture committee of

the National Conference of

Christians and Jews, is receiving

assurance of valued cooperation

from many industry leaders.

Herewith are some of the recent

developments in the campaign

e? given us by Leon J. Bamberg-

er, executive assistant to Mr.

Depinet in the annual observance

of Brotherhood Week.

Gus Eyssell managing director

of the Radio City Music Hall will

be chairman for the motion pic-

ture theatres on the local New
York committee, the overall of

v^hich is handled by Mayor

O'Dwyer as chairman.

S. H. Fabian will be the na-

tional exhibitor chairman.

The Board of Directors of the

Allied States Association of Mo-

tion Picture Exhibitors, which met

in New Orleans for the national

convention of the organization,

voted to support Brotherhood

Week and named a committee

from their organization to coop-

erate with Mr. Depinet.

This committee consists of the

following exhibitors:

Mr. Nathan Yamins, West
Newton, Mass., who is connected

with +he Independent Exhibito'-s,

Inc. of New England.

Maxwell A. Alderman of New
Haven, Conn., secretary of the

Allied Theatre Owners of Con-

necticut, Inc.

Edward Lachman of Boonton,

New Jersey, president of the

Allied Theatre Owners of New
Jersey, Inc.

Oscar A. Doob of Loew's

Theatres said in a letter to Mr.

Depinet, "We will be happy to

cooperate In every feasible man-

ner, as we, too, are deeply Inter-

ested in the aims of this cam-

paign."

M. J. Mullin of the M & P

Theatres, Boston, said, "You can

rest assured we will give our

usual support to Brotherhood

Week. Our organization here has

been very close to the local

Brotherhood and you can be sat-

isfied we will do our part."

R. E. Baulch, president of The

Crescent Amusement Co., Nash-

Denver Branch Manager Joe Emerson congratulates Rocky

Mountain District Manager Al Kolitz and his appointment as

Regional Drive Captain of the annual NED DEPINET DRIVE
as Harry Gittleson looks on.

Renfro Says Omaha Can Win
OMAHA, DEC. 3rd—Captain Nolan with Walter Branson in sup-

port gave us great inspiration kickoff DRIVE meeting in his district.

With his leadership and inspiration we can accomplish the heretofore

impossible. We will win the DRIVE. It can be done.

—A. A. RENFRO

ville, said, "You may be sure

that I will be glad to do every-

thing that I possibly can to assist

you in the American Brotherhood

observance.

'

Frank L. Newman, Sr., presi-

dent the Evergreen Theatres

Corp., Seattle, said, "I shall be
only too happy to cooperate as

I have in the past."

J. O. Brooks of the W. S.

Butterfield Theatres, Detroit,

said, "You can rest assured that

v/e will cooperate to the fullest

extent with the general chairman,

as well as the local chairman, who-

ever he may be."

Rodney Pantages of the Holly-

wood Pantages Theatre Corpora-
tion said he would be happy to

co-operate in every possible way.

Sam Bendheim, Jr., general

manager of the Neighborhood
Theatre, Richmond, said, "Please

be assured you may count upon
receiving our full cooperation In

the promotion of this worthwhile

program, and we will be happy
to be of service in this respect."

Sidney Meyer of the Wometco
Theatres, Miami, said, "We have

always cooperated in this move-

ment and will be glad to do so

again."

Three Supervisors

Work on "Joan

Terry Turner has pulled his

three field supervisors Harry

Reiners, Bob HIckey and Dave
Cantor, off all other work to de-

vote their time exclusively to the

early engagements of JOAN OF
ARC outside of New York City.

Reiners Is deep in the heart

of Florida right now. Hickey is

en route to New Orleans and
then will take up the trek to all

his midwestern dates while Dave
is currently slugging it out at

Los Angeles and San Francisco.

DO/v/'T LET IT

mPPEN TO You!
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A SURPRISE LUNCHEON was held for Helen M
presented with an array of gifts and a corsage
co-workers. Our "Blondie" was hooked to her
Seated from left to right are Marie Farello, Mar
Edith Fenty, HELEN, Connie Coulsting, Jack Sch
Band, Esther Ostrow. Standing: Grace Doherty,
berg, Herman Seymour.

cMahon, the latest of the RKO brides. Helen was
of white chrysanthmums from her friends and
"Dagwood," William Wilkie, on December 5th.

y James, Bill Brown, Marge Civiello, Kay Cox,

achtel, "Fetch" Carney, Gladys DeRaoy, Roslyn
Maureen Ryan, Bob Outwater, Eleanor Gold-

—CONNIE COULSTING
A HAPPY GATHERING TO CELEBRATE A HAPPY OCCASION! Tess More, seated at the center of the group, was a
smiling bride-to-be at a luncheon given in her honor. Follow ing the luncheon Tess was well "showered" with an assort-

ment of beautiful gifts by her many friends. Tess was married Thanksgiving Day at Port Washington. Long Island, and
is now honeymooning on a motor trip through the South and New Orleans. Our best of good wishes are extended to

both Tess and Joe for their happiness and good fortune in the future. Seated left to right are: Art loswig, Alice Balzer,

Walter Doray, Marie Nelson, Tess, Chris Lisko, Fay Rosenthal, Ann Wittier, Harry Gittleson. Standing L. to R. are

Mac McGeary, Evelyn Greene, Cecile Joseph, Frank Mooney, leanette Gross, Sylvia Zaroff, Kitty Di Cristina, Phil Keir,

Emily Ronco, Gertrude Bernstein, Bill Dahler, Pat Sanpietro. Herb Seidler, Eddie Stokes, Chris O'Brien, Frank Angotti,

Catherine Smith, Vera Lane, Mary Laverty and Delia Cohen. —WALTER DORAY

Pom-mm

Robert Mochrie at the two-

day district chiefs' meeting said

the reissue of THE PRIDE OF
THE YANKEES would be a tre-

mendous grosser come spring and

baseball. Recently it has been

announced that Babe Ruth is to

have a memorial in Yankee

Stadium. It will stand alongside

the monuments of Lou Gehrig

and Miller Huggins out in center

field of the Yankee Stadium. The

dedication ceremonies are sched-

uled for Tuesday, April 19th,

when theYankees playtheir open-

ing game of the 1949 season.

Ben Hogan has been namec

the "Pro Golfer of 1948." Frank-

Stranahan was selected as ama-

teur of the year. The choice of

Stranahan over amateur cham-i

pion Willie Turnesa was madei

after consideration of his busy:

schedule, Fred Corcoran, editorl

of the Official Golf Guide, saidJ

Stranahan won the British, Ca-*

nadian and Mexican amateur

titles. He lost to Ray Billows in

the quarter-finals of the nationai

amateur.

We hear on the air that oui

greatest of spectator sports, bas

,

ketball, is now red hot in variou:

parts of the world, Argentine

France, Mexico, etc. And, swish

the season is on here in full bias

with every prospect that ou

BASKETBALL HIGHLIGHTS wil

be up to if not exceeding it

past standards.

The 14-14 tie between Notr

Dame and USC is going to hel|

our football special. Notre Dam
is featured in two units of th

subject, Notre Dame and Purdu

and Notre Dame and NortI

western, with Northwestern C;

course going to the Rose Bcwj

The use upset of the Irish he

been discussed by about ever-

one who can talk. Red Barbf

covered the game for radio. Or

of Red's remarks was that Noti

Dame fumbled so much they nnu

have practiced at it.

.1
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Bernstein Promises a "Double"

TORONTO, DEC. 7+h — Lieutenant Carl Peppercorn formally

opened the twelfth NED DEPINET DRIVE campaign for the enthusias-

tic and keenly interested sales and general staff in Toronto exchange

yesterday. In introducing Leo M. Devaney, Peppercorn highlighted

the points which necessitate our making sure this Drive is most suc-

cessful, the most important in the Company's history, and expressed

his confidence that Canadian District generally and Toronto branch

particularly would duplicate their performance of last year and come

through with flying colors. Captain Devaney went over in detail all

our sales and liquidation activities, he discussed product already In

release and working from the Giant Release Schedule gave us com-

plete outline of important pictures we will be privileged to distribute

during the Drive.

Before checking cutoffs Captain Devaney provided us with very

graphic description of JOAN OF ARC, telling the story In detail

and predicting the establishment of new sales and revenue records

which will stand for all time. We were truly "reinoculated" after listen-

ing to Captain Devaney's straight-from-the-shoulder pitch. We know

from our daily association with Captain Devaney that he gives of

his best at all times, but yesterday he was supreme. In fact this was

the best Drive meeting I have ever attended. On behalf of the entire

Toronto Branch I pledge you Mr. Mochrle that everything humanly

possible will be done to make the forthcoming NED DEPINET DRIVE
the most outstanding in our history.

—JACK BERNSTEIN

Top Bracl(et for Atlanta

ATLANTA—The Atlanta Drive meeting was off to an early start

)n Thursday, December second, with the arrival of Mr. Boasberg

rem New York. Mr. Boasberg gave a very inspiring outline of next

ear's product and sales policy. Drive Captain Dave Prince went Into

onsiderable detail, pointing out the fine qualities of the pictures.

The Atlanta quotas for the Drive were announced and Mr. Prince

utiined the prizes that are to be offered this year. After a round-

able discussion of bookings and product, the general meeting was
(djourned, to give Mr. Boasberg an opportunity to meet with each
idlvidual salesman.

The sales chief was highly impressed with the selling job that is

eing done in the Atlanta territory and predicted that they would
nlsh the Drive In the top bract-et.

—KEITH BAIN

Conley III

,

Salesman Don Coniey of Mln-

lapolis has been forced to enter

^hospital in that City. It will not

b known for a few days If an

oeration will be necessary, but

^nch Manager C. J-. Dresseli

^1 keep us advised.

Christmas Flash'

Nexr week s FLASH will be the
annual Christmas number. This Is

a get-together issue and this year
we ll have representation from
practically every branch, a good
indication that the old RKO
spirit is in full swing.

I Terry on the Co
'I.

PyTyf^M those rattlers, planes, etc., this

a^iU^^kMaHI^HHHHl Monday at Boston, Tues-

iE TIOKAl fOIINSAIION FOR IKfAMIIlE PAUITJIS £ay at Montreal, Wednesday at
loronto, Thursday at Cincinnati.

Laugh Getter in

"It's Only Money
By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 10:—The set's a living-room In a

small apartment, over on Stage IB, and a slender and

v/orried youth Is talking through a closed door to an unseen

girl, while lounging in a chair beside him a saturnine man
with a black mustache is urging his pal to grab the next

plane to Mexico before the cops catch him.

3e''— -5 ca--e'.

end ca~e - T::-d-

ing gea- ^--n-

mlngs Jr., Director Irving Cum-
mings Sr. and the crew are watch-

ing the scene with grins on their

faces, and behind them a flock

of visitors are standing on tip-

toe, peering at the brightly-light-

ed action.

A buzzer sounds; the younger

man dashes for the door, as the

other frantically tries to steer

him through the window onto the

fire-escape.

Hurry!" he hisses, Get out;

you can still make it!
"

His friend shakes himself loose.

It s her buzzer, not mine, " he

says wearily, and both men go to

the door and peek out.

That's great—print ih" says

the director, laughing, and an-

other shot of IT S ONLY MONEY
Is in the bag.

Some *''"e bac^ I "o'd you

Morals Married
Ira Morals, publicist ar RKO

Theatres' home office, was mar-

ried to Miss Irene Weisgold, on
Sunday, December 5th, in the

Garden Room of the Paramount
Restaurant. Following a honey-
moon down South, the couple will

make their home in Forest Hills.

L. I. In celebration of the event,

a luncheon was tendered Ira

Morals at Garrison's Restaurant

by members of the publicity de-
partment who presented him with

a set of luggage as his wedding
gift.

Kelley to Hospital

Sa." Ke.^ey or rrar;< iV'ccr.ey s

Department has entered the Will

Rogers Memorial Hospital at

Saranac Lake. Sam is a veteran

of the Home Office and first

joined the Company as a clerk

back in December of 1930. Your
many friends are pulling for your
early recover, Sam, and here's

hoping you II be with us again in

a few weeks.

that, judging from the script,

this show looked to be a dilly.

Now that it's halfway through

its shooting schedule and I've

had a chance to laugh myself sick

at some of the rushes, I'll go a

lot farther and promise you it'll

be a comedy sensation.

Frank Sinatra has shot up a

long way in screen popularity

since he first appeared under the

RKO banner, but in this one he's

got his best role yet as the

struggling bank teller who can't

convince anybody that he won
a fortune on a horse-race parlay

—especially when there's a my-

sterious shortage at the bank of

just the same amount of money.

Groucho Marx, who's been off

the screen far too long, returns

v/ith a hilarious characterization

as Frank s waiter-pal who is full

of fantastic schemes to keep his

friend out of jail, and Jane Russell

delivers with a great change of

pace from her Outlaw " role as

Frank's pretty co-worker and
fiancee.

The sparkling lines and side-

splitting situations are shaping

up in smash style, and play even
better than they read in- the

screenplay, with a yell every

minute. You can bet we'll have
a laugh-hit here that will set box-

office records.

WHO,ME?
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Giff Davison Speeds Up for Second Victory
SALT LAKE CITY — Literally bubbling over with en-

thusiasm for the start of the annual NED DEPINET DRIVE

and determined to make themselves two-time winners In a

row, Gift Davison's 1st Prize winning crew of last year Is out

to set new speed records on the Utah salt flats.

With a burst of speed that should make any records set by Sir

Malcolm Campbell or Ab Jenkins in these parts look as though

they were driving in reverse, the Salt Lakers are chasing Quota with

the throttle clear down to the floorboard.

Opening the Drive meeting on Monday (6) with an informal and

convincing talk before the entire assembled personnel of the Salt

Lake exchange district, Drive Captain Al Kolitz drove home in an

enthusiasm-building manner the importance of teamwork in the

Drive and necessary help each individual player is to the team as a

whole and to the ultimate success of the Drive.

Harry Gittleson, who accompanied Captain Kolitz to Salt Lake

City to lend his usual efficient help and counsel to the Drive meet-

ings, was welcomed by old acquaintances at the exchange with

sincere cordiality. —T. BIDWELL McCORMICK

Milwaukee, the City of Plaques
MILWAUKEE — The Milwau-

kee exchange is out to win the

1949 NED DEPINET DRIVE and

add a first place plaque to the

many plaques now at this fine

exchange.

Mid-Western District Manager
and Drive Captain hterb Green-

blatt on his Milwaukee Drive

kick-off visit here stressed the

great possibilities of a Milwaukee

win in 1949 and was given the

Albany Red Carpet
ALBANY, DEC. 7th — On

Thursday December 9th Al-

bany will roll out the carpet

for Captain Gus Schaefer with

his visit to launch the 1949

NED DEPINET DRIVE. Branch

Manager Max Westebbe and

his Albanian personnel will be

in the pink of enthusiastic con-

dition when they step into the

triangular ring of product —
quota—prizes. Never mind the

crystal ball, watch Albany.

—HANK HOWARD

assurance of Branch Manager
Lou Elman that with the great

wealth of outstanding RKO prod-
uct coming up this year as never

before in RKO history that this

prize winning exchange would not

only be near the top, but would
repeat what has been done here

before and that is to win first

prize in this the biggest NED
DEPINET DRIVE of them all.

The enthusiasm which Lou El-

man and all the salesmen are
showing in this Drive makes this

exchange an outstanding con-
tender for top honors in 1949.

—WALLY HEIM

D. M. to Deliver
DES MOINES, Dec 6.— The

manager and personnel of the
Des Moines exchange have just

finished listening to Drive Cap-
tain Ray V. Nolan's inspiring out-

line of our company's forthcom-
ing pictures, aims and plans,

elucidated as only he can do it.

Needl ess to say, every one in

this branch office is completely
enthused and has a burning de-
sire to do all in his or her power
to help Des Moines to finish In

first place in the NED DEPINET
DRIVE. All have pledged their

word to Mr. Nolan to leave no
stone unturned toward that end.

Present at the Drive meeting
were branch manager M. M.
Rosenblatt, office manager Thel-

ma Washburn, Salesmen W. F.

DeFrenne, R. K. McKitrick and
S. N. Yaeger, Booker Henry Pet-

erson and Field Man Edward Hol-

land. —ED HOLLAND

Dallas to Deliver for'Greatest Guy'
DALLAS—The kickoff of the 1949 NED DEPINET DRIVE took

place in the Dallas RKO exchange at 10:00 o'clock this morning,

Monday, December the 6th, when our Branch Manager, Sol Sachs,^

opened the Drive meeting with an introduction of our drive captain,

Ben Cammack, who in turn gave an inspiring talk outlining the product,

prizes and what is expected during this year's Drive.

With the increased prize list and the fact that our drive captain

is our district manager all employees pledged their utmost coopera-

tion, and enthusiasm was manifest by all.

Our division manager, Charles Boasberg, attended the meetinc

and impressed everyone with the Importance of this Drive and askec

that we all cooperate in making it the greatest of all for Ned E,

Depinet the greatest guy in show business.

—ED TERHUNE

Silverman Plans First-YearWin
PITTSBURGH, DEC. 6th—Captain Bob Folliard at the

Pittsburgh kickoff meeting for the 1949 NED DEPINET DRIVE
pulled all stops in bringing the complete RKO story to Dave
Silverman, Pittsburgh branch manager, and his sales staff and

bookers.

It was a story of the greatest array of top pictures ever

to be released for a NED DEPINET DRIVE. Enthusiasm ran high

when Captain Folliard announced that heading the list of pic-

tures was the one and only JOAN OF ARC, about which the

entire staff had prior knowledge of the miracle engagement in

New York. This coupled with BOY WITH GREEN HAIR, EVERY
GIRL SHOULD BE MARRIED, SO DEAR TO MY HEART and

ENCHANTMENT and all the others, seemed like a salesman's

dream.

Captain Folliard then went into all phases of the Drive,

and his approach to all of the branch problems left an indelible

impression with everyone.

This being his first Drive since becoming Pittsburgh branch

manager, Dave Silverman confided that he has a number of

plans to put the Pittsburgh office at the top and said, "It now
becomes our personal responsibility to make this Drive the

most outstanding of all NED DEPINET DRIVES."

—ALAN WIEDER

Oregon Onward to Victory
PORTLAND, DEC. 7th—One of the most inspired and enth

astic NED DEPINET DRIVE meetings ever held in the northwest v

held in Portland. Despite three day siege of virus X, Capt. Maclntv

said, "I get well faster working," Branch Manager Dick Lange pre

Ised that Portland office would win more and bigger prize mor

this year. In going over Drive product Captain Maclntyre said

Drive Captain I ask for no better product." Shorts as the backbc

of Drive were gone into thoroughly. From enthusiasm shown,

1949 NED DEPINET DRIVE will be most successful of all in the noi

west. —RUSS MORG,



Annually in fhis season of spir-

itual uplift I have the pleasure

of extending greetings en masse

to the big RKO family. This Holy

Season as in the war years we

need a firm faith in the brother-

hood of man and the American

way of life. May your hopes

and ideals for the new year be

aimed high and your happiness

and prosperity be one with them.

an 'r.i(

ct pic

In this Holy Season of 1948 my

sincere best wishes for a Merry

Christmas and a Happy New

Year are extended to all those

of RKO Radio Pictures, our as-

sociates and exhibitor friends.

At the same time my personal

thanks go out to those whose

ever-loyal service has kept us

on our toes and up front among

the leaders. In this swiftly

changing industry there will be

full opportunity for all of us in

1 949 for even greater service.

3*'''
..

0^
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"AND, LO, THE STAR WHICH
THEY SAW IN THE EAST,

WENT BEFORE THEM:'

"Now when Jesus was born in Bethle-

hem of Judea in the days of Herod
the King, behold, there came Wise

Men from the East to Jerusalem, say-

ing, where is he that is born King of

the Jeivs? For ive have seen his star

in the East, and are come to ivorship

him— . And. lo, the star, which they

saw in the East, ivent before them till

it came and stood over where the

young child was. When they saw the

star, they rejoiced with exceeding

great joy."

When the Three Wise Men of

the East followed the Star to

Bethlehem, they established the

I true Christmas

/ Spirit. They
were not on a

quest of ad-

» I / venture, nor
\ // lured by pleas-

ure, nor soci-

^ ety, nor gold.

They were
'thinking men,

and journeyed

Into Judea to

celebrate i n

the proper way the first Christ-

mas Day.

The Wise Men passed away,

but left us a heritage. It is not

what we have, nor how much we
may be able to give that makes
Christmas Spirit; it is the Christ-

mas Charity that springs up In

us, the sympathy and understand-

ing, the bearing of glad tidings.

And Christmas still brings hope
to the common man. It brings

hope that eventually we will all

come to practice, as well as

preach. The Golden Rule, that

some day some how, we will learn

that when we do finally "Love
one another" we will have the

answers to the problem of peace
on earth.

With this hope to give a new
and deeper meaning to the tlme-

hailowed wish to all members of

our RKO family wherever they
may be, we wish you A MERRY
CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY
NEW YEAR.

—J. E. WHITE

Havas Here
Michael Havas, Latin Ameri-

can supervisor for RKO Radio, Is

here from Buenos Aires for Home
Office conferences with Phil

Reisman, vice president in charge
of foreign distribution, and other
executives.

"DEEP I" THE «fART or rzxAS"

From where the cactus grows

and the coyote howls,

Come Christmas greetings for

our RKO pals—

4
Hi, you all! We 'uns down here

deep in the heart of Texas would

be likin' to send ya' our bestest

Christmas greetings and wishes

for a Happy New Year.

We all received our big gift

from Santa December 4th, a visit

from none other than "our boss

man," Ned E. Depinet, who came

down from Yankeeland to attend

a testimonial dinner honoring

'Mr. Show-Business' himself, R. J.

'Bob' O'Donnell, skipper of the

Interstate Theatre Circuit. Other

RKO executives accompanying

Mr. Depinet to honor Mr. O'Don-

nell were Mr. Mochrle, Charles

Boasberg, Sol Schwartz and Bill

Zimmerman.

Gotta hitch up my hoss and

be ridin' along now. Bestest from

all.

—MARY ALICE VANCE

Pat's Xmas Poem
( Ed's note—accustomed as he is.

the veteran Pat Lee of the Home
Office pens his annual Christmas

message. Pat comes through regu-

larly on all the holidays, his fiiv

orites being Christmas and St.

Patrick's Day. )

We extend the season's greetings

To our friends from coast to coast.

With a hearty Merry Ciiiistrnas

And a happy New Year's toast.

This is not an idle gesture.

We want you all to know
'Tis the honest, heartfelt wish

From the entire RKO.

—PAT LEE

BEWARE /
Starting with the third week of

the Drive the RKO forty-niner

who is in last place in the

United States and last in Can-

ada must go unshaven until

climbing out of the abyss.

EXPRESSING THE CHRISTMAS THOUGHTS of the Seattle and
Portland branches. Cast in this great production includes all

members of the two far northwestern offices.

—RUSS MORGAN

Even Scrooge Could

Be Happy at Xmas
Well, it's Christmas again.

Once more the heart of man re-

joices in song as he sings the
praises of peace, of good fellow-

ship, and good cheer.

Despite the fact that Ihis

old earth has undergone
some pretty hazardous

in the past, men, every-

,
still dare hold aloft the

dream of one day passing on to

their children a world where
peace and good will to all men
will be a reality instead of a for-

lorn and vague hope.

During the past year our news-
papers have been telling of strug-
gles that have appeared In many
sectors of the world, in Palestine,

where Jesus of Nazareth came to
spread the gospel of love and
humanity, the guns and cannon
have barked their angry way. In

Greece, and in China, and in the
rubble of hungry Europe men
have lunged at and mangled
each other. Yet, with the ap-
proaching of His birthday a
change towards the happier
seems to be felt everywhere. That
in itself should be a sign that
the teachings of the Savior have
not been forgotten. In spite of
differences that have arisen over
methods and aims of government
the one great hope for peace Is

not buried in the dustheap never
to be brought up again.

It was said of Scrooge in the
Christmas Carol that although he
had lived a life of miserly and
steel flinted wretchedness he was
still able to reform his ways and
learn how to enjoy Christmas al-

ways.

Here we are on the threshold
of another new year. Like the
choice open to Ebenezer Scrooge
we too have a choice of life and
hope or despair and disillusion-

ment. Pray that we choose the,

right course.

A very merry Christmas and
the happiest and peaceful New.
Year to All.

—HARRY KARP

FLASH
As is customary, there will be

no FLASH next week, Christmai

week, the Christmas number bfr

ing that dated for Saturday, De

cember 18th. The next FLASh

will be that dated January 1st. I

will carry the first standings it

the NED DEPINET DRIVE.



MINNEAPOLIS—The Millers ready to grind out a victory.

Seated, Fay Dressell. Standing, left to right. Field Man Gene
Gaudette, Salesmen Don Fuller and Wendell Bjorkman, Copt.

Herb Greenblatt, Salesmen Bill Winters and Morris Steinmon,

Office Manager Al Stern. One MinneapoUs man. City Salesman

Don Conley, who has been ill, is missing in the above photo.

merrti Christmas

Capt. Greenblatt and his upper midwest aides. Seated, the

Captain. Standing, left to right. Fay Dressell and Sherm Fitch.

!;apt. Herb Greenblatt with the Sioux Falls delegation. Seated

3 the Captain. Standing, left to right. Salesman Kenneth Eitreim.

alesman John Watters, Branch Manager Sherm Fitch and Field

Man Gene Gaudette.

Tribe to Scalp Old Man Quota
MINNEAPOLIS, Dec. 1 0th—Captain Greenblart just f rishea one

of the very best Drive meetings and all of us of the Sioux Falls Office

received very valuable information on the coming features. We are

very confident we will deliver well over our billings quota during

coming Drive.

—Kenny Eitreim, J. L. Watters, S. W. Fitch

"It Can Be Done"-St. L. Staff
ST. LOUIS, Dec. I Ith—Captain Ray Nolan ably assisted oy Lieu-

tenant Harry Gittleson has just completed a two day meeting to

kickoff the 1949 NED DEPINET DRIVE insofar as St. Louis is con-

cerned. His message outlining the Company's problems took four and
one half hours but the intensity of his enthusiasm was so great that

it immediately passed on to everyone in attendance and no one would
believe that much time had elapsed when the meeting was over. Then

a most thorough check was made of the branch selling and dating

records. Copious notes were made outlining our deficiencies. Last

year we felt because of the closer association of division managers
you had made wise choice in appointing them captains. This year in

appointing district managers captains we feel your judgment is doubly
wise because of their even closer association with and more detailed

knowledge of every account down to the smallest in their district.

Everybody is imbued with the will to win. It can be done.

—THE ST. LOUIS STAFF

Millers to Grind Out Prize
MINNEAPOLIS, Dec. lOth—Captain Greenblatt arrived here

Tuesday evening and for the last three days we have had the most
constructive instructions and information in our experience over the

years of NED DEPINET DRIVES. We have the ammunition, we have
the people that can do it and on behalf of the entire Minneapolis staff

I want to go on record now for one of the capital prizes.

—FAY DRESSELL

Williamson's Will to Win
ST. LOUIS, Dec. Nth—Thanks for Ray Nolan's appointment as

1949 Drive Captain. You would have been proud of his delivery of

the Drive message as we were. We have looked forward for this each
preceding year. We will not let you or him down.

—TOM WILLIAMSON

Indians on Warpath
CLEVELAND, Dec. 8th—Enthusiasm generated by Captain Lefko

and Nat Levy has resulted in many dates coming in from the field.

The enthusiasm shown by the men to a Captain's message was
splendid and with the determination displayed by each of us here in

Cleveland we will leave the rest of the field behind.

—HARRY WALDERS

K. C. Hot as a Prairie Fire
KANSAS CITY DEC 9

ROBERT MOCHRIE
OUR OWN CAPTAIN NOLAN HAS JUST DELIVERED A TRULY
INSPIRING MESSAGE AS THE OPENING SPARK OF WHAT WILL
DEVELOP INTO A VERITABLE "PRAIRIE" FIRE OF SALES AND
PLAYDATES FOR THE KANSAS CITY BRANCH. WITH THE
PLANS ALREADY IN OPERATION AUGMENTED BY CAPT.
NOLANS MANY IDEAS AND SUGGESTIONS WE ARE DETER-
MINED TO DO A JOB THAT WILL PUT KC AND THE DISTRICT
IN TOP POSITION.

JIMMY LEWIS, EARL DYSON, KARL HOWE,
BOB RINGLER AND JOHN WANGBERG
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Milwaukee—Branch Manager Lou Elman and the salesmen holding Drive plaques previ-

ously won by this exchange, and they are anxious to add another first prize one to the group.

Left to right, Lou Elman, Copt. Herb Greenblatt, Morris Anderson, salesman, R. W. Baker, sales-

man; Wm. Foley, salesman; Wally Heim, field man, and Walter Blaney, office manage.

—WALLY HEIM

BOSTON—Count Boston In, they say around here. In tee-off photo, left to right, John Down-

ing, office manager; Nat Levy, Eastern sales manager; Copt. Gus Schaefer, who sells the

Drive like he sells a big feature, and Lorry Gardiner. Recuperating from his recent illness.

Branch Manager Ross Cropper was unable to be present for the picture.

—RALPH BANGHART

1,000 Educators

Will See "Heart"

Arrangements have been made
through the National Board of

Review to screen Walt Disney's

SO DEAR TO MY HEART in the

auditorium of the American
Museum of Natural History on

Friday evening, January 17th.

This screening will be part of

an annual program for more than

1 ,000 educators from the states

of New York, New Jersey, Penn-

sylvania, Connecticut and Mass-

achusetts, meeting for a con-

vention taking place the first

week in January.

"Mama" Back
LOS ANGELES — George

Stevens' I REMEMBER MAMA
will open for an indefinite run at

the Gordon Theatre starting Jan-

uary 12, as the first of a series

of re-release engagements set up

by RKO Radio Pictures. Produced

by Harriet Parsons, with Irene

Dunne starred, it was first re-

leased in early 1948 and is a

contender for this year's Acad-
emy Awards.

Stockwell Award
Parent's Magazine February

issue, out In mid-January, will an-

nounce that Dean Stockwell has

been chosen to receive the an-

nual award for "The Most Tal-

ented Juvenile Motion Picture

Star of 1948." The award is made
for his performance in THE BOY
WITH GREEN HAIR. This is

the tenth award to be made by

Parents' Magazine who last year

chose Natalie Wood.

"Dear" Break
Child Life will run four pages

of pictures from SO DEAR
TO MY HEART in the Februa"

issue of the magazine on sal

January 1 0th. Pick up this num-

ber for your sales kit.

Meet at Saranac

Sam Kelley of the Home Of-

fice who has just entered the

Will Rogers Memorial Hospital

has a room adjoining that of an-;

other RKOer, Sam Lefko. Kelley

says "This is a really beautiful

spot." FLASH on behalf of a"

RKOers sends special ChrlstmaSj

greetings to these two of thej

big RKO family who have no'

been as lucky as most of us.



m!3"JUST ABOUT THE MOST

WONDERFUL LOVE STORY

EVER FILMED"
WlLL BE BACKED BY

iKmiilllllHIilid

SENSATIONAL ADVERTISING

CAMPAIGN EVER LAUNCHED!

»Ieased by RKO Radio Pictures. Inc.
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I ran to the window,

Peered through the snow,

And there was old Santa,

In front of RKO.

Not for minute forgetting his job,

Mac greeted him at the door,

While little shy us sat very still,

As he flung his pack on the floor.

Not a one did he forget.

There was something for all,

A turtle-neck for Johnny,

An adding machine for Paul.

He pulled out a bottle

Of red cherry wine

Which he handed to Wilbur

Who said "Gee, that's fine."

Then came the largest,

Bob said "Just what I need,"

A big red fire engine.

Putting him out in the lead.

And for Ken there was something.

Needing no introduction,

A new convertible top

Replacing his latest construction.

Jules was quite surprised

When he saw what he got,

A complete new booking system

Which will help out a lot.

As for Gene, it was easy.

To understand why
Santa gave a larger office

To such a popular guy.

Marie got jade earrings.

Which suited her to a T,

Now all she needs Is a thousand

To go on another spree.

For Aileen we were glad

That Santa had made
A perfect piece of work.

Which she calls her "new look braid.

Sue was very happy.

That Santa remembered her next.

Her troubles are finally over,

A new job replacing PBX.

For the "knitting" girl of the office,

Our little Jo Ann,

He gave needles and yarn

To do with what she can.

A fishing pole for Helen,

Too high for her to reach.

But will come In mighty handy
For her trip to Carolina Beach.

A toy whistle for Jack,

Whom we call the guy,

Who boosts the girls' morale,

Cause he whistles as they walk by.

Mr. Weigel was very thankful

For a phone line shinny new
To tell his little boy,

"I'm talking to you on blue."

Now for Shirley we decided
That Santa didn't know best.

He gave her a radio-phonograph.
Which will never give us rest.

A new billing machine for Margie
Was the best Idea yet.

No more rattles In the office,

No complications to be met.

It was no surprise for Ruthie,

Who has known for quite a while.

Her present finally came for her.

To take over Lillian's style.

For Katie, it was hard deciding

Bridegroom Calvin ^

LOS ANGELES—Of great In-

terest and somewhat of a sur-

prise to his many friends in and

out of the field force, we're hap-

py to announce from the land of

sunshine and romance, the mar-

riage of Fred Calvin, Los Angeles

field man, to Golda Barker, a

fine lass from Texas. The happy

event took place at the Mission

Inn in Riverside, Calif., Friday

night, Dec. 3rd, and Mr. Turner

taking into consideration, the

age, deductions for good be-

havior and longevity of the bride-

groom figured as how he ought

to be back to work bright and

early Monday morning.

In retrospect, we recall the

many times Fred mentioned his

happy days in association with

the Dallas exchange, and the

fascinating drawl of Sol Sachs,

during those friendly days in the

heart of Texas. The moment he

met Golda and she purred in that

familar drawl, Fred was a gone

goose, and in his going, we of

the field force wish him much

happiness for a long and con-

tented life, and as a token of our

good wishes, pledge to him the

1949 rights to the name of Terry,

unbooked at the moment, what

with JOAN OF ARC and other

biggies running us around the

•country.

—DAVE CANTOR

Exactly what Santa might dare.

He gave a year's subscription

For her favorite chocolate eclair.

A sirloin steak for Mr. Jacques,

The biggest you ever saw.

His only remark as he sighed,

"Looks good enough to eat raw."

For Grandpappy Joe

A toy for you know who.

The newest addition to the family.

Who is just learning how to coo.

A private office for Margaret

Back in the Shipping Room
To keep her from three wolves.

Who may lead her to her doom.

A desk for two handsome salesmen

To be divided equally.

They could be none other

Than our very own Lloyd and Lee.

And for Jack Furrer

His own private train

To bring him from West Virginia

In snow, shine or rain.

For our new girl, Joan,

Who Is sweet, slim and tall,

A nice brand new desk

Which doesn't face the wall.

For a baseball fan named Ethel

A pass for every game.
So now she will be able

To share in our team's fame.

Velma was very happy.
When she smelled those white

carnations

To be given to her inspectresses

To cover friendly relations.

And now, goodbye to Santa,

Well — it's here

again. Christmas!!

The time for Good
Will, Good Cheer

and Bright Spirits. We here in

Indianapolis have all of that —
Good Will, Good Cheer and

Spirits by the gallon jug! Never

let it be said that we're slackers.

Russ Brentllnger, branch manager. Is

certainly having trouble pulling his

thoughts away from that Christmas din-

ner. In fact it's getting so bad that

when he calls for Salesmen Black, Ebert

or Fortune, he yells "Turkey, CRAN-
BERRY SAUCE or Oyster Dressing!!!"

Just goes to show you that nobody is

immune to the Holiday Season.

Back in the Inspection Room and
Shipping Department they've caught

the Spirit too. Duke Fogleman and Bill

Morgan can be heard singing "Jingle

Bells," Dot Clemens and Leona Bohl-

man sing "I'm Dreaming of a White
Christmas, " Katherine Harroid and

Hester Colburn can be heard whistling

"Santa C'laus Is Coming To Town"

—

and there's that very serious minded
couple, Leota King and "Jimmie"
Evans, who come in beautifully caroll-

ing "ALL I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS
IS MY TWO FRONT TEETH."

It seems that Eleanor Borkes and
John Keller, branch bookers, are be-

ginning to get into the "holiday swing

of things " too. John has forgotten all

about TOM & JERRY ever being car-

toon characters, and Eleanor swears

that eggs certainly take on a different

meaning after the word Egg-Nog has

been mentioned. How potent can hen

fruit be???

Mary Hargitay, bookkeeper, Mildred
Harrison, telephone girl, Gladys Dukes,

typist, and Marie Kish, branch man-
ager's secretary, have started their

Christmas carolling already, and v.e

hear that Sara Gastineau, contract

clerk, is waving a mean baton for the

girls. Rumor has it that they're con-

sidering 3 fifteen minute show on
Radio Station "OH-NO."

Becky Cohen, booker's stenographer,

has a Christmas list that grows by leaps

and bounds, but here In the office we
sincerely believe that any "sunny" little

remembrance would suit her to a "T."

This year, as in past years, Bob
Stevens, office manager, and Carrie

Mae LaCrosse, cashier, are trying to

out-do each other when it comes to

really filling up with the "Christmas
Spirit." By the way, the label on the
"SplrH" this year reads "Seagrams 7

Crown !

!"

Barbara Manien, biller , and Jo
Chapman, office manager's secretary,

got their Christmas shop-lifting done
early this year and now they're just

taking It easy waiting for Santa (or the

sheriff) to show up on Christmas Eve!!

This seems to cover the Indianapolis
crew for now—and from all of us to all

of us to all of you—THE MERRIEST
OF MERRY CHRISTMASES and THE
HAPPIEST OF HAPPY NEW YEARS!

Thanks for all your friendly deeds,
We hope to see you next year.

To fulfill our wants and needs.

—JEANIE THARP

Time and Tide wait for no man,

how true that saying is in this

vicinity. It seems as though

Christmas was just here a

is time for this gay season

again.

Since last we reported, fhere

have been several changes in our

staff in Saint John and it has kept

us busy saying goodbye to old

faces and welcoming new. First

to leave was our shipper Ronny
Naves, and was replaced by Paul

Mclntyre who had been doing

the revising. Paul is also a top-

notch bowler and really carries

his team to the top in our weekly

bowling.

Mildred Malone suddenly de-

cided it v/as time to get

"hitched," the big day being

November 16, after which she

and her husband left on a honey-

moon trip to Montreal, Toronto
and Niagara Falls and thence to

Providence, Rhode Island, where
they will make their home. Before

leaving our staff, Mildred was
presented with a reversible Ken-

wood blanket. Mildred was re-

placed by Carmel Teahan who
formerly was employed by the

local Odeon office.

Our biggest loss was Del Buck-

ley, booker, who was transferred

to Montreal's booking depart-

ment. Before leaving, the staff

of our office tendered Del a small

surprise party and presented him

with an electric razor. All the

best to you Del and we hope you

reach your goal before too long

but all of us miss your cheery

smile and your jokes. Del's job

was taken over by Sid Tobin who
catches on to things very fast.

A few weeks ago we welcomed
back Mrs. Blanche Harrington, a

veteran in the movie industry. She

has been a revisor for more years

than she cares to mention and a

good many of them have been

spent with RKO.

Hi, Bob, we got your letter

but doesn't seem as though we
will get around to answering it

but have given you nearly all the

news from this end. We all wish

you a Very Merry Christmas and

a Happy New Year as well as all

the other Branches in our big

family.

—M. HANLAN

j
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Came the day for writing our lellers

to Santa Claus. The folks in Buffalo

look upon this yearly chore as no

chore at all.M /

(I

111

yK

All

loth

M

tsh.3

I*'

which is putting

it mildly. The

warm thrill of

anticipation ac-

y counts for this

/^ cold weather rit-

ual, especially
since Santa
never completely

neglects us. Of
course, he may
get his requests

slightly mixed
up, as for example, last year one of

the girls asked for a pair of garters

adorned with real sleigh bells: when
the packages were opened, one of the

boys found a pair of sleeve garters

, , . yes. with bells . . . and every time

he raised a hand there was a din in

the ears of the nearest femme.
However, this column is being writ-

ten with the aid of some invisible car-

bon deftly hidden beneath the writing

paper of every one of us as we
penned our notes to St. Nick. Some
excerpts follow:

JUNE PAPERO (Managers secre-

tary ( : And please, dear Santa, send

me the latest instruction book on
knitting and just for practice include

one .ball of blue wool and one ball of

pink wool. Hubby needs some warm
socks for hunting.

DODIE .MAES (Stenographer):

Would you please send a copy of the

lyric of "Two Loves Have 1." I know
the music and have the two-time down
pat, but I don't know the words.

BUD .McDO.NOLGH: (Booker):

"In spite of the fact that I have a book
would appreciate your sending me the

following: one copy recipe book for

making chocolate eclairs, cream puffs

and marshmallow deserts. One copy
How to Eat and Grow Thin."

CARL HEERDT (Office Manager I :

Christmas comes but once a year, If

I'm choosey don't you fear. Don't send

this, don't send that . . . ^^Tiat I need
: a spare sacroiliac.

( WILMA (Billie) POWELL ( Bill-

ki I : Please. Santa, send me the same
recipe book that Bud has ordered.

After all, a girl must learn to cook,

someday."

CAROLE BROSIUS (BUler) : I am
lot a coin-collector but will you be a

lice Santa and send me. among other

hings. an Indian penny so that Penny
an get back at Henny by telling the

iifference between an Indian and Lin-

oln penny. Also send me . . .

ELEANOR BARLOG (Cashier) :

'lease, oh please oh please . . . don't

end me another "trial balance" for

Christmas . . . but I'm afraid you will,

h me.

SARA WEIL (Head Booker):
iraong the many things I need this

}!hristmas is some information. How
'1 heaven's name do you go about

)ining a club or a lodge or an organi-

ition? And how can I get the follow-

ing published:

Pots and pans will soil your hands

But a kilclien band can't hurt you.

HATTIE PIEKARSKI (Asst. Con-

tract Clk I : ^es. I want one. You
know what I'm thinking. It'll be won-

derful. They're so scarce. So please

send me a penny pin-ball machine.

That wav I won't go broke.

LILLIAN ROSEN (Contract Clk):

Please send me a cigarette case that

will hold three cigarettes. My allot-

ment, vou understand. Doctor's orders.

MARIA ORTOLANI (Asst. Cash-

ier i : .Something to cool a Latin nature

will do. Not a sedative because I don't

want to miss anything. Now don't you

ge! fresh. You're awful.

JACK CHINELL ( Br. Mgr. » : San-

ta, this year I don't particularly care

what you choose to bring me. But I

must ask one thing of you. Whatever
it is . . . please be sure it works I By
the way. .Santa, when you climb down
the chimney to my office. I'll have the

air-conditioning unit turned on for

your comfort'?).

ED SMITH (City Salesman) : I'd

like to order a dozen personal por-

traits. I know a dozen sounds like a

lot but Ed. Jr.. and I will both be

able to use them.

FRANCIS MAXWELL (Salesman) :

.Santa, it's quite a story but I want
you to hear it . . . about the fire . . .

(two hours later) . . . and then . . .

but I guess you better send me a

sprinkler system for the house . . .

one that turns on automatically.

ARNOLD FEBREY (Salesman) :

You know. Santa. I'm asking for the

unusual. I know. But. you see. I think

I could use a new one this year. I

was quite a youngster the last time

mine was new. and it's had a lot of

use all these years. So send me a

driver, a Brookfield . . . and I hope
mv game improves next vear.

EDDIE SMITH (Head Shipper i :

Christmas time is drawing near

So I'll be careful what I do

Santa if you ask me what I want

. . . Maureen O'Hara . . . Woo . . . Woo.
BUD DENNISON (Asst. Shipper) :

Hi. Santa. One limburger and onion

sandwich. Promise not to take it to

the office.

MARYANN PAWLACZ'i'K 'Inspec-

tressl : I'm kind of bashful. Santa, but

you know what I want for Christmas

. . . none of this near future business

. . . and I don't care if it's 14K just

so it fits the third finger left hand.

CLARA RASINSM (Inspec(ress) :

I'd like to get him ... on a slow boat

from Santa Monica ... to arrive at

Christmas time . . . don't hang him
on a tree ... he may lie allergic . . .

I know I am . . . for Clark Gable.

ESTELLE ATSTER dnspeciress) :

4.5678. 3.5678. 98567. 09843. 09578.

98704 . . . Any one will do . . . and
make it this Christmas.

FRANCES RUBACH (Head In-

spectress) : Please do not put me on

your list for invitations to any wed-

dings this year. Santa. At the last one.

I gained five pounds and danced so

many Polkas that my foot (the good

one ) gave out.

ANN WEAVER (Inspectress) : This

year I've decided to think of others.

So. instead of asking for something

for Christmas. I've decided to give

you some advice. Please be careful.

There will be snow and ice. probably.

Once again the holiday season

has rolled around and we'd like

to give you a little insight or in-

side dope on our Kansas City

family. When newcomers first

join us, they invariably think we
are slightly ' wackey, ' but a little

stay with us changes their minds,

cause in no business except ours

is there the REAL family spirit.

We may fight among ourselves,

but outsiders better beware.

BR. MGR. JIMMY LEWIS—The boss

who stands behind you righ-t or wrong
but If wrong, you catch It in private.

SALESMAN EARL DYSON—BOR??
CONTRACTS FIRST! ! I I

SALESMAN KARL HOWE— Back to

his first love—FILM BUSINESS.

SALESMAN JOHN WANSBERG—
The proud papa and well he can be

of daughter Elaine.

SALESMAN BOB RINGLER—Drive,

push, don't know whether I can stand

it or not.

OFF. MGR. WINSTON BROWN—
Patience personified.

HEAD B'KER BOB KRAUSE—Wish
things would get quiet for just FIVE

nninutes.

BOOKER GIB JONES—"Can I help

you Kid?" The guy you can count on.

BOOKER HELEN THOMAS — THE
FLIRTATIOUS EXHIBITORS! ! !

CASHIER LOUISE PHILLIPPI — "If

not paid by return maW, it will be
necessary to COD."

ASST. CASHIER LETTIE LOPP —
Still water runs deep, her marriage

fooled 'em all.

BR. MGR. SEC. MARY K. LANGE
—Will this be our next bride?

OFF. MGR. STENO. VIRGINIA
HOUGHTON—Famous words "It's SO
HOT in here."

BOOKERS' STENO FRANCES
SMITH—Now MY little boy . . .

STENO MARGARET MATHEWS —
Our newest baby, but we'll take mere
like her.

BKERS. CLK. FRANCES ZENTNER—
Now we've moved to the country I'll

need these lower heels.

CON. CLK. MARY ANN ELLIOH-
A rare combination — beauty and
efficiency.

BILLER BONNIE AUMILLER — The

gal who didn't put on her application

the things she is qualified to do.

TYPIST MINNIE WARREN — Our
song bird, and she doesn't like bird

seed either.

PBX OP. THELMA MANTHEI —
"Gene, my Gene." Hey, get off that

I've already taken my first fall and

caught a rabbit, and what a rabbit.

ANN WEBSTER ( Inspectress > : I

guess I'll have to order one after all.

I knitted my first pair of Argyle socks

for you know who . . . and they turned

out to fit my nephew instead. So please

send me a size 12.

Several Groups

See "Delinquent"

Branch Manager hHarry Cohen

of Los Angeles and Field Man

Fred Calvin arranged a screen-

ing of the America" WhIO S

DELINQUENT? for a large num-

ber of organizations, represented

by 35 individuals. The screening

v/as held under the auspices of

the Child Welfare Division of

the Los Angeles Public School

system with Mr. Lyons, head of

the department, presiding. Prior

to the screening Mr. Lyons con-

ducted a discussion of juvenile

delinquency problems, and a fur-

ther discussion followed the show-

ing. The subject was unanimously

acclaimed as the best picture on

this subject that they had ever

seen.

Besides the Child Welfare Di-

vision the following agencies or

groups were represented:

Boy Scouts of America; Girl

Scouts of America; Y.M.C.A.,
Y.W.C.A., P.T.A., and repre-

sentative from the sheriff's office

as well as social workers in the

county. A lecturer on juvenile de-

linquency programs was present.

He addresses clubs and organiza-

tion in the county and assured

Harry Cohen that he would bring

the picture to the attention of ail

groups he addresses. Mr. Lyons
assured Harry that the picture

would be publicized throughout
the public school system.

line, we don't want to change now.

HEAD SHIPPER BOB GILES—Parcel

posts a headache—hope that discour-

ages them.

SHIPPER GEORGE HERT70G —
Tarian of the film vaults.

HEAD INSP. MAYME WHEELER—
Sure PROUD of those grandchildren.

INSP. LOUELLA REAMS—A good
scout and full of fun.

INSP. EDITH BISER—Her quota of

short reels is always turned out.

INSP. MAUDE CHAPMAN—Always

happy.

INSP. NORINE THORNTON—Have
you seen the lovely gifts she makes.

INSP. NELLIE BRADBURY — Bonds
—wish we were all able to do it.

INSP. ESTHER COLDWELL—Hurry

up and get well, we miss your smile.

INSP. ROSEMARY BONELLO—Do-
ing fine, five minutes to spare every

morning.

JANITOR LEVI BLAND—That miss-

ing overtime sure makes a difference,

doesn't it?

MERRY XMAS TO ALL OF YOU
FROM ALL OF US.

— L. PHILLIPPI
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100 YAR'5 LATER !

Greetin's pardnuhs! And a

Prosperous New Year to y'all!

We ain't aimin' to makin' any

predikshuns but just sorta lookin' at the facks!

It seems that just 'bout hundred yar's 'go we done struck gold in

them thar hills and bein' that 1949 is just 'round the korner we been

thinkin' — minja — we ain't the superstishus type — but we heerd

lightnin' can strike in the same place twict! Not that we been refurrin'

to gold in the hills now—but to the good ole gold we aims to pick

up in this heah outpost for the movee pitcher company—namely

one RKO!
RKO KUSTER—The 49'er KID!

49 er PREDIKSHUNS !

We ain't aimin' to give you no line

But brother, watch us in '49!

—J. P. Smith, branch manager

I've been selling these pitchers

Nye on twenty years

The dough we win in '49

Will bring us lots of cheers!

—OIlie Watson, sales manager

We're three caballeros We pack our clothes

Three gay caballeros, Then hit the road

We sell everything that And don't come back

they give us. Till ever'ting's sold!

Salesmen John Cummins, George Archibald and Peter Thorn

Speaking for that gang of mine,

Employees tried and true.

When Anno Domino—becomes 1949

We'll be shakin' dust at you!

—Hal Gruber, office manager

Confucius say: "Wise man no holler."

Schubart say: "Delinquents lose dollar."

—Florence Allingham, cashier

Our names are Mac, Jonesy and Tony,

They call us the Three Musketeers.

We sure know a real one from a phony

And it's been that way for years.

We'll hit 'em on the head,

Shake out the lead,

'Cause it's never too late

To get that DATE!

John McLucas Anthony Mistlin

"Move Over For

New Orleans"

NEW ORLEANS, December

7th — There probably will be

meetings with greater attend-

ance but none with more en-

thusiasm and spirit than the two

day NED DEPINET DRIVE ses-

sions which Capt. Dave Prince

held Monday and Tuesday. The

old "I Will and I Can" motto was

rejected and for 1949—the new

slogan will be "Make Way and

Move Over For New Orleans.
"

Capt. Prince planed into town

late Sunday and early Monday

morning started at 9:30 o'clock.

Capt. Prince presided assisted by

Roger Lamantia, branch manag-

er, and others in attendance were

Salesmen Tom Watson and Bob

Dessommes and Office Manager

Jean Crozat and Booker HIelen

Pabst. Field Supervisor Bob Mick-

ey also was present for the initial

stanza.

Capt. Prince was able to move

rapidly through all avenues of

the forthcoming Drive. He de-

voted some time to the sensa-

tional JOAN OF ARC and also

spoke highly about the other

great RKO hits.

Lengthy telegrams to Capt.

Prince from Robert Mochrie and

Harry Michalson were read. Capt.

Prince also told about the district

managers meetings in New York

and the Importance of this new

Drive and how it must be more

successful than any previous cam-

paign.

Branch Manager Lamantia was

highly pleased and elated with

the quota and pledged that he

and his staff will bring New Or-

leans into first place and add an-

other plaque to his office walls.

He was seconded by his sales-

men and bookers and it's certain

that 1949 is going to be most
productive for this office.

Before leaving • for Charlotte

late Tuesday night every cutoff

card was checked and re-checked,

and methods discussed how to

bring about 100% sales and
liquidation. So remember this is

the year to "Make Way and
Move Over for New Orleans."

Tigers Say It's

The Open Season

For Drive Honors

DETROIT
—

"It's open season

for top honors and new records."

That was the spirit and the

pledge of the assembled RKO
aggregation in Detroit when East

Central Drive Captain Morris

Lefko supplied the ammunition
for the 12th annual NED DEPI-

NET DRIVE for 1949.

Hat Taylor with his entire crew
of RKO boosters were on hand to

greet Captain Lefko in a gen-

eral meeting that started the ball

rolling for one of the most en-

thusiastic meetings thus far. With
a brief discussion of the problems
ahead Captain Lefko clarified

the individual responsibility of

each and all If Detroit were to

come through with the honors

that were in the twenty-week
offing.

Immediately following the

meeting with the crew, a round
robin was started with Hat, his

salesmen, office manager and
bookers, that detailed in full the

forthcoming product that has all

the earmarks of being prize win-

ning material. Problems of in-

dividual salesmen were brought
Into the discussion, and the follow

through co-operation of bookers

and salesmen were stressed for

the liquidation of contracts.

In a resume of the ground

covered during the day Captain

Lefko announced the quota set

for the coming year, and the

special prizes that were there for

the taking In the post positions.

The spirit of the meeting and the

potential value of the material to

work with expressed itself In the

pledge of the Detroiters for vic-

tory in every one of the twenty

rounds with Old Man Quota.

—BOB HALEY

Ed Jones —BOB HICKEY
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Gold Fever Runs High At New York
While ye ed doesn't quite re-

member the gold rush days in

California, he does remember

seeing them push off from Seattle

to the Klondike and he has wit-

nessed many lesser rushes follow-

ing gold discoveries in the Far

West. Yet never has he seen the

fever run higher than it did at

the New York exchange on Mon-
day morning when Capt. Len

Gruenberg called the hardy pros-

pectors into a Drive conference.

Even as the Drive advance

squad, including Charles Boas-

berg and Carl Peppercorn, were

discussing equipment and the

route to the goldfields, outside

of Captain Gruenberg's office

there was being mounted a giant

Haines Benedict

Herb Haines, assistant to Art

Director Stanley Sherwin, will

thin the ranks of bachelorhood on

iSaturday, December 18th, when

|he will be married to Marlon

Messa of New York at the Wash-
ington Square Methodist Church.

The art department clan will no

doubt stage some high jinks as

Herb marches away to the matri-

monial wars. We'll let you know.

n the meantime congratulations

o the newlyweds.

Russ Reels One
Russell Trado, secretary to S.

arret McCormick, has returned

rom a vacation at Palm Beach,

or the first time in his life Russ

/ent in for angling, and with be-

ilinner's luck yanked in a sail

sh 7 feet 10 inches long. Russ

st missed by a few inches the

jp current catch, which would
ave entitled him to an angler's

utton.

I
DAMGER.I

iorting with the third week of

ts Drive the RKO forty-niner

\io is in last place in the

Idted States and last in Con-
c a must go unshaven until

:limbing out of the abyss.

6x8 foot scoreboard on which

will be tabulated deals and dates

with four teams competing. These

include Salesman Lou Kutinsky

and Booker Jean Slade, Salesman

Charlie Penser and Booker Cy
Kaplan, Office Manager Bill

Hartman and Booker Dorothy

Post and Salesman Herman Sil-

verman and Booker Charlie Raf-

faniello. The handwriting will be
on the wail with regular changes,

and prizes will go to the cham-
pion-team daters.

From foundering in the quick-

sands last year, the New Yorkers

have every intention of staking

first-place claims.

Captain Len Gruenberg said,
' Every week, every day, every

hour, every dollar will count in

our plans.

Branch Manager Phil Hodes
after hearing of the quota said:

It's in the quota cards along

v/ith our hard work and will to

win to finish out front."

Captain Gruenberg told the

New Yorkers that if they did their

job properly that the exhibitors

would fall in line. He urged that

dates be gone after, not waited

for, and that an aggressive

policy, a continual boring in, be
programmed from the start.

Colonel Boasberg spoke up
and said that the "Wheel that

squeaked the most was the first

to be greased."

Capt. Gruenberg urged that

all be emissaries and ambassa-
dors of goodwill for this company

and the industry, always looking

for and talking about the best

in our product.

Colonel Boasberg, who has

himself garnered more Drive nug-

gets than the boys around Sut-

ter's Mill in '49, said he was de-

lighted with the meeting. He
pointed out that there was a

rivalry among the divisions just

as there was among the branches

and the districts and that he was
more than pleased to hear from

the crew members that they

would steam up front where a

Flagship belonged.

As New York goes, so goes the

country. They have mapped their

course well and we II gamble on

these 1948 underdogs being well

up in the first division by pay-off

time.

NEW YORK RALLY—Seated.

Capt. Gruenberg. Standing,

Carl Peppercorn, Phil Hodes

and Charles Boasberg. Below,

seated, John Dacey, Jean

Slade, Dorothy Post. Charles

Roffaniello. Standing, Herman

Silverman. Bill Hartman,

Charlie Penser, Phil Hodes,

Charles Boasberg, Len Gruen-

berg, Carl Pepp>ercom, Cy

Kaplan and Lou Kutinsky.

ll
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LOS ANGELES—Sales group pose with Drive Captain J. H. Maclntyre, Western division sales

manager Walter Branson and Branch Manager Harry Cohen before momentous Drive meeting
at Los Angeles branch where the Los Angeles group pledges to bring home the number one
plaque. From left to right. Field Man Fred Calvin, Salesman Harry Levinson, Bernard Cobb,
Walter Branson, Harry Cohen, J. H. Maclntyre, Eddie Ashkins, Max Factor, James Powell and

Dave Cantor.

DRIVE CAPTAIN NOLAN AROUSES ENTHUSIASM OF DES MOINES EXCHANGE—On their

toes and ready to put up the fight of their lives to land Des Moines on the top of the heap in

the NED DEPINET DRIVE, these members of the branch have been listening to a highly in-

spiring talk by Drive Captain Ray V. Nolan (seated). Standing, left to right, are: Salesmen
S. N. Yaeger and W. F. DeFrenne, Office Manager Thelma Washburn, Branch Manager M.
M. Rosenblatt, and Salesman R. K. McKitrick. —ED HOLLAND

Los Angles All

The Way They Say

LOS ANGELES—Following hi;

quick trip to New York to attend

the district managers' nneeting,

and then a one day appearance

in Seattle, Portland and San

Francisco as Drive Captain,

Western District Manager J. H.

Maclntyre returned to his home
base, Los Angeles, Friday attired

in a gay Captain's cap, and

spreading a tremendous amount

of enthusiasm. Accompanied by

Walter Branson, western division

chief, who also attended the San

Francisco meeting, hierb started

off an inspiring day with a short

talk to the entire office group,

then with salesmen, bookers, of-

fice manager and field men, he

led the way to his private office,

and for the better part of the

day, excepting an hour for lunch,

the entire group was made ac-

quainted with RKO's plans for

the new year and the Drive in

particular.

The meeting grew in enthusi-

asm, and despite the many fine

meetings held in the past in this

office, the starting Drive of

1948-49 topped anything in the

past for outright assurance and

determination on the part of

Harry Cohen, branch manager,

and his entire staff. They re-

viewed pictures with Herb Mac-

lntyre and made plans for play-

dates and sales that should soon

be the talk of the company, and

as a warning to other ambitious

Drive hopefuls, Los Angeles this

year is off to a flying start, and

expects to remain in that position

during the entire race.

Walter Branson, who also tool<

an active part in the discussions

of the meeting, helped to a fine

degree in creating a spirit of

Company pride, and after the

final resume of Drive product by

Mr. Maclntyre, the entire group

as one man pledged its untiring

effort toward again bringing the

number one plaque to the Los

Angeles branch. Hearing them

Is believing, so Los Angeles yells

a warning, "It won't be on the far

turn, and it won't be in the

stretch, it'll be winning ail the

way this year.

—DAVE CANTOR
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S. F. 49ers to

Dig for Nuggets

SAN FRANCISCO, Dec. 9th—
Joe Smith and company who
have quite appropriately adopted

the nom de guerre of ThHE

FORTY NINERS welcomed Chief

Walter Branson and Captain

Herb Maclntyre at a meeting

which launched the NED DEPI-

NET DRIVE today.

Captain Maclntyre opened the

meeting with a breezy and brief

discourse anent the untouched

sales potentialities of short sub-

jects, liquidation of features not

included in the Drive and then

delved into the scintillating line-

up of features slated for the 20-

week Drive period.

Alternating the duties of ad-

dressing the group, both Chief

Branson and Captain Maclntyre

carefully charted the course of

the Good Ship THE FORTY
NINER for the ensuing year.

Especially strong was the praise

bestowed upon JOAN OF ARC,
the picture which should prove to

be the "Gold Mine of Forty

Nine;" and such super golden

nuggets as EVERY GIRL
SHOULD BE MARRIED, SO
DEAR TO MY HEART, EN-

CHANTMENT and many others.

Particular stress was made to a

series of nine short subjects to

ibe produced by the motion pic-

ure industry and released dur-

ng the next nine months at the

ate of one a month.

The first of these is titled

.LET'S GO TO THE MOVIES and

>vill be produced by RKO Radio.

Other subjects will be produced
rotation by other companies.

Without deliberately intending

o be prophetic, Captain Mac-
ntyre offered the suggestion

hat San Francisco should echo

the battlecry of a century ago
nd "Grab the Gold Mine in

orty Nine."

The Captain offered many
gical reasons why at the end

f the Drive there should be

enty of nuggets won by the

Dwnfolk of the City of the Gold-

Gate.
Chief Branson also expounded

lany theories why he also felt

lat the "San Francisco Forty

iners" should be strong con-

fcnders for the top prize in '49!

1 The following day individual

leetings were held with the

lesmen by both Chief Branson

id Captain Maclntyre. Both of

em departed the same even-

g on the San Francisco Lark for

s Angeles.

—JOE LONGO

MEET "THE FORTY NINERS"—The boys who have vowed to "Grab The Gold Mine In Forty

Nine." For what would be more oppropos than to hove a recurrence of a century ago when
gold was discovered in these here hills—and again unearthed a hundred y'ars later—via the

NED DEPINET DRIVE. Reading from left to right: Salesman John Cummins, Salesman George

Archibald, Branch Manager Joe Smith, Capta in (pipe the hat) Herb Maclntyre, Salesman Peter

Thorn, Chief Walter Branson, Office Manager Hal Gruber and Sales Manager QUie Watson.

—JOE LONGO

THE HOOSIERS HEAD FOR THE DRIVE FRONT—Left to R., Russ Brentlinger, branch manager;
Peter J. Fortune, salesman; Herman Black, salesman; Drive Captain Morris Lefko; Otto Ebert,

salesman; and Robert E. Stevens, office manager.

Ok Indianapolis "In There"
INDIANAPOLIS, Dec. 13th— Captain Lefko gave a very inspir-

ing talk +0 all the ennployees and myself at the Indianapolis Branch
for the start of our 1949 NED DEPINET DRIVE. Everything was
covered and you can rest assured that the Indianapolis Branch will

be among the winners.

— R. L. BRENTLINGER
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Brotherhood Rally
Mr. Depinet's Address

I want to thank each of you

for manifesting your interest in

Brotherhood Week which
prompted you to accept my in-

vitation to come here today. If

my remarks should sound repeti-

tious to some of you who attend-

ed the recent meeting at the Wal-

dorf, please bear with me, so that

all may have a complete under-

standing of what we are trying

to accomplish.

The 15th annual observance

of Brotherhood Week, sponsored

by the National Conference of

Christians and Jews, of which

our good friend here. Dr. Everett

R. Clinchy is president, will take

place February 20th to 27th. I

was drafted to act as Chairman
for the Motion Picture Division.

Gil Golden kindly consented to

serve as advertising and publici-

ty director and he will tell you
specifically how you can cooper-

ate.

To use the title of Eric Johns-

ton's book, but in this case re-

ferring to the Brotherhood Week
campaign, I might say: "We're

all in it." This is your problem,

it is your campaign, just as much
as it is the exhibitor's, the dis-

tributor's or the producer's.

There is no more important

segment of our business jnvolved

in the Brotherhood work than

our trade press. All other branch-

es of the industry depend greatly

on your support. Last year you
were particularly generous in

providing space for the Brother-

hood Week message.

I do not refer, however, just

to a passive support, or a mere
accommodation, as invaluable as

your space is to the cause. I hope
all of you will adopt a more mili-

tant policy, by conducting an edi-

torial campaign hand in hand
with the news and announce-
ments, that will impress every-

one in the picture business to the

point that each will consider it

a "MUST" to be a member of

American Brotherhood, to sup-

port it financially to the best of

his ability, and to do his very

best to sell the idea to the pub-

lic. The conunittee can send let-

ters and telegratns galore to ex-

hibitors and exchanges, telling

them the objectives and the

modus operandi of the cam-
paign; we can talk to all with

whom we come into direct con-

tact, but unle.ss this is backed up
by a constant barrage of news,

announcements and, above all,

editorials, in the trade press, we

Ned E. Depinet was host last

Friday to the trade press at the

21 Club before which he made

an address on the forthcoming

Brotherhood Week. The poster

at right being handled by Dr.

Everett R. Clinchy, President of

the National Conference of

Christians and Jews, and Mr.

Depinet is a rough prepared for

theatre use during Brotherhood

Week by Gil Golden, advertis-

ing and publicity director for

this project.

L. R.: Jay Emanuel, The Exhibitor; Herb Golden, Variety; Mo Wax, Film Bulletin; Leon J. Bam-
berger, Dr. Clinchy, Pres. N.C.C.J.; Ned E. Depinet, chairman; S. M. Goldsmith, director of

finance, N.C.C.J.; S. Barret McCormick, Rutgers Neilson, Jack Harrison, Hollywood Reporter;

Tom Kennedy, Showmen's Trade Review; Mirtin Quigley, Jr., Motion Picture Herald; Abel

Green, Variety; Chas. "Chick" Lewis, Showmen's Trade Review; Jas. Jerauld, Boxoffice;

Chester Bahn, Film Daily; Sherwin Kane, Motion Picture Daily; Mel Konecoff, The Exhibitor;

Mort Sunshine, The Independent; Al Picault, Harrison's Reports.

cannot get the results hoped for.

Exhibitors, distributors, supply

men—all will attach importance

and urgency to BROTHERHOOD
WEEK to the degree that it is

publicized and hammered upon
by the trade papers.

Briefly, here are the four

things we shall ask every exhibi-

tor and theatre house manager
to do:

1. Display the Brotherhood
Week poster in the lobby. This

|)oster is now in work and you
will receive photographs of it.

2. Run the news reel stories.

Every reel will have an entirely

different story, so that if a thea-

tre should show the Warner reel

the first half of the week and the

Paramount reel the last half,

there will be no repetition.

3. If possible, stage a special

Brotherhood Week observance in

theatre, lobby or foyer. The press

sheet will give a number of ideas

for such observances.

4. Secure at least ten new
members for Brotherhood, each
making a contribution from $1

up. It is immaterial how or where
the theatre secures these mem-
bers.

That is all. It is not too much
to ask, is it, by way of support-

ing a cause so vital to all the

people of America?
I might also mention that as

there is no general trade paper
chairman, please consider your-

self as chairman for your own
publication and when member-
ship contributions are solicited

throughout the home offices, fol-

lowing the all-industry luncheois

next month, it is hoped you too

will give every employee of your

paper the opportunity to sign up

as a contributing member.
Every contributor will this

year receive a membership card

in the American Brotherhood,

and every theatre that cooperates

will receive a beautiful certificatf

that the management should be

proud to frame and hang where

it can be seen by the patrons.

As I said at the first meeting,

and it bears repeating: At no

time has the industry, of which

you gentlemen are a part, had a

greater need to improve our pub-

lic relations. It is my personal

feeling that rather than regard

(Continued on Page 13)

i
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Brotherhood \^ eek entirely as

something Avhich we can help, we

ought to regard it as something

which has come along just in

time to help us improve our pub-

lic relations by associating our-

selves in the most dramatic way

possible with Brotherhood \^ eek.

The principles of brotherhood

which animate this annual ob-

servance constitute the very es-

sence of our way of life. They

provide the basis for the spread

of lasting peace, freedom and re-

spect for human dignity at home

and throughout the world. Broth-

erhood >X eek gives us an oppor-

tunitv to rededicale ourselves to

this high purpose. On behalf of

the National Conference, there-

fore. I would like to ask your

wholehearted cooperation in

making our industry's 1949 ob-

ser\ ance an outstanding success.

Now it is my pleasure to ask

for a few words from a distin-

guished gentleman whom I be-

lieve all of vou know, the one

who originated the Brotherhood

idea and who is mainly responsi-

ble for the success it has attained

up to this time. For several years

he worked entirely without com-

pensation, such was his zeal for

this movement. In order to con-

linue the fight, he rejected man>
plendid offers in the educational

ind ecclesiastical fields. Our
"ountrv owes him a great debt

)f gratitude and 1 for one am
lappy and proud to carry one

)f his banners. Gentlemen — the

i'resident of the National Con-

erence—Dr. Everett R. Clinchv.

I

'Hoosiers" Eye

The Top Brackets

,

INDIANAPOLIS, Dec. I2th —
|he appearance of Eastern Cen-

ral Drive Captain Morris Lefko

1 Indianapolis last Thursday and

riday marked the official open-

g of the 1949 NED DEPINET
IRIVE. Captain Lefko speaking

efore the personnel of the

ranch brought best wishes and

ood luck from our president to

le Hoosiers who are all set to

ike first place in this Drive.

A feeling of high enthusiasm

nd optimism reigned among the

^lesmen, bookers and Branch

jlanager Brentlinger. as Captain

SEATTLE—Brcaich Manager E. A. Lamb, Sales laan Bob Cleveland, Captain Maclntyre, Office
Manager Buck Tidwell, Salesman Louis Goldsmith, and Field Man Russ Morgan. The meeting
was held on Saturday despite the fact that Caotain Maclntyre was just getting over a three-day
siege of Virus X. Seattle will be up there! . —RUSS MORGAN

r

PORTLAND—Captain Maclntyre kept the boys in happy anticipation of what was on the other

side of the RKO Giant Release Schedule, for the 1949 NED DEPINET DRIVE. He explained, that

as Drive Captain he could ask for no better product, and that every picture would be gone over

in full detail. L. to R. Booker Monroe Carlson, Office Manager Lloyd McCoiallough, Coptcrin J. H.

Maclntyre, Salesman Gene Engelman, Branch Manager R. H. Lange, Salesman George
Jackson.

Lefko unveiled the staggering

line-up of product. It seemed^ as

each picture in the Giant Release

Schedule was discussed, that all

doubt of where the hHoosiers were

going to stand disappeared and

each man unanimously agreed

that no other company in the

industry had such outstanding

pictures with which to work.

The opening Drive confab

closed with Russ Brentlinger de-

termined to steal off all honors

end prizes this year. And with the

way "Brent" has been going to

town on SO DEAR TO MY
HEART (80 dates) it looks like

all eyes will be turned toward the

gang in Indianapolis.

—HUGH MACKENZIE
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"GREEN PROMISE" ANOTHER GREAT RELEASE
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CHICAGO, Dec. 3rd—The Initial Glenn McCarthy produclion

""HE GREEN PROMISE co-starring Marguerite Chapman, Walter

Brennan and Robert Paige and introducing Jeanne La Duke, 10 year

old 4-H. girl from Mount Vernon, Indiana, proved itself another great

RKO release when presented before the 27th 4-H Congress Banquet

In the huge Hotel Stevens' ballroom last night.

The spacious room was filled to capacity, over 2,000 banqueters

remaining until nearly midnight. At the finish of this great American

picture they rose enmasse and cheered for several minutes. This huge

audience was composed of boys and girls who have won honors in

4-H award programs which are nationwide in scope, their leaders,

sponsors, head officials of the Department of Agriculture, Wash-

ington, D. C, and civic leaders from Chicago and other mid-west

cities.

Altho the print used Is not final and will be subject to some tight-

ening up, the comments from this vast crowd were as follows, "ter-

rific," marvelous," "great," "just what America needs" and "the

cleanest and finest picture I've seen In months." Comments cards

were passed out and the McCarthy Hollywood office Is sure to be

swamped when the youngsters return home.

Robert Paige and Jeanne La Duke were the only members of the

cast present, but early Wednesday Glenn McCarthy, president of

Glenn McCarthy Productions, flew into Chicago In his private 14-

passenger plane. Preceeding him were Monty F. Collins, co-producer

and author of THE GREEN PROMISE, as well as Blake McVeigh,

publicity manager for McCarthy Productions, Dick Farrell, film editor,

and James Clark, personal press agent from Houston, Tex.

Messrs McCarthy, Paige and Collins were Introduced to the audi-

ence by Betty Linton of Baltimore, Maryland, who acted as toast-

mistress. There was a special introduction for little Miss La Duke, who
was selected by Messrs McCarthy, Paige and Collins from 12,000

4-H girls. She does a marvelous job and Is sure to be given another

opportunity, as she is a youngster of untold promise.

Following the picture. Radio Station KXYZ of Houston, Texas,

with Fred Nahas at the mike made several transcriptions, which will

be broadcast in Houston, and throughout the country. These tran-

scriptions Include Interviews with Messrs McCarthy, Collins and Paige,

and also 4-H girls and boys from all the 48 states.

The $$$ went fast during the brief Chicago stay of the Texas oil,

lotel and movie tycoon.

|nc

1)—Jeanne La Duke of Mt. Vernon, Ind., and J. O. Knopp,
lirector of extension. Dept. of Agriculture, Morgontown, West
fa. . . . (2)—Glenn McCarthy and Gertrude Warren of Wash-
ngton, D.C., Dept. of Agriculture . . . (3)—Robert Pcrige, noted
lollywood star, who not only appears in the picture, but is

tlso co-producer, and Director A. E. Bowman, Larimie, Wyo-
ning . . . (4)—Monty F. Collins, author of the original story

md screenplay and also co-producer, and H. E. Rilling, direc-

3r, Bismarck, N.D., and Albert Hoefer, State Club Leader,
haca. New York . . . (5)—Another view of Glerm McCarthy,
imous Texas millionaire, M. L. Wilson, Washington, D.C.,

d Gertrude Warren, Washington, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture

(6)—Little Jeaime gets a real important autograph from
exas Oilman and Movie President. He writes the same sig-

ature on checks for millions, so keep it, Jeanne . . . (7)—Just

ke home work—Little Jeanne gets busy with pen and paper,
ut this time its her autograph for 4-H. boys and girls . . .

)—Glenn McCarthy deserts the oil business for the HoUy-
ood art of cmtographing and is surrounded by 4-H. Boys
nd Girls . . . (9)—Following the banquet and prior to the pic-

re Star Robert Paige and starlet. Little Miss LeDuke are
irrounded by cmtograph seekers . . . (10)—Part of the vast

owd of 2,000 in attendance at the 27th annual 4-H. Banquet
, . (11, 12 & 14)—Following the premiere, Fred Nahas, Radio
ilation KXYZ, Houston, interviewed 4-H. boys and girls from
irery state and their opinions of THE GREEN PROMISE ranged
) )m great to marvelous. Incidentally Station KXYZ is also an-
iier Gleen McCarthy enterprise . . . (13)—Jearme La Duke and
1 r proud father, Floyd La Duke, pose with Glenn McCarthy.

In the few hours that he was in Chicago, Glenn McCarthy made

news by:

1—Entertaining 2,000 4-H Club youths at a special premiere

showing of his movie THE GREEN PROMISE at the Stevens Hotel.

2—Spending $29,402.10 In 30 minutes to buy three beef animal

champions at the International Livestock Exposition.

3—Closing a deal for the purchase of the Detroit Seamless Tube

Co., a subsidiary of the Sharon (Pa.) Steel Co.

A—Announcing formation of a new world-wide company, the

McCarthy International Tubing Co.

5—Emphatically reaffirming that he still is not interested in

buying into Chicago's Tucker Corporation and has no deal with

Preston Tucker, inventor of the Tucker automobile.

And at midnight, Mr. McCarthy admitted It had really been a

busy day.

The initial Glen McCarthy production deals with one of the

most dramatic and important phases in American life today—the

work and achievements of the millions of boys and girls who make up

the 4-H organization. The story will engross all Americans who are

proud of their country and are interested in knowing the factors that

make It tick.

THE GREEN PROMISE Is a thrilling story about a thrilling subject,

the story of a gigantic struggle against nature and of the persistent

battle of the younger generation to overcome the hard and fast

prejudices of their elders. It is a saga of America's youth, a tribute

to America's greatness, a salute to the future.

During the first world war, when this nation's agriculture was

extended to meet the emergencies of the time, the plow that cut the

plain almost cut away one of the richest possessions of the country

—

the topsoil of the farmlands. Because of faulty, careless unscientific

plowing, ihe rains carried away the rich topsoil of the farms and

washed it into the creeks and rivers and ultimately into the seas. This

tragic loss of a vital national resource alarmed the agrarian experts

and our economic and political leaders. Immediate and effective

action was a paramount necessity.

The attention of these experts was focused on the newly-formed

4-H clubs. This fast growing organization was one of the best

answers to the problem. The aid of the millions of boys and girls, the

future farmers, was enlisted and they responded with a will.

The youngsters were taught the secrets of contour plowing to keep

the soil from washing away; about cattle breeding, food conservation

and domestic arts. The 4-H organization, which now has 2,000,000

members and 10,000,000 alumni today is the greatest human asset in

the agricultural set-up of the nation.

Collins' stirring dramatization revolves . around a farm family

consisting of a father and his four motherless children who try to wrest

a livelihood from the soil. How Hollywood, always on the lookout for

new exciting subjects, had overlooked the story of the 4-H Clubs, a

truly dramatic subject, is one of the many mysteries of filmland.

When McCarthy, the fabulous Texas industrialist and business

man, read the original story of THE GREEN PROMISE he became so

interested that he immediately decided to form his own picture

production company and make the film himself.

Robert Paige, the actor, co-oroduced the picture with Collins, for

RKO release. William O. Russell, who made "Dear Ruth," one of the

outstanding screen hits of recent years, directed.

Natalie Wood, 10 year old actress who appeared in "Miracle

on 34th Street," "Scudda Hoo, Scudda Hay " and other notable films,

makes a bid for stardom by her brilliant performance in THE GREEN
PROMISE. Connie Marshall, Ted Donaldson and Robert Ellis, three

other outstanding juvenile actors, also have prominent roles and a

most engaging newcomer is Introduced In Jeanne La Duke, 10 year

old youngster from Mt. Vernon, Indiana, who was chosen from 12,000

other 4-H girls for this role.

Much of the film was produced on location in the Feather River

region of northeastern California, 600 miles from Hollywood.

—BOB MICKEY

1
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A Triple Rally

At Winnipeg as

20 Below Is Hit

WINNIPEG, Dec. 9th—With
the mercury dropping to a cold

twenty degrees below zero the

Winnipeg branch welcomed Cap-

tain Devaney and the Calgary

and Vancouver branches to the

twelfth annual NED DEPINET
DRIVE meeting. This is the first

Western Canadian Drive meet-

ing ever held and the enthusiasm

which marked this Drive confer-

ence along with Captain Devan-

sey's energetic and forceful out-

line of this our most important

NED DEPINET DRIVE gave all

present the overwhelming desire

to trim Old Man Quota soundly

in Forty-Nine.

The Captain read enthusiastic

and sincere messages from Mr.

Mochrie, Harry Michalson and

Charles Boasberg that struck a

hearty and encouraging note to

everyone. All the boys feel that

never before has RKO ever held

so great a backfield of coming
product and as the meeting pro-

gressed all were strongly im-

pressed with the determinalion

and ambition of Captain Devaney
to have this Drive go over the

top as never before.

Then as each picture was thor-

oughly covered he stressed the

unlimited possibilities of the com-
ing year and when he climaxed

with the story of JOAN OF
ARC, everyone responded with

Plaque-less No
More for Omaha
OMAHA — The kickoff

Drive meeting in the Prairie

District was held in Omaha
on Friday, December 3rd. This

very inspiring meeting was

conducted by Captain Ray

Nolan, with the staunch back-

ing of Walter Branson, and the

entire office force has been

fired with the old-time Drive

enthusiasm.

We have this week had our

own meeting and teams have

been chosen. Each salesman

has been made a captain of a

team to see that the proper

competitive spirit is kept alive

in the branch personnel.

It is the wholehearted con-

tention of the entire Omaha
force that this office has gone
plaque-less long enough. This

is the year we intend to do
something about it. IT CAN
BE DONE.

—BETTY PANTIER

Minneapolis and

Sx. Falls to Plug

From First Bell

MINNEAPOLIS — The NED

DEPINET DRIVE got under way

with a roar at Minneapolis on

Wednesday, December 8. Herb

Greenblatt, midwest district man-

ager, furnished the spark that

ignited the flare of enthusiasm

over the new Drive.

Speaking before the branch

managers of Minneapolis and

Sioux Falls, C. J. Dressell and

Sherm Fitch, and their sales staffs,

Mr. Greenblatt pointed out that

these two branches were the ones

that finished one-two nationally

in the 1946-47 NED DEPINET
DRIVE.

There Is no reason," he de-

clared, "why you two cannot re-

peat this year."

He stressed the fact that the

product coming from our studio

for the coming year was equal,

and perhaps better, than the

product of any other company,

and that RKO's prestige has

never been so high.

"If you'll capitalize on those

assets, and add plenty of honest

hard work," he added, "you'll end

up high among the winners. All

It takes Is lots of effort and co-

operation."

There was a quiet feeling of

confidence evident among his

listeners upon completion of Mr.

Greenblatt's talk. Branch Man-
agers Dressell and Fitch, and their

salesmen, promised that if hard

work and cooperation would do
the trick, it meant that nothing

could stop them from repeating

their successes of 1946-47.

Other branches take notice —
the Upper Midwest will be in

there slugging from the first

sound of the bell.

—GENE GAUDETTE

spontaneous applause.

The announcement of the gen-

eral prizes as further Incentive

to do a top job plus the fair,

reasonable and attainable quotas

rounded off a highly constructive,

thoroughly educational session

v/hlch we in Western Canada re-

gard as the best Drive meeting
we have ever attended.

—MEYER NACKIMSON
ARTHUR ELLIOTT
JAMES DAVIE

Charlotte Knows Victory Taste
CHARLOTTE, Dec. IO^h— I have attended every NED DEPINET

DRIVE meeting held in the Charlotte office for eleven years, but our

first 1949 Drive meeting, just concluded and forcibly conducted by

Captain Dave Prince, was received more enthusiastically by the

Charlotte personnel than any previous one. This meeting has given

entire staff tremendous lift and will to win. We got a taste of

victory in last year's Drive, and we expect to fight like wildcats to

make this, the 12th, the most successful Drive of ail for our Company
and ourselves.

—ROVY BRANON

WESTERN CANADA gets together for twelfth annual NED
DEPINET DRIVE! Winnipeg, Vancouver and Calgary Branches,
their managers and salesmen ore seen grouped around one of

Winnipeg's advance Drive displcrys. Left to right—Arthur Elliott,

Calgary Manager—sitting; Meyer Nackimson, Winnipeg man-
ager; Jim Rea, Winnipeg salesman—standing on right from top
to bottom. Captain Devaney; Barry Myers, Winnipeg office

manager; James Dcrvie, Vancouver branch manager; Hugh
Hamilton, Calgary salesman.

Twelfth Annual NED DEPINET DRIVE brought Western Canada

together for their first meeting ever held in Winnipeg. Above,

grouped left to right are—Meyer Nackimson, Wiimipeg branch

manager; Captain Leo Devaney, sitting; Jcunes Davie, Van-

couver branch manager, and Arthur Elliott, Calgary branch

manager.

—LLOYD MUB



FROM THE STATE OF CHAMPIONS AND THE CITY OF THE CARDINALS—St. Louis. Here are
a bunch of contenders for the Drive pennant. L. to R., Wally Hamburg, salesman; Tom B. Wil-
liamson, branch manager; Horry Gittleson; Guy Pisani, salesman; Molly Inger, office manager;

Pat Byrne, city salesman; Jack Hynes. salesman and Capt. Ray Nolan, seated.

KANSAS CITY—A smile of victory as the KCers prepare for their greatest Drive efforts. L. to R.,

Early L. Dyson, city salesman; Karl G. Howe, salesman; Jimmy Lewis, branch manager; Win-
ston Brown, office manager; John Wongberg, salesman; L. O. Ringler, salesman, and Capt. Ray

V. Nolan, seated.
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St. Louis Spirit

Is a Figliting One

ST. LOUIS, Dec. I I fh—Arriv-

ing in St. Louis (The Gateway of

the West) from Kansas City

(The Center of the World) after

holding the 1949 NED DEPINET
DRIVE there Wednesday and

Thursday,Captain Ray V. Nolan

aad Lieut. hiarry Gittleson

opened the 1949 NED DEPINET
DRIVE here In St. Louis at 9:30

A.M. Friday, December 1 0th.

In Prairie District English, plain

enough for anyone to under-

stand, Captain Nolan for four

and one half hours, without a let

up, held the undivided attention

of his listeners, and told his story,

and told it so well, in a most
charming manner, that it seemed
as if he was only speaking twen-

ty minutes.

When he pointed out the im-

portance of this Drive, and the

forthcoming product, in such a

masterful presentation, with such

enthusiasm, he injected the fight-

ing spirit, the will-to-win, into

everyone of us, and that is what
makes front runners.

Harry Gittleson paid Captain
Nolan a fine tribute and thanked
him for a beautiful, enthusiastic

presentation.

You will see some real action

in St. Louis and Kansas City as

everyone is determined to bring

home the bacon.

—LOU DUFOUR

4 Daughters and
Xmas, Yet Maybe

It's a Good Ttiing

By TERRY TURNER

So you want a Xmas story from me
Jackie? And if I understood you right,

it must be cheery, gay and, as Sir

Algernon might say, "a bit frothy."

Well, what you ask me Jackie is

"nigh impossible" because I'm a man
with four daughters Jackie, ranging

in ages from 30 years down to 5.

with an 18 and 1.5 year old in between,

and any Pappy in such a fix will tell

you this ain't no time of the year to

be cheery, gay or even a bit frothy. In

fact, this is the time of the year that

iuch Pappies as myself find a quiet

bistro in which to hide and drown
heir sorrows, and if you have any
iOoA addresses, leave me know them.
Vow, them Reiners, Hickeys and
pegnons don't have to hide. Alls they
lave to do is to cut all friendships

Ijbout November 15, and then make up
kbout January 1. Hickey tells me
jhat is the safest way to cut off all

<ma8 "bites." Degnon claims it gives

'lim a much needed rest and quiet

oliiude for a few months and Reiners

utilizes that time to look over a new
crop of bags for the coming year.

But for men such as me (who said

"Yes," just onct too often) believe

me Jackie, it's the miseries.

The big one, that's Mary Florence,

has got herself a son named Bruce and
Bruce is growing into the Lionel train

age, and if you ever priced a Lionel

train Jackie, the price ups with every

wheel. If you get as far as the whistle,

I'm sure it means "a friendly loan

by the friendly company." That means
you can't use your car or house for

the months of January or February
until Sir Lionel is paid for in full.

Now Susie, a freshman at Barnard,

has reached the party stage, and it's

party dresses, shoes, gloves and pocket-

book to match and never mind about
them toys no more. Why, you even

have to watch your language with

her. It ain't just, "Coffee," no more,

with a push of the cup to the head of

the table, but you must address your

Missus with a little French and end

it up with a "Z vu play," or you don't

get the sugar bowl, but just a dirty

look instead. You can tell by this that

Xmas ain't no more fun in this direc-

tion but "Buttons and Bows'' with a

litle "Silks and Satins" on the side.

And she was such a cute kid. In fact

she proposed to me at the age of 5, but

lately I've been hearing about some

muscle men from Columbia, which

seemed to have cut me out. Why, she

even ast me, "Daddy, what happened
to your muscles?" That's your exit,

if you don't know it Jackie.

Then there's Nancy, the 15 year old

one, a senior at high school, who
does most of her home work over the

phone with her girl friend "Pat."

They're still at the sock age, but

growing fast with Nancy having com-

pletely forgotten Santa Claus because

of her 16 year old party at the Wal-

dorf December 30. Our ol3 friend

".Shuby" arranged that, but who do

you think will be sitting there when
that smirking head waiter bends over

low with out-stretched hands. I'm

gonna ast that bird if he still believes

in Santa, and if he says "Yes" I'm

gonna leave pronto with the crack,"

"This'll teach you not to believe in

him. cause I know he is going broke."

But there's little Terry, age 6,

and a lot of other Terrys around the

same age, who still thinks the guy
with chin whiskers is "the boy" and
maybe those big starry blue eyes,

come a Xmas morning about 5 A.M.
make up for the nudging around you
get from the older ones ( who don't

mean it anyways ) . You sure get a

belt out of her ripping open those

packages, with a squeal of delight for

every new surprise. Makes you kind
of forget the avalanche of bills that

will be forthcoming, and Susie's flow

{Cont. on Page 23)
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Savage Splendor

Is Most Amazing

Jungle Film Made
By PERRY LIEBER

HOLLYWOOD. Dec. 17:—You probably haven't heard of it

before, but down in Jim Wilkinson's cutting rooms they're putting

the finishing touches to a super-duper novelty in travelogues that

will catch itself an awful lot of audience attention when it's released

next spring.

Tentatively titled SAVAGE
SPLENDOR, it comprises an

hour-long print by Technicolor of

the highlights of the recent Ar-

mand Denis-Lewis Cotlow Afri-

can Expedition. The trip, which

took ten months and covered

some 22,000 miles across the mis-

named Dark Continent, has re

suited in some of the most amaz-

ing animal shots ever captured

on film.

Using a group of specially-built

Second to First

For Oklahoma City

OKLAHOMA CITY—With a

taste of that good old prize

money from last year's NED DEPI-

NET DRIVE still prominent in the

minds of all the employees in the

Oklahoma City branch, another

year has rolled around and the

initial meeting of this year's Drive

was conducted today, Thursday

—December 9th, by our South-

western District Manager and

this year's Drive captain, Ben

Cammack.

In describing the meeting a

good comparison would be with

that of a high school pep club

meeting before the championship

game for that's just how enthused

each and every employee is for

last year this branch came in sec-

ond and I'll guarantee you not

an employee will settle for less

than first this year. Just don't say

we didn't warn you, for our

quarterback. Branch Manager
Ralph Williams, has been work-

ing behind closed doors on a

new set of plays that we all are

sure will produce a winner.

Ralph closed the meeting with

a pledge in behalf of every em-
ployee assuring Captain Cam-
mack their utmost cooperation
and desire to settle for nothing

less than first place this year.

—ED TERHUNE

light trucks designed for the

trackless going, the expedition

penetrated many regions hereto-

fore unvisited by white men, and
its color cameras were kept busy

recording remarkable scenes of

big game in action and of pic-

turesque native celebrations.

Herds of elephants,' giraffes,

gazelles and impalla, close-up

shots of lions killing and eating

their prey, the elusive pygmies of

the great Ituri Forest, some in-

credible underwater scenes of

hippopotami gambolling about
on the bottom of a crystal-clear

lake, Wagama natives handling

their 100-foot canoes in treach-

erous rapids, the coronation cere-

mony of the King of the Ba-

coubas, with spectacular preci-

sion dancing that rivals the work
of the Music Hall's Rockettes and
the skillful horsemanship of the

mysterious FoulanI warriors in

their heraldic trappings that have
been handed down from the days
of the Crusades—these are only

a few of the arresting episodes

in the unique film.

And there are thrills galore in

the latter part of the picture,

which deal with efforts to secure

zoological specimens by the wild-

west method of lassooing them
from a racing truck. The idea

works fine with Giraffes and oryx

and ostriches, but when they set

out to capture a bull rhinocerous,

their two-ton quarry turns the

tables, charges the truck and
finally knocks it clear over on its

side while cameras record every
moment of the exciting action.

All in all, SAVAGE SPLENDOR
will jar the most jaded theatre-

goer right out of his seat. It's

unquestionably the finest thing

of its kind ever to hit the screen

—not only for authentic thrills

and novelty, but also for the

scenic beauty of the African
plains and mountains and sunsets

in their magnificent coloring.

Here's one we can really shout
about.

\ I

"^^PHIL M. DALY
. . . DID IT EVER occur to you that Samuel Goldwyn pictures

not only have a way of entertaining the motion picture's great

crudience, to the dollars-and-cents satisfaction of the exhibitors,

but that not infrequently they ore inspirational to the country's

editorial writers? . . . Not so long ago, "The Best Years of Our
Lives" was providing the texts for innumerable editorials . . .

And it could be that Sam's latest, "Enchcmtment," is destined

to do exactly the same thing ... To Phil M's desk yesterdcry

came what may be the proverbial straw in the wind in the

guise of the Los Angeles Daily News editorial page for Dec. 7

. . . And the editorial leader, by Manchester Boddy, is a rare

and glowing tribute to "Enchantment" . . . Writes Boddy: ... "I

hope the early release of 'Enchcmtment' will mark the beginning
of a trend in the production of motion pictures toward a por-

trayal of fimdamental human values as distinguished from the

'escapist' films that rely upon artificial excitement and novelty

... It is a beautiful realization of the soul-satisfying truth that,

come what may in this tortured world of ours, love remains as
the reason for existence; the only source of true happiness, and
the most importcmt influence in every life." ... It is Phil M's
impression, which you may or may not share, that Hollywood
for some little time has been overlooking that fact . . . and it IS

a fact

"Joan" Academy

Contender, L. A.

LOS ANGELES—Taking a tre-

mendous lead over all other

Academy Award contenders in

their fight for recognition in

Hollywood before the end of the

year, JOAN OF ARC opens at

the Beverly theatre Wednesday
niaht, Dec. 22nd, with a charity

premiere sponsored by the Morn-

ing Examiner and Evening Herald

Express. This event promises to

surpass all past efforts in the

Hollywood tradition, with reser-

vations coming in from the top

names of this remarkable Indus-

try.

Both papers will run daily

stories and art ten days before

the opening with the first large

break appearing Sunday, Dec.

5th. Backed by a tremendous
newspaper, radio and billboard

campaign, JOAN is being pub-
licized In the public schools of

Los Angeles with the support of

Dr. Stoddard, head of the local

board of education. Over a hun-

dred junior high and high schools

have been made available for

direct contact.

The hundreds of book shops
and drugstores throughout the
area have been made available
for displays on the Bantam book

MARCH OF DIMES

4
FIGHT

INFANTILE
PARALYSIS

JANUARY 14-31
tie-up, and the leading stores,

such as Saks and Beverly Hills,

are co-operating in the type of

window promotion so successful

in the New York campaign.

JOAN opens the day affer

the premiere at the Beverly in

Beverly Hills and the Palace in

downtowrr Los Angeles at ad-

vanced prices, and the campaign,

as developed by Perry Lieber and

his staff at the studio, Al Vaughn

of Mr. Wanger's organization

and we of the field force, prom-

ises to surpass anything ever

done on a picture in this part

of the country in a long time.

—DAVE CANTOR
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Sussan Honored

At Boston Party

BOSTON—Dave Sussan, after

more than 35 years in show busi-

ness, 22 of which were with the

RKO exchange in Boston, has

retired and at a gay surprise

party given by his fellow em-

ployes was presented a substan-

tial check. Dave, one of the most

popular men in the film district,

was really surprised and the even-

ing was made more enjoyable by

the return of many former RKO-
ites who worked with him in years

past. A. A. Schubart telephoned

his best wishes as did District

Mgr. Gus Schaefer, who was at-

tending the district managers'

meeting in New York. Dave is the

first Boston Exchange employee

to retire under the pension set up

by the company a few yeais ago.

One of the unscheduled sur-

prises of the evening occurred

when, in lining up an "old-timers"

picture, it was discovered that

17 Boston employees, or better

than one-third of the personnel,

have been with the Company for

20 or more years. These veterans

and their years of service Include:

Dave Grover (30), Catherine

Ahearn (25), Ross Cropper (24),

Charles Heath (23), David Sussan

(22), William Gardiner (22), Cyril

McGerigle (22), hiarry Smith

(22) , James O'Hara (22), Eliza-

beth Donnelly (22), Mel Ames
(21), hiarry Goldstein (21), John

..Downing (21), hielen Finck (21),

Carl DeVizia (20), Jack Schmitzer

(23) and Dorothy Scanlon (20).

1 —RALPH BANGHART

Di'ienibcr

J. A. DOWNING
C. C. HEATH
J, M. CMIEL
MARY P. BEARDEN
BYRON S. BRYAN
ROBERT F. LUEDER
BETTY LOU ANDES
JOSEPH B. KUSHNER
ANITA DOWNS

December 26/A

JOSEPH E. SMITH
SARA J. FREEMAN
MARGARET E. STEINER

December 27th

I. I. PHELAN
'RVING CANE
-. LIPSCHITZ
iSTELLE MICHALEK
.EONICE A. BORROWS
CATHERINE SHAFER

December 2Slh
lEVERLY J. ARRINGTON
lARY T, HENNEBERRY
OHN TALBOT
,NNA BALES

December 29/A

Boston
Boston

Home Office

Atlanta
Atlanta

Chicago
St. Louis

Washington
St. Louis

Washington
Home Office

Cleveland

Philadelphia

Home Office

Chicago
St. Louis

New Orleans
San Francisco

Salt Lake City
Boston

Toronto
Pittsburgh

(1)—Dave Sussan, retiring under the RKO pension plan, was honored at a surprise parly given by his fellow employees

at the Boston exchange. Dave and his wife (sealed, center) are shown surrounded by the Boston RKOites and many
former fellow employees who dropped in to extend their best wishes.

(2)—More than one-third of the Boston exchange employees, representing a total of 381 years of service, have beer
with RKO for 20 years or more. This group, among those who honored Dave Sussan at his retirement party, include:

(1)—Cyril McGerigle; (2)—Mel Ames; (3)—John Downing; (4)—Jack Schmitzer; (5)—James O'Hara; (6)—Dave Grover;

(7)—David Sussan; (8)—Dorothy Scanlon; (9)—Catherine Ahearn; (10)—William Gardiner; (11)—Harry Smith; (12)—Eliza-

beth Donnelly and (13)—Helen Finck. Not present were veterans Ross Cropper, Charles Heath, Harry Goldstein and
Carl DeVizia.

H. SCHNEIDER Home Office

MARY C. GAHAGAN Home Office

JOHN L. COSTELLO Cincinnati

THOMAS D. ROBERTS Cleveland
RUTH NOYES Washington

December 30//)

DORIS CALLAHAN Los Angeles
MORRIS LAUBGROSS New York
PEARL SHAW Dallas
HARRY BERT Field Man
MURRAY PERLSTEIN Los Angeles

December 3 I s/

R. F. BRANON Charlotte
FREDERICK G. DUERR Home Office

ANNA J. LAMONEA New Haven
LEE ANN LEWIS Dallas

January 1st

R. K. HAWKINSON Home Office

JOHN P. HYNES St. Louis

STEPHEN KLEPACKI Home Office

FRANCES BARILLEAU New Orleans

MARGARET N. RECTOR Charlotte

January 2nd
CHRISTENA HOARE Boston

January 3rd
HATTIE POEHNER Cleveland

AUGUSTA M. LEU Home Office

E. J. EPSTEIN Philadelphia

ADELYN DONAVAN Home Office

DEIRDRE L'HOMMEDIEU Denver
F. HERBERT HAINES Home Office

RUTH L. MARLOW Dallas

January 4th

JOSEPH VERRONE Home Office

January 5th

J. H. MacINTYRE Los Angeles

CATHERINE HEWSON
DORIS M. MAES
ANNA BLAU
ELEANOR BETENJANY
CLARA L. BOHLMAN
MILDRED GREEN
ROSEMARY LaMARTINA

January 6th

EMME PETEL
MILTON B. ALTHOLZ
H. DRIPPS
CHARLES RAFFANIELLO
ARVILLA JAY
CHARLOTTE SUTTON
RUSSELL KOZUKI
SHIRLEY HALLINAN

January 7th
ESTHER SOOST

Philadelphia

Buffalo

Home Office

Home Office

Indianapolis

St. Louis

St. Louis

Philadelphia

Home Office

Pittsburgh

New York
Salt Lake City

Denver
Home Office

Chicago

Sioux Falls
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"GREEN HAIR" IS SOMETHING NEW
AND DIFFERENT, A STANDOUT— TRADES

"A superior and very moving film"

RKO has turned out an absorbing, sensitive story of tolerance and

child understanding in "The Boy With Green hHair." Pic's intelligence,

artistry and taste will draw fine critical comment to offset lack of

marquee pull and weight of its theme. Certainly it will rebound to

the industry's credit; RKO, and the film industry, deserve a lot of

kudos for making it.

The one questionable note in the film is a scene of bald preach-

ment—a dream scene in a wood between the boy and a phantom
group of war orphans—that could have been cut sharply. Otherwise,

the film is a poignant, human-interest drama, and good entertainment

all the way through.

What makes it so is the sensible screen treatment of a most un-

usual story, and two outstanding performances by Pat O'Brien and

Dean Stockwell. Latter gives a beautifully restrained performance

throughout as a sensitive, cruelly-treated boy. O'Brien has one of his

best roles in a ream of films, giving a flavorsome, rich portrayal of a

broken-down, onetime Irish magician and vauder, now a singing

waiter, who furnishes a home and grandfatherly love to an orphaned
waif.

Story Is that of a war orphan, shifted around from one relative

to another, who finally finds haven and security with the waiter in a

small town. Then, one morning, he wakes to find his hair has turned
green—and the world turns topsy-turvy about him. Other kids jeer

at him; adults are perturbed; even the kindly milkman turns against

him when accused of bringing it about through his product. Public

opinion forces the boy to have his full head of hair shaven off, so that

the kid runs away from home.

Through this parable about the unconscious cruelty of people to

what is different, and the need of tolerance, runs another theme,
that of anti-war preachment. When the boy meets children from
war-orphan posters in a dream scene in the woods and returns to

annoy the townsfolk with the message that war is very bad—his green
hair has thus acquired a meaning, to preach pacifism—the film hits

a well-intentioned but false note. Otherwise, the social significance,

the tolerance and anti-war themes, are served up palatably, to make
this a superior, and very moving film.

Imagination and taste, in scripting and direction, show up con-
stantly, in such scenes as the bitter one of the kid in the barber
chair being shaved, with townsfolk crowded around the window out-
side; the terrible moment when he faces the school-kids after his

hair has turned; the scene when his hair turns and the kid amuses
himself with it in front of the bathroom mirror; the teacher trying
to ease the situation by calling the role of the various types of hair
among her students; the scene between O'Brien and Walter Catlett
as "the King."

Last-named is one of the best light moments, with O'Brien delight-
fully rendering the song, "Tread on the Tail of the Coat." Film is

never depressing or heavy, its clever treatment preventing that.
Honest performances by Barbara Hale, Robert Ryan, Samuel S.
Hinds, Regis Toomey and others in supporting roles also help greatly.
Direction, photography, background music, all rate bows.

—VARIETY (Weekly)

"Picture is a standout, amazingly done"
Audience Slant: (Family) One of the most outstanding films ever

made, this powerful denunciation of war has been done with amaz-
ing skill. Dean Stockwell is memorable as "The Boy."

Box-Office Slant: Should make money because of its unique theme
plus excellent word-of-mouth, strong cast, and appeal of Technicolor.

Plot: A boy's hair suddenly turns green, and he becomes the ob-
ject of scorn and ridicule in his home town. He is unhappy about it.

until the war orphans of the world lell him that his hair turned green

so everyone would know he is symbol of the horror of war. However,

he eventually succumbs to the clamor and has his hair shaven com-

pletely. But at the end, the people realize their mistake, and we know

his hair will grow back—green.

Comment: One of the most outstanding films ever made, this

powerful denunciation of war has been done with amazing skill. Dean

Stockwell is memorable as "The Boy" and it is difficult to see how
the award-givers can miss him this year, if only to create a special

division for his magnificent performance. Pat O'Brien does the finest

acting of his career as the great-hearted old Irishman who befriends

the lad. The numerous children who fill the story, especially those in

the war orphan-come-to-life sequence, are perfectly cast. Dore Schary

deserves the highest praise for his courage and ability in bringing

forth this picture. Director Joseph Losey shows rare understanding

in his maneuvering of the wonderful but difficult materials handed

him. Special credit must go to Betsy Beaton, whose fertile brain

originated the highly provocative and unique story. The picture is

a standout in all tech.iical departments, too, particularly Leigh Har-

line's musical adaptation of the popular and very appropriate song.

Nature Boy. "The Boy With Green Hair" should make money because

of its unique theme, plus excellent word-of-mouth, the name draws

and the appeal of Technicolor.

—SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

"A gem of shining originality"

A gem of shining originality, this is one to stand up and cheer for

and about. Young Stockwell's performance splendid. Brilliant story

handling.

Evolving via a brilliant handling that polishes it into a gem of

shining originality, "The Boy With Green Hair" is one to stand up

and cheer about for a lengthy period.

Betsy Beaton's story, to put it basically and simply, has an un-

mistakable stamp of the unusual. It has keen insight, understanding,

poignancy, a message and fragments of the humorous that cry

urgently for understanding.

A splendid accomplishment in proclaiming its plea to end war,

"The Boy With Green Hair" remains constantly on a simple plane,

is at bottom an understanding drama of child life and a more pene-

trating study of emotional upheaval, the dawn of purpose and the

inner sense of one who is marked by destiny to remind the world of

the tragic implications of armed conflict between nations. It is in a

sense a stigmata. The boy whose hair turns green knows his mission

and life purpose. It has never happened before. In terms of cinematic

fiction it is displayed in profoundly moving terms.

This performance by young Dean Stockwell, as the lad whose hair

turns one fine morning as he bathes, is for the annals of film enter-

tainment. He constantly eclipses the adults who surround his effort.

Let it not be thought for a moment that they do not display a veteran

assist to the youngster.

In brief outline "The Boy With Green Hair" is the story of a war

orphan who tells his story in flashback to Robert Ryan. First seen his

locks have been shorn. He is bald. The narrative rapidly covers the

boy's life with varied relatives until he comes to live with Pat O'Brien,

a onetime vaudeville actor, lately a singing waiter. O'Brien tries to

smooth things for the puzzled child, enters him in school and soon the

prominent pattern of the story rises to the surface.

It comes about as an understanding of the plight of orphans left

in tragic circumstances by the war. They are maimed, starved,

diseased through no circumstances they could have controlled. Stock-

well while assisting in war aid to the children of the world comes
to learn of the death of his own parents in London, victims of the blitz.

He had been previously led to believe his parents were alive. With
the understanding O'Brien, and teacher Barbara Hale assisting, he

accepts his plight.

Then one morning his hair turns green. In a fantasy scene the



children of the posters come to life and the reason for his green hair

is disclosed. When the world learns of his green hair he is to tell

them of the tragic misery and squalor—the dirty end product of

warfare.

There is medical confusion over the phenomena. There is public

clamor. At length Stockwell is taken, not unwillingly, to the barber and

shorn. He Is fully confident it will grow in again. But he has a purpose

and runs away. That is where it begins.

"The Boy With Green Hair" achieves a brilliancy of purpose that

is a seldom thing in this business of purveying film entertainment.

—FILM DAILY

"New and different"
This may be the new and different product so many people have

been saying Is needed to renew the screen's vitality. It is at very

least a long step away from the routine, both in story and In the

manner of presentation, and it is the history of off-the-beaten-track

pictures that they succeed brilliantly or die dismally, when submitted

to the public, but almost never turn In merely average results. Per-

haps It can be best described In a few words as a fantasy with a

message, although that's hardly the language to use in advertising It

to the customers. The language for them is "a new and different

kind of picture, in Technicolor, with Pat O'Brien, Robert Ryan and

Dean Stockwell."

The story by Betsy Beaton, with screenplay by Ben Barzman and
Alfred Lewis Levitt, relates the strange experience of a war orphan

(Dean Stockwell) who wakes up one morning, in the home of a singing

waiter who has adopted him and whom he regards as his grandfather,

and discovers that his hair has turned green overnight. His own, his

grandfather's and the townsfolk's Immediate amazement turn gradu-

ally into a kind of fearful suspicion that the change of color Is due to

some mysterious malady which may be contagious, and the boy suffers

keenly, finally running away and falling down sobbing In a forest

glade. He raises his head and sees through his tears a group of war
orphans whose likenesses have been used on charity-soliciting posters,

and these young people tell him there was a reason for his hair turning

green.

They say the reason is that the color will make people ask him why
it turned green, and will listen to him heedfully when he tells them
that war Is disastrous to children. He returns to his home, and for a

time succeeds In speaking that message to people he meets, but the

family doctor and others, finally persuade him it is best to have his

hair shaved off, since it may return to its natural color when It grows
again. He submits to the hair-cutting, but while It is going on, those

who persuaded him come to realize they have blundered, although

not quite understanding how or why. That night he runs away again,

and is picked up by police in a nearby town, where he tells his story

to a friendly doctor. His guardian, the doctor and others arrive as he
finishes, and read him a letter left for him by his dead parents, killed

in the London Blitz while trying to protect children. As the adults

agree that it is the boy's mission to go Into the world spreading his

message, he walks away.

I Although It reads somewhat more like a subject Walt Disney
might have chosen for the animation medium, the story is told realisti-

cally and with many unique and effective narrative devices. The
Stockwell performance Is one of the finest ever turned in by a juvenile,

and Pat O'Brien's portrayal of the singing waiter who adopts the boy
is by far the best that dependable actor has achieved in recent years.

Robert Ryan, who appears but briefly, and the others in the cast
give excellent account of themselves.

The production, by Stephen Ames, is elaborate, painstaking and
highly effective in all respects. Joseph Losey's direction makes every
line and movement count. The picture contains considerable humor,
and no romance.

j
It is a Dore Schary presentation.

I

—MOTION PICTURE HERALD

'Warm and sensitive fantasy"
"The Boy With Green Hair" Is a warm and sensitive fantasy drama

vhlch has, as Its major theme, a thoughtful plea for tolerance and
jnderstanding. Its subject, close to everyone's heart, is told in easily
ecognizable terms—much of It humorous; a great deal of it deadly

serious. All of it, however, Is tasteful and entertaining. The stunning

Technicolor production of Stephen Ames, under the sympathetic

supervision of Dore Schary, draws rich comedy from the plight of the

lad whose normal way of life is suddenly thrown into an uproar by

the changing of his thick, brown locks into a vivid, pool table green.

The direction of Joseph Losey deftly balances the amusing situation

and the greater parable that each man In the world is different, just

as are nations and social ideologies. And until men and their govern-

ments learn to recognize and respect their differences, war will ever

be a plague on the earth.

*

A wholesome. Imaginative, and disarming celluloid entertain-

ment which will please generally. There Is no denying the piece needs

exploitation, but certainly beginning with the title right down the

line, there are abundant opportunities for showmanship.

A flashback narrative is employed to tell the odd story beginning

when Dean Stockwell, his pate shaved bald, wanders Into a police

station and agrees to tell his adventures to Inspector Robert Ryan.

It Is the account of a boy, left an orphan by the war, who goes from

relative to relative until finally he ends up in the care of Pat O'Brien,

ex-vaudevillian and now a singing waiter. Life goes smoothly enough

until the boy takes a shower one morning and on drying his hair finds

that it has turned green. Suddenly he becomes unique in the com-
munity; for that matter, In the world. His schoolmates tease him; the

adults are even more thoughtless. A vision of war orphans who tell

him that there is a reason for his green hair gives him some assurance.

He embarks on a campaign to tell the folks that he Is a symbol of

peace. They consider him demented. He finally agrees to have It cut

off. But by the finish he, and some of the others, realize the lesson

they have been taught. The boy hopes his hair will grow back green.

Pat O'Brien brings all his native charm to the part of the aging

mummer and makes him the delightful character he should be. Robert

Ryan Is outstanding as the police officer, and Barbara Hale gives

gracious dignity to her portrait of a wise, young teacher. Dean Stock-

well, In the title role, does a magnificent job and gives a remarkable

lesson in underplayed, thoughtful acting In the sequence wherein the

color of his hair Is changed. Richard Lyon, Walter Catlett, Samuel
S. Hinds. Regis Toomey, and Charles Meredith contribute substan-

tially with their excellent supporting portrayals.

George Barnes' photography cleverly dovetails the fantasy ex-

cursions and the very real dramatic content. He's given valuable aid

by associate Technicolor director Morgan Padelford. The story,

naturally, had to be done In color, and every advantage Is taken of

the medium to give the film picturesque atmospheric dimensions. Al-

bert S. D. D'AgostIno and Ralph Berger accomplish a resourceful art-

direction credit. Leigh Harline's striking musical score is expertly

batoned by C. Bakalelnlkoff. Frank Doyle's editing Is craftsmanlike.

—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

''Abandons the conventional"
Since it has the courage to abandon the conventional, the future

awaiting "The Boy with Green Hair" is difficult to evaluate. On a

basis of merit, that future never would be In doubt. However, merit

does not always draw its own reward and, thus, the question remains.

This Is a film with an avowed message—a message against the

futility of war. It is told as a fantasy through the eyes and mind of

Dean Stockwell, the appealing youngster to whom it all happened.
On occasion, the treatment veers to take on the viewpoint of the
grownups who come off a decided second best through incredulity

and Indifference.

Young Stockwell is a war casualty and the orphaned son of parents

who die In London protecting other children from German bombs.
Handed down from relative to relative, he reaches Pat O'Brien,

ex-circus performer and now singing waiter, and with him makes his

home. In school, he learns he Is as much an orphan as the children of

the war relief posters on display In the classroom. The shock Is sub-
stantial and the Impression deep.

The next day his hair turns green. The phenomenon causes genera!
bafflement. The doctor cannot explain It, nor can anyone else. Then
the cruelties set in. Dean becomes an object of curiosity. The milk

supply becomes suspect. People wonder about the water. Parents
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keep their offspring away in fear of contagion. In misery, Dean de-

cides to run away. Deep in the woods, he hears his name called and

looks up to find the orphans of the posters brought to life. They

explain his green hair represents a mark and a mission. The mark

designates him as a war orphan and the mission is to explain to all

who will listen that war is bad for children and that there should be

no more of it.

With an understanding of why and what has happened. Dean

returns to his town where he spreads the word among those who

refuse to believe him. The pressure exerted on O'Brien induces young

Stockwell to have his head shaved. He submits reluctantly, then runs

away, is picked up by the police in an adjoining town, tells his story

to Robert Ryan, child psychiatrist who returns him to O'Brien in a

closing sequence which suggests a greater, but never assured,

measure of understanding in the future.

All this is conveyed with charm, delicacy, tugs at the heartstrings

and a gentle brand of comedy, principally through unusually good
performances by the boy and O'Brien.

Betsy Beaton's story has been adapted by Ben Barzman and Alfred

Lewis Levitt with understanding and appreciation which are never

lost on Joseph Losey, the director, and Stephen Ames, the producer.

They must have had their hearts in this. For the musical theme there

is "Nature Boy," appropriately adding to the mood. The film, of

course, is in Technicolor.

—MOTION PICTURE DAILY

'Xustomers will like it a lot"

Those customers who like this offering will like it a lot. Certainly,

the film is different, and hereby it tosses a challenge at the dis-

paragers of Hollywood who hold that film-makers are in a rut. Its

additional assets include praiseworthy performances—most especially

that contributed by Dean Stockwell as the emerald-topped moppet;
Technicolor photography, which makes the green thatch quite

startling; and fine-grained, imaginative direction. The yarn is, of

course, on the fantasy side, with a preachment for peace as its back-

bone, but in addition to its whimsy there is dramatic impact
to command attention. Directed by Joseph Losey.

—BOXOFFICE

"Something different"

If it does nothing else, Dore Schary's "The Boy with

Green Hair" should prove whether audiences are hungry
for something different in the way of film fare. It should

also provide plenty of fodder for the Gallups of the critical

fraternity to chew upon and, in that factor lies its possibili-

ties for commercial success.

The story is a plea for world peace told in terms of

fantasy through the experiences of an American war or-

phan, who is played with great professional skill by Dean
Stockwell. The boy is living in a small town with his grand-
father, Pat O'Brien, when his hair suddenly turns green. He
is elated at first, until he learns that to be different is to
arouse suspicion and hatred among his playmates and the
townspeople. They want to isolate him as a species of ec-
centric monster who has grown suddenly, unaccountably
full of vague, forbidden wickedness.

The wretched lad Is humiliated constantly, although he
wins a momentary triumph when a group of Allied war or-

phans on school posters come to life and tell him that his

green hair symbolizes their demands for world peace.
However, the mystery of the green hair almost sweeps

the town from its moorings. People fear the water or the milk
will turn their hair green, or that the emerald pigmentation
of the lad Is somehow catching. Ignorance drowns out the
little voices of human creatures who believe the green hair
is some miraculous sign. The lad is forced to have his head

DEC. 17
- MAYS

RKO's 2 in Row
RKO, in the person of John

Springer, beat out the press

agent challenger from Selznick

Productions last Monday to re-

tain the championship title on

"Movie Matinee."

"Movie Matinee," the Mutual

network broadcast starring Red
Benson, has a weekly competition

between publicists of two studios.

Springer, brought in by RKO
Radio Contact Fred Norman
when Norman's original guest

star failed to show, nabbed the

championship from Universal-In-

ternational two weeks ago. This

week as defending champion, he

held his title In competition with

Ted Baldwin, Exploitation Director

of Selznick Pictures. Springer dis-

cussed JOAN OF ARC, and the

new stars, Betsy Drake and Far-

ley Granger, on this week's show

and held the championship by

giving more facts about the RKO
picture, BLOOD ON THE
MOON, than Baldwin could give

about a Selznick film, "The Para-

dine Case," in a comparable
period of time.

Springer defends his title next

Monday at 3 p.m. over Mutual

stations when the challenger is

a publicist from Columbia Pic-

tures.

shaved and he runs away. Police of another town find him

and he is sent back home by a kindly child psychiatrist, Rob-

ert Ryan, who makes him believe in his destiny as a messen-

ger of peace.

Young Stockwell gives a sensitive, finely-shaded per-

formance as the boy with green hair. Ryan is standout in his

brief appearance as the doctor. O'Brien as a singing Irish

waiter, delivers with his usual competence. Miss Hale is

splendid as the teacher.

Joseph Losey's direction is superb at times and audi-

ences will be held closely by the clarity of the presentation

of the boy's character. They will be held not alone by this

clarity and the warm human sympathy Losey exhibits, but

also by a remarkably vivid and vigorous imagination —
strong, quick strokes, deft and certain shading which etches

the picture of a solitary soul unforgettably in the mind.

Stephen Ames, as producer, has given the film a splen-

did cast and superior mounting. The art direction, the set-

tings and the photography of George Barnes are especially

noteworthy. All other technical credits are first class.

—VARIETY (Daily)
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THE OMAHA BEES
Dave Arthur, salesman; Jack Renfro, branch manager; Capt. R. V. Nolan, district manager;
Norman Neilsen, salesman; and Paul Back, salesman.

A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR TO OUR FELLOW WORK-
ERS IN ALL EXCHANGES OF THE GREAT RKO FAMILY! HAPPY DAYS ARE HERE AGAIN!
Such is the attitude of the San Francisco office Gang who have adopted the name "The 49'ers"

for the ensuing year!

FOUR DAUGHTERS
{Cont. from Page 17)

of, "Well it was the last one they

had, and the man said he didn't know-

when he would ever get another."

or, '"She looked at it so longingly that

I just couldn't pass it up," or "All her

girl friends had one and I thought

. . ." and so on into February, but
everybody is smiling, and you start

to think, "Well Xmas is a good thing.

and maybe I'm lucky to be able to

give the kids a break." And you con-

tinue to think, "Maybe it will make
them better people for the better

world we've been hearing so much
about and besides they will be able to

look back on their childhood with

pleasure." and then you go to your
favorite bistro, which you had made
a hideout, and you buy a drink, and
then maybe another and another (that

is if your medico is not there to

frown) and you start hearing about
some other kids and, "Not because he
is mine but . . ." and at a time when

you think the chatter might have

died down, and the kids gone to bed,

you wander home in the moonlight

and you glance up at the stars and say

to yourself. "Maybe this Xmas thing

is a good idea . .
." but Merry Xmas

to you Jackie, your readers, and
certainly to all my men. and friends

in the branches. .\nd while I am in

such a happv "giving'' mood, take a

HAPPY NEW YEAR for yourself,

cut it up in twelve equal parts and
parcel it out to suit yourself, but look

out for that last twelfth, for that's

December and ANOTHER XMAS.

Interstate Likes

Howard Screenliner

The In+ers+ate's Short Sub-
ject Magazine for December
6+h sums up the

ER "IT PAYS TO
SCREEN

IGNOR-
ANT'

'Th

th IS manner:

e popular radio pro-

gram emceed by lest, per-

severing Tom Howard and
starring that belle of the radio,

Lulu McConnell and the zany
Messrs George Shelton and
Harry McNaughton reaches

'th e screen wi th its

qualities intact. Ruth Howell
, is to be complimented on the

ript."

Mochtie's Thanks

For Hospital Drive

Robert Mochrie has sent a

personal letter of thanks to all

employees of RKO and affili-

ates In behalf of the Will

Rogers Memorial Hospital

campaign in which this Com-
oany raised the largest amount
of money for this worthy cause.

Herewith is Mr. Mochrie's
letter:

It affords me great pleasure in-

deed to advise you that the RKO
committee in charge of the raffle

book sale tor the WILL ROGERS
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL fund has
turned over approximately .$8,500

to the Aeif York committee, which
sum is greater than that collected

through the efforts of the employ-
ees of any other picture company.
To every person who purchased

these raffle tickets, and especially

to those who so diligently and en-

thusiastically went out and sold

them to their friends, grateful ap-

preciation is due and hereby ex-

pressed.

You have the satisfaction of

doing a fine job for an extremely
worthy cause so close to the hearts

of all of us in the picture busi-

ness. You also should take im-

measurable pride in helping to put
RKO right up at the top where
we traditionally find ourselves. .

.

Best of all is the fact that in

cooperation with our industry peo-

ple in a number of other cities, we
have managed to save the WILL
ROGERS MEMORIAL HOSPI-
TAL, assuring the operation until

such a time as it will be taken
over by the Variety Clubs of

America.

In thanking you from the bot-

tom of my heart for your efforts

and the result you have accom-
plished, I am joined in this ac-

knowledgment by Leon J. Bamberg-
er who managed the campaign here.

fTilliam H Clark, and Ed Smith,
treasurer and assistant treasurer

respectively, and all of the floor

captains.
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'1/ Can Be Done "

DES MOINES, DEC. 6+h—The inimitable enthusiasm of our

Drive Captain R. V. Nolan is indeed contagious. We are all prepared

to exert every effort in the 1949 NED DEPINET DRIVE with the aim

of making Des Moines the strongest contender for laurels in every

phase of the contest. With the unsurpassed line-up of features and

short product available, plus the splendid and inspired leadership of

Captain Nolan, we have the ammunition and are determined to win.

"It can be done."

—M. M. ROSENBLATT AND STAFF

BE SURE TO SEE the new Wall Disnay

triumph oil Americo 1$ talking about . .

,

Don'f miss WALT DISNEY'S

wonderful NEW PICTURE.

DOl\/T LET IT

HAPPEN TO You!
Starting with the third week of

the Drive the RKO forty-niner

who is in last place in the

United States and last in Can-

ada must go unshaven until

climbing out of the abyss.

NEW TEXAS THREAT — Another

"threat" from the great state of Texas.

You may recognize this young speed-

ster, but if you don't we'll just mention

Ben Cammack. We purloined the snap-

shot from Ben when he was in New
York a few days ago. Ben, Jr., is 16

months old, and deep in the heart of

—his mother and dad.

Yfinter Unofficial

Although winter is here it is un-

official. Squire Fred Schaefer,

head of the pressbook depart-

ment, always moves from his

Norwalk, Conn., home Into New
York City when winter presses,

making it official. This year Fred

can find no quarters outside of

hotels and he is remaining at his

home near Norwalk, commuting.
Fred used to migrate to Norwalk

in the spring as well, so next

spring also will arrive unofficially.

Herald Reviews

"Song" Pressbook

Danny Kaye's Latest Is His

Greatest. Laff Begins—on Kaye

Day. How's Your Laugh Line?

Drop that Frown—Here Comes

A Clown. Samuel Goldwyn wants

you to have fun—with a new

note in Technicolor comedy.

We have said elsewhere in this

issue that this is one of the mos\

useful, and usable, pressbooks

that we have ever seen. It has

everything; the next step is for

you to get your copy and really

make a study of the showmanship

in its pages. The film has been

extensively pre-sold, and will have

radio and music support beyond

anything that you have known in

years. There is an excellent set

of teaser ads, selling the idea

of "Kaye Day" which is coming

to your theatre. Plenty of big ads

(loo big) but enough of the small-

er sizes in ample supply for your

selection. It is your error if you

fail to use at least one smash ad,

and this could be No. 301. There

is grand publicity—and the radio

disc jockeys and program people

have been all primed to cooper-

ate — excellent stills, good for

window tie-ins, and a variety of

cartoons that will build up the

"jam session" idea with the music

mad. Editors should like these

cartoons which dress up any news-

paper page and make worthwhile

the use of free space. Something
unusual in commercial tie-ins is

"Song Is Born" wall paper; you
will have to see it in the press-

book to appreciate it, but a look

will convince you of ways to make
good use of it. A whole group of

drawings show you ideas for win-

dow tie-Ins. The special record

album, "Giants of Jazz," is being

released as a benefit for the

Damon Runyon Cancer Fund; get
on board. Oodles of radio and
music Ideas!

MOTION PICTURE HERALD

And be sure to surprise "her" this Val-

entine's Day with the .narvelous Sweet-

heart Assortment — the same candies she

remembers from her pigtail days straight

from the same kind of old country store

pictured in Walt Disney's wonderful

movie. There are molasses kisses, mint

kisses, suga; hearts and all the rest, packed

in a genuine maple-finish, old New Eng-

land Firkin for which she can find dozens

ofuses after the candy is gone. It's the old-

fashioned way to tell Love's Old "Sweets"

Story — and she'll love you for it. Sent

postpaid east of the Mississippi—add 40c

elsewhere — ^i.oo overseas.

8'/4 in. Firkin (abont 5 lbs.) . $4.95

C EAST TOWN LANE. NORTHAMPTON. MASS.

Herewith are further reproduc-

tions of ad copy which the Wig-

gins Country Store will use in

national publications. The small-

er ad will be used In February

numbers of Holiday, Madamol-

AHere they are!—dmc
wonderful old-time can-

dies so dear to everyone'*

heart! Yes, those very

same jawbreakers, pep-

permint sticks, sugar

heaio, chicken com— and heaps more

— tJ>at Bobby [>iscoll and Luana Patten

and all of us loved in those golden bai»

foot boy days that are a pan of every

one of us!

Packed in genuine old New England

maple -finish Firkins and earthenware

Bean Pots (for which you can find dozens

of uses after the candy is gone) you can

have all those mouth-watering treats of

childhood, better than ever before I If you

like Disney's wami human characters

in "So Dear To My Heart" { and who

doesn't!) you'll go for this wonderful

assortment of country store goodies. Sent

postpaid east of the Mississippi — add

40c postage elsewhere—^1.00 overseas.

SH" Firkin (ibout 5 Iks.) $4.95

J qt. Bean Pot (abont J% lbs.) $3.35

a lb. Nibblcr's Ass't. (Postpaid) $1.50

Famed Carfoonists

To See 'My Heart'

The members of the Nation-

al Cartoonist Society, of which

Milt Caniff is president, will

attend a special screening of

Walt Disney's SO DEAR TO
MY HEART at the Home Of-
fice screening room on the

night of December 22nd.
About 70 of these "opinion

leaders" will gather for the

special showing. In the group
are some of the top cartoon-

ists of the country.

4 EAST TOWN LANS, NORTHAMPTON. MASS.

selle's Living, Harpers Bazaar and

National Geographic.

The larger ad will run as fol-

lows:

New Yorker, December 4th

and llth; Time, December 13th;

Herald-Tribune, November 28th

and December 5th; Christian

Science Monitor (roto), Decem-

ber llth; Herald-Tribune (roto).

December 12th; New York Times.

Dec. 12th; True Magazine, Feb-

ruary.
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Driscoll a Guest

4H Clubs Chicago

Here is the pictorial story of
Bobby Driscoll's visit to Chicago
as guest of honor of the National
4H Congress. Bobby mingled
with Club members, notables and
champions for several days. Sev-
eral groups saw screening of
Walt Disney's SO DEAR TO MY
HEART.

Pictorial lay-out shows schedule that
Bobby Driscoll participated in on his
Chicago trip, from arrival to radio ap-
pearances, television, at Live Stock
Show, in Horse Show, at 4-H press
reception and at 4-H banquet:

(1)—Bobby on arrival at LaSalle St.

station in Chicago shares his candy
with 4-H winners from Iowa.
(2)—4-H club winners clamor for Bobby
Driscoll's autograph.

(3)—At National Live Stock Show L to

R . . . Charles Levy, eastern pub-
licity director for Walt Disney; Al

I Kolitz, RKO Rocky Mountain Dis-
trict manager, Mrs. Thos. E. Wilson,
Mrs. Driscoll, Bobby and Thos. E.
Wilson, National chairman 4-H clubs
and chairman of board of directors of
Wilson Co.

I
(4)—Bobby on back of Thomas Wil-
son's prize winning Short Horn Steer.

(5)—At 4-H banquet . . . L to R . , .

I
Chicago's Mayor Martin H. Kennelly;

j

Bobby; Thos. E. Wilson and Ed. F.
I WiUon.

(6)—BOBBY with black lamb, a copy
of Danny in the picture. This lamb,
which was taken at random from the
yards, proved so tame and such a
good subject for radio shows and
color shots, was saved the fate of
other lambs in the yards, because of
his good nature, on a plea to Mr.
Wilson by Bobby and will spend the
rest of his days on the Purdue uni-
versity stock farm.

(7)—Bobby and black lamb on tele-
vision show over radio station WNBQ,
NBC station.

(8)—Wire recording interview over
CBS sfaUon WBBM at Stock show with
L to R . . . G. B. Thorne, vice president
of Wilson, and Harry Campbell of
CBS.

(9)—With Bobby Driscoll and Wil-
son Co., 6 horse hitch before thou-
sands in National Stock Yards Am-
phitheatre.

; 10)—BOBBY on Wilson Co.'s six horse
hitch before going into arena.

11)—Bobby, CharUe Hare, world's
-anking tennis player; Ed F. Wilson,
^resident of Wilson Co., with his son
Thos. Wilson.

12)—With sport celebrities at press
conference, L to R . . . Lou Boudreau;
"harlie Hare; Mary Hardwicke, Eng.
ish woman's golf champ; Babe Did-
ikson; Bobby; Ted Schroeder; Charlie
"rippi and Paul Christman.

13>—Bobby Driscoll and Ed. F. Wilson
vith 4-H club Meat Animal winners
ook in awe at choice meat display.

14)—Bobby Driscoll talks before audi-
nce of 2000 at 4-H Congress banquet.

—WALLY HEIM
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COUNTY FAIR montage. Scenes from the "America" which

catch the American institution, the county fair, with its rides,

races, and rural product. Every American has attended a

county fair, every American will thrill to its pictorial review.

A
NEW
YEAR!

A
INEW
DRIVE!

TffT

TIMELESS

'JOAN

Sip

Jet Enthusiasm

Is Generated by

Capt. Schaefer v>

BUFFALO, Dec. 13—Remem-
ber the day! Remember the

place! For NED DEPINET DRIVE

Captain Gus Schaefer held his

first meeting in Buffalo to launch

the 1949 contest before Branch

t/lanager Jack Chinell and the

Buffalo team. Captain Schaefer's

presentation was a purple pas-

sage from beginning to end in-

cluding the Pageant of RKO
Product, a Panorama of RKO
History, the Cavalcade of Ned

E. Depinet and the first Drive in

twelve years to honor him as

President of RKO. Buffalo re-

sponded like an RKO Fan Club

and the ghosts of all former NED
DEPINET DRIVES echoed in

chorus: "We have been here

before!" From December 17th to

IVlay 5th you will find in Buffalo

the synonymns for the three fa-

miliar words: SELL-DATE-COL-
LECT. They are CONFIDENCE-
FIGHT-VICTORY!

—HANK HOWARD

Albany to Enter

Class of Champs

ALBANY, Dec. 9 — The NED
DEPINET DRIVE meeting in Al-

bany is best described as Branch

Manager Max Westebbe effer-

vescently expressed himself . . .

"two cooks make a pot of soup

. . . they use the same pot . . .

the same ingredients . . . the

same stove. Yet only one cook

turns out a REAL bowl of soup

. . . because he cooked with

LOVE!"

Thus did Drive Captain Gus
Schaefer stir the Albanian ex-

change to a new pitch of accom-
plishment. The echo of his words

will resound for the duration of

the NED DEPINET DRIVE: Know
Your Product! Know What You
Want For It! Know Where You
Want To Sell It! Captain Schaef-

er gave everyone the answers

and left the Empire State Capital

with a reverberation in the air:

"We
Bewar

do our snare! Quota

—HANK HOWARD

By SYLVIA STREETOR

The next SPORTSCOPE will be

FIGHTING TARPON which Is

to be released by producer Jay

Bonafleld on December 17th. It

was directed and photographed

by Harry Smith, who spent three

weeks in Bahia Honda off the

Florida Keys In filming expert

fishermen matching their strength

and skill in landing this gamest

of ail salt water fish. The average

weight of this fish is about 90 or

95 pounds although some of the

big fellows run to about a hun-

dred and twenty-five. Since the

procedure is to let the boat drift

with the current while the fisher-

men cast their plugs, Smith en-

countered photographic prob-

lems. The boat used on this ex-

pedition was one designed for

tarpon fishing, having no gear

or deep-sea fishing chairs, a fea-

ture which allows several persons

to fish at the same time.

FIGHTING TARPON was pro-

duced by Jay Bonafleld, narrated

by Red Barber, directed by Har-

ry W. Smith, written by Joseph

Walsh, edited by Harold Oteri,

music by Nathaniel Shilkret and

recorded by Francis Woolley.

A second screening of GIRLS
IN WHITE, the current THIS IS

AMERICA release, was held last

Friday for several top persons in

the nursing profession. It was

also screened for the U. S. Health

Service this week in Washington.

WHO'S DELINQUENT? . . .

After a screening for a special

meeting of the National Con-

ference on Juvenile Delinquency,

of which he is honorary director,

Attorney General Tom Clark is

officially endorsing the picture.

IT PAYS TO BE IGNORANT,
the latest RKO Pathe SCREEN-

LINER based on the original

radio show, will be released De-

cember 24th. It will be given a

plug on the "It Pays To Be Ig-

norant" radio broadcast Christ-

mas Day.
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The New Orleans sales force is all smiles and very happy
about their Drive quota. Left to right. Salesman Tom Watson,
Branch Manager Roger Lamantia, Drive Captcrin David Prince

and Salesman Robert Dessommes.

SALT LAKE CITY—The Champs themselves. Branch Manager

Giff Davison, Rocky Mountain District Manager, Al Kolitz,

egional Drive captain, and Harry Gittleson look over FLASH
or late Drive news.

—T. BIDWELL McCORMICK

Capt. Dave Prince is flanked by two of his women assistants in

the New Orleans branch—and their duty will be to see that all

pictures are played and liquidated. Jean Crozat, office manager,
Capt. Prince and Booker Helen Pabst.

—BOB HICKEY

ALLAS—N. S. Division Manager Charles Boasberg and Dallas
ranch Manager Sol Sachs congratulating Southwestern District

[anager and Drive Captain Ben Cammack just before the

pening rally of the NED DEPINET DRIVE in Dallas.

1 —ED TERHUNE

"Joan" In South

jwinter vacationists at Palm

Ijach and Miami Beach will see

irra Pictures' JOAN OF ARC
tjthe height of the winter resort

sflson. January 12 has been set

fJ- special presentations there.

Miami Beach patrons will see it

at the Colony Theatre, and
those of Palm Beach at the Para-

mount.

This announcement follows the

news of other engagements ar-

ranged for Los Angeles, Phila-

delphia and New Orleans, start-

ing December 22.

PITTSBURGH—Capt. Bob Folliord gomg over the Giant Release
Chart with Dave Silverman, branch manager, prior to the kickoff

rally for the Drive.

—ALAN WIEDER

1
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Sachs, Reagin

Weeks Big Ones

The Sol Sachs Week at Dallas

was one of the biggest for bill-

ings in the history of the branch,

topping $110,000. Bob Mochrie
;ent a wire to Ben Camnnack as

follows:

CONGRATULATION TO SOL
SACHS AND HIS CAPABLE
STAFF ON EXCELLENT RESULT
OF SOL SACHS WEEK. HIS

BOYS AND GIRLS DID HIM

PROUD AND DESERVEDLY SO.

Reagin's Anniversary Week at

Memphis, also a tribute period to

the branch chief, turned in the

highest number of shipments the

branch has ever made with the

exception of one week, the last

Veek of the 1947 Drive. Ship-

ments for that week were 808

against 776, but the former in-

cluded news reels.

"THIS IS THE YEAR FOR PHILADELPHIA," said Charlie Zagrans in his talk at the opening of

Drive meeting. He further stated he felt that for the first time in the history of the Philadelphia

office that his organization was so setup that we would come up number one in the national

prizes. The meeting of the soles force and bookers was conducted by Mr. Levy, Mr. FoUiard,

and Mr. Zagrans. There was a great deal of enthusiasm displayed by the salesmen and Mr.
Zagrans about Philadelphia's chances of participating in the notional prizes and also the

special prizes.

—DOUG BECK

HEAVY ARTILLERY OF THE DETROIT TIGERS — Left to right, Ed Loye, Fronk Jones, Hotton
Taylor. Copt. Lefko, Roy Corrow, Horold Hellmon, George Sampson.

RKO Stunt Winners
Baker Shelton, manager of

Theatre, and Norman Wrobel of

the RKO Orpheum Theatre in

St. Paul, join the growing list of

managers who have won the RKO
Theatres' Stunt of the Month
competitions.

Winners for the month of No-

vember, each will receive $25

and an RKO Theatre Showman-

ship Certificate of commenda-

tion for an outstanding Theatre

activity. Mr. Shelton was select-

ed for his exploitation of the

This is America short, WHO'S

DELINQUENT which was made

in New Rochelle and of which

fact he took full advantage, us-

ing local personalities and places

appearing in the film. Exception-

al exploitation for A SONG IS

BORN won Mr. Wrobel his

award.

Capitol Records

"Song" Tie-ups

Walt Disney's SO DEAR TO
MY HEART will receive consid-

erable extra promotion through

a tie-up with Capitol Records,

Inc. The exclusive album of songs

will be issued the first week in

January and will be backed by

the greatest promotion ever put

behind any one album by Capitol

Records. Beginning December

15, a magnificent four-color,

three dimensional window display

approximately four feet in

height and made up of five color-

ful units, will be shipped to the

company's 45 branches and dis-

tributors which means approxi-

mately 8000 installations. It is

planned to have the display im-

mediately preceding the show-

ing of the picture in all cities

throughout the country.

Radio promotion will be an im-

portant part of the campaign

through disc jockeys who have

already been serviced on the

three recordings of the popular

tunes from SO DEAR TO MY
HEART. They will start exploiting

the album beginning January I.

Capitol Records will also fol-

low this Disney Technicolor fea-

ture around the country with

locally placed newspaper adver-

tisements at the time the picture

is being shown. The entire cam-

paign will have the full coopera-

tion of RKO Radio's field force.
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Jerry Shinbach, newly appcinted RKO Theatres division manager with head-
quarters in Chicago territory, is pictured at his first conference with Sol A.
Schwartz, vice-president and general manager of RKO Theatres. Mr. Shinbach
who follows Frank Smith, now Chicago representative for labor relations for

RKO Theatres, into the post cf division manager, will have charge of the follow-

ing theatres: RKO Palace and Grand in Chicago, Orpheum in Kansas City,

Virginia and Orpheum in Champaign, Orpheum and Liberty in New Orleans,
Keith's and Regent in Grand Rapids, Uptown in Detroit, and Brandeis in Omaha.

W-HO.ME?
Starting with the third week of

the Drive the RKO forty-niner

who is in last place in the
United States and last in Can-
ada must go unshaven until

climbing out of the abyss.

"PARKED GUNS" PUBLICITY
DENVER—Alert Orpheum Theatre Manager Bill Hastings turned

what could have been an adverse publicity break into a good pub-

licity stunt on STATION WEST, the RKO release currently playing

at his theatre.

When a patron accidently shot himself with an "unloaded"

revolver he had in his pocket while attending the midnight show of

STATION WEST, the morning newspaper played up the incident with

front page pictures and a story which mentioned the theatre and film.

hiastings Immediately had a sign painted
—

"Park Your Guns
Here"—and the newspaper next morning made a comical incident

of the affair by using a picture of a pretty usherette receiving a

varied assortment of six shooters from western type patrons.

What started out to be a bad break was laughed off easily and

afforded a goodly amount of word of mouth publicity for the picture

—T. BIDWELL McCORMICK

Salesmen and Branch Manager Stanley Jacques along with Eastern Central Drive Captain
.efko pose in front of the NED DEPINET DRIVE board after the official meeting last Monday.
?eading from left to right, Joe McKnight, Jack Furrer, Stanley Jacques, Morris Lefko, Gene

Tunick, Lee Heidingsfeld, Bud Weigel and Lloyd Krause.

i

"Joan" Honored
JOAN OF ARC, which IS now

playing simultaneously at the Vic-

toria and Fulton Theatres (con-

tinuously at the former; twice

daily at the latter) has been

named winner of the seventh an-

nual award of The Sign, national

Catholic monthly, as the out-

standing picture of the year.

Ffonored for their contribu-

tions in the making of this RKO
Radio release are Miss Bergman
and her supporting featured cast;

Producer Walter Wanger; Di-

rector Victor Fleming; and the
scenarists, Maxwell Anderson and
Andrew Solt.
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Edilh Allman of the RKO Theatres Booking Department, lllh flcor, was feted by her co-workers and friends at a

luncheon at Garrison's, in celebration of her marriage on December 12th, and her separation from the company.

Among those present were (left to right—top row:) Bernard Friedman, Ruby Marks, Helen Sparber, Jean Curasi, Marie

Luciani, Yolanda Oberding, Marion Thormann, Ruth Newman, Grace Gerdts. Helen Brendel, Emil Espen, Freda

Davis Lenorc Greenberg and EDITH ALTMAN—(bottom row—left to right) Matty Polon, E. E. David, Gert Scheedel, Ida

Cchen, Ruth Lowenthal, Gert Cohn, Joe Becker, Florence Thompson, Harry Mosley, Ann Vitucci, and Robert Sher-

man. Also present but not pictured were Ann Horowitz, Zella Smith, Helen Sioris, Elizabeth Laus, Helen Poller and

Harold Lewis.

Plaft a Dad
Milton Piatt, head of the

checking department, was pas'

ing the cigars around Monday
a daughter having been born

the Platts on Saturday. The ne.-.

arrival is Helaine Susan, weigh-

7 lbs., 4 oz. This is the second girl

for the family, the first being
Barbara Joan. Mrs. Piatt, the for-

mer Claire Treister, worked for ye
ed on FLASH several years ago.

Another former employee of

this office, Arlyne Robbins, now
Mrs. Bill Kagan, became the

mother of a son, Michael David,

on Monday, December 6th,

weight 7 lbs., 8 oz. The Kagans
live in Jackson FHelghts.

Congratulations to all con-

cerned.

Fifteenth Floor
As Santa peeks into our windows

here on the 15th floor he again finds

us bristling with activity in prepara-

tion for Christmas. The departments,

contract, sales, accounting and statisti-

cal are all aglow with trimming and

decoration. The conversation up here

is humming of shopping and holiday

festivities.

Let's leave this activity for a short

while and let me tell you of an inci-

dent that happened to me right here

at RKO. It's rather an appropriate

tale for us I think at this time, so I'd

like to tell you about it.

Last evening I was a bit later than

usual and consequently I took the

night elevator down. The operator of

the car was a pleasant looking fellow

with an odd smile on his face. I did

some shopping during lunch hour and

he noticed the brilliantly wrapped
packages that I was carrying. ''Get-

ting into the Christmas spirit, I see,"

he said! "Last minute shopping I had
to do," I replied. I added, "You seem

to have the holiday spirit yourself, al-

though, I guess you wish you could

leave this empty building and enjoy

this wonderful evening." He smiled

ai me and said, "No, I can enjoy my
long shift by reflecting about this holi-

day spirit that grasps hold of us and
makes us feel differently toward each

other." I remarked. "Christmas does

bring out the best in us, exactly how
would you account for it?"

He sat down on his stool and paused

a few minutes and said, "The Yuletide

season holds an abundance of joy for

all of us. You can experience this so

simply by the realization of something

that represents the holiday season. By
the chimes of "Silent Night' or the

sound of a carol

!

"As a matter of fact," he said, "Not
very far from here, right at Rocke-

feller Plaza, there is standing in all

its majesty a tree! Ah, but this is no
ordinary tree. It is a Christmas tree

and a most beautiful one! The shape

of the tree is without blemish and its

branches fulfill a perfect symmetry.

You will stand in awe gazing at this

fantasy with sparkling lights that ap-

pear as stars against a verdant back-

ground. The reflection of the silver

ornaments that grace its branches

will enchant your senses!"

He paused again and went on,

"Only a simple tree, once part of a

forest, taken away, erected and orna-

mented by man to become more than

just a tree, but a symbol of the very

wonderful season of Christmas!"

"So it is with us! We are like the

tree. We remain the same, except our

souls are enriched by the blessings of

peace and good will. We are lifted

away from the cares of everyday life

to enter into a spirit of friendliness

and love that is Christmas."

I suddenly realized that the elevator

was on the main floor. How long we
had stood there I could not say. Nor
could I add more to the fullness of

what he had said. So as I said to him
I will say to you, "Merry Christmas,

a Happy New Year and Good Night!"

—WALTER F. DORAY

LUNCHEON at Garrison's given in honor of Mildred Shlemovitz of the Insurance Department, who was married to Gilbert

Detkin on Sunday, November 28th, at the East Midwood Jewish Center, Brooklyn. Mildred made a beautiful bride adorned

in white satin with a fingertip veil. Mildred and her husband are now honeymooning at Miami Beach, Florida. Seated
in back, Shirley Karpen, Amy Payne. Gloria Horowitz, Marilyn Klein, Trudy Mark.

Cane's Son Critic

Plus RKO Shows
Irving Cane, head of the contract

department, has a son who is a student

at the Mark Twain Junior High School

in Brooltlyn and like all true sons of

RKO he's in there pitching for the

Company. He has an advantage of

most other sons of RKOers. for Her-

bert is the movie critic of The Pilot,

official paper of the school. Here's his

review on JOAN OF ARC:

One night not long ago, a colossal

figure of Joan of Arc appeared on

the "Great White Way" of New York.

It was part of a brilliant advertisement
of a new motion picture scheduled to

open at the Victoria Theatre on Armis-

tice Day.

There is scarcely a figure in all his-

tory that makes a greater appeal to

the imagination than Joan of Arc, the

simple country girl, who, at the age
of seventeen, led the French Army to

victory against "the English.

Many are the historical biographies

that have been written about her

short life—she was burnt at the stake

in the market place at Rouen, when she

v/as but nineteen years of age. She is

the subject of innumerable poems and

stories, plays, pictures, and statues.

Mark Twain wrote a historical novel

about her. Bernard Shaw, the great Eng-

lish writer, wrote a play entitled, "Saint

Joan." Now a motion picture comes
to Broadway with the role of Joan

played by Ingrld Bergman.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art

or Fifth Avenue contains a beautiful

painting of the Maid of Orleans by

Bastien Le Page. It shows Joan in the

garden of her humble home in the vil-

lage of Domremy. On Riverside Drive

is a great equestrian statue of Joan.

The pedestal was made In part from

eighteen tons of stone brought from

the dungeon at Rouen, from which

Joan was led forth to martydom. The

statue is of bronze, twenty-five feet in

height and weighs 8,000 pounds. It is

the work of Anna Vaughn Hyatt. Her

niece, Clara Hunter Hyatt, posed In

armor for the figure.

If you want to see a great actress

In an outstanding picture about an ex-

traordinary young woman, see Ingrld

Bergman In JOAN OF ARC at the

Victoria Theatre.
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Wishing each and every one

of the RKOites wherever they

may be a Very Merry Christmas

and Haopy New Year.

A belated welcome to

Fred Curd, our new of-

fice manager, who comes
to us from Paramount Pictures

vice Glen Calvert, who was pro-

moted to salesman. Every one

wishes Fred success and a hearty

welcome to the Memphis Office.

As we have always maintained

this is the ' Marryingest" office

force in the country, and so our

former bookkeeper, Marianne
Yarbrough, was married on Oc-
tober nth to William Bartlett.

December Nth will solemize the

marriage of Louise Davis, con-

tract clerk, to Walter Hughes,

and Miss Ann Reagin, daughter

of our Branch Manager R. V.

Reagin, was married to Albert

Yarnell in September. Her new
home is in Searcy, Ark.

Dorothy Pashby, our cashier,

is more than happy and very busy
welcoming her husband home and
in their "new" home as for some
time he has been working over in

Arkansas.

Our expert fisherman, Bill

Scryggs, always brings home the

bacon, I mean fish, but like all

the fishermen never has enough
to go around. Guess he catches

them with a "silver" hook and
therefore hangs the tale!

This will be news to all his

friends. Our former branch man-
ager A. M. Avery and Mrs.

Avery will have something more
to look forward to this Christmas
because it will fill more than a

stocking if you know what I

mean ! ! !

,
Tommy Baldridge, our saleman

(n the northeast part of Arkan-

sas, reports that somebody in a

truck tried to push him off the

oad while enroute to Corning,

^rk. Nothing except a dented
ender, but it gave him quite a

tart on the way to the ditch but

)o damage done to genial Tom-
ny!

Mrs. Edna Jerkins's son Joe
ook the fatal leap the other day
/hen he decided to get all

hitched" up and had to go all

he way to Texas to have the

lirl say, "I do." Texans please

ake note, we in Tennessee get
round a lit+le ourselves.

Mrs. Fred M. Ford, we are

appy to report, is progressing

fepidly from her operation for

llaucoma and she wants to thank
very one for kind wishes.

I —FRED M. FORD

Winter is really here to stay

in Salt Lake. It has been snowing

for the past few weeks and every-

thing is beginning to get that

r
' Christmas look" again. In

fact, whether it snows or

not for Christmas, we all

have the Christmas spirit and

have had it for the last four

months.

We planned our Christmas

party way, way in advance this

year and are anxiously awaiting

the big shindig. Under the very

capable direction of our party

committee (Arvilla Jay and Eva

Hansen) we all expect to have

a very gay and exciting time. We
have all been contributing to the

RKO Club Fund for many months

now and have made very big

plans for our Christmas celebra-

tion. Our party is going to be

held at The Continental which is

a newly remodeled and redecor-

ated dining" and dancing center

here in the heart of Salt Lake.

Salt Lake is very beautiful and
spirited this time of year. Each

and every year, the Saturday fol-

lov/ing Thanksgiving, all of the

Christmas decorations are light-

ed downtown and the Christmas

carols ring throughout the town,

echoing their good cheer for all

of the late Christmas shoppers.

It is quite a warm and comforta-

ble feeling to walk downtown at

night and see the beautiful lighls

in the dov/ntown business district.

It looks just like a Christmas fairy-

land. Every year at this time,

our lovely city gets done up in

Its Christmas Best ' and every-

one is eagerly awaiting the com-
ing Christmas season. So, on be-

half of all the members of the

Salt Lake Branch and our Manag-
er GIff Davison, our salesmen

... we would like to wish each

and everyone of you connected
with the RKO Family a VERY
MERRY, MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND THE HAPPIEST OF NEW
YEARS.

—DORIS JOHNSON

With Christmas just around the

corner we peeked into Santa s

bag and found:

E. LAMB Make drive quota.

R.CLEVELAND No more snow.

A. SANDERSON Blue Skies.

L. GOLDSMITH More Fridays in a week.

R. MORGAN Recording "It's A Long Way From Memphis."

W. Tl DWELL Sure cure for ulcers.

R. WALKER One more blonde to add to his collection.

E. DEVORE . Special automatic contract machine.

D. ROBINSON A convertible, different color this year.

A. HALSEY An Alaska shipment.

L.JOHNSON Christmas in January.

G. ROBERT . . A short-cut for checking report.

J. PATTERSON Bigger and better shipment for '49.

D. GIARD New Mercury 1949 convertible.

M. DYRNESS Navy blue and gold braid, it's so becoming.

E. MARSHIN Just a better year than last.

M.BLANSFIELD Like to be Santa's helper.

E. WATTERS More part-time jobs.

We miss Edith Rockwell who resigned several weeks ago and the

position Is being well filled by Geraldine Roberg.

We are all pleased to welcome back Robert Cleveland on the
RKO Staff.

Our sympathies are extended to Del Giard
father-in-law.

the loss of his

-SEATTLE BRANCH

Tear Santa Clau;:

Although you are terribly busy

v/ith the younger set, we hope it

will be possible for you to take a

few minutes from your busy sched-

ule and lend an ear to the various

requests from the gang at RKO
—Omaha. Of course, each of

us could visit you at Brandeis and

let you in on our secret desires.

But since we are such a large

family, we have decided to write

you.

Here's our list:

Branch Manager Renfro—win

the NED DEPINET DRIVE.

Salesman Arthur—another boy

and another tax exemption. Every

little bit helps.

Salesman Back—a sled. Can't

tackle the huge snowdrifts in the

Chevy.

Salesman Nielsen — smaller

feev. My number I4's are always

in someone's way.

Office Manager Howard Clark

—less steno trouble. Any kind

just so she can read, write, and

wears shoes.

Booker Erma DeLand — less

booking troubles. Dates of this

variety are harder to get.

Cashier Elvera Roslund—keep-

er of the purse lo these many
years. For this NED DEPINET
DRIVE, will need a bigger money
box.

Blller Hazel Brown—a new bill-

ing machine. The old one has

v/crn me out.

Stenographer Carol Mavis —
another boy friend. They make
life sooo interesting.

Contract Clerk Phoebe Mum-
fcrd—a typewriter that can spell

according to Webster.

Br. Manager's Secretary Betty

Pantier—two Saturdays in every

week.

inspectresses — Marie, Tillie,

Evelyn, Maude, and Olive — a

new pot, coffee pot that is.

Shipper Vern Schuett—vitamin

pills to make me young again.

Assistant Shipper Richard Klu-

saw—lighter film cans.

Janitor Bill Schuett—automa-
tic broom and mop.

Hopefully,

—BETTY PANTIER

P. S. On your trip the night be-

fore Christmas, wish all the em-
ployees of RKO throughout the

country a Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year from RKO
OMAHA.
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The Philadelphia branch wishes

to extend to everyone of you,

A Very Merry Christmas and A
Happy and Prosperous

. New Year.

We, also, would like to,

take this opportunity to

welcome the following who have

recently joined our staff: Joseph

E. Farrow, office manager; Joan

Morris, typist; Kathryn Scanlon,

biiler, Virginia Rayner, clerk.

Our Branch Skipper, Charlie

Zagrans, is really jingling bells

this year. It's rumored that his

tailor is measuring him for a

Santa Claus suit 'cause he's get-

ting ready to slide down the

chimney Xmas Eve to play Santa

to his three little grandchildren.

Here's hoping that Good Ole

Chris drops in at your house and,

your house to fulfill every wish.

—GENE FOX

Again in 1948

It's TRU,MAN I

RKO in

^WASHINGTON D.C.

Wishes RKO
Everywhere

fA QXrp Qllerrp

(Shrtstmas

and a

0(app^ Qlew Qjear

—BILL PRAGER^

sr. LOUIS
CHRISTMAS WISH

May the happiness of Christmas

Like the music of a song

Make every day a happy day
For RKOers everywhere.

There's music in the air

And beauty everywhere.

May the melody of

Christmas carols

Fill with cheer

Your Christmas Day,

Each hour bringing

Some glad promise

To RKOers everywhere.

May each note bring

You happiness

That will last throughouh ihe

year.

This is the wish from we RKOers
To you RKOers everywhere.

—Ray V. Nolan, Tom B. Wil-

liamson, Pat Byrne, Guy Pisani,

Jack Hynes, Wally Hamburg,
Molly Inger, OIlie Lessing, Lou

Ra+z, Lou Palermo, Mildred

Green, Frances Brockman, Edis

Knoll, Estelle Michaiek, Bobbe
Akins, Irene Rix, Gen Cox, Mollie

Rosenfeld, Bea Rapp, Bette

Andes, Esther Neumann, Anita

Downs, Robert Chism, Walter
Kelley, Ordell Lynch, Frank Zech-
meister. Rose Tevis, Helen Todd,
Minnie Kuenstler, Edna Stewart,

Bertha Koehnemann, Rose La
Martina, Chloe Kropp, Dorothy
Giebe, Marie Walsh, Helen Hel-

liker and Lou Dufour.

—LOU DUFOUR

2 LEVEL FROM LIEBER 12/14/48

LOS ANGELES
EAST IS EAST AND WEST IS WEST BUT NO MATTER
WHERE YOU MAY BE WE AT THE STUDIO JOIN YOU
AND THE RKO FAMILY IN A CHRISTMAS TOAST TO
HEALTH AND HAPPINESS ON THIS DAY AND IN THE
YEAR TO COME (SIGNED)

THE RKO RADIO STUDIO GANG

I'd like to introduce myself as

the new correspondent for the

Los Angeles branch. I'll start off

by tooting my own horn. An-
nouncing the recent engagement
of Helen Redlich, salesmen's

stenographer, to Ensign Mel
Myerson.

The O. E. I. U. employees on

Film Row are going to have a

high time in the way of a ist

Annual Christmas Party at the

Variety Club. The branch and
office managers will be their

guests. We all expect to eat,

drink, and be merry until the wee
hours of the morning.

The Truman political upset

couldn't hold the spotlight too

long around RKO Los Angeles

because right on its tail followed

another all-important election.

The election of officers of our

club the RKOlIans. The outcome
is as follows: president, Bernard

Cobb, vice-president, Nina Mc-
Farland, secretary-treasurer, Ethel

Buckingham.

December 5 was a great day
for Harry Cohen, branch man-
ager—you guessed it, his birth-

day. To make his day more per-

fect the sales force and office

manager presented him with a

box of his favorite cigars and a

Ronson lighter. Brother, he cer-

tainly needed that lighter!! Up
until then he has been using an

ancient Dunhill that operates effi-

ciently about 2% of the time,

and that isn't good enough for

Harry Cohen.

REPORT FROM SICK BAY-
We sincerely hope that by the

time this flash goes to press Lu-

cille Croston will be entirely well

and back on the job to read it.

She has been confined to the

hospital for several weeks.

Mrs. J. H. Maclntyre under-

went an operation late in No-

vember and reports are that

she is coming along very nicely.

We hope she'll be completely

well before Christmas.

The entire office force would

like to extend its sincerest sym-

pathy to Johnny DeCosta, office

manager, on the recent loss of his

Mother.

Did you all see what I saw?

Sally Miller the proud possesser

of about 30 little girls (Footnote:

Ihey came in two shades and

sold for $6 each).

With only a short time until

Dec. 3 1 the booking department

and salesmen are working like

mad getting some extra play-

dates in—which means some ex-

tra Drive dough. We're rootin'

for you.

—HELEN REDLICH

mctry Christmas
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